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PREFACE.

A CAREFUL

review of the articles composing this volume just

before sending the work to press

was most

For

gratifying.

the conviction had been expressed in the preface to the fourteenth
volume of these ''Collections" that there was little hope for further

In this volume, however, there are a

contributions from pioneers.

number

of valuable articles of that character.

''Personal Recollec-

tions of Life on the Plains," by Raber; "The Early Settlement and
Raid on the Upper Neosho," by Mrs. Godsey; "Justice Was Swift
and Sure in Early Days" and "Concerning a Day When Cowboys

Were Cowboys," by Botkin; and "Buffalo Days," by Fouquet, and
and to Plains literature.
come when the facts in relation to

others, are valuable contributions to history

It is believed that the time has

the homicide of Gains Jenkins

may

prejudice or offense to anyone.

The claim

Jenkins was the most famous in
cial briefs

all

be published at length without
contest between

the annals of Kansas.

and arguments are crowded with

Lane and
The offi-

historical information of

the early settlement of Lawrence and the political beginnings of

Kansas.

The "Berryman Papers" and "Letters from Indian Missionaries"
The Society
was most fortunate in securing these papers.
The great favor in which these volumes are held has resulted from
go back to the very genesis of the history of Kansas.

the variety of subjects treated in each of them.

This feature

is

well

maintained in this volume.

The seventeenth volume
commenced.

Much

of the "Collections" has already been

of the copying has been done

and research

for

material for notes will be taken up as soon as this volume goes to
P^^^^-

William E. Connelley,
Secretary.

(ix)

KANSAS HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS.
DANIEL W. WILDER, THE FATHER OF KANSAS
HISTORY AND LITERATURE.
By William

E. Connelley,

Secretary of the Kansas State Historical Society.

NATURE
great

accomplish

and dead

is

not lavish of her best

work be done
it.

When

ritualisms, a

gifts.

When

it is

imperative that some

in the interest of the people a

man

is

raised

up to

reverence and worship are sinking into cold formalities

Luther

is

born, with a Uving

fire

in his heart that burns

more the flame of true religion in the souls of men.
It may be that the relations of ages must be severed along the line of cleavage
between the peoples of a nation, and a Washington is born. When statesmen
are engaged in laying deep and broad the foundations upon which must be
built the structure of freedom and the masters are at fault, a Jefferson points
out the road to the rights of man. When it is imperative that a new nation
be given lessons in practical affairs that will guide it along the paths of common sense for all the future, a Franklin appears. When the interests of a
nation become confused and men are intoxicated with the first draughts of
the elixir of freedom and are in danger of making the temple of liberty a
bordel of license, a Hamilton comes forth and the corpse of public credit
springs alive to its feet and men are shown the need of the wholesome restraints
of law and the glory of a government strong enough to live one with an arm
potent and powerful enough to guarantee the rights of its citizens. Re-

until it has kindled once

—

may so increase in a country as to threaten the existence of hberty and the subversion of government, and a Lincoln stands in
the breach until the monsters of rebeUion and human bondage are dead; in
actionary tendencies

may be marked, as in
Kansas, and a Brown and a Lane placed in the fierce forefront until retrogression is given back its Cimmerian caverns. And when the battle is ended
and the glorious sun of freedom illuminates the world and it is necessary for
the records to be made of the struggle which confirmed the liberties of man,

the preliminary conflict in this reform a battlefield

a Wilder is fitted for the labor and forced to take up the burden, whether
he would or not.
The minds of such men are orderly and essentially creative. What is
dim and indistinct to others is written in letters of living light for them.
In the glorious battle fought here in Kansas men alhed themselves with the
army of Right for various purposes. Some were patriots; others only ambitious.
Some fought for freedom, some for self-aggrandizement, and others
for wealth and the power which money gives.
It was difficult to determine
the proper place for each man in the temple erected here at the cost of paMany filed claim to first place; facts were concealed, fictions
triotic blood.
charged. The contention grew acrimonious and no settlement was in sight.
When the conflict raged fiercest a torch was lighted which set the house in
order.
This torch was Wilder's "Annals of Kansas," and its steady flame
has increased in volume, in intensity and in brilliancy to this day.

1—324
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—

This is one of the greatest of American books the greatest Kansas book.
Before it we had much writing and some bookmaking, but we had no order,
no arrangement. We needed some one to blaze a pathway through our wilderness of material and give a proper proportion to the perspective. Only a
man of creative power could do that. We had accumulated, like David of
old, a great store of precious stuff, but we had built no temples. Wilder became our architect; he pointed out the proper place for each stone and timber.
We shall always build along his plans. UtiHty is the great object of all labor,
of all effort; what is of no utiUty fails and is cast aside. In this principle hes
the imperishable fame of Wilder. In writing this great work perhaps he did
not realize the value of the services he was rendering his country. But it was
put into his mind to do it, and he could not but comply; he could no more
escape it than could the prophet in his mission to Nineveh. It is certain that
he did not write in any effort to seek fame. It is most hkely that it was
suggested in his editorial labor, and that his paramount purpose was to supply the "boys," his contemporary joumahsts, a terse guide to what had been
done here. Fame never comes to those who make strenuous efforts to reach
done only because it is
it; it is only bestowed as a reward for duty done
duty. If he had written for fame he would have loaded it to the guards with
extraneous facts of no general utihty, and his book would have been as little
known to-day as a census of the middle of the expiring century.
Of those who attain to more than the ordinary, facts are always interesting
and welcome. Mr. Wilder was bom in Blackstone, Mass., July 15, 1832, the
seventh son of Dr. Abel Wilder. He spent four years at the Boston Latin
School, was an attentive and studious boy, received prizes every year, graduated second in his class, and received a Franklin medal. At Harvard he was
an officer in the Hasty Pudding Club, the Alpha Delta Phi and three other
college societies. He graduated in 1856 and was awarded the first prize, a gold
medal, for elocution in competition with all the classes. Charles F. Browne,
better known as "Artemus Ward," was his roommate, and the friendship formed
there with such men as F. B. Sanborn continue to this day.
After his graduation Mr. Wilder studied law and he was admitted to the
Boston bar in 1857. In June of that year he visited Kansas. In 1858 he settled
at Elwood, in Doniphan coimty, and became the editor of the Elwood Free
Press. In August, 1860, he went to St. Joseph, commercially a Kansas town
on Missouri soil, where he was editor of the Free Democrat, a RepubHcan
paper. For the advocacy of freedom for the slaves he was indicted and compelled to return to Kansas, losing his investment in Missouri. He became
editor of the Leavenworth Daily Conservative in January, 1861; he was one
of the founders of the paper and when Col. D. R. Anthony went into the army
he purchased the Anthony interest and became the sole proprietor. He
married, March 3, 1864, Miss Mary E. Irvin, of Atchison county. In 1865
he went to Rochester, N. Y., where he was the editor of the Evening Express,
but he found it impossible to remain away from Kansas and returned again
in 1868 to edit the Leavenworth Conservative. He became the editor of the
Fort Scott Monitor in 1871. In 1872 he was elected auditor of state, and his
first official report created a sensation.
Dishonest and corrupt practices had

—

long been in existence in the office of the state treasurer. Mr. Wilder laid
bare the foul ulcer with keen sentences and facts sharper than the surgeon's
scalpel.

He

turned a blaze of hght into the caves of

official

corruption and

—
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the plunderers fled in consternation. They did not return, and from that dayKansas has met her obligations faithfully. His reforms extended even to the
administrative affairs of counties, and they have been of immeasurable value
to the people of Kansas.

In October, 1876, Mr, Wilder resigned his office to become editor of the
Joseph Herald; but this was only for another attempt at the impossible,
and he returned again to Kansas and settled in Hiawatha, where he was editor
and proprietor of the World. This he disposed of to accept the office of state
commissioner of insurance. In this capacity his fidelity to his trust and his
keen scent for frauds resulted in reforms in the methods of insurance in KanSt.

sas

which have resulted in great benefit to the people of the

publishes the Insurance Magazine of Kansas City,

state.

He now

Mo.

Mr. Wilder has written much. His work on Shakespeare is one of the
The Kansas newspapers for the last forty years contain articles from his

best.

pen. In the editorial convention in April, 1875, he introduced the resolution
which resulted in the organization of the State Historical Society. In fact,
you find the impress of his practical mind on all our institutions. He has devoted his Ufe to the advancement of our interests and the development of
our resources. He hves now in Hiawatha, a pretty town in the fattest of
Kansas counties. He lives in the midst of his books, surrounded by his family
and devoted friends. He takes a keen interest in literary matters and all
Kansas affairs. He has done well, and has the satisfaction accorded few men
that of looking back on a well-spent hfe, secure in the love and esteem of
the people he served so well and long. The evening of his hfe is peaceful,
ideal and happy.
I wrote the foregoing sketch of D. W. Wilder for the book-review number
of the Topeka Daily Capital, December 2, 1900. When I determined to publish a brief biography of Mr. Wilder in the sixteenth volume, "Kansas Historical Collections," I reviewed this article and was of the opinion that I
could not say anything better or more worthy of him than I had there said.
Mr. Wilder died on the 15th day of July, 1911. On that day he completed
his seventy-ninth year.
He had been in failing health for some time. His
death was caused by a fall from a second-story window of his home. He rose
at 7 o'clock, and it is beHeved that he became confused and walked through
the low window, under the impression that it was a door, and from this window
fell to the ground.
At first it was thought that he was not seriously injured,
but the shock was severe and at eight o'clock p. m. he died from the effects
of

it.

No man

of his

day accomplished more

for

Kansas than D. W. Wilder.

He

stands at the head of the brilliant hterary and historical group of Kansas creative writers.

He was

the founder of the Kansas State Historical Society.

the meeting of the Kansas Editorial Association at Manhattan, April

8,

At
1875,

he introduced the following resolution, which was adopted:

"Whereas, All efforts to establish an active and efficient State Historical
Society have been failures; and

"Whereas, Such an organization is imperatively demanded for the purpose
and past records of twenty-one years of eventful history:

of saving the present
therefore,

''Resolved, That this association respectfully requests that F. P. Baker, D.
R. Anthony, John A. Martin, Sol. Miller and G. A. Crawford act as a com-

:
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mittee to organize such a Society, and ask of the legislature an appropriation
of not less than $1,000 annually to pay for subscriptions and for the binding
of every newspaper published in the state, and for such other historical records as can be secured."

Mr. Wilder was president

of the Society

and for many years was one

of its

directors.

became acquainted with Mr. Wilder in 1884. I had then been a resident
Kansas three years. I had consulted his "Annals of Kansas" while teaching
at Tiblow, now Bonner Springs, in 1881-'82, and of course knew of him from
my earliest acquaintance with the state. In 1895 an intimate friendship developed between us which continued until his death. About us formed a group
of mutual friends, consisting of Eugene F. Ware, George W. Martin, Albert R.
Greene and Charles S. Gleed. F. B. Sanborn, of Concord, Mass., was a lifelong friend of Mr, Wilder, and a very close friendship developed between
Mr, Sanborn and myself.
About 1895 Mr, Wilder had an office in Kansas City, Mo, This office was
in some building near Eighth and Delaware streets. At that time I lived in
Kansas City, Kan., and I visited Mr. Wilder two or three times every week.
I was then engaged in a thorough study of western history, and especially of
Kansas history. I found Mr. Wilder helpful. His historical writings had failed
to bring him any great financial returns and for this reason he was never sanguine and not very encouraging. While he was not an austere man, he had an
air of reserve which it required some time to break through. It was not until
I began to pubhsh my writings that he became enthusiastic and cordial in his
I

of

bearing.

In the course of our friendship Mr. Wilder wrote me many letters. In this
few of them and shall begin with the letter

article I shall print portions of a

dated

May

28, 1900

Hiawatha, Kan.,

My

—

May

28, 1900.

Dear Mr. Connelley I have finished reading your book on the "Provisional Government" this evening. Sanborn spent a night with us last week.
He said he had already read your book. (I read every note and every line.)
He greatly enjoyed meeting you; said you had one interview four hours long.
You are giving sources. Your enthusiasm and success in finding hidden
treasurers will add many more valuable pages to our history.
Walker, in a literary sense, was not a writer. But his simple, honest story is
fascinating to me. The book will never be long out of print, but will continue
to be reproduced through all the future years of our state.
To me the story is fascinating. The artist in his unconsciousness and truthfulness has painted the home fife of his people in enduring colors. No appreciative person who buys the picture will ever part with it.
simple reading
of the "Walker Diary" has filled my memory with visions new and attractive;
clothed with life a period heretofore known only as connected with the
national tragedy for the extension of slavery. Walker would have been a
pleasant friend. Guthrie, whom I believe I have seen, was uneven, irregular,
always in trouble, and only a fly on the wheel.
Poor man! He was robbed by rascals; his life made wretched by coldblooded devils who claimed to be reformers, patriots and saviors. The figure
of the wronged man has now stepped into the canvas of our state panorama,
and will stay there. The pen of some novelist may place Walker and Guthrie
and their Wyandots into a volume that will be read by thousands of people.
But it is bedtime. I suppose I have marked a thousand lines in your book,
so crowded is it with thoughts and suggestions. It would take me hours to
write all that I should like to say. Please accept my most hearty thanks for

A

your

gift.

William E. Connelley,

Your
Esq.,

Topeka.

friend,

D. W. Wilder.

:
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first paragraph of this letter is "The Provisional
Nebraska Territory and the Journals of William Walker, Provisional Governor of Nebraska Territory." This work was published for me
by the Nebraska Historical Society in 1899. Its bearing on the history of
what is now the state of Nebraska is very slight, but the Historical Society
of that state is short on documents. As the boundary of the proposed state

referred to in the
of

included the present state of Nebraska, the Historical Society felt
fied in publishing

of

the book.

which were given to

me

itself justi-

Two

thousand copies were printed, one thousand
and the other thousand retained by the Historical

Society of Nebraska.

His reference to Mr. Sanborn was because of a visit of Mr. Sanborn to
Topeka to attend a meeting of the National Society of Charities and CorThis was my first meeting with Mr. Sanborn. The interview rerections.
ferred to was at the National hotel. At that time I was at the head of the
book department of Crane & Co., publishers, Topeka. I had written the ''Life
of John Brown" in a brief form for a series of publications brought out by

Crane & Co. for use in schools, called "Twentieth Century Classics." Mr.
Sanborn was pleased with the Hfe of Brown as I had written it. In our interview he warned me that I had incurred the enmity of the Robinson interests
in Kansas and believed that I would be persecuted by them. His judgment
was correct. I had a very spirited contest with the Robinson champions. For
a time it looked as though I might be overwhelmed and that I should be
eliminated as a writer of Kansas history. George W. Brown, the editor of the
Herald of Freedom in Kansas in territorial days, was employed to demolish my
position. He pubhshed quite a volume, "False Claims Corrected," in an effort to do so. I replied in a pamphlet entitled "An Appeal to the Record."
After the publication of that little work I was not further troubled by the
friends of Governor Robinson,
June 13, 1900, Mr, Wilder wrote me a letter, from which the following extracts are taken
Hiawatha, June 13, 'GO.
My Dear Connelley I thank you very much for your Toronto book and
your excellent letter. The Toronto study I have had only a chance to glance
at.
All of your work astonishes me. Here we have a man, very lately unknown to the general public, doing first-class work not before covered by any
author, in this new and vast field. The Univ. of Kan. ought to make you
professor of history and gain glory through your studies. It is a disgrace to
us all that you are not there.
A few days ago, at Atchison, 18,000 acres of Central Branch land, long ago
sold and occupied, were again sold by the R. R. Co. A real-estate man tells
me that the defective title is due to old- Pom. the Pious.
Your suggestion to Sanborn to pubhsh the John Brown letters in full and
as written was a wise one. They could be so printed with very few comments.
Your letter of Buford's is a great find. He too made tracks coming and going. Persons were driven, North and South, by an invisible power, during that
period, and did not know that they were "possessed."
Whatever you greatly want in the historic record line will come to you you
will get together; you are mentally built that way. And the first man of the
kind we have had in Kansas unless my old friend Prof. John B. Dunbar is the
other.
Your friend,
D. W. Wilder.
William E. Connelley, Esq., Topeka.

—

;

The book

referred to

by Mr. Wilder

book" is a report of
had in it a long article

as the "Toronto

the commissioner of education for Toronto, Canada.

I

:
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on the history, religion and the social and political organizations of the Wyandot Indians, who had lived at one time about the Georgian Bay of Lake
Huron and had twice lived at Toronto, Canada. I have allowed the phrase
"Old Pom. the Pius" to stand to show how S. C. Pomeroy, one of the first
United States senators from Kansas, was regarded by Mr. Wilder, the supreme
authority on the history of Kansas.
There is a reference to Buford's letter. It was written by Jefferson Buford,
of Alabama, to Gov. William Walker, explaining the objects of his movement
into Kansas with an armed force of southern contenders for slavery. He desired
permission to settle some of these advocates of slavery
in

what

is

now Kansas

City,

Kan.

The

letter is

among

the

Wyandots

given
St. Louis, Apl. '56.

—I desire to settle a portion of my company on the Wyandott reserve provided that tribe will freely consent to my doing
but not otherwise,
and I would select for that purpose only orderly good citizens—among them
blacksmiths, carpenters brick and stone masons physicians school teachers agricultural laborers &c &c —and any of them who became obnoxious to the Indians
I would have removed—with such settlers under such an arrangement I think
both parties would be benefited—and especially would
aid your views in
Dear Sir

so,

it

building up your city of Wyandotte which by the way seems the place endowed
by nature for the great town of the territory.
I hope to see you soon and confer more fully with you in relation to this

Col

Very

Wm Walker
of
at

respectfully yr obt Sevt,

J.

Buford.

Wyandotte City
Kansas City.

John B. Dunbar later wrote a number of articles for the Kansas State Hisand they were published in the ''Collections" of the Society. He
also wrote a number of papers on the Pawnee Indians, which were published in
the Magazine of American History.
On the 5th of October, 1900, Mr. Wilder wrote me the following letter:
torical Society

My
of
to

it.

Hiawatha, Oct. 5, '00.
Dear Connelley Yesterday was a busy day for me but you stole half
The completed Life of John Brown came at noon. No novel could be

—

me so absorbing in interest. This will not be true of the general reader, but
he will find it the most lively book relating to Kansas history that has ever
been published. The spirit of the writer is that of a passion for freedom and
fair play.
You love Freedom so devoutly that you knock down every man
who assails her with bludgeons or with lies. And you will not lie for your hero
or any other man. Earnest men will be your friends and defenders; it is for
them you write, and for Truth itself. Such a book at once establishes itself
and becomes a permanent addition to historical literature.
For all that you say you give your authority, chapter and verse. Your purpose is so straightforward that every reader will perceive that if you have been
misled you will take pleasure in making corrections in future editions. So far,
in turning over the pages, I have found no historical errors of course there are
some, but the manly spirit of the author is felt on every page. I warmly thank
you for your work; so will all pioneers. I will add some explanations; I will
send any I find after a full reading.
I enclose (for the Histl Soc.) a death notice of Charles A. Foster, whom you
index three times. I knew him in Boston before he came to Kansas. One of
the publishers and editors of the Carpet Bag was my cousin, Silas W. Wilder,
with whom I lived, as a school boy. My roommate was Chas. F. Brown,
"Artemus Ward." He spelled it Browne while editing Vanity Fair, New York,
where I last met him. "Miles O'Reilly," there named, served in Kansas as a
Union soldier. See Chas. G. Halpine, Annals, 342. There are three Charleses,
;

-
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whom won wide reputations. (In March, 1864, C. F. B. wrote for my
Conservative a report of a reception the Leavenworth printers gave him.)
The poem you copy on page 117 was written by Halpine. The Tribune
never disclosed his authorship. A thousand times it was copied, for years, by
Democratic editors who charged Greeley with disunion sentiments, but Horace
did not squeal; he took his medicine.
P. 170. F. P. Baker was the editor of the Commonwealth. He sent me the
book for a notice.
But I must go to work. When the people find out that such a book has been
printed they will demand copies.
Your friend,
D. W. Wilder.
two of

The poem referred to is "Hail to the Stars and Stripes." Its pubUcation
New York Tribune was resented by the southern newspapers.
Charles F. Browne, who was and is known the world over as "Artemus

in the

Ward," remained an intimate friend of Mr. Wilder as long as he lived. There
never was a meeting of any of us with Mr. Wilder present that he did not
have some new story to tell of Browne.
Mr. Wilder wrote me the following letter November 6, 1900:

Hiawatha, Nov.

6, '00.

—

My

Dear Connelley I mail two photos, one for you and one for Mr.
Popenoe. I thank you for the work you have done for me. Last night I
finished your "Wyandotte Folk Lore." It is a remarkable book. It is very
strange, this new Kansas historical work that you have blossomed out with
in such recent time books that are indispensable in the "Uncle Remus" field.
Some of these legends are poems and will be fine additions to our literature.
Then I began on Lane. I think it is very fine. I was a delegate to the convention in Topeka in 1857 which nominated Parrott. (I voted for Henry J.
Adams, a brother of F. G. A., and a better man than Parrott.)
Lane presided. And there I heard him say, as I now remember the words

—

—

(not necessarily as he spoke them)
"I am a crusader in the cause of Freedom,
I do not believe that God will let me die until I have made all territory
free between Kansas and the Gulf of Mexico." The effect on me was such as
prophets have produced on their followers, and could not be forgotten. The
sentiment may have been spoken in different forms in many speeches. M. W.
Reynolds wrote many biographies for the Kansas City Times, mine among
them, some dozen or more years ago. You can find them in the files in the
Hist'l Soc. I have also lately read your lives of the early governors. It is a
brief history of Kansas. All of these books should be in every school district.
:

and

Very

truly,

D. W. Wilder.

The Mr. Popenoe referred to is F. 0. Popenoe, who at that time owned the
Topeka Daily Capital. I was preparing some articles on Ingalls, Wilder and
Ware for the book-review number, published December 2, 1900. The photograph was to be used in making a portrait of Mr. Wilder for that issue of the
paper. I had completed my little book entitled "Wyandotte Folk Lore" a
few days before this date and had sent Mr. Wilder a copy of it. I had sent
him also a copy of my brief "Life of General James H. Lane." The speech
of Lane recalled by Mr. Wilder was a noted one in Kansas. Many pioneers
of the state have mentioned it to me. One and all testified to the effect on
them described by Mr. Wilder.
Milton

W. Reynolds was an

editor of

Kansas newspapers.

He was

one

of the founders of the daily edition of the Lawrence State Journal in 1865.

Hei and Leslie J. Perry founded the Parsons Weekly Sun in 1871. He was a
vigorous writer and was the correspondent of metropolitan newspapers for

many

years.

He

wrote under the

nom

de plume of "Kicking Bird."
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Mr. Wilder's

letter of

of the Daily Capital of

December
December

5,

1900,

2,

and

Society.

was inspired largely by the edition

is

as follows:

Hiawatha, Dec. 5, '(X).
Dear Connelley Do not apologize for delay in writing me. I can see the
immense amount of work you have been doing. We are now old and long
friends, since each esteems the other, and our correspondence will not consist
in your answering my letter No. 5 with your letter No. 5, but in each writing
when and what he likes to. Of course I thank you for the biography you

—

too high a place; non-friends may fall too
done, by our neighbors and the state. Your sketch
of Ware makes us all your debtor.
He always refuses to give dates and
facts ; a life of him was greatly needed, and yours will be greatly esteemed and
preserved. There is no limit to be set to his powers of mind or his warm
heart and unceasing benevolence. None of us half begin to appreciate Ware.
He has wings that fly and soar and also the hard head that can sit down with
a pencil and work out problems in arithmetic or interpret the cold figures of
tables of statistics; a really inspired poet and a working lawyer who wins
cases every day. Not a particle of meanness about him. We have no man

have written; it gives
low; in the end justice

like

me much
is

Ware.

Your

Ingalls article is also inspired. I do not agree with all of it, but it
was your duty to write and print it. You were chosen, without being consulted, to do that public serviite. The papers are now finding fault with it;
it is the important article in this number of the Capital.
The writer who
agrees with general estimates and conclusions is no writer at all. You and
Ware are both working too hard. Rest has laws and must be obeyed.
The_ whole treatment of the Reds by the Whites in this country has been
barbaric, and it still continues. When we want their land we begin to shoot,
then cry "Another Indian outbreak," and wage a war of extermination. As an
editor, I, years ago, used to join in those bloodthirsty crusades. "Environment"
is my excuse.
Very truly,
D. W. Wilder.

The

sketch of Eugene F.

Ware

referred to

is

as follows:

happens unto families and man
That they need must touch their mother earth again;
Rising, rugged and reliant,
Like Antaeus, the old giant,
Then they dare and do great things and not till then."

"Oft

it

—

The fire, the courage, the contempt for danger and hardship that gave our
Teutonic and Scandinavian ancestors the land of Britain have remained the
chief characteristics of their descendants in all the quarters of the world they
have possessed. It was said of Roscoe Conkling that he was an Americanized
Saxon. So he was, and no higher compliment could have been paid his intrepid audacity in the hour of danger, his grasp and comprehension of great
questions threatening the life of the public and his valorous heroism as he
grappled with them, than this reference to his indomitable ancestors. No people ever transmitted their potency more persistently than have the English
Saxons. They have shown their potential energy by demonstrating their capacity to adapt themselves and their institutions to all the requisitions of a
high civilization. They have done even more than this they have developed
a strenuous civilization, a distinct national life, an elaborate and complete literature, a system of law superior to any the world has before seen, and a
genius for just and stable governments never before known among men. Of
the Saxon, other races may well exclaim in the words of Cassius:
;

bestride the narrow world
Like a Colossus, and we petty men
"Walk under his huge legs and peep about
To find ourselves dishonourable graves."

"Why, man, he doth

America is built of the best blood from all the modern nations of the earth.
Here we are Americans, and Americans only. It matters not what of wealth
or of character strangers bring with them, if they become not true Americans^
they sink into a deserved and contemptible oblivion. And it matters not how
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wealth they bring within our gates, if they bring noble purposes and
a desire to conform to our ideals, they may become the peer of any
American. But our country expands along the lines marked by the energy
and enterprise of the Anglo-Saxons, and in our civil institutions and national
life the characteristics of the Saxons predominate.
Among the original colonies none contended more stubbornly for the liberties of right the heritage of all Englishmen than did the staunch and solid old
commonwealth of Connecticut. Her people were ever conservative, industrious, frugal, courageous, self-reliant and full of aggressive energy and enterprise. They were Puritans of the straightest sort. Appeals to right, conscience
and high moral principles have invariably met with a hearty response from
them. Wherever they have gone they have carried with them sound business
maxims, a strict adherence to moral rectitude, the love of civil order, and substantial, progressive and enduring institutions. As an example of this it is only
necessary to mention the Western Reserve, in Ohio. Where they have stopped
a community devoted to industrial development and educational progress has
grown up. Clear across the continent west from this good old Puritan state
we find her sturdy sons, and we find them good citizens and ideal Americans
everywhere.
Kansas is not unacquainted with these exemplary people. One of them was
John Brown, who fought on our prairies for true and national Americanism and
did more than any other to overthrow the barbarous institution of slavery in
the nation. James H. Lane was bom of one of the noble daughters of old Connecticut. Hundreds of the sons of this substantial old state are now bending
little of

come with

to their plows, their counters, their desks, tilling their farms, selling their merchandise, practicing their professions, and superintending their factories in Kansas. They ask no favor more than is guaranteed by a fair and open field they
expect to succeed by their own efforts, and they have no time to complain of
lack of opportunity.
One of the representative citizens of our state, and one to whom we owe
much, is Eugene F. Ware, who was born in Hartford, Conn., May 29, 1841. He
is of pure Enghsh extraction, and his long and honorable line of Puritan ancestry is as good as the best. His parents moved to Burlington, Iowa, when
he was a child. Iowa was at that time a territory, and he grew to man's estate
on the frontier of our rapidly expanding republic. Before he was twenty (in
April, 1861) he enlisted in the First Iowa volunteer infantry. This regiment
was called for a three months' service, a term supposed by many to be sufficient to put down the rebellion. At the expiration of his first period he reenlisted, first in the Fourth Iowa cavalry, and then in the Seventh, with which
regiment he was mustered out in June, 1866. He went into the army a private
soldier; in the capacity of lieutenant and captain he was aide-de-camp successively for Generals Robert B. Mitchell, C. J. Stolbrand, Washington R.
;

Elliott and Granville M. Dodge.
General Dodge was one of General Sherman's corps commanders.
After Mr. Ware's return from the army he was for a time a writer on the
Burlington Hawkeye. Close confinement after so many years spent in the
open air soon proved detrimental to his health, and he was compelled to relinquish all the promise of a brilliant career in journalism.
It was in 1867 that Mr. Ware came to Fort Scott. There was plenty for a
young man full of aggressive energy to do. He was farmer, merchant and law
student. He worked on the Fort Scott Monitor, of which paper he was afterwards editor, and was soon widely and favorably known all over the state. He
was admitted to the bar, and his success in his profession was such that he was
compelled to cast loose from all else. He continued the practice of law, and
stands to-day as high in that profession as any man in the state. He was married in October, 1874, in Rochester, N. Y., to Miss Jeannette Huntington. She
is a graduate of Vassar College.
She is a granddaughter of Jonas P. Galusha,
of Vermont, of which state he was chief justice and afterwards the governor.
Mrs. Ware is a woman of culture, of charming personality, and is prominent
in women's club work, high in the circles of the Daughters of the American
Revolution, and identified with many of the good movements inaugurated for

——
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the benefit of society. Mr. and Mrs. Ware have four children, one son and
three daughters. In 1893 the growth of Mr. Ware's business made it obligatory
that he move to the capital of the state, and since that time he has lived in
Topeka. He has been a successful man in his own affairs and his labor has
given him ample reward.
But it is in his literary work that Mr. Ware will live longest in the history
of his state. When he came here he found the foundations of our commonwealth laid broad and deep and consecrated with the tears and blood of just
and noble men and women. Upon this foundation there was the framework
of a state. Railroads and cities were to be built, farms were to be opened and
the wilderness of wild prairie subdued. Schools, colleges and other institutions
were to be established. Agricultural and horticultural interests were to be developed. In the work, and all of it, he has borne his part. But the greatest
service he has rendered has consisted in his catching the spirit and inspiration
of all this development and recording it in verse that is destined to live as
long as the language in which it is written.
Under the name of "Ironquill," Mr. Ware began writing poems for the press
soon after his admission to the bar. His "Neutralia" was the first to receive
a wide reading and attract more than local attention. Since then he has written
extensively and upon all subjects of interest to Kansas people.
In discussing the relation of literature to history, one of the greatest French
writers says that "history in its elements is a psychological problem." He adds
that it has been transformed in Germany and France by the study of their literatures. "It was perceived," he says, "that a literary work is not a mere individual play of the imagination, the isolated caprice of an excited brain, but
a transcript of contemporary manners, a manifestation of a certain kind of
mind. It was concluded that we might recover, from the monuments of literature, a knowledge of the manner in which men thought and felt centuries ago.
In this light, a great poem, a fine novel, the confessions of a superior man, are
more instructive than a heap of historians with their histories. I would give
fifty volumes of charters and a hundred volumes of state papers for the memoirs of CelHni, the epistles of St. Paul, the table talk of Luther, or the comedies of Aristophanes."
And so it may prove with us. He that writes the best poem writes the most
accurate history, although in fact there is not a word of history in it. When
future generations of our descendants desire to know in what esteem we held
brave men, instead of poring over musty volumes of history and official reports, they will read Ware's "John Brown" and find that their fathers believed
"All merit comes

From braving
All glory

the unequal

comes from daring to begin.

And there is one
Whose faith, whose fight, whose failing.
Fame shall placard upon the walls of time.
He dared begin

He

Mr. Ware has
that—

said,

and said with

To
If

Despite the unavailing,
dared begin, when failure was a crime."

entire truth, in his "Decoration

Day,"

" 'Tis the duty of the poet
inspire a nation's life with nobler aims.

he does not

this,

he

His immortal -fruited mission misproclaims."

And

in the performance of this duty we must record for those who follow
us our conceptions of what compose this nobler purpose we believe worthy of
instilling into the national life.

The era of mortgages, drouths, boom collapses, general hard times
political revolutions in Kansas is well described in the "Kansas Bandit."

and

The

:

—

:
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most peculiar and unaccountable feature of our
sistency with which ancient, worn-out, cast-off
absurdities of government and finance are seized
thing

new and

good.
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modern

progress

is

the per-

and exploded theories and
upon and heralded as someThese threadbare garments of an effete past are

proffered to the people as new habilaments sufficient to cover all our woes.
There arises in these times of distress a class of orators and pretended wise
men who cry to the mob that the government owes it a living that a dollar
that the way to riches is to have the government
is somebody's note for one
issue to the people quantities of these bogus dollars upon flimsy pretexts.
Kansas had such an era, and the record of it has been made by Ware. It
is a humorous production, although, but for the tough and enduring qualities
of one of the agitators, it would have been a tragedy instead of a comedy. It
went so far in this direction that an advocate of these "reforms" had his head
cut off just above his ears. The circumstance seemed a trifling one to him,
and he refused to be disabled or even seriously inconvenienced by it. He
went his way, while the top of his head was supposed by a stranger to be a
granite boulder, and his brain was mistaken for a flyspeck on the trenchant
blade of the decapitator.
let the "Bandit" state his own case:

—

—

We

"Here I parade the banks of classic Paint, while
Poverty doth like a setting hen upon me fortunes brood.
The tirhes were once when from
Gigantic war recovering, the currency was to the

Wants of business equal. With scanty rites,
Economy, the sickly child of poverty, was then

in

Graveyard buried. Apace the times have changed.
Draw poker for the last four years remuneration
Hath not yielded. Me constitution doth the full
Assimilation of me normal rum refuse. No longer
Will the credulous 'bootlegger' accept

me

promises.

While upon the streets women of
Doubtful reputation snub me. The avenues of
Honest labor all seem closed. The preachers on
The roof do jeer at me down on the pavement,
The times, the times are like a mule -kicked lantern
Shattered; and all because the people do not rule."

Truly a deplorable situation, and one calling for desperate and heroic treatment, but he seems equal to it

"Now
With

on the banks of

classic

Paint

I

stand;

deathless nerve I clutch this trenchant brand.

By fortune crowded to the latest ditch,
War I proclaim against both poor and rich.
And now and here, importunate and rash,
I face

the world

— exclusively

for cash."

"In this occupation he meets many people, but secures little cash, some of
the victims proffering notes of hand. Not a few are lecturing on the new faith.
Of one stranger he inquires: 'Art thou a farmer?' To which query the stranger
rephed: 'No, I am an agriculturist.' To the Bandit this is a strange answer,
and he demands to know the distinction made, and is told 'The farmer works
the soil, the agriculturist works the farmer.'
"The war of these new political forces was for the time directed against
Senator Ingalls. Among other strangers, the Bandit encountered a newspaper
:

man, who said
"

also am a kind of Bandit.
I run
anti-Ingalls newspaper.
I have no cash.
take up a collection as I go, to pay
operating expenses including my
Fixed charges. I try to keep my operating
Expenses within fifty-five per cent of

'I

An
I

—

My

My

gross receipts.'

"Among the apostles of the
capable of formulating epitaphs.

"

new

He

political faith the Bandit meets a man
proposes the following for Senator Ingalls:

" 'We think
That on the tombstone of

his politics the

Epitapli should be:

Up was
And
Of

he stuck
in the very upness

his stucktitude

He

fell.'

"

:

—

:
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"rhymes," as he modestly calls them
all through Ware's poems
find a vein of humor.
Perhaps his ''Fables" gives us the best examples
of this trait.
have room but for one, which the author calls ''Agricola et

Running

we

We

Fihus":
"Brown he runs a farm and ranch

By the billows
And he had a

of Lath Branch,
son named Jim
had never learned to swim;
And one Simday Jim was found
Down in Lath Branch partly drowned.
But old Brown knew what to do;
For he somewhere cut a limb
And he somehow stayed with Jim
And he somehow brought him to."

Who

The theme of supreme interest is and always has been our life here and
what must follow it. It is as old as man. It has many sides. Job wondered
why the just man was tormented and the unjust given all the heart could
wish. The great mass of mankind now, and in all the ages dead, have counted
on a future life of happiness for the good and an eternal existence in punishment for the bad. It is the problem of human life. And now no voice comes
from the other shore. It will remain forever the problem of human life. Our
poet has not neglected it. We refer the reader to "The Washerwoman's
Song," where he says
"Just a trifle lonesome she,
Just as poor as poor could be;
But her spirits always rose
Like the bubbles in the clothes,

And, though widowed and alone.
Cheered her with the monotone,
Of a Savior and a friend
Who would keep her to the end.

"Human

hopes and human creeds
their root in human needs
And I should not wish to_ strip
From that washerwoman's lip
Any song that she can sing;
Any hope that songs can bring;
For the woman has a friend

Have

Who

will

keep her to the end."

These thoughts have not gone unchallenged. And to the remonstrance or
kindly admonition of a friend, Mr. Ware has written again on this subject,
and we quote from his "Kriterion"
"And

—

yet
at times
get advice

We

That seems

From
The

like

chimes

paradise;

soul doth sometimes

seem to be
In sunshine which it cannot see;
At times the spirit seems to roam
Beyond the land, beyond the foam,

Back to some

—

half- forgotten home.

Perhaps this immortality
May be indeed reality."

Mr. Ware

is not the only Kansas poet that has done noble work, but we
say that he has best represented in his writings those things which
go to make up our daily life in this generation. Our hopes and fears, our
struggles and triumphs and our growth and progress have somehow so taken
hold upon him that he has portrayed them with fidelity.

may

fairly

My

Senator Ingalls was published in the same number
was a comparison of the men and their methods, and
are set out below. The article caused widespread com-

article relating to

of the Daily Capital.

some extracts from it
ment and considerable

It

criticism.

In appearance Lane and Ingalls were much alike; not in feature of face,
but in stature and size. Both resembled "yond Cassius," and bore "a lean

http://stores.ebay.com/Ancestry-Found
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and hungry look." The influences and environments of the youthful days
Ingalls was born and
of these famous Kansans were entirely dissimilar.
brought up in the East. He had all the opportunities for refinement and
education that our oldest and most opulent communities could afford. He
inherited that thrift for which New England is noted, and this was sharpened
by example and practice. He was the graduate of a college and a ripe scholar.
He avoided rude men and rude times. He was an aristocrat by nature and
Lane was bom and reared on the rough frontier of our growing
training.
country. His mother was a teacher. Of schools he knew little and of colleges
nothing. Of rhetoric he knew no more than John Brown claimed to know of
grammar. Of "theories" and "systems" and "schools" he was entirely ignorant.
Under his father's supervision he read law, and the only lectures he ever
attended were those forensic conflicts in dilapidated and insufl&cient courthouses in the backwoods. There he learned what forces move men when
life.
This made his education pracHis knowledge of men was not gathered from the acute analysis of
character, nor from deductions obtained by reasoning from cause to effect,
nor from the study of classic allusions or classic literature. It was gained
from the contact with men dealing with affairs arising in their labor of opening
farms and developing a state. Both were lawyers and neither was successful.
Lane's failure was due to his love for politics and the consequent neglect
of his business. The failure of Ingalls was due to temperament alone, and
his failure turned his attention to politics. While he w£is trained in all the
processes of exact thought and reasoning, he possessed none of the characteristics that would make him popular with a jury.
He could not bring
himself to beg a favor when the law said he was entitled to a verdict, and

dealing with the practical problems of

tical.

in the earlier years of practice the young attorney must plead powerfully for
the cause of his client whether the contention involves a farm, a scrub calf,
a lame goose, or a lean pig. Both understood the principles underlying our

government, and, contrary to the accepted

belief, both grappled with questo the very roots of our system,
and dealt with them as only masters may or can. Even here their methods
were different. Ingalls reached his conclusions by strict adherence to the
rules of logic. Lane sought more to rightly comprehend the conditions to be
contended against; once having done this, he saw the origin and the result
with a divination and intuition, as unerring as logical deductions. The methods
of Ingalls were more exact, but oftener led to erroneous determinations, as
they made no allowance for the practical appHcation of theoretical principles. Exact theory is always right nowhere except in abstract thought and
science; and the processes of Ingalls sometimes produced results and conclusions not attainable by practical application of principles. Lane was never
so much concerned about the origin of conditions; in what they would result
he found his principal problems and concern.
Lane and Ingalls were both soldiers. The record of each is familiar to all
students of Kansas history, and it is unnecessary to pause here to contrast
their achievements.
The strangest contrast between these strange men may be observed in their
oratory. Here they excelled all other Kansans. Lane was great as a soldier
and statesman; he was great as one of the principal founders of our glorious
commonwealth; but he was greater as an orator than in any other capacity.
Lane was creative in capacity and temperament. Ingalls ridiculed the oratory
of Lane in the following language:

tions, in the senate debates, reaching

down

"His voice is a series of transitions from the broken scream of a maniac to the hoarse
rasping gutterals of a Dutch butcher in the last gasp of inebriation; the construction of his
sentences is loose and disjointed; his diction is a pudding of slang, profanity and solecism;
and yet the electric shock of his extraordinary eloquence thrills like the blast of a trumpet;
the magnetism of his manner, the fire of his glance, the studied earnestness of his utterances,
finds a sudden response in the will of his audience, and he sways them like a field of reeds
shaken by the wind."
It is not the intention here to convey the impr^sion that Senator Ingalls
had not great ability, for he had. The man of genius is bom a genius, not
made so by training and education. Only men of superior mind can discern

:
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Society.

its master qualities.
Senator Ingalls would have exhad he remained in New England. His oratory would
have been brilliant and his diction superb had he never had the inspiration of
the West. Here, however, he was thrown into the seething vortex of politics
so intense that a stranger can with difficulty comprehend them. His current
was turned into new channels, and on these seas Lane was his pilot.
The annals of Kansas are full of instances of the wonderful effects of the
all

celled in literature

matchless oratory of Lane.

He

sought the crowd, the convention, the congre-

was happy only in solitude; the company of his fellows was
irksome to him; he tolerated and endured their presence, but the temperament and instinct of companionship was wholly wanting in his nature. Lane
embraced the multitude and became its leader because he not only experienced
the emotions common to every heart, but gave expression to these emotions
through his oratory, and this is why it found "a sudden response m the will
of his audience." Ingalls made a courtly bow and carried with him to the
forum a dignified reserve which neither his most intimate friends nor the
most appreciative audience penetrated. The result was that Lane was loved
Ingalls admired. We might compare the oratory of Ingalls to the glittering
icicle that hangs upon the eaves of yom* porch in the chilled sunlight of a
winter's afternoon; and that of Lane to the irresistible avalanche: pouring down
the rugged sides of the beetling crag, or the mighty glacier pushing aside
and overturning the granite mountain to grind for itself a new channel down
to old ocean. Language is at once the most perishable and most tenacious
and enduring product of man. Lane impressed himself upon Kansas, her
pioneer people and her institutions, more by his oratory than in any other
way. He fixed the pace for us. The secretary of the Kansas State Historical
gation.

Ingalls

—

Society, in a recent publication of great merit, used the following expression:
"It can be said, with absolute freedom from the usual Kansas wind and braggadocio, that
the history made by this people will be a bright and startling page in the annals of time."

The "usual Kansas wind and braggadocio" is what we desire to call attenmust admit that this quality attaches to Kansas, but when we
tion to.
remember the resources of our state and the surprising things accomplished
here in all the fields of intelligence, patriotism, and productive industry, it
seems that this propensity exists in but a ^mall degree. But whatever of this
we have we got from the fathers of Kansas, and Lane was its originator and
author. Only one instance is necessary.
In Chicago, on the evening of the 31st of May, 1856, Lane delivered one
Among other
of the most memorable addresses ever heard in America.
things he said

We

"Kansas is the Italy of America. The com and the vine grow there so gloriously that
they seem to be glad and to thank the farmers for planting them. It is a climate like that
Invalids, instead of going to Italy, when the country becomes
Illinois, but milder.
known, will go to Kansas, to gather new life beneath its fair sky and from its balmy airs.
The wild grapes of I£ansas are as large and luscious as those that grow in the vineyards
of southern France."

;of

This is but a paragraph of thd speech that he delivered all over the North
No poet ever pictured a fairer or more
in that year of Kansas troubles.
And, consciously or unconsciously, the spirit of
fruitful and delightful land.
that address is the orthodox inspiration that every writer upon Kansas follows.
With Lane oratory was an inherited power, with Ingalls it was an acquired
characteristic. That of Lane was creative, aggressive, intoxicating, maddening;
men heard him and were moved to mighty deeds. That of Ingalls was contemplative; men heard him and were unmoved. There was no incentive to
action; but there was such admiration as might have been aroused by the exhibition of a casket of diamonds. In the presence of the oratory of Ingalls men
were filled with wonder bordering on incredulity. In the presence of that
of Lane they were choked with the intensity of aggression. The oratory of
Lane was the plunge of a mighty torrent, the rushing of many waters; that
of Ingalls the refinement of a sparkling liquid. Ingalls appealed to the inLane appealed to every power and faculty of human undertellect alone

—

:
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—

standing to the inherent springs of all human nature and intelligence. Lane
was a magnetic and overpowering personality. The oratory of Lane was
natural and inherent; that of Ingalls extrinsic and acquired.
Lane was
engaged in the rude councils and contests of his turbulent times because the
agitations and storms encountered there were in accord with something in his
Ingalls loved ease, was exclusive and retiring in disposition, and
nature.
sought the company of his fellows only from necessity. He scorned the
common people, and took care that his intercourse with them was never more
extended and familiar than it was imperative that it should be. An audience
could listen to him for hours and be moved to no resolution, no action. Lane
could stir a multitude to the enthusiasm of madness in thirty minutes. More
than once did he owe his life to a speech of a quarter of an hour. Ingalls
could fill an audience of refined and cultured people with sensations of
pleasure, wonder, admiration. Lane could move a mob of maddened ruffians
from its purpose to hang him to a frenzied mass of humanity fighting for
an opportunity to do his every bidding.

Mr. Wilder wrote

My

me

Dear Connelley

this letter

on November

28, 1901

Hiawatha, Nov.

—^Besides

28, '01.

my

regular work, which takes the greater
part of my time, I have been preparing an article, suggested by George MarIt was not until this evening that I have found
tin, for thel Hist'l Society.
time to read your address on the "Emigrant Tribes," for a copy of which I am
indebted to your thoughtful kindness.
At first I made the eye-objection to its diminutive form; that its importance deserved the full-sized page that would fit it for binding. But I had
read only a few pages until I said "This paper must be published in the next
report issued by the Historical Society." And that wish prompts these lines.
The great want of our Society is original investigators. You stand almost alone
as one of this class in our state. The Hist'l Society needs you to give standing
to its reports. While you live and find time to write on your favorite studies
every volume of the Society should have its value enhanced by productions
from your pen. I wish I could give you a fortune in order that your whole
time might be given to historical work.
I want to come to the next meeting of the Society, but my lungs and December weather do not agree. I shall soon send to Martin the paper I have
nearly finished. I was so much pleased with your wife and your very fascinating daughter. You three make an ideal home.
:

Your

friend,

D.

W. Wilder.

The diminutive book he refers to was entitled "Emigrant Indian Tribes of
Wyandotte County." This was an address which I delivered before the KanIt was regarded as an imsas City, Kan., high school, November 12, 1901.
portant paper. It discussed the Shawnees, Delawares and Wyandots, all of
whom lived in Wyandotte county, having been transferred to the country
about the mouth of the Kansas river when they surrendered their lands east
of the Mississippi.

February

16, 1901,

Mr. Wilder wrote me:

Hiawatha, Feb.

My Dear Connelley—You have written one real history, "William

16, '01.

Walker,"
with the notes, references, citations, that make a history. In the maturity of
your power you will write the first real history of Kansas. You will not then
hold a brief for John Browti as against Robinson or for the North as against
the South. You will hold a brief for immortal truth, and will give Jefferson
Davis as fair a hearing as Abraham Lincoln. The field is all new. The Nation's notice I inclose. It is the only literary paper in North America. I have
read it from its beginning. Two of its editors are Wendell P. Garrison, age
sixty, son of the liberator, and Horace White, age 67, who was an editor of the
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Society.

Chicago Tribune in the dark days of Kansas and who did a great work for
freedom in Kansas. They are friends and they know this field. At present the
best Kansas history is one volume in the Von Hoist work. But you can do
better. Gladstone's book is good.
Your friend,
D. W. Wilder.

been rereading my "Provisional Government of Nebraska Terriremained one of his favorite books. The journals of Governor William Walker which were printed in the work make up the first real

He had

tory," which always

by a

resident of Kansas. Its value yet is only partly apfound these journals and rescued them from destruction
I felt that I had rendered the state and the West a real service. There is no
more fascinating journal than that written by Governor Walker.
April 15, 1902, Mr. Wilder wrote me again, his subject being our mutual
friend, Eugene F. Ware. His tribute to Ware is fine. The real value of it is
This letter is set out
its accuracy in the analysis of Mr. Ware's personality.
below:
Hiawatha, Kan., Ap. 15, '02.
My Dear Connelley The sketch of Ware I return; probably you want it.
I think it will please any eastern paper frontier life and soldiering they make
life

record written

preciated.

When

I

—

—

much of.
What I

—

should like to see of Ware is a record of his greatness ^his integrity,
courage, working power, genius as a lawyer and poet, kindne^, humor, and
amazing versatility. He is not one man, but a troop, ready to fight, romp,
ovei-flow with laughter. The East will find him out & write better about him
than we have ever done. I must stop here & write my first letter to the
commissioner.
love to you & your dear familj'-.
j)
Wilder.

My

June

20, 1902,

Mr. Wilder wrote me:
Hl^^watha, June

My

20, '02.

—The

Capital did not come to-day, but the Leavenworth Times did, and contained the following, credited to the Wichita Eagle:
"The first appointment by Eugene Ware is W. E. Connelley, of Topeka. He
will be a special pension examiner."
How nice that is! It is from a brother, to a brother, and a third brother
jumps in at the moment of hearing the news and tells you how happy he is.
Now you will live at home, the evenings with your family and your books, &
with a chance to travel, see and talk to people of the state, & continue your
investigations. It is such an honor to have immediate recognition from a man
Your association with E. P. Harris brother again ^I know has
like Ware.
been a joy to you; your postgraduate course after years of study in our state
^which Ware, with wit and wisdom, calls a university. Tell me when you
"take effect."
Your friend,
D. W. Wilder.

Dear Connelley

—

—

—

On

the evening of that day the appointment of Mr. Ware became known
Topeka. Mrs. Connelley inquired if I intended to go to Mr. Ware's house
and congratulate him. I supposed there would be a great throng at Mr. Ware's
home and that his telephone would be busy and constantly ringing. I said that
I would wait until the morrow, when I could go to his office and extend my
congratulations. Ten minutes later Mr. Ware arrived at my house and remained with me all the evening, saying that he just could not stay at home
and talk to the people who were coming in and who were calling him over the
telephone. So he remained with me until midnight. He had been to Washington and had made an examination of the Pension Bureau. While it was
not an exhaustive examination, he had gone deep enough into the management of the office to know that there were some things which needed an inin

:

:
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he said to

me

that he should like to

hands of a man he could
absolutely trust and depend on. I was then at the head of the book department of the publishing house of Crane & Co. and was not sure that I should
like such work as Mr. Ware mentioned. My appointment was made without
further consultation as to my wishes or desires. I went to Washington and
did the work Mr. Ware had in mind, and I did it in a manner which pleased
him. I remained in the service of the Department of the Interior fourteen
months. I did not like the work and resigned to develop some oil property
at Chanute.
The letter written me by Mr. Wilder July 5, 1902, was widely read. It was
circulated from one to another in our band of mutual friends, and each one
sent copies of it to friends at home and abroad. Many members of congress
and senators commented on this letter. It was said that Mr. Wilder had expressed the general opinion of President Roosevelt better than any other man
of the time. Mr. Ware carried a copy of this letter and never failed to read
He believed
it when the President's name was mentioned in a conversation.
the characterization of President Roosevelt perfect. The prediction of Mr.
Wilder as to what the President would do if some one attempted to assassinate
him never failed to amuse, but back of the amusement was the conviction that
the President would do just about what Mr. Wilder had said. The letter

have

me

take up that work, as he wanted

it

in the

follows

Hiawatha, July 5, '02.
Dear Connelley Your letter of the 2d rec'd this morning. Very glad
to get it. You say you will not move from Kansas. You will, & so will Ware.
In Roosevelt's first term Ware will go into the Cabinet, & in his second,
1908, Ware will be reappointed. You will be with him. You are a necessity

—

My

An honest man must have an honest man to talk to, to confide in;
a man with whom, after a day of fighting political rascals, he can go out in
the woods and yell and swear until the wicked woods of Washington wilt in
woe and wonder. Rosy is not agoing to be assassinated; he'll take the fool's
gun, kill him with it, throw the carcass over his horse's back & ride to the
coroner's with it. No other idiot will pull a gun on the Lord's annointed.
I'm sorry to lose you both, but Kansas, as Ware wisely said, is a university.
The graduates are demanded at U. S. A. headquarters.
You have both made & written enough Kansas history. Give Uncle Sam
a turn by making national history. As a side line for you, keep a diary and
tell us of the Ways of Ware; tell the future; I shan't be here.
This last 4th
was a great one for the countiy and the President. The union of honor &
courage in Roosevelt is divine. No machine can beat him. Ware was more
happy in giving you the office than you were to get it; built that way. Of
course he is a greater man than his best friends give him credit for, and great
responsibility will reveal to him hidden sources of strength.
With love,
D, W. Wilder.

to him.

Mr. Wilder wrote

me on August

9, 1903, this letter

Hiawatha, Aug. 9th, '03.
have more work than a man in his 72nd year can
do, and letters from relatives & dear friends remain unanswered.
I want
you to know that it is not lack of appreciation of you that keeps me from
writing to you very often, I like you very much ^your sterling manhood, devotion to truth and warm heart. My son-in-law, Chas. P, Connolly, feels the
same. I have read of your resignation of a $3,000 position and rejoiced that
you could do better. You must tell me your new address & business. With
money made you can devote your time to history. You are its loving servant.

My

Dear Connelley

—I

—

2—324

—

:
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Men

Society.

my

years do not expect years more. Of all
of
Enough subscribers
fitted to continue the "Annals."

men

living

you

are best

can be obtained in adThis I wish & hope you

vance to pay the expenses & give you a profit.
You & I both like books that are not controversial. My love
do.
to your wife & daughter.
Your friend,
D. W. Wilder.
will

It was his desire that I should bring his "Annals of Kansas" down to date.
have never found time to do the work. It should be done, and I would enjoy
doing it. It will be done, for the book is the greatest authority on Kansas

I

history.

April 24, 1906, Mr. Wilder wrote

me

a letter, which I print here

Hiawatha, Apr. 24, '06.
have been Surv'r Gen. & State Auditor, but an
aged brain shut me out of a source that your active mind revealed. John
Calhoun was appointed before Lincoln was President. He was the proslavery
political leader of the Lecompton constitution movement, hatched in Washington. Lincoln answered my questions about him, at Springfield, in 1859,
in a way, then, to me, surprising. Calhoun gave him surveying work to do,
as all now know, and Lincoln was grateful to him.
In the winter I am kept here by the cold & Mag. editing; now only by
the latter, but press day is always uncertain from the 1st to the 17th of the
month. Do not delay your important work. I will come & see you, sure,
when you get home. "Paschal Fish," a voice from a remote century. I remember his personal appearance. Geo. E. Remsburg, of Potter, Kan., & his
son are real observ^ers of nature, the red and white man, & Kan. history. I
should like to know them & commend them to you, as Kansas historians

My

—

Dear Connelley

I

—

usually in the Atchison Globe.

Hope

you
Very

to see

in May.
truly,

D. W. Wilder.

John Calhoun was one of the early friends of Abraham Lincoln. Mention
is made of him in all the later biographies of Lincoln.
His course in Kansas
was one of rabid partisanship and not to his credit. What Mr. Wilder's questions were I do not know. In all probabiHty there was some protest against
the action of Calhoun.
join in

work

it

If protest there

and was not pleased with

it.

it is

fact that

in the days of his struggles counted

forgot

certain that Lincoln did not

was,

The

Calhoun had given him

much with him.

Lincoln never

it.

Mr. Wilder wrote

me

the following letter February 27, 1907:

Hiawatha, Kan., Feb. 27, '07.
and advance notice received yesterday;
one I shall give to Aten & the reading of your letter.
Some of us who have lived fifty years at the foot of Pike's Peak have not
seen the top. You come in from Kentucky, go to the top, carrying a mental
telescope that sweeps the United States. We, the fools and bhnd, do have
sense enough to know a constellation of brilliant stars when the discoverer

My

points

Dear Connelley

them out to

us.

—Your letter

—

saw Gen. Doniphan once introduced by his nephew, John Doniphan, of
Gilpin, on his way to Denver, to become governor of Colorado,
St. Joseph.
spent a day in my newspaper office in Leavenworth. He had the temperament and inspiration of a poet; full of good fellowship, but a man who stood
alone a class by itself. The only other great name on your list is very
familiar to me, whom I often saw in St. Joseph, but did not know, is that of
Willard P. Hall. The words patriot and statesman as we read them now are
I

—

too small for him. His son, called in St. Joe, "Young Willard," is a lawyer
in the New York Life Bldg., Kansas City. Next door to him is my friend.
Judge H. C. McDoughal, bom in Va. Call on him, sure, & then thank me.
Your prospectus, had I a newspaper, would appear as reading matter on
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the best page. And would be read, with joy. Joe Bowers is the laureate,
reaching, covering the field from Pike county to the earthquake; am glad you
are good to^ Joe.
Long I wanted to know something about Josiah Gregg. I think my final
conclusion was that he was from Pittsburgh, Pa.
You have done a great work.
love tO' Ware. It is a shame I do not write him; will soon; am nearly
75 and work hard every day.
with sincere thanks,
D. W. Wilder.

My

had written him and inclosed copies of advance notices of my ''Doniphan's
Mr. Wilder was enthusiastic about this book. It appealed to
him. The expedition of Colonel Doniphan was one of the most remarkable
military expeditions in the world. There is no claim that it was the most
important, but it was one of the longest marches ever made by soldiers.
The battle of Sacramento remains the most remarkable battle ever fought
by American arms. Doniphan's force did not number one thousand. With it
he destroyed a Mexican army of more than five thousand. Detaching five
thousand troops from the Mexican force opposing the Americans, weakened
the Mexican resistance to the American invasion, and it is claimed that this
weakness of the Mexican forces is the factor which enabled the Americans to
overcome the Mexicans at Buena Vista.
William Gilpin was a wonderful man. It was given him to see that greatness of the West as no other man of his time saw it. He was the inspiration
of Senator Benton. In fact, he won Benton to the Far West. He laid out a
town north of Independence, Mo., known yet as Gilpin town. He drew a
map, which is to be seen yet in the Kansas City public library, on which is
shown railroads from north to south and from east to west, meeting at the
present Kansas City. He predicted that a great city would arise at the mouth
of the Kansas river, and he lived long enough to see his prediction fulfilled.
His writings on the Rocky Mountain regions are of great value. He was
the first to discern precisely the geography of the Rock Mountains and the influence it would have on American civilization.
Willard P. Hall was a brilliant man. Colonel Doniphan had great faith in
his ability and integrity.
The reference to Joe Bowers was made because of my publication of a
song of the '49ers and other emigrants to Cahfornia. I made extensive investigation concerning the authorship of this poem and reached the conclusion
that no such man as Bowers actually lived. He was the embodiment of the
Missourian on the trail to Cahfornia and in the gold fields after he arrived
I

Expedition."

there.

When
little

I began
was known

for information.

to investigate the
of him.

He

life

and works

I consulted Dr.

did not

of Dr. Josiah

Gregg very

Reuben Gold Thwaites frequently

know whether Gregg had been bom

in Scotland

Gregg for my ''Doniphan's
Expedition" and had a portrait of him made, which I published in the book.
He was not only an American, but of the sturdy stock which crossed the AUeghanies to make a new state in the Mississippi valley. Mr. Wilder often said
that my investigation into Gregg's life and works must have been the result
or America.

I wrote a very extended sketch of

of an inspiration.

—
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April

1,

Mr. Wilder wrote me

1907,

Dear Connelley

—I have

send his

letter to you.
statue to Washington,

Society.

as follows:

Hiawatha, Apr. 1, '07.
told him that I should
believed that Kansas would send the

answered Sanborn

just

Also that I

&

me

three Doniphan signatures. Last night I looked
the definitive edition. The diary is a rare
find, very important in our national history.
How you bring back the past,
not dead, but alive, full of life
Charles Morehead I have seen a thousand
times. You were born with a mission.
The cold weather may delay a little the visit that Aten & I are to make
to Topeka. When will Ware go to Memphis?
With hearty congratulations,
D. W. Wilder.
I

thank you for sending

them

all

over.

It is

a

new book,
!

The diary referred to in this letter was that of John T. Hughes, from which
he wrote his account of "Doniphan's Expedition."
Charles Morehead, spoken of by Mr. Wilder, was Charles R. Morehead,
who Uved at that time in El Paso, Tex. Mr. Morehead had been associated
with most of the enterprises for overland transportation from the Missouri
river to Great Salt Lake, He amassed a considerable fortune and was president of the State National Bank of El Paso. In my "Doniphan's Expedition"
I published an extended biography of Mr. Morehead.
Mr. Wilder saw Mr.
Morehead at St. Joseph, Atchison and Leavenworth. His business of overland transportation required that he be at those points frequently and for
long periods of time.

The

letter of

Mr. Sanborn

set out

is

below

Concord, March 26, 1907.
see that the J. B, statue was thrown out by Kansas but
Much depends on that. As you will see by the last page
of the inclosed (which is not to appear till Ap. 10), B. Washington has made
some very blind remarks about Douglass and J. Brown. I have written to
Du Bois to put him on his guard, and to refer him to Connelley, etc.
The new theory about Richard III is very curious, and not without merit;
but Markham (a very sound author) carries it too far, I think you would be
interested in Markham's book.
chum, Ben Lyrnan, who went out to Cebu to inspect coal lands for
some American exploiters of the Philippines, has been dangerously ill there,
but is recovering, and will start for Phila. by the Suez canal next Monday.
Your "Annals" are
authority in the Doy matter, though I remember the
affair, and a certain Kansas man who came on to see Howe and me about it
and Howe complained to me that he never washed his feet Some good letters
of Howe's from Kansas in '56 have just been given to the Mass. Hist. Soc.
and will come out in Mrs. Richards 2d volume. Have you seen her 1st, about
the Greek Revolution? If not, I think I will have a copy sent you.
are told that Charley Eliot is the Greatest American. I had fondly
thought 'twas Teddy Roosevelt
Well, live and learn.
Yours ever,
F. B. Sanborn.

—

—I

Dear Wilder
on what ground?

My

my

!

We

!

W.

D.

!

!

!

Wilder, Hiawatha, Kan.

Mr. Sanborn was always a

critic of

President Roosevelt, never being able

to see any exceptional qualities in the man.
I will close this series of letters

me

by

setting out the

one Mr. Wilder wrote

July 23, 1907:

Hiawatha, July

My
It

is

23, '07.

—

Dear Connelley Your "Doniphan's Expedition" here this morning.
a fascinating book and will never be out of print. That you know, and

Men and women w^orship heroes. And the
so does every intelligent man.
history of our native land is the most attractive of all histories. You are a
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People have confidence in you and put you on the track
that leads to the men and their families that you want to know.
The book is history and biography and really brings back the past gives it
life.
And I am glad that you write in a friendly, personal, colloquial way,
with the story, song and phrase of the day.
I owe a debt of gratitude to my old friend Charles R. Morehead, of El Paso,
for this volume, and will pay it to-day.
Very truly,

born friend maker.

—

D. W. Wilder.
I

have

many

other letters from Mr. Wilder, but I thought

it

well to print

only some of those showing the heart of the man, the depth of his feeling

and the faithfulness of his friendship. He was the father of Kansas history
and literature. In his field no man has equaled him. In his day he was not
appreciated, but the future generations will give him full credit for what he did
for this great state.

THE LANE-JENKINS CLAIM CONTEST.
[The papers

in this article,

in the cause of the Territory of

except the sketch of Gaius Jenkins, including the testimony
Kansas vs. James H. Lane, for the killing of Gaius Jenkins,

are from the private collection of William E. Connelley.]

AN INTRODUCTORY WORD.

THE
famous land

contest between

James H. Lane and Gaius Jenkins was the most

contest which arose in Kansas.

The developments growing

caused the death of Jenkins at the hands of Lane. This contest assumed a political aspect immediately after the disputed claim came into the
hands of Lane, Lane was a western man. He was born of pioneer parents in
Indiana, He grew up on the frontier. He was perfectly familiar with the

out of

it

manner of thought and action of the people in the Ohio valley, all of whom
were either pioneers themselves or the sons and daughters of pioneers. It was
the day of homespun and independent living west of the Appalachian ranges.
These people moved into Kansas in great numbers. From the very first they
were in a large majority in Kansas. Lane was their mouthpiece. They rallied
around him. They depended on his leadership. Most of them were prejudiced
against "Yankees," and between the New England people and these western
people there grew to be a deep antagonistic feeling. The people of New England were better skilled in the manner of organization than were these
pioneers of the West and their children. And while the New England people
were always in a minority, they exerted an important influence in the early
days of Kansas,
In 1860 there were 110,000 people in Kansas, Leaving out the native born,
who were mere children, and the foreigners, there remained about 90,000 people.
Of these not quite 5,000 were from New England, The remainder were from the
Ohio valley states and other western states. These adherents of General Lane
gave him his tremendous hold on the destinies of Kansas. The New England
people resented the overwhelming influence of the western men in Kansas
political affairs. Governor Robinson was the representative of the New England people, as Lane was the representative of the western settlers.

The

between Lane and Robinson was the first of those inGovernor Robinson did not abate
opposition to Lane even after Lane's death, but pursued him beyond the
political feud

tensely bitter poUtical feuds of Kansas,
his

:
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Governor Robinson and many of his
The New England people almost ta
a man espoused the cause of Gaius Jenkins. This was a political ahgnment.
Jenkins was an Illinois man, but the fact that he was slain by Lane was all
that was necessary to bring to the support of his memory and his family the
undivided sympathy of the New England residents of Kansas, So this famous
land contest case became an incident in the political feud between Governor
Robinson, representing the New England settlers, and General Lane, representgrave.

friends advocated a

killed

mob

Jenkins,

to lynch Lane.

ing the western settlers in Kansas.

In 1892, thirty-four years after the killing of Jenkins, Governor Robinson
pubHshed his "The Kansas Conflict." In chapter XVII of that work there is
a bitter and uncompromising arraignment of Lane. A number of letters solicited by Governor Robinson are to be found in this chapter.
The first of
these was written by James Blood. Mr. Blood was a good man, but a pronounced enemy of Lane and an adherent of Governor Robinson. Another
letter was written by S. C. Russell, who was administrator of the Jenkins estate. In his letter it is said that Lane had a preemption claim in Doniphan
county. The records of the land office show no such preemption claim. Mr.
Russell quotes Judge G. W. Smith as saying that Lane had threatened to
shoot Jenkins more than a month before the homicide occurred. He also
quotes Charles H. Branscomb as having heard Lane say, "I will have the blood
of his G^ d d d black heart." The testimony of these gentlemen set out in
this article does not bear out these statements.
Another letter written by
Henry W. Petriken says that the Lecompton land office had decided the case
against Lane and in favor of Jenkins. This letter also says that Lane offered Mr. Petriken forty acres of land to prevail on Mr. Brindle to make a
decision in Lane's favor. There is a letter from Mr. Brindle in which he says
that the land office had decided that Jenkins was entitled to this claim before
he was killed. Mr. Petriken and Mr. Brindle were border-ruffian office holders, and because of the predominant influence of Lane in Kansas affairs, would,
in a political feud between Robinson and Lane, favor Robinson. Brindle was
the editor of the Lecompton border-ruffian newspaper and an advocate of violence toward the free-state people of Kansas.
What Governor Robinson regarded as the strongest letter on this subject
was written by Eli Moore, Jr. Mr. Moore was the son of the register of the
land office at Lecompton. In this letter he avers that the land office there
had decided the claim contest between Jenkins and Lane prior to the death of
"That the case had been decided by the register and receiver
Jenkins, saying
of the Pawnee land district, then located at Lecompton, in favor of Gaius
Jenkins and adverse to James H. Lane. This decision had been given several
weeks before the shooting of Jenkins. Lane was apprised of this decision by
the register and receiver, and by his attorney in the case, Wilson Shannon.
I took all the evidence in the case, was and am famihar with the facts in the
litigation. The Secretary of the Interior had also confirmed the decision of
the land office at Lecompton. All of these facts were in the possession of
Lane at the time of and before the killing of Jenkins."
All statements to the effect that there had been a decision of the matter
before the killing of Jenkins, and in his favor, are untrue, as witness the fol-

— —

:

lowing letter of the acting commissioner of the General

Land

Office

:
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Department of the Interior,
General Land Office!,
Washington, D. C, Aug. 25, 1892.
H. Shimmons, Lawrence, Kansas:
Sir In your letters of May 9, 1892, and Aug. 15, 1892, relative to the contest case of Gaius Jenkins vs. J. H. Lane, involving the NE^/i of sec. 36, Tp. 12
R. 19, you ask:
(1) If the case was reopened after the decision of the register and receiver of the then Lecompton office, under date of Oct. 6, 1858.

—

(2) The dates of the different decisions in the case.
In reply I have to inform you that an examination of the records of the
case in this office show that on Oct. 19, 1857, the R. and R. made a report in
which they stated their "inability to render a decision," and transmitting to
this office all papers in the case for its "examination and final decision."
Dec. 16, 1857, the local officers were directed to take additional testimony
and render an opinion.
Sept. 12, 1858, the register rendered a decision in favor of Jenkins, in which
opinion the receiver refused to concur, deeming the additional testimony insufficient.
It is stated in the commissioner's letter of July 20, 1861, to the local office,
that the Reg. and Rec. rendered a joint decision on Oct. 6, 1858, awarding the
land to Jenkins, subject to the usual rights of appeal.
By the decision of this office of July 20, 1861, their decision was reversed
and the right of entry given to Lane.
On appeal from this decision the Hon. Secretary rendered a decision under
date of Dec. 31, 1861, and on Dec. 27, 1862, and Feb. 21, 1863, affirmed that

decision.

By the commissioner's letter of March 18, 1862, the entry of Lane was approved for patenting and the case was closed.
Respectfully,
I. R. Conwell, Acting' Commissioner.
While on the subject of Mr. Moore it is well to recall an incident in Kana good account of which is found at page 426 of the
Andreas "History of Kansas." There was no more brutal murder committed
by the border ruffians in Kansas. The quotation is as follows
sas territorial history,

"At Easton an attack was made upon the polls, which were so vigorously
defended by free-state voters, commanded by Stephen Sparks, of Alexandria
township, that a proslavery man (Mr. Cook) was mortally wounded. Several
Among the
fights occurred, in which the proslavery men were worsted.
Leavenworth people who attended the election at Easton, to see that the
voting was fairly conducted, and who assisted in defending the polls, were
Capt. R. P. Brown, member-elect of the legislature; Henry J. Adams, senatorelect; J. C. Green, Joseph H. Byrd and two or three others. The next morning they were returning in a wagon to Leavenworth, and when about half
way to their destination were met by a company of Kickapoo rangers under
Captain Martin, and Captain Dunn's company from Leavenworth, who were
on their way to Easton to avenge the treatment of their proslavery friends.
There were some fifty troops altogether. The Leavenworth party were madp
prisoners, turned back to Easton and confined in a store, where they were
guarded for a time by the noisy, drunken crowd of soldiers. Their spite
seemed to be particularly concentrated upon Captain Brown, many of them
having known him and learned to fear him in Leavenworth. Finally they

managed

to get him into an adjoining building, and organized a court for his
Captain Martin, finding it impossible to control the men any longer,
allowed all except Captain Brown and Mr. Byrd to escape. The latter was
being exa-mined as a witness in the 'trial.' While this mock trial was going
on inside, the more drunken wretches without became impatient, broke in
the door, and, led by Robert Gibson, broke up the 'court.'
Gibson then
rushed upon Brown and struck him in the head with a hatchet before anyone
could prevent the brutal assault. Shortly afterward his almost lifeless body
trial.

"
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was carried in. a wagon to Cole McCrea's home and thrown into his house.
Captain Brown's poor wife and several neighbors did all they could to relieve
his sufferings, but he died in a few hours afterward and was buried on Pilot
Knob the next day. Captain Brown was a brave, noble man, and his murder
was one of the most heartless of any perpetrated during these cold-blooded,
hot-blooded times.
''The story of his brutal treatment is told by Cole McCrea, a neighbor of
Captain Brown's, and whose wife was one of several kind friends who attempted to revive the injured man: 'They then (after the assault) tossed
Brown into a lumber wagon and drove on to Merrill Smith's saloon on Salt
creek. The rough wagon, driven over hard, frozen ground, made the wounded
man groan, when the ruffian kicked him in the face, neck and breast to keep
him still. Eli Moore, putting his foot to his cheek, twisted his neck so
as to put tcfbacco spit into his wound, saying that would ease any d d
abolitionist.
Thus abused and kept in the bed of the wagon some seven
hours, they drove over to my cabin. Coming up so that the tail end of the
wagon would come opposite the door, they flung it open saying "Here is
Brown!" There being no one at the house but our wives and infant children,
Charley Dunn and Pap Taylor undertook to bring him into the house. They
first dragged him out of the wagon by the feet, letting his body fall at full
length upon the hard, frozen ground. The thud which the husband's body
gave against the hard earth echoed in the faithful, loving heart of the wife,
and she fell to the floor. Returning consciousness only found her a helpless
maniac, and she so continued till my wife delivered her over to her brother
at Chicago, who had come from Cass county, Michigan, to receive her. The
two ruffians then dragged Brown into the cabin as far as his knees. They
then staggered and stumbled through the cabin, upsetting the water bucket.
My wife could not drag the dying man further in or close the door, that
18th of January night, one of the coldest ever known in Kansas. The helpless
women and children and dying man were left exposed till David Brown, a
Tennesseean, came over from the adjoining claim. Captain Brown died about
three hours after being brought home.'

—

And

to the son of this

man Governor Robinson

appeals for a condemna-

tion of General Lane.
It is beheved that the time has arrived when the official documents in this
famous contest may be published in the interest of Kansas history and without giving offense to anyone. What is said here is not to be taken as a desire
to say anything detrimental or even in criticism of Governor Robinson or
the New England settlers at Lawrence. It is an attempt to explain why this
antagonism existed and why the New England people espoused the cause of
Gaius Jenkins. And it is not meant to convey the impression that no western
men condemned Lane, for some of them did. The general alignment is stated
here. Some western men were followers of Robinson, and occasionally New
England settlers stood by Lane. The writer of this has paid many a high
tribute to the statesmanship and business abihty of Governor Robinson.
When the claim was awarded to General Lane he voluntarily paid Mrs.
Jenkins $5,000, which was two or three times the value of the claim when it
This statement is made on
first came into the possession of General Lane.
the authority of J. H. Shimmons, John Speer and other pioneer residents

of Lawrence.
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF GAIUS JENKINS.
3417 MoRRELL Ave., Kansas City, Mo., July
Hon. Geo. W. Martin, Sec. of the State Hist. Soc,

23, 1902.

Topeka, Kans.:

Dear

Sir:

Sometime ago you wrote

to

my

mother asking her to furnish the

State Historical Society with items of interest connected with the

Gaius Jenkins.
A protracted absence from
records, & thus supply facts
acceding to your request.

life of

my

father,

home made

&

it

dates with

impossible to get at the family

accuracy

—hence

the

delay in

If the following notes serve the required purpose I shall be pleased to have
provided a brief outline of my father's short but eventful life.
Gaius Jenkins began this life Mar. 12, 1812, in the village of Goshen, Orange
Co., N. Y. His parents, both American, were of Welsh extraction. His fa-

ther's

name was

Asa, his mother's maiden

name Anna

Fiske.

Concerning his early boyhood we have but meagre account, but can state
that he was one of thirteen children, six brothers & six sisters, all reaching
maturity, & bearing excellent reputation as honorable & worthy citizens
before the passing on of

my

grandparents.

were strong & the means of liveHhood limited; therefore the
brothers, all older than the sisters, exercised a protecting care over the six
sisters, & also aided in performance of many household duties devolving
usually upon the female members of the family.
In early life my father met with a serious accident, which long deprived him
of the use of one of his legs, with a strong probability that he would always
remain a cripple. For this reason he learned a tailor's trade. About the time,
however, he had overcome the obstacles naturally hindering an active boy from
acquiring such knowledge, he recovered the use of the injured limb & was
enabled, later on after the removal of the family to Wayne Co., Penn., to
study surveying.
This occupation he followed with more or less steadiness & success the
remainder of his life. We know that he assisted in surveying the route of the
N. Y. & Erie R. E.
Just when the final leave taking of home & family at the farm in Wayne
Co'., Pa., occurred I do not know definitely, but my mother thinks he was
twenty-four when he started out to try his fortune in the then far distant state

Family

ties

of Illinois.

my mother, Margaret
from Andover, N. H. I was the oldest
child, & my earliest recollections are of a farm house near my grandfather's
(Dr. Silas Merrill) in the then suburbs of Peoria, 111. When I was five years
old, however, we left the place, & soon after located in the village of LockAt the age

Ann

Merrill,

of twenty-eight occurred his marriage with

who was

also a pioneer,

port, thirty-five miles south of Chicago.

During the years which followed, previous to locating in the territory of
my father's vocation kept him from home a great deal of the time.
In 1848, when the gold fever epidemic prevailed, he caught the infection &
sought to better his fortunes in Calif. He was moderately successful & returned two years later by the same route he went, via New York & across
the Isthmus of Panama on the back of a mule.
Kansas,

GAIUS JENKINS.
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of 1851

&

'52

Jonesboro, near which place
tral

was spent by the family

my
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in southern lUinois at

father completed a contract on the

111.

Cen-

R. R.

The

aggressiveness of the slavery power about this time excited universal

Although conservative by nature, my father shared to some extent
the forebodings so often expressed, though he hoped for a wise peaceful solution of the problem soon to be met. He early determined to cast his lot with
those pioneers of Kansas who should enter the territory with a view to makinterest.

ing

it

a free state.

1853, with this end in view, he engaged in the hardware business in
Kansas City, Mo., & soon afterward purchased the American hotel, which
he subsequently sold to the Emigrant Aid Company.
In the fall of 1854 he carried out his intention of locating in Kansas by taking up a claim on the west side of & adjoining the town of Lawrence. There
he built a log house & dug a well.
The years of 1855 & '56 found my father actively engaged in tilhng the
soil & improving, also defending a home from southern invasion as well as
from the grasp of James H. Lane, who many times sought to wrest from us
by threat & otherwise this piece of land take up by my father.

In

The facts connected with my father's arrest May 21, 1856, also his four
months' imprisonment for the alleged crime of high treason, with Gov. Robinson, Genl. Deitzler, Judge Smith & G. W. Brown, have been accurately related in Mrs. Robinson's ''Interior & Exterior of Kans." Therefore repetition here would seem to^ be superfluous.
My father met his death, as you perhaps remember, at the hands of James
Lane, June 3, 1858, within a few feet of the house & well I have mentioned.
The motive which prompted Lane to commit this crime was clearly to secure thereby the much-coveted quarter section of land which he saw no posSubsequent events proved his shrewdsibility of obtaining by legal process.
ness in this as in other acts of an unscrupulous & often villainous character.

My

father left a

widow & four

Mary

children, viz.:

Jenkins Wilder

Emma

Jenkins

George Jenkins

Kate Jenkins
Three of whom are still living.
Regarding my father's trouble with James Lane, I can do no better than
refer you to Dr. Chas. Robinson's "Kansas Conflict," chap. 17.

The statements
The same may
"Interior

&

there
also

made

in this connection are absolutely true.

be said

of all statements

found in Mrs. Robinson's

Exterior of Kans."

Very truly yours,

Mrs. Mary

J.

Wilder,

3417 Morrell Ave., Kans. City,

Mo.

GEN. JAMES H. LANE.
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THE LANE FAMILY.
A PIONEER

FAMILY OF INDIANA AND KENTUCKY: AMOS LANE AND HIS SONS,
JOHN F., GEO. W., AND JAMES H.
A

SKETCH FROM A RELIABLE SOURCE.

(From the Boone County (Ky.) Recorder.)

Aurora, Ind., Sept.

17, 1881.

the Editor of the Recorder:

To

You

copied from the St. Louis Republican a letter written from Boone

county, Kentucky, signed "Dulcamara," which refers at some length to the late
Amos Lane and certain members of his family that is so inaccurate and so unjust in tone

and

spirit that I

concluded to ask space in the Recorder to remove
may have made, by giving a brief but cor-

the false impressions "Dulcamara"

rect sketch of the persons refen^ed to, believing that the truth of history re-

quires that I or

some one should do

Amos Lane was

a native of

New

so.

York, and at the time he

left that state for
the West he resided at Aurora, not far from New York city. An-iving at Cincinnati, he halted there a few months, and in the spring of 1808 he came to
Lawrenceburg, Ind. General William Henry Harrison was then governor of

Indiana territory. Lane being a lawyer by profession, he sought admission to
the bar, but was refused license for the sole reason, as he frequently declared,
that he was an ardent friend of Thomas Jefferson. At that time Doctor Percivell

was probate judge and Gen.

Jas. Dill

county

clerk,

both of

whom

were

strong Federalists; and being masters of the situation, they were not inclined

show favor to anyone who was not of their household of faith; and consequently they rejected Lane's application for a license to practice law. At this
rebuff Lane was greatly incensed, as well he might be, for he was not only a
man of great natural ability, but a lawyer of fine attainments, as the future
fully revealed. This was in the summer of 1808, and in the fall of the same
year he crossed the Ohio river with his family and located on Judge Piatt's

to

about the only correct statement to be found in "Dulcamara's"
Lane's family. Not satisfied with his location, he constructed
a huge canoe, and loading his few household goods and family into it he floated
down the Ohio river to Carrollton, Ky., but he was so much dissatisfied with
the first sight of the town that he returned to Boone county and located directly opposite to Lawrenceburg on the bank of the river at a place then
called Touseytown, now in part covered by the Terrill ferry landing. Here he
remained two years, turning his hand to anything that would enable him to
make bread for his family.
At Touseytown, May 1, 1810, John Foote Lane, the oldest son, was born.
When able to do so, Mrs. Mary Lane, wife of Amos, taught school during their
stay at this place; but they did not remain long, as Lane's ambition prompted
him to seek a wider field for his operations. In 1811 he moved to and located
in Burlington, occupying a log house on the outskirts of the village, now owned
by Doctor Grubbs, as I am informed. Here Lane was admitted to the bar,
Mrs. Lane resuming her vocation of school teacher. In this log cabin, November 7, 1812, George W. Lane, the second son, was born.
George W. now resides two miles west of Aurora, is greatly respected by all
who know him, and is a man of decided ability. He has been auditor of this
(Dearborn) county; several times a member of the Indiana legislature, and
farm.

This

sketch of

is

Amos
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more recently superintendent

of the

Society.

government mint

at

Denver, Colo.

He

has always been a public-spirited man and a reliable Democrat. In personal
appearance he strongly resembles his father.
In 1814 Amos Lane returned to Lawrenceburg, when he had no trouble in
being admitted to the bar, and he at once gained high rank in his profession,
especially as a criminal lawyer. Subsequently he greatly distinguished himself
in the celebrated case of the state against Amasa Fuller, indicted and convicted

murder of Plamer Warren, Lane being counsel for the state.
In 1816 Amos Lane was elected to the first legislature after Indiana was admitted into the Union, and was chosen speaker. The legislature convened at
Corydon. Subsequently he was elected three or four times to the legislature,
and from a county opposed to him in politics, showing he was a man of personal popularity and strength with the masses of the people.
From the time Lane returned to Lawrenceburg in 1814 until as late a day as
1849, when he died, he was the master spirit of southern Indiana, and you may
safely conclude that those who had given him the cold shoulder at his first
advent in Lawrenceburg received but little favor or mercy at his hands, when
in a legitimate way he could reach them.
In 1833 he was elected to congress over John Test, an able, popular Whig.
He was reelected in 1835, beating Judge George H. Dunn. In congress Lane
was the ardent friend and champion of General Jackson, and won the title of
"The Wheel Horse," so ardently and zealously did he defend the hero of the
Hermitage.
of the

As a popular orator Amos Lane had but few if any equals in the West, Corwin and Clay only excepted. He was full six feet high, of erect and commanding stature, and possessed a voice of remarkable force and power, deep and full,
over which he had complete control. His language was ready and fluent, and
being master of invective in a marked degree, woe unto the man who incurred
his displeasure. He had full, blue eyes, which were very expressive under all
circumstances, but when he was aroused by feelings of emotion they were
positively piercing. He could express more indignation and bitterness by his
manner of speaking than any man I ever heard before an audience. When on
the hustings and was dealing in sarcasm and bitterness towards his political
adversaries (for this was a common thing in those days) he has been heard to
grit and grind his teeth together fifty yard^.
Frequently he would close his
teeth together and talk through them with a hissing sound that would almost
make one's flesh crawl. Instantly changing his manner, his voice would become soft and mellow, coupled with the most touching tones, that would draw
tears from many of his hearers, Amos Lane was abstemious in his habits so
far as the use of alcoholic liquors were concerned. He was never known to be
intoxicated, and men who were intimate with him say he did not drink liquor
at all. Smoking and chewing tobacco he detested all through his life, as two
He was equally abstemious in using
fine rows of white teeth afforded proof.
objectionable language, never indulging in either profanity or vulgarity. He
died of cholera, I believe, in 1849, after a very brief illness.
In 1844, the writer of this, then but a boy, heard Lane deliver one of his
powerful philippics against the Whig party. It was in Wilmington, the old
capitol of Dearborn, at a pole raising. All day long the Democrats had been
toiling to raise a pole. Twice it had broken and as often had been spliced.
The Whigs, naturally enough, taunted the Democrats with their bad luck,
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about ten o'clock at night, patience triumphed and a Polk and

waved from the

pole. Lane was the orator of the occasion. He
but the taunts of the Whigs aroused the fire of youth in the
Lane took his stand in the countiy farm wagon that stood by the
It was ten o'clock at night when he began his speech,
side of the street.
under a full moon that shone in splendor upon the scene. Never will I forget
the occasion. I can see that grand old man as he stood there before that au-

Dallas flag

was then
old man.

old,

dience of spellbound spectators, with his white locks being

by the evening

some

waved

in the

moon-

most eloquent
periods that ever feel upon the ears of a Hoosier assemblage. It abounded
in sarcasm, wit, pathos, poetry, legal lore and statesmanship, carrying conviclight

breeze, giving utterance to

of the

all who heard him.
Being an active politician and a rigid partisan, of course he made many
enemies, but in all the public stations to which the suffrages of the people

tion to the hearts of

1:1
•5

li

HOUSE WHEEE JAMEd
called him, his integrity

opponents.

The

H.

LANE WA« BORN.

was never called in question by

his

most vindictive

insinuations of the Republican's correspondent that he was

without a shadow of foundation in truth. No
Amos Lane, He was a man of
humane and refined feeling, as all will attest who were familiar with him in
the private walks of life. Gen. James H. Lane, over whose birth "Dulcamara"
works off a little bile, was not born in Boone county, Kentucky, but in Lawrenceburgh, Ind., in 1814, and there he entered upon a career which in no
brutal in his social habits

man was more devoted

is

to his family than

upon him. He won enviable distinction in the Mexican
War, reflecting great credit upon his state at Buena Vista as colonel of the
Third Indiana regiment. In Mexico he contracted a diarrhea from drinking
poisoned water, which became chronic and afflicted him to the grave, and no
doubt produced that aberration of mind which resulted in suicide near Lawrence, Kan. He was lieutenant governor of Indiana, and was elected to congress in 1852, and while in congress voted for the Kansas-Nebraska bill.
When Lane went to Kansas he had no idea of joining the Republicans.

sense reflects discredit

expected [to take] a conservative course to make Kansas, not only a free,
but a Democratic state, which was his right if he could do so; but when he

He
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man could occupy the middle grounds, much less
a conservative position. He was compelled to choose between proslavery and
abolitionism, and being a free-state man in sentiment, he joined the Abolition
party,! more from necessity than from choice, and once inside of that party
he remained there, James H. Lane was £is brave a man as ever faced an
got there he soon saw no

enemy, as Stringfellow and Atchison learned to their hearts' content. The
fear was not in his lexicon, as those who associated with him will cheerfully testify.
He was elected to the United States senate from Kansas and
was serving his second term when he ended his life by suicide. For several
years before his death, on a number of occasions, he betrayed signs that his
mind was unsound, and this fact alone prevented him from gaining a high
rank in the late Civil War.
Paul.
Judge O. F. Robertsi, Aurora, Ind.

word

LANE.
The

issue of the

Kansas Free State

for April 30, 1855, contains the follow-

ing item of news:
Distinguished Arrival.
Col.

22d

James H. Lane,

inst.,

log cabin,

with his family,

and

will in all

member

of congress from Indiana, arrived in our place on the
good health and spirits. He is comfortably ensconced in a
probability remain permanently with us.
His design is to live in

late

all in

the territory.

James Henry Lane was bom in Kentucky, near Lawrenceburg, Ind., June
His father was Amos Lane, a noted Indiana politician, and credited

22, 1814.

with being the first man in Indiana to suggest the name of Andrew Jackson
for President of the United States. The Lanes were of the stock called by

"The from everlasting to everlasting Scotch-Irish." Amos Lane was
England ancestry, but as a young man went to New York. At Ogdensburg he met and married Miss Mary Foote. She was bom in Connecticut
and was of a distinguished New England family. She was a woman of piety
and was for forty years a member of the Methodist Episcopal Church. She
was possessed of more than an ordinary share of good common sense and a
desire to accomplish something in the world. She was the inspiration of her
Prentis
of

New

husband's efforts to enter the practice of law.
Amos Lane came from New York to Cincinnati as early as 1804. In the
spring of 1808 he moved to La^vrenceburg, Ind. He was there refused ad-

mittance to the bar. He then crossed the river into Kentucky, and after
further moving about returned to Lawrenceburg in 1814.
In 1816 he was
elected to the legislature of Indiana, and was speaker of the House. He was
elected two other terms in the legislature, and in 1833 he was elected to con-

where he served several years. Until his death, in 1850, he was the
power in politics in southem Indiana in the Democratic party.
It was to his mother that James H. Lane owed most of his genius.
She
was in every sense a superior woman, and she has been spoken of as having
had a "coal of fire in her heart," so ambitious, so restless and so full of energy
was she. Whatever education her son obtained she imparted. She designed
gress,

ruling

1.
There never was an Abolition party in Kansas, but there were many abolitionists in
Kansas territory. The people opposed to slavery acted together as the Free-state party;
though they held diverse political views on other subjects than slavery for Kansas.
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Her life was one of constant
younger days. While her husband traveled over the country to attend the migratory "circuit court," she kept boarders and taught school "in her
own cabin." In the days of Lane's boyhood Indiana was the frontier. The
noisy, turbulent, often dangerous frontier is a school better equipped to
develop strength of character, self-reliance and resource in emergency than
any other. Theory counts for but little; action for everything. In such
frontier school did Lane become famihar with the motives and forces that
move men, especially frontiersmen. The exaggerated style of speech, the
boisterous and aggressive manner, the personal courage, the iron constitution,
the remarkable and tireless persistency in the prosecution of an enterprise
once engaged in these were the inheritance from his environment on the
frontier.
In this school was Lane well learned. His faults and he had
many were also those of the frontier, where they were not considered of bo
great consequence as in older and better-ordered society.
While he was well learned in this rude frontier school, it must not be supposed that he was unlettered. He possessed a fair knowledge of the elementary branches of learning. For some years he was engaged in trade in
Lawrenceburg in company with a brother-in-law. It seems to have been a
pork-packing estabUshment, combined with the forwarding of the produce
of the country to market. In those days New Orleans was the only market
He, like Lincoln,
of consequence for the productions of the Ohio valley.
pushed his own flatboat back and forth to and from that mart, but in this
vocation he was handicapped by his peculiar bent of mind. Such occupations
are ever irksome to natures contented only to lead. In their view the result
They long for extremes, for opportunity, for leaderis not worth the effort.
ship. Lane was a born leader of men. He saw in politics a field exactly to his
hking, and no doubt his tendency in that direction was inherited. He studied
law, was admitted to the bar and practiced in partnership with his father.
His entrance into politics was in a small way an election to the common
He made his first
council of Lawrenceburg. He was repeatedly reelected.
public speech in 1832 in favor of General Jackson. It is said that his effort
was a very creditable one. He was elected to the legislature in 1845, and in
the winter following was a candidate before the convention of his party for
the nomination for the office of lieutenant governor, being defeated by only
one vote.
In the fall of 1842 he was married to Miss Mary E. Baldridge, a granddaughter of Gen. Arthur St. Clair.
In July, 1846, Lane raised a company of volunteers at Lawrenceburg for
the Mexican War. He had his company ready before the requisition of the
President reached the state of Indiana. He marched his company, of which
he had been elected captain, to New Albany. There it was made a part of
the Third regiment of Indiana volunteers, and Lane was elected colonel of the
regiment. This regiment hurried to Mexico and was made a part of General
Taylor's command. Colonel Lane served under Taylor until the spring of
1847. In the battle of Buena Vista he distinguished himself as a brave solhim

for the ministry in the church of her faith.

effort in his

—

—

—

—

In this battle the command of a large part of the
acquitted himself with honor.
Colonel Lane returned to Indiana in July, 1847, and raised the Fifth Indiana
regiment, of which he was elected colonel, and which he took to Mexico. This
dier

and an able

officer.

army devolved upon him, and he

3—324
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regiment was placed under General Butler and did not reach the City of
Mexico until after its capture by General Scott. Colonel Lane was given a
responsible position in the army which occupied the city. In this capacity he

So much did they
him with a costly
Mexican flag embroidered in gold. They also presented him with a very fine
sword. These valuable articles were taken from his house by the guerrillas
who sacked Lawrence under the lead of Quantrill. Aaron Palmer and a comwas very

solicitous for the welfare of the

Mexican people.

appreciate his efforts in their behalf that they presented

panion secured these valuable

articles,

and in

their ignorance they supposed

the Mexican flag was one which had been presented to Lane

by the

ladies of

Leavenworth. It was dark in color, and the guerrillas called it "Lane's black
Palmer and his companion cut it in two. Each wrapped the half of it
flag."
around his body under his clothing, and thus they carried it into Missouri.
In 1849 the Democratic party of Indiana nominated Lane for lieutenant
governor, and he was elected by a large majority. His party made him an
elector at large in the presidential campaign of 1852. He was elected, and he
cast the vote of the state of Indiana for Frankhn Pierce for President. He
was elected by the Democratic party to the thirty-second congress and voted
for the Kansas-Nebraska bill.
He afterwards said he voted for the bill because he was instructed to do so.
There was for many years in Kansas a persistent repetition of the terms of
an agreement said to have been made between Lane and Douglas. Lane was
first opposed to the Kansas-Nebraska bill.
Douglas succeeded in convincing

Lane that the passage of the bill would make him (Douglas) President of the
United States, Lane was to go to Kansas, organize the Democratic party
there, and when the territory should be admitted as a state he was to be
elected United States senator and control the patronage of the state under the
administration of Douglas, In the meantime he was to control the patronage
of the administration then in power so far as the influence of Douglas could
make it possible. There is no doubt but that some such arrangement existed
between Douglas and Lane.
Early in April, 1855, Lane began his preparations to move to Kansas. He
came by way of St. Louis, where he took boat for Leavenworth. John Armstrong, one of the founders of the city of Topeka, had spent the winter in St.
Louis, where he had gone, after his visit to the site of Topeka, to look after
some nursery stock which he had shipped from New York. By chance he took
the boat up the Missouri river upon which Lane and his family had embarked.
There was with Lane, Thomas C. Shoemaker, who had been appointed to a
position in the public land oflace of the territory. Mr. Armstrong said that
both Lane and Shoemaker had their families with them. In conversations
held with Lane as the boat ascended the Missouri, Armstrong convinced Lane
that Lawrence was a better location for him than Leavenworth. He left the
boat at Kansas City, and he and Armstrong went to Westport to secure a conveyance to Lawrence, By stipulation with the keeper of a livery stable, a
light conveyance was secured for the members of the party and the household
effects were forwarded within a day or two.
In height Lane was well above six feet. His eyes were dark and restless,
and when he was aroused they burned with the depth and intensity of charcoal
fires.
His features were good forehead high, nose finely cut, mouth firm, chin
and jaw square and heavy. His arms were long, and every old-time Kansan

—

—

;
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long and bony forefinger and its potency in all Kansas
His presence was commanding. Like Cassius, he bore a lean
and hungry look. His energy was limitless, his tenacity of pmpose was perHe was possessed of wonderful vitality, and his whole
sistent, indomitable.
organism was one of vigor and magnetism. He became the leader in establishing liberty in Kansas.
Political rancor reached its greatest height in Kansas, and Lane was often
the object of bitter denunciation. In politics he was king, and from the pinnacle of success he looked down on the raging hate of his enemies. He was
the head of the western population of Kansas that element which really
made Kansas free. The New England emigrants the promoted emigration
delighted to

tell of his

political affairs.

—
—

816468

HOUSE WHERE JAMES
were his implacable foes.

H.

LANE WAS BORN (SECOND VIEW).

Writing of him forty years

later,

Senator John

J.

Ingalls said:

"His energy was tireless and his activity indefatigable. No night was too
dark, no storm too wild, no heat or cold too excessive, no distance too great,
to delay his meteoric pilgrimages, with dilapidated garb and equipage, across
the trackless prairies from convention to convention. His oratory was voluble
and incessant, without logic, learning, rhetoric or grace; but the multitude to
whom he perpetually appealed hung upon his hoarse and harsh harangues
with the rapture of devotees upon the oracular rhapsodies of a prophet and
responded to his apostrophies with frenzied enthusiasm. He gained the prize
which he sought with such fevered ambition."
Ingalls

made

it

had long before described the oratory of Lane, and had
Here is the characterization of it:

in fact

the model for his own.

"His voice is a series of transitions from the broken scream of a maniac to
the hoarse, rasping gutturals of a Dutch butcher in the last gasp of inebriation
the construction of his sentences is loose and disjointed; his diction is a

:
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pudding of slang, profanity and solecism; and yet the electric shock of his
extraordinary eloquence thrills like the blast of a trumpet; the magnetism of
his manner, the fire of his glance, the studied earnestness of his utterances
find a sudden response in the will of his audience, and he sways them like a
field of reeds shaken by the wind."

Lane did not move immediately for the accomplishment of the purpose for
which he came to Kansas. He was studying the conditions then existing in
the territory with a view to finding out what really should be done for the interests of the people.
From the small amount of energy he exerted in the
interest of the Democratic party, it would seem that he had become discouraged as to the outlook in the territory for that organization.

He

evidently

saw that the Democratic party could not accomplish the work of making
Kansas a free state. But he felt that he should at least make an effort to set
it up.
On the 27th day of July, 1855, a meeting in the interest of the national
Democracy was held at Lawrence. It assembled in the oflace of Dr. J. N. O. P.
Wood at seven o'clock p. m. Lane was elected president of the meeting on
motion of C, W. Babcock, and Doctor Wood was named as secretary. Hugh
Cameron moved that a committee of five members be appointed to draft
This committee was composed of Charles E. Chapman, C. W.
resolutions.
Babcock, Dr. James Garvin, J. S. Emery and Hugh Cameron. They brought
in the following resolutions, which were unanimously adopted
^'Resolved, That in the opinion of this meeting the best interests of Kansas
require an early organization of the Democratic party upon truly national
ground, and that we pledge ourselves to use all honorable exertions to secure

such a result.
"Resolved, That we fully indorse and reafiirm the Democratic platform as
laid down at the national Democratic convention held at Baltimore in 1852.
"Resolved, That we indorse the principles of the Kansas-Nebraska bill, and
claim the right, unmolested, of exercising all the powers granted to us under
the provisions of that bill.
"Resolved, That we cordially invite the citizens of all the states of this
Union who desire to participate in the management of our affairs to come and
settle

among

us.

"Resolved, That as true American citizens we can appreciate the rights of
the citizens of the different states of this Union, both of the North and South,
and that by no act of ours will we trample upon those rights or interfere in
anywise with their domestic institutions.
"Resolved, That while we observe the rights of the citizens of the different
we will expect them to reciprocate. That we feel we are fully capable
of managing our own affairs, and kindly request the citizens of northern,
southern, distant and adjoining states to let us alone.

states,

"Resolved, That while making this request, we wish it distinctly understood
that we appreciate the right of suffrage as the most important privilege guaranteed to us by the founders of our institutions, and that we regard the ballot
box as the palladium of our liberty, and will not, if in our power to prevent,
permit the privilege to be wrested from us, or permit the ballot box to be
polluted by outsiders or illegal voting from any quarter.

we will use our best exertions to procure the nomination
Democrats to office and will zealously support such candidates.
"Resolved, That we cordially invite the cooperation of all national men of
either party who prefer principle to faction and union to disunion."
"Resolved, That

of national

This meeting attracted no attention in the territory, and next to none in
The Pro-slavery party had already adopted a course. Atchison

Lawrence.
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and his followers knew exactly what they wished to do and desired no help
from any Kansas source, especially from Lane and Lawrence, The national
Democracy as understood by Lane and the country at large was not the
Democracy of Price, Atchison and others in Missouri. This was a special
democracy organi25ed for a certain purpose. Lane determined to cast his lot
with the free-state party. He first met with the free-state men at a meeting
in Lawrence on the 18th of August, 1855, and his speech on that occasion has
been preserved. It was as follows:

—

"Mr. President If I believed a prayer from me would do any good, it
would be that you might be imbued with the wisdom of Solomon, the caution
of Washington, and the justice of Franklin. I am glad to see so many here

CONSTITUTION HALL, LECOMPTON.
this inclement day.
It requires wisdom, it requires manhood to restrain pasThere
sion. I say it as a citizen of Kansas, I wish we had wisdom to-day.
is the existence of a Union hanging upon the action of the citizens of Kansas.
Moderation, moderation, moderation, gentlemen! I believe it is the duty of
each of us to define our position. I
here as anxious as any of you to se-

am

cure a free constitution for Kansas. A lesson I received from childhood was
never to speak of man or woman unless I could speak well of them. It is represented that I came to Kansas to retrieve my political fortunes, but you, gentlemen, should know that I was urgently solicited to be a candidate for another
term of congress, but I positively declined. I would vote for the Kansas-Nebraska bill again. / desire Kansas to be a free state. I desire to act with my
brethren, but not in a manner to arouse the passions of the people of the other
states. I would not repudiate the legislature, but the acts of that legislature
which contravene the rights of popular sovereignty."

On account of his having made an effort to organize the Democratic party,
he was not at first accepted with full confidence by the free-state people. Lane
was soon aware of this fact. He soyght an opportunity to make a more ex-
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tended declaration. He appointed a meeting to be held in Lawrence, stating
that he would discuss the political issues of the day and champion the freestate cause. That meeting was described by Milton W. Reynolds in an article
in the Kansas City Times in 1885, as follows:

"The crowd was immense. They came from their cabins on the prairies
(now palaces) from the valleys and the hills. They wanted to know from his
own mouth the 'Grim Chieftain's' position on political questions. The hour
came and the people to^ hear. Lane was in his best mood. He was prepared
for a vituperative, sarcastic, ironical and intensely personal speech. Such the
crowd usually likes, or used to in the early days, when men were walking arsenals and crept over volcanoes.
Such an analysis of character was never
heard before or since in Kansas. It was equal to John Randolph's best effort
,

in that line. His late Democratic associates were denounced, burlesqued, ridiculed and pilloried in a hysteria of laughter by an excited, cyclonic crowd.
No one ever afterward doubted where Lane stood. He crossed with a leap the
Rubicon of radical politics and burned all his bridges behind him. He was not
baptized he was immersed in the foaming floods of radicalism. As the whitecaps rose higher on the stormy and tumultuous political sea, Lane contended
the stronger and baffled them. Robinson, the safe and conservative leader,

—

slowly but gradually faded from public view, and finally was distanced and
downed by this erratic son of destiny, but not until the victories were won and
all had been achieved that was meant by the Kansas idea, at least so far as
Kansas was concerned and in the great future, it matters little whether Caesar
has his party, and Anthony has his party, and Pomeroy has his party, if so be
the Commonwealth has a party. Lane's services for the free-state cause are
imperishable."
;

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE.

Washington, February

1924.

8,

Mr. William E. Connelley,
Secretary, State Historical Society, Topeka, Kan.:

My

—This

Dear Sir

office is in receipt of

your

letter of

December

26, 1923,

requesting to be advised of the exact tracts of land finally awarded to

Lane, and the disposition of conflicting claims relating to land

now

J.

H.

within

Lawrence, Kan.
This land is within an area reserved for the benefit of the Shawnee Indians
by treaties of November 7, 1825, and August 8, 1831. By the treaty dated
May 10, 1854, ratified with amendment and proclaimed November 2, 1854 (10
Stat. 1053), the Shawnees ceded this reservation to the United States with the
proviso that there should be granted to them 200,000 acres to be selected out
of the lands so ceded within the area lying between the Missouri state line

and a

By

line parallel thereto

and west

of the

same 30 miles

distant.

section 12 of the act of July 22, 1854 (10 Stat. 308-310), the preemption

law of 1841 was specially extended over the territory of Kansas, and made
applicable to all surveyed or unsurveyed lands to which the Indian title had
theretofore or should be thereafter extinguished. The land on which the city
of Lawrence is situated became subject to preemption settlement November
Plats of Ts. 12 S., Rs. 19 and 20 E., south of the Kansas river, were
2, 1854.
approved December 28, 1858, and the land included therein not otherwise reserved or entered was offered at public sale July 18, 1859. The land concerning which you inquire, being covered by pending applications and locations,

was not

offered.
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Robert Robertaille, by his attorney, William H. R. Lykins,^
by metes and bounds of the land hereinafter referred to, of
which the surveyor general for the territory of Kansas was notified on June
April

made

3,

1855,

a selection

By the regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior in
1855.
August, 1855, locations by reservees under the provisions of the Wyandotte
treaties, when made prior to the completion of the public land surveys, were
30,

required to be modified to conform to the subdivisional lines of surveys, when
completed. July 11, 1856, Lykins, as attorney for Robertaille, notified the

surveyor general that he desired to have the boundaries so modified as to
harmonize with the legal subdivisions embracing the area included within his
original application.

This request included the

NE^^ NE^A,

sec. 36,

T. 12

S.,

R. 19

E.,

report, dated October 8, 1858, to the Secretary of the Interior, the

and in

his

Commis-

sioner of Indian Affairs held that this tract was part of a school section reserved for public school purposes by section 34 of the act of congress approved May 30, 1854 (10 Stat. 289), entitled "An act to organize the territories of

Nebraska and Kansas," and that the location was not within the pro-

visions of the joint resolution of

preemption

settlers

March

3,

1857 (11 Stat, 254-255), permitting

on unsurveyed land subsequently included in a school

tion to purchase the land notwithstanding such reservation for schools.

sec-

The

commissioner further held that the provisions of the general act approved
February 26, 1859 (11 Stat. 385), permitted preemption settlers on unsurveyed land subsequently falling within a school section on survey to perfect
their claims under the preemption law.
Under date of D'ecember 5, 1859, the Secretary of the Interior reversed and
modified the report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs and held that school
Sec. 36, T. 12 S., R. 19 E., was "subject to preemption and settlement" within
the meaning of the 9th article of the treaty of January 31, 1855, supra, and
that the reservee had a right to patent for the land described in his notice of

July

11, 1856,

to the surveyor general modifying his location to conform to the

subdivisions of the survey.

In accordance with that decision a supplemental plat of T. 12 S., R. 19 E.,
was approved January 24, 1860, showing the amended location of the Robertaille float No. 12, for the SE^A SE^^, sec. 25, the NE^A NE^/d, sec. 36, and
land in sees. 30 and 31 of the adjoining T. 12 S., R. 20 E., having a total area
of 604.81 acres. Floats 5 and 21 (WilHam M. Tennery) were entirely ehminated from this supplemental township plat.
The report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs dated October 8, 1859
(report book No. 11, pages 239-246), discusses at length the claims of Clark
Stearns, the Lawrence Association, and other claimants to the land in sec. 31,
and S%, sec. 30, T. 12 S., R. 20 E., with his decision as to their respective
rights.
It does not appear from the recitals that James Lane was interested
in that portion of the float. Photostat copy of the decision (eight pages) can
be obtained by addressing the Commissioner of Indian Affairs at Washington.
D. C, and remitting 30 cents per page.
The records of this oflSce show that James H. Lane filed May 1, 1857, preemption declaratory statement 2680, for the NE%, sec. 36, T. 12 S., R. 19 E.,
alleging settlement May 1, 1855. February 6, 1862, he was permitted to make
preemption cash entry 2478, for
NE^/d and NW^d NE% of said sec. 36.
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cash entry 2478%, February

6,

1862, for the

of said sec. 36.

preemption declaratory statement 2323, April 10, 1857,
September 30, 1854. He subsequently filed preemption declaratory statement 8150, February 12, 1858,
for the same land, alleging the same date of settlement, which was prior to
the date the land became subject to preemption settlement, November 2, 1854.
June 22, 1855, Joel Walker filed with the surveyor general of Kansas his
selection of 640 acres, described by metes and bounds, adjacent to Lawrence,
Kansas, which did not conform to the subdivisions of the township plat thereafter approved.
On the same date he sold and conveyed undivided oneseventh interests in the land selected, excepting certain lots and blocks therein
described according to a town plat. Copies of these deeds taken from the
county records have been received in this office.
June 26, 1855, Hon. J. H. Lane, claiming as an actual settler, filed his protest against the selection, and on filing of the township plat of survey he filed
his declaratory statement as above set forth.
Gaius Jenkins

for the

filed

same quarter

section, alleging settlement

Under date of December 28, 1856, the surveyor general certified to a diagram of the Walker location (Wyandotte float No. 5), showing it as covering
the SV2 Ny2 and SV2, sec. 25, and 'NV2 WA, sec. 36, T. 12 S., R. 19 E.
Under date of May 27, 1857, in compHance with instructions from the
General Land Office dated February 20, 1856, an amended location diagram
was certified, eliminating a portion in conflict with Wyandotte Reserve No. 12
(the Robertaille float), and adding land in sees. 26, 35, T 12 S., R. 19 E., and
sec. 30, T. 12 S.,

R. 20 E.; total area, 624.77 acres.

Under date of February 15, 1858, the surveyor general certified to a plat of
Wyandotte Reserve No. 5, Joel Walker, with metes and bounds description,
and fractional subdivisions conforming thereto, containing 61727 acres. This
location was subsequently canceled in part by reason of conflict with the preemption claims of J. H. Lane and others, and as finally approved and patented
it includes lots 3 and 4, SWi/4 NE^i, WV2 SE^/i, and the SW^i, sec. 25, T. 12 S.,
R. 19 E., containing 355.60 acres. Patent issued to the heirs of Joel Walker
June 14, 1865, recorded in volume 12, pages 163 and 164, of the records of this
oflSce.
The Wyandotte float No. 12 of Robert Robertaille was patented January 16, 1860, recorded in volume 11, pages 416 and 418, and includes the SE^/4
SE^A, sec. 25, and NE% NE%, sec. 36, T. 12 S., R. 19 E., and lots 2 and 3,
sec. 30, lot 2 and SW^A NEi/4, WV2 SWA, and WV2, sec. 31, T. 12 S., R. 20 E.,
containing 604.81 acres.

February 4, 1862, James H. Lane made cash entry 2478 for WV2 NE^/i and
SEi^ NEi/4, sec. 36, T. 12 S., R. 19 E., which was patented March 15, 1862.
Under the same date Lane made cash entry 2478^^ for the NE^A NE% of
said sec. 36, on which patent issued February 23, 1863, recorded volume 3,
page 424.

This patent contains the following

recital:

said tract has been purchased by said James H. Lane, and with
which purchase the location of the Robert Robertaille float (Wyandotte Treaty
of 1842 and 1855) is in conflict, the patent bearing date of January 16, 1860,
in favor of the said Robert Robertaille, having been adjudged in the decisions
bearing dates of December 12, 1862, and February 21, 1863, of the Secretary of
the Interior, to be illegal and void to the extent of the interference of the said
float location with the right of said James H. Lane."

"Which
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was held that:

"When the patent has been awarded to one of the contestants and has
been issued, delivered and accepted, all right to control the title, or to decide
on the right to the title, has passed from the land office. The function of the
land department necessarily ceases when the title has passed from the government."
Following that decision of the United States supreme court and other deno longer assumes authority to cancel patents and declare them void because issued for lands
cisions of similar import, the Secretary of the Interior

claimed under adverse preemption settlements.

This

office

has no informa-

tion as to whether or not the two conflicting patents have led to litigation in

the said state courts.

There are three diagrams, and also the township plat, showing the boundaclaimed under these Wyandotte floats at different times. Blue-print copies
or photostat copies will be furnished for thirty cents each, or for fifty-five
ries

cents each

if

certified for use in court.

Commissioner of Indian

Affairs

may be

Very

remitting thirty cents per page.

2-4-gvk

Copies of the reports rendered by the
obtained by addressing that

Geo. R.

Wickham,

office

and

respectfully,

Assistant Commissioner.

FIRST HOUSE IN LAWRENCE.
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BRIEF FOR APPLICANT.
IN THE MATTER OF THE "m^YANDOTT ROBITAILLE FLOAT."

Wm.

H. R. Lykins for himself and as legal representative
of Robert Robitaille, in an application to have pattented a certain Wyandotte Reservation.

The

applicant

is

1

Before the

Land

I

Office,

Lecompton, K. T.
J

the owner of a certain Wyandott float-

ing reservation, usually termed a 'Tloat," which he has lo-

cated upon

certain

lands

now covered by

the

town

of

Lawrence, for which land he seeks a patent, according to
the requirements of a treaty.
This appUcation of his is contested by sundry persons,
representing sundry diversified, and, to some extent, antagonistic interests, and for sundry causes.
The matter has been submitted to this oflace in consequence of an attempt having been made by the Reserves
to obtain a patent at the Land Bureau in Washington. The
Commissioner being apprised of existing adverse claims, deLetters of Com'r
termined to refer the case, for examination, to this office,
to Reg'r and Rec'r
which has been done by letter on £i
file.
at Lecompton.
As instructed, the Reservee applied and obtained from
this Office a notice to all adverse claimants, which, for
Copy of notice and better notoriety, he had printed and served by Sam'l B.
person and by posting the same in pubhc
b^S.^ Airlfft
of probable conplaces, informing everyone when and where he would apply
i

testants.

•

i

r

i

i

i

i

i

i

for a hearing.

On

—the

whom

will

1st.

A

—

all who deemed their
names and interests of

the day fixed, parties appeared

claims worth contending for

appear from the papers to be:
pretended Lawrence Association, claiming 320
acres of the land as a town site.
2d. Gains Jenkins, claiming about 60 acres, which is off
east side of N. E. 14 Sec. 36, T. 12, R. 19 E.
3d. Charles Robinson, claiming about 40 acres, part of
Sec. 36, same township.
S. E.
Also claiming the east side of said i/4 Sec, and part of

^

S.

W.
4th.

%

Sec. 31, T. 12, R. 20.

S. J.

Livingston

(a),

%

claiming N. E.

Sec. 31, T. 11,

R. 20 E.
George G. Mathews, claiming
R. 20 E.

5th.
12,

6th.

Wm.

Savage, claiming

S.

W.

S.

i/4

E.

i/4

Sec. 31, T.

Sec. 21, T. 12, R.

20 E.
Stephen J. Livingston was born in Franklin county, Kentucky, August 8, 1825. On
a.
24, 1854, he located where Lawrence is now situated, took a claim and erected a cabin
and resided there during 1855 and 1856. He sold the portion of his claim outside of the
Robitaille float to John Speer.
He was one of the justices of the peace appointed by Governor Shannon in 1855.
He removed from Lawrence to Shawnee county, and in 1875 to
Crawford county. He was in Company I, Second Kansas, and participated in the battle
of the Blue.
He! was man'ied in Woodford county, Kentucky, June 22, 1852, to Elizabeth
Ann Hopper, and they were the parents of five children.

May
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These are all the parties who considered their claims
worth contending for; and as this matter has been for
weeks in progress of trial, mentioned in newspapers, and
placarded in the streets, it is fair to presume that there are
none others pretending to claim any portion of this land.

The

facts, chronologically stated, are as follows:

1832.

Congress by an act subsequently carried out, dedinow called Kansas to Indian use,

cated this whole country

to remain forever the property

who should remove

of those

emigrant tribes

here, in conjunction with the native

Acts of 1832, and
report of

Comm's.

residents.

March
instance

The Wyandotts, then

17.

of the

country; and in

inhabitating Ohio, at the

Government, decided to remove to
the treaty of this date the U. S. inter

this
alia

Treaty of 1842.

agreed to grant by patent in fee simple to certain Wyandotts named among whom was the Resei^vee each one

—

—

section of 640 acres, out of

River

set apart for

any land west

of the Mississippi

Indian use, not already claimed or occu-

pied by any person or tribe, to be selected by the Grantee,

surveyed and patented at the expense of the U. S.
March 30, 1854. Congress organized the Territory of

Kansas and extended over

it the laws of the U. S., includpre-emption act of 1841; but expressly
declared that nothing in the act should impair the rights of
property then pertaining to Indians in the Territory; and
that all treaties, laws, and other engagements made by the
Government with the tribes here, should be rigidly ob-

ing, of course, the

Organic Act, Sec. 32.
Organic Act, Sec. 1.
Organic Act, Sec. 37

served.

July 22, 1854. Congress in express terms extended over
the Territory the pre-emption law of 1841, under the

''re-

Act to establish
Sur. Gen'l's Office,

and stipulations" therein mentioned, and only Sec. 12.
added to it by authorizing pre-emptions for usual purposes
on unsurveyed lands.
November 2, 1854. The President, by and with the adTreaty with
vice of the Senate, ratified a treaty with the Shawnees, by Shawnees of
which their land, including the loom in quo, was thrown
open to settlement and the operation of the pre-emption
strictions

1854.

law.

January, 1855. The U. S. made a final treaty with the
Wyandotts, in which the Reservees under treaty of 1842 Treaty with
Wyandotts, of
were allowed, in addition to the privilege of locating their
reservation on land subject to "Indian use" to locate on

1855.

land subject to pre-emption, and also to assign their reservations.

May,

1854.

C. Stearns

commenced

a settlement

upon a

See Diagram and
his testimony.

portion of the disputed ground.^
1.
There are many references in the documents published here to the testimony of various witnesses. This testimony seems to have disappeared from the files of the General Land
Office, as a thorough search through such files failed to discover any such testimony, or in
fact any testimony whatever as given by witnesses.
Mr. "William E. Connelley had the papers
in this contest in the General Land Office searched, and no testimony was found.

—
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See Diagram and
his testimony.

May,

Society.

W. H. R. LYKINS HOUSE.

1854.

W. H. R. Lykins

1854.

John Baldwin did same.2

did same

by putting up a

house.

See Diagram and
his testimony.

May,

See Diagram and
Wade's testimony.

Wade did same.3
June, 1854. John Baldwin was living in a tent on his

Diagram and
Wade's testimony.
See

C. Stearns.

Jno. Hopper.

Simon Hopper.

W. H.

Oliver.

W. H.

Oliver.

W. H.

Oliver.

(4)

June, 1854. A. B.

claim,

Aug., 1854. The first party which afterwards became the
Lawrence Association, arrived.
Aug. 13, 1854. Lykins had built his second house, and
was inhabiting it.
Sept. 1, 1854. Lykins had built a house near where the
saw mill now stands, and lived in it.
Sept. 1854, John 'Baldwin had laid foundation for his

house.
Sept, 15, 1854,

Wm.

H. Oliver commenced

his claim.

2.
John Baldwin, ferryman, has just completed his new ferryboat, and holds himself in
readiness to take passengers and teams over the Kansas river, opposite Lawrence, at all hours,
on application, at the usual prices.—Herald of Freedom, Feb. 16, 1856, p. 4.
3.
Achilles B. Wade was born in Franklin county, Missouri, in June, 1829.
Died in Lawrence, Kan., October 6, 1891.
His parents were natives of Kentucky, but lived for years in
Missouri.
When gold was discovered in California, A. B. Wade drove an ox team overland
from Missouri to the gold fields. As he passed through Kansas he was impressed with the
beauty of the country and the fertility of the soil. After his return to Missouri he determined to go to Kansas. He settled in Douglas county in March, 1854. He took a claim in

what

is

He built the first cabin erected in Lawrence. He lived in that
and was active in all good works and gained the reputation of a brave
There is a sketch of him at page 659 in the "History of Leavenworth,

now West Lawrence.

city until his death,
and patriotic man.

Douglas and Franklin Counties," Chicago, 1899.
Simon Hopper was appointed constable of the
4.
of Freedom, Feb. 17, 1855.

first

district

by the governor.

Herald
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6ept. 20, 1854.

Edward Chapman

W. H.

Oliver.

The boundaries

of these claims are established as in dia-

W. H.

Oliver.

Sept, 30, 1854.

Wm.

C. Stearns.

Sept. 30, 1854.

C. Stearns^ abandoned his claim to Emi-

did same.

gram.

N. Baldwin commenced a claim.

grant Aid Co. for the purpose of a town

site.

John Baldwin had built his house.
Oct., 1854. Wm. N. Baldwin also.
The Lawrence Association began surveying
Oct., 1854.
and platting a town, making the outboundaries 1% by 2
miles. Surveyed at first about 150 or 200 acres, back from
the Kansas River, southward, making Massachusetts Street
Oct., 1854.

the center.

They

platted, however, the

whole area.

C. Stearns.

C. Steams.

S.

N.

Wood

plat of

and

Town.

They

divided the town into shares and drew a lot for each share.
Oct., 1854. This Association was regularly organized and Books of
Association.
governed by a constitution and by-laws.
Nov., 1854. Difficulties commenced about titles to the
town site, Chapman, Lykins and Baldwin claiming to own S. N. Wood.
all

or portions of the

site.

Dr. Robinson, a contestant, commenced a
house on what is now S. E. i/4 Sec. 36-12-19, but embraced
in town limits, and continued at work till blown down.
1855, Jan.

S.

N. Wood.

March and

April, 1855. The Committee, on part of Assoand outside claimants, agreed upon a settlement of See deeds of
abandonment.
their conflicting claims and for the purpose of securing title
to the ground occupied, adopted the idea of locating a float,
to which all abandoned.
April 3, 1855. A. D. Searl,^ on the part of the different
claimants, surveyed and marked the boundaries of the
A. D. Searl.
float, which was also the outboundaries of the Town, as reduced under the arrangements.
Dr. Robinson occupied a house, with his
1855, April.

ciation

;

S.

N. Wood.

family.
1855, June.

Notice of locating of

float sent to

Surveyor Copy

of notice.

General's Office.

Lykins, under arrangement, made deed of the
1855.
whole land to certain Trustees, to carry out the agreement.

Trust Deed.

known as "Charles" Steams and as "Clark" Steams. There was but one
There is a note concerning him at page 19, volimie II, "Kansas Historical PublicaAt page 308 of the Andreas "History of Kansas," it is stated that "Clark" Steams
and William H. R. Lykins arrived at Lawrence May 26, 1854. On page 309, same work, it
is stated that Lykins was elected marshal of the Mutual Settlers Association of Kansas Ter5.

Stearns was

Steams.

tions."

ritory.

William H. R. Lykinsi was the son of Johnston Lykins. See Wilder's "Annals of Kansas" (1886), page 1059.
6.
Albert Dwight Searl was bom at Southampton, Mass., July 6, 1831. He came to Lawrence with the second party of emigrants sent out by the New England Emigrant Aid Company, about September, 1854. He was a surveyor, and he surveyed and laid off the city of
He was prominent in the
Lawrence and other early Kansas towns, among them Topeka.
free-state struggle and was one of the principal men of the free-state party.
He was in the
was
later
Ninth,
and
at
the
battle
Prairie Grove.
Kansas,
and
in
the
of
Eighth
After the
Civil War he was engineer of the St. Louis, Lawrence & Denver and the St. Louis, Lawrence
& Western railroads. He was coimected with other early Kansas railroads. He lived in Lawrence until about 1876, when he moved to Leadville, Colo.
He died there in 1902.
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Gaius Jenkins, a contestant, came to live on
Fall, 1855.
N. E. %-36-12-19.
Feb., March, 1856. The land was surveyed by Govern-

ment into legal subdivisions.
The above is a condensed
out

of,

history of the facts growing

or connected with, the present controversy.

The Reservee being an

Indian, protected by treaty, conhave his claim as favorably considered
by the Indian Department as has been usually done in similar cases.
He protests against any construction of either
treaty or law which would deprive him of that broad indulgence usually conceded in the practice of this Government
siders

it

his right to

to Indian claimants.

So far as treaty regulations required, he has compHed
float.
He made the locaGovernment surveys; but he surveyed its
boundaries, designated them by visible monuments, gave

with them in the location of his
tion before the

notice to the Surveyor General's Office, and, in short, did

everything necessary to give publicity to his acts, so as to
prevent innocent persons from receiving loss.

An argument

here offers itself which in some cases will be

productive of bad consequences; but which I
nevertheless to regard as true.

Nebraska bill,
ment. It was

am

induced

Until the passage of the

was not open to white settleIndian use. It was in this very

this country
set apart to

country that the Wyandott Reservees were authorized to
locate their floats, possessing an almost boundless range,

and only forbidden to encroach on any other person or
which of course meant Indian person, or such persons
as Missionaries, who were allowed a settlement by treaty.
The Kansas bill in no manner altered this state of things;

tribe,

it

expressly saves the rights of Indians, including thereby

Wyandott Reservees to locate in this TerNor does the treaty of 1855 alter the matter. That

the right of the
ritory.

merely extended, not confined, the right of location to preemptable land. When the title of any particular ''occupying or claiming" person or tribe was extinguished to a given
tract,

that tract under prior laws and treaties expressly

saved in the Kansas

bill,

became subject to Indian

therefore subject to location under treaty of 1842.

use,

and

As

that

made no saving of the rights of white persons, they
cannot be respected when in conflict with those of the Indian; but when such conflict arises, the rights of the Indian
must prevail, even over the prior equities of the white, and
will always entitle the former to a patent, unless the patent
has already issued, in which event Government is functus ofI take it thus: that
ficio so far as that tract is concerned.
let the rights of the Lawrence Association or of pre-emptors

treaty

be what they may, they are of no force against a Wyandott

—
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Reservee, he possessing an unlimited right of choice to any
land in this Territory not occupied by an Indian or a tribe,
to the exclusion of the claim of any white man, let his claim

be however valid, unless he occupied under treaty, or law
permitting the same in an Indian country. This conclusion,
however injurious in its extent, necessarily arises upon treaty
of 1842, which did not contemplate the fact of white persons possessing any rights here, and, of couree, were not excepted from being located upon by a Reservee.
The only objections urged against the validity of the
present location are

That the Power of Attorney or assignment from
1st.
Reservee to W. H. R. Lykins is not properly authenticated.
I do not propose to discuss this point, as it is immaterial.
No form of authentication is required by treaty or instmctions. If the office is satisfied of the transfer, and that there
is no fraud, it will not hesitate for want of some mere technicality.
If unwilhng to issue patent to Lykins, let it issue
in

name
2d.

of Robitaille.

It is

objected that there

is

too

much

by

land,

60

embraced in the location. This is true, and arose
from the fact that it was located before the public surveys
and upon the banks of a river whose meanders entered into
the computation of the area. If the Department proposes
to reduce the area, we suggest that it be taken from the
eastern side. This would suit the Reservee, and, also, the
occupants of the town generally, as no improvements are
upon the 60 acres on the eastern side. As, however, it has
been platted as a town site, and therefore, taken out of the
acres,

pre-emption law of 1841, we suggest, for the benefit of the
occupants of that portion, that it may be entered by the
Judges of the County Court in trust. A curtailment of any
other portion of the area would result in great private in-

jackson

jury and destroy
^

Same

,

mgs.

make

The

title to lots
.

on which are valuable build-

,

practice in case of disputed boundaries

is

the beginning point of a survey the governing one

vs.

Wilkm-

^"^

vs.

Wendell,

to

Wend.

—

Fros/^5^Cow.^646.

140, 8

^
5

Wend,

a rule which might with great justice be adopted here, and

the effect of which would be to take the 60 acres
eastern side.

For in these cases

it is

off

the

necessary to so arrange

Losing

vs.

Norton,

boundaries as to carry out the intent of parties and accom- soammoii vs. Sawmodate them to the circumstances of the case. The parties
^^Q;.tQj^^Jg®BQy^an
here of course intended to have the river front to their 2 Bibb 493.
location.

3d.

It

is

objected that the Reservee has, since his

first

This was under the impression that the Reservee was compelled to make his location
conform to the subdivisional surveys. Unless so compelled,
he prefers the original location. This being authorized before the government surveys, and having been established
location, selected other land.

gecond notice
to Surveyor General,

—
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on the ground by an actual survey, must be the true locapower of the Reservee voluntarily to
remove it. Besides, private interests would be best sub-

tion; nor is it in the

served by adhering to the original location.
It being settled, then, that the float has

located, it

To
sons;
right

this,

been properly

the duty of the Government to issue the patent.

is

objections are, however,

and waiving, for argument's
to the land, under the treaty of

made by

certain per-

our paramount
1842, I propose to in-

sake,

vestigate the merits of these contesting claims.
1st.

That

of the

Lawrence Association.

They propose to pre-empt certain portions of the 640
acres as a town site. They appear in this case ostensibly
represented by certain individuals claiming to be Trustees.
In truth, however, the Association, as a body, by their official action as proven by their records and the testimony of
and approved the location of
would be gross injustice that a few dissatisfied
individuals, who have not even stated the causes of their
witnesses, have acquiesced in
this float.

It

dissatisfaction, should
titles in

be enabled to

affect those valuable

order to accomplish their schemes of personal ag-

grandizement.
Acts of March, 1844.

The form of their
They propose

legal.

Witnesses passim.
Surv. General's
certificate.

Feb. and March,
1856.

interference in this case

is

wholly

il-

to pre-empt a town under the act of

1841. That act requires the land to be surveyed by Government before locating towns. This town, however, was
surveyed, platted and occupied, not only before the lands
were surveyed, but before the Indian title was extinguished.
The town had then no legal existence, at least before the
Government surveys, which occurred in February and
March, 1856. There was then no such selection or appropriation of the land for municipal purposes as took it out
of the pre-emption law of 1841. The act of selection was an
The land, in 1855, when the float was loillegal, void one.
cated, was, to all intents and purposes, vacant, so far as a
town was concerned. It is no answer, to say that this site
was occupied for purposes of trade and not agriculture. Because, if merely occupied for purposes of trade, and not
embraced in a town site, there is no law authorizing its preemption; it must be exposed to public sale. In that case
the contestants here have no legal subsisting interest in it
na one has except the float; therefore, the claim of the
Lawrence Association, if put upon that ground, amounts to
nothing. The locating of the float would not, in that respect, interfere with any vested right, because no one could
claim a right in what has to be exposed to sale to the highest bidder. But the Association don't put their claim on
this ground, but on that of its being a town site, selected
and to be entered under the act of 1844. As stated, that

—
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act recognizes no

town except upon surveyed

lands, conse-

quently, as these lands were not then surveyed, there was

town there when the

no

In answer to this it
may be contended that the act organizing the Surveyor
General's OflEice extended the right of pre-empting town
sites to unsurveyed lands. This I deny; rural pre-emptions
were thus extended, not municipal. That act while expressly extending the act of 1841 over Kansas, does it subfloat

was located.

^^.^

j^jy 22

1854.

and stipulations in that
no
can be pre-empted. Of course

ject to the restrictions, conditions

act of 1841 contained.

One

of these restrictions is that

land selected for a town site
by the act of July 22, 1854, is in full force
in this Territory. But, say the contestants, the act of 1844
allows us to pre-empt town sites. Grant it, but only where

that restriction,

towns were laid out upon surveyed lands. The act of July
simply repealed that portion only of [the] act of
1841, which required all settlements to be on surveyed lands.
But while it allowed settlements on wrisurveyed lands, it did
not allow town sites to be pre-empted; so that under the
acts of 1841 and 1854 if this was the whole legislation no
town site could be pre-empted. It can't be said the act of
1854 extended municipal as well as rural pre-emption to
unsurveyed lands; because that act of 1854 only professed
to extend the act of 1841 to unsurveyed lands, in which act
there is no municipal pre-emption. Lawrence, in this condition of legislation, would be without any law authorizing
Here, however, steps in the law of 1844;
its pre-emption.
but if gentlemen claim under this law, they must be governed by it; that law only authorizes their claimed preemptions on surveyed lands. The pretense then, of the os-

22, 1854,

—

tensible representatives of the

Lawrence Association to pre-

nugatory; on the contrary, when the
float was laid there was no town there.
'Tis true one was
there in fact but not in law, consequently the law would not
allow the Lawrence Association to set up claims against

empt a town

this float

site is

which they acquired in violation of law.

The act of 1844
be made by judges

also requires the entry of the
of the county court.

There

is

town to
no evi-

dence here of any wish or attempt on their part so to do,
nor even of their refusal so to do. The persons calling themselves trustees, not being incorporated, have no right to interfere;

they are not known to the law.

On

the contrary, as

in cases of unincorporated towns, the case here, the judges

made by law the trustees for the occupants it ought to Act of March, 1854.
be shown that the judges are resisting the float, or at least
that they have been applied to to resist it, and refused.
Again the statutes of Kansas prescribe the mode of legal- Kansas
Stat., p.
izing towns; none of these requisites have been complied 734, ch. 156.
with; no plot properly acknowledged, has been filed with
are

;

4—324
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The town

under the local law, and being

is

an invalid one,
ought not to

so,

be respected by the Federal authorities.
The department will understand there is no diversity of
interest between the occupants of the town and the reservee.
The line of argument adopted above, is merely to show that
the rights of these occupants cannot be prosecuted under
any existing law, allowing town sites to be pre-empted; that,
therefore, to secure those rights a patent should issue to the
reservee, under whom they all now hold; or, if the department preferred, we would not object to the patents issuing
to each proprietor in the town, as estabhshed in the Lykins

Deed of Trust.
The Lawrence

Association as such, then, has no valid

claims to pre-emption.

It is

not in legal shape before the

any evidence that the Association
desires to resist the float. The office is aware of the fact,
made apparent during every day of this tedious trial, that
office,

nor in

fact, is there

the lot holders, without exception, acquiesced in the loca-

Not a man has come

tion.

forward, during months of ex-

amination, to say that he has been injured; on the contrary, this use of the

name

of the

Lawrence Association,

is

a mere weapon, adopted by certain claimants to rural pre-

emption, to destroy the town, in the hope that in the general wreck and confusion, they may become personally advanced.

But as evidence has been offered for the purpose of estabhshing the claim of the Lawrence Association, it is
proper that it should be examined as to its capability of
sustaining such claim:

The

30th Sept., 1854.
C. Steams.
Jno. Hopper.

took steps towards a town company
Before that time they were merely enas a party of emigrants, seeking homes in a new

Association

town
camped
or

first

locators.

some of them to become farmers, some to Hve in
The whole body after once camping upon the town
moved their tents IV2 miles off, and so continued for

country;
towns.
site,

A. D. Searl.
S. N. Wood.
Oct., 1854.

over a month, exploring the country. It was at the date
above that some of them determined upon the town site,
and as all the land with a river front was claimed by squatters, they chose the claim of Steams, which was only 160
It is immaterial whether the
acres, and bought him out.
claims of the previous squatters were valid or not. The action of the new town company in buying out Stearns, is evidence of their intent, at that time, to merely occupy 160
acres for a town; they commenced no erections until after
their purchase of Stearns. They immediately set to work
surveying off and platting lots, which was all done in the
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of October, 1854, to the extent of

making Massachusetts
for quantity,

about 150 acres;

and extending back
on each side of Massa-

street the center

embracing one street

chusetts street.

In the same fall the Association was formed and a conwas framed and signed by the members, being all
those who had any interest in the town; they decided their
town should contain three square miles. In their constitution the trustees are authorized to convey real estate. The
membership is confined to the first and second emigrating
Persons might own
parties, who came in the fall of 1854.
real estate in town, but that did not make them members of
the Association. About one hundred persons composed this

stitution

Const., Sec. 8.
Const., Art. 2, Sec.
Const., Sec. 5.

Association.

These early parties were followed

late

in the fall

by

Fall 1854.

others, concentrated at this point, through the operations of

the

New

England Emigrant Aid Company, which owned a

large interest in the town; others instigated

by personal en-

These later arrivals were permitted to purchase real estate, and as an inducement to the
building up a city, they were promised three lots by the
Association, on condition of improving at least one.
It
will be borne in mind that the town was then three square
miles in area. This class of occupants could only become
members of the Association by a vote of that body. The
proprietorship of the town, the control of its destinies and
interests, the regulation of its affairs, continued in the hands
of the Association.
Their action was obligatory upon all
who succeeded them in date of settlement and held titles
under them.
The diagram of claim line, and the witnesses as to early
settlement, show that W. H. R. Lykins, John Baldwin, Edward Chapman, William N. Baldwin and others, whose
claims are not of so much importance at this point in the
terprise also settled there.

argument, preferred claims to different portions of this land
before the arrival of the first party of emigrants. The particular merits of each claim will be examined hereafter.
This conflict of claims clouded the titles to the Town and
retarded improvements; the Association, to remove those

appointed a committee on their part to confer
with the contending claimants; its powers and duties to
settle the titles in dispute.
The books of the Association
show the nature of these negotiations.
difficulties,

They

first

made a move towards

setthng

title difficulties,

and appointed Spear, Ladd, and Pomeroy committee to

make

negotiations.

Record of AssociaMarch,

tion, 7th

1855.

1.
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Babcock'^ and

19th March. 1855.

Wood^ on

lay off 640 acres, divide
108;

it

Society.

part of outsiders, proposed to

into 216 shares, give Association

Emigrant Aid Company

8,

half, for the outside claimants.

as

and retain balance, of oneThis was voted down, and

an alternative proposition, the Association proposed to
outsiders and admit them to membership,

buy out the

recognizing the present claims to individual lots either as
being drawn or promised to persons.

The committee of outsiders made another proposition:
town into 220 shares, allow them 100, Association

23d March, 1855.

divide the
one-half.

Emigrant Aid Company

10;

(differing

from

their

proposition in that the outsiders provided for the Emigrant Aid Company) lots to be distributed to members;
first

—

boundaries same as those adopted by the float afterwards;
those promised lots, not members, to have them upon improving; lots improved to be respected; the outsiders to secure agreements with all contending claimants; to quiet
title

S. C.

Pomeroy. (9)

Papers Nos.

Paper No.

7, 8, 9,

16,

10, 11, 14,
18, 19, 20.

and

of course bear the expense of so doing ; trustees to

be appointed to act in making conveyances until title was
secured. This proposition was accepted by Association and
a committee appointed to carry it out, giving them full
power to make a final settlement.
This committee thus empowered and instructed, consented with the outsiders to locate a float as the best means
of securing title, which was done, and the outsiders did buy
out all contending claimants. The reservee has expended,
in carrying out this agreement, several thousand dollars.
W. H. R. Lykins having in him the legal title by virtue
of the float, which had previously been located about 1st
made a deed of trust to the trustees appointed
April, 1855
on part of the Association, to wit: Groveri<> and Robinson
at their meeting held March 29, 1855, and those appointed

17,

—

13.

A. D. Searl.
Jan., 1855.

—

Books of Association.

by outsiders, for the benefit of the various owners, as agreed
upon their appointment of trustees by the Association, thus
;

Carmi W. Babcock was bom in Franklin county, Vermont, April 21, 1830. Died at
Louis Mo. October 22, 1889. He came to Lawrence in 1854, where he was for many
There is an extended biographical sketch
years prominent in political and business affairs.
of him at page 354, "History of Leavenworth, Douglas and Franklin Counties," Chicago,
7.

St.

1899.

He died at Thomas,
in Dublin, Ireland, January 4, 1802.
In 1854 he came to Lawrence, Kan., and was the first probate judge
P.
Wood
first,
"Jno"
at
but later wrote it
name
He signed his
of Douglas county.
He was a proslavery man, but later in his life claimed that he had
"J. N. O. P." Wood.
always been for Kansas as a free state.
Died at
Samuel C. Pomeroy was bom at Southampton, Mass., January 3, 1816.
9
WhitinsvUle Mais., August 27, 1891. Agent of the Emigrant Aid Company in Kansas and
prominent in territorial days. See volume VIII, page 278, "Kansas Historical Collections,"
for biographical sketch of him.
10, Joel Grover was born at Springwater, Livingston county. New York, August 5, 1825,
and died at Lawrence July 28, 1879. He moved to Iowa and in 1851 he went to CaUfornia,
He came to Kansas with the second party of the
returning to New York two years later.
New England Emigrant Aid Company, in September, 1854. He was active in the interests
of the free-state party, and was made captain of the first military company organized in
There is a
Lawrence. He was in the battles of Franklin, Fort Saunders and Fort Titus.
biographical sketch of him in the "United States Biographical Dictionary," Kansas volume,
Collections."
Historical
"Kansas
page
271,
volume
10,
page 657, and one in
8.

Okla.',

John P.

March

Wood was bom

28, 1903.
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The Lane- Jenkins Claim Contest.
legalizing

and endorsing the action of the committee

in lo-

cating a float.

These various owners have received deeds from Trustees
under the float all are satisfied with the distribution. They
and others have deeded one to another until thousands of
conveyances have been made, and owners are now living in
every portion of the Union. All the titles to the town, containing valuable buildings, pubhc and private, are held un-

Abstract of Deeds.

;

der this

float.

The only complaint made is, that certain persons, not
members of the Association, have not received the three
lots promised them; or that those who wintered in Law-

S. J. Willis

rence in 1854-5 have not received the lot promised them.
This is a question between them and the Association. By
reference to the Trust Deed,

it will

be seen a number of

shares were deeded to the Association as such.

have valid claims to an

interest, let

for relief against the Association.

them

If

these

men

resort to the court

If this float

should be

destroyed they would be in no better position, as the Association would be the only real proprietor of the Town

when pre-empted.

In addition, these lots were promised
without consideration, on conditions such as wintering, improving, &c. The Department can't decide whether these
conditions have been compHed with or not; no one has
come forward and shown he has complied and not received
his lot. The fact that the promised three lots were reduced
to one, arises from the fact that the Town was reduced to

one-third

its size,

from three square miles to one.

From an examination of the facts, it will be seen that
this Company never had any claim to the ground or any
portion of

it,

as

would

legally or equitably give

them

J. S.

Emory. (11)

prefer-

ence over the squatters.
It will

be seen from diagrams that Stearns' and Lykins'

claims conflicted; both were there before the Indian
extinguished.

came

Both had

built houses before the

title

Company

was a mere
house was better

C. Steams.
A. Gunther.
August, 1854. (12)

there; Lykins' building a second house,

continuation of his possessions. His first
than the one Stearns lived in, and when built the Company
were encamped IV2 miles off. When Steams sold out to the
Company, it constituted Lykins the sole settler; even conceding that Steams' was a better claim than Lykins'; yet
selling out his claim gave Lykins the undisputed claim, so
that if the float was defeated, Lykins would have a better
foundation for the title than the Company.

Jno. Hopper.

S.

N. Wood.

11. James Stanley Emery was bom July 3, 1826, at Industry, Maine.
He came to LawHe was a member of the Big Springs convention, the Topeka
rence, September 15, 1854.
constitutional convention and the Leavenworth constitutional convention.
He was with John
Brown in the Wakarusa War. He died at Lawrence, Kan., June 8, 1899. See "Kansas Historical Collections," volume VIH, page 332.
12.

Arthur Gunter was an early resident of Lawrence, one of the very first settlers. He
office of city treasurer.
He was in one of the Kansas regiments in the Civil War
The name, properly written, was "Gunther," in all probability.

held the

and was severely wounded.

—
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C. Stearns.
S.

Hopper.

Society.

Then as to John Baldwin's claim: before the Company
came he had a foundation for a house, was boarding with
Stearns, working at his house and got it built by October,
is superior to Company's.
N. Baldwin arriving about the same time with

Therefore his claim

1854.

Wm.

Company;

building a house in Oct., 1854, they only claim-

ing and surveying Stearns' claim for a town, constituted

him a better claimant.
Edward Chapman, claimed by 20th

A. B.

W. H.

Wade.

Oliver.

Sept., 1854, built a
house during winter, and settled outside the then surveyed
limits of the town, on what the Company pretended to own.
A. B. Wade was there in June, 1854, and was outside of

Town

claim.

William H. Oliver, 15 Sept., 1854, was sick during winter,
but had house built by April, 1855, and was outside town
claim,

Robinson, Jenkins, Matthews, Livingston, and Savage,
the contestants here, never pretended to any claim before

the location of the

The
E. D. Ladd.

facts then,

float-.

show that these

outsiders

had reason to

new Town Company in intruding upon
They perceived that Company asserting a

find fault with the

their claims.

two and a half square miles of land, more than
any law permitted them to hold, and that in its mammoth
schemes of building a city, they, the squatters, were to be
swallowed up regardless of their rights. To maintain their
rights they had but a squatter's resort
themselves. The
right to

unsettled state of affairs in the country forbade a resort to
the usual peaceful remedies; they are accordingly to be

E. D. Ladd. (13)

pardoned for pulUng up stakes, tearing down houses, or
even threatening persons.
The Association found they could not stand up under the
outside pressure, hence the compromise and settlement. It
is

true in that settlement the outside got half the

grant

it,

they deserved

it.

The

Association really

Town;
owned

but one quarter, what they bought of Stearns; strictly
speaking the squatters were entitled to three quarters. The
Company got the best of the bargain; even at this they
fared no worse than under the old state of things, for then
one half of the Town was taken out of the Association, to
wit: one quarter to Emigrant Aid Company; one quarter
set apart and donated to new comers, leaving the members
but one haK the town. Under the new arrangement the
squatters went to the expense of buying up the conflicting
13. The Herald of Freedom, March 24, 1855, has a communication from E. D. Ladd
In the same issue
concerning the settlements made on claims in the vicinity of Lawrence.
In
there is a notice that Mr. Ladd would resume his readings of "New Church" discoveries.
persons
elected
March
the council and
list
of
30
to
the issue for March 31, 1855, there is a
In the Anthe assembly, and Mr. Ladd was elected to the assembly, receiving 253 votes.
dreas "History of Kansas," page 314, it is stated that Mr. Ladd was the first acting postmaster of Lawrence.

The Lane- Jenkins Claim Contest.
claims, purchasing the float, in giving out of their shares

Emigrant Aid Company, and thus seone half the Town to the Association.
There is nothing here but what is manifestly just, fair, and
even liberal; nothing but what will be sustained by the
enough to
cured,

satisfy the

by a good

title,

courts of the country.

The
July,

protest of residents of Lawrence,
1855,

made

in June or

against the float arrangement, and which

was made weeks

is

see paper No.

was located. It is
not made by the Association or its members, who alone had
the right to complain, but is the grumbling act of persons
entirely dependent upon the charity of the Association for
even a home in the Town. Hence, in the paper, their attacks upon and complaints of the Association. Their whole
document is a mere school boy attempt at legal objections
The late day at
to the location, pointless and frivolous.
which it was made, the fact that its getters up had no right
to protect by "manifesto," or if they had or have, the Paper No.
courts are open to their vindication, and the powerful rebutter, in the shape of a petition to the General Land Ofprinted,

after the float

by citizens of the Town to confirm the location, are
enough to settle the force of this "manifesto."
We have proven beyond a doubt, that all the members of
the Association got their rights under the Trust Deed, as
much as they could get it if they had pre-empted 320 acres
under act of 1844. One hundred and ten shares were allowed
the Association; this was just the number of its members.
Each member then received 1-220 [one of the two hundred
and twenty shares] of 640 acres. If they should pre-empt
but 320 acres, under the act of 1844, each member would
receive 1-110 of 320 acres; being same amount. I can't see
how the members would be any better off, nor do I see how
the disaffected residents outside the Association, if any now,
would be placed in a better position by the town being preempted. Suppose the title was issued to Judges of County
Court under act of 1844, they could only make deeds to the

12.

fice,

110

members

of the

Association, the

original

occupants.

These disaffected new comers would still have to resort to
the Association for a redemption of their promise to furnish
them lots. Their whole claim, by their own showing, is
merely equitable and can only be enforced by a Court of
Equity not in the Land Office.
Each member of the Association then has received his
proper interest in the Town, one share of twelve or thirteen

—

j. s.

Emory,
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Society.

The Association too, has made distribution of lots
among those who wintered and improved, thus fulfilUng

lots.

Trust Deed.
Dr. Doy. (14)

engagements to the fullest extent, and the correctness
which action this office has not the power or means of

their

of

enquiring into.

seem to rely upon an apparent uncerwhat time in April 1855, the float lines were
run. I regard this as of no moment. The claims of the Association to the ground as a town site, if vaUd, as they contend, before the surveys, was notice to all outside squatters,
settHng after the Town was surveyed and plotted, and no
doubt can exist but that they made their claims to conform
to the outboundaries of the Town or float, which are one
and the same. Besides the discrepancies as to date of survey is but trifling, amounting to but a few days. Searl, the
Surveyor, says he run the lines by 3rd April, 1855. Pomeroy, one of the committee who engaged him, concurs with
him, and distinctly remembers conversing with him on the
subject, before 30th March, 1855. John Hutchison, one of
same committee, remembers that at date of second abandonment by the residents of Town, which was 25th April
1855, the float lines were run. The first paper drawn on 1st

The

contestants

tainty as to

A. D. Searl.
S. C. Pomeroy.

Jno. Hutchison.

Paper No.

11.

Paper No.

10,

Papers No. 10, 11.

contemplated the location of the float.
These abandonments by residents of Town to the float,
are a complete answer to the objection that the float was

Jno. Hutchison. (15)

located despite the wishes of the owners.

April, 1855,

The man who

carried it around, says he got the signatures of nearly all

was located by the consent of all
and by
the official action of the Association, upon the faith of which
large sums have been expended in improvements.
interested, so that the float

parties in interest, solemnly expressed in writing,

The
S. C.

Pomeroy.

is true,

Association accepted this float arrangement, not,

it

shows in formal terms; by some
not recorded, but by acts which are as

as the evidence

oversight, this

is

strong evidence of their intentions.

May
S.

N. Wood.

make

10,

1855,

the Association instructed Trustees to

certain deeds.

About the year 1850 he emigrated
14. John Doy was bom at Hull, England, in 1812.
He then moved to Rochester, N. Y., where he
to Canada, where he remained a few years.
lived imtil 1854, when he went to Ka.nsas territory, settling at what later became Lawrence.
He took a very active part in Kansas affairs as an ardent free-state man. So radical was he
that he was marked for severe treatment by the border ruffians. On the morning of the 25th
of January, 1859, he started over the vmderground railroad from Lawrence with his team and
a wagon, in which were some slaves. He had agreed to take them as far as Holton, Kan.
At a point twelve miles north of Lawrence he was captured by the border ruffians led by
Jake Hurd. Hurd and other ruffians lived in and about Lawrence. They took Doy to WesHe was rescued from the St. Joseph jail by a party from
ton, Mo., and later to St. Joseph.
He had been sentenced to a term of five
about Lawrence, who brought him back home.
years in the Missouri penitentiary by a court in St. Joseph, for Negro stealing, as the MisDoy wrote and published an account
sourians called the aiding of slaves to get into Canada.
It is a pamphlet of 132 pages, and is one of the
of his life in Kansas, in January, 1860.
best authorities on the times of which it treats. It is entitled "The Narrative of John Doy."
15. John Hutchinson was born March 28, 1830, in Vermont.
territorial legislature, March 30, 1855, but was refused a seat

He was

He was elected to the first
because he was a free-state

elected speaker of the first state legislature imder the
died at Chicago, December 12, 1887.

man.

Topeka

constitution.

He

—
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Association at that meeting remained in session
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all

night with a view to get possession of the deed, and expelled

Wood, one

of the Trustees, for withholding it

from them;

thus evincing, unmistakably, their approval of the float location, and claiming the Trust Deed under it as their property.

Wood

objected that the outsiders were admitted at

that meeting for the

first

and

time, intimating that they,

not the Association, controlled its action.
The records
show, however, that though allowed by special motion to
speak they did not vote.
An objection has been raised against the Trust Deed,
made by Lykins, denying its validity, because the name of
No
S. N. Wood had been erased and another's substituted.
fraud or unfairness is or can be imputed, because the reasons of the erasure or alterations, are stated or appended
to the deed.

It

however, contended that this alteration Paper No.
in this the law applicable to the case

is,

makes the deed void

13.

:

has been mistaken. The alteration in this case was made, Newell vs. Mayberry,
not by the party claiming under it, but by the grantor, 3 Leigh 250.
Mills vs. Starr,
which, of itself, does not avoid it.
2 Bailey 359.
The alteration of the deed does not affect the title.
Jackson vs. Jawby,
An alteration made by consent of parties, whether before 9 Law 125.
Lewis vs. Payne,
or after execution of the instrument, does not avoid it.
8 Law 71.

The

witness,

S.

N.

Wood —whose name was

erased

Speake vs. U.
Cranch. 28.

Lawrence Association, in 9
Boardman vs.
which he was required to deliver up this deed, he denied 1 Stew. 517.
states that the meeting

that his

of the

name should be

erased,

or that his trusteeship

S.

N. Wood.

should cease.
Besides, the objection, which is merely technical, should
not control the action of the Department; it will be seen
that substantial justice has been done all parties with the
altered deed as well as could have been done with the unaltered one. When the patent issues to the reservee, past
conveyances ought and will be made by patentee to those
entitled.

proper to remind the Department that on June 22,
name of Joel Walker, was located, Paper No.
conforming to the lines of the present float. An alteration
of our lines would materially affect rights acquired in the
It is

1855, another float, in

Walker

float,

which has been platted into town

lots.

The records of the Lawrence register are legalized and
made evidence by the Kansas Legislature.
The next claim worthy of notice is that of Gains Jenkins,
to the N E
Section 36, T. 12, R 19 E; a portion, say
sixty acres off the east side of this quarter section,

ered

by the

float.

The

32.

is

history of the settlements on

Paper No.

23.

cov-

it

are

as follows:
Sept. 20, 1854,

Edward Chapman
moved

the winter he erected house ;

first

into

settled
it

it.

During W. H.

with his family.

Oliver.

S.,

Gore,
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John Wilder.
Papers No.

6, 14, 17.

In spring 1855 he broke ground, and was to all intents and
purposes the sole occupant, and legally entitled to the
ground. April, 1855, Chapman abandoned his interest to
Jno. P. Wood, and afterwards to float. Wood did the same.
The float then succeeded to all of Chapman's claims to
the land, and unless some one had a prior valid interest,

must
John Wilder.

Society.

prevail.

Fall of 1855 Jenkins

So

moved onto

Spring, 1856, he

of the float.

first

land, in a house outside

broke ground.

far then, as actual inhabitancy

is concerned, Jenkins
never took possession until after float was located. It is
true he was an occasional visitant to the land and when
there stayed at Chapman's house, there being no public
house in town. His business was really in Kansas City,
Mo., where he was at one time hotel keeper, at another, one
of the firm of Messrs. Jenkins & Co., stove and tinware
dealers, and was engaged in similar business in the town of
Lawrence. His family was in Illinois. These facts all show

that Jenkins did not occupy this land as a rural pre-emptor,

and as required by act

of 1841.

His occupancy was not acit was subsequent to

tual until fall of 1855, consequently

the location of the
ordinate to
It

is

float

and

of course his claims are sub-

it.

some understanding between him

true there was

be that Chapman was holding this
claim for Jenkins* such an understanding could not affect
the float. The reservee only had to look to the party in
possession. No other kind of claims were entitled to con-

and Chapman.

sideration.

remedy

is

If

may

It

Chapman

acted in bad faith to Jenkins, the

Chapman.

against

There

is

no law authorizing

Jenkins to hold a pre-emption claim though another is in
partnership with him. There must be a personal occupa-

Chapman's holding was not for himself, of course
was worth nothing; but Jenkins' was no better.
The consequence is the land was vacant and therefore subject to location by the float.
But there is evidence that Chapman claims the land in
his own right, and although he may have gone there originally for Jenkins' benefit, yet he saw fit, as he had a right
to do, to change his mind, and claim for himself exclusively. Declarations made by him after his sale to the float

tion.

If

his claim

N. AUen.

Paper No.

37.

are not evidence,

when they tend

to contradict or impair

he

Jenkins having furniture

the vaHdity of the

title

sold.

Chapman's house, proves nothing as it may have
been there for mere safe keeping. The evidence shows even
that Jenkins himself admitted the improvements made to
&c., at

David Hopper.

be for Chapman.
Jenkins

commenced

his building

on the

land, after the

portions inside of the float had been surveyed into

lots.

The Lane-Jenkins Claim Contest.
He made

his

own improvements

daries, evidently for the
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outside of the float boun-

purpose of making the Hnes of his

claim conform to those of the

float.

Houses, to the number N.

Allen,

have been erected on this disputed ground
by lot holders. Whatever other improvements he may have
made inside of the float lines, were placed upon ground
jj^^yij^goppg
dedicated to town purposes and after the float was located. N. Allen.
One other point. Jenkins' claim is on a school section.
By all laws, then in force, his settlement was not recognized in other words, he was a trespasser. Not so with the
float under my construction of the treaty of 1842.
By that
the reservees were not bound to respect school sections;
but, waiving that consideration and assimilating the float to
other claims upon pubhc lands, then, under the existing
laws, both were trespassers; neither had rights there. Nor
did they acquire any until Congress, at its last session,
passed an act, recognizing settlements upon unsurveyed
of five or six,

;

The date of that act then, is the date of the
commencement of Jenkins' title it is also that of the float's
Then by virtue of treaty stipulations and the regutitle.
school lands.

;

Department, the float has precedent, and
must yield to it. In addition thereto, as
Jenkins being on a school section, acquired no true subsisting right, ^nd as his claim is addressed to the more equitable
consideration of the Department, it will require him to perform equity; and as the float was located, as was also his
claim, in mutual ignorance of the fact of its being a school
lations

of the

Jenkins' claim

section,

it will

so decide as to uphold the interest of both
.

parties.
is that of Dr. Robinson to the S. E. ^
Township 12, R. 19 E, about forty acres of
which is embraced in the float.
Jan. 1855, he commenced his settlement. His house was
erected on what is called Mt. Oread, on what was declared
pubhc square by the Association. He was an active leading
member of the Association for a time, and at the location
of the float its President and an elected Trustee, under the
At the time
float, to which appointment he did not object.
of his first erection, the ground in his claim, inside the float
was platted and since surveyed into town lots; all of which

The next claim

of section 36,

known to him. He also commenced at
one time the erection of a seminary on the land, thereby
showing that it was not intended for agricultural purposes.
Other houses were built upon what now is his claim, though
he since may have bought them. Wood, his main witness,
admits virtually, that the Dr. meant to make his claim lines
conform to those of the town; besides he never farmed or
pretended so to do. The httle improvements stated to have
been made, were only such as one might make about his

S. J. Willis,

was, of course, well

S.

N. Wood,
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house in town.
preposterous, as

To

Society.

say he was ignorant of town limits

when he commenced

he was

known

the ex-

President of the Association, and must have
tent of

its

is

his first house,

boundaries.

In addition to that, his agent, Simpson, has sold lots in
It is true the Dr. disclaims having authorized
him so to do; nevertheless the Dr. is bound by their sale,
and at this day a portion of his so called claim is owned by
other persons under a deed from others, acquired under the
float. Besides the Dr. always has been and is yet a member
this claim.

Lawrence Association, and as such, is bound by its
limits they adopted are his adoption, unless
he has signified his dissent by some act, a matter that is
nowhere proved; partaking as he did, in its deliberations
and resolves, he ought to have expressed that dissent in its
meetings. He has not done so. His acquiescence or silence
is an approval of their action.
To that extent he has forof the

acts.

The town

feited all claim to this piece of ground.

Books of Association.

Paper No.

88.

Abstract of Deeds.

April 34, [?] 1855, at a meeting of the Association, he

made remarks

respecting conveyances to be

Lykins deed.

This was after the location of the

made under the
float.

Chapman's letter to Jenkins, Jan. 14, 1855, offered in evidence, by a contestant, shows that the Dr. was seeking to
lay off the ground into town lots.
He has made a deed to Wm. H. Hewes of lots 285, 287,
on Massachusetts street, which is now on his pretended
claim, thereby recognizing the fact of this portion of land
being a town site, held under the float and not held or
claimed under act of 1841.

Paper No.

33.

Jan.

3, 1854,

he

filed

a notice to Surveyor General, stat-

Wyandott float in Oct. 1855, on
same ground. This is a virtual abandonment or acknowledgment of the invalidity of his pre-emption claim.

ing that he had located a
this

The

possession

of

—

that float

of

itself

—especially

its

at-

tempted location makes him the owner of 320 acres of
land, and therefore not entitled to pre-emption under law
of 1841. It is true that part covered by float of Robitaille,
having been located previously, is to be deducted from the
same: even then a sufiicient area is left to disqualify him
as a pre-emptor under the act. It is also true that his location has indefinite boundaries; that however is a defect of
which he cannot avail himself. It is a good objection, on
our part, to his interference with our location, but he cannot avail himself of his own mistakes, to bring himself
within the benefits of an act which he at one time sought
By his own admission he is the
to deprive himself of.
owner of a floating right to 640 acres of land. This alone
disqualifies him; in addition he has located it. The defect
in his notice as to boundaries, may be cured, if no private
rights have intervened. The presumption is, there are none
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save ours. Though his location is bad as to us, both in
point of time and want of accuracy in boundaries, yet it
may, and no doubt will, prevail as to the balance of the
At least the attempt to
land, which exceeds 320 acres.
break this float on the same ground he seeks to pre-empt,
is

a virtual abandonment of that pre-emption.

The

pre-

emption law was intended to furnish a home for the settler
who' earned a right to it by his labor, and who otherwise
would have no guarantee of title. No reasonable intendment could extend it to the person who sought and had the
power to secure that title by other means.
The fact that he had conveyed in Oct. 1855, to Hooton
and Bliss, lots in Nos. 31, 12, 20, shows that at that time he
regarded himself as having a valid title under his located
float, and of course, could be claiming no pre-emption to

Abstract of Deeds,

the adjoining quarter section.

The last remaining doubt upon this point
by the fact that he solemnly admitted to the
assembled Association, that he erected the house by virtue
Spring, 1855.

is set

q.

Elliott. (16)

at rest

—

—

which he now seeks to pre-empt not for the purpose of
bringing himself within the pre-emption law, but upon what
he knew to be the public ground of the Association. That
it was only a temporary erection, intended by him to be
moved on tO' an adjoining lot as soon as one could be procured. He disclaimed, at that meeting, having any intention to occupy permanently or any right to the ground,
and to satisfy the Association offered to move his house to
any lot they might designate. Here is shown, beyond a
doubt, that Dr. Robinson did not intend, by erecting the
house referred to, to make a pre-emption claim. That he
regarded himself as having built in the town, and remained
there only by sufferance; he disavowed any right there, nor
did he pretend to any valid one afterwards, after the Lykins
float had been located.
The next claim to be considered is that of Wm. Savage,
who claims the S. W. ^4, Section 31, Township 12, Range
20 E. Nearly all of this tract is covered by the float.
unless I have the testimony wrong says
S. N. Wood
Savage, in spring of 1855, was living on S. E. ^/i, Section 31.
Perhaps he meant S. W.
The presumption is he was
there after the location of the float he only claims to have
gone there about the middle of April, 1855, he then took
merely the interest owned by his son, who erected the
house; which house by that son's testimony, was placed on
town site, knowing it to be such, and placed so as to face
a common. Besides, Savage never farmed, his little cultivation was confined to his lot; a mere garden, such as is
of

—

—

E. D. Ladd.

S.

G. Willis,

s.

N. Wood.

;

16. Robert Gaston Elliott was bom in Union county, Indiana, July 23, 1828.
He, with
Josiah Miller, moved to Lawrence and established the Kansas Free State, which was destroyed by the border ruffians May 21, 1856.
Mr. Elliott died in Lawrence, July 16,* 1917.
See "Kansas Historical Collections," volume X, page 190.
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He occupies the same claim purchased by Reservee of Wm. N. Baldwin, who by all the
testimony, had the prior right. Even by his own statements
and evidence, he commenced his occupancy after the locausual in country towns.

tion of the float.

Shortly after erecting the house he went

to Vermont, where his family was, and there remained a

year and a half; during this period some six houses had
been built upon the land as on town lots and for town purposes. The ground was surveyed into lots in his presence,
without any objection on his part, nor any resort to the
courts to prevent their trespassing

upon

his rights,

if

he

had any.

His whole claim is a fictitious one, and the copy
of declarations filed, shows that other persons are seeking
to pre-empt the small fraction south of the float lines. His
residence there commenced as in town, the house he lived
in was erected as a town house, of all of which he had notice.
This present claim to pre-emption right is an afterthought; his visit to Vermont was a virtual abandonment
of any right he did possess; whatever intentions he may
have started therewith, an absence of a year and a half,
certainly justified every one in supposing him to have left
the country. For it will be remembered that during this
time the house was vacant and partially destroyed.
The next claim is that of George G. Matthews, who
claims the S. E. i/4. Section 31, Township 12, Range 20 E.

Most
Wm.

Matthews.

of this is covered

by the

float.

Matthews, in his declaratory notice, only claims to have
settled there in June 4, 1855 long after the float was located.
No one disputes the location of the float having
been before the 14th of April, 1855. He first moved into
the house of Mr. Baldwin, a house owned by us, and of

—

course could acquire,

He

to us.

by that occupancy, no

rights adverse

cultivated but about two acres of ground, evi-

dently not designed as a farm, but as a mere garden to a

He

continued to live in same house until
built for first time.
He was a
brother-in-law of Baldwin, and before June lived but a
mile from Lawrence; he of course had notice of the loca-

town house.

spring of 1856,

when he

tion of the float, and of the fact of his brother-in-law's hav-

he also knew that the ground
His claim to a pre-emption then,
is a fictitious one, confessedly made after our rights had
been acquired, and at best, not in accordance with the act
ing sold the claim to the float

was a part

of a

town

;

site.

of 1841.

The
N. E.

who claims the
Range 20 E.

last claim is that of S. J. Livingston,
1/4,

bom

Section 31, Township

12,

His father, William Savin Hartford, Vt., July 28, 1823.
17. Joseph Savage was
Joseph Savage came to Lawrence in the fall of 1854. He paid $500
age, was bom in 1791.
for a squatter's claim, and also the government preemption price for a quarter section of
land.
He lived here until his death, December 30, 1891. After the war his great interest
See "Transactions of Kansas Academy of
was in education and educational institutions.
Science," volume XIH, page 66.

;
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Livingston's declaratory notice, shows that he never pretended a settlement before July 21, 1855, after location of
The testimony of his witnesses showing an earlier
float.
occupancy is contradicted thus by himself though one of C. Stearns,
them states he raised a house in November, 1854, yet he
moved his family into the house in July, 1855; other persons were building cotemporaneously with him. He then b. Hopper. (18)
only pretended to claim east of the town or float; he sub- w. H. Oliver,
sequently sold out to Spear, and is now holding another Mr. Spear. (19)
;

claim.
It is true some evidence has been produced, tending to
show that Livingston was driven from his claim by fear of

—

that his house was robbed, &c. How far
an abandonment under such circumstances would not prejudice his right, I deem it unnecessary to discuss. The danger
at least was not so imminent as to warrant him in selling
out to Spear and in taking another claim, which he had
done; at least he had no rights as against the float, having,
by his own admission, settled after the location, and only
claimed east of the town. His subsequent abandonment
has however completely destroyed every shadow of right
to any part of the quarter section.

personal danger

One

fact I desire to mention, applicable to all these con-

them has ever applied to the courts for
remedial or preventive action, to protect their rights. They
testants; not one of

have quietly stood by and seen, for over two years, a large
town building up upon their pretended claims property
sold and transferred to the amount of millions, and not a
finger has been raised to prevent such invasions. This fact

—

of itself demonstrates that these parties never regarded
themselves as having a valid claim, or if so, they fraudulently encouraged adverse settlements with a view to reap

benefits

from the labors

of other persons.

settled rule of law than, that he

hears an adverse claim

by

jection, is estopped

The

made

who

claim.

made

in the present case.

is

no more

to his property, without ob-

his silence

up a

There

stands by and sees or

from afterwards setting

application of this principle should be

The

courts of the Territory were
enough to prevent these adverse settlements. The failure to resort to them is one that
should render very suspicious a claim made at this late day
on our part we were ignorant of these adverse claims, until
lately we were made aware of their possession, but under-

open and

its

statutes broad

it always as subordinate to us or in accordance with
our location, and the testimony shows that the houses of all

stood

18. Benjamin F.
rence, Kan., in 1854.

bom in Kentucky, November 16, 1833, and came to Lawbelonged to the state militia and was in the battles of the Little

Hopper was

He

and Big Blue rivers.
19. John Speer was

bom in Kittouning, Pa., December 27, 1817. He and his brother
Joseph L. Speer, settled in Lawrence September 27, 1854. They published the Kansas Tribune, and were active in the free-state cause.
John Speer died at Denver, Colo. December
'
See Kansas Historical Collections, voliune X, pages 214, 480.
15, 1906.
'
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the contestants, save Savage, are inside the float limits;
showing that to it they meant to conform their claims, and
yet would do so but for the accident of the government
sun'eys, placing them on same quarter section with portions of the float.

A

question

may

arise as to the effect of nearly all these

town especially having been made before
the Indian title was extinguished. I do not propose to examine the comparative injury such fact may have upon
the float or the contestants. Grant that all the squatters
settlements, the

were trespassers

;

yet this circumstance ought to induce the

Department to lean favorably towards maintaining things
in their present position. If no rights were acquired before
the ratification of the Shawnee Treaty, then, so far as prior
occupancy is concerned, all are alike. Justice would then
require such a decision as would maintain existing rights,
which would be to sustain the float and the vast interests
held under

An

it.

objection

is

raised that Searl's surv^ey of float is not

because he was not a Government surveyor. This
objection could only be worth anything when the Treaty

valid,

required the sun^eys to be
is

not the case.

All that

is

made by a pubhc
required

is

officer,

which

that the float shall

be so designated on the ground and elsewhere as to give
notice of the land being occupied, which has been done.
Harris vs. Monks,
258 R- 557

Besides cases are numerous that a sun^ey
individual, but adopted

by a public

made by a

officer, is

private
j.

binding on the

In this case the Surveyor General has
Government.
adopted Searl s survey, and so platted it on the township
maps; he has, in addition, sent out a regular sworn deputy,
Brockett, to retrace the float lines.
It is also objected that the ground being laid out into
a town, was taken out of the pre-emption law of 1841, and
therefore not subject to location under a float. I have al-

ready answered this objection in the position that, under
the treaty of 1842 no such restrictions can be imposed upon
these floats, also that the town being laid out on unsurveyed land was not legally selected, and therefore not such
a town as

is

meant in the

act of 1841.

tion, that the treaty of 1855 uses the

I may add in addiword pre-emption as

contradistinguished from lands set apart to

town

sites are

Indian use;
pre-emptible under act of 1844, and therefore

by terms of treaty of 1855.
merely technical, as the purpose

are subject to location of floats

The

objection, at best,

is

for which we seek a patent is to secure a title to the ground,
not for agricultural, but municipal purposes.
I omitted to state in its proper connection and therefore
say now, that by a reference to abstract of deeds on lots,

be seen that most of the persons who signed the
"manifesto" in June or July, 1855, against the location of

it will
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the

float,

have since been engaged in transferring

the

float,

thereby recognizing

In conclusion,

I state

lots
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under

vahdity.

its

that regulation, heretofore adopted

Wyandott

Treaties, ought not to be rigidly
adhered to if better justice can be done by their modification; they should be so altered as to protect and preserve
private property &c. This principle ought especially to be
to carry out the

applied in settling the lines of the

the rights acquired under

float,

so as to preserve

which can only be done by
leaving them where they are placed already. If, however,
the area must be reduced, let it be taken from that portion
where its diminution will work the least injury, which is the
it;

eastern side.

In the consideration of this case, no fixed legal rules exwhich prohibit such action on the part of the Department, as is necessary to do ample and complete justice.

ist

The contestants have no legal rights attached to the land,
nor can they have such as would entitle them to a recoveiy
Their possession is a mere
in violation .of good equity.
gratuity on the part of the government they have no power

3,

Attorney GenOpinion, 366.

^^^^'^

4.

Attorney Gen-

^^^^'^

Opinion, 23.

;

or right to coerce from
is

may

that a patent

resentative.

It

it

a title or patent.

All

we

desire

issue to the reservee or his legal rep-

may, for

all

we

care,

be clogged with the

condition that the trusts set forth in the Lykins Trust

be faithfully executed; we seek

it

Deed

as a Trustee for the lot

whose rights are there ascertained and set forth, and
wrong is done any one, we are ready to meet them in the
courts and have that wrong righted.
A contrary decision
would destroy the titles to a large and flourishing town; it
would beggar many, do iiTeparable injury to persons here
and abroad who have bought lots without notice of any of
these trumped up claims.
No injustice is done the conholders,
if

testants, as

they

will get all the

land they ever intended

from the whole testimony.
Those petty squabbles can, with a much better show of

to claim, as

right,

tant

is

certainly apparent

be adjusted in the tribunals here than before a
office,

whose power to do

questionable.

If

dis-

sufficient justice is at least

we were seeking

to destroy titles to the

Department might well pause but as we are seeking to uphold and sustain them against those who are endeavoring to pull down, with every legal intendment upon
our side, it seems to me there is no cause of hesitation.
land, the

All of which

;

is

respectfully submitted.

Wm. Webr,20
Counsel for Reservee.
Weer was confirmed

as United States attorney March 13, 1857, vice A. J.
for the prosecution of Charles Robinson when he was tried for
the usurpation of office as governor under the Topeka movement.
He was colonel of the
Tenth infantry, Kansas Volunteers, and of the Twenty-third regiment, K. S. M., to repel
Price in 1864.
He was a member of the state senate of 1865.
Weer. He had been U. S. district
"Feb. 28, 1867, death at Wyandotte of Col.
He was a man of unusual intellectual power.
attorney and colonel of the Tenth regiment.
His remains were taken to Illinois for burial." Wilder's "Annalsi of Kansas," 1886, p. 453.
20. William
Isacks, resigned.

He appeared

Wm.

—

5—324
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BEFORE THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.
W. H. R.

Lykins, legal representative of Robert Robertaile for himself and

the Trustees of the
First:

Town

of Lawrence,

Kan.

Facts of Settlement and Location.

In the spring of 1854 soon after the treaty with the Shawnee Indians W.
H. R. Lykins and several other persons settled upon the several quarter sections upon which the City of Lawrence now stands as pre-emptors of farming
lands and erected and occupied tenements upon their respective claims none
of whom have since appeared as contestants of Float No. 12.
In August of the same year the Agents of "The Emigrant Aid Society"
with

many

other individuals arrived and settled upon the same grounds,

W. H. R. LYKINS.

forming the "Lawrence Association" for the purpose of pre-empting a town
The Company in October of the same year proceeded to survey into
lots more than a mile square of the ground in question covering by their
survey of lots the claims of the first settlers as marked off.
In the Spring of 1855 this conflict of interest between the first settlers as
farm pre-emptors, and the Lawrence Association as pre-emptors of a town
site led to a compromise based upon a written agreement that all the parties
in interest should abandon their rights in favor of one of their number who
was bound by written agreement to locate upon the ground in dispute an
Indian Float of six hundred and forty acres and subsequently to deed to
site.

number of
abandonment

certain trustees for the benefit of all parties in interest a certain
lots

and

of shares in the

town

of Lawrence.

The papers

of
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having been signed and executed, and a deed of trust duly agreed upon, the
Float No. 12 having been obtained and every part of the agreement properly
arranged, on the 3d day of July, 1855, the legal representativ^es of Robertaile,
a Wyandotte Indian, selected, surveyed and marked by suitable metes and
bounds the Indian Float No. 12.
As soon as practicable this selection, survey, marked by metes and bounds
and location were reported by the said legal representatives of the said Robert
Robertaile to the Surveyor General of Nebraska and Kansas and which selection, survey and location was marked and entered by him upon the Township
plats, and duly reported by the said Surveyor General of Nebraska and Kansas
to the Commissioner of the General
of the location

no part

of the land

Land

Office at

Washington.

had been surveyed on the

field

At the time
and was not

surveyed until about one year thereafter.
Second.

Facts and History of Float No. 12.

By the 14th article of the Treaty of August 17, 1842, with the Wyandotte
Indians the rights of Robertaile were enlarged and extended so as to enable
him or his legal representatives to locate his float or reserve "upon any
Government lands west of Missouri or Iowa subject to pre-emption and
settlement" and the Float No. 12 was accordingly located by the legal representatives of Robert Robertaile upon lands thrown open to pre-emption
and settlement lying west of Missouri by the Treaty of May 10th, 1854,
Immediately upon the location of the Float No. 12, as aforesaid, Robert
Robertaile reported his selection and location to the Commissioner of the

General Land Office and the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, as well as to
and Nebraska. To this report the Commissioner

Survej^or General of Kansas
of Indian Affairs replied

by forwarding a

by the Secretary of
by the terms of which

circular issued

the Interior "governing the location of Indian floats"

the Reservees were required to conform in the location of their floats to the
legal sub-divisions of the

United States surveys in the

known or contemplated by
ment of the rights of the

field,

a restriction not

the treaties granting the right to locate, in abridgereservees.

To

this curtailment of a treaty right,

Robertaile, the reservee in this case, yielded an unwilling and compulsory
assent and reported a descriptive list to the Surveyor General of Kansas'
and Nebraska including parts of Sections 25 and 36 of Town 12 South, Range
19 East and of Sections 30 and 31 of Township 12 South, Range 20 East, all
lying within the original float fines and including the land now in controversy
being the NE^i of SE^^ of Section 36.
In the month of November, 1856, the legal representatives of Robertaile
applied in person to the then Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Hon. George
W. Moneypenny, (under whose official auspices the treaties of May, 1854,
and January, 1855 had been negotiated) for a confirmation of the location of
his Float No. 12 as above stated to which the Commissioner after an examination of the case promptly assented. But upon consultation, however, with
the Commissioner of the General Land Office, it was suggested by him and

consented to, that the local land office should investigate the case as to
whether any contest to the location of the float would be set up. Instructions bearing date November 19, 1856, were accordingly issued to the Register
and Receiver at Lecompton, to investigate material facts in the case and
report an opinion to the Commissioner of General Land Office.

—
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The

comphance with these instrucLecompton issued

reservee in this case failed to obtain a

tions until

March

of 1857,

when

Society.

the local land officers at

a printed and general notice to all persons having claims against the float to
appear before that office on a certain day in defense of such claims. To the
notice issued two years after the location of the float, after the survey of the

ground into town

lots,

the sale or sub-division of the same, and the erection

many buildings, many persons responded as
but among these claimants James H. Lane did

thereon of

contestants against the

not appear as against
This result and investigation continued before the local land ofiice
at intervals until the year 1858 a period of nearly- two years and every opfloat,

the float.

—

LECOMPTON.
portunity and privilege known to the laws and practice before the land office
was allowed to contestants to make good their claims. The contest was long
and searching; attracting much of public attention on account of the diversified interests at stake.

the local General

Land

—

185
In the month of
the case having passed
Offices with an enormous amount of testimony, was
,

,

taken on appeal by the reservee before the Secretary of the Interior who
rendered the following opinion (see decision) and a patent issued for about
601 acres of the land included within the original float lines dated

At the date

,

1859.

No. 12 April 3d 1855 James H. Lane,
the party now in controversy, had never been in the then Territory of Kansas.
He did not arrive in the Territory or vicinity of the Float No. 12, until
of the location of Float

near the month of July,i subsequent to the location of the said float. He -attempted a settlement upon that portion of the
of Section 36 lying outside of the float lines upon which one Gaines [Gaius] Jenkins had settled as
1.

He

arrived in Lawrence, April 22, 1855.

Kansas Free State, April

30,

1855.
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a pre-emptor.
testant

At the investigation before the

Con-

local office the present

—James H Lane—appeared as against Gaines

[Gaius] Jenkins but both

and privately declared that he did not set up any claim against the
and also entered into, an agreement with the claimant of the float that
he would not set up any such contest to any part of said float. As the said
James H. Lane did not set up or file any application to enter any portion of
said quarter section until one year and two months after the land was surveyed in the field, and the Register of the land office at Lecompton decided
that neither James H. Lane nor Gaines [Gaius] Jenkins (his then contestant)
had any valid claim to this land. The law requires pre-e'mptors within three
months after the survey is made in the field "and on failure to file such notice
publicly
float

,

.

.

the parties claiming such land shall forfeit

Congress).

But the point

of

all rights

thereto (see act of

law in this case, opened and decided by the late

Secretary of the Interior, seems simply the right of the reservee to locate his
reservation

upon school

lands.

The

doctrine held by the supreme court

is

that

school land, as granted by Congress to States, do not exist as such until

severed by survey from the public domain, according to which ruling the
reservee in this case did not locate his float on school lands for at the date of

the location of this float no. 16 or 36th sections or school lands existed in the
Territory of Kansas.

veyed

in the field

It

was not

until

March 1856

— nearly one year subsequent to the

that the land was surlocation of Float

No

12

"where the land in said territory shall be surveyed
sect 16 and 36 in each Township in said territory shall be and are

(see act of July 22 1854)
.

.

.

of Sect 36, the land now in controof SE
hereby reserved." The NE
versy would have become school lands in March 1856 the date of the survey
in the field, had it not been selected, surveyed, and located nearly one year
previously by the Indian Reservee. Moreover this portion of Section 36 never
became school land, because it was never surveyed in the field. The Float
No. 12 was selected and surveyed in April 1855. As soon thereafter as the
Township Plats were returned the float survey was marked thereon, and in
making the sub-divisional surveys the Surveyor General of Kansas directed
his deputies to close these lines upon those of the Float and to plat the fractions and calculate and mark the area of each on their returns. In evidence of

which see Plats of Surveys of Township 12 in ranges 19 and 20 East, returned
by Surveyor of Nebraska and Kansas.
In the month of October 1862 more than seven years after the location of
Float No. 12 and several years after the title thereto had been quieted by the
decision of the Secretary of the Interior, and a patent issued therefor the representatives of the float received notice that James H. Lane had applied at the
local land office at Topeka to enter the NE^/i of Section 36 that permission
had been "refused" that he had procured instructions from the General Land

—

—

Office instructing the local office at

Topeka

—that same

to notify the repesentatives of the

had taken an appeal to the Secretary of
the Interior and that said representatives might within thirty days make such
showing against the claims as they might deem proper, to that office. This
notice evidently from its face indicated that the defense should be made before the office at Washington, because the appeal was simply upon the refusal
of the office at Topeka to allow Lane to enter the land, and no notice of trial
or investigation was given. The representatives therefore addressed their deFloat of such application

:
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fense against the claim of
rival at his office (having

Society.

Lane to the Secretary of the Interior. Upon its arbeen detained and not sent up with the papers of

Land Office) he decided that the defense of FloatHolders should have been sent to the Local Office at Topeka. Upon this the
attorneys of the representatives of the Float asked a short extension of time

the case in the General

to enable

them

to appear

and be heard

in defense of their rights.

refused and the Secretary proceeded at once to set aside the

title

This was

to the land

in controversy and to allow the above named James H. Lane to enter the
same, and to obtain therefor a patent, in violation of
1. Our rights vested in the legal representatives of Robert Robertaile by
Treaty of August 1841 with the Wyandotte Indians and 14th article, the right
to one section of land of six hundred and forty acres.
To select, choose, locate this section of land, as stipulated and guaranteed
to us, the legal representatives of Robert Robitaile by the Treaty of January
31 1855, 9th Article In violation of our rights to own, possess and occupy the
land in controversy, which right is guaranteed to us by the same article of the
last above-named treaty in words following, viz
"And any selection, settlement upon or claim to land included in any of said reservations made by any
other person or persons after the same shall have been selected by the reservees, their heirs or legal representatives shall be null and void.
2d.
Because the Float of which the land here in question is a part, was
selected and located upon land claimed at the time by no one whatever.
Because in its location, every stipulation of the Treaties and every requirement of the laws of the Government were strictly complied with by the

—

:

Reservee,

Because the Float No. 12 having been so located and upon land legally
claimed by no one, the Congress of the United States by passing a law subsequent to its location creating school lands could not impair or abridge the
rights of the reservee, much less authorize a citizen, the present contestant,
not then in the territory, seven years subsequent to its location, to enter a
portion of the same.

Because this contestant under public notice issued by local land office at Lecompton, although present, did not appear in contest, did not claim, or pretend to claim the land here in controversy, but declared he had no claim and
set up none as against this float, and thereby estopped any claim set up or to
be set up thereafter.
Because it has been the uniform practice of the Government Minnesota and
Kansas to allow Indian reservees to locate their floats upon the school lands
soon after public surveys in the fleld.
And because Attorney General Butler in giving an opinion in a case similar to this, says (18th Howard, page 173, Cooper v. Roberts)
:

of the Choctaw Treaty which secure to persons of that tribe
certain reservations of land, were indispensable parts of the means to which
the United States were obliged to resort to extinguish the Indian title; and
as no exception was contained in their treaty of the 16th section, nor any allusion made to the compact with Alabama, it would be unjust towards the
Indians and an infraction of the treaty to prevent them from locating on these
lands as between the Indians and the United States. The treaty itself is the
only measure of their respective rights, and no restriction not found in that
instrument can be imposed on the rights of locating the reservations secured
by it. Even therefore had the engagement of the United States been positive

"The provisions
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16th section I should hold in the case

which had actually occurred that the claimants under the treaty could not be

by

affected

it."

In the case before us the Treaty imposes no. restrictions in regard to school
none existed in the Tenitory at the time of the location only that por-

lands,

shown by Diaand 20 East, having yet been surveyed in the
"When the lands are
field, the land in contest here was not School land.
surveyed and marked out, the title of the State attaches to No. 16, and if
(18th Howard, page 173.)
there be no legal impediment becomes a title."
Here a legal impediment did exist and the title did not attach because the organic act of Kansas expressly reserved and protected all rights of Indian lands.
Robert Robitaile had a legal right to and in Float No. 12, saved and secured
to him in the cession of his National Domain. Any act of Congress wresting
it from him and confirming to a citizen would be void and null as against him
tions of Section 36 lying outside of the original float lines, as

gram on town

12 in ranges 19

the reservee.

We

complain of the late decision

of the Secretary

and entry

of the land

covered by our patent, by James H. Lane, as being subversive of our rights and
in violation of the Laws and instructions governing land entries which forbid
the entry of any portion of the town

site.

herewith submit argument touching the point in issue by attorney for the
float Wier & Mitchell
Wier late attorney Genl of Kansas,
I

—

—

Respectfully,

I.

Washington City
February 17, 1863.
[The

I in the

above signature

is

a typographical error.

—W. E.

written by Dr. Johnston Lykins.

IN

Lykins,

for Float Holders

C,

This brief was

Secy.]

THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE AT WASHINGTON,

administrator of gaius jenkins, deceased,

vs.

james h. lane.

In Beh.\lf of Gatus Jenkins.
testimony that as early as September, 1854, Jenkins went
on the land in dispute, and commenced the erection of a house with a view of
making a residence and claiming a pre-emption. He afterwards employed
It is established in

Edward Chapman

man and

to finish the house thus begun.

his family

moved

into

it,

and Jenkins,

Upon

its

completion Chap-

late in the fall of 1854, started

to Illinois for the purpose of bringing his family to the Territory.

Chapman, through the persuasion of interested
lay claim to the land in his own right, and afterwards
owners of the float and abandoned his pretended right
sence,

of

'55,

Jenkins returned in advance of his family, and

doing business in Lawrence.

Making

his

home

In his ab-

persons, was induced to

actually sold out to the
to them.

In the spring

made arrangements

in the house built

for

by Chap-

man, he had put his furniture and other things in it; these were forcibly removed by Chapman and the owners of the Float, while Jenkins himself was
threatened with violence if he persisted in his claim.
Lane came to Lawrence in the spring of '55, after Jenkins had been ejected,
and built a house on the same land, occupying it with his family. Aftenvards,
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year, Jenkins, not without difficulty

stmction, built another house and

made

valuable improvements,

and ob-

which
he has held and occupied uninterruptedly to the present time.
In September, 1855, Lane sold his entire right in the premises to Jenkins,
and agreed to abandon the claim to him. Afterwards, however, Lane insisted
upon rescinding this contract but Jenkins steadily refused to acknowledge his
right so to do, and his heirs now insist that they alone have any legal claim
all of

;

to the land in question.

The material

parts of this statement are vehementl}' disputed,

timony^ must be acknowledged to be
briefly-

to

examine the bearing

somewhat

of the testimony

conflicting.

upon the

and the

It

seA'eral

is

tes-

proposed

points sug-

gested.

The fact is undisputed, that in September, 1854, Jenkins was on the land
and planted the corner posts of a house. See the testimony of Col. James
Blood, pp. 9 and 10 of the last Record. L, Gates, Jr., pp. 102, 103, same Record.
David Hopper (original Record, p. 105) confirms this fact, although he
attempts to prove that Jenkins was acting for Chapman, and not for himself.
The true relations existing between Jenkins and Chapman, in reference to
the improvement usually known as Chapman's house, constitutes the most
strongly contested, because the most vital, point in the case, if, under any
circumstances, the right to locate the Float on this land be conceded.
Fortunately, the evidence for Jenkins does not rest solely or principally

upon Chapman's deposition, (pa. 20, last Record). That, indeed, is distinct
and clear; and although the character of Chapman is attacked, and all the
facts of this case concur to prove him destitute of principle, there is little
doubt that he has sworn the truth in this instance. His statements are confirmed emphatically by a multitude of witnesses.
Blood (pa. 103 to 107, last Record) was present when Jenkins, then in Kansas Citj^ employed Chapman to go and build the house for him.
Norman Allen was a clerk in the store at which Jenkins bought provisions
and other articles, to be taken by Chapman to what he called Jenkins' claim.
(Original Record, pa. 98, repeated in the last Record, pa.
To the same
.)
effect is Hamson's testimony (Original Record, pa. 96)
also that of Jno. H.
;

Wilder (original Record, pa. 102).
But the most complete and satisfactory testimony upon this point is that
of Mrs. Chapman.
(See her deposition at the end of the last Record, after
pa. 144.)
She gives the most consistent detail of all the circumstances, showing that Jenkins was present during the progress of the building, and actually
assisted in its erection her husband all the time acknowledging Jenkins as the
real claimant. He bought the doors and sash which Chapman put in the house,
and furnished provisions for Chapman's family. This whole statement is confirmed in almost every particular by that of J. H. Wilder, already referred to.

—

Numerous other
point in question.

witnesses testify to the declarations of

Objection

is

made

Chapman upon

the

to the introduction of these declarations;

The statements of
Chapman, while building the house and holding the claim, are almost the only
evidence which can be obtained as to the purpose and effect of his acts. They
are parts of the res gestce, and, upon the strictest technicality, are admissible in
any case in which these acts of Chapman are material.
but undoubtedly they must be received in testimony.

;
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be found on close examination, that Jenkins was not the

It will

troduce Chapman's mere statements.

He

produces his deposition

first

to in-

like that of

any other witness. Lane afterwards introduces Chapman's unsworn statement
in writing, and also his verbal declarations upon various occasions.
In reply
to these, Jenkins proves, by a cloud of witnesses, that he hired and paid Chapman to build the house, and that Chapman repeatedly said so to witnesses.
In addition to the statements of Blood, Gates, Allen, Harrison, Wilder, and
Mrs. Chapman, already quoted, see those of D. W. McCallen (last Record, pa.
91 to 95)
J.

;

W. Morey

J.

M. Tuton

(same, pa. 96, 97)

(original Record, pa. Ill);

In opposition to
trary statements

all

Chapman, and

Wm.

this, it is true, several of

by Chapman but these do

kins's testimony, for it

;

;

is

Matthews, (pa.

and W. D. Atwood

112,

113)

(pa. 113).

Lane's witnesses prove con-

not, in the least, conflict with Jen-

admitted that Jenkins was betrayed and sold out by

these contrary declarations are a necessary part of that gross

breach of faith.

There

is

also

some testimony

as to Jenkins's admission, the chief of

which

is

David Hopper and Dr. J. Lykins. The story
of these witnesses is incredible in itself. Chapman was a mere porter in the
employment of Jenkins, and, by the statement of Dr. Lykins himself, was extremely poor. If all the disinterested sympathy of Dr. Lykins might be
credited, it is scarcely to be believed that Jenkins would do all which indisputably he did in this manner, for the benefit of a mere stranger.
to be found in the statements of

It is

contended that the personal interest of Dr. Lykins in this controversy

must necessarily exclude him entirely as an incompetent witness. But supposing him not to be technically competent, he discloses such relations with his
son, the chief owner of the float, and with Chapman, the treacherous friend of
all parties by turns, that in a conflict of testimony between him and other disinterested witnesses, his statement cannot reasonably be taken. He admits on
cross-examination that he expected to purchase Chapman's land after it was
pre-empted. Although he makes the greatest pretence to sympathy in the misfortunes of Chapman, and claims to have done him a disinterested favor, it is
evident he was only using Chapman as an instrument to enable him to acquire
the land which it was inconvenient or impossible for him to pre-empt. See his
deposition, page 71, last Record. But the assumption of the witness to give
away this claim is not the least curious circumstance in the whole case. At
page 70 he admits that he ''cannot say whether he was or was not in the Territory" at the time his son, W. H. R. Lykins, the owner of the Float, put down a
stake for him. He never occupied or improved the land in the slightest degree, and never intended to do so, as shown by any testimony in this case.
The trick is too apparent. Lykins, the son, staked this land and used his
father's name in order to control it. The subsequent sale by Chapman to the
owners of the Float was but a part of the same cunning scheme, and doubtless
answered the purpose of Dr. J. Lykins, as well as if Chapman had carried out
the tacit understanding to

sell

to Lykins himself.

Contrasting with this testimony that of Col. Blood, a highlj^ reputable and
wholly disinterested witness, there can be no shadow of doubt that Jenkins

Chapman to build the house for him. The statement of Mrs. Chapconfirmed by every circumstance in the case. That statement undoubtedly makes Jenkins the bona fide settler from the date of his first improvement
in September, 1854. The fact that the owners of the Float united with Chapemplo3^ed

man

is

!
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man, after their pretended purchase from him, in resisting Jenkins in the improvement and occupation of the land by actual force and violence, affords a
strong presumption that they had no real confidence in the validity of their
own proceeding. If the location of their Float had been legal and valid by the
consent of Chapman, they might well have saved themselves the trouble of
removing Jenkins goods from the premises, and cutting down the house which
he attempted to erect.
Jenkins, however, persisted in holding his claim perseveringly, and against
In spite of threats and attempted violence, with the determinaall obstacles.
tion of a man conscious of integrity and knowing his rights, he completed another house, and has occupied it ever since.
The unsworn statement of Chapman in the handwriting of Lane and introduced by him as ''Exhibit K," with the pretended receipt for $600, so far from
sustaining the opposition to Jenkins, upon a just view, evidently weakens it.
Why should a paper have been exacted at all? Why was it not taken in the
form of a deposition? The answer to these questions is obvious. Although
urged to do so. Chapman refused to make oath to the truth of the statement
(See McCallen's testimony, p. 95, last Record.) Yet this paper is in Lane's
handwriting, and is formally witnessed by Sam'l Paul. Lane must have felt
conscious of some gross wrong, when he felt it necessary to arm himself with
such a document, and to commit Chapman to its extravagant representations.
In pursuance of his pretended purchase of Chapman, Lane erected a house
on the land and took possession of it in the summer of 1855, shortly before
Jenkins had finished his second structure. But in September following, while
both Lane and Jenkins were living on the land, a contract was made between
them, the terms of which seem not to have been fully committed to writing,
and are only to be derived from the acts and statements of the parties. The
paper marked ''Exhibit U" evidently does not constitute the whole contract;
nor is there any testimony which connects the notes given by Jenkins with this
agreement. Lane so represented the case, it is true, but Jenkins always denied
the fact. The written contract makes no reference to any consideration, but
upon its face, would seem rather to be a compromise and mutual acknowledgment of equal rights in the claim held by Lane.
The true nature of this agreement, however, is disclosed by the Witness D.
0. Linsley, (pa. 120 to 123, new Record). Jenkins was to give Lane $800 for
one-half of the claim and improvements, if the line should run between their
houses, as Lane represented it probably would. But if Lane's house fell on
Jenkins's claim, Lane was to abandon the claim to Jenkins, and the $800 paid
were to be the consideration for his improvements. It w^as also part of the
agreement that Lane should complete the well, kitchen, and cellar.
It is true these terms are not incorporated in the written contract produced
that is in Lane's handwriting, and was kept in Lane's possession, without any
counterpart in the hands of Jenkins, so far as any proof in the case shows. It
was evidently exacted by Lane, professedly to meet the contingency of the
Government lines dividing the improvements, but really, perhaps, for a secret
and sinister purpose, only developed, at last, in the present unreasonable pretensions based upon that paper. Jenkins took no writing from Lane, because
Lane was to abandon the claim and give entire possession, subject only to the
contingency already mentioned, viz., the possibility that Lane's improvement
might fall on a different quarter. Upon this agreement Jenkins needed no

—
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no strength from Lane's abandonment.
of a troublesome contestant.
This

is

The

own
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and derived
was only to rid him

prior settlement,

effect of that

the only rational explanation of the transaction consistent with all
it affords a complete answer to the objections made against

the testimony; and

the introduction of parol proof to explain or vary a written contract. It is
always competent to explain a patent ambiguity in a written contract by parol
testimony. In this case the ambiguity consists in the application of the written
contract, which we have shown was only to take effect in case Lane's improvement should not fall on Jenkins's land. The other part of the agreement, or
rather, it should be said, the real substantial agreement itself, being for the entire abandonment of the Jenkins claim, was not reduced to writing, and therefore must, per necessity, be proved by parol. When a contract is partly written
and partly verbal, every lawyer is familiar with the principle that admits parol

testimony to supply the parts of the contract not reduced to writing. Or, if
there be a written contract, and a subsequent verbal one, parol proof of the
latter may always be given; because the effect is not to vary the terms of a
written contract, but to establish a distinct and different one. The books are
full of cases establishing these principles, and they are too obvious to require
quotations.

The acts and admissions of General Lane, himself, give palpable evidence of
an understanding between him and Jenkins not embodied in the writing. Patterson, and Blood, and Judge Smith, all testify that in December, 1855, Lane
admitted an agreement by which Jenkins was to have entire possession of the
house and premises. These facts are altogether inconsistent with the pretence
now set up by Lane, that the writing contains the only contract.
Patterson says that in March, 1856, Lane told him he had sold and abandoned the claim to Jenkins. While Patterson is admitted to be a truthful and
honorable man, an effort is made to show that about the time of this occurDr.
rence, he was sometimes dehrious from an accidental bodily injury.
Garvin, pp. 84 to 86, says he could not well tell whether the delirium arose
from the hurt or from the use of liquor. In order to disqualify a witness, under
such circumstances, it must be shown that he was delirious at the time of the
occurrence stated. But Patterson's testimony is so distinct and circumstantial,
detailing the incident of the door left on the premises and given him by Lane,
that it is wholly preposterous to suppose the statement to have been the result
of an illusion.
It is also attempted to show that Lane could not have visited Patterson on
the evening he left for the East.
Although Shimmons pretends to have
watched Lane all the time, Hutchinson shows that Lane was frequently in and
out of the store during the night. Mrs. Patterson's deposition, which confirms
that of her husband, seems to be missing from the papers.
But this whole objection is completely answered by the fact that Patterson
does not say the conversation took place on that evening, nor does he say that
Morris Hunt was present and heard it. He merely mentions the fact that
"Morris Hunt was boarding with him, and he and Lane were going East."
From this incidental statement, the opposite parties have assumed that the
conversation took place on a particular evening, and that Hunt ought to have
heard it. But Patterson makes no such declaration.

;
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however, of Lane's having abandoned to Jenkins does not depend
It is supported by both Blood and Smith
and especially by Mrs. Chapman, who says she frequently heard Lane say he
had sold out to Jenkins, and abandoned the claim to him. There is no imputation against the veracity of this lady. Her testimony bears the marks of infact,

alone upon Patterson's testimony.

telligence

Not

and candor.

until the spring of 1857,

Lane make any
premises he had abandoned. It
contract, does

more than a year

after the execution of the

serious attempt to

resume possession of the
(pp. 62, 63, new Record)

is

true, J. B.

Conway

says Lane, at one time, ordered him, with a
of the

the

Lane house and

also, at

Chapman House. But

from

it

file of soldiers, to take possession
another time, gave a similar order with regard to
does not appear that any advantage was derived

Conway says "Whether it
amounted to taking possession or not, I do not pretend to say."
On the 30th March, 1857, in John Hutchinson's office, (p. 34 new Record),
Lane formally read to Jenkins his own letter of that date the same that is
marked "Exhibit S." He alleged that Jenkins has "repudiated, violated, and
this palpable abuse of military authority, for

:

—

wholly refused to execute" the contract already referred

to.

He

tendered back

Jenkins' notes and $400 in money, which Jenkins had paid, and claimed the

The writing heretofore mentioned is formally
out in the letter, and the two notes are copied verbatim. This whole proceeding was undoubtedly conceived and deliberately prepared, in order to produce the impression that the letter read to Jenkins contained a full and fair
right to rescind the agreement.
set

statement of the contract between Lane and Jenkins. Accordingly, it is remarkable that neither in this letter nor in Hutchinson's account of the interview is any explanation given of the nature and grounds of Lane's complaints,
or of the reply which Jenkins made to them. Only in the cross-examination,
p. 36, does Hutchinson admit "Jenkins claimed that he had bought out Lane's
entire right." On the same page he says: "My best recollection is, the notes
were given for the house and the claim." So! also Shimmons (p. 60, new Record) says, that in the interview between the parties Jenkins claimed to have
bought the entire premises from Lane, and to have paid $400; and although
Lane said, "I deny all this," he subsequently tendered back $400 to Jenkins.

Beyond

these revelations

made

in the cross-examination of Lane's

nesses, the exact points of the controversy are not stated.

own

Lane seems

wit-

to have

upon the indefinite statement of his own case, made in the formal letter
then read, apparently supposing that would be sufficient for his purpose. But
when it is shown that Jenkins, at that time, in Lane's presence still insists that
he had purchased his entire interest, and when even Lane's own witness says,
"the notes were given for the house and claim," the whole interview leaves the
case where it was upon the testimony of Blood, Smith, Linsley, and Mrs,
relied

Chapman,

still

further strengthened

by the concurring statements

of Hutchin-

son himself.
Lane's idea that he could rescind any contract at his own pleasure, making
himself the judge of any delinquency on the part of Jenkins, was of a piece

with his militarj^ order given to Conway.

The papers

are

all in his

own hand-

by presenting his own letters,
notices, &c., he assumes to rescind contracts when he pleases, and he executes
his own decrees, made in his own favor, by the power of the regiment under
his command, not even professing to use them as a "posse comitatus," but givwriting; he seeks to

make testimony

for himself
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who

brings out

them himself.
It does not appear in the record what has become of the notes executed byJenkins to Lane. It does appear, however, that Lane had agreed to finish certhese facts.

Lane even has the

tain improvements,

face to prove

which were to be part of the consideration for the notes.

Lane never finished these improvements; hence the refusal of Jenkins to pay
more than the $400 admitted to have been already paid by him.
Whatever bearing the written contract may have upon Lane's right to
pre-empt, it can have none against that of Jenkins. The latter never acknowledged that writing as having any reference to his own claim, but only
that of Lane in case it should fall on another quarter. Besides, Lane himself
alleges that Jenkins has wholly ''repudiated" the alleged contract, and all the
proof not only sustains the allegation, but also fully justifies him in the act.
There is one part of Patterson's testimony, not yet referred to, which has
a material bearing upon the case. It is the disclosure made to the witness
by Lane, detailing the arrangement with Dr. Wood in reference to this disputed claim. Lane was to act as counsel, and either recover for the owners
of the Float, or hold and pre-empt for their benefit.
Patterson's statement is the only direct evidence on this point; but it
harmonizes so completely- with

all

the facts of the case, that

its

truth can

scarcely be doubted.

Lane commences by acknowledging Chapman's right, and recognizing his
abandonment of that part of the claim which is covered by the Float. In
return for this friendly disposition, Dr. J. Lykins testifies most strongly and
willingly for Lane, They seem to make common cause together, and though
Dr. Lykins disclaims any interest in the controversy, the register and receiver
know well what part he has taken during the whole progress of the examination.
All these circumstances would warrant the conclusion that there is a good
understanding between Lane and the owners of the Float. If that be the case,
both parties are equally involved in the fraud, and the machinations of both
ought to be defeated by awarding the land in dispute to the heirs of Gaius
Jenkins, deceased, who was the first to improve the land, and who held it consistently and uninterruptedly until his death.
Marcus J. Parrot,
Fred P. Stanton.

—The

special attention of the honorable Commissioner is invited to
the fact, that since the spring of 1856, Lane has never for one moment resided
upon that part of the land in dispute which is subject to pre-emption. His
entire improvements were on the land covered by the Robertaille Float.
Since the decision of the department on that part of the case, and within a
few months past, Lane has abandoned the place occupied by him for two
years past, and removed to that part of the land not covered by the Float.
If the fact of his non-residence on the land now in dispute does not appear
in the record, it can be established beyond all doubt.

Note.
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BRIEFS OF ATTORNEYS OF APPLICANT
IN CASE OF ROBERT ROBITAILE's FLOAT BY

LAWRENCE
(Lawrence, K. T.

:

WHICH

TITLE TO

THE CITY OF

IS SECURED.

Printed at Herald of Freedom

Office, 1857.)

ALMOND, YOUNG & SHANNON'S BRIEF IN THE MATTER OF WYANDOTTE
ROBITAILLE FLOAT.

The

counsel for claimants under the Float, submit the following points of

law and authorities upon which they rely to sustain the same:
of the Lawrence Association, or any other association,
under them; or the Town Site Company:
The treaty of 1855, with the Wyandott Indians, authorizes the Float to be
located on public lands of the United States "Subject to pre-emption and
settlement," and there were at the time of said treaty three different acts of
Congress, under which lands of the United States were subject to pre-emption
and settlement, to wit: the Act of 1824; the Act of May 23, 1844, and the
Act of September 4, 1841.
The Act of May 23, 1844, authorizes the corporate authorities of town or
otherwise the County Judges of the county in which
city, if it is incorporated
the town site is situate, to enter such town site, for the use and benefit of the
occupants, according to their respective rights and interests.
Here the corporate authorities, or the County Judges, are mere trustees acquiring no interest whatever by the entry, but are the mere conduits through
which the Government conveys the title to the occupants according to their
equitable rights, and equity will compel such trustees to execute their trusts
fully and fairly by bills in chancery.
Now, as town sites are, under the Act of May 3, 1844, "Subject to preemption and settlement," and as the treaty of 1855, authorizes the Float to be
located on just such lands, or rather on town sites, Robetaille had an undoubted right (whether the Lawrence Association or the occupants were willing or unwilling) to enter the town site as trustee for the use and benefit of
the occupants, according to their respective rights and interests, and stand
precisely where the corporate authorities or county judges stand, under the
Act of May 3, 1844.
Hence the treaty of 1855 gave Robetaille the right to locate his Float on a
town site. And, pray, what right or reason has the Lawrence Association, or
any other association, or any member thereof, or any occupant of the town to
complain?
Can the change of trusteeship, from the County Judges to Robetaille or
Lykins, work any possible injury to any one of them? Both Robetaille, and
the County Judges, as trustees, are equally bound, and by a court of equity
are equally compellable to execute their trusts and to give to every one his
due say, if you please, an average lot to each of the persons wintering or
having wintered, in the Town of Lawrence, during the winter of 1854-5.
The Lawrence Association, its members, and the occupants of the town, have
all, and as many rights under the Float as located, as they would or could
possibly have under its (the town site) entry by the County Judges, under the
Act of May 3, 1844; and can assert such rights with equal facility and chances
of success. Why then do they complain? Theirs is evidently a false clamor
1st.

As to the claim

or those claiming

—

—

—
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and should not be permitted to unsettle the titles to more than a half million dollars' worth of property, and strip innocent purchasers of their property, acquired in good faith for a valuable consideration.
The treaty of 1855 evidently gives to the Float the right to be located on
"lands subject to pre-emption and settlement" as a town site under the Act
of

May

3,

1844; but its location

is

not intended to

alter,

change, enlarge,

diminish, or modify the rights of parties embraced within the limits of the

and these rights will have to be ascertained,
by a court of equity, unless the parties by agreement

Float, but only to secure the same,

adjusted, and determined

and determine them, themselves.
same course, and none other must be and would be
adopted, if the County Judges enter the town site, in ascertaining, adjusting,
and determining the rights of the respective parties of the town site. But the
proof in this case from start to last, abundantly and irresistibly establishes the
the first quasi town company and that
fact, that all the original pre-emptors
wintered with the second quasi town company called the Lawrence Association ^in fact composing the "occupants" within the meaning of the Act of
May 3, 1844, abandoned and yielded to the Float, and the Float went down
clearly on ^lands subject to pre-emption and settlement," or if any impediments existed at the time of its location, they were subsequently removed, and
the Float was immediately located on such part.
The witness, S. N. Wood, whose testimony is so voluminous, and so mournful at one time, and so warlike at another, and which if true, gives a sad history of the matters spoken of by him, does not complain that injustice has
been done him, or that the Float was located against his consent, or that any
of his rights have been injuriously affected thereby, he deals in generalities
and complains for others without authority from them for so doing.
The proof shows that the trustees of the Lawrence Association were fully
authorized to make the compromise with the pre-emptors, and Lykins, and
that they did make a compromise, which resulted in the location of the Float,
and which said compromise has been fully and fairly executed; and the Association and the Trustees are bound thereby and estopped from denying it.
But the Lawrence Association in buying out Stearns, only bought out one of
three claimctnts on the same quarter section, to wit: Lykins, Baldwin, and
Steams and the sale by Steams conveyed no right whatever to the Lawrence
Association, even if we suppose he had the oldest pre-emption right on the
quarter; for pre-emption right is not transferable property; and when the sale
by Stearns to the Association extinguished his right, it did not pass to the
Association, but only left two claimants, Lykins and Baldwin, on the quarter,
ascertain, adjust,

And

precisely the

—

—

—

—

;

to contest their several rights.

The testimony showing Lykins to be the oldest settler of the three, and
Steams' right, if any he had, inured to Lykins, if it inured to any one. It is
very certain that the sale by Steams transferred the right to the Association,
he abandoning the improvements and the Association succeeding to the possession of the same, and the Association, in point of time, settling subsequent
to the settlement of Lykins; for in pre-emptions priority alone .govems. The
Lawrence Association by their committee have failed to decide or to designate
who are entitled to lots for having wintered in the town of Lawrence in the
winter of 1854-'55. It was and it is their duty so to decide and then and then
;
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the Float, are and will be

bound

to deed the

person so indicated.
the Lawrence Association should so continue to refuse to designate

lots to the

And

if

those entitled, and the

Town Company under

the Float, should refuse to deed,

those entitled can assert their rights in a court of equity.
contesting on the ground that he

is

a

member

But no one here

is

of the Association or has not

mean the attorneys- for the contestants) have
no right to set up the rights of absentees, whose names are not given, who
have not (so far as we know) employed them, and who are merely said to
have seceded from the compromise which resulted in the location of the Float.
It is manifestly an effort to encumber and confuse the record, with illegal and
irrelevant testimony, to draw from the true issue the attention of the Commissioners.
We have proved that each member of the Association, was to
receive twelve lots, as his share under the compromise, which resulted in the
location of the Float, and that each of them did so receive his share, twelve
received his due; and they (we

claim as such member.
what claim can the Association have, when all the members are paid
and satisfied? None whatever, and if any one was wTonged his only possible
lots, in full satisfaction of his

Now

relief is in a

court of equity.

And

although at the date of the location the Float, and the survey under
it, a portion of the land embraced under it was school land, not then subject
to pre-emption just as other public lands are; and on the approval of that
act,

the Float went

down

legitimately on said school lands; because

it

was

located before the lines were run by the General Government.

The

counsel in this case are so well -assured that the law and facts are in

favor of the location of the Float that they do not desire to tax the time and
patience of the Commissioners with a more elaborate argument upon the points

made. They would suggest, however, that the question as to whether a town
site, can be located on unsurveyed lands, and pre-empted after the sun'ey,
does not legitimately^ arise in this case, or at least is not necessary to be decided; especially^ as Kansas Territory is spotted with towns, involving heavy
interest all over it, depending on this point.
We would beg leave to call the attention of the office to the w-ell settled
doctrine of estoppal, which we think applies with great force to this case against
the members of the Lawrence Association. When they formed their Association and agreed to associate together as a company for certain purposes, there
was an implied if not an express agreement that they would be governed by
the majority in every^thing which related to the object of their Association.
The majority having decided at one of their regular meetings to accept of the
Lykins deed, which recites and is based upon the Float, the members of the
Association are now bound by that decision, Having accepted and given deeds
under the Float, and made no protest or objection as an Association or as individual members to the new arrangement, but acquiesced in it, and acted
under it, the Association and each member thereof are now estopped from
controverting at this late day, the legality' of the Float or anything that has

been done under the new arrangement.

The

general rule laid

475, has a forcible

down

in the case of Pickard v. Sears, 6 Ad.

appHcation to this case:

and

Ell.,.
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"The rule of law is clear," said Lord Denman, delivering the judgment of
the court, "that where one by his words or his conduct causes another to believe in the existence of a certain state of things, and induces him to act in
that behef, so as to alter his own previous position, the former is concluded
from averring against the latter a different state of things as existing at the
same time."

The above principle has been repeatedly affirmed, both in England and the
United States, and is now considered settled law in both countries. The Lawrence Association as such, as well as the members thereof, having by their
words and conduct induced the belief that the title under the Float was good,
and innocent persons under that belief having invested their money in the
town property, it would be a gross fraud to permit the Lawrence Association,
or any of its members' at this late day, to controvert the title under the Float,
and it was for the purpose of preventing just such frauds, that the courts both
in England and the United States, have recognized and established the above
rule laid down by Lord Denman. See the following authorities in support of
this doctrine:

Brown

Law

v.

Wheeler, 17 Con. R. 345; Kenny v. Farnsworth, ib., 355; S. C.
W. S. Vol. 38, 212; Kent. Com., Vol. 4, 8th ed. 269 and note;
dem, v. Henman, J. Rep., Vol. 10, 301 Brant v. Luermore, ib.

Library,

Jackson ex.
358; Jackson

;

v.

Am. Com. Law,

Ayers, 14

J.

Rep. 224; Coe

5th Vol. 104-5;

Leading Cases, and Note, 486-7.
discussed.

v.

Talcott, 5th Day's Con. R. 8;

Treman v. Lawrence, et al., 2 vol.; Smith's
Where the whole doctrine is elaborately
Almond, Young & Shannon,
Attys for Reserves.

JAMES

H.

LANE

vs.

HEIRS OF GAIUS JENKINS.

contest for the w^st half of n0rth-e.\st quarter and south-east quarter
of north-east quarter of section thirty-six, township twelve, range
nineteen. betore the land office at lecompton, k. t.

Argument in Favor

of Jas. H, Lane.

This case comes back to the Land Office at Lecompton, upon an order issued from the General Land Office, dated April, 1860, requiring an investigation into the truth of certain allegations adverse to the claim of Lane. These
allegations are, that

Lane has not resided upon the above described land

since

the spring of 1856,

That his entire improvements are not upon said land.
That he has, since the Secretary's decision in regard to the Robitaille Float,
moved from where he had resided for two years, to the land in controversy.
Lane does not deny the truth of the first allegation. In its letter it is entirely correct. But he affirms, in the evidence taken both heretofore and on
the present examination, a most excellent excuse for this want of residence.
In order to properly explain this fact and demonstrate its inadequacy to defeat
Lane's claim, it will be necessary to examine the facts pertaining to the early
From the testimony of A. B. Wade, given on the
history of the claim.
former examination, and whose evidence is fuller and more satisfactory on this
point than that of any other witness, it will be seen that David Hopper first
settled the claim in 1854. Hopper sold out to William Oliver in the same year,

6—324
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and he to the Walker and Robitaille Floats early in 1855. Prior to the sale by
Oliver and early in the fall of 1854, Edward Chapman settled upon the northeast

quarter of the north-east quarter of section thirty-six, intending, of

course, to claim the

upon the diagrams
seen that they

as

whole quarter section. His improvements are marked
"Chapman's House." By reference to them, it will be

fall entirely

within the present location of the Robitaille Float,

and, of course, by virtue of them, no claim can be set up to the balance of the

The whole evidence in the case shows that Jenkins based his
claim to the land, both as against Lane and the Float, upon these (Chapman)
quarter section.

improvements. Witness after witness was introduced to prove that Chapman
made those improvements as agent and servant of Jenkins, and being prior
in point of time, both to Lane and the Float; that, therefore, he (Jenkins)
ought to have the whole quarter section. The location of the Float, so as to
cover the Chapman house, effectually disposes of this pretense on the part
of Jenkins. It, therefore, only remains to be seen what other improvements
were made by the parties respectively, outside the Float.
There can be no question but that Lane was the first settler outside of the
Float. There is no evidence contradicting the fact that he built his house,
marked on the diagrams as "Lane's Double Log House," in April, 1855. The
house referred to, is the one in close proximity with Jenkins' house. It is entirely outside both the original and present location of the Float.
The evidence is further unanimous in showing that Lane and his family resided in this
house from April, 1855, until some time in the summer of that year, when his
family went East, but he remained there with a son, living in it undisturbed
until March, 1856.

The facts in regard to Jenkins' settlement are equally explicit. That he
made attempts in 1854 and 1855 to take possession seems proven, but those attempts were in every instance directed to the "Chapman house." Jenkins insisted upon his right to the claim by virtue of that settlement, and after inhe abandoned it and accepted from Chapcompromise, half of what he, Chapman, received from his sale to
the Float, being, $1,250. This was the state of things up to September, 1855,
Jenkins never having made a stick of improvement outside the Float. At
that time he made the written agreement with Lane on file at Washington.
Lane was then living in undisturbed possession in his double log house outside
the Float. Jenkins had given up his claim through Chapman, but still desiring
an interest in the land, made by that agreement an actual pvu-chase from Lane.
He paid him some money down, and gave his notes for the balance of the purchase money. It was then, and not till then, that Jenkins commenced to build
his house. The evidence of Lyman Allen shows that when he (Jenkins) comeffectual efforts to get possession,

man

as a

was in the fall of 1855, it was upon his (Allen's) lot
That he (Allen) remonstrated, and thereupon with Lane's
consent, Jenkins erected the house on its present site, and within a few feet

menced

building, which

inside the Float.

of Lane's residence.
It is only necessary to remark here for the purpose of a connected statement, that this agreement by Lane to sell to Jenkins was shortly after repudiated by Lane upon the ground that Jenkins had failed to comply with his
engagements.
This was the state of things in the spring of 1856. Both parties occupying
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the premises, their houses in close proximity, and outside both the original
and present location of the Float, Lane by several months the first settler,
Jenkins merely occupying at first by Lane's consent and afterwards under an
agreement to buy half the claim from Lane which he (Lane) repudiated and
rescinded. Not a question or a doubt can be entertained that at that time—
the spring of 1856 Lane was the sole legal pre-emptor on this land.

—

—

It

now remains

to be seen

how

matters transpired since then.

In March, 1856, Lane went to Washington for the purpose of claiming his
seat as U. S. Senator under the Topeka Constitution. His intention to return
was unmistakable, as was also his intention to retake possession of the claim
return. When he went away in March, 1856, he carefully locked
goods in a certain portion of the ''double log house," and left them in the
charge of John Hutchinson by a letter of attorney to that effect. This appears from the evidence of John Hutchinson given on the former hearing in
1858.
Not only did Lane put his goods into Hutchinson's charge during his
contemplated absence at Washington, but also the log house itself. And in ad-

upon that
his

dition left behind his son.

Shimmons,

in his

evidence given during the pres-

Lane was absent from March,
August or September, '56. His goods remained in the "double log
house," from March, 1856, until about May, 1856. \mder the charge of his
agent Hutchinson. At the latter date, most of them were forcibly and against
the consent of either Lane or his agent, taken by Jenkins out of the house and
sent over to Lawrence. This is established by the evidence of John Hutchinson given in the former trial, and particularly by that of Bond in his deposition, taken during the present trial. It is a fact to be noted that a portion of
Lane's goods a large mirror, carpeting, pistols, &c., were suffered by Jenkins
to remain in the log house, and were seen there as late as 23d of November,
1857. This is proven by evidence of James F. Walker and his wife, Edward
Monroe, and Shimmons.
From Ma}^ until August, 1856, as stated, Lane was absent on his senatorial
excursion. When he returned to the territory in the latter named month, the
whole country was in a state of civil war. It is a matter of history, and is
shown by the evidence taken in the Float case, that these troubles really commenced while Lane was at Washington. It was during his absence that the
hotel and printing presses at Lawrence were destroyed. At this time, May
1857 [6] the whole country was completely under the rule of armed bodies of
men. Men of prominence were safe nowhere but in the midst of their forces.
Accordingly when Lane returned, he came by the waj^ of Iowa and Nebraska,
at the head of a large party of armed emigrants, and upon reaching the Territory was at once put at the head of the Free State army then in the field.
Lane on the return found his house occupied by Jenkins, and most of his furniture remove^ by him. Notwithstanding his engagements in the army, he
endeavored to occupy his house in August, 1856, as appears from the evidence
of J. J. Conway taken in the previous trial. He says that in that month he
was directed by Lane to take a company and put out of the house one Jones
who was then occupying it, I took possession of it for Lane. F. F. Walker in
the present examination, states that Lane was making his home on the claim in
August and September, 1856, and that whenever he went there to stay, he took
bodies of armed men with him for protection.
As this could only be at
ent hearing, confirms Hutchinson's testimony.
1856, until

—
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time when Lane was not out in the field, we may presume that he and his nien
merely encamped upon the land, particularly as Jenkins was occupying the
house. Edward Monroe swears that Lane was making his home on the claim
in 1856. Shimmons says the same. Abbott also testifies to finding Lane in the
house in August, 1856. Jenkins himself afterwards charged Lane with getting
possession of it while he (Jenkins) was a prisoner. This was said in the presence of Shimmons. From all the evidence, there can be no doubt that Lane
did all in his power in August and September, 1856, to occupy this land. This
brings us to another absence of Lane's from the Territory. He left it again
about the middle of September, 1856. About that time Governor Geary superceded Governor Shannon. The Free State party were disposed to be reconciled with the change. Accordingly when Geary issued his proclamation commanding armed bodies to disband the Free State army returned to their homes.
Lane of course was left without his army, but remained the target of the most
intense hatred on the part of his political enemies. By the advice of his friends
with a view to his personal safety he left the Territory intending to return as
soon as matters quieted down. This he did in the spring of 1857.
It was then the examination commenced before the Lecompton Land Office
in regard to the Robitaille Float, to which Lane was a party. In May, 1857,

we

find

Lane again

in possession of his house.

He

staid there all night,

and

submitted to a violent attack from Jenkins; so violent in its character that it
must be apparent to every one that Lane could not have continued longer in
the house without being killed. He accordingly went to reside as near to it as
possible, to wit: at the Lykins office and Chapman house.
We also find him in May, 1857, coming up to Lecompton to consult with his
counsel, Governor Shannon, Judge Elmore, and Messrs. Almond & Young, in
regard to this claim. They advised him to no other procedure than to let
things take their course and await the result of the trial then going on before
the

Land

Office.

Nevertheless even in violation of the advice of his counsel,

Shimmons to erect a house on
moving into, and holding possession
hiring

failed for

We

want

the land

now

we

find

in dispute, with a

of the premises

by

force.

Lane

view to

This project

of funds.

find also that in

November,

1857,

Lane got James F, Walker to move

things into the "double log house," and take possession for him.

his

This was

even done, but was not continued because the things were forcibly thrown out
of the house.

No

further attempts were

made

to get actual possession of the house, be-

Land Office sent back the Float case for a
re-examination, which was had in the spring of 1858, which fact gave all parties
cause in the

fall

of 1857, the General

reason to believe that a speedy decision would be had as to the rights of the

The

however, has remained undecided until the present. In
and melancholy colhsion occurred between Lai;e
and Jenkins, in regard to this very claim, which unhappily resulted in the death
of Jenkins. Every one must honor Lane for not intruding himself upon the
widow of the deceased. Painful indeed would it have been to both parties if
he had obtained an occupancy of the "double log house" in so close proximity
to the residence of Mrs. Jenkins, after the death of her husband.
We are now enabled after the recapitulation of the facts, which make up the
history of Lane's persistent claim to the land, to notice more at length the
claimants.

May,

case,

1858, the unfortunate
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and which are now the subject

of examination.
1st.

Lane has not resided on the land outside the present

It is alleged that

location of the Float since the spring of 1856.

As already stated there
true in the letter,

it

is

a speciousness in this allegation.

But however

utterly destitute in the fact of that meaning, which

is

would render Lane's claim bad under the Pre-emption Law. That Lane resided
on the land, outside the Float, and in his "double log house" up to March,
1856, is not questioned, and that he then left the Territory on legitimate
business, is also conceded.
That when he departed he was in possession of
the log house, and left there his furniture and Mr. Hutchinson in charge
of it, with a view to continue his occupancy, are facts so clearly established,
that

it is

unnecessary for us to dwell longer upon them.

We now

propose to show from the evidence why Lane did not occupy the
house pede possessionis.
1st,
Take the period from March, '56, to August, '56, when he was absent
at Washington, seeking a seat as Senator under the Topeka Constitution.
Whatever degree of folly we may assign to his ambition in the matter, yet
nevertheless, he was but one of many who really beheved in the success of
the Topeka movement, and as they occupied one side of what was then a

mooted

political question,

of absence, while

Lane was certainly

justifiable in a reasonable degree

prosecuting his claims to an

office

acquiring

[requiring]

such absence.

The whole

current of Departmental decisions

is

to the effect that a con-

not required by the pre-emption law.
In the case of Duffield vs. Thompson Duffield was absent from the
premises from November, 1855, to March, 1856, in Missouri on the account of

tinuous actual occupation of the land

is

—

sickness.

Yet he was allowed

to pre-empt, the General

Land

Office disre-

garding the fact of his absence upon the ground that he exhibited a bona fide
intention to pre-empt by his return to the land.

See letter of General Land Office, of date December
of Keller vs. Worley, a similar rule

is

down by
March until

laid

Keller was absent from about the 5th of

14,

1858.

In the case

the Secretary.
in the following

There

May,

Held that his bona fide intention was fully estabhshed by his return with his family and therefore he was allowed to pre-empt
over his antagonist who had jumped the claim during his absence, as did
in Iowa, after his family.

;

Jenkins to Lane.

See Secretary's letter

May

20, 1859.

So in the case of Johnson vs. Doyle. There was here a longer absence, and
in Illinois, to wit: from August, 1857, to February, 1858, and an absence too,
not very well explained. During this absence Doyle jumped the land; nevertheless Johnson was allowed to pre-empt.
See letter. General Land Office, February 8, 1859.

The

Purdy

this point. Miller was absent
though for about three weeks
after his departure his workmen were on the land finishing his house. He had
no residence, cultivation, or furniture on the claim. When the workmen had
finished the house there was not a thing on the land indicating Miller's claim
but the empty house. Under these circumstances, Purdy took possession of
Miller's house. The office decided that the want of actual occupancy was not

case of Miller vs.

about three months in

is

a

good one on

Illinois after his family,
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faith; that the fact of his

workmen

finishing

the house during his absence was sufficient notice of bona fide claim, and
enough to protect it from intrusion. That if Miller's intentions were bona fide

up to the time of Purdy's jumping the claim, he had a right to carry them out.
That they were so is satisfactorily established by his subsequent action; his
return with his family and goods, and his immediate attempt to recover his
claim,

and

his diligent prosecution of his rights.

See Letter G. L.

O.,

28th Feb., 1859.

In M' Murray vs. Satterwhite,
absence from the land.

ill-health

was held to be a

sufficient excuse for

Letter G. L. O., April 22, 1859.

In Jadings

vs.

Fair child; Jadings was absent about a year in Illinois and

Pennsylvania, on account of

ill

health, &c., nor

this long absence that Fairchild settled

before leaving, had contracted with a

was

on the

man

it

land.

until near the close of

Held, that as Jadings,

him a house, and as he
abandon the claim. It was

to build

returned as soon as able, he did not intend to
therefore awarded to him.

Letter G. L. O., June

In Anjel

1,

1859.

was held that absence from a claim, after the deamount to an abandonment within the mean-

vs. Suthers, it

struction of one's house, did not

ing of the pre-emption act.

Letter G. L. O., August

3,

1859.

In Caples vs. Warren is a very strong case. There, Caples went to Missouri
and voted, but afterwards returned to the claim. He was allowed to pre-empt,
upon the ground that the return rebutted the evidence of abandonment.
Letter G. L. O., Sept.

9,

1859.

Smith vs. Stinson is much to the point. Smith being poor, was absent entirely from his claim working at his trade in a distant town, from about June, 1857,
to the fall of 1858, over a year. Then he returned to the neighborhood of his
claim, and worked for a man some three miles distant from it. Soon after this,
he went to Iowa for his mother. Did not return until spring, 1859. Stinson
in the meantime had jumped the claim. Here was almost an entire absence
of two years. Yet it was held that the Act of I84I does not require the claimant to inhabit consecutively day by day, from settlement to entry. It requires
such acts of occupation only as are sufficient to evidence a bona fide intention
on his part to perfect his rights and receive the benefit of the pre-emption law.
Letter G. L. O., Jan. 27, 1860.

From

all these decisions it appears uniformly that mere absence does not
impair a person's right to pre-empt; nor is it material what the reason of the
absence is. From an examination of the above cited cases, it will be seen that
sickness, ill health, going to bring a family, poverty, and in fact a mere desire
to be absent, have each in turn been assigned as excuses for the absence. In
some cases no excuse at all was offered. In this case an excuse is offered, it is

true, hitherto

before

it,

without a precedent; yet, nevertheless, certainly as valid as any

to wit, the laudable desire of Lane to serve his country in the

capacity of U.

S.

Senator, even though he took a mistaken course in carrying

But the decisions have not turned upon the nature
upon the exhibition of a bona fide intention on the part

out that desire.

of the

excuse, but

of the
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absentee not to abandon his claim. This is the gist of every decision. That
Lane has exhibited that bona fide intention appears from the fact of his
leaving his furniture in the house under lock, and in the hands of Hutchinson,
and his son in the immediate neighborhood; the remainder of his family having previously gone to Indiana on account of sickness, as testified to by the
physician, Jno. P. Wood; by his endeavoring to hire Shimmons to live in the
house and board his son; by his persistent claim to the land made to Jenkins
in the presence of Wm. Hutchinson and Shimmons; by the fact that, just prior
to his departure, he employed J. F. Conway to make repairs on the ''double
log house," which was done in Jenkins' presense, and without objections from
him; by the fact that his house was forcibly broken open by Jenkins, after he
was refused the key by John Hutchinson, and Lane's furniture taken from
thence and moved to Lawrence; and by the final fact of Lane's return and persistent efforts to

Why,

reoccupy his house.

was Lane upon

his return not found in possession of his house?
Simply because the very party who now seeks to take advantage of that interrupted possession was himself the cause of it. Qui jacit peralium, facit
per se. Lane was as much in possession of this house and claim, through John
Hutchinson and his furniture, as if he had been bodily present. It is not
Lane's fault that his quiet occupancy was disturbed. Had it not been for
Jenkins' intrusion into the house during Lane's justifiable absence, Lane to-day
would have been in actual possession. It would, therefore, be a monstrous
doctrine that Jenkins should be permitted to take advantage of his own
wrongful act in ousting Lane from the possession.
2. We are now brought up to August, 1856, when Lane returned from
Washington. The Territory was then convulsed with a civil war. The avocations of peace were discarded by everybody; by some, through choice; by
others, through fear.
The Government was powerless to preserve order or
protect rights.
The laws were a dead letter upon the statute book. By a
vast majority of the people they were repudiated as invalid of no binding
force but, in the language of the Big Spring Convention of 1855, they should
be resisted to the bloody issue. Those who were disposed to obey them were
either deterred by fear from so doing, or were so situated as to render their
execution inefficient and dangerous. Armed bands of men, belonging to the
two political parties, traversed the country in all directions. Their object was
chiefly destruction of life and property.
Men occupying prominent positions
in either party were particularly sought after, and compelled to seek safety
in the midst of their armed companions. Lawrence was the great focus of all
these troubles. Its inhabitants were nearly unanimous in their political faith.
Here concentrated their friends from various sections of the Territory, and
around it roamed bands of their enemies.
This was the condition of things when Lane returned in August, 1856, and
found his claim and house jumped by Jenkins. Yet, notwithstanding his mind
and time were occupied with the troubled state of affairs, and his duties as
commander of the Free State forces then in the field, we find that immediately upon his return he endeavored to take possession of the house, by sending Conway there with a company for that purpose. On one occasion, Abbott
found him there, lying down; the secret of his getting possession being the
fact that Jenkins was then a prisoner at Lecompton, having been arrested
along with Robinson, Brown, and others, for high treason.
It is further

—

then,

—
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shown that he habitually encamped upon the claim with
of bodily possession were of course only

with the army.

his men. These acts
performed when Lane was not absent

.

This state of things continued until about the middle of September, a.d.
1856, when Gov. Geary disbanded the armies, and Lane left the Territory,
During this period, then, of August and September, 1856, Lane did everything
in his power, and that circumstances could justify, to occupy his house and
claim.
it,

He

exhibited to the fullest extent a bona fide intention not to abandon

but to pre-empt

To

all this

it

it.

objected that Lane's possession or attempted possession

is

amounts to nothing,
his interest.

for the reason that Jenkins

It is unnecessary,

we presume,

for us

had purchased from Lane
to go into an extended

now

examination of this matter, as the question of the vaKdity of this pretended
purchase must already have been examined by the General Land Office. It
is, perhaps, sufficient to say that no sale or transfer of a pre-emption right
amounts to anything, because of its being a palpable violation of a provision
of the Act of 1841, declaring such sales nullities. Jenkins, therefore, cannot
set up this purchase as the foundation of his right, nor as destructive, necessarily, of Lane's.
The only purpose for which evidence of such a sale could
be used would be that of proving an abandonment of the claim by Lane. It
is in this point of view, and with the further one of repelling the implication
of bad faith on the part of Lane, that we touch upon the subject at all.
This purchase purports to- have been made about September, 1855, and
was reduced to a written agreement, now on file at Washington. By the terms
of that writing, it was agreed that there should be a division of the claim,
after pre-emption, between Lane and Jenkins. It is unnecessary to dwell upon
its stipulations, for the reason that as we contend the agreement was rescinded
by both parties by Lane especially. And it would not be improper to remark
in this connection, that if this agreement is not rescinded, its existence is
fatal to Jenkins' claim to a pre-emption, Jenkins' heirs cannot come before
the Land Office with an agreement in their hands, insisting upon its binding
effect and enforcement, claiming to pre-empt, when that very agreement being
in violation of law, is, of force, a perfect bar to such right to pre-empt.
We, however, do not desire to rest Lane's claim upon this ground only.
On the contrary, the evidence has shown conclusively that the agreement was
rescinded.
From Shimmons' evidence on the previous examination, it seems
that there was a misunderstanding in regard to this sale as early as February,
Jenkins
1856, while Lane was in sole occupation of the ''double log house,"
then complained to Shimmons that Lane had agreed to put up certain improvements, which he had failed to do, and that he would pay no more money
until such was done. This money he was to pay was in the shape of negotiable
notes, which Lane had pledged to Wm, Hutchinson, as collateral security for
the payment of a debt he was owing him. Hutchinson wanted the money.
Jenkins refused to pay. Lane, in March, 1856, just prior to his departure to

—

Washington, called upon Jenkins and demanded of him payment of the notes,
Jenkins

still

refused, unless

upon Lane's

entering into

some new

contract,

which the latter refused to do. The controversy grew hot and angry. They
went to Wm. Hutchinson's who held the notes. He says Jenkins refused to
acknowledge or pay them; whereupon Lane tendered him back the notes and
the money he had paid.
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Here, then, was a complete recision of the contract of sale by Lane, and
reason of a non-compliance with it by Jenkins. This was done, too,

for the

before Lane's departure to Washington, in March, 1856.

Some attempts

are

by the evidence of WiUiam Patterson,
but they utterly fail, as Patterson is shown to have been deranged and bitterly
hostile to Lane; and he is, besides, directly contradicted by Shimmons and

made

to cast doubt

upon

this recision,

Morris Hunt, Angelino Patterson, his daughter, and Jane Wilson, his niece.
But the fact of this recision is still further estabhshed. John Hutchinson
swears that on the 30th May, 1857, a recision was made by Lane in the most
formal manner. He assembled, at the office of his attorney, Jenkins, Wm.
Hutchinson, Shimmons, Parrott, and others. He dehberately read over the
contract to Jenkins; announced to him that he (Jenkins) had broken it, and
thereupon tendered him the money paid and the notes executed by Jenkins.
Lane has accordingly done everything in his power to cancel this contract of
sale,

and he stands to-day before the

way

therefore no obstacle in the

Office,

repudiating

it

of his pre-emption, as has

in toto.

It

is

been decided in

the case of McKinzie vs. Miller.

See letter of G. L.

Nor

O.,

this contract

is

Aug.

any

8,

1859.

justification to Jenkins in his forcibly possessing

himself of Lane's house in his absence.

The

act

is

none the

less tortious be-

cause of a pretended right under this contract, for the reason that the con-

was rescinded by Lane before such possession was taken by Jenkins.
was in invitum as to Lane, and therefore is no
proof of abandonment, as the essential quality of an abandonment is a free
will and consent by the abandoner.
It is also objected that Lane's possession, from August to September, 1856,
was not continuous from day to day; that Jenkins was a prisoner and could
do Lane no harm, and the latter being at the head of a large force was all
powerful. In reply to this, it is only necessary to say that, by the decisions
already cited, a continuous residence was not necessary, and that the very
fact of Lane's source of power being an armed body of men, rendered it
necessary for him to be with them and attend their movements. This, of
But they were no
course, rendered slight temporary absences necessary.
more than occur in nearly every case of pre-emption, as when pre-emptors
leave their claims for days at a time on business or pleasure. It is sufficient
to know that, during those months. Lane was persisting in his claim to the
land; and it must in all candor be conceded that he occupied it as much as
the troubled state of the country would permit,
3, We now come to the period of time between September, 1856, and
We have
spring, 1857, during which Lane was absent from the Territory.
offered a good deal of evidence to show that Lane was not safe in the counTrue, witnesses have sworn
try from the hands of the Pro-slavery men.
on the other side, that Lane was as safe on the claim as in Lawrence.
Grant this, and it does not prove that he was safe in either. These witnesses,
however, are and were all of them members of the Free State party, and of
course had not opportunities of knowing the feelings of Pro-slavery men
towards Lane. They have, also, with great apparent care, been selected from
that wing of the Free State party which is intensely hostile to Lane. The
mere opinions of men as to Lane's safety from harm from Pro-slavery men
can amount to little when they deny the danger, as they are swearing to a

tract

The

•

transfer of the possession
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naked negative.

Those, on the

contrary,

who swear

to

the

existence

of

danger, testify to the positive fact derived from the declarations of the very

men from whom danger was

apprehended.
disbanded the armies, a bitter feeling of
the Pro-slavery ranks against Lane. He was regarded
is unnecessary to inquire
as the head and front of all
Free State party. It was to his zeal, efforts and influence,

When Geary

—

the military organizations which,

state.

counsels and

commands

was

left in

unjustly

it

the offenders of the
that were attributed

by the Pro-slavery men, were regarded as
terrorism, Kansas from becoming a slave

through a kind of
Lane, in truth, was but the

preventing,

hostility

—however

man

He only followed out the
rank than himself, to whom had

of action.

of others higher in

LANE'S FOPvT. MT. OREAD.

been entrusted the real management of the cause of the party. Some of these
men were unknown out of their own ranks, or, if known, were not known
as chief instigators of whatever violence may have been perpetrated. Lane,
however, being assigned to the duty of leading the military operations in the
field, became notorious, and unjustly so, as the prime mover of everything
odious to the Pro-slavery men. This brought down upon him their special
hate.
To strangle him was regarded as the strangling of the Free State
cause; and men sought to justify violence towards him by rehearsing the
many brutal murders, arsons and robberies committed by rogues and villains
in the name of a Free State, and charging him with being the cause of them;
though these offences were invariably committed by predatory stragglers outside the regular mihtary organization of which Lane had command. It will
therefore not do for men of his own party to say that Lane was as safe as
themselves.

They may

flatter

themselves with the idea that they occupied

;
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much of the Pro-slavery hate and attention as Lane; but the evidence of
Pro-slavery men, and others having opportunities of knowing, show the contrary. The very safety which those persons enjoyed was in a great measure
as

owing to the terror which Lane s name inspired, coupled with the fact that
he was supposed to be always surrounded by an armed band of desperate
men. The case we put is, that Lane could not have lived in his house with a
family, and the fact of his thus living unprotected being well known.
An examination of the diagrams shows that west and south of Lane's house
there was no one on the claim; and for miles in -the same direction were
merely farm houses, distant from each other a quarter and a half a mile.
True, on the east was the town of Lawrence, but the main part of it, oneoff.
Its protecting army was disbanded; its citizens, no doubt,
unapprehensive of danger. Under all these circumstances, it must be apparent to the Office, that Lane could not have quietly lived in his house,
without danger of being surprised. Knowing as he did, the bitterness of feeling towards him, he at least had every reason to apprehend danger; and it
would be inequitable to require a man to live in a place, where, either sleeping or waking, life would be one incessant alarm. Lane, too, had nothing to

third mile

hope from the authorities or the law. The former, of course, had no sympathies with him; the latter was powerless to protect him from ruflSanism.
The wisest and safest course was for him to temporarily leave the country,
until things settled down.
As Shimmons testifies, Lane had not only in this
a regard for his own person, but for the peace of the Territory, as he swears
Lane told him he would leave, so as not to be in Geary's way. His remaining here would have seriously frustrated the efforts of the administration to
restore peace. The knowledge of his being in the country without an army
would have stimulated adventurous persons in the Pro-slavery ranks to have
hunted him down, which would have provoked retaliation from his adherents,
and thus kindled anew the war. Discontented spirits, too, of his own party
would have constantly besieged him to renew the disturbances then in a
course of happy settlement.
In support of the position that Lane's absence from the Ten'itory, during
the period of time from September, 1856, to spring, 1857, was justified by a
reasonable apprehension of danger, we have to begin with the testimony of
Shimmons to that effect a man whose means of knowledge of the facts
were almost as good as Lane's because they were associated together in business. There is also the testimony of Dr. Jno. P. Wood, a Pro-slavery man,
to the same effect; also, that of Josiah Miller. Judge of Probate of the
county where the land is situated; of M. F. Conway, the present memberelect to Congress from the proposed State of Kansas; of Judge John A.
Wakefield, a magistrate of Douglas county; of James B. Abbott, a memberelect of the State Legislature; of R. S. Bassett, a business man in the town of
Lawrence; of James Christian, a prominent member of the bar at Lawrence;
of several citizens of Doniphan county, some of whom traveled with Lane,
in order to protect him; of Gov. Shannon and Judge Elmore, both of them
high Federal officials, whose opportunities for knowing must have been ample
and other witnesses not necessary to mention. The means of knowledge
possessed by these gentlemen are of such a character that their evidence is
entitled to implicit credit on this point.

—
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Against the position that Lane could not have lived quietly and alone
we have the evidence of Jno. H. Wilder, C. L.
Edwards, Samuel C. Smith, and G. W. Hutchinson, who merely swear that

in the Territory without danger,

Lane could have lived on the land as safely as in Lawrence. They are all
members of the Free State party, and of course had but poor opportunities
of knowing the feelings and intentions of Pro-slavery men towards Lane.
In addition, they seem to base their belief on the fact that, if an attack had
been made on Lane, at the claim, an alarm could have been raised which
would have aroused the town of Lawrence, and brought assistance. This
may all be true; yet, before that assistance could have arrived. Lane might
have been kidnapped or killed. None of these witnesses deny the fact of
They merely add
a bitter hostility against Lane by the Pro-slavery men.
that the same feeling existed against other men. Perhaps that may be so.
Perhaps, too. Lane might have braved the danger out; yet, as a prudent man,
he cannot be required to undergo the risk. So far as this case is concerned,
The precise degree of its
it is sufficient to know that the danger existed.
imminency is immaterial. The Office will not go into a calculation of the
mathematical chances of Lane's losing his life or saving it, by remaining on
the claim or in the Territory. That he was in danger no man can deny;
that his apprehensions of such were reasonable, is equally clear. His absence
from the Territory, then, during the period of danger, is eminently justifiable;
nor will he be required to show that he staid, and actually encountered
the danger face to face.
If this statement of facts be true, the law in regard to them is settled by
the decisions of the General Land Office, already referred to.
In the case of Jesse Davis, he was justified in his absence, because he was
compelled to seek safety in flight.
Letter G. L. O., June 3, 1858.
In the case of D.

O 'Sullivan,

the Office declared that as

O 'Sullivan had

left

he had appeared within a reasonable time
to assert his rights, or shown that he was deterred by fear of violence, his absence should be no objection to the allowance of his claim.
Letter G. L. O., July 23, 1858.

his claim through fear of violence,

if

In Banks vs. Wood, the Office decided in favor of Wood; at the same time
conceding that if Banks, after having been driven from the Territory during
the political difficulties of 1856, by threats of personal violence, had returned,
or

shown that he could not have done

so,

he might nevertheless, have had the

land.

Letter G. L. O., Feb. 23, 1859.

These decisions all go to the effect of declaring the true meaning of the preemption law to be, that if a party has fears of violence mere fears, however
baseless they might appear to some he is not required to stay upon the land,
and that his absence therefrom, or even from the Territory, is justifiable upon
the ground that such absence does not show an abandonment. This conclusion

—

—

is

a necessary corollary to the decision

See Letter G. L.

That a pre-emptor
claim

;

but that he

made

in

Smith

vs. Stinson.

O., Jan. 27, 1860.
is

may

not required to live consecutively day by day upon his
be absent for a long period of time, and still maintain
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his pre-emption right, if such absence is not of such a character as to show a
voluntary abandonment upon the part of the chiimant.
3. His absence being completely accounted for in the manner above described, we are now brought to that period of time when Lane returned in the
his pre-emption right to this land, and
In considering the question of occupancy during the
to be borne in mind that Jenkins was in possession of the

spring of 1857 to assert

and maintain

take possession thereof.

time ensuing, it is
house of Lane at the time of this return a possession acquired by a tortious
act, and an illegal and forcible violation of the rights of Lane. The scope and
tendency of the allegation made at Washington, which the local Land Office is
called upon to try, would seem to demand that the want of occupancy of the
"double log house," from the period of Lane's return to the present, by him,
should be accounted for or denied. As already remarked, a want of continuous
residence or occupancy by Lane is literally true. Nevertheless, he had such a

—

constructive residence, or exhibited such evidences of claim to the land, as

amounted to the occupation demanded by the pre-emption law. For the purpose of establishing the bona fide intention of Lane to pre-empt the claim, we
invite the attention of the Office to the following facts:
John Hutchinson at the examination had in 1858, tells the story of Lane's
attempts to take possession of the ''double log house" in such a manner as to
establish beyond a doubt the fact of his claim of pre-emption right. He says
that in the spring of 1857, Lane sent for him to come to his house (the "double
log house"). Witness went and found Lane there, also Jenkins, Dr. Robinson,
Parrott,

Shimmons, &c.

the house, and got into

Lane was then
it

is, he had got into
and the premises as his own.

in possession; that

asserting a claim to

it

Hutchinson says Lane demanded of Jenkins the undisturbed possession, claiming a right to stay there. Jenkins, it seems refused and denied this right. The
witness left Lane there. Before this time Lane and the witness went to the
house, and finding Jenkins' hired man occupying it. Lane told them the house
was his, and he must have possession. Not content with this, he served
Jenkins with some ten notices in writing to give up possession.

On
before

May, 1857, Lane, in the presence of the witness at his office, and
Hutchinson, Shimmons, Parrott, and Hornsby, made a formal re-

the 30th

Wm.

scission of the contract of sale of part of the claims existing

Jenkins, by offering to return what

money and

between Lane and

notes Jenkins had given on the

So that from the time of Lane's arrival in the country in the spring
up to the above named time, he was endeavoring by every means pos-

purchase.
of 1857,

sible to obtain possession of his

times and on

all

occasions,

house; asserting his pre-emption right at

and repudiating every and

all

all

past acts on his part

which might militate against his claim.
Shimmons in his testimony both on the previous examination and the present one mentions the fact that he and Lane were connected together in partnership in the milling business from August, 1855, to 6 June, 1857. This business necessarily required Lane's attention in the neighborhood of Lawrence,
and the existence of such a business connection completely rebuts any idea of

—

—

Lane's voluntary abandonment of a residence in the Territory, at least while
It did not terminate until 6th of June, 1857.
Shimmons confirms Hutchinson's statement as to Lane's tender to Jenkins of

that business relation existed.

money and
1857.

He

notes,

and

rescission of contract of sale of part of the claim in

also says that he

went with Lane on the 28th May,

May,

1857, to assist

—
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him in taking possession of the "double log house," when Jenkins threatened
Lane to leave.
Shimmons also states in his last examination that Lane contracted with
him to build a house on the claim, outside the Float, in June, 1857, and that
had been prepared, the project was abandoned for
Here again after a very short interval, was an assertion of

after part of the materials

want

of funds.

claim to the land.

He

also states that in consequence of his (Lane's)

being kept by Jenkins

own house, he went to live at the nearest place
which was the Chapman house. His family being still in Indiana, he
from time to time, families to come into the Chapman house, with whom

out of the possession of his
to

it,

hired

he boarded. He also rented what is called the Lykins office close by, where
he slept and had his law office.
Mr. Thatcher, an editor of the Lawrence Republican, testifies that Lane had
a card inserted in his paper from June, 1857, until April, 1858, to the effect
that he had an ofiice "on his claim," during all this period in a most public

manner

asserting his claim to the land.

By an

inspection of the record in this case,

commenced

before the

Land

Office at

it

will

Lecompton,

be seen that a litigation

in regard to the respective

rights of various claimants, to all or a portion of this land.

commenced by

This litigation was

the proprietors of what was called the Robitaille Float, em-

Town of Lawrence. This Float as originally located
extended even into and around a part of the quarter section which is now the
subject of examination. By the instructions of the General Land Office, it was
required that every person who pretended to any claim of any character whatbracing indeed the whole

ever to any portion of the land in controversy, should be made a party. In
obedience to these instructions, the records will show that Lane was duly made
a party to the trial. That occurred as early as April or May, 1857. The effect
of this proceeding so far as

Lane was concerned was that he immediately

set

himself about the business of employing lawyers to represent his interests.

For

this

purpose he made a

Lecompton early in the spring of 1857
As most of the inhabitants of this town were

visit to

the latter part of April, 1857.

known

notoriously to be hostile to Lane, he stopped at the house of a friend
a short distance therefrom. He then sent for his counsel who were living at
Lecompton, not daring to enter the town. The circumstance is only mentioned in this connection for the purpose of showing that at the very earliest

opportunity after his arrival in the country, he immediately resorted to every
in his power to obtain possession of his claim; at least his acts were

means

such as amounted to a persistent and notorious assertion of his pre-emption

enough to repel any inference of abandonment that might be derived
mere want of possession. These particulars are sustained by the evidence of Samuel A. Young, Gov. Shannon and Judge Elmore, his counsel.
This trial, in which Lane's claim to the land was expected to be settled, and
that speedily, was terminated iin the spring of 1857. As testified by the attorneys engaged in it, every one expected an early decision. Such, however, was
right,

from

his

Lane, accordingly, being impatient to get possession of his house, did,
move some furniture from the Chapman house into the
"double log house," with a view to take possession of it. Shimmons fixes the
time of this in December, 1857 James F. Walker, in latter part of November.
not had.

in the fall of 1857, late,

;
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Mrs. Sarah Walker corroborates her husband in the statement that Lane moved
This was
his things from the Chapman house into the "double log house."
done, it seems, through the agency of this man Walker, to whom Lane rented
the log house, he Lane boarding with the family. This continuance, however,
of the possession was very short, as the next day the things were forcibly

thrown out of the house.
It is disclosed by the evidence
first

was found
remained there from the time of Lane's

that, at this time. Lane's furniture

inside the "double log house," having

occupation of -the premises, in 1855.

away

Why

Jenkins did not

move

this por-

Perhaps he suffered it to
remain for his own private use. Its identification as Lane' proi)erty is unmistakable. It consisted of a large mirror, a parcel of carpeting and a brace of
Its being there in December, 1857, is testified to by Mrs. Sarah
pistols.
Walker, Ed. Monroe, and Shimmons.
In the fall or winter of that same year, the General Land Office concluded
to send back to Lecompton the papers in the Float case for a re-investigation.
This fact renewed the hopes of Lane that a speedy decision would be had upon
tion of the furniture

in 1856

is difficult

to say.

the merits of his claim.

We

two attempts upon the part of Lane
The one in May was so
far successful as that Lane actually did get into the house, but by threats was
compelled to quit. The second attempt, made in the fall of that year, was
through his tenant and agent. Walker. It proved unsuccessful so far as continuous possession was concerned, because the furniture moved into the house
was thrown out. We have shown further that Lane was a party to the proceeding before the local Land Office, in which the merits of his claim to this
land were being inquired into, and that he had counsel employed to represent
have thus shown, in the year

1857,

to take actual possession of the "double log house."

and vindicate

his claim.

All these facts

show Lane's bona

fide intention

not to abandon this claim,

but to insist upon his right to pre-empt it.
That there was an absence of continuous possession from day to day is undeniable but that there was a desire to obtain this continuous possession and
;

means used

for this purpose equally true.

The evidence

fully explains the

reasons of this want of continuous possession, and establishes the fact that

it

was justifiable.
There has been an attempt made to impeach the veracity of James F.
Walker, with a view, no doubt, to destroy the effect of that portion of his
evidence which related to Lane's taking possession of his house in the fall of
1857.
The impeaching witnesses exhibited a considerable amount of feeling
against Walker, sufficient, indeed, to impair greatly the force of the impeachment. It is a singular fact that Walker should be unworthy of credibility as
a witness, when the very impeaching witnesses swear that he was elected conNor is it
stable by his neighbors, and thus honored with their confidence.
probable that a man's character as a truth-telling

man

should change so sud-

denly and completely as to make the trusted constable of the fall of 1857 a
notorious liar in 1858; because, by a reference to Walker's testimony in the
latter year, it will be seen that he swore to the same facts to which he testifies
now; nor was there any attempt then made to impeach him. If, however, he
is

unworthy

of credit, his evidence, in every important particular, is corrobo-
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rated by his wife,
in

any

particular.

The

failure of

Shimmons and Monroe,

Lane

Society.

neither of

whom

to live continuously on this claim

is

are contradicted

chiefly to

be at-

tributed to the hostile state of feeling on the part of Jenkins towards Lane.

The

bad feeling grew out of the dispute between them in regard
and the great object of both was to obtain and continue a pos-

origin of this

to this claim,

session of the "double log house,"

A

misunderstanding in regard to

it

arose

an early day. Jenkins seemed to think that his contract of purchase with
Lane gave him a claim to the sole occupancy of this house, while Lane, on the
other hand, insisted that such was not the term of the bargain. The difference
between them became so marked and determined that Jenkins, on his part,
refused to make certain payments required by the terms of the contract, on
which account Lane, on his part, repudiated the whole thing. From that time
a bitter contest ensued for the possession of the house, Jenkins took advantage of Lane's absence to obtain possession. Each party seemed to think its
possession essential to the establishment of his claim. Jenkins' mind appeared
engrossed with but one idea that was to keep Lane out of possession of the
house, and by that means destroy his claim to a pre-emption. We here find
the secret of Jenkins' hostility to Lane. The truth of its existence is abundantly established; in fact, the other side have not offered one iota of evidence
at

—

to rebut

it,

John Hutchinson, on the previous examination, said that Jenkins threatened
Lane, in the spring of 1857.

Shimmons

testifies, also,

to Jenkins' violent lan-

That violence was used, and therefore would be used again is evident
from the fact that Jenkins forcibly took away most of Lane's furniture in the
spring of 1856, and threw it out of the house, when put in there, in the fall of
Monroe swears that Jenkins said, in 1858, just prior to his death, that
1857.
if Lane got the claim at Washington, he (Lane) should not live to enjoy it six
w^eeks; that he heard Jenkins threaten Lane frequently, both in 1856 and 1857.
Shimmons heard Jenkins' language to Lane, in the spring of 1857, on the 28th
of May, He heard Jenkins, at the ''double log house," when Lane had gone
to take possession, quarrehng with Lane. Jenkins charged him with having
twice taken possession of that house forcibty. He charged Lane with being
a d
d coward, because the latter had obtained this possession once in 1856,
while he (Jenkins) was a prisoner at Lecompton, which declaration was as
much as to say that Lane dared not make the attempt to acquire possession
while he (Jenkins) was present. There was in it a covert threat that he would
prevent by force Lane's obtaining possession, Shimmons swears Jenkins was
very violent towards Lane, a state of feeling which finally resulted in Lane
kilhng Jenkins. That the two houses were but about 100 feet apart, and that
if Lane had persisted in his endeavors to occupy this house, the death of one
or the other would have followed.
Shimmons, as the friend of both, advised Jenkins to divide the claim, in
order that the unhappy controversy might be ended. Jenkins refused, declard if Lane should have a handful of the soil of that land.
ing he would be d
d
In the latter part of 1857, he heard Jenkins say that he would be G d d
On the night of the 28th of May, 1857, Jenif Lane should live on the land.
kins repeated this threat over and over, and told Lane that if he did not leave
d quick, he would pick him and his tools up and throw
the house G d d
guage.

——

—

—
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That, further, Jenkins, when enraged
man. Dr. Jno. P. Wood swears he
heard Jenkins, in the spring of 1857, say that he and Lane could not live on
the land together. Judge Josiah Miller declared that such were Jenkins' feelings towards Lane that the latter could not have occupied the "double log

them out

of the hole the carpenter left.

was a most

violent, abusive

and

insulting

house" in safety. Mr. Conway says that Jenkins was very violent toward
Lane, and that, from what Jenkins told him, Lane would have been in imminent danger from him (Jenkins) if living there in 1857 and 1858. James B.

Abbott was a warm personal friend of both parties, and talked frequently with
Jenkins about the claim difficulties. From his knowledge of Jenkins' feehngs
towards the latter, he (Lane) would not have lived in the "double log house"
with safety to his person since the spring of 1856. R. S. Bassett knows of
Jenkins' hostility to Lane. Heard Jenkins express himself, within a year before
his death. Jenkins admitted that he told Lane, in May, 1857, when Lane was
trying to take possession of the house, that he might stay there that night,
but never to come back again. The witness thinks Lane could not have lived
there in safety.

John M. Coe was the attorney

dispute, in the spring of 1858.

They were

intensely hostile.

for Jenkins in this very claim

He knew well Jenkins' feelings towards
He says that Lane could not have Hved

Lane.
there

without there being serious trouble between them. James Christian knows
that Jenkins' feelings were very hostile towards Lane. He regarded the former
as completely insane in regard to the dispute about this claim. When it was
mentioned, he would become frantic, declaring he would have the claim at

He is of the opinion that the two could not have hved there
all hazards.
without a collision. Pierce testifies that, but twenty minutes before Jenkins'
death, he declared to him that he would force Lane off the claim, or one or
the other should be killed. Gov. Shannon and Judge Elmore, who were well
acquainted with Jenkins' feelings towards Lane, give it as their opinion that
the latter could not have lived in safety in his house.
The fact, then, may be considered demonstrated, by all this testimony, that
Lane was justifiable in not persisting in maintaining a continuous possession
of his house. To have done so would have been at the imminent peril of his
hfe.
The subsequent death of Jenkins at the hands of Lane is a complete
corroboration of this fact. How much sooner would a collision have occurred
if Lane had been occupying his house, only distant about 100 feet from
Jenkins ?

The decisions of the Office, already cited, have declared the rule to be that,
where the party has reasonable apprehensions of danger, he need not reside
continuously on his claim. It makes no difference whether that danger was
apprehended from one man or many. It is sufficient that the danger existed.
The other side evidently concede the existence of this danger, as they have
not offered a solitary witness to contradict the fact. The only point that has
been made against its being a justification for Lane's want of residence in his
house, is that Lane might have resorted to the law for assistance.
The law could have done nothing more than put Lane in possession and

bind Jenkins over to keep the peace. Suppose both had been done. Can it
be supposed that even then they could have lived in such close proximity to
each other? Daily meetings and quarrels must have ensued, which would have
aroused the passions to such an extent that they would have broken through
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the restraints of law, and have resulted in bloodshed.

so close

—inside

the same yard

— colhsions

Their houses were
between them could hardly have

been avoided.
But we have proven satisfactorily that the laws of the Territory could not
have been enforced until about the year 1858. It would hardly need evidence
to prove that the laws of the Territory were a complete nullity, about

Lawcame forward, in the fall of 1857, and voted,
famihar to all. Yet no witness had denied the

rence, until the Free State party

as this

is

a matter of history

truth of this fact.

Even

so late as the

summer

of 1857, a revolutionary munici-

government was set up at Lawrence, of so formidable and dangerous
a character that Governor Walker summoned a large body of troops from
Fort Leavenworth to put it down. The opposition to the enforcement of
the laws was nearly universal so much so that Christian, a practising lawyer
at Lawrence, says that no action of forcible entry or detainer in this case
could have been maintained.
pal

—

hardly denied. On the contrary, the attorneys of Jenkins seek
consequences by endeavoring to show that Lane was an advocate
of this resistance to the laws. Admit this to be true; no one can say that
he alone was responsible for this widespread opposition. Lane was simply

This fact

to escape

is

its

one of a large party who all agreed on this point. The feeling was in the party
when Lane joined it. If he had acted otherwise than he did, he would have
gone down in its estimation; nor could he, in the face of such a united sentiment, have successfully resorted to the laws. Jenkins was, also, a member of
the same party, engaged in not only advocating the same resistance to the
laws, but was so active in his overt resistance that he was arrested and imprisoned on the charge of high treason. Had Lane made a resort to the laws
to put himself in possession of the house, he would have not only destroyed
every sympathy for himself in his party, but would have enlisted it all in behalf
of Jenkins. However erroneous may have been his course in not obeying the
laws, yet the fact exists that thej^ could not have been enforced, nor could
Lane have any more resorted to them successfully than any other man.
Besides this, it must be remembered that, early in the spring of 1857, Lane
employed counsel to assert for him his claim to this land. By the testimony of
Samuel A. Young, Gov. Shannon and Judge Elmore, his counsel, we leam
that they never advised Lane to resort to any action to get possession, other
than what was then about to be commenced in the Land Office. His counsel
knew that a resort to the Territorial laws would be nugatorj^; nor did they
deem it necessary, as a proceeding upon the same subject was already pending
This position is a correct one. Lane should not be rein the Land Office.
quired to have commenced, say an action of forcible entry and detainer when
already a trial was going on before the Land Office, to determine the very
question in dispute, and which every one supposed would result in a speedy
decision.

In the spring of 1858, Jenkins was killed. Then, too, a fresh trial was had
Land Office. If Lane, after Jenkins' death, had taken possession of his
house, every one, even the Office, would have condemned it as a wanton
5.

at the

outrage upon the feelings of Mrs. Jenkins,

Nor was

it

necessary, as

Lane's forbearance to acquire pos-

must be applauded.
the case had been recently remanded from Wash-

session under these circumstances
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iugton for fresh proof, and thus created a stronger hope that a decision would

He

continued to live as near to his house as possible,
and actively engaging in procuring evidence to support it before the office. Such has been the condition
of things up to the present.
The other side has attempted to show that, early in May, Lane was a resi-

be had immediately.

asserting all the time his right to the claim,

dent of Doniphan county. If this were true, it would prove nothing. He
might as well have been a resident of Doniphan as of Lawrence. Unless he
resided; on the claim, it is no matter where he did reside. The question is,
was his want of actual residence on the claim owing to the fact that he had
abandoned it. If, however, he did not reside on it not because he had
abandoned it, but for the other reasons already given then it is immaterial
where he resided. That there was no intention of abandoning it is too clear
to need further examination. In May, 1858, he brought his family back and
went to living in. the Chapman house. At the very time he is said to have
resided in Doniphan, he was engaged in preparing the additional evidence for
the re-examination of this case in 1858.
The evidence of his living in Doniphan is, that he was a member of the
Leavenworth Constitutional Convention. We have shown, from the certificate of Secretary Walsh, that the act creating the Convention did not require
the member to live in the counties they represented. We have shown, also,
by officers of the Convention and citizens of Doniphan, that Lane ran and was
elected as a citizen of Douglas county.
There are some loose declarations by two witnesses that Lane had said,
in speeches and conversations, that he lived in Doniphan, Such evidence is,
at all times, entitled to little weight; but in this case to none at all, as it
appears that Lane merely used such expressions in the sense of a nominal
residence, with a view to a Senatorial election. He was interested in property
in Doniphan, and no doubt may have said loosely that he lived there eo
tempore, because that much of his time was spent looking after his property.
But that he had abandoned his claim or changed his residence to Doniphan
is preposterous, as is shown both from his acts prior and subsequent to the
period spoken of.
An attempt is, also, made to show that Lane had another claim in the
neighborhood, and a paper has been offered in evidence to show that he had
bought one from a man named Daly, Lane's explanation of this is that he
was merely setting up a right to this claim for this man Daly, But suppose
he had really bought it himself. It is not such a purchase as will impair his
rights to the present claim.
He has never filed on the other one; he has
never put any improvements on it, he has never resided on it. On the contrary,
at the very time when the paper of transfer was executed, Lane was living
with his family in the Chapman house. The evidence of Lindsay on this
matter is entitled to but little weight, as he admits his hostile feelings to Lane.
Before concluding this branch of the case, it is not improper to suggest
that, as this is school land, settled on before the surveys, a party ought not
to be held to an actual residence upon the land, after he discovered from
surveys that it was part of a school section. Citizens should receive no legal
damage for doing what the law requires them to do. Lane settled this tract
in 1855. The land was not surveyed until in 1856. Until that time he could

—
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know that it was school land. He was therefore justifiable in settling.
When, however, he ascertained from the survej's that it was school land,

not

would he not have been justifiable in withdrawing his occupation from it,
This law was not enacted until
until some law was passed for his reUef?
March, 1857, and it was some time after this that the law was really operative
in Kansas, from want of necessary instructions from the Department. Before
they arrived, the trial was pending before the Land Office and, if it had been
decided promptly, the case would have turned upon the residence of the
We do not say that
parties up to the time of the trial, and not since then.
Lane quit the premises because it discovered it to be school land. On the
contrary", he believed that some act would be passed for the relief of settlers
like himself.
The matter is only mentioned for the purpose of suggesting
that strictly Lane ought not to be required to prove a residence or accoimt
for the want of it, from the time of sun-eys up to the time of the law author;

izing the pre-emption of school lands.

We have now gone over the whole evidence in regard to the first allegation,
namely. That Lane has not resided on the claim outside the Float since the
spring of 1856. That evidence establishes conclusively that he has exercised
sundry acts of ownership over the land since then, sufficient to amount to a
technical residence, and that his want of a continuous actual residence is
satisfactorily explained and justified under the pre-emption laws and the
decisions of the Department thereon. Not a shadow of doubt can exist that
Lane during the whole time, since the spring of 1856, has uniformly and
persistently exhibited a bona fide intention to pre-empt this claim, and has
with equal constancy of purpose disavowed, on every occasion, any intention
to abandon it. This first allegation, then, is as much disproved as if Lane
had been in the quiet and undisturbed possession of his house during this
period of time.
2.

The remaining

allegations

demand a few words. The second one

is

that

Lane's entire improvements are within the portion of the land covered by the

This is whoUy untrue. Lane's improvements
This is so completely demonstrated by the
diagrams that the bare inspection of them settles this fact. The purpose of
this allegation was to intimate that the "double log house" was not Lane's,
but that the Chapman house was. This pretense is virtually answered by
what has been already said. Jenkins' claim to this log house is based upon
the written contract of purchase from Lane. How that has been rescinded
and repudiated by Lane has already been commented on. Jenkins' claim to
the house is as baseless as that to the land.
present location of the Float.

are entirely outside the Float.

The

is that, since the decision of the Float case by the
Lane has changed his residence. That is true; but he has only
changed from one part of the land to another. Until that decision, it was
doubtful whether the Chapman house, where Lane had been living, belonged
to himself or the Float. Since the decision was made in favor of the Float, he
was boimd to change his residence or be rejected. It amounts to nothing,
however, as this change shows that, so far from intending to abandon his claim,
it is only another evidence of his determination to insist upon it.

3.

third allegation

Secretary,

We may

here allege against the heirs of Jenkins the fact that their improve-

ments are covered by the Float.

Jenkins always persisted in his claim to the
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The
it up for him, as his agent.
house erected by the permission of
Lane, with the understanding that it should not interfere with his (Lane's)
pre-emption right there. This is proven by Henry Hurd on the former examination. Jenkins, therefore, can derive no advantage from this house, as it
was not put there originally with a view to interfere with Lane's pre-emption
right. Nor has anything been done since by Lane to change this state of things.
By Jenkins own showing, then as he claimed the Chapman house as his improvement, and nowhere denies having put up the other house by Lane's per-

Chapman

house, declaring that

Chapman

present residence of Jenkins' family

put

in a

is

—

mission

—

^it

seems, therefore, that his improvements are within the Float, while

Lane's are without

it.

March 3, 1857, provides that the parties may pre-empt, if
they can bring themselves within the Act of 184L This cannot be done by
Jenkins' heirs, as no provision is made in the Act of 1841, for the heirs of deceased pre-emptors. They derive their right solely from the law of 1843. This
is a casus omissus by Congress, but, nevertheless, one which the Department
cannot supply. Congress has full power to prescribe such terms as it pleases
upon which the public lands are to be sold. This power has been exercised in
various ways ever since the inauguration of our land system. Under the Act
of 1841, until 1843, Congress had so legislated that the heirs of deceased settlers
could not pre-empt. In 1843, it saw fit to change this policy. Until that change
was thus legislatively made, no one can pretend that "heirs" could have availed
themselves of any of the benefits of the Act of 1841. It is true the law of 1843
as well as of 1841 is the rule in Kansas; but neither of these laws grant preemptions upon school sections. Congress, however, had the power to dispose

The

resolution of

of them as well as other lands as it pleased. So far as Kansas was concerned,
they could not be pre-empted until Congress chose to consent thereto in
March, 1857. In giving that consent, it had the same power in imposing terms

—the

same discretion as it possessed in regard to other public lands. That
power and discretion it has exercised by declaring that none can pre-empt
school sections but those

the Act of 1841.

The

who can

bring themselves within the provisions of

"heirs" of deceased settlers cannot do this, as that Act

contains no provision for such persons.

Pre-emption of school sections stands

precisely as did the public lands generally under the Act of 1841, before the

Act of 1843.

The simple

effect of the

Resolutions of March, 1857, was to take

school lands out of the prohibitory portion of the Act of 1841, or in other words

make them pre-emptable

But

this

Besides

this,

by no means extends the
the Resolution of March,
1857, in using the language, "bring themselves within the provisions of the Act
of 1841," intended to describe the classes of persons who were to have the
privilege of pre-empting school lands.
It must be those persons, and those
only, mentioned in this Act of 1841. As "heirs" are not there mentioned, they
can no more have the privilege of pre-emption under the resolution than can
minors or aliens, or any other class of persons not described in the Act of 1841.
This may be said to be a harsh construction of the resolution of March, 1857.
If so, it is a consideration which addresses itself to the law makers, and not to
those who are called upon to expound it. If this is a mere casus omissus on
the part of Congress, yet, nevertheless, we are all bound by it. Nor does the
construction contended for inflict any greater hardships upon the "heirs" of deceased settlers than did the plain provisions of the Act of 1841. Under them,
to

as other lands.

provisions of the Act of 1843 over them.

—
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"heirs" could not pre-empt, nor could they do so until Congress changed the

law of 1841 in 1843.

As, therefore. Congress has heretofore adopted the policy

is no just reason why it may not have adopted a simione in 1857. To allow them to pre-empt under the resolutions of March,
1857, would be a clear act of judicial legislation.
We have thus gone over the facts and law of this case, at a somewhat extended length. This, however, is justified by the importance of the interests
involved and the delay already incurred in having them adjusted. A stronger
case in law has never presented itself to the Office, nor could a more equitable
one be commended to its consideration. Jenkins, though belonging to the same
party with Lane engaged with him in all the plans and doings of the same
has endeavored to take advantage of the dangers surrounding the latter from
their joint labors, and with a high hand has prevented him from enjoying the
fruits of his labor in peace and quietness.
A more ungracious act could not
have been performed than this of seeking to deprive Lane of the claim to the
land, upon the pretext of a want of residence, when that pretext owes its whole
existence to the acts of the party thus seeking to take advantage of it. Its flimsiness is so thoroughly exposed by the testimony that no shadow of objection
can remain in the way of Lane's pre-emption.
It is true, there are circumstances growing out of this claim dispute of a sad
and unhappy character, which appeal to the sympathies of us all. Yet the
Office is here called upon to settle the legal rights of parties; nor can it stop
to inquire into the merits or demerits of past conduct. Over this let us draw

of excluding heirs, there
lar

—

a

veil, leaving to other tribunals to establish the guilt or innocence of those
concerned, in order that in the decision of this case full and complete justice

may

be done to

Gov.

all parties.
Mitchell & Weer, Attorneys
Wilson Shannon, Of Counsel.

BRIEF IN FAVOR OF JAMES
BY SAMUEL

V.

H.

for Lane.

LANE

NILES.

Washington

City,

December

20, 1862.

—In

the matter of the application of James H. Lane to enter by preemption the NEi/4 NEi/4, Sec. 36, T. 12 S., R. 19 East, 6th P. M., a part of his
Sir

original pre-emption claim,

Topeka, Kansas, in February

predicated upon

last,

the decision of your office of the 20th of July, 1861, and approved by the Hon.
Secy, of the Interior on the 31st of December, 1861, in and to the

NW%

of the

NE^A

of the same" section, township

and range

—I

am

S%

and

clearly of

Wyandot Float No.
on the 3d day of December, 1859, in and to the tract now claimed by J. H.
Lane was in en-or of the law of the case as fully presented by the Indian Office
on the 8th of October, 1859, rejecting the Float location.
I cannot more fully and satisfactorily express my views
upon the
opinion that the decision in favor of the claimants of the
12

.

.

.

law of the case than accepting that part of the very able report of the Comm'r
of Indian Affairs relating to this claim of October 8, 1859.
In relation to the rights of those representing the Float to locate the same

upon any part

"NE%

of the original location

S.,

made by

...

he stated that the
and 36
R. 19 East as embraced by the exterior lines

of the school sections 16

of section 36, T. 12

the assignee of Robertaile,

is

a part of a school
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which by the 34th section of the Act of Congress of May 30, 1854, enan act to organize the Territories of Kansas and Nebraska, was 'reserved
for the purpose of being applied to schools in said Territory, and in the States
and Territories hereafter to be erected out of the same.' (See Statutes at
Large, Vol. 10, page 289.)
"Under the 12th section of the Act, entitled An Act to estabhsh the office
of Surveyor General of New Mexico, Kansas and Nebraska, to grant donations
to actual settlers therein, and for other purposes, approved July 22d, 1854,
provision was made 'that all the lands to which the Indian title had been or
shall be extinguished within said Territories of Nebraska and Kansas, shall be
subject to the operations of the Pre-emption Act of fourth September, eighteen
hundred and forty-one, and under the conditions, restrictions and stipulations
therein mentioned.' (See Statutes at Large, Vol. 10, page 310.)
"By the joint resolution of the two Houses of Congress approved March 3d,
1857, it is provided that where settlements have been made on 16th and 36th
Sections which have been reserved by law for the purpose of being applied to
the support of schools in the Territory of Kansas, &c., before said sections were
surveyed. If such settler can bring himself within the provisions of the Act
of the 4th of September, 1841, then the right of preference granted by said act,
in the purchase of such portion of the 16th and 36th sections, so settled and
occupied, shall be in them respectively, as if such had not been previously
reserved for school purposes. (Statutes at Large, Vol. II, pages 254 and 255.)
"Again by the Act entitled an 'Act to authorize settlers upon the sixteenth
and thirty-sixth sections who settled before the surveys of the public lands,
to pre-empt their settlements,' Approved February 26, 1859, it is provided,
'That where settlements with a view to pre-emption, have been made before
the survey of the lands in the field which shall be found to have been made
on sections 16 and 36, said sections shall be subject to the pre-emption claim
of such settler, etc' (Statutes at Large, Vol. II, page 285.)
"I have deemed it proper to refer to these Acts of Congress, under the impi'ession that they will have an important bearing on the decision of the alleged claim of Robertaile Float to a portion of section 36, which by the various
section,

titled

provisions of said enactments,

is

recognized as being reserved for school pur-

view of the fact that Congress had authorized settlements to be
made upon unsurveyed lands in Kansas by the Act of the 22d of July, 1854, it
was no doubt intended by the passage of the joint resolution of 1857 and the
subsequent Act of 1859, to secure bona fide pre-emption settlers from loss or
injury, consequent upon the invitation of Congress to encourage settlements
upon unsurveyed lands which by the completion of the surveys happened to
be school land sections. By an examination of the peculiar language used in
these Acts of Congress it will be perceived that the rights conferred thereby
poses, but in

upon

settlers,

so far as relates to school sections, are confined exclusively to

a particular class of persons designated therein as pre-emption, and
applicable to settlements

made with

a view to pre-emption.

is

only

Robert Rober-

viz., NE^A NE^/4
R. 19 East, by pre-emption; neither is it claimed in
their behalf that the alleged settlement was made 'with a view to pre-emption,'
and therefore Robertaile or his assigns cannot legally claim the rights or benefits of said Acts of Congress, as they only provide for pre-emptors, and pre-

taile or his assignee,

does not claim the tract in controversy,

of Section 36, T. 12

S.,
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emption settlements.

In other words, the laws to which reference is had, are
Pre-emption
claims under the Acts of 1841 and 1844; the claim of Robertaile is not subject
to the requirements of said laws, as he is not a pre-emptor, and not being included with that class of cases for which Congress has made provisions, he is
necessarily excluded from a participation in the benefits of said legislation.
limited in their provisions to a particular class of cases, to wit:

"The respective attorneys for the assignee of Robertaile, present a plausible
argument in behalf of their client, in favor of an equitable construction of the
Acts of Congress which confer certain rights upon those who have settled upon
school sections with a view to pre-emption, prior to the public surveys; but
in consideration of the significant terms 'pre-emptor' and 'pre-emption settlement,' as used in the aforesaid Acts of Congress,

it is

evident that these laws

not bear such a construction, and the language employed is not susceptible
of such an interpretation. It is contended by the counsel for the assignee of
Robertaile, that Congress could not depri^^e the reservee of any rights he may
have acquired under the treaty of 1842, the treaty being the supreme law.
This position is not questioned it is proper, however, to ascertain what rights
accrued by virtue of said treaty. Robertaile was entitled by the provisions
thereof to 640 acres of land west of Missouri to be surveyed and patented by
the United States the location to be made upon any lands set apart for Indian
use, not inhabited by any tribe or person. It is true that no subsequent act
could destroy the right of the reservee in that treaty without his consent, nor
has it been attempted by the treaty of 1855. So far from it, notwithstanding
that twelve years had elapsed after the accruing of his right, it was enlarged
so as to authorize him, not only to locate upon any Indian lands not inhabited
by any tribe or person; but authorized him to locate upon any government
lands west of the states of Missouri and Iowa subject to pre-emption and

will

;

:

settlement.
'Tt was certainly never intended that he should locate his Float upon any
government lands that were not subject to pre-emption and settlement, nor
upon such lands as had been legally settled by others. The reservee in this
case choosing to avail himself of the extended privilege under the treaty of
1855, he should be held strictly to its conditions.
"The question has been raised as to the time the rights of the Territory of
Kansas attached to sections 16 and 36. It is maintained that no reservation
could be made which would defeat the right of the reservee, he claiming under
the treaty of 1842, whereas no such reservation was recognized or made by
that treaty. By its terms none was necessary, for the reserv-ee was then only
entitled to locate upon lands set apart for Indian use, but when he chose to
avail himself of the extended privileges secured by the treaty of 1855, he did
so with the full knowledge of the Act of Congress passed the year previous,
granting to the Territory of Kansas sections 16 and 36 for school purposes. He
was not bound to conform to the pre-emption laws, but to the law of the treaty
under which his claim arose.
"Upon an examination of the Acts of Congress to which reference is had,
it was found that this office could not legally approve that part of the modified
location of the float, embraced in section 36, and consequently the General
Land Office was requested to cause a patent to be issued in favor of the reservee for the tracts selected for him with the exception of the tract in section 36
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right to locate,
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not being subject to pre-emption or

settlement.

"The Acts

of Congress confirming settlements

upon school

sections

when

previous to the public surveys are limited to pre-emptors, and do not

made

apply to this case of Robertaile, and in the absence of legislative authority
was precluded from approving the location of a part of a school
section in favor of the reservee."
The opinion as expressed is strictly in accordance with the laws governing
the case, and it is in consonance with the rulings of your Department. Your
predecessor however decided in favor of the Float location, and ordered the
patent to be issued for the land in question claimed by J. H. Lane, and which
this office

was embraced in

and which he still claims
based upon the law, and your

his original location as a pre-emptor,

urging with great force that his

title

thereto

is

opinion of the 31st of December, 1861, recognizing the validity of his preemption claim, and that this opinion and the issue of the patent in his favor
for the residue of this land claimed

is

a

full

recognition of his right as a pre-

emptor to the entire
of the section as originally located and pre-empted
by him, and that his right thereto is only denied by the previous issue of the
patent in favor of the Robertaile Float.

On

the 18th day of March, 1862, the L. Office used the following language:

General Land Office,

March

Gentlemen—The

18, 1862.

8%

and NW^/i, NEi/4, Sec 36, T. 12 S., R.
19 East, per Topeka Cert. 2478, in the name of James H. Lane, allowed per
instructions 3d January last, with accompanying proof, enclosed in your
letter of the 23d ult., has been received and approved.
It appears that Mr. Lane applied to purchase the NE^/i NE^/i, Sec 36 and
that you rejected the application because of the instructions which limited
the entry, as above stated under the Secretary decision of 31st December,
1861. The ground of this objection is not perceived. The authority to enter
specific tracts cannot be construed into a denial of the right of any other
entry of the

tract liable to purchase.

Upon examination

found, however, that the NE^/i NE^/i, Section 36,
on the part of Messrs. Jenkins & Lane and the
Lawrence Association vs. Robert Robertaile, an Indian reservee, was, on appeal taken by the latter from the adverse decision of Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, 8th October, 1858, awarded by the Secretary to the Reservee, 5th
December, 1859, and a patent therefor was issued to Robertaile, on 16th
January, 1860. Where a case arises in which a right may be established,
which as the Executive Department, we are bound to recognize in conflict with an outstanding patent, we have no power to issue a second patent
unless the first should be surrendered and canceled or judicially set aside
and vacated. The only power the executive has in such a case is to consider and determine whether such valid adverse right exist as to the land.
In such a case it may be decided and certified by the Department accordingly,
in order to give the party a proper status to take the matter into court.
Treating your certification of the rejection of Mr. Lane's application as an
appeal from your decision, you will please inform the parties representing
the Wyandot Float interest of the fact of appeal, so that they may file such
a showing within a reasonable period, say thirty days, from the date of your
notice, as they may deem right and proper, and thereafter the subject will
be carefully examined by this office and the result duly communicated.
Respectfully, Your Obdt. Serv't,
Register and Receiver,
J. M, Edmtjnds, Commissioner.
it is

after a protracted litigation

Topeka, Kansas.
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investigation of the case I

full
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am

of opinion that

clearly

my

H. Lane, has a valid adverse right to the land in question, which
can, however, be alone determined by the proper court, and to the end of
enabling him to occupy a proper status in seeking his legal remedy for the
recovery of the land, I have to ask that you will upon the law of the case
express an opinion reversing the illegal actions of your predecessor, and have
the same certified by your Department in accordance with usage, so as to
enable my client to establish his legal rights before the competent judicial
client, J.

With

tribunal.

respect,

Mr. C. B. Smith,

Your

obdt. Svt.,

Sam'l V. Niles, Atty.

Secty. Interior.

PETITION OF JAMES H. LANE
TO THE COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LANB OFFICE ON THE SUBJECT OF HIS

PRE-EMPTION CONTROVERSY WITH THE HEIRS OF GAIUS JENKINS, DECEASED.
36, in Township 12 South, of Range 19 East,
IN the Lecompton L.\nd District, Kansas Territory.

For the NE^/i of Section
G.

S.

Gideon, Printer, 511 Nintt street, Washington, D. C.

Hon. Thomas A. Hendricks,
Commissioner of the General Land Office,
Washington City, D. C.
Your petitioner, James H. Lane, of the town of Lawrence, Douglas county,
Kansas Territor3% respectfully represents: That he claims by right of preemption, under the act of Congress of September 4th, 1841, and the joint
resolution of March 3d, 1857, the northeast quarter of section No. 36, in township No. 12 south of range No. 19 east, in the Lecompton land district; and in

To

the

support of his application begs leave to submit the following statement of
the truth of which he has made oath, as certified at the conclusion

facts, to

hereof.

That

in the

month

of April, 1855,

your petitioner, with

his family, consist-

removed from the State of Indiana to the
town of Lawrence, county of Douglas, and Territory of Kansas, and settled
upon the said tract of land, having brought with him wagons, oxen, furniture
and provisions, pine lumber for the erection of a dwelling-house, and such
ing of a wife and four children,

other things as were necessary for housekeeping, with the intention of settling

down permanently, and making

home

in the Territory of Kansas.
your petitioner as aforesaid, a man by
li\Ting, with his family, and occupied the
"claim" immediately west of Lawrence, and professed to be the owner of the
same. The "claim" adjoining that of Chapman upon the west was held and

his

That at the time of the arrival
the name of James Chapman was

occupied by a single

man

That in the course

of the

of

name

of Oliver.

few hours after the arrival of your petitioner at
Lawrence, he entered into a negotiation with the said Chapman for the purchase of his "claim" to the said tract of land, and in a short time concluded
an agreement for the purchase of it, paid him the consideration money, and
subsequently reduced said contract to writing, which is now on file as a part
of the testimony in his controversy with the heirs of Gaius Jenkins, deceased,
for the right of pre-emption to said land.
of a
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That immediately after the close of his said bargain and agreement with
Chapman, your petitioner proceeded to erect a double hewed log
house, 17 by 40 feet square, upon the said land, one story and a half in height,
and broke up and enclosed with a substantial, durable fence about forty
acres of the ground around the house so erected, during which time his family
occupied and resided in the ''Oliver house."
That by the latter part of May, 1855, his house was so far completed as to
be inhabitable, when he moved into it with his family, and occupied it as his
family residence, and has ever since claimed it as his only permanent home,
although he has since been compelled by force of circumstances, which he will
hereinafter explain, to occupy the Chapman house, which is also upon said
the said

land.

That shortly after his said purchase from Chapman, your petitioner discovered that the Oliver house was few rods less than half a mile from the
Chapman house, and also from the hou^e then being in progress of erection
by your petitioner; and thinking it probable that when the land should be
surveyed by the United States, all three of said houses might be found to be

upon the

said quarter section of land, he also purchased the "claim" of the

and procured a release and abandonment of the same, in writing,
which is also on file with the testimony.
That having thus purchased from both Chapman and Oliver, who were the
only persons claiming to have an interest in said land, your petitioner believed that he had secured a handsome, permanent home for himself and
family, beyond all danger of controversy all three of the said houses being
said Oliver,

—

situated

upon the

tract in question.

That in the year

1855,

your petitioner ploughed and planted the said

so enclosed as aforesaid, around the house erected

vegetables, for the use

and support

by

himself, in corn

field,

and

of his family.

That in the latter part of the month of August, or the fore part of September, 1855, he for the first time met Gains Jenkins, whose heirs now claim
the right to pre-empt this land, at KansEis City, in the State of Missouri, where
the said Jenkins then resided, but without his family,

who

at that time were

living in the State of Illinois.

That Jenkins, on that occasion, told your petitioner that Chapman had
gone upon the "claim" under a written contract with him, and that he, Chapman, was to pre-empt the "claim," on halves. The troubles which afterwards
burst upon Kansas were then brewing. Desiring to avoid a contest with a
man of so much wealth and influence as Jenkins, and to save something for
his children in case of his death, and moved by the same feelings that induced him to hand his umtch and money to a non-combatant on thie eve of
the battle of Buena Vista, did he make the agreement with Jenkins, which is
a part of the testimony in this case. In consideration of that agreement, Jenkins executed to petitioner three promissory notes, one for $240, subsequently
paid by him, and two other notes for $280 each, which he afterwards utterly
refused to pay; which two notes, marked (A) and (B), are herewith shown to
the Department and made a part of this petition; the three notes amounting
in the aggregate to $800, that being the
of

your

petitioner's

amount agreed upon

as half the value

improvements.

In November, 1855, Jenkins first made his appearance upon the claim as a
He undertook to put up a "pine shanty" inside of the "Float lines,"

resident.
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but was successfully resisted by

Chapman and

Society.
the lot-holders at Lawrence.

After several unsuccessful efforts he concluded to desist, and came to petitioner and requested permission from him to raise his shanty inside of petitioner's field and outside of the "Float lines;" which request was granted by
petitioner, with the distinct understanding that Jenkins

interfere with the rights of

and

P. Jane Wilson,

on

your petitioner.

would

not, in

any way,

See depositions of Henry

Hurd

file.

Jenkins in his ''shanty/' and your petitioner in his "house," continued to reupon the claim from November, 1855, to March, 1856, when your peti-

side

go to Washington City, having been elected one of
left Kansas, intending and expecting to return in time to put in a crop on the "claim" the ensuing spring.
On the same night that petitioner left for Washington he called upon Jenkins
for payment of the notes referred to, which Jenkins utterly refused to do,
unless your petitioner would grant him the privilege of cultivating the claim

tioner, being required to

the senators under the "Topeka constitution,"

free

of

charge.

Your

petitioner intending himself to

cultivate the

claim,

refused to comply with said request; and Jenkins refusing to pay the notes,
petitioner tendered back to him the $240 he had received from him on the
agreement referred to, and tendered also to said Jenkins, at the same time and
place, the other two notes, and therefore fully and emphatically repudiated
and cancelled that agreement, so far as petitioner was concerned; believing
that inasmuch as said Jenkins had made the first breach and had first violated
said agreement, by refusing to pay said notes, that repudiation was the only

remedy

left

to petitioner, after the refusal of said Jenkins to abide

by the

See depositions of William Hutchinson, taken and
filed in this case; also the depositions of Morris Hunt and Shimmons, on file.
On the night above referred to petitioner left Kansas in company with
Morris Hunt and Shimmons, leaving his furniture, library, provisions, and
everything of a household character, locked up in his house upon said claim;

terms of said agreement.

leaving also his son, about eight years of age, and his stock,

all

in the charge

John Hutchinson, his regularly appointed attorney, with directions to
Shimmons and P. Jane Wilson to assist him.
Before the question of the admission of Kansas was decided at Washington
the troubles in Kansas were again renewed. For the history of these troubles,
from May to July, 1856, I refer you to the evidence on file, confident that
you will come to the conclusion therefrom that your petitioner could not
with safety have returned to Kansas. In July, 1856, he did return, and
found that in his absence Jenkins had forcibly entered his house, removed
most of his furniture, and taken possession by "jumping" the "claim." Your
He had the power, and could have
petitioner sought to regain possession.
forcibly ejected the family of the said Jenkins from the premises; but by
them he was appealed to, that Mr. Jenkins was in prison (being then one of
the free State prisoners), and earnestly desired and requested your petitioner
to permit them to remain on the claim until the release of Jenkins. They
of

did not appeal in vain.

Content with vindicating his right of possession, your petitioner gave them
permission to remain until Jenkins was released. In September, 1856, your
petitioner was compelled, by the troubles then existing in Kansas, again to
retire from the Territory; and for the same reason was compelled to remain
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when he again returned to Kansas. Immediately on his return he gave to Jenkins written notice to replace his furniture, and to deliver possession of his house and claim. Three times, between
the spring of 1857 and the spring of 1858, did petitioner take possession of
What was he to do?
his house, and three times was he by force resisted.
in the States until March, 1857,

be pretended that he should have met force with force, and have slain
your petitioner's acts in the premises he was governed by
the advice of his counsel the best legal minds of Kansas Shannon, Elmore,
and Young. Your petitioner believed then, and still believes, that he did everything that the law required to vindicate his right of possession, on being thus
resisted and prevented from obtaining possession of the house built by himself. Your petitioner, in the spring of 1857, took possession of the house built
by Chapman upon said claim, and moved into it, where he has resided ever
since and now resides with his family.
Not content with breaking open petitioner's house in his absence, and removing his furniture and library to Lawrence, where it was destroyed not
content in three times resisting petitioner from taking possession of his own
house, in the spring of 1858 Mr. Jenkins undertook, assisted by three
other men, to drive your petitioner and his family from the claim (the "Chapman house"), armed with revolvers, a Sharp's rifle, and an axe. They cut
Will

it

his antagonist? In all

—

—

—

—

down

most earnest entreaties, entered
upon him, touching his person twice, and the

his fence against his

three times

his yard,

and

fired

third ball entering

a window of his house in which his family resided. The terror thus caused
by the impending danger of being shot or massacred, appealed
with uncontrollable power to the feelings of your petitioner, to whom alone

to his family

they could look for protection, and to see that their home and lives were
defended at every hazard and by every means within his grasp; and being
thus appealed to, his manhood required him to stand to his defence; and
then at the moment petitioner fired he received a fourth ball in his knee,
which came very nigh causing his death. It was in this way that this terrible
calamity was forced upon petitioner, and which is sought now to be used
to his prejudice.

submitted that during the three years of this contest your
and has in all respects shown the
greatest unwillingness to resort to harsh means in closing up the controversy
It is respectfully

petitioner acted with unusual forbearance,

between himself and Jenkins; that in the spring of 1857, by the advice of his
counsel, your petitioner tendered, as he had done in March, 1856, the $240
back to Jenkins, and the two notes for $280 each; and again notified him
that the agreement as to the "claim" heretofore referred to was repudiated
and at an end, the said Jenkins having first violated and repudiated said
agreement, so far as your petitioner's obligation was concerned.

Your petitioner is of opinion that the testimony now before you, if examined carefully and without prejudice, will abundantly establish the facts
herein recited;

that your petitioner, after purchasing

all

the

outstanding

claims and interest to the tract of land in question, settled upon the
in April, 1855,

and made

all

the improvements necessary to bring

the provisions of th^ act of 1841

;

that he remained

upon

same
him within

said land, raising a

large crop, until the last of March, 1856, when, leaving his child, furniture

stock in charge of his attorney as aforesaid, he

left

and
Kansas on important
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business, to return again in a short time; that in consequence of the troubles

prevailing in the Territory at the time, he was kept

away

until July,

1856—

than three months; that immediately on his return he asserted and
vindicated in every possible way (except by force) his right of possession to
said land, having been compelled to leave the Territory, and constrained to
remain out of the same until March, 1857, for about seven months; that immediately on his second return to the Territory, he made every peaceful
effort to regain possession of his house, but was prevented by violence from
doing so; that although he could not obtain possession of the house erected
by himself, he did, in March, 1857, resume his possession upon the land, by
moving into another building upon it, wherein and upon said land he has
continued to reside up to the present time, and does now reside with his
family upon said land. These facts being established, can it be pretended
that your petitioner had abandoned his claim? The agreement with Jenkins
was entered into in September, 1855, and was fully cancelled and abrogated
by him in his non-compliance and refusal to comply with its terms and conditions in the most positive manner.
less

Your

petitioner,

by the tender

of the

money

turn back the two notes in March, 1856, did

all

received and his offer to re-

on

his part to

complete a

full

and repudiation of the agreement with said Jenkins, which was
done in four months after said Jenkins had utterly refused to abide by and
comply with the terms and conditions of said agreement; that again, in 1857,
Jenkins was notified of the cancellation and repudiation of all further obligations of said agreement in any wise resting upon your petitioner.
In view
of the circumstances, and its cancellation as aforesaid, your petitioner feels
every confidence that you will not permit this agreement to prejudice his
interest.
Your petitioner has always entertained the opinion, and still does,
that the resolution of Congress of 1857 does not authorize "Wyandotte Floats"
to be laid upon school lands; that the object of that resolution was to relieve
actual settlers upon such lands where the settlement and improvement had
been made in good faith before the lines were run, and where towns had been
actually built and occupied before it was known where the school sections
would be located by the surveys. Your petitioner therefore leaves the question between him and the "Float" upon the argument of his counsel, Messrs.
Young and Niles, now before you for consideration, confident that you will
not mutilate the claim of an actual settler for the benefit of a mere speculator.
Your petitioner is fully aware that the presentation of this, his petition, is
somewhat novel and unusual but as it is made under oath, he trusts that you
will receive it; and if you find, after a patient examination of the papers in
the case, that his statements herein contained are supported by the testimony,
that you will permit him to pre-empt and purchase the land applied for, as
cancellation

;

being justly entitled to the same.

J.

H. Lane.

State of Indiana, Marion County.
Before me, Henry J. Lindley, a notary public in and for said county, personally came James H. Lane, of Lawrence, Douglas county, and Territory of
Kansas, of lawful age, and known to me to be the identical J. H. Lane who
signed the above petition, and who resides on the land described in the same,
and who being by me duly sworn, says that the matters set forth in the above
petition are true to the best of his knowledge and belief.
Witness my hand and notarial seal.
[Seal.]
Henry J. Lindley, Notary Public.
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Copies of Notes marked A and B, referred to in the foregoing petition, given
by Gains Jenkins to James H. Lane:

Lawrence City, K. T., Sept. 7, 1855.
months after date I promise to pay J. H. Lane, or order, the sum of
two hundred and eighty dollars, for cash lent, with six per cent, interest from
date until paid, value received.
Gaius Jenkins.
Attest: D. O. Linsley.

$280.

Six

Lawrence City, K. T., Sept. 17, 1855.
Twelve months after date I promise to pay J. H. Lane, or order, the sum of
two hundred and eighty dollars, for cash lent, with six per cent, interest from
date until paid, value received.
Gaius Jenkins.
Attest: D. 0. Linsley.

$280.

THE HOMICIDE OF GAIUS JENKINS,

i

unfavorably of the dead, whom we have always reGaius Jenkins had been dead for thirty-eight years,
and Lane thirty years. Mr. Jenkins' acquaintance I made on the 17th of
May, 1855. I had seen him before, and perhaps spoken to him. He kept the
American House at Kansas City, I think, when I arrived in the country, September 26, 1854; and I stopped at that hotel then, and several times during
the ensuing winter, and remember seeing him.
But at the first date (May 17, 1855), I was a passenger with him on the
Emma Harmon steamboat from Kansas City to Lawrence. It was the first
steamboat that ascended the Kansas river after white settlement the Excel
had made several trips to Fort Riley with government material for building
and supplies for soldiers in 1853 and as the whole trip was through an Indian
reserve, the navigation new, the channel entirely unknown, and the crew
had to cut their own wood, it was necessarily a tedious one; and I happened
to fall into conversation a good deal with him and formed a good opinion
of him; and the second day, when it was proposed to hold a meeting to compliment the officers of the boat, on my motion he was made president, and
ever after we were friends. He was good-hearted, generous and hospitable,
but a man of irascible temper, and given to indulgence in strong drink, and
It is painful to write

spected and esteemed.

—

—

when under the

influence of liquor, quite passionate.

But between him and

me the links of friendship and neighborly kindness were never broken.
When we were a few miles below Lawrence, on the boat, he told me he had
a claim adjoining the town of Lawrence, and that he had a man named Edward Chapman on it. I had known Chapman from September 29, 1854, when
he came there, and had slept in his cabin a night or two, and got meals at
his place, before he got any occupancy or started any improvement on the
place afterwards disputed. I told Mr. Jenkins that Chapman claimed to own
it and sold a portion of it to the town company.
I was on the committee to settle what were called the outside difficulties,
a dispute as to town fines, involving this claim. He replied that he had
heard something of the matter, and spoke very bitterly of Chapman's
Shortly afterwards, Mr. Jenkins attempted to build within the
treachery.
portion which Chapman had sold to the town company, and a number of the
1.

From

"Life of Gen. James H. Lane,"

by John

Speer, 1897, pp. 187 to 218.
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people of the town company turned out to drive him
his

number

outside of the hnes claimed

off, and he did remove
by that company.

have no doubt Jenkins' representations that he furnished the monej'' to
the improvements were true; but I had been there a few days, secured
a membership in the town company, returned to Ohio on business, and got
back to Lawrence on December 7, 1855, remained there till April, and returned
with my family- in compam- with Gains Jenkins, arriving at Lawrence May
18, 1855, and never heard of anybody lajang claim to it but Chapman, until
Jenkins told me on the boat the da}^ before our amval, although I had been
on the committee to adjust rights.
The next day I called on Chapman, saw a double-log house on his claim
which he told me belonged to Colonel Lane, to whom he said he had sold a
I

make

part of his possessions.
It

seems to

me

impossible that Lane could have had an}- knowledge of any

He was an entire stranger; and for Chapman to
have told him would have depreciated the property, if not prevented the sale.
In this book I cast to the wind as chaff all mereh^ persona] matters; but
the character of a man on so grave a charge as murder is too precious to avoid
a full, clear, honest statement of facts. There never was so assiduous and mahcious an attempt to blast a mans character as in this disastrous transaction.
His enemies have pubhshed, time after time, statements to blast his reputation that have no foundation in truth,
One of the statements pubhshed in 1884 was made b}' Mr. James Blood.
We repubhsh it, because it was relied upon by Lane's opponents, though we
cannot see its relation to the case:
dispute about the claim.

The claim was located by Gains Jenkins in the fall of 1854, in my presence.
The first log house was built by Jenkins, he furnishing all the means and material and paying Chapman in full for all the work done on it by him. Stilman
Andrews, with others, dug the well at the first log house built as above stated,
and was paid for it by Jenkins. The frame house was put up on the claim
by Jenkins in September or October, 1855. Jenkins had a well dug by the
frame house in the fall of 1855, sixty-odd feet deep, and found no water.
Aaron Periy and Samuel Fiy dug tliis well. The double-log house was bought
by Jenkins of Lane about the last of December, 1855, according to the statement of both Jenkins and Lane to me at that time.

The statement of Mr. Blood is a fair one from his standpoint, but it makes
no case of settlement, and a case no stronger than that would be ruled out
on demurrer. A pre-emption can only be acquired by actual personal settlement, and an attempt to hold a pre-emption by proxy is fraudulent. Chapman
claimed it, and sold it to the Lawrence association (the town company), or a
part of it, and then sold his right to Lane, without Lane having any knowledge of a previous sale but a man by the name of Ohver was ahead of both
by actual settlement, and Lane bought his rights. It is not denied that Lane
;

contracted a sale to Jenkins, but only a portion of the money w^as paid; Jenkins
refused to pay the balance. Lane tendered him back in gold what he had
paid, and peaceable possession was never given.

This writer came to Lawrence September

27, 1854,

and Mr. Blood had pre-

viously left the country for Wisconsin, and remained till May, 1855, and then
found Lane on the place. The alleged proxy settlement of Chapman was made
in the fall of 1854, after I

came

to Lawrence.

:

:
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after I arrived at Lawrence, my
looked all over the tract afterwards in dispute,
and saw nothing on it indicating settlement for pre-emption, and had not Edward Chapman claimed to me that he had marked it for a home, I should
have saved all this trouble by a bona fide settlement.
Here is another statement from Mr. Blood, published in newspapers and

This

first

I

know

personally:

search was for land, and

circulated,

which

is

The second day
I

absolutely as strong testimony for Lane as was presented:

Kansas Territory, Douglas County,

ss.

Personally appeared before me, the undersigned, James Blood, who deposes
and says
Sometime during the month of September, a. d. 1854, I came to Lawrence,
from Kansas City, Missouri, in company with Mr. Gains Jenkins. We camped
one night near the California road, on the hill south of Lawrence. Mr. Jenkins
told me at that time, that he came here to Lawrence to commence improvements upon a claim near this place with the intention of pre-empting the same.
Sometime the next day I saw him at work near the place, and on the same
quarter-section where he now resides. Subsequently, in the fall of 1855, I believe in the month of September or October, Mr. Jenkins requested me to come
over and assist him in erecting a house. I went over and found him at work
with several men. A few days later, I was there, and found him with his family
in said house. I have been there frequently since, and know that they have
continued to reside there, and reside there at this time.
j Blood.

Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 12th day of October, 1857, at LawK. T.
E_
L^D^ Notary Public.

rence,

D

.

—

was an honest man warm in his friendships, bitter in his aniwas one trait in his character more marked than all others,
it was his prejudice against Lane; and next to that, largely growing out of it,
was his friendship for Jenkins. It was all of a year, as this witness shows, from
the time he states that Jenkins showed him the claim, and he saw him do some
work on it, that he saw him personally make the first pretense of improvement under the pre-emption law, and it was still later before his family moved
on or he made any semblance of settlement. If Col. Blood could have conscientiously named a single day that he saw Jenkins residing on the place, or
eating a single meal there, he would gladly have stated it. After Jenkins' first
pretended settlement, if he remained absent more than thirt}'' days, he forfeited
his rights and any man could have legally jumped it. That is the law. Mark
the difference between Col. Blood's ''statement" and his affidavit the latter,
plain facts within his own knowledge; the former, hearsay, about what Andrews, Chapman, Fry and Perry did.
I have a musty old paper of the times, giving a long list of the settlers, with
dates of settlement, section, township and range thus
Col. Blood

If there

mosities.

—

Name.

Date

Gains Jenkins
John Speer

Mine

is

correct,

of settlement.

April 30, 1854
Sept. 26, 1855

and no dispute

as to date of

S.

EV2

any of the

NE
NE

36
31

others.

T.

R.

12
12

20

If Jenkins'

he was a trespasser on Indian land before the title was
tinguished, and had no legal rights thereby, evidently having come into
Territory when so many people came from Missouri to mark homesteads
protect them in defiance of the rights of the Indians. This question was
cided in the long-contested case of Purinton vs. Smith.
date

is

correct,

8—324

19

ex-

the

and
de-

:

:
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been published and republished,
and quoted as testimony against Lane

following letters have

in

various
*

Montoursville,

Feb. 18, 1884.
Dear Sir I remember you very well as the attorney of Jenkins the victim
of Lane's murderous villainy in the case of Jenkins vs. Lane, before the local

S. C.

Russell Esq.

—

Pa.,

—

—

Land

OflBce at Lecompton.
I acted as clerk for the greater part of the time, and perhaps the whole of
I
it, after the case was re-opened in the taking of the testimony in the case.
do not know what became of the book of testimony in this case, unless General
Brindle knows something of it. It was probably destroyed as waste lumber, or
perhaps turned over to General Brindle's successor.
Soon after the taking of the testimony was finished. Lane seems to have
thought his case a hopeless, or at least a doubtful one, as he requested me to
office on a certain evening alone, and to have the book of testimony
be at
office after I had
with me, as he wished to look over it. Lane came to

my

my

waited up till near midnight, and was disappointed and disgusted when he
found I had not the book with me. The case was decided most unequivocally
in favor of Jenkins by the Land Office. Soon after the local office acted on the
case, Lane requested another interview, which I granted, and though the talk
lasted nearly all night, I can sum it all up by saying that the whole object of
it was to induce me to show General Brindle good and sufficient reasons for
changing his decision in this case before it was sent to the General Land Office.
Lane's first inducement was an offer to guarantee to Brindle and myself,
twenty, and afterwards forty acres of the disputed land. After finally convincing Lane that it would be a dangerous experiment to intimate anything of
the kind to General Brindle, he left.
I did not mention the matter to General Brindle then, and indeed I am not
sure that I ever have since. There are two prominent gentlemen now living in
Kansas, one a prominent ex-county office-holder at Topeka, and the other in
the banking business at Emporia, who, I have no doubt, will remember this
last interview, as, at my request, they were within willing distance, they being
at the time at the place of business of the former gentlemen, one or two doors

above

my

Your well-wisher and

office.

friend,

Henry W. Petriken.
But here

is

another statement which

may

look plausible to those

who never

investigated this homicide

Hon, Charles Robinson.
My Dear Sir Li anwer to j^our question as to whether or not the Land
Office at Lecompton had decided in the land case between Jenkins and Lane
at the time of Jenkins' death, and as to my knowledge of the case itself, will
say: That the case 'had been settled by the Register and Receiver of the
Pawnee Land District, then located at Lecompton, in favor of Gains Jenkins
and adverse to James H. Lane. This decision had been given several weeks
before the shooting of Jenkins. Lane was apprised of this decision by the
Register and Receiver and by his attorney in the case, Wilson Shannon, I
took all the evidence in the case, was and am familiar with the facts in the
litigation.
The Secretary of the Interior had also confirmed the decision of
the Land Office at Lecompton. All of these facts were in the possession of
Lane at the time of and before the killing of Jenkins.
After Lane was elected United States Senator, he had the case reopened, and
the Secretary of the Interior reversed the decision of the Land Office and of

—

the former Secretary of the Interior.
Jan. 8, 1884.

Respectfully,

Ely Moore.

We might mildly suggest to Mr. Petriken that, for the truth of history, he
ought to have stated the name of the Topeka ex-office-holder out of a
thousand or two of that ilk, who was upstairs, or up the hill waiting; and it
might lead to truth, if he would state what kind of banking the Emporia

!
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is

—whether

engaged in

national

banking, state banking,

faro

or

banking.
No man
Mr. Petriken discovered that Lane was either a fool or a chump
who ever knew anything of Lane would believe, that if he had had even a
shrewd scheme in politics to propose to that young man, he would not have
drawn his chair close up to him, straddled his knees, and getting within
!

eighteen inches of his eyes, pointed his long, bony finger at him, and whispered,

''Young man, this is strictly confidential," and you would not have heard him
two yards away.
We would like to witness a caucus of these three wiseacres and have them
explain why they neither took Lane up, and got their share of that claim nor
came out and exposed the rascality, and saved that widow and her family
that valuable property. If we recollect aright, if it was Buchanan's administration, an honest man was at the head of the General Land Office; and yet
they did not even tell General Brindle, but "nursed their wrath to keep it
warm" for more than a quarter of a century, when that young man's virtuous
bosom heaved, and broke forth like a volcano
Thus far, we have given the accusations against Lane by his most positive
enemies statements which have been extensively published in newspapers a
dozen years ago. Their only purpose could be to show that Lane, was a
lawless man, holding the home of his neighbor by force, after the highest
tribunal of the land had decided against him, and from whose decision there
could be no appeal.
Fortunately this Government keeps records; and they come out as bright
to-day as when they were put in the vaults forty years ago. We have before
us the official statements of the Commissioners of the General Land Office
under three administrations, all corroborating the fact that no decision was
ever made by the Lecompton Land Office, or any other tribunal, until after
Jenkins had been dead for more than four months.
In search of the exact truth, we addressed Hon. W. S. Lamereaux, the
;

—

present Commissioner, asking

Land

him

to give us the "date of first decision of

Lecompton, trial de novo, if any occurred, or review or
rehearing, if any; and dates of all such hearings and decisions before the
Secretary of the Interior, whether original or on review in short, all essential
facts which could possibly be of interest historically;" and we present in
juxtaposition the statement of our own fellow-citizen, of Topeka, Commissioner
McFarland, under President Arthur's administration, and that of Judge
Lamereaux, Commissioner under the present Cleveland administration, with
the remark that the statement of the present Commissioner is the more complete because more information was asked for, and there could be no disagreement, when information was asked from men who knew the tmth and wanted
local

Office at

—

to tell

it.

The

such charges:

facts here presented are a clear, indisputable refutation of all
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Department of the Interior,
General Land Office
Washington, D. C, Feb.

2,

1884.

H. Shimmons, Esq., Lawrence, Kan.
Your letter of the 28th, in which you request to be furnished a copy of the
contract between Lane and Jenkins and a copy of Col, Blood's evidence to
be found in the papers on file in this office in the case of Jenkins vs. Lane,
Lecompton, K. T. also with the dates of the several decisions in said case,
and in whose favor they were made, has been referred to this office for answer,
and in reply inclose herewith a copy of the affidavit of Blood, and would state
/.

—

is not with the papers in said case, nor can they
of this office.
With regard to the decisions in said case, our records show that there
were three: First, by the Register and Receiver under date of October 6,
1858, awarding the land in contest (NE sec. 36, T. 12, R. 19 E.) to Jenkins;
predecessor under date of July 20, 1861, reversing the dethe second, by
cision of the local officers, and awarding the
SW^/4 and NW^A of the
to Lane, which decision on appeal to the Honorable Secretary of
said
the Interior was affirmed by him December 31, 1861.
Very respectfully,
N. C. McFarland,

that the contract referred to

be found in the

files

my

SE%

NE%

Commissioner.

under cleveland.

Mr. John Speer,

Department of the Interior,
General Land Office,
Washington, D.
Lawrence, Kan.

C., Oct. 10, 1894.

—

Sir I am in receipt of your letter of no date [should read: 'Xawrence, Ks.,
Sept. 20, 1894"], endorsed by Hon. W. A. Harris, asking for dates of all decisions
and other information relative to the contest case of Gains Jenkins vs. J. H.
Lane, involving the NE^/i of section 36, T. 12 S., R. 19 E., Lecompton, Kansas,

land district.
In reply, I have to state, that an examination of the records in the case in
this office, shows that on October 19, 1857, the Register and Receiver of the
United States Land Office at Lecompton, Kansas, made a report in which they
stated their "inability to render a decision" in the matter and transmitted to
this office all papers in the case for its examination and final decision.
December 16, 1857, the local officers were directed to take additional testimony, and render an opinion.
September 12, 1858, the Register rendered a decision in favor of Jenkins,
in which opinion the Receiver refused to concur, deeming the additional testimony insufficient. Subsequently, however, on October 6, 1858, the Receiver
concurred with the Register, in awarding the land to Jenkins.
Afterwards, by decision of this office of July 20, 1861, their decision was
reversed, and the right of entry given to Lane. An appeal was taken from this
decision to the Honorable Secretary of the Interior, and decisions were rendered
by him dated December 31, 1861, December 27, 1862, and February 21, 1863,
approving the decision of this office and awarding the land to Lane.
of NE%, issued March 15,
Patent for a portion of the tract QV2 and
Patent for the remaining portion NE^/i of NE%, issued February 23,
1862.

NW%

1863.

Very

respectfully,
S.

W. Lamereaux, Commissioner.

There had been such a perfidious determination to falsify all records of
the Land offices, local and general, in this unfortunate homicide, that I
requested Judge Lamereaux to give me the statement in his own handwriting,
instead of, as is usual, over the signature of a clerk, which request he had
kindly complied with and I am, therefore enabled to present this refutation

;
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of falsehood in jac simile over the broad, emphatic signature of the present
Commissioner himself; and the records, instead of being destroyed as "waste

lumber," stand there as bright as they did forty years ago.
The reason for the different dates of the decisions on different sub-divisions
of the quarter section is accounted for in the fact that they embraced portions
of the city of Lawrence, heretofore, referred to as contracted by Chapman,
and notices had to be given and the rights of occupants considered.
But here comes a waif, with no date and no address, which, to my knowledge, has floated upon the waters of falsehood for several years:

We

had decided that Jenkins was entitled to his claim before he was killed
at the time of his death, we were hearing the case again. It had been sent back
to enable Lane to put in additional testimony, which we received, but which
William Brindle.
did not show him to' have been the prior settler.
This is supposed to be, and is quoted as, a statement from Receiver Brindle,
who, we have seen, could not agree with the Register, when he made up his
tardy mind in favor of Jenkins more than three months after he was dead,
This
as shown by Judge Lamereaux's statement, and all other statements.
quotation is probably a forgery. Jenkins was killed June 3, 1858; Register
Moore took more than three months to consider, and decided for Jenkins
September 12, 1858; Receiver Brindle disagreed, but got his conscience to
consent October 6, 1858, and the first decision was made October 6, 1858, more
than four months after Jenkins was dead. No other decision was made under
Buchanan's administration, though it did not expire for two years and five
months. Hon. Thomas A. Hendricks was Commissioner of the General Land
Does anybody suppose,
Office, an honest man, but a bitter opponent of Lane.
if there had been a good case against Lane, that eminent lawyer and statesman's heart could not have been touched with sympathy for the widow and
orphans of Gaius Jenkins, and justice been hastened, instead of delayed? Hon.
Joseph Wilson, who succeeded Mr. Hendricks under Buchanan, and remained
in the office during all of Lincoln's administration, decided the case in favor
of Lane, as Thomas A. Hendricks would have done had he reached it. No just
lawyer could have decided it otherwise.
This was a perplexing case to the local officers. The proslavery mob that
invaded and ruled Kansas dictated decisions and overruled justice. If the land
officers had decided that case in favor of Lane at a certain state of its proceedings, their official heads would have gone off in a jiffy, and they would
have been compelled to seek personal safety in an escape from Lecompton.
The bitter antagonisms of proslavery hate would have tolerated no such decision.

Mr. John H. Shimmons, the partner
Lawrence, and intimate with the

of Lane, for

facts, gives

two terms postmaster

of

us this statement:*

The case summed up stands thus During the summer of 1854, Dr. Lykins,
of Kansas City, Missouri, selected the claim, and employed David Hopper to
set up four posts six feet high, and to nail scantHng from post to post, to notify people that he had selected that claim. Afterwards he became acquainted
with Chapman, who was engaged as hostler for Gaius Jenkins, proprietor of the
American House, in Kansas City. Chapman had no money to improve the
claim or to build a house to live in during the winter. It was then agreed between Jenkins and Chapman, that Jenkins would furnish the money, and he
and Chapman would each own one-half. In March, 1855, Chapman sold to
the Lawrence town company his right and title to said claim for the sum of
:
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Chapman settled with Jen$2,500. parts in lots, cash and promissory notes.
kins for his half of the claim hy giving him his personal note for $1,250. Jenkins accepting said note in full payment of his interest. Chapman then made
a new settlement south of the claim he had sold to the town company. This
new settlement he sold to Lane in April. 1855. for $600. Lane built a house
on the claim and fenced and broke ten acres of land, and planted it in corn.
During the summer

of 1855,

Jenkins and

Chapman

quarreled over the non-

payment of the note given by Chapman to Jenkins. Jenkins then advertised
that he would contest the claim with the town company, as Chapman was a
"jumper."' Chapman, in August. 1855. advertised that he had not received any
consideration for said note, and would not pay it. In September or October.
1855. Jenkins undertook to build a house on the original claim. Chapman and
the town compam* tore down the frame, and threw the lumber ofif the land
claimed. Then he made a purchase of one-half of Lane's claim for the sum
of $800, payable in cash and notes, and a small account against J. H. Shimmons. Each one was to have half, and each one to pay half of pre-emption
money. If Lane should die. Jenkins should pre-empt, and give one-half to
James H. Lane. jr. If Jenkins should die. Lane would pre-empt, and give half
Lane then permitted Jenkins to build his house on his
to Mrs. Jenkins.
(Lane's) claim. When the section lines were run. both of their houses were
on the same quarter-section. Jenkins then refused to pay the note which he
had given Lane, unless Lane would abandon all to Jenkins, wliich Lane refused
Then commenced the fight on Lane. LTpon the advice of Governor
to do.
Shannon, Lane's counsel. Lane offered to divide with Jenkins. Jenkins refused
to take half. All the right Jenkins ever had in the said claim he relinquished
when he accepted the $1^50 note from Chapman, thereby recognizing the sale
of Chapman to the town company. All the equity Jenkins had against Lane
was under the contract with Lane. When he refused to pay the consideration
mentioned in the contract, he forfeited all his rights under that contract.

Perhaps no better statement
It

of facts in bre^'ity could

be

made than

this.

ma5^ elucidate the situation to state that this contest was under the original
It was on unsur\'e3'ed lands of what
4, 184L
Shawnee Purchase, by treaty with that tribe of Indians, and

pre-emption law of September

was known

as the

the right to settle before sun^e^', which led to manj' contentions.

The following is the advertisement referred to by Mr. Shimmons, which we
from the Kmisas Tribune of September 15, 1855:

cop3^

Notice is Hereby Given to E. Chapman of the town of Lawrence. K. T.,
that the farm claim, which I laid near the said town, and which he has jumped
and pretended to sell to one John P. Wood. I shall pre-empt and hold, as I
have been forcibly ejected therefrom by threats and demonstrations of violence. Said Chapman had not a particle of right thereto, and I shall prove
my title beyond dispute. All persons, therefore, are hereby warned not to purchase lots or cit}^ interests of said Chapman or Wood, located upon said claim,
as they have no right to sell the same. And. as I am in favor of the movement now being made by the Outsider to break up the settlement of March
last, I shall transfer said claim to them, if I deem best.
Q_ Jexkixs.

Lawrence, Aug.

9,

1855.

This advertisement is clearly in evidence against Mr. Jenkins. He had
been driven off the land hy the Lawrence Association, or town company, composed principally of New England people, who believed that he was a trespasser upon their rights, as thej^ had innocently purchased from Chapman,
whom he warns the world against as a "jumper" that is. a trespasser. But,
at the same time that he asserts his own rights, he unlawfully gives notice that
he will sell to the "Outsidei*s," if he "deems best." The "Outsiders" were principally proslavery men, who w^ere making a fight against the city authority,
to "break up the settlement of March last," thereby attempting to hold the

—
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town against what was known as the Robetaile Float, an Indian land warrant
from the United States to Robert Robetaile, a Shawnee, his heirs and assigns.
This warrant could only be laid on lands unsettled and in order to effect that
To
right, every settler had to waive, and did waive, his rights of settlement.
have made Jenkins' proposed contract with any party would have disquahfied
him for making the required oath of pre-emptor, that he was taking the land
for cultivation and improvement, for his own use and benefit, and had neither
sold nor agreed to sell it.
This was at least the third attempt which Jenkins had made to speculate
upon that land while Lane had never done a single act to indicate anything
but an honest purpose of settlement, and offered to divide with Jenkins, as has
always been allowed under the rules of the Land Office in contested cases.
No inferior nor partisan court decided the Lane case. Hon. Joseph Wilson
was a profound land law\^er, as honest as he was learned; was Acting Commissioner under Commissioner Hendricks during Buchanan's administration,
and was retained by President Lincoln for his ability as an officer and his
worth as a man. He decided the celebrated Osage Ceded Land case, involving
millions of dollars to two railroad companies, and was importuned to death
to reverse his decision, some of the railroad advocates reminding him he had
changed his politics under Lincoln to which he responded that ''a man would
be a blamed fool who couldn't change as fast as an administration, but he
would be an infernal scoundrel to change that judicial decision." The Secretary of the Interior overruled him; and under a special act of Congress, the
Supreme Court of the L'nited States sustained Wilson. He decided the Lane
;

;

;

case.

It is easy to imagine how young men, merely growing into matured manhood, might, under the pernicious proslavery influence of Lecompton, be led
to "imagine vain things" hear falsehoods so often as to cause them to think

—

it

must be truth; and on

made to
such statements when
reminders, be

soHcitation, perhaps under refreshing suggestions or

give currenc}' to libels

upon the silent dead; but to use
show their falsity, is fiend-

the public archives plainly

ishly wicked.

Four men came armed with an ax, rifles, and revolvers, to drive Lane from
home or kill him; and the case principally depended upon the wicked
declarations of the assailants; and they alone would have acquitted him. Not
his

only did these four

men

cut

down

the fence of his

own dooiyard. but they

ad-

vanced to within a few steps of him, and fired the first shot, wounding him so
severely in the knee that for several days he had to remain in his house before trial, in danger of his life by tetanus and blood-poisoning. These were
the admissions of the accomplices, one of them declaring that if his gun had
gone off. Lane never would have killed Jenkins, and another (Jenkins' nephew)
said he meant to have killed him. The plea of going for water was a mere
subterfuge; for there was a spring of clear, sparkling water, free to all. gurghng
from Mount Oread, more easily accessible to Jenkins" house than the well he
sought, even if Lane's gate and well-curb had stood wide open; and, to those
who know the locality of the house, now removed, the waters of that pure
well and that sparkling spring cgntinue to give everlasting testimony to the
truth of this statement; and,

had gone

if

undisturbed, will continue to so

before, seized Lane's ax

from

his wife, cut the well

testify-.

open in

He

his ab-
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and sent him a defying notice that he was going to have water or a
and it is in testimony, that when Mrs. Lane remonstrated against such
violence as ungentlemanly in her husband's absence, he insultingly told her,
"You are no lady, if you say so."
It has been stated by many who have spoken upon Gen. Lane's character,
that he was a favorite of the people of Indiana, but always antagonized by
the politicians. This was emphatically true of him in Kansas, and hosts of
them who were circumvented by him in life have outhved him to anathematize his character through the whole thirty years since his death. It is easy to
say, "He killed a man who wanted to get water out of his own well"; but the
man had sold the well to Chapman, and in his testimony before the John
Sherman committee, April 28, 1856, swore he did not vote in Kansas in the
Never was the axiom truer than in
fall of 1855, because he lived in Missouri.
this case, that a falsehood will travel a mile while truth is getting on its boots.
In an address published in the Lawrence Republican of March 19, 1859, to
the people of Kansas, Gen. Lane, in reply to accusations by the notorious
Captain Hamilton, said to have been a brother of the Captain Hamilton of
the Marais des Cygnes massacre, makes this statement in his own behalf, in
regard to the homicide of Jenkins:

sence,
fight;

—

Fellow-Citizens It is known to you that I have sedulously avoided responding to assaults made upon me, either by the public press or by indi-

my

my

residence among you. But, while this has been
viduals, since
rule of
action, I trust you will pardon me for calling your attention to the following
resolution, purporting to have been offered by Captain Hamilton, and adopted
by what is called a law-and-order pubhc meeting of Bourbon county on the
21st of February last:

"Resolved, That Jim Lane, the murderer of Jenkins, was a fit leader for the
in Lawrence, and the fact of his firing upon me and robbing my command
was a most ridiculous act of cowardice, and but adds one more infamous page
to a life of treason, strategem and spoils."
I do not propose to notice farther than to refer to the fact that the meeting that adopted the above resolution was arranged by the Democratic wirepullers before Captain Hamilton left Lawrence. But I proceed to the consideration of the resolution itself.
As to the charge first referred to, as it is sought to be used by the press in
the pay of the administration [Buchanan's] to the detriment of the Freestate party, I take occasion, for the first time, reluctantly, to submit some facts
with reference to that subject, in mitigation of any judgment which those not
fully conversant with the transaction may be disposed to pass upon me in
connection therewith. It is true that Mr. Jenkins fell by my hand but no one
has more deeply felt or grievously mourned that misfortune than myself; but
it is also true, that the fatal trigger was not drawn until the preservation of
my own life and that of my family seemed to me to imperatively demand it.
At the time of the occurrence, I was beset by four armed men within a few
yards of me, rushing upon me, who had with force and violence broken down
my fence and entered my enclosure against my earnest entreaties. Three
shots were fired by them, two of which touched my person one passing
through my garments, the other cutting my hair from my left temple; the
third shot penetrated the window of my house, into the room occupied by my
frightened and shrieking family; and almost simultaneously with my own
shot, the fourth was made, striking me on my knee, which proved in the sequel
nearly fatal to my life, and the lead of which I shall carry to my grave. During the whole attack, I desisted from firing upon my assailants until the last
possible moment. The shot fired by me was bird-shot, and the only load I
had of any kind on my premises, having only the day before loaned my Sharp's
rifle to General McDonald.

mob

;

—
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Three times before this event, persons of the same party, and in my abhad broken down my inclosures and entered my premises, and on the
fatal morning word was sent to me that they were again coming. I rephed to
them in the most earnest manner, desiring them not to come. I saw them approaching, armed with an ax, Sharp's rifles and revolver. I met them at the
fence, unarmed, and besought them in the kindest manner not to resort to
force, saying to them, that, if they really wanted water, so long as there was
a drop in the well, they should have it, provided they came into the yard
through the gate, as others did. My appeals were in vain. It was not until
they had broken down my inclosure and rushed into the yard, that I took the
gun into my hands, and thus imperfectly armed against such odds, resisted
them in open field. Having once in my Kfe received against my person, in
the front, a load of shot from a gun similar to the shot used by me in this
defense, which did not pierce the cavity of my body, and did not other injury
than to prostrate me, I do solemnly declare, and appeal to Almighty God for
the truth of my statement, that I had no intention of kilhng Mr. Jenkins,
when I fired upon him, and expected only to knock him down, and, at the
sence,

most,

wound

or disable him.

Although I have never asked any one to endorse my conduct in this affair,
I am compelled to inquire whether there is any one who candidly believes,
that, surrounded by the same circumstances, he would not have acted in the
same manner? In view of the fact that a board of three justices of the highest respectabihty and intelligence assembled at the time and place, after having spent weeks in patient investigation of the transaction, and upon their
oaths found no reasonable cause existed to believe that any crime or offense
against the law had been committed in the premises; and furthermore, the
grand jury, composed of the most substantial men of Douglas count}^, patiently
examined all the evidence in behalf of the Territory, and were unable therefrom to find an indictment the case having been adjudicated it is respectfully submitted whether the law-and-order meeting above referred to was not
entirely estopped from preferring such a charge.

—

—

In reference to the second charge preferred, the writer denies that he has
ever led a mob in Lawrence or elsewhere.

Hon. H.

S, Clarke,

who has been

sheriff of

Douglas county, regent of the

State University, and the recipient of several other

man

of the best repute, informs

me

official

positions,

and a

that during the contest, he was invited

by Mr.

J. H. Shimmons, one night, to go to Lane's log house and remain
during the night, the reason given being that Jenkins threatened to drive

Lane away by force. Shimmons told him he thought there would be no conflict, but he wanted a witness if difficulty should occur.
Mr. Clarke went, and
stayed till 4 o'clock in the morning; and he describes the scene as one of
fearful danger. Jenkins and two or three men were in one room and Lane
in another. Jenkins was violent in his abuse, and threatened several times to
throw him out of the house, and made violent demonstrations towards putting
his threats in force, prevented by the restraint of his friends, while Lane laid
upon the floor or in a reclining position, some of the time apparently asleep,
though he does not believe he slept a wink. Mr, Shimmons describes that
night scene in a very similar manner. Both of them affirm the cool, calm
manner of Lane.
Mr. Clarke also says, speaking of the trial afterwards, that proof was offered
going to show that, after Jenkins fell. Lane brought his gun down to a rest
at his side, turning his side towards the attacking party,
side, so as to present

both hands down

his

the narrowest side-view possible to the discharges of the

guns.

Perhaps the most charitable view that can be taken of Jenkins' conduct
derived from the candid, fair testimony of Hon. James F. Legate, his

may be
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personal friend, and in a partisan sense an opponent of Lane, that Jenkins
was drinking heavily that day, which was corroborated by Hon. John G.

House

and brother of Hon. Dudley C. Haskell, the
There was some conflicting testimony on
that point, but it was from a standpoint either of love and affection for the
dead, or opposition, anxious on the one hand to shield the reputation of the
beloved, or on the other to wreak vengeance upon the man by whom he had
been slain. The truth is, as I see it, that he was maddened by hquor and evil
counsels, and not the rightminded Gaius Jenkins at all. I, myself, saw Jenkins
Haskell, State

distinguished

member

architect,

of Congress.

not ten days before his death, in a frenzied state of intoxication threatening
Lane's life.

The

following letter from Hon. James Christian, to Mr.

pubhshed
these

for the first time, will

throw some

light

J. H. Shimmons,
on the situation "between

men:

Arkansas City, Kan., Jan.

My

but I had not
for answering

—Your

7,

1884.

letter of December 27 was received in due time;
opportunities
the opportunity of answering' it until now.
correspondence are not as good as when you first knew me.

Dear Friend

My

My daughter,

who does my writing generally, was absent at Topeka when your
was received, and there was another matter that I wished to hunt up
before I attempted to answer your letter. I allude to an article that I published in the Arkansas City Traveler some five or six years ago, and my
daughter was compelled to hunt over the files of the Traveler office [of] several
years before she could find it, which, fortunately, she did, under the date of
April 3, 1878. You may have seen the article; but if not, I send you an
exact copy from the file in the possession of the old editor.
In reference to what you say the Land Office records state was my evidence,
I have now no remembrance of so testifying, either in the Land Office or before Squire Ladd, at the examination of Lane for the killing of Jenkins. But
I have a very distinct recollection of having often said to friends and acquaintances, when interrogated on that subject, and I think it highly probable that, if the question was asked me upon the examination, that I so testified, because it has been a rule with me through life never to make a candid
statement to any man that I am not willing to swear to, if properly called
upon; but I cannot see how the records of the Land Office could possibly have
been lumbered with that matter. The personal difficulties between Lane and
Jenkins could have no possible bearing upon the question of who was entitled
to the claim; and I think that Squire Ladd took down most of the testimony
in writing at the preliminary examination of Lane, though doubtless it has
been destroyed long ago, as these events occurred some twenty-six years ago.
My first personal acquaintance with Jenkins was early in the spring of 1855,
letter

consulted me as a lawyer with reference to his claim — or rather the
Chapman claim — to which he then laid claim, giving me as a reason that
Chapman was only his hired man—that he had furnished him money and

when he

materials in Kansas City, to come up into the Territory and hold the claim
he (Jenkins) had selected the previous fall.
We had a long and famihar conversation on the subject, during which I
told him I had no doubt that all his statements were true, but that, according
to my view of the pre-emption law, a man could not hold a claim for another
as he would hold a neighbor's horse by the bridle; in fact, that a man could
not hold a claim by proxy. He flew into a violent passion, and swore he would
have that claim at all hazards; but at this time his anathemas were all directed
towards Ed Chapman, who, he stated, had betrayed his confidence, and acted
the
scoundrel. I told him that I had no apology to offer for Chapman's
conduct. He may be ail he describes him to be; but that he was the first
man to make a permanent settlement upon the claim, erected a dwelhng
thereon, and inhabited the same, as the law required. This, in my judgment,

a
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settled the hash with Mr. Jenkins. This conversation, I think,, occurred before Lane came to Lawrence; at least, it was before I had seen Lane. It was
while Jenkins lived in Kansas City, and had come up to see about his affairs.
I have had frequent talks with Jenkins up to the time of his death. Always
the most friendly relations existed between us. His first enmity against Lane
was grounded on the fact that Lane had purchased a part of the Chapman
claim, lying outside of the Float, his (Lane's) interest becoming antagonistic
to his own, and naturally fearing him and his influence as being more powerful than that of Chapman,

There were other causes that widened the breach between Lane and Jenkins.
was well known to the early settlers of Lawrence that there was sometimes
a bitter feehng existing between the New England element and what was
termed the Western Free-state men the former Jenkins' friends, and the
It

—

latter Lane's admirers.

Gaius Jenkins was a generous, whole-souled, warm friend, but of an imviolent temper, particularly when he was influenced by hquor
habit that he frequently indulged in. Lane, you know on the contrary, was
cool and dehberate. I witnessed, on one occasion, at Lecompton, a httle episode that illustrates the truth of what I say. It was one day while we were
engaged taking testimony. Some one foolishly remarked, in the presence of

—

pulsive,

Lane and Jenkins, that "the best way for them to settle the difficulty was to
go out and fight it out." Jenkins instantly remarked, in a loud voice, that
that would suit him; that he would agree to that proposition; that if Lane
would go out, the case would be decided in a few minutes. Lane instantly
jumped to his feet, folded his arms across his breast, and with a most terribly
nigger
bitter sneer upon his face, remarked: ''Any man that would let a
take him prisoner need not talk to me about fighting!" Jenkins simply remarked, his face red with passion: "The unkindest cut of all." Col. Moore,
the Register of the land office, coming on the scene, in his stentorian voice,
commanding "Silence!" all quieted down, and the testimony proceeded.
You all remember that, during the year 1856, while the pohtical excitement
ran at its highest. Milt McGee's negro man arrested Gaius Jenkins and another man on their way up to Kansas. This was the circumstance that Lane
alluded to in the above episode.
Your own remembrance as well as others in Lawrence, is that Jenkins was
influenced with liquor at the time the difficulty occurred that ended his existHe had been drinking freely all the forenoon in company with men
ence.
hostile to Lane.
I beheve I have answered all the inquiries, you name so far as
memory
serves me at this time. I am, sir,
Very respectfully, your old friend,

my

James Christian.

From

the Arkansas City Traveler, April

3,

1878:

A SCRAP OF HISTORY.

—

Friend Scott As the Historical Society of Kansas seems desirous of scraps
of the unwritten history of Kansas, to illustrate the lives and acts of its early
settlers, I propose to give, through your paper, a little light on one of the
saddest events that ever occurred in the early days of Kansas settlement. I
mean the death of Gaius Jenkins at the hands of James H. Lane, famiharly
known as Jim Lane. The circumstances of the killing; the supposed causes
that led to the terrible calamity; the trial of Lane before Justice Ladd, and
all the facts connected with it, were published in the papers of that day.
But
as nearly all the principal actors in the drama are now in their graves, I propose to give a little scrap of history a link in the chain of causes that proown observation, and of which
duced that catastrophe, which came under
I had personal cognizance at the time.
Those familiar with the early settlers in Lawrence will remember that,
shortly after Lane settled in that place, in the spring of 1855, one of his children died, and was buried on his claim, a short distance southwest of the old
log house he then lived in. Around the little grave was a neat paling fence.

—

my

:
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In the fall of that year the troubles commenced. Col. Lane was, as all will
remember, absent much of the time during the winter and the following year
of 1856, and his family, with the exception of little Jimmie, was then in
Indiana. During the troubles, and while Lane was absent pleading the cause
of the Free-state party, Jenkins, being a settler on the same claim, took
forcible possession of Lane's log house, and plowed up and cultivated the
land that Lane had broken up, and on which his child was buried. In 1857,
on return of Lane and family^ all traces of the grave were gone, having been
plowed over and cultivated the previous year, and the fence removed, so that
not the faintest trace of where the grave was could be found. Lane and
myself spent several days hunting and digging, about where we supposed the
grave was located, and both came to the conclusion that the body had been
dug up, as no trace of the coffin could be found, or any part of the paling
fence.
When we concluded it must have been raised by some one. Lane
instantly laid it to Jenkins, his enemy and claim contestant. I shall never
forget the expression of his face, as with compressed lips, he exclaimed
''Such
ghoul is not fit to hve. If I was only certain that he dug up my child
a
out of revenge upon me, I would kill him at first sight." The tears started in
his eyes; I tried to calm him by telling him we might be mistaken in the
exact distance from the house that, as the ground had been plowed over,
and no mound was perceivable, the body might still be there. "Yes," said he,
''but why did the
brute tear the paling away and plow over the grave, so
that it could never be found?"
This was a question that I could not answer, but had to admit it was a most
beastly and inhuman act. The remembrance of that child's grave still rankled
:

—

in his breast against Jenkins until the fatal encounter in 1858,

when Jenkins

was slain.
Gen. Lane until the day of his death believed that Jenkins dug up the child
and threw it away. Whether he was guilty or not, God onlj^ knows. But these
are the facts, as I saw and heard them. Lane, with all his faults, was a loving
and affectionate father, passionately fond of his children.

The circumstances

of the time, the prejudices of the court, the vengeance of

the slave oligarchy, the malice of disappointed ambition, were
I give

it

as

my

all

against him.

deliberate judgment, that Jenkins, while in every

way

the

but that there was a deep design, and a
determination, to urge Jenkins on, until Lane was either driven out of the
country or killed. On what other theory can we account for the convenient
presence of Sheriff Jones and Border Ruffian Maclean immediately after the
death, the former bold enough to suggest hanging, and the people so indignant
aggressor,

was not wholly to blame

as to drive

;

them away?

After his discharge by the justices, he asked to be held for

come before the

trial,

so that his

under a judge appointed by the
President. This the justices decided they could not do; but his enemies eventually brought the case before the grand jury, and they failed to find a bill of

case might

Territorial court,

indictment.

In publishing Captain Christian's statement, we have two remarks to make
fully beheve in the truth of his statement but we do not allege that Mr.
Jenkins perpetrated any such dastardly deed as exhuming the remains of that
child.
Charity will suggest to every good-feeling heart, as it did to that of
Captain Christian, some other reason for the desecration of that grave. But
that it was desecrated, there can be no doubt. Very recently, in conversation
with Gen. Lane's daughter, she spoke very feelingly and sadly about the lost

We

;

grave, but no feeling of reproach or suspicion escaped her

lips.

It

may have

been the work of some brute in human form for the anatomical market. It
might have been the careless deed of some hired hand, told to clear all ob-
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way for plowing, knowing nothing of the sacred treasures
within the inclosure; or the recklessness of immigrants in camp in search of
kindling for the camp-fire after a hard day's drive, in the shades of evening or
stacles out of the

after nightfall.

Let us hope for some other cause than brutal malignity toward

the living and the dead.

On
What

the other hand, let the sympathetic heart go out to the distressed father.

of him? Looking over a plowed field for the remains of a dead infant,
and in his agony thinking of the dire antagonism of the man with whom he
had quarreled and of his frequent threats to drive him from what he considered
his honestly-purchased and honestly-earned home by strict and faithful compliance with the pre-emption laws in settlement and improvement, the veryhouse from which he had carried his infant in his arms, to find it a resting

place,

till

the

doomed

city of his choice should select a suitable city of the

Oak Hill, where he at last reposes, and where all his
dead save that one infant have been by loving hands tenderly laid. Let parents take this to themselves, and say what might have occurred with them
under similar circumstances. If Lane and Jenkins had happened to meet then
and there, and in that frame of mind, Lane had killed him on the spot, no jury
would have convicted him, but would have made it "emotional insanity" at
dead, such as the beautiful

least.

This duty to the dead
written

much on Lane

extract, in reply to

is

I have
and the following
that I ever had said on

of too unpleasant a nature to pursue.

in the thirty years since his death;

an assault upon his memory,

is all

this subject:
I think the most unjust thing ever said is this: "In fact, no blood was drawn
under this hero, except when he fired ninety-three bird shot into the body of
Jenkins, whose claim he had jumped." I have never allowed myself to write
Two widows and their families remain, whose
at) all on the death of Jenkins.
hearts I would fain not wound by a recital of this homicide. In saying that
Lane "jumped" his claim, you accuse Gaius Jenkins of perjury. Gen. Lane
settled on that claim in April, 1855.
Gaius Jenkins, in his testimony before
the John Sherman investigating committee, April 28, 1856, swears, under examination by Gov. Reeder, page 549: "I left Kansas City [Mo.] on the morning of the day of the election last fall, [1855 J and started to come up to this
place by Gum Springs. The election was held under the authority of the legislature for Congressional Delegate. Before leaving Kansas City, I was asked
by Mr. Milton McGee to go over to Wyandotte and vote. I said I had no
right to vote, as I was then a resident of Kansas City."
This election was October 1, 1855, more than five months after Lane settled
on that claim.

That oath was made according

to law,

and subject to

all

the pains and

penalties of perjury under the laws of the United States; that testimony

was
and that testimony alone, as an admission from the party
interested, would have broken any pre-emption claim ever laid upon the lands
of the United States.
With all this clearness of exposition, I have to apologise to the reader for
the verbosity of this chapter; and my reason is, in a determination to give
everything, pro and con, that could possibly have any bearing upon this disastrous transaction, that the candid reader may sift every kernel of truth" from
the mass of the chaff of falsehood, and give them their full weight and intruthful testimony;

fluence.

This painful duty is done, and I am willing to submit it to the sober second
thought of all intelligent readers, which is seldom wrong, and always efficient.
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DETAILS OF THE LANE AND JENKINS AFFAIR.
(Daily Missouri Democrat, St. Louis, Tuesday morning, June

8,

1858.)

Leiavenworth, June 5 (via Boonville, June 7).
Details of the affray between Lane and Jenkins at Lawrence are just received. Both Lane and Jenkins were living on the claim in contest.
The
former had enclosed about an acre of land, on which was a well which both
parties had used in common. Lane recently locked the well, fenced up the
entrance to his enclosure, and forbade Jenkins access to it. Menacing messages passed between the parties. Jenkins declaring his intentions to obtain
water at all hazards, and Lane threatening to shoot if he made forcible entry
upon his premises. Thursday afternoon, Jenkins, accompanied by four friends
well armed, arrived at Lane's enclosure, cut down the fence, and proceeded
towards the well, when Lane warned them not to advance or he would shoot.
Disregarding this threat Jenkins and partj^ continued to advance, when Lane
fired at Jenkins, kilhng

shots at

Lane from a

flicting a painful

Lane was

The

affair

him

instantlj-.

One

of Jenkins' party discharged four

revolver, one of which took effect in Lane's leg, in-

wound which

confines

him to

his bed.

and a preliminarv' examination was to take place to-day.
caused great excitement, which was abating, however, at last
an-ested,

accounts.

Jenkins was held in high esteem, and his death is deeply deplored.
A man named Wm, Wells is in custody at Lawrence, charged ^vith being

one of the participators in the recent foray in L3Tin county.

FULLER PARTICULARS OF THE LANE AND JENKINS TRAGEDY.
(Daily Missouri Democrat, St. Louis, Wednesday morning, June

Leavenworth Times

We have

9,

1858.

From

the

extra.)

further facts from a reliable source which

we proceed

to give.

cause of the difficulty between Lane and Jenkins, as our readers know,

Both

The
is

a

on the claim. Lane occupied a house,
and about an acre of ground, which was enclosed. Jenkins occupied another
house some twenty-five rods from Lane's enclosure. The well, which supplied
water to both, was near Lane's house, in his enclosure, and some twenty or
thirty feet from it. Jenkins had been in the habit of using the water from
the well up to a few days previous to the difficulty, when Lane fenced up the
gate leading to it, and locked the bucket, or fastened it in such a way that
it could not be used,
A short time after, Jenkins went to the well to get
water, and found it locked. Gen. Lane was present. Some unpleasant words
ensued between them. What, it is difficult to state, as there are several
contested claim.

parties resided

versions.

morning, Jenkins' hired man went for water. Lane drove
boy was sent by Jenkins after this, with a message to Lane, that
he was coming after dinner, and was bound to have water from that well.
Lane sent word back that he would shoot him if he made the attempt. Jenkins
sent back a reply that he was bound to have the water, and would have it.
In the afternoon, accordingly, Jenkins and four of his friends approached.
Jenkins had an axe. The others were armed with pistols. Lane warned them

On Thursday

him

off.

A
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away. The party continued to advance, and cut down the gate. Lane returned into the house and soon after appeared with a shot gun. He again
warned the party, but they continued to advance. He fired and Jenkins
fell, and expired almost immediately.
A shot was fired at Lane, which took effect in the leg above the knee; the
wound, although not dangerous, is very painful, and Lane is not able to turn
One report, believed by many in Lawrence, and asserted to be
in his bed.

LANE-JENKINS WELL.
by the passengers

was that a pistol had
Lane before he shot.
The reports of the causes of the difficulty, of the persons who took part in
it, and of the testimony to be given, are various and conflicting.
Jenkins'
friends contend that he had the well dug and paid for it, and had the right to
use it that this right had been admitted until a few days before his death.
Lane's advocates reply, that everything in a contested claim depends upon
permission; that no man could force that or disturb his peace; that his
family were on the spot, and if he could not defend it and them, he could
defend nothing.
true

been snapped or

—

in the stage of to-day (June 5),

fired (opinions varied

on

this point) at
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But these reports and these
facts.

We

No

trial

was had on Friday.

at Lawrence, as far as
in

we must pass by until we get at the
know what is said on both sides.
commenced at 10 o'clock on Saturday.

pleas,

only state these, to let the public
It

Jenkins' friends had been arrested

on

Society.

and were to be

tried first.
Th*e opinion
that the fatal affray was hurried
the living or the dead had had a few

we can gather

it,

is

an hour of passion, when, if
of reflection, indeed, one minute of calm thought,

moments

it

could never

have occurred.

TESTIMONY IN THE CAUSE OF THE HOMICIDE OF
GAIUS JENKINS.
(Daily Missouri Democrat, St. Louis,

Monday Morning, June

21, 1858.)

Latest Intelligence From Kansas.

the homicide at lawrence

—

killing of jenkins by lane
evidence in full.

—the

(Correspondence of the Missouri Democrat.)

Lawrence, June 15, 1858.
Gen. James H. Lane in the preliminary court of investigation
for the murder of Col. Gains Jenkins commenced to-day before E. D. Ladd,
Esq., and two other Justices of the Peace. The room in which the hearing was
held was thronged with an anxious crowd of the friends of Jenkins and Lane.
There were five lawyers employed on both sides. Gen. Lane was represented
by Col. Samuel A. Young, of Independence, Missouri; James Christian,! of
Lawrence; and Thomas Ewing, Jr.,2 of Leavenworth, and Jno. Hutchinson, of
Lawrence.
The counsel on the part of the prosecution were Mr. Coe, Mr. Collamer,^
(late of Boston) S. N. Wood^ of Lawrence; Ex-Secretary Stanton,^ and Mr.

The

trial of

Stafford, prosecuting attorney.
1.
James Christian was an early settler at Lawrence. He was a lawyer and one of the first
to be admitted to the bar at that place. He was a friend of Lane, an enemy of John Brown
and a friend of Governor Robinson. But his friendships were fickle. He was a noted wit

and wag.
2.
For biographical sketch of Thomas Ewing,

Xin, page

Jr., see

Kansas Historical

Collections, Vol.

112.

3.
George W. Collamore was a Kansas pioneer. He settled at Lawrence at a very early
and was from New England. He was a man of fine mind and broad vision. He was not
often in accord with his New England brethren. He was elected mayor of Lawrence, March 3,
Quantrill Raid
August 21, 1863.
1863, and lost his life in the Lawrence massacre
4.
S. N. Wood was one of the first settlers in Douglas county, Kan., having amved early
He was a strong free -state man and was connected with most of the activities of the
in 1854.
free-state party.
He was reckless of consequences, and his action had much to do in precipiHis rashness made him a poor counselor, and he finally became a
tating the Wakarusa War.
He could be depended on to act, but he
liability rather than an asset of the free-state cause.
always acted in his own way. He would never brook any restraint. He led a turbulent life
and met a violent death. He had many good qualities, and he had devoted friends as well as
relentless enemies, as such men always have.
He was a typical border character. There is a
sketch of him at page 242, Vol. X, Kansas Historical Collections.
His widow wrote a considerable volume concerning his activities in Kansas.
He was appointed by
5.
Frederick P. Stanton came to Kansas as territorial secretary.
Governor Robert J. Walker and preceded Walker to Kansas territory, arriving at Leavenworth
April 13, 1857, where he delivered a proslavery speech. He arrived at Lawrence April 24, and in
an address declared the policy to be pursued by Governor Walker and himself. It was proslavery to the core, and it was received by the free-state people with bold defiance. Later, as
acting governor, he inclined to the free-state side, and was a candidate for U. S. senator after
Kansas was admitted as a state. His defeat embittered him, and later he largely repudiated
his free-state associates and actions.
There is a sketch of him at page 159, Vol. V, Kansas
Historical Collections, and an extended biography in Kansas Territorial Governors, by William
E. Connelley.

date,

—

—

i
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Saturday.

till

A

hope

is

expressed by the friends of Lane ''that this will be the last of the affair"; that

may

be acquitted at once without having to appear in a higher court.
on the other hand, having expressed their determination to have Lane re-arrested in the event of an acquittal now. All parties,
however, seem to have perfect confidence in the court of magistrates.

he

The

friends of Jenkins,

The

following

is

a copy of the warrant for Gen. Lane's arrest:

Territory of Kansas, Douglas Countt.

The Territory of Kansas to tlie Sheriff of Said County, Greetings:
Whereas, Ray Green and Henry Dufur have this day complained before
me that James H. Lane did on the third day of June, 1858, with force and
arms in and upon the body of Gaius Jenkins, in the peace, being, aim and
hold one fire-arm, known as a double-barreled shotgun, at and upon and
against the body of him, the said Gaius Jenkins, and then and there did discharge from the said shotgun the shot therein contained into the breast and
body of him, the said Gaius Jenkins, and by force of which the said Gaius
did then and there instantly die, and these affiants, on their oath say that
he, the said James H. Lane, him, the said Gaius Jenkins, did then and there
by force of the premises did kill and murder.
These are to command you, in the name of the Territory of Kansas, to arrest
body of the said James H, Lane, if found within your county, and bring
him before me to be dealt with according to law.
E. D. Ladd, J. P.
the

medical testimony.
L. C. ToLLES,

M.

D., sworn:

I

knew Gaius

Jenkins; he

is

dead.

I

know

examined the body of Mr. Jenkins half an hour or more after
death, at his own home. It seemed to have received a charge of shot in the
chest and abdomen. I did not count all the shot holes, but counted thirty or forty.
I thought he must have received seventy or eighty. The shot holes lay thickest
upon the right side, a little below the nipple, in front; one-third of the shot
wounds were in the abdomen. The probe penetrated to the depth of three
or four inches. I think that such a charge would induce immediate death.
It is my opinion that Jenkins died of these wounds.
I did not see the gun
discharged. The shot were of the size usually called the buckshot.^ (One of
the shots was produced in court.) A few shots went below the navel. One
penetrated the body directly above the pubic bone. The shot from the
highest to the lowest were somewhat less than two feet apart. If thirty-five
or forty feet was the distance, and the body was naked or thinly clad, an
ordinary charge of powder would project the shot with sufficient force to
penetrate as far as was the case with Mr. Jenkins. The force must be in
proportion to the quantity of clothing. Clothing would offer considerable
resistance to shot. Have known two coats, a vest and two shirts to very nearly
stop the force of the shot at the distance of fourteen rods. I probed some

J.

H. Lane.

I

my shot. I cut but slight depth to reach the
shot passed some two or three inches obliquely, and
came out against the skin. I cut after several shot without finding them.

length of time before finding

shot shown in court.

The house
from

The

of Jenkins, in which I

this point, in a

made

the examination,

6.
The shot used by Lane were not. buckshot, but were of a
shot— possibly of the size known as duck shot. The one charge is

9—324.

is

half a mile distant

southwest direction.
smaller size known as bird
all that Lane had.

;
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Cross-examined by Thos. Ewing, Jr.: I think the wound appeared to have
been made by shot of the uniform size; I did not notice any wound in the
left arm; I did in the front part of the right arm; all above the elbow; onethird of the load appeared to be below a line extending from one elbow to
the other; there might have been a dozen shots in the right arm.
Direct examination, resumed: The bulk of the shot appeared to be in the
right side; the middle of the load appeared to be directly under the right
nipple.

Cross-examination, resumed:

second

rib

The

highest shot was about as high as the

from the top,

George Ford, sworn: I assisted in laying out the body of Gaius Jenkins
on the second day of this June last Tuesday week; I should think that he
died of a shotgun wound, and I counted the number of wounds; there were

—

ninety-eight wounds.

Second Day.

The

court opened at eight o'clock.

Present:

Christian, Stafford, Stanton,

Ewing, Collamer, Young, Hutchinson, and S. N. Wood.
Ray Green, sworn: (Examined by ex-Secretary Stanton.) I was present on
the third of this month, when Jenkins was shot; on the day before the transaction I went out by the stable Mr. Jenkins came out, and said that the
water of the spring was so oily he could not use it he said we must get water
from some other source.
;

;

Col.

Young

objected

toi

his repeating anything Jenkins said

on that occa-

sion.

LEGAL SPARRING.

Ray Green:

house on the day of the transaction;
went out doors tO' see what was up Mr. Jenkins had a pistol in his hand; I asked him if he had got all the charges out;
think he said he had them all out except two or three; I asked him if there
was not some way to get the other loads off; he said there was no occasion for
it
he would not have to use them he went into the dining room or kitchen
(they are the same) and commenced loading the revolver; I went into^ the
kitchen and sat down he said he would be ready to go with me after a while
he started out of the house ahead; I came out after him; he was armed with
a Sharpe's rifle, nothing else; I had a revolver; the one he had loaded; there
was a nephew of Jenkins, who was in the house at the time with us; no one
else, except the women; the nephew had no arms; Dufur was out of doors,
walking outside; when we came out -of the house, Dufur joined us, and went
I

heard a

firing

I

was

sitting in the log

out of doors

;

I

;

;

;

;

with us after water.

DUFUR HAD NO

.\RMS.

Mr. Jenkins started ahead, and had gone four or five yards when I asked
him if he did not want the axe to break the gate open, Henry Jenkins got the
axe from the wood-pile. Gaius Jenkins went first; Henry next, with the axe;
Our purpose in going was to get water.
I was next, and Dufur followed me.
I commenced carrying water in these
I carried two tin buckets to get it in.
buckets the day before. Mr. Jenkins walked straight along, until we came to
Mr, Nute's hencoop, and then he put down his Sharpe's* rifle, and then went
up to the gate. The hencoop is two rods or more from the gate, right on the

:
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way to it. I sat down the pails there till the gate was broken open. We could
not get into the yard until we broke the gate open, as it was nailed up. Mr.
Jenkins took the axe from Henry's hand and went to smashing the gate. The
gate had been nailed up that day, as I broke it open the day before. Mr.
Jenkins had been in the habit of getting water ever since I came there, but
sometimes he got it from the spring instead. Previous to "the day before"
the gate had been nailed up twice; Mr. Jenkins broke it open once before himAfter Mr. Jenkins had broken the gate, his hat blew off, and he asked
self.
me to hand it to him. I did so. He then pulled the bar to one side and
walked into the yard. He immediately threw the axe out of his hand outside
of the yard. Mr. Jenkins had no arms of any kind that I saw. He walked
eight or ten yards in the path toward the well. The well is right south of the
house may be twenty feet. The well and house make an angle to each other
with the path. Going to the well was not going toward the house at all.
After he got ten or twelve steps, Lane told him that if he advanced he would

—

The next instant Jenkins dropped.
Gen. Lane was in the yard walking to and fro when we arrived at the gate.
He said "Jenkins, if you come into this yard I'll shoot you." Jenkins replied

shoot.

:

"Enough of that talk." He said so twice or thrice. I think Lane said that if
Jenkins came into the yard, he would shoot him, two or three times. Lane
had no arms in his hand, at that time, that I saw-. As Jenkins started to go
into the gate, Lane returned into the house. Lane went into the door and
came right out with a shotgun in his hand. He stationed himself between
Jenkins and the well a little to the north. Gen. Lane had to walk probably

—

where he did, between Jenkins
and the well may be more than ten or twelve steps quite a distance. He
held up his shotgun and said: "Jenkins, if you advance another step, I'll
shoot." Jenkins made no reply that I heard; he walked right on; Lane fired;
Jenkins fell. Lane used a shotgun, a fowling piece, I think a single-barrelled
gun, but am not sure of that. I left shortly after Jenkins fell, and went to
town; when I returned in about fifteen minutes he was dead. The body
had been taken over to his house. Lane turned round and walked into the
house as soon as Jenkins was shot. The buckets were outside of the fence at
the time. I followed Mr. Jenkins into the yard at the time of this transaction
a step to the right of him. Mr. Jenkins said that he would go in with me
to protect me, as I was scared when I saw there was no protection. I was
surprised to see him start in without any arms.
Q. Why did you leave the buckets at the gate? A. When Jenkins started
in I was so surprised that I followed right away I was afraid that Lane would
shoot him, and I thought I would be with him. I supposed Lane w^ould shoot
him because he said he would, and I had heard he had made threats before.
(Objected to and stricken out.)
I had
I never heard Lane threaten Jenkins myself previously to this time.
got water at that well the day before.
Question: Do you know what circumstances induced Mr. Jenkins to go with
you to get water and to get other persons to go with him ^to get a gun and
prepare a pistol? Answer: The day before he said the spring water was so
thirty or forty feet, before he stationed himself

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

muddy
(Objected to by Col. Young.

Nothing but what Jenkins said on the day

of

—
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the killing would be permitted without objection.

What

he said on the

previous day was not legitimate evidence.)

Ex-Governor Stanton rephed,

insisting that it

was necessary to show what

Jenkins said on the day before, in order to understand the motives and circumstances which induced the deceased to go armed with friends to get water

on the day

at the well

of the killing.

It

was part and parcel

of the transaction

as showing Jenkins' design, whether lawful or murderous.

After a long discussion between the counsel on both sides, the defence
waived the objection, reserving the right of afterwards arguing the point and
objecting to the evidence thus adduced.

The Witness: The day before Jenkins' death I was standing at the bam of
deceased about one o'clock. Mr, Jenkins said, ''We can't use that spring water
any more, for it's all muddy and won't settle." I told him I would go over to

Chapman house (in which Lane lives) and see if I could not get some
water from the well there I mean the one in dispute. He said I wish you
would. I went up the slope, took the two pails (which were full of this spring
water) emptied them out and went over towards the well. When I got there
I found the gate nailed up. I thought I would not break it down then,
I
jumped over the fence and went to the well found the well unlocked and drew
two buckets of water, I came back in the path as far as the gate and broke
it down and carried the water to the house.
When Mr. Jenkins saw me he
asked, ''What success?" I said I had got it without any trouble. He spoke
then and said: "Lane don't want to hurt you." The next morning I was
the

—

—

unwell.
Col. Young here said he wished it noted that all the above conversation
between Jenkins and witness might be objected to before the close of the trial,
subject to argument and the authorities.
Witness I told Mr. Jenkins I'd not work that day the day of his death
and he said very well. After breakfast I took the pail and started after more
water. I found the well unlocked and drew two pails of water. That was
between seven and eight o'clock. After I drew the water, as I was going out
of the gate, I heard some one hail me. I set down the pails and looked around.
I saw it was Gen. Lane. He said: "If you come in this yard again I'll shoot
d scoundrel." I said, "The hell you will." He repeated the
you, you d
same words over again. I then told him to "shoot and be d
d." That was
all the conversation that occurred.
I took the water and went to the house.
Shortly after that Jenkins came where I was, and asked me what Lane said to
me. I told him all that had transpired. He said: "I'll attend to that; when
you go after water again I'll go with you and protect you."
Shortly after that Mrs. Jenkins came and said she wanted a load of ice.
I hitched up the horses, and Mr. Jenkins went up town with me. He said he
did not want me to go to the well for water again unless he was with me. He
said Lane did not want to shoot me that Lane talked a great deal about
shooting, but like most people of that sort did not do much of it. The condition of the spring was muddy unfit for use in consequence of all the earth
washed into it by the rains. It was nearly one o'clock when we went after
water at the time Jenkins was killed. The use of the spring water has caused
the bad health in Mr. Jenkins' family, especially to the children; at least, we
could not give any other reason for it.

—

:

—

—
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Mrs. Jenkins asked me in the forenoon to get another pail of water. There
was no water in the house when Jenkins was shot; it was absolutely necessary
to have it. The shooting took place about half a mile from the Free State
Hotel, in Douglas county. Lane was about twenty-five or thirty feet from
Jenkins when he fired. I have some experience in shotgun exercise, but can't
say how many shot there may be in an ordinary charge. I did not hear any
shot strike around the place where Jenkins stood.
Mr. Coe desired to ask some questions.
Col. Young objected and said it was a standard rule that only ono counsel
could examine a witness.
Mr. Coe said there was no rule but the discretion of th(> court.
The prosecution waived the request.
Witness The spring is situated at the bottom of a ravine so that the mud
always washed into it every time it rains. There were four persons sick of
diarrhoea in Jenkins' house at that time. Mr. Jenkins first settled on his side,
and then pitched forward on his elbows and knees as he fell after Lane shot
him. I don't think he struck his breast. Mr. Jenkins put his hand to his
heart and said "Oh!" and groaned when he fell. The direction of the gate
from the house where Lane lived is southwest. The direction from the well is
nearly west of a little south. The gate on the day of the death was nailed
down on each side by a rail put over it, spiked down on the top by the posts,
and also, by the gate itself. It took considerable time to knock up the rail.
The gate had usually been hung by leather hinges. I cut them off the day
before. Now the gate was fastened at the top to the rail, as above stated, and
at the sides to posts. There was no other entrance to go into the yard from
:

that side of the

lot.

The house

fronts east.

Do you know who made

the gate? Answer: Yes.
Mr. Thomas Ewing, Jr., objected. The question as to who made the gate
has no connection with the homicide or motives of either party.
Mr. Stanton said that the question of the ownership of the property had a
good deal to do with the homicide. He proposed to show that the property
belonged to Jenkins. That he built and rented the house, and Lane got into

Question:

the house through Jenkins' tenant.

Mr. Ewing repeated that the court had no right to inquire into the title.
Mr. Coe said that the title to the claim was not in question; but it was
pertinent to know who owned the improvements on it, as it had a very maIt was not the title of the land he was bringing
terial bearing on the case.
into dispute, but the title to the improvements on it, to which under the
(this line illegible, at bottom of page.)
and absolute right until the case is finally decided, and even then, if decided
adversely to him, to a fair recompense for them.
Mr. Ewing said that such a course of inquiry would inevitably result in
bringing the whole question as to the title to the claim; for if they introduced evidence to show that Jenkins built the gate and laid this fence, he
would introduce evidence to show that the farm was Lane's. The question of
possession was the only one pertinent there. When a man is in possession
of property, he is permitted by law to use threats and a degree of violence
He
in its protection, which he would not be justified in using elsewhere.
contended that they could not go beyond the fact of possession; to go further
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would involve the question of
possession of

fraudulently

it

title.

—

still

Society.

—

Suppose that Lane was a trespasser got
was in possession, no matter how

there he

he got it, and that fact entitled him to all the rights of a legal possession.
Therefore Jenkins and his friends were rioters trespassers^ because they
broke down the fence of a party in possession; it made no difference who

—

—

dug the well or made the fence, or constructed the gate.
Mr. Stanton replied: The prosecution did not propose to enquire into the
title to justify Jenkins if he did wrong; but he insisted that everything that
tends to exasperate the feelings of a party, everything immediately

conexample, who built the fence or dug the well,
was pertinent in the case. Such evidence would render the offence of either
or both parties, as the case might be, more or less criminal according to the
nature of such testimony.

nected with the

issue, as, for

There was a long discussion of this point between the counsel on both sides.
One little pass between the counsel was so pointed and opportune that it
was worthy of note.
Col. Young insisted that, in law, the man slain is supposed to be wrongfully slain.

Mr. Coe: That is the law of England, not America.
Col. Young: If there is any book on God's earth that contains any other
doctrine,

I'll

agi^ee to eat it

Mr. Coe: Then
in

your head!

you'll

without greasing.

.(Laughter.)

have more law in your stomach than you ever had

(Roars of laughter.)

is a difficult man to nonplus, but this cut fully stunned him.
Instead of rejoining, he muttered something about borrowed wit.
Before the decision of this point the court (at General Lane's request)

Col.

Young

adjourned

till

one o'clock.

J.

R.

Afternoon Session.

The

court decided that the question relating to the ownership of gate

and fence need not be put.
Question: How long had Mr. Jenkins been in the habit of entering that
gate for water? Answer: I don't recollect exactly, but it was a day or two
after Lane's family came to the house. He had been in the habit of getting
water ever since I came there. On the 25th of May Lane told me when I
was getting water that I must not come through that gate again. This was
the first time I ever heard him make objections of any sort. Lane has been

two months.
Mr. Stanton said they now proposed to show why the gate was made in
consequence of Mr. Nute^ having ob ections to Mr. Jenkins using the old
route any longer. This they wanted to show for the purpose of making it apparent that deceased acted in good faith, and had not been actuated by any
unneighborly feeling in making the new road.
Witness: Mr. Nute recently fenced in his garden, thereby obstructing the

living there almost

—

j

•

He lived at Lawrence. His brother-in-la^y,
7.
Rev. E. Nute was a Unitarian minister.
Border-ruffian bet six
Mr. Hoppe, was murdered just west of Leavenworth in 1856.
dollars against a pair of boots that he could go out and return to Leavenworth with an
abolitionist's scalp.
He went out on the road leading to Lawrence. There he found Mr.
Hoppe going in a buggy to visit Mr. Nute and shot and scalped him. He returned to
Later he was tried for murder in a proslavery
Leavenworth in time to win his wager.
court and acquitted.
His name was Fugit. There are many accounts of this affair in the

A

early annals of Kansas.

—
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over which Jenkins had previously gone for water, and
necessary for deceased to make a new road. The lastmade path gave least trouble to both the person going for water and also
the person in possession of the house. The old path traversed the garden
stile

thereby rendered

it

of Lane a good ways; the new one was only a few steps.
Lane's family
was in possession when the gate was made, but made no objections till
May 25th, to my knowledge. The fence in which the gate in dispute is
situated forms part of the enclosure around Jenkins' house and divides the
premises now occupied by Lane from those of Jenkins.
Cross-examination by CoL Young; I have been living with Jenkins since
the ninth of January last; I am living with his family now; I came from
Montgomery county, town of Florida, to Kansas; I left there a year ago last
April; I went to Lane's enclosure the day before Jenkins' death and found
the gate locked, but did not knock it down when I first went to it there was
no other gate leading out of the enclosure so near as this; it was about fifty
feet to the front gate; the one facing town may be over fifty; it is about the
same to the well from the back gate; I think the distance is shorter; it is
about forty feet from the well to the gate on the north side of the house
may be over that; it is about twenty rods from the gate I broke down to
Jenkins' house a little over, about twenty-one or twenty-two rods to the
"front gate.
Jenkins' house does not stand on a line with the front gate;
the distance is two or three rods nearer by the new gate than the old one;
I do not remember whether the front gate was nailed up when Jenkins was
killed; I did not go near it; the day before Jenkins was killed I went alone
;

—

for water; I did not go to the front or east gate, nor to the north gate; I

never went by the east gate at all, any time; I cannot say that Jenkins'
house stands on a street, for there was a fence in front of it; there is an
open space between the east gate of Lane's enclosure and Jenkins' place;
when Jenkins finished loading the pistol I spoke, and he laid it down and told
me to take it. He was at work with a Sharpe's rifle when I went into the
house; I think he reloaded it; he did not tell me to do anything with the
pistol, but to "take it," that was all he said; I had been ordered that morning
not to come on the place again, about seven or eight o'clock; I told Mr.
Jenkins about it a few minutes after I returned, and then we rode over to
town; I got back home in about half an hour. Jenkins remained in town;
I do not know when he returned; the first I saw of him he was firing off
the pistols after dinner; we started after water about ten or fifteen minutes
afterwards; the sound of a pistol can be heard from Lane's house to Jenkins';
I can stand in Lane's house and see persons in Jenkins' yard; Lane threatened
my life in the morning this is why Jenkins wanted to go with me; Jenkins

—

did not say what use he intended to

make

of the

pistol

or Sharpe's

rifle

had no other weapon than the pistol.
Jenkins told me the day before (when I went for water) if I found the

before he went for water; I

well locked to ask for the key;
to

tell

them we must have

if

they gave

water, peaceably

if

right; but

if

they refused,

can, forcibly

if

we must. As

it, -all

we

the well was not locked, I did not communicate this message. I broke open
the gate in returning with the water, because it was not handy to put the
pails over the fence.

In going, I threw the buckets over

it

and then went

myself; after I got the water, I would have had to go two or three rods
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by the eastern gate. Lane did not forbid me coming on
broke the gate down. When Jenkins and I went together,
it was he who broke the gate, and he also first entered the enclosure.
I was
within two feet of him when he entered about a step (rather in advance)
when he fell.
pistol was stuck in my pants at the time, and might have
been seen if the wind had blown, and possibly otherwise I did not pay much
attention to that; I fired my pistol once in a northwardly direction.
(Laughter.) I tried to fire it again, but it would neither cock nor revolve. I
fired it after Lane fired.
He was about north from me when I fired.
(Laughter.) I burst my cap after Lane fired his gun. I state distinctly that
I neither snapped the cap nor fired a shot until after Lane fired.
I drew
my pistol about the time that Lane pointed his gun at Jenkins. I think my
pistol was a five-inch revolver it might possibly have been a six-shooter.
I
did not see Dufur after I went into the yard until I found I could not fire
a second time. Henry Jenkins, I think, was about the gate. I saw him run
in after Jenkins fell. Dufur was on the outside, about a rod from the gate;
Lane could have seen all four of us by looking round a little. There is an
enclosure all about Lane's house about half an acre. It is a picket fence.
In coming from Jenkins' house a person could be seen all the way. There
is a regular walk from the east gate to Lane's front door; there is no regular walk from the well to the back gate, except what has been made carrying
water. I am not certain whether it was I or Dufur who told Jenkins about
my conversation with Lane on May 25th. I never have stated to anyone
that if my pistol had gone off Lane would never have shot Jenkins. Gen.
Lane did not say to Col. Jenkins, when he entered the garden, "For God's
sake go back." I never said to anyone that he said so, or words to that
further to get out

the place

till

I

—

My

;

—

—

—

import.

(Here one of the learned counsel retired to drink.)
I think the rifle was fired. I do not know who fired it. I think
I heard its report after Mr. Jenkins was shot, but I was not positive about it.
Yes, I heard one report before Jenkins fell the report of Lane's gun, no
Witness:

—

other report.

(Here the counsel examining took off his coat, and proceeded in his shirt
One of the court was similarly attired.)
We marched in single file into the garden. Nothing was said about the order
I heard no arof our going; no one asked us to go. I went after water.
rangement or agreement with the others who accompanied me. I did not

sleeves.

I asked Henry to take the axe, as I
wanted to break open the gate with the axe. I did not take
the pistol to break it open, but to protect my life which Lane had threatened.
Our intention was to get water at any hazard. Before we started. Gains

request an}- of
stated before.

them to go with me.

I

Jenkins sent Henry Jenkins to Lane, with a message, I think. We were all
at Jenkins' house when the message was sent, which was about five or ten
minutes before we started. I did not hear the message given. I did not hear
tell Henry Jenkins to tell Lane that we were all coming over, and
wanted Lane to wait for him. Henry Jenkins went toward the house Lane
occupied, and I think, went in. He communicated Lane's answer. That reply
was not "For God's sake not to come," it was merely to tell Jenkins to keep
out of his yard, or words to that effect. I heard nothing about God Almighty.

deceased

;
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I have said to many persons that Jenkins sent word to Lane that he was
coming over, and wanted Lane to wait for him. I never said that Jenkins
told him to be ready for him. I never said that Mrs. Jenkins tried to persuade
her husband not to go, and he said Lane was a d
d coward and would not
fire.

A
of

number

much

of similar questions were asked in order, but they elicited nothing

interest.

Never said he snapped his cap twice before Lane fired nor that if my pistol
had gone off Lane would never have killed Jenkins, nor that Jenkins threatened
to shoot or run off Lane. Jenkins was sober when he was killed, but very
angry when he cut down the gate, yet I never said he lost all control of himLane stood two or three seconds after he fired; he was turning to go
self.
into the house as I fired at him. Jenkins cried "Oh!" in a loud voice as he
fell.
The Sharpens rifle was fired after Jenkins fell positive not before; did
not see it fired at all, but supposed it was from the report.
;

—

—

Adjourned.

Lane was

in court all day.

He

is

still

lame and weak from

his

wounds.
J. R.

(Daily Missouri Democrat, Tuesday Morning, June 22, 1858.)

The Homicide

at Lawrence.

Third Day.
(Correspondence of the Missouri Democrat.)

Lawrence, June 16, 1858.
The Terrritory vs. James H.
Lane, for the murder of Col. Jenkins, was resumed this morning before
Justices Ladd, Ottarson, and Soule. Gen. Lane and counsel on both sides were
present. The prisoner appeared to be in good health and fine spirits.

The examination

of witnesses in the case of

GREEN RECALLED.

Ray Green

(continued)

;

Mr. Jenkins

said,

when

told that

Lane gave

tlie

order for us to go around to the front gate, he would not give himself any

—

he had made the new gate for his own use, or words to that
was about 25 or 30 feet from Lane when I fired at him. I fired one
shot only; Lane was perhaps some seven or eight feet from the back part
of his house when he fired at Jenkins I was about twenty-five or thirty feet
I was not over four feet from Jenkins; I am not acquainted with Thos. Guest;
his house is ten or fifteen rods from Lane's; there is a well of water at Mr.
such trouble
effect.

I

;

Guest's.

By Stanton: Mr.

Guest's well is further from Jenkins' than that near Lane's
do not pretend to be accurate in my estimates of distance; I am not
a good judge of distance. "When I spoke of having water at any hazard, I
meant to say we were going to have water peaceably if we could, forcibly if
we must; that we would disturb any one who would disturb us, not otherwise.
Mr. Stanton made inquiries as to the meaning of the phrase, whether he
meant to imply that he would act only in self-defense, or otherwise to use

house;

I

—

force aggressively, or strictly in self-defence?

Col.

Young

objected.

Objection overruled.
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The

witness said he

Col.

Young again

meant

Society.

to use force in self-defence only.

objected, both to the answer

and manner

of asking.

LEGAL FENCING AGAIN.

The witness was told to give the answer in his own language.
I meant by the phrase, "peacefully if we can, forcibly if we must," that if
we were not attacked there would be no trouble, but if we were, we would act
in self-defence. I fired at Lane the first time I pulled the trigger; the second
time

it

By

did not revolve right and did not go

off.

We

had to pass over about ten or twelve steps of plowed
ground in Lane's yard in going to the well by the back gate. I don't know
whether there was anj^thing planted in the ground; I thought there were
potatoes planted there. I intended to get the water by force if any one
attempted to prevent me. I have not been communicating to other people
since I left the court, as to what I testified here.
Henry W. Jenkins sworn: I am a nephew of Gains Jenkins, and was
present on the occasion of his death. On the 3d of June, about one o'clock,
we went over to get some water at the well in the inclosure where Lane
lives. When we got about three rods on our way, Green sa,id
''Don't we want
the axe to knock down the gate?" Uncle replied, and said to me: "Henry,
you run back and get the axe." I did so and then overtook them again. I
went right behind Uncle; Green came next, and Dufur last we walking in
Col.

Young:

:

—

middling close to each other. After we got about half the way
I seen Lane at the east door of his house standing looking at us. We said
nothing, just went on. I don't know whether the others saw Lane. After
we got pretty near the hencoop. Lane walked out toward us. Uncle put the
rifle down behind the hencoop about three feet from the corner of Lane's lot.
Lane met us then about three rods off. I had the axe in my hand; Lane said;
"I'll shoot you Jenkins, if you come in the yard."
I then hit the gate two or
three blows, and then Uncle took it out of my hands. While he was in the
act of knocking down the gate. Lane repeated: "I'll shoot you if you come
in the yard." Mr. Jenkins said: "No more of that." Just as he got it about
knocked down, Lane started for the house after the gun.
Uncle was about through when Lane came out with the gun. The gate was
nailed up very tight. Lane said again, "I'll shoot you." Uncle replied: "You
know your duty." I think Uncle had stepped aside when he said this; but I
am not positive. After he had advanced thirty feet or more, Lane drew his
gun and fired. A second after, perhaps more, Jenkins fell. I rushed up the
moment he fell. I thought he had been shot by a bullet. Uncle threw the
Indian

axe

file,

down by

the gate

fence, very near

my

when

feet.

I

in the act of going in,

on the outside

think I picked up the axe

of the

when Uncle threw

it

down, but am not certain, I was so excited. Uncle fell on his side forward,
dead in his tracks. I rushed up and put my hand on his breast. I was
standing at the gate when my uncle fell Mr. Green, I think, followed in
after him kind of on his side; but I am not so sure of that, as I was noticing
Uncle and Lane. I was the first person to reach his body after he fell. I
rolled him over on his back. His wife I think was the second person who
came up to him. Ropes came with her, or shortly after, I will not swear which.
Before Aunt came I ran for her and halloed. I saw her coming, and crying,
"Is he killed?"
I then went back to my uncle.
I tore open Uncle's shirt

—

—
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and helped to cany him home. As far as I can judge, the last moment he
showed signs of life was when I first got up to him. He appeared dead even
then. The blood was gushing out of his mouth. We carried him that is,
Ropes, Aunt, Lane's hired man named Gates, I think, and myself home,
and put him on the floor of his bedroom. A few moments after that I started
back for the pails and brought them home.
Before we started for the water, I went over with a message to Lane.
suppose it is best to let Lane know we are coming after water,"
Uncle said,
and said to me, "Henry, you had better go and tell him." I went over with
the message, and delivered it to Lane. I went to the west door, and asked his
daughter if Lane was in. She said "Yes." I said I wanted to see him a
moment. He came to the door and stepped out. I told him that Mr. Jenkins
had sent me to tell him that he was coming after water. Whereupon he
replied that he had no water for Jenkins, and that he wanted him to keep
out of his yard. I then started and went back to the house and told Uncle
what Mr- Lane had said. He replied that he had seen whole families that

—

—

way

or soinething to that effect.

Question:

Lane?

Do you know why

Answer:

Objected

your uncle sent you with that message to

I do.

to.

Mr. Coe read authorities to show his right to know why Jenkins sent that
message. It might be made a point in the defense that Jenkins had sent him
a defiance, while he wished to show that it was the opposite that Jenkins
had acted in everything in good faith.
Mr. Ewing insisted that as Mr. Jenkins was not on trial, but Lane, that
it was not to justify Jenkins, but to find the guilt (if any) of Gen. Lane
that this investigation was instituted. Any threat or declaration of Jenkins
which reached Lane is testimony. Any act of preparation on Jenkins' part
which reached Lane, showing that he did or did not intend to have water by
force is relevant, but the murder of Col. Jenkins, of which Lane could know

—

nothing,

is

utterly irrelevant.

Young maintained

the same point.
Mr. Stanton rebutted. The fact of the message having been sent
was drawn out of the cross-examination and was evidently intended
Col.

part of the defence.

Now, he
in

good

Lane

to be a

held, everything tending to explain an im-

portant fact bearing on the case was undoubtedly relevant.

show that Jenkins acted

to

faith

and as a good neighbor.

He wished to
By drawing

a supposed case (which the prosecution intend, I believe, to establish by evidence) he demonstrated the importance and relevancy of the testimony sought
to be adduced.

A

between Messrs. Ewing, Coe, Young and Stanton.
had no right to prove more
of the homicide the court had nothing to do with the motives

spirited debate ensued

Col.

Young maintained

than the facts

that the prosecution

—

of Jenkins.

Mr. Coe quoted from the statutes

of

Kansas

authorities in support of his view of the law.

Court adjourned for dinner.

territory

and referred to other
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Afternoon Session.
is that any facts and circumstances and converMr. Jenkins, deceased, immediately connected with the
message, and the sending of it to Gen; Lane, whether they ever reached him

"The judgment

of the court

sations on the part of

or not, are admissible."

The

counsel for the defence entered their objection to the ruling of the court.

Henry W. Jenkins

(recalled)
I heard Gaius Jenkins say that he had been
charged with going for water in Mr. Lane's absence.
(Another debate 'between the lawyers.)
Mr. Jenkins was in the habit of getting water from the well in Lane's enclosure ever since I came there, in December last.
Objected to by Ewing. Overruled.
Lane stood between the well and my uncle when he fired. To get there he
must have come more than fifty feet from his house. The gate broken open

by

my

formed part of

uncle,

(Objected

:

his

own

fence around his

own

house.

to.)

In the course of the discussion on this objection, the prosecution 'held that
although they did not wish to examine into the title of the house, well, or anything within the fence (and this simply because the court had ruled out such
evidence), they wished to show that the fence and gate were indisputably
Jenkins' property, and therefore he committed no offence in breaking down the
gate,

which was his absolute property two years before Lane occupied the

premises in dispute.
Col.

Young

insisted that this evidence opens the question of the title to the

land; inasmuch as such a fence was part and parcel of the estate.

Mr. Coe denied that the fence was part
that they were a fixture yet.
clusive right to
fence, he

it

The

until the case

had a perfect

it had not been proven
making them an absolute and ex-

of the claim

fact of

;

was decided. Therefore, if Jenkins built the
it, and committed no trespass in so

right to destroy

doing.

Mr. Ewing said if they were forced into this immaterial testimony, they expected to show that Lane bought these improvements from Chapman. He
owner; he had merely a
This fence was a
down and entered the other's enclosure, was

denied that the erection of an improvement was
right to compensation for

it,

if

its

the case went against him.

line fence, and whoever broke it
a trespasser, a rioter, in the eye of the law.
Mr. Stanton advanced a principle of the law, the reverse of Mr. Ewing's
proposition.
He wished to show how far there was trespass to show that
there was no trespass on the part of Jenkins. Yet, this would finally be a
minor consideration; for, even if the deceased did commit a trespass, it gave
Lane no Hght to shed his blood.

—

Mr. Coe supported this view, and said that the question of property would
any way, affect the title to the land.
After some conversational cross-fire between the lawyers, the court sustained

not, in

the objection.

Question: Who was the owner of the gate and fence spoken of in your
testimony?
Objection urged and sustained.
Lane repeated the threat of shooting Jenkins once or twice after he came
out with the gun, saying, "Jenkins, I'll shoot you." Uncle said "No more of
:

141
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that." Jenkins was walking toward the well when shot; he had no arms with
him; uncle fell just at the edge of the plowed ground; the gate was built before the ground was plowed; I measured the distance this morning; they will
be produced, accompanied by a map of the premises; the distance, to the best
of my judgment, from the gate to our house is fifty rods; around by the front
gate about forty rods further.
By Col. Young: I first learned that uncle was going after water about noon;
I heard him say so; he said his hired man's hfe had been threatened, and he
was going to defend him. He said nothing further than the message he gave
me to carry to Lane, I cannot say positively that I said to Lane that Jenkins
wanted him to be there or to wait; I might have said so, but Mr. Jenkins

never did.
Question: Did you say to Lane, immediately before Mr. Jenkins came over,
that your uncle had sent you over to tell the General that he was coming, and
that he wanted him to be there? I say positively that I did not tell Lane to
be prepared; I think I said to Lane, "General, you better wait," but my uncle

never said so, nor can I swear positively that I said so myself; Gen. Lane
asked me if I was going back? I told him I was going to the Republican
office; Gen. Lane said to me: "Go back and tell your Uncle for God's sake
not to come; the only way to get along in peace was for each to live on his
own premises;" we were not all armed on the day of Jenkins' death; I never
said so.

(Various questions, giving place, name and date, and asking him if he then
and there and to them made certain statements. No new evidence was thus
elicited.)

The
Lane

uncle never sought a quarrel with Lane; the

by Dufur.
death that Lane locked up the well.
after Jenkins

fell,

It

rifle was discharged at
was about a week before my uncle's

Adjourned.

J.

R.

Gen. Lane's Trial.

The Republican's Leavenworth correspondent, in his letter published yesLane and Jenkins case) will not be made

terday, says "the evidence (in the

This is the excuse of a lazy and unreone of the kind generally employed by the Republican.
The Democrat contained, yesterday morning, a full report of the first and
second day's of the trial, and this morning we present another installment of
public until this proceeding closes.
liable correspondent,

the proceedings.

So we

go.

:
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(Daily Missouri Democrat , St. Louis, Wednesday Morning, June 23, 1858.)

The Homicide

at Lawrence.

Fourth Day.
(Correspondence of the Missouri Democrat.)

Lawrence, Thursday, June.
A. D. Searle sworn:

was accurate.

Testified that a

map

17, 1858.

of the premises produced in

shows the various locaUties mentioned in the evidence,
and respective distances from different points.
Judge Smiths (governor under the Lecompton constitution) sworn.
By Mr. Coe: State if at any time before this homicide on the 3d of June,
you either had conversation with Lane or heard any remarks of his in relation
court,

It

their relative position

to Jenkins?

was a conversation, or whether I heard him
what I heard him say, and you can judge
of their character. I think it was the Tuesday afternoon before Col. Jenkins
was killed. I was in company with Gen. Lane and Mr. Stevens, the lawyer
(at Lecompton they call him Black Stevens).
It was near the head of the
stairs; I was standing on the platform; Lane and Stevens were a few steps
below at Lane's office in Lawrence. I will not be positive as to the day it
was in the afternoon. I think it was Tuesday. I was waiting for Christian to
come. I can't tell what they were talking about. Mr. Stevens and Gen. Lane
I

am. not able to say whether

make

use of declarations.

it

I will tell

—

were in conversation about something.

The

first

thing that attracted

my

at-

come to his
well with an axe to break off the lock, for he had locked it. He was absent
at the time he said, for Jenkins did not dare to come when he was at home;
that Mrs. Lane had taken the axe from him, and run him out of the yard. He
said that if he came into that yard for water when he was there he would kill
tention on this subject, was Gen, Lane's remark that Jenkins had

use of that expression several times. He then remarked that
was insane about that claim, I think up to this time, neither
Stevens nor myself had spoken, I then spoke and said I thought he was the
most insane man of the two that no sane man would talk about shooting another for coming to the well for water. I had made these remarks in a rather
angry and severe tone, or rather emphatically, to Lane, for he had repeated
the remark so often that I felt Uke talking in that way to him; I have no
recollection of Stevens talking at all on the subject. The only answer Lane
made, was that if Mr. Jenkins came in his yard for water again, he would
either kill him or shoot him I don't recollect which phrase he used. That is

him.

He made

Col. Jenkins

;

—

8.
For biographical sketch of Geo. W. Smith, see Kansas Historical Collections, Vol. X,
page 277. Smith was an adherent of Governor Robinson and George W. Brown, editor of the
Herald of Freedom. They had him run for the office of governor under the Lecompton conThe Kansas News, Emporia, Senator Plumb's paper, had this to say of him in
stitution.
its issue of January 30, 1858

"running away from

office.

"Old Smith," the "subterranean" candidate for governor, said, in a public speech a few
weeks ago, that "he did not want office that he left Pennsylvania and came to Kansas in
order to get rid of office!" and yet this patriotic "runaway" went into a caucus with about a
dozen individuals, some of whom were proslavery, and advocated his own nomination for the
The difference between these two asoffice of governor, under the Calhoun constitution.
It is astonishing what a number
sertions is that between "Caesar drunk and Caesar sober."
who
"came
here to get rid of office"; but what
Kansas
in
there
are
of patriotic individuals
is most astonishing is, that these very men are the first to "bargain and sell" to get office.
There is something "rotten in Denmark."

—
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may have forgotten some further conversation; that is all I
He said that if he had been there that day, he would have

I

all I recollect,

remember now.
killed

him; that

gone, Mrs.
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his family sent for him,

but when he went home, Jenkins had
his own axe. I don't think I ever

Lane having run him out with

heard Lane talk about killing Jenkins before.
Cross-examination by Col. Young: I never heard Col. Jenkins intimate anything like doing an injury to Gen. Lane, although I have been very much with
him probably more than any other man and have frequently spoken with

—

—

him about the claim

contest.

I

have heard Jenkins say that Lane had threat-

him, but he was not afraid of him.
stated to any person since the death of Gains Jenkins, that Jim
Lane was a d
d scoundrel, and that any man who defended him was a

ened to

kill

Have you

d scoundrel? A. I don't recollect my precise language; probably it was
worse than that. (Laughter.) I have never stated it in those words, I think;
I have stated that he ought to have been shot at the time; I told them once
that he was the most corrupt man I have known in my experience of thirty

d

years in public

life;

'

and in two or three conversations immediately after the
wound up by saying that any man

being angry at the murder, I may have
who would justify the murder, was a d
act,

d scoundrel.

I did

not refer to

counsel.
Col.

Young: You need not qualify; we don't care whether you include us

or not. (Laughter.)

Nor

whether you include yourself or not. (Laughter.)
All
made with reference to the murder. Otherwise I have
no personal feeling against Gen. Lane. Lane did not state in that conversation that Jenkins had grossly insulted his wife, that I recollect of.
Mr.
Stevens was one of Jenkins' lawyers in the land suit case. I did not understand that Gen. Lane was sending a message then to Jenkins through Stevens.
I have already said I did not hear their whole conversation.
Q. Did not Gen. Lane request of Mr. Stevens, in that conversation, as the
lawyer of Mr. Jenkins, to state to him Jenkins that the only way they could
live in peace was for Jenkins to remain on his own premises, and permit Lane
to stay on his, and that he wanted no difficulty with him, or words to that
effect? A. I feel very positive that he made use of no such declaration, from
the fact of another declaration that he used, which that question brings to my
recollection. He said that as soon as Jenkins' crop was ready to gather, he
(Lane) intended to take two-thirds and leave Jenkins one-third. The answer
I made to that remark was, that I thought he would have a good time of it
He was apparently addressing us both at that time.
if he attempted that.
Stevens, to the best of my recollection, did not say another word. I think I
left them together; but they may have come down stairs together.
Q. Have you not stated it publicly in the town of Lawrence, in the presence
of many persons, that if your evidence would convict Gen. Lane for the murder
of Gains Jenkins, that you would walk fifty miles to give it?
Mr. Coe objected, because persons, places, times, are not specified.
Mr. Ewing: The object is not to impeach Judge Smith if he answers no,
but to show the state of his feeling to Gen. Lane.
Witness:

I

these declarations were

—

—

Objection waived.

Judge Smith

:

I feel

very certain that

I

did not say I would walk

fifty

miles
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am opposed to capital punishment (laughand because a man like Lane would never get justice in any court of this
territory; and therefore the only way to deal with such men, if they commit
an outrageous murder, is to shoot them down at the time. I meant by getting
justice, he would be hung. I have said that the two men that shot Lane behaved very badly in not shooting better. (Laughter.)
Q. Have you not stated in the town of Lawrence that the two men who
shot at Lane at the time he killed Jenkins, ought to be hung, shot, or killed,
at one time, or one mile, because I

ter)

;

for not shooting better, or words to that effect?

A. I think I did say they
ought to be corrected don't recollect the precise words I used that it was
the only offence I knew them to be guilty of, in my opinion.
Q. Have you not stated, since the death of Jenkins, in the town of Lawrence, that you would like to put the rope around his (Lane's) neck, or to be
A. No, sir; nothing of this kind,
his executioner, or words to that effect?
either to that effect, or anything like it. I emigrated from Pennsylvania to
Kansas. I believe I was elected by the people of Kansas on January 14, 1858,
as governor of the state of Kansas.
By Mr. Coe: I understand that Mr. Stevens has gone to Ohio.
Duncan C. Allison: I am employed at Hornsby's store; Gen. Lane purchased some shot at our store a few days before Jenkins was killed there was
about half a pound; I did not weigh it; he did not state what he wanted to
do with it; he asked me if we had any powder, I told him we had none; I
believe he did go out after making that remark, but returned; he went out
when I was getting the shot; he did not pay for the shot.
Cross-examined: 1 suppose 98 shots would be an ordinary load; I know
the amount usually put for a load; I suppose Lane asked for small shot, from
the fact that I put this (duck) shot up; we had two smaller sizes; I saw Mr.
Jenkins at ten o'clock in the forenoon of his death, at our store I doi not know
Jenkins was under the influence of liquor at that time; I am not sufficiently
acquainted with the deceased to tell; he appeared to be more in earnest in
what he said than I had sometimes seen him Mr. Jenkins said something to
Mr, Homsby about the difficulty about the well with Lane; he said he had
sent his man for water, and Mr. Lane said if he came again he would shoot
him; Mr. Jenkins said he was going after water, and was going to have it, as
his family had been drinking slough water long enough he said that Lane had
threatened to shoot him, but that he was not afraid of it; that Lane was a
coward, and that he knew it, and that the d
d scoundrel had been proven
such; he said he was bound to have water, cost what it would, or something
to that amount; he appeared to be considerably in earnest as he talked this
way, more so than he generally was. Jenkins said nothing about the Chapman
house or the well, that I heard.
Chas. Duncan (store-keeper) sworn, and said that Lane got a little powder
enough for four or five charges at his store three or four days before the
day of Jenkins' death; so little that he charged him nothing for it. Witness
was in Hornsby's store when Lane asked for powder there, and went over to
his own store with the prisoner.
Sam'l F. Tappan sworn: About a week or so before the death of Jenkins, I
met Gen. Lane near this hotel (Eldridge's new hotel) going towards his home.
He asked me if I had any Sharpe's rifle caps. He had a Sharpe's rifle in his

—

—

;

;

;

;

—

—
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I told him I had not.
He asked if I knew where he could
him, probably at Mr. Kimball's. That is all I know about
Lane having firearms. He said he was taking the rifle home; said nothing

hand

at the time.
I told

get any.

about Jenkins.
Cross-examined:
Ft. Scott that I

I think it

was the day that Mrs. McDaniel came up from

met Lane. Lane did not give me

was intended to go to

to understand that the

rifle

Ft. Scott.

MISS JENKINS' TESTIMONY.
I am a sister of Gains Jenkins; have been livacquainted with the well on the placed called the
Mr. Jenkins' family had been using the water there two years

Miss Rose Jenkins sworn:
ing in his family.

Chapman
this

house.

I

am

summer.

Objected to as irrelevant to the issue. Objection overruled.
did you first hear of any objection to Jenkins using the well?
Objected to and overruled.
Mr. Stanton said that they designed to prove that there were no objections
to get water there till Lane got possession of the house, that there might be
(if the evidence sustained them) reasonable ground for the inference that Lane
intended to get up a quarrel by this course, as it was unreasonable, unjust, and
unprovoked. Such evidence might show malice, and certainly it was relevant.
Col. Young objected, as the answer could not be other than hearsay testimony. Besides he had no right to prove a negative.
An argument pro and con between counsel ensued.
Court sustained the objection.
Cross-examined: Is the Chapman house spoken of as the place where Gen.

When

Lane

lives?

Objected to as not cross-examination; overruled.
Witness Yes, sir.
The prosecution asked that the court might adjourn (it was now about supper time) in order to give them time to call another witness.
Col. Young objected; the state should be always ready. Objection over:

ruled.

Court adjourned.

The

prosecution will close tomorrow.

Only another witness

is

to be ex-

amined.

The

rulings of the court having prevented the introduction of a class of

—

—

as to the ownership of the house for instance as to how Lane got
what provocations Jenkins received, and many other facts, which, whatever may be the legal value, will have great weight in determining the public

evidence
into

it,

sense of the enormity of the offence.

Lane
excited

is

in perfect health,

10—324

—at least when he gets

and walks without trouble

—as well as he ever did.
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(Daily Missouri Democrat, St, Louis, Friday Morning, June 25, 1858.)

The Homicide

—Trial of

at Lawrence

Gen. Lane.

Fifth Day.
(Correspondence of the Missouri Democrat.)

Lawrence, June

18, 1858.

the defence.
To-day the defense has been presenting evidence

for the purpose of dis-

crediting the testimony of the witnesses for the prosecution.

Edward Munroe sworn

I saw Ray Green about half an hour after Jenkins
went up armed to Lane's house, and commenced cutting down the gate Lane came out unarmed and told them to stop they cut
the gate down and went into the enclosure; Lane then turned into his house,
and came out armed with a gun told them that if they advanced another step
he would shoot them; that Jenkins raised his axe and turned to his men and
said, "Rush on the d
d villain and kill him." Green said he then drew his
revolver and snapped twice at Lane; the third time his pistol went off and
Lane's gun went off at the same time. He said that if his pistol had not
snapped the first time he drew the trigger, Lane would not have Idlled Jenkins,
because he (Green) would have killed him first. He made no statement I
think about any message having been sent by Jenkins to Lane he stated that
the axe was in Jenkins' hand at the time of the affray.
By Stanton: I am an intimate friend of Lane's. I have talked with him
only once since Jenkins' death, since the day of the -occurrence then I heard
him telling a crowd about it. Sam'l Fry, Charley Dyer and Charles Olmstead,
I think were in the crowd to whom Green made those statements. I understood Green to say that Jenkins had the axe raised above his head at the time
he was shot he did not mention the men who went with Jenkins he said they
were all armed with Colt's revolvers and one Sharpe's rifle; he said nothing of
the distance between them when Lane fired; there was considerable excitement
against Lane with two or three men in the crowd; they were in favor of hang-

was

shot.

He

:

said they
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

ing him.
Col.

Young

objected:

This testimony was irrelevant; for Lane was not to

be tried by the crowd.
Mr. Stanton: The question is intended to show what effect these alleged
statements of Green had upon the crowd, in order to impeach the veracity of
the witness. If the statements made by them were as alleged, necessarily the
effect of it would be to produce an excitement against Lane.
Col. Young insisted that the question was as irrelevant as it would be to
ask if the Dey of Algiers was mad when the bull got into his harem.

Court sustained objection.
:
I heard Green from the beginning of his statement he was
continuing it when I left to go to Lane's.
By the Court : I have heard Lane make a statement of the case twice once
on the day of killing to a crowd; and once afterwards when I was at his house.
The last conversation took place about a week ago. I was also a friend to
Jenkins, and as intimate with him as with Lane.
Thos. J. Simmons sworn: About an hour after the death of Jenkins, Green
came to my house to borrow a waterbucket, which I gave him, at the same

By Mr. Emng

;

;
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time asking him if Jenkins was dead; he said no; I joined him on his way to
Jenkins'; he said there were three shots fired at Lane, and he beheved his shot
was the one which took effect, adding that if his pistol had gone off Lane
wouldn't have killed Jenkins; saying that they had snapped their pistols, but
they did not go off; Green didn't state the time when their pistols snapped.
By Mr. Stanton: It is not possible I may be mistaken as to what Green
said; I did not understand Green to say that if his pistol had gone off Lane
wouldn't have got into his house alive instead of he would not have killed
Jenkins. He said distinctly that it was his shot that took effect. Since the
killing of Lane, I have talked over the matter some. Green did not say who
fired, but that three shots from the party were fired at Lane.
I am equally
positive that he said then that Jenkins was not dead; perhaps my wife heard
that declaration no other person did, and no person at all heard the rest of
our conversation. I knew Jenkins was dead, for I had seen the corpse, half an
hour before, and then there was so shght a muscular motion, that he could
not survive more than a few moments.
ScROGGS Stewart sworn: I have had a conversation with young Jenkins
since the death of his uncle. He said that his uncle. Green, Dufur, and himself, went to Lane's for water; that he carried the axe, Green the revolver,
and his uncle the Sharpe's rifle. He said they were all armed but him, and
he had an axe.
By Mr. Stanton: I am positive about my statements; positive that young
Jenkins said that his uncle marched in with the axe in his hand. This conversation took place between a half and one-quarter of an hour after Jenkins
was shot; there were five or six men there. I think that Mr. McClough was
one of them, but am not positive; I do not recollect the names of any of

—

the others.

As his testimony sustained the evidence of young
J. H. Emory sworn:
Jenkins and did not impeach any other, and contained no new fact, I omit it.
A. J. McClough sworn: I know H. W. Jenkins by sight; heard him reply
to questions put to him on the day of the affray. He said his uncle loaded

He said his uncle had the
it in his pocket before he started.
axe when he was shot. I do not recollect him saying that all were armed.
Cross-examined : This was about three-quarters of an hour after the affray
after Jenkins' body had been carried to his house. Do not know whether
a pistol and put

—

young Jenkins went over with the corpse to his father's house and then returned; think I saw him come through the gate a few moments before from
I don't know who asked the question
remember only one man in the crowd that

the direction of his uncle's house.
to which Jenkins replied.

heard these statements

I

— Francis

Simmons.

I

asked no questions.

I

am

very certain that Mr. Jenkins, Jr., said that his uncle (not himself) put the
Neither the pistol nor axe were on the ground when I
pistol in his pocket.
got there to my knowledge. I have not directly talked with Lane about this
I have been at his house and heard him make statements about it,
affair.
but I have had no direct personal conversation with him about it. I cannot
specify the number of times I have heard Lane make statements about the
affair,

but several times.

By Mr. Emery:

I saw the corpse of Jenkins, I conjecture, within half an
hour after his death. I observed the countenance there was a strong expression on it; it seemed to be a settled frown. I could not say whether it

—
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The impression on my mind was

cated passion, but I would not like to s^y positive about

By Gov. Stanton: I did not see Henry
know him then; I knew him afterwards on

its

that

it

indi-

expression.

Jenkins at the time; I did not
Lane's premises^ he was pointed

nephew of deceased.
ToTTEN sworn: Know Green; heard him say on the day

out as a

A.

J.

talking about

it,

that he did not

know whether he (Green)

hit

of the affray,

Lane or not;

that he fired twice and snapped once;

if he didn't hit him, he said, he intended
he hadn't, he would do it, as he would make it a dear shooting to
him; I heard him say, when Lane fired he was walking backwards, I saw the
body of Jenkins about half an hour after death; the expression appeared to
be a wild, ferocious countenance; (!) I went directly from Jenkins' house to
Lane's; that was the first time I went to Lane's house; since then I have
had no conversation with Lane, but I have heard him make statements and
portions of statements, several times since, in relation to the circumstances
that had taken place; I don't remember who were present when Green made
those statements; there were probably twenty or upwards present when he
did so; he even addressed to the crowd; Mr. McClough and Mr. Munroe,
were there there were a great many men knew but do not now recollect their
names; these two men are not particular acquaintances of mine.
R. B. Nichols sworn: I occupied the house known as the Chapman house,
where Lane now lives; I went into it March 24 and left it May 24; Lane
gave me possession of it; I paid him the rent for it; he boarded with me
when in town; he had books and some furniture in the house when I went
in it, and they were there when I lift; Lane's family came in before I left;
they have occupied the house since; I have heard Gaius Jenkins make threats
against Lane; on March 25 (day after I came in) Mr. Jenkins came up in
his buggy and said to me, ''Nichols, if you prove true to me you will never
lose anything by it." Then he stated, "If I can catch Jim Lane on this claim
We had no more
I'll take him by the cuff of the neck and put him off."
talk about it till about a week before I was going to leave. I told him so.

to; but

if

;

f

;

He

said, "I want you to get Lane off before you leave." I told him I couldn't
do it I had no right to do it. Jenkins appeared quite angry. He said, "If
you go off and leave Lane there I will have him out, dead or alive." That
was about the end of our conversation. I did not tell Lane the last threat
until Jenkins was killed. The day before I left the house I told him I did
not believe it would be safe for him to remain on the claim alone he would

—

—

be

killed.

(Legal sparring for half an hour.)
That part of Mr. Nichols' evidence which was not communicated to Gen.
Lane was ordered to be struck out.
Witness: I told Lane the substance of these threats.
State whether you told Lane that Jenkins had threatened,
Cross-examined
Answer: I did
if he remained on the claim, to have him off, dead or alive?
communicate the substance. I told him pretty nearly in the same words. I
don't know as I could give the words I used in telling him.
Question: What did you mean by testifying on your direct examination
that you did not tell that threat to Lane until after Jenkins was killed?
:

Legal squabbling.

;
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Answer: I don't know what you're trying to get
There seems to be something I can't understand.
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(Embarrassed.)

at.

(Legal sparring again.)

Answer: I meant what I said. I have no recollection of saying in the
streets of Lawrence that I, did not tell Lane the threat of Jenkins until after
he was dead. I don't remember saying anything of it to Mr. Coe, I took
a written lease of the house I lived in (where Lane now lives) from Jenkins.
Mr. Coe desired to read the lease alluded to. Objected to.
Court adjourned.

(Daily Missouri Democrat, St. Louis, Saturday morning, June 26, 1858.)

The Homicide

at

Lawrence

—Trial of Gen. Lane.

Sixth Day.
(Correspondence of the Missouri Democrat.)

Lawrence, Saturday, June 19, 1858.
by Jenkins to
Nichols (the last tenant of the Chapman house, in the yard of which the homicide occurred). It was read. It requires the monthly payment in advance of

The

court decided that they would admit the lease granted

$20 per month for the house, reserving the right to use the well.
Witness: Is there nothing in the lease which was not in when it was signed?
Mr. Coe replied: Not to my knowledge.

You have got the number of the range, township, secand portion of the section, which were not in when I signed it.
Mr. Coe remarked that he made the lease, and that he desired to be sworn

Witness to Mr. Coe

:

tion

on the subject.
Witness resumes: Have no recollection of Mr. Jenkins saying that he knew
the expression was wrong, when I expressed that opinion to him in reference to
his declaration, that he would have Lane off the claim, dead or alive don't remember replying to the threat at all. (Witness said yesterday that he did
reply.)
Don't remember saying to you (Mr. Coe) that Jenkins admitted the
I left the house because it was to my interest, not from
expression was wrong
inducements or bad treatment of Gen. Lane.
By Mr. Ewing: State what induced you to enter into the lease with
;

:

Jenkins, or the attendant circumstances.

Witness:

Next morning

after I

had moved

in part of

my

furniture on the

previous night, Mr. Jenkins called on me, and said he understood I was going
into one of his houses; told

him

I

was not aware

it

was

his house.

''Well,"

move into that house without leasing it of me." Told him
I had already moved into the house; he appeared very much excited, and
asked who gave me a permit to move in I replied that I had leased the house
of Gen. Lane; he said that I couldn't move any more of my furniture in unsaid he, ''you can't

;

him; he said if I went any further, he would prosecute me
out of the house; he then said I had better consult Wm. Hutchin-

less I leased it of

and put

me

son (Lane's attorney) about the matter; I did go to Hutchinson's

office;

he

was not in. Mr. Clark was there; he told me that I had better enter into an
agreement with Jenkins, so as to avoid a fuss with him I accordingly did so
there was a conditional bargain with me and Jenkins before the lease was
signed; after that there was a verbal agreement between Jenkins and me, that
;

:
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the claim contest was to be settled before I paid the rent; I did not

tell Gen.
from Jenkins; can't say that I was requested to keep the matter a secret from Lane; the gate in the rear of the
house was made one day when Lane was at Lecompton, some time. in April,
while I was still residing there.

Lane

of the existence of this lease

Who

Question:

built that fence?

and objection overruled.
Answer: Don't know. (Laughter.) I objected (laughter) to the lease enjoining payment in advance, but said that he and Mr. Jenkins had an understanding about that. I remember, continued the witness, that the reservation
of the use of the well was made at Mr. Jenkins' special request, in Mr. Coe's
office I paid the rent to Gen. Lane paid partly in board and partly in money.
Objected

to,

;

;

In the course of a legal sparring match, after this question, Col. Young said
the procurement of this lease was the most outrageous fraud ever perpetrated.
Gov. Stanton replied, and after a statement of the case he added: "Certainly,
therefore, the words of Col. Young are not critically correct, however correct
they may be in point of good taste."
Col. Young spoke of this lease as a parenthesis between Coe and Jenkins!
I omitted j^esterday to send you the evidence of Jim Walker, the previous
tenant of the house. As it will have, or is calculated to have, an important
bearing in favor of Lane, I will now supply the omission. I was forced to leave
it out before to save the mail

TESTIMONY OF

Know

JAS. F. W^\LKER.

and know Gen. Lane; heard Jenkins make threats
against Gen. Lane during the claim trial at Lecompton; this was say about
four weeks ago, in front of the Collamore buildings in Lawrence he said that
if Lane got the claim, he never should occupy it; this statement was made
Col. Jenkins,

;

while conversing about the claim

trial

;

he also stated that as soon as the

trial

would put Lane out of the house; have heard him say on several
occasions that he ought to kill Lane; never heard him say that he would kill
him I lived in the house known as the Chapman house since November, 1857,
till the present spring; there was not then an abundant supply of water in the
well; therefore, I had on several occasions to stop the neighbors from getting
water at the well; I occasionally stopped them for a day or two, and four times
for a week I stopped Mr. Jenkins' family with the rest I rented the house of
Gen. Lane; the General made his home with me all the time I was there there

was

over, he

;

;

;

;

is

a picket fence about the house enclosing the well.

Cross-examined Did not take a lease of the house from S. N. Wood; rented
from no one but Lane never said I got the rent all winter for nothing have
stated that S. N. Wood asked me for the rent several times; also said that I
would not pay Wood; that I would pay the man from whom I got it. Gen.
Lane; I now say that I have paid Gen. Lane; I know that Mr. Nichols leased
the house of Gen. Lane.
:

it

;

;

TESTIMONY OF S.\MUEL WALKER.

Samuel Walker,

the sheriff of Douglas county, being sworn, deposed as fol-

Knew Gaius Jenkins, now deceased; saw him on the day he was shot,
about one hour before the occurrence; thought he was in liquor; saw him
drinking twice that forenoon; don't know positively, however, that he was
drinking liquor; was the first who an'ived at Lane's house after the occuiTence;
lows:
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found him tying up his wounded leg with a handkerchief; told him at once
that he would have to consider himself under arrest; asked him the whereabouts of the men who shot him, he said they had gone over to Jenkins'
house; went over and found three men at Jenkins' stable, and asked who was
with Jenkins when he was shot. A tall man, with a black moustache, whose
name I did not then know, said he was he said that if his pistol had gone off
Lane would not have killed Jenkins; I then said "That puts another face on
the whole affair"; and that he, too, must consider himself under arrest. I
asked what they went there for with pistols he said "By God, we went there
for a fight, if we couldn't get the water." Asked if Lane did not tell them not
to come into the yard; they said that he did, in reply to my question, but
they did not think Lane would shoot that they thought he would back down,
as there were four of them. That was all that was said. I had not a writ then,
but they said they would not leave a writ was subsequently issued, and given
to a constable to serve; have since ascertained that the name of the tall man
;

;

:

—

;

is

Greene.

Cross-examined: Think it was the next to the smallest of the three (Dufur)
said they ought to have shot Lane in the head instead of the leg I used
the word "pistols," not "pistol," when I asked what they went over for; they
said that they all went armed; am not sure whether one said for the whole,
or each separately; but am sure that the young man who wished that he had
shot Lane in the head instead of the leg, did not use the third person, but the

who

;

he himself had shot Lane.
Don't know that I ever communicated any
threats I may have heard from Jenkins to Lane; do not think that I did so,
as I was friendly to both, and my object was to pacify, not to embitter their
f eehngs did hear certain abusive language both from Lane and Jenkins toward
each other, frequently both, at Lecompton and elsewhere.
first

person singular, as

if

Direct examination resumed:

;

TESTIMONY OF BEN J.

F.

GATES.

Know

General Lane, and knew Mr. Jenkins by sight; was within sight of
the affray on the 3d of June, between Gen. Lane and Mr. Jenkins was on the
south side of the yard, close to the fence, about seventy-five feet from General Lane, and ninety or ninety-five from Jenkins; first saw Mr. Jenkins coming from his house; there were three persons with him; they came in single
file to the gate; Jenkins was ahead; he carried something on his "shoulder; first
saw Lane coming from the house I was at work near by Jenkins and his party
;

;

;

were on the opposite side of his fence; he had an axe in his hand; Lane told
him not to come into his lot; to remain on his premises; and to permit him
(Lane) to stay on his; Jenkins replied that he would cut his fence down, and
him, too, if he didn't get out of the way Jenkins then commenced cutting the
fence down; it was a picket fence; there had been a gate there, but it was
fastened very strong; he cut and pulled the fence down; meantime Lane had
returned to the house, and come back; Jenkins came through the gate, telling
him to come on; Lane met him and told him not to advance; Jenkins made
some reply; don't remember what; he still advanced towards Lane; he had
his axe drawn up, his men on the right Lane again told him to stop Jenkins
kept in his course; Lane retreated towards his door and took up his gun; Lane
told Jenkins to stop; in the meantime there were three reports; Lane took
down his gun, stepped back two or three steps, motioned with his hand for
;

;

;
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Jenkins not to come, not to advance another step Lane again told him that
he would shoot if he came any further; Jenkins replied to him to shoot and
be d
d. Lane drew his gun up and took sight on him; immediately before
he fired Lane received the shot of one of the party; Lane fired his gun and
received three shots from Jenkins' party; I heard three reports before Lane
fired; Lane fired and turned toward his door; Jenkins' party fell back; Jenkins
went onto his face. Two of Jenkins' men went into the field, two remained
in the lot; know the names of two only Young Jenkins and Green; it was
Green who went through the gate; they were all armed; three of them had
revolvers; two fell back to the fence when Jenkins fell; Green fired a gun;
don't know where he got it; he had a pistol in the lot; Mr. Jenkins had his
axe in his hand when he was shot; Gen. Lane stepped back after he had taken
sight before he fired ^stepped towards his door and after the two reports.
Jenkins and two men were pursuing Lane when he fell back; Jenkins was in
advance of his party when Lane fired. The axe was four feet from Jenkins
when I went up to him.
(I now omit all that part of his evidence which does not conflict with the
;

—

—

—

statements of the prosecution.)
Jenkins appeared to be in a rage when he left the gate; he walked quite
saying something about having Lane out of that; that he had waked up
the wrong passenger; I knew of a messenger from Jenkins to Lane; it was

fast,

young Jenkins; who came; he said that Jenkins was coming over and wanted
him (Lane) to be there; Lane persuaded him to go back and tell Jenkins,
'Tor God Almighty's sake not to come"; the gate had been cut down several
times previous to this four times; the last time on the morning of the homi-

—

cide.

(Witness then proceeded to detail the circumstances of the previous visits
and his men to the premises for water, varying in no^ particular
from the statements of former witnesses, except in regard to one occasion,
of Jenkins

when Mrs. Lane took the axe from

hand which he had picked up to
him to come when Mr. Lane was at
home and that he was noi gentleman to come in his absence, whereupon Jenkins desisted and said he would come when Lane was present.)
Witness proceeded
I was engaged in fixing the fence near Mr. Nute's
break

off

Jenkins'

the lock of the well, telling

;

:

the time of the shooting; this

stile at

is

south, a

little

west, of the house;

saw no firearms; but at the fourth, fifth and sixth,
I saw revolvers in the hands of three; I have been in the employ of Gen.
Lane for the last two or three weeks, making garden, repairing fence, etc.;
the well was first locked eight days before this affair occurred; Lane's family
had to go to the neighbors occasionally for water themselves, it being low
at the first three reports; I

in the well.

Witness resumed:

Two

of the reports, the

first,

I took

merely for ex-

plosion of caps; the third sounded like the discharge of a revolver; I stated

that the time of the affray was the fourth time that the gate was broken

down.

The

Monday.
week has already been consumed in the investigation of this
homicide. Twenty witnesses have been examined. Of this number, two one
a physician affirmed the fact of death. Two the nephew of deceased and
court adjourned until 8 a. m.

Note

—A

—

—

—
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Lane did not make
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of

it.
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Two

testified that

when he bought the powder and shot. Three
testimony. One swore that a week before Lane threat-

threats

others gave irrelevant
ened to kill Gains Jenkins.

Seven other witnesses have sworn that the wit-

nesses for the prosecution gave accounts of the affray different essentially

from their statements under oath. Two others testify that Lane had rented
them the house, near which the affray occurred. The last is an eye-witness,
now in the employment of Lane, who gives an account of the affray differing
from the evidence

Of the seven, one or two, it is said,
own sworn testimony, and

of the prosecution.

are not credible under oath; one contradicted his

the other

may

possibly have misconstrued th6 language of the witnesses for

the prosecution.

The prosecution say that they
That remains

for the defendant.

break the testimony of the witnesses
They say, also, that they will
perjury that he has been taught a lesson

will

to be seen.

prove Gates to be guilty of willful
which he is repeating under oath.
Lane is a cold-blooded murderer!
plause!

''silent

gain.

By

Lane

is

a brave

man and

much are the people of Lawrence divided
case. The boys stand up for him, but he has

Just so

nature of the
the

—

masses'^ which (even

His prestige

is

broken

if

deserves ap-

in opinion in the
lost

a power over

the act were laudable) he never can re-

—his sceptre departed.

by the common

Lane certainly is guilty of a
be impossible to say whether
or not by the code and customs of squatter life he was not fully justified in
slaying his antagonist. It would be unjust to try him by a higher standard.
the Christian code,

crime; but until the testimony

is

closed

it

law.
will

Seventh Day.
(Correspondence of the Missouri Democrat.)

Lawrence, Tuesday a. m., June 22.
have mislaid the full notes of the evidence yesterday in the "case of
James Henry Lane, charged with the murder of Gaius Jenkins," and therefore cannot send you a report of the testimony.
The points estabhshed,
however, were more favorable to the prisoner than counsel hereto have been
I

able to show.

Mr. Gates was cross-examined; contradicted his own testimony in various
but not so essentially as to invalidate his entire evidence. He
said that he heard three reports before Lane fired; the two first were sounds
of caps exploding; he stated, however, that he did probably say, on the day
of the homicide, that Lane fired first, as he was confused and excited at the
particularsi,

time.

Mrs. Mandale stated that she was at the door of her own house, within
view of Lane's lot, when the homicide was committed. She partially corroborated the testimony of Gates as far as related to the actions of the
parties, for she was too far distant to hear any talk or altercation between
them. She said that she had heard three pistol shots before Lane fired,
all equally loud; seen the smoke arising from his and their firearms; and said
that in all seven shots were discharged six of them at the prisoner. As it
would be impossible to hear the -sound of an exploding cap at the distant
point she occupied; and. as she insisted that Lane never stirred from the

—

.
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position he took in coming out of his house, she thus corroborated Gates in

two important

points.

Mrs. Brown (her mother) corroborated her testimony. She was sitting
in the house of Mrs. Mandale at the time, but heard the same reports, in the
same or nearly the same order that her daughter described.
This testimony will probably close to-day (Tuesday)

(Daily Missouri Democrat, St. Louis, Tuesday Morning, June 29, 1858.)

The Homicide

at Lawrence.

Eighth Day.
(Correspondence of the Missouri Democrat.)

Lawrence, June

22, 1858.

Benj. F. Gates was recalled, and identified the shotgun with which Lane

—a single-barreled fowling-piece.

killed Jenkins

Thos. Guest sworn:

Live in West Lawrence, in the vicinity of Lane's
my yard; it has furnished an abundant
supply of water this spring; I dug the well in September last; Jenkins must
have known that I had the well; all the neighbors do, and his family have
house; there

is

a well of water in

been getting water there since the

affray.

M3" house

is

said to be in the

same

quarter section with Lane's.

boy

went over to Lane's yard
an hour after it;
I didn't see the axe till Henry Jenkins carried it away, he took it from the
edge of the grass just off the plowed ground; it was in the west part of Gen.
Lane's yard; it was where Jenkins' body lay; his body was not there then, but
I saw the blood, and they said it lay there; it was kind of northwest from
the blood; think the axe might have been four or five feet from where the
body was; Henry Jenkins took the axe over to his uncle's house.
Cross-examined by Stanton: Do you know the obhgations of an oath?
Witness I suppose it is to tell the truth. I was looking in that direction when
Henrj^ Jenkins picked up the axe I was over in town when I heard of the occurrence; I saw that men were running; I asked them what the matter was,
and they said Lane had shot Jenkins I am positive about the position of the
axe; the blood was on the plowed ground, just on the edge of the grass; there
might have been some on the grass.
A. H. Mallory sworn: I knew Gains Jenkins; I had a conversation with
him a week before his death in front of the Morrow house. It commenced in
this way he said he wanted some water out of that well that Lane had acted
ugly about it; that he (Jenkins) had smashed down the gate; that Lane nailed
it up, and he then smashed it open again; that he would have water there at
all hazards, let the consequences be what they may
I told him I would advise
him, for one, to avoid an altercation with Old Lane, as it would not be long
before the case would be settled, and I would not want to get into a fight with
him; I advised him to bear with it a little longer; he said he had borne with
it long enough, and he would be d
d if he would not have water there if it
cost him his existence. Jenkins and I were on the most intimate of friendly
Frederick Nichols

(a

of fifteen) sworn:

I

shortly after the death of Jenkins; should think almost half

:

;

;

;

;

;

terms.

—
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as his testi-

mony was irrelevant. He would move that it be stricken out. No threats
made by Jenkins were evidence unless communicated to Lane before the
homicide.
Col.

Young

tween the

said the evidence was intended to prove the state of feeling be-

parties.

Col. Young said that he
he got his legal learning by absorption by sleeping on them; but he would produce as many authorities as the gentleman on
the other side. If he did not, he said, he would do like the girl, "gi'em in."
Edward E. Ropes sworn: I was in the house of Mr. Nute, about 40 or 50
yards from Lane's house, at the time of the affray which terminated in the
death of Mr. Jenkins. I was sitting reading, and I heard a hammering. I
looked out of the west window; saw nothing; I read a few minutes more; it
stopped raining, and I got up to go to work; got to the north window and

Argument waived

did not

now

till

the counsel got ''the books."

read law books

—

;

heard a confused talking; heard a voice that I thought to be Jenkins' say,
"You know your duty." I then heard a shot; I then heard a groan; I looked
out of the window and saw Gen. Lane going towards his house; he had a
light shotgun or musket in his right hand at a trail; he was looking round
rather behind; he looked grave, serious; he was walking very slow the first
half of the distance; he got about half to the house from the place where I
first saw him, and he started up a little quicker; and passed out of my sight
on the furthest side of the house from where I was. From the time I first
saw him to the time he passed out of my sight I heard two shots fired; it is
possible there might have been three, but I did not think there were. I ran
into Lane's yard; saw Jenkins lying on his face; went up to him and raised
his head up a little to see where he was shot his mouth and nose were bloody,
but I saw no bullet hole; I asked, I think it was Gates, to help me to roll him
over; think Henry Jenkins was there; I tried to get them to carry him over
to his house; Henry Jenkins told me to wait for his grandfather, who he said
was a doctor. I told them Mr. Jenkins was past doctoring; finally we succeeded in getting them to take him to his house ^took him over.
Heard only one shot fired before I saw Lane walking to the house.
;

—

Am

quite certain there was not more.

not tell certainly that the first shot
was not a pistol; but if anybody had asked me I would have said a gun; the
two others sounded like pistol shots; Gates and I went for water at Mrs.
Jenkins' request; Gates went to the west door of Lane's house to get water;
I could

seemed locked; he did not get in; I got water from Nute's before he
all.
Saw no arms on or near the body of Jenkins; there might
have been weapons in his pockets but I saw no signs of any.
(Mr. Stanton wished to ask Mr. Ropes whether Gates did not say to him
that Lane fired first; but objection was made; inasmuch as Gates in his testimony did not deny the fact.)
Cross-examined: I don't recollect seeing an axe on the grass till I got back
from Jenkins; saw it then; should think it was six or eight feet from his boots;
it might be a little more.
Don't remember saying to Mr. Hill that I was not

but

it

got any at

;

able to say who fired first. I don't know now, for I did not see the fire, although I feel certain of it in my own mind. Don't recollect saying to Leggett
that Lane did not fire first; perhaps I said I heard so; did not state so from

my own

knowledge.

—
:
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Question: Did you not say to Leggett, in reply to a suggestion that Lane
should be hanged, "Why should he be hung? They fired on him first, and were
chasing him with an axe?" A. Have no recollection of saying so.
Q.

Do you

think that you did or did not say so? A. I think I did not.
some of the boys reading the Republican extra, but do not re-

I have heard

member whether

I have had no converMr. Nute's house is beyards from the place where I saw Gen. Lane first,

Green's evidence was read or not,

sation with Green or Jenkins about their testimony.

tween forty and

The

I guess.

forty-five

expression in Lane's face, appeared to

me

to be deep thought at

that time.
Q.

—did

it

seemed to be action;

I

After they fired at him, what was the expression of his face

change

A.

it?

Well, the

did not see his face.

The reason

I

expression

of

his

legs

(Laughter.)

took Gates with

me

One of
know what Gates would

to Collamer's office, was this:

the lawyers for the prosecution said he would like to
testify.

Col.

Yoimg

Witness

(in ecstacy)

How do

:

you

:

Ah!

that's it; that's

what we want to bring

out.

feel ?

None of your business, sir, how I feel; I feel happy.
you take to drink? (Laughter confusion.)
Col. Young: Oh, let the boy go on; he's a pest.
Witness: Aye, you see when two red heads get together, they work
Col.

Young

miracles,

(angrily)

What

Witness:

(Roars

:

—

will

of

laughter.)

Col.

Young

whiskers as the cause of his impulsiveness,

whiskers led

me away; now

I

constantly refers to

as, ''I

admit

speak just as I think

I

—I'm

his

was wrong, but

red

my

red headed,"

Witness resumed: One of the lawyers for the prosecution, said he would
know what Gates would testify, and I thought that as I had told Mr.
Ewing all that I would testify (laughter), and he knew what Gates' evidence
was, it would be no more than fair to treat both sides alike, and let them
know what Gates would testify. (Roars of laughter.)
By Mr. Stanton: I could not see the gate when I heard the pounding
there was a stable, fence, etc., between us. The same stable intercepted my
view from the north window. The north window (the one I saw Lane from)
was open. The groan I heard was something between a yawn and a groan
of pain rather a long groan. I said that while I did not know but that the
first shot might have been a pistol, I do not think so.
I did not see it fired.
Rev. Mr. Nute sworn: I do not think I heard all the conversation that
passed on the 27th of May last, between Col. Jenkins and Gen. Lane. I was
out to my horse in the stable, not far from sunset. The north end of my
stable is open. I had just stepped into it when I saw Mr. Jenkins coming
through, the gate between his field and Gen. Lane's garden. I knew that the
bucket had been taken ofT that day, and thought at once that Mr. Jenkins
would not be able to get any water. Lane told me himself that he had taken
the bucket off the well. Knowing the circumstances, I look to see what Lane
would do. As Mr. Jenkins came up to the well, just before he reached it, the
lady whom I took to be Mrs. Lane came out and met him. I think then I
went to get some com for my horses. As I stepped into the stall again I
heard this lady saying, "We think, or have concluded, that there is not water
enough here in the well for more than our own family." Mr. Jenkins replied

like to

—
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"Well, I can't help that," and added, '1 claim a right to get water out of this
The reply of the lady I did not hear. I think the lady then asked

well."

"Why, I claim this well is mine," and
mine, too." I heard a few words afterwards
from the lady. She seemed to be remonstrating with him. I think she said,
"We have not troubled you; we have not been to the house near you." After
this I heard Mr. Jenkins say, "I shall break into the well," at the same time
a question.

Mr. Jenkins then

then, "I claim that the house

replied,

is

wood pile in the rear of the house, picked up the axe, and
came back to the well, raised the axe as though he were going to strike the
well down; upon which Mrs. Lane said, "Not with our axe though," upon
which Mr. Jenkins threw the axe back to the woodpile, and turned to a
young man who was with him and said: "Go and borrow an axe." I went
back into the house. About five minutes after I saw him return with an axe.
Mr. Jenkins:, after a few moments' talk with the lady, gave it back again.
Mrs. Lane seemed to say something to him which induced him to do it. They
then returned as he came. Saw Benj, F. Gates there; he left at an early stage
of the transaction, towards town. I saw the body of Jenkins after death. Its
expression struck me as very natural and tranquil, like one asleep, an exstepping to the

pression of rest.

Cross-examined by Evjing: I saw the body of Jenkins between 4 and 5
on the day of the homicide. The body had been lain out. I saw
Mr. Jenkins before he got to the fence before the altercation with Mrs. Lane.
If the gate was off its hinges he might have got in easily, at least he got in
without delay.
o'clock

Ninth Day.
(Correspondence of the Missouri Democrat.)

Lawrence, June

23, 1858.

TESTIMONY OF HENRY DUFUR.

any of the testimony of Ray Green while he was on the
came near the court the other day at the request of an officer; I was
present on the occasion of the death of Mr. Jenkins.
Gov. Stanton: State who else was present on the occasion.
Objected to, because the prosecution cannot return to the res gestce, and
I did not hear

stand; he

because the effect

is

to repeat the testimony for the prosecution, already

present.

The court overruled the objection, because the question in their opinion,
bore upon the subject of the defense.
Witness resumed: There were four of us Gains Jenkins, Henry Jenkins,
Ray Green and myself; I entered the yard first after Mr. Jenkins was shot;

—

when

hencoop, two or three steps from the
had no arms whatever; there were but three shots fired; Lane fired
first. Green next, and myself last.
Question: Was there any attempt to fire beside this?
Objected to by Col. Young as a leading question. The objection was withthis occurred, I stood near the

fence; I

drawn.
Witness resumed: There was no other attempt to fire; I know nothing of
any explosion of caps; I heard nothing of the sort at any time; Henry Jenkins
had no more arms than the axe which he carried to the gate; I did not see
Henry Jenkins do anything but carry the axe to the gate; when Lane fired

;
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was standing at the hencoop; when we got there, Lane appeared to be
walking about in the yard; Mr, Jenkins went to breaking down the gate;
Lane said: "Mr. Jenkins, don't you come into this yard," or words to that
effect; Gen. Lane, after raising the gun, pulled the trigger; I did not see him
move his hand after raising the gun; he raised the gun once; prior to discharging his gun, Lane assumed a position between the well and the house, a
little to the west; the axe was used by Mr. J. in breaking the gate down; I
did not see the axe any more that day; I cannot state whether Mr. J. carried
anything with him into the yard Mr. Jenkins, after entering the yard, walked
along the path leading to the house and to the well; I fired at Lane; I used
the Sharpe's rifle which Mr. Jenkins had left at the fence; this was after Mr.
Jenkins was shot; I tried to fire at Mr. Lane; can't say whether I hit him; I
did not see the ball go; I did not take good aim; I just hfted it up and fired;
Lane was going towards his house at the time after he fired Lane went back
into his house; I recollect seeing Mr. Gates, trying to get into Lane's house,
but could not get in, as the door was fastened from some cause; in the meantime Mr. Ropes brought a pitcher of water from Mr. Nute's house; I think I
noticed Mr. Green go into the yard; he followed Mr. Jenkins; from my
own knowledge Green had a revolver; it was in his hands when he left
I

;

;

Jenkins' house; I don't

(Green)

fire;

know where he

got

it;

I heard,

the reason why, was, that as soon as

but did not see him
fired, I stepped

Lane

rifle, and then it was [that] Green fired; all I recollect of Lane's
language to Jenkins, was, "Don't you come into the yard"; I was present on the
occasion when a slight altercation occurred at the well between Mr. Jenkins

back to get the

and Mrs. Lane; she accused him

of

coming

in

Mr. Lane's absence; he said

Lane nor nobody else, any time or anywhere
on that occasion we found a box over the well; Mr. J. said, "Let's upset the
box"; Mrs. Lane then came out and requested him as a gentleman to wait
until Mr. Lane came home; she accused him of coming in Mr. Lane's absence;
then it was Mr. Jenkins said he wasn't afraid, etc.; Mr. J. also said he did not
know what right she had to talk in that house; Mrs. Lane retorted that she
didn't know what right he had to the other house; Mr. J. said the house cost
him more money than any he had ever built; Mr. J, picked up the axe as
though to break the lock on the well; Mrs. Lane took hold of the axe and
said he must not use her axe, and requested him again as a gentleman to
wait until Mr. Lane came home; Mr. J. said to me, "Go to Mr. Nute's and
get the axe"; I did so; then said to Uncle, "Perhaps you had better wait till
Mr. Lane returns"; he said, "Well"; I then took the axe back and then we
that he was not afraid of Mr.

went home.
Recess until

2p.m.

At the time of the altercation referred to, Mrs. Lane said
Mr. Jenkins, "You are no gentleman;" said Mr. J., "If you speak in that
way you are no lady;" I recollect no threats made by any party present; I
remember seeing Mr. Gates come up a minute before we left the well.
Cross-examined: I lived with Mr. Jenkins at the time of the affray; I am
a nephew of his ^his sister's son; I have resided at the house of his widow
since the affray; Ray Green and Henry Jenkins have also resided there since
that time; I have had no conversation with Ray Green and Henry Jenkins
concerning the testimony to be given in the case I saw Gains Jenkins on the
day of his death loading arms; can't say whether it was the pistol or the
Witness resumed

:

to

—

;
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me

to go with Mr. Jenkins to Lane's
Seeing a revolver in Green's hand,
and a rifle in Uncle's, I thought something was going on, and so went with
them; Green carried the water buckets; I can't say whether they were set
rifle

he was loading; nobody requested

that day; I went merely as a spectator.

down by
pick the

the fence or carried into the yard; I was in a position where I could
up in a moment by taking a step or two; I did pick it up and

rifle

fire; I had but to take a step to pick up the rifle; can't say positively that
was at Lane's on the 25th with Green; I was there one time with Green
when Lane was also there; Lane said: "Mr. Green, if you want water you
must come around by the other gate;" I went for water again; I did not go
around; I went the same way as before, by the rear gate; I did inform Mr. J.
of what Lane said I believe the gate was broken down the night of the day on
which the altercation occurred between Mr. J. and Mrs. Lane when I told Mr.
"Go and get water
J. of Lane's remark about going round, Mr. J. said to me
just as you have been getting it;" I was present when Green was arrested by
Sheriff Walker; I did not inform the officer that when I went to Lane's that
day I was armed; Mr. J. did not to my knowledge tell Mrs. Lane that day
of the dispute between them, that he intended and was determined to have
her out of that house; after firing I threw the rifle down; Mr. Green I
think took the rifle back; I am 22 years of age; I have been residing with
Mr. Jenkins since the 16th of last April; I came here from Baltimore, Md.;
my Uncle did not send for me; I had no conversation with uncle the day of
the affray; did not hear him converse with others about going over; I have
read all of the testimony that has been printed concerning this examination,
including that of Green, and also of Henry Jenkins; this was after I heard
the order of the court not to converse with any one respecting the testimony.
By request of Gov. Stanton, an incidental remark of witness that he did
not take a position beside the rifle with the intention of using it, was entered on the record.

did
I

;

;

:

(Daily Missouri Democrat, St. Louis, Saturday Morning, July

The Homicide

1858.)

3,

at Lawrence,

trial of general lane.

Tenth Day.
The evidence
for the defence.

Lawrence, Tuesday, June 24.
morning was for the purpose of rebutting the testimony
is the second day's trial, and will in all probability be fol-

this

It

lowed by other evidence for the defence.
J. F. Griswold, M. D., sworn: I saw the corpse of Jenkins; the expression
on the face appeared natural assisted in laying out the corpse there were no
firearms on his body or concealed in his clothing.
George Ford, recalled, sworn: Don't know where I was when the affray
occurred between Lane and Jenkins I was on my way from dinner about one
o'clock near Mr. Sunder's when I heard three shots in quick succession in the
;

;

;

;

direction of Lane's house; I assisted in laying out the

body

of Jenkins; the

expression was serene and placid.

Cross-examined : When I heard this firing I was in a northwest direction
from Mr. Guest's house, perhaps a quarter of a mile distant Guest's house was
;
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from Gen. Lane's house to where I was; I cannot say
can fire a pistol as fast as I heard the reports; never fired a
pistol in my life never saw a revolver fired the first shot appeared to be the
heaviest; it must have been very near an hour after his death that I assisted
in laying out the body of Jenkins,
Direct examination resumed: We took everything out of Jenkins' pockets;
there were no firearms on the body.
Mrs. Merrill sworn: I was standing in the door of Jenkins' house, and saw
Mr. Lane come from the house he lives in and return again. (Objected to
I heard two shots only, the first from the house to
as examination-in-chief.)
the gate; the other returned the other way; Mr. Lane fired the first gun; he
was standing out a little distance from the house; I saw the smoke of both
discharges I turned and went into the house don't recollect hearing any other
discharges I came out again when they were bringing back the corpse not till
then; I turned and went into the house immediately after the second discharge; I stood at the door" when they were going to the well; I left a few
moments and returned before the firing commenced; heard no words passed
between the parties the firing commenced very soon after I came out of the
house the second time.
Cross-examined: I was standing at the east door of Jenkins' house; can't
say what the distance is between Lane's and Jenkins' house; am not a good
judge of distance; I am the mother of Mrs. Jenkins; my age is 67; the reports
were not far apart the second was very quick after Lane's I heard no firing
before I went to the door; the front door was open all the time.
By Mr. Stanton: Mr. Jenkins' house, I think, is higher than the fences, at
least we can see very clearly over them.
W. B. Walling, sworn: About one o'clock on the day of the homicide, I
heard three reports of some kind of firearms, from the direction of Mr. Lane's
house; I was in my shop a quarter of a mile off; there was a larger space of
time between the second and third reports than between the first and second;
the first report was a little the loudest I was standing at the door of my shop
when I heard the first report; I was at the door about five minutes in all;
after that I went directly home; I thought nothing more of these reports until
after I returned I knew Jenkins was killed about twenty-five minutes after.
Cross-examined: There is very little timber intervening between Lane's
house and my shop one or two houses are in the direction, but I don't think
to the right of a line

man

whether a

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

in the range.

(The object of the cross-examination was to prove that the shop of witness
was more than a quarter of a mile distant. The fact is, it is more than a
quarter of a mile distant, but less than a half a mile, by actual measurement.
—Rep.)
THE widow's evidence.

Ann Jenkins (widow of deceased) I
my house when my husband was killed

was standing by the north winI could see the premises where
he fell; saw the firing and heard the reports; I saw but two shots; I saw my
husband fall; if there were more I would not have seen them, as I left immediately. I took a position by the window just as my husband was cutting
down the gate I didn't leave the window until I started to go to my husband,
after he fell Lane fired the first shot I did not see the person who fired the

Mrs.

dow

of

:

;

;

;

;

;
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second shot; the party who went with my husband had a pistol and Sharpe's
and nothing else; I had the opportunity of knowing positively what

rifle,

weapons they had.
Q. Do you know what object your husband had in going there?

Young

Col.

we

can't tell

objected.

This

is

going into the direct examination again, and

any other person's motives.

Tell the act

and leave the court

infer

the motive.
(Legal argument for an hour.)
'

Witness:

He

was going over for the purpose of breaking open the
showed no disposition to do anything more.

said he

well to get water; he

(Last clause of answer objected to. Objection sustained.)
Mr. Jenkins was perfectly calm and pleasant when he left the house; he
was not under any unusual excitement from any cause he was not excited by
spirituous liquors; after death the expression of his countenance was as calm
and natural as life there was nothing of the nature of a scowl on his face.
(There was a discussion as to the effect produced by the shot in the clothing,
;

;

in order to rebut Mrs. Mandell's testimony as to the position of the axe

clothing was exhibited in court and identified

by the

;

the

witness.)

Young: I saw my husband loading firearms on the day of his death
and a Sharpe's rifle; he gave the pistol to Green; this was a few
minutes before he started to go over; he did not come from town until our
regular dinner was over; the hands and boarders had finished their dinner by

By

—a

Col.

pistol

that time.

Wm. Hutchinson

sworn.

By Mr.

Stanton: Since this occurrence between Gen. Lane and Mr. Jenkins,
have you heard Mr. Lane say anything as to the order of the shooting?
Objected to, by consent for two hours. Objection overruled.
Witness: I was at Gen. Lane's house about an hour after Jenkins was shot;

room was filled with persons, so that I could not see or speak to Lane; he
was talking in reference to the event, and seemed to be answering questions;
I understood General Lane to say that he fired first; that when the fire was
returned that he turned sideways; so as to present a small surface; and rethe

ceived a shot in his leg; about ten minutes after, in answer to other questions,
probably, he alluded to the

was not sure both

Cross-examined:

had an axe

same point, and modified
same time.

his statement

somewhat

fired at the

Mr. Lane, did

I think, state at that

in his hand, but don't think he said he

time that Jenkins

was advancing; Lane

all were armed, I think; don't recollect him saying that in a quarter
a minute; think he did say that he begged Jenkins and party not to come
into the yard and not to advance towards him; don't think Lane said
Jenkins was threatening to kill him at the gate; a great many persons were
present in the room at the time; the conversation took place an hour after
the homicide; I stayed not more than fifteen minutes.

claimed
of

Henry Walker

Identified Dufur and Henry Jenkins as the
recalled:
mentioned in his previous evidence; understood Dufur to say all
had pistols; and Mr. Jenkins a rifle; at least one of these persons did; Mr.
Green was in the stable when I told him he was under arrest.
parties

11—324
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Asked to state the circumstances by which Jas. F.
S. N. Wood sworn:
Walker came into possession of the house now occupied by Gen. Lane.
Objection raised and sustained.
I was at Lane's house immediately after the homicide; some one asked
who fired first; he replied he did so; he said Jenkins came up with two or
three men and he (Lane) told him he would shoot him if he came into the
yard; he said Jenkins did not desist, but broke down the gate; that he then
went into the house and got his gun; when he returned Jenkins was inside the

yard

;

that he ordered

him

to stop which he refused to do

gun and fired; he said two
one of them cut a lock of
In reply

to question

or three shots were fired at

;

he then raised his

him

after that; that

his hair off.

by Col. Young: I was spoken to

assist in the prosecu-

tion; I have been here about an hour during the entire investigation in that

capacity;
less

I

have counseled with the

during this

Lane
Q.

trial;

I

law^'ers for the

prosecution more or

did not seek to incite the crowd to hang General

at his premises.

Did you

at

any other place on that day

try to induce the

mob

to

lynch General Lane?

—

to. Reason
no place or person named.
Young: Well, two doors below, green window shutters painted
somebody's back cellar.

Objected

By

Col.

white, in

Objection overruled.

Witness:
feeling

After I left the house occupied by Lane, I went to
found that Jenkins was dead; there was a good deal of

I did not.

Jenkins' house;

among

those there.

I recollect sa3dng several times, that a

man who

would do such an act should be hung, and that if justice was ever done,
he would be hung. Some one asked me if I was in favor of hanging him;
I said I was opposed to mob law in any form; that I wished Lane to be
tried by a jury of his peers, found guilty and hung. Several persons tried
to defend the act; I said to them that if John Lowrey (an idiot in Law^rence, now prisoner for assault and battery) or any common person had
done it, they would have been hung without judge or jury; I opposed
Colonel Eldridge^ and others who were in favor of lynching him. I refused to issue a warrant as justice of the peace, as my mind from Lane's own
statement was made up about it.
By Col. Young: I don't know that I am particularly friendly to Lane more
than to other persons; I am not a personal enemy of Lane; I have repeatedly said in connection with this affair, that Lane or any other person
who would kill another rather than let him have a bucket of water ought
to be hung.
C. P. Marion sworn: I have heard Lane say after the homicide that
Jenkins came to the gate; he went up to him and begged him for God
Almighty's sake not to come; he then went back and got his gun and
begged Jenkins not to advance; Jenkins kept advancing with the axe raised.
Lane retreated as far as he could with safety, and fired; at the same time
a shot cut a lock of his hair; he then turned sideways, two more shots were
9.
Governor Robinson and his friends favored the lynching of Lane for killing Jenkins.
For many years the friends of. Lane openly accused Robinson of trying to instigate a mob
Political hatred of
spirit on that occasion which would have caused the lynching of Lane.
Lane lay back of the action of Robinson.
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two more caps snapped, and the third hit him on the leg.
heard Gen. Lane say; I heard it twice within ten minutes,

fired or
all

I

That's
shortly-

after Jenkins' death.

Cross-examined: I stayed in the house ten minutes; Lane said pistols
were pointed at him as Jenkins was advancing.
I was at Lane's house shortly after the affair; I
J. C. Brackett sworn:
was standing by his bed and heard him describe the affair. He had said
He (Lane) came out the second time
Jenkins came to the fence, etc.
with his shotgun; Jenkins came toward the well with his axe in his hand;
Lane told him for God's sake not to advance further, and stepped back
several steps; again ordered him to stop or he would shoot; Jenkins did not
stop; as soon as he fired the report of a ball passed by his left side; when
he realized his danger he threw himself sideways to the men who were with
Jenkins; was shot in the left knee; said he was sorry he had shot Jenkins,
but he did it in self-defence. Don't remember that he said pistols were
drawn on Lane.
Ray Green recalled: It was the prosecution who got this witness to
It was objected to and the
identify the pistol with which he shot Lane.
court sustained the

objection.

only one barrel was discharged.

The
The

pistol

is

four-inch

a

Colt's

revolver;

court then adjourned.

(Daily Missouri Democrat, St. Louis,

The Homicide

Monday morning,

July

5,

1858.)

at Lawrence,

trial of general lane.

Eleventh Day.
Closing of Proceedings.
(Correspondence of the Missouri Democrat.)

Lawrence, June

25, 1858.

G. Haskell recalled: I was at Lane's house two or three times within two
hours of the affray I asked him who fired first. He said he supposed he did. I
J.

;

asked him if he knew. He said he was not conscious of any firing till he fired,
though he was not certain.
Cross-examined: There was a crowd around his bed at the time; he said
Jenkins was advancing on him with his axe at the time he fired; he retreated,
and Jenkins came on him so fast that he wounded him before he could reach
the house, that at the same time he fired he was covered with three pistols;
said that Jenkins had a most fiendish expression on his face at the time that
;

one of the

men who accompanied

Jenkins was within a dozen feet of him

and
was pointing his pistol in his teeth; said that the discharge of the pistol was
immediately after he fired.
Direct examination resumed: Gen. Lane said he was from 35 to 40 feet from
Jenkins when he fired.
C. B. Dyer sworn:

;

Was at the window of Jenkins' house shortly after the
heard Green say that he fired two shots at Lane, and he thought he
broke his leg; that if the third one had gone he would have broke his d
d

affray; I

head.

;
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The

witness (he

is

a constable

and aided

Society.

in the arrests)

was then asked some

questions as to the identity of the pistol produced in court, and said to have

been the arm with which Green shot Lane. He called for the arms used during
rifle were produced.
He asked Dufur and
Green for their weapons; Dufur told him he had no search warrant; didn't
consider himself under witnesses arrest; said no more about it. Dufur told me
to go to his grandfather from whom he got them.
Mr. Coe objected to the defence asking leading questions of this witness, inasmuch as the defence had subpoenaed him, and in such a case, if they neglect
to call him as they did with Dufur, the prosecution had exclusive right to put
the affray, and this pistol and the

leading questions.

He

is still,

in fact, the witness for the defence.

Mr, Christian: If you will show me that doctrine in the books, I will pay
your liquor bills for a month.
Mr. Young: Of all the ridiculous propositions ever advanced in a court of
justice, that statement of Mr. Coe's is the most absurd I ever heard.
Mr. Coe: If I don't establish it from the books, I will agree to pay the
gentleman a thousand dollars (or drinks, your reporter is not sure which).

The

court said nothing.

Witness gave a narrative of the affray as related to him by Lane after the
death. It was substantially the same as the account of other witnesses, up to
the time of firing. In this case Lane said two caps were exploded before he
fired. He also said Jenkins was rushing on him at the time
looking more like
a demon than any man he ever saw. Lane said he was covered by pistols and
a gun or rifle when he fired.
Henry Jenkins recalled: Identified the axe as belonging to Gaius Jenkins.
The axe was afterwards produced in evidence.
Mr. Christian: I object to anything the axe says.
Witness repeated certain passages of his examination-in-chief; he said that
he understood Green to say to Sheriff Walker, not that if his pistol had gone
off. Lane would not have killed Jenkins, but that he fired after Lane did, and
that if his pistol had gone off a second time. Lane would not have got into the
house alive there was no axe near the corpse after it fell, or anywhere near it
I have a slight recollection of picking up the axe near the gate, after uncle
threw it down (after breaking the gate open), I took hold of the handle of it,
the axe trailing on the ground; and I believe I drew it into the yard with me
in my excitement when uncle fell.
Ray Green recalled: Identified the pistol, and stated that what he said to
Sheriff Walker, and others, was that if his pistol had gone off a second time,
Lane would not have got into the house alive.
Green on his examination, stated that he had once said since the first time
he gave his evidence, that he would fight General Lane, or any other sun of a
gun who wanted to take up his cause, at three feet, with pistols.
Gen. Lane: When you intend to assassinate me, let me know; I would
rather fight you at three feet than be assassinated.
Witness You need not be afraid, sir, I don't assassinate anybody.
(The pistol with which Lane was shot was produced in court. On examination it was said not to agree with the evidence of Green. As this point will be
discussed by the counsel on both sides, I will give the bearing of it in my
synopsis of the arguments of the lawyers.)
;

;

:
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Afternoon Session.

The

counsel for the prosecution announced that they had concluded their

rebutting testimony,

NEW

KEBUTTING TESTIMONY FOR DEFENCE.

Dr. Griswold sworn: Was at Lane's house about twenty minutes after the
death of Mr. Jenkins. Lane said that one of the men exploded two caps at
him before he fired; then he fired; then a ball passed through his hair; the

—

next ball fired at him missed; the next hit him in the knee; Lane said that
Jenkins had an axe in his hand, and threatened to cut his head open; he

men were armed with revolvers.
Forrester Hill sworn Heard Lane say that two caps were exploded at him
before he fired.
James Christian (Lane's law partner and one of the counsel for defence)
sworn: Was at Lane's house within twenty minutes after Jenkins was shot;
was backward and forward the whole afternoon; staid over an hour the first
time I went; heard Lane make his first statement half a dozen times; they
were varied but not contradictory; to some persons he had answered more in
detail than to others; heard him say that a ball had cut out a little of the hair
of his left temple before he fired; and that Jenkins was coming at him like
a perfect fury; that he asked Jenkins for God Almighty's sake not to push
him to extremes; that Jenkins had his axe in hand coming at him; he said
there were four men with Jenkins; and that three of them covered him with
their revolvers; he said, as I understood him, that he waited until Jenkins
was within ten or twelve feet of him before he fired; and that he advanced
backwards (Laughter.) (Col. Young: Only an Irish bull) several steps before doing so; never head Lane say that he fired first; understood him to say
that Jenkins was nearest to him; said he raised his aim twice before he fired.
Thomas Guest sworn Was in my yard, a couple of lots distant from Lane's,
not much after one o'clock, when I heard firing; my impression was that I
heard one shot (pistol) before I heard the report of a gun; then I went over
to Lane's yard about two hundred and fifty yards distant.
H. H. Miller sworn Was at Lane's house shortly after the affray of 3d of
June; heard him say that before he fired they had snapped a cap at him; that
his own shot and the one that grazed his head were simultaneously fired; that
Jenkins was advancing on him with an axe; that he never saw such deep
hatred portrayed on any face as on that of Jenkins at that time.
R. L. Bassett sworn: His testimony corroborated the testimony of the last
said the

:

—

—

:

:

witness.

John F. King was sworn, and gave similar testimony.
The evidence of the last seven witnesses. Guest excepted, was
severally, as not rebutting testimony.

objected

to,

Overruled.

Albert Guest sworn: Was about two hundred yards from Lane's house,
going to school at the time of the affray heard two pistol reports or snapping
of caps before the loud report; heard one light report after the loud report.
;

Evidence objected to. Overruled.
Charles Dyer was again called and testified that Henry Jenkins told him on
the day of the affray that if his uncle had not rushed ahead with the axe,
Lane would not have shot him that when his uncle was mad he neither feared
man nor the devil.
Evidence again objected to. Overruled.
;
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Col.

Young

said that

for the defence

was

Society.

gave him pleasure to announce that the evidence

it

closed.

Mr. Ladd intimated that it gave the court pleasure to hear the same.
"Thank the Lord," muttered the pious reporters.
Ed. Roper was recalled and re-examined as to certain passages of

this

person's evidence.

•

Young asked him where he had been living since the affray, in
was expected," he should answer "with Collamer," to leave the
ence that he had been "under training."
But Ed. was not to be caught in such a trap.

if,

Col.

order,

"as

infer-

He

replied:

"Well, part of the time with Collamer, part of the time with

Miss Hall, and
"Well," said Young, interrupting, "I suppose a
willing to

work can

find

man who

has energy and

is

employment anywhere."

"Yes," said Ed, "especially if he is a lawyer of the Border-Ruffian school,
he can snake himself into all kinds of jobs."
Young is sensitive, and this insinuation angered him. He said:
"Now, young gentleman, no insolence; I have treated you as a gentleman,

and
"Colonel," said Roper, "I didn't mean to insult you.
melancholy truth."

The

I

was only stating a

Colonel, court and spectators roared.

"Good," said Young, "I take

all

back."

J.

R.

Twelfth Day.
argument of

ex-gov. stanton, correspondence, etc.

Lawrence, June 27, 1858.
most elaborate, and certainly an impartial
report of the trial of Gen. Lane. The evidence is so conflicting, both as to
minute particulars, and prominent facts, that a synopsis of the arguments of
the counsel on both sides is necessary to proper comprehension of it. Six long
I

have sent you,

—

I believe, the

—

perhaps eight will be delivered before the verdict of the court is
pronounced.
The arguments of Stanton and Coe, on the part of the prosecution, and of
Col. Young and Thos. Ewing, Jr., for the defence, will cover the entire fields
of law and testimony; and therefore, both in justice to the memory of the
deceased, and to the character of the prisoner, I will send you a brief abstract
of the speeches of the gentlemen.
To-day (Saturday) Mr. Stanton opened the case for the prosecution in a
speech of considerable ability; characterized by an impartiality and gentlemanly candor rarely found in a prosecuting counsel. His analysis of evidence
was rather imperfect as to matters of minor detail, yet he used the salient
points of the case with tolerable skill, while his legal argument was fully
worthy of his high reputation as a lawyer. Mr. Stanton, after some preliminary remarks, protested against that decision of the court by which the evidence as to the ownership of the house Lane lives in, the fence, the gate, and
well was ruled out as irrelevant, especially after it had permitted the defence
to prove possession of the premises; in which decision the full merits of the
prosecution cannot come before the tribunal or the pubhc.
speeches
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admitted that, in consequence of the dispute, there were angry

feel-

evidence that Lane stated to
Judge Smith, an unimpeachable witness, that Lane had threatened to take
the Hfe of Jenkins, a week before the homicide, if he again came on the

ings existed between

Lane and Jenkins.

It is in

premises to get water; while it is also evidence, that Jenkins intended to
all hazards; peacefully if he could, forcibly if he must, and that
his intentions came to the ears of Lane. The threat stated by Nichols, that
Jenkins would have Lane off his claim dead or aUve, even if true, is not
testimony, as it was not communicated to Lane till after the homicide; thus

have water at

while it is shown that there were angry words on both sides, on the part of
Lane only there are distinct and unequivocal threats of shooting.
It is evident that Jenkins had no other purpose but to obtain water, and
that Lane said distinctly that if Jenkins came for water, he would shoot him;
Mr. Stanton then alluded to the altercation between Mr. Jenkins and Mrs.

Some

harsh words passed, but nothing to justify ill feehngs being held,
had desisted from obtaining water when requested to do so by Mrs.
Lane, until her husband was present, quietly, peacefully, honorably and freely
as any man of proper sentiments would have done in the premises. This transaction is in connection with the killing, because it shows the train of circumstances upon which the mind of Lane evidently dwelt, because he had spoken
of it as one of the circumstances that he thought would palUate or justify his
conduct. The legal inference is that it was the foundation of a grudge, a
circumstance calculated to show malice; but gathering force and increasing

Lane.

as Jenkins

until it

took the hfe of Jenkins.

two other circumstances deserve note as tending to show the deHe borrowed a gun and procured ammunition in
such small quantities that the merchant did not charge him for it; evidently,
therefore, not for an ordinary emergency, but for some particular occasion.
The fact that there was only enough for two or three loads, was evidence of
a premeditated purpose, of an occasion foreseen and anticipated, on which
there would be the necessity for perhaps but a single load of powder and shot.
Mr. Stanton maintained that the threat made to Green on the morning of the
day on which Jenkins was shot (that if he returned again he would shoot him)

One

or

fendant's state of mind.

as calculated to elucidate the settled feeling of hatred that existed in the

bosom

—

toward Jenkins. These four circumstances the threat
borrowed gun, the small quantity of ammunition, the threat to
Green, the unfounded pretext advanced by Lane of insult to his lady were
calculated, the counsel thought, to show malice aforethought.
The counsel proceeded to vindicate Jenkins from any other intention but to
obtain water. It was in evidence that Mr. Jenkins claimed the house, the gate,
the fence, the well; that he had obtained water there undisturbed for two
years; that the spring was unfit for use by rains which must have caused an
abundance of water in Lane's well, and that other neighbors were permitted
to use it. Jenkins' act, therefore, was not capricious, designed to disturb or
incommode Lane. Other neighbors were using the well at the time, and Jenkins' family were in absolute need of it.
Jenkins then, said Mr. Stanton, went for water to a well which he claimed
as his own, through a gate which he claimed as his own, through a fence which
he claimed as his own, and which actually surrounded his own premises, and in
the prosecution of this purpose was deliberately shot.
of defendant

to Smith, the

—

—
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Society.

counsel then argued from the evidence that Jenkins did not anticipate

poor a weapon and imperfectly
was his statement to Green;
that he took his axe solely for the purpose of effecting an entrance; and if he
took it to the yard at all which is not material to the case or breaking open
the well; that no sane man would have chosen such an implement to attack
an armed enemy with, Jenkins went partially armed to protect his retainer,
whose life had been threatened to have water at all hazards.
A material point was that Lane came out unarmed before Jenkins entered
the yard, retreated to a place of safety, and then deliberately returned with
a deadly weapon. All the witnesses agree on that point.
It was the next most material point to determine the position of the
parties in the yard. Although the law did not permit a man to kill another in
defence of his house until his antagonist had crossed the threshold, still we
would not insist on that point; he would say that Lane was justified if there
was any evidence to show or if he could have any reasonable ground for supposing that Jenkins was advancing to his house. But there was no scintilla of
evidence to show that his purpose was other than to go to the well. He was
shot at a distance variously estimated at from 25 to 43 feet, in a path which
leads both to the house and well, and before he came to the fork which leads
to the well. That Jenkins was determined to have water even at the cost of
resistance to opposition, to the death, he admitted; but the theory that he
intended to invade Lane's house was clearly negative by the evidence. Believing as Jenkins did, that the well was his, he was justified, if necessary, in

any

difficulty;

loading

it,

his carelessness in taking so

was evidence

of that fact;

and so

also

—

—

—

it by force.
Mr. Stanton then analyzed the

asserting his right to

conflicting testimony as to

shot; said that the testimony of Mrs.

who

fired the first

Mendale could not by any

possibility

and maintained that the evidence of the witnesses for the prosecution had been fully corroborated, and was the most probable and rational account of the transaction. He advanced the theory that Lane came out the first
time to reconnoitre, and seeing the party were unarmed (for the pistol of
Green was concealed), determined under pretext of self-defence, without danger to himself, to kill his ancient enemy. (Sensation.) It was improbable, he
said, for any man, however brave, coolly to shoot down the only unarmed man
in the crowd, if as certain witnesses for the defence said he was covered with
three pistols at the time. He could not have exposed himself to fifteen shots
he would rather have killed Green or one of those who had a pistol, for then
he could have easily escaped from Jenkins' axe, as in fact he did escape from
the solitary pistol pointed at him. Such a fact, if true, destroyed the plea of
self-defence, for he was not in danger from Jenkins' axe.
The extraordinary expression so much insisted upon by opposing counsel,
that Lane asked then, when unarmed, "for God Almighty's sake not to come,"
was, he thought, an indication of a murderous intent; for on no other account,
with no less deadly intent, would he have used such extraordinary language.
be

correct,

—

—

The garments

of deceased

—his shirts riddled with shot—were introduced to

corroborate the evidence of the witnesses for the prosecution to prove that

Jenkins could not have had his axe uplifted in his hands at that time.
The evidence of Mr. Christian was analyzed, and the theory adduced that

Lane, believing himself justified in shooting Jenkins for trespass, at

first

made
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statements which tended to corroborate the account of the witnesses for the
prosecution; but warned by his law partner, he became more cautious, and
his subsequent statements are entirely at conflict with them.
Green, Dufur, Henry Jenkins, Mrs. Jenkins, Mrs. Merrill, Mr. Ford, and

—

—

eye or ear witnesses corroborate the version of the prosecuthem are Gates (the hired man of Lane), Mrs, Mendale,
and Mrs. Brown, and no one but the two former of these three heard more
than four shots, while they testify to seven; and they too, refute each other's
testimony with reference to Lane's retreating. Being a neighbor of Gen.

Mr. Ropes

all

tion; while against

Lane's, and intimate with his family, Mrs. Mendale has probably confounded
what she saw there with what she heard since; that is the only theory apart
from willful falsification that c^n account for the statements as to the number
and order of the shots, contradicted as they are by so many witnesses, and by

—

—

Lane's
,

The

own

statement.

fact that certain rebutting witnesses for the defence

— men

of

no

in-

—

weight and cultivation testified that the corpse of Jenkins had a
scowl on its face, was dwelt on with much ingenuity to invalidate their testimony, as it showed a settled purpose on their part to make out a case for
the prisoner to overlook every fact that might tend to exculpate the deceased,
and pen'ert every fact that might prejudice the defendant.
Having reviewed the testimony presented, the counsel proceeded to consider
the judgment of the law in a case of this kind before the court. He quoted
tellectual

—

from Wharton's Grim. Law, p. 436, and Greenleaf on Evidence, vol. 3, p. 309,
paragraph 117, to show that the plea of provocation would not answer in the
case, as the least a homicide under provocation amounts to is manslaughter.
Even in cases of trespass, upon a man's stronghold, his house, before he can
make a murderous assault, gentle means must first be used and fail. Malice is
imphed when a homicide is committed until otherwise is proven. It is at least
considered murder. (Greenleaf, vol. 3, p. 133.) Malice in this case is amply
proven in the previous quarreling of the parties, evidence which the law allows,
and more so by the threats proven to be used. (Greenleaf, vol. 3, page 135.)
Gross recklessness of human life is also considered a proof of malice aforethought.
(U. S, Dig., Supp. vol. 5, p. 111.)
Could anything show a more
reckless disregard of human life than this killing of a man to prevent him
getting a bucket of water.
The preceding argument had shown the previous threats proved malice
in the eye of the law, and the abandonment of the intention evidenced by them
must be proved conclusively before the law will exculpate the slayer from
malicious intentions. (Wharton's Crim. Law, page 428.) It matters not that
provocation intervened between the period of threatening and that of slaying,
if the abandonment of the purpose indicated by the threats was not conclusively shown; so if Lane did intend to kill Jenkins for getting water from
the well, as| shown by previous threats, then malice was proven, and the
law would adjudge him guilty of murder, even if provocation intervened.
If the conflict was premeditated by the defendant, the plea of self-defence
would not be set up, and that it was premeditated, does not the evidence
show? He borrowed a gun, and obtained powder and shot enough to commit
the deed, used threats, told Jenkins not to come in, for God's sake, and
then deliberately armed himself. These circumstances show that self-defence
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necessity for self-defence ceases to exist

where the defendant is enabled to reach a place of safety, and arms himself,
and comes back to renew the conflict. (Wharton's Crim. Law, pages 457-59.)

The

right of self-defence

man

himself,

is

a natural one, existing in the constitution of

and arising from the feeling which leads a person to protect himself from assault; in this case there is nothing to show that necessity
of defence, which would have existed if Jenkins' party had come to Lane's
house; all the evidence goes to show that such was not the case. The fact
of Lane being enabled to escape to a place of safety, and then returning with
a deadl3'- weapon, is a positive proof of a premeditated intent to kill Jenkins
existing in defendant's mind. It is a principle to be found in all the books,
that a party who escapes, arms himself and returns to the scene of conflict,
and then slays his opponent, is guilty of murder.
In regard to the right of defending property, from trespass, it was not
probable that any attempt would be made to justify killing in such defense.
The law and the fact both showed that a man was not justifiable in such a
case, and that if he did, it was murder. (U. S. Digest, vol. 2, p. 493, Gray agst.
Holmes. Marshall's Reports, 7th vol., p. 498. Wharton's Crim. Law, p. 439.)
Trespass will never warrant a man killing another to prevent such an act,
and when he does, adjudge him guilty of murder.
The whole circumstances of the case is such as ought to have weight with the
court. Lane killed Jenkins when not in personal danger, with a gun containing
a

a load, perhaps not excessive, but certainly a deadly load. The threats, his
coming out again armed and waiting until the party were within a short
distance before firing, are sufficient evidence to prove malice and deadly
intent, setting aside the technical legal points, as to the right of defense
against trespass.

Mr. Stanton concluded

his speech in these words:

"There is nothing so sad, so wonderful, so deeply to be regretted in all
new communities, as this desperate recklessness of human life, of which the
law books speak, when they characterized it as evidence of malice, and it
becomes all growing communities gradually rising to higher civilization, to
check this recklessness of human life. It is the most crying evil to which new
communities are subjected, and until there shall be a stem and unalterable
determination on the part of the ministers of the law, against high as well
as low, to do justice to it, there can be no peace and no security in this community or any other. But whatever you may do, and whatever that higher
tribunal before which he will be tried may do, or whatever the influence he
exerts in this community may be, or however it may speak of his offense,
There is a tribunal which never fails.
justice will not fail of her purpose.
That tribunal is the conscience of us all. It is the purpose of the most High
that however justice may fail on earth it shall never fail there, and it shall
not fail in this case nor in any other. If the defendant be innocent and his
motive be inferentially interpreted by his acts, and the surrounding circumstances, as they seemed to be, have been misstated, you sitting as an impartial
tribunal, in this case, will say it. The jury before whom he will have to undergo
a trial will say it. Far less danger is there when an innocent man may be
found guilty than when a guilty man may escape."

Mr. Stanton spoke

The afternoon was
defence.

for

—

two hours and a half the forenoon session.
by Mr. Ewing, on the part

similarly occupied

of the

J.

R.

a
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Fourteenth Day.
(Correspondence of the Missouri Democrat.)

Lawrence, June 29, 1858.
on Saturday afternoon to the argument
of ex-Governor Stanton. I send you a synopsis of it. On Monday Mr. Coe
spoke six hours and a quarter, and John Hutchinson two hours. To-day
Col. Young for the defence and Mr. Safford for the prosecution spoke. The
court will decide to-morrow (Wednesday) at ten o'clock.

Mr. Thomas Ewing,

Jr.,

replied

synopsis of his speech.

The information on which

the warrant of arrest in this case was issued

charges James H. Lane, with the deliberate murder of Gains Jenkins, by

him with a double barreled shotgun, loaded with 100 buckshot.
is now called upon to decide from the evidence, the fact of killing
being admitted, whether such killing was probably felonious, and to dis-

shooting

The

court

charge the prisoner, or

fix the probable degree of the felony.
one of peculiar interest. The deceased was a man of great
personal worth, who has left many friends to vindicate his conduct in the
affray, and an estimable family to mourn his untimely loss.
The prisoner is
a man ofi widespread reputation. His name and deeds are inscribed upon

This case

the

is

annals of the

liberty in Kansas,

gallant, successful, and ever memorable struggles for
and neither time, nor malice, nor misfortune can efface

them.
Neither the worth of the deceased, nor the hard-earned reputation of
the prisoner, have aught to do with the question now pending. In the eye
of the law all men are equal in right, and it makes no distinction in station. In appearing for the prisoner, we should ask nothing but even-handed
justice, which would be claimed for the humblest citizen of Kansas.
It is admitted that Jenkins and his companions, with force and arms,
broke into the premises occupied by Lane, and that he was killed after entering the enclosure. They were therefore co- trespassers, even though Jenkins was a contestant with Lane for the land, and denied his right to the
possession of the premises.
(Barren, 4, p. 40; Kent, 4, 119; U. S. Digest
They were more than tresTitle Trespass; Kansas Statutes, 365-747.)
passers, they were rioters.
(2 Chitty's Blackstone, 108; Roscoe, 771.)
With regard to the law read by Mr. Stanton (Am. Grim. Law, 451-459),
that one, who escaping a conflict, arms and returns to the scene, cannot
longer plead self-defence, he questioned not the law, but the application.
That is the law of killing upon the highway; but this case is one of killing
in resisting trespass and riot.
When attacked on the highway, the common
law requires a man to retreat to the wall before slaying his adversary
requirement not rigidly enforced by American courts or juries. When resisting a trespass or riotous invasion of his premises, the early British law
gave the subject the right not only to stand, but to go out and meet the in-

—

vaders, and resist

them by

threats, intimidations, or reasonable violence.

If

they then imperil his life and limb, he may kill them, not to prevent the
trespass, but in self-defence.
(Foster, 274, note; Roscoe, 770.)

—
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and titles in England during the period in which
between killing on the highway, and killing while defending one's possession is most frequently applied, is analogous to the
state of society and of titles in Kansas.
Barons then, like squatters here,
coveted or claimed the land of their weaker neighbors, and the strong
favored the law of force, and it was the gentleman the baron, the knight
the man of many retainers, who invaded the premises of his weaker neighbor,
to oust him, to lord it over him, as Jenkins with his retainers invaded with
axe and revolver and rifle, the premises occupied by Lane, to vindicate his
power, to cut down the fence, when he pleased and tread his own path to
the well. It was to enable the subject to protect himself from that kind
of intolerable outrage, that the British law gave him the right to meet
his invaders and use threats, intimidation, or reasonable force to prevent
trespass, and if his life or limb was then imperiled, to slay them. It was the
same reason that caused the enactment (Kansas Stat., p. 239, sec. 14) that the
voluntary killing of a trespasser by the man in possession shall be manthis

state

of society

distinction

—

slaughter in the third degree.

Mr. Ewing then proceeded to argue that as it was proven that Jenkins
and his party were trespassers. Lane was justified in threatening to kill if
they came, and in returning for his gun and coming out again, planting

—anywhere.

himself at his door, at the well, in the path

The

riotous destruc-

and invasion of his premises, gave him the legal right.
He was not bound to retreat, but had the right to advance upon and
threaten them. If, then, either one of the party snapped a cap, fired, a
pistol, rushed on him with an axe, or did any act giving him reasonable
cause to apprehend a design to commit felony or to do some great personal
injury, and there was immediate danger of such design being accomplished,
he was justified in firing (Kansas Statutes 237), and he might fire on either
of them, as they were co-conspirators, and the act of either was the act of
tion of his fence,

each.

Mr. Ewing then entered into an analysis of the evidence presented by the
A great point has been attempted to be made by the prosecuting counsel, regarding the apparent confhct in the evidence presented by
the defense. On the contrary, the witnesses for the prosecution were the
ones who contradicted themselves. Take that of Green for instance. The
witness most material for the prosecution contradicts himself in eight
prosecution.

important points.
1st.
In regard to his declaration that "they went to get water or fight."
2d.
That they were all armed.
3d. As to Jenkins entering the yard with an axe.
4th. Lane's retreating toward the fence when Jenkins was advancing with

an

axe.

The first two points were admitted by Green to Sheriff Walker, Simmons,
Monroe and Dyer, though the admissions are now denied by Green. The
third point was testified to by Ropes, Nichols, Gates, Mrs. Mendall and
Lane in his own statements, and denied only by Green and Henry Jenkins.
The fourth point was borne out by Gates' evidence, and Lane's own confession.
The fifth point was in regard to the three points testified to by
Mrs. Mendall and Gates.
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6th. As to the two caps being snapped previous to Lane's firing, which
was testified to by Mrs. Brown, Young, Guest, and Gates, and denied only
by Jenkins' co-rioters.
7th.
As to the pistol going off at the time of Lane's firing; and
8th. As to Green's declaration "that if his pistol had gone off Lane wouhl
not have killed Jenkins," which was testified to by Sheriff Walker and others.
These eight points, so material and so important, show that Green's evidence is not reliable not that he has perjured himself, but that in the excitement he has made contradictory statements.
So with the other witnesses, Henry Jenkins and Mr. Dufur. The first is the
nephew of the deceased; and what so probable, that boy-like, he should make
the best case for his uncle that was possible. He testified, first, that he didn't
know whether his uncle carried the axe in the yard; he declared afterwards
that it was not taken into the enclosure when Ropes and Nichols both proved
that it was found there, he has a faint recollection of canying it there in his
excitement. Dufur did not directly deny being armed to Mr. Dyer, the inference in the mind of witness being that he was; yet he swears he was not.
From this proven impeachment of the prosecution's witnesses, we believe they
have failed to establish their case.
Turning to the witnesses for the defence, it will be seen that opposing counMrs. Mendall's evidence
sel have failed tO' shake their testimony materially.
is supported by Lane's confession, made directly after the affray.
She has
shown that she was a cool observer of the whole transaction.
They have attempted to impeach Gates' testimony and failed to do iteven though he was Lane's hired man.
Yielding to the gentlemen every point of conflict, with evidence which they
can claim taking only the evidence of the prosecution and the indispensable
evidence of the defence the counsel claimed that the prisoner should be dis-

—

;

—

—

charged.

Lane and Jenkins were contestants for this claim, and each had his own
house and enclosure upon it 300 yards apart. Lane had been in possession,
uninterruptedly, by tenant, with whom he boarded for a year how much
longer the evidence does not show. He had recently brought his wife and
children from Indiana, and this house was their home, and the enclosure their
garden. Jenkins had declared to two persons that Lane's family should not
live there he would have him off, dead or alive. His threats were communicated to Lane a few weeks before the affray. Jenkins, in Lane's absence, made
a gate in the back fence on returning. Lane nailed it up and requested Jenkins' man to go by the front gate (which was 152 feet further), as he had
plowed and planted between the back entrance and the well. Jenkins ordered
the man to disregard the request; they continued to force through the back
entrance. Lane covered the w:ell and locked it. Jenkins came over a week

—

—

—

;

before the affray, in Lane's absence, and found the well locked. He took
Lane's axe to ''smash the well box." Mrs. Lane demanded that he should
not break open the well with her own axe. He sent to a neighbor for an axe;
fell

ises

into a passionate altercation; told her in substance that the whole premwere his, and Lane held them by his sufferance, and left threatening to

return
little

when Lane was

there.

single-barreled shotgun

;

Lane was sent

for;

got a load or two of

he at once borrowed

powder—inquiring

this

for small
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it.
The merchant gave him pigeon shot, but shot two
would have better answered the description. Gentlemen see in
character of preparation evidence of extraordinary subtlety, cunning and

but not looking at

sizes smaller

this

From the ordinary inadequacy of such a preparation, they argue Lane's
deadly purpose. It will strike the common apprehension that Lane prepared
that load for the legs of the next man who broke into his premises and in-

malice.

sulted his wife,

and according to common notions

of right, he

would be

justi-

fied in putting it there.

At this time the threats were made to Judge Smith and Jenkins' attorney
Smith happens to be Lane's most violent enemy one of the best haters in
Kansas. The attorney is away, but if Smith's memory be correct, and his
statements accurate, it is evident that Lane sought only to convey to Jenkins
that he was incensed at his repeated provocations and late aggressions on his
family, and to warn him against their repetition.
The fence was broken down and nailed up several times in the week before
the affray, and on that morning Green jumped the fence coming in and kicked
it down going out, ''it being unhandy to lift the bucket over."
Lane called out
that if he came back that way he would shoot him. Green rephed, "Shoot and
be d
d." How many times must a man suffer that sort of getting water

—

to be repeated?

At about noon

word to Lane that he was coming, and
messenger reached Lane's house Jenkins could be heard
by Lane discharging the old loads in his firearms significant notes of preparation and warning. Lane sent word back, "For God's sake not to come."
Mr. Stanton says that meant that he intended to kill him. The speaker did
not think so; it meant, "Jenkins, you have driven us to the wall; you wantonly provoked me and my family; you have outraged me by coming here in
my absence, wrangling with my wife, and telling her that we are but invaders
of the house into which I have gathered my scattered family; you can break
your way into my enclosure no more, nor lord it over the house over which I
am lord and master. Do not come to do that, or I shall resist you." That is
what he meant, felt, and determined, and no man with the pride and sensibility becoming a father and a husband could mean, or feel, or determine less.
Jenkins came with three retainers, displaying in full view the rifle and axe.
The rifle was set down at the comer of the yard, and Dufur stationed by it,
according to their story. After a remonstrance from Lane, and a defiance from
Jenkins, Lane went in and returned with the gun. Jenkins cut down the fence,
"and got so wrothy" that he rushed ahead. Green followed with a pistol in
his belt.
The buckets were left outside. That Jenkins had the axe and it
drawn is proven by Mrs. Mendall and Gates, who were the only eye-witnesses
not participants iii the affray; by Lane in his uniform confessions; by Ropes
and Nichols, who saw the axe by his body; and only denied by Green, who
told Monroe an hour after the affray that Jenkins did answer with the axe;
and by Henry Jenkins who made the same statement three times to McClough,
Stewart and Dyer. In regard to the garments, the counsel considered the position of the shot holes indicated that he held up something with which to
Aside from the evidence, whether Jenkins rushed in to attack, or to
strike.
intimidate Lane, the probability is that he would have carried a weapon. This
to be there.

that day Jenkins sent

When the

;
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was the only contested point embodied in the closing narrative, and only because it seemed clear beyond contest.
The counsel closed in the following manner, closing up the argument. Observe the points:

Green has positively sworn that this was his pistol (exhibiting the pistol
and that when he took it to Lane's it was all
capped and loaded.
2. It is proved and claimed by the prosecution that it is now before the
court just as it left Green's hands after the affray. (Incorrect. Rep.)
3.
It is proved that the Sharpe's rifle was discharged last, while Henry Jenkins was over his uncle's body.
4. Eye- and ear-witnesses, without exception, declare that the report of the
shotgun was almost immediately preceded or followed by the report of a pistol
or lighter gun. How easy for a person to be mistaken as to which came first.
5. The pistol was snapped once before it was discharged, for there is a
bursted cap on the barrel preceding the barrel discharged. (Green swore that
the first time he cocked his revolver it went off, that the second time the cap
snapped, and the third time the barrel would not revolve. The pistol showed
that the first cap was snapped, and the second barrel discharged. It has, however, been in the keeping of a violent partisan of Lane's. Rep.)
When was the cap snapped? It was before Lane fired; this pistol is your
witness; you cannot discredit or impeach its testimony, and on the unimpeachable testimony of this witness, who is not swerved by passion or affection,
or new made memory, or fear of the law; who has not denied on the stand
statements made on the streets. We claim that Gen. Lane fired in self-defence, and that he go forth from this court acquitted of the charge, which the
evidence in this case has so singularly overthrown, leaving to him and his
children his peerless reputation, unsullied by a judgment of commitment from
your honors.
J. R.
1.

in possession of the court),

—

—

"

(Daily Missouri Democrat^ St. Louis, Saturday morning, July 10, 1858.)

The Homicide

at Lawrence,

close of the proceedings,
decision op the court.
(Correspondence of the Missouri Democrat.)

Lawrence, June

The proceedings

30, 1858.

of the court were brought to a close, so far as counsel's

argument were concerned, last evening, by the closing speech of Mr. Safford,
It was my intention to forward you an abstract of Mr.
Coe's and Col. Young's speeches, but the great length of the previous proceedings, and the state of my complete physical exhaustion in which I find myself,

the county attorney.

utterly precludes

it.

Mr. Coe spoke six hours and a quarter, and the worst thing I can say of it
is its length.
It was not exactly ''hnked sweetness," though ''long drawn out."
Mr. Coe's argument was a careful and minute array of all the facts in law and
evidence bearing on the case. It was a ponderous production both as to length
and argumentative powers.
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He was

followed by John Hutchinson and Col. Young for the defence. The
speech was characteristic. Fragments of humorous, sarcastic, keen, and
occasionally forcible and lawyer-like. Young is a fine specimen of western jury

latter's

Mr. Safford closed

lawyer.

in a moderate, yet forcible speech, reviewing the

evidence and the arguments of the counsel for the defence.
The court then adjourned till 10 a. m. to-day.

The

come to a decision till 4 p. m. to-day (Wednesday). Mr.
Ladd announced that the accused, James H. Lane, was discharged in
consequence of the failure of "probable" proof to show that the crime of
"willful murder" had been committed by Gen. Lane. The statutes of Kansas,
court failed to

Justice

3d

vol.,

may

if it shall appear an offense has been comhad been brought against the accused, they
The court held that this had not been done,

chap, 12, sec. 18, state that

mitted, and that probable proof

be bailed or bound over,

etc.

was discharged.
Considerable feeHng was manifested at the decision. Clapping of hands and
cheering was indulged in eagerly, as also marks of disapproval of the assault.
When quiet was restored. Gen. Lane addressed the court.
He was grateful for the favor of leaving this court a free man, and returned
thanks for the justice rendered him. He however felt from his intimate connection with Kansas affairs, and from the fact that the court was of the same
political faith as himself, that the action of the court would be misconstrued,
and therefore he was willing and desirous to enter into recognizance to appear
and answer any charge that might be preferred before the District Court. If

and

therefore,

then acquitted before a proslavery judge, his enemies could not say that partisan feeling had aught to do with it.
Of course, this request was not complied with, as the jurisdiction of the
court was ended.

The

discharging of the justices, will not prevent the grand jury at their next

session finding true bills against him,

There

is

and

in all probability

it will

be done.

a great deal of feeling exhibited on both sides, at this decision.

warmly supporting it; the others, personal friends
and political enemies of Lane, denouncing it as the acme of inThere is, however, a third party, besides the "boys" who stand for
justice.
Lane, and the friends of the deceased, who do not make public their verdict,
yet make it felt. It is the quiet, peaceable citizens, the law and order loving
men from the olden States, whose respect for human life is sanctified by security of it in the society where they have mingled. Upon the moral sentiments of this class depends the fate of Lane, as regards his standing as a man
and a politician. I have not a word to say as to what that verdict will be, but
only hope it will be just.
J. R.

One

party, friends of Lane,

of Jenkins,
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A CIRCUIT RIDER'S FRONTIER EXPERIENCES.
By Rev. Jerome

FEEL

I

that the prime of

C. Berryman.-

my

hfe is rapidly passing away, for I
very soon have completed the forty-ninth year of my age, and
having a desire to review the past for my own benefit as well as to leave a short

S

shall

account of my life on record for the satisfaction of my children when I am
gone, and having more leisure than has before fallen to my lot, I feel disposed
to improve this opportunity in doing what has often suggested itself to my
mind. Not that there has been anything of peculiar interest in the events of
my life, but men learn by experience and observation very many useful

and that, too, not only from their own, but also from the experiences
and observations of others when such are faithfully recorded and studied by
those who come after them. As I have kept no connected diary of my life,
the history, if so it may be called, which I am about to give of the past events
of my experience, is to be taken mainly from the pages of memory.
Many
of the facts, therefore, which are to be narrated will be found indefinite in
regard to date, but not, I trust, so as to lessen their interest or effect.
But as what I am about to write is to be merely a little keepsake for my
children, I shall add no more by way of explanation or apology for writing it.
In regard to lineage, I can only say that at an early period in the settlement of the Colony of Virginia, two brothers by name of Berryman, with their
families, emigrated from England to America and settled on the Potomac
river.
My paternal grandfather, whose name was William Berryman, resided
on the bank of that river, where he owned a large farm and raised a numerous
family, of sons and daughters. He owned many slaves. My mother's maiden
name was Ailzey Quesenbury, who was also of English descent and wealthy.
Four of my brothers and sisters, Elizabeth, Josias, Margaret, and Blackstone,
were born where their parents were raised. About the year 1800 my father,
Gerard Blackstone Berryman, removed to Kentucky, and settled on a farm
in Nelson county, on a tributary of Salt river, called Beach Fork.
On this
farm were bom six more children, namely, Nancy, Fanny, John, Thomas,
Jerome, Ailzey. In 1818 my father exchanged his farm in Nelson county for
lands in Ohio county, near the town of Hartford; there another daughter was
born and named Elvira. My brother John died at the age of eleven, the rest
of us lived to be heads of families. Father and mother lived to see all their
They rest together in
children married and died in hope of eternal life.
Bethel cemetery, near the church of the same name, where they held their
membership for so many years. My father was about eighty-six when" he died,
mother not so old. Most of their children lived to a good old age; one
daughter lived out the age of her father. But they all have finished their
course, and I alone remain now in my eighty-second year.
lessons;

1.
Mr. Berryman began this account of his frontier experiences in 1858, finishing it in
December of that year. Many years later he rewrote certain portions of the narrative,
That these later notes might not be lost, they
adding much of interest on frontier life.
have been incorporated in the body of his first article, hence there may arise some minor

It is through the courtesy of his grandson, the Hon. J. W.
discrepancies and repetitions.
Berryman, of Ashland, Kan., that the Historical Society is permitted to publish this important
frontier document.
D. R. McNally had access to Mr. Berryman's earlier manuscript while
writing his "History of Methodism in Missouri" (1881), and made many extracts from it.
He refers to it as "Recollections of Reverend Jerome C. Berryman."
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My birth occurred on the 22nd February, 1810,2 and my father, being an
admirer of Napoleon Bonaparte, called me Jerome Causin. Jerome being for
the Emperor's brother, and Causin for a Frenchman who had intermarried with
our family in Virginia.
In early childhood my surroundings were such as were common in well-to-do
families, especially such as owned slaves.
In our young childhood we had
Negro nurses, and white and black children had the liberty in common of aU
playgrounds, under certain restrictions. We played "hide and seek," "prisoner's
and "football," together. We roamed the fields and meadows in search
and birds' nests, and spent many an hour along the little watercourses
near by fishing for minnows.
Speaking of birds' nests, brings to mind a somewhat serious incident, of
which I bear on my forehead a reminder to this day. I could not have been
two j^ears old when it happened. Daniel, my colored boy nurse, took me on
his back and with an axe in his hand, went into an open field to cut a bird's
nest out of the stump of a tree. Arriving at the place he set me on the ground
and proceeded to cut out the nest. Meantime stepping behind him I received
a stroke of his axe on my head which felled me to the ground. Young as I was
I have ever had a vivid recollection of all the circumstances of this incident.
Another occasion has remained fixed in my memory-. It is the marriage of
my second sister, which took place in the house in which I was bom. Although
I was not then two j^ears old my mind can yet distinctly recur to some of the
base,"

of flowers

incidents of that day, as well as to the appearance of persons

who were

present.

But why make this a matter of record? Simply to show by my own experience at what a very early period of life memory begins to take note of
passing events. So much so, in fact, that the infant upon the mother's breast
is receiving impressions which are to have an important part in giving shape
and tone to the character of the man or the woman. Whether parents design
to have it so or not, their children are in school and taking important lessons
before they are able to lisp the names of those who gave them an existence.
They are learning from everything around them, something good or bad, and
forming their habits of thought and action in consonance with the circumstances surrounding their early childhood. As the child by natural instinct
looks upon its parents, nurees, and other intimate associates as fit examples
for

its

habits,

nance.

imitation, so as a natural consequence he will imbibe their sentiments,

and language;

Even now

yes,

even their very gestures and expressions of counte-

in adverting to the years of

my

early childhood,

memory

can call up things that were said and done in my presence by persons who
supposed I was too young to notice, the example and influence of which might
have a ruining effect upon the future man. How important then that the
right training of children should begin early.

Do any want to know what I mean by right training? I will just say, keep
them clean and comfortable in their persons; attend punctually to their wants;
when they get old enough furnish them with suitable toys to amuse and employ them when awake. When I say toys I mean toys, and not a book, a knife,
Mr. Berryman died May 8, 1906,
Kansas Historical Collections, vol. 9,

at Caledonia, Mo.
For brief biographical sketch
208, note 74.
In the article cited, "Methodist
Missions Among the Indian Tribes in Kansas," by Rev. J. J. Lutz are many references to
Mr. Berryman's missionary work in Kansas. Also consult index of vol. 14, Kansas Historical
Collections, under "Berryman, Rev. Jerome C," for miscellaneous material on his service
with Indians in Kansas.
2.

see

p.
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a- hammer or any thing useful until they know how to handle them as valuables.
Let parents not flatter their children, as is too often done, praising their
beauty and theil: smartness. This will only feed the native vanity and pride
of their young hearts until even the parents themselves will find it difficult to

REV.

JEROME

C.

BERRYMAN.

meet the heavy drafts which will be made upon them for their homage. Nor
let them ever dare call their children by opprobrious epithets; and say to
them that they are bad, especially in the presence of others. This will not
only provoke the child to anger and resentment, but must inevitably lead to an
abandonment of that regard for the good opinion of others which is of so
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good character. In the right training
most powerful. Do before j^our children just
as 3'ou would wish them to do. This applies no less to tempers than to words
and action; and let it not be forgotten, children obser^'e and remember before
the}' are two years old.
Another circumstance connected with the development of my j^outhful character was the disposition to be a preacher, even while I was 3'et a child. So
much so that I would often collect my little plajTuates, white and black,
erect my pulpit, and preach to them, as I called it. It is my opinion that as
a general thing parents by watching the earlj'- mental bias of their children
might be much aided in directing their education. At any rate I have no
doubt that had my parents marked this trait in the development of my mind
they might have been greatly assisted in properly shaping my education and
thus would I have been greatly relieved from embarrassment in filling positions
which I ha^'e since had to fill.
While speaking of some of the attendant circumstances of mj^ early history
as having an influence in the formation of my character, it will not be amiss
to pay a tribute of respect to an humble individual who had much to do in
this matter.
My father owned a servant woman named Barbara, born and
raised in his kitchen. This ser\-ant became rehgious when I was a small boy,
and such was her pietj^ joined with the man}- admonitions she administered
to me, that it had much to do in giving to my mind an inchnation to piety.
The confidence we all had in this woman was so great that m}' father, after
he became rehgious, often called on her to lead in praj^er in our morning and
in the formation of a

of children parental

example

is

evening devotions around the family altar. My veneration for this ser^'ant
was such that when one of her daughters fell to me in the division of my
father's slaves I was led to emancipate her, chiefly for the love I had for her
mother. It turned out badh^ for the daughter, however, for although she was
a religious girl when I gave her her freedom, she afterwards abandoned herself to lewdness and the last accounts I had of her she was leading a dissolute
And here I must record my protest against the practice of emancipating
life.
slaves to be turned loose upon the world to shift for themselves under the
circumstances that must attend them in a countrj^ hke this. For of the many
that I have known thus set free, none have done well, and it had been better
they should have remained in bondage.
My father, one of the most lenient masters, was of this opinion. And although at one time I was so far anti-slaverv^ in my feehngs to to have made
up my mind to make my home in a free state, I am now and have been for
many years past, satisfied that he was right in his opposition to emancipation,
unless the manumitted negroes could be settled in a country to themselves
where they could feel that they were free, and have thrown around them such
influences as would inspire them with feehngs of independence and seh-respect.
It may be a misfortune that negro slaverj^ was ever introduced into these
states. But if so, the misfortune has not fallen upon the negroes themselves.
For their condition is incomparablj^ better than their former state of barbarism.
It has fallen to my lot to spend fourteen years of my hfe among pagans who
are not so debased as the native African, and I affirm of the multiplied thousands of slaves that I have seen, that their condition, physically, socially, and
morally, is greatly preferable to the condition of any heathen people. They
have therefore been much benefited b}^ their enslavement. And then when we
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add to this the fact that God is already raising up among the negroes of
America Christian missionaries by whom to send the gospel and civilization
back to their native land, who but a blind fanatic does not see that the hand
of the Almighty Ruler of nations has been overruling this thing called slavery
from the beginning? And when He has accomplished His purposes He will
point out a practical way for its abolition. This He has not yet done, and
those who are now trying, I will not say from what motives, to anticipate and
forestall

God

in this matter are but beating the air.

incidentally connected themselves with slavery, but they

Evils doubtless have

have been only such,

or similar to such, as connect with every other relation in society where bad

men exist. And where do not such exist? Surely, if we may be allowed to
judge from the registry of crime, they are to be found at least in as great
numbers in the free as in the slave states. And indeed my own convictions are
decidedly in favor of the intelhgence, refinement, and morality of the slaveholding rather than the non-slaveholding states. Further I will add upon this
subject, that the Bible clearly recognizes a state of circumstances under which
one man may hold another in bondage, or slavery, without rebuke from Him
who
It

the Master of us all.
has long appeared to me that for the present

is

cerned that instead of the sectional warfare that

it

is

were far better for all conbeing carried on upon

now

the question of slavery the American people as a band of Christian brothers
should unite their efforts to improve the negroes of our country intellectually
and morally, and thus be preparing them for the enjoyment of freedom when

God

No doubt

our slaves to-day would have been greatly
not been for the unwise policy of the so-called
Emancipationists in the church and state. For this strange philanthropy has
naturally driven the slaves in crowds down to the South where they become
the property of a comparatively few monopolists, but it has caused their owners to bind them with still stronger fetters to prevent insubordination and
shall give

it

to them.

better in these respects had

insurrection.

to take

them

it

Better, far better for the slaves, that their owners were allowed
in safety to

any and every portion

of the Union.

For there the

negroes would enjoy such contact with the white population as would in spite
of their bondage result in their elevation in the scale of morals and intellect,

and as an inevitable consequence result in their speedy emancipation. But
I extended these remarks on slavery further than I had intended.
Kentucky, the land of many of my most cherished memories, was, in the
time of my boyhood, in its formative state in whatever differentiates
barbarism from civilization. There were families and communities in which
a high degree of culture existed; but, especially where I was raised, much
the larger portion of the country remained in its primitive state. Farmers
found no markets where any surplus product of the soil could be sold,
hence, as a rule, their highest aim was to raise a supply for home consumption. Corn and wheat for stock feed and bread, with a few acres of
oats and timothy for provender, flax, cotton, and wool for clothing, cover
the inventory of farm crops of those times.
The almost boundless forests furnished ample "range" where hogs and
cattle feasted and multiplied on pea vine, grass, acorns, chestnuts, hickory
nuts, walnuts, chinkapins, and beechnuts.
All these we had in abundance.

To

We

this source chiefly

required very

we were indebted for our scant supply of exchanges.
money to get along. We manufactured our cloth-

little

!
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not excepting shoes and hats. The first fur hat I ever wore was made
hatter who lived in our neighborhood, and I made rails to pay for it.
We picked the seed out of our cotton with our fingers. Many a long winter
evening did mother gather a circle of us children, white and black, around
the big fireplace in her room, and distribute to us severally our "task" which
must be cleaned up before we could enjoy "tired nature's sweet restorer,
balmy sleep." However, there were not wanting snatches of nodding in the
meantime! How many times did I light a lock of cotton at the blazicfg fire
on the hearth and hold it to the nose of a sleepy-headed little darky, just
to make him show the whites of his eyes. It amuses me now to call it back
to memory. Oh those happy, happy, days of primitive simplicity in domestic
life! I almost deprecate the change.
The cotton thus picked was carded with a pair of hand-cards, wool was done
in like manner, by the female portion of the household. Our flax crop, when
it reached a proper stage of ripeness, was pulled by hand, spread on the
ground in rows, left exposed to the weather several weeks, then taken up
and broken in a wooden handbreak. Afterward it went through a process
called scutching, then it was heckled, and lastly spun by hand on a peculiar
wheel made purposely for flax. The thread was then ready for the loom,
on which all our cloths were woven. This, too, was a hand machine. Our
leather was tanned by those who followed that business; but was wrought
Comparatively few
into shoes, mostly, by some member of the family.
country people wore store goods. In many cases our sugar and syrup were
made from the sap of the sugar maple, and what a very palatable substitute

ing,

by a

for the commercial article

Abundance of pork, raised in the woods at little expense, was slaughtered
by men who made a business of it and carried to the lower Mississippi and
to

New

Orleans in flatboats which were constmcted of rough timber.

beef and tobacco also were carried to market in the same way*.

sugar barrels and hogsheads must also be added to what

These products of the Green river portion
for bringing a little

money

our taxes were

more than nominal

little

of

into circulation.
;

is

Some

Staves for

mentioned above.

Kentucky were our dependence
We did not need much money;

our school masters taught for small

and boarded in the patronizing families; our doctors charged
very moderate bills and often took pay in such produce as the farmer had
subscriptions

to spare.

When we went to the store it was different; we had to use money. The
merchants hauled their goods by wagon, often more than one hundred
miles over bad roads. There were neither steamboats nor railroads in those
days. The men who went to New Orleans on flat boats, in returning up
stream generally footed it until they reached Indian settlements in Mississippi.
From there home they rode ponies which were purchased from the
Indians. Often after long weeks of travel they reached their homes physically
exhausted and sick. What money they brought with them soon found its
way into the hands of others, for they were generally in debt, more or less,
for what they took to the market.
This state of society and business was
not confined to Kentucky, but Tennessee, Indiana, Illinois, and Missouri were
in a like condition, that is, as far as the last named states were settled at all
by white people. And were -people as happy then as they are now? Indeed
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they were as virtuous, too; in fact much more so generally,
had not corrupted their morals. "When Jeshuran
A superabundance of worldly prosperity in itself
grew fat he kicked."
promotes neither happiness nor virtue.
My early religious environment was not unusual. My father had been
trained up in the faith of the Church of England, but never formally con-

And

they were.
for riches

and

fast living

nected himself with any church until he was, as

I

have heard him say,

BERRYMAN FAMILY, CHILDREN OF JEROME

W.

fifty-six

BERRYMAN,

ASHLAND, KAN.
His children were baptized in infancy, and our mother had early
sentiments of piety into all our minds, yet none of the family became
pious or joined any church until about the time of our father's conversion.
Three or four of the children, however, preceded my father a short time in the
date of their conversion.
father had never, so far as I am informed, opyears old.

instilled

My

posed his wife in her religious views, but from what I know of his character,
he could not have been of much assistance to her, either in the practice of religion in his

own

life

or the successful inculcation of

it

in the family.

He

was,
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to the time of his conversion, decidedly a man of the world, passionatelyfond of company and occasionally addicted to dissipation. I remember myself
to have seen him often very much excited over his cups, and also to have
seen him take his daughters to dancing parties. Notwithstanding all this,
however, he always had a high regard for religion and religious people so
much so that when he was about fifty years of age he sold his farm in Nelson
county, where we lived in a very ungodly neighborhood, and purchased another
in the immediate vicinity of a Methodist church. And I have often heard
him say that he did this for no other reason than that he might bring his
family under better religious influences, hoping that, though it might not
benefit himself, it might be the means of their salvation. In this, with the
blessing of God, his largest hopes were in the course of a few years more than
realized. As evidence of my father's sincerity in this matter, it will not be
amiss to relate a little anecdote connected with the conversion of two of his

up

—

daughters.

There was a Methodist camp meeting being held about ten miles from my
and he, not yet having at all changed his course of life, took his two
single daughters, then grown, to the camp meeting. The girls got under conviction and went to the altar with many other penitents. My father quietly
followed them, not to be prayed for himself, but, as he said, to see that they
were properly cared for. After the girls had knelt in the altar, my father
standing at a respectful distance, observed a young exhorter talking to them.
He advanced in a respectful manner and taking the young man by the arm
requested him to give place to some more experienced person; then turning
to an old local preacher with whom he had become intimately acquainted, he
requested him to talk to his daughters. At this same meeting my father
secretly formed the resolution that if there was mercy for him he would seek
it.
But he thought the camp ground too noisy a place for him, and before
the meeting closed he took his daughters and went home, where he made
known to my mother his intention. This, of course, with the happy conversion of her two daughters, was the most joyful tidings that had ever fallen
upon her ears. In about four or five weeks from this time my father was
powerfully converted to God and made unspeakably happy while engaged
in prayer about nine o'clock at night, in his own bed room; my mother being
engaged in prayer at the same time in an adjoining closet. As soon as my
mother heard the shouts of joy that spontaneously arose from a soul just
bom of God she flew to the spot, and mutually embracing each other they
were thus in their old age united in stronger bonds than those which thirty
years before had made them one flesh, for now they became one in spirit, and
mutually wedded to God. From this time the whole family became religiously
inclined, and in a short time the parents had the satisfaction of seeing all
their children and most of their servants in the fellowship of the Methodist
father's

Episcopal church.

When I was about ten years of age I sought and obtained peace with God
and united with the church. And now I have no doubt I enjoyed the love
of God for about two years. But I was led astray by some wicked associates,
and for three or four years was in a backslidden state, and even became very
wicked. Often during this period, however, my conscience was much troubled,
and I repeatedly formed resolutions to return to the Savior, but as frequently
broke those resolutions. Until one day being alone in the woods near my
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was raised on a farm) I sung some familiar hymn which
my mind. I have a thousand times regretted that
I have forgotten what hymn it was, but it set me to reflecting, and all my
past history came up before me. I saw how untrue I had been to God and to
myself! For more recently instead of fulfilling my oft repeated vows I had
begun to settle down in the purpose to abandon religion from my thoughts
until I should become a man and settled in life, I was brought to see how
I had been presuming upon the forbearance of God, while my sins were
being daily multipUed and my heart growing more callous. It was possibly
suggested to my mind too that the Good Spirit had now visited me again
father's

farm

(for I

very seriously impressed

for perhaps the last time if His present call were unheeded. And with these
thoughts and feelings I kneeled down upon the ground to pray once more.
But the darkness of this moment! I shall never forget it nor be able to de-

scribe

it.

knew not what

I

to say, for a sense of guilt

overwhelmed me and

my lips. I could not pray, nor yet could I weep. If I attempted to
my voice to God in confession or prayer my words fell like lead back
my heart. But there was one thing I succeeded in doing, I formed the

sealed
raise

upon

resolution with myself that I never

would cease trying to pray.

And

as I

deserved no favor of God it would be enough if even at the moment when
soul and body should be parting, He would speak and my sins be forgiven.
I could but perish at the worst, and therefore the remainder of my Ufe should

be spent in pleading with God for mercy. I arose from my knees more
miserable than when I knelt, but I had gained one point, my purpose was
fixed.
On the third day after, I had retired near the same spot to pray and
after some time spent in prayer my burden left me. For the first time since
this struggle

commenced

tears

came

to

my

relief

and from

my

heart I could

say,

"Tears of joy mine eyes o'erflow.
That I have any hopes of heaven;
Much of love I ought to know,

For

I

have much forgiven."

This state of joyful feeling was doomed to be of short duration. Rising from
knees I had proceeded but a few steps when, sudden as a spark of elec-

my

was impressed upon my mind that I was mistaken, and that my sins
were not forgiven. Seating myself upon the ground, I began to reason thus:
I had greatly abused my privileges in backsliding from my former state of
grace and favor with God and his people, and had committed many sins,
thereby grieving the Holy Spirit, therefore it was presumption for me to entricity, it

God would so soon overlook all and again admit me
and communion with Himself. Under these reasonings, if they may
be called such, all my new-born hopes fled and left me more miserable if
possible than before. About the space of four weeks from this time my days
and nights were spent in a state of the most intense darkness and anguish of
soul. My daily practice during this period of semi-despair was to retire often
in secret to pray, but every effort seemed abortive and left me still more overwhelmed with a sense of my guilt and utter helplessness. However with all
the attacks the devil .made upon me I do not remember that he ever for one
moment caused me to waver in regard to my resolution to pray while God
tertain the thought that

to peace

should give
It

was

me

breath.

in the evening, just before sunset.

The

air

was

soft

and balmy, and
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have never witnessed.

The poor

pensive mourner was seen bending his steps toward the grove in which he had
recently vowed to Heaven that his remaining hfe should be a life of prayer.

But Oh! how

was the moral sky of that praying penitent from the
Here all was light, joy and gladness, but there a
gloom like the pall of death hung over the horizon of his soul. Slowly, but
"«-ith the firm, unfaltering step of decision and fixedness of purpose, he wends
his way unobserved b}^ all but Him whose eye is all-seeing. Presently he stops
at the foot of one of the native oaks of the thick woods he had penetrated and
bending his knees to the ground with his face in his hands the returning prodigal is heard to say 'Tather, I have sinned against heaven and before Thee,
and am no more worthy to be called Th}' son make me as one of thy hired
sen-ants." Ere he is done speaking the Father had ''embraced him, fell on his
neck and kissed him," and was heard to say, "It is enough, for this my son
that was dead is alive again, was lost and is found." Oh, the joy of that unlooked for meeting of the Father and his repentant child! Blessed be God for
his "amazing grace." "My soul doth even now magnify the Lord." There was
now no space left in my heart for doubts. God had taken possession and filled
it with His love, and I left this consecrated spot with more light and joy in
my soul than all the glorious stars shining so resplendently in the blue heavens
different

material sky above him!

—

could inspire.

Up

had not made known to any one what I was
But the next day, perhaps, I told my father all about it. The good old
patriarch gave me his blessing and told me he had with prayerful interest been
an attentive observer of me all the time, and expressing his great joy, gave
thanks to God for His goodness to me and to him. A few daj^s after I went
forward in the church and at God's altar gave my name and hand and heart
a second time to the people of God.
I had voluntarily withdrawn from the
church some three or four years previously, and when the preacher in charge,
to whom I had applied to have my name erased from the book, asked me for
my reason I told him frankly that I was not fit to be in the church. But now
I felt that by the help of God I would endeavor to atone for the past by being
more fully than ever before consecrated to the service of my di\dne Master.
to this time, I think, I

about.

my

experience as I have already related it, I am led to believe
were forgiven on the third day after I commenced to seek the
Lord at the time referred to when my burden was removed and my heart
melted into tenderness while engaged in praj^er, but that I lost the evidence
And I believe that four
of it by listening to the temptation of the devil.
weeks after, when I was so greatly blessed, God sanctified me at the same time
He renewed to me the assurance of my acceptance with Him. For from that
moment for a long time, I do not remember how long, my peace was undisturbed, my heart was filled with the love of God, and I felt no temptation.
So happy was I that I was ready to think that the conflict was over, and that
I never should sin any more.
But alas! I have often since that time had to
repent and weep over my want of love to God and devotion to His ser^-ice.
Speaking of sanctification, I believe it to be nothing more nor less than a
heart fully consecrated to God and filled with his love. 'And this state is attainable by every Christian just whenever his faith is such in degree as to
apprehend so much. It was this I was seeking all the time. For by my past

In reviewing
that

my

sins
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my mind was prepared to take this view of
promised to him that believeth in Jesus as a complete
Savior. At different times in the history of my religious Ufe I have enjoyed
this state of grace, but have learned by sorrowful experience that it may be
lost by unfaithfulness. And thousands of Christians know the same sad truth.
Although a Christian may have some enjoyment in religion when he is not,
properly speaking, in a sanctified state, such enjoyment is fitful and transient
like the rays of the sun on a cloudy day as they now and then dart through
the partly broken clouds and then disappear. The joy of the sanctified soul
is as the beaming forth of the noonday sun without an intervening obstruction. For the path of the just "shineth more and more unto the perfect day!"
"Lord lift Thou up the light of Thy countenance upon me I"
At the time of which I have just been speaking, when I was reinstated in
divine favor I was about sixteen years old. My father began to call on me
occasionally to pray in the family, and Father Duke, our class leader, would
sometimes do the same in class meeting. Encouraged by this experience I
soon began to hold prayer meetings among the colored people of the neighborhood. But my mind did not at first anticipate anything in the way of
public services in the church beyond doing all the good I could in our community. When about seventeen and a half years old I was licensed to exhort
in the Society where I had been raised, by Rev. McNelly, then our circuit
preacher, but the next year our presiding elder. I never can forget the feelings
with which I left the house of God where after preaching Brother McNelly
requested nie to retire while he would lay my case before the Society. It
seems to me now that I was wholly insensible to everything but the responsibility that was about to be laid upon me, should the brethren give a favorable decision in granting me license. Instead of waiting somewhere near the
house I mechanically walked on to some considerable distance into the woods
and was on my knees in the deepest agony of prayer when I was aroused by
a loud call from Father Duke to come into the church. With trembling steps
I walked in and received at the hands of that good man above mentioned my
But I must say I
first authority from the •church to exercise a public gift.
always considered myself a poor exhorter.
While here at old Bethel church where I was licensed to exhort let me
linger a little while. It may be the last time that my pen shall be employed to
commemorate that consecrated spot. Near this old church stood a rude log
cabin. It had a wooden chimney at one end, a door in one side, and a log cut
out the whole length of 'the opposite side for a window. It was in this humble
schoolhouse I went to school one quarter to Mr. Ferguson, and one quarter to
Mr. Huston, which, with about six weeks at a grammar school, makes up the
sum total of my school days. This place is hallowed in my memory and in
my heart. Within the secred walls of old Bethel I was accustomed from childhood to manhood to attend upon the ministrations of God's word, and to hold
communion with His people. It was here I was fully indoctrinated in those
glorious truths which have been my guide and comfort thus far through life,
and which I expect to guide me safely through the dark valley and shadow of
death. It is here the dead lie who were once my companions, my counselors
and guides. And here sleep the precious remains of my sainted father and
mother. Yes, there they have rested in the silence of death for years already
experience and religious training

that salvation which

is

!
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till "all that are in the graves shall hear His voice and
Then, ah then, I hope to hear the manly voice of that father
once more and receive his everlasting blessing, and again I hope to feel the
warm embrace of that gentle mother. Peace, sweet peace to your sacred dust,
ye loved ones, till God shall bid you rise
I have said that I only attended school about seven and a half months in
my boyhood. This is true, nor did I ever after enter any sort of a literary institution as a student. My father lived in a neighborhood where education was
but little appreciated, and we seldom had a school of any kind that I could
attend from home. Though my father had enjoyed educational privileges himself, he never put a sufficient estimate upon learning to induce him to send his
children to boarding schools, notwithstanding his ability to do so. He was
willing, however, to send me to school after I had grown up, but I was impressed with a call to the ministry, and being persuaded by some that I considered competent to advise me, he consented that I might go. So, limited as
my education was, I entered the itinerant ministry when I was but eighteen
years and six months old. However, I was fully aware of my deficiency in educational qualifications, and for the first five years of my itinerant life much of
my time was devoted to literary studies. But I must go back a little to keep
up a connected chain in this recital of some of the leading events of my life.
It was when I was about seventeen years old that I began to be impressed
with the thought that God intended me for the ministry. At first I strove
against the thought, for being the youngest son and my parents old I cherished
the idea of remaining with them to take care of them in their declining years,
and I knew that they looked to me as their hope in that respect. The impression that I was called to preach, in spite of myself ultimately became a
settled conviction, and still I strove against it. For I loved home, and loved
my aged parents. My struggle to get rid of my convictions caused me to become unhappy. I prayed and attended to religious duties as usual, but was
often very much cast down in spirit. At length my concern upon the subject
having become very great, and even distressing, I was led to bring the matter
to an experimental test.
I was attending a camp meeting at Bethel and the family were encamped
on the ground as our custom was on such occasions. Several days of the meeting had passed, but without much comfort to me. I found myself in a very
gloomy mood, being still haunted by the thought that it was God's design that
I should preach. As I was on my way from the camp ground to our farm to
see to things there, walking along all alone, a sudden feeling came upon me
prompting me to submit the matter entirely to the Lord to decide for me by
blessing me in an unusual measure. I promised Him that if He did so just at
that time I would take it as a final settlement of the question and would act
accordingly. The instant I came to this decision my soul was made exultantly
happy in the love of God. No doubts now remained as to mj^ call, nor hesitancy as to obeying that call. This I think was about one year before I entered upon the work, nor do I recollect that I ever made known my exercises
of mind upon this subject until a short time before I entered the ministry.
Then I told all to my father, who said in reply, "Go, my son, and the blessing
of God go with you. But," added he, "what shall your mother and I do? For
we are old, and have been looking to you to take care of us. Still, go and
we will trust in the Lord to take care of us."

shall rest
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My father had strong faith in God's promises, and was one of the most devoted Christians I have ever known. His custom was to go upon his knees
seven times every day in prayer. I have often heard him say that he allowed
no day to pass without a sensible enjoyment of God's love shed abroad in his
heart. And I believe it, for from the time he made a profession of religion I
have no recollection of his ever praying in the family, which he did every night
and morning, without seeming to get happy. His family devotions were not a
mere form, but were of a truly spiritual character. He was past fifty years old
when he became pious, and it might be supposed that a man who had lived to
that age without prayer would not be very gifted in that kind of exercise. But,
nothing intimidated by this, he erected and ever after maintained his family
altar.
To compensate for his want of experience he for some time used a
prayer book until by practice he could do without one. It is not strange therefore that he should, even when the decrepitude of old age was upon him, be
willing to

hands.

make

Had

the sacrifice he did

when he believed God required

his son at all times exercised the strong faith

it

at his

and deep piety of

he would have shown himself more worthy of such a sire.
after my own mind became settled on the subject of preaching, the Rev. George McNelly, then presiding elder of our district, invited
me to go with him around the district. My parents consented and I went,
but I only continued with him four weeks. He made me exhort at his meetings, which so overwhelmed me with embarrassment that I became utterly
discouraged and begged him) to let me go home.
Still this little experience in itinerant life was of service to me. Reverend McNelly was a good
man of deep piety and a devoted student. Besides giving me much valuable
instruction, his example convinced me that an education might be acquired
on a circuit. Mr. McNelly could not read a hymn nor a chapter in the Bible
when he commenced preaching, yet besides becoming well acquainted with
his own language he had mastered the Hebrew, Greek and Latin languages,
and made himself a fine scholar, and certainly he was a strong man in the
pulpit.
I took my first lesson in English grammar from him while with
him on the district, and though with him but four weeks had got a good
start when I left him. All this encouraged me, and may be considered the
beginning of my career as a student. Under the influence of Mr. McNelly 's
example and advice, I adopted habits of study and reading which have
been of incalculable advantage to me, and I do not know but that I owe
more to him in this regard than to all others with whom I have been associated.
Here I may remark that the itinerant Methodist preacher has
ample opportunity to make himself a scholar on his circuit, even though he
may be hardly able to write his own name when he begins.
On my way home, having left Mr. McNelly at Hopkinsville, I spent a
night at the house of the Widow Cessna in Muhlenberg county, and made

his father,

Not long

the acquaintance of her daughter Sarah, of
I will here

remark that

this

whom

I shall

speak hereafter.

was a mere passing acquaintance, and nothing

my brother Thomas a short time afterward married a sister of
The only impression made upon my mind by this call at the house

more, but
hers.

was that she w^as an excellent Christian lady, and had a
most orderly and happy family. This was in the month of February, 1828.
Some time during the following summer by brother, Josias Berryman, having
of Mrs. Cessna
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emigrated with his family to Missouri the previous year, returned to Kentucky to attend to some business. Learning that I had thoughts of joining
the traveling connection that fall he persuaded me to go out to Missouri and
join that conference, urging as an inducement that preachers were much
more needed there than in Kentucky, and that being a young conference
I might grow up with it. The consent of parties being gained I went to see
my old friend, Mr. McNelly, who lived about ten miles from my father's, to
get a recommendation from him.
What sort of a recommendation could I expect him to give me, who had
witnessed my weak efforts as an exhorter while with him on the district?
Still I went, though with much trepidation and many misgivings.
Having
passed through the town of Hartford I met Mr. McNelly on his way to
town, and after telling him the nature of my errand I returned with him
to Hartford.
There we met with Father John Denham, then our circuit
preacher, who joined with the presiding elder, Mr, McNelly, in giving me
a recommendation to the church in Missouri, Mr. McNelly tried hard to
prevail on me to remain in Kentucky and travel at large with him on the
district for one year, promising to give me the benefit of his library and instruction if I would do so.
What a privilege I here declined! It might
have bee'n worth thousands to me. But then I thought it might so cramp
and discourage me as to counteract the good that he intended. Besides
I now longed to be on a
I had made up my mind to a different course.
circuit doing all the good I could, and in the meantime I might do as he had
done learn as I went and practice as I learned. Therefore on the 8th of
August, 1828, I left my much loved home to join the Methodist itinerancy
in the wilds of Missouri, as raw a volunteer as ever entered the service.
I shall never forget that parting scene. My mother from whom I had never been
separated but four weeks, hung around my neck as if her heart would break,
baptizing me afresh with tears and dedicating me anew to that God to whom
My sisters wept, and the
she had given me in baptism when a child.
servants also; but my father seemingly unmoved laid his hands upon my
head and said, "God be with you, my boy, and bless you. All I have to say
Those few
is that I have confidence in you that you will do your duty."
words were worth volumes of advice to me. Often have they rung in my

—

ears since.

In those days the convenience of railroad travel was unknown in the West,
company with my brother Blackstone, the trip to Missouri was made on
horseback. Crossing the Ohio river at Shawneetown, we made our way through
the state of Illinois to the old town of Kaskaskia. Here crossing the Mississippi
in an old-fashioned flatboat, we found ourselves in what was called "The Big
so in

Field," which covered perhaps more than a thousand acres of the richest river
bottom land. It was cultivated exclusively in com, by the French residents
of the oldest town in Missouri, St, Genevieve. Through this field our road
ran a distance of several miles up the river to the town. Here we found
entertainment for the night, and the following day proceeded to Mine
La Motte. At this place we found our oldest brother, Josias Berryman, engaged in mining and smelting lead, as well as butchering and furnishing other
miners with beef. My brother Thomas also was there temporarily assisting,
but shortly after our arrival returned to Kentucky.
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My life and experience hitherto had been confined to the neighborhood
where I grew up. How strangely interesting therefore were the scenes through
which I was now passing. During the several days of our passage through IlUnois
we had visited the salt work& near the town of Equality, and witnessed the
process by which the salt we had been accustomed to see in common use was
made from water obtained from the bowels of the earth. We had seen for
the first time Indians in their native rudeness; we had looked upon the broad
expanse of the prairies, and had much contention with that most voracious
of insects, the prairie fly. We had enjoyed the hospitality of the few white
settlers we found on our way, sometimes free of charge.
We had found at
Kaskaskia and St. Genevieve people of our own complexion speaking to us in
a language that we understood not. At the mines we found hundreds of men
many of them French working like gophers, away down in deep shafts
and drifts, for hidden wealth. Furthermore we saw these same French laborers
hauling their mineral in rude carts, to which were hitched oxen, the yoke
strapped in front of their horns. In some instances the carts were drawn
by two ponies one before the other and the traces by which these French
ponies drew their loads were tugs made of ox-hide untanned. The lead made
here at that time was smelted in rudely constructed furnaces of two kinds.
One was called the log-furnace and the other was run with charcoal. After
the lead was run into bars it was carted to St. Genevieve in the manner above
described. These same mines, though they had been worked right along from
the earliest settlement of the country, are still valuable and are extensively
operated by modern methods.
Among the French families of this region with whom I have had pleasant
acquaintance, and whose many good traits I admire, are the Tally, Pratte,
Deguiere, Janis and Bogy families of Fredericktown and St. Genevieve; the
Desloge family of Potosi; and the Chouteau, Pratte and Labeaume families
of St. Louis. Among them might be singled out men and women to whom
southeast Missouri is much indebted for what it now is, materially and socially.
Some of their ancestors brought with them from France a high type of social
and intellectual culture, and it continues in large measure with their descendants to this day. But, like the Jews, they are not even yet entirely free from
clanishness.
This I think is wholly due to two facts an inborn pride of
blood and an equally strong passion, the inherited devotion to their special
form of religion. Besides these, the French have not much admiration for
English or German blood, both kinds running through American veins.
Returning to my introduction to Missouri. After partaking with real zest
of a miner's supper at my brother's cabin, we my brother and myself went
over to a neighboring cabin where some one was discoursing soul-inspiring
music on a violin. My father was a good violinist, and many a happy hour
had I enjoyed when a child while he drew the rosined bow across his instrument for the entertainment of his family and himself. But it had now been

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

some years since those sweet melodies had died upon my ears, for my father
would never allow music of that sort in his house after his conversion, rather
was he exceedingly fond of singing and hearing the "songs of Zion." The
once familiar strains of that fiddle so entranced me that I said: "Come, let
us go and see who is playing so delightfully upon the strings, not only of that
instrument but on the

still

finer strings

which God has placed in

my

soul,"
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my conscience, that the music of that
such fihal recollections of my parents and the home of
my childhood, and such a feeling of piety towards my heavenly Father, that
if I had any previous scruples about instrumental music, they left me then
Here

I record,

evening awoke in

and

with the approval of

me

there.

DR. G.
I

had never seen a Frenchman
I was named for two

nationality

—

of the religious school in

Q.

BERRYMAN.
now; I had no prejudice against that
them but from what little I then knew

until
of

—

which the people

of that nation

were educated,

my

views were not at all favorable. But in the person of the man who bo
charmed me with music, here was not only a veritable Frenchman but a
died-in-the-wool Catholic. He knew we were Protestants, perhaps learned that
I was a preacher, and yet, though dressed in the rough habiliments of the
common miner, his bearing was that of a Christian gentleman towards gentlemen. It was my privilege in after years to become well acquainted with

Paul Deguiere

—that

rarely found.

and

is

was

his

name

—and

a

man

of

more

sterling principles is

has so happened that a son of his married a niece of mine,

my

officeholder in
own church. He
Christians, "Let us love one another "

now an

ness man.

It

is

a very successful busiwill we not under-

Why
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it is education, and often other circumstances not of our own
which give rise to our differences in matters of minor importance,
not only in religion but in other things as well? Why do we take the responsibihty of judging one another when there is but one competent Judge, to

stand that
creation,

whom we must

each for himself alone give account!

The

Bible alone

is

the

and judgment, given by the Lawgiver and Lord of all.
Before I get away from my initiatory experiences and observations in Missouri, it is proper that it should be stated that Josias Berryman resided with
his family about eighteen miles from his mining camp, in what was then called
Stout's Settlement, now Arcadia valley.
His home and farm embraced the
grounds now covered by the village of Arcadia and the railroad station of the
same name. The valley, and a branch of the St. Francois river running through
it, took their name from the first settler there, Ephriam Stout.
Josias Berryman bought the preemption right of settlement from him. The lands of that
neighborhood were not yet brought into market the government withholding
them as mineral lands. In travehng to Stout's Settlement from the mines
the road, such as it was, traversed a very hilly and rocky stretch of unrule of faith

—

inhabited country.

It

brought the traveler into the settlement

finally

over

—a mountain indeed, several hundred feet high.

Through
this mountain Stout's creek debouches from the valley through a most
romantic canyon, called by the early settlers 'The Shutin" an appropriate
designation as I first saw it. Its walls are of solid porphyry and almost perpendicular. For several miles on either hand there was no way of getting
out of the valley but by passing over this high mountain. At the time it was
difficult, not to say hazardous, to cross it even on horseback.
But long since
a wagon road has been cut into the mountain's rocky ribs on the north side
of the Shutin. This has long been the pubhc road between Arcadia valley and
the largest

hill of all

—

•

Fredericktown.

Very few families occupied the valley then; the Sharps and Suttons were
As
all except my brother, and he had scarcely been there two years.
is usual under such surroundings, the habits of the people were pretty much
My brother's family were eating bread made of com
of a primitive order.
meal, ground by hand. The two granite stones used in this mill were about
two feet across the face, and had been obtained from the great granite quarry
near Iron mountain. The hand power was applied by drilling a hole near the
outer edge of the top, or running stone; into this hole the lower end of a
staff was inserted, the upper end being made stationary over the eye, or hole
about

The operator, taking hold of this staff with
hand, gave the stone a rotary motion and fed the com into the eye,
thus reducing the grain to meal between the upper and the lower stones. In
the same fashion did his neighbors obtain their bread. This condition of

in the center of the top stone.
his right

things, however, did not long continue, for
run by water power.

my

brother erected a small mill to

Deer and wild turkeys, as well as other game, were abundant, and much
meat eaten was obtained by the huntsman. This recalls in my memory
an incident that occurred in the valley soon after my arrival. Uncle John
Sutton, as he was called, had several grown sons who were experts in deer
hunting. One bore the name of Leonard. He and his brothers went one night
to some woods near by to "fire hunt" for venison. This was done by carryof the
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Soon they started up a doe and her

fawn, and got a good shine on their eyes.

Leonard, anxious to be the hero
and brought the doe to the
Reloading, he fired away at the fawn and it also dropped.
ground.
Of
course they hastened to the spot where the dead game fell, shot between the
Arriving, what consternation seized the astonished boys, especially
eyes.
Leonard! There lay the best brood mare and colt that the family owned,
of that night's hunt, hurriedly leveled his

rifle

Another incident or two I will relate, just to show how near Arcadia, at
first saw it, rested in its original state.
My brother kept some
hunting dogs. One morning soon after my arrival these dogs were heard in
a woods near the house, barking as though they had "treed" something. Taking my brother's rifle with me I was soon with the dogs, and found they had
two raccoons up a tree, both of which I quickly brought to the ground. A
few daj'S later the dogs were again heard barking near the same place. Again I
took the rifle and went to see what they were after. This time they had
"treed" a large catamount. "Drawing a bead" I brought him dead to the
ground and bore him in triumph to the house. These two exploits of my
frontier life make up the entire history of my experience in that line.
Some might ask why my brother located his family in such a place. He saw
the valley was fertile, well watered and healthy, and not far from the lead mines.
It was in the immediate vicinity of Iron mountain and Pilot knob, which have
since been made to yield so many millions of dollars worth of the richest ores.
His judgment has been fully vindicated. Owing chiefly to these iron works,
Arcadia valley has become not merely a "fruitful garden," but one of the
most beautiful and desirable places for residence that nature ever formed.
In the preliminary steps toward its development no man took a more active
part than did Josias Berryman. He was a man of much more than ordinary
industry, not only in his personal affairs, but also in whatever related to the
good of the community in' which he lived. Few men in his sphere of life
wielded a better influence over those with whom he came in daily contact.
Very shortly after my arrival in Missouri a camp meeting was held in what
was called New Tennessee, St. Genevieve county. This meeting I attended
in company with my brother Josias, who himself was an official member of the
M. E. church. It was also a quarterly conference occasion and Rev. John
Glanville was presiding elder. At this conference I handed in such papers as
I brought with me from the church in Kentucky, was cordially received,
licensed to preach, and recommended to the Missouri annual conference for
admission into the traveling connection. Mr. Glanville was an Englishman,
and a preacher of more than medium talents. He labored many years in the
work of the ministry, mostly in southeast Missouri, and was much esteemed
by those who knew him best. His brother, Thomas Glanville, was also a
Methodist preacher; and during the Civil War was murdered by Missouri
militia for no other accusation than that he was a Southern Methodist, and,
perhaps, refused to take the "oath of loyalty" as a condition upon which he
would be allowed to continue preaching the gospel.
At this camp meeting I first met Rev. John W. York, who was then the
pastor, or preacher in charge of Saline and St. Francis circuits. That fall he
was married to Miss Mary Collier, near Fredericktown, and removed to Illinois. In after years he went to live in Oregon, where he died at an advanced
age respected and honored. The Rev. Edward T. Peery also should be menthe time I

•
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made at that meeting. He was a
from Virginia, was preaching on Potosi circuit that year, and became
by long and intimate association one of my most trusted friends. His wife
too and mine for many years were co-workers in mission schools among the
Indians, where we all learned to love each other as brothers and sisters.
Among the prominent citizens living in New Tennessee at the time of my
first knowledge of it, were the Hollomans, Count Pattersons, and Rev. John
McFarland. The last named was a man possessed of very good natural
abilities, and did a good work for his part of the state as citizen as well as
a minister; he left the savor of a good name.
Dr. James H. Relfe, who was brother-in-law to Dr. Lewis F. Linn, so long
a member of the United States Senate, lived in New Tennessee for a time,
but removed to Caledonia in Washington county, where he resided many
years in the practice of medicine. He was one or two terms a member of
Congress, and also for a time United States marshal for the state of Missouri.
The persons and families I have named were some of my earUest acquaintances and friends in Missouri, to whom I became indebted more or
less for favors shown to me when such friendships were valuable.
There were several men and families with whom my own people enjoyed
some social relations in the days of my childhood and young manhood who
later came to Missouri. These became identified with the new country, and I
saw something of all of them. The first I will mention is Doctor McCrery,
who was our family physician. His wife was a sister of Wayman Crow, who
with his nephew Phocian McCrery, emigrated at an early date to the city of
St. Louis, and as partners engaged in the mercantile business. They were successful and ranked for many years with the best business men of the city. In
course of time one of their employees became a partner in their business, and
married one of the daughters of Doctor McCrery, and the firm took the name
of ''Crow, McCrery & Hargandine." Messrs. Crow and McCrery are both dead,
but Mr. Hargandine is still in business in the city. Mr. John Crow, brother of
Wayman, remained in Hartford, Ky., accumulating large wealth as a merchant.
I mention these in particular, because Hke myself they with other members of
their family identified themselves with the fortunes of Missouri when it was
yet in its infancy. Henry Crow of St. Francois county, now dead, was also
a brother of Wayman. He was a good farmer and highly esteemed as a citizen
and neighbor.
Another name I will mention whose family were intimate friends of ours in
the early times, is that of Rev. Samuel H. Thompson. He was one of the
earliest and most useful ministers of the M. E. church in southeast Missouri.
He was of a most excellent family, a man of fine intellect, and superior endowments as a preacher of the gospel. He would have been conspicuous in
any of the learned professions. He spent some time as presiding elder about
the years 1825-6-7. While here he was married to a daughter of WllHam
Cravens, Esq., who was a farmer in good circumstances on the bank of St.
Francois river near the line between Madison and Wayne counties. It was my
privilege to meet Mr. Thompson but once, and that was at his home, after he
had settled in the town of Edwardsville, 111. The night I then spent under his
hospitable roof I was made to feel that my "lot had fallen to me in a pleasant
place," the welcome was cordial, the fare all that could be desired, and the
tioned here as one whose acquaintance I

transfer

—
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He

finished his useful life in a

ripe old age.

Because of some circumstances connecting their history with

my

own,

it

is

proper that several others should be remembered here. First in order comes
the name of Rev. Frederick B. Leach. He belonged to a large and respectable
family in Ohio county, Kentucky, and was chiefly raised in the same farm
dwelhng house which aftei-ward became the home of my father and his family

many

As an

Methodist ministry Mr. Leach spent
Rev. Mr. Thompson was
there. He also wedded a Missouri lady in the person of Miss Giboney of Cape
Girardeau county. The Giboney family ranked among the successful class in
business and in society, and Leach was an excellent man and a ver>^ successful
preacher. He died at an advanced age, I think somewhere in north Missouri.
The Rev. Jesse Greene was our pastor in the days of my boyhood on the
Hartford circuit in the Kentucky conference; and was transferred to the Missouri work early in the '20 's. Here he bestowed much of his time and ministerial labor for the good of society in the regions south of St. Louis, even extending down into the territory of Arkansas as far as the Texas Hne. He spent
a protracted and very successful term of years in the work of his Master in
this state
a good preacher and most exemplary Christian gentleman. At a
rather advanced period of life Mr. Greene was most suitably married, at the
Shawnee Manual Labor School, Indian Territory, to Miss Marv^ Todd, an
Eastern lady. At the time of their marriage she was engaged in the missionary
work of teacher in the school above named. Mrs. Greene has been residing in
or near Lexington, Mo. Some years ago she wrote and pubHshed in book form
a very interesting biographical sketch of her husband.^
Rev. Nathaniel M. Talbot was, in the beginning of his ministry, pastor of
the church to which we belonged on the Hartford circuit, but soon thereafter
took a transfer to the Missouri conference. After ser\ang in the regular ministry, both in southern and northern Missouri, he was appointed to do mission work among the Indian tribes then living in the northeastern part of what
then Indian Territory. Here he did good service
is now the state of Kansas
until those tribes sold their lands to the United States and removed south,
where they now live in that most beautiful of all countries lying between Kansas and Texas, and west of Arkansas. Mr. Talbot was a faithful man in whatever he put his hand to and died as the good only can die, full of joy.
The last in order of those who were raised in my part of Kentucky, which
I still delight to remember as my own native state, and who has done faithful
service in and for Missouri as a preacher of the gospel, is Rev. Learner Blackman Stateler. About the year 1831 Mr. Stateler was received on trial in the
Kentucky conference, M. E. church, and immediately transferred to the Missouri conference and appointed to work. Having labored on circuits for several
years both in southern and northern Missouri as well as in St. Louis, he was
sent out among the Indian tribes upon our western border to do mission work.
In all these departments of ministerial responsibility he sustained a reputation
to be coveted by those who aspire to success in life. For many years together
for

years.

some time

itinerant in the

in southern Missouri about the time that

—

—

3.

"Life, Three Sermons, and some of the miscellaneous writings of Rev. Jesse Greene."
brief sketch of Mr. Greene and Mrs. Greene may be found in
Green, 1852.
Collections, Vol. 9, p. 165.
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we were even more intimately related to each other than we had been when
we were boys; and I mention this as a tribute due to one of the truest of men^
APPOINTMENT IN MISSOURI.
At the quarterly meeting at New Tennessee I was received with open arms.
I was made an exhorter, licensed to preach, and recommended to the conference for admission into the traveling connection, all without ever having been
heard to speak or even pray in public. I mention this to show with how little
It was
of worldly caution Methodists received one another in those days.
enough that I had come to them recommended by a presiding elder and circuit preacher, though none of the parties were known to them. And I confess
that I like that kind of unsuspecting Christian confidence yet. Methodism was
at that time a unit throughout all the states, and a man might travel from
Maine to Louisiana with a proper voucher of his membership in his pocket,
and wherever he met with Methodists be sure of a hearty welcome.
On Sunday morning the elder told me I must preach at 9 o'clock. I tried to
beg off, but he said I must let him hear me preach that he might know how to

me

represent

to the conference.

After

commending myself

to

God

in prayer, I

ascended the pulpit and took for my text, ''Search the Scriptures, for in them
ye think 3^e have eternal life, and they are they that testify of me." How I got
through I hardly knew, for I was much embarrassed, being naturally very timid
and mistrustful of myself. Nor have I recovered from that timidity even to
this day, for it often overcomes me still.
There was a Cumberland Presbyterian preacher sitting with me in the pulpit, however, who followed me with
an exhortation in which he took occasion to eulogize "the young brother's sermon" very much, and this gave me some relief. What the presiding elder
thought of it I never knew, but I was received into the conference upon his and
brother York's representation.
The annual session of the Missouri conference was held that year at a camp
ground in Howard county near the town of Fayette (where I now write). I
was appointed second preacher on Saline and St. Francois circuits, Abraham
Norfleet being in charge and Alexander McAlister presiding elder. This circuit
then embraced St. Francois, St. Genevieve, Perry, Madison and Wayne counties,
where there are now [1858] four circuits.^ This circuit was performed in four
weeks, averaging about one sermon a day. One of the places for preaching
was my brother's house in Stout's Settlement. This was very considerate in
Bishop Soule, who presided at that conference, for it gave me the benefit of a
home with by brother and his kind family.
That year as well as the one following my brother did much towards supThe first year my circuit gave me
porting me. And well for me that he did
$16, and the second year $25. Still so far as that was concerned I got along
very comfortably, for I never felt that I was in want of anything. I sold a
good many books, the second year about $600 worth, and at that time the
"Concern" allowed us 40 per cent on our sales. Our Book Concerns have got
to be so independent and we so proud that we do not make anything now sell!

ing books.

There was nothing of interest transpired during my first year
ancy beyond the ordinary experience of a very young preacher.

in the itiner-

Many

of

4.
A "Life of Rev. L. B. Stateler," by Rev. E. J. Stanley, was published ia 1907.
Berryman made valuable contributions to this volume.
In 1918 this district comprised some fifteen charges of the M. E. Church, South.
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rides from one preaching place to another were long and dreary, as the country
was then sparsely settled, and portions of it rugged and mountainous. Nor
were many of the people more cultivated than their country. Yet they were
kind to me, and generally gave me a hearty welcome. I shall ever remember
with gratitude their simple, disinterested hospitality. I need hardly say that
often my spirits became greatly depressed, for this was but natural in one so
young and inexperienced. Sometimes this depression was so great that I verily
believe I should have gone home in despair, but for the shame at having failed
in my undertaking. My doubts at times as to my call to the ministry were
appalling, and my convictions of duty in the premises so faint that I think
they would hardly have operated as a sufficient motive alone to keep me in the
work. My colleague too was a very desponding sort of man and, though a
good man, not at all calculated to give suitable advice and comfort. The
general character of the man will appear from an anecdote I will relate.
He and myself were together at a quarterly meeting, and Rev. Alexander
McAlister was present as our presiding elder. McAlister was a very stern man
when administering reproof, and he thought Norfleet deserved to be reproved
for a habit he had got into of using a few hackneyed words, and repeating
them very often while preaching. Said he^ "Norfleet, why do you repeat the
same word so often in your preaching^ when such repetitions are wholly uncalled for? For instance, one favorite word which you so use without meaning
is the word obvious. Last week when you were at the Potosi quarterly meeting
you made such a poor out at preaching on Saturday' night that when you were
to preach again on Sunday night I made as though I would not be out to hear
you, thinking that my presence embarra&sed you. However, I slipped in unobserved by you. I seated myself where you could not see me, and kept count
of the number of times you used the word obvious. I counted to one hundred
and fifty, when I gave it up. I said to myself, if everything is so obvious, why
don't he quit and sit down?" This, taken with the manner in which the reproof was administered, was more than poor Norfleet could bear, and he burst
into tears like a child, sobbing out, "I'll never preach before you again while I
live." Nor do I suppose he ever did, or ever would under any circumstances.
This little incident also gives a hint at the character of McAlister. While
he was a very intelligent, kind-hearted Christian gentleman, he had no patience
with men who go about with their heads bowed down and groaning under
burdens of their own cowardly fears. He was a man of a stout heart himself,
as well as of a sound head. Yet I saw him once completely "let down" in an
attempt to preach at a conference held in Cape Girardeau county. There was
in the congregation a good old brother who, during preaching, was in the habit
of responding to what the preacher would say. Brother McAlister was preaching on the text "We see then how that a man is justified by works, and not by
faith only." The bishop was in the pulpit and the preachers all around. But
McAlister could not get off with his sermon. He stammered, wandered far off
from his subject, and got quite lost in the fog of his own embarrassment. At
length he exclaimed, "I am only exhorting you now; I have quit trying to
preach!" Almost simultaneously, our good old brother in the congregation
shouted out "Thank the Lord!" This was a dead shot to the preacher, and he
sank down on the seat behind him, without uttering another word.
McAlister was ever a friend to me. Although he never flattered me, he
spoke in my favor in a way that, coming to me second hand, and that
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me more good in the way of encouragement than all he
me personally. At the close of my third year, he having
been my presiding elder that year also, he came to me one day in the conferencei room and in a whisper asked me what circuit I wanted for the
repeatedly, did

could have said to

next year.

To which he

I told

him

replied, "I

the choice of the appointing power was

am

going to have you put on the

best circuit in the conference."

then probably the best in the

And
state.

P

my

sure enough I went there, and

But

I

will

choice.

circuit

—the

it

was

speak of this appointment

again.

Speaking of Rev. A. McAlister

recalls thrilling

memories.

Oh,

how my

very heart is stirred in me by the reminiscences his name brings up! And
I can but say ''Would I were a boy again that I could once more enjoy the
counsels of such good and great men." Surely I would profit more by such
advantages. For though I did try to avail myself of the aids they furnished
me to qualify myself for my calling, I think I would try with more eamest.McAlister was a student himself, and
he sought to inspire his preachers who traveled under him with the same
And none who took his advice in this matter failed to profit by his
spirit.

ness had I such opportunities again,

aid and instruction.
I cannot pass these early recollections without mention of some of the
prominent families who impressed themselves upon my memory and from
whom I received much kindness and encouragement. They were the McFadins, Logans, Pettits, Bettisses, Powers, and Mathews of Wayne county;
the numerous connection of Bollingers, Sitzes, Whiteners, Whitworths, Whites,
and Youngs of Madison county; the Abernat-hys, Farrars, and Eddlemans of
Perry county; and the Murphys, Walkers and Clays of St. Francois county.
These were among the earliest settlers of the counties named, and their

descendants

still

remain there.

APPOINTMENT IN ARKANSAS TERRITORY.

My

second appointment, which

I

received in the

fall

of 1829 at the annual

conference which sat in the town of Potosi, was to what was then called

Hot Springs and Mount Prairie circuit. This was two circuits blended and
made 600 miles to be traveled in six weeks. This work lay on
the Little Missouri and Red rivers, in the then territory of Arkansas,
The conference at Potosi was presided over by Bishop Joshua Soule, and
together

was composed

about twenty-five traveling preachers. Its limits included
and the territory of Arkansas; and numbered
about 2,(K)0 communicants. Of course the circuits and districts of the presiding elders were very large, the country was sparsely settled, and travel
was exclusively on horseback. This was my first attendance at a conference
of Methodist preachers.
The small church in which we held our sessions,
with some enlargements since that period, is still a comfortable place of
worship. Bishop Soule was then in the vigor of manhood. He was a model
of a presiding officer, and an able expounder of gospel truth.
It was my
good fortune further on in life to know him intimately, and I may safely
say I have known no man who posseissed a finer intellect or a bigger heart.
Monroe, Greene, McAlister, Edmunson, Glanville, and Haw were the leading
men in the conference. But they and all the rest, myself alone excepted,
have long since finished their earthly task and gone to receive their reward.
all

of

of the state

of Missouri
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During the session of this conference a camp meeting was held near the
many were added to our churches in and near Potosi. This old
town was then at the height of its prosperity, being the center of the surrounding mining trade.
The families of wealth and influence were the
Perrys, Mcllvains, Dunklins, McGreadys, and Brickeys. Some of these, and
many not so well off, were Methodists of a good type, and all were
town, and

liberal in hospitality.

Rev. Uriel Haw and myself were most pleasantly entertained in the
family of a Brother Wallace, now no doubt in heaven. On the night before
the adjournment of the conference Brother Haw laid his arm over me after

we had gone

my

"Well,

bed and drawing me close up to himself said:
young brother, where do you think the bishop will send you

to

to preach this year?"
"I cannot know until he reads out the appointments to-morrow," I returned.
"I will tell you now if you keep it a
Hot Springs and Mount Prairie circuit

secret.'

Your work

in Arkansas,

and

will

I

be on the
be your

will

presiding elder."

"Where

is

that,

and how

far

from here?"

"Five hundred miles, and on

Red

river,

bordering on Texas," was his

reply.

What five hundred miles, and "bordering Texas" A land of red savages,
and white refugees from justice! Texas was at that time a province of
Mexico, and a place of refuge for all sorts of evildoers who fled from the
United States. At least so the reputation of Texas stood with us in 1829.
And sure enough, some of my preaching places were on the Texas side
of Red river. However, my sleep that night was undisturbed and refreshing
for I knew into whose hands I had committed myself when I left the sweet
home of my childhood with the blessing of a father's and mother's love
and prayers to follow me wherever my lot might be cast. The morning
came and we assembled at the appointed time to receive our "appointments."
After an appropriate prayer and an excellent address by the
bishop, he proceeded to read: "Arkansas District, Uriel Haw, presiding elder.
Hot Springs and Mount Prairie circuit, Rucker Tanner, preacher in charge;
Jerome C. Berryman, assistant preacher," Rucker Tanner resided in the
bounds of this circuit, and had not come up to the conference; therefore I
must make that long journey alone.
!

!

Returning from Potosi to my brother's at Stout's Settlement, now Arcadia,
a few days were employed in making preparations for what lay before me.
Then with his blessing, as well as that of his wife who had been as a mother
to me the past year, I took an affecting and affectionate leave of them.
Nor did they let me go empty handed, nor forget me afterwards, for they
sent

me

Red

river country while

I

was

there.

I believe, for they died in the faith.

me

who came to the
They are both now in heaven, as
With the sorrow of parting deep upon

valuable articles of apparel by some emigrants

my new

Here was something to try even
much over nineteen and had
never before felt that I was fully cut loose from home.
My journey to my work was made along the old military road that ran from
I set out all alone for

field.

the stoutest resolution, for I was not yet
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St. Louis, Mo., via Little Rock, Ark., to a military post on Red river. Fort
Lawson. At that time most of the country through which this road passed
was uninhabited, and rough, even mountainous, settlements about Batesville
and Little Rock being exceptions. Few incidents worthy of note occurred on
this lonely journey of near two weeks. The Sunday that found me on the way
was spent under the hospitable roof of a Widow Stewart,^ in Arkansas. My
pious hostess sent out and gathered in as many as she could, and I preached
the best I knew on the text: "As you go, preach." I know not yet what good
fruits may have come from the seed sown that day, but I do know it did the

young preacher good.
One more incident that fixed itself in my memory while on that trip through
Arkansas I will mention because it indicates somewhat how many of the people
then occupying the thinly settled portions of that country lived. I had made
a hard day's ride and it was dark. I never had much fear as to personal safety,
and later in life I traveled alone for days and days together among savages,
unarmed and unafraid. But this night I confess my spirit rather "caved in."
I got belated in reaching the house where I was expecting to spend the night.
And as I never could see by starlight, my horse left the road and I was for a
time lost in the woods. Finally he brought me up to the back of a farm. I
called and was answered from the opposite side. A man came to me and directed me how to get back to the road, and though I could see nothing by
which to direct my course but the stars, at length I found myself in the road,
and reached the place of my destination for the night about 9 o'clock. This
house had been recommended to me as the best in the settlement. The man
and his wife had not yet retired, and they took me in. The man took my
horse, and after returning from the stable betook himself in good earnest to
the task of entertaining the stranger while the woman was cooking supper
for him.

must here remark that my host was in appearance about the age of
some six feet high with broad shoulders, and had high cheek bones.
And in complexion, expression, manner and dress, he was just such a looking
being as comes up to the general contour of a real bear hunter away down in
Arkansas Territory in 1829. Having given me a little description of some of
his bear fights, he very soon got upon the subject of certain shocking murders
which had been transpiring recently and for years past in his neighborhood.
Suffice it to say that by the time my supper was ready his bloody recital had
so excited my imagination that my appetite for food had well nigh forsaken
me. I did not know but that it might be the last meal ever prepared for me.
Supper being dispatched with but little ceremony, I was soon conducted upstairs to my lodgings. I had not been long in bed, however, when I was most
violently attacked, and a bloody conflict ensued which lasted the remainder of
the night. And, although I lost the greatest quantity of the blood that was
shed, I did the greatest execution. When the light of morning came to my
relief, I saw the dead and dying strewed all around me.
Dressing myself I
went downstairs and found my landlord and lady as undisturbed as though
nothing unusyal had occurred, which forced upon my mind the conviction that
such scenes of blood and carnage were but too familiar to them.
It was customary in those times for travelers in newly settled regions to
I

thirty-five,

6.

In his later narrative Mr. Berryman mentions this lady as the

"Widow Dickson."
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make themselves known to those upon whom they called for entertainment.
Preachers were no exceptions to this prudential custom, and, speaking from

my own

must be said with grateful remembrance that we seldom
it.
As a rule these hardy "new settlers" esteemed
show hospitality to those whom they looked upon as mesIn fact, Methodist preachers of the generation to which al-

experience,

it

if

ever fared the w^orse for

it

a privilege to

sengers of grace.

is here made did not restrict themselves to the pulpit nor to congregabut preached as they went, everywhere.
After an uneventful journey of two weeks, I arrived in good condition in

lusion
tions,

the central part of

my

Hempstead county,

circuit, a thickly settled

and highly improved portion

midst of which stood the town of Washington.
I found a noble, generous people ready to receive me.
It is seldom indeed
that any church in a new country, as that was then, stands upon an elevated
ground as ours did in Hempstead county. In fact we had almost entire possession of the ground for a considerable time after the country began to be
settled.
The best class of immigrants laid the foundation of society in what
was known as "The Mount Prairie country." This district constituted a large
portion of the county which was a border county, and divided from Texas by
the Red river, though there were several settlements in the river bottoms on
the Texas side that were held as belonging to Hempstead, and taxed as such.
These were also embraced in my circuit, hence I had the river to cross.
The land of these vast prairie bottoms was fertile beyond description, and
many large cotton farms, even then, made them appear very attractive to the
traveler. I have seen cotton growing on these farms so large that, speaking
from memory, one plant would certainly have covered a space not less than
ten feet in diameter, and hanging full of cotton, bolls. Indeed a large portion
of the uplands in Hempstead county as well as the Red river and other bottoms, were of the very best quality of cotton land, and were extensively cultivated in this staple. The great cotton crops, marketed in New Orleans, were
carried down the river in. flat boats. Cotton was at that time the currency of
the country to such an extent that if you made account with a merchant, no
matter whether you were a farmer, mechanic, or professional man, it was unof

derstood that
ferred that

it

in the

was to be paid in cotton.

money was

From

this

it will

be correctly init will not sur-

a scarce article there in those days, and

any one that a young Methodist preacher received for his year's salary'
of twenty-five dollars in cash. However, in addition to this I received
some good clothing which was paid for in the currency of the countrj% cotton.
We had a very good Methodist constituency in Hempstead county, much
better than in Clark. The circuit took in these two counties and required six
weeks to make the rounds of the preaching places. With two preachers on the
work this would give each place tri-weekly services by the pastors. But Rucker
Tanner, who lived in Hempstead and of whom mention has already been made
as preacher in charge, was confined to his home with bilious fever when I arrived. From this attack he never recovered, but died after months of suffering.
Thus I found myself alone in charge of a large work large in more respects
than one. My presiding elder was four hundred miles away, and I had only
one year's experience in trying to preach, and was not yet twenty years old.
What was I to do? What but mount my faithful horse, and with my Bible
and a "plan of the circuit" in my pocket, the fear of God and the love of souls
prise

the

sum

—
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do my best, God helping me. Everywent it was manifest that the people were in sympathy with me.
Fathers and mothers in God's Israel gave me their counsel and blessing, and so
my heart was made to rejoice even in tribulation.
Several streams of considerable size ran through my circuit, and as much
rain fell during the fall and winter of my sojourn there, I often had these
streams, as well as the sloughs in the Red river bottom, to swim on horseback.
And even though my horse was an extraordinary swimmer, it was sometimes
impossible to keep from getting more or less wet. One of my Saturday preaching places was at Rail's farm in Red river bottom, and the congregation was
composed of Mr. Rail's slaves and their overseer. I was on my second or third
round, and it was the beginning of the winter season. The first half of the day
was very warm, even sultry. After dining with the overseer I started for my
Sunday appointment, twenty miles further down the river. I had not gone far
when a ver}'^ dark cloud was seen coming out of the northwest, and in a few
minutes a terrific storm was upon me. At first the rain poured in torrents, then
turned to sleet, then to snow, which continued during that night and most of
the next day. When I reached the place of destination my overcoat, having
been thoroughly saturated by the rain, was frozen stiff. The house in which I
was lodged that night was built of logs, as were all the houses in the country
at that time. The opening between the logs were covered by nailing on clapboards horizontally, consequently the wind drove the snow through the crevices
in such abundance that the bed in which I lay was well sprinkled with it.
Monday came and I had to make an all-day ride to be at my Tuesday appointment. Soon after starting, in crossing a bayou I got my feet into the
water and had to ride all day with wet feet. I was robust of body and stoutof heart, so went on filling my appointments as usual. Only a few days passed,
however, before every bone in my body seemed to be the seat of pain, and a
general letting-down of my whole system ensued. Slow fever set up, affecting
my head to dizziness at first, but ultimately to delirium. I kept going and
preaching for a week more, but finally had to yield to the inevitable. I went
to bed under the hospitable roof of Jacob Shook, in what was then called
Mound Prairie settlement. The disease with which I was now prostrated
proved to be typhus'^ fever of malignant character. Delirium took possession
of my brain, nor loosed its grasp for one moment until five weeks had passed.
And when reason and consciousness did return my flesh and strength were
gone, and my hearing and sight also. The latter I did not recover for many
weeks, and indeed it was several years before my sight became as good as before. To this day I bless the unceasing efforts of Doctor Smith, who attended
in

my

where

me

heart, strike out with a will to

I

through this period of sickness.

Indeed there was in all this a blessing for me, for after my recovery my religious enjoyment was for a long time above anything I had before known.
My mind, too, was more clear and I preached with more liberty and better
success than I had ever done. Besides I had learned that he who forsakes all
in good faith to follow Christ shall be amply rewarded for any sacrifices he
may make in doing his duty. I had left kind parents, brothers, sisters, and
friends, because I believed God required it of me.
And now, though many
hundred miles away from them, scores stood ready to supply their places.
7.
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miles around to see and minister to me.

How

grateful

meet and receive the warm congratulations of these
friends after I was once more able to go among them at their homes and
churches!
Many of them no doubt have gone before me to heaven. God
grant us all a happy meeting at last in that country where it is never said of
any "he is sick," but where
to the feeling heart to

''Sickness

Are

felt

and sorrow, pain and death,
and feared no more."

During the time I lay sick the people were suppHed with preaching; God
had provided for the emergency. There were four or five local preachers
within the bounds of the work who did good service in their respective
neighborhoods. I have ever thought that after my recovery from that sickness I was better prepared, both in mind and heart, to preach. As I have just
said, my intellect seemed more clear and vigorous, m}^ memory more retentive,
and my purpose more firmly established to make the work of the ministry
the one business of my life. The principal books of my reading and study
that year were Wesley's "Notes on the New Testament," Wesley on "Original
Sin," and Fletcher's "Checks to Antinomianism."
To these of course was
added the daily reading of the Bible, with prayer for divine help. I should
also add Fletcher's "Appeal to Matter of Fact and Common Sense," also our
"Book of Disciphne" with reference to doctrine and government. These few
books constituted the solid material out of which my "theological education"
was constructed. And I must here say that I doubt if the divinity schools of
the present time have any better textbooks. Thus I came to the end of my
second year in the ministry, not yet twenty-one years old.
There was a large settlement between my circuit and the Indian country
above, and on the north side of Red river. These people had been there for
some years without preaching. So in the spring, after I had recovered my
health sufficiently to travel, being solicited by them, I sent forward an appointment for a two-days meeting among them. The time having come I
set out alone to fill this appointment. After a ride of some twenty-five miles
from the upper limit of my circuit, I reached the forsaken settlement forsaken seemingly of all that was good. For I learned from a young man who
was teaching a school temporarily for them that there was not a praying
individual among them but himself. And I believe it was from this young
man that the invitation had come to me to go up and hold a meeting. I
will state a fact or two to show the state of morality among them.
There
was a beautiful little river which ran through their settlement, and on the
banks of this stream they were in the habit of congregating on Sunday to
fish, bathe, and drink whisky.
These were promiscuous gatherings of men
and women, and in their sports throughout they knew no distinction of sexes.
I was prepared to beheve much by what I witnessed myself.
My meeting
commenced on Saturday at 12 o'clock. The men of the community had also
fixed upon the same day to hold some kind of a township election, and very
thoughtfully arranged to hold their election at the same place where I was to
preach. Accordingly as soon as I had dismissed them after my first sermon,

—

the election exercises, consisting of speaking, drinking and voting, commenced.

In the drinking part the women and children participated as freely as the
men. I had not more than fairly seated myself when a lady came striding
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hand and asked me to drink.
repUed "Well, I will," and suiting her
action to her words, she turned the mouth of the bottle to her mouth, and
drank till I could hear the hquor gurgle in the bottle. The result of this
carousing was that by sunset, I think there was not a sober man, woman,
or child about the place, except the schoolmaster and myself and the whole
settlement had been in attendance. A pretty hard story, but nevertheless

across the

When

room with a

bottle of whisky in her

I dechned, she very emphatically

;

true.

I

should say, however, that the

as "overjoyful" as the

women and

children did not get quite

men.

This meeting was held at the dwelling of the principal man of the settlement, and there I was quartered during my stay; I remember the name as
Bradshaw. After witnessing what had occupied the afternoon, I did not
think of preaching again that evening. But as night began to approach several
of them gathered around me and commenced making their confessions. One
man weeped while he told me he had once been a class leader in the state
of Illinois.
So, though they were drunk, I yielded to their soUcitations and
preached to them that night. By the preaching hour Sunday morning they
had become sober and were all out to hear what the young preacher had to

Their behavior on that day reminded me of a perfect calm after a storm.
preached two sermons to them on Sunday in each of which I had more than
usual liberty. One of my texts for that day was "Righteousness exalteth a
nation; but sin is a reproach to any people." Though I did not spare them,

say.
I

me respectful attention, and many of them wept. When I dismissed
them for the last time, they crowded about me with entreaties that I should
come and preach to them again. I left an appointment for Brother Nelson
R. Bewley, who had now been a short time on the circuit with me, and which
he filled. But I never saw any of them again, for before I could make it
convenient to visit them a second time I had to leave for conference. Brother
Bewley, however, did not go to conference, and in the interval held a protracted meeting among these people and took some fifty or more of them

they gave

into the church.

between this settlement and my circuit. Though it
I found it swimming from bank to bank on my return, considerable rain having fallen while I was above. It was near night when
I reached it, and though there were settlements on the opposite side, I knew
not if there was a human habitation within twenty miles on my side. I knew
my faithful horse, which I had ridden from Kentucky, was trustworthy in
water, so adjusting myself with a knee on each end of my saddlebags and a
firm grip in his mane, I gave "Ball" a loose rein and bade him do his best.
This he did, and landed me safe on the opposite shore. I had swum this horse
under me and by canoes until it would be almost incredible to tell how well
he could swim. As the ford crossed the stream diagonally he had the advantage of the current, and swam so much out of water that I was not the least
wet when I got across, although he swam not less than forty or fifty yards.
From the river crossing it was but a mile or so to the house of Father Tollett,
and here I was cordially welcomed and enjoyed a night of sweet sleep, in ad-

The Cossatot

was fordable as

river lay

I

went up,

dition to other hospitalities of the family.
I

have already stated that Methodism stood on vantage ground in the early

settleftoent of this country.

But

my going to it
Rev. Jesse Haile had been during those

for several years previous to

the church had been severely tried.
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and had scattered firebrands

all

over the territory so far as our church was concerned. He was a zealous disciple of Freeborn Garretson, preached against the institution of slavery, and
enforced the letter of the Discipline, as it then stood in regard to slavery, in
the strictest abolition construction of the rule. The result was that there was
for a time much strife in the church, and she lost many of her best members

but never released one slave from bondage that I ever heard
was the occasion of many masters drawing the reins of servitighter upon their slaves. Hence when I heard the notorious Peter

and

supportei's,

of.

Rather,

tude

still

it

Cartright boastingly say, during the session of the General Conference of 1844,

that he intended to

make some

of the

Southern delegates "swallow a nigger

whole, wool and all" before he left New York, I remarked that it could be
proved that Jesse Haile and Peter Cartright had done the negroes more harm

than good. To which he, in his own style of low slang, replied, 'T can prove
that to be a lie." And as I, in contempt, turned my back upon him he made
a remark which still further showed his lack of good breeding. Such are the
men who presume to dictate to the world terms of Christian morality, and
decency. Poor weak human nature a man can hardly know himself.
Rev. Uriel Haw was my presiding elder this year. His district embraced all
our work then lying in Arkansas territory, although he lived in Cape Girardeau
county, Missouri, about five hundred miles from the remotest portions of his
However, he made, I think, all his quarterly rounds and went home
district.
once a quarter. What a work was this to perform on horseback over a rough
and thinly settled country! No wonder that he sank under it and reached
conference at the close of the year a mere skeleton. I will not say Haw was
"one of nature's great men," though I might say so truly in that sense in which
men use the expression, but he was one of God's great men. Naturally possessing much more than ordinary intellect, he had not failed to enrich and embellish it with all the charms of biblical learning. His was a logical mind, and
when he combated error or advocated truth in the pulpit infidelity was made
to tremble and often to surrender. His voice, too, was like a well-tuned instrument, and when dwelling upon pathetic subjects his words fell upon the ear
like harmonious sounds from angelic harps. He was no drone, but a man of
imtiring industry, and no doubt fell a victim to excessive labors in his Master's
!

vineyard.

my

on Hot Springs and Mount Prairie cirout for St. Louis, Mo., where our
conference was to be held that fall. We both had an attack of fever on our
way up and Rev. John A. Henry, who traveled a part of the journey with us,,
was also taken sick and died at Batesville, Ark. He had traveled that year
on a circuit above Little Rock, and was a very promising young man. How
Brother Henry was admitted on
inscrutable are the ways of God to man!
trial at the previous conference, but had traveled one year as a supply, so that
he had been two years in the ministry. All who knew him loved him for his
piety and other good qualities, and in him we thought we saw a star rising on
the horizon of our Zion. Yet He who sees not as we do took him in the very
bud of youth and promise from labor to rest, while others of far less prospect
of usefulness have been continued in the field of action to battle on with the
hosts of Israel against the powers of darkness. It has fallen to my lot to be

Having

cuit, in

finished

term

of service

company with Brother

Haw

I set

A
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one of these, and judging by what I have accomplished there was good reason
I should have a longer time in which to do it.
At Greenville, Mo., Brother Haw and I separated, he turning aside to his
home in Cape Girardeau county, and I proceeding alone to Stout's Settlement
where my brother lived. This lonely forty-mile ride I performed under the
pressure of a burning fever.
There was no physician in the neighborhood, and Brother Josias gathered
some herbs which he called *'Boneset," of which he prepared a decoction, administering to me in broken doses. I have thought ever since that that herb
was rightly named, for it seemed to try the set and strength of every bone in
my system. But it broke the fever, so that after a few days' rest I was able
to go in time to reach St. Louis at the opening of the conference.

why

BOON SLICK AND CEDAR CREEK.

The Missouri conference held

its

session for 1830 in the city of St. Louis.

This was the second conference I attended. Here for the first time I met
with Bishop R. R. Roberts, then in his prime and occupying a very high
position in our church as a pulpit orator. His oratory was natural, and seemed
to flow with an easy grace that made it most melting in its effects upon the
hearts of his hearers. At this conference, too, I saw Jesse Walker, one of the
most abundant in labors and one of the most worthy of our fathers who
planted Methodism west of the Mississippi. It was also my first visit to
St. Louis, which, though it claimed to have about five thousand inhabitants,
was at that time little more than an old French town. The Methodists were
few in numbers, but had nearly finished a very good house for those times,
on the corner of Fourth street and Washington avenue. The Presbyterians
had a church of about the same character and class standing on a comer
opposite. Besides these two churches I believe there were no others in the
city, with the exception of the old frame house which the Methodists had
built as their first effort. It stood on a lot about where Fourth and Myrtle
streets now cross each other. Also there was a Catholic church of very humble
pretensions. If there was even a society of any other religious denomination
in St. Louis at the time of which I speak I did not learn the fact, nor do I
believe there was.

At this conference
The class in which

was received into

full connection and ordained deacon.
graduated consisted of William Johnson, Robert H.
Jordan, and myself; if any others I have forgotten. Rev. A. McAlister, chairman of the examining committee, put some very hard questions, I remember,
but though I was sick I got through somehow, was admitted as before stated,
and ordained by Bishop Roberts.
Before the conference closed I was again prostrated by a return of fever

I

I

and lay very low for some two weeks, being attended by Doctor Farrar, then
an old physician in high standing. He was very attentive, and would receive
nothing for his services. The family where I boarded were also very kind
to me, and so were the Brothers Finney and many others.
At this conference I was appointed to Boonslick and Cedar Creek, two
circuits in one, as both my preceding appointments had been.
This work
embraced Bone and Callaway counties. I had no colleague this year. My
presiding elder (Brother McAlister) sent me two young men, but neither stayed
long. One of these was George Bingham, who has since become so celebrated
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an artist. He was a young man of excellent head and heart, but his voice
was not good. This sO' discouraged him that he gave up in despair of ever
making a successful speaker. Nothing of special interest occurred in my
experience this year. I endeavored to be faithful to my work, in which I
had some success. Although my health was not good during the winter, I
met my appointments, had some conversions, and pursued my regular studies,
among which I numbered this year the Hebrew language in which I made
such proficiency that by the next fall I could read the Hebrew Bible underas

standingly.

The

part of Missouri in which I was

now

located was at that early date of

by a good class of Kentucky immigrants. Of
these the Methodists numbered in their ranks a fair share of the best. One
of this number who deserves special mention was Moses U. Payne, who was
then and for many years engaged in mercantile business in the town of Columbia. He was a young married man, prosperous and helpful to the church.
He became a local preacher in the most prosperous years of his business life,
its

history well settled, mostly

many

known as one of the best of that valuable division
His material benefactions to several qf our church
institutions amount to many thousands of dollars.
The time had come again to start to the annual conference, and by agreement I met some half dozen preachers at Boonville to hold a two-days camp
meeting and set out from that place together. Accordingly on Monday we
started, the^ company consisting of Brothers William Crane, WilUam Johnson, R. H, Jordan, B. R. Johnson, George W. Teas, and myself.
Teas was
a pompous, vain sort of young man; and after we had all got out with
our horses into the street he struck a trade with a saddler, and exchanged
his old saddle for a new one, not quite finished.
The rest of us, perhaps
with the exception of Jordan, started on. Coming to a ferry, on the Tete
Saline I think, we called the ferryman from the opposite side. As he was
slow coming over, about the time the boat struck shore on our side Teas
rode up on his new saddle. Not seeming to notice us who were in waiting
and had called the boat, he rode through us as we stood on the bank of the
stream. Dismounting with quite an air of triumph, he was the; first man to
step into the little "flat," which was too small to take the six at one trip.
No one spoke a word, but presently our time came to enjoy ourselves not
a little at his expense. Taking his horse by the rein at full length, Teas led
him to the boat without looking back. The horse stepped into the boat
with his fore feet but somehow went into the river with his hind feet.
The water being deep, he fell backwards and was buried out of sight. The
poor fellow came up, however, after a while. But that new saddle! Oh, how
our hero writhed when he saw it literally covered over with black mud. And
when some of us gave vent to our risibilities in peals of laughter that made
the very wood ring, it seemed as if he could scarcely contain his wrath.
Indeed he was not sparing in his angry reproofs. But I, who had enjoyed
the incident as much as any, was very generous in assisting him to wash the
mud off his saddle. I also lent him a large blanket on which I rode to
spread over it. This, together with a good "regalia" which I lighted and
handed him after we had got mounted again, put him all right with me.
But that grand flourish of his and his defeat at the ferry were the subject
and

for

years has been

of our ecclesiastical

army.
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much merriment during our journey to all but himself. Poor fellow,
have understood that he turned out badly.
Our conference was to sit at McKendree Chapel^ in Cape Girardeau
county, and our journey lay across the country by way of Jefferson City and
Potosi, crossing all that rough and almost uninhabited region lying on the
waters of the Osage, Gasconade, and Meramec rivers. As a specimen of the
of

I

state of things generally through

some

that region in those days, I will relate

of the incidents of one night's entertainment.

The house was

a rude

log cabin with one room, the occupants a man, his wife and some children,
and for that night six Methodist preachers. Our supper, corresponding with

the cabin, being over, some of our company proposed prayers before retiring.
Consent of the landlord being obtained, I was called on to conduct the
Accordingly I proceeded, first reading a chapter from the Bible,
exercises.

—

then singing and prayer. While we were singing, the dogs and they were
many gathered around the cabin and set up such a howling and barking
as seemed to say, "These innovations are not allowable here, where the
sound of praise and prayer of God was never heard before." They kept up
These devotions ended, we each
their remonstrance until we had ceased.

—

sought rest as best we could find

it

under surrounding circumstances.

Arcadia, Mo.,
It is

now

nine years since the narrative of

my

life

March

9,

1868.

and experience was

It left me on my way to attend the session of the Missouri conwhich was held that fall (1831) at McKendree Chapel in Cape
Girardeau county. Nothing of importance occurred at this conference affecting myself or othere further than the usual transaction of conference business.
Bishop Roberts presided, and I was appointed to Palmyra circuit,
which was at that time considered the best circuit in the state.
I had visited my relatives in Kentucky but once since I came to Missouri
in 1828. While on that visit, now over two years past, I had taken a step
toward a matrimonial alliance with Miss Sarah Culbertson Cessna, daughter
of Mrs. Elizabeth Cessna, of Muhlenberg county, Kentucky.
Mrs. Cessna
had been left a widow by the death of her husband when yet young, with
six daughters on her hands, and a son bom shortly after the death of his
father.
She was a noble woman, an intelligent Christian lady, and a
Methodist. By making the most judicious use of the ample means left to
her by her deceased husband, and giving her farm and other affairs her own

suspended.
ference

personal oversight, she succeeded in raising her children in respectability.

This she was enabled to do the more successfully because she had a set of
good family ser^-ants. Two of Mrs. Cessna's daughters married Methodist
preachers,
like their

and one a Cumberland Presbyterian preacher.

All the children,

mother, were pious.

From the conference referred to I went home to Kentucky, renewed my
engagement with Miss Cessna, and we were married on the 6th day of
October, 1831. After spending about three weeks among our relatives we set
McKendree Chapel was organized in 1806 and was the first Methodist church west of
8.
the Mississippi river.
It was at McKendree, about three miles from the present town of
Jackson, Cape Girardeau county. See Hoyck's "History of Missouri," vol. 3, p. 234.
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for my circuit in Missouri.
The distance from Hartford, Ky., the
county seat of Ohio county, to Palmyra, Mo., via St. Louis, is near or quite
five hundred miles as it was then traveled.
This long journey was performed by myself and wife in a one-horse gig a two-wheeled vehicle.
We had one of Kentucky's best horses and he took us through without incident worth mentioning.
The autumnal rainy season had set in, making
the roads very soft, and our carriage in one place stuck fast in the deep
mire. "Britton," as we called our horse, by main strength broke his harness
and walked out leaving us to get out the best way we might. Just how it
was done I do not now remember, but we got out and went on our way
glad that it was no worse.
We were happy. We had just consummated the union which we had several years before set out hearts upon and which had made us one. Doubtless
we both felt like the young Irish bride when she sang,
•out

—

"Prisons would palaces prove
If Jemmy would dwell with

me

there."

On our safe arrival at Palmyra I obtained boarding in town for my wife and
entered upon my circuit work. The people received me kindly, and during the
first quarter of the year all went on with me well enough.
But the presiding
Kentucky conference that fall askwork in Missouri, and obtaining several he sent one of
them as a helper to me on the Palmyra work. He was a young man, of not
much experience, but a good man. The stewards of the circuit, however, did
not take kindly to the idea of having two preachers. They had asked for only
one, hence they announced that they would not support two. The elder did
not get to our first quarterly meeting, and taking the responsibility (hastily
no doubt) I resolved to leave the circuit to my colleague, and thus compel the
elder (Rev. A. McAlister) had gone to the

ing for transfers to the

,

parsimonious stewards to support the man
I have ever since regretted this rash act.
me it would not have been done.

whom
Had

they said they did not want.

the elder been there to advise

My wife had an older sister, Elizabeth, who had married some years before,
and with her husband, John Milligan, and family, was then living at Middle
Grove in Monroe county, about fifty miles from Palmyra. Thither we directed our course, and finding them situated in the midst of a beautiful and
fertile country, but little of the land yet entered, I yielded to temptation and
entered a piece of land on which I went to work. Boarding with my brotherin-law, I continued to work until the next July when we returned- to Kentucky on a visit. My parents, still living, I found at the old homestead, very
old and feeble. They had none of their children with them except the two
youngest daughters. And under all the circumstances I was easily induced to
consent to a proposition my father made me, to locate and take charge of his
farm and servants. To carry out this arrangement I left my wife and returned
to wind up my affairs in Missouri, making it in my way to attend the conference and take a final leave of my brethren in this state.
On my way to the conference, which met this year at Pilot Grove in Cooper
county, I fell in company with several of our preachers on their way to the
same place. Among these was that good man. Rev. Andrew Monroe, then
looked upon by me as one of the fathers of the conference. And oh, how he
Before we reached our place of destination I was as penitent
did lecture me
!

A
as sinners get to be.
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Of course, when

my name

was called before the confer-

ence in the examination of character, there was a very humiliating confession to be made by the young Jonah. A sharp reprimand was given by vote of
the conference,

by one who knew

just

how

presided at this conference, and ordained

to do

me

—

it

I

mean Bishop

to elder's orders here.

Soule,

who

After the

adjournment of conference I hastened back to Kentucky, but not to go to
farming; and losing as little time as possible, I was soon back in Missouri and
at my work on the St. Charles circuit, with Jacob Lanius as junior preacher.
I only went about two rounds, however, until I was removed by Brother
Monroe, presiding elder, to supply the station in St. Louis until a suitable
transfer from some other conference could be obtained, for that station had
been left to be supplied by a transfer. It was not until towards the next spring
that Rev. Edward W. Sehon came from Ohio as a transfer, and by request of
the quarterly conference I was continued with him another quarter, after which
I was returned to St. Charles, where I remained to the close of the year.

My

half-year connection with the church in St. Louis, in the capacity of

was

way

pleasant and helpful to me.

I found a band of devout
not only ready to second every effort of mine for
the edification of believers and the conversion of sinners, but some of them,

pastor,

in every

men and women, who were

God, were themselves already leaders in every good work. Such
were John and William Finney, John Gay, David and John Goodfellow, Rev.
Tabor,, a local elder, Brother Garnier, John Smith, and others. In addition to
the regular services at the church, we kept up prayer meetings from house to
house all through the winter, and not a few were brought home to God at these
evening meetings. Some valuable additions to the membership of our church
were made this winter, among them Mrs. John O'Fallon, whose husband,
though not a member, was a hberal contributor to the building and support
of our church.
John O'Fallon, as I knew him, stood foremost among the
wealthy and influential citizens of St. Louis, and Mrs. O'Fallon with Mrs.
William Finney became truly of the ''elect ladies" in the church of God.
full of zeal for

THE KICKAPOO MISSION.

Cane Hill camp ground in Arkansas.
and was appointed to establish a mission and school among the
Kickapoo Indians in the neighborhood of Fort Leavenworth on the Missouri
river, in what was then a part of the Indian Territory, but now the state of
Kansas. As I have now approached a period in my life in which many incidents
of more than ordinary interest entwine themselves, it may be proper for me
to indulge in something more of detail than I have in running through the
two years immediately preceding.
On my return trip from the Cane Hill conference I had for traveling companions Bishop Soule, Brothers Jesse Greene, Thomas Johnson, William Johnson, Benjamin Johnson, and R. H. Jordan seven of us in all. Much of our

The conference

sat this fall (1833) at

I attended

—

route lay through a district of country in southwest Missouri then but very
sparsely settled.

And had

Consequently we sometimes found

it diflBcult

to get lodgings.

not been that the bishop was traveling in a two-horse Jersey wagon
we should have fared but poorly for provisions also. But avaihng ourselves of
this convenience we loaded the bishop's wagon at the more bountiful stations
with provisions for the more destitute portions of our journey, and so we got
it
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we were sometimes subjected

to considerable

inconvenience, as will appear from a narration of a few incidents.

We

stopped, perhaps the

first

night after leaving the seat of conference, at

Here we found good accommodations for ourselves
and horses, the men all lodging in one small room some in beds and some on
the floor. Brother Greene had a very severe ague, and a burning fever through
the house of a Mr. Lock.

—

the night.
cent fun,

some

And
made

Brother

Thomas Johnson,

naturally inclined to a httle inno-

considerable merriment for himself and the rest of us over

was delirious from the
about twenty-five miles from Mr. Lock's to the next
house on our way, and from that house about as far to the next place where
we might hope to get accommodations. Being advised to do so, we laid in a
good stock of "grub" before leaving Mr, Lock's and set out for the next
''ranch." Arriving at Mr. Renfro's, the name of the adventurous new settler, a
little before nightfall, we found him with his family, a wife and six children,
comfortably situated in a round-log or rather pole cabin which he had constructed with his own hands. The eaves of the roof just cleared our heads as
we entered the door. There was no floor but about sixteen feet square of the
face of mother earth. Outside of this family residence nothing was to be seen
to comfort weary travelers except the luxuriant natural pasture which extended as far as we could see. The next morning, to our great discomfort, we
found it extended miles beyond. Into this pasture we turned our horses, taking
the precaution to bell one of them.
Of course there was no such thing as taking rooms upstairs there being
not even a board loft where we might store away our luggage; but disposing
of this as best we could, we were soon made to feel quite at home in the
family room. And right earnestly did the kind-hearted master and mistress
of the "situation" ply their best endeavors to do the honors of the evening.
The children, "mute as mice," were made to take back seats. The bishop and
our host occupied seats in close contact and conversation on one side of the
fireplace. The good woman busily engaged at the fire and around the room
fever.

of Brother Greene's strange expressions, for he
It was, I think,

—

generally, prepared oux supper, the rest of us disposed ourselves to suit cir-

cumstances. Conversation went on very spiritedly between the bishop and
Mr. Renfro, relating mostly to Renfro's deer and bear hunts. We heard
him say to the bishop, at the same time pointing up to a pole that had a few
pieces of venison hanging on it: "Why, sir, it is but a short time since I

had that pole hung
great this

fall

full of

venison, but the custom from travelers has been so

we have only what you see there left."
treat to see how the good bishop enjoyed all

that

this, at the same
It is a real
time giving the simple-hearted huntsman every evidence of appreciation of
himself and his stories. Supper over, largely taken from our own provision box,
family prayers attended to, the bishop and one of our number took one of
the board scaffold-beds in a back comer, the man and his wife had the other,
the children were stowed away under the beds, and five of our number laid
down on our blankets before the fire to rest for the remainder of the night.
Bright and early in the morning we went out on the trail of our horses, and

an hour we found them taking early breakfast quite a distance
from the house. I mounted one of the bishop's horses, the other and my own
following, and on arriving at the house the bishop met me and remarked.
in the course of
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do to go to an Indian mission. That horse was never ridden beHis horses were Canadian ponies, a beautiful match of bays.
We were soon on our way, and traveled seventeen miles before halting
I am here
for breakfast at an old deserted Indian village on White river.
reminded that Brother A. Monroe was one of our party, for he, I think, acted
the part of cook in preparing our breakfast that morning. Probably Brother
Jordan was not with us on our return trip from conference, though he journeyed with me to conference. The bishop had provided a good stock of
peaches before leaving Cane Hill, but not being very well he had not eaten
many of them, and as he did not wish to be encumbered with them any further he brought them out of his wagon and laid them on the ground, saying
he had no further use for them. I do not remember if any but myself ate of
them that morning, but my recollection is very distinct that I enjoyed them
greatly while Brother Monroe was getting breakfast, for they were exceedingly delicious. It was said that I disposed of thirty-two of them, and then
took my full share of the breakfast. I remember the bishop repeated his
statement "Berrj^man will do for an Indian missionary."
I may as well
remark here that all through Ufe I have been a liberal eater, and for a number of years while we were associated in the missions it was a matter of dispute between Thomas Johnson and myself which of us, as a habit, ate the
most. This abounding appetite was of no trifling advantage to me during
my stay among the Indians. Often in visiting them at their wigwams and
cabins it has served me a good purpose when one of a more dainty stomach
would have failed to enjoy the hospitalities of his red brethren, and consequently failed to please them. I have many times sat on the ground with
several of them around a large bowl or kettle of hominy, and using the same
wooden spoon, passing round from hand to hand, ate as heartily of their
homely fare as any one of themselves.
Breakfast over at White river, we journeyed on, nothing of interest that
I remember occurring for the remainder of our trip. I returned to St. Charles
county, where I had left my wife, and thence to St. Louis, to purchase a few
articles for an outfit for the mission, and shipping these to Fort Leavenworth
by the Missouri river, I took my wife by private conveyance up to our new
field of labor.
We stopped for a few weeks at the Shawnee mission, the
home of Brother Thomas Johnson, where we were most kindly entertained
by him and his excellent wife until I could get some temporary cabins built
at the settlement of the Kickapoos some thirty miles further up the Missouri
river.
In fact, the Kickapoos could hardly be said to have made a settlement
yet in their new home, for they had just that summer been removed from
Illinois to this new location.
Having spent the fall in hunting, they were
just returning to the vicinity of Fort Leavenworth, and our mission station
served as a sort of nucleus for their subsequent settlement.
A few days after our arrival in the Indian country I went up to select a
site for the Kickapoo mission, and employing some hands I soon had pretty
comfortable log cabins ready for occupancy. True they were made of round
logs with puncheon floors, clapboard roof and loft of the same, but they were
warm, and so were our hearts. We spent two winters happily in this humble
home among the savages before we got into better buildings.
The place chosen for the mission was a high bluff overlooking the Missouri
river, in full view north of us, and three miles above Fort Leavenworth. This

"You

will

fore.'*

—

:
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along the river was covered by a very heavy growth of walnut, Hnn,

hackberry, oak, elm, and other varieties of timber. To the south of our location was spread out an undulating prairie valley with timber-crowned

Through

from southwest to
This pretty rivulet was named "Salt
creek," I know not why. We occasionally angled successfully for fish in the
shaded waters of this stream, for it was bordered by a narrow strip of wood.
Never was any spot of rich earth ornamented with more beautiful carpeting
of grass and flowers than was this divine but still terrestial plantation. There
flowers of almost countless variety began early in spring to put on their "coat
of many colors," and continued to reflect the beauty of Him who made and
printed the fabric until autumnal frosts drove them to winter quarters. From
dawn till dark were the groves along the borders of this meadow made joyful by song birds of varied plumage.
Nor had the divine Planter omitted
that which gratified the appetite as well as the eye of man, for in many spots
native strawberries grew and ripened to perfection. 'Tis not without grateful, though sad, recollection that memory now recalls the happy hours we
used to spend, my Sarah and I, picking this juicy fruit from the vine and
hstening to the sweet carols which greeted us from feathered songsters chanting their evening hymns of praise to God. How could we otherwise than
unite with them, as we did in heart if not in words. There also pluma, grapes,
crabapples, and hazelnuts grew in the "roughs," or thickets, found here and
hills in

the distant view.

this Eden-like valley

northeast ran a living stream of water.

there.

Without exaggeration, such

but a meager description of the location and
mission home. And I must not forget to
add that there were springs of limpid water to be found here and there, to
gladden the dwellers in this miniature Paradise. But neither its new owners
nor their missionary were capable of fully appreciating its near likeness to the
place the poet had in his mind when he sang so sweetly in the following words

natural surroundings of

my

is

first

"Beautiful valley of Eden!
Sweet is thy noontide calm;
Over the hearts of the weary
Breathing thy waves of balm.
Beautiful valley of Eden,
Home of the pure and blest;
How often amid the wild billows
I dream of thy rest
sweet rest."

—

Let me linger here a little longer. Here all my children except one first
opened their eyes to look upon surrounding scenes. Here we buried our first
born, Sarah Emily, who left the earthly for the heavenly Eden at the age of
three years. And twenty miles from here we buried her little brother, William
Cessna, aged two years.
But enough, I must go on with the narrative. We had taken with us an
excellent young woman from Missouri, Dyza Tucker, who was not merely a
help for my wife but also good company for her. At the fort also, three miles
below us on the river, there were several ofiicers' families who were good neighbors for us. Indeed during our eight years' stay at this mission the loneliness
of our situation was very much relieved by the society of the officers of the
army and their families. I often preached to them and the soldiers at the
request of the officers in command, and once, when we were about going to

A
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our friends in Kentucky, they presented us with a sum that more than
paid the expenses of the trip.
At the mission, simultaneously with the building of our residence, I put up
a schoolhouse of the same material and opened a school for Indian children
visit

very shortly after getting
taught the school myself,
every day.

My

my family settled. I was without an assistant, and
my wife and Miss Tucker providing dinner for them

school was quickly filled up to the

number

of them understood a word
by mere accident.

of English, nor

As
Not one

of ninety.

primitive a set of untaughts certainly as ever entered a schoolhouse.

had they ever seen a book, unless

I soon discovered that to teach so large a number one by one would be an
almost endless job, so taxing my inventive faculties a little, I constructed a
machine by which they might at least be aided in learning the alphabet. I

took four thin boards about three inches in width and six feet or less in lengthy
and nailing them together so as to form a box I fastened it perpendicularly to
the schoolroom wall. Then I took another board that would work up and

down

and pasted the letters of the alphabet on one side of it at
a cord to the top end of this sliding board, and,
passing it over a pulley above, I was enabled to take my seat at a convenient
distance and by pulling the cord present each letter singly at a small opening
in this box

short intervals.

I fastened

then divided my scholars
up one at a time caused
them to form a half circle in front of my machine, and taught them the
alphabet as above indicated. In two days' time I think every one knew any
letter at sight. I also taught them to spell words of one syllable in the same

made

for this purpose in the front side of the box.

into classes of convenient size,

and

I

calling these classes

way.

Our greatest difficulty in teaching Indian children was in getting them to
understand the meaning of words after they had learned to spell them. And
to overcome this difficulty we at last had tO' adopt the plan of taking them
from their homes and into our mission families. This finally resulted in the
building up of one large mission-school establishment known as the Shawnee
Manual Labor School for some half-dozen neighboring tribes. This institution was located in the Shawnee nation, six miles southwest of where Kansas
City now stands. It was commenced in the year 1839 under the general supervision of Brother Thomas Johnson, assisted a part of the time by Rev.
Wesley Browning. Brother Johnson's health having failed, I was put in charge
of this school in the fall of 1840,^ and was succeeded at the Kickapoo mission

by Rev. N. M. Talbot, who had previously been

at the Peoria mission eight

years.

KE-EN-ErKUK .10

Many

was at the Kickapoo
mission that would be interesting to relate, but I must here content myself
with the recital of a few leading facts. When I went to that people I found
incidents transpired during the eight years I

among them

a

cised unlimited

man

of their

own

sway over the

tribe

by the name

of

Ke-en-e-kuk who exer-

larger portion of the tribe, but the rest despised

9.
The list of appointments to the Indian missions of the M. E. church for 1840 give D.
Kinnear as having charge of the Manual Labor School that year. Mr. Berryman's name first
appears as head of the school in 1841.
10. Variations in spelling.
The town of Kennekuk, Atchison coimty, was named for this

Indian.
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him. These last named, however, were opposed to any innovations upon their
savage habits, and consequently opposed to missions and schools. Ke-en-e-kuk
and his party were in favor of both, and gave us apparently a hearty welcome.

Ke-en-e-kuk himself meant no such welcome, only as he might be able clandestinely to use us to accomplish his own ambitious ends, as we learned to
our mortification after a while, but did not suspect at first. He had been
preaching to his people for several years before they left Illinois to come west,
and had made some of our preachers there believe he was a Christian.
A presiding elder there had actually given him a written license to preach.
His endorsements were so satisfactory that we received him as a local preacher,
and Brother Thomas Johnson, who was superintendent of our missions, employed him with a salary of two hundred dollars as a helper in our work. I
had not been a great while among the Kickapoos until I baptized about four
hundred of them, including Ke-en-e-kuk, the preacher, or prophet, as he was
famiharly called. So far as he was concerned it was all a blind, and answered
his purpose for a time. It should be stated here that this man had procured
in the recent treaty his tribe had made with the government a stipulation for
the building of a church house for his benefit, which stipulation was carried
out by the government after our mission was established. In this house he
would rarely allow us to officiate at all, pleading as an excuse that his people
were yet too ignorant to be benefited by us, and promising that he would
gently lead them along into our ways. He had inaugurated a peculiar mode
of worship in which they were all perfectly trained, and certainly they gave
strong evidence of sincerity. He had appointed men as flagellators, who carThese officers
ried their long, keen rods with them wherever they went.
whipped not only the children who violated the prophet's rules, but men and
women as well. I have often seen both men and women at their public meetings for worship come forward and receive a number of lashes on their bare
backs, so well laid on as to cause the blood to run freely. Many of them bore
visible scars on their backs, caused by former flagellations.
We found out
finally that this presumptuous man claimed to be the Son of God come again
in the flesh, and that the Father had sent him to the red people this time as
he did to the white people before! His followers were taught and they believed that this punishment which they received from the whippings was an
atonement for their sins, and that the blood they shed was expiatory in its
effects, hence their willing submission to the lash.n
Indians generally are very much controlled by their chiefs, not so much by
their hereditary or civil chiefs as by another class. These latter are aspirants,
endowed by nature with somewhat more than ordinary intellect, readily perceiving and feeling their superiority. The pretensions of these savage politicians are supported in the main by appeals to the credulity of the ignorant
masses.
The pretenders have performed some wonderful deed, seen some
dazzling vision, or received some startling revelation from the Great Spirit, all
of which is received upon the bare assertion of the deceiver with a willingness
proportionate to his audacity and the stupidity of his dupes. This is the way
that the great leaders among savages rise to place and power. There may be
now and then an honorable exception. It is the fruitful source of the miseries
11. McCoy, in his Annual Indian Register, No.
count of the Kickapoos' prophet and his teachings.

2, p.

31, et seq., gives

an interesting ac-
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upon the savage

tribes of America,

and would

to

God

it

were

true alone of these.

Does not the heathen world groan beneath the accumulating evils which
from ignorance, superstition and vice on the part of the many and the
shrewdness, ambition, and presumptuousness of the comparatively few on the
other hand? Every age has produced in every country minds of lofty aspirations, and nothing but intelligence and virtue can prevent the reckless and
ruinous adventures of such minds. This class of men must be held in check by
arise

the counteracting influence of popular virtue, or they will in time barbarize
the world.

Our own

distracted country

is

cursed with too

many Ke-en-e-kuks

to-day.

Among

the followers of the Kickapoo prophet

we found a few

at length

who

could see that they were being deceived by an impostor.

These were in every
way the better class. Out of these, and a goodly number from the other portion of the nation, we had at the close of my term of service among them built
up a Christian society of devoted followers of Jesus numbering about fifty.
The influence of the prophet had been measurably broken, and he finally sunk

away

into obscurity.

Of those who separated themselves from the prophet when we discarded him,
two men deserve to be remembered. These were Pes-haw-gan, a full blood
Kickapoo, and Eneas, a cross of Kickapoo and Pottawatomie. Pes-haw-gan
was a man endowed by nature with noble traits of mind and heart, and from
the time of his conversion until his death was a shining light among his people.
The same is true in the case of Eneas. But in the latter we enjoyed the additional benefit of his services as interpreter. When a young man he had had
some years of association with the garrison at Bellefontaine in St. Louis
county, Missouri, and by that means had gained some knowledge of English.
He was an apt scholar, and by our instruction became a very reliable interHis wife died several years before
removal from the Kickapoo mission. I then took him into my family, and
he gave his whole time for several years to the religious instruction of his
people. He visited from house to house as interpreter for me, or went alone
when I could not go. He invariably asked advice from me before starting
out, and when he returned he made a report of his whole day's work. The devotion and daily walk of this Christian Indian was a joy to behold and a rebuke to many who had better opportunities. Such was his love for Christ and
His cause, that he left, when he died, his entire little estate to be used in the
interests of the mission, and doubtless he ascended to be with the Lord.
In preaching through an interpreter much depends upon his qualifications.
For instance, on one occasion I took for a text, "The Lord is my sun and
shield." When my interpreter undertook to translate the passage he used the
word "no-que-thah," which in his native tongue meant son, or male child. Thus
my text became "The Lord is my male child." Had I not understood enough
of his language to detect the error what a sermon those Indians would have
heard that morning
It is of vast importance, too, that the interpreter be in
sympathy with the preacher in his mission, for if not, the very intonations of
the interpreter's voice, and manner of delivery, may spoil the effect upon those
who hear. We had both these disadvantages to overcome in the beginning of
our labors among the Kickapoos. The only interpreter whose services we could
engage for several years was a Canadian Frenchman who had intermarried with
preter as well as preacher of gospel truth.

my

!
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any respect than the worst of them.
Withal he was a Roman Catholic with characteristic prejudices. This in a
large measure accounted for our trouble with Ke-en-e-kuk, the prophet.
Among the Shawnees and Delawares the Johnsons readily found reliable interpreters. Lewis Rogers, a native Shawnee, had in his youth been taken to a
school in Kentucky and there, besides getting some knowledge of books, had
been brought under good religious influences. He at once engaged in cooperating with the missionaries. The head chief of the band to which Rogers belonged, Captain Fish by name, was also favorably disposed towards Christianity, and soon with his entire band embraced the faith, Wa-wa-la-peah, head
these Indians, and was no better in

SHAWNEE MISSION— RESIDENCE OF

^^IISSIONARIES.

band of that tribe, followed suit in a year or so after, and became a champion in the cause of religion and education among his people. He
was a man of imposing personal presence, superior intellect, and eloquent
speech, mighty in exhortation and prayer, his influence was a power for good
among his people. Joseph Parks and William his brother were "half-breed";
that is, their father was a white man and their mother a Shawnee woman.
They both spoke English well, and had grown up to manhood under home influences as made them good men, and they with earnestness fell into ranks with
Wa-wa-la-peah, and in fact took the lead in introducing the habits of Christian
reform among the Shawnees. Joseph Parks was by all odds the best interpreter of a sermon or any religious discourse that was found among the tribes
on and near Kansas river.
chief of another

A
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It was in the winter of 1839 that I was commissioned by the Rev. Thomas
Johnson to go to Pittsburgh, Pa., to purchase materials for the Shawnee
Manual Labor School. This trip to Pittsburgh was made as far as Louisville,
Ky., on horseback. Taking my Kickapoo interpreter, Eneas, with me, we
passed down through Missouri, Illinois, and a portion of Kentucky, giving
missionary talks by the way. This put $500 or $600 in hand for the benefit of
our missions. Eneas returned home from Louisville, and I made a short visit
to Bishop Soule at his home in Lebanon, Ohio, before going on to Pittsburgh.
The bishop's household at that time was composed of himself, Mrs. Soule,
and a single daughter as pleasant a family as it was ever my privilege to

—

visit.

It was while on this errand I met and made the acquaintance of Rev.
Wesley Browning and his excellent wife, being by them most hospitably entertained during my detention of a full month in Pittsburgh. Brother Browning was a valuable assistant to me in the purchase and shipment of what we
needed, which in bulk and value amounted to a steamboat load. For the
transportation of this freight I chartered a new boat just built by Captain
Kizer for the Missouri river. The cargo was safely delivered by the Shawnee,
for that was her name, at Kansas Landing, now Kansas City, and Brother
Johnson was much pleased with the manner in which the trust had been dis-

charged.

Brother Browning became so much interested in our mission work during
stay in Pittsburgh that the fall following he took a transfer, and was
appointed to assist Brother Johnson in the work at Indian Manual Labor

my

School.

EDUCATING THE SHAWNEES,
In the

fall

of

1840 I succeeded to the superintendency of thej

Shawnee

This institution had now got well under way by the
efficient and systematic labors the preceding year of Reverends Thomas Johnson and Wesley Browning. In fact Brother Browning had been the principal
of the school, while Brother Johnson had the general supervision of it, together
with all our missions then connected with the Missouri conference.

Manual Labor

School.

new charge were very great. With
from time to time by my colaborers, I was
enabled to give satisfaction so far as I know. In the month of June, 1844, the
Indian missions within the Indian Territory were erected into a separate
conference, by the General Conference, and I was appointed by the bishops
as general superintendent of the whole. This appointment was made in conformity with an act of the General Conference providing for such an officer
The

labor and care connected with this

the efficient aid furnished

me

continued to fill this office until it
was again returned to the superintendency of the Manual Labor School. This position had been filled in the
in the

Indian Mission Conference.

was suspended

I

in the fall of 1845; then I

by Rev. E. T. Peery, a good man and true, and now gone to his
heaven no doubt.
I have said that the management of the affairs of the Manual Labor
School was hard work. I certainly found it so. With an average attendance
of onei hundred pupils of both sexes, all boarded, lodged and clothed in
and by the institution; an extensive mechanic's department for. the instruction of the boys in different branches of mechanism; a domestic depart-

interim
rest in
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were taught to spin, weave, sew, knit, wash, cook,
hundred acres in cultivation, together with grist
and saw mills in operation; all to be supervised by one man; and he the
general financier, bookkeeper, and oflficial correspondent of the establishment,
and having at the same time the pastoral work to do in person all this, I
repeat, was work enough for one man. I did it for three and a half years
consecutively, being actively employed upon an average of fourteen hours
every day. I went to the place with a most vigorous and elastic constitution.
It failed me to such an extent that at one time I was for months
almost an invalid with lumbago, or disease of the back and hips. From this
I have never fully recovered and probably never shall in this life. The duties
of my office while I was general superintendent, while they required me to
travel a great deal, were not a tax upon my physical energies. For although
my field of operations extended from the Missouri river to Red river,
running back into the interior a distance of one hundred and fifty miles
from the states of Missouri and Arkansas, still the country was rather
pleasant to travel over. I could make my trip rather a matter of recreation
than otherwise. And I must say that with the exception of absence from
my family, I enjoyed this work very much. It gave me an opportunity
of exploring extensively one of the most beautiful and fertile countries on
the continent. It brought me in pleasant contact with the officers of the
etc.;

in

a farm of

girls

some

six

—

government and the leading men of the various tribes embraced in my
It also gave me much enjoyment in my association with the various
missionaries and their families of our own church and others who were then
engaged in the territory.
The first session of the Indian Mission conference was held in the fall
of 1844 in the Cherokee nation, near Tahlequah, their seat of government,
and was presided over by Bishop Thomas A. Morris. He and I boarded at
the same house, indeed slept in the same bed. As the question of church
division was then the absorbing topic among Methodists, of course the
bishop and I talked some upon the subject. He deplored the apparent
necessity for division, but acknowledged that he saw no way to avoid it.
He said that from his knowledge of the whole connection, he was free to
bounds.

say that the purest type of Methodism existed in the Southern states. He
also said that when the time for final separation should come he would be
found with the Southern division, "if he could do so without unchurching

He

himself."

further remarked, I distinctly remember, that he felt under
.

At a

obligations to his brethren in Ohio.
felt

certain time in

Kentucky, he

himself reduced to such financial straits that he was seriously meditating

a location to provide for his family, when the brethren in Ohio invited him
across the river and liberally provided for him.
He was in fact still enjoying a home in their midst from which he could not easily separate himI need not say I loved Bishop Morris. Whoever knew him and did
self.
not love him? I learned to love him when I was a boy and he was "our
presiding elder,"
raised.

of

the

I

must

and preached to us

Old Bethel church where

I

was

frequent prevalence of men's surroundings over their honest con-

Had Bishop Morris had his
a Southern bishop I think.
victions.

at

say, however, that he does furnish a very striking instance

home

in the

South he would have been
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At this conference we elected two delegates to the Louisville convention.
Rev, William H. Goode, then principal of Fort Coffee Academy was one of
them. He was a transfer from the Indiana conference, and had been with
us a year or so. He was a fine specimen of Christian manhood. To an
excellent personality he had added the graces of a good education and
At the first session of Indian Mission conference we
ministerial dignity.
elected

known

him

what is
due time before
notice that he

to represent us at Louisville the following spring, in

in history as

"The

Louisville convention."

But

in

assembling of that convention, he gave me official
should decline to serve. Thanking us for the honor conferred by his election, he gave as his reason for accepting the honor at the time, that he had
hoped to be able to use some influence in the convention to prevent
the

Now

seemed that separation was a foregone
would adhere South,
he could not honorably serve us at Louisville, because he was opposed to
the organization of a separate church, as was contemplated by the "plan of
separation." He was at Louisville, however, when the convention met, and
Bishop Morris being there also, gave him a transfer back to his former
conference. Rev. Edward T. Peery, as alternate, served in Brother Goode's
place.
We were all sorry to lose the companionship and services of this
truly good man, but he follow.ed his honest convictions, just as the rest of
separation in the church.
question,

and being equally

it

certain that our conference

us did.i2

The second session of the Indian Mission conference met at Shawnee
Manual Labor School, Bishop Joshua Soule presiding. Here, as before
stated, I was reappointed superintendent of this institution and continued
to serve in this capacity until relieved in part by the appointment of Rev.
William Patton, who continued in this position through the next year. In
summer of the last year of my labors at Shawnee Manual Labor School
I was subjected to a trial and loss compared with which all former ones
were but trifles. My wife, who had borne me six children during our stay
in the Indian country, four of whom were yet living, had been in declining
health more than a year.
Her general health previous to this had been
good, but at the birth of her last child she fell into a lingering, slow fever,
from which she never fully recovered. The disease finally assumed a pulmonary character, and resulted in her death. Being left with four small
children to provide for, two sons and two daughters, it became necessary in
my judgment, to take them from the Indian country, which I did shortly
after in the month of September, 1846,
Of this I may say more further
on in my narrative, but I cannot proceed in this statement of facts and incidents without stopping to pay a just tribute to her to whom I owe much
more than I can express.
Sarah C. Cessna, as I have before said, was bom and raised in Muhlenberg
county, Kentucky. Her early training was good in all respects. She became
pious in her girlhood, and I may truthfully say devoted her whole life to the
service of God. She took me for her husband when we were both young, as a
traveling Methodist preacher. No act of her life was unworthy of the position she occupied. In social life she was modest and retiring, respectful and
the

12. Mr. Goode, in his "Outposts of Zion," p. 177, et seq., gives an account of his
election as a delegate to the Louisville convention and sets out at length his impressions of
that time and of the convention.
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was loved by all, but most by those who were her associates.
Even the poor Indians had feelings of grateful veneration for her, for they always found in her a sympathizing friend. During the thirteen years of her
dignified; she

missionary Hfe her services as a true helpmeet were untiring, and rendered
not only without complaint, but with never ceasing cheerfulness. Her example and advice were often my chief support under discouragements, so much
so that I had many times failed without them, A thousand times have I had
cause to thank God for the gift of such a wife. In her personal attachment to
me she was simply devoted, and one of the last things she said to me was,

"Don't forget me!"

SHAWNEE MISSION—DORMITORY.
In her protracted sufferings she was at all times patient and resigned. Her
was not passionate, but uniform, and evangelical. No clouds of doubt
and fear dimmed her spiritual vision as she approached the closing scenes of
life, but she met death as an expected messenger for whose coming she was
fully prepared. The last Sabbath she spent on earth I remained alone with
her in her room, while the rest of the household were gone to church, and so
near did she seem to heaven that I almost involuntarily requested her to continue to present me to the blessed Savior in heaven until we should meet in
His glorious presence. Did I do wrong? I trust not. Her pure spirit perchance has often "ministered" for me. We buried her beside her own little
^'Willie Cessna" in the mission burying ground, where she now lies with the
Johnsons and others of precious memory. I confess that one of the strongest
motives that influenced me in going so far to attend conference last fall (1867)
was that it would afford me a good opportunity to visit the last resting place
of the precious remains of my own Sarah.
religion

:
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was accompanied from her home near Kansas City by Mrs. Peery, widow
long tried and much loved friend, Rev. E. T. Peery, and two of her
daughters. On arriving at the "mission" we met Rev. Doctor Green, of Nashville, Tenn., who was attending our conference then sitting in Kansas City, and
who had taken a ride in company with other friends to see the old "Shawnee
Manual Labor School." Brother Green and myself taking a httle stroll together about the premises became separated after awhile, and I turned aside
to seek the very room from which that sainted spirit took its flight to heaven,
twenty-one years before. I soon found admission to the chamber of suffering
and death, and stood or rather knelt, on the very spot where I had seen her
close her eyes in her last long sleep. Ohl I cannot write on this paper what
then filled my heart and made me a child again. No, no, I can never describe
the feelings inspired by my near approach to the spirit-land! God heard my
How
vows, and I believe will enable me to keep them. Oh, ye precious ones
many of you have already gone before me. But, as another has sung
I

of

my

!

—

"0, what are

all

my sufferings

here,

Lord thou count me meet

If

With

that enraptured host to appear

And

worship at thy feet!

Give joy, or grief; give ease, or pain;
Take life, or friends away;
But let me find them all again
In that eternal day!"
LAST YEAR IN MISSION FIELD AND TRANSFER TO

ST.

LOUIS CONFERENCE.

my family from the Indian country after the death
not dissolve my connection with the missions until the following fall (1847). At the solicitation of the board of missions then located
at Louisville, Ky., I continued to visit the tribes west of Arkansas for the
purpose of carrying out certain plans we had inaugurated for the establishment of schools among them on a plan similar to that upon which we had
established and conducted the one at Shawnee.
To carry this out fully I
visited Washington City, as I had done several times previously in connection
with Shawnee Manual Labor School, and obtained the control for our board
of certain school fimds belonging to the Creek and Chickasaw Indians. With
these funds, aided by contributions from our missionary treasury, two manual
labor schools were established among the southern Indians one for the
Creeks and the other for the Chickasaws, Before they went into operation I
Although

of

my

I

removed

wife, I did

—

had finished
tired
I

by

my

fourteenth year in the service of the mission work, and re-

transfer to the St. Louis conference.

cannot take

membrance

my

final leave of missions

many

whom

without expressing

my

my

grateful re-

good fortune to be associated
while in the Indian country. And first of all to my brethren and fellow-laborMany of these coworkers were eners in that part of the Lord's vineyard.
titled to more credit for any success in our work than ever I was.
If I was
the instrument of doing any good it is attributable largely to my association
with them. They were ever ready to bear with my weaknesses, to aid me in
all my endeavors to do right, to stimulate me by expressions of their confidence. Twice they sent me to the general conference as a delegate, and often
honored me with high trusts among themselves. Now that I am writing these
sentiments of gratitude to their memory, I can but express the lively hope
of the

with

it

was
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my

union with them by and by in heaven, where many of
Next to my obhgations to them, is the debt I owe
to many government officers among the Indians, in the army, and at Washington City, for the Mberal aid they rendered in carrying out our educational
plans and operations. Many of these gentlemen did what they could, not
only to promote civihzation among our border Indians, but gave their influence in favor of religion also.
For a considerable time after I went into the Indian country, the scheme of
that I shall renew

them have already gone.

among the several tribes was favorably entertained by the misand government officials. ^3 w'e finally abandoned that idea as one
that was impracticable, and agreed generally that the on^y hope for the Indian
race would be found in the plan of absorption, that is, to extend our settlements into their country, giving them homesteads and citizenship among us.
They have yet a fine country reserved to them, known as the "Indian Territory" than which there is none more desirable. Here there might be at least
one large state organized, which would furnish good homes for millions of industrious people. The present occupants of this territory would be benefited
by the settlement among them of a million of Christian people to develop the
vast resources of their now uncultivated lands. So I think.
Before leaving the mission with my children I had taken some preliminary
steps in partnership with my brother, Josias Berryman, to establish a boarding
school at Arcadia, Mo. To this place therefore I conveyed these little dependents, taking with me Mr. and Mrs. Farnham who had been three years
with me in the Shawnee Manual Labor School. Mr. Farnham had proved himself to be a superior teacher and a good man. His wife was a lady of amiable
qualities. And to these I felt might be entrusted the instruction and care of
my children, under my own supervision. At the same time I might continue,
consolidation

sionaries

some extent at least, in the active duties of the ministry. Arriving safely at
we procured a comfortable building, free of rent, of Col. Cyrus Russell,
in which to open our "Arcadia High School."
The St. Louis conference was held this fall (1846) in Boonville. I attended
and laid before their educational committee my project of a high school. The

to

Arcadia,

committee reported favorably, and the conference indorsed and took the enterunder its fostering care. The valley of Arcadia at that time contained
simply a small settlement of farmers no town, no store, not even a post office
but nature had made it a lovely spot and its prospects were good. It was
here I had spent many pleasant days and weeks with my older brother when I
And this place was in my circuit when
first came to Missouri in the year 1828.
"maiden efforts" they were indeed.
I was making my first efforts to preach
Arcadia was a healthy place, central to southeast Missouri, and in the immediate vicinity of the great Iron mountains then just coming into notice.
Leaving the school and my children with my brother and Mr. Farnham, I continued, as I have before stated, to serve in the mission work until the fall of
1847, when I was transferred and appointed presiding elder on the Cape Girardeau district. This suited my convenience exactly, as no doubt was intended, because it embraced my school in its bounds and gave me an opportunity to superintend its interests. The school had been small the first year,
prise

—

—

—

13. Rev. Isaac McCoy was an early proponent of Indian consolidation and worked and
wrote for it throughout his life. His arguments are set forth at length in his "Annual Register of Indian Affairs," Nos. 1-4.
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but by the time we were ready to occupy our new building toward the last of
November, 1847, we had a large number of young ladies and gentlemen as
boarders in the institution.

Simultaneously with the occupancy of our own buildings which we had
High School, I was married to my second wife, Mrs.
Margaret M. Wells, late of Shelbyville, Ky. In her I found ever after a true
erected for the Arcadia

mother

may

my children, and a most excellent matron for
more appropriate place give a fuller account of

for

in a

the best twenty years of

my

it,

The

continued to run the Arcadia High School.

institute

private enterprise and remains so
of this school to

Lucky

I

bought my brother's inwas founded and conducted solely as a

for at an early period of its history I

terest in the property.

Fayette,

But I
companion of

school.

this

life.

For twelve years consecutively
I say I did

my

my

In the year 1858

still.

I sold the

old teacher, Prof. A. C. Farnham, and took

my

property
family to

Howard county, Missouri. There I associated myself with Rev. W. T.
Howard Female College, Mr. Lucky having charge of the literary

in the

interests of the school,

and

I

managing

its

finances

and domestic concerns.

In accepting a partnership with Mr. Lucky in Howard Female College I
was actuated chiefly by a desire to give myself and family an opportunity of

comparing the advantages of that part of Missouri with those of the portion
of the state in which we had been living for twelve years, with a view to a
permanent location somewhere. We had not been in Fayette a full year until
we unanimously gave the preference to southeast Missouri. Therefore at the
close of the school year we returned and settled on a farm in Bellevue valley,
Iron county, some fifteen miles from our old home at Arcadia, This was
in the summer of 1859. My plans were to settle my family, give my sons a
good start at farming, and then resume active itinerant work. For this purpose

I

obtained a location at the ensuing session of the

St.

Louis conference

and continued successfully to prosecute my plans until interrupted by the
war. In fact during the first two years of the strife I continued my farming
operations with but little interruption. In the summer of 1863 I was prevailed upon by the persuasions of Gen. Clinton B. Fisk to make an effort to
reopen and resuscitate the Arcadia High School, which had been abandoned
by Mr. Farnham at the outbreak of the war. The property of the institution
having reverted to me by sale under deed of trust, I left my farm and returned to rescue if possible, my old and long-cherished institution from final
ruin.

It was a hard trial to my dear wife as well as myself to leave our peaceful,
happy home at the farm to resume the turmoil of a boarding school. But
we mutually resolved to try it, and to make the sacrifice in the hope of returning in a few years to our pleasant home in Bellevue.
We went, and
beyond our expectations, we had a very good school the first session. For four
years our numbers continued to increase, until during the session of 1866- '67
we had in all respects as good a school as in any former year of its whole
history. Then having an offer from a party to buy the property of Arcadia
High School, I sold and gave possession to the purchaser July 1, 1867.
The health of my wife had been very good while we were on our farm,
but we had not left it long before it became evident that the labors and
14.

1867.

15—324
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cares of her situation as matron of the school were too great for her physical

My

own

health too for a good portion of the time was not so
These considerations made it indispensable for us to seek
retirement. But the opportunity came too late! Retiring to our farm home
in Belle vue in the month of July, with enfeebled health, my faithful and most
valued companion died on the 6th of September, 1867, Here I might write
a volume and still not do adequate justice to the many exalted virtues of this
most excellent woman. If God gave me exactly the right woman, in my
first wife, his gift in my second was fully equal to the first.
A most amiable
lady in every relation of life, and an intelligent Christian. While she has
left us in tears, heaven has been made more joyful by her presence there.
In the fall of 1866 I was re-admitted to the St. Louis Conference and appointed, as in former years, principal of Arcadia High School. At our last
conference I was made preacher in charge of Potosi, Ironton, and Arcadia
circuit. This is my present field of ministerial labor, in which I am enjoying

endurance.

good

as formerly.

some

success.

With

this I close

my

narrative, although there are

teresting reminiscences of the past twenty years of

to have interwoven

if

my

time had permitted

it.

my

As

life

many

which I would

it is, this

must

inlike

suffice.
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LETTERS FROM THE INDIAN MISSIONS IN KANSAS.
By Rev. William Johnson and Other

Missionaries.

[The following letters are so important to the study of the Indians of the state and the
missionary and educational work done among them that they are here reprinted. They cover
a period from 1831-1845 and were copied from the files of the Christian Advocate and Journal of New York and the Western Christian Advocate.
The copying was done for the Society
at some expense and under the assurance that the copyist was familiar with historical work.
It is to be regretted that omissions were made which lessen the very real value of the letters.
The Historical Society has already published much on the Indian missions in Kansas, and
reference to the various volumes of the Collections will reward the student.]

LETTERS OF REV. WILLIAM JOHNSON.i
[From Christian Advocate and Journal and Zion's Herald, New York, August
p.

5,

1831, vol.

5,

198,]

KANZAS MISSION.

Kanzas Indian Agency, June

To

26th, 1831.

the Corresponding Secretary of the Missionary Society of the Methodist

Church :

—As I

Conand religion among the Kanzas
Indians, it becomes my duty to make some communication to you, by which
all who desire information respecting this new field of labour may know what
is doing here for the advancement of our Redeemer's Kingdom,
When I received this appointment, I was and had been for some time in
bad health. I was able to commence the discharge of my duties on the 1st of
December, 1830, and on the 19th, I opened a school in a room which the agent
invited me to occupy but for three months the weather was so extremely cold
that I did but little, there being but few children in a situation to attend
school. At the close of the winter, we prepared a school house, which I now
occupy with a small school. We have preaching every Sabbath, but there are
few who understand the English language well enough to be profited by hearReveorbnd Sir

ference to

make an

was appointed

at the last session of the Missouri

effort to introduce learning

;

ing.

As

to preaching to the Indians at large, I

to do much, having

no

am

not at the present prepared

suitable interpreter; this circumstance has led

me

to

apply all my convenient time to study of their language. I have formed a
vocabulary of about 600 words, and now think 600 or 800 more will enable me
to speak with some fluency.
As to my school, it is composed of about ten Indian and six or seven white
children. The Indian children learn well. I have five who spell in words oftwo syllables, and one who reads and writes very well. There is no difficulty

when they are placed in a situation to learn.
which the Gospel has had upon those who hear it, I am
qualified to say that some seem profited by it, though none as yet enjoy the

in teaching Indians

As to the

effect

No

adequate biography of William Johnson has ever been written. That he was held
by his fellow workers is evidenced through numerous mentions of him in
statements and books written by them. The following references will be of value in
obtaining more information concerning Mr. Johnson: Biographical material, Kansas Historical Collections, vols. 1, 2, p. 276, and vol. 9, p. 197; and Stanley, "Life of L. B. Stateler,"
1907, p. 128. Letter from William Johnson in "Biography of the Rev. Jesse Greene," 1852,
Extracts from journal of William Johnson in "History of American Missions to the
p. 48.
Heathen," 1840, p. 643.
1.

in highest esteem
letters,
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Some seem penitent, while others are vexed, and try to
oppose any who try to do better than themselves.
This is a large and needy field of labour. There are about 1,500 souls in
the Kanzas tribe; and in addition to these there are neighbouring tribes which
speak the same language making in all about 7,000 who cry aloud for our
assistance. I say the call is loud; for I view them on the threshold of deI need not attempt to describe my feelings while viewing such
struction.
scenes of human degradation and misery. Suffice it is to say, that I have an
ardent desire to do what I can by the help of my Master to rescue my unfortunate fellow creatures from present wretchedness and impending ruin.
Could some zealous young men in other places less needy than our western
forests behold for a moment the pressing wants of these children of the forest,
methinks they would leave all, gladly follow Christ and bear the tidings of
Salvation to the most needy people that tread American soil. Yes, how could
they refuse to give a few years to that Saviour, who has given himself for them.
Can it be possible, that the Macedonian cry will never reach the ears and
hearts of some, who can come with ease and labour in this interesting field?
How can a man get down on his knees and say, "Thy kingdom come" unless
he act his part to hasten its establishment?
Then let those who can engage in this work and those who by giving a little
out of their abundance with which the Lord has blessed them, assist in the
instruction of these poor dependent children of the forest.
comfort of religion.

—

William Johnson.
[From Christian Advocate and Zion's Herald, New York, October

7,

1831, vol.

Chauton, Mo.,2 August

To

the Corresponding Secretary
Church:

—The

of the

my

6,

p. 22.]

30th, 1831.

Missionary Society of the Methodisf

come to an end among
you the success we have had this
year. I have little to say, but yet, what I do say proceeds out of a glad
heart; for the news is joyful. I informed you in my last communication
that some friends were inquiring of Him of whom Moses and the Prophets
did write. I can now tell you that some have found Jesus precious to their
Those who have
souls, and have united themselves in society with us.
turned to the Lord are of the worthy family in which I live, Colonel Boone's.
We have no converts among the Indians yet; though, I have thought some
Re\terend Brother

the Kansas Indians, I will

year of

now

labor having

report to

were under religious impressions.

My

little

school continued to prosper while in operation, and I

I could not keep

it

in operation during

my

absence.

But

this

am

sorry

was impossible

I still believe, that I shall
as I have had no one to aid me in teaching.
soon be able, by perseverance, to preach Jesus to this hapless people.
Our progress has been small this year; but our expenditures have been
equally small. I have used very little of the money appropriated for the
work.
I will close in saying, that I intend to go on in the strength of the Lord
of hosts. I feel no unwillingness to spend my life in this missionary cause.
2.

Probably Chouteau's Trading Post, the beginnings of Kansas City, Mo.

:
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Since I left the Kanzas Mission, I have attended several
I rejoice

camp meetings.

to see the work of the Lord prosper in almost every direction.

The prospect

great revival is brighter than I have ever seen it in
have not only witnessed the shouts of heaven bom souls at
our camp meetings, but at prayer meetings.
May the Lord carry on the work over opposition, until great victory
William Johnson.
shall be achieved in these western wilds.

Missouri.

of a

We

[From Christian Advocate and Journal. New York, July

To Corresponding Secretary
Church
Dear Brother

—According

15,

1836, vol. 10, p. 186.]

of

the

Missionary Society of the Methodist

to

the

instructions

of the

superintendent of

this mission, I proceed to report the state of things at this point of mis-

You are aware that this is a new field, selected at our last
annual conference, as one of importance. We could not make any beginning
to improve until March.
Since then we have been trying to hasten our

sionary labor.

business as

fast

as

possible.

We

have now twenty acres of good

fenced and planted; two cabins built, and a garden nearly finished.

removed into our cabins about two weeks
The Indians have cleaned their little

soil,

We

since.

and gone out to hunt for
There are only seven or
eight families left, and they are mostly old, lame or sick. Several of the
sick have camped by us, for the purpose of taking medicine, and such help
as we can give.
fields,

buffalo, expecting to return in five or six weeks.

We

we can, but shall
we have our dwelling house to
depend upon our new farm for provision, as we are one

are preparing to instruct these people as fast as

not be able to do
build

— also

to

much

before winter, as

hundred miles from the nearest white settlement. These Indians have
some corn, and but little of anything else, either of food or clothing. They
are emphatically poor and exceedingly ignorant.
The Kanzas Indians have no cattle or hogs, and few horses compared
to the number of persons; there being about seventeen hundred of them.
The efforts of the benevolent agent will doubtless prove beneficial to them.
He is at this time having about three hundred acres of land fenced and
planted for them.
I wish it were my privilege to say that some religious impressions were
made upon the minds of these children of nature. We have no one to
interpret anything on the subject of religion, and my own knowledge of their
language is yet insufficient for these things; though I am learning every day,
and hope ere long to be able to preach to them a crucified Jesus.
In the midst of all we see to discourage us, among a people far sunk in
superstition and darkness, we have some things to encourage us to persevere.
They seem willing to learn. They are fond of talking, and do not try to
conceal their views on any subject. They are more serious and devoted than
many other tribes, and better informed. They fast and pray and attend
to many ceremonies, in a solemn manner; yet in all their worship there
is no confession of sin or knowledge of a Saviour.
If they only knew Jesus,
in the regeneration of their souls, and would worship in His name with
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the skme promptness that they attend to their own ceremonies, they would
doubtless be a happy people,
I will not close this report without begging an interest in the prayers of
Christians in behalf of this poor tribe of

June

7,

human

beings.

Yours, in love,

W. Johnson.

1836.

[From Christian Advocate and Journal, New York, February

To Corresponding

12, 1839, vol. 13, p. 136.]

Secretary, Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal

Church :
Rev. and Dear Sir— This mission has been two years in operation, though
on a very small scale, in no way adequate to the wants of the people for whom
it was estabhshed.
The Kanzas Indians are located on the Kanzas River, about eighty miles
above its junction with the Missouri. They number two thousand souls, and
have ever maintained the greatest friendship with the American people.
They were once a large and more wealthy people; but from sickness and
the destruction of the wild game, they have been reduced in number, and
sank into the most degrading poverty imaginable. While in poverty and
wretchedness, they carry on a perpetual war with the Pawnees, their next
neighbors west; and hence dexterity in war is the only certain road to honor,

men of the nation, whether jugglers,
This being the state of things and there being no interpreter in the nation, very little has been done in the way of preaching.
But we are not left without encouragement. In all the instruction we can
give, understandingly, we are prepared to say, "our labor is not in vain in
the Lord."
according to their teachings of the wise

dreamers or warriors.

A

great change has taken place in the

nation in reference to labor.

minds and actions of most
to work with the women.

The men begin

are building houses out in the woods,

and are preparing

of the

They

fences, raising stock

men—as

they call it. We do not say
change in sentiment, although
quite a number have proven by experience that they profit most by civilized
habits. And now we find more trying to build than we can find time to teach.
We have promised ourselves, that this winter and spring would be a favorable time for imparting religious instruction; but every day seems to bring
its trials.
During the fall hunt, the first chief of the nation and four braves
died. Though some of these died of fever, and others of whiskey, yet such
is their savage sentiments, that they must shed blood or commit depredations upon some other tribe, as a satisfaction for the loss which the Great Spirit
has caused them to sustain. To gratify this savage spirit nearly all the males
in the nation, who can bear arms, will march in a few days against the
Pawnees, We are able to prevent a few only, and a few others are unable

and preparing to
so

much about

live like the

the

amount

white

of labor, as the great

to walk.

Four separate

go out, each seeking satisfaction for the respective
In this state of darkness and wretchedness we are thankful

parties will

friend or relative.

While we have some disposed to
for a few who will profit by instruction.
hear us try to tell of the true God, and of a merciful saviour, we have six
living in our family, whom we wish to educate. They promise well, as far
as

we can form an

opinion.
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In conclusion, I want to state a simple fact, and then leave the condition
and with God. This people must be rescued
from their wretchedness or sunk forever, and no church has undertaken for
them but the Methodist Episcopal Church.
The government is doing nothing for them but furnishing a farmer and
smithery. If it devolves upon us to deliver them from destruction, it is our
duty to make a strong effort to break down their prejudice and superstition,
which will, if unrestrained, prove their ruin. We ask an interest in the prayers
of God's people of this nation.
Yours in love,
William Johnson.
of this people with the church

February 12th, 1839.
[From Christian Advocate and Journal, New York,

To Corresponding

n. d. vol.

15,

No.

26, p. 102.]

Secretary, Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal

Church:

Dear Brother

—I

am

not conscious of any report of the condition of this

mission having been forwarded by the superintendent, and consequently conclude that he expects

necessary to give

me

you a

to communicate to [you] such facts as might be

correct idea of the true state of things at this point

The latter part of the summer and beginning of the
were very sickly here, both at the mission and among the Indians generally.
At one time, of the two white famihes at this place, viz., my own
and the government farmer's, numbering in all fourteen, only myself and a
young lady who lives with us were able to go about. Several cases of fever,
and other diseases, continued to resist every effort we were able to make. A
physician was then set for, but being about ninety miles out of the United
States, it took four days and nights to obtain a physician, at which time it
was too late to do anything in one of the cases, and the unfortunate sufferer,
Mrs. Bensley, died the next night, leaving a husband and five Uttle children
all sick.
In the midst of this affliction and sorrow one reflection consoled us;
she died in peace, professing resignation to the will of God. For about three
weeks after this Mrs. Johnson and our two little children lay very sick. We
were uneasy for every one of them. In another room lay Mr. Greene and
wife, and none to administer to them but two of us, and neither of us well,
with ten sick, and two of us to do all that was done. We had no time to rest
day or night. We were next called to part with our dear little daughter,
Mary Frances. We had now to bear trials new to us. We knew we loved
our httle children, but never knew how tender the ties of affection were
before. But the breach was made in our little family, and we committed her
to the grave, praying God to give us grace to bear it.
While we were sick at the mission, the Indians were suffering equally as
much. In some famihes as many as five died. But few famihes escaped
of missionary operations.

fall

and the number

was great in proportion to the number
around the dead sounded in our ears
nearly every day. The lack of wholesome diet and suitable medicines doubtless increased the number of deaths greatly.
The Indians were gloomy, and
not inchned to do anything, but prepare for their fall hunt; beheving that
they would be better off if scattered in the woods, where fresh meat could be
obtained. In this condition they scattered, and have not yet returned, but
disease;
sick.

The awful

of deaths

cries of the Indians
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The last two summers have been sickly
though we have alwa3'S considered the countrj^ very healthy.
There are great barriers in the way of reforming these Indians. One is
their wandering habits, and another is their propensity to war with the
neighboring tribes. According to their customs, they are at home about onethird of the year, but for the last two years they have not been at home a
third of the time, in consequence of fleeing from sickness twice.
When at home they are so often employed in preparing httle war parties,
to steal horses from the adjoining tribes, that but httle can be effected among
them. In tliis restless condition they are threatened with an entire loss of
game, by being hemmed in by the tribes west of them. With hunger and
poverty, and all that can render men wretched, around them, a few of them
have begun to reform and seek to do better. With these we expect to labor,
and try to increase the number in every way we possibly can. The task we
know from experience to be arduous, but the happiness of our fellow-man induces us to engage in it, trusting in the Lord.
During the absence of the Indians we kept up regular preaching every Sabbath for those few who attend, in English. But we expect to spend the greater
part of our time with the Indians when they come home, in trying to teach
them rehgion, and to encourage them in working and 'preparing to Hve more
comfortable at home.
We feel humbled in heart, and deeply sorry that we cannot report convictions and conversions among these poor people.
But they are yet left in
darkness and superstition, and know but little of the blessed religion of the
Bible, so well calculated to elevate and save poor degraded Indians.
Yours in love,
December 30, 1840.
Wm. Johnson.
will

be at their homes in a few weeks.

here,

[From Christian Advocate and Journal, New York,

To

vol. 15, p. 122.]

M

.E. Church:
informed you that the Kanzas
Indians had not returned home from their fall hunt. As they all collected at
their villages in a short time after I wrote, and brought news with them of a
distressing character, I have thought proper to write to you again, and give the
particulars of their late inhuman and shameful slaughter of a party of
Pawnee women and children. I do not give this statement so much to attract
the attention of the readers, as to give those immediately concerned in missionary operations a correct idea of the customs and wetchedness of the
wild Indians, who seem intent on their own destruction; for every new occurrence confirms me in what I have long since stated to be a fact that there
is nothing necessary to complete the destruction of the Indian population
than to let them alone. They need no help to hasten this melancholy event.
Only let them prosecute their own savage habits, thirsting for each other's
blood; and, ere we are aware of it, there will be none left to tell the melancholy tale of a once flourishing people.
It appears, from the statements of the Indians, that a party of Pawnee men
attempted to steal horses from the Kanzas and succeeded in taking about ten
horses. Two young men, failing to get horses then, continued their journey
until they found another band of Kanzas, and were there overtaken, after
having stolen two horses, and killed and scalped. About this time the other
the Corresponding Secretary of the Missionary Society oj the

—When I wrote to you

Dear Brother

last I

—
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band

of Indians (the

party of sixty-five

band with which our mission

men

to hunt for Pawnees.

is

located) sent out a

war

After travehng about ten days,

they discovered a company of Pawnees on horseback, going out to kill buffalo.
They immediately directed their course to a body of timber, in which the
Pawnees were camped, and there found nineteen lodges, numbering, according
to size of Indian families, about one

hundred and

fifty souls.

There were but

men left, and one of them an old blind man. They fell upon these defenseless women and children, and killed and scalped about ninety-three, and
three

took eleven prisoners, ten horses, and

all

the articles they could pack, out of

burned the balance, and then fled. In this massacre they state
that they shot some dead, and others they thrust through with the spear.
Some they knocked down with a tomahawk, and others they scalped alive.
The object was for all the young men to become braves by striking with the
tomahawk the head of an enemy. In performing this act of bravery many infants were knocked down and scalped; and they tell one account more shameful than all the others if possible, of a woman being killed and scalped and
another young man tearing an infant child out of her bowels, and then manifesting his bravery by striking it with a tomahawk.
It chills my blood to
write the particulars of this wretched tragedy.
The whole massacre is so
destitute of bravery and honor, that I would gladly have it wiped away from
a tribe of people with whom I live, and for whose good I labor and toil. There
are two acts of bravery connected with the transaction, but both on the part
of the Pawnees. One is the case of a man, the only man on the ground (the
blind man being already killed, and the other young man gone to call the men
from their hunt), who took his gun, and stood up in his lodge to defend it.
The order was given by the Kanzas chief not to interrupt him, lest he should
shoot some of them; and no one presumed to attack this one man, though
they say they beheve his gun was not loaded. The other is that of a woman
their houses,

who stood at the mouth of her lodge, with a gun, to defend her little family.
Some of the Kanzas attempted to take the gun out of her hands, and failed.
They called for help, and chopped the poor woman's hands with butcher
was compelled to give up her gun. She then got a hoe, and
defended herself and family, until she was shot through her body, and
fell, but soon rose up again, and was left alive with her children, in her tent.
In these two instances we see Indian bravery exhibited, one resisting sixty-five
armed warriors, and thereby saving their little families from being unmerciknives, until she
still

fully butchered.

Since the Indians came
daily employment.

The

in,

the war song and scalp dance constitute their

All other matters, either of business or

amusement, are

massacre upon the tribe at large, in paralyzing
all our operations, is now felt to an alarming extent.
There are but few men
in all the nation of the Kanzas now disposed to think of anything but a delaid aside.

effect of this

fense against the attacks of the Pawnees,
of their

women and

now

exasperated at the slaughter

children.

The upper village of Kanzas have fled from their town, and expect to
wander to and fro for the balance of the year. They talk of planting a little
corn at their town, but even that is uncertain. The village near the mission
are so elated with their past act of bravery, that they have done little else
than dance since they came in. The few families who were building houses
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now the subjects of laughter and sport by the new-made
The number who are now disposed to build houses and provide for

near the mission are
braves.

more than fifteen families in all. These are poor
and ignorant, and with great difficulty kept in the notion of improving, in consequence of the great dread of the Pawnees, The prospect of reforming these
people is truly gloomy at present, and, without change in their habits and
feehngs, must continue gloomy. I have never seen the prospect for usefulness so completely hedged up with any Indians in my life as it is with these
at present. It appears that much is to do, and should be done, but how to do
it is more than I am able to understand.
But they are in the hands of God
to whom all souls belong. To him I desire to commit the whole case, trusting in his mercy and waiting for the display of his power.
Yours truly,
Wm. Johnson
Kanzas Mission, Jan. 30, 1841.
their families is small, not

-

Death

of Rev.

Wm.

[From Western Christian Advocate,

Dear Brother

May

Johnson.
13, 1842, vol.

—Since Bishop Roberts

Elliott^

IX,

and myself

p.

14.]

left

Cincinnati in

February last, up to this time, we have traveled, by steamboat, on horseback,
and in our carriage, nearly two thousand five hundred miles; and,
yet, the

But while his life is spared,
by the stroke of death.
On our arrival here a few days since, we met the mournful intelligence of
brother WiUiam Johnson's death. He was the superintendent of this mission
district, and missionary to the Kanzas. For eleven years, last past, he labored
as a missionary among the Indians for four years among the Delawares and
Shawnees, and seven years among the Kanzas. As a missionary, brother Johnson had few equals, and no superiors. He possessed, in an eminent degree, the
prudence, patience and zeal, which a missionary among Indians has so much
Bishop's health and strength continue unimpaired.
others,

much

his juniors, are falling

—

occasion to exercise in the prosecution of his labors.

the missionaries which, from time to time for the last twenty-five
have been employed by our Church in the Indian country, brother
Johnson was the only one who ever learned an Indian language so as to be
able to preach in it: He spoke the Shawnee, so as to be able to converse in
it on ordinary subjects. He was probably the only white man that ever learned
the Kanzas language with grammatical accuracy. This language is common,

Of

all

years,

or nearly so, to several different tribes of wild Indians, "numbering altogether

near ten thousand souls. Sanguine hopes had been entertained that, ultimately, through brother Johnson's instrumentality, the Gospel would have

found its way to many of these wandering sons of the wilderness. But, alas,
death has blasted all these hopes; the work must now be deferred for years,
before another man can be qualified, equally well, for the undertaking; and it
is to be feared the mission will have to be given up, though the head chief of
the nation, with

whom

the Bishop and myself had a council today, expressed

But where are the funds?
hope materials will be found among the papers of brother Johnson, from
which a biography can be prepared that will do justice to his memory. His
remains rest on the mission premises at this place, and Bishop Roberts will
great anxiety for
I

its

continuance.

:
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preach his funeral sermon on next Sabbath week, when

it is

expected that

all

the missionaries in this district will be present.

You

be pleased to learn, I have no doubt, that arrangements are mal^
expect to be consummated next fall, for the establishment of an
Indian Manual Labor School in the southwest, on such terms as will, I trust,
be highly favorable to the interests of the missionary cause in that section of
the work. I found the missions among the Choctaws and Cherokees doing
ing,

will

which

I

well, all things considered.

Several of the missions in the district are in a

flourishing condition.

I find here a noble institution which promises to be a blessing to thousands

There are now in attendance about one hundred pupils from
I hear many familiar names sounding in my ears in
the school-room. Here is Joshua Soule, Nathan Bangs, William Ryland, Richard Tydings, Thomas Bottomly, William Herr, William H. Raper, Samuel
Gillette, &c.; and to see these fine, sprightly lads, with their frank, open countenances, cheerfully employed in the school-room, the mechanic's shop, or on
the farm, you would have no fears of their disgracing the names they bear. I
am sure if those who have given their money to aid the cause of missions could
witness the scenes that are passing here, and in other parts of the Indian
country, so far from regretting their former donations, they would hereafter
double both their prayers and gifts to aid this blessed work.
We expect in a few days to start from here to visit the missions on the
Upper Mississippi; and if no accident occurs I think I shall reach home sometime in September.
Yours truly,
E. R. Ames.
Indian Manual Labor School, Shawnee Nation,
of the red men.

eleven different tribes.

April 20, 1842.

Rev. William Johnson,

missionary to the kanzas indians, 1830-42.
In his "Annals of Methodism in Missouri" (1893), page

64,

W.

S.

Woodard

has the following:
True, it was not a large class, but it was a good one. William Johnson, a
brother of Thomas, was born in Nelson county, Virginia, February 2, 1805;
was converted at a camp meeting, held at Salem meeting house, in the same
county, in 1823; moved with his parents to Missouri in 1825; was hcensed to
preach in the spring of 1828, and employed by the presiding elder on Buffalo
circuit until fall, when he joined the Conference and was appointed to La Mine
circuit; 1829, New Madrid. In 1830 he was sent to the Indian missions, where

he labored faithfully on missions, districts, and in schools for twelve years. He
died April 8, 1842, of pneumonia, at the Indian Mission Manual Labor School,
and was buried there. His death was a triumph. The minutes say of him

A$ a

missionary, in the true sense of the word, he had no superior; as a
was consistent and uniform as a husband and father, he was all
expressed by those endearing titles; and as a gentleman and friend, he

Christian, he

that

is

was beloved by

;

all

who knew him.

Mr. Johnson was noted for the sweetness
men.

of his spirit

among

sweet-spirited

;
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[From the Minutes of the Conferences

Society.

of 1839-1845, page 349.]

Rev. William Johnson was bom in Nelson County, Virginia, February 2nd,
In the fall of 1825 he emigrated with his parents to Missouri.
1805.
In the spring of 1828 he was licensed to preach and employed by the presiding
elder on the Buffalo circuit. In the fall of 1830 ordained as deacon, and appointed to labour among the Indians on the Arkansas River [Kansas river],
and continued to labour among the Indians until his death, April 8th, 1842,
at the Indian Manual Labor School.
His disease was pneumonia, or a species of pleurisy. He was stricken in
February, became convalescent; but venturing out too soon, on the labours
of his mission, he took a relapse, which accomplished the work of death in
about ten days. He had the best medical attention the country then afforded
but all was unavailing.
He was buried at the institution where he died, and his funeral sermon- was
preached a few weeks after at the same place by Bishop Roberts.
Bishop Roberts paid a most eloquent and touching tribute to his character
as a Christian an^ his ability and devotion as a missionary among the Indians
he so loved and died for.

...

LETTERS OF REV. THOMAS JOHNSON.s
[From Christian Advocate and Journal and
vol.

To

6,

Zion's Herald,

New

York, February 10, 1832,

p. 94.]

the Corresponding Secretary of the Missionary Society of the Methodist

Episcopal Church:

—

Rev. and Dear Brother The time has rolled round when it becomes my
duty to make known to you the state and prospects of the missions on the
Kanzas. If you have received the minutes of the Missouri Conference, (though
I have seen no account of this,) you have learned that brother Wm. Johnson
and myself were appointed to labor together among the different tribes of
Indians living on and near the Kanzas river, viz., the Shawnees, Delawares,
Kanzas, Peori, Piankeshaws and Weas. Our work thus laid off was called ''The
Missions on the Kanzas." We were instructed to occupy any part of this
work that might be deemed most advisable, as it was then and is yet somewhat uncertain what can be done.
After a fatiguing journey of nearly 500 miles, we reached our field of labor
on the 21st of October. We were very much discouraged; everything appeared
to be in a state of confusion the small pox was raging among different tribes,
and the Indians flying in different directions; our school among the Shawnees,
which had been in a flourishing condition the most of the time we were absent
at conference, was suspended, with the exception of a few children that boarded
with us, and it was but seldom that we could even see an Indian to get instruction in learning the language; therefore there was no possible chance
to preach to them, consequently our spirits had well sunk within us, for we
felt that we had a full and heavy year's work assigned to us, and had no
time to lose. But we had learned from a little experience that patience, perse;

3. There is no dearth of material on Rev. Thomas Johnson, and it is easily accessible.
For
brief biographical sketches see Kansas Historical Collections, vol. 7, p. 207, and vol. 9, p. 160;
see also "Life of Rev. L. B. Stateler," Stanley, 1907, p. 128, and "Standard History of

Kansas," Connelley,

vol. 3, p.

1216.
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verance and fortitude are essential qualifications for missionaries we therefore
determined to do the best we could.
Brother William has visited the Kanzas tribe, and stayed a short season
with them. He procured an Indian to aid him in learning the language,
;

and returned to the Shawnee mission, as the Kanzas were generally from home.
He has aided some in keeping up the Shawnee school, (as our teacher has
been absent nearly two months on business), and had advanced considerably
in the language, and expects to be able to preach to them next summer.
He will set out for their villages next week, and will probably spend the
principal part of the winter among them. They are about seventy miles from
this place. We have been striving to get our houses prepared for winter, and
collecting provisions for the year.

The

small pox has subsided, and the Indians are now returning home. Our
There are accessions to our Shawnee
little.

prospects seem to brighten a

We have instructed
though not all at the same
time. There is but little doubt but we shall have at this establishment as
many as we can manage advantageously, and we hope before the year closes,
to have schools in operation among the different tribes in our charge.
But the instructing of children alone does not satisfy us; this, though of
great importance, is only a secondary object. Our great anxiety is to find

school almost every day, and the children learn very well.
in this school

upwards

access to those

who

of thirty Indian children,

are capable of understanding the nature

and enjoying

the influence of our holy religion; but here our way is hedged up yet, for
want of suitable interpreters; but we are endeavoring to improve every mo-

ment we can

get in learning the language ourselves.

ing the Kanzas, and I

am

Brother

WilHam

is

learn-

learning the Shawnee, as with the knowledge of these

two languages, we can converse and preach to six or eight different tribes of
these Northwestern Indians,
We collected together a tolerably good congregation of Shawnees last Sabbath, and as it was Christmas day, we endeavored to explain to them the
reason of our keeping this day in remembrance. They listened with great
solemnity while we told them of Jesus Christ coming into the world to save
all men, red men as well as white.
They informed us afterwards that they
would think about what we told them when they went home. I must conclude, for I have already lengthened out this communication beyond what
I intended.

We

hope that the friends of missions in general will not fail to pray that
Head of the Church may be with us in our infant efforts to enter
this vast missionary field among the numerous tribes of Northwestern Indians,
I remain yours, in the bonds of a peaceful Gospel.
Thos. Johnson.
the great

December

29, 1831.

[From. Christian Advocate and Journal,

New

York, July 31, 1835,

vol. 9, p. 194.]

Since I wrote you last I have visited the Kansas Indians.

I

found but few

them at home. The most of the tribe had started to hunt buffalo two days
before we reached the villages. These Indians live on the Kansas river, 60
miles from its mouth, on a straight line, and have their villages on both sides
of the river, but a part of the nation have removed 40 miles higher up the
river, for the purpose of getting near the buffalo. I never before saw any part
of
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of the

human
They

Society.

family in so wretched a condition.

They hve

chiefly in dirt-

and this done chiefly
by the women, with hoes. They do not plough. They have no fences. Their
only dependence for meat is on the chase, and the deer have entirely disappeared from their prairies. They have to go 250 miles, or farther, to find
the buffalo, and then are frequently driven back by their enemies; and
should they succeed in finding the buffalo, if they bring any of the meat
home, it frequently has to be packed by their women, for many of them have
no horses to ride; and their means of support are becoming more difficult
houses.

cultivate only a small portion of ground,

Unless we can
they must soon
hope to be able, at the next session of our annual conference, to

every year, for the buffalo, like the deer, are fast retiring.
succeed in getting these people to change their habits of
perish.

We

send missionaries

From

among

life,

these people.

through the lonesome prairie, without any trace,
After a day and a half severe travehng I reached the
mission at that place. That night one of the members of our society died;
but she appeared to be entirely resigned to her fate, and exhorted all around
never to cease in their efforts to become a Christian people. She requested
them to meet at the grave, and have preaching when they buried her. This
was attended to. A more solemn scene I never witnessed. The corpse was
deposited in the grave, and they all seated themselves around while I explained to them the doctrine of the resurrection. They all appeared to feel
thankful, while they contemplated the happiness of meeting their departed
When we were done
sister where death would never molest them again.
talking they covered up the grave, and we returned home. This mission is
this tribe I set out

for the Peori village.

doing well.

The Shawnee mission is in a prosperous condition, and is hkely to accompUsh much good in this nation. The school and society are both large
and regular in attendance. The mechanic shop is opened at this place, and
the Indians appear to be pleased with the idea of their boys becoming mechanics. A considerable number of them are engaged as regular apprentices.
The Delaware mission is still gaining ground, and the members of society
appear to enjoy
persecuted

much

of the influence of religion,

by the pagan part

The mission

though they are greatly

of the nation.

at this place (Kickapoo) has

had some

difficulties to

encounter

but they are fast giving way, and I think our prospects of ultimate
success are as good as they ever have been. Our school is small at this time,
but there will be no difficulty in enlarging as much as we choose, when our
buildings, which are now in a state of preparation, shall have been completed.
I shall not be able to visit any of the tribes west of us before conference;
but I have engaged several of the officers of the dragoons, who are now on
this year,

a tour to the foot of the Rocky mountains, to collect all the information in
their power relative to the condition of the different tribes they may visit.
I have no doubt this will be attended to promptly, for some are men of piety,

But
feel a deep interest in the spread of the Gospel among all people.
have written enough for one letter and shall conclude.
Thos. Johnson.
I remain yours in love,

who
I

June

16, 1835.
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[From Christian Advocate and Journal, New York,

April 22, 1836, vol. 10, p. 138.]

Dear Brother—Since I last wrote you we have had several interesting
meetings and much encouragement to persevere in our labors among the
poor Indians of the country ^
At the Kanzas mission we have not been able to do much, in consequence
having no preparations to stay with them during the winter.
He visited them twice during the fall, and made all the arrangements he
could for the commencement of our labors, and is now gone again, with some
hands, to prepare some temporary buildings, and will move his family as soon
of the missionary

as ready.

view of the whole matter, our prospects are encouraging through
It is true, we have some privations and many difficulties to
encounter and it will be unreasonable to expect to get along without them
We are dein an Indian country. But these things do not discourage us.
termined to do the best we can, and leave the result with God.
I think, in

the district.

—

We

trust that

we

share in the prayers of

all

the friends of Missions.

T. Johnson.

March

9, 1836.

[From Christain Advocate and Journal, New York,

n. d. vol. 11, p.

130.]

February 13, 1837.
M. E. Church:
Dear Brother The Kanzas Mission comes next in order. The Kanzas
Indians live on the Kanzas river, about seventy miles south-west of the
Shawnee mission. They are about 1500 in number. They have a beautiful
country, but it is chiefly prairie; tho there is enough of timber, if taken

To

the Corresponding Secretary, Missionary Society of

—

care

of,

for the nation.

These Indians are the most wretched of all human beings that I ever
saw. They live in dirt houses; but seldom wear clothes, though they generally have a buffalo skin, or, sometimes a blanket, thrown over them
loosely.

They frequently suffer for something to eat, for they have always been
accustomed to depend upon the chase for a living. But game has become
so scarce that they can no longer subsist in this way; and there is no doubt
but many of them die every year for the want of something to support nature.
They have to go upward of 200 miles to get the buffalo now; and this is
the chief dependence for meat. When they go after the buffalo, if there
are not horses enough, which is frequently the case, their women have to
walk and carry their children; and as they return home, in addition to the
burden of carrying their children, they have to carry the meat which has
been killed. We need not think it strange that a nation is declining when
they have to live in this way. These people are very ignorant, but mania teachable disposition.
In the fall of 1830, we made arrangements and commenced a mission
among these people ; but it was- then thought the Kanzas were not permanently settled, and that it would not be prudent to spend money in
fest

4.
An unfortunate omission occurs here, a complete copy of the letter as published not
having been made.
The omitted portions had to do with the work among the Shawnee,
Delaware, Peoria and Kickapoo Indians.
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building houses and preparing for instruction where they then lived, conwe opened a school at the Agency, about thirty miles from the

sequently

Here we were able to collect together a small school; and the
missionary was useful to some extent by preaching to the few whites who
lived at the Agency, as well as by instructing the Indian children in the
villages.

school.

But

in

we thought

the winter of 1832,

inexpedient to continue our

it

any longer at the Agency, and existing circumstances being still
unfavorable to our commencing at the villages, we withdrew from the nation for a season, still intending to renew our efforts as soon as Providence
opened the way. Accordingly, in the fall of 1835, we determined to commence
again, for we could not feel clear in the sight of God to see these people
literally perishing, soul and body, for the want of instruction, and make
no efforts to teach them.
We have now begun to work at their villages. The missionary has been
there during the past year among them, and is ready to avail himself of
every opportunity that occurs to instruct them in both temporal and
efforts

spiritual matters.

We

have not yet organized a school, because we have not provisions and
sufficient to take their children into our families; and this
must be done, or we cannot teach them to profit, for these Indians spend
but a small part of their time at home. But we are preparing to open a

house room

school in the spring.

know anything about the English
them much in religion the
missionary must learn their language, or we must teach them ours. This
will require time; but we have already commenced the work, and hope
ultimately to succeed.
The missionary has already acquired a sufficient
knowledge of their language to enable him to interchange ideas with them
Very few individuals

in

this

language, consequently before

readily in

who

common

nation

we can

instruct

conversation; and there

has been nine years

among

is

a younger

man

of the nation,

the white people, and speaks the English

language tolerably well, but has nearly forgotten his own. He has recently
become pious, and has gone back to the nation with the missionary, and will
probably regain his native language in a few months so as to enable him to
become a useful interpreter. We believe, if we can get access to these people so as to preach to

we

them the

doctrines of salvation through Jesus Christ,

adapted to all conditions of men; and
means that can raise the poor, filthy, ignorant Kanzas from
wretchedness, and cause them to live as God designed intelligent beings

shall succeed, for the gospel is

this is the only

their

should

At

live.

this

mission

cultivate the farm.

we have one missionary employed, and one man to
The missionary is the Rev. Wm. Johnson. The members

and two Indians.
The buildings are a dwelling house, 36 feet by 18, one story and a half
high, hewed logs, roof boards nailed on, not entirely finished; and also a
kitchen and smoke house, each 18 feet square, under the same roof, with a
ten foot passage between, roof, boards nailed on. Twenty acres of prairie,
which was broken up and fenced last summer, is now ready for cultivation.
in society are three whites

No

stock yet, excepting one pair of oxen.
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The whole amount
sionary society
I

is

of

property at this mission belonging to the

worth about one hundred and

Thos. Johnson.

remain yours, as usual,

Feb.

15, 1837.

[From Christian Advocate and Journal, New York, December

To the Missouri Conference Missionary Society:
Your Board take leave to present the following
bounds of the Conference,

sions within the

But

mis-

fifty dollars.

little

9,

1836, vol. 11, p. 62.]

exhibit of the several mis-

as their 6th annual report.

has been done at this Mission, excepting to prepare the

way

for

by no means discouraging. One
professed religion, and been baptized in

future operations; however, the prospect

is

very promising young man has lately
name of the Christ.
He left the nation about nine years ago, while he was a small boy, to keep
from starving, for he was destitute of friends, without clothes, and no one to
provide for him he has lived among the white people until he has learned the
English language, learned to work, professed religion, and is now attending
school at the Shawnee Mission, and expects to go back with your missionary,

the

;

to aid

him

This
people.

in teaching his poor benighted nation.

may

be a providential arrangement for the conversion of this benighted

May

the Lord

make

it successful.

In view of these facts, your board would exhort you to renewed diUgence
and unwearied perseverance in this glorious enterprise, for we are assured that
in due time we shall reap if we faint not. May the great Head of the Church
crown your labors with an abundant harvest.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
J. Greene, Pres'.
Thos. Johnson, Se&y.
St. Louis, Sept. 19, 1836.

LETTERS OF REV. JEROME

C.

BERRYMAN.5

[From Christian Advocate and Journal^ New York, March

By mutual

understanding

among

13, 1835, vol. 9, p.

114.]

us here the reports for the missions within

have hitherto been made to you by our superintendent, Rev. T.
Johnson; but as he now requests that we all report our respective missions, I
send you the following, which is under my care.

this district

KICKAPOO MISSION.

Our

labors at this station have been in operation not quite one year.

We

opened a school on the 4th day of last March. Our general average number
has been about 45. My appointment under government as teacher to this
people commences with this year, the first day of which I reorganized the
school in the public school house, taking in none but those who were given up
to us for one year, to be taught and governed as we may think best. Under
this regulation we have received upward of 50, 9 of whom, very promising boys,
live with us ^the rest eat dinner only.
Those who now come to school are

—

5.

See

"A

Circuit Rider's Frontier Experiences," supra.

16—324

:
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boys from ten to fifteen years of age. Some who have attended regand write pretty well, and speak considerable English. We
have removed to the government improvements, about a quarter of a mile
from our first location. Here we intend to make all our future improvements.
We are now about commencing a large and comfortable building for the use
chiefly

ular begin to read

of the mission.

Our prospect

of success, I

have no hesitation in saying,

siderable length of time after

we came here our way

in preaching to

them was

have a notable

religious leader of their own,

is

good.

For a con-

of access to the people

They, as you have heard before,
is also their chief.
He is a
Christian. He received his first religious impressions about twelve years ago,
but by what means we have not been able precisely to ascertain. He says that
he received them from God, without any human agency, which I am not disposed to doubt. Since that time he has been trying tO' get all his people to
serve the true God, and has succeeded in getting about 400 followers. The
author of a certain "annual register," published in this country, has lately said,
this man "appears to have little knowledge of the doctrines of Christianity,
only as his dogmas happen to agree with them."^ But this is a great mistake,
as well as others of a singular character. These people have for some years
past been occasionally visited by ministers of our Church, and their leader has
associated a great deal with our people previous to this mission being located
among them; and by these means they have acquired considerable knowledge
of the doctrines and practices of the Christian religion. But not having a missionary stationed among them until we came to them a year ago, of course
their theory and practice of religion would be imperfect. Their forms of worship are both original and novel. They have in fact many religious peculiarientirely

hedged up.

who

to Christianity. Nevertheless some of them are truly pious. They
now united with us; and we frequently have very interesting meetings
among them. At several of these meetings lately Ke-en-e-kuk, their leader,
took the Bible in his hand, after we had preached, and told them that was
God's book that we ought to try to understand it, and that they must look
to us for instruction. They seemed at first to have been afraid that we intended to introduce something new which would be injurious to them; but we
trust these fears are giving way to better sentiments.
Besides our labors among the Indians, we preach statedly at Fort Leavenworth, at the special request of the officer in command of that post. Col.
ties foreign

are

—

Dodge. I think the prospect for doing good here
I am, dear brother, yours in Christ,
January 28, 1835.

Good

News From the

Indian

is flattering.

Jeeome C. Berryman.

Manual Labor

[From Western Christian Advocate, May

School.

20, 1842, vol. 9, p. 18.]

Brother Berryman, under the date of April 4, 1842, says
We have had a pretty good state of religion at our institution through the
winter; but the native children did not seem to manifest more than an
ordinary degree of feeling, until at our second quarterly meeting, held three
weeks ago. At that meeting there was a general excitement which embraced
every .class of our congregation. Sometimes we had from thirty to forty
6.

Kickapoo Religious Society, in "Annual Register of Indian

Affairs," 1836,

No.

2, p. 31.
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penitents at the altar of prayer; several were converted. Several men employed as laborers at the institution have become the subjects of a work of
grace, since they came among us, and have joined the church.
At our monthly concert prayer meeting for March, we proposed that all
who felt like it should give one cent a week, beginning with the first of

The proposition was
last, up to that time, to the cause of missions.
unanimously agreed to; we received pledges for about $42, which will be paid
in due time and we intend to follow up the plan for the balance of the year.
On Monday evening, March 14th, while our quarterly meeting was still in
progress, brother Wm. Osman, a young man I suppose about twenty-eight
years of age, who was employed as a laboring hand on the farm, was taken
sick, and continued to decline until the following Sunday afternoon, and expired about 3 o'clock. His disease was called here winter fever. He endured
his affliction with patience, and died in his right mind, triumphing in the
hour of death through that Savior in whom he had long trusted. He had been
with us about twelve months. He came properly recommended as a member
of the Methodist Episcopal Church, and continued to maintain a reputable
standing among us. If I understood him correctly, he was raised near Beaver
in Pennsylvania; and has some friends living in that region, though his father
and mother are dead, as I learned from himself. He left some good clothing,
and a small amount due him for his work; but gave no direction as to what
he wished to be done with either. If any of his friends should see this, and
address a letter to me at West Port, Jackson co., Mo., I will give them all

November

;

the necessary information in the case.

Clothing for Missions.
[From Western Christian Advocate, Dec.

Brother Elliott

—I

have

for

to say something to our friends

on account

cause, but

to do

it.

And

1,

1843, vol. 10, p. 130.]

some time past been thinking that

who

of the hardness of the times are at a loss to

I think this

is

I

ought

are desirous to aid in this missionary

the case with

many

know how

of the preachers as well as

am

inchned to think so more especially since our last conference
heard many of them say, when called on for their missionary money, "I have none; the circuit where I traveled has from three to
five hundred members; but there is literally no money in the country, and I
consequently could not make missionary collections." Well, we know exactly
how this matter is, and are willing to admit that these brethren would have
had but little success if they had tried to collect missionary money on their
circuits.
Still there is a way for something to be done where no money can
be had. Let the money come first if possible, because that is every way the
most convenient for all concerned. But when the people have not got it, for
the Lord's sake, let us not debar them from the privilege of giving such things
as they have. I will then, with your permission, tell the readers of the Advocate how they can do a great deal without paying a single dollar in money.
And I fancy that many who may read this, will say when they come to this
part of my letter, ''You are striking the right card now," Well, then, you
know, Brother Elliott, that we have a large Indian school immediately on the
western border of Missouri where we have for several years past averaged
the people.

in Missouri.

I

I there

about one hundred scholars, or students we

will call

them, and we closed our
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last session

with one hundred and twenty.

In

Society.

this school

we

are teaching the

and thank God, with
a great deal of success too. Here we have various mechanical and farming
operations going on, in which the boys are employed; and spinning, weaving,
knitting, and sewing, in which the girls are engaged to good effect. Our farm
is large, and in harvest time, especially, we have to employ many of our
children almost every thing that they ought to learn;

adult natives to help us.

And

these natives can generally be paid off for this

is better for them than money.
It takes not
than fifteen hundred dollars' worth of clothing and bedding, per annum,
for our school children. Besides this the teachers and mechanics about the
place must have clothes from some source. All taken together, two thousand
dollars' worth of dry goods would not more than supply the place one year.
Now let me ask, What do our friends wear at home? Any thing of the
same kind would suit us here. Could they not occasionally spare us a little?
We think they could; we think they will. Establish a place of general deposit
in each circuit and one will have a pair of stockings, woolen or cotton another
a few yards of linsey or janes; another some domestic cotton; another a handkerchief or shawl; and sometimes one merchant will give you a set of knives
and forks; another some spoons; another some caUco or thimbles, pins and
needles; and I had almost forgotten to say, some of the sisters will give a
quilt or coverlet, a pair of sheets, pillow-slips, towels, table-clothes, or something of that sort. Let them all be sent to the general place of deposit; and
when boxed up neatly, direct them to the Indian Manual Labor School care
of Simpson & Hunter, Westport, Jackson county, Missouri. Whenever they
arrive here I will vouch for the right and honest disposal of them. Or if it
be preferred, let the boxes so made up be sent to any convenient place on the
Ohio or Mississippi between the mouth of the Ohio and St. Louis; or to any
place on the Missouri river, and let me be notified of the fact before I leave
home for New York, the first of next April; or I can be informed by letter at
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, and St. Louis, on my return about the first of June.
Now, my dear brother, I do not see anything to hinder our people from
doing a! great deal in this way without interfering at all with the money
collections.
And I want you to let our people know that the bishops and
others, who control these matters have brought down the appropriations until
we are actually almost, yes, quite reduced to want. If our friends do not
help us the "Indian Manual Labor School," the grandest enterprise ever undertaken in the Indian country, must decHne, must die. Thank God, there are
no symptoms of decline yet; it is -^rigorous and healthy. But it cannot live
on empty prayers. No doubt we have enough of these; but these alone will
not do. If these are all our friends will give us, we don't want them; let

labor in clothing; this in fact
less

;

;

them appropriate these nearer home, upon their own stingy souls.
But time admonishes me to quit. I could write you a book about our school
and the work generally in this mission district, but both you and your readers
have so much else to do you would not be likely to read it. I will say, however, the good Lord is still with us, and Indians are being converted to God.
Your fellow-laborer in the Gospel.
j q Berryman.
Oct. 22, 1843.
P. S. Should any wish to write to me,
Jackson county, Missouri.

let

them address me

at Westport,
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Heathen

[From Western Christian Advocate, May

10, 1844, vol. 11, p. 14.]

Brother Berryman, in a letter to us, remarks, "Many of the heathen are
dying without rehgion. What shall we say of them? Or what will they say of
us at the. bar of God, that we withheld the lamp of life from their bewildered

0

who are living at ease in Zion, would lay these mat0, Lord, can it be true that thousands of heathen are going to
hell daily for want of the Gospel? And we, instead of sending it to them, will
give our money for tea, coffee, tobacco, fine clothes, &c. May the Lord have
feet?

that Christians,

ters to heart.

mercy on us!"
Could we, who live in the midst of civilization be placed in the situation
of brother Berryman, we should perhaps feel a little more and act somewhat
differently with regard to the heathen.

uselessly

by

Millions of dollars are annually spent

professors of rehgion of all denominations, while unenlightened

Pagans are destitute of the Gospel. God will call such professors to account
at the great day of retribution. With our devoted brother we pray, ''The Lord
have mercy upon us."
Eneas, the Converted Indian
[Prom Western Christian Advocate,

—

May

10, 1844, vol. 11, p. 13.]

Dear Brother Elliott The death of brother Eneas,
about to write, had nothing very peculiar connected with

of

whom

it,

only as

I

am now
it is

con-

and circumstances.
I doubt not you and your associates about the Book EstabHshment recollect brother Eneas, the Indian who accompanied me on a tour five years ago
up the Ohio; and staid with you at Cincinnati while I went up to Pittsburg.
I assure you he never forgot you and the numerous friends with whom he became acquainted while on that trip. Though it cannot be said that Indians
are the most grateful people, it may truly be said of this man, that gratitude
was one of his most prominent traits of character. As an evidence of this, I
have only to produce his dying bequest. *He had several hundred dollars'
worth of property, which he had gathered up by economy since he became a
Christian; and as he had no family dependent on him, he directed that all his
little estate be divided among the missionaries, to whom he felt himself a
great debtor. But as he had numerous unconverted relatives who contended
for the property, it was deemed most advisable to let them have it. Indeed,
we never intimated a desire to take it. Such was his ardent love for those who
had shown him so much kindness, and had given him so much good counsel,
when journeying with me before, that I think I should have had to use some
persuasion to have reconciled him not to go with me again this spring; for he
often expressed a strong desire to go, that he might be still more fully inducted
into the ways of Christian life.
Eneas was of the Pottawatomie tribe by his mother, and his father was a
Kickapoo. He spoke the language of both these tribes, as well as a httle
broken English and French. When I first became acquainted with him, ten
years ago last fall, he was a devoted follower of the Kickapoo prophet, of
whom and his religion I might write many things that would be interesting,
especially to children, but not now. Eneas was one of this man's foremost
sidered in connection with his

life
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and a very important auxiliary in carrying on his scheme of proseAs an evidence, not only of his devotion to this prophet, but also of
his sincerity, he carried many scars to his grave, which had been made by the
lash on his bare back by the prophet's whippers, who were a kind of ministers
And the
or confessors, to receive confessions and administer absolution.
penitent was taught to believe that this flagellation, voluntarily submitted to,
operated in the same way that Christians beheve the blood of Christ does
These whippers, and even the prophet himself, have been known to submit
to this accursed rite, with marks of the deepest penitence. But more about
Eneas. It was not until Eneas had become well acquainted with me, that I
seemed really to be gaining over any of his people to Christianity and in fact
not until he took the trip with me above alluded to, that he became fully decided to leave the prophet and follow Christ. Had I not rehed upon a lying
Frenchman to interpret for me, but taken up Eneas from the start, I beheve
he would much sooner have embraced Christianity; for I am confident he was
a sincere inquirer after truth all the while. But he seemed not to have been
fully convinced that the prophet was himself deceived, and a deceiver of others,
followers,

lytism.

I

;

until the time he took the tour with me among the white people.
He then
had an opportunity of seeing that so many things were the contrary of what
the prophet had represented, that he went home a decided Christian, and remained so, through much persecution, without wavering, till, like ripe fruit, he
was gathered into the garner of God.
During the last five years of his life, Eneas was a most consistent Christian.
He not only labored faithfully as an interpreter for the missionary, but, like
Having
his Master, he was ever going about doing good to his fellow-men.
lost his wife and children by death several years ago, he had no domestic
charge, and spent much of his time in my family. And often, when it was not
practicable for me to accompany him, he has gone alone from house to house,
and from wigwam to wigwam, teaching and preaching to the people about
Jesus; but rarely without first soHciting a word of instruction from his missionary before he would start. And many whole evenings have I sat, till bedtime, with the deepest interest, and received his report of what he had said
and done through the day; and I have no recollection that he ever failed to
make such a report. It could hardly have been otherwise with such a man,
than that he should have been constantly improving himself, while he was
made a blessing to others. This was eminently the case with Eneas. God
blessed him with a rapid increase in knowledge and holiness, and made him the
instrument of bringing many to the knowledge of the truth as it is in Jesus.

Brother Talbott, who is now the missionary at Kickapoo, testifies that our
worthy brother, Eneas, was found thus faithful unto the day of his death,
which occurred on the 29th of January 1844. His disease was something of a
pleuritic character, and lasted but a few days; during which he often spoke
and every word was in accordance
of his state of mind and his prospects
with the undeviating Christian character he had maintained for the last five
;

years of his

life.

The wisdom

man

of

God

is

manifested in that providence that was preparing this
any of us knew any thing of him; and his

for usefulness, long before

goodness is seen in the means that were brought to bear upon him for his own
conversion and salvation.
J. C. Bbrryman.
Indian Manual Labor School, April 1, 1844.
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A number of other Christian Indians have died this winter, particuamong the Shawnees, and have given additional evidence of the truth

P. S.
larly

and power

of the Gospel.

[From Christian Advocate and Journal, New York, November

27, 1844, vol. 19, p. 62.]

Fort Coffee, Choctaw Nation, Sept. 20, 1844.
To the Rev. C. Pitman, Corresponding Secretary of the Missionary Society
of the M. E. Church:
Dear Brother: I left the Indian Manual Labor School on the ninth
instant to visit the southern portion of the Indian Mission Conference, being
it that formerly belonged to the Arkansas Conference.
As the
country that lies immediately on the route from the northern to the
southern extremes of our conference is mostly uninhabited; and more especially as there was some reason to fear I might find the flies to be very
numerous on that route, I was induced to fall down into the white settlements below the Indian line, and take a route that runs through a settled
country. By taking this route I only missed the Osages, who live on the

that part of

direct road.

On

But the

tribe are perhaps hardly

ready to receive the Gospel.

the fifth day after leaving home, having traveled nearly or quite two

hundred miles, I entered the Quaupaw country, and just before the close
of day on Saturday I reached the mission among these people, which is in
I found
its infancy, having been in operation but little more than a year.
our missionary, brother Patterson, and his family, well, except sister P.,
who had for several days been in bed, under the influence of ague and fever.
But I will here
I am glad to say when I left on Tuesday she was better.
remark, to give some idea of missionary life, that on Sunday night the
servant woman was taken sick, and brother Patterson had the cooking
to do from that time until I left, not only for me and his own children,
but also for a number of Indian children who live in his family, and go to
school; and at the same time to nurse the sick.
On Monday, in company with brother P., I waited on Col. Barker, United
States' agent for the Quaupaws;''' and as the chiefs lived convenient we had
them called together, and in the presence of the agent I gave them a talk
on the subject of education and general improvement, and also on the
subject of religion, after which the agent, in a few remarks, sanctioned and
confirmed all I had said to them. I learn from the missionary here, that
Col. Barker is very favorable to the mission, and renders him essential
After a long
service in his work by lending his influence and otherwise.
and very satisfactory interview with the agent, I was led to attach much
more importance to the Quaupaw mission than I had done before. True
they are but a small tribe, and but two or three individuals of them have as
yet made any pretensions to piety; still they appear to be anxious inquirers after the good and right way, and the prospect for success among
them appears very encouraging. And they are but a branch of the great
Osage and Kanzas tribes; and if they are converted, we shall have access
through them to thousands who appear now almost unapproachable. Col.
7.

Quapaw

Indians.
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Barker told me it was his opinion that we might easily get two hundred
Indian children at this school, if we were prepared to take them; and I
am glad to be able to say, there appears to be among this people a general
and growing desire to have their children taught.
From the Quaupaws I went down through the Cherokee country, still in
a southward direction. I found this tribe in a state of great excitement on
account of political dissensions among themselves; and where it will end
seems very doubtful. But their great National Council is to meet in October, when, it is hoped something will be done to allay the excitement.
This nation numbers about 15,000 souls. Many of them are intelligent men,
and there are ladies, too, among them who would be an ornament to any
good society. They have ample resources in money, land, and other property, to make them independent and comfortable, if they would only have
peace among themselves and improve these means. And I must believe
that the intelligence and piety of the better part of this nation, with the

God upon their efforts, will guide their affairs to a happy issue.
While in the nation I spent most of my time at the house of Mr. Murrell, a
gentleman from Virginia, who married into the Rose family; and I must say,
(and I say it with pleasure) that the style of things about this house, and
the treatment I received there, would compare well with the best families
I have seen in the States, in either country or city life.
On yesterday (19th) I reached this place, from which I write. Brother
Goode, the principal, and the family generally are well. The school is
now in vacation; but will commence again on the first of next month;
soon after which I expect to be here again, and will give you another comblessing of

munication.

On Monday,

23d instant, I expect to leave this place to

visit the

southern

portion of the Choctaw nation, some hundred and thirty miles distance from

and during. my stay in that region I expect to attend their Nasome business.
Praying for the peace of the Church, and the blessing of God on our
Your fellow-laborer in the Lord's work,
labors, I am, dear sir.
J. C. Berkyman.
this place;

tional Council, to attend to

Indian Mission Conference Appointments.
Jerome C. Berryman^ Superintendent.

[From Christian Advocate and Journal, New York, December

Kansas River District

—N.

M.

18, 1844, vol. 19, p, 74.]

Manual Labor School.
Shawnee & Wyandotte,
Potawotamie, Chippewa, Peoria, and

Talbot, P. E., Indian

E. T. Peery, superintendent, Delaware and Kickapoo.

James Wheeler; one to be supplied.
Wea, Thomas Hurlburt, Thomas B. Ruble.
Cherokee District D. B. Gumming, P. E., Quapaw, S. G. Patterson, Nathan
T. Shaler.* Seneca and upper Cherokee, Walter D. Collins,* Johnson Fields,
James Essex, sup. Tehlequah, Andrew Gumming,* Wm. MTntosh,* Lower
Cherokee, John F. Boot, Tussawalita, Barren Fork, John Boston,* Creek Na-

—

tion,

Thomas

Bertholf.

—

Choctaw District L. B. Stateler, P. E., Fort Coffee. Academy, Wm. H.
Goode, Henry C. Benson.* Me-shu-la-tub-bee, Isaac F. Collins,* John Page,*
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Puck-she-nub-bee and Push-me-ta-ha, John M. Steele, Wm. W. Oakchiah*
Chickasaw, Erastus B. Duncan, one to be supplied.
The next conference to be held at the Indian Manual Labor School, Mo.
Ter., Thursday, October 23, 1845.
The post office address of the conference is West Port, Jackson county, state
of Missouri.

Those marked thus,* are not

elders.

LETTER OF REV. NATHANIEL

M. TALB0TT.8

Happy Death of an Indian.
[From Western Christian Advocate, January

To

7,

1842, vol.

8, p. 150.]

Ames, Corresponding Secretary of the Missionary^ Society
of the Methodist Episcopal Church for the Western Conferences,
Dear Brother Our faithful interpreter and devoted Christian, James Linzey, or, as he is best known by the name, Jim Peoria, is no more with us. He
was called away on the thirteenth of May. His disease was the consumption,
with which he suffered much; but bore all with the greatest patience. In the
fall of 1833, I was appointed to the Peoria Mission.
At that time brother Jim
was a drunkard yet a man of fine feelings, and much beloved by his people.
He was nephew to the head chief. From this, and the fact that he was a man
of great worth, he had unbounded influence with the chief; so that he was
well qualified for usefulness. In February, 1834, the Rev. T. Johnson, superintendent, visited the mission. About the time he reached it, the people commenced drinking; and drank about two days. The second evening I visited
them, about half-a-mile from the mission. Brother Jim told me he was drunk,
but said, I must tell his friends he would be sober in the morning. When I
was about to start home, he said, "Mr. Talbott, I glad you come some people,
when Indians drunk fraid; but I am glad you not fraid." That night he got
through with drinking; and by the next evening awoke from his stupid sleep.
Brother Johnson and myself visited him but he seemed but little disposed to
talk, and appeared to understand English but little; but the superintendent,
knowing the Indian character pretty well, when Jim seemed not to understand,
would speak in Shawnee. He then proposed to Jim to take a walk, and see
where the chief was to build, &c. By the time we got back, James seemed
to throw off his dull feelings, and seemed cheerful. Brother J. then gave him
advice on the subject of religion; to which he gave special attention. He then
requested him to come over that night. He and his old friend, Bob, long since
called to his reward, came over. Most of the night was spent in conversation.
The next day being Sabbath many attended; and when an opportunity was
given, I think brother Jim was the first to come and the old chief, with about
forty others, gave us their hands. Many of them proved to be stony ground
hearers; yet brother Jim received the word in a good and honest heart, and
brought forth much fruit. As he knew but little of the word of God, he came
to the mission to converse and receive instruction. It was indeed a pleasant
task to teach a man so lately brought from darkness to light. He was once
known to take wine so as to become drunk after he united with us. From
the Rev. E. R.

—

;

;

;

;

8.

nals of

For biographical sketch see Kansas Historical Collections,

Methodism

in Missouri,"

Woodard, 1893,

p.

60.

vol.

9,

p.

211.

Also,

"An-

;
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however, he took warning; and seemed to commence anew

—

forming a
His love for the cause of God began
now to increase; and he was always ready to watch and able to manage designing men. To give an idea of the acuteness of his mind, I will relate a
circumstance. A man had visited the superintendent at St. Louis, and on his
return, related to the Indians what Gen. Clark had said. I do not say Gen,
Clark said these things, but merely give them as they passed. He stated that
the superintendent said, he understood there were tradesmen of different kinds,
who were missionaries; these missionaries would be merchants; and after
awhile they would be chiefs, and would bridle their chiefs and ride them like
horses. To this Jim replied, "My friend. Gen. Clark is right; you know we
Indians were like wild horses, and he come and threw the rope, and caught us,
and learned us to ride; but he did not learn us to work; and these missionaries have come to learn us to work." In all cases, he was thus ready.
He possessed many fine traits of character. He was a kind husband and
neighbor, and a faithful friend to his people.
The poor and afflicted always found in him a friend; in administering to their wants, he always acted
according to the best of his abilit5^ It was no infrequent thing to see him
bathed in tears when beseeching them to turn to God he watched over them
with great interest. He grew in grace, and in the knowledge of the truth. He
looked to his approaching dissolution with great deliberation and confidence.
A few days before he died I was at Pottawattamie mission. When I returned
home I found him triumphant. Many persons had been at his house that day.
A young man living with me, went to see him, and found him very happy he
said he had preached that day, and one had promised him to live for God.
After I returned, I held meeting in the evening, and visited him. In truth he
seemed not to think of earth; but was one of the most triumphant Christians
I ever saw. He had some anxiety to recover, that he might learn the Piankeshaws the word of life. He commenced talking to me, and said, "Now, my
brother, you better try to talk another way a little; always take the word of
God in your hand then the Indians will think you tell them the word of God
but if you have not got the word of God; they will think it is your word."
Fearing he spoke too plainly, he said, "Me don't want to hurt your feelings:
me don't want to make you feel bad. I love you: you feel like my brother."
In the midst of this conversation he shook hands with me, saying he loved me
and wanted to help me to bring the Indians to God. He remained in this
happy frame of mind till the next day. Many of the Indians were called in
at his request, and he talked and labored with them until he almost simk. I
was sent for when he declared, that he felt it was true that God had sent the
missionaries he told me I must write this to the Christians and said he was
sorry the Christians did not each help the other. I never saw any one that
seemed to have such complete triumph over the last enemy. He became exceedingly weak; yet he would try to sing and talk. His mind was much exercised on the truth of Methodism. If I were to say he repeated the following
sentence a thousand times, I am not sure it would be extravagant, "Wesley
sav wye wah," that is, Wesley is true, or there is proof that he was true. He
then became somewhat affected in his head, and remained so for some days.
I gave him a few drops of laudanum, when he slept and awoke rational.
He
seemed not to think he had been mentally injured; but said, he had been in
this,

resolution to follow

God

in heart and

life.

:

;

:

;

;

;
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seemed beautiful and sweet. Two things he was
He wished to be baptized and receive the Lord's
supper. I attended to his request, and he seemed to be ready to quit earth.
He had arranged his temporal business some time before; his children he gave
up to the Manual Labor school. The reason he was not baptized at the time
many others were, was this; his grand-mother who raised him, was a Roman
Catholic; and his grand-father did not like the Christians; and he became
afraid his grand-mother cheated him. I saw him about an hour before he died.
All was then well. A man that was with him when he died, said, he continued
speaking of God to the last. His httle daughter having died, and being buried
near the mission, he was interred on the 14th of May, by her side. While the
mission sustains a great loss, we are well assured here is one plucked as a brand
from the eternal burning, who now sleeps in Jesus. To God be all the praise.
Nathaniel M. Talbott.

some

light place

where

all

anxious to have attended to

Peoria Miss., July

3,

:

1841.

LETTERS OF REV. EDWARD
[From Western Christian Advocate, Oct.

Dear Brother
Indian Mission

and the

—I

7,

T.

PEERY.9

1842, vol. 9, p. 98.]

wish to give a brief account of the condition of this
may be interesting and profitable to you,

district, as far as it

friends of the cause.
10

Our operations

at the

Kanzas Mission

are wholly suspended, owing to

Wm. Johnson. In that mysterious providence of God which has taken away our brother in the prime of life, at a
time that he had gained a high standing with the Indians, and just mastered
their language, our way seems to be closed, and our access to them interrupted for years to come.
We were greatly strengthened and encouraged by our brethren the committee appointed by the conference to visit the mission stations, whose
report you have already received. And I cannot close this communication
without expressing, in behalf of myself and all the missionaries, our deep
gratitude to our venerable Bishop Roberts and yourself for your timely

the death of the Missionary, Rev.

visit

to

the mission, and for the counsel and aid you afforded us while

here with us.

I

am, dear brother, yours

Delaware Mission, Mo. Con., July
[From Western

Christian

affectionately,

Advdmte, Dec.

Died, Nov. 11th, after a lingering

E. T. Peery.

22, 1842.

23, 1842, vol. 9, p. 144.]

near three months, Non-on-dagum-un, a chief of the Delaware tribe of Indians. He was one among many
others yet living in whom was exhibited the peculiar excellence and saving
power of the Gospel. Previous to his conversion, about eight years ago,
he was abandoned to most of the vices practiced among Indians; a degraded drunkard, a noted juggler, a furious blood-thirsty heathen; in a
illness of

9.
For biographical sketch see "Life of Rev. L. B. Statler," Stanley, 1907, p. 128. Also
"Annals of Methodism in Missouri," Woodard, 1893, p. 63,
10. Omissions here are said to cover the mission among the Shawnee, Delaware. Kickapoo,
Peoria and Pottawatomie Indians. It is to be regretted that these reports were not copied.
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the marks of depravity found in the third chapter of

the epistle to the Romans, were conspicuous in his character.

But to the

honor of our blessed Christianity be it known, that from the time he was
first arrested by the word of God, from the time the Holy Spirit first
glimmered upon his darkened soul, he arose from those depths of degradation,
shook off his accumulated vices, and stood forth the decided Christian; and
until the day of his death was never known to taste the accursed ''fire-water,"
or otherwise disgrace his profession.

many

But, in

common

with other Christians

own people.
summoned to trial before a heathen council;
and so urgent was the call that a company of men were sent after him, who
put him on a horse and forced him away in much haste. When he arrived
he had to bear

Some two

at

the

reproaches and persecutions from his

years since he was

place

he met a large, clamorous assembly, some half drunk,

all

painted up in the true heathen style, and presenting rather a fearful appearance. They were seated in a ring of some twenty-five or thirty feet in
diameter, in the centre of which was a vacant seat
placed.

The speakers then

upon which he was

arose and presented the accusation, which was,

—

killing many of their people by the power of witch-craft
that they had
long delayed inflicting the merited punishment but so many had lately
fallen victims to his malice, they could bear with him no longer that the
tomahawk used only for that purpose (witch-killing) had long lain under
the bed in rust, but that they had rubbed it bright, and that his life should

—

then atone for his crimes. The executioners were then ordered up. Our
friend asked if he might be permitted to answer for himself, which being
granted, he did, in a speech of some length, avow his innocence of the
charge preferred against him ^that he knew nothing about the art attributed
to him, but if there was such an art and he possessed it, the religion he
professed, forbid the hurting of any man that he had nothing in his heart

—

—

them, but that he was in their hands, and if they chose to
kill him he was ready to die.
After further counseling on the matter, they
concluded to let him live a little longer, upon the condition that he would
cease killing the people. Three of the chief men were then pointed out to
him, and he was told that whenever any one of them died, sooner or later
his life, which they in their mercy gave him for the present, should be taken
without pity. Through the most of his religious life he served as one of
our class-leaders. During his last painful sickness he drank deeper into the
spirit of the Gospel, and had nearer and more striking views of the
against

any

of

He talked and seemed to
Savior of sinners than at any former period.
little else than the prospect that opened before him, and it
was difi&cult to satisfy him with the amount of singing and prayer at his

think about
house.

Just before the last struggle, he called his family and those present
and taking each one by the hand bade them a last adieu, then

to his bed,

closed his eyes in death, leaving on his features a placid smile, such as would
indicate in health, deep inward pleasure.

Delaware Miss., Mo., Nov.

20, 1842.

E. T. Peery.

:
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Died,

March
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19, 1843, vel. 10, p. 20.]

13th, 1843, at Peoria mission, Missouri conference,

Shaler, consort of the Rev.

N.

S. Shaler,

Mrs.

missionary to the Peoria Indians.

Ann
The

deceased was a native Shawnee lady, educated at the Shawnee Methodist misand daughter of M. Boachman,ii now a native preacher at the Potawattomie station. She was born September, 1820; received, while young, into our
school, where, under the maternal care of sister Johnson, she acquired those
habits of industry, prudence, and piety, which, in after life, so greatly endeared her to all who were acquainted with her. In the fall of 1837, she was
sion,

married to the Rev. N. S. Shaler, a native of the state of New York, since a
member of Missouri conference, with whom she lived affectionately, adorning
the Christian profession in all the virtues of a wife, a mother, and a devoted
Christian.

Her

was pulmonary consumption, which gave signs, soon
by its rapid and destructive course, of her speedy disBut such was her uniform piety, her deep devotion, and firm hold
disease

after its development,

solution.

on the Savior, that she was abundantly sustained in the
Delaware Mission, April 6, 1843.
[From Western Christian Advocate, Nov.

To

last

mortal

conflict.

E. T. Peery.

10, 1843, vol. 10, p. 118.]

Ames, Corresponding Secretary of the Missionary Society
Methodist Episcopal Church for the Western Conference
Dear Brother The condition of the Indian mission district, Missouri conference, is still prosperous. Since our last report there have been more or less
accessions to the societies at every station in the district except two. These,
viz., Kansas and Pottawatomie, present as yet but little promises of success.
The Indians of both these tribes are in a wretched condition, loudly calling for
the sympathies of a Christian pubHc. With thq former we have already expended much labor and money to but little apparent effect. Such are their
clannish habits of life, such their wandering after the buffalo as the only known
means of subsistence, and such the manner in which society is formed and
exists amongst them, that we have not been able as yet to bring the Gospel
to bear upon them.
The present missionary, Rev. G. W, Love, has been able to spend but little
time with them this year, owing in part to his affliction, and in part to their
absence from their homes. He has been employed through the summer at
the Delaware station, supplying the place of the missionary there in his absence on the district.
With the Pottawatomies we have had no stationed missionary for the last
two years, except Bouchman,i2 a native local preacher, employed by the superintendent, a man of sterling worth and tried integrity. We are strongly of
opinion that this mission should be strengthened if we would hope to succeed.
Among the Shawnees, Christianity is exerting a salutary and growing influence, inspiring those habits of uniformity and industry which are always
productive of corresponding happiness in the social and domestic circles. They
have a well finished meeting house, twenty-five by fifty feet, neatly pointed
with lime, and plastered overhead, and furnished with two stoves. This forms
the Rev. E. R.

of the

—

11.
9, p.

—

Mackinaw Beauchemie

211,

12.

and footnote

Ibid.

for biographical sketch see

82, p. 212.
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the central point to which the different classes with their leaders repair every

Sabbath to receive the instructions of God's word as expounded by their misThe prayer and camp meetings are attended to through the week in
their respective settlements and classes. Brother Stateler,!^ the missionary,
has also a weekl3'- circuit, consisting of some three or four appointments in different parts of the nation, so that the Gospel is literally offered to the whole
nation, being brought as it were to the door of every one.
With the Delawares we have about one hundred Church members, and perhaps over one-third of that number have died happy in the bosom of the
Church since the commencement of our operations amongst them, beside fifteen who have passed through our society to the Baptists. We have at this
place also a good meeting-house which is finished, and furnished with two
good stoves by the Indians themselves. Here we have our meetings regularly
three times a week. The Sabbath is occupied, first by Sabbath school in the
morning, in which we teach all, old and young, who wish to learn to read the
translations of Scripture, and hymns in their own language. At the close of
these instructions follows a sermon by the missionary through an interpreter,
then an intermission of half an hour, which is followed by a sermon, or exhortation, or both by natives; and prayer and praises conclude the services
sionary.

of the day;

The

when we

return to our respective

homes refreshed

as

with new wine.

other two meetings are held on Wednesdays and Saturdays; the former

for prayer
cuit plan

and the

among

latter a class meeting.

We

have also been trying the cirHere it is

the Delawares which promises to succeed well.

proper to observe that

we have

the hearty cooperation of the Moravian friends,

and a half from our station. We feel
obHgations to these truly Christian brethren, and think

or United Brethren, situated one mile

ourselves under

we

many

are highly favored that

The Peoria

we have such

mission, situated

some

neighbors.

forty miles southwest of the Shawnees,

and operating among several fragments of tribes is doing well. The missionary has two stated preaching places twelve miles distant from each other, the
one with the Peorias, and the other with the Weas, each of which he visits
twice a week. Here, too, many of the converts to Christianity have died

among them, some

most pious and useful members of the Church and
membership numbers but Httle
rising forty, including both places of preaching. These Indians are a well disposed, friendly people, possessing less jealousy and prejudice toward the whites
than is common among Indians.
The Kickapoo mission is doing tolerably well as far as Christian influence
extends. The rehgious Indians, about forty in number, are, in general, regular
in attendance on divine service, which is held twice on the Sabbath, and once
in the week. We have children in the Indian Manual Labor School from all
the tribes with whom we have missions except the Kickapoos. This backwardness is doubtless owing to the influence of the 'Trophet," which is exerted
against us. I would observe, in conclusion, that we should have written sooner,
but we thought it unnecessary, as the report of the visiting committee has been
Yours respectfully,
published.
E. T. Peery.
of the

of the nation; so that, after years' toiling, the

Delaware Mission, July
13.

24, 1843.

"Life of Rev. L. B. Stateler," Stanley, Naslndlle, 1907.
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LETTERS OF REV. WILLIAM PATTON
[From Western Christian Advocate, June

Rev. C.

1843, vol. 10, p. 30.]

9,

Elliott:

—

In my previous communication I mentioned that the committee appointed to visit the Indian missions was at the Indian Manual Labor

Dear Brother

School.

We

left

the school on Thursday, the 4th

ten miles, and crossing

Cow

river,

inst.,

and

after riding

some

a tributary of the Missouri, and about a

we reached the Rev. E. T. Peery's, superintendent of
the Indian missions within the bounds of our conference, and missionary to

quarter of a mile wide,

We found him and his kind family all in good health;
we partook of their hospitalities, and with them we spent the night. Next
morning we set out, accompanied by brother Peery, for the Kickapoo mission,
and after traveling some 25 miles, we arrived at the Rev. N. M. Talbot's,
the missionary to the nation. We found him and his dear family enjoying
reasonable good health. Some five or six miles below the mission we passed
Fort Leavenworth, on the Missouri river. This is quite a beautiful and commanding site, one of the finest, probably, that could have been procured any
where in this upper country, being elevated more than 100 feet above the river,
and affording an extensive and commanding view of all around. The buildings
are generally good, and more especially the hospital. This stands out from all
the Delaware nation.

the rest, inclosed with post and rail fence, and the whole of the inclosure
is

beautifully covered over with blue grass.

situation dry

and

airy,

purposes contemplated.

and so

We

as strict a "look out" as

if

far as

also

we

saw the

and

building

is

spacious,

sentinels at their posts,

its

and keeping

the most imminent danger were at hand.

scenery around the garrison and the mission

and

The

could judge, well adapted to the

is

The

wonderfully variegated with

mounds, and quite romantic indeed. After
looking from an eminence on
the north bank of the Missouri,
and the highest point of general steamboat navigation at present.
On Saturday and Sabbath we held a two days' meeting at the Kickapoo
meeting house. The congregation on Saturday was quite small; but on the
Sabbath there was a pretty good turn out, not so good, however, as we had
expected. This nation numbers, if we mistake not, about 500, and there is
between forty and fifty members of the Church, a few having joined since
our last conference. A number of them appear to enjoy the spirit and power
of religion, but some others of them are but too much like some professors
of religion in other places, lukewarm, or at least, possessing but little of the
power of godhness. During the exercises of the Sabbath the presence of God
was graciously manifested, and we felt that it was good to be there. The
Christian Indians read and sing hymns, printed in their own dialect or language; many of them, both men and women, pray in their prayer meetings,
and give evidence of deep, heartfelt devotion. During our services some of
them became quite excited; some wept, while others shouted aloud for joy.
Eneas, the interpreter, said, "Thank God for missionary; he come and show
me how bad I was, and show me the way to Jesus, and my heart is very
happy." Although we did not find this mission in as flourishing a condition,
hill

dale,

large rocky

we had passed the Fort some distance, and
which we stood, we saw the town of Weston on

14.

For

brief sketch see "Annals of

Methodism

in Missouri,"

Woodard, 1893,

p. 158.
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all respects, as we had expected, or would have wished, yet we think there
no good cause whatever for discouragement. There is no doubt at all, but
that by a judicious course of management, and much patience and perseverance, with the blessing of the God of missions, this mission will yet bloom
as the rose, and become beautiful as the garden of the Lord, filled with plants
of his own right hand planting.
May the great Head of the Church hasten
it in his time, and let all the people say, amen.
A considerable number of
the heathen party attended the meeting on the Sabbath, dressed in full Indian
costume; but they did not seem to be much concerned about their future
and eternal interests. They appeared to be more anxious to have their faces
well painted, and their persons adorned after the manner of Indians, than to
know what they were to do in order to be saved; yet several of them gave
good attention, for awhile, to the things which were spoken.
The devoted missionary and his dear family, have to labor and endure
many privations; and it would seem but fair and proper in view of their past
labors and sacrifices that they be permitted before a great while, to retire from
this arduous field of labor to one more conducive to their social and family
comfort. They have borne among the Indians of our conference, to some considerable extent, the burden and heat of the day and their children, especially,
need something of the kind, for they have arrived at a period when they
require, and must have society more intelligent and refined than can possibly
be enjoyed in the Kickapoo nation.
I must not forget to mention that I baptized three children on the Sabbath.
One of them was the youngest child of brother Talbot, the missionary, and
the other two were Indians. One of them was nursed by placing it upon a
board some two and a half feet long, and about ten inches or a foot broad
at one end, and tapering toward the other. A piece of blanket, or something
of the kind, is first spread on the board the child is laid upon that, and then
bandaged on the board with a bandage some four inches broad, beginning at
the feet, and wrapping toward the head until they reach the shoulders, pretty
much in the same manner in which a surgeon would bandage a fractured limb

in

is

;

;

;

at or near the top of the board, there

is

a,

bow

fastened into a small piece

wood, passing immediately under and across the board, in a kind of dovetail
all sides with deerskin thongs; and on this board the
child is nursed, and carried about from place to place. When the child was
brought forward to be baptized the mother took off the board, but it cried
so bitterly that she had to place it back again and bandage it as before; I
had, therefore, to take the child, board and all, in my arms when dedicating it
to God; and you may be sure I found it to be rather an awkward affair. This
mode of treatment in nursing a child, frequently flattens the back part of its
head, and this is considered, among the Indians, quite an accomplishment.
This board accomplishes another thing at the same time; it causes the child
to grow very straight, and makes him, when grown, quite erect in his form,
so that it has grown into a proverb, "He is as straight as an Indian."
There is in sight of this mission a Roman Catholic establishment; but
it has not been in operation, we understood, for some two or three years.
There is also in sight of the mission house, a house belonging to an Indian
by the name of Kanakuk, a heathen prophet, and his party. He had, some
few years ago, some 250 followers but we understand that the number is now
of

form, and braced on

;
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reduced to about one-fourth. He is said to possess naturally considerable
powers of mind quite intelligent, as an Indian, and very managing. We made
^ome efforts to obtain a knowledge of his system of religion, but could not,
owing to the fact that, properly speaking, he has no system. In this house
his followers assemble from time to time to receive such instructions as their
prophet may be disposed to give. He generally carries about with him, and so
do all his desciples, even down to their children, as we are told, a board some
18 or 20 inches long, and three or perhaps four broad, on which is engraved
five hieroglyphical characters, and painted. This board he says is to him and
;

what the Bible is to the white man or Christian, the means of
approaching the Deity. This old prophet professes to be the son of God,
and says, ''God took out of his own heart, and sent him to teach the red
man the way in which he should go." With this board he and his people approach Deity in prayer; characters on the board remind them, they say, of

his people

The first character represents the heart;
name the fourth, their friends and the
When they pray, they sa,y, "Bless my heart, and make it
fifth, their fiesh.
good"; and so they pass on through all the rest, pretty much in the same

the various subjects of their prayers.

the second, their

life

;

the third, their

;

;

manner, Jesus Christ has no part in the religion of the prophet. Let the
Church awake to their duty, and in every reasonable way labor to dispel
these dark clouds of superstition, sin and delusion.
Yours affectionately,
W. Patton, Chairman.

May

8,

1843.

[From Western Christian Advocate, June

Rev. C.

16, 1843, vol. 10, p. 34.]

Elliott:

— My

Dear Brother

communication was addressed to you from the
the 8th inst., we left the mission and returned to brother Peery's the same evening. Tuesday, the 9th, we met with
the Delaware Indians, in company with their devoted missionary, Rev. E. T.
Peery, at the mission-church. The day was pleasant, and the members of the
Church came out generally, and a few of the heathen party, notwithstanding
it was a busy season of the year.
We all preached to them. I preached first,
and found it somewhat embarrassing to preach through an interpreter, yet
Brother T. Johnson followed immediit w^as not so bad as I had anticipated.
ately; and after a short intermission, brother W. Browning gave them a discourse.
The meeting throughout was spiritual and lively, and there is no
doubt with me, but that it was profitable to many precious souls. At the
close of the services, brother Peery gave an opportunity to all who wished to
"forsake their old wicked way, and to come and walk in the good and Christian
way," to do so, when several came forward and joined the Church, among
whom was a tall, athletic man, very savage in his appearance, and who, it is
said, has been a very ferocious, cruel, and blood-thirsty Indian; but he has
grounded the weapons of his warfare at the feet of Jesus, determined to fight
This produced great joy among the Christian
against his God no more.
Indians: they had witnessed another glorious triumph of Gospel truth over
fallen, depraved human nature.
This nation numbers about 1,000; about 100 of this number are members
of the Methodist Episcopal Church. When the missionaries first came among

Kickapoo mission.

17—324

last

On Monday,
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these Indians, they were perhaps the most drunken sottish,

and miserable
and death. Now they are enjoying the
blessings of civilization and Christianity, and many of them are redeemed
from their drunkenness and misery, and are rejoicing in a Savior's love. They
have, by their own efforts, built a good log meeting-house, with good floors,
and glazed windows; it is warmed in the winter with two good stoves, procured at their own expense. The Christian party have pretty much thrown off
the Indian costume, and dress Hke civilized people. A number of their children are receiving education at the Indian Manual Labor School. This exerts
a very happy influence in the nation. When the children visit their friends
during the school vacation, they come home well clad, everything about them
being clean and neat. The missionary has a Sunday School established at
the mission, which is destined to exert a very happy influence over the old
and especially the young who attend it. This mission is at present, beyond
all doubt, in a prosperous condition, and worthy of the confidence, prayers,
and support of the Church.
The Delawares, it is said, at one time believed there were two deities, one
a male and the other a female. The male god had his habitation in the north,
and when he ruled, and blew out his breath, then we had cold winds, and frost
and snow. The female, or goddess, had her residence in the south, and when
she swayed the sceptre, we had warm winds and pleasant weather. The god
ruled in winter and the goddess in summer. They beheved that this god and
goddess were often waging war with each other. When the male deity prevailed, we had weather corresponding with his reign, and when the female
deity ruled, we had weather agreeing with her benign administration. The
"green corn dance," it is also said, originated from these views of heathen
mythology. In the fall of the year, the Indians would gather of the first ripe
corn, and offer it to the goddess of the south, who presided over the seasons
with so much dignity; and under whose gracious reign the new crop of corn
was brought into a state of maturity, affording seed to the sower, and bread
to the eater. This opinion, however, is entertained but by few at the present
people in

all

these lands of darkness

time.

The lands owned by this tribe of Indians are exceedingly rich and fertile,
unsurpassed by any I have ever seen, and calculated to yield to the hand of
industry every product, in the richest profusion, which the latitude and altiYours affectionately,
tude of the country will allow.
May 10, 1843.
W. Patton, Ch'n.
[From Western Christian Advocate, June

—

23, 1843, vol. 10, p. 38.]

Brother Elliott My last communication was addressed to you from the
Delaware mission. I now write you from this. On Monday morning, May
15th, Rev. E. T. Peery, superintendent of the Indian missions. Rev. W. Browning and myself, met at a place previously designated, they coming from the
Delaware mission and I from the Manual Labor School; and we set out together for the Kansas mission, a distance of some eighty or ninety miles.
Rev. T. Johnson, the other member of the visiting committee, was not with
us, he having concluded to remain and labor among the Shawnees, and assist the missionary. Rev. L. B. Stateler, in settling some difficulties which had
arisen among some of the Indians. We journe3^ed on, and after encountering

:
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some difficulties from high water, back water &c., pitched our tent not far
from the lower ford on the Waghkarusa, at a place, which, for reasons we
will presently give, we named Camp Disappointment,
The first thing we did, after stopping, was to strip our horses and hopple
them, and then turn them loose to graze; because we had nothing with us to
feed them with. We next set about preparing supper, and arranging a tent
to sleep under. Just as we sat down to supper, brothers Peery and Browning's horses suddenly made off homeward with all the speed possible. In the
meantime I had taken the precaution to tie up my horse, fearing, from the
restiveness manifested by them, that something might happen. The brethren
pursued after their horses some little distance, but it being dark, they had to
give the pursuit up.

we had taken breakfast, we concluded to pack all our
and camp equippage, on the one horse, and return, as the
the mission was yet more than fifty miles. All being ready, we

Next morning,

after

saddles, saddlebags

distance to

commenced our return, being disappointed, as we supposed in visiting the
Kansas mission. We all, as a matter of course, started on foot, I leading the
horse, and attending to the baggage, and the others tracking the horses that
had run away. We pursued on for some six or seven miles, and finally overtook them at the house of an Indian, Jim Captain by name, he, having taken
them up and put them into his lot. After procuring some com from Captain,
and feeding our horses, we resolved to change our course and yet visit the
mission for which we first started.
We set out and again reached Camp Disappointment, and crossing a deep
narrow ravine on a Caw bridge, at 2 o'clock we stopped at the foot of Prince
mound, hoppled our horses, and left them to graze in the prairie, while we ascended the mound for the purpose of enjoying the prospect, and taking some
refreshment. Having reached the top of the mound, perhaps 200 feet in height,
we had a most subhme view of the immense tract of country around, prinsome small spots of timber,
some twenty miles or more, in almost every direction. The
scenery was beautiful, romantic, and interesting beyond description. After we
had gratified our eyes in looking abroad upon the verdant landscape, we sat
down to partake of a little cold dinner, consisting of some dried beef, crackers
and water. Having refreshed ourselves, we descended the mound, saddled our
horses, and so went on our way rejoicing.
After traveling a few miles we came to the upper ford on the Waghkarusa,
not being able to cross at the lower ford. The stream being very full, we concluded not to attempt crossing until the next morning; and to this necessity
we yielded the more cheerfully from the fact that there was no other suitable
place to camp for many miles on our way. Next morning we set out, crossed
the stream without any inconvenience, or much risk, it having fallen considerably through the course of the night; and after riding some fifty miles or
cipally prairie, but occasionally interspersed with

to the distance of

more, reached the mission.

good health and at

his post,

We

found the missionary. Rev. G. F. Love, in
though somewhat discouraged in regard to his

success in the mission.

We did not find this mission in as prosperous a condition as we could wish
the missionary, however, had been engaged in the discharge of his duty. Indeed, the Kansas Indians have been found to be one of the most difficult tribes
to operate

upon we have

tried in all this vast field of missionary operations.

;
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Why it

is so we cannot tell, unless it be owing to their wandering and unsettled
manner of living, and the peculiar ramifications of society amongst them.
They are friendly, and seem to wish a missionary kept among them, and yet

at no time have they given evidence that the labors of the missionary had
been of much service to them. They have had faithful men to labor with
them, and some of them as well qualified as any they could hope to have at

any subsequent

period.

Rev. W, Johnson, who died a martyr to his work, was a faithful missionary,
one who had great personal popularity and influence among the Indians, and
understood and could speak their language well; and yet his labors amongst
them seemed pretty much as water spilled upon the ground. We would ask
the prayers of the whole Church in their behalf, peradventure "God may yet
grant them repentance unto life."
We called together several of the chiefs, their braves and' warriors, and had a
long conversation with them respecting the mission, and the great propriety
of sending their children to the Indian Manual Labor School; this closed,
however, without anything very satisfactory being accomplished.

On

Friday, the 19th,

some nine
is,

we

or ten of the

so far as

we can

started back, accompanied

Caw

by brother Love, and

children, destined for the school.

This school

judge, the brightest hope of the Church in regard to this

tribe of Indians at present.

If

we can but

get their children, and keep

them

at

do the nation some good. On
Saturday the children all reached the school in safety, and so far as we could
learn, were well satisfied.
Yours affectionately,
W. Patton, Chairman.
Kansas Mission, Missouri Conference,
school,

we may,

May

in the course of time, be able to

18, 1843.

LETTER OF REV. ANDREW MONROE.is
[From Western Christian Advocate, July

—

1,

1842, vol.

9,

page 42.]

On Monday, 16th, we left for the Kanzas Mission,
Mr. Editor
accompanied by brothers Peery and Kennear, and brother Monether, a native
.

.

.

Delaware, for our pilot.
This man is amongst the first fruits in the Indian country, and one of the
most pious men that I ever knew.
The first day we passed a dehghtful country of hill and dale, woodland and
prairie; and in the evening pitched our tent near the Wakharusha where
we had a comfortable night. We rose early, offered the morning sacrifice of
prayer and praise to the God of Jacob, had breakfast, and were under way
by 6 o'clock. That day our route lay chiefly through extended plains, with
now and then a small creek, with timber and abrupt banks.

In consequence of leaving the wagon way to shorten our journey, we fell
and were very much hindered. After hard toiling, however, we
came at nightfall to a creek and camping ground, ten miles from the mission.
Here we found ourselves camping in the midst of an army of ten thousand
blood thirsty enemies and we anticipated a serious battle, and but little sleep
but with the assistance of a large smoke from our fire and a cool wind, we soon
into difiiculty

;

had the
15.

victory,

An

1893, p. 44.

and

laid us

extended sketch

may

down and

slept; for

God made

us dwell in safety.

be found in "Annals of Methodism in Missouri," Woodard,
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A dark and dense cloud arose in the night, and loud peals of thunder disturbed our repose for a time, and we calculated that our tent would be
injured; but the cloud passed over and around and we slept again; and
being refreshed we arose early and rode to the mission premises for breakfast,
where we arrived at ten o'clock.
We were kindly received, and treated with hospitality by Mr, Michel and
his family,

who

are

Our narrative
Indl\n

Manual

May

now

there as farmers for the Indians.
be continued,
Labor School,

A. Monroe.

will

23rd, 1842.

LETTER OF REV. GEORGE W.
[From Western Christian Advocate, Nov,

LOVE.is

11, 1842, vol, 9, p, 118.]

—Perhaps

it would give you some pleasure to hear that the
reached their appointments since conference, and all gone
to work in their usual way, with the exception of myself. I started immediately after conference, desirous to see if any thing could yet be done for

Dear Brother

missionaries have

all

these poor wandering sons of the forest; but two days before I was to leave

the Delaware mission, I was violently attacked with bilious fever, and

am

here

but will go on as soon as my health will permit.
Some few days, however, after my arrival in the Indian country, the Indian
camp meeting came on, and as it was the first I had ever attended, you may
be sure there were many things to render it novel and interesting to me. I
went over with brother Peery's family on Friday. The missionaries were
generallj'- there when we arrived, and the Indians coming from every direction, some on foot, some on ponies, and others in wagons; and to speak to
their credit, some came riding in fine carriages. Night, however, brought a
goodly number of us together we assembled for worship all were solemn,
and appeared to be engaged, whilst brother Peery preached to us one of his
good sermons.
yet,

—

—

Next day there was good attention, and some promise of a shower from
Times continued ominous, and grew more and more interesting until
Monday night, when I suppose there were no less than thirty mourners came
into the altar for prayer. To all appearances the cloud burst, and such a time
There were, I think in one hour, not less than ten of the
I never saw.
clearest conversions I ever saw; and during the night, I think there were
above.

not less than twenty or twenty-five conversions. And, while my soul could
but praise God for the wonderful display of saving power, yet, I could but
think, all the water from the head of the Mississippi to the Gulf of Mexico,
in one year could not accomplish what the almost visible Spirit of God did
in that hour.
The meeting thus interestingly progressed until Wednesday
morning. Aft^r a short and pathetic address by the superintendent, which,
as I thought could not fail to make the votaries of Christianity ''More bold
to take up and firm to sustain the consecrated cross," we all started to our
respective homes, praising God in our hearts for what he is likely to accomplish through the instrumentality of his word, for these poor destitute sons
of the west. I have not as yet ascertained the exact number of those that
professed during the meeting.
16.

Brief mention in "Annals of

There were eighteen joined on probation.
Methodism

in Missouri,"

Woodard, 1893,

p. 162.
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There were one or two circumstances connected with this meeting I cannot
may be interesting to you. The first is, on Tuesday
a couple of the natives though unequal in age, presented themselves in the
altar, and in presence of the whole congregation took upon themselves the
matrimonial vows as enjoined by Christianity. This circumstance of course
opened the way for the superintendent to give them some very appropriate,
necessary, and useful advice, on that all important subject; which he did at
length and with great plainness, and which I thought could not fail to be
useful to them, living as they are and desirous to become Christians.
The next of importance is, the almost miraculous conversion of a Caw
Indian, a few of whom were there during the meeting, but were going about
as careless as if nothing was going on. At times of excitement, however, some
of the men would venture up and look on awhile, and turn away, as though
they thought it some disease. In this careless manner they continued walking
over the encampment until Tuesday night, when three of them came and
sat near the preacher in the stand. We could but observe the attention and
seriousness of one of good appearance; and no doubt whilst they sat there
many prayers were offered for their conviction. However, when mourners
were called, they got up and took a seat further off. Our beloved sister
Johnson, whose heart still appears deeply interested for that degraded people,
went to them and began to talk with them about what we were doing there,
and also of what brother Johnson had often told them. This same Indian
agreed to all she said, and stated that brother Johnson had told them many
good things, and they had done wrong in not doing as he had told them.
As she turned from him, strange to tell, the power of God took such a
strong hold upon him that he instantly fell from where he was sitting. She
was called to return, when to her great astonishment she found him with
mouth and eyes closed, and hands clinched, trembling under all the horrors
of deep and pungent conviction. At this new and interesting sight, she came
running into the altar with a heart overwhelmed with joy, and said to
brother Berryman and myself, "There is a Caw down over here." I immediately rose, and conducted by sister Johnson I soon made my way to where
he lay. The other Caws unacquainted with his disease had run to get water,
and poured on his face and breast, in order to bring him to. But water failed
in this case. The Caw interpreter (brother Fish) was called; and whilst he
and sister Johnson talked to him, and pointed him to Christ the rest of us
were all on our knees before God in his behalf, and I think more constant
and fervent prayer for one object I never heard.
However, he lay in that condition for some time; but all at once his
countenance was changed to a smile he opened his eyes, wrung his hands,
and said to sister Johnson, "I feel better now." Then being asked several
questions, he answered them all as well as could be expected of a man bom
and raised in the wood?. Being asked by sister Johnson, "Do you love every
body?" he answered, "Yes." Then she asked him if he loved the Pawnees
with whom they were at war? and he said, "Yes, I love all." Then pointing
upwards said to them "I feel that the good Lord loves me now." This he did
twice and we let him alone, taking it for granted the Lord had converted one
Caw.
Yours affectionately,
q^q
Love.
Delaware Mission, Oct. 11, 1842.
well omit relating, as they

—

,
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LETTERS OF REV. JAMES M. JAMES0N.17
[From Western Christian Advocate, September

10, 1841, vol.

8,

p.

82.]

—

Mr. Editor This mission is situated on the Kansas river, eighty miles
west of the Manual Labor School. We left the School on Monday morning
about 10 o'clock, and took our course through the Shawnee settlements.
There were four of us in company, T. Johnson, E. R. Ames, W. W. Red-

man, and myself.

Nothing

of

we passed through the

interest transpired

we saw

during the day, except

what proved to
be the grave of a Kansas Lidian, who had died there last fall. The body
had been laid on the sod, and probably surrounded and covered with stone, after
which a heap of sods had been raised over it, and the whole surrounded
with a pen of small logs, within which were set up two poles. On the
one was placed two scalps, taken from the heads of the enemy by the
that as

prairie,

deceased young man, and which

On

of his bravery.

From

this place

in the distance

now wave over

the other were

some

we pursued our

his

grave as

monuments

of the ornaments of his horse.

journey, intending to

encamp

for the

night on the west bank of the Wa-ka-ru-sa, a distance of thirty-five miles

Towards evening we reached the river, and found the
by a company of Kansas, who had been down to the white

from the School.
place occupied

and were on

settlements,

we passed

their return to their villages.

on, not choosing to join them,

After a few inquiries

and crossing the

prairie

about

we camped for the night on the point of a ridge, under a few
spreading oaks. Having secured our horses in the prairie, and prepared our
supper, we committed ourselves to the protection of the God of missions by
prayer, we gave ourselves to sleep, with the earth as our bed, and the heavens
as our canopy. I should have said that brother Ames in consequence of
three miles,

the heat of the sun, was so afflicted with sick headache that he could eat

no supper.

This, however, passed off by morning, and at an early hour
we implored the Divine blessing and protection, made our morning repast,
mounted our horses, and were bending our course towards the Kansas
villages.

There

is

but

little

variety in the scenery of the coimtry.

It is

one con-

tinued prairie, except where some rivulet, creek, or river, stretches across
the country.

The

prairie is rolling, the soil rich

and

fertile,

and, notwith-

standing the sameness in the appearance, the country, upon the whole,

We

is

saw no wild animals during the day, except two
deer, and they were in the immediate vicinity of the Kansas village.
About the middle of the day we stopped and refreshed ourselves and our
horses; and towards evening, as we reached the summit of a hill in the
prairie, the old Kanzas village appeared in view, at the distance of perhaps
two miles, and in a short time we safely arrived at brother -William Johnson's, the missionary to the Kansas nation. We found himself and his kind
family in good health. We found the American chief, also, and his son, with
two or three others, awaiting our arrival. This chief is venerable for age,
and when in the vigor of manhood, was a giant both in size and strength.
He was appointed chief by Thomas Jefferson, President of the United
States, in 1805, at which time he visited Washington city, and traveled as
most

17.

interesting.

Brief mention in "Annals of

Methodism

in Missouri,"

Woodard, 1893,

p. 98.
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far east as Boston.

still
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shows medals received at that time, and bear-

ing the above date.

The next day we were visited by E-ya-no-sa, which signifies "Big both
ways," and he well becomes his name. His village is eight miles up the
Kansas river from the mission. He invited us to visit his village, which we
promised to do the next day.

A

meeting had been appointed for us, to be held the day after our
At the time appointed we repaired to a vacant house, where we
were to meet, about half a mile from brother Johnson's, Here we met the
American chief, his son, and perhaps 25 or 30 more, men and women. We
all addressed them in turn.
Brother Redman spoke first, brother Ames
followed, I spoke next, and brother T. Johnson closed, on our part. Brother
W. Johnson was our interpreter. After some consultation, the chief's son,
who acts for his father, (and who, by the way, is a vile wretch,) said he felt
too humble to shake us by the hand, but made a few remarks in reply,
without this ceremony, contrary to all Indian usage, the whole of which was,
no doubt, deception. The old chief then said he feared us all; and as to
brother Ames, he regarded him as equal to the "God of thunder;" yet he
would shake us by the hand, which he did; and after a few more remarks
the assembly broke up, and we returned home.
According to our promise, early the next morning we started to visit
E-ya-no-sa at his \dllage. The situation of the village is most delightful. It
lies in the fork, between the Kansas river and the Wa-nun-ja-hu,i8 a large
arrival.

creek which empties

We
chief

up

itself

into the Kansas.

and were met on the banks by the
and others with much kindness, who conducted us to a place fitted
crossed the creek near the town,

for our reception.

extended horizontally

It consisted of a large cloth tent,

as a covering, under which were spread on the ground buffalo robes, with

two or three small cushions

as seats.

five lodges, constructed of the

bark of

The

village consists of about twenty-

trees, so as to

form a pleasant sumwe saw

house, but require to be differently fixed for the winter. Here
natural religion and its effects.
Here we saw human nature in

mer

degradation of heathen superstition and idolatry.
his letter

and to

many

it

Brother

W.

all the
Johnson, in

their costume,

No. 1, on the "North American Indians," describes
I will
I must refer your readers on this subject.

just say, that

were totally naked.
Such are the superstitions of these poor degraded heathens that mam^
of them would not even see us. It appears that several of those with whom
the committee had an interview last year, died during the summer and fall,
and they assign that as the cause of their death. When all who were
willing to see us were assembled we spoke to them as before; brother
Ames spoke first, brother Redman followed, and I spoke last, brother T.
Johnson having remained at the mission indisposed. Our object was twofold;

of their children

1.

To persuade them

old religion.

After

to forsake their old habits;

we had done

his satisfaction at our visit;

2.

To

speaking, E-ya-no-sa replied.

and, so far as related to their

forsake their

He

expressed

manner

of

life,

expressed a disposition to comply with our council, but studiously avoided
18. This stream must have been one now called Mill creek in
description would locate the village near the mouth.

Wabaunsee county, and the

—
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any reference to

their religion.

He

thought that our manner of

life

was

He

said

the easiest and most comfortable, and therefore the most desirable.

number of his people were willing to engage in this course of life.
As an evidence of the truth of his remarks, he referred us to the few who
had commenced farming a little, and to the few children which they had
placed at the Manual Labor School. "These," he said, "showed that they
that a

attended a

little

to the advice of their white friends."

Yours
Indian Country,

May

James M. Jameson.

affectionately,

20, 1841.

[From Western Christian Advocate,

Jan. 28, 1842, vol. 8, p. 161.]

—We made our arrangements to leave the school for this station

Mr. Editor

on Thursday, May 20th; but were prevented from starting by the arrival of
Brother William Johnson and two chiefs of the Kansas nation, bringing with
them, to the school, nine boys, from the age of perhaps nine to thirteen years.
This was an interesting sight to us. They were all on horseback, and although
they had blankets they had laid them aside as they rode along, and were naked
when they arrived. One especially was an object of interest. He was a fine
looking boy, ten or twelve years old, well proportioned; and his whole estate,
and personal, was a red string of the thickness of his finger tied round his
He was an orphan, and the missionary bought him from his friends.
The price was one blanket.
The children were procured by the chief and brother Johnson under such
arrangements as to secure their stay at the school until they have received a
suitable education. Even their parents cannot remove them without an order
signed by the Government agent, the superintendent of the school, the missionary on the Kansas, and the principal chief of the nation. In order that
the whole might be fully understood, the agent was immediately sent for, and
a council held.
The name of the principal chief is Ki-ha-ga-wa-ti-in-ga, and signifies the
chief who accomplishes what he undertakes at all hazards. He is known by
the phrase "Fool-chief;" but our word reckless would better express the
meaning of the original. He is a man of middle stature, of strong native mind,
and of fine address, and speaks with ease and force.
The preliminaries being made, the chief arose and addressed the agent. He
spoke of the boys and of the arrangement made with the parents for keeping
them at school. In the course of his remarks, he said, 'T suppose it is with
the whites as with the Indians, all are not great men. Many wish to be great,
but they cannot. I do not expect that all these boys will be great, but if the
Great Spirit smiles on some two, or three, or four of them, then they will be
great."
The agent replied at some length. He adverted to former advice
which he had given them spoke of their poverty their manner of living
the indignation which he felt at seeing the servitude of their squaws and the
indolence of their young men he also expressed his pleasure at seeing them
take an interest in the education of their children, and promised to write to
their great father, the President, on the subject.
As soon as the agent had concluded, the chief arose the second time, and
said, "My father, when you said we were a poor people, my heart felt very
bad; now I feel very angry, but not with you, my father, nor with any man
real

waist.

—

—

—

—
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He then adverted to the treaty, some
which he said had never been comphed with told the
agent that he expected, with his consent, to start off for Washington City in
eight or ten days to see his great father, the President, and inform him of these
things himself. He spoke with warmth and energy; and as he took his seat,
the agent made a remark which produced a little laughter. The chief, observing it, remarked that, when men of equal rank talked together on grave
subjects, they should be grave. The agent explained, and all passed off well;
and the agent gave his consent to his visiting Washington, and gave him letters of introduction. I hope that his visit to the Capitol will produce some
favorable results for this poor degraded people.
The boys were soon dressed, and appeared quite pleased with their new
home; but, poor fellows, when it came to dressing themselves the next morning, they were at their wits end; for, when discovered, they were busily engaged in arranging their pantaloons, wrong side out, and the forepart behind.
The next thing was to give them names. This done we all repaired to the
dining room for breakfast, soon after which we started for the Kickapoo.
On our way, we stopped at the Delaware mission, about ten miles from
the school, and took dinner with the mission family and brother Redman and
myself remained until the next morning; and in the morning brother Peery,
the Missionary to the Delawares, accompanied us; and we reached the Kickapoo about 2 o'clock, p. m. The others went on that evening. Brothers Monroe and Ames both preached Monroe through an interpreter, and Ames without. There were a goodly number of the Kickapoos in attendance. We had
two interpreters, one a Shawnee, the other of the Pottawatomie, Brother Fish
is an excellent interpreter.
He is son of the old Shawnee chief. I spoke to.
them in the afternoon, and was followed by a Shawnee who detained us until

in this room, but with our old agent."

—

of the provisions of

;

—

in the evening.

Sabbath morning we met for love feast. A number were in attendance, and
At one time, after Brother Berryman had urged them to speak,
an old heathen chief spoke to them, and enforced what had been said, by
telling them that their Christian friends wished to hear how they were going
along in the Christian way.
After love feast, brother Ames was to have preached, but was suddenly
attacked with a pain in the side, so that he could not proceed, and his place
was supplied by brother Monroe. Brother Ames having recovered, preached
in the afternoon. These discourses appeared to make a deep, and, I trust, a
lasting impression on this congregation.
At the close of the first sermon, the chiefs present were invited to remain
after the congregation was dismissed, that we might be introduced, and have
some conversation with them, but just while they were consulting what reply
to make, a report was brought that about five hundred Pawnees were camped
about five miles distant. This suddenly put an end to all further council and
they went off at full speed to learn the truth in the case, and it proved to be

several spoke.

;

a fabrication.

The next morning,

before

we

left

the mission, the principal chief of the na-

and the heathen chief who spoke in love feast, and three others, called
on us and expressed their approbation of what they had heard at the meeting.

tion,

This heathen chief

is

a

man

of considerable influence in the nation.

He

spoke
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it is hoped that he will soon become a
and two of the others were firm Christians.
The Kickapoo nation lies between the Missouri and Kansas rivers and the
mission is five miles above Fort Leavenworth on the Missouri river. This is
a fine military post, commanding a fine view of the river. We passed it on
our way back to the Delaware, where we arrived that evening, and the next
day crossed the Kansas river to the school on business.
There are many things which might be said with regard to the Kickapoos.
They are making considerable improvement in agriculture, &c.; and many of
them are firm Christians. This mission has had some difiiculties to contend
with pecuHar to itself, and diflaculties hard to surmount. One was a Catholic
estabhshment which exerted no favorable influence in our favor. This, however, is abandoned for the present. 0 that "the Gospel may have free course,
run and be glorified among this people."
James M. Jameson.
Yours affectionately,
Indian Country, May 27, 1841.

favorably of the Christian way, and
Christian.

The

principal chief

;

LETTER OF REV. JAMES WHEELER.
[From Western Christian Advocate,

To

Oct. 27, 1843, vol. 10, p. 110.]

R. Ames, Corresponding Secretary of the Missionary Society
Methodist Episcopal Church for the Western Conferences:

the Rev. E.

of the

The Wyandotts,

since their arrival in the

Indian territory, west of the

encamped on the Kansas river, about
two miles above its junction with the Missouri. They are endeavoring to
make a permanent location; and a delegation has been out in the Indian
country seeking for lands unoccupied by other nations of Indians, that they
may select, and have secured to them by the Government of the United
States, the amount of territory agreed upon in their late treaty. As yet they
have found none on which they think they could live contentedly, surrounded
by rude and uncultivated nations, with whom they would have to mingle.
It excites in the minds of the Wyandots as much curiosity to see a wild
Indian, with no clothing save a blanket, and that perhaps under his arm, as
it does for those who have never seen an Indian, to see a Wyandott, and with

state of Missouri,

have been and

still

are

such they manifest but Httle disposition to associate.

Their design

is

to

them by the Government wherever they may
that with which they shall be best suited; but they have just made a

secure the land promised to
find

treaty with the Delawares, in which they have purchased a small territory of

land at two dollars per acre, lying between the Kansas and Missouri Rivers,
and at their junction. It is a dehghtful tract of land; and there is on it one
of the

most beautiful

Missouri river.

They

a town, it is said, that can be found on the
immediately move on to the land and commence

sites for

will

making preparations for living.
Having been encamped so long, many
and began to wish that they had never
of nearly all

them were
Sandusky.

getting home-sick

To add

to their

from sickness
the younger part of their children. While at

discouragements, they have suffered

and the death

much

of
left

since their arrival

—
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Cincinnati, some imprudent person, excited by curiosit}', came on to the boats
where we were embarking, just breaking out with the measles. Some of the
children took them and since our arrival here they have spread, among those
who had not previously had them, through the whole encampment. In addition to this, a distressing diarrhea has prevailed among them, and not being

camps to take proper care of themselves or children,
they have suffered severely; but they have suffered patiently, and manifested
a good degree of resignation to the will of Providence. Previous to our removal we entertained fears that through anxiety and difficulties on the way,

in a situation in their

many

of the

might

fall

members

—

Church would become luke-warm that some
and finally backshde; but the Lord has been

of the

into temptation

better to us than all our fears. It is true, that temptations were plentifully
thrown around us, to which too many of the intemperate yielded, but the
members of the Church have continued to pursue their Christian course with
much steadfastness. About three weeks after our arrival, a camp meeting
was held at the Shawnee camp ground, in which the missionaries to the
Shawnee, Delawares, Kickapoos, Peorias, Potawatamies, Kansas, and Wyandotts, and the superintendent of the Manual Labor School united; it continued for nine days. It is thought to have been one of the most interesting
meetings ever held in this Indian country. A goodly number were converted
among whom were most of the j^oung men and women at the School fifty-four
from the different nations presented their applications for membership; but
the greatest good resulting from it, was its quickening influence on the Church.
It closed on Saturday; and on Sabbath afternoon the Wyandott classes met
near to each other in their camps for class meeting, after which they immediately assembled for prayer meeting, which lasted until nearly midnight, when
others came forward, professing a ''desire to flee the wrath to come, and be
saved from their sins."
I feel considerably encouraged to hope that their removal to this country
may prove a benefit to them both temporally and spiritually. It is thought
by those that I suppose have a right to know, that it would be no more than
discharging the requirements of duty to continue in the Indian work; and if it
is, so let it be, for in whatever direction the way of duty leads, I will endeavor to travel, and desire no other path. My present calculations are to
go to Ohio for my family, and return in the spring, as I cannot get back
sooner.
In so doing I shall expect your prayers and the prayers of the
Church for myself and family, and the blessings of Heaven to rest upon our
:

labors.

remain yours in the cause
September 30, 1843.
I

of missions

and the cause

of

God.

James Wheeler.
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LETTER OF BISHOP THOMAS

A.

M0RRIS.19

Indian Mission Conference.
[November

29, 1844, vol.

—

11,

page 131. ]20

M

Brother Elliott The Indian
ference commenced its first session
Chapel, near Tahlequah, in the
nation,

on Wednesday, 23d

The name

of the house

of

Octob

is

intended

to perpetuate the precious

memory

Cherokee converted to Christi
respectable frame building
country. There are in thi
elders, all of whom were
deacons, and 4 licentiates

men

tried

fourth of

in the Indian

w

them were native preach

are also several natives not yet admitted into the conference,

The

helpers and interpreters on the circuits.

who

act as

conference, as a whole, will

com-

pare well with other conferences in point of ministerial qualification, in proportion to their numbers.

This

little

band

gether in the bonds of Christian affection.
consequently, there
tions.

is

no scrambling

of missionaries live

All their

work

is

and labor

to-

missionary; and,

for popular appointments, or city sta-

After arranging the work for the ensuing year,

we

stationed the whole

conference in less than two hours, and had no occasion afterward to change a

any one complain that his lot was hard. The reopening of each day's session were conducted in English,
and at the close of the session, in Choctaw or Cherokee. We reached the point
of final adjournment on Saturday afternoon, all the business having been fully

single appointment, nor did
ligious exercises at the

considered and done up, except to ordain the preachers, which was done on

Two of those ordained were full-blooded Choctaws, and one of
them, being a good Enghsh scholar, interpreted the questions to the others in
the Sabbath.

presence of the congregation.

As

this

was the commencement

of a

new

state of things in the Indian mis-

some

decisive measures

at once, being determined not to encourage or countenance

any mere hangers

sionary work, the conference thought

it

best to take

men who might desire, under the name of traveling preachemployed as teachers of neighborhood or government schools, not
under the control of the conference. And though they gave a supernumerary
relation to one brother in feeble health, it was without claim on the missionary funds. Any brethren who may wish to become identified with the Indian
Mission conference must calculate to go in for the work, the whole work, and
on, or inefficient,
ers,

to be

nothing but the work, or to be furnished with "walking papers" in short order.
So it should be in every conference. And the fear expressed by some that the
missionaries, when once the power was put into their own hands, would make
19. Bishop Thomas A. Morris presided at this Indian Mission Conference, opening
October 23, 1844. Rev. Wm. H. Goode in his "Outposts of Zion," p. 170 et seq., gives an
account of the organization and this first meeting of the conference.
20. Source not given in this reference, and it is impossible to verify it at this time.
The newspaper was so badly torn as to make some of the printing illegible, hence omissions throughout the letter.
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a prodigal use of the missionary funds,

committee of

is

Society.

On

perfectly groundless.

the con-

men, whose report
was
cordially approved by the
and concurred in by myself, mani
upulous regard to economy. The
appropriated for all the con
And this,
not only to support the
is $14,490.32.
and their
families, and all of
their helpers,
teachers, to pay for necesand feed, clothe, lodge and
sary
children in the mission
schools.
hese schools alone require $7,000,
of the whole
rk, that the appropriation for the Indian work,
amount. It is worthy
this year, is less than it usually was when connected with the other confertrary, the mission

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

And

.

.

.

.

.

ences.

.

.

.

.

.

five leading

yet

much

,

fear

.

is

entertained, that in the present excited state of

may

not come into the hands of the Assistant Treasurer
to take up the drafts without difficulty. Still we hope better things, though
we thus speak. The conference organized itself into a Conference Missionary
Society, auxiliary to the Parent Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
the Church, the means

and reported $217 and some cents, obtained during the year, and at the first
They will more than double this sum next year, I presume.
Now if any one doubts the propriety of expending so much money on the
Indians, to effect their conversion from heathenism and sin to civilization
and Christianity, let him visit the work, make observ^ations for himself, and
If he cannot do this, we refer him to the
his doubts will be removed.
official minutes of the Indian Mission conference, where he will see that,
beside a few white and some hundreds of colored members, (for some of
the Indians are extensive slaveholders, and are likely to become liberal supporters of the missionary cause,) we have nearly 3,000 Indian Church memMoreover, we have very many of the children in a course of training
bers.
in day schools and Sabbath schools. But while much has been done, much
remains to be done. Thousands are yet heathen sinners and perishing for
the bread of life. We owe them much, as an injured people. The land is
before us. Great and effectual doors are open unto us; and there are many
adversaries. Some of these doors may be shut or entered by others, while
we delay operations. The far-famed Nannawarrior fund has slipped out of
our hands. By official action of the Choctaw council, it has been diverted to
other channels, not under our control. And from the best information we
can obtain, this movement was intended by the leading men before they
meeting.

requested us to postpone our operation in the premises last spring. After all,
it is questionable whether we shall have lost much in the end, as there is

some prospect

and more inviting

In such an enteralways be difficulties and
discouragements, beyond what may be reasonably expected in our ordinary
circuit work among our own countrymen; and these difficulties have been increased by the system of connecting the Indian missions with ordinary
work in the conferences, which has led to frequent changes both of men
and measures. We trust, however, the difficulties will be relieved in part
by the organization of the Indian Mission conference, which will certainly
afford those having the management of the missions more time and better
means of information, in arranging and carrying out their plans of usefulness.
Another thing greatly to the advantage of the work was ordered by
the late General Conference, namely, the appointment of a superintendent
of other

fields of labor.

prise as that of converting the heathen, there will
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to reside in the Indian country, overlook all the missionary interests, and
act as an agent for the Church to negotiate with Indian councils and the

government of the United
occasion requires.

States, in regard to Indian education funds, &c., as

As the bishops were charged with the

responsibility of

making

such appointments, both for the slave missions in the south and Indian missions
in the southwest, they met in New York the day after General Conference adjourned, and appointed Rev. William Capers to the former, and Rev. Jerome

C. Beriyman to the latter .21 Brother Berryman had long been identified with
the Indian missions, and was already a citizen of the Missouri territory,

within the bounds of the mission conference, which gave him

He

vantage in his new

oflSce.

before the

met, had been to nearly every
he is the right sort of a

.

.

.

Those who know him
I trust

he

will

make

full

.

.

entered

.

.

.

proof

.

.

.

.

.

.

ad-

work immediately, and

this

.

.

.

in its bounds.

.

man

for

.

.

.

and

try.

with my visit to the
he whole, Mr. Editor, I am much
Mission conference.
And it would be ungrateful in me not to
acknowledge the kindness which I have constantly received. I was not only
.

.

.

.

.

.

Indian

conveyed by the brethren to conference, as I have elsewhere explained,
was subsequently sent by the hospitable family, who had
the trouble of entertaining me, in a fine, close carriage, with handsome match
horses, driver and escort, nearly forty miles to this neighborhood, where I
can obtain a stage to Van Buren, and thence to Little Rock. Such kindness I shall never forget, nor cease to acknowledge with gratitude.
Thos. A. Morris.
Yours respectfully,
gratuitously, but

METHODIST EPISCOPAL MISSIONARY SOCIETY.
[From Western Christian Advocate^ June

The twenty-sixth anniversary

6,

of the society

1845, vol. 12, p. 30.]

was held

last

evening in the

Allen-street Methodist church, Bishop Janes presiding.

The

following statistics will give a correct view of the operations of the

society.

—embraces

Indian Missions

25 stations, 40 missionaries, 4,339 Church

mem-

and 3 others projected. The two
already established are among the Shawnees and Choctaws. Among colored
people there are 84 missionaries, and 18,343 Church members.
bers, with 2 literary institutions in operation,

21. This is my answer to a communication, signed by some twenty -five or thirty worthy
ministers of the Ohio conference on the subject, received last September.

;
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THE EXPEDITION OF MAJOR CLIFTON WHARTON
IN

1844.

March of a Detachment of the 1st Rgt. of Dragoons under
JOURNAL
the command of Major Chfton Wharton of the same Regt. to the Pawnee
of a

villages on the Platte river, and thence to the country of the Otoes, the Pottawatomies, the loways and the Sauks, on the Missouri, prior to returning

to Fort Leavenworth:

August 12th

1844-

At 10

o'clock this

of five companies, viz., A, C, F, G,

K,

morning the Detachment, consisting
was paraded in

of the 1st Dragoons,

marching order for inspection by the Commanding officer. Major Wharton ;i
and here it may not be improper to say, that it was the theme of remark &
praise with several of the ofiicers, that the troops paraded with a punctuality,
a sobriety, and a mihtary appearance in respect to their appropriate appointments, which could scarcely be excelled. Inspection ended, the line of march
was immediately taken up, the Band of the Regt. for a short distance cheering
their comrades "on their winding way" with the old English air, "the girls we
leave behind us."

The

Officers of the Detachment are:
Maj. Wharton, Commanding.
Surgeon DeCamp.2

Staff.
Capt. McKissack,3 Asst. Q. Master.
2d Lieut. Carleton,^ Asst. Commissary.
Brevt. 2d Lieut. Hammond,^ Act'g Adjt.
Captains Cooke,^ Moore/ Burgwin,8 Terrett.^
1st. Lieutenant Kearny .^^
2d. Lieuts. Smith n & Love.i2
Bvt. 2d Lieut. Mason .is
The Reverend Leander Ker,!"* Chaplain of Fort Leavenworth, is with this
portion of his flock and Mr. Charles Deas of Saint Louis, an intelligent Artist,
has become a partner in our expected toils and pleasures.
(.

[Bom
Wharton, Clifton.
1.
Trans, to 1st Art. 1
Oct. 1818.
Trans, to 6th inf.
6 July, 1825.
1830.
Capt. 6th inf., 22 AprU,
1836. Lieut. Col. 1st Drag., 30
U. S. Army, Powell, 1776-1900,"

De Camp, Samuel

2.

retd 27

U.

S.

Aug 1862;

Army,"

G.

I.

in Pa.
Appointed from D. C]
2nd Lieut. Light Art., 28
June, 1821. Trans, to 3rd Art. 16 Aug., 1821.
1st Lieut.
24 March, 1826. Capt. A. Q. M. 19 May, 1826, to 6 Oct.
Trans to 1st Drag., 4 March, 1833. Maj. 4 July,
1830.
June, 1846.
Died 13 July, 1847. "List of Officers of the
p. 666.

N.

—

J.

died 8 Sept 1871.
Vol. 1, p. 364.

Asst Surg 10
—N."Heitman's
J.

Oct. 1823
Historical Register
;

maj surg 1 Dec 1833
and Dictionary of the

McKissack, Wm. M. D. [Born in N. J. Appointed from N. J.] Bvt. 2nd Lieut. 5th
3.
2nd Lieut. 11 Sept., 1836. 1st Lieut. 1 Oct. 1838. Capt. 29 June, 1846.
Inf., 1 July, 1835.
Capt. A. Q. M. 19 Dec. 1839. Died 27 Jan., 1849. "List of Officers of U. S. Army 17761900," p. 471.
2 It 1 drgs 18 Oct 1839; 1 It 17 Mar 1845; capt
Carleton, James Henry. Me. Me.
4.
16 Feb. 1847; 1 cav 3 Aug. 1861; maj 6 cav 7 Sept 1861; col 1 Cal inf 19 Aug 1861; brig
gen vols 28 Apr 1862; bvt maj gen vols 13 Mar 1865 for mer ser dur the war; must out of
vol ser 30 Apr 1866; It col 4 cav 31 July 1866; bvt maj 23 Feb 1847 for gal and mer con
Mex; col 13 Mar 1865 for mer ser in
at Buena Vista Mex; It col 13 Mar 1865 for ser in
N Mex; brig gen 13 Mar 1865 for gal and mer ser in Mex and maj gen 13 Mar 1865 for
mer ser during the war; died 7 Jan 1873. "Heitman's Historical Register and Dictionary of
the U. S. Army," Vol. 1, p. 282.
July 1837 (49); bvt 2 It 2 drgs 1
Hammond, Thomas C. Pa. Pa. Cadet
5.
July 1842; tr to 1 drgs 6 Mar 1843; 2 It 4 Mar 1845; killed 6 Dec 1846 in action at San
Pasqual Cal. "Heitman's Historical Register and Dictionary of the U. S. Army," Vol. 1,

—

N

—

N

MAI

—

p. 496.

2

;
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THE EXPEDITION OF MAJOR CLIFTON WHARTON
IN

JOURNAL
the

of a

command

1844.

March of a Detachment of the 1st Rgt. of Dragoons under
Major Chfton Wharton of the same Regt. to the Pawnee

of

villages on the Platte river, and thence to the country of the Otoes, the Pottawatomies, the loways and the Sauks, on the Missouri, prior to returning

to Fort Leavenworth:

August 12th

1844-

At 10

morning the Detachment, consisting
was paraded in

o'clock this

of five companies, viz., A, C, F, G,

K,

of the 1st Dragoons,

marching order for inspection by the Commanding oflScer, Major Wharton ;i
and here it may not be improper to say, that it was the theme of remark &
praise with several of the oflScers, that the troops paraded with a punctuality,
a sobriety, and a military appearance in respect to their appropriate appointments, which could scarcely be excelled. Inspection ended, the line of march
was immediately taken up, the Band of the Regt. for a short distance cheering
their comrades "on their winding way" with the old English air, ''the girls we
leave behind us."

The

Officers of the Detachment are:
Maj. Wharton, Commanding.
Surgeon De Camp.

Capt. McKissack,3 Asst. Q. Master.
2d Lieut. Carleton,^ Asst. Commissary.
Brevt. 2d Lieut. Hammond,^ Act'g Adjt.

}.

Staff.

Captains Cooke,^ Moore,'^ Burgwin,8 Terrett.^
1st.

Lieutenant Kearny

2d. Lieuts.

Smith

Bvt. 2d Lieut.

^ & Love .12

Mason .13

The Reverend Leander

Ker,!* Chaplain of Fort Leavenworth,

is

with this

portion of his flock and Mr. Charles Deas of Saint Louis, an intelligent Artist,

has become a partner in our expected

[Bom
1. Wharton, Clifton.
Trans, to 1st Art. 1
Oct. 1818.
Trans, to 6th inf.
6 Jtdy, 1825.
1830.
Capt. 6th inf., 22 AprH,
1336. Lieut. Col. 1st Drag., 30
U. S. Army, Powell, 1776-1900,"

De Camp, Samuel

2.

retd 27

U.

S.

Aug 1862;

Army,"

G.

I.

toils

and

pleasures.

in Pa.
Appointed from D. C]
2nd Lieut. Light Art., 28
June, 1821. Trans, to 3rd Art. 16 Aug., 1821.
1st Lieut.
24 March, 1826. Capt. A. Q. M. 19 May, 1826, to 6 Oct.
1830.
Trans to 1st Drag., 4 March, 1833. Maj. 4 July,
June, 1846.
Died 13 July, 1847. "List of Officers of the
p. 666.

N.

—

J.

died 8 Sept 1871.

Asst Surg 10
—N."Heitman's
J.

Oct. 1823 ;
Historical Register

maj surg 1 Dec 1833
and Dictionary of the

Vol. 1, p. 364.

McKissack, Wm. M. D. [Bom in N. J. Appointed from N. J.] Bvt. 2nd Lieut. 5th
2nd Lieut. 11 Sept., 1836. 1st Lieut. 1 Oct. 1838. Capt. 29 June, 1846.
Capt. A. Q. M. 19 Dec. 1839. Died 27 Jan., 1849.— "List of Officers of U. S. Army 17761900," p. 471.
2 It 1 drgs 18 Oct 1839; 1 It 17 Mar 1845; capt
Carleton, James Henry. Me. Me.
4.
16 Feb. 1847; 1 cav 3 Aug. 1861; maj 6 cav 7 Sept 1861; col 1 Cal inf 19 Aug 1861; brig
vols
13
Mar 1865 for mar ser dur the war; must out of
maj
gen
bvt
28
Apr
1862;
gen vols
vol ser 30 Apr 1866; It col 4 cav 31 July 1866; bvt maj 23 Feb 1847 for gal and mer con
Mex; col 13 Mar 1865 for mer ser in
1865
for
ser in
at Buena Vista Mex; It col 13 Mar
Mex; brig gen 13 Mar 1865 for gal and mer ser in N Mex and maj gen 13 Mar 1865 for
mer ser during the war; died 7 Jan 1873. "Heitman's Historical Register and Dictionary of
the U. S. Army," Vol. 1, p. 282.
July 1837 (49); bvt 2 It 2 drgs 1
Hammond, Thomas C. Pa. Pa. Cadet
5.
killed 6 Dec 1846 in action at San
July 1842; tr to 1 drgs 6 Mar 1843; 2 It 4 Mar 1845
Pasqual Cal. "Heitman's Historical Register and Dictionary of the U. S. Army," Vol. 1,
3.

Inf., 1 July, 1835.

N

N

—

MAI

—

p. 496.

;

5

—
;
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Howitzers add to the formidable appearance of the Squadrons,

while a train of fifteen wagons (two to be sent back in a few days) shows that
some attention has been paid to their "creature comforts."
objects of this expedition are, pursuant to instructions from the

The

Head

Department, to impress upon such Indian tribes as we
may meet the importance of their friendly treatment of all white persons in
their country, to convince them of the power of the U. S. Government to
punish themior aggressions on such persons, to urge upon them the policy of
peace among themselves & their neighbors, and to endeavour to effect a
reconciliation between the Pawnees and the Sioux, between whom a most
ferocious war has been carried on for many years.
With such objects then we commenced the march tliis morning. Passing
Fortification hill, a site familiar to all who have ever visited Fort Leavenworth,
and which derives its military appellation from that general outline of a Fortress
which distinguishes it in common with similar elevations to be met with in
the Far West, w^e soon reached Salt creek bridge, which having crossed we were
fairly on the march, soon, however, to halt for the purpose of unloading and
draging a wagon out of a quagmire. Striking the Council Bluff trail, which
we pursued, we soon reached a ridge from which the view was most beautiful.
Qrs. of the 3d Military

MAI

6.
Coake, Philip St. George. Va. Va. Cadet
July 1823 (23); bvt 2 It inf 1
July 1827; 2 It 6 inf 1 July 1827; r adjt 7 Sept 1832 to 1 Apr 1833; 1 It 1 drgs 4 Mar
1833; capt 31 May 1835; maj 2 drgs 16 Feb 1847; It col 15 July 1853; col 14 June 1858;
2 cav 3 Aug. 1861; brig gen vols 12 to 28 Nov 1861; brig gen U. S
12 Nov 1861; retd 29
Oct 1873; bvt It col 20 Feb 1847 for mer con in Cal and maj gen 13 Mar 1865 for gal and
mer ser dur the war; died 20 Mar 1895. "Heitman's Historical Register and Dictionary of
the U. S. Army," Vol. 1, p, 324,

A

—

N

7.
Moore, Benjamin D. Ky. 111. Midshipman U S
2 Feb 1829; resd 2 Jan 1833;
mtd rangs 6 Nov 1832; 1 It 1 drgs 19 Sept 1833; capt 15 June 1837; killed 6 Dec
1846 in the battle of San Pasqual, Cal. "Heitman's Historical Register and Dictionary of the
U. S. Army," vol, 1, p. 721.
Burgwin, John Henry K. N C. N C. Cadet
8.
A 1 July 1826 (28); bvt 2 It 2 inf
1 July 1830; 2 It 1 drgs 4 Mar 1833; 1 It 30 June 1835; capt 31 July 1837; died 7 Feb 1847
of wds reed 4 Feb 1847 in the assault on Pueblo de Taos N Mex.
"Heitman's Historical
Register and Dictionary of the U. S. Army," Vol, 1, p, 263,
Terrett,
Burdett A. Va. Va. 3 It mtd rangs 10 July 1833 2 It 1 drgs 7 Nov 1833
9.
capt a q
1 It 31 Mar 1836
7 July 1838 to 8 Jan 1841
capt 1 drgs 21 Feb 1842
accidentally killed 17 Mar 1845.
"Heitman's Historical Register and Dictionary of the U. S.

—

1 It

M

—

Army,"

;

m
—

;

;

;

Vol. 1, p. 951.

NY. NY.

10. Kearny, Philip.
2 It 1 drgs 8 Mar 1837; 1 It 22 July 1839; resd 6
reinsitd 11 May 1846; capt 6 Dec 1846; bvt maj 20 Aug 1847 for gal and mer
con in the battles of Contreras and Churubusco Mex; resd 9 Oct 1851; brig gen vols 17
May 1861; maj gen vols 4 July 1862; killed 1 Sept 1862 at the battle of Chantilly, Va.—
"Heitman's Historical Register and Dictionary of the U. S. Army," Vol. 1, p. 586.

Apr 1846;

MAI

Smith, Andrew Jackson. Pa. Pa. Cadet
July 1834 (36); 2 It 1 drgs 1 July
It 4 Mar 1845;
capt 16 Feb 1847; maj 13 May 1861; 1 cav 3 Aug 1861; col 2
2 Oct. 1861
resd from vol ser 3 Nov 1861
brig gen vols 17 Mar 1862
maj gen
vols 12 May 1864; hon must out of vol ser 15 Jan 1866; It col 5 cav 9 May 1864; col 7
cay 28 July 1866; bvt col 10 Apr 1864 for gal and mer ser at battle of Pleasant Hill, La;
brig gen 13 Mar 1865 for gal and mer ser at the battle of Tupelo Miss and maj gen 13
Mar 1865 for gal and mer ser in the battle of Nashville Term; resd 6 May 1869; retd as
col cav 22 Jan 1889 to rank from 5 Jan 1889 (act 24 Dec 1888); died 30 Jan 1897.
"Heitman's Historical Register and Dictionary of the U. S. Army," Vol. 1, p. 894.
12. Love, John.
Cadet
Va.
Tenn.
A 1 Sept 1837 (14); bvt 2 It 1 drgs 1 July
1841; 2 It 21 Feb 1842; 1 It 30 June 1846; r. q
12 Mar 1849 to 1 Dec 1850; bvt capt
16 Mar 1848 for gal and mer con in the battle of Santa Cruz de Rosales Mex; resd 1 Feb.
1853; maj i g Ind vols 27 Apr to 29 July 1861 and maj gen Ind legn mil 1 Aug to 10
Sept 1861 and 4 Sept 1862 to 1 Jan 1863; [died 29 Jan 1881.]— "Heitman's Historical Register and Dictionary of the U. S. Army," Vol. 1, p. 643.
11.

1838; 1
Cal cav

;

;

;

—

M

m

MAI

13. Mason, George Thompson.
Va. Va. Cadet
July 1838 (43); bvt 2 It 2 drgs
1 July 1842; tr to 1 drgs 6 Mar 1843; 2 It 2 drgs 13 Sept 1844; killed 25 April 1846 in
the skirmish of La Rosia near Ft Brown Tex.
"Heitman's Historical Register and Dictionary
of the U. S. Army," Vol. 1, p. 695.
14. Ker, Leander.
Chap post of Ft Leavenworth Kans 23 Sept 1842 to 31 Mar 1859.
"Heitman's Historical Register and Dictionary of the U. S, Army," Vol. 1, p. 593.

—
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and the long ridge from which protrudes
and dales, prairie and woodland,
so charmingly diversified as to extent and outline, that Nature seems to have
said to Art, ''in vain thou will't strive to equal this." There was the small
conical, or sugar loaf, hill with a tuft of trees on its crest, beyond lay the
placid valley making a zig-zag course between eminences in their shape fantastically beautiful. Here stood a grove of trees, yonder was the smoke curling
from the earthen chimney of the log cabin of the Kick-a-poo, who ^but stay,
we have the Pawnee villages to find, and we must not tarry too long with
Directly East stood Fortification

Pilot

Knob. To the West

hill

in front, lay hills

—

our neighbours at

this attractive spot.

Having marched about
Council Bluff

trail

we made a detour to the left from the
some low and wet ground, but, our guide instead

six miles

to avoid

of returning to the trail gradually bore off Southwardly, mistaking the timber
of a tributary of the

Kansas

river for that of the waters of the Missouri,

and

brought us to a branch of Stranger river, which we reached early in the afternoon. As it was intended to make but a short march to-day, here we have
encamped although but about ten miles from the Fort, and the minds of not
a few of us are at work to ascertain if there be any thing forgotten which we
should have remembered to have brought with us,
Tuesday, August 13th.

We

commenced the march

early this morning, our

course for several miles a very tortuous one while disengaging ourselves from
the timbered hills of Stranger river, and unfortunately a somewhat retro-

grading one too for the purpose of getting as soon as practicable on the Council
Bluff trail again. This latter object had just been attained when the breaking

an important part of one of the wagons brought us to a halt, and detained
us upwards of an hour until the necessary repairs could be made. Resumed
the march, and seven miles further brought us to Independence creek on the
of

left

bank of which we have encamped as

early as V2 past 2 p.

m, owing to

new axle tree for one of the Howitzer carriages, as
a substitute for one broken by the upsetting of the carriage in descending the
steep and rocky hill on the Southern bank of the creek. By the bye, these
carriages should be provided with the usual means of locking wheels when
descending hills as steep as that near us. They are defective too in not having
double trees. At present an animal is too much cramped before them. His
movement is too much restrained.
We are now only about fifteen miles from Fort Leavenworth. This is a bad
beginning but we do not despair of better luck. The march of today and
the necessity of making a

yesterday has been over a rolling and broken prairie, but a fertile one, and
through several miles of timber bordering Salt creek, Stranger river, and the
We are still within the Kickapoo
creek on which we are now encamped.
country,i5 which for variety and abundance of timber, excellence of soil, number of water courses, and beauty of scenery is a most desirable one whether
for the Red man or the White man. Indications of Coal have been seen near

our present position, and we know of

its

presence nearer the Fort.

The

North American Indians.
and Wisconsin rivers. They lived for
they came to Kansas m 1832. Their
It fronted on the Missouri nver
reservation was immediately north of that of the Delawares.
square miles. The Kickapoo
for thirty miles (air-line measure) and contained twelve hundred
A_ portion
reservation bounded the Military Reservation of Fort Leavenworth on the north.
the original reservation.
the
fragment
of
on
Kansas
in
remains
of the Kickapoo tribe still
15

The Kickapoos belong

to the Algonquin linguistic family of

w*-re first encountered by white men about the Fox
a time in Illinois, and from the Osage river, in Missouri,

They

number

of sick

is
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rapidly increasing, no less than twelve

names being on the

Surgeon's report today.

Mercury

Wednesday, 14th August.

at 85 at 4

Commenced

p.m.
the march at 7 a.m.

Had much

outset in getting the wagons through the pass between a
branch of the creek and one of those immense mounds, or hills, peculiar to
this region of country, and this obstacle was scarcely overcome before a
difficulty in the

slough presented another impediment which delayed us an hour and caused
the breaking of one of the wagons. The march until 12 m. was zig-zag in its

we were obliged to follow the dividing ridges to avoid the low
grounds made miry by the late heavy rains. Having to make repairs to a
wagon we encamped early on a small creek, supposed to be a branch of Wolf
river, after a march of 18 miles, the firet part of which was over a hilly prairie,
with abundance of timber in sight on the right & left, and the latter part over
course, as

Just as we reached the spot of our encampment. Private
Clough of Company K, fell from his horse in convulsions, and, although the
Surgeon was promptly in attendance, died in a few minutes.
Soon after leaving Independence creek this morning say five miles this

a rolling prairie.

side of

new

it

—the

—

Commanding

officer,

pursuant to his determination to seek a

route to the PavvTiee villages, directed the guide to leave the Council

and to pursue the dividing ridge between the waters of the creek
with a view to a route which shall intersect the principal
streams falling into the Missouri river on the one hand, and those which fall
on the other into the Kansas, near their sources. This is an experiment which,
if successful, he thinks will be of much advantage, as the Pawnees, by the
march being rendered shorter between their towns and Fort Leavenworth than
it is by the usual route, could be more readily held in check
besides, it is
thought, that our present route would be a practicable one in a wet season,
when the usual one would be almost impassable. A good deal of responsibility
is assumed in making this experiment, as our guide has already given evidences of deficiency of judgment, as well as of a want on his part of a practical knowledge of the country, and we have no map of the Indian territory on
which we can entirely rely. "A^^7 desperandum," however, is our motto, and
"Onward," shall be our cry. Mercury 81 at 4 p. m.
Bluff

trail,

and Wolf

river,

—

Thursday, 15th August. Buried poor Clough, the whole command, dismounted & leading their horses, attending the interment. The funeral service
was performed by the Chaplain. This sad ceremony performed, the day's
march was immediately commenced from Clough creek. After proceeding
South for half a mile to head the creek we took a North West course had
marched two miles when heavy timber was seen on our left, distant four or

—

supposed to indicate a fork of Independence creek. On our right
was seen at the same time and at about the same distance another body of
timber, supposed to be that of a fork of Wolf river. These two bodies of
timber bear North & South from each other. Our course here became a little
more Northward, and about a mile and a half further saw two 'other bodies of
timber on our left the nearest about a mile and a half off, the furtherest
about four miles distant. Both bore at the time W. S. West from us. Ere long
we came upon a dividing ridge so wide & flat that we supposed it to separate
the waters of the Missouri from those of the Kansas, but such are the numerous
branches of the streams near us, and such their serpentine course that we

five miles,

—

—
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can speak with no confidence on this point. Our course now became W, N.
West, & so it continued for the remainder of the day's march. After marching about ten miles found water in holes. Here we unsaddled & halted an
hour. Resuming the march, saw the timber of the- tributaries of the Missouri
on our right, and that of Stranger river, as we have thought, on our left. On
a branch of the latter we have encamped after a march of twenty miles.

Mercury

at 5 p.

m.

80.

Four Rocky Mountain traders have just entered Camp
Most singularly they have started without flour or
supposing we would supply them, as their leader stated.

with letters from the Fort.

meat, sugar or coffee,
Delirium tremens on his part explained all. Assisted them as far as we consistently could, and informed them, that as they designed to go first to the
Council Bluffs, it would be out of their way to accompany us. Mercury at
Sun-rise, 60

—at 5 p. m.

80.

Friday 16th August. Commenced the march a quarter before 7 a. m.
course for the first seven miles a little N. of West at that distance from our
last place of encampment found water in a hole
a discovery of no little importance at the moment. We had by the bye, a short time previously intersected the track of Oregon Emigrants who this spring started from the vicinity
of St, Joseph on the Missouri. Here we had on our right in view, as it was
occasionally throughout the day, a heavy growth of timber, supposed to be
that of the Nemehas. On the left we had timber also in sight. Can it be
that of Blue river, a tributary of the Kansas? The main body of it is seen
in the distance, while a few branches approach nearer to us. Our course for
a great part of the day has been parallel to the course of this timber, but this
afternoon we lost sight of it. In a dry season animals and men would suffer
much for want of water on the elevated ridge over which we marched today,
although there would be no difficulty in finding water by turning off a few
miles for the purpose of encamping. We followed the track of the Emigrants
from the time we reached it this morning, our course continuing a little N. of
West. We had marched upwards of twenty miles the animals, especially the
teams, were suffering for want of water nothing, however, to indicate the
contiguity of that element was to be seen. All around was a far stretching,
undulating, desolate prairie, reminding one of the Waste of Waters. Night was
near at hand too. At length one of the pioneers came from the Asst. Q. Master who was in advance to say that an encamping spot had been found but, it
was four miles off. This was too far for our almost exhausted teams, and the
Comdg. ofiicer determined personally to search for a nearer spot. Such a one he
luckily found about a mile and a quarter to the right. Hither we marched, &
pitched our tents some time after sunset on a high bluff which had screened
from our view the few trees that border a beautiful stream which flows at its
base. We know not whether this creek is a branch of the Nemahas, or the
main fork of Wolf river. It has more of the character of the latter stream.
It is from 20 to 30 ft. wide at some points, and has an abundance of fish in it.
The opposite bank is a sloping prairie. We have determined to call this
stream, "McKissack's creek" to commemorate the loss of our worthy Q. Master, who was not able to find his way to camp until trumpets were sounded and
fires were kindled in our rear to indicate to him our position.
In the course of the day's march fourteen Indians were seen on our left
through a spy glass. Signs of Elk were also seen to day. Lime stone forms the

—
—

—

—

;
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bed of "McKissack's creek," on the Southern bank of which some marine
some think a
fossils have been found. We marched to day twenty five miles
greater distance. Mercury at S. rise, 80.

—

Saturday, 17th August. Our departure from camp this morning was delayed by the necessity of making extensive repairs to a wagon. At length sent
off the wagon train, with the exception of the one injured, and a company

The Rear Guard being left to bring on
m. the command commenced the march,
returning to the track of the Emigrants which was followed, course due West,
for seven miles when we overtook the wagons at a halt with some of the
It was now
principal branches of the Nemehas immediately in their front.
evident, that what we supposed yesterday might on our left be the timber
of "the Blue" was that of the Nemehas, which we had on either hand, and
that we had got by following the Emigrants into a sort of Cul de sac. Yet, it
was but reasonable to follow them, knowing that their true course to the
valley of the Platte would take them very near the point at which we desired to strike it, and again, it is understood they always start with Guides
perfectly acquainted with the country.
But, the Emigrants made a mistake which they here discovered, and immediately retraced their steps,
perhaps two days march, not, however, until after they had buried here tw^o
of their party. The water when they reached here must have been twenty
feet above the banks of the creek, and with what dismay, especially on the
part of the women, they must have surveyed their position may easily be
imagined. We ascended the bank of the creek three or four miles, and
here encamped at % past 2 p. m. having determined to cut down the banks
of the stream which are here about 20 feet high and nearly perpendicular, and
to cross it and others which may intervene between us and the great dividing
ridge which we have observed beyond and which we should have followed
yesterday. The course of this branch of the Nemehas ^whether it is the
Great or the Little Nemeha, we have no means of determining at this
point is from S. East to N. West, and other branches in sight from an adjacent eminence run a similar course.
There is quite a thick, but stunted, growth of timber on this stream, and
on those in the vicinity. It comprises Oak, Ash, Hickory, Elm & Walnut.
At this spot there is lime & sand stone, and two water falls of about three
feet one about 30 feet below and the other 100 yards above us.
Early
after starting this morning we found ourselves on a ridge with evidently
plenty of water, as indicated by timber, on each hand the timber of the
right and left sometimes not being more than three quarters of a mile apart.
We supposed it to be that of different streams, but it borders the tortuous
course of one which now encompasses us except in an Easterly direction.
The country over which we passed to day is very broken, as it is in all
directions within sight, but especially towards the North.
After striking
this creek we found the ground strewn with gravel.
Iron ore was found
was detached

for its protection.

that undergoing repair, at 10

a.

—

—

—

—

to day.

—The

Sunday, August 18th.
a detail
protect,

ford having been prepared, at V2 past 6

a. m.
was done in one hour with the aid of
of 50 men with drag ropes.
A squadron was then detached to
and break the track for the wagons, and at a quarter before 9

commenced

crossing the wagons, which
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o'clock the residue of the command followed.
We had proceeded about
seven miles, the course a little S. of West, when numerous branches of the
Xemeha appeared in front intersecting our course. The question now arose

whether at once to endeavour to correct the error of our Guide two days ago
by making a detour to the South to regain the great ridge which we there
left, a change of direction which might have involved a march of upwards
of twenty miles, or, to cut, or bridge our way over the numerous streams
in front so as to pursue a due West course. Thinking with Macbeth it was
"as bad retreating as go o'er," the commanding officer determined on the
latter course, and we have accordingly emploj'^ed our pioneers at the usual
halt at noon in throwing a bridge across the first stream. It was completed
after a delay of an hour & three quarters, and "Boots & saddles" was then
sounded and the march resumed, but we soon found ourselves involved in a
labyrinth of hills & creeks which promised great difficulties.
Winding our
way, however, slowl}^ but perseveringly sometimes South, at other times S.
West, to head small branches we at length struck an old Indian trail. This
we followed until it took at length a due West course over a high ridge.
After pureuing it about three miles we turned off a short distance to the
right and encamped by a small rivulet with a good growth of timber on its
banks, having marched about 16 miles to day. We call our position "Camp
Nil desperandum." Slate and sand stone have been found in this vicinity
and about a mile and a half in our rear, on the left, a Sulphur spring was
discovered. The prairie on our route today is not a fertile one. The grass
It is the only indifferent soil we have yet
is thin and the soil gravelly.
seen.
Mercury at S. rise this morning 72.

—

Monday, August 19th. Commenced the march about 7 a. m. course W.
N. West up a ridge having marched five miles passed the head of a small
creek slightly fringed with timber. Still further on our route, saw timber
contiguous on the right. About half past 11 o'clock, having marched ten
miles, we reached a considerable stream which proved to be a branch of
''the Blue," next to the Republican fork the most important tributary of the
Kansas. Our pioneers had already constructed a bridge over it. Here we
unsaddled and tarried an hour. The timber of the creek is chiefly Walnut
Having resumed the
with some Elm, Hackberry, Locust and Post Oak.
march we soon perceived we were taking a direction North, sometimes N.
East and for awhile East. This was necessary, however, to head the numerous
ravines which terminate in the stream on which we had halted. After pur-

—

we pitched our tents
having marched to day nineteen miles. From
the fact, that we had scarcely got clear of the serpentine marches before
the small branches of "the Blue" intersected our course it is evident that
the ridge which divides those streams is narrow and so crooked in its course
as to allow the head waters of the small tributaries of both to pass each
other at some points as they pursue their opposite courses. This has been
one great cause of our difficulties. We could not avoid Scylla without coming into contact with Charybdis. The sources and branches of "the Blue"
and of the Nemehas should be critically examined by an Engineer. No correct map can be made of this region without a more minute surv^ey than

suing this almost retrograding course for nine miles

on the waters

can be

of "the Blue,"

made on

a march through

it.
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at Sunrise this morning, 72.

There was a storm of wind, and rain last night.
Remained encamped until 12 m. awaiting the completion of a bridge about a
mile and a half in advance of our position, then commenced the march, the
wagons having been sent forward some time before. Having proceeded five
miles, halted, and constructed another bridge over a considerable creek. This
stream, as well as the one previously crossed this morning, are tributaries of
"the Blue," and at the point where our course intersected them run from
North to South. The soil of the bottom land here is extremely rich the
timber chiefly Elm. Resumed the march late in the afternoon our general
course about N. N. West over a broken prairie and encamped in a hollow
We have plenty of
at Sun-set after a march to-day of about fifteen miles.
water here, but scarcely enough wood to cook with. Before separating further
from, the Nemehas, it may not be amiss to remark that in the timber bordering those streams, as also in that of the branches of "the Blue" which we
have crossed, scarcely a single bird has been seen.^^ These "Woodlands wild"
are certainly not "vocal with music," and on that account an Audubon would
find little to tempt him to wander among them.
Antelope have been seen
to day. Mercury at Sun-rise 64,
Tuesday/, 20th August.

—

Wednesday
wagons at

21st August.

We

had a dense fog

—

—

early this morning.

Sent

off

m, and the command followed at 7. In starting the
squadrons were taken through some evolutions in the Regimental School,
maneuvering to the front, thus overtaking our wagons, while the occasional
necessity of avoiding certain ground illustrated the movement adopted for
the

^2 past 6 a.

the purpose.

Marched nine miles and halted

to construct a bridge over an-

other branch of "the Blue," which also runs from North to South,

march and a mile further made a causeway over another small

Resumed

Soon
on a ridge so elevated, that our Surgeon observed "it must be
the crust of the earth." Far beyond, however, a much higher ridge not discerned, evidently, we think, near the Platte river. We have for several days
past been gradually ascending, and are now in an elevated region. On our
left this afternoon we described timber, the course of which is East & West.
Having marched about fifteen miles we have encamped on a branch of "the
Blue" whose course here is from North to South. The construction of bridges
caused us much delay, but we have the satisfaction of knowing that we are
the

creek.

after this got

pursuing our proper course, whilst to follow zig-zag ridges, not only makes it
extremely difiicult to ascertain the general direction of the march but greatly
fatigues our animals without making due progress on a proper course. Mercury 66 at Sun-rise this morning.

Wednesday 22d August.

Expected to have commenced the march an hour
than usual, but on attempting to cross the creek, the banks of which
had been previously cut down by the pioneers, found that the work had not
been done effectually, as wagon after wagon stuck fast in the rich alluvial
earlier

soil,

creating

much

delay as well as hard work.

The march, however, was

16. The song birds of Kansas came with the settlement of the country.
The pioneers
have often told the writer of this note that there were few or no song birds on the primitive prairies, but that when homes were erected and the sod broken song birds immediately
appeared.
Colonel J, N. Harrisotn settled in Franklin county immediately after the Civil
"^^^
birds to be seen there then were black birds, black cow-birds, prairie
chickens, hawks and crows.
There were water birds along the streams. There were wild
turkeys
the tim>.er along the streams at that time.

m

—
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and after passing a small bridge constructed by
a half from our starting point, we took a due West
course over a flat prairie the country a good deal broken on our left and
timber in sight on the various branches of Blue river. A march of eight
miles from our last place of encampment brought us about 11 o'clock to the
Big Blue, a rapid river about forty yards wide, with steep banks. Nearly an
hour was passed in searching for a point at which the stream could be most
the pioneers, a mile

&

—

and its banks, made it a matter
determine where to make the passage. A place was at
length found one where had once stood white men for we discovered the
effects of the woodman's axe on some of the neighbouring trees. At 12 m. we
commenced unloading the wagons, our India rubber boat or raft was inflated
and launched, three pontoon wagon bodies were put in the waters for the
purpose of carrying over the provisions & baggage, and in a little upwards
of three hours the whole command had crossed, including about 350 animals,
thirteen wagons and their contents (two wagons were sent back to the Fort
from this point) & two Howitzers, without the slightest loss or accident haveasily crossed, for its depth, its quicksands,

of

some

difficulty to

—

The reloading of the wagons consumed some time, and
was wearing apace and most of the men were in wet clothing,
we marched but two miles further and then pitched our tents for the night
on the right bank of the river. Mercury at S'rise this morning, 71.

ing been sustained.
as the afternoon

Thursday, 23d August.
this

morning

48.

It

Commenced

was quite cool last night. Mercury at Sun-rise
the day's march at 7 a.m. and having proceeded

ten miles came to a fork of "the Blue," a rapid, muddy stream with steep
banks, and so wide & deep as to make it necessary again to resort to our

pontoon wagons and India rubber boat. Provisions, baggage &c were taken
across the stream as on yesterday, but it is almost impossible to conceive the
difficulty we encountered in getting the horses & mules across owing to the
quagmire through wi^^ch we had to drive them on reaching the opposite bank.
In vain we endeavoured witl sods and brush and logs to make something like a
soUd landing. Four hours elapsed before we completed the passage of the
stream and we then encamped on its left bank. Nothing in the way of difficulties seems to dampen the energy and cheerfulness of our men.
On this
occasion and on similar ones before labour & exposure became a frolic with
them. Our course to day has been N. West. Mercury 48 at Sun-rise this
i

morning.
It was quite cold last night.
Mercury 50 at Sunrise
morning. Started at
past 7 a.m., taking the dividing ridge between
and Eastern & Western fork of "the Blue" course N. N. West parallel to
those streams, the timber of which was seen the greater part of the day from
one to five miles distant. Marched 20 miles and encamped on the Eastern
fork, 01 a branch of it, which here runs from West to East. Since crossing
"the Big Blue" the soil of the prairies has become less fertile than it was on
the other side of that river, the valleys, however, of all the branches of the
river are extremely rich, and some of them are from three quarters to a mile
wide. Six antelope and two deer were seen to day. Mercurj^ at tattoo 49

Saturday, 2 If August,

this

%

—

at Sun-rise 50.

Sunday 25th August There was rain accompanied by thunder last night.
Although the banks of the creek on which we encamped last night had been
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down for the passage of the command, more difficulty than was anticipated was encountered in getting the wagons over in consequence of the miry
condition of the earth. Two were broken in crossing. It was not until V2
past 9 a.m. that we were fairly on the march course N. N. West for eleven
miles, afterwards it was due North until we reached another of the branches
of ''the Blue" on which we have encamped after a march of eighteen miles
over an undulating, broken prairie, the soil of which is sandy. We have not
observed for several days past the Polar plant,!"^ so abundant on the other
cut

—

side of Blue river.

Mercury

at tattoo 60.

Monday, 26th August. Having finished a bridge over the stream on which
we encamped last night commenced the march ^/i before 7 a. m. proceeded
eleven miles and came to another of the almost numberless tributaries of "the
Blue." The banks are almost perpendicular and about 25 feet high. We were
delayed three hours and a half here in cutting down the banks, constructing a
bridge, the timber for which had to be hauled some distance, and in letting
down the wagons with ropes. Resumed the march, but as it was growing late
in the afternoon, and there was no certainty of getting wood & water, at a
suitable distance further in advance we proceeded only two and a half miles
and encamped near the head of a small creek with a very shght growth of
trees on it.
This we have reason to think is the last we shall see of the
family of "the Blues." Our course today was about N. N. West. Mercury at
Sun rise this morning 50 at Tattoo 52.

—

—

Private Thompson of Company F died about tattoo
Chronic Diarrhoea with which he had been ill almost from the
very day of our departure from the Fort. It is here apropos to remark that
we have had much sickness in the command since we commenced our march.
Officers, enlisted men, and hired teamsters, have been on the Sick list. Buried
Thompson with Military honours, the Chaplain adding a few appropriate remarks to the usual funeral services on such occasions; and many a sun-burnt
cheek was moistened by a tear when he alluded to the spot at which Thompson had died, "distant from home & friends." The deceased, as the Chaplain
stated, was the son of a Baptist Clergyman, "he had received religious instruction in his youth, and had enjoyed religious consolation at his death." The

Tuesday, 27th August.

last night of

of the day was commenced at V2 past 7 a. m. After disengaging ourfrom the ravines & hollows forming the very sources of the troublesome
streams we have recently crossed, we took a course N. N. West over an ascending, undulating, prairie the soil of which is indifferent. In a short time we perceived an unusual outline along the horizon on our right & left. It was irregular, mazy, feathery in its appearance, sometimes looking like small, fleecy,
moving clouds. Pressing forward, about 11 a. m. after a march of fourteen
miles we came to a high ridge from which we gazed down with almost intense
delight upon the broad valley of the Nebraska, or Platte river, a stream which
has been pronounced by an eminent writer "one of the most beautiful, as it is
one of the most useless of rivers." Descending into the valley, which on this
side of the river was about four miles wide, we marched directly to the river
bank, but not finding sufficient wood proceeded two miles up the river and
encamped after a day's march of twenty miles. Here doubts were entertained

march

selves

17.

on the

The rosin weed. It wag
prairies of other states.

found in great abundance on the Kansas praries and probably

—
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by some whether we had struck the Platte below or above the Pawnee towns.
The Commanding officer thought below, and accordingly determined to ascend
the valley.

We

have discovered quite fresh foot tracks of a party of sixteen Indians on
The Indians were descending the valley. Antelope
were seen again to-day. Our sick are quite numerous no less than 24 names
on the surgeon's Report, Mercury at tattoo, 52 at Sun-rise 46.

the sand bars of the river.

—

—

—

Wednesday, 28th August. Commenced the march up the valley proceeded
twenty-one miles, and encamped on the right bank of the river. The valley
of the Platte over which we have passed is very irregular in its surface as is
the crest of the high hills which enclose it on the South, owing evidently to the
action of water. The soil is sandy & sterile in some places, and black and very
rich in others, especially near the small bayous, and drains which commence in
the hill side. These caused us frequently to make deviations from a straight
course, as the earth near them was miry. The river here is very shallow, and
has varied from a half to a mile and a half in width where we have passed
near it. It is studded with island gems, one of which is nearly opposite our
present position and so beautiful with its scattered growth of trees, that a
Calypso might be glad to reign in it. About an hour after pitching our tents

Camp, one, the brother of a principal Chief. They
was but a few miles above, that our approach had
been observed the day before, that they had been sent to bid us welcome.
They stated that they had heard that the Shawnees and other Indian tribes
meditated an attack against them, and that in consequence they had ten days
two Pawnees

came

into

stated that their village

ago hid in the earth all their valuable effects. It is evident that our approach
has given them some uneasiness, for one of our visitors observ^ed, that he uxis
determined to come forward and speak to us although he might be shot down
in the attempt.

Mercury

at

Sun

rise this

—at Tattoo

morning 42

58.

Thursday, 29th August. Mercury at Sunrise 52. There was rain accompanied with severe thunder last night. Commenced the march up the valley
about 7 a. m. Indians in numbers, on horseback and in their gayest attire,
came out to meet us. The principal Chief of the Grand Pawnee village was
among the number. They manifested their delight at seeing us, and were
prodigal in the extreme in the proffer of their hands. Marched seven miles

and have encamped two miles below the nearest Pawnee
guidance of any

command

that

may come

this

way

village.

hereafter

it

is

For the
proper to

which may be
twenty miles distant. It looked Uke what sailors
a headland, and was a striking object in sight for a great part of

state that this village stands at the point of a projecting ridge

seen

by us when

would

call

fifteen or

18. The Pawnees belong to the Caddoan linguistic family of North American Indians.
As
existing in historic times they consisted of four divisions, the Grand Pawnees, the Republican

Pawnees, the Tapage Pawnees, and the Skidi or Wolf Pawnees. At one time the Pawnee people had been a confederacy of many tribes, but had diminished until the four divisions of the
tribe were all that remained of the old confederation.
Our first knowledge of them fovmd
them occupying a portion of the Great Plains reaching from Oklahoma to and beyond the
Platte.
As late as 1842 they claimed practically all the Kansas river valley. In that year
they destroyed a Kansas village near the Kansas river, in what is now Pottawatomie county.
The site of ancient Pawnee villages are found all over Kansas from Wolf River, in Doniphan
county, to Pawnee Rock in the Arkansas valley.
More of them are to be found along the
Republican than in any other Kansas region. They seem to have lived south of the Platte
principally until 1833, when they began to move to the valley of the Loup, and by 1845 they
were all in that region. They were at war with the Siouan tribes from time immemorial.
See "Early Indian Occupancy of the Great Plains," Vol. XIV, Kansas Historical Collections.

!
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been noted
relieved from

from last night's camp S. S. West. Had
we had with us we would earlier have been
our relative position to the Pawnee villages on

It bore

yesterday as well as to-day.
it
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in the only journal
all

doubt as to

this side of the Platte.

Have

sent

off

runners to the villages on the other, as

well as on this, side of the river, to invite the

The experimental

route by which

Pawnees to Council.

we have reached

the Pawnees, although

presenting greater difficulties than were anticipated owing to our ignorance of

come to this
vicinity in as short a period, if not shorter, as we could have come by the old
route, and there can be no doubt that the march to the Platte, striking it where
we did, nearly opposite the mouth of the Loup-fork, with a better knowledge
of the country can be made in ten or eleven days. The error committed in folthe country through which

it

passes, evidently has enabled us to

lowing for awhile the track of the Oregon Emigrants doubtless was the cause
of some of our subsequent embarrassments we should have kept further from

—

having crossed "the
Big Blue" we ought to have kept more to the West than we did, and endeavoured to avoid crossing its branches, but, we knew not how very many prongs
this river has, nor did we know their general course. By crossing them as low
down as we did we avoided no doubt the necessity of crossing numerous small
creeks which empty into them above. One thing is certain. This route is a
practicable one, as well as a short one, when the old, and lower route may be
rendered impracticable by heavy rains. The country through which it passes
invites but few reflections of a military nature. As the theatre of War with
an Indian enemy it would afford, as it will have been seen, a sufficiency of
wood and water for the wants of an army, while the general surface of the
country, chiefly prairie, would afford great facilities for the passage of provision & baggage trains. Cavalry is the only Arm which could operate with
effect here
indeed, it is the very field for it. An Indian foe could scarcely
elude a body of horsemen. In the prairie he could be discovered and attacked
^in the timber, which slightly fringes the water courses, he could find no
shelter—certainly no facilities for an ambuscade. Mercury at m. 80 at Tatthe valley of the Missouri.

It is possible, too, that after

—

—

—

too 68.
Friday, 30th AugiLst. As we approached our present position we were struck
with the appearance of Indians at particularly elevated spots on the high ridge
on our left. It seems they are sentinels regularly posted and relieved, who

watch night and day for the approach
ters of brush

wood made

of enemies.

We

them from the sun

could discern the shel-

&

rain. They are posted
along the ridge for miles above & below the villages. What a lamentable condition for a people to live in feeling at no time secure from the sudden attack of their brother savages with scalping knife and tomahawk in hand

to screen

—

This morning a French

man who

among the Pawnees on the other side
Commanding officer from the U. S. Agent,
request was made that the Pawnees should be
lives

of the river brought a letter to the

among the Pawnees, in which a
impressed with the necessity of removing from the South to the North side of
the Platte, where some of them already are estabhshed, pursuant to a treaty
made with them

a Missionary wrote the

them

as one

The Pawnees on this side of the river came
Those on the opposite bank declined coming, as

eleven years, ago.

to Council in great numbers.

Commanding

from the Chief on

officer,

regarding the invitation given

this side of the river

and not as one from the

»-

:
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White War Chief. At 11 o'clock a.m. the Council convened, when Major
rose and addressed the Indians to the following effect:

Wharton

''Chiefs and Warriors: I am glad to meet you in Council. You see around
you a very few of the Chiefs and Warriors of your Great Father, the President.
We have come a great distance to visit you, although not many suns have gone
down since we left our homes. You perceive by the various arms we carry,
that we are soldiers, that to fight is our profession, notwithstanding this, how-

love peace. We love it because the Great Spirit, who made the Red
the White man, loves peace. Your Great Father is at peace with all
the World, and he desires to see his Red children enjoying the same blessing.
He is sorry, however, to learn that the Pawnees are at War. If this was not
the case there would be no necessity for the sentinels I see on yonder hills.
War is a great evil. A people who pursue it reduce their numbers, and bring
distress, and often ruin, upon themselves, while the exercise of peaceful pursuits, especially the cultivation of the earth, tends to the increase of their
numbers, and the promotion of their comfort and happiness. Such are known
to be the consequences by those who have thought upon the matter. Pawnees
Our hearts are sad to know that you are at war with the Sioux, and in your
Great Father's behalf we proffer our aid to bury the hatchet between you. We
have heard too of your difficulties with the Kanzas. One of the common causes
of Indian warfare is the stealing of horses. This practice which so often causes
the hatchet to be raised between the Red men should be checked, and when
horses are stolen from your neighbours by your young men they should be returned to their owners with a friendly talk. You would thus be promoting
kind feelings instead of hostile ones.
"A great many of your Great Father's white children are now going to the
big water which lies beyond the Stony mountains. He expects that when you
meet such of his children and others you will treat them kindly and afford
them aid, if they require it, and that you will act in like manner to his children who may pass down the river which now flows at our feet. Some of you
Chiefs, have been to Washington, and you may remember that you were received by your white brothers with open hands and with open hearts. They
received you kindly, offering you no insult or injury, and therefore, as you
were treated then so does your Great father expect you will treat them when
they come into the country of the Red man, I have spoken to you of the evils
of War. I now wish to say a word about another great evil to your race. I
mean Fire water, or Whiskey. So sure as the dry grass of the prairie is destroyed by the flame which you apply to it, so sure will your people waste away
before the destructive effects of this enemy. Avoid it. Your white brothers
have opened their eyes to its evil influences and are now endeavouring to shun
it.
Pawnees: About eleven years ago you made a treaty with your great
Father by which you agreed to remove to the opposite bank of the river.
Some of your people did remove, and are now enjoying the advantages of instruction by white men in useful pursuits. You, however have thought proper
to remain in spite of your agreement. When your Great Father makes a treaty
he complies with it. I do not speak to you with a forked tongue, and I tell
you in all truth and kindness that your removal will be insisted on. Join your
brethren on the opposite side of the river, and in a short time your hearts will
be glad because of your removal.
''Before I left home two Head Chiefs of the Delawares desired me to say
something to you from them. They desire to be at peace with you. They say
that since they had ceased to make War their people lived happily ^that they
raise plenty of corn for themselves & cattle
and they urge you to follow their
example. I know the Delawares they are happy. Pawnees, imitate them and
you will be happy and prosperous also."
ever,

we

man and

—

—

—

Char-a-cha-ush (the Cunning Chief) a principal Chief of the Grand Pawnees then rose and replied as follows:
"Yes, my father, you tell the truth. I understand it all. It is true I did
give him the land. I gave him land upon Kanzas river.
great father said
I was good in giving him this land. I did not hear my Great father say I

My

:
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love you you are good. But, we see nothing on the other
must move.
side of the river which our Great father promised. He said he would give me
cows and horses, but, as yet none are there. He, and the Agent and you tell
the truth. I will stay here, it is true, but I have no harm in my heart. When
I saw you come I gave you welcome. I did not avoid you. I often heard from
the other side of the river that you were coming to drive us from our homes.
If I v/as nearer the Whites I and my people might Hve by steahng from them,
but I had rather be far off so as not to molest their property. I did not hear
our Great Father say we must move. I love peace hate War, and wish to live
at peace with my neighbours. Have you heard of any thing my children of
the four bands have done? Horses have been stolen, but no complaints have
been made by whites. I and my people will remain here. If we do any thing
wrong you will hear of it. You see this medal of my Great father upon my
breast. By it I will remain here. These lands are as much mine as my Great
Father's. I am glad to hear to day he means us no harm. I love you much. I
do not hate you. Why should I hate you? I have travelled among your people which I should not have done had I not loved you. When we go on the
other side of the river the Blacksmith will do nothing for us because we will
not move. My young men are sorry to see the traders carry arms & powder
to the Sioux, Those people will come to attack us again, and how can we defend ourselves? I hear there are guns on the Missouri [at Bellevue] for my
people. I hope so. I have understood that some white men have been hurt
by some of our young men, but no complaints have been made."

—

Here major Wharton rejoined, as follows:
"Pawnees: A few words more and I am done, as I must leave you. I spoke
you of your removal hence, and did so because you agreed to remove, and
because I think your interests will be promoted by joining your brethren on
the other bank. By uniting yourselves you would become stronger in war,
for in union there is strength, while for the purposes of peace and the enjoyment of instruction from the whites established at the other villages on the
opposite side a removal thither would be greatly to your advantage. You
have hinted at depredations committed by your people on some whites, and
that they, your young men, were not punished because not complained of.
We have heard something of this matter,!^ and / now complain of them, and if
punishment is not inflicted by you on the depredators, your Great father will
visit you with punishment. You have spoken of Arms which have been taken
to the Sioux. The traders have a right to sell arms to Pawnees, to Sioux, to
Cherokees, to all persons, and you must not think that because one tribe buys
such arms, another, which cannot buy them, will be allowed to injure those
White traders who had the arms for sale. I have now finished, but before
leaving you I give you here a small quantity of flour & pork as an evidence of
the kindly feelings of your white brethren."
to

Tic-ta-cha-ri-co (the

rose

mad

Warrior) a Brave of the Pawnee Republics, then

and said

"My father: I have seen you. The Great Spirit made the Chief. The
Chief went to Washington and came back. The Chief has heard his Father
and his Great Father. His great Father spoke of the road through here. When
the Chief came back he told us what he had heard. When our Great Father's
presents came home, the Chief made me sentinel over them. Of all the presents that now come we get none. Because we do not move we get nothing.
We love peace, but lately our neighbours have killed six of us! The Sioux
burnt our lodges and killed our people. Why are they not made to pay us?
[Here he spread before the Commanding officer a Buffalo robe with representations, painted on the interior side, of the Indians he had killed, and the
horses he had captured. This representation both here and at the village on
the opposite bank was stated to be a faithful chronicle of his bloody deeds.]
I would not Usten to words of peace. I went among the Sioux and killed all
19.
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these [pointing to some of the figures on the robe]. These young men will
not listen to you. They will steal from the Whites. Sometimes the Chiefs will
not treat me well then I go to my enemies and kill them. You see us. We
see you. This Spring the waters were high. The traders did not come here,
and I was obliged to go over the other side to trade.
were unable to trade

—

We

away and we buried them, and they all became spoiled. My
you much, but our skins have all been lost. The Master of
Life has decreed that I shall be a great warrior and a great hunter, that I may
take scalps for myself and skins for my white brothers." (Here he raised the
any

of our furs
father, we love

robe and, advancing to the
quite a curiosity.)
Ste-de-la-we-it

(the

Commanding

man who

band, from the opposite village,

officer,

presented

it

to him.

It is

has killed many), a Chief of the Ta-page

now

rose

and

said:

—

''My father is good. I am glad to see you. Since we have known the
whites we have no necessity for using the earthen pots, or stone arrow heads.
We have now iron ones. M3' heart is full of gladness that our Great Father
has given us hoes and axes. Char-a-cha-ush (the cunning Chief) has told us
he has visited our Great Father, and that he told us to love the Whites."

Here there was an excitement

in a certain portion of the Council, although

the Chiefs did not seem to be disturbed, consequent upon some Indian crying out that news had arrived of

some
and

conflict

between the Sioux

&

the

Paw-

he remarked, that he
would have an opportunity of speaking when we visited his village, adding
that if we did not wish to protract the session of the Council we had better
close it at once, as the Indians would talk the whole day.
The Council then closed, not without a suspicion, that the interruption of
the last Speaker was a parliamentary proceeding to stop an orator who was
disagreeable, or was about to tell some unwished for truths.
Tents were now struck, and in half an hour afterwards the Squadrons were
formed, and the march resumed with some evolutions of the Regt. to the front,
terminating in a charge as foragers, much apparently, to the astonishment of
the Natives. We also fired a few shells for their edification, and as a manifestation of our power. At V2 past 2 p. m. the command crossed the Platte
river, which we found wide & shallow here, having passed close to the village
of the Grand Pawnees there is another of the Pawnee Republics a few miles
nees.

It interrupted the Speaker,

in a colloquial tone

—

above.

The Interpreter informed us that the road to the villages on the opposite
bank was a very good one, and led us to believe that they were not more than
eight or ten miles distant. He most grossly deceived us, as the distance is
eighteen miles, and the trail, not a road, is through quagmires and ponds the
whole distance nearly. It passes through a low, wet, bottom, which intervenes
between the river, and the Loup fork of it. What description of road it is
may be imagined from the fact, that it took us about ten hours, with hard
work, to go the eighteen miles. The wagons sunk in the mire to the very
hubs. The mules could not stand. The loads in some instances had to .be
taken out before the wagons could be extricated in all, it took fifty or sixty
men with drag ropes to do what the mules could not do. Scarcely would these
difficulties be overcome in one spot before they would be encountered in another and another. Much of this work was done in the night too, for it was
twelve o'clock at night before we reached the Loup fork where the only requiThe Qr Master and men from
sites for an encampment were to be found.

—
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each mess were previously sent forward to select an encamping ground & to
cut wood for the fires of the respective messes. It was one o'clock in the
morning, some say, when Tattoo was sounded! Our general course to day,
or tonight, rather, was a httle East of North. We are about a mile from the
Pawnee village on the other bank of this stream. Mercury at Sun-rise 62 at

—

12 at night 70.

Struck our tents and commenced the passage of the
stream about 200 yards wide and filled with quick-sands. Indians
preceded us in our course for the purpose of indicating the shallowest water
and the hardest bottom. We had to descend the stream some distance in the
act of crossing. Two wagons sunk in the quick-sands, but we got them ultimately safely over. Our camp is established about a mile & a half from the*
Saturday, 31st August.

Loup

fork, a

village

on the

left

bank

of the stream.

The weather

is

warm.

Mercury

at 12

R. 68. Tattoo QQ.
Before speaking of the Council which convened at 3 p.m. we will here say a
word about the condition of the Pawnees. Their numbers are variously estimated, but, about 7,000 souls may be regarded as the population of this Tribe,
which is divided into four Bands; viz., the Grand Pawnee, the Republican
Pawnees, the Pawnee Loups, and the Tapage. The Grand Pawnees and the
Republican Pawnees, or a majority of them, reside on the south side of the

m.

92.

S.

two Bands live at their new location
on the North side of the Loup fork, where they established themselves about
two years ago, and where the Farmers, the Blasksmith, and the Missionaries,
reside who are connected with this tribe under the sanction or authority of the
U. S. Government. It is to this new location that efforts have been made to
bring the Pawnees from the south side of the Platte. But, the rivalry of principal chiefs interposes obstacles, and a feud has been created among the Pawnees on the subject, not a little promoted, it is feared, by a Missionary & other
white men who reside at the new village, which may ripen into hostilities. The
Pawnees appear impressed with proper ideas of the power of the U. States,
and are, it is believed, as a people friendly disposed to the Whites, from whose
example & instruction it is evident many of them know, & they acknowledge
Platte, while the greater part of the other

it,

They

they are deriving advantages.

greater degree than

many

are tractable in their disposition to a

and hence may more

easily be influenced by
good counsels; on this account therefore it is important their Farmers, their
Missionaries and other White men sent to instruct them should be carefully
selected. This matter should receive immediate attention.
The Pawnees are badly clad chiefly in Buffalo skins. They own many
horses & mules. The former are very small and indifferent. Their arms are
chiefly bows and arrows they have but few fire arms (we have just heard that
300 guns have arrived at Belle vue for them a portion of the annual payment).
tribes,

—

—

They plant but

little

—

themselves, but at the farms near the

are large corn fields, the

work

of the

Government

farmers.

the produce of the farms should be rigidly accounted
grain to families should be in

some measure

for,

new

villages there

It strikes

one that

and that the

issues of

in proportion to the aid

which

each gives the farmer in cultivating a crop. This course would be one of instruction, and at the same time one promoting industry.
The Pawnees rely
for meat almost entirely on Buffalo. At this time old men and children are
coming into the villages loaded with the flesh of these animals, killed within
four days march of this place.

:
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About 4 p. m. to day, there was a large number of Indians in Camp to attend the Council, which was opened with the following address from the Commanding ofl&cer, (Lieuts. Carleton & Hammond, as at the former Council, acting as Secretaries) viz.

Under the authority of your Great Father, the
"Chiefs and Warriors:
President, I am on a visit to several tribes of his Red children. I am accompanied by a very few of his Chiefs and Soldiers. He has sent us into your
•country fully armed and prepared for War, but, notwithstanding, he has sent
us here on an errand of peace, and we therefore come to you to speak the
words of truth and kindness. Your Great Father is at peace with all the
World, and he desires that Peace may exist between all the Tribes of his Red
children. War is one of the scourges of the human family. In its progress it
reduces the numbers of a people, and great distress and poverty often are its
consequences. On the other hand, the cultivation of kind feelings between
different people opens a straight and clear path between them by which they
can exchange friendly visits and go to the hunt without fear or alarm. The
path of Peace is thus both pleasant and beneficial. I am glad to learn that
the Pawnees I see around me have listened to the words of their Great Father
and are improving their condition. To the Missionaries, the Farmers and
others, who under the eye of the Great Spirit are teaching you what may
benefit you in this world and in the land of spirits, you should be grateful.
Shut your ears to those who would advise you to separate from such friends.
If some of you aged men should not live to behold all the benefits of their instruction your children, or your children's children, will. Besides AVar, there is
another scourge of which I wish to speak. I mean fire-water, or Whiskey. Exclude it from among you as you would the Dark & Evil Spirit. Destroy it; or
it will destroy you.
Many of your White brothers are about to go to the big
water that is under the setting sun probably never to return, and your Great
Father expects you to treat them and others of his children when you meet
them as you Chiefs are treated when you visit Washington. Although they
may go a great distance from him, he will extend his protection over them and
punish all who may injure them.
''Our hearts are sad to know that you are at War with the Sioux. Your
great Father would be glad to see the Hatchet buried between you, and I now
proffer our mediation if you think we can be of service. If Peace was restored
between you there would no longer be a necessity for sentinels upon your hills.
You might then lie down to sleep without fear, and on going to the hunt leave
your wives and children with a certainty of their safety from enemies.
"Pawnees Remember what I have said to you shut fast your ears on my
words, and I hope they may prove to your advantage."

—

—

:

Us-a-ru-ra-kur-ek,

the

Grand Pawnees,

(He whose lodge
as he claims to be,

is

the Chief one)

now

rose

Head Chief

of all

and spoke as follows:

my

father, what I have heard. You see me; and all the people
"It is good,
are here I love. It is true, I love you very much, but I am very poor.
All those of mine now around you love the Whites very much. You see we
have listened to what our Great Father told us, but, the consequence is the
others on the opposite side of the river call us 'Priests, Priests.' I am glad
are not to
Great Father placed me here, and that we are called 'priests.'
children, but, it is not
be pitied. It is true, those you saw yesterday are
good to lie, and to say things they do not mean to do. You will see before

who

my

We

my

me, loved the Whites.

You

my

father and brother were killed. They, like
see here Pawnees who have recently come over

you leave here the spot where

the river. I am glad to see them. My Great Father did not tell me when
they come to send them back, but, to be kind to them. Father, I am glad
My forefathers, within my recollection, before they knew the
to see you.
pale faces, were obliged to rub pieces of wood together to obtain fire, and to
use earthem pots in which to cook; but, we are no longer obhged to do so,
and I am proud that we are not. The land on the other side of the river belonged to no other but me. I sold it to my Great Father, and came here
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and settled with those my Great Father sent to me (meaning the Farmers &c).
He who spoke to you yesterday on the other side of the river is a liar. He
He is no Chief,
tells the Agent every day that he will remove, but he lies.
but I am a Chief. Some of our young men have told us to day that Arms
have arrived for us that, indeed, is good news, which makes our hearts glad.
It grieves me to find that the people on the other side will not listen to their
Great Father and come and live here."

—

He now
said

turned round, and appealed to his people to say, if what he had
truth, and they gave a hearty expression of their assent. Hav-

was not the

ing taken his seat, the

Commanding

officer rose

and remarked:

me

that your brethren on the opposite side
of the river laugh at you because you listened to your Agent and removed
here, and that they call you Triests.' Well, let them laugh. Before long it
will be your turn to laugh, for the time will certainly come when you, or your
children, will rejoice at the advantages which will follow the course you are
now pursuing, and your brethren will regret they did not act as you have
done. Tlien will it be your turn to laugh if, indeed, you could laugh at
The Shawnees, Delawares, Cherokees and other tribes
their misfortunes.
have preceded you in the path you are now in, and they are now in the enjoyment of peace and plenty. Do you be resolute turn a deaf ear to those
who would advise you differently, and pursue the course recommended to you
by your Great Father, and in a few years you will be equally as happy and
prosperous as those Tribes."

"Pawnees: Your Chief has told

—

—

The Chief
rose

of the Tapages, the one

who attempted

to speak yesterday,

now

and observed:

"My father: I would be glad to make peace with the Sioux. My father,
you go among those people try and make peace, that I may again see my
children (people) whom they have taken away from me."

if

Here the 1st Chief again rose, and observed in a colloquial tone, that he
wished the Comdg. officer to do as he pleased in relation to the Sioux. That
he regretted the War, & desired peace for himself, he staid at home.
Some Flour & Pork were now given the Chiefs, when they expressed a wish
to let their people dance for us in the evening accordingly the dance took

—

place.

At Retreat the command was mustered and inspected.
Sunday, 1st Sept. Resumed the march down the valley of the Loup fork
executing some evolutions of the Regt. in the presence of the Pawnees, but
in consequence of rain this morning did not start until ^/^ past 9 o'clock. Our
course was about E. N. East over the road travelled

by traders from Bellevue
on the Missouri, to which point we are now proceeding. The timber of the
Loup fork seems to be chiefly Cottonwood, with some Ash and Elm. The bed
of the stream is much like that of the Platte, but not being so wide, and its
banks generally being higher, this Fork frequently presents a good depth
of water. The soil of the valley over which we have passed is very fine, and
the Polar plant is observed again. About eight miles from last night's place
of encampment halted at a beautiful creek (beaver creek) about 20 ft. wide,
4 ft. deep and very rapid. It has a good growth of Cottonwood, with some
Elm, on its banks. Here we unsaddled and allowed our horses to partake of
a fine crop of the Pea vine, of which they stood much in need after their
bad fare in the vicinity of the Pawnee towns. This creek at this place runs
nearly parallel with the Loup fork. Eight miles further we came to another
rapid stream, about 10 feet wide, called Looking glass creek, which has a
19—324

!
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Both these streams evidently have their
the latter we have encamped after a march
of only sixteen miles, our progress having been retarded by wagons that had
stuck fast in mud holes. Oh! these patience trying wagons! often have we
been reminded by them of the Poet's regret that "the gallant frigate" must
growth of Cottonwood in

banks.

its

sources in prohfic springs.

On

^'slacken sail that lagging barks

may make

their lazy way."

grievance sore, and listless dull delay,
To waste on sluggish hulks the sweetest breeze
What leagues are lost before the dawn of day,
Thus loitering passive on the willing seas,
The flapping sail hauled down to halt for logs

''Ah!

like these."

Mercury at

S. rise

Monday, 2d

Sept.

started soon after.

had encamped,

down

60— at

Tattoo, 66.

Started the wagons at V2 past 6 a. m., and the command
Our course was along the bank of the creek, on which we

after having crossed

after a

bank
march

width.

Some

it,

until

we came

the valley of the Fork until

it

—

its

on the left bank of
twenty four miles.
The valley of the river on this bank runs from three to

the

Our

left

—

Loup fork thence
mouth thence down
which we have encamped

entered the

opposite

of the Platte,

of

portions of the soil

general course to day was East.

are

five

quite rich, others light

Mercury

miles in

and sandy.

—at Tattoo

at Sunrise 58

56.

Tuesday, 3d Sept. Private Tierny of Company C shot himself through
one hand last night while on Guard. Such accidents from the Carbines are
not of unfrequent occurrence in the Dragoons. Commenced the march at

m. For four miles the road was sandy & the growth of grass quite
At that distance from last night's encampment crossed a small stream,
and two miles further crossed on a bridge ''Shell creek" with a slight growth
of timber on its banks nine miles further crossed another tributary of the
Platte, on the banks of which we halted and tarried for an hour. The afternoon's march was continued down the valley which at some points appeared
to be quite eight miles wide. The soil is extremely rich. Toward evening
we came opposite Bluffs on the opposite bank, which we have termed from
7

a.

thin.

;

their colour "the yellow banks."

They

When

opposite

are heavily timbered, as are the hills for

below them.

The

river runs close to their base.

them they fronted North.
some distance above and
We have encamped on the

bank of the river, a short distance' below "the Yellow banks," having
marched twenty seven miles. Some of our teams since leaving the Pawnee
towns have given strong signs of exhaustion. Mercury at S. rise 48 at
left

—

Tattoo, 64.

There was thunder, lightning, wind and rain last
m. The Bluffs in sight on the South bank for a
great part of the morning. We also saw at a distance what we supposed to
be the timber of the Elk-horn river which we gradually approached, having
the Platte a short distance from us on the right. We have encamped on
the Elk horn, a few miles above its mouth after a march of eighteen miles,
our general course having been a few degrees S. of East. The soil of the
valley between the Platte and the Elk-horn, as you approach the mouth of
the latter is rich. The course of the Elk-horn near us is from North to

Wednesday, 4th Sept.

night.

Started at 7

a.
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seems to join the Platte, which river at the junction
also.
The Elk-horn is here about seventy-five
yards wide a rapid stream with steep banks. It flows under a ridge of
beautiful hills, spotted with growths of timber, which is chiefly Post Oak.
in that course

appears to turn Southwardly

—

Mercury at

S. Rise 59.

Forded the Elk-horn, its banks interposing some
and commenced the march about 8 a. m. the country a high,
broken, rolling prairie, the hollows and ravines of which form the heads of
some of the small streams which fall into the Elk-horn, and the Papillon.
The soil is very fine, and the country well watered, the creeks or rivulets,
in many instances evidently having their sources in most copious Springs of
cool water. In the course of the day we had the highlands of the Missouri
in sight
supposed to be the Council Bluffs. We have encamped on a
branch of the Papillon, or Butterfly creek, after a march of sixteen miles, our
movements having been much impeded by marshy branches in the prairie
which gave us much difficulty in getting the wagons over them. The creek
on which we have encamped empties into the Missouri. It derives its name,
it is said, from the swarms of butterflies which have been found on its
banks. We have remarked them in considerable numbers here, & the fine
crop of wild flowers in bloom even at this season evidently is what attracts
them. Mercury at tattoo this evening 72 at Sunrise this morning, 52.
Thursday, 6th Sept.

—

difficulties,

—

—

Sun rise 70. Commenced the march
at 7 a. m. and proceeded one mile when the Papillon presented very great
difficulties to our passage of it.
The banks on both sides were high, miry,
and nearly perpendicular. They had to be cut down, the wagons let down
into the stream with ropes, and then dragged up the opposite bank by placing
additional mules before them, & by the aid of men with ropes. A march of
Friday, 6th September.

Mercury

at

six miles from this spot brought us to the position of our present
encampment, which is on the right bank of the Missouri, and about a mile
from Belle-vue. Here we have received some provisions from below, and
and some forage for our horses. A council with the Otoes, whom we met
coming to this place for their annuities, is appointed for to-morrow. This
afternoon the wind has become high, and the air is quite cold. Mercury at

about

Tattoo, 60.

—

Mercury at Sun-rise 42 a cold, North, wind
At 11 a. m. a Council was held in Camp with the Otoes, whom
Major Wharton addressed to the following effect;
Saturday, 7th September.

prevailing.

Chiefs and Warriors: On my return from a visit to the Pawnees with
of the Chiefs and Warriors of your Great Father I have called to see
you. I come to you under his authority to speak to you words of truth,
for my tongue is not a forked one. I am glad to hear from your Agent that
your young men have of late conducted themselves better than they formerly
did, but, still I understand that you have occasionally committed depredations on some of the White people, or their property, and also that you
killed an Omaha some time ago.
Such conduct will not be suffered, and I
tell you, that if thus your hand be raised against every man every man's
hand will be raised against you. You will be then like the lone tree in a
far spreading prairie, upon which every storm spends its fury until some
blast more powerful than the rest prostrates it upon the earth there to lie
and rot. Take care, Otoes, that a similar fate be not your's. Your Great
Father is at peace with all mankind. He loves Peace, and therefore desires

some

——
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to see his Red Children living in harmony with all around them he wishes to
This is the second or third time that his warriors have
see them happy.
visited you to tell you of injuries committed upon his children. He will not
much longer overlook your improper treatment of those whom it is his
duty to protect, and you may be sure, that if there be grounds for further
few shots from yonder big guns would
complaints he will punish you.
prostrate your towns, and scatter your people like straws before the wind.
He does not wish, however, to treat you thus, but, he insists on you conducting yourselves better.
You must restrain your
"I wish to say a word to you Chiefs particularly.
young men, and then we shall hear no more complaints of you. I will barely
add a word of advice. You rely almost entirely on the hunt for subsistence,
but, it is time you should turn your attention to some other means of
supplying your natural wants. Game is fast disappearing in a few years the
Buffalo will be out of your reach. You must then either starve or steal unTo starve, I presume you would not wish
less you change your habits.
advice therefore is, that you raise
to steal you will not be allowed.
Make the White men your
corn and other articles necessary for food.
friends and they will teach you how to raise these things. It may be, that
some of you aged men may find the results of the Buffalo chase equal to
your few remaining years and wants, but in consideration of your children,
and your children's children, make an effort now to teach them to live when
the Buffalo are no more, and yourselves have gone to the world of spirits.
Neglect this, and the time may come when your children will curse you.
'T wish to say a few more words to you, Otoes: I desire to warn you
against that great enemy, jire water, or whiskey. Avoid it. Do not suffer it
to be brought amongst you. Avoid it as you would the sriake in the grass.
This may wound the heel the other will most certainly wound the head.
If white men bring it into your country, destroy it
if Red men bring it,
destroy it. Destroy it, or it will destroy you!"

A

—

My

—

—

Sho-ca-pe (Big Kanzas) now turned to his people & remarked; "You have
heard what has been told you. Recollect it or we may be punished." Then,
turning to the Comdg. officer, he said;
"Father, and all of you: You see that I am a Chief. I do not like to
dispute about anything that I or my people have done. I will deny nothing.
Do you think I have no heart? I had heard that a Pottowatamie and that
an Omaha were frozen to death. I have found out all that my young men
have done wrong. The Pottowatomies & Omahas charge us with having
murdered these people, that they may be paid out of our monies. The
Pottawatomie had been selling his blanket for whiskey he was naked
An
a white man then pushed him out of doors and he froze to death.
Omaha came to Bellevue for goods, and told one of his relations that an
Omaha had been frozen to death upon the prairies yet, after saying this,
stated, an Otoe had killed him.
I do not complain of everything that is
done to my people. One of them was below among the Pottawatamies to
buy corn he was killed. I do not know who killed him, therefore say nothing. When I was on the prairie I sent a young man to our village
he never
returned he was killed, by whom I do not know. I never complained. You
wish me to do well to live at peace, but I cannot keep my young men
together, or keep them from doing mischief. I do not mind what the Red
people tell me, but I do what my Great Father tells me. When the Red
people injure me, I retaliate. You see how my red children look; they are
poor, because my Great Father does not fulfill his promises. He took our
lands, but what he gave us in return does not keep us from starving.
He
promised us food which he has never given us. We will do what he tells
us, hut, ^hereafter we expect to starve.
I went to see my Great Father &
told him I would take his words to my people. He said whenever we came
to White men's houses we should be fed, but no white man feeds us when
we visit him. When I saw my Great Father he said there was no God,
except in heaven, to remember what he promised. I have received no bene-

—

—

—
—

—

—
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from his words, and expect, notwithstanding them, to die in want. My
Great Father said, that whenever white men came upon our lands the\'
must pay me [evidently meaning traders & others enjoying certain advantages from living on Indian lands] rent, but I have never received any
thing from them you have seen many tribes their lands were not so good
as mine, yet, they receive more money than we do. The loways & Sauks
I wish you would
live on my lands, and I have received nothing for it.
When I see other Indians
tell our Great Father to pay us for these lands.
My
living on my lands getting money while we get none, I feel badly.
Great Father must think me a little child from the manner he treats me.
Hereafter he had better send my people only a dollar, he has heretofore
The other tribes get money enough. We get the same as
sent so much.
none. I have done."
fit

—

—

Major Wharton

replied as follows:

"I have heard, Otoes, what your principal Chief has said. Whatever promises your Great Father made you were put down on paper, & promises thus
recorded will be complied with. What your Chief has said your Great Father
will know, and as he finds you want but a dollar sent you, probably, if you do
not conduct yourselves better than you have done, he will send you nothing.
Your Great Father will do you no wrong he wishes to see you happy and
no threat will prevent him doing what is right. His kind feelings, however,
cannot be procured by bad conduct on your part. He is the Chief of a numerous people. You are few in number, and for that reason if you act well,
he would desire to give you his protection. Remember what I have now said
to you, and bear my words home to such of your people as are not present
to hear them.
"Your agent has shown me a letter from Washington in relation to the
Otoe who was killed at Fort Leavenworth. Of the decision about that matter
I have nothing to say, except that it is as your Agent has told you, and so

—

it will

—

remain."

The Agent here addressed

a few

words of admonition to the Otoes, and

then Wah-rah-ni^tha spoke thus:

—

''Our Great Father talks well to us he will be heard in Heaven and on
I expect my children will st-arve to death this winter.
Great
Father sent for me. When I went to Washington, he told me I was an old
man and he would take pity of me. He told me he would send me something
to eat for seven months, & that he would put the Pottawatamies a great distance from me. Father: I have nothing this year. Our corn is nothing. I
ask my Great father for a Blacksmith and Farmer. I know his kind heart,
when you send your letter I want no mistakes about this point. I want to get
the Farmer and the Blacksmith. When I saw my Great Father he said he did
not expect to see me again that I was old [this is a very aged man] but what
I wished I should get. Now, I want the Blacksmith & Farmer."

My

Earth.

&

—

Major Wharton

replied as follows:

have heard what your Chief has said about a Blacksmith &
Farmer. You had a Smith once who left you because you treated him badly.
You had a Farmer & a farm also, but you destroyed the farm & your Great
Father took the Farmer away in consequence. He will not send his people
among you to be treated badly; when he finds that you conduct yourselves
well he may probably send a Farmer & Blacksmith to you again, but not to
be abused. Wherever his White children may be he will protect them, and
he is not slow to learn injuries they may receive."
''Otoes:

I

Ah-chic-a suck-e (he that gives the second blow)

—

&

Me-ca-hah (Coon-skin)

now made some unimportant remarks as did also Rah-no-wak-kuk (Pipe
stem), brother of the deceased Head Chief I-a-tan, and N a-ca-thuck-ke (he
who strikes two blows). The two last stated that some papers had been left
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Washington which they were anxious to procure. The Council here was
In the evening some Rockets were thrown up, as were done, by
the bye, at the Pawnee towns on the South bank of the Platte. Mercury at

in

dissolved.

Tattoo,

50.

—

Sunday, Sept. 8th. Mercury at Sun-rise 40 have remained in Camp to-day
to rest our animals; and we, will avail ourselves of the halt to make some few
remarks suggested by our position. The Otoes, in whose countrj^ we are, with
the Missourias, who are regarded as identified with the former as a People,
do not exceed 1,000 souls, of whom probably there may be 300 capable of
bearing arms, having reference to the early age at which Indian youths become familiar with weapons. They live in five villages, of which four are on
the South, and one on the North side of the Platte, river. The Head Chief
resides at the latter. The Oto€s have of late years been very troublesome,
and, if National & Natural characteristics of a People are determined by their
conduct, it may be said, that the Otoes are a thieving, impudent, silly, reckless,
people as ignorant of their own weakness as they seem to he of the power
of others, and, as regardless of the property of others as they are indifferent
to the acquirement of any by honest means for themselves.
But, circumstances sometimes change or modify the character of a People, as they change
that of an individual; and, without pretending to know the Original character
of the Otoes, we may probably find that their late conduct is the result of
temporary influences. No one who has had any knowledge of the Principal
Chief of this People will deny, that his weakness, his knavery, his total want
of everything necessary in a Ruler, have a tendency to make the Otoes what
they are. He has no personal control whatever over his people, and his perfect imbecihty, combined with a low cunning which looks only to limited and
corrupt popularity, procured by a connivance at any conduct of his people
however bad, leaves his office as destitute of a healthy influence as he himself is wanting in personal probity and intelligence.
The Otoes are miserably
destitute.
Their country has but little game on it, and they are themselves
so few in number, that they dare not venture as far as larger tribes do in the
pursuit of Buffalo (on the meat of which they almost exclusively rely for subsistence) and therefore do not always procure as much of this article of food
as is necessary for their wants. It may be consequently that their poverty and
not their will consents when they unblushingly appropriate to themselves what
rightfully belongs to their neighbours.
There is a levity, a frivolity, apparently characteristic of this People, which on some occasions partakes of impudence, and makes them unlike all other Indians. In Council, for instance,
the Red man is grave and thoughtful, but, the Otoes not only sometimes betray on such occasions an indifference, but a levity. Their young men are
particularly volatile, this however, may be owing to the absence of all control
over them by their Chiefs. By the bye, as a remedial measure, before more
severe ones become necessary, the elevation by the Genl. Government of some
Otoe of proper character to the rank of Head Chief might be of great service
to these people. Such interference with the affairs of Indian tribes is not
without precedent. Agents of the government have sometimes declared a
man a Chief, and he has at once been recognized as such. The Otoes are very
Bows & arrows & spears are their principal weapons.
indifferently armed.
They have but few Fire arms. Their horses are the usual Indian ponies.

—
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These people are evidently not friendly to the Whites, nor, judging by the
speech of the Head Chief in Council, is our Government, or Executive, respected by them. Nothing but fear of consequences prevents them from more
frequently and openly manifesting their dislike of the Whites and their propensities to plunder

them .20

Mercury

at tattoo this evening, 60.

Monday,

Sept. 9th.

Mercury

at Sunrise 50.

Having learned from respect-

able sources, that the Sioux Indians are probably not within several hundred

miles of this point,

&

that,

from their migratory

habits, there

them should we now attempt to do
abandoned, and we are now preparing

would be no

so the idea of search-

certainty of finding

for our return to our
wide at this time as to
make the passage of it not only difficult, but from its quicksands extremely
dangerous. The valleys of the Papillon and of the two Nemehas are also said
to be in such a wet and miry condition from the late freshets that great difficulty and delay would ensue in the attempt to cross them with loaded wagons.
Thus informed the Comdg. officer has determined to cross the Missouri at this
place, and proceeding down the left bank to Jeffrey's or loim Point, recross
there to visit the Sauks & lowas.
Having purchased a flat boat for not a great deal more than the ferriege
would amount to (intending to send to the Fort in her surplus provisions
which our teams from their exhausted condition could with difficulty draw)
we this morning commenced the passage of the river by sending over seven
wagons of the Qr Master's department with provisions in them. It was attempted to drive the horses of one company over about the same time, but
such was the height of wind and the coldness of water that after several ineffectual attempts to get the horses to swim over, we had to resort to the flat
boat and send them over on her. This was extremely slow work, and consequently only one company (K) besides the seven wagons got to the opposite
shore to day. This evening there is quite a storm of rain with thunder &
lightning. The Pawnees whom we met at the Loup fork a few days ago came
to this place to day in numbers to receive their annuities, and it would seem
they had profited by the evolutions our Squadrons went through when at their
village, for as they approached Bellevue some of us met them advancing in
line, two deep, with an interval of about 10 paces between two parties, or
Squadrons, of them, and persons about a pace in front of the front rank at
intervals along the line in imitation evidently of our Chiefs of Platoons. The
old Chief was in this line, and as he met Major Wharton and the Surgeon
manifested with his people great pleasure at seeing us again. Mercury at
Tattoo this evening 65.

ing for
Post.

them

The

is

Platte river

Tuesday, Sept 10th.
injured yesterday that

is

represented to be so high

Murcury
we were

at

Sun

rise 57.

Our

obliged to overhaul

&

flat

&

boat became so much
it was not

repair her,

20. The Otoes belong to the Siouan linguistic family of North American Indians.
They
are one of the three, tribes forming the Chiwere group of that family, the Iowa and Missouri
being the other tribes. The last reservation of Otoes in Kansas and Nebraska was in Gage
and Marshall counties. They moved to what is now Oklahoma in 1851.
They were fine
hunters in the days of their power. An uncle of the writer brought home to Johnson county,
Kentucky, a wonderful Otoe bow.
He had been on a buffalo hunt with the Otoes in the
eighteen thirties and they had gone far up the Platte. He saw one of the hunters ride beside
a buffalo and shoot an arrow clean through and out of the buffalo. He bought the bow, paying four ponies for it.
But it could not be sold out of the tribe until a council of chiefs and
Medicine-men had gravely deliberated on the matter.
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m. that we could commence the passage

of the river to
attempts to make them take to
the water, and consequently, they were taken over the river in the flat boat.
In this way Companies G & C, with their wagons, crossed. When they had

therefore until 11

day

—the

got over
night,

&

a.

horses, as yesterday, resisted

it

was too

many

late in the afternoon for

another company to cross before
camp under

the companies which were over accordingly went into

the immediate orders of the Senior officer present.
to see the residue of the

ing and the wind high

&

command

Major Wharton remaining

over to-morrow.

disagreeably cold.

Mercury

This afternoon

it is

rain-

at Tattoo 44.

Wednesday, Sept. 11th. The delay in getting over the river here proves
one of the most fortunate circumstances of our expedition, as will be presently
seen. Our tents were struck this morning, and the two remaining companies.
A & F, with the Howitzers and Hospital & Company wagons were brought
down to the river for the purpose of being crossed over. About this moment,
the Comdg. officer learned the facts of the contemplated robbery & murder by
some Pawnees of Lieut. Fremont of the Army, and his exploring party, on
their recent return from the Rocky Mountains. A rumour that such treatment of Lieut. Fremont had been contemplated had reached Major Wharton,
but it ascribed the design exclusively to some Sioux. It is singular that the
person from whom the facts are now learned was the Interpreter at both the
Councils held with the Pawnees and then never mentioned a word about
them. It may be accounted for by the fact, that he has an Indian family,
lives at a Pawnee village, and therefore was fearful of disclosing anything
which might excite ill feelings towards him on the part of some of the Pawnees. This man is a Frenchman, and is called ''Claighorn." It seems, he was
with the Indians when they met Lieut. Fremont, and was knowing to their
designs & conduct. As the Council which took place to day was by far the
most interesting of any we have held, it may not be amiss to mention some of
the incidents which preceded it.
The Indians present within, & near the
Square formed by the log houses of Mr. Sarpy, a licensed trader, were numerous, Pawnees, Otoes, Pottawatomies and P'oncas forming different groups, the
attention of whom was arrested by a conversation going on in the centre of
the square between the Commanding officer, the Frenchman already referred
to and Mr. Sarpy, who, speaking French fluently was very instrumental in
extracting from Claighorn the following facts: It seems he was on a hunt
on the prairies with men belonging to the different Bands of Pawnees. That
when Lieut. Fremont and his party were met, the idea of robbing & murdering them was suggested by Pawnees who reside on the South side of the
Platte, that the proposition, however, was opposed by others and chiefly by
the Loup band residing on the Loup fork. The Indians passed part of a day in
seriously discussing the proposed measure, but by the firmness of the Loups
chiefly it was prevented and they accompanied Lt. Fremont to his camp that

The countenances of the Indians during this conComdg. Off. & Claighorn) betrayed, that they, especially
the Pawnees, knew the subject was of more than ordinary interest. Major
Wharton enquired if any of the persons who participated in the desire to attack Lieut. Fremont were now here. He replied, that he knew of none, but,
subsequently named the son of Clm-ra-cha-rish, Head Chief of the Grand
Pawnees on the South bank of the Platte, and one who spoke in Council at
night to insure his safety.

versation (between the
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when we were there. He added, as was the case, that there were
any Indians from that village now here. He was then asked if there
were any persons present who had participated in preventing the attack on
Lieut. Fremont. He said "Yes." He was then asked if he could point out a
few who by their activity & firmness had been chiefly instrumental in suppressing the contemplated outrage. He replied affirmatively, and while looking
his village

scarcely

around to

select the individuals, the curiosity, the anxiety, the

alarm of

many

was apparent in their countenances. Five Pawnee Loups whom
he named were immediately called, and, not understanding the motives which
of the Indians

led to their selection, they stood

much embarrassed

until

Major W.

offered

hand to them. It was now determined to hold another Council with the
Pawnees for the purpose of bringing to their notice the facts just disclosed
respecting the proposed attack on Lieut. Fremont by some of them, and notice was immediately given to the Head Chief of the Grand Pawnees (of the
Loup fork village) Us-a-zu-za-kur-ek, to summon the Pawnees to attend. The
Council convened, and the five noble Loups who had been the means of preventing a savage murder were told to take their seats on a box placed in the
At this moment another Indian came
centre of the circle for the purpose.
forward and took his seat beside the five. He was at once recognized by the
interpreter as another Pawnee Loup who had exerted himself in behalf of
Lieut. Fremont. It may be well to say here, that one of these men is said to
have raised his tomahawk and vowed to cut down the first who should attempt to molest that officer or his party. The Commanding officer now adhis

dressed the Indians to the following effect;

When I was recently at your villages I gave you some good adand informed you what your Great Father desired you to do to promote
your own happiness. I told you also of his ability and of his intention to proSince my arrival at this
tect his white children wherever they might be.
place I have heard of an outrage that was contemplated on some of his children by a party of Pawnees an outrage which was prevented, however, I
am happy to learn, by another portion of your people who proved themselves
good men and true. Of the latter, six are seated there before us, and their
names I shall take down on paper here that their Great Father may know
what they have done. The outrage to which I allude was the robbery & murder (as proposed) of one of your Great Father's officers one who wears on his
coat a button similar to this you see on mine. Had the proposed acts been
committed your Great Father would have sent against you a sufficient number of his warriors to have destroyed all of you except those who interposed to
save his officers and the party with him. 1 am told that none of the prominent
actors in the plot are now present, but, should there be any present who took
even an inferior part in it, I say to them, that had I known their conduct
when I was at the Grand Pawnee village. South of the Platte, I would have
levelled yonder big guns at it and destroyed it unless ample atonement had
been made. Go back and tell your Chiefs, that it is fortunate for them that
this conduct of some of their people I was not aware of when I was near them
for otherwise I would have made prisoners of all who advocated the measure
''Pawnees:

vice,

—

—

referred to.

•

"These brave Pawnees before me, who interposed to prevent robbery &
murder, I thank in the name of their Great Father. Brave men are always
generous always ready to protect the weak. They who would act otherwise
are base cowards.
Accept, Pawnee Loups, each of you, this Blanket and
Tobacco as a mark of the respect in which your late conduct is held."

—

(Here the Comdg.

officer

placed over the shoulders of each of the six a

Blanket, the Indians rising to receive

it,

and gave each Tobacco, as he did
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of the Principal Chiefs present

moment was

scene at this
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from the Loup fork

On

highly interesting.

all sides of

village.

The

us there were

some on the housetops, some on the fences, some in Mr. Sarpy's
above & below, all gazing on the ceremony with curiosity and, no
doubt, with envy of the good fortune of the six brave Pawnee Loups, who
really seemed embarrassed at the novelty of their situation.)
spectators,
piazzas,

The Comdg.

officer

continued as follows:

"I will conclude, Pawnees, by again requesting you to bear back to the
Chiefs at your villages what I have said to you. Tell C ha-ra-cha-rish particularly, that I have heard he was present when the robbery and murder were
proposed and that he did not oppose it tell him his son, who was here this
morning, was in the plot, and that when I endeavored to bring him before me
in this Council he fled like a coward. Pawnees:
I now leave 3'ou, but re-

—

member what

I

have

Pe-tal-a-sha-ro

said."

(Man

Chief) a Tapage,

now

rose,

and

said:

'T am a woman and know nothing of War. The Great Spirit intended me
for a chief, as did my Great Father, but, see, how poor I am
What I say is
true.
own Grand father loved the Whites. I have been much in war,
but have never robbed, or stolen from, a white man. I have heard what you
say and all around me have heard. I hear from a distance, but those living
with the Whites will not hear will not believe what is told them. The Great
Spirit decreed that we should all meet here to day, to hear what we each have
to say. He has decreed that the time is near when we shall all be united.
When you see the White Chief have a big heart I am only a dog."
!

My

—

—

Is-ke-to-pa:

"Yes,
since I

Since

my

father, it is true, I have never been poor since I was a little boy,
saw the Whites, and that is the reason why I should love \^ou all.
childhood I have known the Whites, and if I am a Chief you have

first

my

made me

I am not looking out for fights like a crazy dog, but, when
blood it will be in defence of a white man. It is true those white
people who passed my village last spring are the cause of my having a White
Blanket to day, and I am glad to see this. If my Great Father would like
to see the Pawnees, I wish to go and see him."

one.

my

I spill

Ot-ke-har

(Mad

Chief, the

Man who

strikes)

now spoke

as follows:

''My father, it is true I sometimes love to fight. I always have one opinion,
and know mj^self to be a man. What makes me tell you that I am a Man is,
that when I go to War I do all I can against my enemies, but, those men who
have no ears [Sauks] think themselves men simply because the}^ make war.
My father, I have of late lived quietly. I do not go to War. When I see a
White man I shake hands with him, no matter how poor he is, I remain quiet.
I do nothing.
I do not go about much.
I watch the white men and am
ready to assist them. My father: What I tell you is true. I do not wear
a mask. If I had ever injured a White man I would acknow^ledge it. If the
young men were here who sought to injure that young white m/in I would
point

them out

to you."

now turned to the Pawnees, and said:
day know the cause of my wearing this White
Blanket. It is for having befriended the W^hite men. You Chiefs are seeking nothing but poverty.
All you chiefs and Braves know your duty. It
is not my place to tell it you.
The Republicans [Pawnee Republics] said to
Sha-she-ro-re-ro (Big Chief)

"You people who

me on

see

me

this

that occasion 'you are a Chief, you have been to Washington
those people and make them give us tobacco." "

—stop

:

:
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Then

turning to the

Commanding

officer

he continued:

"Father had those men been of my Band I would have struck them down,
My father: I have heard
but, I prevented them accomphshing their object.
what you have said. I will watch the White men— they shall not be hurt."
:

Again turning to

his people,

he said:

"You, young men have heard what has been
cause of my being clubbed or tomahawked."

said,

and you

will

be the

Che-yene (The American Chief) now spoke as follows:

My

Great Father told me
father: What you have said is the truth.
Father: it is because you are establishing peace between us
the same.
and the people around that I am keeping quiet. My Father, I was formerly
a great Warrior. I have killed many men. I took pleasure in it, but since
I went to Washington and saw my Great Father and believed what he said, I
Father: you are the cause to day of our not being poor.
war no more.
I know you, you are kind like the Great Spirit."

"My

My

My

Sta-ro-ta-ca-ro

(Frenchman Chief)

Father: I have little to say. I have seen my Great Father and know
him. I will not talk of bravery, I do not know what it is. I listened to what
my Great Father told me. I love the White men and play with them, so as
to be ready to assist them. I have never been pointed out as a Warrior. I
have made myself what I am."

"My

The

Fremont had now spoken and then three or four
made some remarks touching their friendship for the White
poverty &c. One of them, Cha-ra-re-ta-jpah, the Pawnee who had

six defenders of Lieut.

other Pawnees

man, their
been sent from the first village on the South side of the Platte to bid us
welcome, was among the number, and is particularly mentioned because, after
stating that he had listened to what had been said in this Council as well as
in that at his village, he remarked that he would now move, meaning to the
village on the Loup fork where are the Missionaries, & Farmers. This man is
the brother of the Head Chief of this village, and they had been on bad
terms for a long time, but he now advanced to his elder brother and offered
his hand which was received.
Thus have we at least been Peace makers?^
The Council having been dissolved, a few shells were fired from our Howitzers
in presence of a large concourse of Indians, and then the residue of the command crossed the Missouri and marched to Mosquito Creek, a distance of
three miles, where we are all encamped.
Agreeably to invitation such Potowatamies as were sufficiently contiguous
visisted us here and an interchange of kindly remarks took place in an informal Council between the Comdg. officer and a Principal Chief.
Major Wharton addressed them to the following effect:
"Potawatomies : I stated to your Agent that I had no particular business
to transact with you. But, on
return with some of the Chiefs and Warriors
of 3'-our Great Father, the President, from a visit to the country of the
Pawnees, I cannot pass through your territory without saying a word or two
to you as a mark of respect and kind feeling. I come to you, as I went to
them, in the spirit of friendship to utter words of kindness. Potawatomies
It is now five years since I visited your country.
You then had made few
improvements, but so many have you made in that short period, that I can

my

—

21.

Fremont

fails to

mention this incident.

Perhaps he never knew anything about

it.
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Such
scarcely recognize the spot near this where I then pitched my tent.
advances do much credit to your intelhgence and industry. Your improvements will reach your Great Father's ears, who regards you among his favourite
children, for you may be classed with the Choctaws, the Cherokees, the Muscogees, the Delawares, & Shawnees who in the improvement of their condition have left other tribes far behind them. I pray you to press forward in
the good work. It is a well estabhshed fact, that those people who abstain
from War, and pursue the arts of Peace, more especially the cultivation of
the Earth, not only increase in numbers, but add to their comfort, and their
respectability; when, therefore you meet Otoes & Pawnees and other wild
tribes, tell them not to turn a deaf ear when they are told of the advantages
of pursuing such a course, and in testimony of these point them to your
comfortable habitations, your abundant corn fields & your numerous cattle,
and bid them follow your example. It is in this way you may render assistance to your Great Father in his work of endeavouring to make the Red men
more happy and more respected. Pottawatomies I have heard but of one
bad propensity of yours, that is, your love of Whiskey. Let me warn you
against its evil influences.
When dissolute White men proffer it to you,
reject it.
They are not your friends. Form associations among yourselves
to prevent its introduction among you. If you find it, destroy it.
This it
is your right to do
this it is your duty to do a duty you owe not only to
yourselves, but to the generations of your people who may come after you.
"Pottawatamies: As I remarked in the outset I have had no particular business to transact with you, but take in good part what few words I have addressed to you, and repeat them to those of your people not present."
:

—

—

(Day

Wah-haurir-sey

light),

custom, he sat while he

"My

made

a

very aged Chief, so old that, contrary to

the following reply:

are glad to see you, to have you come and encamp with
friends, you have had a good
as much yours as ours.
deal to say to others. When the Superintendent was here he told us to make
improvements, as you have told us. He said look at the White people how
they live, they raise plenty to eat, and never suffer. When we exchanged
land for this land we made a fair exchange and we wish always to live here.
I told the Superintendent I would endeavour to do like the Whites. I would
take hold of the plough and do like Whites to support Wife and children.
The Superintendent told us to raise com, and we would never suffer. That
is all I have got to say on this subject.
Whiskey is bad, and we know it;
but, what I am going to mention is as bad as Whiskey. The loways are as
bad as Whiskey they destroy our hogs, and I wish they could be taken out of
us,

we

friends:

but this land

My

is

—

—

the country. I wish they could be taken over the river^ tie them round the
neck and take them. We spoke to them friendly once, but wished them to
go over the river, but they keep saying, by and by. This is all I have got to
say."

The Pottawatamies

are, at this position of theirs

They

(for

they are

much

dis-

seem to have
an abundance of every thing necessary to their comfort, while some live comparatively luxuriantly understand the doctrine of meum et tuum, and thereThe history of the Pottawatamies for upfore have some wholesome laws.
wards of half a century proves them to be an intelligent and brave people,
although, no doubt, their warlike character, or rather disposition to War, has
become moderated, and their manifestations of intelligence are very different
from what they formerly were, under and by the gentle influences of Civilization which has taken deep root among them. They are generally well armed
and well mounted. Their disposition towards the U. States is believed to be
decidedly friendly, although the fact that they have from some causes been
led to consider their present location as but a temporary one makes them at
this moment a good deal dissatisfied with our Government. Pa-to-sho-kuk, an
persed) probably about 2,500 in number.

—

are well clad,

—
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them, and one remarkable for his good sense, and hia
good counsels, remarked to the Commanding officer in
a conversation on the subject of their state of suspense, that they were "like
a bird in a storm, uncertain what bough it might light upon." 22
Mercury at Tattoo 62.
influential

man among

inclination to follow

Thursday, Sept. 12th.

Mercury

who had

at Sun-rise 50.

Camp

The weather

cloudy.

By

was determined to take
the valley road instead of that on the hills on our return march, which was
commenced this morning over the rich bottom on the left bank of the Missouri.
After proceeding eight miles we reached a slough where nearly all our wagons
got fast in the mud causing great delay and labour to extricate them. We
here became satisfied that the advice given us was bad, and it is by no means
improbable, given from mercenary motives. We have turned off on a road
to gain the road on the highlands. After leaving the valley, our road led up
advice of a traveler

very high

bluffs,

We

four miles.

march

just arrived in

it

through a very broken country heavily timbered, for about
have encamped on a small creek, called 'Towa creek" after a

of twenty-three miles.

Mercury

at Tattoo, 70.

Commenced the march at the
For several miles our way was over a hilly, timbered country.
Struck about 10 o'clock a.m. a well beaten road from the Council Bluffs.
This country of the Pottawatamies is a very fine one, the objection to it
probably is, that the prairie is too broken, and for cultivation might on the
hills be too washy.
At 4 p.m. we reached the line of the State of Missouri.
A house, supposed to be a Whiskey shop, was within a few yards of it and
others of like character, with no improvements about them, were not far off.
At sun-set encamped on the northern bank of the Ne-she-ne-bottony, a stream
about fifty yards wide, after a march of about twenty-four miles. There is a
ferry here, and the country begins to be thickly and respectably settled. At
this point there are two or three good farms, and we have consequently been
Friday, 13th Sept.

Mercury at Sun

rise 60.

usual hour.

able to get grain for our animals.

Saturday, Sept. I4. The Banks of this creek were too miry to allow the
drawing of the horses over, and consequently the whole command crossed
by the ferry. The wagons got over by 8 o'clock a.m. and the Squadrons about
Proceeded eleven miles to High bridge creek
9, when the march commenced.
and halted an hour. Marched six miles further and crossed Rock creek, and
thence seven miles to our place of encampment at a grove. Stove coal is found
in the banks of Rock creek, on which there is a mill. Mercury at Tattoo, 72
at S. Rise 67.

Sunday,
ceeded six
wide with
passage of

Sept. 15th.

Commenced

the

march about the usual hour.

Pro-

miles and reached "the Big Tarquio," a stream about twenty yards

The ferry boat here is very small and the
became very tedious, causing a delay of several hours.
After crossing, the bottom land was found so veiy miry as to give great
trouble in getting the wagons along. Marched only six miles further and encamped about sunset on the right bank of the little Tarquio. The Settlements
in this new country are quite numerous, and the inhabitants appear much more
steep,

miry banks.

the stream

22. See pp. 488 et seq., vol.
of the Pottawatomie Indians.
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respectable than are usually found so near the frontiers.

This

fact,

however,

may

be accounted for by the excellence of the lands, and the numerous fine
water courses, which hold out strong inducements for honest, and industrious
The scenery at times to-day has been very beautiful. It is well
settlers.
to mention that we crossed at ''Martin's ferry," which is preferred to other
crossing points of "the Big Tarquio." Mercury at Sun-rise this morning. 58
at Tattoo this evening, 71.

Monday, Sept. 16th. Mercury at Sun-rise, 66. Early this morning it commenced raining \'iolently and continued so to do for about three hours, accompanied by a high wind, thunder & lightning. Our tents being old and thin
some of us got a cold bath. The Field and Staff suffered especially. After
allowing some time for our tents to dry after the rain, commenced the march
about 12 m. Crossed the Tarquio on a bridge six miles beyond reached
"Squaw creek,'" and now^ have encamped at "Blairs," after a march since we

—

with which the
For the last two days we have scarcely at
a farm house, but, although this fine soil yields
It is w^onderful the rapidity

started to-day of twelve miles.

new country

is

becoming

settled.

any time been out of sight of
an abundance to the industrious farmer, there is evidently so little cash in
the country that he finds it difficult to obtain any in exchange for his surplus
produce. We are inforaied this evening by Mr. Blair, near whom we have
encamped, that the corn just purchased from him for our horses is the first
he has been able to sell of his last year's crop. Mercury at Tattoo 65.
This morning all the wagons with the exception of one
company, and the Hospital wagon, were sent under a small Squad to
Fort Leavenworth via Carrollton to Weston, and the command started at %
past 6 a. m. for Jeffrej^'s, or Iowa Point, there to recross the Missouri with a
view to visit the Sauks and lowas of the Missouri. The road for seven miles
was directly under the bluffs. At that distance we crossed "the little Tarquio"
again, over a bridge. It was represented to be but five miles through the Missouri bottom from this place to Iowa Point, but, having taken a wTong road
we marched at least twice that distance, through mud, & water, and over
stumps & logs, before reaching the Point which we did about Sun-set. Mer^
cury at Sun-rise this morning 63 at Tattoo to-night 65.
Tuesday, 17th Sept.

to each

—

Wednesday, 18th Sept. Having found a Ferry boat here, we commenced the
passage of the Missouri about 6 a. m. The wagons, teams, baggage, howitzers
& men were taken over in the boat, and the horses driven in the river and
made to swim over. The Companies thus crossed in succession, and with one
exception, neither occupied, by the watch, more than an hour in getting over
with its baggage, equipment &c. Company F was unfortunate for when the
horses had nearly reached the right bank of the river one of them in advance
turned back, causing all the rest to follow. Reaching the left bank again, in
a rush they started for the woods, and were not finally stopped in their flight
until they had got as far back as "the little Tarquio," where they were secured. This caused great delay, but we are all now in a pleasant encampment
near "the Great Nemaha Sub-Agency," and about seven miles from the point
Invitations have been sent through the
at which we crossed the Missouri.
Sub-agent to the Sauks and loways to attend Council at 8 o'clock to-morrow.
There is quite a little village here, consisting of the houses of the Sub-

Agent, of two Missionaries, Blacksmith, Farmer, and others.

We

are not a

—
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little

at

astonished to find so

Sun

rise

—at Tattoo

57

many White
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persons living at this place.

Mercury

70.

Thursday, 19th Sept. At V2 past 8 a. m. had struck our tents and sent off
the wagons under the Qr. Master with a small Guard, expecting the Indians
every moment to meet us in Council, but it was not until 10 o'clock that the
Sauks made their appearance, when they approached in quite a procession, in

some mounted, some on foot. The Sub-Agent with the
and the Missionaries and their families were at the head
of the procession. It was quite an imposing spectacle. The loways had arrived about half an hour previously. They were less gayly dressed, and less
formal in their approach than the Sauks. The circle having been formed, and
their gayest attire,

ladies of his family,

the pipe passed between a few of the principal men, the

Commanding

officer

addressed them to the following effect:

Warriors of the Sauks and of the loways: I am on my return
Pawnees, the Otoes, & the Pottowatamies, with a few of
the Chiefs and Warriors of your Great Father, the President. I come to you
as I went to them, in the spirit of friendship to speak to you words of kindness and of counsel. I am glad to learn that you are at peace with your Red
brethren. It is true I have heard of some recent acts between the loways and
the Pawnees which might lead to War, but I look to the Chiefs to use their
influence to prevent them becoming causes of a rupture between the two
people. War is a great evil. Besides reducing the population of a people, it
never fails ultimately to bring distress upon them. Your White brethren know
The Great
this, and therefore endeavour to live in Peace with all mankind.
Spirit gave equally to the White man and to the Red man eyes and arms and
strength, but, for better purposes than to make war upon each other. The
White Man makes use of these gifts for his own benefit. He employs them
in the cultivation of the earth, raising thereby everything necessary for his
subsistence, and no longer feels the necessity of pursuing the Buffalo or hunting the Deer. Let then the Red Man follow the example of his White brother.
Let him use his eyes and arms and strength as he does and abundance will
follow. Listen too to the advice given you by those good white men (the
Agent, Missionaries & others) sent among you by your Great Father & you
Besides War, there is another great Evil against which I
will be benefitted.
would warn you I mean Whiskey. Go not near that bad White man who
would offer it to you. He is not your friend. Those of you who desire to see
your people prosper must assist your Agent to drive such men from your
Country. The Cherokees, Choctaws, Delawares, Shawnees & others, have listened to good advice and are prospering. Do you do likewise. You are often
in the great prairies and may frequently meet your White brethren.
I urge
you in the name of your Great Father to treat them kindly. Some of them
may be on their way to that big water which lies under the setting sun, but,
wherever they may be they are under your Great Father's protection, and if
he does not always punish those who do his people wrong, it is not because
he has not the power, but, because he wants the will to inflict pain if he can
avoid so doing. Before I sit down I wish to say a word to the loways particularly. You have a man amongst you who I am told has suddenly been taken
I am sorry it is so, for I had insick he could not come to^ the Council.
tended to have opened his ears for him. He, Cho-kraw-wah, was at the head
of a party which some time since robbed some white men, who were on their
way to the big water I have mentioned, of their cattle. I heard of this act,
and it is fortunate for those concerned in it that I also heard they made
restoration of the stolen oxen, or replaced them by others.
I am told, that
Cho-kraw-wah threatened to take a White Man's scalp. Tell him he has now
an opportunity of doing so, and now to come and take one. He is a coward.
He would not dare here to make his threats. Sauks & loways: I have now
said all I intended to say. After my words shall have entered your ears, shut
them."
"Chiefs

from a

&

visit to the

—

—

:
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Na-cha^min^ga (No-heart) 2d Chief of the loways, now

rose,

and

said:

am

pleased with what you have said. I am
always glad to hear my father, my Great Father, and the Agent. Their talk
is good."
[Ma-has-ka (White cloud) 1st Chief of loways is in Europe.]
''Father:

I

have heard you, and

He-vxi-tho-cha (a

man

without ears), an loway, after shaking hands with

Major Wharton, said, "It is a fine day,
heard you," and then resumed his seat.
Ne-so-quot (the bear that
then spoke as follows

sits in

my

Father, and I

am

glad to have

the fork of a tree). Chief of the Sauks,

"My Father: What
my Father, the

you have told us to-day is the truth. I went there, as
Agent, to kill some meat. I did it because my horse
was stolen by them, for they might as well have killed me as have taken my
horse, because I had my children with me on the prairie. They intended to
have killed me and tried, but I succeeded in killing one of them. Did I not
do right? You tell me to treat the White people well. I met some on the
I told

prairie this year. They
I speak the truth."

The speaker

were starving.

I fed

them.

I always feed the hungry.

supposed to have referred to a fight which not long since oc& loways, and a party of Pawnees. The former
were on a hunt, and, as would appear by this speech, had their women &
children with them. The Pawnees stole from them a horse or two. The Sauks
& loways went in pursuit of them when a fight ensued which resulted in one
or more scalps being taken on each side.
The Council having terminated, the Squadrons executed some evolutions,
and charged as Foragers in presence of the Indians, for whose benefit a few
shells were also thrown from the Howitzers. Rockets had been fired from our
is

curred between some Sauks

Camp

last night.

The Sub-Agent having desired that
approaching payment of their annuities
detailed for that purpose,

Company

should be present at the

to the Sauks

& loways, Company K was

a

and has accordingly remained

at the

Sub-Agency.

The number of Sauks & loways at this point has been variously estimated.
The former may amount to five hundred souls the latter to four hundred.
The two do not probably, at all events, make a population, exceeding one
thousand men, women and children, of whom, including youths, two hundred
may be capable of bearing arms. The loway village is quite near the Sub-

—

Agency, that of the Sauks

is

four or five miles distant, on Wolf river.

many

These

them indifferently, armed. Their horses
are of the usual Pony description. The disposition of the Sauks is represented
to be decidedly friendly to the U. States that of the loways, hke that of the
Otoes, whom they resemble in some things, is controlled by circumstances,
and therefore their fear of our Power must be relied on as the main security
Indians are variously, and

of

—

against aggressions on their part on the persons

&

property of our citizens.23

command

started on the homeward
march. The Qr. Master unfortunately chose a wrong course this morning when
the wagons were sent off, and got too low down on Wolf river amidst ravines
and hollows which put into it. To correct his error a most tortuous, retrograding course became necessary. Following the lead of the Qr. Master, the
Squadrons took the track of the wagons and thus we have made in a proper

After the Shells had been thrown, the

23. For an account of the Sacs and Foxes and lowas, see Connelley's
tory of Kansas," p. 265.

"A Standard

His-

—
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course certainly not

more than seven

miles, although probably twice that dis-

tance has been marched to the spot of our present

bank

Wolf

of

evening

river.

Mercury

at Sun-rise this

encampment on the

morning 62

—at

left

Tattoo this

70.

Friday 20th Sept. Mercury at Sun-rise 68. After cutting down the banks
of Wolf river at a point where the bottom is gravelly and just below the
mouth of a creek which empties into it, at 7 o'clock a. m. commenced letting
down the wagons into the stream with ropes. This operation concluded, the
Squadrons took up the hne of march over the ridge which separates the river
from the creek just mentioned, the course about S. S. East. Having proceeded
eight miles the creek intercepted our route, and after preparing the banks we
crossed

it.

At

commenced

this place a

raining

&

very great change in the weather took place. It
This weather

blowing, and the air became very cold.

continued during the remainder of the day's march. Four miles further and
struck our outward trail about four miles to the north of C lough creek.

we

we have encamped on a fork of what
Independence creek, although not the one so called by Col.

After a march of about 25 miles to day

we have
Dodge in

called

his journal.

Mercury at Sun-rise 32. Ice was seen this morning.
Reached Independence creek, after
a. m.
a march of seven miles tarried here an hour, and then, leaving the wagons to
follow under a Guard, the Squadrons at a walk out started for Fort Leavenworth, distant about fifteen miles, which we reached at 4 p. m. to the surprise
of friends there, as they were not aware of our approach until the Trumpet's
shrill blast told of our "whereabouts."
Our Worthy Chaplain had started very
early from Camp this morning to bear the glad tidings of our coming, but, unfortunately, having takn a trail which led him down into the Missouri bottom,
he got so involved in cowpaths, and cross-tracks, dead logs, and quagmires
making him almost believe, that "Chaos has come again" that on reaching
our quarters we were obhged to report him as the only one "missing."
We are now in snug quarters after the performance of duties which in their
consequences, it is believed, will prove at least to have been well selected ^the
manner in which they have been executed, it is for others than ourselves to
Saturday 21st Sept.

Commenced

the day's march at 7

—

—

—

—

to us, however, remains the pleasurable conviction that the performance of them was attempted with cheerfulness, and that their occasional difficulties were encountered with zeal.
All which is respectfully submitted,
C. Wharton,
decide

Major

20—324

1st

Dragoons, Com'g.

:
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EXPEDITION OF COL.

E. V.

CHEYENNE
By

SUMNER AGAINST THE

INDIANS,

S. L.

1857.

Seabbook.

were told
the
THE Gunther,! now story
deceased. He was an eye
to

details of this

Society.

writer, S. L. Seabrook,

was a

by Maj.

under
Sumner, and took part in the events described. During the War of the Rebellion, in which he gained distinction and advancement, he was assigned to
the old Fourth cavalry, a regiment that afterward did valiant service in the
Indian troubles of the late '60's and 70's, After his retirement he became a
resident of Topeka.
The story of the wild charge of the Light Brigade at Balaklava was made
famous by Tennyson. Though "some one had blundered" when their wild
charge was made, their gloiy will never fade. That charge was made without
cause, and fruitless of particular results. Those who went into that wild rush
and were taken prisoners received the deserts awarded prisoners of war. In the
old cavaliy SLvmy of the United States a long march was made, followed by a
magnificent charge, battle and chase, that deserves a place in the annals of
Kansas. A battle, that if prisoners had been taken by the enemy their torture
would have afforded amusement to the captors.
In the spring of 1857, Col. E. V. Sumner, in command at Fort Leavenworth,
Kan., was instructed by the Department of War, then under the administration of Jefferson Davis, to organize an expedition against the Cheyenne Indians
in western Kansas, Nebraska, and Colorado, to punish them for a massacre
of immigrants in the fall of 1856, and for other depredations by that tribe.
Colonel Sumner was a splendid soldier, and a brave leader.
His reports to the War Department make dull reading. He does not tell
of the dangers encountered and little of the real battle. Under date of August
S.

1.

of the

The Topeka Daily State Jouriial
life of Major Sebastian Gunther

witness,

soldier

of January 27, 1909, contained the following account

MAJOR GUNTHER GONE.
VETER.tN SOLDIER PASSES AWAY AFTER A LONG ILLNESS.

Major Sebastian Gunther, for twenty-nine years a prominent resident of Topeka, and an
old soldier of note, died at his home, 1221 Western avenue, Monday night at the age of
seventy-seven years, eleven months and twenty days. His death was caused by paralysis, and
he had been an invalid several years.
He reSebastian Gunther was born in Grosserinderfeld, Germany, on February 6, 1831.
in Germany until he was nineteen years of age and receivi d his scholastic and military
education in that country. He came to America after recei\-ing his education and located at
Syracuse, N. Y., where he was engaged in business until the year 1S55, when he followed the
He was sent at once to
footsteps of a large number of his friends and enlisted in the anu3-.
Fort Leavenworth, Kan., and during the following eight years he was promoted first to corporal,
then sergeant in Company B, First cavalry, and this was followed by an appointment as commissary sergeant in the Fourth cavalry, and two years after this date, July 25, 1865, he was
promoted to first lieutenant in the same company. It was during the capture of Selma, Ala.,
his gallant service and bravery attracted the attention of his superior officers and he was at
once given the position nf brevet captain. Five years after he was appointed captain, and has
been known as "Captain" Gunther ever since, although he was advanced to the rank of major
by an act of Congress in May, 1904. In 1880 Major Gunther came to Topeka on a sick leave.
He had contracted rheumatism from his many exposures in Indian fights, and four years after
he was retired from the servdce for disability. Major Gunther's army record was a brilliant
one and most of his bravery and valiant work was done during the Indian campaigns under
General Nelson A. Miles and General MacKenzie. His army career was a creditable one in
every re.spect, and he was always trusted as an excellent officer and fighter.
Major Gunther is survived by two daughters. Miss Katherine Gimther, who is at the home
on Western avenue, and Mrs. Arthur McClintock of Lincoln, Neb. His wife died fourteen

mained

years ago.

Dean Kaye of Grace Cathedral will have charge of the
The arrangements will be made and announced

on Friday.

fimeral services which will be held
later.
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from his camp near where the city of Dodge City, Kan., is now built,
he writes to the Assistant Adjutant General "that with his cavalry he came
Their number has been variously
with the main body of the Indians.
estimated at from two hundred and fifty to five hundred. They were all well
armed and mounted, and stood with remarkable boldness until we charged and
were upon them, when they broke in all directions, and we pursued them."
Subsequent developments showed he was mistaken in his estimate of the
number he encountered, and that he was entitled to more credit than he

2, 1857,

.

.

.

claimed.
If the

fight of a

whole story could be told of the march, the bivouacs, and the brave
handful of American troopers it would be written alongside of that

MAJ.

S.

GUNTHER.

made famous by Tennyson, The battle was in the middle western Kansas.
The chase led clear across what was then unbroken wild waste and desert.

A

habitat for wild beasts and wilder men.
II.

During the '50's of the nineteenth century the Cheyenne and Arapahoe ^
Indians were the largest tribes occupying the country lying east of the Rocky
Mountains between the Arkansas and Platte rivers. The Arapahoes were a
smaller tribe than the Cheyermes. They roamed more to the east, and the
Cheyennes to the west in this ill defined territory. The two tribes were
friendly and frequently were on the same ground.
The Cheyennes were divided into the Northern and Southern tribes. To
the south of the Arkansas were the Kiowas, and north of the Platte were the
2.
The Cheyenne and Arapahoe Indians belong to the Algonquin linguistic family of
North American Indians.
They roamed the Great Plains and the eastern ranges of the
Rocky Mountains. They were wild and fierce, their warriors being much dreaded by white
settlers and travelers.
Good accounts of them can be found in "The Handbook of American
Indians," published by the Bureau of Ethnology.
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own territory were as dangerous an enemy
The Cheyennes would sometimes come as far east

ia their

as the Xorthern Sioux.

as the longitude of Fort Riley.

There were not, in those days, any railroads west of the Missouri river.
Those who crossed the wide reach of the plains traveled in caravans, or by
The slow, plodding
trains, as it was known in the vernacular of that day.
ox train carried emigrants to California, Oregon, and points in Colorado and
beyond. They were happy if the creaking wagons wheeled ofif as much as
twenty miles between the rising and setting sun.

No

one can

tell

the story of the dangers, the privations, the discomforts,

the agonies, which the early settlers endured.
travel,

Six hundred miles of weary

over rainless plains, was the prospect of those

who sought

to

make

a

Laramie from the outfitting points on the Missouri river. Omaha
was a trading post. Kansas City was a landing place on the Missouri river.
The Platte, the Arkansas, and the Kansas rivers showed on different places
on different maps.
In crossing the plains between the Missouri river and the mountains, safety
was assured only in numbers. Danger not only lay in the privations and
trip

to

sufferings of the journey, but lurked at every watering place, at every rise

and at every camp.

Unless well captained and well guarded at
journey a train would become a prey to the cruel Indians
before it would be far on its way.
Brave men were they who faced these dangers. They did the watching and
the fighting. But women were also needed in building the country. Children
were in the companies. Women may never receive their full measure of praise
of ground,

everj' foot of the

Brave men and women in body and strong
Kansas in the territorial days. Their children's
children are enjoying the country richer than was ever dreamed of.
for their share in building the West.

in

mind and

character

came

to

—

III.

was the only trail across Kansas to the southwest and
history. There were other trails across the plains, though not

The Santa Fe
was famous

in

trail

so frequently traveled yet contributed to the course of empire.

In 1856 the

on the Missouri river were at St. Joseph, Weston,
and Kansas City, or Westport as it was then known. Forts Riley and Kearney,
then wholly military posts, were far out on the frontier. Only soldiers that
principle outfitting points

were fighting men were sent to these forts.
Another trail, sometimes called the Oregon

trail, led west from the Missouri
Kansas river to Fort Riley. It was not frequently traveled. From Fort Riley it followed the Republican river northwest
to Fort Kearney, joining at this point what was known as the Laramie trail,
starting at Omaha and leading west along the Platte, with roads on both

river following the course of the

sides of this river.

West

was a trail connecting
with Fort Laramie, east of the foothills of the mountains.
This trail was made by Fremont in 1843. Fort Kearney was also connected
with St. Joseph and Fort Leavenworth by a trail across what are now the
of the meridian of Fort Riley the onh' crossroad

the Santa Fe

trail

northeastern counties of Kansas.

-
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Late in the year 1856 a train was made up at the Missouri river for Utah.
There was a goodly number of emigrants. It was well manned, provisioned
and outfitted. Women and children were in the party. It traveled west along
the Kansas river to Fort Riley, where it took the road north toward Fort
Kearney. The train made good progress until it was about two hundred miles

No

special dangers had been encountered. At the crossing of the
went into camp in a broad open bottom with a fringe of cottonwoods along the bank of the stream and excellent grazing for the oxen. A
No sign of Indians had been seen
line of bluffs ran parallel to the stream.
since leaving the Missouri river. Vigilance was unconsciously relaxed.
The sun was at its meridian. The soft breath of the early summer swept
over the camp. The cattle were turned loose with scarcely a watch over them.
Some of the men were mending harness. All were resting and happy. The
little smoke from the fires preparing the noonday meal drifted over the low
Just at
bluffs, the signal to the Indians waiting for an hour of inattention.
the time when every one was at their ease down the slope of the bluffs came a
rushing charge of Indians, swinging blankets, yelhng and whooping. Before
the men could reach their arms the cattle were stampeded and the Indians
were upon the camp.
The battle was short. A few escaped by hiding under the bushes along the
stream. Scalps were counted, a few prisoners were allowed to live for tortuous
amusement, the booty was collected. What could not be used was burned.
When the sun went down that evening the wolf came to gnaw at the remains,
some of these that escaped made their way to Fort Kearney and told the

on

its

way.

Repubhcan

it

story of the massacre.

The War Department

at that time

had

controlling the situation in Kansas, but

army

all

the spare troops

when the

it

could muster

story reached headquarters

then Secretary of War, sent inat Fort Leavenworth, to
take the field as early as possible in 1857, follow the Indians until they were
found and give them a punishment they would long remember.
of the

late in 1856, Jefferson Davis,

structions to Col. E. V. Sumner,^ then

commanding

V.

As soon

as the grass afforded grazing in the following spring Colonel

Sum-

ner detached Major Sedgwick with four companies of the First cavalry, with instructions to proceed along the Santa Fe trial to the Fremont trail, then to
cross to the south fork of the Platte, and meet him on the Fourth of July at
3.
There is a sketch of Colonel Sumner at page 346, vol. VIII, Kansas Historical CollecIn almost all the publications concerning the early days of Kansas there are accounts
The Topeka Daily Capital, March 1, 1909, published
of the actions of Colonel Sumner.
the following concerning the dispersion of the free-state legislature at Topeka:
"The recent death of Maj. Sebastian Gunther recalls the dispersion of the territorial
legislature of 1856, on July 4, 1856, by the regular army under the command of Col. E. V.
Sumner. The legislature of 1856 was composed of men who were in favor of preventing the
establishment of slavery in Kansas, and this idea was of course not in accord with the views,
desires or intentions of President Pierce and Governor Shannon.
The legislature was to convene in the morning of July 4, 1856, in old Constitution hall, situated in this city on the
west side of Kansas avenue between Fourth and Fifth streets, a building which still stands,
almost opposite the postoffice, and which is marked by a tablet placed by the Daughters of
the American Revolution. Colonel Sumner was at that time stationed at Fort Leavenworth,
and Major Gunther, then a private soldier, was in Sumner's regiment. The powers in control
felt that this free -state legislature was dangerous to the slavery cause and should not be allowed to convMie, so Colonel Sumner was commanded to proceed to Topeka and disperse
the legislature should it meet.
He brought over from Fort Leavenworth five companies of

tions.
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Colonel Sumner

left Fort Leavenworth on the 20th day of
two companies of his cavalry, for Fort Kearney. Here he
took up two companies of dragoons, and marched west along the south side of
the north fork of the Platte to Fort Laramie, in Wyoming. Here he left the

Fort

St. Vrain.

May,

1857, with

dragoons.

On

the 27th of June he

moved

east

and south from Laramie, with two

troops of cavalry, three companies of infantry, and two pieces of artillery.

On

the Fourth of July he reached the Fort St. Vrain crossing of the south fork

was fordable, he was joined
by Major Sedgwick. Allowing his command twenty days' hah rations he sent
his wagons, tents, and all incumbrances back to Fort Laramie, substituting
pack mules, and driving liis meat cattle along. His whole force consisted of
about five hundred men and officers, horse and foot. He went into an enemy's
country where no supplies were to be had and a cruel enemy to be met.
On the 24th of July he came upon the scene of the massacre of the previous
year. Only wild beasts and the winds had disturbed the place. He followed
of the Platte. In a few days, as soon as the stream

Signs multiplied. The camp of the
trail of the Indians which led south.
emigrants had not been over forty miles from an Indian town. On the morning of July 29th he was advised by his scouts that the Indians were massed not
far ahead. He knew the Indians would never invite attack by any considerable force, and reasoned that by dividing his force they would be more likely

the

make a stand. He had advanced less than five
when the Indians appeared across his path. They

to

miles ahead of his infantry

open plain
Solomon, between the river and a low bluff as the
place to make their stand. The place was known as Solomon's Fork.
The Indian line stretched from the bluffs to the river, nearly half a mile,
and appeared to be four or five in depth. They were all well mounted, armed
and supphed with ammunition, and could have stood against ordinary fighting for some time. They expected Sumner would halt his column, when they
would have surrounded him and annihilated the soldiers at their leisure, or
ridden them down in a massed charge.
There was one weapon of the old soldier with which the Indians never
could become familiar. That was the sabre. Modem mihtary science has
almost discarded it. In the old army it was a weapon before which an Indian
would run. Old cavalrymen always used it. The argument of the "long
knife" made it useful in maintaining order and disciphne among them.
When the cavalry came in sight of the Indians Sumner did not halt, but
continued to advance at the slow cavalry walk, except that he threw his

on the north fork

selected a broad

of the

cavalry, at that time called dragoons, and two pieces of field artillery.
Major Gunther was
The soldiers arrived on July 3, and went into camp along the west
one of the dragoons.
side of the Shimganunga just north of where the Tenth avenue bridge now crosses the creek.
At that time their camp groimd was practically out in the coimtry, with open country between them and Constitution hall. About ten o'clock in the morning of the Fourth of July,
with gtms loaded and revolvers in hands, the soldiers came dashing across the prairie from
the southeast. The two cannons, loaded and primed, were placed at the corner of Sixth and
Kansas avenue pointing north and down Kansas avenue. The soldiers were lined up in three
divisions, one about where Fifth street crosses the avenue, one along about where the sidewalk on the west side of the postoffice now is, and the third directly in front of the hall, and
the three divisions kept their places ready to fight, while Colonel Sunmer went into the
legislative hall and commanded the legislature to disperse, and which command was obeyed.
Major Gunther was with the division which stood directly in front of Constitution hall;
hardly more than a boy, he was keen to see and hear all that was going on, and as an eyewitness and a hearer of practically everything that transpired, his description in later days
of the incidents and happenings of that eventful day were extremely interesting.
It was a
strange fate that brought him back in his last years to the very city which he so long
ago visited under such peculiar circumstances."

"
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column into
lines

He

line.

horses against a line

The

distance between the
and men walking their
over a thousand yelhng warriors, all armed and

rode ahead of the center.

Less than three hundred

narrowed.

of

officers

mounted and greatly outflanking him. No "Cossack or Russian" there. An
enemy that must be defeated, or no one left to make report, with criticism
on their memory afterward.

No

time to talk of consequences.

The brave appearance

The Hne advances, but no

haste

is

of the soldiers holds the Indians in check.

shown.
This is

contrary to their expectations. They wonder why he does not halt. No
Every carbine is in its boot, every old horse pistol is
is uncovered.
in its holster, and every sabre is in its scabbard. The guide is in the center.

weapon

The Hne goes forward
There

is

as orderly as

no whispering

survive the attack they will

nearer to the Indians.
plainly.

The men

sit

if

on garrison

in the ranks.

make

The

TTie

drill.

men wonder which

instead of receiving.

The

of

them

line is

will

drawing

challenging yell comes to the ears of the

men

and faculty

alert.

in their saddles easily with every sense

The walk

of the horses is neither increased or slackened until a distance of
than a furlong separates the lines. Sumner turns his head to speak to his
trumpeter who is riding close behind him. Over the plains comes the call
'Trot!"
less

The men
their ears

rise in their saddles.

and

on their

pull

bits.

The horses feel
The firm hand

They

prick

of each trooper keeps

them

the excitement.

—

the faces of the Indians can now be
a screech. The bronze on the cheeks of
the men deepens, their eyes are flashing in the desire to avenge outrages and
inflict a punishment long to be remembered.
But discipline holds them to
at the trot.

distinguished.

Still

nearer goes the line

The

defiant yell

is

their place.

the trot goes on and no sign from the commander. The men wonder:
he use the carbine, the pistol or the sabre. Every eye in the hne is
watching every motion of the leader riding ahead of the center. The trumpeter
The Indians wonder
is holding his trumpet to his hps waiting for the word.
what he means to do. Will he never halt and give them the opportunity they
made this stand for. On the steady trot go the soldiers until the eyes of the
Indians can be plainly seen.
Less than three hundred feet are left when Sumner reaches for the sabre
at his side. As one motion every man does the same. No need for the command or call of the trumpet. The soldiers see their commander draw his
sabre, see it flash in the sun; they see the trumpeter turn the bell of his
trumpet to the right and left. They wait not. They know the order is "Draw
Still

will

sabre; gallop; char-r-r-ge

!

"Then

flashed all their sabres bare.

Flashed as they smote the

The gleam

of the

air."

sun on the long knives broke the sunhght into a thousand

splinters of fire that sent terror to the Indians.

The whole

The

horses of the soldiers

with sabres held aloft, and the soldiers
cheering, is upon the Indians. They turn and flee from that "long knife." As
soon as the center is broken Sumner turned his flanks to the right and left,

needed no spur.

line,

pursuing them several miles.

Abandoning the chase

for the present, as his horses

were jaded after the
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Eight
of over a thousand miles, he estabhshed a camp on the field.
men, and Lieut. J. E. B. Stuart, afterward famous as a Confederate
cavalry leader, were wounded. One of the men was shot through the abdomen with an arrow, the spear point sticking out of his back. The soldier
cut off the feathered end and worked the arrow out of his body himself. He
recovered and fought all through the war of the RebelHon.
The infantry and artillery, which had come up, he sent back with the
wounded, with orders to return to the lower crossing of the south fork of the.
Platte, at which point he had ordered his wagon trains to be in twenty days
from the time he sent it back from Fort St. Vrain. With his cavalry he then
started after the Indians and on the 31st of July came upon their town under
the hills bordering the south fork of the Solomon, about fourteen miles from
the battle field. When he came over the hill upon the village, Sumner charged
immediately and the cavalry rode through it. But the Indians had fled.
In their haste they left about one hundred and seventy lodges with their
whole supply of jerked buffalo meat. Though the men were on short rations
they could only take what could be stored in saddle pockets. The rest, with
all standing lodges and other Indian property, was burned.
The chase was
then continued until within forty miles of the Arkansas river. The Indians
broke up into small bands. Believing they might reassemble on that river
he kept on, hoping to intercept them and to protect the Santa Fe trail from
any depredations or reprisals.
After reaching the river he moved on to the site of what was then known
as Fort Atkinson, later Fort Dodge, near where Dodge City is now built. It
was deserted. He was almost out of supplies. There was no time to hunt
game, if there had been any. A few beef cattle were left, but these were so
thin, from want of forage, and the long drive that, as one soldier said, their
hips were good places to hang their hats,

march
of his

VI.

To

fully appreciate the campaign, the march, the battle, the charge, the

command, the foe
must be considered. Had the

chase, the time, the country, the force under his

to be

fought, and the consequences of defeat

battle

been fought in

with eager correspondents to chronicle the event
in newspapers, the story would have been renowned. If it had been a European campaign the commander would have received honors and decorations.
later years,

The command went

into

camp and

rested several days.

They had marched

over twelve hundred miles through an unknown country, hunting for a cruel
and treacherous foe, with no supplies except what he could carry with him.
That he accomplished untold good subsequent events showed. In his dispatch
to the Adjutant General,

gentleman.

He

said:

Sumner showed the humane

soldier

'T have the pleasure to report, which I

the Lieutenant General

commanding the army the

and thorough

know

will give

highest satisfaction, that in

woman or child (Indian) had been hurt."
Subsequent disclosures, made by the Indians at a later date, aside from
other evidence disclosed after the campaign, show he was mistaken in his estimate of the number of Indians he charged against. In an open country Indians seldom made a stand unless their numbers were much greater than the
soldiers.
Against an emigrant train they might make an assault, but they
these operations not a

Expedition of Colonel Sumner.
early learned the fighting quality of the

They always exacted odds
thousand to

fifteen

in a fray.

hundred warriors

American

soldier of the old
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army.

Sumner had met and routed from one
of the Cheyenne and Arapahoe tribes.
VII.

On the Arkansas river Sumner learned from the mail party, traveling east
on the Santa Fe trail, that the agent of the Cheyennes had gone to Bent's Fort
with the annual presents for that tribe. These would include arms and ammunition. To prevent the distribution, and expecting the Indians might be
reassembled there, he determined to proceed to that point.
Mounting two troops from what horses could travel he started for Bent's
Fort at the junction of the Arkansas and Purgatory rivers. He sent a dispatch
to Fort Leavenworth asking that supplies be sent to him to meet him on his
way east at the crossing of the Walnut, where the town of Great Bend is now
built.
The remainder of his command he directed to proceed east along the
Santa Fe trail by easy marches and make camp at the crossing of the Walnut.
When he arrived at Bent's Fort he found the place deserted. The distribution of arms and ammunition had preceded the battle. It was no uncommon
practice for the government in those and later days to give presents of arms
and ammunition to the Indians, with which they would attack the whites.
On his return from Bent's Fort few of the horses could carry their riders.
The men led their mounts and carried their arms. Men and horses were suffering severely. The want of salt and the stale diet was not the least of their
sufferings.
One soldier was able to buy a handful of salt from an emigrant
Just as the command came in sight of the
camp on the Walnut the train with fresh supplies came into sight.
Here Colonel Sumner received orders to send all of his command, except two
companies of cavalry, to Fort Kearney to take part in an expedition to Utah
under General Harney. The men were worn, had put in a march of over fiftrain for a gold five-dollar piece.

teen hundred miles and were expecting a return to garrison for a

rest, yet not
one man failed in his duty. All were willing for further service.
In his final report Colonel Sumner speaks affectionately of the conduct and
bravery of men and officers during the whole campaign. They were cheerful
in their endurance of privations and discomfort.
This was characteristic of
the old army.
While on the return march to Fort Leavenworth Colonel Sumner received
an order countermanding the one sending some of the men to Utah. It gave
the greatest satisfaction when it was received by the men who had started for
Fort Kearney, and they were able to rejoin the column before it reached Fort
Leavenworth, which was September 16. The campaign had lasted four months.
Nearly all the oflficers engaged on this expedition rose to eminence in the
War of the Rebellion. In March, 1861, Colonel Sumner was appointed a
Brigadier General in the regular army, and later was appointed a major general of volunteers for service before Richmond. In 1863 he was appointed to
the command of the Department of the Missouri. He died suddenly at Syracuse, N. Y., while on his way to take command of the department.
Major Sedgwick was made a major general of volunteers and was killed in
action in front of the trenches at Spottsylvania Court House, Va., May 8,
1863. Lieut. J. E. B. Stuart, who was wounded at the battle on the Solomon,
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went into the Confederate army. He became distinguished as a leader of cavalry, owing much of his training to service under Colonel Sumner.
Many of the men became skillful officers in that war. Among them was
Capt. S. Gunther, who at the time of the battle on the Solomon was a sergeant. He was appointed a captain for meritorious service at the capture of
Selma, Ala. He was assigned to the Fourth cavalry and served with that regiment until the close of the war, participating in twenty-two battles. With this
regiment he served in the great Indian country from the Missouri river through
Kansas, through Texas and the Southwest until 1881, when he was retired as
major. He became a citizen of Topeka, where he resided until his death. It
was from Major Gunther that the details of this story were learned.
VIII.

THE SEQUEL.

The

sequel to the story of the expedition of Colonel

ing reading as the story of the campaign.

Indians had roamed began to be

The government

filled

When

Sumner

is

as interest-

the country over which the

up, the reservations were diminished.

removed the Cheyennes and Arapahoes to the then
Indian Territory. On the reorganization and reduction of the regular army
after the close of the war the officers who had had experience in Indian fighting were retained. Among these was Captain S. Gunther.
In the autumn of 1878 the remnants of the two tribes of the Cheyennes and
the Arapahoes were gathered around the Agency, near Fort Reno. Their old
hunting grounds were reduced. They had not learned to adapt themselves to
the changed conditions of their Uves and were as helpless as young children.
As long as the government would give them plenty to eat, enough to wear,
they were contented and would not work.
In November, 1878, it was determined to send the three tribes into the
country west and south of Reno to hunt for themselves. Captain Gunther and
his troop were detailed to take them out and see that they were kept on the
hunt. Dividing the tribes he took the Northern Cheyennes under his care,
and sent the other two tribes out under the care of lieutenants or seasoned
noncommissioned officers.
He took his party out on to Wolf creek, to the south and west of Camp
Supply, in the western part of the territory. Buffalo, antelope and other game
had disappeared. Nothing was left but coyotes, snakes and prairie dogs. This
diet, even to an Indian, will become distasteful, and the Indians begged Captain Gunther to return them to the agency.
When in camp the chiefs and head men would gather about the tent of
Captain Gunther and spend their time telling stories of their wars and hunts.
These tales were told in the sign language which Captain Gunther understood.
For some time he paid no attention, until one day one of the Indians began
a story which he illustrated by making a map in the sand.
The Captain
watched him idly for a while, then became interested. He was telling a tale
of a massacre, a battle with soldiers, of a chase and escape.
As the Indian proceeded with the sand map he outlined the river Platte,
the south fork, the Republican, the Solomon with its branches, the Smoky Hill
rivers,

finally

the points where posts of soldiers were located, the lines of the Arkan-

sas river, a

march

of soldiers,

and a charge with the

''lon^ knife."
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Captain Gunther recognized the story of the Sumner campaign. He stepped
and pointed his finger at the story teller. In the sign language
this means "I understand what you are doing, or saying." His action caused
surprise. One of the chiefs, called Standing Elk, and who could speak a little
English, asked the captain what he meant. By means of the sign language and
what English Standing Elk could understand the captain told them he was
one of the soldiers who made the charge with the "long knife."
When the Indians understood, their astonishment was only equaled by their
They exchanged
delight. The medicine of time had soothed their passions.
accounts of how the Indians had watched the soldiers under Major Sedgwick
along the Arkansas river until his junction with Colonel Sumner, and all the
into the group

way down

into their country.

How

they had

summoned

of the three tribes to kill every one of Sumner's

all

the fighting

men

command, and then drive the

white man from their country.
Standing Elk was unable to give figures of how many Indians confronted
Sumner, but indicated a great many. Captain Gunther was convinced that
practically all the fighting men of the three tribes, approximating fifteen hundred men, were gathered on the Solomon. When the story was fully told the
Indians insisted on a smoke and the pipe of peace was passed around, each
taking a whiff.
a dozen times.

They hung over

the story

all

that day, and the pipe was passed

Shortly after the Indians returned to the agency.

the captain remained with the tribe, or saw

So long as

them about the agency, he would

be greeted with a broad grin and a pleasant ''How!" from Standing Elk,
Few of the full bloods are left. The grandchildren and great-grandchildren
of the Indians of the '60's and '70's are educated in the arts of peace. It took
more than one generation to turn the bad Indian of the '60's into the good

Some

of the grandsons are teachers of another generation.
be no more Indian wars. One of the instruments of civilization,
harsh as it was, was such campaigns as Colonel Sumner made. Proper credit
will never be given to the old army for its influence in bringing the Indian
under civilization.
citizen.

There

will
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PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS OF LIFE ON THE PLAINS
FROM 1860 TO 1868.
By Charles

THE SPRING of 1860 a
INdoing
business at Westport

Raber.^

by the name of Ellsbach & Ransenhof.
and Salt Lake City, Utah, fitted up seven
four-mule teams to take a stock of merchandise to Salt Lake for their store at
that place. Their idea was to load light, take an early start, make a quick trip
and get into Salt Lake ahead of any other trains, therebj^. being able to command better prices for the goods, and as small wagons were the kind that the
Mormon farmers wanted they would sell for more than they cost in Westport.
The same was also true as to the mules and harness, and in order to make good
time and keep the mules in good condition we fed grain for some time until the
grass became stronger and more nutritious.
The members of the outfit consisted of the following William Alden, wagon
master; William J. Phillips, Henry Baum, Wesley Adams, Billy Martin, George
Van Ordstrand, Mike Metzger and mj'self the teamsters. With the exception
of Phillips and Baum the rest of us were mere boys; Baum having been
steward at the Smith hotel in Westport was detailed as cook. He may have
been a good steward, but was a rank failure as a camp cook.
We left Westport on the 21st day of April for Atchison, Kan., to which point
the goods had been shipped up the Missouri river by boat. We had mostly
green mules, and some of the drivers were still greener, so the first few days
kept the wagon boss pretty busy. But by the time we reached Atchison both
men and mules were fairh* well broke in.
We crossed the Kaw river at Wyandotte. In those days there were no
bridges, so we had to feny over on one of those flat bottomed scows such as
are in use to-day for carrying sand from the steam dredges in the Missouri and
firm

:

Kaw rivers,
A heavy cable

was stretched across the river on which ran two pulleys from
which ropes were attached to each end of the boat. When the ferryman was
ready to start he would let out the rear rope so as to head the boat up stream
and the current would propel the ferry to the opposite shore. This was a slow
process, as only one team at a time could be carried, but was the best we could
do in the '"Far West" of Mty j'ears ago.
After loading up, we left Atchison on the start for the long trip across the
plains.
fell

to

We got along fine imtil just before we reached Maiysville. When
my lot to create a little excitement by letting my team nm away.

it

It

was one of those windy days that Kansas is noted for in early spring. I was
driving the rear team. My hat blew off and sailed across the prairie. It was
my duty to call "hold on" so that the word could be passed up the line and
the train stopped. Instead I stopped my team, put down the lines, jumped out
1.
Charles Raber was born in Canton Zurich, Switzerland, December 26, 1841, and in
They settled first at Hiehland, 111.,
the spring of 1847 came to. America with his parents.
remaining there until October, 1855, when they came to Westport. Mo. In 1860 young Raber,
feeling the urge of adventure, entered the Plains trade, and in the paper here published has
given to his readers some of its charm.
Mr. Raber was married in Kansas City, Mo., June 9,
1874, to Miss Josephine Eneler.
In 1908 they had three children li^"in^; Clara E. (Mrs.
Schroder), bom March 5, 1875; Cornelius, bom December 24, 1878; and Anna (Mrs. Walton),
born December 14, 1880. Data from "History of Kansas City, Missouri," Whitney (1908),

—

vol. 2, p. 417.
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wagon and started after my hat. The wind must have blown the hnes
under the mules' legs, at any rate they started on the run and when they
caught up they turned out to the right scaring the next team, which, starting to
run turned to the left. The scare traveled right on up the line with each
frightened team turning out to the right and left alternately until the whole
outfit was on the run. They made such a racket going over the rough prairie
that the wagon master, who was riding ahead, heard the commotion and turning
back caught my team. The other drivers soon got their teams under control.
It was quite a spectacular sight from my point of view to see those teams going
into action on the double quick in echelon. I expected to get a good calling
down from the boss, but as luck would have it there was no harm done, the
excitement serving only to break an otherwise monotonous drive. I was let
down easy and told that if anything went WTong again to call for the train to
stop. It was the only time that my team gave him any trouble, but all the
same it was a horse on me and the boys would not let me forget it for some
of the

time.

The next

week later and this time the joke
Judd had a good education and had taught school out
in the Hays neighborhood south of Westport the previous winter and knew
more about how to teach the young idea how to shoot than he did about the
size of mules. We had large wheelers and small leaders.
They were always
turned out with lariats on, making it easy to handle them in hitching up. We
would hitch the wheelers first, then bring in the leaders. On this occasion I
had my wheeler hitched, and when I went for my leaders I could find only one.
I brought him in, put the harness on, then called the wagon boss and told him
one of my mules was gone. We started to look for him. By this time the
boys had their teams hooked up, but there was still one mule loose, so we
looked among the teams and there was my small leader hitched alongside of
Judd's wheeler. This was pie for the boys and it was some time before Phillips
heard the last of it. This made it "horse and horse" between him and me, but
he got the other one on me later; but I'll come to that in due time.
Our first real unpleasant experience occurred on the 8th day of May.
The weather was mild when we went into camp, but during the night a
regular blizzard came up from the northwest. The snow and sleet cut like
a razor, and being in the open country with no shelter whatever it became
almost impossible for the herder to hold the mules. About midnight the
boss routed us all out, and we had to hitch up in the dark. It was a hard
job, for the mules were very hard to handle.
Poor Henry Baum was
nearly frozen and helpless. The wagon master had to cuff him around and
abuse him like a pickpocket to keep him moving.
We got his team
hitched up, put him in the wagon and started out.
The storm kept up until about noon, when the sun began to break
through, but the boss kept on going until about two o'clock before he went
into camp.
We were cold and hungry, and thought he was the meanest
little

was on Judd

man on

incident happened about a

Phillips.

earth for not stopping sooner, but he

knew

his business better

than

had to make a certain point before he could find a good camping place. But we were the most discouraged lot of "mule whackers" you
ever heard tell of, and declared up and down that if the good Lord would
ever forgive us for making this trip we would never be caught on the plains

we

did; he

again.
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brought in some buffalo chips, but as they were
looked like we would never get anything to eat. How-

detail for fuel finally

damp from

the snow

it

smoky

chips our cook managed to
which was the extent of his
culinary art; bread he never could make. And when at last the welcome
sound of "grub pile" was heard we fell to like a pack of hungry wolves.
Our wagon master told us we had made thirty-two miles and would lay
over the rest of the day. So the bright sunshine and our full stomachs soon
ever, after struggling heroically with the

make some

made

coffee

and

fry

some "sow

belly,"

us forget our troubles.

the morning of May the 13th we crossed the South Platte and laid
over to rest the stock for the long drive over to the North Platte the next
day.
That afternoon we had another snow storm, but it was mild and
melted as fast as it fell, so the stock did not suffer.

On

happened until we crossed Strawberry creek, a stream
up in the Wind River mountains, where, according
gold had been found. In crossing we saw what we thought to

Nothing of
that had
to reports,

be

fine

its

interest

source

gold dust sparkling in the water, also in the

mud

that climg to the

Of course we got greatly excited. I gathered some of that mud
and rolled it up in a ball, then wrapped it very carefully in a handkerchief,
intending to have it analyzed at Salt Lake. If it proved to be gold we were
going to take our discharge, buy an outfit and come back and make fortunes
in mining. The wagon boss looked wise but said nothing, he knew. As soon
as that ball of mud got dry all the gold and glitter disappeared and we
learned to our sorrow that it was nothing but mica, such as can be found
We never stopped to
in any western stream, and of no value whatever.
think that hundreds of men had passed over this same stream, and that if
there had been any gold it would have been dug out long before we ever
got there. That ended our "get rich quick" ideas, and we concluded that
driving team at $25 per month was good enough for the present.
Echo canyon comes next.
This is one of the greatest show places on the Salt Lake route, not only
scenic but historic also. Through this pass came the United States troops
under General Albert Sidney Johnston in 1857, on the expedition against
the Mormons.
On these cliffs wherever accessible were hundreds of names of plainsmen,
put on with wagon grease taken from the hubs and axles of the wagons.
A few were cut in with cold chisels in a workman like manner. My name
went on with axle grease.
Here is where Judd Phillips got the other "horse" on me. Having always
lived in a level country I was very much impressed by the grandeur of the
surroundings and was very pronounced in my praises of these grand mountains, when Judd commenced making fun of me and declared where he
came from they called them nothing but hills. Quick as a flash I asked
he was raised? Judd got fighting mad in a minute, and
him where in h
said, "Look here, Charlie, you have been picking on me long enough, if
quick," and he looked
you want anything out of me you can have it
every word he said. It didn't take me long to make up my mind that the
odds were too much against me for me to want anything out of him.
wheels.
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There being nothing stronger in sight I took water.
and we have been the best of friends ever since.

That closed the
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incident,

to the Mormons. We made camp on a stream between
mountains near Salt Lake City. A Mormon by the name
of Eph Hanks, said to be one of Brigham Young's ''Destroying Angels," had
a ranch a short distance above our camp. The owners of our outfit had
made arrangements with him to take care of the mules after unloading until
they could be sold, so that evening Mr. Hanks came to camp and offered
to take care of them that night, but the wagon master declined the offer.
I was on herd the first part of the night, and during my watch there was a
commotion among the mules, but I failed to learn the cause until next
morning, when we discovered that two of my team were missing. The wagon
master not wishing to lose any time, and having only one long drive to reach
Salt Lake City, reported the loss to Mr. Hanks and asked him to look for
them. My load being light I had no trouble pulling over the little mountain
and into the city with two mules.
We made the trip from Westport to Salt Lake City in fifty days, and
the owners allowed us forty-five days pay for the return trip, but we made
Mr. Alden came back with us to Mr. Hanks' ranch, where
it in forty days.
he picked out four of the smallest mules for us and put Judd Phillips in
charge, and we were ready for the homeward journey.
The rest of the
mules were turned over to Mr. Hanks to join the two we had lost. He then
admitted that he ran them off himself just to show us how easy it was and
to get even with Mr. Alden for not letting him take care of them the night

And now we come

the big and

little

we camped there,
Mr. Hanks seemed to be a jolly good fellow and one would never have
suspected him of being a ''Destroying Angel;" but you never can tell. He
insisted on our taking dinner with him before starting for home. The meal
consisted of some kind of stew, what the ingredients were we never found
out, but Brother Hanks called it "modus operandi." There was also a good
supply of fresh milk, the first we had tasted since leaving home, and Mr.
Hanks insisted on our partaking of it freely, which we did.
all goodby and God speed, Mr. Alden returned to the
and we started on our journey for the states, happy as larks. We had
not gone far before we began to feel inward regrets, some more than others,
especially Mike Metzer; poor fellow, I thought he would turn inside out.
We all got over it without any serious results, but we were sorry we had not
stuck to our camp grub. Now when I look back and think of the trick he
played on us with the two mules I cannot help but think that the "Destroying Angel" must have had a joker in that "modus operandi."
Our return was comparatively a pleasure trip. We were divided into
Two would ride and drive and the
three shifts, wood, water and herd.
others would walk, and as we changed every day we all shared alike in our
camp duties. Phillips being wagon boss had his saddle horse to ride.
This was the year of the pony express and many a rider would bless our
outfit in true western style when he had to turn out and go over rough
ground in order to pass around us, for they had to go at top speed in order
to reach the next station on time. These stations were about twenty miles

After bidding us

city
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apart,- and at one of these they were short of help, so when we came along
they wanted to hire one of us. George Van Ordstrand took the job, and
as he was entitled to a share of our grub we left him a sack of flour and went
our way. On the second night who should come into camp but our friend

George, dead tired and hungry after his long tramp to catch up with us. Of
we were glad to have him with us again, but regretted our generosity

coui-se

He

in leaving the sack of flour.

were gone that he couldn't stand
after us.

buffalo about ten miles above Fort

first

river.

When we made

them

to the southeast,

and

how
how

I

It

was

so he deserted his post

we

and struck out

This station being in the Cheyenne Indian country, we couldn't

blame him.
We saw our

river.

got so lonesome and homesick after
it,

seems that
just

craz}--

I

Kearney on the Platte

camp at noon we could see the plains dotted with
moving slowly in a northwesterly direction towards the
our

was the only one in our

to get one.

I killed a buffalo I

If I

would be

could only

partjtell

anxious to

the boys

*^heap big Injun," but I

am

kill

when

a buffalo

I got

going to

home

tell

you

I didn't kill one.

There were no

rifles in

breakfast I started

down

our

outfit,

but

I

had a small

Colt's revolver.

the road a few miles then turned out

to a point -v^here I thought the leaders

place to hide in a small ravine near a

would have
trail.

to pass.

I

After

some distance
found a good

The herd was slowly moving

toward me, one old bull some distance in the lead. It seemed to me he would
never get to my hiding place, so slowly did he come, and on the very trail
beside which I laj' concealed. The nearer he got the bigger he looked. At last
he reached me, and as he passed I took aim just back of his shoulder and
fired. He gave a jump, stopped, looked around, shook his head, switched his
tail, slowly walked a few paces and laid down.
I thought I had him, so I
raised up very carefully and looking towards the road saw our outfit moving
along. Up I jumped, waving my hat and yelling at the top of my voice to
attract their attention, for I wanted some of the boys to come and help
bring in part of the meat. You can imagine my surprise and chagrin when
He wasn't there, but a hundred yards away
I turned to look at Mr. Buffalo
going full speed, making his getaway! Had I known what I learned in after
years I would have got him. From his actions the ball must have entered
his lungs, and in that case all I had to do was to lie quiet and he would soon
have bled to death. I was on the plains eight years and killed a number of
Mounted on a good horse I would ride close up on the left side
buffalo.
and with my Colt's revolver place a few balls in his side, drop back and let
him alone. He'd soon lie down, and that would be the end of Mr. Buffalo.
But that night we had the most exciting time of our trip. We made camp
about fourteen yards from a ranch that had a large adobe corral. I mention
this corral because at one time we thought it would be our only salvation.
The prairie was black with buffalo, and coming slowly towards us until they
were almost upon us without showing any desire of turning aside. We be!

came very much alarmed for the safety of ourselves and our outfit. We had
heard stories of how a large herd traveling in a given, direction would never
turn from its course for any obstacle; would even rush right through a train
while it was strung out along the road. So the order was given for each one
The Overland stage stations were from
2.
utilized for the operation of the pony express.

ten to

"The

twelve niiles apart, and these were
Pojiy Express," Visscher, p. 25.
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mule and make a dash for the ranch, getting inside of
Our animals being as badly frightened as ourselves made it hard
to get them bridled. Wesley Adams was so nervous he could not put the
bridle on his mule, and cried like a child. George Van Ordstrand was the first
to secure a horse, but instead of making a run for the ranch he rode straight
Immediately they turned
into the herd and commenced firing into them.
There
and passed around, leaving us in full possession of the field.
we learned one thing, and that was that a herd of buffalo was not dangerous
while it was moving along grazing, but was easily put to rout by a man on
horseback. We remained in our camp but took extra precaution to secure the
animals, and had no further trouble during the night.
Daylight found us surrounded by buffalo. When we started out on the
morning drive we kept the road clear by walking ahead of the team and
From the Platte river to Plum creek, a
firing a shot at them occasionally.
to secure a horse or

the corral.

distance of fifty miles, the plains were black with buffaloes as far as the eye

could reach in every direction. I saw a great many buffaloes in later years,
but all of them put together would not make as large a heard as I saw on this,

my

first trip

across the plains in 1860.

Westport only a few days, when I got restless and wanted to be
on the plains again. I got a chance to hire out to Colonel Elliot, a well-to-do
farmer, living near Blue Springs. We had seven ox teams loaded with grocerNothing whatever occurred on this
ies to take through to Denver, Colo.
trip that left any impression on my mind until we passed through Westport
on our return.
The presidential election was being held and some of my friends wanted me
to vote, but being only eighteen I declined.
Next day we passed through
Independence, where a man was reading the returns from the court house
steps. When he announced one vote for Abraham Lincoln a little Irishman,
who appeared to be about half shot, jumped up and declared he was the man
that put in that vote. As Lincoln was not very popular in a southern community I expected to see some trouble, but nobody paid any attention to him.
In the spring of 1862 Martin Keck and I formed a partnership under the
firm name of Raber & Keck. We bought two teams and purchased groceries
from Charles E. Kearney to load them, intending to go to Colorado to trade
with the miners. But on getting up on the Arkansas we fell in with some
Mexican freighters and were persuaded by them to go on to New Mexico,
they assuring us that we would find a better market for our goods. Owing
to the Texans having come up from the south as far as Johnston's canyon,
where they were finally defeated by the Union troops and driven back, all
kinds of supplies were pretty well used up. We took the advice of the Mexicans. When we got to William Kroening's ranch at La Junta, we stopped and
commenced selling to the settlers. I took part of a load, consisting of bacon,
lard, soap, candles, tobacco and whisky to Loma Parda, a small Mexican town
three miles from Fort Union, where soldiers did most of their trading.
I
found ready sale and sold out in a short time.
At this time the government was issuing legal tender and the Mexicans
thought they were better than demand notes. The only way they could tell
the difference was by their backs. It tickled me to see them turn them over
I

was

in
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and pick out demand notes
premium in the states.

We

to

sold out in a short time

venture.

We

pay

Society.

for the goods.

I

knew they were

and cleaned up with a good

profit

on our

at a

first

returned to Westport and bought another team and loaded the

three with groceries.

When our friends learned of our good luck, some of them got the fever
and wanted to go along, George and Jake Wiedman, William Eisele and
George Keck each rigged up one team and loaded them with groceries and
went with us. When we reached Fort Larned a friend of mine, formerly from
Independence, Mo., but at that time in charge of the stage station at Lamed,
came to camp and bought a barrel of whisky. But as whisky was a contraband
article, it had to be smuggled into the post.
So we arranged for him to send
a hay wagon to our next camp, near a hay-making camp, where the whisky
was put in the bottom of the wagon and the hay on top. In this manner
food for man and beast was taken into the fort to be removed to a safe
place after dark.

On my
alkali dust

by

from many

my

I asked him how he got along with
he replied. He said it helped clear the
a weary traveler's throat and was highly appreciated

return I called on

the contraband goods?

"Oh

friend.

fine,"

friends at the fort.

A

Not having come
knew very little about their habits or the
best way to get along with them. Having but a small outfit at that time,
we could not afford to be very liberal in giving away our grub to the redskins.
On this occasion we were in camp on the Arkansas. While getting breakfast a few small parties with their families were moving along down the river.
They always stopped and would let us know by making signs that they wanted
something to eat. As long as we had our grub and messkit out we would give
them a little and they would move on. Later on a venerable looking grey
haired Cheyenne chief, with a few bucks and a young Mexican captive, came
few days later

in contact with

I

many

had a very unpleasant experience.
Indians, I

He was very friendly and showed me a letter from Col. A. G. Boone,
a former merchant of Westport, Mo., but Indian agent at that time, stating
that the bearer was a good Indian and friendly to the whites. I did not give
him anything, but they remained, and I noticed that he looked rather sullen.
When the cattle were brought in they left the corral and mounted their
ponies, but still hung around. After I got the train strung out on the road I
started to mount my horse and was immediately surrounded, and the Mexican,
acting as spokesman, told me they wanted something to eat. I told him
that I had been feeding the Indians that passed ahead of them and had
nothing left.
He replied that they didn't get anything and that unless
they did they would shoot me and they emphasized their demands by drawing their bows and arrows and pointing them in my direction. Realizing that I
was up against it, I called for the train to halt and took them up and gave
them some sugar, coffee and flour. They then went on their way. I kept my
temper until they were gone, then I exploded and gave that old scalawag
my blessings in good old fashioned plains English.
After crossing the Ai'kansas we pulled up the river to where the road starts
out over the Jomado and laid over to rest our cattle before starting on the
long dry drive.
along.

—
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There was an Indian village a few miles below our camp. Some of them
brought buckskins and moccasins to us to trade for sugar and coffee. They
hung around until after dark. Next morning we missed some of our clothing.
Later an Indian chief brought an overcoat that belonged to George Keck.
He wanted some sugar and coffee for returning it. We took the coat, but
refused to give him anything.
He got very mad, and made signs that he
would bring some of his bucks and shoot our cattle. We pointed to our
pistols and told him to come on,
I have been ashamed of my actions ever
since, for the old fellow was entitled to some reward. Besides, it was a very

have wiped us off the face
and furthermore it was policy for us to
But we were still mad about the way the
old Cheyenne chief had held us up a few days before and never considered
our action until later, when we reaHzed that we had made a serious mistake,
and became rather uneasy until we got away from there. However, they
never came near us again, but it caused us to lose the best steer we had.
He got away that night and made a bee line for the states. I followed his
tracks back to the river crossing, but was afraid to go any further for fear
the Indians might get me. We learned later from Wilham Crenshaw that he
picked him up while wagonmaster for Irvin and Jackson.
The rest of the trip was made without further incident. When we arrived
at La Junta we found no sale for our goods, so we went on to Las Vegas, but
the merchants were all stocked up. The Mexican trains had had time to
come to the States and return with sufficient supphes to fill up depleted stores.
It was now November, too late to venture any farther, so we made arrangements with Mr. May Hays for a place to store our goods. The other
embryo merchants were anxious to sell out to us. We had no money to buy
anything with, but they offered to take our notes if we would take the goods
off their hands so they could return to the states.
As there was no chance
for us to lose on those terms, we agreed to take the goods at the original
invoice and the freight added. We got the goods and they got our I. 0. U.'s.
My partner took our teams and they all returned, while I remained to disfoolish thing for us to defy him, for they could

they had wanted
keep on good terms with them.

of the earth

if

to,

pose of the goods.

Mr. Hays carried a general stock of merchandise, but allowed me to sell
any customer in case lots. He even went further than that, for he gave me
the use of the storeroom free of charge. Between selling groceries, studying
Ollendorf's Spanish Dictionary and going to fandangos I must admit that
I had a very good time that winter.
I succeeded in disposing of most of my
goods during the winter and in the spring closed out the remainder to A. Dold
& Co. on a close margin, and returned to the states.
Although our last trip was not as profitable as we had hoped, it left us a
reasonable profit, and we were willing to try it again. After taking up our
I. O. U.'s and canceling some other obhgations, we again bought three loads
of groceries and started for New Mexico, this time without our former companions, they being willing to quit after their first experience. But another
friend of ours by the name of John Renig took a chance and went along with
one team loaded with groceries.
One noon we were camped on Chavez creek,3 and had turned the cattle out

to

3.

Now

called Jarvis creek, in Rice county, Kansas.
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on the north side of the camp. The herder left them grazing along the creek
and had come in for his breakfast. Somebody hollered "Buffalo!" and sure
enough there was a small band about a mile east of us moving along slowly.
They soon broke into a run and the next thing we saw was our cattle following them. My partner mounted our horse and started out to head them
off.
Before he caught up the cattle were in a trot, trying to keep up with
the buffalo. Being mounted he was able to overtake them and bring them
back. If we had not had our saddle horse handy we might have been left
with a lot of wagons on our hands and no cattle to pull them.
In 1864 I had the same experience while in camp on Cow creek. We drove
the cattle across the creek and left them without herders, and when a bunch
of buffalo passed along they again tried to follow.
I had my horse handy
and soon overtook them and brought them back.
About two years later I had the same experience, and this time lost two
steers. This happened in the night, and I couldn't blame Bud Dillon, a Westport boy, who was on herd that night, for it might have happened to any one
When we went into camp that evening
else under the same circumstances.
there were no buffalo in sight, but on getting up at daylight next morning we
saw an unusually large herd to the east of us, scattered from the river up
When the cattle were brought in we
into the hills, and moving north.
missed two steers. I knew right away that they had sneaked off during the
night and gotten in with the buffalo, for there was no place anywhere near
camp for them to hide. So I rode out as near to the herd as I could without
stampeding them and looked a long time all over them, but not a steer could
I therefore came to the conclusion that they had joined some passing
I see.
band early in the night and were miles away. It is a well-known fact that
when domestic cattle get mixed in with buffalo they soon become as wild
as the buffalo.

From

the lower Cimarron springs to Fort Union there were regular camp-

ing places with permanent water, but in a

number

of cases too far apart for

one drive. The grass at these camping places would, at timefe, be poor on
account of being grazed over too much. We would usually stop at these places
at noon, then make a dry camp where the grass was good, at night.
On one of our morning drives we found a small pool of rain water and good
grass a short distance from the road, so we took advantage of the opportunity
to give our cattle a treat, and made camp. But as the pool was small we
turned the cattle out, intending to let them graze down to the water and drink
at will. In that way they would not wade in and muddy the water, and there
would be plenty for all.
Soon after going into camp a Mexican outfit of about ten wagons on their
way to the states came along. The boss being some distance ahead stopped at
our camp. He could talk some English and was very friendly. When his
train came up he went with it a short distance beyond us and corraled. We
realized that they intended to take advantage of our water hole, so Keck
took Pat Shortel and started to drive the cattle slowly down to water. As
soon as the Mexicans unyoked, some of them started on the run to head our
cattle off and the rest rushed their stock down and into the water. The result
was that none of the cattle got any benefit of the pool of water. It was a
dirty, cowardly trick and I never heard of anything like it before or afterwards. But during the excitement my partner made a very serious mistake in
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drawing his pistol for a bluff not intending to use it. The "greasers" set upon
him and started to beat him up with their whip stocks, and one of them taking
the pistol away from him. Pat came running in, yelling that they were killing
Martin. I told my men to come on and with drawn revolvers we started on
the run to the rescue. Seeing us coming they let up on Martin, and as soon as
we reached them and I saw what had happened I demanded the pistol, which
the Mexican, trembhng in every hmb, handed over without a word of protest.
I saw that they were badly scared, but all the same we were outnumbered and
so I was not anxious to -start a fight. I contented myself with telling them
what I thought of them, calling them all the vile names I could lay my
tongue to.
Fortunately Keck was able to protect his head and face from injury, but
was badly beaten over the arms and body and had to lie in the wagon for
several days. I saw one of these same Mexicans at Fort Union, N. M., a few
days later and was sorely tempted to get even with him, but as that would
only get me into trouble I passed him up and he never knew how near he
came to being a subject for an undertaker. This was the only trouble we ever
had with Mexicans, excepting some horse and cattle thefts.
We were unable to sell anything at Las Vegas, so we went on. When we
got up in the mountains near Santa Fe, somebody stole our saddle horse. We
needed one very much, therefore when we got to Pino's ranch we traded a
yoke of oxen for a pony.
Arriving in Albuquerque we found no sale for our goods. By this time we
were somewhat discouraged, and as there were no other large towns below this
point we did not care to take our outfit any farther, but I concluded to go
horseback down the Rio Grande. Eighteen miles down I had to cross the river,
a very treacherous stream on account of quicksand. I saw a man cross ahead
of me and I thought I was following in his tracks, but when I had ridden in
some distance my pony went down over his back, he struggled out and we
made the crossing. I rode eighteen miles farther, to Belen without taking the
saddle off to dry the saddle blanket. The result was that when I got back to
Albuquerque my pony's back was parboiled and I couldn't put a saddle on him
again until I got back to Council Grove, Kan.
I failed to sell anything on my trip down the river, so there was nothing
left for us to do but store our goods again.
This time my partner stayed to
sell them and I took the teams back to the states.
This was the last time
that we hauled our own goods. From then on we did a freighting business, and
in this way got our pay at the end of each trip, and could put the money into
more rolling stock, thereby increasing our earning capacity.
When I reached Westport on my return, I went into camp in Ward's pasture, now the Country Club golf links south of Westport. The war had driven
all the trade from Kansas City, so there was nothing doing.
While camping
here waiting for something to turn up General Ewing's Order No. 11 came out.
That settled it! I broke camp and went to Leavenworth, where I was offered
freight to Albuquerque for Huning Bros. This was rather a long trip so late
in the season, but it was that or nothing, so I took it.
I started out on the 14th day of September. A few days out I met a man
by the name of Spatzier who had four teams loaded with merchandise bound
for Santa Fe. He was sick and had been laid up several days. He had never
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been on the plains before and knew nothing about handhng an outfit, and had
had trouble with his men. He begged me to take charge of his teams and put
them in with mine. From that time on he left everything to me; and I want
to say this for his teamsters thej' were as good men as I ever handled and
never gave me the least trouble.
On this trip we made a noon camp on the west side of Walnut creek near its

—

junction with the Arkansas.

saw a small herd
resist

race,

of buffalo

Soon after starting out for our evening drive we
making their way towards the river. I couldn't

the temptation, so I started out after them. It turned out to be a tail
with mj'self a bad second, for I never got near them; and to make mat-

ters worse, on nearing the river we struck a stretch of sand overgrown with
brambles. That put me out of the running, but being an inexperienced green-

horn and very much excited I kept urging my horse on, when all of a sudden
he made a quick turn and over his head I went, landing at the very edge of the
river bank, fortunately without hurt.

some other incidents that came near
Sand creek on this same trip and with
the same horse, and this time I very nearly ended his earthly career. We were
going over the Jornado and nearing Sand creek. I rode ahead to look for
water, and found a good pool, also one solitary old buffalo bull, a monster in
size, but so old and poor that he didn't try to get away.
Drawing my pistol
While on

this subject I will relate

being disastrous.

My

next

I tried for a side shot,

affair

was

at

but the old fellow kept turning, always with

his

head

As my horse had never been so near a buffalo he was very nervwas hard to keep him from bolting. When I finally got near the

towards me.
ous and

it

old reprobate he

made

to the right causing

a lunge towards us; as he did this

my arm

to swing to the

barely missed the horse's head.

the buffalo.

I then

drew

my

horse wheeled

and pressing the trigger I
to a safe distance and killed

left,

off

I cut out his tongue, that being the only part of

him

fit

to eat.

My

next tumble was a few years later. At this time I had a Texas pony
*'Billy,"
He was ver\' swift and could go any distance and would go right

He liked the sport as well as I did. It was no trouble to
and pick out any one I wanted.
We were traveling up the Arkansas, west of Pawnee Fork, when I saw four
young buffalo that had just crossed the river and were heading for the upland.
I started after them and when near enough for a final spurt gave Billy the
spur and was just in the act of cutting one out when Billy stepped into a
gopher hole and down he went. It was done so quickly I couldn't tell what
happened. I had a sensation of being down and something scrambling over me.
I was completely dazed and when I got on my feet it took me some time to get
my wits together sufficiently to locate the road and the direction of the train.
Next thing was to look for my pistol, which I found some distance from where
we fell. The ground was torn up as if rooted by hogs. How I escaped being
hurt has always been a mystery to me, but I never got a scratch. Billy was
about four hundred yards away grazing. When I got to him I found the bridle
bit broken, and his head and one hind leg skinned. He had a pretty bad jolt,
but was not hurt; he was very sure footed and this was his only tumble.
My last accident occurred in the same locality but on a later trip and was
most unfortunate, as I had to kill the horse.
Our night herder had found two stray horses a few nights previous. Later I
learned that Henry Blatmen, who was a few days ahead of us, had lost them
alongside a buffalo.

ride into a herd
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turned the remaining one over to him at Fort Union. On this day I gave
and rode one of the strays. I saw a small band of buffalo off in the
direction of the hills. Wishing to give the horse a trial, I went towards them
in a lope until they took fright and started to get away. I then gave the horse
the bit and soon overtook them and was just in the act of singling one out
when I heard a sound as of a horse's hoof striking a dry bone. At the same time

and

I

Billy a rest

came to a stop. When he failed to respond to the spur
dismounted as quick as I could to learn what was wrong, and saw that his
left hind leg was broken above the hock.
To
I was at a loss for a moment.
leave him in that condition meant for him long suffering without hope of recovery. As much as I regretted it, there was but one thing to do remove
saddle and bridle and put him out of his misery.
It was on this trip that Epifanio Aguirre, on his way to Santa Fe with a
mule train, caught up with us at the Cimarron crossing. Mr. Spatzier wanted
to send part of his goods ahead, so he made arrangements with Mr. Aguirre to
take them when we got to the lower Cimarron springs. Having mule teams
Aguirre got to the springs first and was camped in high grass. When we came
the horse wabbled and
I

—

up we had

to corral close to his train in order to

make

it

easy to transfer the

His outfit was practically ready to pull out, and did
transfer was made.
goods.

so, as

soon as the

I made it a rule never to camp in high grass in the fall of the year if I could
avoid it on account of the danger of fire. But if I had to, my cook had orders
to always clear a space before starting a fire. Mr. Spatzier's cook failed to do

and the result was that we had to fight fire for several hours before we got
turned away from the wagons. We had a close call, for part of Spatzier's
cargo was powder. I didn't know it until after the grass caught fire. The fire
followed on down the Cimarron and we could see clouds of smoke for several
this
it

days.

On

the 28th of October

we were caught

in a blizzard near the Rabbit Ear
was a large dry laguna that was grown over
with sunflowers and other high weeds, over a man's head, furnishing some food
and shelter for the stock, but we were corraled on high ground and got the full
benefit of the storm. My men had room to sleep in the wagons, but Spatzier
was loaded to the wagons' bows and some of his men had to sleep on the
ground. One young fellow by the name of Hazelrig, from Clay county, Missouri, came to me and begged to be allowed to crawl into one of my wagons
"and die."
At Las Vegas Spatzier left me and went on to Santa Fe with his outfit.
Here I picked up Dick Williams, a friend of mine who had been lying here
with one wagon waiting for company, and we went on to Albuquerque.
On the 21st of November we got caught in another snowstorm in the mountains near Albuquerque. We reached our destination without losing any cattle, but they were pretty well used up.
Two trips from the Missouri river to
Albuquerque was more than an average season's work with ox teams.
My partner had sold out all the goods before I arrived. We bought Williams' team and went up into Tijeras canyon, intending to give the cattle a
short rest before coming back to the Pecos river to winter. It turned out to
be a very costly mistake on our part, for on Christmas eve it began to snow
and continued for three days and nights. New Year's day another two days'
snowstorm set in, covering the ground to a depth of eighteen inches. Being

Mound. Fortunately

for us there
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stayed cold and it was some time before the cattle could
In the meantime they had to live on brush and soap weed.
The result was that we lost one-third of our stock, and the rest were so weak
that we made no attempt to get out until spring. We also had our two horses

in the mountains

it

get to the grass.

stolen, so

The

we had

to join the ''Walkers Club."

started for the states. At Las Vegas we got
Hopkins. We thought we could buy a new outfit
for less money in the states and save the expense of bringing the outfit in, so
we sold and made up part of our losses of the winter.
latter part of

a chance to

sell

March we

to Stapp

&

Mr. May Hays wanted me to take his train of eight wagons to the states.
This suited us very well, for I could take his in, then we could buy our new
outfit in Missouri and bring the two back together.
We had to go to Fort
Union and load with government stores for Fort Sumner, one hundred and
fifty miles below on the Pecos river. From here I could save about two hundred miles by going by way of Fort Bascom and cutting across the country
until I struck the Arkansas river.
Ike Foster had taken Charley Kitchen's
train, loaded with com for Fort Sumner, over this route. It was at that time
only an Indian trail. If he could take a loaded train and break the way I
surely could follow with empty wagons.
It was more dangerous than the
Cimarron route, as it passed through the very heart of the Indian country,
but it was much shorter. I got through all right and met no Indians.
When I arrived at Council Grove I got a letter from Mr. Hays informing
me that he had contracted to load with corn near Emporia, Kan., to be delivered at Fort Sumner on a government contract, and asked me to continue in
charge and bring the train back. I was very much disappointed, for our understanding was that I was to take the train to the Missouri river and bring
it back with our own.
But inasmuch as Mr. Hays had done us a great favor
in the winter of 1862, I considered it my duty to stay with the train and let
Mr. Keck get up an outfit and come out when he got ready.
When I reached the Cimarron crossing on my way back to Fort Sumner,
the river was way up and I had an opportunity to witness some poor management on the part of Mexican freighters. They attempted to cross by simply
doubling teams. There were places where part of the cattle had to swim while
the rest were doing the pulling. For this reason it required an extra long
string of cattle to keep the load moving, for if ever a team stopped the wagon
would settle down and it would be almost impossible to get it started without
removing part of the load. I saw the leaders of one team double back as soon
as they got into- deep water and tangle the team up so that the teamsters had
to unyoke them to keep them from drowning.
I took all my cattle, forty yoke, and made one team, putting the best pair
of leaders in front. I then placed my teamsters on each side, and from the
time that team struck the water the teamsters kept up such a whooping and
yelling as would have put a whole tribe of Comanche Indians to shame, never
stopping until they landed on the other side. I was afraid that my cargo would
be damaged, but we got through the deep places so quick that the water had
no time to penetrate the gunny sacks. Before that experience I had always

made

the crossing by doubling teams.

When

I got to Las Vegas Mr. Hays told me that he had sold the train to
Mr. Epifanio Aguirre, subject to approval. The cattle were in better condi-
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tion than they were

when

I started

But

out in the spring, so when they saw the
to Fort Sumner and

had to take the corn
turn the train over to Mr. Aguirre on my return.
Mr. Hays was so well pleased with the way I handled
me my wages would go on and I could assist him in his
outfit the deal

was

closed.

I

his train that
store.

he told

After remain-

him for a month I thought it advisable to go out and meet my partand it was well that I did. I met him as they were coming out of the
Raton mountains, with Mr. Keck afoot. Some thief had stolen his saddle mare
that night. A wagon master without a saddle horse is badly handicapped in
running a train. So I arrived just in time to bring the train into Fort Union.
ing with
ner,

too late to return to the states, we concluded to finish the season in
Mexico.
Our next trip was from Fort Union with government stores to Fort Bascom,
on the Red river. Nothing unusual happened on this trip.
It was on the next trip that we met our Waterloo. We were ready to go
into winter quarters, but Moore & Hays wanted us to go up into Guadalapita
It being

New

canyon, thirty miles above Fort Union, for a load of wheat. Had the weather
remained good we would have made the round trip in four days. We arrived
at noon on the 28th day of October. While we were loading, in the afternoon,
it began snowing and kept it up until the snow was so deep that the cattle
actually left a trail with their bodies in wading through it. Being in the mountains
ter

it

turned very cold, and we had the same experience of the previous winin in Tijeras canyon, near Albuquerque. We had

when we were snowed

to let the cattle shift for themselves and get along the best they could. The
result was that a number died and the balance were very much weakened.

We

had

six

teams, and as soon as the weather permitted

we picked

the

and took out three wagons at a time. We were just thirty
days making that four-day trip, and at a loss of over a thousand dollars. I
was always successful in handling a train on the plains in summer, but I found
out that I had no business going into the mountains in winter time. After
this experience I took good care not to get caught again.
We went into winter quarters on the Pecos river and got through without losing any more stock.
In the spring of 1865 the Indians were still on the warpath, so we thought
best to keep the outfit in New Mexico. Mr. Keck wanted to return to the
states, so I agreed to run the train and send him the money as I earned it so
that he could buy some teams and come out later. I made three trips this
season, all from Fort Union. The first to Fort Bascom, the second to Albuquerque (which was a military post at that time), and the third to Fort Bliss,
Tex,, all with government stores and sutler's goods.
On my Bascom trip I learned some of the tricks of the shipping clerks in
the Quartermaster's Department. When I unloaded at Bascom I had one sack
of beans more and one sack of coffee less than the bill of lading called for.
So I was charged up with one hundred pounds of coffee at a dollar a pound and
given credit for one hundred pounds of beans at fifteen cents per pound.
Again at Fort Bliss they got away with a sack of sugar. We were weighing
in the sugar in five sack tallies.
My men put them on the scales and the
Quartermaster's men would take them off. After removing the five sacks they
took the first sack of the next tally away that left me one sack short. I told
the board of survey how their men did it. They said they didn't see it. That
strongest cattle

;
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I

had to pay

fifty dollars for
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that sack of sugar.

Being war

times the morale of some government employees was not of the best, and

was
I

fish

that

fell

all

into their net.

was very fortunate on

my

Fort Bliss

trip.

I started

season and found good grass and plenty of water

all

out after the rainy

the way, except the last

That part of the route never has any water and is
Jomado, but a heavier road. At Fort Stanton we were told
that the Indians had run in on a haying camp at Cienega del Macho, twenty
miles from there, and had killed one of the men. Two nights later we were
routed out at daylight by a party of mounted soldiers out looking for Indians
that had run in on a small Mexican settlement on the Rio Bonito, seven miles
below the fort, and had killed seven persons men, women and children. We
told them we hadn't seen any and they went on. They might as well have
drive of forty-two miles.
similar to the

—

looked for a needle in a haystack, because we were in the mountains where
the trees and underbrush were so thick that an Indian couldn't have been seen
twenty yards^ away. We were pretty badly scared until we got out of the mountains and struck the open country again at Tularosa.
Baret & Midlemost, who had three teams, were traveling with me. After
coming over the forty-two mile drive, mentioned before, and within two miles
of Fort Bhss and in sight of the Rio Grande, one of their steers gave out and
they had to leave him lying in the road. After supper Baret went back and
looked for him, but he was gone. On the return trip when we got back to the
watering place beyond the long drive there was Mr. Steer as fresh as ever.
Apparently after a short rest he had gotten up and instead of following us to
camp he took the back track traveling eighty miles without water, and the

—

The round trip to Fort Bliss was
and I made it in sixty days. Considering the road this
was remarkably good time.
New Mexico was a hard country to freight in on account of scarcity of
water and grass and bad roads. Near all the settlements the grass was nibbled
I could cover more ground in two
off by the cattle and goats of the natives.
weeks on the plains than I could in a month in New Mexico. My three trips
were only equal to one trip from the states, and as all supplies were very high
my earnings were not as much as they might have been had I freighted from
the states. In looking over my old account books I find that I had to pay as
high as eighteen dollars for a sack of flour, one dollar a pound for coffee, fifty
cents a pound for sugar and bacon, the same for rosin and tallow to make
axle grease, and everything else was in proportion. My partner and James
Berry came out in the fall with three wagons loaded for Santa Fe, N. M. It
being late and the chances slim for shipping so late in the season, they were
last forty after

having completely given out.

eight hundred miles

paid at the rate of fifteen dollars per hundred.

We went into winter quarters at Laguna, Colo., midway between the Pecos
and Red rivers. That winter we took care of cattle belonging to Thayer &
Crenshaw, Andres Dold & Co., and H. B. Denman* ^three hundred and seventy-six head in all for which we got one dollar per head per month. This
was clear velvet, as it added no additional expense to us. We had a mild open
winter and the stock came out fine in the spring. Our only loss was seven

—

—

4.

For sketch of Hampton B. Denman,

see

Kansas Historical

Collections, vol. 10, p. 238.
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head

killed

by renegade Indians from the

reservation at Fort Sumner, three

of the steers being our own.

Mr, Denman was interested in a large herd of cattle that had been brought
up from Texas and were herded at James Giddings' ranch on the Pecos. I
had made arrangements to bring Denham's train to Leavenworth, where he was
living at the time. He sent me an order on Mr. Alex La Rue, who had charge
of the Texas herd, for one hundred head. I took William Crenshaw with me
to help me pick them out and bring them to our camp.
In the spring we moved up to Las Vegas, where we turned over Thayer &
Crenshaw's and Andres Dold & Co.'s cattle to them, and after laying in our
supplies started for the states, taking Denman's train with us. On this trip we
had two passengers, Dr. Simpson and Mr. Peterson, they paying us a dollar a
day each for board and transportation. This was much cheaper for them than
coming in the stage coach, but very much slower. Dr. Simpson's home was in
New York, He had served as surgeon in the army during the late war, taking
his discharge at Fort Union.
He was a jolly good fellow, always spreading
sunshine over our monotonous camp life. He enjoyed the novelty of travehng
in a bull train with a Texas "cavvyard''^ very much at first, but the novelty
wore off after a time. Our slow progress and his anxiety to get to his family

made him restless. He wrote a song about our travel, having a verse for
every teamster and the chorus was for Keck and myself. It was very good,
and I often wished I had preserved it. I only remember the chorus, which
ran thus:

"0 Charley and Martin,
Don't you think it's

hard.

Traveling in a bull train
With a Texas Cavvyard?"

Our two passengers remained with us until we reached Council Grove, where
we parted company, they taking the stage for Kansas City and we continuing
on our way to Leavenworth. I turned Mr. Denman's train over to him at
Tonganoxie, where he sold out and retired from the freighting business.
Our next trip was from Fort Leavenworth to Fort Union with government stores. This trip did not furnish us anything out of the ordinary

We

always had to return to the states empty. But on this
some wool and sheep pelts for Mr. Juan
Maria Baca from upper Vegas, consigned to W. H. Chick & Co. at Kansas
City. This freight paid all our expenses coming in, and the extra revenue

routine work.

occasion

we had

a chance to bring in

helped us out some, for on our return trip we took a train load of corn
from Kansas City to Fort Union at the low rate of five dollars per hundred. This was the low water mark of all of our freighting, and was the last
trip

we made from Kansas

We

delivered the

City,

Mo.

com and came back

to the Cottonwood, near

Marion
came

Center, Kan., and left our cattle at Moore's ranch^ to winter, and I

On our way in we fell in with
to Westport to spend the winter.
George Eaton, a well known wagon master from Jackson county, Mo.;
George had some Texas cattle
being old friends we traveled together.
home

5.
The "Cawyard" in a plains outfit was the man in charge of the spare riding horses.
The term is a corruption of the Spanish caballada.
6.
A. A. Moore was the proprietor of Moore's ranch. For sketch of Mr. Moore, with

some account

of his ranch, see

Kansas Historical

Collections, vol. 10, p. 267.
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with his natives. As a rule they were better travelers, and being more
ambitious would often work themselves down. Eaton had one that was
footsore and badly worn out. Rather than leave him on the road, he proposed to put him in a wagon and haul him to the next camp. He had his
men take off the hind wheels of a wagon and remove the endgate; then

George and some of his men tried to drive the steer into the wagon, but the
gentleman from Texas showed fight and wouldn't budge. When George got
a little too close and tried to persuade him with his blacksnake, Mr. Steer
turned on him. Eaton took to his heels, but the steer overtook him and
butted him in the back, knocking him face down in the middle of the road.
We rushed up and drove the "critter" away before he could do any damage,
but when George got up he was a sight, his mouth, nose and eyes were
full of dust.

After getting rid of the dust, using some pretty strong language

he had the men fix up the wagon again and Mr. Steer had
with the cavvyard. But Mr. Eaton's troubles did not end here.
Our next drive took us through Fort Dodge. The fort at that time consisted of adobe houses and tents; one of these tents was standing near the
while doing

to hoof

road,

it,

it

and a sentinel with a gun on

his shoulder

After the wagons had passed through and

was pacing back and

when

the

forth.

cavvyard, following,

came to this tent Mr. Texas espied the sentinel. Being from the South
he probably objected to the color of the uniform; at any rate he broke
away and made a charge, but the sentinel was too quick for him and got
away by running around the tent. When the steer stopped a soldier shot
him down and killed him. Eaton wanted me to go back with him and try
to get pay for the steer. I didn't think it was any use, but finally agreed
to coiTal the train and go back to the fort with him. We found the post
commander, but he didn't appear to be overjoyed to meet us. Not being
my funeral, I had nothing to say. Eaton introduced himself as being the
owner of the steer that was killed by one of the soldiers, and said that he
would like to get paid for him. When Eaton had finished his tale of woe
the officer turned on him and said very sharply: "I want to tell you one
thing, Mr. Eaton, you and your friend had better get out of here as quick
as you can or I'll have you put in the guardhouse for letting wild steers
run loose through the post endangering the lives of my men."
It is needles to say that we did not stay to argue the proposition, but
took his advice and lost no time in getting back to camp.
Before passing on to the year of 1867 I will add a few of my experiences with mirage.
As well as I knew the deceptions of mirage on the
plains, I was badly fooled on two occasions.
The first time was when
coming down from Plum Buttes to the Arkansas bottoms after having made
a dry camp the night before. I saw a pond of water off to the left, and as
it was eight miles to Big Bend I concluded to ride over and water my
horse. I had gone but a short distance when my pond of water faded away
and in its place I saw a bare patch of dry alkali ground, minus grass or
water.

My next was a wild goose chase after what I thought to be buffalo. We
were going west on the Arkansas when I saw a buffalo up the road ahead of
us, and as we were going in that direction, it wouldn't be going out of the
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to have a little sport. Luckily I hadn't gone very far when my buffalo
dissolved into a black crow standing in the middle of the road!
The most peculiar sight that I ever saw while on the plains was on the

way

Jornada a few miles from the Arkansas.

This was on one of our return

nearing the river, thinking that I might run across some buffalo, I
struck out about two miles from the road, then took a course parallel with
the train, taking a look in that direction occasionally to assure myself
At one
that they were moving and that I was keeping the right course.
time, looking towards the train I saw a strange sight. If the reader has ever
trips.

On

stood before one of those trick mirrors that makes the body look like a
and a broomstick in width, he can form some conception of the appearance of that train. The legs of the oxen looked like

trolley pole in height

telephone poles with high bodies stuck on top of them; the wagons loomed
up in the same proportion. It was a wonderful sight, but soon faded away

and

the train looking normal again!
short description of the "Jornada"'^ will be in order at this time.

left

A
word

is

The

derived from the Spanish and means a long journey, and was ap-

plied to part of the Santa

Fe

trail

by the

early

Mexican

freighters,

and

adopted by the Americans, with a slight difference in the pronunciation
they called it Hornally.
It was a waterless drive of fifty miles, extending from the Arkansas river
on the north to Sand creek on the south, and after passing through a few
miles of sand hills near the river, is as level as a floor with the exception of
two small ravines one called the "Boneyard" and the other the "Battlefield."
How or why they got these names I never learned. The road is one
We crossed it many times, loaded
of the best natural roads in the world.
and empty; our stock never showed any signs of suffering. There is grass,
but not a tree or shrub the entire distance. It is so level that in traveling
over it one imagines himself in a basin, and looking in any direction the
land seems to gradually rise until it meets the horizon.
The first time we crossed the Jornada we were with some Mexican
freighters and traveled as they did.
I didn't like their way.
When they
left the river they made a continuous drive until they reached Sand creek.
I adopted a different system.
My way was like this. After filling all our
water kegs we would pull out over the sand hills, corral and turn the cattle
out to feed and rest about an hour while the men got supper. We would
then hitch up and travel until daybreak, when we would stop to get breakThen we made a continuous
fast and let the stock rest about two hours.
drive until we reached Sand creek, generally about seven in the evening.
I found this to be the easiest for man and beast. The most trouble we had
was to keep the men from riding on the wagon tongues during the night;
they would go to sleep and fall off, thus getting run over. That happened to
John Lynch on our second trip. He drove the lead team; it was a light
wagon loaded with forty hundred pounds. One wheel passed over John's
The light load and the dirt road
leg, badly bruising without breaking it.
was all that saved him, but we had to haul him in the wagon for several days,
and it taught us all a lesson; we never let it happen again.

later

—

—

This of course should not be confounded with the Jornada
7.
stretching south from the old camping place of Fray Christobal.

del

Maerto, the desert
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I have met men in my time who made one trip across the plains and
thought they had seen everything and learned everything. But I found
out that I could learn something new on every trip, as conditions were always

changing.

The summer

of 1867 was the most prolific in adventures and happenings of
our experiences. There was something doing all the time. Early in
the spring we took our outfit over to Fort Riley.
There we met George
Matney, who lived near the present Argentine, Kan. He had two teams and
-

all

wanted to quit and come home. So we bought his outfit on credit. It was
remarkable how many men were on the plains with small outfits in the '60's.
I suppose that was because they wanted to get away from the states and
keep out of the war. I know that to be true in my case.
Our first trip from Riley was to Fort Harker with building material. While
unloading at Harker a very heavy rainstorm came up. The board of army
officers checking off our loads told us to unload any where, and broke for shelter.
They were perfectly safe in trusting us to unload everj^hing, we couldn't eat
lumber. Had it been commissary stores it might have been different; very
likely some of it would have stuck to the wagons. It kept on raining until the
entire Smoky Hill valley was under water, carrying away about half of the
new town of Ellsworth,^ situated two miles from Harker. Later, what was left
of the town was moved two miles farther up the river and rebuilt on higher
ground. There being no freight for us at Harker we returned to Salina, but
were stopped by a deep slough that was full of water. All the lowlands
around Salina had overflowed during that heavy rainstorm.
While laying in camp waiting for the roads to dry out the boys had plenty
of time to conjure up all kinds of schemes and pranks to play on each other.
One of my men was a green young German, George Trommer by name, who
could speak little English. The boys were always playing tricks on him. He
was very good-natured and full of fun himself, so he enjoyed their pranks as
much as they did and never missed a chance to get back at them. One day
while the boys were sitting in the shade of the wagons, George yelled "Buffalo,
Buffalo"!
The boys all jumped up, wanting to know "Where, where?"
"Over the hill," replied George in German, and gave the boys the laugh. Here
the boys dubbed him "Buffalo Jack," and he went by that name from that
time on.

The boys framed up

a snipe-hunting expedition for his benefit.

going to take him away out in the

hills

and plant him with the

sack,

They were
I

thought

would have a little fun on my own hook, so I posted Jack and instructed
him what to do. So when the boys got ready for the hunt Jack was a willing
victim.
Of course he was back, hidden in camp, before the boys returned.
They were a jolly lot and were having a great time telling how they did the
trick, when out jumped Jack and turned the joke on them.
John Booth of Westport was one of our party, and he had the knack of
getting all kinds of results from table rappings. So one of our amusements was
to take a box, in lieu of a table, and go into a wagon at night and have rappings. Jack got interested and wanted to see how it worked. In the meantime
the boys had taken a rear wheel off of the wagon and put a prop under the
axle.
The spirits were working overtime answering Jack's questions and he
I

8,

This flood reached

1883, p. 1270.

its

hich tide on June

8,

1867.

See Andreas "History of Kansas,"
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was very much absorbed, when down came the wagon and out jumped a badly

Dutchman.
At another time it became a serious matter and the promoters got very
much frightened. John Lowry was a firm behever in table rappings. One
evening he and Booth were in the wagon. The box was rapping out satisfactory replies to Lowry's questions, when all of a sudden Lowry rushed out and
started running around over the prairie, occasionally yelling like an Indian. It
was a moonlight night and we all enjoyed the fun until Lowry got too close to
a large pond of water. Thinking he might run into it, the boys went out and
brought him back. When they reached camp he was completely exhausted,
and they put him to bed in his wagon, where he lay groaning all night. He
thought there was a heavy weight crushing his chest and that he was going to
die.
We were alarmed, and some of the men sat up all night with him. He
was all right next day, and told us that he thought we were fighting Indians,
and that he was riding my horse "Billy," and could ride around any of them
except one young buck; he said he couldn't do anything with him.
That ended the spiritual rappings. We couldn't get Booth to hold any more
frightened

seances after that.

I don't

take

much

stock in these rappings, but Lowry's de-

what he passed through while he was laboring under the spell came
very near describing a skirmish we had with Indians near Dodge later on.
After laying here about two weeks we were able to go to Salina and take a
train load of corn to Wilson creek and Buffalo station for the stage company.
We stopped at Harker on our return and all of our freighting was done from
that point, hauling government stores exclusively. We made three more trips.
The first one was to Fort Union, and it was made without any excitement on
scription of

the

way

out.

At Union we met Bill Crenshaw and Louis Breyfogel. They were ready to
come in, so we traveled together. Billy Barr was a passenger in our outfit. He
had been employed in the commissaiy department. He told us that it was
current report at Union that there was a band of cattle rustlers somewhere up
on the Cimarron in the foothills of the Raton mountains. We made up our
minds to make a trip up into that part of the country and see what we could
find. The nearest point to start from was the upper Cimarron springs.
We had been in camp a short time when a small party of soldiers with one
team came up and went into camp on the south side of the arroyo. After
breakfast we left Keck in charge of the trains with instructions to go on when
he got ready, and Crenshaw, Breyfogel, Barr and myself started west for the
Cimarron. After riding some distance we came to a fine patch of sand hill
plums and grapes. So we dismounted and let our horses graze while we proceeded to fill up on fruit. While thus engaged we saw this same government
outfit coming along on the opposite side of the arroyo.
We were wondering what could bring them into this locality, when two
troopers crossed over and ordered us to mount and go with them, to report
to the lieutenant. Here was a fine kettle of fish, arrested and miles away from
our trains
When we met the lieutenant he wanted to know who we were and
what we were doing in that part of the country. Fortunately for us, Billy
Barr was acquainted with Lieutenant Campbell, so he made himself known
and introduced us as being the owners of the trains that were in camp further
back where Campbell's party came up, and that we were looking for lost cattle.
The officer told us that he was out after cattle rustlers and that we could
!
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if we wished, so we promptly fell in and went along.
When we got
Cimarron he turned south and followed the stream up towards the
Raton. About four o'clock we came to a well-built storehouse, containing two
large rooms, that had portholes on all sides and made a good fort in case of
an emergency. In the south room was a fireplace with a large stone over the
arch into which was cut the words "Bummers' Retreat."
A Mexican woman and a small child were the only persons around. Lieutenant Campbell ordered the house searched, and in a trunk they found a
lieutenant's commission, showing that Cyrus Coe had served in an Ohio regiment during the Civil War. In a short time a man came up from the creek
with a pail of water. He proved to be Coe, the leader of the rustlers, and
was placed under arrest. He was said to be a fugitive from justice, having

join

him

to the

killed

a

man

in Santa Fe.

again, taking Coe along. We stayed with them
dark without finding any stock or men. As they were going south
and our outfits were moving north we thought it about time for us to turn
back and head for camp. We stopped at the house and had the Woman get
supper for us. I was the only one who could speak Spanish, so I told her that
they were going to take her man to Fort Union, and if she wanted to go with
us we would take her along until we met some Mexican train and she could
go back to Mexico with them, but she preferred staying, so we paid for our
meals and went our way reaching our own camp about midnight.

The party took up the march

until nearly

—

Next morning when the cattle were brought in we found nine stray steers
that had got in with ours during the night. I recognized some of the brands
as belonging to Felix Montoga of Las Vegas, N. Mex. We agreed that they
must have strayed away from this rustler ranch. Later, while in camp at
noon, a white man came along looking for these cattle. The knowledge we
had gained on our trip to "Bummers' Retreat" the previous day, enabled us
to question him, and we gathered that he was one of the cattle thieves. We
then informed him that we had just come from his ranch and knew all about
his business, that we were with Lieutenant Campbell when he made a raid on
the ranch and took Cyrus Coe prisoner. We added that Campbell was taking
Coe to Fort Union, and he was very lucky to be away or he would be a prisoner too. We gave him breakfast and food to take along, and with some good
advice started him back afoot. That was the last we saw or heard of the
rustlers from "Bummers' Retreat."
Continuing on our way, and after crossing the Arkansas at the Cimarron
crossing, we witnessed a small riot in which some drunken soldiers were running amuck. At this point there was a well-equipped stage station, consisting
of adobe houses and a large corral in which stage coaches or trains could find
shelter in case of an attack by Indians. At the northeast and southwest corners were large towers provided with portholes.
They were also used for
sleeping rooms. There were no civilians in sight when we arrived. They had
taken refuge in the house with the doors and windows barricaded. Keck took
the trains down the river about a mile and made camp, while Crenshaw, Breyfogel, Barr and myself remained.
There was at the station a forage train with an escort, in charge of a serThey were all sober, but another escort in command of Sergeant
geant.
Gleason was waiting to escort the stage that was due from the east. lu the
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meantime Gleason and some of his men got drunk and quarrelsome. One
row with a stage driver and got shot in the leg, and that started the
trouble. This was the only shot fired by the civilians, as they immediately
retreated into the house and barricaded the doors and windows, but the soldiers commenced shooting into the house and into one of the towers. A stage
driver who' was sleeping there got killed. One of the soldiers, "Smithy" they
called him acted like a crazy man, running around and shouting ''Kill the
citizens!" I saw him poke his gun against the breast of the sergeant of the
forage train, who was trying to quell the disturbance, and threaten to shoot
him if he didn't go away and let him alone. In the meantime a man was let
out the back way and started for the river. He was fired on immediately, but
got across the river and started on the nm towards Fort Dodge, twenty-six
miles away. About this time the stage from the east arrived. Among the
passengers was a merchant from Taos, N. Mex., who was returning from the
got into a

—

states with his bride.

Some

of

the

men were

at the well drinking

when

''Smithy" ran up and knocked the cup out of a man's hand and became very
abusive.

At

this stage I volunteered to take the

horse while the

molest any of

men went

us.

woman

to our

camp on

my

Strange to say the soldiers never offered to
It was a good thing for somebody we were well armed and
afoot.

;

worked up to a high pitch and ready to take a hand at the drop of a hat.
Seeing that we could not assist our friends, we withdrew and went a short
distance down the river toward camp to await the outcome, but we soon found
it advisable to mount and get farther away as a stray shot kicked up the dust
too close for comfort. We next saw a man make a break from the house and
run for his hfe towards our camp. He was followed by a shower of bullets,
but they went wild and he reached the camp unharmed. He was one of the
stage messengers, and his name was King. Next we saw the forage train come
out of the corral and pull over the ridge. In a short time the escort returned
deployed in skirmish

line,

carrying a white

flag.

Before they got near the

and ''Smithy" opened fire on them, which was returned immediately by a volley from the skirmish line killing "Smithy" and putting
a ball through Gleason's right shoulder. That quelled the riot and the disstation Gleason

—

turbers were placed under guard.

We rode back to learn the details of the trouble. The men in the house
were all safe and glad to be rescued. One of them was a friend of ours, Andy
Wright from Jackson county. Mo. He was one of the messengers of the Overland Stage Company. The casualties were as follows A contractor from Fort
Dodge by the name of Wood, who had come up to spend Sunday with some
friends at the station. He was down at the river and was on his way to the
station when the trouble started, and was killed before he could get into the
house; the stage driver who was sleeping in the tower, and "Smithy" the soldier; while Gleason and another soldier were wounded.
The man that was sent out from the station during the trouble reached
Fort Dodge and notified the commander. Next day we met a detail on their
:

way

to the station to investigate, and at their request

we

told

them

all

that

took place while we were present.
Our next trip was to Fort Dodge, and thus the most trying of all our previous trips. We had two very dangerous enemies to contend with cholera
and Indians. The cholera had already broken out at Harker and the Indians

—

22—324

:
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were reported to have gone on the warpath .9 When a few days out one of our
men was taken down and a few days later another. These we had to haul
along in the wagons. Most of us had bowel trouble, but got along the best

we

could.

At Fort Lamed we were held until about eighty wagons were gathered for
the trip before we were allowed to go on. We were not permitted to visit the
post. While here I applied for medical aid or medicines for our sick men, but
was refused any assistance whatever. I felt very sore, for I thought we deserved better treatment, especially as we were engaged in hauHng stores for
Sam." 10
Of those who were with us at this time I can only remember the following
F. O. Kilberg's train, of Las Vegas, John T. Elkins in charge; Maxwell & Bernard, of Las Vegas, Joe Manar in charge Stapp & Hopkins and Tom Kincaide,
wagonmaster. There were, besides, three mounted scouts who were being
transferred from Harker to Dodge.
From Fort Larned we had choice of two routes, the river route, which was
seventy-five miles to Dodge, or the stage route, fifty-four miles both good
roads. We were told that there was good water and grass, so we took the
latter, although the most dangerous of the two. We had no trouble until the
morning we made camp on what was known as Dry Coon creek, about fifteen
miles below Fort Dodge. Part of the trains were corraled on the east side
and part on the west side of the ravine. Our cattle were on the ridge to the
west in charge of ''Buffalo Jack" and his partner. I was lying in the shade
of a wagon taking a nap when I heard the cry of "Injuns! Injuns!" I hardly
got to my feet when I saw my herders come running in yelling "Injuns!" at
every jump. Jack came in minus hat and whip, and tried to make us believe
that the Indians were hitting him over the head as he ran.
The Indians ran into our herd at first, but faihng to stampede them passed
through and rode on up the ravine, where Kilberg's cattle were at the extreme
north end. They cut off forty-six head and started north with them toward
Pawnee Fork, The first thing we did was to catch our saddle horse and bring
the cattle close to camp and put out more herders. We then held a council
of war.
We could muster about twentj^ mounted men, and as there were
only seven Indians we decided to give chase and try to get the cattle back. In
the meantime the Indians had got a long start. Some of our men being
mounted on poor horses and mules, our progress was slow. When we got out
about three miles somebody yelled "Injuns!" and away off to the east we saw
what we thought to be a lot of mules being driven towards the north by a
few Indians, who were evidently trying to form a junction with those we were
following. Here the Indians we were after did a very strange thing; its significance we did not reahze at the time. While we were at a halt arguing
what to do, they also stopped and allowed the cattle to scatter and rest. As
we could only see a few Indians with the other bunch we naturally concluded
that they had run in on some mule train and got away with some of the
If that was the case we could get back our cattle, as they would
stock.
''JJnde

;

—

During the early part of July, 1867, the cholera raged at Fort Harker, and many sol9.
On July 15th the Eighteenth Kansas was mustered into service, organized
diers died of it.
to repel Indian invasion.
10.
".

.

talion

.

is

Under date of July 24, 1867, Wilder's Annals contains the following statements:
The Eighteenth batFifteen Kansas soldiers have died at Fort Larned of cholera.
at Lamed."
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to save the mules. So we decided to make another effort to
overtake them. The Indians immediately gathered the cattle and away they
went as hard as they could drive. The two parties were drawing closer together just as we thought they would, and when they did form a junction

abandon them

they stopped and scattered out.

Here we got the surprise of our lives. As soon as they spread out up
What looked like mules bepopped a redskin from the side of every animal
We found ourselves outnumbered two
fore were now well-mounted Indians.
to one, and a long ways from camp. That left us but one thing to, turn
back and head for camp, which we did without taking a vote on the propoFortunately we were not followed. They disappeared and we were
sition.
at a loss to know what became of them. We were riding over a level piece
of ground with ravines on either side of us; these ravines led towards our
camp. Pretty soon two bucks rode up out of the one on the east, opposite
us and about four hundred yards away. They took two shots at us. We
halted and one of the scouts dismounted to take a few shots. As he did, he
aimed to run his arm through the bridle reins, but missed, and the horse broke
away and started for camp. Our scout proved to be as bad a marksman as
!

hit.
The bucks then took after the
we moved on again. When near, and
within sight of camp, the Indians overtook the horse and attempted to catch
him, but he got away. They took a shot at him and started for the ravine
to the west, heading north towards their starting point.
At this stage I
<}alled for help and attempted to cut them off.
Colonel Stapp and Tom Kincaide, both well mounted, followed me.
Stapp carried a sixteen-shot Henry

the Indians, for he failed to score a

horse.

rifle

No more

and

Tom

and

Indians appearing,

I

two six-shooters each.

The Indians commenced firing, and we did the same. As soon as their pistols
were empty they pulled the blankets from under them and held them up
for shields. They were riding side by side. I was almost upon them when
they slackened up and separated so as to catch me in between them, at the
same time getting their lances ready to use. Kincaide, who was next to me,
hollered ''Look out Charley, they'll get you."
I slowed up and when he
reached me he told me that his pistol was clogged and wouldn't work. When
Stapp came up he said his rifle was choked. I had only two shots left. Just
then John Lynch came riding after us yelling and waving his hat. We took
it for a warning that we were being led into a trap, so we gave up the chase
and joined the rest of our party and returned to camp.
After we had time to cool off and talk things over we came to the conclusion that we had acted very foolishly in following those two bucks, for the
chances were a hundred to one that they were leading us into a trap from
which we might not have escaped alive. The two Indians were mere boys and
must have wanted to make a record, for no old bucks would have been so
reckless as to run into such a> tight place for the sake of getting a horse, and
take the desperate chance of getting away again. Strange to say, not a man or
horse of our party was hit. Neither was an Indian as far as we could see.
We were very lucky that the Indians didn't follow and attack us, for the
number of white feathers that were shown by some of our party was discouraging. It was surprising how little regard some that were well mounted had for
those not so fortunate. It took considerable persuasion and the assurance that
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before we were enabled to keep together and retreat in
an orderly manner.
That evening one of our cholera patients died. We pulled out and made a
dry camp that night. Next day we were met by some of the soldiers three
miles below Fort Dodge, and ordered to stop and unload and pile the goods on
the ground. We were not allowed to go on to the Post on account of the
cholera in our trains. They sent their own teams down and hauled the stores
to the fort. The second man passed away while we were unloading. While
there was considerable sickness in all the trains that were with us, ours was the
only one to lose any men.
That night a very heavy rain and windstorm came up from the north.
Next morning we started back for Harker, taking the river route, as that gave
us better protection. In case we should be corralled by the Indians we would
at least have a better chance to get to the river for water. But we were not
molested any more. Imagine our surprise when that afternoon, we saw a lot
of cattle ahead of us grazing along the road, and on coming up to them found
that they were the ones that had been driven off by the Indians two days before.
Not a steer was missing, but two of them had been slightly wounded,
done perhaps to make them run when first stampeded. No doubt the cattle
were left without herders when the storm came up, and perhaps being dissatisfied with the treatment of their newly made friends, took advantage of the
storm and traveled before it until they got back to the wagon road. To say
that John Elkins was a happy man w^hen he got all his cattle back would be
putting it very mildly. Most of the men that were with me on that trip have
passed over the "Great Divide." I met Colonel Stapp in Las Vegas, N. Mex.,
in 1887. The last I heard of "Buffalo Jack" he was in Arizona running a brewery. I understand that Tom Kincade is farming near Independence, Mo., and
I hope to meet him at the next annual Reunion of the Old Plainsmen, at In-

we were not followed

dependence.

Our last trip was a short one to Fort Larned. This we madei without incident or trouble. We brought our cattle back to the Smoky, near Salina, to
winter on prairie hay, paying the settlers $2 to $3 in the stack, per ton. We
left three men to take care of them, and Keck and I returned to Kansas City.
Our season's work was very satisfactory financially, but we did not add any
more teams, preferring to invest our surplus in Kansas City real estate. We
saw the handwriting on the wall. The Kansas Pacific railroad was finished far
beyond Harker and it was only a question of a very short time when the "bull
trains" had to give up the "ghost."

My

partner having taken a partner for

in the states,

and

life

the previous winter, he remained

in the spring of 1868 I returned to Harker.

Samuel M. Lowe

&

Co. had the contract for transporting government stores, and I had the
promise of work for the season. They gave me the longest haul they had, a
I made the trip in good time and without any
trip to Fort Union, N. Mex.

unusual incident worth recording. But when I got back to Harker there was
nothing doing. I laid there the rest of the summer and never got another

pound

of freight.

We were

camping about

fivie

miles northeast of Harker.

Buffalo were seldom

But one morning we saw a small bunch
our camp, so I gave chase and killed one. That

seen in that locality at that late day.

that had ventured close to
gave us our last feast of fresh buffalo meat.
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Late in the fall I took the wagons to Ellsworth and left them with all the
trimmings with a blacksmith, with instructions to sell them for the best price
he could get. They were later sold to Albert and James Hamilton, of Pueblo,
Colo., for less than half the original cost. Thei cattle we brought to Kansas
City, and after wintering, sold them to a cattle feeder from Illinois for very
much less than they cost us. So you see our finish was not very brilliant from
a financial standpoint.

This ended my career as a freighter on the Salt Lake and Santa Fe Trails
from 1860 to 1868.

BUFFALO DAYS.
By

L. C. FouQUET.^

Dreamland Fruit Farm,
Chandler, Okla., Route

Mr. William E. Connelley,

EAR

SIR

Secretary,

3,

August

4, 1922.

Kansas State Historical Society.

— Thank

you and the Historical Society for the kind present
I am pleased to assist you as much as possible as
of the two books.
per your request according to what little I know on the subject.
As to the habits of the buffaloes I am afraid that I am short on the knowledge. In fact I did not know that they migrated according to the seasons, and
if I had made any conclusions on your question they might be erroneous, as I
would have made judgments according to such of my adventures when buffaloes are to be mentioned. I myself would like to read answers of your quesHowever, here is the explanation of my
tions from competent parties.
Buffalo days.

After abandoning my claim N. E. qt of 36, which is now occupied by the
Southwest part of Wichita City, I for $25.00 bought a preemption right (Osage
Indian trust land). It was the S. E. qt. of 26, or only half mile from the other
The Chisholm cattle trail was on the S, E. part of it. Many herds
place.
were left grazing there and about while the bosses were visiting the new wild
City of Wichita. The stock was left in charge of the cowboys. Many visited

me. They would tell me the number of [in] their herds, the knowledge of
which helped me later on to guess at the number of the roving Buffalo herds.
It was about Christmas time, year, 1870. So far the weather had been very
mild. Captain Van Marter who was my neighbor proposed that we should go
1.
The fine old pioneer of two states wrote his Recollectio-ns for the Kansas State HisHe had copies of the first issues of the
Society at the request of the secretary.
These he kindly gave to the society. It was
Vidette, the first paper published at Wichita.
the correspondence about the copies of these papers which revealed the fact that he had been
one of the first settlers at Wichita. His accounts of hunting the buffalo are fine. There is
no embellishment and no attempt to make himself a noted hunter. He tells in an exceedingly
interesting manner the stories of his trips to the buffalo herds.
I have preserved his own
words in every instance. For a man who had no opportunity for learning English but the
contact with his neighbors, he writes forcefully and well.
Mr. Fouquet is a splendid example of the good citizen the Frenchman always makes as a
pioneer.
The Frenchman was the first white man to get a good understanding of the physical
features of the Great West and a comprehensi^•e knowledge of the Indians of this vast region.
The matter-of-fact manner of grappling with pioneer problems so splendidly shown by the
French in America, is manifested in the simple natural life of Mr. Fouquet. He gave his
full share of enthusiastic devotion to American pioneer conditions.
Such men are heroes
and empire builders without knowing it, and with no thought that they are doing anything
unusual or that they are entitled to any more credit than those who remain always at ease
and in comfort and safety. America is fortunate that she has had many such. Our liberties
are built on the efforts and sacrifices of these hardy pioneers, a good example of whom is Mr.
Fouquet. All honor to them.

torical
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Buffalo hunting, and he also invited a French-Canadian to

come

along.

All

three of us were from the North and judging from the forepart of this winter

we imagined that our new climate was winterless; hence we supposed that our
summer clothes would be all right. Mine were lighter than those of my
friends.

We

must have gone 30 miles when we saw the first few herds of buffalos.
said, "Let us stop and get some of these."
But the Captain
So we went on further
said, "Why no, there is not enough to bother with."
and further, and we could see more and more, all peacefully grazing on the

The Canadian

mesquite grass (called Buffalo grass). We got
bands had become more and more plentifull.

L. C.

We

had got on a

sort of higher

for perhaps 15 miles.

The

in a fairly level country; the

FOUQUET.
prairie, and we could see all around
away zone minded me of the Ocean
and herds of buffalos were scattered all

upper

beautiful far

where water and skies seems to join;
over.

The captain had stopped, and he said, "This is more hke it. But we must
camping place, a draw with some water;" and while he was standing up
investigating some far away location, I was admiring the multitude of those
creatures, and trying to count the compact herds. Some were small and some
find a

very

large, from about 500 to 5,000.
averaged them at 2,000 per band and counted 63 herds in full sight. Then
there were a few straggling animals here and there. Then I could see some

I

—

more on the far away horizon too far away to make any guess on. No one
but real buffalo hunters will believe this, hence I prefer to underestimate the
number.
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The captain said, "Let's go," and, pointing to the south, he said, "I think we
can find a draw with a spring and have a good camping place"; and sure
enough we got such place. There was water but no spring. We made a fire
out of buifalo chips, and had a quick dinner. Each of my friends got on a
horse. The Captain said to me, "Frenchey it is too bad that in your country
boys are not used to ride horses and tote gun but you will get onto it by
will still more appreciate this country of grand Liberty."
Their faces were just shining bold and happy faces. The Canadian was watching the Captain's wording in a sort of a patriotic and appreciating look, and as
he said the last words he holloed "Let's go." He started on hollowing "Whoop
a lah." The captain started too and caught up with him. They soon came
unto a herd. Then they divided some; one drove in the right side of the
crowd of buffalos, the other made for the left. The buffalos started to run but
each man kept right in and shooting right and left, and they sure got a lot
of them down.
They sure must have been good shots as I had being told that there was
only one certain part of their body where they could be shot dead, and I
realized that later on. To shoot to the heart is the place. But I never was a
good shot. All the surrounding herds got scared and ran off, but the two
men were coming back. They put the harness on the horses and hooked up to
the wagons; then the captain said to me, "Frenchey, I don't know if you will
ever learn how to shoot buffalos on the run. But I think we can teach you how
to skeen them. You jump in and let's go." We did not have to go far. And
I got on the trick pretty quick. But they did the work about three times as
fast as I did. But when we got to our seventh buffalo the Canadian pointed
to the Northwest and said, "Oh look." The captain raised his head and said,
"Oh shucks, let's load them quick. Hurry, hurry." He meant the skins. I
could not see any thing wrong. Just a black cloud. I laughed at them and
said, "You men must be dehcate to be afraid of a rain cloud." He said, "Rain
cloud, nothing; it is a northerner. Did you never see one?" I said, "No I
never heard of such a thing in France." The other fellow said, "You will
soon hear this one and feel it too." And indeed I did. It came on with such
terrific rapidity and turned so cold. I got awfully cold, and I laid down.
little

and by, and you

They

staid

by the camp

fire

and begged me to come

that I was feeling very strange and very sleepy.

mean

But

They

there.

told

me

I told

them

all sorts

of

was then of a good nature. I didn't mind it untill they
went to extreems. I was astonished at their doings. I could not stand it any
longer and I got real mad. Those elder friends did later on apologize in stating that I was in a stage of freezing; that the abuse was for the purpose of
heating my blood with a mad spell so as to save my hfe, and that I owed them
things.

I

—

thanks for the saving of my Hfe. They put some of the green I mean fresh
under and over us, on top of our bedding, as we laid together and early

skins

—

morning found us boxed up

had frozen stiff in the night. Just
had been made by buffaloes as a crossing of the sheltered draw. As morning came we were awakened by a strange rumbhng noise. As we peeped our heads from under our
coverings we saw buffaloes crossing the draw in said path one after another
and apparently no end to the procession. The Captain said, "Whoo-hoo," and
re-covered his head. The Canadian hallowed "brrrrr," and done the same. I
re-covered too, but now and then I would take a peep out. Our fire was not
a few steps from our

like, as

camp was

the hides

a path which I suppose
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up then we all
some of those
tresspassing creatures, but the answer was, ''No. We could not skin them; it
is too cold.
We had better make for home." A light snow was flying with the
terrific wind; we finally managed to load up and started.
The buffalo band
had quit passing thro. We walked on the wind break of the wagon (the south
side).
But my it was awful cold; and tho walking, the outside of my feet
entirely out

got up and

and the captain managed to get up and revive
to cook breakfast, I proposed that we

managed

froze as also did the ends of

my

it

;

kill

toes.

Herd after herd of buffalos were running with their heads down against the
wind (strange that they would do so). But such must be their pleasure. They
as nature has placed such heavy hair at their frontage. Sometimes
they would run over us; however, they dodged us every time at
the most skarish moment. That next night we camped on the Neneshka at a
well timbered spot, hence had a real good wind brake and plenty dead wood that
made us enjoy a grand bonfire. We got home just a little before noon. But it

can stand

it

I felt as if

The Canadian had killed a
which had frozen stiff and for several days he had it standing on
its feet in front of his house as a show, and it looked as if alive.
Well on account of my frozen feet and toes I was laid up for several weeks.
But my wiser partners who had gone better prepared on that trip made another trip a few weeks afterward, but had left me in care of the Capt's family.
They came back after enjoying nicer weather; and, tho the buffalos had not
been quite so plentiful, they had a big load, mostly hides.
My next experiment with buffalos and hunters, etc., was in the late fall of
Many more people took to the killing of buffalos for the meat, which
1871.
they dried, but mostly for the skins.
There was a little village started on Turkey creek about 16 miles North and
some west of the new Medecine Lodge town.2
Some of the hunters had made a number of rooms (homes) side by side by
cutting spaces in the creek bank (east side). They placed logs overhead, then
brush and dirt; also sods on top to a level with the rest of the land. No
buffalo could ever guess that there was any human around, and they would
come sometimes right over to their habitations, and about.
Those people would kill them, take the skins and the very finest part of
the meat to dry for the Hutchinson market. They placed poison on the rest
for the gray wolves and cayotes who had became very plentiful! in that land
was

still

very cold, and staid so several days.

buffalo-calf

of their plentiful! food.

was to go to

And

the

first

thing after breakfast the hunters did

Any newcomers would have been
and wolf carcasses laying around in that

their job of skinning wolves.

astonished at the

amount

of buffalo

neighborhood.

above this cave village was a road going thro the swampy creek
about 75 yards wide, and this had been artistically and scientifically
paved with gray wolve carcasses and I drove over this bone road several times.
In 1872, 1 went to work on the Santa Fe railroad which was then just getting
I hauled rock for a Sweed contractor who failed to pay us the first
built.
month. He had the appearance of an honest man, (I still believe he was).
He promised to make good the next month. I was told not to worry; that
if he did not pay, that the Company would.
I had so much confidence in

Not

far

valley,

2.

Probably Sun City, at the mouth of Turkey creek.

3
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everybody that I even hired another team and another man to drive it. Now
was in the summer, and our camp was two miles east and a little north
of Dodge City. The Arkansas river was in full view, and many time I have
seen buffalos cooling themselves by standing in the water. There were about
30 of us in this camp. There was a boarding outfit with us and they had a
buffalo hunter hired who continually made a business of killing buffalos on
which we were fed. Those poor creatures were the victims of humans, and
we laborers were victims of the Dodge City outlaws, who dashed on us with
guns killing one of our men and wounding several horses in the first hours of
the morning. Our contractor, who had taken the contract of his work too low,
went broke and disappeared. We could not get any thing from the company.
I and my hired man quit and without a cent went home, living partly on buffalo meat. My time during that fall and part of the winter was mostly devoted to raising the money to pay for the hired team and the hired hand, by
hauling buffalo hunters, and hauling buffalo meat and hides to the markets.
Would not the above be conclusive that buffalos made their home in Kanthis

sas at all times?

Some time ago I wrote you of our trouble with the band of Indians and of
our turning back to the east. We could still see them on the top of the ridge
apparently still remaining in a circle. We watched them all the time with the
expectation of their making a final charge on us at any minute. But after we
were out of their sights I suggested that we turn to the south for the purpose
of making for the Wichita and Medecine Lodge road,
I was in hope we
would perhaps meet some travelers as the more there were of us the safer we
would feel. The idea was accepted, so we turned to the south, but did not
make it that night. We stopped in a draw. We got up early in the morning
and started out without breakfast, and came to the road about 9 a. m. and we
sure felt happy when we saw seven covered wagons.
Must have been all
friends to one another.
However we were desappointed because they were going west, a direction
we had sworn never to take any more, ha, ha. But we preferred going west
then so few were on the road. All were buffalo hunters. And we came in
sight of buffalo shortly after we met. We came to a little creek and saw a
number of campers (Buffalo hunters, too). If I remember right, they called
it Spring creek.
Was told that we were only 5 or 6 miles from MedecineLodge town. My friends killed all the buffalos we wanted. Both barrels were
full of the best part of the creatures. All the other hunters were busy as several herds were just a little S. W. of our camp.
But no such numbers as in

my

first

adventure.

Next morning we noticed that several of the loaded wagons had started to
go east, and it would have made you lauglf if you'd seen how nervous we got
to load our camping articles, harness up and start. They had made quite a
This refers to the theory of migration of the buffalo. Mr. Connelley had written him
3.
that it was his belief that the great mass of buffaloes moved in a body in these migrations
with the seasons. And that the animals which spent the summer in Manitoba might spend
the winter in Nebraska or Kansas, those in Kansas in the summer returning to Texas in the
winter.
This was the general law of migration, but there were exceptions. There always remained some of the animals in both the summer and winter habitats ^there being some buffaloes at the north line of summer range even in the coldest winters, and some at the south
line of the winter range even in summer.
This is only a theory worked out from a study of
what hunters and trappers have said about the buffalo. It may be erroneous. But only on
this theory can the presence of the buffalo in all parts of its range at all seasons of the year
be explained. For it is beyond dispute that there was a migration with the seasons.

—

—

—

—
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headway, but our poor teams were so abused that we finally cought up with
them. We stayed behind them, feeling better as we made headway towards
home. Then when we arrived to the settlement my friends' faces showed happiness and contentment. Sure fine for kodak pictures, perhaps, and no doubt
what mine could have been called dito. Our Civil War veteran who had made
up his mind at one time that he never would see his family any more was
tickled to death to meet his wife and children. She asked him what sort of
crazy spell he had had to have his heavy beard cut out so short, and in such
a funny way. We all laughed at the question. It was a peculiar laugh. It
would be hard to put the facial expression in a moving picture. He said
Indian barber did it. Will tell you all about it later. Said he, I was in bad
encounters during the Civil war, but he never was so horribly cornered & said,
Oh let's have a real diner
I did not have any more craving for the Wild West untill about the fore
part of July, when 14 of us understood that we could get a job at Fort Supply
to cut and haul wood for the government. We started from Wichita on the
Chisholm trail, and we turned west after camping and fishing on the KingOur guide got partly lost. We came to the Cimarron river but didn't
fisher.
know it, as there was no water in it. We saw but very few buffalos, and we

...

only killed one.

BUFFALO AND WILD TURKEYS PLENTIFULL

MANNERLY AND UNMANNERLY INDIANS.

I stayed at Fort Supply (as stated in my previous letter) about a month,
when Agent Miles hired me to take a load of confiscated goods to the Cheyenne and Arapahoe Agency, I think about a distance of 90 miles. There was
another load of confiscated goods beside mine (also groceries and dry goods)

plus a herd of confiscated horses.

The whole had been taken from

who had been

trading with Indians without permits.

plus a guide

interpreter.

Canadian

We

parties

There were four of

Our road was mostly on the north

us,

side of the

river.

and one night we camped side by side
surrounded us and conversed with our
Indian interpreter, while our three partners were getting supper, and as soon
as we were ready to eat, all the Indians left us for their neighboring camp.
After supper I went to their camp and very unpolitely sat down in a vacant
space of their circle and tried to understand their talk, but there was neither
French nor English that I could catch. They were so very interested in their
conversation that they had not noticed that a white man was sitting between
a squaw and Buck. But when they saw me some one pointed at me and all
looked as unpleased as astonished. I could tell that I was not welcome. So
I told them in
I got up from my water bucket on which I was a sitting.
French Je desire the leau, ou sont les sources? I made motions at the same
time of my wants, which was only an excuse of my boldness. They pointed
to where the springs was. I got the water and came back to our camp as
proud as a rooster that I was in an Indian concil circle. Boo,
The next day we saw and killed quite a number of wild turkeys, and they
were our main food every day of this trip.
The next morning we had just sat down picnic fashion and ready to eat
some extra scientifically roasted turkeys for our breakfast, when one of our
party with some excitement said, "Here they come." I looked behind and
sure enough up in the distance numerous Indians were riding rapidly to our

met bands

of Indians every day,

by a big Indian camp.

They

first
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camp. It did not seem to disturb any of my friends. They started to eat,
but they hurried. I did not hurry. Nor did I eat. My past experience with
the Pawnees and wild-looking Osages had made too much impressions upon

my

mind.

real hero.

And Oh I had made up my mind
Oh la, lah, I still laugh at myself.

that I had

become

fearless,

a-

Well they did not hurt us. But oh the fine roasted Turkeys. The way they
ravenously eat them up. They had not said, "How dee do" nor nothing. They
We hooked our teams up and went on, and as I
just helped themselves.
looked back I saw that some were still sucking on the remaining bones.
a nice timbered spot.

moon was shining nicely. Our camping-ground was in
And a large number of turkeys were plainely in view

roosted here and there

all

The next night

the

over and even over our camp.

So fearless, I realized
proposed to do so. The Guide said, ''No,
no." I said it is so tempting,
not? He answered "Why this part of the
country is full of Indians." "But," said I, "we are working for them. And
when Agent Miles coaxed me onto this job he assured me that no Indians
would molest us. You are the interpreter and guide." "So I am," said he,

how

easy they could be shot.

"and

They

that's

why

And
why

I

command you to mind me. All of what you said is true.
men to kill their property because we mainly kill
of kilhng.
We are wholesale waster. Just realize how fast
I

don't like for white

for the pleasure

the millions of buffaloes are desapearing on account of pale faces recklessness."
Well, he told the truth. Buffaloes have been so nearly killed off that we

might just now call them eather extinct or a curiosity. I believe that the bulk
of them were mostly killed in Kansas from 1870 to 1875.
The last free buffaloes that I saw were close to my homestead about one
mile west of Andale. There were only a few. And they must have been lost
from their natural grazing home.
Old Buffalo bones were very thick all over the upper land of my neighborhood, and so on far away to the West, and were a nuisance to our breaking
of the sod. I did much braking that fall. I had got thro paying my debts
caused by the building (my share) of the Santa Fe railroad, and I made up
my mind to devote my time now to trying to make a home of my homestead, (which I did, it comers with the town of Andale, who's first Post-master
I was)
The money earned among the Indians was spent for seed wheat. (I
was one of the only two settlers who sowed wheat in that vicinity, and it
sure done fine.)
We were the only two lucky men there. Because the Grashoppers came that fall and destroyed all other crops.
Those buffalo bones came very handy as the settlers hauled them to
Hutchinson where there was a firm who shipped them by the car-loads. The
side tracks were just hned up with long stacks of such. They paid from two
and a half to three dollars a ton for them. And from $6.00 to $8.00 a ton
for the horns. I never knew what they used the later for. The Cheyennes and
Arapahoes got on the war path that fall.
Scared at famine and Indians, many settlers abandoned their claims, and
some never returned. Food and clothings was donated from the Eastern
states.
Being single, I wanted the above, I mean my share, to go to the
families. I left for France.
Stopped at your city (Topeka) to get my final
citizen-papers. Your kind Mr. Foucher was my witness, and he gave me his
daughter on my return, so Hurrah for Topeka. Hurrah for Kansas and this
.

Secretary, you.

Yours

truly,

L. C. Fouquet.
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Chandler, Okla., Route

Mr

3,

July

15, 1922.

William E. Connelley:
Dear Sir Your letter was received in due time. But have been busy. As
soon as Mr. Harris gets* through with the Vidette and my people take a look
at it, I will be more than pleased to send it to your institution. And you may
send me Volume 14 which I think will interest me very much. Then you might
also help me in discovering who that dear old chief was who is mentioned below saved our lives. Anything else in which you think I might possibly be able
to asist you, I will be glad to do.
I have crossed the Ocean nine times.
My first crossing was in May, 1868,
coming to an uncle of mine from Paris to Leavenworth, Kansas, Then following my friend, Fred Sowers, editor of the Vidette, to Wichita in August,
1870, Went thro your city, I was only 22 when I took a homestead in the
neighborhood of what is now the town of Andale, about 18 miles N, W, of
Wichita. I was single. One of my befriended neighbors had a large family.
Times were rather hard, so he proposed that we go on a buffalo hunt to get us
some meat and have also a little sporting time. It was agreed to and a friend

—

joined us.

February or fore part of March, 1873, I had
My friend had a span of horses
drawing an uncovered wagon containing two empty barrels ready to receive the
It

was about the

latter part of

a span of mules to draw

my

covered wagon.

meat for his family's food.
went on west, slightly north. On the second day and about the neighborhood of what is now Stafford City, in Stafford county, five Indians caught
up with us, having followed our tracks. In a fairly friendly way they ordered
us to turn back. Then they said signs & words that to go on west we would be
going into a large number of Indians who would take all our hair. Their
motioning meaning scalped.
We obeyed and turned around, but they would not let us go on. Then some
more came on who acted rather mean. It was cold, but their chests, faces and
the sides of some of their heads which had been shaved after cutting the hairs,
was also painted, and a beautiful queu of hair pending behind. They worried
us considerably, asking us questions which we could not understand. Then
they came with butcher knives (only a few of them) and they wanted some of
our hair. We did not like the request and refused. Then two of them came
with scissors. That did not look so bad, but we still refused. They insisted by
saying (with motions) that they gibsolutely had to have some. So my other
friend who was setting to my left agreed to let them have some, providing he
be allowed to cut them himself, which they agreed to. He cut some for them.
And they asked me to do the same thing. And I did. But they had helped
themselves to my old friend's hair. He wore a heavy beard and they cut off
buffalo

We

nearly

all

of

it.

to the spot, who had lances. I noticed that they were
watching to the west with their hands over their eyes. All of those Indians
were horseback, some of them leading some pretty nice horses. All were well
armed with guns, revolvers, bows, arrows. Some of the horses' necks were
painted. The band had increased to about 25 or 30, and they commenced to
sing some queer stern song, going around and around us at the same time.

Then more came

4.

Kos

Harris, attorney-at-law, Wichita.
It was Mr. Harris
first copies of the first paper published at Wichita.

quet had these

who found

that Mr, Fou-
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Their faces increased in menacing and cruel appearance. Whence here came
what must have been a chief as he had a bronze medal tied on his forehead.
He spoke sternly as he went around them, and they quit their song. Then the
chief disappeared. They did not act so mean after this, tho like bad boys they
were getting a little worse after the chief had disappeared, and they kept a
fooling around us, and called for more hair. One came so close. He had got

and we refused.
mule kicked him and he reOthers tried to get more of our hair. But the mules must have
ceeded.
smelled blood (they were gentle but they got to kicking and rearing and became almost unmanageable. The left mule kicked the left trace out (chain
trace no back bend to hold it), and as they kept a-kicking I looked for all the
traces to get loose. So I told my neighbor rider that being that trace was on
his side he had better go down and hook it up again. But he answered with
emphatic Wild-West words that he would not do it. So I said, "Hold the lines
and I will do it." He did. I went down. I noticed some Indians were coming
to take hold of me. However I let on I did not notice it and trusted to my
quick jumping in the wagon. But one Indian was too quick for me. He
grabbed me in the back of my coat collar. As our only gun was between me
and my friend and ready for duty, my friend instinctively brought a part of it
forward. This Indian must have been on the lookout for such a move, and he
promptly let me go. I jumped on and was mad. The mules kept on a-rearing
and a-kicking. I stood up and whipped them so as to keep the traces tight,
and also to go on or get shot, as I though the time had come for something
deceisive to happen. But the Indians would not let us go. I whipped the
mules harder, and, using Western full of meaning words, I ordered the Indians
to give us the waj'. My neighbor had fully realized the actual meaning of the
moment, as he had the gun in his hands ready for business. No doubt there
would have been a battle and a short one for us, but perhaps on account of the
chief's past words, not one shot was fired. Nor no arrow flew.
They finally let me go. But followed us by the side of the wagon asking me
to stop (by motions). My answers were of harsh refusals, but after going some
60 or 70 yards, I looked back and noticed that the other team was still at the
same place. Some Indians were on top of his wagon. So I stopped and hollowed for him to come on, as they were also in front of his wagon. It took him
some time to get started. As soon as he got his team behind my wagon, I
started again, tho they objected and my talk to them was of mad words. They
followed us. They were lined up behind each other, and on both sides of our
little train.
They had become more pacifique, and they finally left us. We
watched them. We noticed that they had stopped on a mound and were in a
off his horse,

The

and with butcher-knife

in hand, asked for hair,

smell of blood must have been on

circle as if

We

him

as the

holding a council.

felt that that Chief had saved our lives.
Since I came to Oklahave discovered that the Indians with the queus and the trimming of
their hair with the horse-like main on their heads, were Osages. The others
with the lances were Pawnees.
But who was our savior? And what were they doing over there on their
war horses and so attired for war? 5

always

homa,

5.

I

These were Indians idly roaming about on the Great Plains. Thej' meant no harm to
white men. Contrary to the opinion generally held, the Indian has sense of hu-

this party of

—

mor a solemn sense of hvunor. This band was having some fun by frightening these hunters.
Even so, though, a serious situation might have developed and harm have come to both parties.
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On last Easter Sunday an old Indian called Blackbird died. He used to
wear a band on his forehead at his home town, Hominy. Do you suppose that
it was him?
Would be very thankful to you for the knowledge.
I have told the story to a writer but he thinks I am mistaken about the
year of the happening. He has his mind on the outbreak of the Cheyennes
and Arapahoes in 1874. I was about that tribe in the summer of 1873. And
made many friends among them, principally Chiefs Yellow Bear and Powderface.
(Was it not a shame the way he got killed?)
summer

In the

teered in the

was

first

called out.

know

like to

if

I

of 1874,

when the latter-mentioned

Wichita volunteer

am

Company

tribes

broke out

I

volun-

But I never
hence would also

for six months.

getting to be quite helpless

and

old,

there would be any possibilities of a pension.

Hoping

for an answer I remain yours Sincerely
L. C. Fouquet.
Excuse mistakes as I never had any schooling in America.

P. S.

Chandler, Okla., Route 3, July 22, 1922.
Mr. William E. Connelley, Secretary Kansas State Historical Society:
Dear Sir Thanks for your prompt reply. I am pleased that you were interested in my statement of our early days, and that you will try and find out

—

who

the forehead-decorated chief was.

On
Many

the following day I received the two books mentioned in your letter.

thanks for sending them. I am too busy now on the farm to read them.
took a look at the indexes. xA.lso took a peep in here and there, I know
that I will be very much interested when I can possibly read all the contents.
But how soon must I return them?
Are there different
I noticed where it speaks of the Kickapoos in Kansas.
tribes of Kickapoos? We had them here in Oklahoma in 1895 when I settled
on a school lease of their land S. E. qt. of 3, range 2, or about 12 miles from
our present home (S. W. of here).
There, too, I was a Pioneer, and on] 3^ a short distance from the aged Dr.
Scott, father of Charles Scott, who was editor of some paper in your city. Dr.
Scott had been agent of the Seminoles, plus some other tribes. We became
good friends, and it was him who told me that the Indians with lances were
Pawnees, and those with horse-main-like over the top of their heads and
Chinamen queus hanging behind were Osages. Many of those Indians were
Hence there might have been other tribes represented.
still adorned different.
The Indians who called for our hair were arranged different than the Osages
and not near as appealling to artistic eyes. The Chief with the head-medal
was not dressed up as the Osages. (I had judged his age as between 45

But

I

to 50.)

When

and so near the French word
So I told my friend that he was calling for salt; give
him some; but he answered, "No." Because if we do they will want everything else. I told him that while living in Paris I had been told that with the
Northern Indians salt meant peace. However as I was the younger of us
three and only in America five years, I was not supposed to know beans.
he

Sel which

Hence,

I

first

means

came

to us he called for Seilly

salt.

gave up.

a-flying over your interesting volume No. 14, I noticed where it
speaks of the old Santa Fe Trail, with mentions of Pawnee Rock. During the

As

I

was
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year 1872 I was in those parts considerably while freighting and working on
the Santa Fe railroad. Was camped nearly two months between Fort Dodge
and the wild new town, Dodge City. So perhaps I might be able to answer
some of your historical questions. And it might be possible, too, that you
might be interested in questions relating to the very place we are now living
on, which is in the Sac and Fox Indian land. Have found many different kinds
of arrow heads.

Almost, in the center of the farm

The seven springs. I believe
(Come over before we sell out

I

is

a picturesque spot called

could show you seven times that

by Indians,

many

more.

Getting too old for the work
of this farm.) Those springs are in a court like hollow (sort of round form).
Springs are coming out from all around continually irrigating the surrounded
as I

want to

retire.

Then the water runs out
Native trees are thick on both sides, which are so steep
and rough that many of our visitors have said they enjoyed it as much as the
diminutive Colorado mountains.
We made a 20 foot dam at the base, and the water is now almost to the
top. Soi this now, from head to base, forms a beautiful scenic lake. Some
years ago we asked the Government for black bass. They requested that we
name the lake which we called Olympia. The fish have got large and increased
in numbers, but are hard to catch. On one side in a cave formation lined with
rocks, is a place we call Calypso's retreat.
A mile west of our house is what has been called by Indians Dead Women
spring. We are about 8 miles west of Arlington, the Sac and Fox Agency.
Now Mr. Connelly, remember that I remain at your command to assist
you in any of your researches.
Yours very sincerely,
L. C. Foquet.
ground which

is

covered with native spear-mint.

into a 50 rod hollow.

Chandler, Okla., Route 3, Nov. 11, 1922.
Mr. William E. Connelley, Topeka, Kansas:
Dear Mr. Connelley I was glad to receive your letter stating that you
were pleased with the Buffalo-Days paper. I thank you for your idea formed
on the Buffalo migrations and I feel that you must be right.
As to robins and blackbirds. I cannot say much about them. But we have
them to come here and make their homes every spring. This include the
mocking-bird and red bird, whose company we always enjoy .6
As to the pioneer days; yes I sure would enjoy them again providing my
younger days would be returned to me, Ha, Ha. Here we now have to study
on the migration of insects, boll-weevils and others, which, with the consequence of the war, are ruining farmers. With kind regards and
Sincerely,
L. C. Fouquet.

—

We

born in Kansas and 17 grand children who (if
it.
One of the 4 boys is at
Andale, Kansas, one at Colorado Springs, now; one at Montevista. All others
are in Oklahoma. I don't mean for you to send them any books. One to me
P. S.

have

7 children all

the papers are pubhshed) will be mighty proud of

will

be an appreciation of

all.

6. It is a theory, also, that the migration of birds with the seasons might follow to some
extent the manner of migration of the buffalo as communicated to Mr. Fouquet.
That is
his reference to the subject here means.

what
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Dear Mr. CoNNELLEfY

—At

days as per your request.
tion question, which

I,

got thro with

last I

Sorry

too,

it will

would

Society.

my

Nov. 2, 1922.
adventures of Buffalo

not give you any clues as to the migra-

like to understand.

Yours with best wishes and

L. C. Fouquet.

sincerely,

ERRATTA.

After reading over the previous writing I sent you I find that there
parts of
S. E.

my

In 13th and 14th line Dr.

and Otoes

—not

In the very
Arlington.

is

two

July 22d letter which should be revised:
Scott'''

was agent

of the Poncas, Pa\vnees

Seminoles.

last lines

have

it

read:

The Sacs & Fox agency

is

We

are 13 miles N. W. of the old town
about 8 m. north of it.

Chandler, Oklahoma, Route

Dear Mr. Connelley

—Yours

3,

Nov. 17, 1922.
morning (show-

of the 16th inst. received this

is mighty fine and quick).
Perhaps it is all for the best that my paper will not go into the 15th volume
as I would hate to have our name go in as Foquet. Please see it goes in right
Fouquet, & not F. C. but L. C. I thank you for your good wishes and we desire the same to you, and that you will keep on with your good work which
will be more fully appreciated by the state after we are all gone.
Should you think of any thing more that I could help you in I am at your

ing that our postal system

command.

Remember
where

I

that I crossed the atlantic 9 times, coming

became a chum

of (Schattney)^

who became

first

to Leavenworth,

the prominent St. Louis

He was practicing oil
have 4 of his oil paintings at home (smaller sizes),
and I think that his wonderful oil paintings of De Soto's last moments and
Father De Smet's preaching to Indians (both about 5x8 foot) could be had
for a reasonable sum, from his inheritants. I have a wonderfully interesting
artist after

being a Wichita City clerk for 23 years.

painting between times.

I

adventures among the outlaws of 1870-71 while collecting county
Sincerely yours,
L. C. Fouquet.
revenue from them.
letter of his

7.

Father of Hon. Charles F. Scott,

8.

Fred Schattner was the

real

Tola,

Kan.

name (born

at Strasburg).

—
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History of the Ainerican Church.

HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN CHURCH, KNOWN IN LAW
AS THE PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH,
IN THE STATE OF KANSAS.
^

By

the Ven.

William Henry Haupt, Archdeacon,

Registrar
of the Diocese, 1911-'15.

INTRODUCTION.
my day had undertaken

SEVERAL

registrars before

for the purpose of

compihng a history

and Historiographer

the collection of data

of the diocese, but either the clergy

failed to respond to the request for a history of their several parishes, or the
fire which occurred in the Kansas Theological buildwere kept. It became necessary for the present historiographer to collect such data, but with the exception of two parishes, no help was
received from the clergy. The carelessness in preserving the parish records and
the ruthless destruction of the old registers when new ones were installed accounts for the difficulty of the present clergy to furnish historic data.
The first epoch of this work has had to be rewritten several times, as a
reference made by a known writer was run to its source. Thus instead of dating the beginning of this church in Kansas at 1857, we have gone back to 1837.
No doubt a more careful study of the work of army chaplains would lead to

data was destroyed in the
ing where the

files

further changes.

We would acknowledge the courtesies of the Adjutant General, U. S. War
Department, Washington, D. C, H. P. McCain; E. B. Rice of the Board of
Missions; and the Rev. W. T. Lipton, registrar of the diocese of Newark, who
searched their records upon our request.

A

work of this character to be accurate requires much patient reand care to select what may be of assistance to those who would
solve the present problems by the aid of past experiences. We have tried
first

search,

to state the facts as they appear, without bias, leaving the reader to delve

deeper

if

he so

desires.

Where possible the words of the men who made
The author claims little originality, nor has he time
would wish

style as he

if

published in his name.

the history are given.
to put

He

it

into literary

has performed the

of collecting the early material.
His successors in office may
complete the history from the ready material so accessible after the organization of the diocese and state. With the beginning of the third epoch he
has the files of journals, the Kansas Churchmarb, biographies of prominent
difficult -task

men, and the archives of the State Historical Society.
May he be pardoned in pleading the value of church records of marriages,
baptism and confirmation, in the matter of estates as well as historical purposes, and beg that these be carefully preserved.
1.
This account of the church in Kansas is only carried through two epochs, as the
In compiling the article the journals of the
author chose to call his historical divisions.
diocese have been freely used, but no footnotes giving exact references have been made.
However, it is an easy matter to follow through the annual numbers and find all quotations and
Ed.
statistics.

23—324
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BISHOP KEMPER. THE APOSTLE OF THE WEST.
To Bishop Kemper,

while

still

a deacon,

is

given the credit for the or-

ganization of the Domestic Missionary Societ}'.

'

He was

mover
Advancement

the prime

in the formation, in the spring of 1812, of the Society for the
of Christianity in PennsA'lvania, an organization that
life

the

of

diocese,

career, in general religious

crease the supply of clergj-,

means

other

—the

marks an epoch in the
it
by his later
history as well.
Its primarj^ object was to inand so meet the pressing need, and thus by every

and viewed

distribution

in

the

light

shed upon

prayer books,

of

—to

etc.

help

revive

the

parishes that were ready to die, and to strengthen the feeble ones within the

Kemper was chosen

diocese.

the

first

missionar}^ of the society,

and having

secured a substitute to perform his parochial duties during his absence, he

war with
and exploration.
The zeal that his experience awakened in his soul was communicated
to others, and his report rendered to the society that sent him out, and
set out early in August, just before the breaking out of the second

England,
.

upon

his

fii-st

tour

of

ecclesiastical

discovery

.

.

through

it

to the diocesan convention at

its

next meeting, greatly excited,

if

may

not be said to have created interest in domestic missions,
raising anew the question of an episcopal appointment for the region beyond
indeed

it

the Alleghenies."2

We

cannot be surprised to learn that his next confirmation class numand among them that great saint of God, Muhlenberg, whose
father was the founder of the Lutheran Church in America, and whose brother
was a general under Washington.
After serving three years in the diaconate he was ordained to the priesthood January 23, 1814. Shortly afterward he gave offense by preaching a
bered

180,

"sermon on the sacrament of the Lord's Supper; he w^as accused of teaching
Overw'ork and the hurt
its reception was necessary to salvation."
to his sentimental soul caused him again to accept a commission from the
Advancement Society. He went beyond the state line into Ohio. ''On this
part of his tour he baptized 125 souls and administered the holy communion
He
to many who had despaired of ever enjoying its reception again.
helped form several congregations, and created a demand for 1,000 prayer
books.
So a second missionary society was started, whose interests were
that

in the newly organized states west of Pennsylvania."

"In 1820 the managers of the Protestant Episcopal Missionary Society
of Pennsylvania published a little pamphlet containing a report of a committee of that society on the subject of a general missionary society for
This being presented to the general conforeign and domestic missions.
vention which met in Philadelphia, May, 1820, it met with considerable
enthusiasm. As a result the General Missionary Society was then and there
organized."-^

The

in strong party feelings,

a call to the parish at
diocese

White in the convention of 1826
which led Mr. Kemper to accept
Norwalk, Conn,, and in the first convention of that

election of an assistant to Bishop

and 1827 resulted

occurred the report of the candidacy for holj^ orders of Thomas
shall later meet, as the

Hubbard Vail and Cicero Stephen Hawke, whom we
first

2.

3.

bishops of Kansas and Missouri.
White's "Apostle of the West," p. 24.
E. B. Rice.
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In 1834 Kemper, in companj^ with James Milnor, went further afield
than ever before and visited and inspected the Indian missions at Green Bay
The year 1835 was one of advance in missions all along the line. In March
four clergymen, with delegates from four congregations but with only one

met

They had but

thirty-nine communicants
Rev. Philander Chase, bishop of
Ilhnois.
As this relieved the House of Bishops of a difficulty in regard
to Bishop Chase, who had been consecrated for Ohio and had resigned after

church

edifice,

in Peoria,

111.

in all these parishes, yet they elected Rt.

seventeen years, they recommended that the exceptional conditions made it
advisable to accede to the request of Illinois.
At this general convention, Jackson Kemper was chosen missionary

bishop of the Northwest, and in the same church in which he had been
made a deacon he was consecrated by Bishops White, Channing Moore,
Philander Chase, both the Onderdonks, Bosworth Smith and Doane. This

was the twenty-seventh and
took part.

last consecration in

which the patriarchal White

Col. Stephen W. Kearney, stationed at Fort Leavenworth, in 1837, requested
Bishop Kemper to secure a chaplain for the post. In response, the bishop
made a trip of investigation. We quote his report taken from White s "Apostle
of the West":

now experienced a little Western adventure, and really entered into
much more spirit and enjoyment than I could have imagined.
tell you how we were benighted and how we lost our way, of the deep
we forded and the bad bridges we crossed,
how we were

"I have
it

with

Shall I
creeks

.

.

.

.

.

.

drenched to the skin, and ho\f we waded for half an hour in a slough, and the
accidents from the stumbling of our horse?
But these events were matters
of course.
We had daily cause for thankfulness and praise.
What
proof of the sluggishness of our movements is the fact that, so far as I can
learn I am the first clergyman of our church who has preached at Columbia,
Booneville, Fayette, Richmond, Lexington, Independence and Fort Leavenworth,
in a word, I have been the pioneer from St. Charles up the
.

.

.

.

.

.

Missouri."
It was in the autumn of 1837 that Bishop Kemper, the first clergyman of the
Episcopal Church entered what was later known as the state of Kansas. He

recommended to the Board of Missions as chaplain of Fort Leavenworth the
Rev. Thomas Gregory, a missionary among the Menomonee Indians at
Green Bay, and he was appointed "Missionary at Fort Leavenworth"
1838. The records of the War Department show:

in

March,

"He left his home in New York state, on November 1, 1838, for Fort Leavenworth, where he arrived about December 17, 1838. On the last named date
he was chosen by the council of administration at the post as chaplain and
his compensation fixed at $40 per month."

What he accomplished
that this, the

as missionary,

chaplain,

was

we

are unable to state, but only

know

clergyman of the church.
The next clergyman of the church of whom we have any record was the
Rev. David Clarkson, of the diocese of New Jersey, who was appointed chaplain
at Fort Scott March 19, 1850, which position he held till 1853, when he was
transferred to Fort Riley. He seems to have made an annual report to his
bishop, but the journals of his diocese only show the follow official acts:
also the first resident

Officiated every Sunday except
and taught school during the week.

''1852.
illness,

first

funerals, 6.

three,

when

Baptisms,

1

I was prevented by
infant; marriages, 3;

:

:
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"1853.
"1854.

No

Society.

Baptisms, 1 adult, 3 infants; funerals, 6; marriages,
Fort Riley, Nebraska, baptisms, 8 infants."

2.

report for 1855, but in 1856 he reported from Fort Riley

"Rt. Rev. and Dear

Sm—Since my

return to this garrison, on the 15th of
infants, 3; marriages, 3; funerals, 66. Out of
the sixty-six funerals, fifty-seven took place from the 24th of July to the 12th
of August, when the cholera prevailed at the fort."
"1858. In addition to
regular Sunday services at the garrison I have
officiated once in Manhattan, ten miles from here, where I administered the
holy communion to a sick young lady and three members of the church, in
private. Three days after I was sent for to commit her body to the silent

May

last, I

have had baptisms,

my

grave

;

her

spirit

having triumphantly winged

its

way

I have also daily school five mornings of the week. I
children, married five couples, buried seven adults;
reports for 1859 and 1860." 4

The above

to the paradise of God.

have baptized fourteen
communicants, 8. No

Kansas and the
Mr. Clarkson took a part in this and was the
first minister of the church at Junction City and Manhattan.
In 1851 the Rev. John McNamara was the missionary at Weston, Mo.,
and April 14, 1852, organized Christ Church, St. Joseph, Mo., erecting the
first chapel at a cost of $1;000.
After fourteen months he resigned to accept
a call to a church in Chicago. But we shall meet him again in Kansas.
In 1854 the Rev. W. N. Irish, a missionary of the board at St. Joseph, Mo.,
visited Fort Leavenworth, and finding some church people there, organized a
parish under the name of "Centurian church." This was the first rehgious
society formed in the new territory of Kansas.' The domestic committee of
the General Board of Missions hearing the news, and hearing also of the
rapid growth of that section of the country and being anxious to provide for
the spiritual welfare of the church's children who should be there, soon afterward established a mission at ''Fort Leavenworth and parts adjacent," and on
September 19, 1854, appointed the Rev. John McNamara as its missionary
to look after the work. He remained there until the following year, resigning
carries us into the period of the settlement of

organization of the diocese.

November 1, 1855.
Bishop Kemper

in his report, 1855, said

"The Rev. John McNamara has been

for sometime in Kansas, but owing
to the great political excitement which yet prevails in that territory, has accomplished but little in building up the church. I have been ready more
than once to start for that countiy, through parts of which I passed in 1838,
contemplated visit until
but it has been deemed expedient to postpone
quietness prevails. I observe by the papers that the Rev, David Clarkson,
of New Jersey, is chaplain at Fort Riley, and is endeavoring to establish
a church at Pawnee City, May his efforts be crowned with success." ^

my

The Rev. John McNamara,

in his book,

"Three Years on the Kansas

Border," relates a pathetic story of hardships and discouragements. He was
a staunch anti-slavery man who believed it his duty to preach against the

On the boat up the Missouri, he got into a heated discussion, and
Colonel Johnstone, then commandant, forbade his coming to the post. There
was a colony of free-soilers going to Council Grove who desired him to accompany them, but he felt it his duty to go where he had been sent, even
traffic.

though he could preach only "in the parts adjacent,"
4.

From Lipton

6.

E. B. Rice.

\

Register,

Newark,

:
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At Lexington he had to leave the boat to procure a coffin for his Uttle child
died en route, and take the body to his old charge at Weston, Mo., to
bury it. Being unable to secure a house on the Kansas side he took up his
residence in Weston, and crossed the river each week to conduct services. His
first services were north of what is now Leavenworth, not far from the fort
in the old log house called the "Roman Catholic Mission of the Kickapoo

who had

Indians."

He

tells

us that two weeks later the Rev. N. T. Shaler of the

M.

E.

Church, South, who was ''sound on the goose," came to Kickapoo and the
"Self Defensives" gave him the Mission. Thereupon Mr. McNamara secured
a lot from the Kickapoo City Association for a church building and prevailed

upon a friend to get subscriptions for a church. The friend collected $350,
and refusing to turn it over to the missionary, used it for his own purposes.
Because of his attitude on the slavery question Mr. McNamara was refused room and board at the only hotel in Leavenworth, and also at Kickapoo.

"To render my situation more desperate, a letter from a brother clergyman,
remittance' check for half
enclosing me sixty-three dollars, was robbed.
a year's salary from the committee of the church missionary society 'was ab-

My

"

stracted.'

The garrison chapel was closed to him, and the chaplain, Kerr, would insult
him by asking if the Rev. W. N. Irish, of St. Joseph, could not be procured
to preach to the church people at the post.

at Kickapoo City I was the first preacher. This made the MethodThis
jealous 'an Episcopal clergyman the first among the bushps!'
would never do. The old missionary and a New Yorker too, at that went
round to inquire where he could purchase a 'nigger'
So the question
between the preachers to gain the affections of the people, and to have the
privilege of occupying the log house on Sunday, was 'nigger or no nigger.' I
was 'no nigger,' and I became 'no preach' 'no song, no supper,' "
".

.

ists

.

—

—

—

...

—

"Something must be done. I did not wish to leave the territory. Early in
March, 1855, I determined to go out on the prairie, erect me a log hut, like
my neighbors, and preach to those who might feel disposed to hear, in the
open air, during the coming season. Never after this time did I attempt to
preach at Kickapoo or at Leavenworth."
It

was about

this

time that his wife gave birth to a second

child, which, be-

cause of lack of medical attention and sufficient nourishment, died.

And

so

he was compelled to give up the struggle and leave.

The Rev. John McNamara went

to Nebraska City, where he estabhshed a
which he conducted successfully for a number of years. He died at
North Platte, Neb,, October, 1885, at the age of sixty-four. The Living Church
said of him:
college,

"He was one

of the best known clergymen of the West, the greater part of
having been spent in missionary work in Illinois, Kansas, Wisconsin
and Nebraska."
his hfe

Rev. A, Beatty, in the Kansas Churchman, added
"Dr. McNamara was the first missionary in the territory of Kansas from the
general board, under the administration of Bishop Kemper. His was a lovely
character. He was a protege of Rev. Dr. Muhlenburg, and for years worked
under that remarkable saint of God."
6.

"Three years on the Kansas Border," 1856, p. 169

et seq.
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Society.

As a part of this introductory chapter it may be well to acknowledge the
debt the diocese of Kansas owes to the missionary societies. Bishop Vail in
the Kansas Churchm/in, 1879, says:

"The old Philadelphia Society for Missions in the West, sent out its missionaries and for several years supported them, starting the parishes in Wyandotte, in Lawrence, in Topeka, in Atchison. The mission in Leavenworth, the
first of all in the territory, was sustained by the Domestic Committee (General
Board). When the Philadelphia Society was disbanded, their missions passed
into the charge of the American Church Missionary Society, then just organized. .
At the last general convention this society became auxiUary
to the General Board of Missions, and the mission work of this church is now
.

all

one."

receipt from the General Board to that date
and from the General Board for the preceding year $2,000, and from
the American Church Missionary Society, $1,000.

The bishop acknowledges the

of $40,000,

THE TERRITORY TO THE ORGANIZATION OF THE DIOCESE OF
KANSAS.
Congress having in 1854 passed the bill organizing the territories of Kansas
and Nebraska, the attention of the whole country was turned upon Kansas,
which became the scene of a struggle between free-soil and slavery advocates,
and the following season saw a prelude to the Civil War on the prairies of
Kansas.

The winter
settlers in that

was very severe and the suffering of the destitute
time of border warfare beggars description. From both terri-

of 1855-'56

came appeals that winter for the ministrations of the missionaries of the
The ciy of bleeding Kansas wrung the heart of a noble clergyman of
Connecticut, the Rev. Hiram Stone, who offered to exchange his pleasant

tories

church.

parish at Essex for the toils of a missionary in the agitated territory.

This

becoming known to Bishop Kemper, he was accepted and St. Paul's church.
New Haven, offered to provide his support. So great was the confusion and
so hot the strife upon the border, that Bishop Kemper directed him to remain
in Wisconsin, until he could himself reconnoiter. The bishop set forth in July,
1856, and was joined by Bishop Henry W. Lee at Des Moines, and together
they traveled to Council Bluffs, crossed the river and trod for the first time
the soil of Nebraska. Omaha was then a canvas city in its second year, yet
it numbered over a thousand souls.
The first service was held here by both
bishops, and was attended by a throng of people. Bishop Lee preached, and
afterward Bishop Kemper administered the holy communion to six persons.
'He then visited Bellevue and Florence where, as well as at Nebraska City,
he secured lots for church buildings, and he entered Kansas, which he had not
seen for eighteen years. He preached at Doniphan, and Fort Leavenworth,
at the latter place confirming an officer and administering the Holy Eucharist.
He held services in Leavenworth city, and at Lecompton (then the capital)
baptized an infant. At Atchison he secured two lots for the church. He also
visited Palmetto, Topeka, Brownville, Lawrence and Council City. At this
last place he read both morning and evening prayer, preached at both services
and confirmed in a log cabin, but could not administer the holy communion
because no wine could be found. Besides these official duties which he performed regularly where opportunity offered, the bishop was often able to ap-

:
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pear in the beautiful character, so congenial to him, of a missionaiy pastor,
consoling the bereaved, visiting the sick and dying and burying the dead.
Wherever he went he scnipulously avoided all references to the surrounding

and this won much popular approval. The summer was intensely
and through lack of fresh and wholesome food the bishop contracted the
prevalent complaint known as "land scurvy." It was the first serious breach
in his health. He was nearly sixty-seven years of age, and was never afterward
quite as well and strong as before. That tour was the laying of the comercivil strife,

hot,

Upon his return to Wisconsin, he directed the
Rev. Hiram Stone to make Leavenworth his headquarters and itinerate from
stone of the diocese of Kansas.
there J

The memoirs

of the

Rev. Hiram Stone,

in

Historical library, give a full account of his

make

manuscript form in the State

life

in

Kansas, and from

it

we

the following selections

On November 17 I took passage for Kansas, arriving at Fort Leavenworth November 24. A few days later, December 10, I effected an organization at Leavenworth city under the name of St. Paul's church. This was
the first permanent Episcopal organization in Kansas, and was appropriately
named in recognition of the generous support guaranteed by St. Paul's, New
Haven. Measures were immediately taken for the erection of a church edifice, but the effort was delayed for reasons which will later appear.
"At this juncture strange complications began, which seriously affected the
church interest in Kansas, putting a new and exceptional phase upon all missionary operations. Bishop Kemper had jurisdiction over the territory of the
Northwest by an appointment of the general convention of 1835. Because of
the rapid filling up of that great region, it was deemed expedient to separate
a portion of this into a new missionary jurisdiction to be placed under the
oversight of a bishop. Accordingly the general convention held in the city
of New York in October, 1856, set apart the territories of Kansas and Nebraska
as a new division of the great missionary field, and attempted to provide for
it a bishop.
The provision failed by the dechnation of the Rev. Jacob L.
Clark, D. D., who had been elected or appointed to that position. This left
the newly made jurisdiction without an episcopal head."^
.

The

.

presiding bishop, Brownell, suggested to Bishops

Kemper and Lee

that

they should give episcopal oversight to Kansas and Nebraska, their expenses
being defrayed by the Board of Missions. In accordance with this Bishop

Kemper

again visited Kansas in the spring of 1857, and on the 11th of

May

Leavenworth. He was much enfeebled by
Bishop Kemper had gradually been relieved of parts of his original

laid the cornerstone of a church in
this tour.

by the election of bishops for the states of Indiana, Missouri,
and Iowa. In the fall of 1858 he again visited Kansas, but owing to
the condition of the weather and roads he was not able to accomplish much.
In 1859 he presided over a convention in Minnesota called to elect a diocesan
bishop, which resulted in the election of Henry Benjamin Whipple.
There was at this time great bitterness in the church between the high and
low church parties. The low church party had organized the "Philadelphia
Society," and according to Rev. Hiram Stone, a fight to get control of Kansas
for the low church party was made. He says
vast jurisdiction
Illinois,

7.

White's "Apostle of the West."

"Memoirs of a Pioneer Missionary and Chaplain in the United States Army," by Rev.
8.
Hiram Stone, has been published by the Historical Society in vol. 13 of the Kansas Historical
Collections, p. 319 et seq.
9.
Kansas Historical Collections, vol. 13, p. 320.
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Society.

"It had become the settled purpose of this society to organize Kansas into
a diocese and to supply it with clergy suited to its own stripe of churchmanship.
Hence some half-dozen missionaries were selected and sent out, supported wholly by that 'association.' I had been on the ground and organized
a church several months in advance of these, and was entirely unaware of this

partisan

movement."

This fact, which is verified by Bishop Vail's statement as quoted on a preceding page, must be recorded, but with no thought of sincerity and devotion
to the truth as these heroic men saw it. The party lost its most extreme men
through defection from the church and the organization of the Reformed
Episcopal Church. It is to be noted that this hasty action due to party spirit
is what crippled the Episcopal Church in the state of Kansas, and permitted
other churches to outstrip it in growth.

The Rev. N.

0. Preston, in the Kansas Annual Register, says that Rev. C.
Callaway, was sent by a missionary society of Philadelphia in 1856-'57 on a
church exploring expedition. His report that the field was "already white for

M.

the harvest" induced the missionary committee to employ several missionaries
to labor in Kansas. The Rev. Callaway returned and located in Topeka. The

Rev. Charles Reynolds came with his family to Lawrence in 1857 and organized
Trinity parish, and with funds obtained in the East built Trinity church and

Wyandotte in 1857 and with money
and substantial rectory. The
Rev. N. 0. Preston came in May, 1858, and located in Manhattan, found three
communicants, labored two years and eight months and with funds collected
mainly in New Orleans and Philadelphia succeeded in erecting a gothic church.
Rev. J. E. Ryan came in the spring of 1858 and located at Elwood, and also
preached at Troy.n
From other sources we learn that the Rev. L. R. Staudenmayer organized
the Church of St. Mary Magdelene at Atchison in 1857. The Rev. W. K. Ellis
came to Lecompton in 1857, and the Rev. J. H. Drummond came oie same
year. The latter was a very active general missionary, estabhshing parishes at
Olathe, Paola, Shawnee and Spring Hill, besides holding services in seventy

rectory.

The Rev. R.

S.

Nash came

to

collected in the East erected a beautiful church

other places.

In the summer of 1859 Bishop

Kemper made another

tour of Kansas, visit-

At Leavenworth he held an ordination,i2 at
Wyandotte consecrated a church, and at these and several other places Lawrence, Lecompton, Manhattan confirmed, preached and administered the holy
communion. He visited Topeka, Junction City, Fort Riley, Osawatomie,
Paola, Olathe, and other places, preaching in each one. There were nine clergymen in the territory, including the chaplains at the forts, and at the request of
a majority of them he convoked and presided at an assembly that proved to
be the preliminary convention of the diocese. It met in August at Wyandotte,
and in spite of the bishop's protest that the action was premature, they formed
ing every parish

and mission.

—

—

a diocesan organization and applied to the general convention for admission.

Hiram Stone remarks on
in

this:

"Here is a fact to be distinctly noted. The general convention was to meet
Richmond, Va., the following October, some two months later. At that time,
10.
11.
12.

Ibid, p. 321.

Kansas Annual Reaister, 18G4,
This

is

p. 90.

rather questionable, 1859 would be a very early date for ordination in Kansas.
state was a missionary field entirely.

At that time the

—
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as was generally and well understood, a missionary bishop would be provided
But in
for the Northwest, and Kansas would be taken under his oversight.
order to forestall this measure, the partisan clergy determined to organize Kansas into a diocese and thus take it out of the hands of the convention. "i^

The

clergy present at this convention were:

The

Rt, Rev. Jackson

Kem-

LL.D.; Rev. C. M. Callaway, rector Grace church, Topeka; Rev.
J. H. Drummond, missionary; Rev. W. K. Ellis, rector at Lecompton; Rev.
R. S. Nash, rector St. Paul's church, Wyandotte; Rev. N. O. Preston, rector
St. Paul's church, Manhattan; Rev. Charles Reynolds, rector Trinity church,
Lawrence; Rev. J. E. Ryan, rector St. Marks church, Elwood; Rev. L. R.
per, D.D.,

Staudenmayer, rector

St.

Mary Magdelene,

Atchison; Rev.

Hiram

Stone, rec-

tor St. Paul's church, Leavenworth.

The

—Wm.

H. Hickcox, LyManhattan
Ambrose Todd; Christ church. Prairie City Wm. Graham, M.D., H. J. Caniff,
M.D., and Wm. B. Hayden; St. John's church, Tecumseh— Judge Rush Elmore
and Thos. N. Stinson; Grace church, Topeka— Geo. N. Meade; St. Paul's
church, Wj^andotte Frederick Speck, M.D.; St. Paul's church, Leavenworth
J. M. Fackler, M.D., and J. M. Bodine, M.D., Emmanuel church, Olathe—

man

lay delegates were:

Trinity church, Lawrence

Eldridge, 0. A. Bassett and Samuel Reynolds; St. Paul's,

—

—

E. S. Nash.

The motion

been put, it was carried
nays 6.
Naturally we ask how was this vote taken? Jointly it would seem from the
record of this convention. But why only twenty votes cast? There were nine
clergy and fifteen laity present. If parishes had voted as units there would
have been nine and eight or a total of seventeen.

by vote

for organizing into a diocese having

of clergy

and

laity;

yeas

14,

Of the clergy voting we find a year

later at the first

annual convention only

by reason
two had removed.

four were entitled to seats, and three were denied this privilege
of not having transferred to this jurisdiction, while

For these and some other reasons Mr. Stone protested that the organizaand unnecessary." He goes on to tell that
he was informed that as Leavenworth was the chief city in Kansas, his parish
must be given to the future bishop as one source of his support, and that
in the presence of his two wardens he was told that he was standing in the
way of the good of the church, and to further its interests he should resign that
the bishop might occupy his place. He also tells how certain ones sent word
through his parish that if the church were made the cathedral the bishop
would bring great influence and money through which a flourishing parish
would be built up.
tion w^as "irregular, uncanonical,

"I have already suffered enough on this score, and am determined on leaving the parish of my creation and affections. Though appointed by the 'prehminary convention' of Kansas as a deputy to the general convention, I shall
not attend, as I deem the whole action of the Kansas convention illegal, unauthorized and partisan, and hence will not lend my countenance to its proceedings. "i4

Having been unanimously elected chaplain of Fort Leavenworth and the
same having been approved by the Secretary of War, Mr. Stone, on the 24th
of October, tendered his resignation as rector of St. Paul's church.
13.
14.

Kansas Historical Collections, vol. 13, p. 321.
Ibid, p. 322.
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Society.

"On entering upon the duties of a missionary at Leavenworth city, I found
only three church famihes and the" same number of communicants. At the
date of my resignation there were upon the parish register forty-three communicants and about an equal number of famihes. Eleven persons have been
confirmed, thirty-four baptisms have been solemnized, and there was a Sunday
School of about thirty children.
Mr. Stone continues that although the prehminary convention had

peti-

tioned the house of bishops to make arrangements by which the diocese of
Kansas could still, for a time at least, have the episcopal services of the Rt.
Rev. Jackson Kemper, the Kansas deputies to the general convention informed

the bishop that they would not need his services any longer. He also says
that the Rev. N. 0. Preston was of the same opinion with himself in the above

matters and voted with him on later questions, as were also Messrs. Bodine
and Todd.
The standing committee elected at the preliminary convention consisted of
Rev. Charles Reynolds, Rev. Hiram Stone, Rev. C. M. Callaway, Dr. William
Graham, Dr. J. M. Bodine, and Wilham H. Hickcox.
The delegates to the general convention were Revs. N. 0. Preston, Charles
Callaway, Dr. J. M. Fackler, Dr. J. M.
Reynolds, Hiram Stone and
Bodine, Mr. Wm. Graham and Mr. Ambrose Todd.
Upon the return of the delegates from the general convention a call was sent
for a meeting of the standing committee. They met December 13 in Trinity
church, Lawrence, and it was understood that the object of the meeting was to
arrange for the election of a bishop for the diocese of Kansas. On the motion
:

CM.

for a call of a special convention of the diocese for the election of a bishop the

vote stood two against two, and was finally carried by the president casting
his vote in its favor.

The convention was

called to

meet at Topeka on April

11, 1860.

The preliminary convention recognized the Female Seminary established by
Doctor Callaway at Tecumseh as a church institution of the diocese, and also
recommended the parochial school

at Prairie City, as the diocesan school for

boys and worthy of the public support.

At the third session of the convention, the Church of the Covenant, Osawatomie, was represented by H. B. Smith and J. B. Scofield.
The Rev. J. H. Drummond presented a petition from St. Marysville for a
diocesan school for boys, offering to donate forty acres of land and not less
than $1,000. On motion of Doctor Callaway it was referred to a committee, and
was never again reported. The school at Prairie City was ten miles north of
*

Ottawa and flourished for several years.
By becoming a diocese Kansas declared
work.

The missionary

itself

society according to

as in missionary jurisdictions.

In 1856

its

capable of sustaining

its

own

rules could not continue aid

Hiram Stone received

$504.17; in 1857

three clergymen received $1,511.70; in 1858 five clergy received $4,061.50; in

1859 six clergy received $6,240.02; in 1860 for Reverends Ryan, Nash, Rey-

nolds and Preston,

still

serving in Kansas, there was given $5,448; or a total,

since the board in 1854 sent

Doctor McNamara,

of $18,265.37,

which

it

had paid

into the territory.

An
in

examination of the parish reports of that period shows but one parish
Kansas worthy the name according to the support given. The general con-

15.

Ibid, p. 324.

—
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vention had no rules on the subject then, but later on, to avoid such mistakes
made not only in Kansas but other states, a parish had to give at

as had been

toward the support of a rector before it could be recognized as such.
Several of these so-called parishes had not raised SlOO for the year preceding.
least $600

THE SPECIAL CONVENTION FOR THE ELECTION OF A

BISHOP.

This convention met in accordance with the call on April 11, 1860, in Grace
The Rev. Charles Reynolds offered the prayers,
and Rev. N. 0. Preston preached the sermon from 2d Corinthians iv:7. After
church, Topeka, at 3 p.m.

by Rev. J. E, Ryan, secretary
being called the following clergy answered to
Callaway, D. Clarkson, J. M. Drummond, M. Henderson,

the service the convention was called to order
of the convention.

The

roll

names: C. M.
Nash, N. O. Preston, Charles Reynolds, and J. E. Ryan.
The Rev. R. S. Nash was elected president of the convention.
The following parishes were represented and their accredited delegates admitted to a seat and to vote: Atchison Dr. A. Arnold; Junction City, David
A. Butterfield and Major J. G. Martin; Lawrence Wm. H. Hickcox, James
Horton, and A. D. M. Ricker; Leavenworth Alex. F. Maison and Ethan Earl;
Lecompton Dr. J. M. Pelot; Manhattan John E. Perchord; Prairie City
Dr. Wm. Graham and Wm. B. Hayden; Topeka— C. K. Holhday, C. C. Kel1am, and H. C. Hawkins.
On motion of Rev. C. M. Callaway, the clergy proceeded to vote for a
bishop. There being eight present, five constituted a majority.
The first ballot stood: Rev. Mr. Whittle, of Louisville, Ky., 3; Rev. Mr.
Schenck, of Baltimore, 1 Rev. Dr. Claxton, of Rochester, 1 Rev. Dr. Peet,
of Des Moines, 2; Rev. Dr. Dyer, of New York city, 1.
The fourth ballot stood: Whittle, 4; Peet, 2; Dyer, 2.
On motion of Rev. Charles Reynolds the convention took a ten-minute
recess, and upon reassembling the fifth ballot was taken, with the following
result: Rev. Mr. Whittle, 6; Doctor Dyer, 2.
On its becoming known that Doctor Whittle was a proslavery man, the laity
rejected him, 4 to 2. He was afterward elected bishop of Virginia.
The clergy then proceeded to vote again. After much balloting the election
finally went to Reverend Doctor Dyer by a vote of 6. The laity concurred in
his election by a vote of 5 for, 2 against, and 1 blank.
The Rev. Mr. Stone not only refused to participate in this convention, but
tells us that on the 9th of April he with other members of the standing committee, being a minority, made a protest against the contemplated proceedings
their

R.

S.

—

—
—

—

—

;

;

of the convention, giving as their objections:
"1. That as the prehminary convention had unanimously requested the
house of bishops to allow them to have the episcopal services of Bishop
Kemper, the deputies from Kansas were wholly unauthorized as well as powerless to dismiss Bishop Kemper by informing him that his services were no
longer needed in Kansas.
"2. Neither had the standing committee authority to call a special convention for the election of a bishop, as the action of the preliminary convention had vested Bishop Kemper with 'full episcopal charge and authority.'
"3. That according to section 2 of article 4 of the preliminary convention:
'No person shall be canonically connected with this diocese until he shall have
presented to the bishop or the ecclesiastical authority thereof, a letter dismissing him from the diocese with which he was last connected.'i^
All
.

16.

This

is in

accordance with the general canons of the church.

.

.

:
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told .there is barely a canonical number of clergy in the diocese to elect a
bishop, and of these a majority, we believe, have never been canonically transferred from their former dioceses to am' ecclesiastical authority of Kansas
It seems clearh* established, then, that the special conwhatsoever
vention has not been legally called, and that there is not the requisite number
of clerg}', canonically resident, to elect a bishop." i~

...

They

further objected that the church in Kansas

was not

sufiicienth' strong

its boundaries
This protest was signed

to support a bishop alone, there being not one parish within
able to support a minister without missionary aid.

by the Rev. Hiram Stone and James Bodine, M.D., and placed in the hands
from Leavenworth for delivery, the two having decided not

of a lay delegate

to be present nor participate in the convention.

Reports of the proceedings in Kansas having been sent east, some sharp
was made, and the Rev. Dr. T>yeT declined the election as bishop.
In the report of the standing committee to the fii^st annual convention

criticism

we read:
''The standing committee met in Leavenworth city, on the 30th day of
1860, when the following resolution was offered and rejected:
''Whereas, At the late special convention of the diocese the convention did
not adjourn sim die, but to meet again at the call of the standing committee;
therefore,

May,

"Resolved, That the standing committee do now appoint Wednesday, the
27th da\' of June next, at 11 o'clock a.m., for the convention again to assemble
at Atchison."
It

was further noted

"The Rev. Heman Dyer, D.D., having declined the episcopate, the committee invited the Rt. Rev. Henry W. Lee. D.D., Bishop of Iowa, to perform
Episcopal services in the diocese, towards the close of the conventional year,
and to be present and preside at the convention."

At the general convention
Minnesota, Bishop

Kemper

of 1859, after the consecration of the bishop of

resigned as missionary- bishop, being seventy years

He

continued as bishop of Wisconsin until his death in 1870. So
committee, as well as that of calling the convention, was not with any intention of being disloyal to this great Apostle of

of age.

this last act of the standing

the W^est.

Of the clergy who participated

in this special convention, only four took
annual convention held September 12, 1860, and onh* six
of the so-called parishes were represented and seven made reports.

seats in the

first

THE MEX AXD PARISHES OF THIS PERIOD.
The

and that have continued as such to
St. Paul's. Wyandotte, now
Kansas City, Kan.; Trinity, Lawrence; Grace Cathedral, Topeka; St. Paul's,
Manhattan; and under different names the churches at Junction City,
Atchison, Olathe and Osawatomie. Various reasons caused the dropping out
parishes established at this time

the present day, are St. Paul's, Leavenworth;

of the others.

Before proceeding with the history,

view of the
17.
18.

men who

did this

Kansas Historical Collections,

vol.

Journal of the proceedings of the

it

may

be well for us to take a closer
First let us look at the

pioneer work.

325-6.
annual convention, 1860, p.

13, pp.
first

3-1.
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which they arrived were Bishop

Kemper in 1837, Rev. Henry Gregory 1838, Rev. David Clarkson 1850, Rev.
John McNamara 1854, and Rev. Hiram Stone 1856. Besides the bishop we
For to
have David Clarkson and Hiram Stone who built permanently.
Clarkson belongs the honor of the first sendees at both Manhattan and
His work at Pawnee City was as permanent as the place.
His initial is not correctly given in the printed account of the special convention where he was given a seat and a vote. That he was an earnest, devout,
and faithful churchman we see from his reports, and can only regret that
we cannot follow his career. He was moved with the army to another
Junction City.

point.

We

have seen that in 1857 the Rev. C. M. Callaway came to Kansas on

a trip of exploration, and that the next year he took up his residence here.

Tecumseh was then the county

seat of

Shawnee county, and Mr. Callaway

secured lots there for the erection of an Episcopal Female Seminary.

He

Manhattan, Topeka, Lawrence, Wyandotte and
possibly other points. In 1857 he became the missionary at Topeka and held
services in the third story of the building on the southwest comer of Kansas avenue and Sixth.
Mr. Callaway had laid the foundation for a fine,
large building at Tecumseh upon the beautiful and spacious grounds which
had been donated. To induce him to come to Topeka, the Topeka association donated him three lots on Topeka avenue. The spirit of rivalry was
at its height. The result was that in addition the Topeka association gave
him for the school the twenty acres now known as the Bethany Square, and
the citizens individually gave some thirty lots more.
These strong arguments caused him to move the school from Tecumseh to Topeka.
In 1859 the school building was completed, and to the convention of
September, 1860, Mr. Callaway reported:
also visited

and preached

at

"The Female Seminary is now complete, and is paid for with the exception
The seminary building is an
$1,200, which is pledged in the East.
ornament to the town and an honor to the church, through whose liberality
chiefly it has been erected.
The property owned by the seminary, and held
by a corporate body of trustees, is worth $15,000."
of

In regard to the parish he reported:

"The parish has spent during the past year about four hundred dollars
in fitting up a hall for service. The hall is nearly always full of attentive
listeners to the preaching of the Word.
The parish has a very comfortable
parsonage, built mainly through contributions from friends in the East.
"Baptisms, adults 9, children
died 2, confirmation 7."

1.

Communicants added

Grace church was organized September
vention September

James

12.

9,

1860,

M. Callaway,

Charles

17,

and admitted

rector;

removal

3,

to the con-

Charles C. Kellam,

John W. Farnsworth, C. K. Holliday and J. F. Cummings.
On September 15 measures were first taken to build a church.

Fletcher,

vestrymen.

In the same month Mr. Callaway resigned and removed to the diocese of
Missouri.

Mr. Callaway was born April

4,

Theological School at Alexandria.

held in

many

places the

1818, in Virginia;

he graduated from the

From Maryland he came

services of this church.

to

Kansas and

After securing $10,000
he laid the foundation of the great properties of the church in Topeka.
first
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and sincere and faithful endeavor in other fields,
Brandywine Hundred, Del., in the fifty-first year of
his age. The Kansas Theological building and Bethany College square and
possibly the property which went to build Christ HospitaU^ are the monuments he left in Kansas.
A faithful layman of Lawrence, Kansas, next challenges our attention. Mr.
Samuel Reynolds was born in England and came to this country while a
boy. Receiving a liberal education, he first engaged in teaching.
At his
After

he departed this

of earnest

life

at

Grammar School
In addition to the regular
school work he taught vocal music in a girls^ school in the city, gave concerts twice a year with the two schools, and sang in the quartette in Christ
church.
In 1854 he married and six months later he sold his school and
moved to Kansas and took up a homestead. In his wider interests of the
community he wrote, in 1856, a letter to the Protestant Churchman, calling
attention to the religious needs of the new community, and urging the church
to at once occupy this promising field.
The letter attracted the attention
of Amos Lawrence, for whom the new town of Lawrence was named, who
sent a box of books which formed the first Sunday-school library. A further
brother's solicitation he took charge of the Williamsburg

across East river

from Ne»w York

was the coming

city, in

1848.

Rev. Charles Reynolds, then the
him in 1857, and who resigned his parish and took up his residence at Lawrence and organized
result

of his brother, the

rector of a church in Columbus, OJiio, to visit

Trinity church in the spring of 1858.

Shortly after this came another layman to Lawrence, William H. Hickcox.

He became

superintendent of the Sunday school, while Samuel Reynolds
took charge of the music, serving as choirmaster for many years. These
three, with Lyman Eldridge and 0. A. Bassett, represented Trinity church in
the preliminary convention.
Like St. Andrew, Samuel found his brother,
Rev. Charles Reynolds, who became the St. Peter of the church in Kansas.
We noticed that when Bishop Kemper made his first visit to Lawrence
he found no churchmen there, but this may have been due to the fact that
out on his homestead Samuel had not heard of the visit. Mr. Callaway is
by some credited with the first service at Lawrence and of having started
the work, but the organization of the parish was perfected by the Rev.

Charles Reynolds, with

W. H.

Hickcox, Samuel Reynolds, G.

W.

Smith,

J.

C.

Horton, N. C. Burroughs and Mr. Safford.
A letter written at this time by the Rev. Charles Reynolds shows a side
of life, that the present generation know not:

—

"Lawrence,

May

28.

''Dear Mother ^We have been here three days, and to relate to you half
our privations would pain you, and not benefit ourselves.
"Board at the hotel was $10 per day for my family. I remained there but
one day, and then hired a shanty for $8 per month. I spent $12 in trying
to make it habitable and for lumber for bedsteads, which I made myself.
Out of some of the boxes which I brought with me I made a table. I borrowed a few bedticks. I made beds out of prairie hay. But the shanty is
not comfortable; the children are being eaten alive.
"In order that we may get out of this hole, I have purchased a lot and

—

19. Mr. Callaway had nothing whatever to do with the Christ Hospital property
that
gift from Bishop and Mrs. Vail.
See Journal of the twenty-third annual convention,
diocese of Kansas, 1882, p. 39, for full account of the founding of Christ Hospital.

was a

:
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Not a single article of furniture has arrived.
expect to build at once.
We borrowed a few chairs, plates, etc., and are living in tme pioneer style.
The future looks bright, but the present hour is a great trial, both for the
Affectionately yours,
flesh and to faith.
q Reynolds."
.

.

.

For some time services were held in a hall on Massachusetts street, and
by the Methodists and later changed to a
dwelling. As soon as possible, steps were taken to procure a lot and erect
a church, and in 1859 the main part of what is now called the chapel was
erected. It is the oldest church building of the Episcopal Church in Kansas,
and is a little gem of Gothic architecture. This church was consecrated by
the Rt. Rev, Jackson Kemper on the first of August, 1859.
In his report to the first annual convention. Dr. Reynolds tells us that "In
addition to my labors in Lawrence, I officiated every two weeks at Prairie
City, every month at Blue Mound, and occasionally at Minneola, Peoria and
also in a building first erected

other more distant towns. Communicants at this time
baptisms 14, marriages 6, funerals 12,"

30,

removed

10,

died

The Rev, J. H, Drummond made a report to this convention which
such historic value we give it in full

is

1,

of

"St. Marysville, Sept. 8, 1860.

"To

the Ecclesiastical Authority in the Diocese of Kansas:

"1 came to Kansas in the spring of 1857, as an immigrant citizen and a
volunteer missionary. Wishing to preach self-supportingly, I wrought with
my hands and perforated missionary service in the country surrounding my
home till the fall of 1859. I then abandoned farming, and have labored exclusively in the ministry. During this whole period, after giving the church
a start in Kansas City, Mo., I traveled far and wide in Johnson and Lykins
counties, Kansas Territory. Besides general ministrations, I have originated
parishes in Olathe and Paola, in Shawnee and Monticello, and last of all, in
this region, at Spring Hill; the latter has for the present passed away on the
ebb-tide of emigration. In preaching I broke ground in Osawatomie, but passed
it over to the Rev. C. Reynolds, of Lawrence, on the ground of his acquaintance and influence with the town proprietors. After the opening of
the spring of 1860, I turned my attention to the Neosho and Fort Scott
countries, in connection with bimonthly preaching near home. I have visited
and found church members and church friends at the Sac and Fox agency,
at Burlingame and Superior, at Americus, Council Grove, Cottonwood Falls
and Emporia, at Ottumwa, Burlington and Le Roy, at lola, Humboldt, Fort
Scott, Mound City and Paris.
I visited Gamett on the presumptive report
of Episcopalians living there, but found them not; everywhere else they have
been in greater and feebler force. The probable sum total of all places enumerated is seventy-five. There are several who seek admission into the church
by confirmation, while not a few need the social rectification which grows out
of regular service

and resident

The Rev. Rodney

influences."

Nash and

St. Paul's church, Wyandotte. In the spring
of 1857, the Rev. R. S. Nash, of Lexington, Mo., organized this parish and then
went east and spent the summer soliciting funds for the erection of a church.

S.

He succeeded in building a beautiful church and substantial rectory. As we
have seen the first or prehminaiy convention was held in this church. Mr.
Nash was elected president of the special convention called for the election
for general

In his report to the first annual convention he says
"Collections
objects other than the erection of the church and parsonage,

about $125.

Communicants

of a bishop.

:

10,

confirmations

4,

baptisms

5,

burials 4."

Manhattan. In his report as chaplain at Fort Riley, we
have seen that Rev. David Clarkson administered the holy communion in
St. Paul's parish,

: :
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Manhattan in 1858 and that he read the burial service there. Bishop Kemper
and Rev. Charles Callaway held services in Manhattan in 1857, and the latter
reported three communicants and made some start toward organizing the
parish.
But the organization was not effected until May 13, 1858, by the
election of Ambrose Todd, warden; E. M. Thurston, J. W. Scott,
Newell,
Samuel Hoyt, D. A. Butterfield, A. Z. Mead, and Henry Booth, vestiymen.
The same day they called Rev. N. O. Preston as rector, who assumed charge
May 17th. The parish was incorporated September, 1858, for a term of
ninety-nine years. In his report to the first annual convention, Mr. Preston

—

says

and some half dozen individuals who were
we now count eighteen families. There were only three communicants; we now number sixteen. There have been fifteen baptisms, two
''There was but one family

Episcopalians;

A

confirmations, three marriages and two burials.
beautiful church edifice,
of stone, sixty feet by thirty, is expected to be ready for worship by Christmas.
Sunday school and Bible class have been under course of instruction by
the rector and others, the greater portion of the time."

A

The Rev.

J.

E.

Ryan and

the church at

a village across the river from

St.

Elwood and

at Troy.

Elwood was

Joseph, and while represented as a parish

and in the following report, it would look
though nine communicants and nine burials canceled. We hear no more
of St. Marks church, Elwood, after this report.
Mr. Ryan's report for 1860
in the organization of the diocese,

as

reads

"Families connected with parish, 9 communicants, 9; baptisms, 7; confirmations, 2; marriages, 6; funerals, 9. Children in Sunday school, 35; teachers, 6.
I hold services once a month at Troy, the county seat, distant from Elwood
;

fourteen miles."

The next

year, 1861, he reported

Troy with ten communicants, and that

The Rev. J. E. Ryan
and votes in the convention
of 1860, but before the close presented their letters from their respective
dioceses and were seated. Both these clergymen did good and faithful service
for many years in Kansas as we shaU see.
parish continues a connection with the convention.

and Rev. Charles Reynolds were refused

The church

at Junction City,

G. D. Henderson, rector,

is

first

seats

called St. John's.

The

report of Rev.

as follows:

"One year ago the twenty-first of this present month [September, 1860],
undertook the organization of a parish (known as St. John's parish) in
Junction City. The Rev. D. Clarkson had previously officiated a period of
time at this place. I found the prejudices of the community at large very
strong against our worship; but time and better acquaintance slowly removed
these, and a favorable reaction has taken place.
"The Sunday school now numbers some thirty-two members, with five teachers.
A neat stone church is now being enclosed, which has, thus far, been
carried on from our home resources. The ladies have formed a sewing circle,
and have contributed devotedly to the common work.
"Two valuable communicants have recently become connected with the
I

parish.

"Baptisms, 5; marriages, 2; burials, 4.
raised, $1,246."

For

religious uses, there

have been

This parish while not in the preliminary convention, was represented in
11, 1860, by Chaplaiii D. Clarkson, David A.
Butterfield and Maj. J. G. Martin. Major Martin was from Fort Riley, and
the special convention April
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we find Mr. Butterfield one of the organizers of St. Paul's, Manhattan, but
he may have moved to Junction City in the meanwhile. Junction City is to
be commended for its record of having, from their own resources, erected a
church and sustained the work from the beginning. This independence, though,
had one unfortunate mistake, they had no experienced architect and builder,
and the walls of the church failed to sustain the roof. This caused trouble
and expense later. Chaplain Clarkson having been transferred elsewhere, the
rector of St. John's was appointed chaplain at the Post and continued to
serve both the parish and the garrison.
The church
as St.

at Atchison.

Mary Magdalene, by

This parish was

first

organized,

November

3,

1857,

the Rev. Lewis R. Staudenmayer, Messrs. John H.

G. W. Bowman, William 0. Gould, John M.
and Daniel Adams. The articles of agreement
were signed before Alfred G. Otis, who also was a life-long worker of the
parish.
During the ministry of Mr. Studenmayer the parish procured from
Mr. Luther Challiss the property owned for many years on the comer of
Kansas avenue and Ninth street. In 1859 with money secured by Mr. Staudenmayer from friends in the east and south there was built on the north half of
A parish meeting was held in April, 1859, and the
this lot a small rectory.
following vestrymen elected: Richard C. Mackall, A. Hanson Weightman,
James L. McClure, Philip Link, John M. Maury, Joseph P. Carr. In July
the rector appointed Joseph P. Carr and A. H. Weightman a committee to procure estimates for building a church, and at a meeting of the vestry held in
October, Major Weightman made a motion to erect a church on the ChalHss
lots at a cost of $1,500, exclusive of furnishings. The foundation was laid, but
the resignation of Mr. Staudenmayer in January, 1860, and his removal from
the city, brought the construction tO' a standstill. Mr. Staudenmayer was a
German, and had some misunderstanding with the people, causing a division
in the parish. Part of them wished to organize another parish under the name
of Grace church. With the resignation harmony was restored, and in February
a new charter was obtained under the name of Trinity church. While Mr.
Staudenmayer was a participant' in the primary convention and chairman of
the committee on by-laws, his parish did not have a delegate. At the special
convention it was represented by Dr. A. Arnold, and in the first annual convention by G. H. Fairchild. Mrs. J. J. Ingalls says in "Story of a Kansas
Parish," by Rev. Francis E. White, that when she came to Atchison in August,
1859, the rectory was being built by the Rev. L. R. Staudenmayer, who was
in charge of the parish. As soon as this cottage was completed it was rented
to Mr. Harry Gillam, Mr. Staudenmayer keeping the wing for his study and
bedroom. The services were held in the house of General Weightman, who
lived near by on Kansas avenue. Atchison was largely settled by southerners,
and Mr. Staudenmayer had gone to Carolina.20 General Weightman was one
of the first to go south and join the Confederate army, and lost his life in the
battle of Wilson Creek, August 16, 1861. The Rev. Faber Byllesby and his
family came to Atchison in December, 1860, but remained only a short time.
Stringfellow, Joseph P. Carr,

Maury, James W.

Stringfellow,

20. In the address of Bishop H. W. Lee to the annual convention September 11, 1861,
he states that "On November 28 (1860) the Rev. L. R. Staudenmayer was transferred' to the
diocese of Florida."
Journal of the Convention, 1861, p. 54.

—
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Bishop Lee then appointed Rev. Joseph E. Rj^an, under whose administration
the parish made considerable progress, but this belongs to a later period.
Lecompton.
small

village,

This town, Jiaving

lost

the capital to Topeka, dwindled to a

and although there are even to

this

X/uke's has long since ceased to call itself a parish.

more members and money than

day a few faithful left, St.
Yet it can even now muster

three-fourths of the parishes could

when they

organized the diocese.

This seems to have been a laymen's effort enno clergyman connected with it until the report of the Rev.
Charles Reynolds to the convention of 1860. It was represented in the preliminary convention by Doctors Graham and Caniff and Mr. WilHam B. Hay-den. Doctor Graham was elected a delegate to the general convention, Doctor
Oanniff a member of the missionary committee, and they were also members
of the special convention. In the first annual convention Christ church was
represented by Doctor Graham and 0. P. Willet. In 1861 there were ten con£rmations, but the war no doubt caused the number of communicants to drop
the next year to eight. The year following twelve were confirmed and the
communicants numbered eighteen. While not of long life, we shall find that
this little parish and its boys' school made some valuable contributions to the
Christ church, Prairie City.

tirely, as

we

find

life of the diocese.

Leavenworth. To what has already been said in previous
be of interest to note that it is said that Bishop Kemper held
the first services here in 1856 and that he organized a parish, and lay services
were held for a time in a hall on the north side of Delaware street between
Second and Third streets. Services were then held for some years in the basejnent of a stone house on Seneca street next to Van Tuyl's livery barn. Under
Mr. Stone a large stone church was commenced on the northwest corner of
;Seventh and Ottawa streets, and a parsonage erected on the rear of the lot.
This location was afterward declared undesirable and abandoned. A httle
church was erected in 1858 on the rear of the second lot corner of Fifth and
Chestnut streets. The title being in doubt, it was abandoned and the present
site of St. Paul's selected on the northeast corner Seventh and Seneca streets.
St. Paul's church,

-chapters,

it

may

THE FIRST ANNUAL CONVENTION.
This convention met in St. Paul's church, Leavenworth, September 12, 1860,
Morning prayer was read by the Reverends Preston and Callaway, and Bishop

Lee took the

office of

holy communion, assisted by the Rev. N. 0. Preston.
The convention was called to order by the

"The bishop preached the sermon.
secretary. Rev. Joseph E. Ryan,

president pro

and the Rev. N. 0. Preston was appointed

tern.

The roll being called, the following clergymen answered to their names and
took their seats: C. M. Callaway, Geo. D. Henderson, N. 0. Preston, H. Stone,
.and R. S. Nash. The Reverends Reynolds, Ryan and Drummond not having
presented letters of transfer, were given the liberty of the house and served
on several committees.
The following parishes and delegates were present: Junction City Maj.
J. G. Martin and P. Z. Taylor; Prairie City—Dr. WiHiam Graham and O. P.
Willet; Topeka C. K. HoUiday and C. C. Kellam; Leavenworth Ethan

—

—

—

:
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Earle and Dr. J. M. Bodine; Manhattan Ambrose Todd, A. J. Meade, Henry
Booth; Atchison G. H. Fairchild.
The convention being organized, the Rt. Rev. Henry W. Lee, of Iowa, was
asked to preside. It was also

—

"Resolved, That the diocese of Kansas be placed under the full episcopal
charge and authority of Bishop Lee, until such time as a bishop for the diocese
shall be duly elected and consecrated, or until this action of the convention
be revoked."

The Rev. N. O. Preston was

elected secretary of the convention.

The

"In the town of Troy, a missionary
station under the care of Rev, Mr, Ryan, I preached on Sunday morning last
and confirmed two persons."
The election of the standing committee resulted in: Clergy Reverends
bishop in his convention address said:

Preston, Callaway and Nash;

Maj.

J.

—Dr,

laymen

—

J.

M.

Bodine, G. H. Fairchild, and

G. Martin.

In the preceding chapter we gave the reports of the several parishes except

Leavenworth, which, after the resignation of Mr. Stone, suffered materially for
want of a settled minister. The report shows that there were connected with
the parish fifty families. That there were eight baptisms; eight confirmations, forty communicants and three marriages.
Mr. Stone reported from the
post of Fort Leavenworth a varying communicant roll of from ten to twenty,
baptisms six, marriages three, burials eleven.

THE SECOND ANNUAL CONVENTION.
This was held in Trinity church, Lawrence, September 11-12, 1861, and
Bishop Lee was unable to attend. Morning prayer was read by Rev. N. 0.
Preston, and holy communion was administered by Rev. Charles Reynolds

and Rev. R.

Nash.

S.

called to order

by the

Charles Reynolds for

The

preached the sermon. The convention was
Rev. N. O. Preston, who nominated the Rev.
chairman of the convention, and he was unanimously
latter

secretary,

elected.

Upon

R. S. Nash, N. 0.
There not being a constitu-

the call of the roll the following clergy answered:

Preston, Charles Reynolds,

Wm.

H. Hickcox.

quorum of lay deputies present, the convention adjourned till 3 p. m.,
when the following parishes were represented: Topeka C. C. Kellam and
John W. Farnsworth; Lawrence Samuel Reynolds, E. C. Burroughs and H. J.
Canniff; Prairie City— Wm. Graham, 0. P. Willet and N. C. Cradit.
The treasurer of the diocese reported the receipt, from assessments on the
tional

—

—

parishes, of $29.

The standing committee reported the recommendation that William H.
Hickcox be ordained deacon and Job W. Hague be received as a candidate for
holy orders.
The standing committee unanimously elected were the Reverends Preston,
Nash and Reynolds, and Messrs. Graham, Burroughs and Kellam.

On

the second day, the address of Bishop Lee was read, and in

it

we note

"In the providence of God, however, I have been permitted to secure substantial temporal aid to the diocese of Kansas during the period of painful
want and suffering through which you have recently been called to pass.
The amount of the aid thus afforded was a httle more than five thousand
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During the winter
dollars.
.
this beneficent work."
.

.

my

time was almost exclusively devoted to

He notes the following visits and confirmations, Topeka, 7; Lawrence, 3;
Wyandotte, 3.
On October 14 in St. Luke's church, Davenport, he ordained William H.
Hickcox to the diaconate. He also received as a candidate a former Methodist
minister. Job W. Hague. On December 19 he received the transfer of Rev.
Faber Byllesby from Pennsylvania, to be the rector of Trinity church, Atchison. In November he had received into the diocese the Rev. John H. Kehler
from Maryland, to be rector at Denver city. He gave letters of transfer to
C. M. Callaway to Missouri, and L. R. Staudenmayer to Florida.
The Rev. N. 0. Preston had succeeded Mr. Callaway in the 'church and at
the Female College at Topeka; Mr. Preston reported that the Female College
had commenced its first session on June 10, "and is now in successful operation 'under the personal supervision and instruction of the rector,
aided by two competent female assistants." Messrs. F. W. Giles and John W.
Famsworth were elected trustees of the college by the convention.21
The convention unanimously adopted resolutions of loyalty to the federal
government in the Civil War.
The Rev. Charles Reynolds, priest in charge, assisted by WiHiam H. Hickcox, was conducting services at Lawrence, Prairie City, Blue Mound and Burlington. The building for the Diocesan Male School at Prairie City was completed so far as to enable the trustees to hold their school in it, and the
.

.

.

vestry of the parish to use the lower story for a church.

The Rev.

J.

E.

Ryan

Elwood and Troy ten communicants, and
month at White Cloud.
many of our

reports at

that he preaches also once a

.

.

young men, who were regular in their attendance at our services, have joined
the army, and are defending their country."
The Rev. R. S. Nash reported twelve communicants at Wyandotte; Rev.
N. O. Preston reported sixteen at Manhattan, while Topeka had increased from
twelve to twenty-one communicants. It will be noted that several parishes
made no report this year, and that all were feeling the effects of the Civil War.
Mr. Giles, mentioned as a trustee of the Female Seminary, has written a
book on the early days of Topeka. He says that he and John W. Farnsworth
were elected in addition to, and not in place of, Rev. J. E. Ryan, Doctor Bodine and Doctor Fairchild. He also states that they elected Governor Shannon president of the institution, which position he held until relieved by the
Rt. Rev. Thomas H. Vail, when he was consecrated diocesan and ex officio
president of

all

church institutions.

Rev. N. 0. Preston succeeded Mr. Callaway
and continued to hold services in the hall on Kansas avenue
and Sixth street till June following, when they were held for a time in the
rooms of the seminary. Work was commenced on the erection of a church
at the southwest corner of Seventh and Jackson streets, June, 1861, but it was
not till the summer of 1863 that the building was completed and partly furnished and services held there.

Mr. Giles

December

7,

also tells us that

1860,

21. It should be remembered that the "Female College" building was located on Topeka
avenue near Ninth street and was afterward used as the Theological Seminary, and always
by old settlers in Topeka as "old Bethany."

referred to
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Bishop Lee found it impossible for him to leave his diocese again this year
and asked, in his convention address of 1862, to be relieved, but agreed to wait
Sevtill he had a personal talk with the deputies at the general convention.
eral other items should be noted, Rev. C. Reynolds had become chaplain of
the Second Kansas Regiment, and his parish was supplied by Rev. William H.
Hickcox, of Prairie City. Rev. J. E. Ryan was confining his labors entirely to
Troy.

THE THIRD ANNUAL CONVENTION,

1862.

This convention was held in Christ church, Prairie City; the Reverends
N. O. Preston, R. S. Nash and W. H. Hickcox were the only clergy present,
and only two parishes responded to the roll— Grace, Topeka, represented by
Sam'l R. Remington and Jas. A. Rickey; Christ, Prairie City, by John Graham, N. C. Cradit and Dr. William Graham.
The secretary evidently had a sense of humor, for we read that N. 0. Preston was unanimously elected president and W. H. Hickcox secretary.
That part of the diocese lying in the territory of Colorado was ceded to the
general convention, that they might make provision for its oversight.
The treasurer reported the receipt of $54 from assessments on the parishes.
The educational committee reported that the Episcopal Female Seminary
at Topeka had been successfully operated for the preceding year under the direction of Rev. N. O. Preston, assisted by Mrs. C. S. Preston, Miss M. Preston
and Miss Otis. Attendance during the year, seventy-three.
During the afternoon session Chaplain Reynolds arrived and took his seat.
The election of the standing committee resulted in the following members:
Reverends Preston, Reynolds and Nash, and Messrs. Graham, Burroughs, and

Kellam.
The Reverends Nash, Reynolds, Preston and Ryan, and the Messrs. Graham, Cradit, Kellam and Todd were elected deputies to the general convention. On motion. Rev. R. S. Nash and Hiram McAHster were elected trustees
They
of the School for Males at Prairie City, now called Heber Institute.
took the places of H. Gifford and S. S. Prouty whose term of office had expired.

The parish reports all show decrease by removals and enlistments in the
army, with the exception of Topeka, which now reported twenty-six communicants. The new church costing about S3,500 was nearly completed, all
the money but some $900 was collected in the parish.
The Rev. Faber Byllesby had become rector of Trinity church, Atchison,
December 19, 1860, and served till March, 1863, when the death of his child
occurred and he removed. The parish records of this period are lost. It further appears that when Doctor Dyer declined the election as bishop the Atchison parish gave him a call, which he declined. The vestry then called Rev.
C. M. Callaway, but he also declined, in October, 1860.

THE FOURTH ANNUAL CONVENTION, SEPTEMBER

9, 1863.

This convention met in, Grace church, Topeka, at which time the Rev.
George D. Henderson and Rev. William H. Hickcox were advanced to the
priesthood, by the Rt. Rev. Henry W. Lee. The candidates were presented
by the Rev. Charles Reynolds, who, with Rev. J. E. Ryan and Rev. N. 0.

—
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Preston, united in the laying on of hands.

Society.

These with the following lay dele-

gates constituted the convention:

—

John McComb, S. R. Remington and C. C. Kellam,
Manhattan Henry Booth.
Trinity, Atchison David Hunt.
The bishop declared the convention organized, and the Rev. William H.
Hickcox was reelected secretary.
The bishop's address informs us:
Grace, Topeka

St. Paul's,

—

—

"In the month of April last I was enabled to make a visitation of the dioand to perform some oflScial duties. I officiated at Troy, confirming two
persons; in Atchison and at Fort Leavenworth, confirming two persons; in
Leavenworth city, confirming two persons; in Wyandotte, in Lawrence, in
Prairie City, confirming twelve persons, ,and in Topeka, confirming eleven
persons.
I also visited the Diocesan Female Seminary and made an
address to the pupils. I was happy to find this important institution in a
flourishing condition. The Rev. N. 0. Preston remains in charge of the parish
and the seminary. A fitting and commodious church is nearly completed in
this parish, and it is hoped it may soon be consecrated to the worship and
service of Almighty God.
"At Leavenworth a church is also in progress, and it gives promise of beings
one of the most appropriate structures of the kind in all this portion of the
country. The Rev. John H. Egar, who has been received from the diocese
of Illinois, is now rector of this important parish.
"I am happy to state that a church is also in process of erection at Fort
Scott, where the Rev. Charles Reynolds has been officiating for some weeks
past. Mr. Reynolds has been endeavoring to secure his discharge as chaplain
in order to return to his parish at Lawrence, and meanwhile devoted his labors
to the parish at Fort Scott, where they seem to have been signally blessed.
How marked the providence which detained him from Lawrence, and thus, in
all probability, saved him from the dreadful fate of some of the dear people
cese

...

of his parochial charge. The parish of Lawrence will, of course, be in a depressed condition for some time to come; but we may hope that as the city
itself rises from its ruins, the parish will also be reanimated and go forward
in a career of renewed and even increased prosperity.
"The Rev. R. S. Nash is still in charge of the parish at Prairie City, and
of the diocesan school established in that place. Funds are much needed for
the completion of the schoolhouse, the upper portion of which is intended as
a place of worship for the parish. I was much cheered by the large class presented here by the rector for the rite of confirmation.
"Wyandotte with its pleasant church and parsonage, remains destitute of
our services. Manhattan has been vacant since the removal of the Rev. Mr.
Preston to Topeka. The Rev. Joseph E. Ryan is ofliciating at Atchison and
Troy. The Rev. William H. Hickcox is a missionary at Burlington and at
other points in that part of the diocese. The Rev. Hiram Stone is still chaplain at Fort Leavenworth. The parish at Leavenworth is deeply indebted to
him for his many labors of love during the long vacancy of the rectorship.
The Rev. George D. Henderson continues to officiate as chaplain at Ft. Riley."

In the afternoon the Rev. R. S. Nash took his seat in the convention, and
two new parishes appeared with their delegates; St. Andrew's, Burlington
Mr. 0. Walkling and James Manson; Trinity church, Troy Mr. H. P. Saxton.
St. Andrew's church. Fort Scott, was not represented in this convention, but
receives mention in the bishop's address, and we now present what we have

—

learned of

its

history.

Mr. Goodlander

in his

"Memoirs" tells a very interesting and amusing story
humorous destroy the historic value of his

of its origin, but his efforts to be

narrative, which

is

true only in part.
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The first work of the church was accomplished by Rev. David Clarkson,
who was appointed post chaplain, from the diocese of New Jersey, March 19,
1850, and who served till April 25, 1853, when he was transferred to Fort Riley.
This has been set out in an earlier part of this narrative, and there a summary
of his official acts are recorded.

The Rev. J. H. Drummond visited Fort Scott in 1858 and found several
churchmen, and in 1859 a partial organization was effected by G. J. Clark, General Blair and Charles H. Haynes. Several authorities assert that in the fall of
this year Chaplain Reynolds effected a permanent organization, but there is
nothing in Mr. Reynold's reports to this effect^s till the convention of 1863,
when he says
:

''During the past three months I have been acting as post chaplain at Fort
Scott, by order from Major General Scofield. During this period a subscription
has been raised for the erection of a church in that town. I laid the corner
stone about the 25th of July. The building which is to be of stone, 30 x 60 feet,
is now ready for the roof.
The Episcopalians at Fort Scott, although few int
numbers, are active, zealous and liberal. If the building be completed according to the plan, it will be one of the most imposing and permanent little structures in the state. The tower and spire are to be entirely of stone."

Goodlander says the organization was effected by Chaplain Reynolds takRansom, C. H. Haynes, Ben McDonald and myself,
to make the five vestrymen needed to organize the church. We met in the old
land-office building, and as we came out we met Salmon P. Hall sitting on the
steps of the land office. He said: "Boys, been having a game?" "No," said
Willis Ransom, "We have just organized an Episcopal church, and us five are
ing George Clark, Willis

vestrymen."

More

authentic history

tells

us that the

first

vestry organized

by the Rev,

Charles Reynolds consisted of Governor Ransom, senior warden; C. H. Haynes,
junior warden;

W.

G. A. Crawford, C.

W.

McDonald, G.

Blair, A.

J.

Clark

and

T. Campbell.

The stone church when completed was rented

government for aii
windows and doors. The

to the

arsenal, the officers agreeing to put in the floors, the

plans were never carried out perfectly.

The Rev,
St. Andrew's church, Burlington, later called Ascension church.
William H. Hickcox served the parishes of Prairie City and Lawrence until
the middle of November, 1862, when he moved to Burlington, where he secured a farm and from there continued his church work. He had visited Burhngton previous to this time, and before him had come the Rev. J. H,
Drummond, as seen in his first annual report. On the 8th of December Mr.
22. "St. Andrew's Episcopal church was partially organized in 1859, by G. J. Clark, General Blair and C. H. Haynes. ^ liater in the fall of that year, the perfecting of the organization took place under the superintendence of Rev. Charles Reynolds, D. D., of Lawrence. Governor Epaphroditus Ransom was made senior warden; C. H. Haynes, junior warden; G. A..
Crawford, C. W. Blair, A. McDonald, G. J. Clark and W. T. Campbell, vestrymen. Rev. Mr..
Reynolds as post chaplain, United States Army, came to the parish through the instrumentalitjr
of General Blair.
"The first services were held in the government building used for a hospital at the time^
Afterward services w^re conducted on Sundays in a building used during the week for a.
theater, and later in the city hall, until the church building was erected.
"Soon after the congregation was organized, a committee was appointed by the vestry for
the purpose of completing arrangements for the erection of a church. Two lots were donated
by the town company, and a few of the ladies, headed by Mrs. C. H. Haynes, solicited contributions.
In this way enough money was raised to erect the walls of the house and almost
pay for roofing it. The breaking out of hostilities between the North and South suspended
."
further work upon the building, as also parish services.
Andreas' "History of Kansas," 1883, p. 1074.
.

.

—
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Hickcox organized the parish under the name St. Andrew. Several others
interested in Christ church and in the Male School at Prairie
City, had also moved here and they became active in the church and town.
They were S. S. Prouty, 0. P. Willets and Hiram McAlister and their families.
Mr. Hickcox began at once a weekly service and a week-day meeting for
prayer and lecture. He also extended his work to Le Roy and Emporia,
where he found a number of communicants and others who were interested.
He Hkewise preached in the schoolhouses as opportunity offered. At Burlington he had twelve famihes and forty catechumens. He says: *'We have
no church accommodations here. The sound of a church-going bell is not
heard among us."

who had been

Trinity church, Troy, had been a mission

some time in 1859, but was not
Easter Monday, 1863, they elected wardens
and vestrymen, and delegates to the annual convention, and were received
organized formally

till

in 1862.

On

into union with the diocese at this convention.

They had nine communicants.
who

Trinity church, Atchison, received half the time of Rev. J. E. Ryan,

served Troy as well. The war had taken so many of this parish, but ten communicants remained. His faithful services seem to have been appreciated, for

would hereby acknowledge the present of a purse of $50 from
parish for the purchase of a silk gown." This, no doubt, must
have been a black preaching gown, which in those days was put on for the
he wrote:

"I

the ladies of

my

sermon.
Christ church and

Heher

care of Rev. R. S. Nash,

Institute, Prairie City.

who had

These were now under the

resigned St. Paul's, Wyandotte, November,

Here he had twelve famiUes and eighteen communicants, and a Sunday
In addition he held services in Olathe and Wyandotte, He
says: "The success of the institute has exceeded my anticipations."
1862.

school of thirty.

Quantrill raid

and

The Rev. John H. Egar had accepted

this

Trinity church, Lawrence, was almost wiped out

by the

massacre, which occurred August 21, 1863.
St. Paul's church,

Leavenworth.

rectorship in March, 1863.

The

old organization, with its properties, seems to

have been lost and the parish was now reorganized under the name of "The
Church of St, Paul." At once efforts were made to build, and by June work
was begun. There was built the chancel, the first stage of the tower, the
vestry room and organ room and forty feet of the nave. While the rector was
in the East in the interest of this church, the Rev. Hiram Stone continued
to supply services. On July 10, 1864, the first sermon was preached in the
new church by the Rev. A. D. Cole, president of Nashota House, the Rev.
Hiram Stone and Rev. N. O. Preston being in the chancel with the rector.
St. John's church, Junction City. The church started by Rev. Geo. D. Henderson was not complete when he resigned, and the war coming on, the parish
langished because so many of the men were called to arms. Chaplain Henderson was still at the Fort.

Grace church, Topeka. This church had also suffered by reason of the war,
and the church remained unfinished, but with the school it continued to do
good work. The Rev. N. 0. Preston reports eleven confirmations, which, in
spite of the removals, brought the total communicant roll to thirty-one. The
number of families was twenty; collections for church purposes, $500; communion alms, $20.

—
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THE CONVENTION OF

1864

AND TEE ELECTION OF BISHOP

VAIL.

fifth annual convention met this year in Atchison, the Rt. Rev. Henry
Lee, bishop of Iowa, presiding. The usual opening services were conducted, after which the roll being called, the following clergy answered:
R. S. Nash, N. O. Preston, Hiram Stone, W. H. Hickcox, Jos. E. Ryan, and

The

W.

John H. Egar.
The parishes were represented as follows: Leavenworth M. J. Parrott,
J. C. Hemingway and George W. Nelles; Burlington— H. McAlister, M. E.
Grimes and O. A. Walkling; Wyandotte—E. M. Bartholow; Lawrence—James
C. Horton; Manhattan— Ambrose Todd, N. A. Adams, Lewis Kurtz; Atchison—George H. Fairchild, John C. Bird and Benj. F. Stringf ellow Topeka
S. R. Remington, G. W. Anderson and C. C. Kellam; Troy—Hiram Saxton,
Wilham Merrill and Albert Perry.

—

;

From

the bishop's address

is

copied:

10, after prayers by the Rev. Charles
Reynolds, I preached in Trinity church, Lawrence, the sermon being designed
to comfort those who were suffering from the awful calamity which had then
just visited that devoted town. Since that time the Rev. Mr. Reynolds has
resigned the parish at that place and has been devoting himself wholly to a
chaplaincy in the army. The Rev. R. W. Oliver, transferred February 29th
from the diocese of Pennsylvania, is now rector of the parish.

**0n

Thursday evening, September

"The Rev. R. S. Nash has left Prairie City and is again rector of St. Paul's
church, Wyandotte.
"The Rev. N. O. Preston has resigned the charge of the parish and seminary
at Topeka, and is again rector of St. Paul's church, Manhattan. Besides his
duties in connection with the parish, he is a professor in the State Agricultural
College."
Bishop Lee urged the necessity of a resident bishop, and that they should
to the election of one. In due time, upon motion, the bishop
appointed the following committee to consider this subject: The Reverends
Preston, Stone, and Ryan, and Messrs. Bartholow and Nelles.
This committee after some hours of deliberation, moved that the convention proceed to
the election of a bishop for the diocese of Kansas.

now proceed

As a
the

substitute the Rev.

sum

J.

H, Egar moved that the convention appropriate

of $2,500 as a salary for the bishop

when

elected.

The

substitute

motion was lost and the original was put and carried.
The Rev. R. S. Nash nominated the Rev. M. A. DeWolf Howe, D. D.,

of

Philadelphia.

The committee on

the state of the church, reported:

"We would respectfully nominate the Rev. Thomas Hubbard Vail, D.D.,
rector of Trinity church, Muscatine, of the diocese of Iowa, as one who is well
worthy of our choice as bishop of Kansas. [Signed] N. 0. Preston, Hiram
Stone."

After a recess of fifteen minutes the convention was called to order, and on

motion

Rev. N. 0. Preston, a portion of time was spent in silent prayer
guidance of the Holy Ghost before proceeiding with the election.
After a space of time the bishop offered appropriate collects from the Book
of

for the

of

Common

Prayer.
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A

Society.

ballot being taken, the tellers reported that the vote cast

was unanimous
Rev. Thomas Hubbard Vail, D. D., and also that he had received the
unanimous vote of the laity. The bishop then invited the convention to join
him in prayer and thanksgiving.
The standing committee elected consisted of Reverends Hiram Stone, R. S.
Nash, and R. W. Oliver and S. W. Anderson, G. W. Nelles and Geo. H. Fairfor the

child.

The Rev. N.

0. Preston resigned as trustee of the seminary and Rev. R.

W.

Oliver was elected in his stead.

The Rev. R.

S.

Nash moved

that the trustees of

Heber

Institute be in-

demands against,
the institution, to appropriate the balance toward establishing an institution
of learning connected with the church at Wyandotte.
Mr. W. H. Hickcox
amended the motion in favor of St. Andrew's church, Burlington. The Rev.
Hiram Stone moved as a substitute that a committee be appointed to sell it,,
pay all claims and turn the balance over to the treasurer of the diocese. The
question was settled in favor of the amendment of Rev. Mr. Hickcox. This
was the end of the parish and school at Prairie City, which was one mile from
what is now Baldwin, and Baker University, and too near the State University
structed to dispose of the building and, after paying

all legal

and the Baptist University at Ottawa.
As this closes the first epoch of the diocese of Kansas it may be well to
sum up the situation. Some of the early towns being situated so that railways could not well reach them, or being beaten in the contests of county
or state capitals, went out of existence. The most serious drawback, however,
was the lack of episcopal supervision, with the consequent shortage of clergy to
push the work.
At this time the Rev. J. E. Ryan resigned the work at Atchison and Troy.
In the former parish he reported nineteen communicants, twenty Sunday school
pupils, five teachers, the debt of $300 on the rectory paid, two lots purchased
at a cost of $900, and hopes of building a fine church. At Troy there were
eleven communicants.
The Rev. Wm. H. Hickcox at Burlington had seventeen families and thirteen
communicants; a room had been furnished for services by means of a festival
netting $69. At Emporia he had held four services where between forty and
fifty people would attend if regular services were estabhshed.
This was the
beginning of the parish which took the name of St. Andrew's.
The Quantrill raid at Lawrence nearly destroyed that parish. The rector
was an army chaplain stationed at Fort Scott. This necessitated his resignaThe
tion, and the Rev. R. W. Oliver had been called to the rectorship.
parish numbered at this date November, 1863 thirteen families and eleven
communicants who had survived the massacre of August 21. By March, 1864,
four of these families moved away, leaving nine families and eight communicants. Yet in September, 1864, Mr. Oliver was able to report to the
convention twenty-three famihes and twenty-one communicants, with fifty-five
pupils and six teachers in the Sunday school. They paid $250 toward the
rector's salary and had contributed $89.35 for other purposes.
Leavenworth under the Rev. John H. Egar had erected a beautiful stone
church, and he was able to report fifty-one families, ten individuals, and thirty
communicants. They had contributed for the rector's salary and the new

—

—
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church $8,285 while he had secured from friends in the East $1,675. And we
would note that here we have the first record of "Contributions for missions,
$3.00."

At Fort Leavenworth there were
Hiram Stone.

fifteen

communicants reported by the

chaplain, Rev.

Topeka, without a rector, reported twenty-five communicants.
At Manhattan, upon the return of Mr. Preston, he found only four communicants remaining, March 7, 1864.
At St. Paul's, Wyandotte, again under its founder Rodney S. Nash, there
were nine communicants, nine families and twenty pupils in the Sunday
school with four teachers.
With but one hundred forty-seven communicants in the diocese and only
two churches anywhere near self-supporting we can see that it was an act of
faith to elect a bishop. The convention could not appropriate $2,500 for his
salary, as moved by the Rev. Mr. Egar, for they had no source of income.
And the bishop must have been a man of faith, and we shall see that he was,
to accept such a position. There was no episcopal fund, the assessments,
we see from the treasurer's reports, could scarcely have paid for the printing
of the journals. Truly here was a successor of the Apostles without script or
purse, coming into a state ravaged by war, distressed by drought and locusts,
and even requiring aid in clothing and food. The chief consecrator of Bishop
Vail was Bishop Kemper, who in turn had been consecrated by Bishop White,
and he was consecrated by Archbishop Moore of Canterbury. From the first
century it has been the law of the church that at least three bishops of unquestioned apostolic succession should take part in the laying on of hands

and this is what is meant by apostolic succesThose who question this succession must show when and where this
rule has been broken. But we agree that the apostolic spirit is more essential
than the literal hands, and we shall see that this was not lacking in the first
in the consecration of a bishop,
sion.

bishop of Kansas.

THE SECOND EPOCH IN
The

,THE DIOCESE OF KANSAS.

election of the Rev. Dr. Vail to

become bishop

of

Kansas having been

confirmed by the bishops and standing committees of the church in the United
States, he was consecrated in his parish church, Trinity, Muscatine, Iowa, De-

cember

15, 1864.

Letter of Consecration.
IN the

Be

name

of god, amen.

known, by these presents, unto the faithful in Christ Jesus throughout
the world and unto all men. That we, by the grace of God the Father, and
through the sending of his Son Jesus Christ our Lord and the Gift of the Holy
Ghost, Bishops of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States of
America, to wit: Jackson Kemper, D. D., LL. D., Bishop of the Diocese of Wisconsin, Henry John Whitehouse, D. D., Bishop of the Diocese of Illinois, Henry
Washington Lee, D. D., Bishop of the Diocese of Iowa, and Gregory Thurston
Bedell, D.D., Assistant Bishop of the Diocese of Ohio, under the protection of
Almighty God, and for His glory, on the Thursday in the fourth Ember Week,
being the fifteenth day of December, in the year of our Lord, one thousand
eight hundred and sixty-four, in Trinity Church, in the city of Muscatine and
State and Diocese of Iowa, in the presence of divers Clergy and Laity, and in
it

the Public Congregation, according to the established order of the said Protestant Episcopal Church and in conformity with the Canons thereof, did admit

:
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and send forth our well-beloved in Christ, Thomas Hubbard Vail, D.D., a
Presbyter of the Diocese of Iowa, and Rector of Trinity Church in the city of
Muscatine of whose sufficiency in good learning, soundness in the faith, and
purity of manners, we were fully ascertained, unto the Administration and
Charge of Bishop of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the Diocese of Kansas, he having been fully elected thereto by the Convention of the said Diocese,
and did then and there ordain and consecrate him, the said Thomas Hubbard
Vail, for the office and work of a Bishop in the Church of God, his consecration
having been duly consented to by the Diocese and Bishops of the said Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States.
In Testimony Whereof, We have hereunto set our hands and seals, in
Trinity church, at the city of Muscatine aforesaid, on the day and in the year
herein above written.

j^^^^^^ j^^^^^^

^

g^^„

^

Bishop of Wisconsin.

Henry

J.

Whitehouse

[Seal],

Bishop of

Henry W. Lee

Illinois.

[Seal],

Bishop of the Diocese of Iowa.
Gregory T. Bedell [Seal],
Assistant Bishop of the Diocese of Ohio.

The

consecration took place in Iowa because of the inconveniences and in-

clemencies, as well as the dangers, of travel to Kansas at that time, and too
because of the love Dr. Vail had for the flock he was leaving for this larger
work.
The venerable Bishop Kemper had been consecrated September 25, 1835,
being the thirty-first bishop consecrated since American Independence. Since
his consecration the Northwest, in which he was the first missionary bishop,
had settled up and been divided into seven organized dioceses with seven
bishops.

Bishop Vail was the seventy-third bishop consecrated in what

is

now

the United States.

Bishop Vail continued in charge of Trinity church, Muscatine, until Sunday,
January 1, 1865. On Monday, January 2, he started for Kansas, reaching the
home of the Rev. Hiram Stone at Fort Leavenworth, Friday, January 6.
His first official act in the diocese of Kansas, was the confirming of a class
of four in St. Paul's Church, Leavenworth, Sunday, January 8th.
On Thursday, January 12, he went by stage to Wyandotte to confer With
the Rev. R. S. Nash, in reference to the conditions and needs of St. Paul's
church. He was entertained at the home of Mr. E. M. Bartholow, senior
warden, then a resident of Kansas City, Mo. The bishop in his address from
which the above is taken, informs us

"The first parish in this neighborhood was organized at Quindaro, the town
next above Wyandotte on the Missouri. The Rev. Octavius Perinchief came to
Quindaro as a missionary about the 1st of August, 1857, and organized St.
Paul's church in this town, becoming its first and only rector, in March, 1858.
He left the town and territory the 1st of June following on account of ill
health."

Sunday, January 15, the bishop spent in Trinity parish, Lawrence, and on
Monday, Judge George W. Smith drove him to Topeka in his private carriage.
Here he was entertained at the home of F. W. Giles, Esq., who for many
years was a trustee of the Seminary and Grace church. He tells of passing
through Tecumseh and Lecompton on the way. In the forrner had been St..
John's parish, and in the latter "which was at one time the capital of the
territory a parish by the name of St. Luke's church was organized a little

—
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by the Rev. J. W. Ellis, who became the rector.
had a very short existence of only two or three years'

[1857]

of these parishes

duration."

The bishop makes note of
Preston from the rectorship
pressed condition of business
the efforts of the people in

the fact that the resignation of the Rev. N. O.
was due to the de*

of Grace church, Topeka,

from the drought and from the war, and from
He also mentions thaf
Mr. Preston generously remitted all arrears of salary amounting to nearly one
thousand dollars.
building their church.

met this discouraged flock for
Mr. Giles. He made an address on
a portion of the third chapter of Second Thessalonians. Later the bishop
arranged that the Rev. Mr. Oliver of Lawrence, give occasional services in
Topeka until June 1, when the Rev. John N. Lee, of Cambridge, Indiana, accepted the rectorship of Grace church and became principal of the Female

The church being

service

unfinished, the bishop

and a reception

at the residence of

Seminary.

On Wednesday, January

18th, the bishop went by stage the fifty-six miles
Thursday evening in St. Paul's and planning for

to Leavenworth, preaching

Sunday

services at Atchison, but a telegram informed

illness of

St.

him

of the serious

a son, and he hastened to his old home, preaching on his

east to secure

way

at

After the funeral of this son, the bishop went

James' church, Chicago.

an endowment for the episcopate, as the diocese had made no

He

provision for his support.

"About the time

of

my

says

consecration, the

two general missionary

societies

of our church, the American Church Missionary Society and the Domestic
Committee of the Board of Missions, made liberal and cooperative appropriations, by which the present support of the bishop is, in considerable part, pro-

vided

for."

The bishop

in his journal gives the

tributing to this

endowment

fund, and

names

how

of the churches visited

and con-

considerately he was received, and

thanks them for their hospitalities and liberal and cheerful benefactions.
On Thursday, July 13th, the bishop began) his second visitation of the

On the Sunday follo^j^ing he officiated at a
In 1864 (September 15) Bishop Lee had laid the corner

diocese, but his first at Atchison.

service in Price's Hall.

stone of a church in Atchison, on the south side, but this had been robbed of
its

many

building.

and nothing further had been done toward the
E. Ryan, then rector, had resigned almost immediately

valuable

relics,

The Rev.

J.

and gone to Iowa.

During the convention year the parish remained without

a rector.

The Rev. Francis E. White,

in his "Story of a

Kansas Parish," says:

"Almost the first place to which he [Bishop Vail] came on his initial trip to
Kansas, was Atchison. Mrs. Otis,, glancing from her windows, saw a farm
wagon approaching her gate; from it alighted a slender, energetic man of
medium height in black clothes and a broad-brimmed hat, who approached her
with a winning smile upon his face, and said, 'Madame, I am your Bishop
Vail.'
He was given a hearty welcome and soon thereafter came to Atchison
to live as bishop of Kansas and rector of Trinity parish."
It

was at

this

second

came

he became rector, and soon after took up
on North Ninth street. The Rev. John Bakewell

visit that

his residence in the rectory

as his assistant in the parish, April 20, 1866.

He

lived at the bishop's
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house and assumed all parish duties in the absence of the bishop. Later he
married one of the bishop's daughters.
The Rev. J. H. Egar, of Leavenworth parish, being in the east collecting
funds for the completion of the Church of St. Paul, the bishop officiated for
him Sunday, July 24. The State Teachers' Association met in Atchison that

week and the bishop became a member, taking part in the debates and making
a special address, by request.
The Rev. W. H. D. Hatton, of Pennsylvania, took charge of St. Paul's
church, Wyandotte, June 1. On July 30 the bishop visited the parish and
confirmed one person. On Monday the home of Doctor Speck was thrown
open for a reception for the bishop and the church people of Quindaro and
Wyandotte.
Grace church, Topeka, had in the meanwhile taken on new life, and on
August 5, the bishop confirmed twenty-one persons. It was announced at
this service that a debt of $600 was paid off. The Diocesan School for Girls was
reopened in September, the rooms having been made ready for boarding pupils
from other parts of the state. Up to this time no effort had been made to
secure pupils outside the city. The bishop also mentions the necessity for improving the square of twenty acres which had been given the seminary at
the laying out of the city.

On Thursday the bishop went by stage to Manhattan, nearly sixty miles
west of Topeka. This was his first visitation there. The church, begun in
1859, had been carried to the completion of the walls and tower in 1860, when,
owing to drought and war, and the consequent prostration of business and the
absence of some of the congregation in the army, the work was suspended.
With the return of the rector, the Rev. N. O. Preston, the work was again
taken up and an effort made to complete the church. But he did not live to
enjoy its opening.
After several services, baptizing one and confirming three persons, the
bishop with the rector visited all the church families. Then, riding ponies
because of the heavy roads and swollen streams, they conducted services at
Wabaunsee, fourteen miles southeast of Manhattan, where six years before
Mr. Preston had organized a parish by name of Trinity church. Only one of
the original members remained in the town. This lady with a new family
from Christ church, Stratford, Conn,, were enrolled as communicants at Manhattan.

Chaplain Reynolds, now located at Fort Riley, came over to Manhattan
and took the bishop to the post. The bishop tells us that the chapel at Fort
Riley was built through the efforts of the Rev. David Clarkson just before the
war, by subscriptions from the officers and other residents. The walls were
completed and waited to be roofed, when the military authorities took it and
covered it for a depot of ordnance supplies. Later it was returned to the
purpose for which it was built, but at this time the bishop held services in
the barracks, Sunday, August 21, and Tuesday night in the hospital.
The bishop tells us that the first sermon ever preached at Junction City by
any minister of any denomination was by the Rev. N. O. Preston. The first
regular services held there were by the Rev. David Clarkson, who, in addition
to his duties as chaplain at Fort Riley, also supplied occasional services at
Junction City until a missionary was appointed.
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Rev. George D. Henderson engaged in the work
A lot containing nearly an acre of ground
was secured and a stone church was commenced and the walls completed, but
the roofing was imperfect. So the church remained during the war, unfinished

On September

21, 1859, the

as the missionary of our church,

and unoccupied.
After visiting the people and preaching in the Hall at Junction City the
bishop went to Council Grove accompanied by the quartermaster, J. G. Quinn.
This place had about two hundred inhabitants, besides soldiers and govern-

The bishop found two church families and baptized one of
Friday afternoon Lieutenant Quinn arranged conveyances for
the bishop to go to Emporia, where he found Rev. W. H. Hickcox, missionary
at Burlington and parts adjacent, and that night he preached in the Methodist
church. He found twenty-five who would welcome the services of the church.
Burlington, then a village of about two hundred, was next visited. On Sunday, August 27, services were held in the lower story of a stone schoolhouse
just enclosed. In the morning he preached and administered the holy communion, and at night he preached and confirmed three, two being the rector's
children. On Tuesday the bishop and Mr. Hickcox conducted services in the
Methodist church at Le Roy, where one devout church family was found. At
midnight they returned to Burlington, and on Wednesday Bishop Vail met
ment

teamsters.

their children.

some candidates

for confirmation

and that night baptized two

firmed six persons, making nine in

adults,

and con-

all at this, his first, visitation.

On

Thursday, accompanied by Mr. Hickcox who secured a conveyance, they
That night was spent with a church family, the only
one found in Humboldt. The next day they drove the forty-five miles to Fort
Scott. The stone church there was still in use by the government. Saturday

started for Fort Scott.

evening a reception at the home of Major Haynes afforded the bishop the opportunity of meeting the people. On Sunday, September 3, Mr. Hickcox reading the service, the bishop preached to a large congregation in the City Hall.
In the afternoon he visited and addressed a meeting of the freedmen (negroes).

Twin

After baptizing three children he started north, visiting

Springs,

and Paola.

It

was their intention to

visit

Mound

City,

Osawatomie but they

missed the road.

A

Osawatomie and had been represented in
name of the Church of the Covenant, its
delegates being J. B. Scofield and H. B. Smith. A few persons still desired
the services of the church and the bishop hoped to find an efficient missionary
to man this district. In passing the bishop paid a visit to the Rev. J. H.
Drummond, who resided on- his farm at Spring Hill.
At Prairie City the bishop visited the people and inspected the property
which had once been Heber Institute, a school for boys. He here heard of a
petition signed by forty people requesting the reestablishment of the church
services, the intention of the parish being to buy the school building from the
diocese and use one story for a school and the other for church. When this
matter came before the convention, the action of the previous convention
authorizing the sale of this property and the use of the funds for the erection
of a church at Burhngton was rescinded, and a committee was appointed to
sell this, and other abandoned church property, and pay the proceeds over to
the trustees of the Episcopal Seminary at Topeka.
parish had been organized at

the prehminary convention under the

"
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in his next annual address, 1866, asked that this property be not

and the convention withdrew it from the hands of the committee. In
1869 a committee was again appointed to dispose of this property, and the
name of the parish was removed from the roll of parishes. We find in the
sold,

journal of 1873,

sum

among

the receipts for the College of the Sisters of Bethany,

and thus
ends the story of a once promising institution. We are not able to satisfy
our curiosity as to what appears a mystery about this affair.
Returning to the bishop's account of his visitations in 1865, we find him at
Olathe where was another parish represented in the preliminary convention.
Bishop Kemper had visited this place, and was still affectionately remembered
by the faithful few. Several of these, standing high in the community, desired
the reestablishment of the church. In all southeast Kansas there was only
one active clergyman, the Rev. W. H. Hickcox, but before the close of the
year, the Rev. J. M. Kendrick was stationed at Fort Scott, who proved to be a
great missionary. He was made bishop of New Mexico in 1889,
The bishop visited Elwood and Troy, which by reason of the war had so
changed in population that only a few of our church people remained. The
parish at Elwood, says Bishop Vail, was organized by the Rev. R. S. Nash in
1857, and a church costing $1,500 was immediately built, only $200 being contributed from abroad. The last member of this parish having removed to St.
Joseph in August, 1865, the people of the community took possession of the
church, tore it down and removed it to another locality and built it into a
schoolhouse. The bishop asked that a committee be appointed to see if the
district could be made to reimburse the church. The result we do not find rethe

of $579 credited to the proceeds of the sale of this property,

corded.

The annual convention of 1865 noted the discontinuance of the parishes at
Elwood, Lecompton, Olathe, Osawatomie, Paola, Quindaro, Tecumseh and
Wabaunsee.
Three new clergymen appear on the roll The Rev. John Newton Lee, rector
of Grace church and principal of the Seminary, Topeka; the Rev. R. W. Oliver,
rector of Trinity church, Lawrence; the Rev. William H. D. Hatton, rectorelect, St. Paul's church, Wyandotte.
The Rev. R. S. Nash had removed to Alton, 111. Trinity church, Atchison,
was without a rector this year, having determined to secure the bishop as their
rector. He had ofl&ciated three times, the last being the confirmation of seven
persons September 14. There were now twenty-six communicants and a small
Sunday school, but no church building except a small rectory.
:

St. Paul's,

Leavenworth, continued to grow under the rectorship of the Rev.
families, forty communicants, with total

John H. Egar, reporting sixty-two
contributions of $1,400.45.
St.

Andrew's, Burlington, under the Rev. W. H. Hickcox, increased to twenTotal contributions, including $62 to the missionary,

ty-one communicants.

were $100.95.

The

character of this

man

of

God

is

shown by these words from

his report:

"Although the past year has been one of peculiar

trial for

the missionary

Neosho Valley, yet we rejoice in the gracious fulfillment of the Master's
promise, upon which all success in the upbuilding of the Lord's Kingdom depends, 'Lo, I am with you always.'
in the

He

conducted services,

also, at

Emporia and Le Roy.

;
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Wyandotte, shows an increase; communicants

school 115, with 11 teachers.

The property owned by

25,

Sunday

the parish, free from

debt^ consisted of a frame church seating 250, a two-story rectory,

and the

lots

This growth was due to the building of the Union Pacific railway, but with the removal of the shops to Lawrence, the parish lost
so heavily that the rector resigned.

on which they stood.

Grace church, Topeka, reported an increase of twenty-three, making fortytwo communicants on the rolls, the debt on the church, $600, was paid and
$132 raised for other purposes, not including the rector's support.
Trinity, Lawrence, added eleven communicants, making twenty-two enrolled,
and contributed $250 toward the support of the rector, paid $275.85 balance on
the rectory, and for other purposes raised $749.56.
St. Paul's, Manhattan, took a new start in life, with the return of the Rev.
N. O. Preston. It had seventeen communicants, and raised $1,000 to complete

the church.

This convention was held in St. Paul's church, Leavenworth, September 13
14.
After adjournment the bishop remained to prepare the journal for
the press, until Friday the 24th, when he went to- Atchison, visited the people
and attended a business meeting at which he accepted the rectorship of the
parish.
Wednesday he solemnized the marriage of two sisters, one of whom

and

J. Ingalls, afterward United States Senator from Kansas.
October 1, the bishop was at Pittsburgh, Pa., attending the sessions of the
General Board of Missions, The American Church Mission Society, and the
Evangelical Knowledge Society. After which the general convention held its

was married to John

sessions.

The bishop remained

in the East until the first of February, 1866, raising

the fund for the endowment of the episcopate of the diocese. Of the amounts
actually contributed. New York gave $8,072.93; Pennsylvania, '$4,841.15; Massachusetts, $4,608.70;

Rhode

$368; Connecticut, $101,

New

Jersey,

amount

$20,000

Island, $2,283.04; Chicago, $903.13;

making a

total of $21,177.95.

Of

this

set apart, the interest of which was to go toward the support of the bishop
$750 went to purchase a lot upon which to build an Episcopal residence;

was

was expended in traveling, printing, etc., and the balance of $204.65
was transferred to the account of the episcopal residence, which made the sum
in hand for this purpose $1,500 already raised.
$223.30

From February

4,

the bishop took the visitations of the diocese of Pennsylwho was suddenly stricken ill. This kept the bishop

vania for Bishop Stevens,

out of Kansas until June 10, when he took the services at Atchison, and began
the visitation of the diocese of Kansas. As we have seen, he had secured the
assistance of a

young unmarried priest at Atchison, who as part of his reward
was given the hand of one of the bishop's daughters.

for efficient service,

THE CONVENTION OF
The seventh annual convention

of the diocese

1866.

was held in Trinity church,

Lawrence, September 12-14, 1866. After the usual services, the bishop took the
chair and called the convention to order.
The clergy in canonical residence were: The Rt. Rev. Thomas Hubbard
Vail, D. D., Bishop of the Diocese Rev. Hiram Stone, chaplain, Fort Leaven;

25—324

—

:
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worth; Rev. Charles Reynolds, chaplain, Fort Riley; Rev. William H. HickRev. George D. Henderson, chaplain,
U. S. navy; Rev. John H. Egar, rector, St. Paul's, Leavenworth; Rev. R. W.
Oliver, rector, Trinity church, Lawrence; Rev. John Newton Lee, rector, Grace
church, Topeka; Rev. Archibald Beatty, rector, St. Paul's, Wyandotte; Rev.
John Bakewell, rector, Trinity church, Atchison; Rev. James Hervey Lee,
cox, rector, St. Andrew's, Burlington;

rector, St. Paul's,

Manhattan; Rev. Joseph Miles Kendrick,
Personally but not canomcally resident

drew's, Fort Scott.

mond, residing at Spring

The

Hill,

:

AnH. Drum-

rector, St.

Rev.

J.

Johnson county.

—

Burlington S. S. Prouty, H. Mcand James M. Mansen; Leavenworth Hon. J. A. Halderman and
G. W. Nelles; Atchison—Hon. A. H. Horton; Topeka—F. P. Baker, J. W.
Famsworth and E. P. Kellam; Lawrence T. B. Eldridge, B. Bartholow and
James Reynolds.
The Rev. John N. Lee was elected secretary and Rev. W. H. Hickcox
parishes were represented as follows:

—

Alister

—

treasurer.

The death

of the

Rev. N. O. Preston was noted by the bishop thus:

"Our brother, the Rev. Nathaniel Ogden Preston, was bom at Rupert, Bennington county, Vermont, December 22, 1809, and graduated the second in his
Commencing his work in life as a
class, at MiddJebury College in that state.
teacher, he soon turned his attention to the ministry, and, at the age of twentyeight, received deacons' orders in Vermont, through Bishop Hopkins, who, not
long after, ordained him to the priesthood. In this diocese he labored in
founding the parishes in Bennington and Hoosic Falls, in which places he built
churches. In 1844 he removed to New Orleans, for the recovery of his health,
in which city he founded the parish and built the church of the Annunciation.
His fidelity to his work was here illustriously exhibited, during the terrible
season of cholera and yellow fever in 1847, 1850, and 1853. From this city he
removed, because of the failing health of a member of his family, in 1855, to
Philadelphia, and became the rector of the Church of the Nativity in that city.
In 1858 his thoughts were turned towards our own state, then just opened to
immigration as a territory, and he became one of our pioneer missionaries,
fixing his residence at Manhattan, where he founded the parish of St. Paul's,
and commenced and nearly completed the church, collecting the funds (chiefly
from abroad) and superintending the work. Having been invited to assume
the charge, as principal, of the Female Seminary the diocesan institution
located at Topeka, he accepted the invitation in January, 1861, and at the
same time also entered upon the rectorship of Grace church in the same town,
and continued some three years in the duties of these oflBces, commencing and
nearly completing the church building and conducting the school with as great
success as was possible with the limited means at his command. In 1864 he
returned to Manhattan, as rector of St. Paul's church, and also professor of
English Literature in the State Agricultural College in that town. In these
duties he was still engaged when, on entering his recitation-room in the college
in his usual health, he, instantly and without any premonition of the change,
fell asleep in Jesus, on Ash-Wednesday, February 14, of this year.
He was
buried at Manhattan on Sunday, February 18, 1866."

—

The bishop

in the four

months

in the East,

one of which was spent in the

endowment fund, but preached 202
ordained two deacons, and seven to the

general convention, not only secured the
times,

confirmed

1,713

persons,

priesthood, and assisted in the consecration of one bishop.
10, and in the face
Kansas summer, made his visitations. From his journals
we select the following to show his activities and difficulties as well as the
progress the church had been making

Returning to Kansas, he preached at Atchison June

of the heat of the

:

.
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"Sunday, June 17. In the morning preached in the Church of St. Paul,
Leavenworth, and confirmed seventeen persons. Three others detained from
the church by sickness, were confirmed at their own houses, making in all
twenty confirmed at this visitation. In the afternoon, preached in the chapel
at the fort, and confirmed three persons.
to wel"Monday evening I spent at the parsonage at Wyandotte.
.

.

.

...

and his family]. ... On Tuesday I
went to Lawrence, and on Wednesday, in company with the Rev. Mr. Oliver,
went to Lecompton, where I visited two families. In the afternoon went to
Topeka.
"Sunday, June 24, Grace church, Topeka. In the morning and at night
preached, at the former service confirming twenty-six persons, and at the

come and cheer them

latter one.

.

.

"On Monday

[the

new

rector

.

Tuesday and Wednesday were
went to Manhattan.
On Wednesday afternoon I
occupied in attending the examinations.
delivered the annual address before the regents, faculty and students and visitors.
That evening I went on to Fort Riley, in company with the Rev.
On Friday I went
Charles Reynolds, chaplain of the post.
to
Junction City, and spent the day there with our people."
.

.

I

.

.

.

...

.

...

...

Sunday morning the bishop administered the holy communion at the post
and in the afternoon preached in the Public Hall at Junction City
after visiting the families of the wardens and vestrymen.
From Fort Riley, on Tuesday, he went to Lawrence, where, after several
days in the State Teachers' Association, he, on Wednesday, July 4, delivered
chapel,

the annual address to that body.

In the second week in August he is on the stage from Lawrence to Fort
They miss connection at Paola, but he takes the opportunity of services and looking up the people. On Friday, after traveling
all night, he reached Fort Scott and spent the next two days visiting the people
On Sunday he preached both morning and evening, and in the afternoon had
a meeting with the vestry.

Scott, 105 miles distant.

A BRIEF RESUME OF THE PARISHES THIS YEAR.

Rev. John Bakewell, rector. The services were
"The surroundings of Price Hall were most forbidding. Beneath was a saloon, alongside was the city jail, and above a theater." Atchison
at this period was one of the three points on the Missouri river where freighting was carried on on a large scale. "Immense caravans laden with freight
for Pike's Peak and Denver started on their way across the prairies; the Central
Branch of the Union Pacific was in course of construction; consequently the
town was alive with activity and ripe for my well conceived project," says the
Rev. Mr. Bakewell. Many citizens prominent in the town were of the faith.
Among them were the families of Judge A. G. Otis, Col. Wm. Osborn, builder
of the railroad. Gen. B. F. Stringfellow, Richard A. and Stanton Park, Judge
A. H. Horton, Senator Ingalls, and later on Judge Graham, the Spaldings,
Birds, Buttons, Everests, Parkers, BHsh, Mize, Fox and others.
To quote
Atchison, Trinity church.

held in a

hall.

the Bishop

About seven thousand dollars have been subscribed and in part
collected for the erection of a church.
The work of building was delayed, in expectation of the plans for which I had made arrangements in New
York before I left the East."
.

.

.

When

.

.

these arrived they were found to be too extensive for the

hand, and Mr. Bakewell was sent east to procure other plans.

He

means

in

returned
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with plans for a stone Gothic church, measuring eighty-nine by forty-three
which were adopted. The famihes in the parish now numbered fortythree, communicants twenty-two, while the Sunday school had fifty pupils
feet,

and nine

teachers.

Leavenworth, had increased by twenty confirmations, making the
of communicants seventy-seven. There had been twenty bapCollections, exclusive of pew
tisms, and the families numbered seventy.
St. Paul's,

present

rents,

number

amounted to

$1,877.56.

The Rev. Mr. Hatton resigned and removed to
and the Rev. Archibald Beatty, of Pennsylvania, had accepted the rectorship, taking charge the second Sunday in April. This parish
had become sadly depressed by reason of the fluctuating population, as before noted. It now numbered only twelve families, fourteen communicants,
with four teachers and thirty pupils in the Sunday school. The Rev. Mr.
Beatty, who began his work here, became one of the most aggressive missionaries in the diocese, and the present writer makes this note because he
Wyandotte,

St.

Paul's.

Jefferson City, Mo.,

does not carry the history along showing the churches built in various places

by Mr. Beatty.
Trinity, Lawrence.

town
more

in 1856

This parish had suffered greatly at the sacking of the
of 1863.
The population had now become

and the massacre

The rector secured the means to improve the rectory and other
and reported twenty-eight families, eighty individuals, fifteen baptisms, six confirmations, thirty-five communicants and fifty pupils and seven
teachers in the Sunday school. This was one of the parishes which conducted
a parochial school, the house for which was completed this year. The chapel
was enlarged and repaired, the third story to the rectory completed, and the
entire grounds inclosed.
The expenditures amounted to $3,095.12; of this
amount it must be noted that the Rev. Mr. Oliver contributed $246, which
was $6.25 more than the parish had contributed toward his salary. Here was
stable.

properties,

another of God's self-sacrificing saints.

The Rev. William H. Hickcox had gone east
St. Andrew's, Burlington.
and secured something over $800 toward a new church, $1,000 had been locally
subscribed, and the vestry decided to build. A sudden rise in the Neosho
river had swept away the lumber and the logs intended for the framing, thereby
delaying the work. There were now twenty-three communicants, thirteen
families and fifty individuals, with sixty-five pupils and seven teachers in the
Sunday school.
St. Paul's, Manhattan. The death of the Rev. N. O. Preston was a great
blow here, but the people ralhed and raised among themselves $1,000 to complete the church he had built. There were fourteen families and eighteen
communicants when the Rev. James H. Lee took charge, August 28.

Junction City and Fort Riley.

Chaplain Reynolds succeeded in reorganiz-

ing this once flourishing parish, and the bishop having secured for

it

the

from the Church of the Covenant, Philadelphia, the name of
the parish was changed from St. John's to that of their benefactor, the Church
of the Covenant. The walls of this Gothic stone church had been completed
before the Civil War, but the roof spread and its weight carried off some of
the stone. A few friends in the East had added $500 to the above sum and
an equal amount to the combined gift was locally contributed. The church

sum

of $1,000
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was thus repaired and completed. The chapel, which had been erected under
David Clarkson at Fort Riley, by private subscriptions, but taken over during the war and used as an arsenal, was now restored to its proper use. It
is a gem of Gothic architecture twenty-five by fifty feet.
Rev. Joseph Miles Kendrick, rector. At the close
by Chaplain Reynolds, used as an arsenal
by the army, was again returned to the parish, when it was completed excepting the tower, but at this time no seats had been installed. The report made
by the senior warden, William H. Warner, just before the arrival of the rector,
gave nine families, five communicants and twenty pupils and five teachers in
the Sunday school. Gifts of articles for a church Fair from the Church of the
Covenant, Philadelphia, had netted the Guild nearly $600. Total receipts for
St.

Andrew's, Fort Scott.

of the war, the stone church erected

the year, $981.85.

Grace church, Topeka. Rev. J. N. Lee, rector since June 11, 1865, reported
an addition of forty-eight communicants by confirmation. The neat little
church, the walls of which had stood for five years unfinished, was now complete with the exception of the tower. The ladies had carpeted the church, and
planned to furnish the chancel. A furnace costing $500 was on its way- from
the East. There were now forty families, two hundred individuals, and seventythree communicants. Twenty-seven had been confirmed and twelve baptized.
Contributions for parochial purposes amounted to $775, and for extra parochial
purposes, $71.

The Female Seminary was

flourishing, the attendance during the

term

clos-

ing in June was between seventy and eighty; ten of the pupils were boarders.
repairs costing $3,500 were made by means secured by the
bishop in the East. This was the building on the corner of Ninth street and
Topeka avenue. Plans for improving and preparing the twenty-acre square
were being considered.

Improvements and

advance of the history, it may here be noted that up to this
had been made to interest pupils from other parts of the
state, but during the nine years it was under Rev. J. N. Lee, it was patronized
from all over the state. Bethany students have been the seed from which the
church sprang up all over Kansas. It is also of interest to note that the very
day that President Buchanan signed the act admitting Kansas as a state, the
legislature of Kansas passed the act of incorporation under the title of "The
Episcopal Female Seminary of Topeka." Governor Medary returned the bill

While a

year but

little in

little effort

with his objections. The legislature reconsidered the bill and passed it over
the governor's veto, this being the last act of the territorial period. The incorporators were: Rev. N. 0. Preston, Rush Elmore, Wilson Shannon, Cyrus

K. Holliday, J. M. Bodine, George Fairchild and J. Ryan. The first charter
had been obtained for "The Episcopal Seminary of Tecumseh." In 1870 a new
charter was obtained, changing the name to "The College of the Sisters of
Bethany."

The bishop, in his address, acknowledged the gift from the Pittsburgh and
Alleghany Prayer Book Society of between five and six hundred prayer books,
which were distributed among the parishes. Also a gift of four hundred from
the Bishop White Prayer Book Society.
The standing committee the past j^ear had been: Rev. Hiram Stone, president; G. W. Nelles, secretary; Rev. J. H. Egar, Rev. J. N. Lee, John Burr, and
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The standing committee elected was, Rev. R. W. Oliver,
Rev. Charles Re3^nolds, secretary; Rev. J. N. Lee, Rev. Hiram
Stone, C. C. Kellam, J. A. Halderman, E. M. Bartholow and A. G. Otis.
It will be noticed that at this period the most western point touched by the
church was Junction City, where the first service of any denomination ever
held was by a clergyman of this church, the Rev. N. O. Preston.23
J.

A. Halderman.

president;

After the close of the convention, the bishop organized a convocation with

meeting of which was appointed to be held in St.
The convention had adopted a new constitution which set the meeting of that body "on
the second Wednesday in May," instead of September as heretofore. The convention is a legislative body of the church, the convocation was for closer rea brief constitution, the

first

Paul's church, Wyandotte, the second Tuesday in October, 1866.

lations of clergy

and

for spiritual help.

ANNUAL CONVENTION OF

1867.

In the middle of November, 1866, the bishop joined a large excursion of
This company ^spent Sunday in Atchison and the bishop made them an address of welcome,
capitalists interested in the various railway enterprises in the state.

commending the religious necessities of our border diocese to their
Christian sympathy and regard. On the same day I had the pleasure of listening to an able sermon from one of the excursionists the Rev. S. H. Tyng,
Jr., rector of the Church of the Holy Trinity, in the city of New York.
It was
interesting to me to see how powerfully the missionary demands of this Westem frontier impressed themselves upon the mind and heart of this zealous
and energetic young brother, wiien he came to look upon the country, and to
realize the wonderful future that is to be developed here.
I went with
the company, on their return East, as far as to St. Louis, and had the satisfaction of communicating to several of them, and especially to some gentlemen of the press, who were with the party, some information in regard to the
material, educational, and religious interests of our state such as is not yet to
be procured from books, and as can be given only by persons actually familiar
with these interests, by personal association with them."
.

.

—

...

—

Thus we see from the bishop's address that he had become an enthusiast for
Kansas. The effects of this will be seen later.
Because he could create an interest in domestic missions, and particularly
in the Kansas field, the bishop accepted the invitation of the standing committee of Pennsylvania to make a second visitation, which took him from
December 20, 1866, to Easter Sunday, 1867. Upon ninety-three occasions he
confirmed one thousand one hundred fourteen persons. He also ordained

among

others, a

young man, Edward Davis

a very active missionary in the

The Catholic

Kaw

Grifiith,

who

became

a year later

valley.

revival in the church was

making considerable headway, and

the bishop this year issued a circular letter "to the clergy and laity of the

Protestant Episcopal Church in the diocese of Kansas," on the subject of
ritualism.

We

quote only a part of

it

which

may be

of interest to-day:

sorts of ritualistic innovations—those which have reference
to aesthetics, the cut and color of vestments, postures, symboHsm, &c^ and
those which have reference to the essential doctrine of the church. So lar as

"There are two

23. Andreas' "History of Kansas," 1883, p. 1006, says that the first sermon was preached
in Junction City by Rev. W. Millice in July, 1858, in a building on the corner of Seventh and
Washington streets. This building was the first one erected on the town site, in May, 1858.
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the former do not directly or indirectly a£fect the faith, they are, although for
objectionable, yet in themselves of comparatively little importance."

some reason

The bishop

did not seriously object to "turning towards the Lord's table in

the forms of prayer and praise in the morning and evening prayer, in doxolo-

and in certain other places besides those in the communion service, in
which for special reasons it is prescribed by certain rubrics of that service."
But he did object to the use of the word "altar" and that doctrine of the sacrament which makes it a sacrifice.
gies,

"

This circular letter included the declaration of "the twenty-eight bishops" on
who in summing up, object to "the use of incense," and the burning of lights in the order of the holy communion reverences to the holy table
•'rituahsm,"

;

or to the elements thereon, such as indicate or imply that the sacrifice of our

Divine Lord and Saviour "once offered" was not a
sacrifice,

"full, perfect

and

sufficient

oblation and satisfaction for the sins of the whole world;" "the adop-

unknown, or material alterations of those which
have been in use since the establishment of our episcopate." Among the
twenty-eight we find the names of Bishops Kemper, Williams of Connecticut,
Coxa of Western New York, as well as Cummins of Kentucky. But when the
latter made these the grounds for withdrawing from this church, he had not
the sympathy of the Bishop of Kansas. In time these things were better understood and some at least officially approved, so that at the time of writing
this history there is not an Episcopal church in Kansas which has not an altar
with the cross, and the change of colors with the seasons. Few, if any, lack
lights on the altar, wafer breads, or eucharistic vestments; and all ministers
wear the cassock, surplice and colored stoles, and in a few churches they have
tion of clerical habits hitherto

the use of incense and
minister

bowed

who

his

all

the genuflections.

When

it

came to

contrast the

on the holy table and smoked his pipe with the one who
knee and swung the censer, the latter won. These were of course
sat

only the extremes.

The position of the missionary work remained unchanged this year (1867)
because of lack of funds, and places which might have been successfully occupied by this church passed into other hands.
The Female Seminary had an enrollment of 101 scholars, nineteen of
were boarders. The total receipts were $5,608.33, and the expenditures $5,576.75, making, for the first time, a httle more than its expenses.

whom

But there had been

and improvements costing

$3,561.09, for

which

the bishop had obtained a loan of $2,700, and a bank had loaned $150.

Gifts

repairs

amounting to $390 had been secured in the East, but this still left a floating
debt of $321.09. There had been a deficit the prededing year of $587, and this
made a total indebtedness of $3,608.09. The town company began to stress the
necessity of improving the twenty-acre tract or they would take it back. How
this situation was met we shall see later.
ground was broken for the
Pine
lumber being $100 per thousand feet and black walnut but $40, the latter
was used naturally. During the summer the building was completed except
the seating. The money not forthcoming for this, temporary seats were made
of Cottonwood, that the building might be consecrated and used. The evening
Trinity church, Atchison.

new

In the

fall

of 1866

church, and in the spring of 1867 contracts were let for the building.
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Kendrick, then rector of St, Paul's, LeavenMexico, came over and assisted the rector to
oil and polish the chancel furniture.
The next year black walnut pews were
placed in the church and one set apart forever in memory of the rector. The
impetus given Trinity parish at this time has been kept up ever since, and as
before this service the Rev. J.

worth, and later bishop of

New

evidence, two rectors have been elected bishops, Abiel Leonard and Francis

K,
had a chance to retouch this manuscript before
pubhcation, he would add to the above, taken from "The Story of a Kansas
Parish," that its author, Francis E. White, has twice decHned election to the
episcopate, and that a son of this parish is bishop Robert Mize of Salina.
Brooke.

And

as the writer has

St. Andreu^s, Burlington, lacked $1,000 of

The Rev. Mr. Hickcox continued

time.

Le Roy,

He had

also

begun

completing their church at this

in charge here

services at Burlingame,

and at Emporia and
and six miles in the

country, at Big creek.
St.

Andrew's, Fort Scott, showed growth during the few months under the
M. Kendrick. There were now eighteen families and eleven

care of the Rev. J.

Communicants numbered nine; Sunday

individuals not so included.

school,

64; contributions for improvements, $603.25; for domestic missions, $7.45.

It

should be remembered that the convention year had been changed and these
reports are for only eight months.

The Church

of the Covenant, Junction City, still contented itself with servChaplain Reynolds of Fort Riley. These were frequently interrupted
by his inability to cross the Republican river, and he urged the need of a
resident pastor. There were only sixteen families and ten communicants,

ices of

St. Paul's,

Leavenworth,

still

held

place as the strongest parish in the

its

diocese; families, seventy-two; individuals, eighteen; communicants, seventy.

The

contributions included diocesan missions, domestic missions and Nashotah
House, as well as a payment of $450 on the church debt. Beginning with Advent, 1866, the Rev, J. H. Egar had begun a weekly communion, besides Holy
Communion on Christmas Day and at the January convocation. But in accordance with the precedent set by the English rubric he did not go beyond
the ante-communion unless there were present the number required. During
the summer an organ of superior quality was placed in this church, but the
small debt harrassed the rector.
St. Paul's,

Manhattan, under the Rev.

J,

H, Lee, who was

also professor in

the State Agricultural College, while showing an actual loss of communicants

because of removals, shows an increase in families and individuals, and the
rector had enough prepared for confirmation to more than double the communicant roll when the bishop could come. This he did next year, increasing

from fourteen to forty communicants.
Grace church, Topeka, under the Rev. J. N. Lee, also principal of the semby death and removals, and as the bishop had
made no visitation, none were added by confirmation. Nevertheless the parish
had doubled its previous contribution to the rector's salary.

inary, shows a loss of fifteen

St. Paul's, Wyandotte, with more removals than arrivals, gets back to nine
communicants, still the Rev, Beatty has faith to look forward to better things
and this was rewarded the next year by more than one hundred-fold increase.

After the convention this year,

May

10, 1867,

the bishop spent one

month
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with his family doing such things as the rector offered him at Atchison. On
the first Sunday in June, the 2d, he began his annual visitation of the diocese
by confirming a class here. On the following Sunday at Manhattan he confirmed a class of twenty-seven and on Tuesday two more, making twenty-nine.
This increase was partly due to the rector following up the work of a revival
meeting in town.
The next Sunday at Fort Riley and Junction City the bishop confirmed
four persons.

On Wednesday, June

19, he made his first visit to Ottawa, and in a public
loaned him by the Methodists he held the first services of this church in
the town. After that visitation, regular services were conducted there by the
Rev. Charles E. D. Griffith, whom he had ordained in the East to the order

hall

of deacon,

and who had now become

a missionary in the diocese.

On

Sunday, June 23, the bishop was at Grace Church, Topeka, where he
conducted services both morning and evening, in the morning addressing the
Sunday school and confirming four. He attended the examinations in the
Seminary and on Wednesday dehvered the graduating address. Conditions
were prosperous in Topeka at this time. The Rev. J. N. Lee had gone east,
and in four months secured enough money to pay off the indebtedness for repairs and other outstanding obligations of the institution, which had been a
source of anxiety for

The bishop

felt

some

time.

that the time had

now come when the parish and the school
In 1866 when the extensive repairs

should each have the entire care of a man.

and improvements on the Seminary building had been made, Mr. Jay Cooke,
who had before presented the bishop with $1,000 for the Seminary, loaned in addition some money to meet these expenses.
Later he
remitted the balance, making $2,500 from this generous friend.
The parish, in consideration for its rectorial rights and title in the Seminary
building and property, accepted $3,000 and a certain lot of land owned by the
Seminary; $2,000 of this was given by Mr. John D. W^olfe, of New York, to
whom we shall find the diocese indebted for further hberal gifts. The Church
of the Atonement, New York, gave the bishop $1,000 for the Seminary and
one-half was used to fence the twenty-acre tract.
On the 14th of July, the bishop confirmed nine persons in the Church of St.
Paul, Leavenworth, after which he spent six weeks with his family, the longest
time he had so spent since his consecration to the episcopate.
A chapter from the acts of an apostle:
of Philadelphia,

"On Tuesday, August 27, I started for southern Kansas. On Thursday with
the Rev. Mr. Oliver, went to Paola. On Friday, went, with Mr. OUver, to
Spring Hill, to inquire after the family of a clerical brother canonically belonging to the diocese of Indiana, and now residing in Johnson county. (Mr.
Drummond's name appears in the journal till 1869.) Returning, we held
services in the evening in Paola. The congregation in the hall where we assembled, and for which we were indebted to the Methodists, was entirely
unacquainted with our prayer book, and I read evening prayer, paging and
explaining it as we proceeded, while Mr. Oliver distinctly responded, and led
the voices of others who desired to unite with us in our worship.
Sunday, September 1, Fort Scott At 9 o'clock, A. M., attended the African
Sunday school, organized by the rector of St. Andrew's, the Rev. J. M. Kendrick, and addressed the school. These children, and with them several adults,
meet in an old building formerly occupied as a school room, and the faithful
pastor is trying quietly, but efficiently, in this way, to carry the blessings of

—

..

.

.
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knowledge to these who are so needy, and who have providentially
been thrown, with such a claim of pity and of justice, upon the duty and the
compassion of the American church.
''In St. Andrew s church the interior of which is now quite finished, and
suitably provided with the necessary furniture, at 11 a. m., preached and confirmed one person, the first confirmation ever held in Fort Scott, and administered the holy communion. At 4 p. m., I met the Sunday school and addressed them.
At this afternoon service I baptized, at the request of
the rector, four children. In the evening, at 7:30 o'clock, after the evening
religious

...

prayer, I preached. The Sunday duties of my reverend brother at Fort Scott
are thus proved to be very laborious. In the week he attends the parish school,
which he has instituted, under the care of an excellent lady, and which he
superintends, devoting to it from two to four hours each day.
''After spending Monday and Tuesday at Fort Scott, and visiting the people,
with the rector, I started on Wednesday, for Coffey county.
"At Humboldt I called upon two families.
"Friday and Saturday were spent in Burlington, partly in visiting the people
and partly in correspondence. On Saturday evening, after divine service,
preached in the school room now used as a Methodist church. On Sunday
morning,
in the same place, preached, and administered the holy communion. In the evening, preached and confirmed two persons.
The
rector of St. Andrew's had expected to present some ten or more candidates,
but, chiefly because of prevalent sickness, the number was reduced to only
.

.

.

...

.

.

.

...

.

two.

.

.

.

.

.

"On Monda}^

afternoon, after a ride through the rain, I was again in Ottawa,
where I spent the evening in conversation upon the subject of establishing our
church in that town.
"On Tuesday, I reached Lawrence, where I struck the railroad, and at nine
o'clock that night, reached my home in Atchison. I had been gone two weeks,
and had traveled over four hundred miles, chiefly by stages.
Sometimes
in the rain, sometimes under the burning southern sun, and most of the time
through a country where malaria that season filled the atmosphere, and sick."
ness was in almost every house.
.

.

The bishop had
on September

15,

.

.

.

received a letter from Locust Grove asking for services, so

he took service books and went to see four families. He bapand arranged for the rector of Atchison to visit them with

tized three children

occasional services.

The next week

the bishop went to Lawrence and arranged for an episcopal

was the center of his work, and because of its railroad connection the most natural headquarters. The 20th of October he settled in his new home and attended the closing services of the rectorship of the
Rev. R. W. Oliver. Immediately after whose resignation he arranged to act as
rector pro tern. The Rev. John K. Dunn, of Michigan, accepted the call to
this parish, to begin June, 1868.
After several other visitations, the bishop held his first services within the
walls of the Church of the Covenant, Junction City, February 16, 1868. The
building was not completed, neither plastered, pewed nor furnished. A table
upon the chancel platform served the purpose of a reading desk, pulpit and
The congregation sat upon plain benches. Thus they worshiped until
altar.
they were able to finish the church. Chaplain Reynolds, who had been devoting his Sunday mornings to this church for sometime, presented a class of six
for confirmation. This was the first confirmation in this town.
On Sunday, March 15, the bishop opened Trinity church, Atchison. It was
not yet ready for consecration.
Bishop Hawks of Missouri lay at death's door, and the bishop of Kansas
residence, feeling that this
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a visitation of that diocese, retm-ning to Atchison on the evening of the

Bishop Hawks died April 19, 1868,
meeting of the board of missions
at St. Louis, and on May 10 confirmed another class of six prominent citizens
in the Church of the Covenant, Junction City.
21st of April, to confirm a class of seven.

and

after his funeral, the bishop attended a

ANNUAL CONVENTION OF

1868.

The ninth annual convention was held in St. Paul's church, Manhattan, May
13 and 14, 1868. The bishop at this time delivered as his charge an address on
"The Christian Education of the Children of our Flocks." Not disparaging
the public school system, he advocated the establishment of "parochial schools
as a measure of self-defense." It will be noted that such schools were maintained at Lawrence, Wyandotte, Fort Scott, and the primary grades of the
Seminary at Topeka always was a parochial school.
New missions had this year been opened at Baxter Springs and Erie, under
the care of the Rev. J. M. Kendrick of Fort Scott; at Ottawa, Oskaloosa, Salina, and Ellsworth, under the Rev. C. E. D. Griffith, the Rev. George Turner,
lately of Missouri, was conducting services at Wathena, White Cloud, Troy,
Hiawatha and occasionally at other places in the northern tier of counties;
several clergymen were working in the neighborhood of their parishes at Wamego, Tecumseh, Wilhamstown, LeRoy, Emporia and Prairie City.
At this time the General Board of Missions found it necessary to retrench,
and the diocese of Kansas received an appropriation of but $900 for the year.
The bishop complained that Kansas was as much a missionary field as Colorado, Nebraska and New Mexico. In this emergency he called upon the American Church Missionary Society, which had already inaugurated several missions in the diocese and had sustained them, and it came to his aid.
The parochial reports show that the following parishes had taken offerings
for the General Board of Missions: In 1866, Topeka, Lawrence, and Leavenworth; in 1868, Fort Scott and Lawrence (foreign missions), and for the
American Church Missionary Society, Atchison and Lawrence.
The General Board no doubt felt that as the Church Missionary Society was
helping this field, they ought to help those that did not receive aid from that
society.

The bishop had two

work this year, who were later admitted
Cox, a professor in Lincoln College, Topeka, and
Edward B. Church. The former assisted the Rev. J. H. Lee at Wamego and
Manhattan, the latter was under the Rev. Charles Reynolds at Junction City.
This was the beginning of a system of raising up from our own people, ministers to supply the field.

—^Daniel

to holy orders

The

lay readers at

W.

parishes exhibit healthy growth for the year:

Atchison had forty communicants and

fifty-six families,

and had expended

$7,102.63 besides the rector's salary.

Fort Scott had fourteen communicants, twenty-two famihes and ninety-two

The Parish Sunday school had fortySunday school had forty-four. A parochial day

individuals connected with the parish.

three pupils, and the African

school was maintained.

Extra parochial offerings were $51.10.

Burlington had twenty-one communicants, twenty families and ten individuals.
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Junction City had seventeen families and individuals, and twenty-three
communicants.

Lawrence had forty families, thirty individuals, sixty-two communicants
and a Sunday school of 102. It also supported a parochial school. Extra
parochial offerings were $220.

Leavenworth had eighty
day school pupils.

families, eighty-four

Manhattan had twenty-six families, eighty
and a Sunday school of forty-eight.

communicants, and 105 Sun-

individuals, forty communicants,

Topeka had thirty families, two hundred individuals,
and seventy-seven pupils in the Sunday school.

fifty-eight

communi-

cants,

Wyandotte had thirty-one

families, seventy-five individuals,

municants, and sixty-seven pupils in

its

twenty com-

school.

Fort Leavenworth had eight families, eleven communicants and twentyeight in the

Sunday

school.

Chaplain Hiram Stone being ordered to Fort Sully, Dakota, that summer,
this was his last report.
He was the first to establish a permanent parish
in Kansas, and for twelve years he had taken a leading place in the work of
the church in Kansas.

THE FIFTH YEAR IN THE EPISCOPATE.
On

the three Sundays in

May
On

following the last convention the bishop

first of these he confirmed two persons
brought from Le Roy by the Rev. W. H. Hickcox. On the second and third
Sundays in June, he supphed for the rector of St. Paul's, Leavenworth, who was
in the East, and baptized one and confirmed two persons at Fort Leavenworth.
Sunday, June 28, he was at Grace Church, Topeka, where he confirmed a class
of sixteen presented by the rector. The next two days he attended the examinations at the Female Seminary.
The first examination of candidates for priest's orders, since Bishop Vail's
entrance upon the work, occurred Wednesday, June 30. It should be noted
that the first men admitted to this order were the Rev. Messrs. Hickcox and
Henderson, who had been advanced by Bishop Lee September 4, 1863. Mr.
Hickcox was the first layman in Kansas to have entered the priesthood. Mr.
Henderson was already a deacon when he came to take charge at Junction
City. We have seen how Bishop Vail had ordained the Rev. Charles E. D.
Griffith in the East, and now on Friday, July 17, 1869, in Trinity church,
Lawrence, he was ordained priest. Besides five clergy of the diocese, the
Rev. Karl Karlen, of the National Church of Sweden, participated in the
laying on of hands.
It may be well to remember that up to this time the clergy of Sweden and

acted as supply at Lawrence.

the

other Lutheran countries commended their people to this American church,
which accounts for the fact that when these congregations in the East had
learned English and demanded an English service, they became Episcopalians.
At this writing more than fifteen per cent of the clergy of the Episcopal Church
have German names like that of the writer.
On July 19, Prof. D. W. Cox was ordained to the diaconate in Grace
church, Topeka.
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The Rev. John K. Dunn entered upon his duties as rector
Lawrence, July 5 of this year.
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of Trinity church,

ANOTHER APOSTOLIC JOURNEY IN PRIMITIVE STYLE.
July 20, the bishop, accompanied by the Rev. J. N. Lee, the
Monday,
On
Rev. A. Beatty and a young man as driver of an ambulance or spring wagon
drawn by two horses, and a saddle horse brought along to lighten the load
and permit of a change of posture and exercise for the travelers, started from
Lawrence. On a rack at the back were fastened their valises and traveling
bags. Under the seat was a box of crackers, some dried beef, coffee, tea and
sugar, a small kettle and tin cups, so they might cook and eat on the way;
also a bag of corn for the horses they depended upon the grass for hay. Two
buffalo robes made cushions by day and beds at night.
Appointments had been made by correspondence two or three weeks in ad;

vance for religious services nearly every night for the three or four weeks of
the journey. The party reached Burlingame about 6 p.m. The day had been
exceedingly hot, the friend to whom they had intrusted the arrangements for
services had found no suitable place, and concluded not to announce a public
service till a more favorable time. They found no Episcopalians, but spent
the evening in conversation, particularly with a sick young man whom they
tried to prepare for eternity.

Their next point being a long distance and the road rough, they concluded
way by night. About 10 p.m. they started and drove till
after half-past twelve, when after watering their horses, they drove out on the
prairie, lariated the horses and went to bed, one under the wagon, one in the
wagon and two on a buffalo robe in the open under shawls. At 5 a.m. they
were again on the road, and after making a halt of three or four hours in the
middle of the day, reached Council Grove at about six in the evening. On the
way they had stopped at a house some eight miles from Council Grove where
one of the clergy had baptized two children upon a similar trip a year before.
Here another little one awaited them, which the bishop baptized, the mother
to travel part of the

and Mr. Lee standing as sponsors.
At Council Grove they were again disappointed in not finding arrangements
made for services. There was one church family here.
They reached Cottonwood Falls, Wednesday evening, July 22, and conducted
services in the schoolhouse, all of them making addresses.
The schoolhouse
was full. On the next evening they had services again with addresses by Mr.
Beatty and the bishop. Mr. Lee had gone on to a point eighteen miles south,
where he held services and preached to an equally large congregation in a
schoolhouse at Valley Farm, near Matfield. At Cottonwood Falls there were
three or four persons familiar with the services and one or two communicants
of the church.

On

Friday evening, July 24, they reached Emporia, now a town of nearly
with the State Normal College having an attendance of 150. For three
or four years the bishop had been trying to find a suitable man for this important town. "How long are we to wait, losing our capital opportunities?"
That evening they held services in the court house, the bishop preaching to a

2,500,

good congregation.

On Saturday

they went down the Neosho to Burlington, thirty miles, cookby the way. In the evening they held serv-

ing their dinner under an oak tree
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ices in the

new

church.

This was

now merely

Society.
inclosed, floored

and roofed,
and

plain Cottonwood benches for seats, a plain unfinished rail for the chancel

a plain table with a temporary reading desk and pulpit, completed the furMr. Lee preached and the bishop made an address. "The Rev. W. E,

niture.

Hickcox welcomed us to

his

home and

in

due time distributed us among his

people."
26, at Burlington. Services in the church, morning and night,
in the afternoon at a schoolhouse eight miles distant. Holy communion in
the morning. At night confirmed one person. It was a busy and interesting
day, so that the people urged us to return and spend another Sunday among
them; and some candidates for confirmation presented their names to the missionary. So we promised to be with them again in two weeks.
"On Monday,
we went on to Le Roy, where we held service in the
evening in the Methodist church. I preached, confirmed three persons, and ad-

"Sunday, July

and

...

...

dressed them. The house was full.
"At eleven o'clock that night, we started for the south. For a mile our ride
was through the dense woods on the Neosho bottom. The moon had set. It
was starlight through the tree tops, but very dark below. One small wagon and
two friends had joined us. One of these friends, who had accompanied us from
Burlington, wearing a white linen coat, walked before us, the white coat guiding the ambulance, on the back of which a white cloth was hung, to guide the
wagon following. And thus we picked our way through the woods out to the
open prairie. At half-past three in the morning we stopped, drove down our
pins,
put lariats to our horses and went to bed on the grass. The
bishop shared a buffajo robe with one of his presbyters, covering himself with
a shawl which once belonged to Bishop Bowman, and which he calls his missionary shawl. And in this way he slept on all the other nights when our party
camped out, and fared as well as his brethren; for none of us counted it a
hardship, except on the latter part of our journey when the nights began to be
quite cold, and the dews made our blankets very wet.
After sleeping some two hours, we went into the village of Neosho
.
Falls, in Woodson county, where we called upon a lady, the only member of
our church in the township. We met her two weeks later on our return to
.

.

.

.

Burhngton.
"That evening we reached Humboldt, in Allen county. We had sent a notice which had not been received, and had no service. The members of the
only church family in the place were all absent; and at ten o'clock we moved
on and forded the river, and camped out as before on the prairie.
"The next afternoon we reached the new town of Erie, in Neosho county,
on the Indian neutral lands, and that evening held service in the schoolhouse,
w4ien Mr. Beatty preached, and the bishop made an address. Here we found
three or four families of our church, and some half-dozen communicants. In
the house of one of these, we were all very kindly entertained. On the next
morning, at half-past seven o'clock, in the same place, we had the morning
service, when the bishop preached and administered the holy communion. It
was a service full of comfort to these faithful ones, as their flowing tears attested. One earnest communicant, living thirty miles distant, came with her
After visiting the people, we went to
little daughter to attend these services.
the Osage Mission, eight miles distant, the seat of one of those old Roman
CathoHc missions which are to be found here and there through the Indian
country. No Indians live here now, and the mission has changed into an important trading-town. A zealous communicant of our church residing here,
and who had been licensed as a lay-reader, procured a hall, an empty story
over a store, and going about from house to house, notified the people. We
held the service and the bishop preached to a crowded congregation. There
are but two or three of our people here, but the citizens generally wish for our
services.

"Starting at about half-past ten o'clock, we traveled some two hours and
again laid us down to sleep under the open sky. On the next day we journeyed
on toward Fort Scott, in Bourbon county, and again slept on the prairie. The
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next day (Saturday), we reached Fort Scott, where we all found a pleasant
home at the house of the rector, the Rev. J. M. Kendrick, that evening, service and sermon by the Rev. Mr. Lee."
After the Sunday services at St. Andrew's, Fort Scott, the forces divided.
returning to Osage Mission to prepare classes for confirmation, while the bishop and Mr. Beatty went further south to the Indian Nation.

The Rev. Mr. Lee

A

zealous friend, one of those just confirmed, furnished horses and went him-

self as driver for

the bishop's circuit.

Tuesday, Mr. Beatty read the services and the bishop preached at Baxter Springs. Here they found several famiUes of the church. They then went
into the Indian Nation and traveled along the border west toward Chetopa,
and then northward to Oswego and through Labette county to Montana, where
they slept. These were all new towns of only a few months' growth. At each

On

one they inquired for church people. They found one at Chetopa and five
or six families at Oswego. At this latter place the bishop appointed a layreader.

On Thursday
sick

man, and

the bishop arrived at Osage Mission, where he confirmed a
and confirmed

in the evening at Erie, he baptized one adult

three.

Friday the party went north through Humboldt and camped near
Falls. The dews were heavy and the night was cold. Two slept in the
wagon, the bishop and one of the presbyters under the wagon. Passing
through LeRoy, Mr. Lee stopped to hold service the next day, the bishop

On

Neosho

and others going on to Burlington.
"Sunday, August 9, at Burlington. The missionary and people had been
busy during our absence. A number of candidates were waiting for confirmation. Some of them had been brought up under Baptist influences; and the
missionary, who had not been accustomed to baptize by dipping, had reserved these for the bishop, who, in his long ministry in Rhode Island, had
The place selected was at
often administered baptism in this form.
the ford. On the banks and bluffs were spectators gathered. Under the shade
of a large tree stood three candidates and their witnesses, and with them
came sponsors, with two children from two families to be baptized. The bishop
conducted the service. And when the vows had
in his linen surplice
been said and the confession of Christ had been made, he led them, one by
one, into the clear river, and there baptized them, and, signing them with the
.

.

.

.

.

.

sign of the cross, received them into the congregation; after which, taking the
infants in his arms, one by one, he stepped with them into the stream, and
poured the water upon them from his palm, and so baptized them. It was a
very impressive and solemn service, and occupied only a half hour, closing at

ten o'clock.
"At eleven o'clock was the regular service, and Mr. Beatty preached, and
the bishop baptized an infant which had just been brought several miles for
this purpose.
*Tn the evening, after the service, at which all the clergy of our party were
present, the bishop preached and confirmed seven persons, and gave them a
charge in reference to their Christian duties and privileges. The house was
crowded, and God seemed to be present with His blessing. May the Holy
Spirit convert and sanctify those waiting souls!
"On the next morning we started for home, Mr. Lee on the saddle, for
Topeka, the others in our ambulance for Lawrence. That night we were lost
on the prairie in the Sac and Fox reservation."

The next night they

arrived home, having

the breaking of a wheel of their spring wagon.

no more

serious accident than

They were

able to borrow a

farm wagon in which they continued their journey to Lawrence.
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The

following

Society.

Sunday found the bishop with the Rev. Mr.

Griffith

at

Oskaloosa, where a mission had just been organized by the latter, under the
title of St.

Paul's church.

21, the bishop and Mr. Griffith were at Salina.
Here the bishop preached in the Methodist church, and the next morning con-

Friday evening, August

firmed in her

home

a person,

who because

of illness could not get out to the

Here the bishop found the germ of a parish, in some three or four
communicants, and many people desirous to see the church established in the

service.

town.

On the next Sunday they were in Ellsworth, a mission recently estabhshed
by Mr. Griffith. The Indians had just committed some horrible atrocities in
the Solomon settlements, and every man in the town except the clergymen
was armed with rifles or revolvers, in momentary expectation of an attack by
the savages. But even under these circumstances services were held in the
upper room over a store and the bishop confirmed six persons. During the
year a store building was bought, moved on a lot and remodeled as a chapel.
Mr. Griffith falhng ill, returned home, but the bishop went alone some one
hundred eighty-one miles further west to the town of Sheridan. It was then
only six weeks old, and had about seven hundred inhabitants. The houses
were of every material, stone, brick, board and canvas; and not a few were of
sod, the most common building material of that country. The sod was cut
about two inches thick by a flat-shared plow; then cut in two-foot lengths and
laid up into walls some two or three feet thick. After timbering the roof, the
sod was laid upon it, thus making a very cool summer house and a very warm
winter dwelling. The one person whom the bishop expected to find was not
in town, and the excitement of the Indian war made it unfavorable for a
mission at this time, so the bishop returned to Ellsworth and thence home.
Two Sundays later the bishop confirmed a class of nine for the Rev. A.
Beatty,

who now resigned St. Paul's, Wyandotte, to take charge of Fort Scott,
The Rev.
J. M. Kendrick having accepted St. Paul's, Leavenworth.

the Rev.

L. L. Holden came in April to St. Paul's, Wyandotte, and on alternate Sundays, also officiated at Ottawa.

In an open wagon, the bishop and the Rev. George Turner made a tour of
Mr. Turner's missions at Wathena, Troy, White Cloud, Hiawatha and Willow
Grove. There were a few communicants in each of these places, and services
were held and the sacraments of baptism, confirmation and the holy communion administered.
Within a few weeks before the convention three ministers of non-Episcopal
churches had applied to the bishop with reference to admission to the ministry
of our church, and he had loaned them books to study. Just before the convention, one minister of some standing and another young man who had gone

through most of the theological course required for candidates for holy orders
had also applied to the bishop regarding candidateship to the ministry of our
church. The matter was brought to the attention of the convention by the
bishop's address, but no definite action was taken at this time for the establishing of a theological seminary.

The tenth annual convention was held in Trinity church, Atchison, May 12
The church building was consecrated at half-past ten o'clock
13, 1869.

and
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which the usual opening services of the convention were held. These
being concluded the bishop took the chair and called the convention to order.
There was organized at this convention, "The Protestant Episcopal Church

after

Extension Society," its purpose being to acquire at all suitable places possible
in the diocese, property for church building purposes.
We have noticed in the preceding narrative that a number of new places
had been reached and in many of them were a few communicants. Five years

number of communicants listed
was 147. There were three small churches, not one of which
was completed, and four others, commenced just before the Civil War, were
standing without windows or doors. There were now nine church edifices, and
the parochial report for the year shows 363 families, 539 individuals not so
included and 486 communicants. Only one church had, five years before,
reported an offering for missions, $3. This year showed $722.45 contributed
from six churches for purposes outside the parish.
The reports do not show what was accomplished by the new plan of having
lay-readers in charge of the many new places touched by the bishop's itinerary,
but this will be found later to have been a wise movement, resulting in the
Kansas Theological School, where the home study work was rounded out by
semiannual study periods under efficient instructors.
before, at the bishop's consecration, the total
in the diocese

THE BISHOP A MAN

OF STRONG FAITH.

We

have seen how during the first two years, the bishop had succeeded
in raising an endowment for the episcopate of $20,000. This year, 1869, after
attending a meeting of the House of Bishops in the East, he began a solicitation for funds to build on the "twenty-acre tract" which the town company
now threatened to take back unless its purpose was fulfilled. The Bishop
said in his next annual address:
I also visited several of the able and liberal members of our church
in reference to the needs of our Diocesan Seminary for Girls, and our TheoI left the matter in the hands of a very dear and faithful
logical School.
friend of this diocese, the Rev. Dr. Dyer, of New York, and I came home to
pray, and to hope, and to seek to exercise that faith which commands God's
blessing according to His promise. Since
return, I learn, through
beloved friend and brother, that thirty thousand dollars ($30,000) have been
pledged and secured. Plans for new buildings on the noble square at Topeka for our Female Seminary are prepared.
expect to commence upon
the two principal buildings in the group of five, so soon as safe and suitable
contracts can be made. The central building, 146 feet long and 32 feet wide
This will be the most costly building of the group, and is principally
the munificent gift of Mr. John D. Wolfe, of
York, whose name it will
bear.
few other friends, in most generous gifts, ranging from $5,000, and
$3,000, and $1,500, to $1,000, and $500, complete the amount contributed."
.

.

my

my

We

.

.

.

New

A

Since the death of Bishop Vail this incident has

come

to full light,

and

it

be profitable here to rehearse it. The bishop had written the Rev. Dr.
Dyer asking his assistance to save this valuable square, which now lies in the

will

center of the city,

by securing at

the grounds and thus
building,

fulfill

on the corner

of

on
Seminary
and Topeka avenue, half way between

least $15,000 to erect a suitable building

the conditions of the donation.

Ninth

street

The

little

the square and the state capitol, had become quite inadequate for the school,
which had grown into a state-wide institution under the administration of the

2&-324
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Rev.

J.

N. Lee.

There was

also, as

we have

Society.

seen, the

need for a Theological

School.

When

Dr. D3^er received this lettter (so he wrote Bishop Thomas) the re-

quest seemed preposterous. He laid the letter aside without any expectation
that he could return a favorable reply. But the very same day he received
a, note from Mr. John D. Wolfe requesting an early call.
As soon therefore
as his business would allow he wended his
found him eagerly awaiting an interview.

way

to the

home

of his friend,

and

Said Mr. Wolfe: "I have been ill several days, and during that time I
have thought much of my stewardship. I feel that I have not given to the
Lord his portion. Will you name some very worthy object where I could
bestow a considerable offering?" Dr. Dyer replied: "I must give the matter
careful consideration," and after a few moments arose to depart. But just as
he was leaving the room he recalled the letter from Bishop Vail. Suddenly
turning back, he said: ''I have received a letter from the bishop of Kansas,
pleading for fifteen thousand dollars to build a female seminary in Topeka."
After hearing some of the details of the bishop's letter, Mr. Wolfe asked:
*'Did you receive that letter this morning? It was meant for me. I will give
you the fifteen thousand dollars."
This amount was afterward increased by himself and his daughter to $21,000,
and that sum was shortly increased by other persons to $66,618.81.
Thus was the bishop's faith rewarded.
With this incident we close the second epoch in the history of the diocese
of Kansas.

Populist Party in Kansas.

THE POPULIST PARTY IN
By W.

403

KANSAS.^

P. Harrington.2

MERICAN

government is a government of political parties, and the
most generally accepted- is two. Two political parties
are supposed to act as a check upon each other, and that number of parties
.

number

of parties

is

considered sufficient for our political needs.

is

But in a country so vast as ours and having so complex a political life, it
not always an easy task to maintain a party or to find a candidate satis-

factory to different sections or to diverse political elements, which shall

mand

com-

a following in North and South, East and West, old settled states and

the frontier, native and foreign

bom, the farm and the

the capitalist and the working man.

Some

city,

debtor and cred-

must needs
makers of political platforms try to draw up a party
declaration that shall satisfy everybody and mean all things to all men, they
are in danger of overdoing the job and making a party which will satisfy
no one.
All through our political history we see third parties springing up to voice
the distrust which some element or other of our electorate holds toward the
major parties. Here is a partial list of such parties: American, Anti-Mason,
Anti-Nebraska, Anti-Rent, Workingman's, Labor, Farmer-Labor, Free Soil,
Liberty, Anti-Monopoly, Prohibition, Greenback, Silver, Readjuster, Reform,
Union, Industrial, Citizens, Good Government, Non-Partisan, Independent,
Constitutional Union, Fusion, Socialist, Socialist Labor, Communist, Union
Labor, Liberal Republican, National, Gold Standard, Progressive. These parties have generally been sporadic and short lived, most of them lasting only
for a single campaign. But the most heroic and. longest enduring of these efforts to establish a new political party was the one which built up and sustained the People's party, or "Populist" party, which came to the front in the
campaign of 1890 and exercised an important and compelling influence during
three national presidential campaigns. This party in its time had a following
nationally which can only be counted in seven figures, and attained some measitor,

be

of these elements

slighted, or if the

NoTB ON BiBLiOGKAPHY.—The chief source of material for this article has been the library
of the Kansas Historical Society of Topeka.
When newspaper files were examined, two publications were used as principal authorities
^the Farmers' Advocate for the Populist side and
Arnett's "Populist Party in Georgia," and Haynes'
the Topeka Capital for the opposition.
"Third Party Movements in Iowa," have furnished data on the national campaigns of the
party.
Barr's article in Connelley's "History of Kansas," "The Populist Uprising," gives a
very complete history of the early years of the party in Kansas.
The election returns are
taken from Stanwood's "History of the Presidency" and from the reports of the secretary of
state of Kansas.
The writer is indebted to Grant W. Harrington, commissioner of elections
for Kansas City, Kan., for the loan of Populist campaign literature and the records of the
Populist state central committee covering several campaigns.
And in addition the writer is
served by his memory of those times in the words of the pious ^Eneas
"All of wliich I
saw, and part of which I was."
Submitted to the department of history and the faculty of the graduate school of the
1.
University of Kansas in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of

—

—

—

Arts, June 1, 1924.

Wynne Powers Harrington, son of Eldred and Amorette Powers Harrington, was born
2.
21, 1870, on his father's farm near Hiawatha, Kan.
His parents had come to this
state from Wisconsin two years before
1868.
Mr. Harrington is a graduate of Stanford
University, 1896.
He served in the World War, .1917-1919, in Company F, motor supply
train, Eighth division, and had most of his service at Camp Mills.
During the days of
Populism he ran a paper in Gove City, 1897-1901, and was a delegate to the Populist national convention in 1900.
Mr. Harrington was a member of the state legislature in 1921.
At present he is engaged in high school work.

December

—
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ure of success in seventeen states.

Society.

But the scope

of this

paper

is

limited to

the history of the party in the state of Kansas.
Possibly the people of Kansas are more radical and intense than the people
of some of the other states. If this be admitted, the characteristic may be
due to our climate, continental in character, stormy by nature, and subject to
frequent and sudden changes. The Kansas panegyrists delight in telling of the
progressive ideas that have started or been early developed in our state. They
assert that the war for the emancipation of the slaves virtually began in Kansas, that Kansas furnished more recruits to the Union army than she had
voters, that she was the first among the states to elect a former slave to an

W.

important state
frage, etc.

office,

Some have

P.

HARRINGTON.

that she was a pioneer in prohibition and
alleged that

all

new and good

woman

suf-

things originate in Kansas

and that Kansas is the father and the mother of progressive ideas.
But poHtical third partyism did not gain much strength in Kansas till a
full quarter century had passed away since the Civil War.
Kansas was the
great soldier state, largely settled, and wholly dominated, by veterans of that
war, and these men brought their political prejudices with them. The early
traditions of the state were Republican, and Kansas had never faltered in her
devotion to the grand old party. There were some bitter rows and political
revolutions, but they were within the party line. Once a Democratic governor
was elected, but only for a single two-year term. As late as 1888 Kansas stood
at the head of the class in fidelity to the party, giving that year a greater majority for the Republican candidate for President than did Pennsylvania or

any other

state.

It

looked as

if

the state was so set in

its

way

that

it

would
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never change; Populist orators resorted to ridicule. "You fellows," said one,
"remind me of our old horse Charlie on my father's farm when I was a boy.
The old horse was blind on one side and when we wanted to catch him, we
could always get him by approaching him on his blind side. You fellows have
your blind side your political prejudices. The politicians and political grafters come up on your blind side and put their bridle on you we must approach
you from the other side and get your vote by reason and argument." Another
oh, yes, prosperity for
said, "The Republican party is the party of prosperity
the trusts and the corporations; and the Democratic party is the poor man's
party yes, he will always be poor as long as he votes that ticket. The farmer
will never have a party to represent his own interests till he gets out of both
the old parties and forms one of his own."
Nevertheless, there were a few who did not bow the knee, but voted the
third party ticket under whatever name it presented itself; and so the third
party vote grew—7,000 Greenback votes in 1876, 19,000 Greenback in 1880,
16,000 Anti-Monopoly in 1884, 37,000 Union Labor in 1888. These men were
the seed stock for the new party which was soon to sweep the state

—

;

—

—

I.

The Farmers'

THE FARMERS' ALLIANCE.

Lampasas county, Texas, in 1874 or
Texas till 1887, and then began a rapid
career of expansion. In its first national convention at Waco, Tex., two states
were represented Texas and Louisiana. Within the next three years it had
amalgamated with, federated with or absorbed the farmers' organizations of
1875.4

Alliance originated in

It confined its operations to

—

three-fourths of the states of the Union.

Its second convention, at Shreveport,
October 12, 1887, was attended by delegates from nine states; the third.
Meridian, Miss., December 5, 1888, twelve states; the fourth, St. Louis, Mo.,
December, 1889, nineteen states; and at the fifth, Ocala, Fla., December 2,.
1890, there were representatives peresent from twenty-seven states.
But the Alliance was not the first farmers' organization to come into Kansas.
The Grange, or Patrons of Husbandry, reached the state from the East

La.,

that organization established numerous stores and trading associaand profoundly influenced the economic and political thought of the
state for several years. It stimulated, to some extent, the "Reform" party in
1874 and the Greenback party in 1876, but most of the Grangers remained
Republican and did their pohtical work inside that party. The Grange influence was strong in the legislature, and secured the election to the United
States senate of James A. Harvey in 1873 and Preston B. Plumb in 1874. But
the order ran its course, most of its stores failed, through bad management or
faulty system, and the order ceased to be a power. The Union Labor party
brought with it to Kansas in 1888 a secret oath-bound auxiliary, the "National
Order of Videttes." The ritual of this society was stolen and published by
the RepubHcans, and after the election of 1888 the order disbanded. It had
accomplished nothing, but in its expiring moments it took an action which was
to have momentous results. It selected this organization which was frankly
and purely political an executive committee, which it instructed "to select
in 1872;
tions,

—

3.
4.

—

Reports of the secretary of state.
Dunning, N. A., Ed.: "The Farmers' Alliance History and Agricultural Digest," WashAlliance Pub. Co., 1891.

ington, D. C.

—
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existing organization, or to organize a new one into whose ranks the
reformers and farmers and laborers of Kansas could be enlisted as members."
This committee recommended the Farmers' Alhance. Three members of the

some

committee, C. Vincent, editor of the Union Labor party organ, the Nonconformist, John R. Rogers, and W. F, Rightmire, went to Texas, were initiated into the Alhance and brought the order to Kansas. Such is the story
as told by Mr. Rightmire

We

will

not take time here for any lengthy interpretation of Farmers' AlIt organized the farmers for mutual aid; it taught cooperation

liance doctrine.

and the organization

and selling; it had
had an abundant literature and a wellorganized propaganda; it taught that the farmers had been the victims of a
long series of unfriendly legislation, that they had been robbed to build up
trusts and monopolies; that the interests of all farmers, north and south,
were identical, and that their salvation was to be found only in ignoring sectionalism and getting together on legislation for their common good.
The distinctively new ideas which the Farmers' Alhance brought into notice
were the subtreasury and government loans to farmers. The subtreasury plan
is perhaps best expressed in the report of the committee on the monetary system at the national convention of the Alhance at St. Louis, December, 1889 :6
of business associations for buying

a well defined political program;

it

"That the system of using certain banks as government depositories be
abolished, and in place of said system establish in every county in each of
the states that offers for sale in one year $500,000 worth of farm products
including wheat, corn, oats, barley, rye, rice, tobacco, cotton, wool, and sugar,
all together
a subtreasury office, which shall have in connection with it
such warehouses or elevators as are necessary for carefully storing and preserving such agricultural products as are offered it for storage; and United
States legal-tender paper money equal to eighty per cent of the local current
value of the products deposited advanced on the same, on interest at the rate
of one per cent per annum, on condition that the owner will redeem the agricultural product within twelve months from date of the certificate, or the
trustee will sell the same at public auction to the highest bidder, for the purpose of satisfying the debt. With this method in vogue, the farmer, when
his product was harvested, would place it in storage where it would be perfectly safe, and he would secure four-fifths of its value to supply his pressing
necessity for money, at one per cent per annum. This is no new or untried
scheme; it is safe and conservative; it harmonizes and carries out the system
already in vogue on a really safer plan, because the products of the country,
which must be consumed every year, are really the very best security in the
world, and with more justice to society at large."

—

Wm.
The

A. Peffer was the foremost champion of government loans to farmers.

following from his writings will explain:

"Let there be created in the Treasury Department at Washington a loan
bureau, to be under the supervision and general direction of the comptroller
The loan bureau shall establish loan agencies in the
of the currency.
Tlie busiseveral states and territories wherever they shall be needed.
ness of these agencies shall be to loan money to the people on real estate security, in manner, as nearly as practicable, like such business is now conducted
The time for which
by responsible real-estate and loan agencies.
money shall be lent shall not be less than one year nor longer than eleven
years; at least nine per cent of the principal shall be paid every year till the
.

.

.

.

.

5.

W.

F. Rightmire:

tions, vol. ix, p. 1.
6.

Dunning, supra.

"The

Alliance

Movement

in

.

.

.

.

Kansas," in Kansas Historical Collec-
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Charges for the
last year of the loan, when the remainder shall be paid.
use of the money so loaned shall be a sum equal to one per cent per annum
The same amount of money which, under the
on the amount loaned.
old system, was used to pay interest only will, under the plan here proposed,
pay the entire debt, principal and interest, in eleven yearsJ
''What reason can be assigned for delivering treasury notes to the people
through banks which would not apply with equal force to the issuing and delivery to them of patents to public lands or postage stamps?
It is believed
that this exorbitant charge for the use of money, more than any other one
thing, is responsible for the general depression of agriculture. The proper function of money is to serve a public use. There is no discrimination in the post
office, and there are no 'Black Fridays' in the postal business.
Establish
agencies to supply the people with money, leaving them to say how much they
need, just as they do now, but let the money go out at cost; then a great deal
more of it will be used, and its effect will soon be seen in better prices and
greater thrift among producers.
.

.

.

.

The

Alliance quickly overspread the state.

.

.

The year 1889 and a part of
The first state conven-

1890 were a time of feverish activity in organization.^

was held at Newton, August 14, 1889. Eighty delegates were
from twenty-seven counties; and the state secretary reported 470 suballiances organized, with about 25,000 members. The Farmers' Advocate says,
tion of the order

present,

March

6,

1890

claimed, and with truth, that the membership now is about 100,000.
have in this office a list of fifty-two organizers with their post offices, and
there are from twenty-five to fifty organizations being effected every week."
'Tt

is

We

In July, 1890, the report of the national secretary of the Farmers' Alliance
Kansas is
1,269,500, in twenty-two states.
credited with 100,000, Arkansas, Georgia, North Carolina, and Tennessee the
same number, and Texas and Missouri 150,000 each.i^*
Mr.
Politics seems to have cut but little figure in the Alliance at first.
Rightmire says that the members of his old disbanded order, the Videttes, were
instructed to hold aloof at first and make a pretense of throwing cold water on
the scheme till the more conservative farmers had joined, and then go into the
organization and control it. This scheme may have worked in some instances,
but the Videttes had never had a large membership, and the Alliance was soon
to be a mighty power in parts of the state where the Videttes had never been
heard of. October 2, 1889, the directors of the Kansas State Alliance Exchange
Company adopted and sent out a resolution "that we earnestly entreat our
brethren of the Alliance to avoid all political action or discussion of partisan
politics within the Alliance, as we regard such action as valueless to us politically, a certain element of discord in our order, which would prove ruinous
to the most promising organization of farmers the world has ever known."il

showed a grand membership of

No

evidence as yet of the impending political storm.

"off year,"

when no

Of course 1889 was an

general election was held, except for a few county

officials,

but there were a few straws which would have shown how the wind blew, if
any breeze had yet been stirred. In the fourth congressional district a special
election was held to choose a successor to Thomas Ryan, who had resigned to
accept the appointment as minister to Mexico. The Republicans nominated

8.

Pamphlet by Peffer, "The
Dunning, supra.

9.

S.

7.

10.
11.

M.

Way

Out," Topeka, Kansas Farmer, 1890.

Scott: "The Champion Organizer of the Northwest."
Appleton's Cyclopedia, 1891.

Farmers' Advocate.

McPherson, 1890.
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Harrison Kelley, and he was elected without opposition. 12 Two state senators
and one member of the lower house of the legislature were elected to fill vacancies, and in every case the Republican candidate was elected by a large
majority. The only discordant note in the general political harmony came in
the returns from certain scattered counties; "Cloud: Everything Union
Labor." "Cowley: The People's ticket is elected by large majorities. The
ticket received the undivided support of the Alliance." The movement was
starting at the grass roots it had not yet reached the top.
Indeed, the farmers had enough to think of without bothering with politics.
As a class the farmers were deeply and overwhelmingly in debt. To be sure,
there had been a "boom" and most of the debt had been contracted under
boom conditions. Farms had been bought and improved, schools and roads,
railroads and cities had been built. Money had been easy to get, and nearly
everyone had borrowed, and now payment is demanded. Nothing bad about
that, necessarily, but the farmer, whose living depends upon the market for
farm products, discovers that in this time of liquidation everything he raises is
going down.

—

From

1880 to 1895 the price of farm products steadily declined.

sold for eighty-three cents per bushel in 1881

had dropped

Corn which

to twenty-eight cents

wheat dropped from $1.19 in 1881 to forty-nine cents in 1894. A study
the United States Department of Agriculture in 189313 showed that
for the ten years preceding, corn, wheat, etc., had been selling steadily for less
than the cost of production. The same condition applied to live stock, cotton
and all farm products. This meant simply that it was taking more and more
of the farmer's product to pay his debts; that the mortgage which when contracted could be paid off with a thousand bushels of wheat, would take two
thousand now; that his farm had fallen in value with the drop in prices; a
farm which was ample security five years ago would not sell for enough to pay
the mortgage and that many a hard-working farmer who had been well-to-do
was now on the verge of bankruptcy. The United States census report for
1890 found that the total mortgage debt of Kansas was 27.22 per cent of the

in 1890;

made by

;

The state auditor's report for 1890 gives
property in the state as $348,459,943, while the total
indebtedness, public and private, including railroad indebtedness, was $706,181,627.15 Of course there was a fallacy in this, for in those days property in
total value of the farms of the state.i"*

the assessed value of

all

Kansas was not assessed at its full value but in the face of such figures it was
hard to refute the alarmist who proclaimed that if the state were put up at
auction, it would not sell for enough to pay its debts.
In spite of the magnitude of the problem, the farmer, like a good sport,
would have gone ahead and played the game cheerfully if he had felt that the
game was on the square. But old explanations no longer sufficed. It was useless to talk economy and frugality to one who was already practicing those excellent virtues. "Overproduction" could not be the trouble; there could not
be overproduction of foodstuffs as long as there were any underfed people in
the cities. The farmer, burning his corn to keep warm and unable to buy coal
from the underfed miner, came at length to believe that the fault lay not with
himself or with the miner, but with the system that stood between them and
;

12.
13.
14.
15.

Secretary of state of Kansas, report, 1889.
Reports of the United States Department of Agriculture, 1893 or 1894.
AV>stract of the census of 1890.
Report of the auditor of state, 1890.
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robbed them both. Poverty is bearable if everyone is poor, but the farmer's
discontent was aggravated by the extravagances of the idle rich which the
press flaunted in his face, and by the tales of fortunes being piled up by
capitalists. A little investigation showed that these fortunes were in all cases
traceable to

money

monopoly

or credit.

And

of

some

essential thing

—land,

transportation, trade,

the interests which controlled in these various fields of

and working together to plunder the
appeared, which ruled the land,
chose congresses, presidents and governors and had driven the

exploitation appeared to be interlocked

farmer; the outlines of a vast

made

the laws,

money power

American farmer to the brink of ruin.
These things the farmers pondered

in their

minds, at the fireside and in the

Alliance meetings in the country schoolhouses.

Every Alliance had

its

lec-

every Alliance was a debating society. A flood of literature appeared,
in newspaper, magazine, and pamphlet form, and books which carried the propturer,

aganda

in the

form of

Red Dragon,"

''Ten

Column," and

others.

story, like ''Seven Financial Conspiracies,"

Men

of

Money

"The Great

Island," "Looking Backward," "Csesar's

purpose of this paper to deal with the history of the farmers' uprather than with its doctrines; but it is felt that some space must be

It is the
rising,

given to the economic side to lay a groundwork for the history and show what
it was all about.
The farmers' revolt was against a contracting currency and
the pressure from the money power, and it was to continue till its ideas were

on the way

to enactment into law,

gated the conditions which brought
II.

and economic changes had somewhat mitiit

into existence.

THE FIGHT ON INGALLS.

In November, 1889, the State Alliance adopted and sent out to the many
hundred sub-alliances a resolution asking them to submit the Alliance platform to their representative in congress and to the two United States senators,
and request from them an answer of approval or disapproval.
The members
of the Kansas delegation were all veterans of several terms' service who had
won their places before the AlHance came into being, and most of them were
unable to adjust themselves to the new conditions. Says Mr. Rightmire,
"Every Kansas congressman and Senator John J. Ingalls dodged an answer,
while Senator Preston B. Plumb unqualifiedly approved every plank of the
platform." An Alliance man who had been secretary of his local told the
writer, "Our local instructed me to write our senators asking for their views.
Plumb's answer was prompt and satisfactory. The only thing we ever got from
Ingalls was a letter, after some delay, from his private secretaiy, saying that
the senator instructed him to say that he would make his position clear in a
speech which he would dehver in the senate later. And Ingalls never delivered that speech," This neglect was to bear fruit later.
John James Ingalls was now rounding out the last year of his third full
term as United States senator and would be a candidate for a fourth term at
the hands of the legislature elected in 1890. Chosen first as a dark-horse candidate in a deadlocked legislature in 1873, victor in a memorable fight within
the party six years later, he had been elected for a third term without opposition, and all hostility to him within his own party seemed to have disap16.

Rightmire, supra.
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were recognized by his fellow senators who had chosen
body; and he was frequently mentioned in
the press as a possible future President of the United States. But his biting
wit and caustic tongue had made him feared rather than loved and he had
never taken real hold on the affections of his people. A New York daily, the
World, had lately featured him in an interview, with illustrations, in which the
senator had said, ''The purification of politics is an iridescent dream," and "The
Decalogue and the Golden Rule have no place in practical politics." Ingalls
afterward tried to explain this interview by saying that he was expressing a
fact and not a conviction, but the popular feeling was that the senator had
put himself on record as opposed to idealism in, and purification of politics.
The Alliance county presidents met again at Topeka, March 26, 1890. They
adopted this resolution, among others:
peared.

him

His

abilities

for president pro tern, of their

''Notwithstanding the fact that John J. Ingalls has represented Kansas for
eighteen years in the United States senate, it is a difficult matter for his constituents to point to a single measure he has ever championed in the interests
of the great agricultural and laboring element of Kansas; and we will not
support by our votes or influence any candidate for the legislature who favors
his reelection to the United States senate."

This resolution was adopted by a vote of forty-four to nineteen.i^ The meet12, of reform organizations to decide what action to take in the coming political campaign. The third
ing issued a call for another gathering at Topeka, June

party proposition had not yet crystallized, as is shown by expressions of promThe Topeka Capital interviewed B. H. Clover, the state

inent Alliance men.
president

"Mr. Clover talked freely and fully, stating that the Alliance was not a pomachine, and that they had no axes to grind other than to secure legislation in the interests of the farmers who were weighted down with debts and
mortgages forced upon them by the money sharks of the East.
" 'Do you intend to organize a separate political party in Kansas?' was asked.
" 'That is all in the future. If we can remedy the evils which have blighted
agriculture through the old parties, we may be forced to do so. We will not
be content with promises, either. If the Republican party persists in indorsing the old political hacks who have had their noses in the public crib for a
quarter of a century, then we will rebel.'
" 'Do you think you will put a state ticket in the field?'
" 'No, I think not.
We propose to have a voice in the legislature of this
state, and will see to it that men who represent our views will be elected to
the legislature. We will be heard also in the fights for congressmen.'
litical

Doctor McLallin, the state secretary, told the reporter:
"There seems to be a serious misunderstanding on the part of the press as
to the political attitude of the Alliance. Many papers have said the Alliance
has resolved to seek its political ends through the agency of the old parties;
but it has resolved nothing of the kind. It is undecided yet how it will treat
have ends we
the old parties; that depends on what action they take.
mean to secure; if the old parties put in nomination men favorable to these
ends, they will be supported, but if the same men or same class of men that
have been in office in the state and national governments heretofore are still
supported by the old parties there will be a big bolt. To the reelection of
John J. Ingalls, for instance, we will never consent. He has been in office
eighteen years, but he has got to go."

We

17.

Topeka

Capital,

March

4,

1890.
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Pursuant to call, June 12 the representatives of the reform organizations
Ninety delegates were present, of whom forty-one were
at Topeka.^^
from the Farmers' Alliance, seven the Grange, twenty-eight the Knights of
Labor, ten the Farmers' Mutual Benefit Association, and four the Single Tax
club. This conference issued a call for a state convention at Topeka, August
13, to nominate a state ticket, formally adopted the name People's party for
the new organization, and resolved that "we will not support for office any
member of our organizations who will accept a nomination from either of the
old parties, but will consider such member a traitor to our cause."

met

III.

THE CAMPAIGN OF

1890.

The campaign of 1890 was the most intense and spectacular the state has
A new political force was in the field, bringing with it new issues,
new men, and new methods. Old political leaders, securely intrenched in
office, were again called upon to fight with new and untried foes for their
political lives.
Two of the Republican members of congress feared to face
ever known.

music, and declined a renomination
two others were beaten for a
nomination, only to see their successful party rival swamped at the general

the

;

election.
The first effect of the desertion of the old parties by the farmers
was that the reactionary element came into control and made the parties
more reactionary than before. In the fifth district Hon. John A. Anderson,
who was a favorite with the farmers and had held his place for several terms
by their aid, was now left naked to his enemies, who refused him a renomination. The Democratic party lugged a new issue into the campaign, or rather
revived an old one, and tried to win by making a campaign for the resub-

amendment to a new vote of the peoThe resubmission Republicans formed an organization, held a state con-

mission of the prohibition constitutional
ple.

vention, and fused with the Democrats, getting several places on the
cratic state ticket.

made an
but

it

state

Party lines were "shot

all

to pieces."

Demo-

The Republicans

old soldier campaign of the sort that

had always proved effective,
Of 521 delegates in the first People's party
convention two hundred were old soldiers. The Alliance, too, failed
had

lost

much

of its appeal.

to deliver its full strength to the

new

party; forty of the delegates to the

Republican state convention were members of the Farmers' Alliance.
The first People's party convention was held at Hill City in the sixth congressional district, June 6. The newspaper men were excluded, a guard set
upon the door,i9 and the convention proceeded to select a candidate for congress.
An informal ballot was taken to ascertain who were the candidates.
Then the candidates were given ten minutes each to address the convention
and tell where they stood on the questions of the day. Then the convention
proceeded to take a formal ballot. William Baker, a farmer and preacher,
a former Republican, who had never before been a candidate for office, was
the nominee. This procedure was typical of the early conventions of the
new party except in the matter of the exclusion of reporters, no other important convention is known from which the press was barred. The members of
the party were as yet not well acquainted with each other. It was a tenet
;

of the party that the office should seek the
18.
19.

Farmers' Advocate, Topeka Capital.
Topeka Capital, Kansas City Times.

man and

not the

man

the office;

:
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in those days nothing

was so

fatal to

an

Society.

aspirant's chances as to

a degree of interest and get the reputation of being an

man wanted

show too great
If an

office seeker.

he must wait till his friends presented his
it was up to him to make the best impression on the convention when he and the other candidates were called before it.
When balloting time came, the conventions usually made short
work of the nomination. Some humorist said the difference between the
Republican and the People's party was that the former party wrangled for
three days over the offices but adopted its platform in ten minutes, while
the latter took three days to construct a platform and selected its candidate
in ten minutes.
July 22, 1890, the convention for the seventh district, "the Big Seventh,"
met at Great Bend to nominate a candidate for congress.20 The platform was
Alliance

name on

an

office,

the informal ballot, then

adopted, the informal ballot taken, and the candidates called before the con-

vention to pledge their allegiance to the platform.

Everyone gave

unqualified indorsement except Jerry Simpson of Medicine Lodge.

The

it

his

plat-

form had declared

"W^ demand that all honorably discharged soldiers, their widows and their
orphans, be pensioned and that all pledges made to them by the government must be complied with as fully as in the case of bondholders."
The Topeka Capital account

of the convention says:

"Mr. Simpson stated frankly that he could not support the eighth plank,
relating to pensions. He was in favor of pensioning the deserving old soldier,
but thought the wholesale pensioning proposed wrong."

Simpson was nominated, and the convention revised the platform to suit his
He was a bold man who would dare to challenge the wisdom of a convention in the making of platforms, but Jerry Simpson could do it, for the convention liked him and had faith in his judgment and Jerry could not be charged
with unfriendliness to the old soldiers, for he was a Civil War veteran himself. Jerry Simpson had never held an office, save one.
He had twice, as the
nominee of the Greenback and Union Labor parties made an unsuccessful
race for the legislature against T. A. McNeal. Then, when Jerry like other
stockmen had lost the accumulations of a lifetime in a Kansas blizzard,
Mr. McNeal, who was mayor of the little town of Medicine Lodge, induced
him to move to town and accept the position of city marshal; and it was
from this position, paying $40 a month, that Jerry Simpson was promoted to
views.

;

—

—

congress .21

The state convention put the following ticket in the field; Governor, J. F.
WiUets; lieutenant governor, A. C. Shinn; chief justice, W. F. Rightmire;
secretary of state, R. S. Osborne; treasurer, W. H. Biddle; attorney general,
John N. Ives; auditor, B. F, Foster (colored); superintendent of education,.
Mrs. Fannie McCormick. Four of the nominees were former Republicans, two
former Democrats, one Union Labor. Three of the nominees had served in
the Civil War. The nominee for attorney general had not lived in the state
a year .22 The ticket was not a strong one. The nominees were little known
and, as it proved, lacked the ability to develop a following and make an
20.
21.
22.

Topeka

Capital.

Annie L. Diggs:

Topeka

Capital.

"The Story

of Jerry Simpson.'
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That the personnel of the ticket was not satisfactory
none of the nominees of 1890 survived to lead the
party in future campaigns. When battle was joined again it was under new
and different leaders. The very newness of the party was its chief handicap;
the party had not yet gotten acquainted with its own members, and its most
capable leaders had not yet come to the front. One wonders what might
have been whether if that convention' had put Jerry Simpson or W. A. Harris
or Frank Doster at th^ head of the ticket, it might not have pulled a few
thousand votes more and had a greater success. A few votes were cast in
the convention for ex-Governor Charles Robinson; it was pretty well understood that he was the man the Democrats wanted, and that if he were
nominated, the Democrats would indorse the ticket; but this very consideration was fatal to his chances, for the convention was determined to go it
alone and avoid all bargaining or fusion.
After the state convention, the other minor conventions were held, and the
new party had a full ticket from top to bottom in every county in the state.
The Republicans renominated the state ticket which had been elected by
nearly 80,000 plurality two years before. There was fierce fighting for the
nomination for congress in four districts, the first, fifth, sixth, and seventh.
The Democrats in selecting their state ticket indorsed one of the nominees
effective

is

campaign.

shown by the

fact that

—

—the

of the People's party

candidate for attorney general. ^3

Candidates for

congress were put in the field in four districts; but for county officers and

members of the legislature the Democrats in most counties made
no nominations or openly supported the candidates of the People's party.
The Democrats had high hopes of electing governor and some members of
especially for

congress.

The new party

forced the fighting from the start.

It had a most efficient
which had sprung into existence fully equipped at a
single bound. Many country editors were enthusiastic advocates of the new
doctrines, and others, it may be, had to change in order to keep their subscribers. Such items as this were going the rounds: "The Butler County Alliance has passed a resolution refusing to patronize any and all papers that
do not support the principles of the Farmers' Alliance in their editorial columns. Other Alhances are doing the same and demanding that the home
papers come out on the side of right instead of party." It cost but little to
establish a newspaper in those day, and if a party organ were lacking some
one could be found to start one if a few hundred subscribers and a little
advertising patronage could be secured. There was no lack of speakers. Every
sub-Alhance had some one among its members who could talk. Some speakers there were who soon gained more than a local reputation. Col. L, L. Polk,
national president of the Farmers' AlHance, came from North Carolina to
•campaign for the new party. It was no trouble for an Alliance speaker to get
a hearing. Methods hitherto unknown in Kansas pohtics were adopted, with
instant success. With picnics and parades and Alliance songs set to popular
tunes, the farmers turned out to welcome the speakers. The Republicans, with
all their efforts and with an able force of speakers, had small crowds and

champion

in a party press

23.
Topeka Capital,
told the convention, "It

campaign.

It

Kansas City papers. Delegate S'. F. Neeley, mayor of Leavenworth,
is the smart thing to do."
Much was made of this remark during the
was charged that the resubmissionists were supporting Ives as a part of thei/

campaign to break down the prohibitory law.
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little enthusiasm, while the papers continued to tell of crowds "estimated at
ten thousand/' and processions of farmers' wagons "two miles in length" at the
AlUance meetings. In the excited state of the pubhc mind, speakers of the

rabble-rouser type were most in demand.

Mrs.

Mary

among these was a woman,
who spoke everywhere
the money power to ruin the

Chief

E. Lease, a fluent talker, an orator of power,

to large crowds, telling of the conspiracy of

farmers, how it had made money scarce and hard to get, destroyed the people's
money, the greenbacks, demonetized silver, "the dollar of our daddies," formed
trusts and combines to rob him, cut the price of his products below the cost
of production, so that the more he produced the poorer he became, and that,
as Mrs. Lease said, "The thing for the farmers to do is to raise less corn and
more hell."
Naturally the campaign, as it warmed up, became bitter. The members
of the AlHance party were denounced as "calamity howlers." When President
Polk came to Kansas to take part in the campaign, all the seven vials of
wrath were emptied upon his devoted head. The Topeka Capital had an ediHe was the
torial every day under the standing heading, "Who is Polk?"
chief of the calamity howlers, an outsider coming to Kansas to tell our people
what they should do and, worse still, he had been an ofiicer in the Confederate
army during the Civil War. This gave a chance to make a campaign which
had never yet failed to bring victory. A bitter attack was made on the Alliance candidate for governor, and charges made against his personal character
which gave his friends some trouble to refute. The Alliance attack came to
be centered upon Ingalls, and the Alliance papers were filled with denunciation of him just as the Republican papers were filled with abuse of Polk
and Willetts.
Senator Ingalls had an important advantage in this fight. United States
senators were not elected by popular vote but by the state legislature. Eightythree votes on joint ballot were necessary to elect. The state senate, chosen
in 1888 for a term of four years, held over, and it consisted of 39 Republicans
and one Democrat not a single People's party member in it. Ingalls could
not lose unless the new party carried the lower house of the legislature, and
that by an unheard of majority. No wonder that the senator's supporters
thought that he could not be beaten. As it proved, the Democrats held the
key to the situation. The unterrified Democracy had nominated their state
ticket and were making a tremendous effort to elect it. But they had but one
holdover member of the legislature, and it was evident that they had small
chance to elect a Democratic senator; and as it happened, the Democratic
party hated John J. Ingalls at this time worse than any other man in the
United States senate. He had only recently made in the senate one of
his set-speech attacks on the Democratic party which, while it may have
strengthened him with his own party, had only served to "set the hair" on
the Democratic opposition.
The state of mind of the Democratic party is well shown by the action of
their convention in Brown county. They had made advances to the Alliance
to combine upon a county ticket and had been turned down with scant
courtesy, and when the convention met the sentiment was general to make an
independent campaign and give no aid to the new party. Then one of their
most prominent men arose and moved to indorse the AUiance nominee for

—
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the legislature. The crowd hissed and tried to howl the speaker down.
being one of the sort that would not be silenced, he held his ground and

But

made

"The issue in this campaign is whether John J. Ingalls
John J. Ingalls has been in the United States senate for
and when we ask the Republicans, What has he done to en-

the convention listen.
shall

be reelected.

eighteen years,

him to that office? the only thing they can think of to say is 'See how
he has skinned them Democrats.' Now, are you going to do something here
to-day to send Ingalls back to the senate?" The AHiance nominee, as it
happened, was a former Democrat and had once been the party nominee for
the same office. "He was good enough for you to vote for once, and it won't
hurt you to vote for him now. And we know that he won't vote to send
title

the United States senate to skin Democrats for six years
Such an argument could not fail to carry the day with a party which
had suffered so long from Ingalls' vitriohc attacks. The AHiance nominee
indorsed that day was elected by several hundred majority, while every other
candidate on his ticket was defeated.24
Election day showed that the People's party had a little less than forty per
cent of the vote of the state. Unaided it would probably have elected three or
four congressmen and a majority of the lower house of the legislature; but
wherever aided by the Democrats, it swept everything before it. The state
ticket, save one candidate, was beaten by from five to nine thousand plurality.
The candidate for attorney-general was elected by 48,000. Five members of
congress were elected Clover, Otis, Davis, Baker, and Simpson, in the third,
fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh districts respectively. Ninety-one members of
the legislature were elected, giving the new party a clear majority on joint

John

J. Ingalls to

more."

'

—

ballot.25

The Kansas City (Mo.) Times, which had not taken the new
very seriously before election, thus accounted for the results:

movement

"In our astonishment at the success of the People's party in Kansas,

we

must not imagine that it was the work of an unorganized and temporary sentiment. The power of organization was never more clearly demonstrated.
Neither of the other parties was as strictly organized or as frequently reviewed
and drilled. The local Alliances were the backbone of the movement. Thej^
met frequently, received instructions from their central officers, pledged themselves to voting the ticket, read their party literature, and acted with the precision of a machine. A sentiment and a reason were the strong springs, but
there was everywhere the direction of a pervading intelHgence of management."26

The Topeka Capital made an exhaustive study of the election returns and a
comparison with the vote cast in 1888, and reached the conclusion that the
vote of the People's party in 1890 was made up of 32,000 Union Labor, 34,000
Repubhcan, and 41,000 from the Democratic party, thus that the new party
had absorbed the entire third party vote and had drawn upon the Democratic
party somewhat more heavily than upon the RepubHcan.27
24. This incident has never been printed.
It came under the writer's own observation,
and the speaker was his father, the late Eldred Harrington, of Hiawatha.
25. Report of the secretary of state, 1890.
26. Kansas City Times, November 10.
27.

Capital,

November

18.
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IV.

EIGHTEEN NINETY-ONE.

The new party had won

and it now remained to be
They had an overwhelming majority in one
would avail them little in the way of legis-

a measure of success,

seen what they would do

\vith. it.

branch of the

but that

legislature,

Society.

Repubhcan governor and upper house should be disposed to oppose
them. It was soon evident that this would be the case. The new party showed
not the slightest disposition to compromise or to make concessions; and the
lation

if

a

Republican press and leaders seemed to unite in giving out to the world the
comforting assurance that it need not be afraid of Kansas, nothing rash would
be done, and the RepubHcans would hold the radical element in check till the
mad fit had passed and Kansas was restored to sanity again. It was not even
conceded that the Alliance legislature would unseat Ingalls. He had been in
office so long that such a thing as his defeat seemed unthinkable, and the leaders and the press assured the pubHc that he would be chosen again when the
legislature met. But the Alliance went grimly ahead, with the same determination of purpose and the same discipline of action that it had shown in
the campaign. In addition to choosing a United States senator, the legislature
would also choose for a two-3^ear term a state printer, which office, with its
fees and emoluments, had become the highest paid office in the state. At the
convention in August which nominated the state ticket a motion to nominate
a candidate for United States senator had been voted down by a decisive majority. The discussion of candidates for these two offices had been kept down
during the campaign. But there was no lack of candidates now. A number of
deserving members of the party offered themselves or their claims were
brought forward by their friends.
The Alliance house acted with the precision of a machine. Before the

had been settled by common consent that P. P. Elder, the
member from Frankhn county, should be speaker. He had been a former
member and speaker, and was the Union Labor candidate for governor in 1888.
The legislature met on the second Tuesday in January, 1891. On the following
legislature met, it

Tuesday the state printer was elected in joint session of the two houses, and
one week later in joint session the senator was elected. These were the days
prescribed for these acts by the constitution and the legislature was on time.
The Alliance caucus chose for state printer Edwin H. Snow, editor of the Ottawa Journal, and for United States senator William A. Peffer, editor of the
Kansas Farmer. Peffer's chief opponent for the caucus nomination was J. F.
Willetts, lately the nominee for governor. Peffer received the vote of one of
the members of the upper house. Senator King, who had been elected in 1888
as a Republican, but who was a member of the Alliance, and now pubUcly
proclaimed his abandonment of the old party and his adhesion to the new.28
January 14, while his political fate was trembhng in the balance, Mr. Ingalls delivered a speech in the senate chamber which fills five pages of the
Congressional Record. Said the Capital: "This was perhaps the most polished
and finished of all speeches he has delivered. It was not an argument. It
was an oration. That it bore a relationship to the exciting political conditions
If Ingalls imagined that this speech would bring
in Kansas was apparent."
him votes for senator, he was to be disappointed. That speech if it had
been made a year earlier might have changed the course of history, but it
28.

Capital, Farmers' Advocate.
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late. The speech served rather as a justification to those who had
defeated him, and he gave them arguments from which they could quote in

came too
future29

The election of senator and state printer out of the way, the legislature
proceeded with the regular business of the sessions, but little in the way of new
business could be accomplished. The regular and necessary appropriations
were made, but outside of a new banking act, an eight-hour day for laborers
on public works and a new apportionment of the state into legislative districts,
the session was barren of results. The length of a session of the legislature is
limited by law to fifty days, and most of this time was spent in playing
and seeking party advantage on one side or the other.
was made of the Coffeyville dynamite explosion,
which had occurred just prior to the election of 1888, and had severely injured
two persons. The Republicans had declared this explosion to be the deed of
the Union Labor party, and now the People's party, as the political heir to the
Union Labor party, demanded an investigation to prove that party's innocence.
The investigating committee consisted of three Republicans, four members
of the People's party, and Mr. Edward Carroll, the lone Democrat in the
upper house. As might be expected, the committee divided on party lines
and submitted three separate reports,^^ of which the one by Senator Carroll
was probably the most impartial.
The house brought impeachment proceedings against Judge Theodosius
politics

A

legislative investigation

29.
tracts :

Congressional Record, January 14, 1891.

Speech of Ingalls in the senate: some ex-

"Under a democracy the concentration of power in fewer hands, the accumulation and
aggregation of greater amounts of wealth in individuals, is more possible than under monarchy,
and there is a tyranny that is more fatal than the tyranny of kings.
"Our population is 62,000,000, and by some means less than one two-thousandth part of
our population have obtained possession (and have kept out of the penitentiary in spite of
the means they adopted to acquire it) of more than one-half of the entire accumulated wealth
of the country.
It has been largely acquired by men who have contributed little to the
material welfare of the country, and by processes that I do not care in appropriate terms to
describe.
The entire industry of this country is passing under the control of organized and

More than fifty of the necessaries of life to-day, without which the
confederated capital.
cabin of the farmer and the miner cannot be lighted or his children fed or clothed, have
passed absolutely under the control of syndicates and tioists.
"A political system under which such despotic power can be wrested from the people and
invested in a few is a democracy only in name.
A financial system under which more than
one-half of the enormous wealth of the country, derived from the bounty of nature and the
labor of all, is owned by a little over 30,000 people, while 1,000,000 American citizens, able
and willing to toil, are homeless tramps, starving for bread, requires adjustment. A social
system that offers to tender, virtuous and independent women the alternative between prostitution and suicide as an escape from beggary is organized crime.
"The American people are indifferent to party. They care nothing for Republicanism or for
Democracy as such. They are ready to say 'A plague on both your houses,' and they are
ready also to hail and to welcome any organization, any measure, any leader that promises
them rehef from the profitless strife of politicians and this turbulent and distracting agitation which has already terminated in violence and may end in blood. Such is the verdict which
I read in the elections from which we have just emerged, a verdict which was unexpected by
the leaders of both parties, and which surprised alike the victors and the vanquished. It was
a spontaneous, unpremeditated protest of the people, against existing conditions.
It was a
revolt of the national conscience against injustice, a movement that is full of pathos and also
full of danger, because such movements sometimes make victims of those who are guiltless.
"The paralysis which has overtaken our financial system coincides in point of time with
The public debt was declared
the diminution of the circulating medium of the country.
payable in coin and the power of silver was destroyed. The value of property was diminished
in proportion, wages fell, and the value of everything was depreciated except debts and gold.
The mortgage, the bond, the coupon and the tax have retained immortal youth and vigor.
They have not depreciated. The debt remains, but the capacity to pay has been destroyed.
The accumulation of years disappears under the hammer of the sheriff, and the debtor is
homeless, while the creditor obtains the security for his debt for a fraction of what it was
actually worth when the debt was contracted."
30. "Populist Hand Book," 1891.
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Botkin, on ten counts of drunkenness and corruption.

him

A

majority of the

on two of these counts, but as a twothirds majority was necessary- to convict, he was acquitted.si
The legislature failed to make provision for a Kansas exhibit at the World's
Fair at Chicago in 1893, because the two houses could not agree upon the
makeup of the commission which should have charge of the work. The house
would not agree to let a Repubhcan governor appoint the commission, and
the senate would not agree to the alternative plan proposed by the house
The house passed a number of important measures embodying People's
party ideas, which were killed in the senate. At the close of the session a statement, the "People's Manifesto," was issued and signed by Speaker Elder and
the chairmen of the most important committees of the house, which gave a
hst of about thirty important acts which the house had passed and the senate
had killed .33
The name "People's party" was a little too cumbrous and mouth-filling for
familiar use, and at some early period in the historj- of the movement a new
word, "Populist," was coined and added to the language as a name for the
party. The word was invented by some outsider, but as it came from the
Latin populus the people and presented the meaning of the original name, it
was cheerfully accepted, along with its shortened form, "Pop." While the
party continued to be known officially as the People's party, it was familiar^
referred to as Populist, and its adherents as Pops. Just, when the name fii-st
came into use is difficult to determine. It does not seem to have been used
at all during the campaign of 1890, but is accepted and used officially in the
"Popuhst Hand Book," issued in the next year.34
The 3'ear 1891 was an "off year" pohtically, when only county and township officers and a few district judges were to be elected. Ordinarily but little
interest would have been taken and the vote would have been light. This was
the ffi'st real campaign the state had ever seen in an off year. The zeal of the
new party was whetted by the victories it had won. In 1890 it had elected the
county and township officers of sixty per cent of the counties of the state,35
and it was eager for new worlds to conquer. The party press had become a
compelling force. There were one hundred and fiftj^ Populist weekly papers
in the state.36 Victoiy would not only strengthen the party in a general way.
but would give it in most of the counties a majority on the boards of county
commissioners and control of the county patronage, so that in many a county
the county printing could be taken from hostile Repubhcan papers which
were thriving upon it and given to struggling Populist papers which needed it.
senators voting pronounced

guilty

.

—

—

Fanner's Advocate, Topeka Capital.
Farmer's Advocate, "Populist Hand Book.
,
^ ,
One account of the origin of the name is given by J. F. Jarrell in the Kansas City
Journal in 1912. (Clippings of the Kansas Historical Society.) "David Overmyer, prominent
casual
conversation
he told W. F, Rightmire
Topeka Democrat, suggested the name. In a
that the name People's party for the party, and People's party man for a member of the
Rightmire admitted it and asked Overmyer to suggest a better
party was too cumbersome.
"That's good," said
Overmyer suggested Populist from the Latin word populus.
one
"So much the better,"
Rightmire, "if the newspaper men don't shorten Populist to Pop."
the
newspapers
reached
and
the
name Populist was
incident
the
of
report
A
said Overmyer.
adopted. In a little while, as Rightmire predicted, Populist was reduced to Pop. In some
Populite.
think
I
Tom
Watson
called himsef
changed
to
was
name
the
parts of the South,
But the Kansas appellation generally was accepted throughout the country.
a Populite
Chicago,
B.
Plumb,"
420.
Preston
1913,
"Life
of
p.
Connelley:
35. w! E.
"The Populist Hand Book" of 1891 contains a list of them. There were 110 in 1898.
86.
(Records of the People's party state committee, in possession of Grant W. Harrington, Kansas City, Kan.)
32.
33.
34.

'

,

,
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Senator Preston B. Plumb is given much of the credit for the Republican
Plumb's seat was not in danger for two years yet, but
of 1891
he insisted that a strenuous campaign must be made to carry the state for the
effect it would have on the campaign of 1892. The Populists were at a disad-

campaign

vantage this year in one respect. Nine district judges were to be elected, and
the party that was so strong among the farmers was weak on material for the
bench. Only six lawyers had been elected to the legislature in 1890, and of
these only one was a Populist. In order to keep control of the judiciary comAmerimittee, Speaker Elder had been obhged to fill it up with farmers.^s
cans had been taught to have a high regard for the dignity of the bench, and
this favored the Republicans, if it could be shown that their candidates for
judge were better qualified than their opponents. In one district the Popu-

nominated Frank Doster for judge. Doster's ability could not be denied,
was assailed from another angle. A clear thinker and outspoken, he had
once said in a public address, "The rights of the user are paramount to the
fights of the owner." We are used to such expressions nowadays, even from
the bench, but in 1891 such doctrine was considered the extreme of radicalism,
and Doster was now pronounced an anarchist unfit to wear the ermine. Feellists

so he

him

ing unable to defeat

in a three-cornered fight the

Republicans entered into

a deal with the Democrats and indorsed the Democratic candidate.
fusion arrangements were

who had had

made

aid, either active

now had

their ticket in 1890,

to

Similar

some other districts; and the Populists,
or tacit, from the Democrats for a part of
go it alone or in some instances face a comin

bination of both the other parties.

Senator
till

Plumb

From then
"He spoke in about sixty counties, principally those in
had won or were likely to win. He made two speeches a

got into the campaign the 27th of September.

the election day

which the Populists

He attacked the subtreasury and land loan tenets of
always closed with a powerful appeal to those RepubUcans who favored the Alhance and had gone into the People's party. He
opened wide the party door and urged them to come home. He was hailed as

day, often three a day.
the Populist faith.

He

the deliverer."39
All of the

PopuHst candidates for judge were defeated save two. The Re^that Kansas had been redeemed.

publican press proclaimed a great victory

The

—

election returns did not altogether bear out these claims.

The Farmer's

Advocate reported that the PopuHsts had cast forty-one per cent of the total
vote, as compared with thirty-nine per cent in 1890 that the vote of the state
was 112,480 Populist, 89,429 Republican, 31,601 Democratic, and 39,687 "Repubhcan-Democrat Fusion."40 The Republicans felt well satisfied with the result.
But whatever gains they made were more than offset by the loss of
Plumb. His exertions in the campaign had broken him down.^i He came out
of the campaign a stricken man, and December 20 he was dead, at the untimely age of fifty-four. This meant, in its political aspect, that the Republican party's greatest man in Kansas was dead and there was another sena;

—

torship to fight for in 1892.
37.
38.
,39.

40.
41.

Connelley:

Topeka

"Life of Preston B. Plumb," p. 420

Capital.

Connelley, supra.

Farmer's Advocate, November 20, 1891.
Connelley, supra.
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The Republican party had been hard
It lost control of

Society.

hit, nationally, in

the lower house of congress and

its

the election of 1890.

majority in the senate

was much reduced. The Democrats organized and controlled the house, but
there was a considerable Alliance representation in it, just how much it was
hard to determine. In several of the southern states the Alhance had captured the Democratic organization and elected their candidates as Democrats.
In the South, as a whole, the Farmers' Alhance had elected some forty-odd congressmen and several senators in this way .42 In Nebraska one or two of the
congressmen were Alliance, In South Dakota the Alhance held the balance of
power in the legislature and forced the election of their candidate, James H.
Kyle, for United States senator. In Illinois three Alliance members held the
balance of power in the legislature and deadlocked that body for weeks, till
finally two of them voted for the Democratic senatorial candidate, Gen, John
M. Palmer, and gave him the election. This seems to have been an arrangement between Ilhnois and South Dakota, the Democrats electing Kyle in
return for votes for Palmer .43
When the fifty-second congress met to organize in December, 1891, twentysix members attended the Alliance caucus. Of these eighteen voted to act with
The five members from Kansas, one each from
the Democratic party.
Nebraska and Minnesota, and Tom Watson from Georgia, constituted the
Popuhst party, with Watson as the candidate for speaker. The circumstance
that Kansas furnished five-eighths of the Populist strength in one branch of
congress and fifty per cent in the other caused Kansas to be regarded as the
soul and center of the new movement. Senator Pefier wore a full beard not
the only one in the senate, but by far the most luxuriant. The newspaper
paragraphers and the cartoonists made the most of this; and soon Kansas and
whiskers and Populism came to be referred to in the same breath and as
meaning one and the same thing among those who did not like Kansas or

—

—

whiskers or Popuhsm.

Senator Peffer did not

He was an

make

as brilliant a

record as Ingalls or Plumb.

honest, painstaking, and hard-working

member, and paper mone}'
But there were some other things besides the greenback in
the doctrine of Popuhsm, and Peffer as senator did not altogether satisfy.
The party did not give him a second term.
Of the house members. Clover had been the first president of the State
Alhance, Otis was an old soldier, a college graduate, formerly a law\-er. now a
small farmer, and had been referred to by the opposition as ''the Topeka
milkman." Clover and Otis were not renominated. John Davis was a veteran
newspaper man who had spent a lifetime in battling for the doctrines of the
third party, and had many times been a candidate when there was no chance
for victory. He was a man big enough for the job, but handicapped by his
age. William Baker was never defeated, but represented his district in congress till he retired voluntarily. Jerry- Simpson sprang at once into national
prominence. During his campaign for congress the story had been started
that he did not wear socks, and he was at once dubbed "Sockless Simpson,"
Whether or not Jerry himself started the story, he was perfectly willing to
accept all the advertising he could get to draw attention to his candidacy and
was

his

42,
43.

hobby.

Amett: "The Populist Movement
Idem.

in

Georgia,"

(K. U. Library,)
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to a series

anyone imagined that Jeriy
Simpson was a fool, they were quickly undeceived. Only one of the debates
was held. Simpson carried off the honors, and his opponent refused to meet
him again. Jerry's reputation preceded him to Washington. He was aggressive in debate and quick in repartee, and his good nature and genial ways
of joint debates with their candidates.

But

if

soon made him personally one of the best liked members.44
V.

A

CAMPAIGN OF

1892.

Louis on Washington's birthday, 1892, brought the
People's party into the field as a national organization and called another
convention at Omaha, July 2, to nominate candidates for President and Vice
convention at

St.

If we would know what a party stands for, we must read its platThe Omaha platform was the best the party ever made. It was a docu-

President.

form.

and went straight to the point, without trimming
do and as the People's party itself did in later
campaigns. Dismissing the tariff issue of the two old parties as a ''sham
battle," it proclaimed that the financial question was the only issue worth considering; that it presented itself in three aspects, land, money, and transportation, and that in each case public ownership was the remedy for the evil. The
platform, is long, but we can afford to take the time to read these, the most

ment

of the ''ringing" sort,

to catch votes as other parties

important parts

i^s

justify our cooperation; we meet
midst of a nation brought to the verge of moral, political, and material
Corruption dominates the ballot box, the legislature, the congress, and
touches even the ermine of the bench. The people are demoralized; most
of the states have been compelled to isolate the voters at the polling places
to prevent universal intimidation or bribery. The newspapers are largely subsidized or muzzled; public opinion silenced; business prostrated; our homes
covered with mortgages; labor impoverished; and the land concentrated in
the hands of the capitalists. The urban workmen are denied the right of
organization for self-protection; imported pauperized labor beats down their
wages; a hireling standing army, unrecognized by our laws, is established to
shoot them down, and they are rapidly degenerating into European conditions. The fruits of the toil of millions are bodly stolen to build up colossal
fortunes for a few unprecedented in the history of mankind; and the possesFrom the
sors of these, in turn, despise the republic and endanger liberty.
same prolific womb of government injustices we breed the two great classes

"The conditions which surround us best

in the
ruin.

and millionaires.
"The national power to create money

of tramps

is appropriated to enrich bondholders;
a vast public debt, payable in legal tender currency, has been funded into
gold-bearing bonds, thereby adding millions to the burdens of the people.
Silver, which has been accepted as coin since the dawn of history, has been
demonetized to add to the purchasing power of gold by decreasing the value
of all kinds of property as well as human labor; and the supply of currency
is purposely abridged to fatten usury, bankrupt enterprise, and enslave industry. A vast conspiracy against mankind has been organized on two continents, and it is rapidly taking possession of the world. If not met and overthrown at once, it forebodes terrible social convulsions, the destruction of
civilization, or the establishment of an absolute despotism.
"We have witnessed for more than a quarter of a century the struggles of
the two great political parties for power and plunder, while grievous wrongs
have been inflicted upon the suffering people. We charge that the controlling

44.
45.

Annie L. Diggs: "The Story of Jerry Simpson."
Stanwood: "History of the Presidency."
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influence dominating both these parties have permitted the existing dreadful
condition to develop without serious effort to prevent or restrain them. Neither
do they now promise us any substantial reform. They have agreed together
to ignore in the campaign every issue but one. They propose to drown the outcries of a plundered people with the uproar of a sham battle over the tariff,
so that capitalists, corporations, national banks, rings, trusts, watered stock,
the demonetization of silver, and the oppressions of the usurers may all be
lost sight of. They propose to sacrifice our homes, lives, and children on the
altar of mammon to destroy the multitude in order to secure corruption funds
from the millionaires.
"We believe that the powers of government in other words, of the people
should be expanded (as in the case of the postal service) as rapidly and as far
as; the good sense of an intelligent people and the teacliings of experience
shall justify, to the end that oppression, injustice, and poverty shall eventually
cease in the land.
''Wealth belongs to him who creates it, and ever\- dollar taken from industry without an equivalent is robbeiy. 'If any will not work, neither shall
he eat.' The interests of rural and ci\'ic labor are the same their enemies are
:

—

;

identical.

'We

believe that the time has come when the railroad corporations will
the people or the people must own the railroads. Transportation
being a means of exchange and a public necessity, the government should o^vn
and operate the railroads in the interest of the people.
"We demand a national currency, safe, sound, and flexible, issued by the
general government only, a ftill legal tender for all debts, public and private,
and that, without the use of banking coi-porations, a just, equitable, and efficient means of distribution direct to the people, at a tax not to exceed two
per cent per annum, to be provided as set forth in the sub-treasuiy plan of
the Farmers' Alliance, or a better system; also, by payments in discharge
of its obligations for public improvements.
''We demand free and unlimited coinage of silver and gold at the present
legal ratio of sixteen to one.
"We demand that the amount of circulating medium be speedily increased
to not less than fifty dollars per capita.
either

own

"We demand
"We demand

a

graduated income tax.

that postal savings banks be established by the government.
"The land, including all the natural sources of wealth, is the heritage of the
people, and should not be monopolized for speculative purposes."

Upon this platfonn. Gen. James B. Weaver, of Iowa, once nominee of the
Greenback party, was nominated for President, and James G. Field, of Virginia, for Vice President.
The latter had been a Confederate soldier, and his
nomination with a Union soldier was intended to sen^e notice that the party
was national in its scope and that the breach between the North and the South
had been healed.
The state convention met at Wichita. June 5. and nominated the following
ticket: Governor. L. D. Lewelhng; lieutenant governor. Percy Daniels; secretary of state. R. S. Osborne; attorney general, John T. Little; state treasurer,
W. H. Biddle; state auditor. Van B. Prather; superintendent of education.
H. N. Gaines; supreme court justice. Stephen H. Allen. The nominee for
governor was a "dark horse." and had been a citizen of the state but two
years.-*''^
He was a merchant in Wichita and county chairman of the party, but
the party throughout the state had never made his acquaintance till he stepped
upon the stage to welcome the convention to the city. Attorney-general Ives,
who had served the state for two years, was not renominated. By virtue of
his office, he was a member of the board of railroad assessors, and he had voted
4fi.

Topeka
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with his Republican colleagues to lower the taxes on certain railroad i)roperty
Doubtless he was sincere, but the act had given offense to the
farmers, who believed that railroad taxes should be raised rather than lowered.

in the state.

By the census of 1890 the state had gained a congressman, and so a congressman-at-large was to be nominated by the convention. The dramatic moment of the convention came when a one-armed veteran of the Union army,
Fred J. Close, himself the nominee for congress in the first district, put in
nomination for congressman-at-large W. A. Harris, a former Confederate soldier. Colonel Harris had been a resident of Kansas for a quarter of a century
and had a high reputation for character and ability; the only thing that could
be said against him was that he had been a rebel, and the convention nominated him by acclamation in a fine burst of enthusiasm. This, too, in a convention which numbered among its delegates, by actual count, 264 who had

worn the Union

blue.^^

The Democratic

had

state convention, too,

its thrills.

The

party was look-

ing ahead to the election of a Democratic President in 1892.

It

was good

away from the RepubHcans, even though it might
not be delivered to the Democrats, and Judge John Martin brought the matter to an issue in the convention by a motion to indorse the whole Populist
ticket for state officers and presidential electors. The motion was fought savagely by those who wanted to maintain the integrity and independence of the
party. If it had been forced to a vote at once, it would probably have resulted
in a split and a bolt from the convention, but after a seven-hour debate, at
three o'clock in the morning, the vote was taken and the Populist nominees
were endorsed, the presidential electors by a vote of 390 to 39, and the nominees for state offices by a vote of 226 to 176.48
Never did the Republican party of Kansas make a better campaign than
in 1892. Following the same general lines of Plumb's campaign of the preceding year, they forgot their factional rows, closed up their ranks, nominated
politics to take the state

a farmer for governor, adopted a platform almost as radical as the Populist ^9

and started out to recover the state. The combined Populist and Democratic
vote had outnumbered the RepubHcans in 1890 by nearly fifty thousand. The
result in 1892 would depend upon how many weak-kneed Alliance men could
be brought back to the old party.
General Weaver, the nominee for President, an able and effective speaker,
made a number of speeches in the state. Mrs. Lease had become a national
figure, and was now doing most of her campaigning in other states than Kansas.
Jerry Simpson was challenged to a series of joint debates by his new
I. Long.
Opinion varied, of course, as to who got the better
but Simpson won the election. Colonel Hams' war record as
a Confederate soldier did not hurt him he ran even with the rest of the
ticket.
Some Populists had feared that the Democrats would vote for their
presidential electors but not for the state ticket. But these fears were ground-

opponent, Chester

of the debate,

—

less, and some of the candidates for state
than the presidential electors.

The

election

be known.
47.
48.
49.

was so

offices actually

was several days before the result could
earned the state by a majority of nearly six

close that it

The Weaver

electors

received more votes

Farmer's Advocate.

Topeka Capital, Kansas City Times.
Published in the Capital; 1892 state convention.
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entire

PopuKst state ticket was
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elected.

their candidates for Congress in the third, fifth, sixth,

the Republicans carried the

second, and fourth.^^

first,

The

Populists elected

and seventh

The new

districts,

state senate

two Democrats;
and on the face of the returns the lower house of the legislature would be
made up of fifty-eight Populists, sixty-three Republicans, two Democrats, one
independent candidate, and one district in which the vote had resulted in a
tie between the Populist and the Republican candidate.^i
It was a great victory; the Populists had the offices and would control the
public patronage. But the party wanted above all things to control the legislature and enact its ideas into law; and if it had lost one branch of the legislature, it was checkmated, and all its other victories were as nothing.
The finger of suspicion was at once pointed at the election. The Populist
governor had carried 57 of the 106 counties of the state, and it seemed unbelievable that the same counties had returned a Republican majority to one
consisted of twenty-three Populists, fifteen Republicans, and

One of the Republicans owed his election
Democrat, had received a majority, but the
county clerk had transposed the figures in making the retums,^^ ^nd so the
Republican received the certificate of election. Charges of illegal voting began
to come in from the different counties. It was charged that one of the successful Republicans had taken a homestead in Oklahoma and was not eligible
to hold office in Kansas. Four were postmasters, disqualified for the legislature by the state constitution. In all, about a dozen of the new Republican
members were put under suspicion, and the Populists grew strong in the belief
that they had elected a majority of the lower house and were being defrauded
out of it.53
The tie case, from Coffey county, was put up for settlement to the state
board of canvassers, composed of the governor, state treasurer, auditor, secretary of state, and attorney general. Of these, all but the last named were
Repubhcans. Mr. Ives protested, giving his opinion that the law giving the
board jurisdiction in the case was in conlBict with the constitution and had
never been passed upon by the courts, and that the case had not been presented in the way prescribed by the law (notice not having been given, etc.).
The board voted to go into secret session to decide the case by lot, and the
attorney general withdrew from the meeting, leaving a written protest:
of the branches of the legislature.

to an error.

His opponent,

ai

"In my opinion there is no election and there is still a vacancy. I consider
the foisting of a man upon the floor of the house of representatives by the
hazard of a lot or the cast of a die and thereby making him one of the judges
to sit in his own case, and in the case of other contests is contrary to all rules
I, therefore, reof jurisprudence, is subversive of the rights of the people.
spectfully withdraw from the board of canvassers and refuse to take any part
in the gambling of a man into office who has never been elected.^^

—

—

After his withdrawal, the board settled the matter and found the

Repubhcan

entitled to the seat.

In passing,

it

should be mentioned that in the election of 1892

Weaver and

50. The Republican in the second, Mr. Funston, was afterward unseated in favor of
Moore, Democrat.
51. Report of the secretary of state.
52. "By accident or design, probably gross negligence," said the supreme court.
50 Kan,
Rosenthal v. Stubbs.
53. Populist pamphlet.
Waterbury, E. S.
"The Legislative Conspiracy." Topeka, 1893.
:

54.

Farmer's Advocate.
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Field polled in the country at large 1,040,866 votes, and received 22 electoral
Ten of these electoral votes came from Kansas; the others were

votes.^5

from Colorado, Nevada, Idaho, North Dakota, and Oregon. The Populist
representation in the lower house of congress was nine and in the senate four .^6

"The

radicals were not discouraged."

VI.

Did the RepubHcans

THE LEGISLATIVE WAR.
charged by the Populists? The
Repubhcans 64 of the coveted certifiThe lone Independent elected was a bolting

steal the house, as

decision in the tie case had given the
cates of election in a

body

now

of 125.

up with that party instead of with the Populists,
whose votes had elected him. The Republican who had been given the
erroneous certificate magnanimously refused to accept it and gave way to his
Democratic opponent. (It may be only a coincidence that this Democrat
The charge
afterward voted with the Republicans to organize the house.)
that several members had been elected by fraudulent votes was never settled
on its merits, and its truth or falsity cannot be determined.
In some counties the Populist legislative candidates had run behind their
ticket and their opponents ahead, and this is made the basis of a charge of
corrupt practices against the Repubhcans in those counties
but this is not
necessarily the case it may merely prove that the Republicans had the better
and stronger candidates in those counties. In one of the Kansas City districts
the fusion candidate ran a thousand votes behind the head of the ticket and
was defeated.ss He was a negro, and his defeat was doubtless due to race
Republican, and he

lined

—

prejudice.

The

had reapportioned the
had been
A^ears and which had never had representation
Alliance had not been so strong as in the older
population and vote of the counties was small,
legislature of 1891

to nineteen western counties which

state

and given representation

organized within the last few

In these counties the
and the
so that a few votes, a matter
of personal popularity or unpopularity in a candidate, could easily turn the
election.
Of these nineteen counties the Republicans carried fourteen. As
near as can be determined, the Repubhcan candidates for representative received 153,356 votes and the Populist candidates 152,079. But even this computation leaves out of account Leavenworth county, one of the largest in the
state, where the vote was so complicated as to defy classification. Lewelling
carried the county by 348, but it elected two Republicans and one Democrat
to the house, and the Popuhsts had candidates in all three districts. In seven
counties and in three senatorial districts the Popuhsts and Democrats failed
to get together on legislative candidates, and this gave the Republicans five
members of the lower house, and a senator.
After all, the trouble seems to have been that the fusion policy did not
work as well all along the line as it did for the head of the ticket. If the two
parties

had held together as well

for the

minor

before.

counties of the state;

offices as

they had for presino doubt of Re-

dential electors and the state ticket, there would have been

pubhcan
55.
56.
57.
58.

defeat.

These

legislative deadlocks are alwaj^s liable to occur, until

Stanwood: "History of the Presidency."
World Almanac, 1893.
Waterbury, E. S., supra.
Report of the secretary of state.

—
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we change our system and have

a legislature of one house instead of two. As
seem to have been entitled to their victory, and the
Popuhsts should have recognized the fact. The cooler heads in their own party
advised them to do so. But in times of excitement, political or otherwise, men
are sometimes not guided by wisdom and throw caution to the winds.
The new governor and other state officials were inaugurated January 9, 1893.
"The first People's party government on earth," as some one had called it.
The crowd called for a speech from Jerry Simpson, who told them ''the seat
of government has been transferred to this building from the one over there,"
indicating the office building of the A. T. & S. F. Railway Company, which
stands across the street from the statehouse. The inference being that the
Santa Fe had been the governing power of the state under Republican rule.
The two branches of the legislature organized the following day. There was
no trouble in the senate. But in the house, as a writer put it, "when the day
arrived on which the Kansas legislature is wont to assemble for its biennial
recreation, the house went through the evolutionary process which Herbert
Spencer defines as 'the transformation of the homogeneous into the heterogeneous,' and the state hitherto driven to the verge of distraction by a single
it

was, the Republicans

house

now found

itself afflicted

Each party had held

its

with twins." ^9

caucus and selected

Republicans George L. Douglas, the Populists

its

J.

candidate for speaker, the

M. Dunsmore.

The law

provides that on the day of organization, the secretary of state shall lay before
list of members elected ;<50 and it is customary for him to premembers have been sworn in and have elected a presiding officer
from their own number. The secretary of state weis on hand, but the Republican members objected to him as a presiding officer. The official roll gave

the house the
side

till

the

the Republicans a majority, but the Popuhsts were prepared to contest several
of their seats.

the contested

The Republicans feared that with a Popuhst presiding officer
members would be prevented from voting and that the Popu-

would be able to organize the house. Finding that he was not to be
permitted to preside, the secretary bowed himself out, taking the roll of members with him. Just who erred the most, the secretary in carrying off the roll
lists

or the Republicans in refusing to have

him

for a presiding officer,

is

probablj^

loomed big in the discussion of the time,
each side trying to put the other in the wrong by accusing it of lawlessness
and revolutionary methods .^i
As soon as the secretary of state left the hall, the house got into action
double action. The floor leaders of the two parties ascended the rostrum,
called the house to« order (or disorder), motions were put and carried, the
members sworn in, officers elected, and two sets of messengers sent to inform
the senate and the governor that the house (or houses) had organized and
was now ready for business.
The legislative row which began as a farce, continued as such for a time
before being turned into a tragedy. The two houses continued to meet in
the same hall, but agreed on a division of time. "For a time they played
of little importance, but the matter

G. C. Clemens, in The Agora, April, 1895.
Statutes of Kansas, chapter 25-714.
For two accounts of the war of 1893, see "The Last War," (Republican), and "The
Legislative Conspiracy," (Populist).
They were both issued in 1893, soon after the adjournment of the legislature. The Republican pamphlet was written by E. W. Hoch and Jameg
A. Troutman, and the Populist by Ed. S. AVaternian.
59.
60.
61.
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by side pleasantly enough, but for a week or more they had quit speaking
to each other, and to prevent quarreling the Republican twin used the play
house in the mornings, the Popuhst in the afternoons." ^2 The governor gave
side

his official recognition to the

Dunsmore house;

so, too,

did the majority of

the Popuhst senators except one. The
fifteen Republican senators, the two Democrats, and one Populist, Senator
Taylor, refused to recognize the Dunsmore house and declared for the Douglas
the senate, twenty-two members,

all of

house.

The

Populists brought

mandamus proceedings in the supreme court to have
members of the house ousted, but the court,

four of the certificated Republican

after a brief hearing, denied the writ

Some

half-hearted attempts were

on the ground

made

of a lack of jurisdiction .63

to get together.

The

Populists

made

submit the whole controversy to a committee of three, composed of
Justice Allen, the Populist member of the supreme court, Chief Justice Horton
of the same body, and Judge Cassius G. Foster of the federal court, but this
offer was turned down by the Republicans. Judge Foster had been appointed
as a Repubhcan and was so considered, but his orthodoxy was doubted; he
had a bitter feud with the Topeka Capital, and had once sued the editor for
libel.
The Republicans, strong in the justice of their cause (and in the fact
that two of the three members of the court were Republicans), insisted upon
submitting the whole controversy to the supreme court. This in turn was
refused by the Populists, who felt that their cause would fare ill in a Repubhcan court; and besides, had not that court already decided, in the mandamus

an

offer to

had no jurisdiction?

cases, that it

But

for a while the legislative

row was overshadowed by the election

of

A

majority of the members of both houses, eightythree votes on joint ballot, were required to elect. The Republicans had sev-

United States senator.

enty-nine votes on joint ballot, the Democrats

and the Populists eightyhad several ''fiat"
members (as the Republicans called them) that they had seated in the Dunsmore house by contest proceedings, and they might have gone ahead and cast
more than the required number for any one they chose, but it was a certainty
that a Populist senator elected by ''fiat" votes would not be seated. The new
United States senate had but three Populists in it. The Democratic party had
a controlling majority, and no senator from Kansas could be seated without
one members holding

certificates of election.

five,

The

Populists

the approval of that party.

Thus, the little band of Democrats held the balance of power in the legisand were masters of the situation. Their candidate was John Martin,
who had led that fight in the Democratic convention which had delivered the
state to Weaver and the Populist party. There was no denying that the Poplature

owed much

John Martin; and there was no other way out. The elecwas hanging in the balance, also Mr. Snow could not be
reelected except by the aid of Democratic votes, and he could not get them
unless the Populists voted for Martin. It was a bitter dose for the proud
Populist party to take.
Never before had they indorsed or compromised.
Frank Doster was the man the party wanted for senator. Some talked of
standing by him to the bitter end, even though it might leave the state withulists

to

tion for state printer

62.
63.

Clemens, supra.
50 Kan.
Cases of Rosenthal
:

;

et al.

;
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out a senator. After a bitter fight in the PopuHst party caucus, Martin was
nominated. Several of the party refused to support him, but January 25 he
was elected senator on joint ballot, receiving eighty-six votes, of which eighty-

one were cast by

certified

members and

five

by

ington against seating Senator Martin.64
tion, the Populist state printer

was

Two

members. The Repuband sent a protest to Wash-

"fiat"

licans refused to vote, declared the election illegal,

days after the senatorial elec-

reelected, receiving a clear majority of

certificated votes.

The situation was becoming too strained to last. The Populists got busy
and unseated ten Republicans, and the Republicans retaliated by unseating
four Populists. The proceedings were all ex parte, none of the contested parties recognizing the proceedings of the other crowd or making a defense. Each
party published a review of the proceedings, the Populist account showing
conclusively that the ousted Republican
lists

members were

guilty

and the Popu-

innocent, and the Republican account proving that exactly the opposite

The members ran out

money, and an appropriation became
diem and mileage. An appropriation
bill was passed by the senate and the Douglas house and signed by the governor. The Republicans brought an action in the district court of Shawnee
county for an injunction to restrain the state treasurer from paying out the
money. But such a suit could not be successfull}^ maintained without the concurrence of the attorney general, and when he entered the case, the suit languished and the members drew their money. At length, on Februaiy 14, after
the session was more than a month old, the Douglas house made a move which
was the

case.<^5

of

necessary, that they might get their per

brought matters to a crisis. Two arrests were made that day.
The Republicans were' trying to bring the matter before the supreme court.
In pursuance of their plan, the Douglas house subpoenaed one J. C. Gunn, of
Parsons, as a witness in one of the contest cases they had under consideration.
Gunn refused to attend and was arrested. He then brought habeas corpus proceedings in the supreme court to obtain liberty, and thus was the matter
brought before the court. Having served his purpose, Gunn drops out of sight
and is heard of no more. The other arrest, on the same day, is the one that
precipitated the trouble.

A resolution was adopted, reciting that one Ben C. Rich had disturbed the
peace of the constitutional house by loud and boisterous conduct, and ordering the sergeant at arms to arrest him for contempt. Rich was the chief clerk
of the Dunsmore house, and the disturbance complained of had been made by
him

in calling the roll

and otherwise transacting the business of

sergeant at arms aiTested Rich at his hotel and started with

him

his office.

The

for the house

but on the way they fell in with some of Rich's Populist friends who rescued
him by force and put his captor to flight. Both sides began to arm. The city
of Topeka and the county of Shawnee form one of the Republican strongholds
of the state, and the Populists were compassed about by enemies.
The U. S. senate seated Senator Martin, which
G4. Topeka Capital, Farmer's Advocate.
may, or may not, be an argument in favor of the validity of the "fiat" votes. In the Republican national convention of 1912 the supporters of Roosevelt brought many contests
against Taft delegates in the effort to control the organization of the convention (and bolted
the convention when their contests were not allowed). How does their action differ from that
of the Populists in Kansas in 1893?
65. See the pamphlets— Hoch, E. W.
"The Last War," and Waterbury, E. S.
"The
Legislative Conspiracy."
:

:
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To oppose the local volunteers and the deputy sergeants-at-arms sworn in
by the Douglas house the executive council, composed of the state officials,
"appointed a number of statehouse guards to protect the property of the
state," 66 and the governor called out the militia. Next morning the members
and employees of the Douglas house gathered at the Copeland hotel and
marched in a body to the statehouse; a few guards made an attempt to bar
the way, but were swept aside and the door of Representative hall was
smashed open by a sledge hammer, which is now in the collections of the
Kansas State Historical Society, and which is said to have been brought that
morning from the shops of the Santa Fe Railway Company.
The proof of the superiority of Americans over, say, Mexicans, is shown in
the way that Americans usually settle their differences peaceably and without
making the final resort to arms. It was so in this case, peace being made by
an almost complete back down by the Populists. The militia began to arrive,
but in sympathy and organization it was almost wholly Republican, and most
of the units forsook the governor and went over to the enemy. Brigadier
General Hughes made a spectacular entry into the Douglas house and pledged
his allegiance to that body.^''' The governor went alone to the Douglas house
and asked them to submit
a courageous act, but futile. Enter now the
peacemaker, Hon. George R. Peck, general attorney for the Santa Fe and a
prominent Republican. Through his efforts an agreement was made between
the governor and the Douglas house,^^ and after forty-eight hours of armed
but bloodless hostilities, the war was over. The Douglas house held possession
of representative hall, the proceedings against Ben Rich were dropped; the
Dunsmore house found a room in another part of the statehouse, and proceeded with it5 business, and the question of the legality of the two houses
was to be settled by the supreme court.
The Dunsmore house, working on the ground floor of the statehouse in
the rooms now occupied by the State Tax Commission, had a few days left in
which to make its peace with the world, wind up its business affairs, and write
Among the acts passed during this period were
its last wiU and testament.

—

the railroad

maximum

freight

use of private detectives

Fair

bill,

by

bill,

"the anti-Pinkerton bill" to prohibit the

railroad corporations, the Australian ballot, World's

corrupt practices act, and the law so long

months
Of these

which to redeem

giving a debtor eighteen

in

sold under mortgage.

acts the four last

demanded by

the farmers,

his land after it

named became

had been

law, being

taken up by the Douglas house and passed, with such modifications as were
considered necessary to purge them of the Dunsmore taint.'''^ During these
few days of truce, the war continued in a milder form, and in the senate
and the Dunsmore house savage oratorical attacks were made upon the city
of Topeka which had furnished the Republican party an army with which to
overawe the state government, and threats were made to move the state
capital to some other city as soon as the Populists should have the power.
Senator Leedy led the attack upon Topeka, and the abuse he received from
Gov. Lewelling's message to the legislature, January 9, 1895.
Journal of the house of representatives, 1893.
Idem.
Lewelling's message, January 9, 1895.
Pamphlet Waterbury, E. S.
"The Legislative Conspiracy."
in the Dunsmore house 546 bills.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.

—

:

There were introduced

:
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had much
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do with making him governor

lateral

supreme court the Populist attorneys made a gallant fight against
One reason why the Populists had been unwilling to trust tlieir
case to the court was that they lacked confidence in the chief justice, who
besides being a partisan and a former corporation attorney, had been accused
of corruption by prominent members of his own part}'.
A sensational denunciation of Chief Justice Horton bj^ Senator John J. Ingalls in 1880 was now
after the court rendered
recalled, and printed in full in the Populist press

Over

in the

the inevitable.

—

its

decision J2

The

court announced

its

decision Februaiy 25.

The majority opinion up-

holding the Douglas house, was read by the chief justice and concun'ed in by
Justice Johnston.

Justice Allen dissented.

be found in the Kansas

Reports."*"^

The

The

opinions, which are long, will

essential pai'ts of the decisions are

contained in the following

The majority:
"Where the constitutional house of representatives of the state convenes at
it^ power is not usurped or dethe time and place provided by law
stroyed
by the organization in the same room of anotlier pretended
although such body is recognized by the
house of representatives
governor of the state and the state senate a^ a house or as a de facto house of
representatives. Nor can such pretended body forbid or prevent the constitutional house of representatives from exercising its power, under the constitution and laws, to imprison for contempt. The house of representatives is
not the final judge of its own powers and privileges in cases in which the rights
and liberties of the subject are concerned; but the legality of its action may
be examined and detemiined by this court.. The house is not the legislature,
but only a part of it, and is therefore subject in its actions to the laws, in
common with all other bodies, officei's, and tribunals in this state. Especially
whether the
is it competent and proper for this court to consider
powers of any branch of the government, and even those of the legislature, in
the enactment of laws have been exercised in conformity with the constitution."
.

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

Justice Allen:

''The question as to what body of men is the house of representatives at
is a political question, and can never be a proper subject of
judicial inquiry. Political controversies can only be determined by the political
departments of the government; and while the constitution of the state does
not contemplate such a condition of things, or provide in express terms for a
tribunal before which their respective claims can be heard and determined,
3'et, under an unbroken chain of authorities in all countries where the common

any given time

71. Among the other things, Mr. Leedy was abused for protesting against the installation
of a bathtub in the governor's office by the late Republican administration.
72. This speech of Ingalls is not found in his published works.
It is in the Atchison
Champion of March 3, 1880, and in the clippings of the Kansas Historical Society, and republished in the Fanner's Advocate and other Populist papers in 1893. Some extracts:
"They selected as their facile instrument the chief justice of the state, a man who began
his political career by writing editorials in favor of secession and drinking toasts to the
health of Jefferson Davis. Persuaded to become a Republican by the promise of preferment,
he has been continually in office, with an accidental hiatus of one year, from 1860 to 1880.
During this long period, he has habitually trafficked in justice, defrauded his clients, basely
plundered his partner, and insulted society by his degraded and flagrant immorality.
He has
never made a promise he did not break nor had a friend whom he was not willing to betray.
Instead of sitting in judgment on the lives, the liberties, and the estates of the
people, this culprit should be summoned to answer for his crimes and consigned to a felon's
cell.
Much has been said about the purity of the ermine. That traditional fur was
never dragged through a fouler puddle.
In this political judge these frenzied conspirators
found a willing accomplice.
he descended into the mire of personal politics, accepted
the nomination in a calumnious speech, and then attempted to secure success by the open
purchase of votes."
.

.

.

.

...

73.

60 Kan., In re Gunn, petitioner.
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law prevails, the recognition of one of those bodies by other political departments of the govnernment, viz., the governoj- and the senate, is conclusive on the
judicially ."

The decision of the supreme court was given out on Saturday. Monday
morning the Dunsmore house held its last session, adopted an "Address and
Protest to the People of Kansas,"

''^

then, carrying a United States flag,

setting forth its side of the controversy,

marched

in a

body

to representative hall,

where all the certificated members were seated, except the four who had been
unseated by the Douglas houseJ^ Only a few days of the session remainedj^
and the two houses at last got down to work. Very little in the way of legislation could be agreed upon except the necessary appropriation bills, and for a
time a deadlock threatened in these. On the one hand, the senate showed a disposition to balk at such items as "For sandwiches, etc., furnished by the
and on the other hand,
Copeland hotel, for Douglas house, $1,460.20";
"The People's party members of the legislature 'sat down hard on many of the
most important appropriation bills for the conduct of the state institutions,
and refused to get up till the bill paying the expenses of the Dunsmore house
had been passed.' " '^^
An appropriation was made and a commission provided, to make a Kansas
exhibit at the World's Fair at Chicago (1893). This was the measure which
had been killed by too much politics in the session of 1891. After its defeat
the feeling was general that the state must be represented at the Fair, and the
State Board of Agriculture, a nonpolitical body, shouldered the load, called
for voluntary contributions, and carried on the work till the legislature took
The state exhibit at the World's Fair suffered not at all from the
it over.
legislative feud, thus demonstrating that in a community naturally orderly
there is a way to carry on the public business even when political parties fail.
'''^

VII.

The

first

A SETBACK.

People's party government had a troubled career.

the legislative war with

its

prestige badly

damaged.

It

The storm

came out
of

of

newspaper

abuse roused at that time followed it. The Eastern press, getting its informaand inspiration from the Kansas RepubUcan press, added to the storm of
denunciation, and their opinions were in turn eagerly reprinted in Kansas as
evidence that the administration stood condemned of all the world. This

tion

might have been endured if the party had been united, but the war had demorahzed the party. Some PopuUsts were angry because the administration
had gone too far, others because it had not gone far enough. Several of
Governor LewelHng's official family, elected on the same ticket with him,
turned against him. Patronage troubles, from which no administration is ever
wholly free, were worse than usual. Some of the governor's appointments
turned out bad, and he had to remove some of his own appointees for in74.
3,

Waterbury, E.

S.

:

"The

Legislative Conspiracy."

Farmer's Advocate, issue of March

1893.

In two of these cases the RepubUcan contestant was seated; the other two seats were
declared vacant, and filled by special elections the next fall, one Populist and one Republican
being returned.
76. Under the constitution of the state, members of the legislature can not draw pay for
a longer period than fifty days. As a result, sessions of the legislature seldom continue longer.
77. Waterbury, E. S.
"The Legislative Conspiracy." Also pamphlet by D. C. Zercher:
"Stubborn Facts."
78. C. S. Gleed in the Agora, April, 1893.
One exception was made. The Republicans
would allow nothing to Ben Rich.
75.
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competence or disloyalty, Mrs. Lease, the fiery champion who had done such
service in the campaigns oi 1890 and 1892, was now become a party
liability instead of an asset. The governor gave her one of the best offices in
his gift, but she fought the administration till she was removed, then took her
troubles to the supreme court in a successful effort to hold on.'^^ 'phg antiadministration crowd bolted and brought out a state ticket of their own in
the next election. On the one hand the governor and his associates had offended the radicals, who could not forgive them for electing a Democrat to
the United -States senate, and on the other hand they had lost the- support of
the Democrats.
The Republican party had suffered a crushing nation-wide defeat in 1892.
In a reaction against that party and its policies all the dissatisfied elements in
the land had got behind the nominee of the Democratic party, Grover Cleveland, and elected him President by a tremendous popular majority.
The
coalition which elected him was a most unnatural one, and included the
farmers of the West and South, the workingmen of the cities, and the money
power of the East. The farmers and the workers voted for him because they
had lost confidence in the Republican party; and the financiers supported
him because they knew Grover Cleveland.
No President could satisfy all of such diverse and antagonistic elements.
President Cleveland had no hesitation in making a choice. During his administration he did everything the money power wanted done and everything that
the farmers and workingmen did not want done. The farmers had hoped for
better times and better prices, free coinage of silver, and an increased volume
of money, and a reduction of the tariff. They got instead a financial panic, a
contraction of the currency, an increased national debt, and the hardest times
ever known. The President repaid the labor unions for their support by ordering out the regular army to break up their strikes. After alienating all the
elements which had supported him, and hopelessly disrupting and discrediting
his party, this presidential bull in the china shop was finally abandoned by his
Wall Street supporters who returned to their first love, the Republican party,
and he went out of the White House the worst hated and the most discredited
President since Buchanan.
The Popuhsts had dismissed the tariff issue as "a sham battle to drown the
outcries of a plundered people." The two old parties had made the cam^paign
of 1892 on this issue, and the Democratic party had elected the President and
a large majority of both houses of congress on a promise to reduce the tariff.
But when the financial panic burst upon the country in the early months of
the Cleveland administration, the tariff was forgotten and a universal cry

yoeman

—

for a special session of congress to relieve the financould anyone doubt now the truth of the Popuhst contention that the money question was the one great issue, and that all others
were secondary? Without doubt the sudden reahzation of this truth in the

went up from the country
cial situation.

How

panic year of 1893 converted many to the Popuhst viewpoint. But what congress could or should do to bring relief to the country was a matter upon which
there was a great difference of opinion. The Populists held that the panic had
been caused by a scarcity of money and could be cured only by increasing the
volume of money, by a large issue of paper money and the free coinage of
79.

52 Kan., Lease vs. Freeborn.
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later experience proved the general truth of the Populist
panic was stopped in 1907 by a bankers' device, the issue of large
quantities of "clearing house certificates," and financial experts agree that a
panic was averted in 1920 by issues of federal reserve currency and the ju-

Has not

silver.

theory?

A

dicious extension of credit under federal auspices.

But President Cleveland held to the Wall Street theory that the panic had
been caused not by too little money but by too much of it, that the silver in
our currency had caused a lack of confidence and a fear that gold would be
driven out of circulation. Under the existing "Sherman law," silver was being
added to the circulation at the rate of four and a half million ounces per
month. Mr. Cleveland's demand was that the purchase and coinage of silver
be stopped, unconditionally and at once. Congress was called in extra session,80 August to October, 1893, and under the administration whip and spur
and the panic grew worse.
it repealed the Sherman law
Favored by new and special rulings, Mr. Cleveland's banker friends raided
the gold reserve and depleted it till they forced the President to issue $262,000,000 of bonds to restore it. These bond issues were made without the sanction of congress and after Mr. Cleveland had made a special request for it and
been refused.^i The whole proceeding appeared so scandalous to Populists
that they all agreed that the President ought to be impeached.
The paralysis of the nation's industries threw large numbers of workingmen
out of employment. Bands of unemployed men under "General" Coxey and
other leaders marched on Washington, calUng upon the government to furnish
them with employment or make an issue of currency to start the wheels of
industry and give them something to do.82 Of course the financial interests
which controlled the government would not allow any concessions to be made
to these irregular movements, and they accomplished nothing except to show
to what extent Populist ideas were becoming diffused.
The Democratic party was so badly demoralized by the silver fight that it
was unable to carry out its tariff pledges, and the tariff bill it finally passed
was so bad that Mr. Cleveland would not sign it, and let it become a law
without his signature. The tariff act had one redeeming feature from a Populist viewpoint: it provided for an income tax.83
The political demoralization produced by the failure of the Democratic
administration worked to the advantage of the Popuhst party in the nation
at large, but not in Kansas. The national vote of the party in 1894 increased
forty per cent over 1892, while the vote of both the Democratic and Republican parties showed a falling off.^* But the increase was mostly in states where
the vote in 1892 had been small, and where the party was now just getting
under way. In North CaroHna a fusion was made between Populists and Repubhcans which swept the state and elected two United States senators, one
of them a Populist and one a Republican. But in Kansas the party had been
allied with the Cleveland party, and this combination which had insured success in 1892 was now the Populist party's greatest handicap in 1894,
There
were some radical voters who would not forget that the Popuhst party had

—

80.
81.
82.
83.
84.

Richardson: "Messages and Documents of the Presidents."
William J. Bryan: "The First Battle."
C. Vincent: "The Story of the Commonweal."
Bryan, supra.
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aided in the election of the man who had struck down silver, brought on a
financial panic, filled the land with tramps, and delivered the country, bound
foot, to the money pomer.
The patronage element controlled

hand and

the Democratic party and put up a full
Kansas in 1894 without any open resistance from the element
which favored the Populists. But they could not hold the rank and file to
the support of that ticket; it received on election day only a Httle more than
a third as many votes as had been cast for the Democratic state ticket in
1890. Nor was this shift of voters always made quietly and unheralded. Some
men of prominence and a number of influential Democratic weekly papers
joined the exodus to the Populist party, and the Populists gathered their testimonials into a pamphlet which they circulated as a campaign document .^^
Typical of these announcements is one from a Democratic paper, which gave
a list of the shortcomings of the Cleveland administration, and said:
state ticket in

"Two years ago we voted for a change, and ever since then the Republicans
have been throwing it up to us, saying, 'You voted for a change and you got
That is just the trouble; we .voted for a change
it, now how do you like it?'
and we didn't get it. Now we are going to vote with a party that keeps its
pledges and will give us a change."
The party changes were not all in favor of the Popuhsts. Some who had
been active in the new party went over to the enemy. Among these was Ben
Clover, who was one of the AUiance congressmen of 1890. He had been refused a renomination, and now publicly recanted and went back to the Republican party. The antiadministration Popuhsts held a convention and put
up a "Middle-of-the-Road Populist" ticket. No Populist of prominence would
accept a place on the ticket, and it received but few votes. But the movement
tion,

afforded a convenient

and was suspected

means

of attack

of being subsidized

upon the Lewelling administraby the RepubHcans.

In 1892 the Republican party had adopted a platform nearly as
the Popuhst, and had nominated for governor a farmer

radical- as

who had been promi-

Major E. N. Morrill, who had served eight years in
had aspired to the nomination then, but could not get it because
he was a banker. Now the party was reactionary and defiant, and Mr. Morrill
won the nomination easily. The Populists were denounced as revolutionaries,
who had attempted to overthrow the constitution and steal the legislature
and had given the state a bad name. Campaign ribbons were worn, stamped
with the motto, ''Stand up for Kansas." Major Morrill in his speeches was
quoted as saying, "When I am in the East I am ashamed to say that I am
from Kansas," But there was a hollow note in this denunciation of the PopuThe members of that house took
lists and the acclaim of the Douglas house.
themselves seriously, and the most prominent of them were aspirants for
places on the state ticket. Speaker Douglas was a candidate for congressman
at large, and the speaker pro tern, wanted the nomination for governor, but
they were turned down by the convention. Only two of the heroes of the
Douglas house landed places on the state ticket, for lieutenant governor and
nent in the AUiance.
congress,

state treasurer.

The Popuhst convention was held at Topeka, June 12. Governor Lewelling
was renominated, together with all of the state officials except the lieutenant
85. Published as a campaign supplement in the Populist papers of the state, about September, 1894.
86. From the Kansas Democrat (Hiawatha).
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governor and secretary of state, who were anti-administration. ''General"
Bennett of the army of the unemployed, who was leading a band of unemployed western miners to Washington a part of the "Coxey" movement
and had brought them as far as Kansas City, addressed the convention and
solicited funds for his men. A collection was taken up among the delegates
which netted him $102.8''' A plank in the platform indorsed the woman suffrage amendment to the constitution which the legislature had submitted to

—

be voted on at the election. The suffrage organization was trying to get, all
parties to indorse it. The Republicans and Democrats had refused to commit
themselves; it was poor politics to have one party indorse it unless all would
do so, but the women insisted and had their way. The Kansas Populist
women were reluctant to force the issue, but yielded to pressure brought by
This interference in state politics by
the national suffrage organization.
outside organization worked harm both to the suffrage cause and to the
Populists .^8

The Republicans carried the state in November, electing the entire state
and every member of congress except in the sixth district, where William Baker survived the lone Populist representative. The vote for governor
was Morrill 148,697, Lewelhng 118,329, Overmyer, Democrat, 26,709. The Republicans elected 91 members of the legislature out of 125, which insured
ticket

—

the election of a Republican United States senator to succeed John Martin.

The

amendment was defeated by

suffrage

against.

One

W. McKay,

of the incidents of the election

of the

Harper-Barber county

a vote of 95,302 for, to 130,139

was the success

district.

of

Judge George

In 1890 the Alliance, cast-

Farmer McKay had once
been a practicing lawyer before coming west to be a tiller of the soil, so they
drafted him and elected him to a place on the bench. The opposition press
broadcasted a story that out in Kansas the Farmers Alliance had elected a
man judge whO' was not even a lawyer only a farmer. These papers never
took the trouble to tell the world that Judge McKay had all the qualifications
required by law, and that he filled the office with credit. He must have given
satisfaction, for in this year when so many Populists fell by the wayside he
was reelected.
The new Republican administration made a clean sweep of Populist office
holders wherever it could get at them. Lucien Baker was elected United States
senator. He was one of the bolting ''Resubmission" Republicans who had
voted for the Democratic nominee for governor in 1890, but recovered his good
standing and was elected state senator in 1892. Governor Morrill removed or
replaced the Populist appointees till he was stopped by the supreme court in
the case of Breidenthal, bank commissioner, who had been appointed for a
As soon as Governor Morrill came into office,
definite term of four years.89

ing about for a candidate for judge, discovered that

—

Chief Justice Horton resigned, to become attorney for the Missouri Pacific

men and absconded with the money. The writer had this stateof Bennett's band.
Elizabeth Barr: "The Populist Uprising": "It was not the Kansas women, however,
who made the blunder. Susan B. Anthony, who had forgotten the Kansas language, Anna B.
Shaw, and Carrie Chapman Catt came here from the East and forced the Kansas women into
the action on threat to withdraw all support of any kind whatsoever from the state if the
Kansas women would not consent to force the issue in the Populist convention. The Kansas
women at that time thought they could not live except these great gods gave them breath,
and against their better judgment they sealed the doom of suffrage and further divided the
Populist party in insisting upon an indorsement."
89. 56 Kan., State vs. Breidenthal.
87.

Bennett deserted his

ment from a member
88.
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railroad at a higher salary.
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The governor appointed

as his successor

David

Martin, whose decisions turned out to be somewhat disappointing to the Republicans and quite satisfactory to the Populists .^o Governor Morrill asked
the legislature to repeal the eighteen months redemption law.

A

former Re-

publican governor had said in 1889, "It should take something more than a
mortgage to steal a man's farm,"9i but the new governor took the banker's

view of the matter, that a mortgage

money

instead of the

man who

that the law would be repealed

is

is

the concern of the

risking his farm.

—the

man who

lends the

But there was no danger

Populist majority in the upper house of

the legislature held over and kept the Republican administration in check, just

Douglas house had held the Lewelling administration.
of power and unvexed by patronage troubles, the People's party was
now left free to carry on its propaganda. The Farmers' Alliance was dead, but
the Populist press carried on the work of education in its stead. It was a
matter of some importance, also, that the party now had representation in
congress and could get anything it wished into the Congressional Record and
send it everywhere postage free. One thing had at any rate been accomphshed; no one could any longer ignore the money question or deny that it
was the paramount issue. Of all the parties, only the Populists had a definite
program. Republicans and Democrats were divided among themselves, and
each party had a family quarrel to straighten out before its policy could be
as the

Out

determined.

As the line of cleavage developed, it became apparent that the eastern states
were siding with the bankers and the creditor class and those whose interest
lay in having money scarce and hard to get, while the West and South were
with the debtors and those who wanted money to be cheap and abundant. But
while we may say that the People's party forced its paramount issue, the money
question, upon the attention of the country, the country took it up in its own
way, and this in turn had a momentous reaction upon the People's party.
Our democracy can or will consider only one main question at a time. The
Omaha platform of 1892 had announced three main problems land, money,
and transportation. It was the champion of silver, though it had had more
to say about greenbacks and public ownership and the initiative and referendum than about free coinage. But this was too large a program for the public
to assimilate all at once; and so it came about that the public, having once
grasped the truth of the declaration of the Omaha platform that the money
question was the one great issue, and the tariff, which had been fought over
in presidential elections for more than half a century, was ''a sham battle to
drown the outcries of a plundered people," the pubHc now proceeded to pick
out the free coinage of silver as the issue of the next presidential campaign, and
would be interested in nothing else. The People's party, having brought the
issue forward in the first place, was bound to follow it up; it could not abandon its child just because some one else showed a liking for this one of the
brood and was indifferent to the others. Thus, it came about that the People's
party, which was a paper money party and which had included silver in its
program as a minor issue, a sort of afterthought, was by the logic of events

—

90. At the fall election, Martin was elected to fill out the term.
The Populists did not
put up a candidate against him. C. K. Holliday ran as an independent candidate and polled
43,452 votes to 124,811 for Martin.
91. Gov. John A. Martin's message to the legislature, January, 1889.
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its appearance on the stage as the champion of silver, and
most spectacular battle for the free coinage of silver at the ratio

make

1.

difficult for the gold standard advocates to control the RepubFor a while it appeared that they would also control the Democratic party. The Democrats had met with a crushing defeat in the elections
of 1894. They had lost control of both houses of congress. In the lower house
they were outnumbered nearly two to one, and in the senate no party had a
clear majority, six Populist members holding the balance of power .^2 Nearly
every Democrat prominent in politics had been defeated or his influence impaired, and President Cleveland was almost the only member of the party left
in a position of influence and he was using all the power of the administration, by patronage or otherwise, to line the party up in opposition to silver.
Under these circumstances, as the presidential campaign drew near, the
Populists began to have high hopes of success. If both the old parties declared
for the gold standard, it would divide the strength of the money power: and
the People's party which had cast a million votes in 1892 and nearly a million
and a half in 1894, would call to its standard the foes of the money power in
the other parties and elect a Populist President in 1896.

It

was not

lican party.

;

VIII.

THE FREE SILVER CAMPAIGN.

But the vision was too good to be altogether true. The very enormity of
Grover Cleveland's sins against democracy set up a reaction against him, and
the silver Democrats controlled the national convention by more than a twothirds majority, repudiated every important act of the administration, adopted
a platform which as far as it went was even more radical than the Populist
declaration, and nominated for the Presidency William J. Bryan, who had
led the fight against the Cleveland administration.93
The administration
Democrats bolted and later held a convention and nominated for President
John M. Palmer, who had gotten into the United States senate by deceiving
a couple of Populist members of the Illinois legislature. ^4 It was evident that
this nomination was not made with the expectation of getting votes for Palmer,
but as a means of organizing the administration Democrats and delivering
their votes to McKinlej'-, the Republican candidate. 95
The nomination of Bryan on such a platform made it imperative for the
Populists to support him also if they were to make their votes effective for
their principles. The platform and the candidate were perfect for the occasion the struggle in the Populist soul was to overcome the repugnance to the
Democratic party name and organization. But the party which had nominated
Bryan was radically different from the organization which had sinned with
Grover Cleveland. This was recognized by friend and foe alike, among others
by the Palmer convention which referred to the Bryan convention as a
Populist affair: "We arraign and condemn the Populist convention of Chicago." 96 If the two parties would get together behind Bryan, he might be
elected, and the Populist idea would win a great victory, even though under
the Democratic name.

—

92.
93.
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World Almanac, 1895.
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See ante, Note 43.
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^Perhaps a'wbrd is necessary, to indicate what the Democratic convention
done whiWso met tlie approval of Populists and so angered their enemies.
It had nominated Bryan for President, had denounced every policy of Clevelandj and had refused to adopt the indorsement which had been demanded by
the President's friends: "We commend the honesty, economy, courage, and
fidelity of the present Democratic administration."
After such action it
could not be doubted that the break with Clevelandism was complete. And
here are some extracts from its platform which will compare favorably with
anything the PopuHst party ever wrote
hg,d

money question is paramount to all others at this
invite attention to the fact that the federal constitution names silver
and gold together as the money met-als of the United States, and that the first
coinage law passed by congress under the constitution made the silver dollar
the money unit, and admitted gold to free coinage at a ratio based upon the
silver dollar unit.
"We declare that the act of 1873 demonetizing silver without the knowledge
or approval of the American people has resulted in the appreciation of gold
and a corresponding fall in the prices of commodities produced by the people
a heavy increase in the burden of taxation and of all debts, public and private
the enrichment of the money-lending class at home and abroad; the prostration of industry and impoverishment of the people.
"We are unalterably opposed to monometallism, which has locked fast the
prosperity of the country in the paralysis of hard times.
demand the free
and unlimited coinage of both silver and gold at the present legal ratio of
sixteen to one without waiting for the aid or consent of any other nation.
"We are opposed to the issuing of interest-bearing bonds of the United
States in time of peace, and condemn the trafficking with banking syndicates,
which, in exchange for bonds and at enormous profit to themselves, supply
the federal treasury with gold- to maintain the policy of gold monometallism.
"Congress alone has the power to coin and issue money, and President
Jackson declared that this power could not be delegated to corporations or
individuals.
therefore denounce the issuance of notes intended to circulate
as money by national banks as in derogation of the constitution, and we demand that all paper which is made a legal tender for public and private debts,
or which is receivable for duties to the United States, shall be issued by the
government of the United States and shall be redeemable in coin.
"Until the money question is settled, we are opposed to any agitation for
further changes in our tariff laws, except such as are necessary to meet the
deficit in revenue caused by the adverse decision of the supreme court on the
income tax."
"Recognizing that the

time,

we

We

We

The sentence

last

quoted sounds strangely like an echo of the "sham battle"

declaration of the Populist platform of 1892, as well as an indorsement of the

Populist income tax idea.

The platform

declared for "control of railroads"

and against "government by injunction" by the federal courts. It had taken
up with practically all of the Populist demands except greenbacks and government ownership of railroads, and it showed no evidence of hostility to these.
It was a proffer of alliance which the Populist party could not afford to refuse.
The party must save its face and maintain its organization, and this was the
problem with which the national convention wrestled when it met at St. Louis,
July 22, two weeks after Bryan was nominated at Chicago by the Democrats.
The Democrats had blundered in nominating for Vice President Arthur Sewall,
of Maine, who was a capitalist and a national banker. The radical Populists
were willing to take Bryan, but they would not have Sewall. The convention
97.

Idem.

;
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solved the problem by nominating a candidate for Vice President before
selecting President; Thomas E. Watson, of Georgia, was nominated for Vice
President and Bryan for President, both on the

first ballot.

This Vice Presi-

was perhaps necessary under the circumstances but it was
a cause of friction throughout the campaign; for Tom Watson was a professional trouble maker, and put in more time fighting Sewall than he did
dential arrangement

trying to elect Bryan,
kind, and now Populists, Democrats and
had been veiy far apart in 1894, got together in Kansas in support of Bryan and free silver in 1896. There were some
irreconcilables, a group which effected an organization and called itself the Middle-of-the-Road Populists, and was suspected of being in the pay of the Republicans and the administration crowd of Democrats which held a convention
and put up a Palmer electoral ticket and then voted for McKinley. But the
Bryan supporters of all parties were strong for union, and in the two weeks
which elapsed between the Populist national convention and the Kansas state
convention, the only question was, how and on what terms the union should be
brought about.
In the Republican party there was some opposition to Governor Morrill's
administration and an effort to defeat him for renomination, but this opposition
gave out before the convention met. The governor was renominated, together
with all the state ofl&cials except Chief Justice David Martin, who was suspected of being a silver man. But he had a strong following which stood by
him stubbornly, and three ballots were necessary to beat him for the nomi-

A

fellow feeling

makes us wondrous

Silver Republicans, elements which

nation .^^

The Democratic convention met at Hutchinson August 4, 1896, the Populist
convention at Abilene August 5, 1896. These cities are a hundred miles apart.
The Democrats nominated a set of presidential electors and adjourned over
for a day while they sent a committee to carry a message to the Abilene convention. The proposition was that the Democrats should have the electors and
the Populists should name the state ticket; and upon this basis the combination

was made. The Populists nominated the same

electors the

Democrats had

chosen and then made their nominations for state oflBces. Then the Democratic convention reconvened and nominated the Populist nominees.
The
fusion state ticket thus agreed upon was: Governor, John W. Leedy; lieutenant governor, A. M. Harvey; secretary of state, W. E. Bush; auditor, W. H.
Morris; attorney-general, L. C. Boyle; treasurer, David H. Heflebower; superintendent of education,

man

at large, J.

Wilham

D. Botkin.

On

Stryker; chief justice, Frank Doster; congress-

There was a

spirited contest for the

W.

nomination

A. Harris led with 209 Lewelling had 151
L. F. King 120; Leedy, 60; Harris still led on the third ballot with 184, but the
break came on the fourth ballot and Leedy was nominated. The nominee for
for governor.

chief justice

the

first

ballot

was the same man

whom

;

the Democrats and Republicans had

united against in 1891 and defeated for district judge because he was considered
too radical. But the Democrats now accepted him gracefully, for they knew
and appreciated Frank Doster better than in 1891. One of the aspirants for

congressman at large was E. C, Little, a Silver Republican, whose speech came
near stampeding the convention as Bryan's speech had stampeded the Demo98.

Topeka Capital^ Kansas City Times, Kansas City

Star.

:
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Mr.

Little told the convention in the words of
not to leave thee, or to return from following
after thee
for whither thou goest I will go .and where thou lodgest I will
lodge; thy people shall be my people and thy God my God." Though Mr.
Little's speech did not bring him the nomination he sought, it commended him
to the party and put him in line for future honors.^^
cratic

convention at Chicago.

Ruth the Moabitess,

'"Entreat

me

;

;

The campaign of 1896 was fully equal in interest and excitement to any
which had preceded it. Kansas was getting used to being a doubtful state.
The Republican party of Kansas had for years in its platforms declared itself
for free silver. Now it was obliged to reverse itself, which it did cheerfully.
The silver element left the party in numbers, but this was offset by similar
troubles in the ranks of the Populists and the Democrats. If it was impossible
for the Republican party to reverse itself and still retain all of its old-time
following, it was equally difficult for the Democrats to repudiate the Cleveland
administration and still hold the patronage element, and for the Populists to
deliver the vote of their own radicals to Sewall for Vice President. The situation would have been difficult enough if everybody had been disposed to
work together; but in September Tom Watson, of Georgia, threw an obstruction into the machinery. A candidate for Vice President is supposed to be the
tail of the ticket, but here was a candidate who would not be subordinated.
Having gained a position of advantage as the Populist nominee for the second
place on the ticket, he insisted that Sewell must withdraw in his favor, as the
price of Populist support for

Bryan

for President.

After making a speaking

tour of the southern states, preaching this doctrine, he transferred his activities to

Kansas.

Populists wanted to elect Bryan, and gave little encouragement to the
Georgia malcontent, but Watson would not be silenced. He made three
speeches in Kansas at Erie, Abilene, and lola denouncing the Democratic
party and Mr. Arthur Sewall, of Maine. The RepubUcan press was in high glee

The

—

—

The fusion campaign seemed wrecked. 'The
on the rocks," said the Capital. "If Tom Watson could prolong his stay in the state a few more days, he would probably leave
the party in ruins," Perhaps if the Republicans had ceased, temporarily, their
attack upon Populists and their principles the Watson flank movement might
have spht the fusion forces apart and delivered the state to McKinley; but
the Republicans were not wise enough to do this, and lost their advantage.
*Tt is a good thing to have the hoops driven down," commented Doster, ''for
Watson went to New York and gave out an init drives us closer together."
terview.if*^ He arranged for a second speaking tour in Kansas, but a physical
and gave him much

publicity.

Populist party in Kansas

is

just

Topeka Capital, Kansas City papers, Farmer's Advocate.
Interview with Watson in the New York World, October 5
"I'll lay my head on the block before I'll retire from the race and make way for a plutoIf Mr. Sewall is willing
crat, a bondholder, a national banker, and protectionist like Sewall.
to get off the ticket, I believe that even now there is a chance to elect Mr. Bryan."
Mr, Watson declares that Chairman Butler, of the Populist national committee, asked
to see the notes of the first speech he was to deliver, and coming to the attack on Mr. Sewall
begged him to omit it. Thereupon Watson threatened to abandon the stump, and Butler
"When I went to Kansas to speak, I was met by the Populist state chairman, Mr.
relented.
Breidenthal, who told me that the party had already arranged a fusion and begged me not to
make any more trouble. I told him I would speak at the mass meeting which had been
Then he asked if I would let him see my speech. I read him my notes. When I
called.
came to that part of my speech in which I denounced Sewall as an enemy of our cause and
Of course I refused to do it.
our principles, Mr. Breidenthal pleaded with me to omit it.
'Am I not the nominee of the party?' I asked him; 'did you not yourself vote to make me
99.

100.

the candidate for Vice President?' Still he insisted that I should not attack the millionaire
At
'Very well,' I said, 'I will take my hat and grip and go back to Georgia.'
candidate.
that he retired and I made my speech."
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breakdown prevented his coming.ioi He tried to have his name withdrawn
from the ballot in Kansas, but this was denied by the supreme court.102 The
net result of Watson's Kansas trip was that the party in Kansas was disgusted
with him and most of the Populists voted for Sewall instead of Watson.ios
On the eve of election, a letter from Chairman Breidenthal to a party
which the chairman expressed himself very pessiThey had lots of
money and workers, while the PopuHsts had no campaign funds and no workers and were putting in their time fighting among themselves, etc., ejtc. "Only
a miracle can save us," The letter was confidential, and had fallen into the
hands of the enemy by a piece of political good luck, and the Republican press
worker appeared in
mistically.

print, in

The enemy was gaining ground every day.

gave it the widest pubHcity. But when the election returns came in, the Repubhcans awoke to the conviction that the letter had been a hoax, a shrewd
move by an astute political manager to lull them into a false security and
stimulate his own followers to stop their bickerings and all pull together on
election day .1^4
The election resulted in a sweeping fusion victory. The Bryan electors received 171,614 votes, McKinley 159,345. The entire Populist state ticket was
elected by majorities somewhat smaller than the presidential electors. The
Popuhst candidates for congress were elected in all the districts except the first
and fourth, and both houses of the legislature were safe. The senate stood 27
Populists, 2 Democrats, and 11 Republicans; the lower house had 67 PopuHsts,
8 Democrats, 3 Silver Republicans, and 47 Republicans.
In the nation at large Bryan earned twenty-two of the forty-five states and
divided the electoral vote of two others. He received 6,509,052 votes, which
was within a few thousand of the number cast for both Cleveland and Weaver
101. When Watson announced his intention to return to Kansas, the Topeka Capital interviewed Chairman John W. Breidenthal, who said:
"Mr. Watson's tour of Kansas will do the cause of Populism a great deal of good, for
his audiences will consist entirely of Republicans, assuming that Mr. Watson will talk Populist principles, assuming also that the Republicans have contracted to furnish him respectable
audiences.
Mr. Watson certainly cannot expect Populists to attend his meetings, coming as
he does under the auspices and management of a Republican annex, and in open disregard
Mr. Watson by his
of the desires and over the protest of the Populist national committee.
While we concede him the right to bolt, he must not be disapcourse becomes a bolter.
pointed if Kansas Populists refuse to show him the courtesy that was accorded to him on his
former visit, and would be again should he come here at the request of and under the direcI am satisfied that if Mr. Watson knew the
tion of either the national or state committee.
true character of the so-called middle-of-the-road Populist movement, he would not endeavor to give it aid or comfort. The high standing of Mr. Watson in the party will not be
sufficient to deceive Kansas Populists into supporting in any manner a movement calculated
to create discord where harmony prevails, and render assistance to the enemy whose defeat
in this state is now conceded by all well informed and intelligent people."
102. When Watson attempted to withdraw his name from the ballot, the supreme court
decided as follows (57 Kan., Breidenthal vs. Edwards):
"Watson was not nominated by the Abilene convention; and how shall a man withdraw
from a nomination which has never been conferred? That convention had no right to nominate a candidate for Vice President to be voted for at the next election. It did nominate ten
electors to be voted for at that election.
In a legal sense the people of this state vote for
no candidate for President or Vice President, that duty being delegated to ten citizens who
are authorized to use their own judgment as to the proper eligible persons to fill those high
offices.
Again, Mr. Watson does not attempt to decline the national nomination, nor even
withdraw as a candidate in Kansas if such a thing can be done; but he says he declines to
have his name used upon a certain official ballot. He does not 'withdraw from nomination'
within the meaning of said section 8."

—

103. Under the law as it stood at that time, each party had a separate column for its
nominees.
The Democratic and People's parties had the same presidential electors, but
126,660 made their mark for the electors in the Bryan and Sewall column and 46,147 in the
column headed Bryan and Watson. This could have been due only to resentment because of
the course pursued by Watson.
104. The letter was published in the Topeka Capital and other papers about ten days
before election. At the time of Breidenthal's death years later, the incident was recalled by
the newspapers, which gave him credit for winning the election of 1896 by sending out false
dispatches on the eve of election to fall into the enemy's hands and lead them astray.

:
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McKinley's election was due to the enormous increase in
the Republican vote, he receiving nearly two million more votes than were
cast for Harrison in 1892, giving him 7,111,607. More than two milUon of his
votes came from New York, Pennsylvania, and the New England states in

four years before.

which Brj-an had made no contest. The battle ground was in the states of the
Middle West, and the election was so close in the states of Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, and Cahfornia, that a change of less than 30,000 votes in those states
would have given their electoral votes to Brj-an and elected him President.^^s
This will give some idea of how near the Popuhst candidate for President came
to being elected in 1896.

The

increase in the vote in Ohio, IlHnois, Indiana,

Kentuckj% and some of the other states was so large and unexpected that some
of the free silver papers had suspicions of fraud ,106
IX.

THE POPULIST LEGISLATURE.

Here might be a good place to write "finis" to the history- of the Popuhst
The party had won a great victory, but in so doing had yielded up
its independence of action and its days were numbered.
For better or for
worse it had wedded the Democratic organization, and the tie could not
easily be broken.
To be sure, the party organization could not yet be
abandoned; it must be kept for a refuge, lest the Democracy relapse again
to Clevelandism. Aluch would depend upon the future. The People's party,
ha\'ing cut loose from the old moorings, was now drifting with the tide,
party.

waiting for the winds to waft
disheartened.

They beheved

it,

whither?

The

that McKinley,

friends of free silver were not
called

by

his

followers

the

"advance agent of prosperity," would fail to restore, prosperity under the
single gold standard, and that then the nation would turn to silver for relief.
Mr. Bryan wrote his book which he called "The First Battle," meaning the
first struggle for bimetalhsm, which was to be a prelude to the second and
difference.

1,072,063
1,016,464

names had lost much of their
"Are you a Popuhst or a Democrat?" asked some one at one of

successful battle later.i^T

Jerry Simpson's meeting.

Distinctions in partj^

"I'm a Popocrat," replied Jerry,

who

did not care

105. Stanwood: "History of the Presidency."
William J. Bryan figures it even closer. He says, in "The First Battle"
"A change of 962 votes from Mr. McKinley's column to mine in California would have
given me the entire electoral vote of that state; in Oregon a change of 1,059 votes would
have given me the electoral vote of that state; in Kentucky a change of 142 votes would
have given me the entire electoral vote of that state; in Indiana a change of 9,002 votes
would have given me the electoral vote of that state; ift North Dakota a change of 2,826
votes would have given me the electoral vote in that state; in West Virginia a change of
Thus, a total change of
6,445 votes would have given me the electoral vote of that state.
19,436 votes, distributed as suggested above in the states named, would have given me 48
more electoral votes, or a total of 224, a majority of 1. This calculation is made to show
how narrow was the defeat of bimetallism."

106. Farmer's Advocate gives the following figures for the
of the states and the number of vot«s cast in those states:

number

of legal voters in

Of which
Males over

21.

are aliens

some

Votes cast for
President.

627,284
5,187
1,091,166
95,729
1,011,576
Ohio
38,672
544,278
Michigan
58,895
617,455
455,934
Kentucky
4,601
450,792
107. In March, 1897, William J. Bryan gave to the campaign funds of the parties which
distributed
was
money
had supported him $8,000, the profits from the sale of his book. The
presumably according to the vote each organization was supposed to have contributed toward
his election, as follows: Democratic party $4,500; People's party, |1,500; Silver Republicans,
$500; Bimetallic League, §1,500.
Indiana
Illinois

595,066

—
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too closely and believed in answering a fool according to

his folly 108

Governor Leedy and the other state officials made no distinction of party
between Populists, Democrats, and Silver Repubhcans in distributing the patronage at their disposal. The three groups worked together in one party
caucus and had a majority of forty-nine on joint ballot. The first duty of
the legislature was to elect a United States senator to succeed Peffer. Mr.
Peffer was a candidate, and led on the first few ballots in the party caucus,
but his supporters soon left him. After thirty-five ballots the caucus chose
W. A. Harris; his leading competitors were King, Little, and Breidenthal.i09
Peffer had done fairly well as senator, and no fight was made on him. The
party simply felt that he had been honored enough, and wanted a younger,

and more alert man for the place.
The new senator was the same ex-Confederate

stronger

soldier who had been elected
His friends had supported him for governor in
the Abilene convention, and he had afterward been elected to the state senate.
He had come to Kansas in 1865 as one of the corps of engineers that
built the Union Pacific railroad, had picked out a farm in Kansas, and become
a breeder of shorthorn cattle. He was a stockman of national reputation, an
educated man, and a gentleman. He was not a favorite with the radical ele-

congressman at large in 1892.

was not a good mixer, and those who did not like him
and aristocratic. He owed his election as senator to
the loyalty of his friends, who appreciated the worth of the man and stood
by him unswervingly till they brought the majority of the caucus to his support. His course in the United States senate was such as to bring honor both
to himself and to the party. His most conspicuous service was in the settlement of the government's claim against the Pacific railroads, in which his
knowledge of railroad building came into play. "In one year one minority
senator had saved this government more than fifteen million dollars, and that

ment

of the party,

thought him

fine haired

without a threat or a boast."

Much was
last

expected of the

obtained control of

all

no
new

legislature.

The

People's party had

the branches of state government

—the

now

at

governor,

—

both branches of the legislature and a majority of the supreme court nothing
could prevent them enacting their program into law. It was a busy session.

At

its close

the party could point to a

number

of

new

laws of importance, in-

cluding regulation of the Kansas City stock yards, weighing and inspecting of
grain, state uniformity of textbooks,

and a reduction

of prices, general re-

108. The name Popocrat was invented during the campaign to designate the parties supporting Bryan. Cartoonists have always chosen the donkey to represent the Democrat party
and the elephant the Republican party. The Popocrat party of 1896 was represented as a
Surely caricature could go no further.
goose with a donkey's head
109. First ballot: Peffer 24, Harris 14, King 9, Little 11, Breidenthal 8, scattering 31.
Highest vote for each, Peffer 26, King 38, Little 27, Breidenthal 16. On the thirty-fifth ballot Harris received 57 votes and was nominated.
Farmer's Advocate.
110. Kansas City Times, Dec. 21, 1909, at the time of Harris' death:
"The reorganization committee of the Pacific railroads had agreed with the Cleveland administration to pay
forty-five millions to satisfy the government's claim of nearly seventy million dollars against
the railroad. The road was about to be sold on that basis'.
Harris took up the matter with
McKinley. The President and the attorney general accepted his views and the reorganization
committee saw its plans blocked. Rather than have the matter thrashed out in congress they
paid fifty-eight millions to the government as the debt of the main line, and in addition paid
$6,300,000 on the Kansas Pacific debt instead of two and a half million that had practically
been accepted by the government. In one year, one minority senator had saved thisi government more than fifteen million dollars, and that without a threat or a boast, and with fewer
words than a single spellbinder would use in one ward meeting."
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duction of fees and salaries and the administration claimed much credit for
them.m But the party had laid out too large a program, much larger than
it could enact into law in the short space of fifty days and in the face of a wily
and factious opposition and a considerable division of opinion within its own
ranks. Thus, it happened that a part of the program failed, and unfortunately
the failure was in some of the things nearest to the Populistic heart. Among
the measures which fell by the wayside were the initiative and referendum,
the bill to reduce interest rates, and the railroad bill.
The initiative and referendum passed the senate and was killed in the lower
house because the Republican members voted against it and the fusionists
lacked five of having the two-thirds majority necessary to carry a constitutional amendment. The bill reducing interest rates was killed in the senate.
The big fight of the session was over the railroad bill. The lower house proposed a bill fixing maximum freight rates. The senate plan was to enlarge the
powers of the railroad commissioners and let them fix the rates. The senate
bill passed that body by the aid of Republican votes, thirteen of the twenty-

seven Populist senators signing a protest. Chief advocates of the bill in the
senate were Senator Harris and Senator Lewelling (former governor, now a

member

and railroad commissioner by the appointment of GovIn the lower house the senate bill wag substituted for the maximum bill again by Republican votes and finally passed, forty-four Populist
members signing a protest.^i^ The debate on the bill was bitter.i^^
The problem of railroad rates is one of the hardest which lawmakers have
ever attempted to solve. With all our years of experience it has not been
solved yet. Government ownership was the Populist solution of the railroad problem, and under government ownership the difficulty would perhaps be somewhat simplified but it is hard to regulate something we do not own. Railroad
of the senate,

ernor Leedy)

.

—

—

;

111.
112.

People's Party Campaign
The protest of the house

Hand Book,

1898.

members was as follows:
"1st. Because it is not the measure we promised the people.
"2d. Because this measure has met with the full approval of the railroad lobby, and because we believe it was drawn at the suggestion of the railroad attorneys of this state, and
despite the fact that this bill has met the sanction and approval of men high in the covmcils
of our party, we feel that it is a makeshift and an evasion, a compromise, and we are convinced of the fact that a compromise is nothing more or less than a defeat.
"Yet, feeling that we have done all we could to redeem our pledges and inspired by the
hope that our worst fears may not be realized, and that some good may result from the passage of this measure, we are constrained to vote aye." Journal of the house of representatives, March 9.
The wording of the protest in the senate is similar and is found in the senate journal,
March 11.

—

Speech of Brown of Pratt in the house (Farmer's Advocate, March 3):
promised to throttle the corporations. We are now in power, and the first thing we
have done is to walk over to the corporations and ask them how much throttling they can
stand.
Two years ago the Populist candidate for governor demanded a maximum freight bUl.
Now he is on the floor of the senate doing what he condemned the Republican party for
doing.
He stumped the state three times in favor of a maximum bill. Now he votes for a
bill which comes to us with the approval of the corporations themselves.
The bill as it
passed the senate will kill the Populist party."
113.

"We

Speech of Harris

in

the senate, as reported in the Topeka Capital:

"I believe in letting the commissioners fix the rates.
I have always been opposed to
maximum rates. I do not think it practicable. The commissioners have all the data necessary
to fix a rate, and I do not believe that any committee or legislative body can fix a rate and
arrive at a result as well as the commissioners.
I challenge contradiction and say that that
schedule, if adopted, would entail endless litigation that would last for years, and we would
never be able to give the people the relief they are demanding.
The people are demanding
relief, more liberal rates.
They do not demand a maximum rate. They want discrimination
abolished. The present law is good enough, but the commissioners do not have enough power
to enforce it.
We can offer the people a bill without the maximum rate that will help them,
and I believe that they are too well educated to be so technical as to demand a maximum
rate."
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corporations have a

way

case to the federal courts.

of refusing to
It

may be

obey state laws and appealing their

true that a commission

is

better quali-

—

than a legislature to fix rates if we always have commissioners that we
can trust; but it is politically demoralizing to a party to make, and win, a
campaign on a pledge to enact legislation of a certain sort and then refuse to
carry out the pledge. Governor Leedy vetoed the bill which the legislature
fied

had passed, and so

after all this agitation, the Populists of

railroad question precisely where they found

Kansas had

left

the

it.

was a decided disappointment to the party. Typical of the
toward their representatives is the following, taken from
a party paper after the adjournment:

The

legislature

feeling of Populists

'Tt was the first one to convene in Kansas in which the Populists were supposed to have a majority in both branches. In many respects its work was
well done. Many good laws were passed, but unfortunately none of general
importance and interest were finally acted on until late in the session when the
people had become impatient and had made up their minds that nothing of
value was to be accomplished. One of the greatest disadvantages in the way
was that too many of the members were inexperienced. They knew nothing
of the difficulties and hindrances which must be overcome before anything
could be accomplished. Too many members were devoting their attention to
matters which would give them notoriety and prestige. Others occupied valuable time looking after patronage for themselves and friends.
"The opposition was always united. It was ready at all times to assist in
confusing and embarrassing the majority. No effort was spared on their part
to create dissension and bad feeling. The Populist side was afflicted with a
few members who wanted to be conservative and leave the opposition no
ground for criticism. These fellows do not know that such a course is an impossibility. These "conservative" Populists are largely composed of men whose
political status was a matter of considerable doubt who had been nominated
because of their supposed ability to get votes. In addition to these, there
were Populist members, heretofore considered as loyal to the party principles,
who discovered after their arrival at Topeka that the people had not meant
what they said in the party platforms or that they did not know as much about
what they wanted and what was good for them as the men who had been
chosen to represent them."ii4

—

114.

was one

Farmer's Advocate, March 24, 1897.

Four years afterward, Henry W. Young, who
Kansas City

of the Populist state senators in the legislature of 1897, wrote in the

Times :

"How about the Populist party? Has it always fulfilled its platform promises so well
that it can afford to throw stones at the other parties? Did it ever resolve in favor of a
reduction of the legal rate of interest? Unquestionably.
And yet when a bill to cut the
rate from 10 to 8 per cent came up in the senate of 1897, which was Populist by more
than two-thirds majority, how did it fare? After a hard fight, it was killed by Populists,
who were afraid it might not be the politic thing to fulfill platform pledges, and that if it
was passed, we might lose some votes among those who would find it more difiicult to renew
their loans.
I remember the arguments very well, and I remember, too, how a Populist
congressman, and a distinguished state official, came onto the floor and lobbied persistently
against the measure which could have redeemed our platform pledges.
When that bill
failed, I remarked that it seemed to me that I could see the Populist party dying right
there on the floor of the Kansas senate.
How about the 'maximum rate law' for railroads
that we had been demanding so insistently in our platform for years? Did we enact it when
we came into control of the state government and had the power to do so? A Populist
senate had voted very solidly for such a law when there was a Republican house to prevent
It was considered good politics to make a record of that kind then.
But
its enactment.
when the responsibility for law making was thrown upon our party, we found some of the
same senators, who had been playing politics by voting for it two years before, dead
against it.
Indeed, when we came to caucus on it only about one-half of the Populists
To the close observer,
in the body were willing to stand up and be counted fin its favor.
it was evident enough that the Populist party, which had been so aggressive and revolureform
the
people
were
demanding
tionary and so ready to promise any
while out of power,
became a very different organization when the reins were placed in its hands and it was
The dry rot of conservatism speedily began to manifest itself,
free to drive where it chose.
and it was as careful to do nothing to offend the voters as either of the old parties could
possibly have been.
So manifest was this that I well remember the observation of a
"
our
'taken only the
senator
deceased that
now

too

many

of

members had

first

degree.'
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During the session charges were made of attempted bribery in connection
with the railroad, stockyards, and schoolbook bills. An investigation committee was appointed, but the investigation came to nothing, as witnesses refused to testify and the supreme court decided that the committee had no
power to compel them to give evidence A
Before adjournment the legislature passed a congressional apportionment
act which was to open a feud in the Republican ranks which took years to
heal.
The first congressional district has always been strongly Republican;
adjoining it is the fourth district, which in those days was debatable ground
but usually Republican because it contained Shawnee, the strongest Republican
county in the state. The legislature simply rearranged the districts by switching Shawnee to the first district and transferring Pottawatomie to the fourth.
This "gerrymander" committed no crime geographically and did not disturb
the balance of population, and the two districts as arranged by the Populist
legislature have remained unchanged to this daj^ But the immediate effect of
the law was to put three Republican congressmen into one district and start
a fight which convulsed Republican politics for j^ears, even to this day

X.

The PopuHsts were

AND AFTERWARDS.

in poor shape for the campaign in 1898.

old fighting spirit was gone.

A

Much

of the

large staj^-at-home vote tells the stoiy of de-

feat. The Republican vote was ten thousand less than was cast for McKinlej^,
but Leedy received thirty-seven thousand less than the vote for Brv-an. The
failure of the Populist legislature could not easily be explained away.
The
radicals brought out a Middle-of-the-Road PopuHst ticket, headed by ex-

Senator Peffer for governor, which pulled more than four thousand votes.i^^
split between the Populists and Democrats caused the loss of the sixth dis-

A

trict, which had never before failed to send a Populist to congress.
The lower
house of the legislature was Repubhcan by a three-fourths majority. Nothing
was saved but one congressman, from the third district, and the majority in
the state senate, which held over.
But there was another reason, besides local dissatisfaction, to account for
the Populist defeat. Times were getting better. This is too good a country

to keep down, and after five years of depression following the panic of 1893,

business had now started on the upward grade. This of course strengthened
the national administration and correspondingly weakened the silver part5^
It was the great good luck of the Republican party that just at this time

enormously rich gold fields were discovered in the Klondyke and in South
and began to add their product to the amount of money in circula-

Africa,

115. 58 Kan., In re Davis:
"While the committee may lawfully sit and take testimony, and while the refusal of a
witness to answer proper questions propounded by the committee is a contempt of the houses
of the legislature which might be punished by the senate or house of representatives in case
the legislature should be convened in extra session, the act of 1891 is insufficient to confer
on the committee the power to imprison a witness for refusal to answer questions."
His opinion is a "fine protest against the usurpation by
Chief Justice Doster dissented.
the courts of the powers belonging to the -other branches of government.
116. The three congressmen were 'Broderick of the first, Curtis of the fourth, and Bailey
who was elected congressman at large in 1898. The feud eventually involved the fortunes of
three Kansas governors. See the files of Kansas newspapers, years 1898 and following.
117. The anti-fusion Populists took their name from a campaign song which was popular
when the People's party was organized "Keep in the Middle of the Road."

—
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This gave prices of commodities an upward turn and vindicated the
money, but silver was discredited. The war with
Spain (1898) was popular and brilliantly successful and strengthened the hands
of McKinley. The Republicans were facing defeat in the early part of 1898.
New York was saved by only a small majority. Their majority in congress
was almost wiped out; but luck turned in time to give them victory in the

tion.iis

''quantitative theory" of

election.

The new Republican state administration was to go into ofl&ce sixty days
The Populist administration had that length of time in
which to put its house in order. It was deemed good politics to make one last
after the election.

attempt to carry out the party pledges, and Governor Leedy called the PopuThe special session
list legislature in extra session to enact a railroad law.
met December 21, 1898, and was in session seventeen days, adjourning just a

by constitutional limitation. The legislaby Republican members and attempts to filibuster .^i^ Naturally little time was allowed for debate, but the bill was passed
by the two houses, approved by the governor and put upon the statute books.
Recent decisions by the federal courts had rendered a maximum rate law imThe new law went as far as it dared in regulating rates. It crepoisible.12*^

week before the

legislature expired

tive record is full of protests

ated in place of the board of railroad commissioners a "court of visitation," to
which it gave power to hear cases and fix rates. Whether this law was workit never had a chance.
As soon as the
Republicans came into power, the supreme court (now Republican) declared
Chief Justice Doster, the only remaining Populist member,
it unconstitutional.
dissenting and upholding the law.i^i

able or not will never be known, for

The campaign

of 1900

showed further decline

in the fortunes of the People's

come to the country. And the People's party was growing conservative.122 The Republican party had discovered the trusts, and
their candidate for Vice President in a few months to be President was mak-

party.

Prosperity had

—

ing a campaign for
wealth."

''civic

—

righteousness" and against "malefactors of great

Between them Bryan and Roosevelt were stealing about all the
away the party's excuse for being. Fusion with

Populist thunder and taking

The output

of the gold mines of the world from 1891 to 1895 was valued at $814,to 1900 it was $1,287,978,000.
(Encyclopedia Brittanica, Encyclopedia
Americana.) During these same five-year periods, the output of gold in the United States
(Enc. Brit., report of the director of the mint.)
increased from $174,490,000 to $292,577,000.
119. See house journal and senate journal.
120. Governor Leedy's message, December 21, 1898.
House journal.
The act creating the court of visitation was held unconstitutional and void
121. 61 Kan.
"legislative,
judicial,
that
and
executive
functions
are commingled in a manner
for the reason
violative of the requirement that the three great departments of government be kept sepaDoster in his dissenting opinion said: "A department of government, in the execution
rate."
of a power essentially belonging to it, may, indeed often must, administer some of the incidents of its power in accordance with the forms and methods of other departments.
There
is not a power conferred by the court of visitation act but what is of frequent exercise by
the courts in railway mortgage foreclosure cases."
122. Henry W. Young in the Kansas City Times, June 30, 1901: "Populists must face
the fact that their party has only a local and not a national existence at this time. To those
who attended our national convention at Sioux Falls in May, 1900, it was painfully evident
that the Populist party was in its decadence and that it only existed at that time as a satellite
Conservative instead of radical counsels prevailed there, and I
to the Bryan Democracy.
remember begging the platform committee in vain to make a stronger declaration in favor of
public ownership.
At a time when the only hope of the party for continued existence and
influence was in taking a radical stand, it promulgated a platform which was as water imto
wine to the ringing declarations promiilgated by the national Democracy at Kansas City a
118.
736,000.

From 1896

few weeks later."
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the Democratic party was complete.
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The party nominated Biyan

for Presi-

dent and accepted his Democratic running mate.i^"^ The two parties met in
state convention at Fort Scott and nominated a mixed ticket of Populists and

Democrats, headed by John W. Breidenthal for governor. David Martin, who
had once been elected chief justice by the Republicans, was now a follower of
Bryan and was nominated for a place on the supreme court. The state ticket
was stronger than the national. The Republicans earned the state for President by 23,000, for governor by 17,000 and for the first time since 1888 had a
large majority in both branches of the legislature .^24

The opportunity had now come for the enemy to deal the Populist party a
knock-out blow. The party had never had a majority in Kansas. In a threecornered fight, it would probably never have accomplished more than to elect
a few members of congress and perhaps held the balance of power in the legislature. Its state-wide victories had been won by combination with the Democratic party.
The two parties would nominate the same candidate, and the
voter could vote for him either as a Populist or a Democrat as he chose. The
method had shown a certain progress, from 1890 when the Democrats "indorsed" Populist nominees, to 1900 when the two parties had made an equal
division of places. But all this custom of voting was now forever brought to»an
end by som-e simple provisions in the election law which the new Republican
legislature framed.
"No person shall accept more than one nomination for
the same office." "The name of each candidate shall be printed on the ballot
once and no more." ^25 Henceforth, fusion was a crime, and if the two parties
kept up separate organizations and nominated separate tickets, they divided
their vote and played into the hands of the enemj^
Achilles, the champion of the Greeks, was vulnerable in one spot in the heel
and sudden death was his portion when the enemy found his weakness.
This Populist Achilles was unconquerable in its principles but was slain, not
by a stroke directed at its vitals but at a detail of the election law. The
Democratic party was? now in the ascendant and would not give way to a

—

—

.

decadent organization like the Populist party, and the final outcome was that
upon a state ticket in 1902 which
went on the ballot under the Democratic name; the People's party name,
under which for ten years more than a hundred thousand Kansas voters had
the Populist and Democratic parties agreed

ranged themselves, disappeared from the ballot, and the party ceased to be a
The party dissolved into its elements; most of the
factor in politics.126
Populists went into the Democratic party, and took control of it; some became
Republicans; a few followed the middle-of-the-road movement, with the fiery

Tom Watson

as

its

candidate for President; 127 and the more radical fellows

123. The national convention nominated Bryan for President and Charles Towne for Vice
President. In the convention some one asserted that this action was necessary in order to preIn reply, another speaker pointed out the absurd side
serve the organization of the party.
of the act keeping the Populist party intact by nominating a Democrat for President and
(Writer's personal recollection.)
The Democratic
a Silver Republican for Vice President.
Towne declined the nomination
convention later nominated Brj^an and Adlai E. Stevenson.
and the Populist national committee put Stevenson on the ticket.
124. McKinley electors 185,955; Bryan electors, People's party ticket, 102,416; Bryan
For governor, Stanley 181,893, Breidenthal 164,793.
The
electors. Democratic,. 60,185.
Republicans had thirteen majority in the state senate and forty-nine majority in the lower
Populists elected congressman third district.
house.
125. Statutes of Kansas, 25-306, 25-602.
For instance, a Populist
126. It lasted on for some time, in places, as a local party.
county ticket was successful in Graham county in 1904.
127. Tom Watson afterward became a Democrat, and at his death September 26, 1922,
was United States senator from Georgia,

—

:

Populist Party in Kansas.
went into the

numbers

Socialist party in

sufficient to
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make

that organization

at once the leading third party in the state.i^s

POST MORTEM.

XI.

At the national convention at Sioux Falls, S.D., in 1900, Gov. Andrew D.
Lee, of South Dakota, said "The Populist party is not a revolutionary party
The convention
it is a last attempt to make present conditions tolerable."
cheered the sentiment and seemed quite satisfied with itself because it was
:

But perhaps

not revolutionary ,129
the reason

why

;

in this incident

the People's party did not endure.

we can
If

get a glimpse of

a political party

is

to

be permanent, displace its rivals, and win its place in the sun, it must be
revolutionaiy but the People's party had little in its platform which other
and older parties could not take up without violating the law of their being.
The Populists were looking backward rather than forward; to them silver
was "the dollar of our daddies," and the greenback was the money which had
won the Civil War and saved the Union the fight on monopolies harked back
to a time before monopolies existed, when the road was free to all and Uncle
Sam was rich enough to give us all a farm. The subtreasury and government
;

;

loans to farmers were a bit

and

soft pedaled

more

practically

The party intended

radical,

dropped

become

but

it is

to be noticed that they were

after the first

campaign.

It was not a young
man's party it was noticeable that in its conventions gray heads and bearded
faces predominated; the young men went elsewhere and, to their grief. Populist
fathers found their sons being stolen away by other parties.
A party which
cannot attract and hold the young men cannot last. If the Whig party in
the fifties could or would have taken up the abolition doctrine, the Republican
party would never have been bom. Perhaps the Socialist party or the Labor
party will be revolutionary, and its time will come when the country is ready

to

less radical

every year.

;

for

it.

"The strongest
meating' influence

by the Populist party was a 'perupon the policy of the two old parties."
roots and bequeathed to posterity a knowledge

positive force exercised

—an

effect

"Populism educated the grass
and government such as has probably never been in the possession
of so large a mass of people in the history of civilization."
The above is
written by a friendly critic who enumerates some twenty measures or policies
of importance which have been enacted into law in recent years and "all
found the will of the political Samson who slew more Philistines at his death
than he ever did in his life."
A decade after the Populist party had passed
away came an explosion in the Republican party and Theodore Roosevelt ran
for President and polled several million of votes on a platform that was more
populistic than Populism itself.
His following was especially strong in
Kansas, among the Philistines who had persecuted Samson. It was time to
make a new confession of faith and they made it. A few samples from the
political literature of the time
of politics

—

128.
129.
130.
131.
1916.)

Socialist vote for President in 1904 was 15,869.
Personal observation of the writer.

Review of Reviews,
Elizabeth Barr:

29—324

vol. 10,

page

In 1900.

it

was

2.742.

8.

"The Populist Uprising."

(In Connelley's "Kansas and Kansans,"

:
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"Ten years ago this great organ of reform wrote a piece entitled 'What is
the Matter with Kansas?' In it great sport was made of a perfectly honest
gentleman of unsual legal ability who happened to be running for chief justice
of the supreme court of this state, because he said in effect that 'the rights
of the user are paramount to the rights of the owner.' Those were paleozoic
times; how far the world has moved since then. This paper was wrong in
those daj's and Judge Doster w^as right; but he was too early in the season
and his views got frost-bitten. This is a funny world. About all we can do
is to

move with

The

it."

philosophic T. A. McNeal, dean of Kansas editors and former foe

of the Populist party, has

had a change

of heart.

called his attention to the fact that he wrote

"Old

Tom" made

now than

now

To

a con-espondent

who

in a very different strain,

the obvious and conclusi\'e answer, 'T think I

know more

twenty years ago."i33
A writer in a Republican paper during the ''Bull Moose" campaign
1912 gives the following opinion of Populism as it looked to him then
I did

of

*'We are almost far enough removed from the scene of the first conflict
over these Populist issues to overlook the personal features of the fray. The
leaders of the movement who are alive have gone into the Republican and
Democratic parties, where they still are engaged in the reform business, and
are running these two parties. They left their imprint on the statute book
and elsewhere, but it has worn off. No one now cares who invented the
initiative and referendum or the subtreasury thing.
But the future historian
must recognize the issues raised by the Populists as of sufficient importance
to stir up the entire countrs^ and keep it stin-ed up for nearly a quarter of a
century. Regardless of their ultimate success or failure, these issues will be
recorded in history as representing the spirit of reform which prompted the
political action of all parties in the United States from 1890 to 1912 and
possibly for a longer period.'"

we may select the federal
makes Uncle Sam the master of his own financial soul,
instead of the bankers. Gone are the da^'s when the bankers could corner
gold and manipulate credit; and it would not be hard now to get rid of
the gold standard altogether if any one cared to do so. We had government
ownership of railroads during the World War, and it was a success, considering the fact that its operation was confided to unfriendly hands which did
their best to sabotage it. The farmer is not getting money direct from the
government at one per cent per annum; no, we are not ready yet to accept
Out

of the financial legislation of recent j^ears,

reserve act, which

Populism in its purity; but he gets it at six per cent through the banks or
through federal land banks which he organizes himself. We have got near
enough to the subtreasury idea that farmers are encouraged to "pool" their
product and borrow government money on it ^through private banks as intermediaries at considerably less than the ordinary commercial rate of inWhich leads to the conclusion that like John Brown's body, the
terest.
Populist party lies mouldering in the grave, but its soul goes marching on.

—

—

132.
133.
134.

Emporia Gazette, quoted by Annie L. Diggs,
T. A. McNeal in Mail and Breeze, Topeka.
J. F. Jarrell in Kansas City Journal.

in

"The Story

of Jerry Simpson."
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THE EARLY SETTLEMENT AND RAID ON THE
'TPPER NEOSHO."
Written by Floux Rosknquist Godsky,' for the Kansas State Historical Society.

the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska bill, Illinois, in and about
and Knoxville, became a great political arena, with some of the
country's most wonderful oratorical gladiators in the field. The little balcony
of the old courthouse at Knoxville and the streets about it, was the stage for
many a show that would doubtless now furnish thrills to movie managers.
It was at this place one afternoon, while Stephen A. Douglas, the "Little
Giant," was going through his characteristic movements of throwing his tie to
one attendant and his collar to another, that one young man in the crowd was
rapidly learning what the United States of America was really like.
1854, at
INGalesburg

MRS.

T. B.

GODSEY,

Emporia, Kan.

All about

him on the edges

of the crowd, as the speaker

advanced

ments, began a series of smaller discussions; these soon gave

way

his argu-

to hand-to-

hand and fist-to-jaw encounters. No police were able to handle that crowd,
whose outskirts soon became a wriggling .nass of arms, legs and human forms,
a dozen deep.

The young man was John Rosenquist, whose ancestors had been with Napoleon and had come away from their native country, Holland, when that
general had placed one of their relatives on the Swedish throne. Perhaps it
was the

fighting blood of his forbears that

made

the young

man

enjoy the

Flora Rosenquist Godsey was born near Neosho Rapids, Kan.
She had the school
advantages of her locality in her childhood and later attended the University of Kansas,
where she was graduated with the class of 1897. At the University she won a Latin scholarship and received "honorable mention" for research work in that department.
She spent a
year in the University of Chicago, 1903-'04, in research work. For twelve years Miss Rosenquist taught in high schools and colleges in Kansas, Oklahoma, Nebraska, and California.
In 1911 she married Mr. T. B. Godsey, and since that time has been associated with him in
the real-estate business in Emporia.
Mrs. Godsey is a life member of the Kansas University Alumnae, and of the Kansas State Historical Society.
She likewise maintains membership in the following organizations: Kansas State Author's club, Association of University
Women, and Classical Association of Western Missouri and Kansas.
1.
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spectacle.

During that

he heard

fall,

Society.

many prominent

speakers and became

interested in Kansas.

The winter following he spent on a farm near Abingdon and attended the
church of which Thomas J. Addis was pastor. Addis was planning to come
to Kansas, and during that winter held many conferences with the young man,
whom he finally persuaded to come with him.
So in the spring of 1855, early in March, might be seen wending its way to
the west, one of the
a covered

little

caravans characteristic of those times.

wagon drawn by

who was

four yoke of oxen; on the seat was

At the front
John Rosen-

Next followed two good horses pulling another
Tom, John and Joe, and the
daughter, Margaret. Bringing up the rear, in a one-horse buggy, sat the
preacher in state; beside him was the meek-faced little wife.
quist,

wagon

a good driver.

in which were the preacher's three sons,

On their way they stopped to see the preacher's married daughter. In the
morning, Rosenquist was waiting outside with the wagon, ready for the journey, when he heard a great uproar within. The women were weeping, and the
preacher, in stentorian tones, was consigning

them

Hades
was going on, the sonin-law, a Baptist minister, slipped out and addressed the startled young man.
"John," said he, "have you any money?" "Yes," he answered. "Look sharp,
or the old man will have every penny before you get to Kansas," said the
young minister.
This was an eye-opener, but there was no time to think. Before the sonin-law stopped speaking, the preacher had seated himself in his buggy and they
went on to Quincy. Here Mrs. Addis became ill, and the older people decided
to go to Lawrence by boat. A good thing it was, too, for the young people,
who made the trip across Missouri much easier without the old man's presence,
coming through many questioning groups with safety.
Arriving at Lawrence, they met the older people and were directed down to
the "Upper Neosho" settlement. Following the old Santa Fe trail, they came
if

they did not change their religious

belief.

to the dark realms of

While

this

to Charles Withington's place.

Charles H. Withington was, without doubt, the oldest settler in

Lyon

county, having established his trading post with the Indians in June, 1854.

He

kept a post office and the earliest settlers got their mail addressed
Kansas Territory. He was then, and for several years after, the directory and historical society for the county. When the Addis party came down
the trail, Mr. Withington told John Rosenquist that there were three other
men beside himself in the unnamed county Oliver Phillips had arrived March
Both these men
2, 1855, and Christopher Ward had come the next day after.
had settled in the north part. Down on the Cottonwood, some two miles
above the junction of that river with the Neosho, they would find, so Withington said, John Cottingham, a Kentucky gentleman, who had come down the
He had already started his cabin and
trail horseback the seventh of March.
was scouting the woods, when Rosenquist found him the twentieth of that
same month. When they came, he told them there was no other settler on
Nor was there any trace of a
either river, a fact which they soon verified.
cabin, except two log foundations on the Neosho. Withington said that two
men from Jackson county, Missouri, had laid these, but as they never returned
their names remained unknown.
also

Allen,

;
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Rosenquist soon picked out a claim a little below the "Junction," as this
This gives him
is now called, on the Neosho, and began building a cabin.
the distinction of being the first settler on the Neosho, in this county. The
claim was rich in walnut and oak timber.
The older man scouted around awhile, but soon located in the bend across
the river. Rosenquist, who was always good in woodcraft, turned in and helped
him complete his cabin first that the family might have shelter. A little after
this, finding a good ford near, he blazed a wagon trail to it, on both sides of
the river, so they could cross from one cabin to the other. This was the first
part

wagon ford

in the county, off the

Santa Fe

trail.

There were numerous fords

along the river, but they were Indian trails and single

file.

MRS. JOHN ROSENQUIST.

JOHN ROSENQUIST.

In a few days, two bright young free-state men, Joe and Jeff Pigman, arrived and picked out claims, the one about four miles above the Junction, and

the other the same distance below
free-state

men and one

it.

Thus the

little

colony began with four

southern gentleman, who, by his dignity and good com-

became one of the best loved in the neighborhood. He was a
young widower who had left a little daughter in Westport and had come out
to find a home for her. He was a real frontiersman and his funnel fish traps
are still used by his neighbors' children and grandchildren.
The time was now divided between working on their claims and an occasional trip to Independence for supplies.
On such a trip, John Rosenquist
radeship, soon

first breaking plow to the county.
When he stopped at Withingon the return trip, he plowed a garden patch and was told that this was
the first furrow plowed in the county.

brought the
ton's
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On another trip, Addis borrowed fifty dollars from Rosenquist and proceeded to get gloriously drunk. This was a serious thing for the party, as he
began to berate the South in general and the Missourians in particular. As
Rosenquist was well known then at Gregg's store in Independence where they
usually traded, they advised and helped him to get the old man out of town.
Coming

they met three men, who, with their families, were going down
a Mr. Lowerv'', H. B. Elliott, and James Hendricks. When
they camped the last night, Addis tied his dog to the wagon wheel. As Rosenquist started up rather suddenly the next morning, the dog got wound up in the
out,

to the Junction

—

wheel and was killed. Addis, who had been drinking and was hard to deal
with all the way, commenced to swear at him. This aroused the other men,
who asked him to come with them. The last they saw of the preacher, he
was trying to straighten out the oxen which he did not know at all how to
drive.
This break between Rosenquist and Addis was never mended and,
needless to say, the debt the preacher owed him was never paid.
About this time a young doctor, the son of Gregg who kept the store at
Independence, came in to find a location and took a claim near Rosenquist,
with whom he had become somewhat acquainted at his father's store. The
claims now were nearly all taken just below the Junction, but there were many
others quite as good farther up, on either river.

Young Tom and John Addis, after waiting all this time, now decided they
would take claims. Instead of going up the river and getting into undisputed
territorj^, John placed his cabin too near that of John Rosenquist on the one
side, and Doctor Gregg on the other.
Tom, in the meantime, had placed his
only a little way from Doctor Stiggers, who had located in the adjoining bend,
south of the river. It began to look as though the Addis family were not
going to respect the rights of their neighbors.

While this was going on in the settlement, David and Isabel Van Gundy
w4th their six children, Sarah, Frank, Rachel, John and two smaller ones, were
on their way to the Junction. With them came two young men, John Bland
and Christian Carver, who had promised them to help drive their herd of
young cattle and stay until they had located. At Westport, they were directed to the Upper Neosho, where the}- arrived the eighteenth of May. David
Van Gundy was bom in Ohio, but had lived the greater part of his life in
Indiana. They stopped the first night in a cabin which was unoccupied and
which they found later had been built by a young prospector, who permitted
them to remain until they found a claim. He stayed there till the following
August. In the meantime, he found that Rosenquist washed to move. Young
John Addis was continually stirring up trouble, cutting down trees on his
Whenever any
neighbors' claims and making himself generally annoying.
difficulty arose, the old man would appear with his gun and seemed to have
appointed himself censor-general of the whole neighborhood. So Rosenquist,
tired of fussing with his neighbors, relinquished his rights to Van Gundy and
went further down the river near Joe Pigman.
About this time occurred the first death in the settlement. Mr. Lowery, who
had just built his cabin and moved into it, died only a few weeks after his
arrival. They buried him on the upland near his claim. Mrs. Lowery returned
to her

home

In the

in Missouri.

earl}^

part of the

summer, promoters from Council Grove

— Hays,
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Columbia—started the town of Columbia, southeast
Emporia, on the Cottonwood. This became the meetsouth
ing point for the settlers at the Junction and those who came in later
and west of the present Emporia townsite. The store was built and Seth
Hays looked after it. Before August David Van Gundy had hauled the goods
Huffaker, Simcock and
of the present

town

of

.

A

Hays sold out to Dr. Stiggers.
Pigman
and a man by the name
A
of Cobine tried to lay out a townsite, which later became Neosho Rapids.
They called it Florence, and before September Carver had hauled the goods
for the first store in the settlement.
little later on, in the

summer

little later

of '55, Jeff

to this store, but in a short time Cobine

fell

sick

and was taken to Addis'

JOHN COTTINGHAM.
Here he grew rapidly worse and died soon after. Addis had the goods
hauled to his house, and there were rumors when Mrs. Cobine left the settlement that she had much less money than she should have received. Pigman
now bought Stiggers out at Columbia, and placed it in the hands of John
house.

Fowler,

who had

located a claim near there.

two of the young men who had been with the settlement
from the beginning, fell victims of the malaria, so prevalent then in the new
country. John Cottingham and Joe Pigman were both stricken with the fever,
and though they were nursed and cared for by the entire neighborhood, their
efforts were to no avail. They buried John Cottingham on the claim, which he
had given his life to hold. His little daughter, Emily, came on later to secure
his rights, but her claim was jumped by an undesirable citizen and lost to her.
No other thing had happened which caused so much indignation in the neighborhood. Joe Pigman was placed in the upland burial ground beside Mr.

About

this time,
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Pigman, broken hearted, went back to

his old

home and

stayed

the entire winter there, leaving John Fowler in charge of his store at Columbia.

By

Columbia was growing, and by the early
names there: Charles Johnson, Joseph
Hadley, William H. Eikenberry, Joel Haworth, Joseph Moon, Moses Puckett,
Milton Chamness, James H. Pheanis, and S. G. Brown. Near the present
site of Emporia, east and west of it on the Neosho, were Lemuel Johnson,
John Connell, and G. D. Humphrey, who left after a month and started a
sawmill, the first in the country, late in '55 on the Addis claim. He sold his
claim near Emporia to Campbell. All of these men with the exception of
Connell were free-state men. A little farther north in the county, we find the
names Lorenzo Dow, Tyler and R. H. Abraham, and near Americus, Heasley,
D. Swim and William Grimsley, while in the northeast were the Richard Miller
family and probably a few others.
The Junction neighborhood also had several more free-state families, Bert,
Bill, and Bob Cowden, Matthew and Nathan McCormick, Samuel McVey,
Jasper' and William Goodwell and two southern men, T. H. Paine, and Gus
late '55 the settlement west of

spring of '56

we

find the following

Steed.

In the north part, near the Santa Fe trail, were still the three men who had
early, Charles Withington, Oliver Phillips and Ward.
Practically all of these men, with the exception of those who lived so far
north that they did not come to the Junction much, and perhaps three Quaker
families west of Columbia, took part in the stirring events which follow.
In April of '56 two men from Jackson county, Missouri, came to look for
claims and staj'-ed all night at Dr. Stiggers' house in the Junction neighborhood.
They brought three fme horses with them. In the early morning, they were

come

awakened by the barking of the dog and went out to see what was the matter.
Two of the horses had a front leg broken. The third was somewhat injured,
but the work had been interrupted. Tom Addis' cabin was not very far away,
and while they were looking at the horses they saw him throw something in it.
Later a delegation of the neighbors found there an ax and maul, covered with
blood and hair. John Rosenquist recognized the ax. It belonged to T. J.
Addis.

That day the settlement, thoroughly aroused at the horrible crime, sent men
on the rivers, urging the settlers to come together. As a

to every cabin
result, thirty

men met

that night to investigate the matter.

They decided

that

Tom

and John Addis had done the work, but they exonerated the boys, recognizing the elder Addis' initiative in the crime. Then, these thirty men, a fair
representation of every faction in the entire district, voted, with one exception,
to

hang Addis to the nearest hmb.
The one man who had not voted

for this, was the man who had suffered
John Rosenquist, always for moderation, begged them to
reconsider; he felt that this would cause Mrs. Addis to suffer, and he knew
her to be a good woman. His plea won with the men and they cast a second
vote. This time they decided by a unanimous vote that he must leave the

most at

his hands,

neighborhood within ten days or be hanged.

Then they appointed Rosenquist

to deliver the message, and, at his request, another

man

to go with him.

The next morning Rosenquist and Elliott started down the river to deliver
the message. It was Sunday morning, and they met Addis with a Bible under
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When they told him what was on.
his arm, going up the river to preach.
he began to swear and told them he wished they had reached his house where
he had his gun and he would have finished the affair on short notice.
After the notice was given, John Fowler, who had voted against him bewas always stirring up trouble, went to him and told
He went to Miami county. There he told his
him
own story, that this was a proslave community, and that he had been driven
out because he was an Abolitionist, neither of which statements were true.
After he left, he sold his claim to William Goodwell, who became associated
cause, as he said, Addis

he had better get out.

with

Humphrey

in his sawmill.

DAVID VAN GUNDY.

ISABEL VAN GUNDY.

Now life flowed on peacefully for awhile in the Junction neighborhood.
Early that March, Christian Carver and Sarah Van Gundy were married
and went to their little cabin, which was on the river near her father's home.
The young couple were popular and there was much merrymaking and an old
fashioned charivari.
The community now had a minister who had taken a claim near Emporia
and promised to stay with them. Solomon G. Brown was a strong man with
a most wonderful voice and Went everywhere preaching and singing. He was
a great help in the social life of the neighborhood, and later organized the
first Christian church in Emporia.
John Fowler was still keeping the store at
Columbia and a little later had a post office there. Again a town company
was formed for the purpose of resurrecting Florence. Dr. Gregg's brother
Josiah had built a store and with Jeff Pigman and Christian Carver laid out a
townsite consisting of three hundred fifty acres, and later on the name was
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changed from Florence to Neosho City. Everyone was busy putting in the
crops, which afterward proved to be good.
Humphrey was busy at his saw
mill.
Altogether it bade fair to be a prosperous settlement, with now no
disturbing element.

While the little stores were prospering, the men still went for supplies to
Independence. Returning from one of these trips, David Van Gundy who had
detoured from the Santa Fe trail because he had been told that it was
dangerous for any stranger to go that way, fell in with a man who had ridden
a long way and was utterly exhausted from his joumej\ Van Gundy aided
him the best he could, giving him some of his supplies. The stranger was
very grateful, and in return told him that he would tell him something that

would be of great benefit to him, but that the information must be confidential
or he might suffer for giving it. He then told Van Gundy that within ten
days every man in the Junction neighborhood would be killed, but that he
would try to save the life of the man who had helped him.
Arriving at home after a hard journey off the main trails, he found his
family and nearby neighbors in the yard, anxious on account of his prolonged
absence. Throwing the lines to his son Frank, he immediately began telling
of the massacres in the east part of the state.
At the close he said, ''We,
too, within a short time, will see the same things here."
Carver and the
other neighbors argued that this would be utterly impossible, since they were
so far from the border. Not being perraitted to tell how he had secured his
information, he did not convince them.
Strange as

it

may

seem, after warning others, he turned in early that eve-

and forgetting that his roundabout route had consumed the time allotted
by the stranger, was soon fast asleep.
About eleven o'clock that night, he was awakened by a man who came
horseback, saying, "A woman sent me to tell you that robbers have come;
that they have bound her husband and are now robbing Gregg's store."
This store, you will see by the accompanying map, was down the river at
the far end of the settlement, near the present townshite of Neosho Rapids.
Some campers were on the river on the flat rocks near where the river bridge
now stands. The robbers had come up the Neosho on the north side and

ning,

started in the lower part of the settlement.

It is likely

they visited the cabin

John Rosenquist first, but as he was up the river about eight miles at the
home of John Connel, who was sick, they went direct to the home of John
Evans. Since Josiah Gregg was sick at his brother's home, Evans was taking
care of the store temporarily. They raided Evans' house, bound and gagged
him and made him go with them and open the store. While they were going
through the store, Mrs. Evans ran to the immigrants and begged them to warn
the settlers. She had told them of Carver's cabin, but the stranger lost his
way and came straight to Van Gundy's cabin, which was next. When he had
made known his errand, he was directed back to Carver's, but had gone only
a little while, when shots were heard. He probably fled back to his camp
frightened and left the neighborhood, for no one heard of him afterward.
Van Gundy started out immediately to warn and try to organize the
settlers. He first went to Doctor Gregg's cabin, then wading the river at the old
ford was soon at James Hendricks, where they decided to meet, then on to
Elliott and his hired man went on
Elliott's and others up the Neosho.
of

o
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changed from Florence to Neosho City. Everyone was busy putting in the
crops, which afterward proved to be good.
Humphrey was busy at his saw
mill.
Altogether it bade fair to be a prosperous settlement, with now no
disturbing element.

While the little stores were prospering, the men still went for supplies to
Independence. Returning from one of these trips, David Van Gundy who had
detoured from the Santa Fe trail because he had been told that it was
dangerous for any stranger to go that way, fell in with a man who had ridden
a long way and was utterly exhausted from his journey. Van Gundy aided
him the best he could, giving him some of his supplies. The stranger was
very grateful, and in return told him that he would tell him something that
would be of great benefit to him, but that the information must be confidential
or he might suffer for giving it. He then told Van Gundy that within ten
days every man in the Junction neighborhood would be killed, but that he

would try to save the
Arriving at

home

life of

the

man who had

helped him.

after a hard journey off the

main

trails,

he found his

family and nearby neighbors in the yard, anxious on account of his prolonged
absence. Throwing the lines to his son Frank, he immediately began telling

At the close he said, "We,
same things here." Carver and the

of the massacres in the east part of the state.
too, within a short time, will see the

other neighbors argued that this would be utterly impossible, since they were
so far from the border.

Not being permitted

to tell

how he had

secured his

information, he did not convince them.
it may seem, after warning others, he turned in early that eveand forgetting that his roundabout route had consumed the time allotted
by the stranger, was soon fast asleep.
About eleven o'clock that night, he was awakened by a man who came
horseback, saying, "A woman sent me to tell you that robbers have come;
that they have bound her husband and are now robbing Gregg's store."
This store, you will see by the accompanying map, was down the river at
the far end of the settlement, near the present townshite of Neosho Rapids.
Some campers were on the river on the flat rocks near where the river bridge
now stands. The robbers had come up the Neosho on the north side and

Strange as

ning,

started in the lower part of the settlement.

It is likely

they visited the cabin

John Rosenquist first, but as he was up the river about eight miles at the
home of John Connel, who was sick, they went direct to the home of John
Evans. Since Josiah Gregg was sick at his brother's home, Evans was taking
care of the store temporarily. They raided Evans' house, bound and gagged
him and made him go with them and open the store. While they were going
through the store, Mrs. Evans ran to the immigrants and begged them to warn
the settlers. She had told them of Carver's cabin, but the stranger lost his
way and came straight to Van Gundy 's cabin, which was next. When he had
made known his errand, he was directed back to Carver's, but had gone only
a little while, when shots were heard. He probably fled back to his camp
frightened and left the neighborhood, for no one heard of him afterward.
Van Gundy started out immediately to warn and try to organize the
settlers. He first went to Doctor Gregg's cabin, then wading the river at the old
ford was soon at James Hendricks, where they decided to meet, then on to
Elliott's and others up the Neosho.
Elliott and his hired man went on
of
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horseback to warn the settlers on the Cottonwood. Old settlers as far as
Columbia say they were all warned and alarmed.
This midnight ride was of no avail, however, for the robbers were too close
on VanGundy's heels. He had just come back to the meeting place at
Hendricks when he saw the robbers coming. As yet, none of his neighbors had
appeared, so he dropped into a plum thicket.
first gone to Christian Carver's cabin, which was almost hidden
which shows plainly that someone familiar with the country was
leading them. It was before midnight, Sunday evening, September 14, 1856,
when the robbers arrived and demanded that Carver should appear. The
inmates were totally surprised and helpless. Carver had only a small hunting rifle, which was out of fire, borrowed from his young brother-in-law to
shoot squirrels. James Parish, his hired man, had only a jackknife. When
called on to come forth. Carver looked out through the unchinked cabin
and saw fully a dozen men standing in the bright moonlight, all armed with
Sharp's rifles. Naturally he hesitated about opening the door.
Mrs. Carver, hearing the noise, was sitting up in bed near an opening in

They had

in the bend,

the logs, intended for a

window

in the unfinished cabin.

One

of the raiders,

becoming impatient, inserted his gun in this opening and fired. He was only
a few feet away from her and the bullet hit her in the side, entering the abdomen. She cried out, 'T am shot; I am killed!" Then Carver who was lighting
a lamp, threw open the door, and the robbers entered.
As they came in, a man stepped up to Carver, threw up the rim of his
hat and looked him in the eyes. Later, Carver recognized him as a preacher
in the lower settlement, whom he did not then know. Others came crowding
in the dimly lighted room. One put his fingers in some honey that stood on
the table, saying, ''Come boys, let's eat this honey." But another said, ''D
him and his honey too, let us kill him," at the same time poking a gun in
Carver's ribs. But one who seemed to be the leader said, "Leave him alone,
we will be back in three days. If he is not out then, we will hang him." In
the meantime, Mrs. Carver was crying piteously and the men were led away.
As soon as the robbers were out of sight, James Parish went to Van Gundy's
cabin for help. Isabel Van Gundy was caring for an infant that was very ill,
and could not go to her daughter. The men were gone. Only the boy John,
ten years old, and Rachel, barely thirteen, were with her. So the thirteen-

—

year-old daughter followed a cattle

trail

through the

tall grass,

with the rob-

bers plainly discernible in the bright moonlight, as they were hunting for

Gregg's horses.

who was taken

She spent the

rest of the night caring for her

when daylight came.
David VanGundy's informant

wounded

sister,

to her mother's house

True to the promise of
cabin was not visited.

The robbers went next

of the

road, his

Doctor Gregg's, near the old
ford. Van Gundy had been ahead of them.
Mrs. Gregg had raised a loose
puncheon from the floor and had put the most of her money under it, keeping
out a little to deceive the robbers. Doctor Gregg was given permission to go
unmolested to Carver's, where they told him they had accidentally shot a
woman. Josiah Gregg was sick with the ague at his brother's house. The
Gregg family seemed to be game. After inviting them to play a tune on his
violin, Josiah told them to help themselves.
They asked about the horses,
and were told they would find them lying somewhere in the commons. They
to
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as Rachel

cattle,

went by them to her
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and were within a few rods

of the robbers

The robbers did not find them.
and passed by the Addis cabin, which now
sister.

Next they crossed the ford
belonged to William Goodwell, Humphrey's partner in the sawmill. He was a
free-state man. Here nothing was molested. Following along the river for a
time, they cut across the next bend and came to Hendricks. He was awaiting his neighbors, expecting

them

to

come

to the defense of the settlement

In the meantime he had concealed himself in the woods. As yet no
one had arrived except Mrs. Elliott and her children. Both families were up
and dressed, so the robbers could see plainly that word was ahead of them.
Both of the women were questioned as to the whereabouts of the husbands.
They maintained stoutly against all insults and abuse that they knew nothing. This was a fact, for even Van Gundy, who had hidden in the plum thicket
near by, did not know till later that Hendricks was only a few feet from him,
there.

both of them intending to come to the defense of the women if necessar\\
One other settler appeared, a Mr. Wilcox, who was a close neighbor .of
He came on horseback, but seeing his neighbors had not
these families.
arrived, escaped through the brush on his fast mount, while the robbers were
crj'ing for

him

to halt.

While they were bothering the women, Mrs. Hendricks recognized Tom
Addis in the crowd and spoke to him, but they tried to pretend that she was
mistaken. They did not visit Elliott's cabin. Mrs. Elliott had left the light
burning and it is possible they thought the neighborhood was gathering there,
since they had found word was ahead of them at every place.
After this the path is uncertain for awhile, but it is probable the gang
was divided for a time. A bolt of calico was found the next dsiV northwest
of Hendricks' house, so a part of the gang must have crossed the ford near
Badger creek. Also there was, according to one of the daughters of Mathew
McCormick, some whisky concealed that night in the bayou, nearlj' in his
dooiyard. He was indignant, but could not help it. He was one of the freestate men who had voted against Addis.
They followed the river on the south side up to the present Sixth avenue
trail, and crossing the river somewhere there next appeared at the home of
John Connel, who was sick. John Rosenquist who had been digging a well,
was here spending the night. Here they aroused the family and called for
Connel. A daughter came to the door and told them that her father was sick
and not able to see them. Rosenquist and young Connel were looking out
from a doorway of an adjoining room where they could hear plainly- everything that was going on. They recognized young John Addis in the crowd
and heard the robbers say, "What shall we do? Go in and kill him?" ''No,"
was the answer, "he is old and sick, he will probably die anyway. We had
better go on before the rest get away." Then they started south toward the
river.

As soon as they were out of sight, Rosenquist and Jim Connel took their
guns and started by a short cut to warn the Junction, thinking the raiders had
come from the north. They had just crossed the ford and started down the
south side of the river, when they had met a larger bunch than they had
seen before, coming back toward Connels. Probably the raiders who had
gone by McCormicks had joined them. Knowing that it would be absolutely
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armed men to attack twelve or fifteen, the boys
dropped in the grass and the men went on a second time to Connel's. This
time, the old man had managed to be up and out. Connel had eight head
One lead mare they kept lariated, so the others
of horses and one mule.
would stay by. All these the robbers took with them. A saddle was hanging
This also was carried along. The next day
in an outside chimney corner.
the lead mare came back with a new saddle and bridle. Miss Rilda, Connel's
daughter, kept her hidden in the woods for several days, but the robbers did
foolhardiness for two poorly

not return.

appearance of the robbers, known to the settlers at the
when a son of Oliver Phillips disclosed the
fact that the robbers camped that night across the creek from their cabin, but
did not molest them. The next morning after the raid they left one of their
number who was sick at Phillips' house, and later A. I. Baker, a free-state
man from Council Grove, came and took him away.
Oliver Phillips later told Jacob Stotler, Emporia's first pressman, that it
This was the

last

Junction, until two years ago,

was John E. Cook that led the raid. G. B. Humphrey told G. W. Brown that
they were John Brown's men. John Rosenquist always maintained that the
raid was devised by the elder Addis, which was likely to be true since his
sons were there. John Brown did not conduct the gang there, for he was seen
But, no doubt, both of these surmises were correct,
in Lawrence that day.
being merely another case where the "hand was the hand of Esau, but the
voice that of Jacob." Addis had gone into John Brown's territory, had misrepresented the facts, stirring up indignation against innocent people.
The morning after the raid, Sarah Carver was taken to her father's home,
where she died three days later. She had always been taught that revenge was
wrong. Before she died, she called both her husband and father to her bedside
and asked them not to take revenge on her slayers.
The settlers, terrified, conferred together, but all waited while their young
neighbor was dying. Each night the men hid in the brush near their homes.
It was the third night, a little before daybreak, before the men could be called
to her bedside, with only her mother and the young sister and brother by her,
that she passed away.

The next day G. D. Humphrey was asked

to

make

the coffin for his young

neighbor, out of the stately walnut grown on the old claim.

As soon as all
was ready, in the morning of September twentieth, the body was taken to the
home of John Evans, where a large proportion of the Junction citizens had
gathered with their

effects, to

leave the neighborhood.

So terrified were they, that neither the mother nor the little sister followed
the body to the grave, which was among the wild grasses at the north end of
the Rapids townsite. Only her sorrowing young husband, her father and the
older brother Frank, with a few of their men friends, laid her to rest. Brief
were the words spoken. Then they came back to get ready for a drive to
Fort Scott.

That afternoon, a minister came up and looked the crowd over. Then
Carver hunted for his gun, for he recognized instantly the man who had tipped
his hat brim back the night of the raid. This preacher belonged a little farther
down, almost out of the Junction neighborhood. Carver would have killed
him, but David Van Gundy and John Rosenquist held him back, although they
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were sure he had his man located. David Van Gundy had promised his daugh
ter never to seek revenge, and no one ever knew him to break his word.
The next morning after the funeral all the closest neighbors, about twelve
families in all, started for Fort Scott tO' seek protection in the old government
There were more southerners who
fort there. Party lines were not drawn.
went this way, but the crowd grouped because of proximity and friendship.
Also some of these men expected to return to their claims and the fort furnished the closest refuge. John Rosenquist and David Van Gundy went with
them.
When they arrived at Fort Scott, their destitute condition aroused the pity
of everyone, and they were fed and cared for by the people there. So sorry
were they for their plight that all were much aroused over the circumstances.
Men from the border came in and begged them to show them the way to the
Junction. But Van Gundy would not hsten to them. He told them the men
they were wanting to slay were his neighbors and friends, and in no way responsible for the outrage. They did not succeed, even with Carver, who was
heard telUng Mr. Van Gundy that he would never disgrace his father by joining a gang of outlaws.
The families for the most part went farther east after a few days rest.
Carver, later, left for his old home in Texas. Before going he gave his little
sister-in-law Rachel a beautiful earthenware pitcher which had been one of
her sister's most treasured housekeeping possessions and which is still cherished
as a relic of the raid, and Gregg's store, where it was bought.
After a stay of about three weeks in the old fort, three families, Van Gundy,
Rosenquist and ElHott, decided to go back to their claims, and in about a
week, they were on the hills east of the Neosho valley. As they were looking
over their homes from the distance, Elliott, bursting into tears said, "John, if
we go back they will kill us all." But the other men encouraged him, and he

came on with the

rest.

Van Gundy found his chickens and cornfields
had been visited. As he drove up, a man hy the name of Colyer, a newcomer,
was digging his potatoes, but was generous enough to divide, when he saw the
rightful owner returning.
After the exodus to Fort Scott, some of the remaining free-state people at
the Junction were terrified by the report that a band of Missourians were
coming to get them. This report proved untrue, but had the desired effect.
Arriving at his home, David

It

looked very

much

like a part of Addis' plan to rid the settlement of the rest

voted against him. About eighteen wagons went up the
Nebraska, and very few returned. Matthew McCormick stayed
in Nebraska for a year. When he came back his claim was jumped. He contested and lost. His daughter, Mrs. Milton Frost, now resides in Emporia, and
of the

Lane

is

men who had

trail to

authority for this part of the story.
The winter of '56 was a hard one, especially for those

who had come back

After a good crop of sod com, gathered mostly in their absence,
the first families had only the barest necessities. The family of David VanGundy would not allow him to go to the river for flour, as he wished. Instead
after the raid.

they got along with parched corn and hominy for breadstuff. They did not
mind this as long as the dread trips to the border were not made. Being a
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David Van Gundy saw to it that his family had
many a wild turkey and fine roast of venison.
From that time on the worst struggles of the colony were over. Later on,
true pioneer and a good shot,

the government survey was made, Neosho City was again laid out by
Tallman, Forest Hill and Hiram Sleeper. Its name, which had at first
been Florence, was now changed to Italia, and was called that for several

when
G.

J.

years, until

after

it

Fowler, giving

name

finally received its present

Emporia's townsite

this

way

to the

laid

w^as

out,

Neosho Rapids.

of

A

little

Columbia's postmaster, John

new town.

Of these early settlers of the Junction district, David Van Gundy, John
Rosenquist, John Fowler and Jeff Pigman were residents for half a century
on their old claims. All of these good men and true have passed on to the
invisible realms.

The boy, John Van Gundy, who
claim at the Junction, and the

for years has

owned a part

of the Addis'

Rachel, then thirteen, but

girl

eighty-first year, are the only eyewitnesses of the raid still living.

young in spirit, and still keep
pioneer life on the "Upper Neosho."

in years, they are
terrors of

fresh in

now in
Though

her
old

mind the joys and

THE PAWNEE AMERICANS.
Written for the Kansas State Historical Society, by

Mark

E.

Zimmerman/

of

White Cloud.

WILL be our aim in this paper to present to the pubhc the archaeological
IThistory
of the Pawnee who built the stone cists, mounds, and the largest
of the ground houses in northeastern Kansas, and southeastern Nebraska,
This tribe of the Pawnee confederacy were not of the common Mongoloid
They

Indian stock, but were "long heads" of either the white, or Negroid races.

were the so-called "Nebraska loess men."

"A confederacy belonging to the Caddoan family.
themselves Chahiksichahiks, 'men of men.' In the general

The Pawnee:

The people

.

call

.

.

northeastwardly movement of the Caddoan tribes the Pawnee seem to have
The Pawnee tribes finally established themselves
brought up the rear.
in the valley of Platte r., Nebr., which territory, their traditions say, was acquired by conquest, but the people who were driven out are not named.
The earliest historic mention of a Pawnee is that of the socalled 'Turk,'
who by his tales concerning the riches of Quivira
allured and finally
led Coronado, in 1541, from New Mexico over the plains as far as Kansas,
where some Pawnee
visited him.
The permanent villages of the
tribes lay to the n, of Quivira, and it is improbable that Coronado actually
entered any of them during his visit to Quivira, a name given to the Wichita
territory.
Nor is it likely that the early French explorers visited the
Pawnee villages, although they heard of them, and their locality was indicated
How the term Pani,
by Tonti, LaHarpe, and othere.
or
Pawnee, as applied to Indian slaves, came into use is not definitely known." 2
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

The above extract from Bureau of American Ethnology Bulletin 30 refers
Pawnee of the Platte and Loup rivers in Nebraska, who were Caddoan
stock, and does not refer to the Pawnee of northeastern Kansas and southeastern Nebraska, who were the remnant of the TaUegwi of Ohio.
In this "Handbook of American Indians," is a linguistic map made by Dr.
to the

1.

For biographical sketch of Mr. Zimmerman,

see

Kansas Historical

p, 471.
2.

Handbook

of American Indians, Part 2, p. 213, et seq.

Collections, vol. 14
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W.

Powell, which shows northeastern Kansas and southeastern Nebraska
Siouan territoiy. Since that map was made it has been discovered that
northeastern Kansas and southeastern Nebraska were inhabited by groundhouse tribes before the advent of any Siouan tribe.
J.

as

down to the Kansas river, and from the Missouri
Blue river, was Pawnee territory when Coronado was at
Quivira in 1542. It was the province of Harahey at that time, and was the
territory around which Dr. F. M. Putnam, of Peabody museum, directed Fred
H. Stearns, in 1915.
Stearns and his party, who had been investigating and exploring the "loess
man"' field in southeastern Nebraska for three years, found the pottery and
other phenomena on their journey around Harahey, as we said it would be,
viz., Quivira-Pawnee.
It will be our aim to discuss certain cist, mound and ground-house phenomena which have been identified as Pawnee since July, 1914. This stone cist,
mound and ground-house culture of northeastern Kansas and southeastern Nebraska influenced certain Caddoan and Siouan tribes, who have since inhabited
the region after the destruction and extermination of this band of Pawnee.
In a reprint from the American Anthropologist, volume 5, No; 1, JanuaryMarch, 1903, called "Discussion as to Copper from the Mounds," by Moor,
McGuire, Putnam, Dorsey, Moorehead, and Willoughby, we find that these
leading archaeologists were not in accord relative to the origin of sheet copper
found in the largest mounds and stone box graves, in the region south of the
Great Lakes.
One side held the opinion that sheet copper was of European origin, and
obtained from European traders since America was discovered in 1492; the
other side claimed that the Indians made the sheet copper and embossed and
engraved it with stone tools before the Columbian discovery was made.
We at this time are of the opinion that the sheet copper was made by
Europeans in America before Columbus made his great discovery.
These immigrants from western Europe made the sheet copper out of copper from the Lake Superior mines, and used it at their "Golden City" on the

From

the Platte river

river west to the

Wabash.
"Coronado while on his way to Quivira, in
on the staked plains of Texas, of a long string

1541, learned

from some Indians,

of provinces or settlements along

a very large river over toward the rising sun.''

.

.

.

The

first

of these

Coronado did not mention ground-houses
in any of his reports concerning Quivira; ethnologists for that reason do not
think that Coronado actually entered the Pawnee villages which were finally
settlements was Haxa, or Harahey.

established in the valley of the Platte river in Nebraska.

Much has been written and much data gathered by the Kansas, Nebraska,
and South Dakota Historical Societies relative to the Caddoan tribes. The
history of the Pawnee, Skidi and Arikara are well wTitten.
This White Pawnee who organized the Caddoan ground-house tribes or
settlements into the Pawnee confederacy is the Pawnee without a written
history.

During the early part of the year 1912 we became interested in the
archaeological remains of the ground-house cultures in
sas.

We

Doniphan county, Kan-

found that there were three types of ground-house in

this locality.
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called "buffalo wallows" was the largest of the three. This particular
type was built upon the high hills near the Missouri river. One not far
from White Cloud was more than 100 feet in diameter, and the saucer shaped

The one

when Fowke saw it, in 1914, and Sterns
The Iowa Indians call these ground-house
The Pawnee who built this type of ground-house also

depression was four feet deep

tried

to photograph

ruins

"Pawnee
stone
It

cist

forts."

it,

in 1915.

built

graves and mounds.

was from the top of one of their mounds,

in

latitude

39-55-56,

that

STONE BURIAL CHEST OF THE

PAWNEE

INDIANS.

Captain Clark took lunar observations, July 11, 1804. The captain remarked
mound builders buried their dead like those of Ohio.
This band of Pawnee, or Slaves, have been traced back to Ohio, and on
back to New England, by their stone box or cist graves. Fowke traced these
stone cist builders from a point above Kansas City, Mo., through central and

that these

southeastern Missouri,

The

report of these investigations was published as

Bureau of American Ethnology Bulletin 37,
David I. Bushnell, Jr., found stone boxes
Genevieve county, Missouri.
After

we discovered stone

30—324

cists in this

in

Cahokia mound, and

in Ste.

county on the bluffs along the Mis-

3
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Wolf and Nemaha rivers, we wrote to Mr. W. H.
Smithsonian Institution, to send a qualified archaeologist to

souri river, between the

Holmes

of the

As Mr. Fowke was an au-

this locality to verify our claims of discoverJ^

thority on stone graves he was sent to Kansas.

He

part of July, and went over the ground-house

from

Neb. While he was here
Kansas and Missouri were

at that time
built

field

we decided

arrived during the
Troj^, Kan., to

first

Omaha,

that the stone graves of

by the Pawnee instead

of the Osage, or

somr

imknown tribe, as he suggested in Bulletin 37.
On the old Kansa village site on Independence creek, where the tribe was
living in 1724 when the Frenchman Bourgmont visited them, does not show
any ground-house ruins of Caddoan and Pawnee types, nor any potter\' other
then the common sand- tempered ware made by the Arikara and Skidi tribes.
The Kansa ^dllage of Fool Chief on the Kansas river does not show the type
of ruins which we class as Caddoan and Pawnee.
The evidence indicates
that no Siouan tribe penetrated further up the Missouri river into Pawnee
territory than the Independence site, while the Pawnee were residing at the
Wolf river village and before the Kansa tribe was driven south in 1776.
The first Siouan tribes that we have any history of, west of the Missouri,
are the Escansaques and Aijos, who went to fight the Quivira Panis, with
Juan de Onate, in 1601. The Escansaques are said to be the Kansa tribe of
the Siouan family. From 1601 to 1776 the Kansa tribe was striving with the
Pawnee for possession of the region between the Wolf and Nemaha rivers,
where the last stone cists were built by the Tallegwi-Pawnee in America.
Our investigations show that the Pawnee who resided at the Wolf and

Nemaha

villages

were suddenly destroyed.

It

was so sudden that the food

in the large earthen cooking pots was left and skeletons with

among

the bones were lying on the floors of the house ruins.

with pink

and

flint

soil of

Nemaha

arrows

among

flint

aiTOws

Three skeletons

the bones have been found buried in the ashes

the demolished ground-house.

These old ground-house ruins on

referred to as "mounds
on the low ground."
It was this long-headed Pawnee who built the stone cists, mounds and
"Pawnee forts," and which were suddenly destroyed by the band of White
Slaves from whom the Pawnee of the valley of the Platte river, Nebraska,
derived their name. This Caddoan Pawnee was subject to the Pawnee chief
Tatarrax, and obtained the Hako calumet ceremony from him.
We took
sixty-seven skeletons of this long-headed race from the Taylor mound in
Doniphan county. Some of them were sent to Topeka, to our state museum.
The others were sent to Peabody museum by Fred H. Stems, in 1915. They
were of the same race as the skeletons taken from Long's hill, and classed as
similar to the Neanderthrals of western Europe and the Trenton Man, which
was considered an immigrant from western Europe.

the

site are

the

mounds which Captain Clark

WERE THE TALLEGWI-PAWNEE CELTIC STOCK?
the prehistoric Americans who resided in the region south
Lakes and built the original stone box graves in that region, and
from whom the Alleghany region derives its name.
It was back in 1889 that Fowke and Thomas became interested in the cist

The Tallegwi were

of the Great

3.

Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin

33, p. 45.
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grave builder, and Doctor Thomas wrote his "Problem of the Ohio Mounds,"
which he gave the Tallegwi the credit for the original American stone boxes.
He tried to show that the Tuscarora, Shawnee and Cherokee were descendants

in

have been found in localities where those
have lived.
The Lenni Lenape of the Algonquin family of Indians, and from their
painted and engraved bark record called Walum Olum, formerly came from
the Yellowstone country, down through the buffalo land, and the bare hills
of the Snakes, to the Mississippi river, which divided the land.
This route
from the Yellowstone was probably through Nebraska and Missouri. The
bare hills of the Snakes were the ground-houses of the original Caddoan
tribes in Kansas and Nebraska.
The Tallegwi land was beyond the bare
hills of the Snakes and the river that divided the land.
The Lenni Lenape historian, or pictograph recorder, began his record with
Fir land. The word fir is an old Celtic term meaning men.
It is not improbable that the Delaware pictograph recorder who kept the Lenni Lenape
Walum Olum, was a half breed Welshman. The record shows that it was made
after the Tallegwi were driven out of the Tallegwi land south of the Great
Lakes, and east of the Mississippi river. It also shows that the Lenni Lenape
learned to build lodges after they had seen the bare hills or ground-houses
of the Snakes, and that they were joined by other Indians in a war against
of the Tallegwi because stone cists

tribes

the Tallegwi.

The Lenni Lenape
quois, or

arrived at the Mississippi and were joined

Northern Nations about 1300

Red Indian

a. d.

The Tallegwi empire

by the

Iro-

at this time

Lawrence river, and
and east of the Mississippi to the
Atlantic. The Tuscarora, Shawnee and Cherokee and other tribes were subjects of the Tallegwi emperor, and helped to build the mounds and "forts in
all of his dominions," which alarmed the Northern Nations and caused them
to bum a council fire on the banks of the St. Lawrence and send a delegation
to the "Golden City" to protest against the fortifications. "The delegation
from the Northern Nations received no satisfaction from the emperor, and a
war was declared, which continued for one hundred years before the empire
fell, and the forts left in heaps and ruins, and many of the slain Tallegwi
were buried under the mounds south of Lake Erie."
The above Iroquoian legend and Delaware tradition shows that the Tallegwi
were a powerful empire about 1300 a.d,, and that at the end of the hundred
years' war the earth works and fortifications of the Tallegwi in the region south
of the Great Lakes were left in heaps and ruins, and that the slain Tallegwi
were buried under the mounds south of Lake Erie.
It was after this war of extermination that the Tallegwi who built the
original cist graves in America w^ere called Slaves, or Pawnee.
Tallegwi is probably another way of spelling "Tallaght," which is the name
of an artificial mound near Dublin, Ireland, that marks the funeral site of the
remnant of Partholon's colonists. The Tallegwi mound and stone cist culture
was a civilization of short duration. The mounds show this to be so. It began to flourish in the region south of the Great Lakes, about 1230 a. d., and fell
about ninety-two years before the "Native of Genoa sailed from Spain new
countries to explore." After the Tallegwi empire fell the Tuscarora, Shawnee
controlled

all

of the

the Great Lakes

down

tribes south of the St.

to the Gulf of Mexico,

—
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and Cherokee moved south and the Lenni Lenape moved east, and the Iroquoian league, or Northern Nations, remained in charge of the Tallegwi mound
region in Ohio.

From Sioux

pictograph records we learn that

''the first Sioux was a Lenni
on the Delaware, made a marvelous 'cut-throat' record
of going alone to the village of Chief Miami's band of Indians, then enemies
of the Lenni Lenape tribe, and returning every few days with a dozen or more
Miami scalps." He kept this up during the summer, and single handed slew
more than a hundred of the warriors of the Miami band. So great was his success that he was looked upon as a "medicine man" of marvelous power. He
was then given the name "Sioux" which means "cut-throat," "Si" for "cut" and

Lenape warrior

living

UNFINISHED MOUND BUILDERS'

PIPE.

"oux" for "throat." It is not improbable that this Delaware Sioux was a son
of an Algonquin father and a Tallegwi mother. This sort of a mixture would
account for the "blue eyes" and "red hair" of the Mandans, whom George
Will and
Catlin believed were descendants of the Welsh Madoc colonists.
Spinden claimed that the Mandans came from the Tallegwi region of Ohio.
The "Old Mandan language" was not the same as that of historic time, it is
said. The mother tongue was probably Tallegwi. An investigator has recently
declared that the name Sioux is an ancient Nordic word "si" say, and "oux"
"Say-Axe."
Ethnologists now claim that the Iroquoian league was organized about 1550.
The Mohawk, Onondaga, Oneida, Cayuga and Seneca were the five nations in
the league. Deganawida, the prophet statesman, and Djigonsasen, a noted
chieftainess, were the leading spirits in the league. Its purpose was to work
for peace, and to stamp out the "blood feud system" which was killing off the
bravest Indians of the nations." This was most remarkable, says Hewitt, in
an age when fighting was fashionable. The Iroquois were also under the influence of their women when this peace league was organized in 1550. It was
after this time that the Tuscarora, who were former subjects of the Tallegwi,
joined the Iroquoian peace league.
John Cusick, a chief of the Iroquois, had a legend belonging to his family
that shows that the Northern Nations were the principal actors in the war of
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Evidently the Iroquois took

extermination against the Tallegwi.

captives during and at the end of the ''hundred years' war."

Tallegwi

women

that

we should

It

many female
was to these

the credit for the Iroquoian peace

give

league, organized about 150 years after the fall of the Tallegwi empire.

The

reader

to do with the

may wonder what
Pawnee.

We

the Iroquois, Sioux and Lenni Lenape have

want to

establish the fact that during the fifteenth

century, and probably during the fourteenth, there was unrest

nations of the earth, similar to the unrest since the

among

World War began,

all

the

in 1914.

The Indians were in a bad state caused by the war between the Red Indians
and the White Tallegwi who built the mounds and fortifications in the regions
south of the Great Lakes. They built truncated pyramids, as symbols of the
"Sky mother" who was mother of the real men of foursquare dimensions.
She was not unlike the "City foursquare" of St. John's vision from Patmos.
The serpent mounds were symbols of the evil principle trying to swallow the
seed of the Sky-mother, which would be his ultimate death. The coils in their
The rings and angles are signs used by
tails indicate final death of a snake.
the priests of the ancient Hebrew Wisdom cult. The "Man Mounds" of Wisconsin were symbols of a Man-of-Man a Jehovah made man-perfect, absolutely upright and on the level. The Pawnee called themselves "Men of Men"
and fir is a Celtic word meaning men.

—

—

PAWNEE AND TALLEGWI STONE BOXES.
The Pawnee and Tallegwi built a string of these stone cists of Celtic type
from Harahey back to Maine. Wherever the Tallegwi and Pawnee have lived
there are two types of these stone boxes left to tell the Celtic story. One is
the type of ancient Scotland and the other is a Druidic structure. The first
have walls formed

of slabs of stone set

on edge.

discovered in Scotland during the past year.

Cists of this type

This Pict type

is

have been

the type built

by the Quivira tribe of the Pawnee confederacy. They were probably the sort
used by the Prince Riryd clan of the Celtic immigrants to America. The other
type was a "laid up wall" box. Some of this type were large and some were
little ones with slabstone covers.
The type with the stones set on edge have
been found in Tennessee, Kentuckj^, Missouri and Kansas. This type has also
been found in the Cahokia mound in Illinois.

now known

that certain ancient Celtic tribes practiced tattooing with
Skinner and Harrington have been much interested in the Iowa
tribe recently, because some one informed them that the Iowa formerly used
a calumet pipe in the tattooing ceremony. I shall suggest that the Siouan
tribes were more or less related to the Tallegwi, and it was through the Tallegwi that the Oglala band of Sioux derived their name.
It is

blue colors.

This type of stone

cist

with the stones set on edge was the sort which the

pioneers of Kentucky and Tennessee thought were graves built

which were

by Madoc

destroyed at the Falls of the Ohio. The Skidi
tribe of the Pawnee confederacy once lived at the mouth of the Wabash, on
the Ohio. This Skidi tribe were the Riryd clan who built the Scottish type of
colonists

finally

The other type of stone box had laid up walls without mortar. Mr.
Fowke in his "Archaeological History of Ohio," and Bureau of American Eth-

cist.

nology Bulletin
types.

37,

shows

all

sorts

and

sizes of these stone

boxes of Celtic
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of a stone cist in Doniphan county is that
Mr. Plank and a geologist from Nebraska
were exploring an old Indian village west of Wolf river when they dug into
the "walled up pits to store grain in" as they called them. This discovery was
made by Mr. Plank forty years ago.
The first stone box that we examined was in the same locality where Mr.
Plank found his "walled up pits." The cist that we investigated in the same
locahty was eighteen feet long east and west and nine feet wide. It had a partition through the middle, forming a double box of equal size. The walls were
laid up. In the east box were human skeletal remains untreated by fire. In
the west one were human skeletal remains treated by fire before interment.
This grave indicated builders with two religious ideas of immortality.
The Israelites believed that the human bones would be resurrected. The
calcined bones in this stone grave would last for ages, while those untreated
by fire would not withstand the elements more than a century or two. White
persons buried fifty years in the loess were found returned to ashes and dust
when the cemetery was ordered moved. There were no artifacts of any sort in
this double cist.
The next stone cist that we examined was on a high hill
northwest of the town of Iowa Point. It was a little one, with laid up walls
and covered with large, flat stones. It contained calcined human remains and
no artifacts. About three feet north of this little box was another cist with
the stone walls set on edge, forming a sort of pear-shaped vault, with bottom
paved with flat stones. This cist contained only one large piece of an animal
bone. These two stone boxes were of the two types of cists that have been
found wherever the Tallegwi have resided. These show that the two bands
were residing near each other at the time these boxes were built. We suggest
that the builders of these cists were the Skidi and White Pawnee bands of the
first

mention of a discovery

of Prior Plank, of Eagle Springs.

Pawnee confederacy.
Another stone box with laid up walls was discovered on the Iowa Indian
Bob White Cloud, son of old Mahaskah, and brother of
the present chief, James White Cloud, related a story in which this stone box
was mentioned. According to his narrative, "Some of the lowas having some
bundles of bones of their relatives (picked up under the scaffold after the
flesh was removed) and wishing to bury them, dug down by the side of the wall
of this old cist grave, and something from within it frightened them away."
Bob, after telling the story of the spooks in the old stone box, imparted the
information that "the builders of the cists were Welshmen, who came up the
Missouri river and buried their dead in that manner." These Welshmen were
the White Pawnee of the long-headed race. Old Bob White Cloud is buried
in an Iowa graveyard on the slope of the hill upon which the mound was built
from which Captain Clark took lunar observations July 11, 1804.

reservation in 1865.

INDIAN RECORDS AND TRADITIONS.

The bark

record of the Lenni Lenape, called the

red Indian record of events that

we have

of

any

Walum Olum,

is

the best

tribe north of Mexico.

It

was translated by E. G. Squire, and pubIt is a record of the tribe from the time they left
It tells about the war between
fir land, to their seeing ships on the Atlantic.
the Tellegwi and the Lenni Lenape. The Iroquoian legend tells the same story
about the empire of the south. These Tallegwi were the ancestors of the white

was obtained in Indiana in
lished in "Drake Indians."

1822.

It
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Pawnee with long heads, who built the stone box graves in Harahey. The
Iowa traditions say that the Iowa and Otoe tribes of Siouan stock exterminated the Pawnee who resided at the Nemaha village where Captain Clark
found their ruined and deserted village in 1804.
The Mormon record taken from a stone box in Tallegwi territory south of
the Great Lakes in 1823, or a year after the Walum Olum was obtained in Indiana, is a record of the same people and events. It shows that the Lamanites
subdued the Nephi, and that the person who buried the "copper sheets" in
the stone cists considered himself the last of the Nephi. Had he been aware of
the fact that some of the Nephi had escaped the slaughter and were hiding in
the bare hills of the Snakes, probably the "engraved sheets of copper" would

have been buried in a stone box grave in Harahey instead of the Tallegwi

Lake Ontario.
The Pawnee Hako ceremony was evidently derived from
ligion and mythology. The truncated pyramids were used as

region south of

flat

the old Celtic re-

temples, from the

tops of which the "White Sons of the Sky" worshiped Jehovah, the Father

of Light.

Fowke, in his "Archaeological History of Ohio," on page 45, says: "Not all
such structures are sepulchral in character; many owe their origin to a religious
instinct.
In Wiltshire, England, are prehistoric remains of great extent supposed to be the work of the Druids." The work referred to is the temple of
Karnac, built of ten thousand stones weighing from one hundred to one hundred fifty tons each, set on end in seven parallel rows, extending in serpentine curves thirteen miles. It is the greatest serpent symbol in the world. In
Scotland were built stone serpent symbols with oval-shaped objects before

open jaws, exactly similar to the earth-serpent symbols in Ohio. Recent
"Mythology of Ancient
Britain and Ireland," show that these symbols were Celtic work.
Cahokia, according to American mythology, was formerly known as "Namah
at the Wedlock of the Waters." The New Age Magazine for December and
January, 1922 and 1923, show that the builders of Cahokia understood the
principles of the ancient sacred geometrical measure of space and time, and
that the gorget with two holes was used as compass to make two certain sizes
of circles, in which a certain form of triangle was obtained.
This form of
triangle was the symbol of Jehovah. Her builders were high priests, worshiped
Jehovah, and understood the symbolism of ancient Freemasonry.
The Caddoan tribes with whom these Tallegwi-Pawnee made their home
after the fall of the Tallegwi empire south of the Great Lakes, were the
aborigines of Kansas and Nebraska. They were the "bare hill" Snakes referred to in the Lenni Lenape Walum Olum. The Lenni Lenapes had seen
many prairie-dog towns while on their way to the Mississippi, in which dogs,
snakes and owls lived in the same hill; so when they came to the groundhouses, which were bare of vegetation and resembled the hills of the dogs and
snakes, the Lenape just naturally called these Caddos, Snakes, and their
ground-houses bare hills in which the Snakes hid themselves because they
were weak.
The white Pawnee ground-house was larger and set in the ground deeper
than the Caddoan ground-houses. George Catlin traced these Pawnee down
the Missouri river to St. Louis, Mo., and up the Ohio river to the Wabash,
their

researches into the "Mysteries of the Druids," and the
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by their ground-house ruins of this particular type. They were similar to the
Caddoan Pawnee ground-house and the Mandan earth-lodge.
Catlin did not know anything about the Tallegwi-Pawnee, and yet he was
on the trail of these people. The Mandans have been classed as Siouan because their modern lingo resembled the Sioux, and they came from Ohio. The
Skidi tribe of the Pawnee confederacy also came from Ohio, and they are
classed as Caddoan.
The Handbook of American Indians shows sixty-five
different ways of spelling Skidi, or the name of this tribe who formerly lived
at the mouth of the Wabash river, where it is said the "Golden City" of the
Tallegwi was situated; and classed as Caddoan of the Pawnee confederacy.
Since there are sixty-five ways given,

probable that neither one is corand true name of this band of the
Tallegwi was "Caer Sidi," or "Sidhe," which was Celtic for the "Fairy Mound
Dwellers." No one doubts that this tribe "of the Pawnee were ground-house
dwellers. Mr. E. E. Blackman, of the Nebraska Historical Society, has been
investigating and excavating some of the old Skidi ground-house ruins in
Nebraska this season, and will talk to the people over the radio from Omaha,

The evidence

rect.

it is

indicates that the real

Neb., the evening of the 13th of September, 1924.

The

band of the Pawnee confedBrower traced the Quivira pink-flint culture from Quivira down into the Ozarks of Missouri and Arkansas. In his "Harahey and
Quivira," the professor pictured the types of artifacts which he classed as
Quivira and Harahey knives, arrow points, etc. On the Du Pratz map, made
in 1757, he has placed the "White Panis" on White river, Arkansas. It was on
the White river, Arkansas, where M. Ramond Harrington found in the caves
in the bluffs along the river, the White Pawnee culture pottery, knives and
arrow points, etc., during 1923. This is the same culture that we have here in
northeastern Kansas and southeastern Nebraska which was pictured as Quivira-Harahey by Professor Brower, and which we call white Pawnee because

eracy.

Skidi were the ancestors of the Quivira
Prof. Jacob V.

—

they were long heads, instead of Indian.
The Skidi, or Saer Sidi, tribe or band of the Pawnee resided at the old village site on "Loup" or Skidi river in Doniphan county (where Mr. Plank
found their old stone graves) when Coronado was at Quivira, 1542, or they
were driven from the Wichita country after that time and made their home
with the White Pawnee, because both of these bands of the Pawnee have resided in this locality and built the two types of stone cists within three feet of

each other. These Pawnee of Harahey were the tribe which Father Padilla
had learned were "Christian Indians" and whom he thought were survivors of
the "lost army of Florida" and lost his life trying to visit them. It has always
been a mystery why he was murdered by the Quivira Pawnee for wishing to

—

visit

another

tribe.

in the Pueblo country of New
Mexico, was a native of the Harahey settlement, and the record shows that he
was strangled because he tried to prevent Coronado's visit to his home province. Ysopete was a Quivira Pawnee, and between the two they were successful in their efforts to prevent the Spanish expedition's "actual entry into any
of the Pawnee villages" of ground-houses. Coronado never saw a ground-house
while he was at Quivira, 1542. The Caddoan ground-houses of the Caddoan

The "Turk," whom Coronado found down
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Snakes were strung along the Missouri-Mississippi, from the Platte river down
when Coronado was at Quivira. This long string of settlements, the first of which was Harahey, was ruled by Tatarrax, which was deThis Tatarrax, high priest of
rived from the Gaulish name "Toutiorix."

to the Arkansas,

Harahey, "White Son of the Sky" and ''High King of Namah" (Tara), held
under a sacred tree and used a sacred arrow point, or flesh piercer,
like those used by the builders of Cahokia, or "Naham at the Wedlock of the
Waters."
It is no mystery longer why the 'Turk" and the Quivira Panis prevented
the Spanish invasion.
These White Pawnee made pottery tempered with shells, and decorated with
geometrical designs. The villages where the White Pawnee were dwelling
when they were suddenly destroyed, and where the stone cists were built, are
the only sites along the Missouri, from Kansas to Mandan, North Dakota,
where shell-tempered earthenware was used by prehistoric tribes.
It was between these two Pawnee village sites that we took sixty-seven
skeletons of the long-headed race,' of the same stock as the long-heads taken
from the Long's Hill mound in Nebraska. Some of these skeletons were sent
to our state museum at Topeka, and the major part were sent to Peabody
museum by Fred H. Sterns when he was here in 1915.
These long heads were the remnant of the Ohio mound and stone box grave
builders, there is no doubt of that fact, and there never has been any account
of a Negroid race having lived on the Missouri, but there have been many
his court

accounts of White and Welsh Indians on the Missouri.
It is this

band

of white Indians of

Harahey, and known as Slaves or Pawnee,

that belonged to the white race and buried their dead in two types of stone
boxes,

and in mounds.

This band of stone

cist builders

were a long, narrow-

skulled race, with low brows, and resembled the Neanderthrals of western

Europe.

"The

little, dark race, with long, narrow skulls, low brows and black, curly
were the race which built the 'long mounds' and 'barrows' in ancient
Britain. This race influenced the early Celtic immigrants, and were absorbed
by the Goidels, Brythons and Belgse."
We have traced the stone cist builder back to the Atlantic, by his stone box
graves. We have shown that sheet copper was used by the Mound Builders.
We have shown that it was engraved, and that the Tallegwi were the original
stone box builders in America, and that a copper record engraved on sheet
copper was taken from a stone box in Tallegwi territory, said to have been

hair,

man by the name of Mormon, of the Nephi nation.
seems that the evidence shows that the man who engraved those sheets
of native copper was Prince Modoc, of Wales, who, with his brother Riryd
sailed from Wales as the commanders of a colony composed of Welsh, Irish
and Picts, in 1170 a.d., and that they landed about the mouth of the St. Lawrence river, and finally established the Tallegwi empire with its capital on the
W5,bash in Ohio. And that the red Indians began a war against the Celtic
immigrants about 1300 a. d. with the intent to absolutely destroy every vestige of the white culture. The evidence shows that the Tallegwi culture was
not influenced by the Mayan Mongoloid culture of Mexico or the Inca culture
the work of a
It

:
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of South America. These American cultures and the red Indian
America are older than the Tallegwi mound and cist culture.

cults of

North

The Tallegwi

practiced the ancient Hebrew Serpent Cult, that was pracby Moses and Aaron on the King of Egypt. This ancient Wisdom Cult
was brought to Britain by the "King's Daughters" 587 b. c, and was practiced

ticed

a. d., when the "Snakes were driven
out of Ireland." These old Snakes worshiped the Sky as the mother of the
White Sons and the High Kings of Tara—"Hill of the Law." The builders of
Cahokia, or Namah, worshiped the Sky, in their Hako ceremony, and used the

as the Celtic religion, until the fifth century

same form of afrow points as those used by the White Pawnee, and the Skidi
and Ree (Arikara). It has been said that "there was a long time in Europe
when the knowledge of Freemasonry was mostly confined to the Druids, and
in Wales this order was the most generally found. It was their home. Modoc,
the son of a king and surrounded by heroic bands of men, could not be ignorant of the principles of Freemasonry, and when they landed in America
they brought those principles with them."
Mr. Charles E. DeLand, in volume 4, South Dakota Historical Collections,

and Dr. Ruben T. Durrett, Louisville, Ky., in his "Earliest Visits of Foreigners
to North America," have published much Madocian data.
The following account, published by both of the above writers, shows that
the Pawnee were visited by a Welshman and five Shawnee Indians, 1765. The
account

is

as follows

Griffeth, a Welshman and five Shawnee Indians of Virginia, went
up the Missouri to explore its head waters. They were taken prisoners by
Indians and carried to the principal villages of these Indians, which were about
fifteen miles apart. The men of these villages were white and spoke the Welsh
language. They had no European tools and procured their living like their

"Maurice

Indian subjects."
This account of Griffeth agrees with the Wolf and
northeastern Kansas and southeastern Nebraska.

Welshmen

Nemaha

village sites in

Griffeth estimated the In-

at 50,000, which were scattered along the MisThese villages were more than a mile from the
Missouri river and could not be seen by any one going up or down the Missouri river in a boat. The lowas claim that they and the Otoe tribes exterminated these Pawnees while they were living in Missouri and Iowa. It is
evident that they were gone when Lewis and Clark stopped and ascended the
Nemaha July 11, 1804. If Griffeth visited them in 1765 they disappeared between those dates.
From the state in which we found the skeletal remains of those buried in
the Taylor mound, which were of the long-headed race, we are certain that
they had not been buried in the loess to exceed 150 years.
George J. Remsburg, who was a member of the Quivira Historical Society
organized by Jacob V. Brower, and who was compelled to leave Kansas and
go to California on account of poor health, turned over his collection of prehistoric Indian relics and data to us before he went away. He was an acty^e
archaeologist and writer while he hved at Potter, Kan., and is still interested
in Doniphan county archaeological history, as the following poem plainly shows:

dian subjects of these

souri river for fifty miles.
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"ANTIQUARIAN LONGINGS."
By Georgk

J.

Remsburg.

how I'd like to be once more
Upon the old Missouri's shore;
And with my old time fervor scan
The Indian fields of Doniphan.
With Doctor Dinsmore by my side,
O,

As

my

preceptor, scout and guide,
point out as he did of yore,
The spots most rich in Indian lore.
O, how I'd hke again to seek
For relics on Mosquito creek;
Or hst to legendary things.
As told about old Eagle Springs.
I'd like to see what's yet concealed
Within the soil of Kelly field,
At Fanning, where the grim Pawnee
Once dwelt in grass-thatched earth tepee.
I long to tred the time-worn clay
Of Tatarrax and Harahey,
With Messrs. Zimmerman and Park,
And dig and delve from dawn to dark.
I'd like to ghmpse, with pensive awe,
The ancient domain of the Kaw.
I long again to wind my way
Where long have lived the Iowa;

To

Or, at Wathena cast my view
On scenes where lived the Kickapoo

And,

if

I live,

I'm going back

And tramp the old-time beaten
To gratify my longing soul

track,

In that rich antiquarian's goal.
PoRTERViLLE, Calif., Aug.

The

4, 1924.

on Kelley Farm, near Fanning, Kan., is where the same
was used as that at the Nemaha village site, where Captain
Clark took lunar observations, 1804. These villages are where the White and
Freckled Pawnee, or the Quivira and Harahey Pawnee were living when they
were visited by Maurice Griffeth and his Shawnee companions in 1765. This
was where the remnant of the Tallegwi were hiding in the bare hills of the
Snakes, or Caddoan tribes. This is where the people lived who worshipped
the Feminine principle in heaven which is to be the "Mother of us All." They
practiced the principles of Freemasonry which were obtained from the Celtic
Druids of Britain. They were related to the so-called "ape man" of Western
Europe. This "ape man" was the extinct Constatt race the aborigines of
village site

sort of pottery

—

Britain.
All that remains of this "Httle, dark race, with long,

mounds and
found among the Celtic

brows, and black, curly hair, are the long
freckles

and black curly hair

narrow

skulls,

low

barrows, and the black
stocks of Scotland and

Ireland."
It

was some

we have traced to Haraby Tatarrax and the "Turk." These While Welshmen were

of this long-headed Celtic stock that

hey, and was ruled

the last of the Tallegwi-Pawnee.

was declared nearly 2,000 years ago that "Ye shall know the
make you free."
The above is the truth as I see it concerning the Pawnee.
It

truth shall

truth,

and the
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RECOLLECTIONS OF WILLIAM SCHUTTE.
By Grace G. Arnold.

RUSH

COUNTY, KANSAS,

car

has three citizens

when the Indian and

history

and radio are to-day. Two

port live in

La Crosse,

of

who were

while the third, A.

McCracken.
Mr. Schutte and Mr. Copeland belonged

W. Copeland,

to the

same

States army, in service against the Indians, but did not

years later,

helping to

make

commonplace as the motor
these men, William Schutte and A. J. Bellbuffalo were as

when both were Kansas

is

a resident of

division of the United

know each

other until

pioneers.

WILLIAM SCHUTTE.
The
in a

is William Schutte, who was bom in Prussia, Febniaiy
attended school until he was fourteen years old, and later worked

eldest of the trio

24, 1843.

He

hnen factory

at Blyfeldt, Prussia,

which at that time, was the largest in

the world.

His father, Henry Schutte, came to America in 1851 and settled in St.
Later, with three companions, Peter Rhodes, Crapine and Guttenberg,
he went up the Mississippi river in a small boat and landed in Clayton county,
Iowa. The men drew straws to see who should name the new settlement, and
Guttenburg, being the winner, gave his name to the embryo town.
After nine years of working and saving, Henry Schutte was able to send
Louis.

for his family,
old, the

and

in the

summer

of 1860,

when William was seventeen years
In September, 1862, WilHam

family came to join the father in Iowa.

Recollections of William Schutte.

German boys that was being formed
of the company could speak EngLater the
lish, it had to be given a commander who could speak German.
company was divided and Wilham Schutte was placed in Company H, Sixth
Iowa cavalry. The regiment of which Company H was a part was ordered to

ran

away from home

to fight in the Civil

to join a

War.

company

of

As not a member

Memphis, Tenn., but before the destination was reached, word was received
that the Indians of the Northwest were on the warpath, and the regiment was
it was sent to operate
Mr. Schutte served three years and four months in the
Indian campaigns, and was honorably discharged, October 17, 1865, at Sioux

ordered back to Sioux City, Iowa, from which place
against the Indians.
City, Iowa.

During
tana,
Hill

this

time he saw service in Kansas, Nebraska, the Dakotas,

Mon-

Wyoming, Idaho and Colorado. He fought in the battle of White Stone
in Dakota, in 1863, when Sitting Bull was captured, and in the battle of

Falling Springs in 1864, which lasted six days

the Indians

managed

and

nights.

During this battle
wagons and

to separate the troops from their provision

to capture all their supplies.

The

troops, being without food, in turn captured

the Indian supplies, which consisted solely of dried buffalo meat, and upon

which the men lived until provisions could reach them from Council Bluffs,
Iowa, which took a long time.
At one -time an Indian guide and a small party of soldiers were sent ahead
to locate a camp. While examining a site where there was timber, they were
fired upon and three troopers shghtly wounded.
The Indians then ran and
the Indian guide shot and killed three of them. When the incident was reported to Colonel Pollock he said he would beheve it when he saw the dead
Indians, The soldiers went back with an ambulance and cutting off the Indians heads, took them back to convince the colonel. Picking up each head,
the colonel held it at arm's length and said, "There is a friendly Indian."
After the battle of White Stone Hill some soldiers captured an Indian
scout, who refused to tell them where the Indians were located.
The
soldiers hung the scout and then cut off the head, which they put on a pole
on a hill. Some of the soldiers killed in the battle had been mutilated and
their comrades wished to retaliate in kind.
When emigrant trains were en route to the Pacific coast, a detail of ten
soldiers from each company was sent to guard them through the Indian
country and across the mountains.
They also acted as guards for the
government trains sent to provision the outposts.
On one occasion two troopers were taken ill and were left at Fort Rice.
It was found that the snow had fallen unusually early and the train was
not able to negotiate the mountain passes, nor was it able to go back on
account of the large number of Indians which had gathered behind it.
The train was attacked, the horses were stampeded and several men killed
The two soldiers left at Fort Rice, hearing of the attack,
or captured.
went back to the home fort for aid.
Some of the soldiers noticed a red flag on a pole and investigating, found
a letter sewed into the flag. It was written by a white woman who had
been taken captive some time before on the Platte river. She told by what
The soldiers, not being numerically strong
tribe and where she was held.
enough to attempt her rescue, returned to Fort Reynolds. In the meantime

a
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been signed by some of the tribes, by which the government
was to furnish winter rations to the Indians who remained peaceful. The
chief of the tribe that had captured the woman, came with a number of
a treaty has

braves, to get his rations. When questioned, he at first denied, but finally
admitted that the woman was being held. The chief and most of his braves
were held as hostages until the woman was brought to Fort Sully. She
said that she had heard the roar of cannon, and knowing that the soldiers
were not far away had persuaded the Indians to put up the red flag, telling
them that it would make the white men very angry. The cannonading that
she heard was the battle of Falling Springs. The story of the rescue was
published, and the woman's husband, who had returned to his home believing her dead, came to the fort for her.
The woman was young and
very handsome, and the soldiers thought she must have a fine-looking husband, but to their great disappointment, he was a white-haired man old
enough to be her father.

In the summer of 1865 Mr. Schutte acted as dispatch rider, carrying messages between Fort Reynolds and Fort Sully, a distance of about a hundred
miles. The country was very barren, there being no settlement of any kind

between the two posts, and very little vegetation. It was necessary to cross
a low range of mountains called Busier Hills by the white men, and U-To0-Ta (meaning, "plenty of game") by the Indians, there being great numbers of buffalo and antelope, as well as coyotes.
Mr. Schutte was accompanied at first by one soldier who acted as body
guard, and later by two or three, when the Indians were more troublesome.
Ordinarily the trip was made in three days, but when the Indians were
more active five days were sometimes nece^ary to complete the round trip.
Horses were changed once between the posts. The Indians roaming over
the territory were the Cheyenne, Sioux, Santee, Crow, Blackfoot and others.
Once Mr. Schutte barely escaped capture and received his only wound
very slight one across the abdomen made by an arrow. The day after he
had eluded the Indians, being Sunday, the soldiers were ordered out on
dress parade. The commander, laying his hand on Mr. Schutte's shoulder,
said to the men, "If all of my boys were as brave and loyal as 'Sonny' here

—

I'd give $300

out of

my own

—

pocket."

Mr. Schutte was told by a Frenchman, who had married an Indian woman
and lived among her people, that the Indians were incited by Englishmen
from Canada, who hoped to aid in bringing about the collapse of the United
States government.
On the north side of the Missouri river, near Fort Reynolds, was an Indian
cemetery, where the dead were laid across the limbs of trees. Their weapons
were placed with them. Where there was no timber, poles were driven into
the ground and buffalo hides stretched across on which the dead were laid.
The body of a white boy four or five years old wa^ found in one of these
cemeteries, and was thought to be the adopted son of the woman who had
been rescued.
The work done by Mr. Schutte brought him in contact with Custer,
Buffalo Bill, Wild Bill and many other famous scouts, and he often met Kit
Carson, who had charge of Indian affairs in the south.
At one time several members of company H went fishing in the Black

Early Days in "Old Boston."
Hills.

A member

found in

When

for gold,

in the Yellowstone

in California, and instead
which he discovered, and thus was gold

had panned gold

of the party

began looking
the Black Hills.

of fishing he
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country, an officer told the soldiers that the

some of the young boys who had
never heard of a geyser were very much frightened.
When Mr. Schutte's term of enlistment expired he wished to visit his people, but promised General Custer that if his mother were willing he would

geysers were the chimneys of hell, and

command, but she objecting he remained at home.
In 1879 the family came to Kansas and settled in Ness county, but in
November of the same year they moved to Rush county, where they homesteaded and where they engaged in farming until 1907, when they moved
November 4, 1920, Mr. and Mrs.
to La Crosse, where they still reside.
return and enlist in his

Schutte celebrated their golden wedding.

"Grandpa" Schutte is the friend of all the children in the neighborhood
and is greatly loved by them. At eighty-one he is hale and hearty, and
clearly recalls the adventurous days of his youth.

EARLY DAYS IN

''OLD BOSTON."

Written for the Sedan Reunion, September 26, 1924, by

SAY at the beginning that
LETin MErespects
accurate. No record
all

The whole

history of Boston.

the space of about five years.

but thirteen years old, and

life

I

concerning Boston and those

make no claim that this sketch is
was ever written of the events and

I

of that interesting little city only covered

became a young

left it

Thomas E. Thompson.'

citizen of

Boston when I was

before I was fifteen, so the things I

who

may

tell

and the things they did are
simply my recollection of those times, with a reference or two to the files of
the paper I now publish. No file was ever preserved of the Messenger
Boston's newspaper, published during a part of 1873 and until late in the fall
of '74. No one at that time cared for such matters and it is a pity, for many
interesting events were therein told which would at this time make mightsgood reading.
In August, 1871, a party of young men coming from Osage Mission founded
the town of Boston. A little uncertainty seems to surround the choice of the
name, and there is some evidence that some of the party favored calling the
city New Boston.
But the shorter name was finally decided on. These
men were Dr. Robert Brogan, John Brogan, Pat Nulty, Dodd, Cartwright,
Thomas Cunningham, J. L. Mattingly and J. A. Oliphant. They were all young
bachelors, had only recently assembled together, and were not very well acquainted with each other. A number of families from Osage Mission had
lived there

—

—

1.
Thomas E. Thompson was born in Henry county, Iowa, May 23, 1860, the son of Asa
and Emma Abies Thompson, Iowa pioneers. In 1871 the family came to Kansas, settling in
what was then Howard county. Young Thompson received his education in the schools of
Elk county, and at thirteen years of age began his career as a newspaper man by entering
the printing office of the Howard County Messenger, published at Boston.
Associated with
his father he, in 1881, bought the Howard Courant, and from that time the paper has
been in the hands of Mr: Thompson, growing continually and with an ever widening influence.
In 1882 Thomas Thompson was married to Maude Cummings, of Elk Falls; they have one
child
a son, Clad H. now a member of the staff of the Kansas City Star, and in whom are
combined the great gifts of an able father and a talented mother. A more extended sketch
of Mr. Thompson may be found in Connelley's "Kansas and Kansans," vol. 4, p. 2115.

—

—

—
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preceded them, and had taken claims in the vicinity. They were quickly followed by others from that point, and many of them were Irish. A residents'

Boston vicinity sounded like a roster of the Irish
Johnny Brogan, Mike Riley, Jack Callahan, Mike
Conners, Matt Doolahan, Tom McBride, Bob Sheehan, Jimmy Tatten, Barney
Smith, with Lavelle, Murphy, Kilpatrick, Fitzpatrick and others equally euphonious. The location of Boston was exactly in the center of Howard county
north and south, and but two and a half miles from the center east and west
about four and one-half miles south and a little west of where Moline is now
located. It stood high and dry, no stream except little trickling Baker's branch
list

of the pioneers of the

Brigade, with Pat Nulty,

it.
Subsequent investigation proved that it was exceedingly ''dry," for
two deep wells of near eighty feet were put down, neither of which found
a drop of water, and several drillers also pounded holes in different places on
the townsite, but no vein of moisture was found. A tolerably reliable spring
just west of town supplied about water enough for a dozen families, but water
for the balance of the population had to be conserved in rain barrels set under
the eaves, or hauled from Baker's branch. The public well in the middle of
town, was kept supplied by volunteer water haulers who under cover of darkness hauled water from Baker's branch and poured into it as it was used out.
This was of course a secret, for all the propaganda in favor of Boston for county
seat proclaimed that there was plenty of good pure well water in Boston.
It was intended to establish a Catholic church in Boston at the very beginning, and I have been told that materials were hauled and that work was
about to begin, when it was discovered that the idea of a Catholic church
would not prove a popular campaign argument with the voters when it was
to come to choosing the county seat, where the population of the whole county
was largely Protestant. So the church was vetoed, and the building materials
were quietly sold to those who were preparing to build business houses and

near

offices.

The

time I ever saw Boston was about a year after its first building was
There was not a tree on the townsite, but
the half dozen or so store buildings were larger than usual in pioneer towns of
first

erected, perhaps in September, 1872.

and were mostly two-story in height, and looked clean and neat in
It was some months later before my parents moved to the town
of Boston, and one county seat election had already been held, with no permanent results. By this time August, 1873 a newspaper had moved in, the
Howard County Messenger, which had been published a year at Howard City,
and had been taken over by A. B. Hicks and moved to Boston, in consideration
of a small bonus paid by the Boston people. Hicks was poor, not very honest,
and had little ability as a writer. He had a big growth of black whiskers of
which he was verj' proud, and also had a very pretty wife and two handsome
children.
These same two children came near being blown up during the
following winter when a chunk of stove wood which Hicks had clandestinely
abstracted from a neighbor's wood pile and which had been loaded for some
that

size,

construction.

—

—

exploded in the Hicks family cook stove.
after arriving at Boston, I began learning to set type in the Messenger office, and was also taught the gentle art of inking type forms with a
hand roller and yanking the lever of the most primitive and unusual hand
printing press I ever saw. A tramp printer who worked a day or two on the
thief,

Very soon
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Messenger told me that press was undoubtedly over 100 years old, and that
had been in use before hand-inking rollers were invented, when they used
balls or pads to ink types and he showed me on the frame of the press where
the distributing board for the ink pads was attached. I have no doubt he was
right, for in many after years experience in country print shops I never ran
across such another hand press. I worked hard for Hicks for many months,
but I never drew a cent of pay. During those months there was published
from the Messenger office the Cedarvale Weekly News, which was edited by
some Cedarvale man who came up two or three days every week to oversee
its production.
I presume that was the first newspaper ever published for
Cedarvale, though that city has boasted, loved, lost and starved out many

it

;

papers since that time.

During the summer and

fall

of

73 there was

built at

Boston quite a pre-

tentious schoolhouse, on which there was placed a bell big and strong toned

enough to be heard several miles. The schoolhouse was also the community
building, and all the dances, religious services, festivals and Grange meetings,
were held there. It was big enough so that four or six sets of quadrilles could
be danced at once. Previous to its construction, a couple of terms of school
had been taught in rooms over a store, and in a building moved in from a near
by farm. The first school taught in the new schoolhouse, winter of '73 and
74, was by Robert A. Mattingly, an excellent teacher, who had come, with the
Osage Mission crowd, and had taught in the Catholic school at the Mission.
The following winter the school was taught by John B. Van Cleave, who had
recently come from Kentucky, and who during the war had been a member of
General Morgan's raiders, and had been captured by the Union forces while on
the historically famous raid in Ohio. "Van" was a fine fellow, but not much
of a teacher.

A county seat election was held early in 1872, and Peru won the decision.
Boston did not participate. Petitions for a new election were soon circulated,
the first election in which Boston took part, and was held September 10, 1872,
but the voting at all points was so manifestly fraudulent that the board refused to canvass the result or pay the election officials. New petitions were
circulated and another election was held August 12, 1873, and Boston won a
place in the first or elimination heat and was to fight it out with Elk Falls for
But the election officials at the Boston precinct failed to propfinal results.
erly certify their books, and the precinct was thrown out, though there was no
charge of dishonesty in the vote. Peru was therefore let in for the second
election, and this time Elk Falls was winner. Boston went into the courts and
later got a decision and an order that her vote in the August 12 election be
counted, and that the vote electing Elk Falls be annulled. The final election
was ordered by the commissioners to be held November 17, 1873, and Elk
Falls and Boston were to be the only points to be voted on. The campaign was
very spirited, and at the election Boston won by a majority of 235. The official count was held on Tuesday following the vote, and when the result was
announced, nearly the whole population of Longton and Howard City flocked
to Boston to ratify with a big dance and supper, and the next morning there
was not a drop of anything to drink left in the town. Boston's cup of joy was
running over, and all her dreams had come true. But alas, that was to be just
about as near as she ever was to become county seat. Elk Falls went into the
31—324
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moving the county recthough County Clerk Frank Clark had moved his office over the same
night the votes were counted, and that office was maintained at Boston for
three or four months and at least two meetings of the county board were held
there.
Quite a boom was the result, however, and quite a number of new
buildings were erected.
At the peak of Boston's prosperity, the town could boast of perhaps fifty
houses, and her population would approximate 200 people. There were many
bachelors, families were small, and few babies or young children, though in the
country around there were a plenty. The Boston school was large, and the
teacher had to have an assistant much of the time, the assistant being drafted
from among the larger girls of the school. The two busiest little boys living
in town were Bobby Allison and Sam Fitzpatrick, ages about 9 and 7 respectively. They galloped around town on stick horses, and were great pals. Sam's
later success in life and politics and business is known to most of you, but I
am sorrj^ indeed to tell you that poor Bobby has not been fortunate. At this
time he is living as a county charge in our county, a paralytic, almost totally
helpless, not able to talk, and entirely without means or friends or relatives.
Very soon after the election in which Boston fairly won the county seat, it
became apparent that Elk Falls was not going to give it up. The district
judge, W. P. Campbell, was known to own town lots in Elk Falls. Boston
tried to make him a present of some town lots in order to insure an unprejudiced decision, but Judge Bill wouldn't accept bribes from both sides. In that
respect, at least, he was different from some of the free and untrammeled
voters of this more enlightened and advanced day. Boston despaired, grew
impatient, and finally became desperate. She called in her faithful adherents
from the surrounding country, and organized a raid, and one morning in
January or February, 1874, about 150 heavily armed men moved in on Elk
Falls, and in less than thirty minutes had all the county records and everj-thing except the treasurer's iron safe loaded in wagons and moving over the
hills toward Boston.
Of course this brought down the condemnation of the
authorities higher up, and when the sheriff of Howard countj'- appeared at the
town of Boston with a heavily armed posse and demanded the arrest of the
perpetrators and the immediate return of the property, all he got was the
horse laugh, and the warning to stay at least three hundred yards from the
building where the county records were guarded by men who knew how to
shoot, were not afraid to shoot, and some of whom were more or less anxious
to shoot. For many days and nights this state of war existed and Boston
looked like a guerilla camp. The three or four buildings in which the records
and furniture were housed were guarded by armed men, and a patrol was
maintained all around the town and no one was allowed to come or go without strictest investigation. After the "war" was over, I heard different Elk
Falls men claim they sneaked in and out of Boston during that time without
being detected or molested, but I always doubted it. If they did, they sure
ffirted with death, for those Boston men did not look on it as a joke.^
courts again, and quickly secured injunction against

ords,

"An election was held in September, 1872
2.
.
for were Longton, Peru, Elk Falls, Boston, Howard City

[in Elk county]
the places voted
and the geographical center of the
the 14th of September the county commissioners met at Peru to canvass the vote,
and upon opening the returns from Boston, Elk Falls, and Peru, they met such unmistakable
evidences of fraud that they refused to canvass the vote at all, and declared no election. But
It was again agitated and reagitated by
the matter was by no means destined to rest here.
.

.

county.

On

—

;
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dance was held at the schoolhouse nearly eveiy night during the
it looked like frontier days indeed, to see the men
"balance all" and swing their partners while wearing navy-size six-shooters.
While on the subject of dancing, Boston had the best crowd of dancers I ever
saw in a small town. Of course quadrilles and square dances always held
half the program in those days, in country or town, but Boston could dance
the round dances as well as the cotillions and reels, and the way fort}^ or
fifty couples would swing down the line and circle around the old Boston
school house was an interesting sight, for the waltz in those days was a
steady, continuous whirl, with music at a slightly speedier tempo than of
to-day there was no reversing or cutting the corners, but eveiything was
And there would be a quadrille, and
dignified, and everybody danced alike.
then a schottische; then a quadrille, and then a waltz, and so on, and practically everybody in the Boston crowd could dance everything on the program. And the town and country was full of fiddlers. At any dance or
party, there were sure to be from three or four to a dozen men who could
take the fiddle and produce the music for anything called for.
One night during the "wav," while the dancing was at its merriest, somebody came running in and shouted "Elk Falls is coming!" and instantly
every man deserted his partner on the floor and scooted for his position of
defense to guard the precious county records and repel any attempt to carry
them away. On this occasion, however, it was soon found to be a false
strenuous times, and

—

alarm.
It didn't

take long for Boston to realize that in taking the law into her

damaged her

own

But she played the game along
as best she could. The records were again loaded into wagons and spirited
away over into Cowley county, and stayed hid out pending the arrangement
of terms. A dozen of Boston's leaders submitted to arrest, and were for many
days guarded by the sheriff's posse but that didn't bring results. Finally an
agreement was made that Elk Falls was to cooperate with Boston and get the
hands, she had seriously

cause.

—

perhaps what might be termed 'would-be-politicians,' who at this time found no other 'poAn election was held the 11th of November, 1873, for the
provender' to feed upon.
purpose of determining whether Elk Falls or Boston should be the county seat, resulting in
favor of Elk Falls by a majority of two hundred and thirty- two votes. Although it was legally determined that a majority of the votes had been cast for Elk Falls as the county seat,
yet the friends of Boston thought it ought not to be so, and were by no means to be robbed
The attempt of the Bostonians to
of what they deemed their just and legally acquired spoil.
redress their injuries in the matter gave rise to what is known as the 'Boston war.'
The
county officers had taken up their quarters at Elk Falls, where they were fixed by injunction.
But the brave men of Boston fearing neither law, legal process nor man, became bold in the
assertion of their rights, and the maintenance of justice between man and man, a resort to
physical force was deemed necessary for this, and on the 19th of January, 1874, a posse
comprising twenty-four wagons and 150 armed Boston men entered the town of Elk Falls
amid the consternation, threats and tears of the inhabitants of the town, and began loading
the records and county property upon their wagons, and after gathering all together, started
for Boston.
Attempts to rescue the stolen property were hastily made. Appeal for aid in
this behalf were addressed to the governor of the state, the legislature, and the adjutant general.
Three companies of militia were organized in the county to recover possession of the
records, and apprehend the possessors, but all to no purpose.
The county seat was gone, and
for some time enjoyed a migratory existence, having been trailed on the wagons through the
flint hills, and part of the time in Cowley county.
The time for the convening of the district court had now arrived.
Hon. W. P. Campbell^ then judge of the district, was on hand;
but the books and records were gone, and the action of justice was defeated. The judge,
however, at once set about to recover possession of them, and began by placing under arrest
the parties who had been engaged in the removal, for contempt of court. This began to put
a more serious aspect upon things, and the plotters began to weaken.
The release of those under arrest was promised provided an unconditional surrender of the
records and other county property was made, and which was speedily done.
Thus practically
terminated the warfare over county seat removals without bloodshed, it being allowed to remain at Elk Falls until the division of the county in 1875." Andreas' "History of Kansas,"
litical

—

1883, p. 1174.
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and not to have it put
and the Boston men were to return the records, and the prisoners were to
be turned loose and not prosecuted. A case was made and agreed for the supreme court, and everybody sat down and waited. Of course during the three
or four months during which the war took place, the regular county business
was badly jumbled. The December half of the taxes had been collected, and
the county treasurer, who had for some time been under suspicion, grasped
the opportunity to embezzle all the county money. He corrupted a couple of
Boston men to destroy the tax record covering that period, thus covering his
tracks to a great extent. It is only justice to the citizens of Boston to say
that they were highly indignant when the matter was exposed, and the two
men who assisted the defaulter were handed over to the authorities. But beMajor Mattingly,
fore the records were returned, the treasurer skipped out.
of Boston, was appointed treasuresr to fill the vacancy, and did all possible to
courts to decide as to the legality of the elections,
off,

unravel the tangle, but the records being destroyed, the amount of embezzle-

ment was never very accurately ascertained.
But that part of the history doesn't concern Boston

or the

purpose of

this sketch.

The summer

was an uneventful one at Old Boston. It was a dry,
'73, and everybody was
waiting to see what the supreme court would say on the county seat case.
The county commissioners made the Messenger the official county paper, but
the printers still were stood off for their pay. In August of that year came the
great invasion of grasshoppers. There were no telegraph, railroad connections,
nor telephones, nor radio, so the news of the impending disaster did not reach
Boston on lightning wings. A traveling man told some sensational story
about swarms of grasshoppers, but nobody was disturbed. Then a peculiar
hazy condition of the atmosphere was observed, and away up in the sky could
be seen myraids of small objects floating lazily along, and occasionally a lone
grasshopper would drift down. This continued for several days, and then all
at once they began to light. In one day and night they almost devastated
aU of this part of Kansas. I can well remember I made a trip to Independence with one of the Boston merchants after a load of merchandise. Independence was the nearest railroad town in '74. The afternoon we drove into
Independence, it began to rain grasshoppers, and the next day when we drove
back to Boston, we could observe how they, destroyed things. It had been a
dry summer anyway, so the crops were light, but the grasshoppers took everything that was left. For miles the fields and prairies would be as brown as in
December, and then for a few miles they would apparently skip a space, and
things would be about as green as usual, but between Independence and Boston about forty miles pratically seven-eighths of the country was devastated. In some neighborhoods the only green thing that could be seen were
occasional httle fields of castor beans, which some of the farmers raised in
those days.
They had the appearance of small oases in a wide scope of
of 1874

discouraging year under the shadow of the crime of

—

—

desert.

The

political

campaign

in

Howard county

in the fall of 1874

was waged on

the issue of division and anti-division, and the people of the county apparently

becoming disgusted with the interminable wrangle and the trickery and
schemes of both Elk Falls and Boston, voted in favor of making two counties
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Ed
of Howard county, which was the second largest county in the state.
Jaquins was the candidate for the legislature who favored division, while T.
The campaign was hot and
B. Rice was the candidate for anti-division.
bitter, and for the first time in the history of the county, Boston and Elk
Falls hned up together and both supported Rice for the legislature. But Jaquins won the election, and the legislature of January, 1875, passed a bill
Chautauqua counties and wiping good old Howard county off
The name of Chautauqua was greeted with much derision
by the people of the Elk county side, for there were then no Redpath-Homer
literary bureaus and the literary association at Lake Chautauqua, N. Y., had
not yet made the name nationally famous. Few could spell it and nobody
except Ed Jaquins could pronounce it and he couldn't but for the fact that he
came from that part of the United States.
The success of the division issue of course spelled "finish" for Boston, and
the people of that little town very soon lost heart, though they joined in with
Elk Falls and tried to enjoin the legislative act, attacked its "constitutionality," and tried every legal trick they could think up or raise money to pay
for, but all had to accept the verdict
the stuff was off. The dream was over.
So long as there was a prospect of Boston having a future, the citizens of
the town pulled together Splendidly. But when the end drew nigh, the little
differences grew into hatred, old jealousies and envies became feuds, like the
last day of school furnishing occasion for the big boys to fight out their old
quarrels and spites, and perhaps lick the teacher. Christmas day in 1874 was
a most unusual event in Boston. Instead of Peace on Earth and Good Will
toward Men, it was almost a Wild West round-up with the lid off. There were
many fights, and six or seven men who had long harbored the delusion that
they could whip Pat Nulty had to be shown where they were mistaken. Pat,
who in previous times would rather jolly them out of it than fight, apparently
had on a grouch himself, that beautiful Christmas day of almost summer mildness. His grey eyes blazed with light that should have been a warning of trouble
—but there was too much booze in their systems, and nothing would do but
fight.
Pat accepted a half dozen chances, all that offered in fact, and came
through without a scratch, but with the knuckles of his sledgehammer left
somewhat swollen. The other fellows each carried a bruise or two which was
very convincing. One thing to the credit of the Boston town boys their
fights were mostly fair, square stand up and knock down.
A free-for-all was
not their style, though sometimes on election days the country boys would
come to town and do some battle royals in which any head which stuck up
was liable to get peeled. But between Boston boys, there was always fair
play, and there was no rough and tumble arguments, so far as my observation
went. And in all its rip-roaring history, there was no shooting, and not a
kilHng ever took place in that town. The fact that a pistol snapped on one
creating Elk and

the Kansas map.

—

—

•

—

when a quarrel broke out over a poker
But even that little difference was quickly smoothed over, in the interharmony for it would not do to have it get bi*uited abroad that Boston

occasion perhaps saved Pat Nulty's hfe

game.
est of

men

—

didn't always agree.

In looking back over the past and trying to compare the Boston community

with the present day people and 1924 conditions, I am convinced that Boston
was a very decent little to^^Ti. The rehgious life of the community was of the
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pioneer
Catholic.

stripe,

the

population

being

The Protestant wing had no

about

Society.
half-and-half

Protestant

and

regular organizations, and no regular

Occasionally preachers from the near-by towns would come
and there were sometimes revivals, with about the usual results. A Sunday
school was organized and it functioned intermittently.
For the Catholics,
Father Paul Ponziglione, of Osage Mission, who was almost constantly visiting
different points to the west and down in the Indian territory, made more or
less regular trips to Boston, and held services perhaps more often than the
minister of any other denomination. He was a vigorous little old man, an
Italian, and had not a tooth in his head, but was jolly and everybody liked
religious services.
in,

him, Protestant as well as Catholic.
At Boston's high water mark, the town could boast of three general stores,
one exclusive grocery and hardware store, two hotels, one drug store, three
practicing physicians, with two oflSce buildings, one shoe shop, two blacksmith shops, two carpenter shops, one "hvery and feed stable," mostly feed,
for the only vehicle it owned was a democrat spring wagon without a top,

a very weakly newspaper, and one saloon

—the

latter

important business es-

tabhshment being operated by Pat Nulty, who also kept an up-stairs room
for a poker game, if one was needed. There were five or six attorneys at law,
all of whom were real estate agents, and Richard Speed, justice of the peace
for Center township, held court very frequently.
The entire bar of Boston
horned into every case that was tried in Judge Speed's court. If they were
not employed on one side of a case, they would volunteer their service for
the other side, and they practiced law for the experience it gave them. Almost every case was tried under high steam pressure, and the plaintiffs and
defendants were deluded into believing they had a most important case and the
lawyers made much noise and emitted much oratory.
Pat Nulty had a monopoly in the saloon business. Once a quiet little old
chap essayed to open out an opposition saloon, and laid in a httle stock of
booze, a keg of beer and a jug of blackberry, fixed up a pine board bar and
stood ready to wait on thirsty customers. Pat locked his saloon, gathered up
all the boys, went over and bought drinks for everybody at the new saloon.
The pleasure of standing treat was passed around, and the new proprietor
fairly beamed his hospitality. As evening advanced and the regular trade discovered Pat's place shut up, they all went over to the new place, and proceeded to put on a regular jubilee. They drank up all the little stock of hquors,
largely on credit, and then threw the bar fixtures out of doors and hinted to
the new proprietor that Boston wasn't big enough for two saloons, and he never
opened up again.
My folks took the first organ into Boston there wasn't a piano anywhere
in the country, so far as I know. Our organ was a Httle portable affair, but it
was quite an event when it arrived. My father and grown sister were rather
better than ordinary singers, and I could fake a pretty good alto myself.. The

—

night we spent in Boston, we sang a few songs, our front door standing
open, and the whole town was quickly gathered around us. It was a warm,
moonlight night, and everybody seemed to be hungry for the music. A young

first

man named

Keables, a character of early Boston, was quite a good singer,
and played a guitar. Bill Frazier, a carpenter, had a beautiful voice and
knew a hundred good songs. A mail contractor named Chapin, who carried
the mails for nearly all the towns in the surrounding territory, made his head-

—
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quarters at Boston for
course.

My

many months, and was an

father organized a singing class
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—

excellent fiddler by ear, of
and from then on Boston had

plenty of fairly good music.
To my mind, the two outstanding characters of Boston were Maj.

J.

L.

Mattingly and Pat Nulty. They were great friends and pals, though as unlike
as could be imagined. Major was a man of education, was polite and refined
in his manner. He had had some newspaper experience, and was a good writer,
with a talent for stringing words into rhyme that was unusual. Pat was uneducated, awkward and bashful in presence of ladies. But ''Maje and Pat" ruled
Boston. They managed all the campaigns and their leadership was never
questioned. Pat was one of the bravest, nerviest men I ever knew. Had he

hundred years ago, he would have been a feudal chief,
a born leader among men of his kind, and when he
couldn't jolly them along and he was what we would now call a great kidder
he could take them by the scruff of the neck and compel them to obey, for
he was a giant in strength, though not a very large man. Major was no
scrapper, but he was a kind, persuasive character, and it seemed that the Boston people naturally wanted to do as he wished them to do. The Boston folks
nicknamed Pat "Briney," and Major, "Old Innocence."
The bill which divided the county went into effect on June 1, 1875, and
Sedan was made the county seat of Chautauqua, and Howard City the county
seat of Elk. Very soon the exodus from Boston began, and by fall much of
the town was moved away. The most of the larger buildings went to Howard,
though Elk Falls fell heir to a few, and some went to Sedan. The Boston
crowd scattered out, some going clear away, and Sedan and Howard each getting some. Among the lawyers, Mox Miller and Ed Kenney went to Sedan,
while OHphant went to Howard. Cartwright went clear away, and I have
never heard of him to this day. As he was one of the youngest of the fullgrown crowd, he may yet be alive. Major and Pat moved to Sedan, as did
Bill and John Johnson, and others.
The Thompsons all went to Elk county,
most of them to Howard. Doctor Olney went to Elk Falls, as did Jim Pringle,
Joe Cambron, and John R. Hayes. The Brogans, Walkers and some others
lived in Ireland fifteen

perhaps a king.

He was

—

who owned farms near by returned to them, some later moving to Moline,
which was founded in 1879 when the railroad came. The greater number of
the Old. Boston crowd have by this time been gathered in by the Grim Reaper,
for fifty years almost have passed away since Boston's sun went down.
About ten years after I left Boston, I married an Elk Falls girl,^ and one
day, taking my wife out for a buggy ride, I drove over to the old townsite of
Boston. Not a single house remained. I drove around and tried to identify
the various locations of the old town, for I wanted to show her where I had
lived when a boy where I began to learn to be a newspaper man, and where
I went to school and where I helped dig one of the Boston wells, and later
where I helped haul water to keep it primed. But I couldn't accurately locate
a single spot. As we drove around my wife called my attention to two jackrabbits sitting unafraid by the roadside which had once been the main street
of the busy, hopeful little town. The elimination, depopulation and desolation
of Boston was complete.

—
—

In the issue of Howard Courant, February 10, 1914, Mrs. Thompson has an article
3.
entitled "Side Lights on the Boston War."
It is very interesting and entertaining reading,
she as a little girl having been a resident of Elk Falls during the progress of the "War."
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JUSTICE WAS SWIFT

AND SURE

By

J.

Society.

IN EARLY KANSAS.

T. BoTKiN.i

MY EXCUSE

for writing this story of two legal hangings and one lynching for murders committed in one Kansas county at different times, is
the fact that so many people in Kansas believe that no legal executions ever

took place under the Kansas laws. I trust that a brief history of these crimes,
men who committed them, and of their capture and execution may be
of interest at this time when murder is so common, and the punishment thereof
so light as to be of little consequence.
of the

J.

T.

EOT KIN.

For many of the facts of the story, I am indebted to Col. Ed R. Smith, of
City, and James Goss, of Pleasanton, a brother of Sheriff Goss, prominently mentioned in the story. Both these men are pioneers, having lived in
Linn county since 1858, and both are enjoying the association of hosts of

Mound

friends in their declining years.

The

first

of these

murders was committed on

of Trading Post in Linn county.

Cygnes massacre, and

^vas

It is

known

May

19, 1858,

near the town
Marais des

in history as the

one of the most brutal and unprovoked murders

1.
He came with his parents
J. T. Botkin was bom in Logan county, 111., May 7, 1853.
to Kansas in February, 1866, locating on a farm near Mound City in Linn county. In 1879
the family moved to Harper county.
Mr. Botkin spent some time on a cattle ranch in
southwestern Kansas before that country was settled.
He was married to Jennie Waldren
at Attica, Kan., in July, 1885. In November, 1914, Mr. Botkin was elected secretary of state,
and was reelected in 1916, serving the state in that capacity four years. After his retirement
from office he located in Wichita, where he now lives.
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recorded in the annals of crime. It grew out of the conflict that raged in
Kansas between the forces of freedom and those of slaveiy from 1854 to the
close of the Civil War. Most Kansas people are familiar with the history of
this foul deed, and I will refer to it but briefly.
FIVE

MEN

KILLED.

Eleven men, all bona fide citizens of Linn county, were captured one at
a time while engaged in their own peaceful pursuits by a band of cutthroats
from Missouri, Alabama, Georgia and other southern states. The leader of
this infamous band was one Doctor Hamelton, from Rome, Ga., a desperate
character, who had previously stood trial for murder in his own state. These
eleven men charged with no crime other than opposition to human slavery,
were taken to a deep ravine a few miles from Trading Post. Here they were
With no opportunity for either a trial or a chance to
told of their fate.
fight for their lives, they were lined up facing the east and a volley was fired
into them. Five of them fell dead, four were wounded, and two were unhurt.
Those who were not killed feigned death and escaped with their lives.
To-day at Trading Post an appropriate marble shaft stands as a memorial
to the martyrdom of these brave men who died for a great principle and as
an everlasting reminder of the infamy of the perpetrators of the cowardly deed.
Of the survivors of the massacre, Rev. B. L. Reed lived for some years afterward at Osawatomie, Austin Hall was for many years a merchant at Trading
Post, and Asa Hairgrove was elected state auditor in 1862.
Not long after the massacre, a man named Mattox was arrested as a
participant in the crime. Paris, a town that ceased to exist more than half
a century ago, was then the county seat of Linn county. Paris was headquarters for the proslavery element, and Mattox was permitted to escape.
Some time in the spring of 1863 William Griffith, of Bates county, Missouri,
was arrested for the crime and brought to Mound City. On October 3, 1863,
his trial began.
Judge Solon Thacher, of Lawrence, well known to every
student of Kansas history, was the trial judge. Hon. D. P. Lowe, afterward
judge of the district and later a member of congress, was attorney for the
defendant. A list of the jurors is before me, and most of them were well known
to

me

in after years.

ONE

PAID PENALTY.

was found guilty and sentenced to be hanged by the neck until
dead, on October 30, 1863. The sentence was executed by Sheriff E. B. Metz,
of Mound City, on the day set. Of all that murderous band, he was the only
one to pay the penalty of his crime.
The other murder referred to was committed not far from the scene of the
Marais des Cygnes massacre, September 25, 1865. The murderers were Scott
Holderman and Elias Foster. A brief history of this crime may be of interest
Griffith

at this time.

When

I

came with

Goss was county
less in

came

my

sheriff.

parents to Linn county in February, 1866, David
a ''man of the hour." He was fear-

Dave Goss was

the discharge of his duty, whether or not

it

affected friend or foe.

He

Soon after the Civil War began
he enlisted in the Sixth Kansas cavalry and became captain of D company.
.In this company as privates, were Scott Holderman, two of his brothers and
to Kansas from Gosport, Ind., in 1858.
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his father, Jacob Holderman. The latter was a member of the jury that convicted Griffith for his part in the Marais des Cygnes massacre. The Holdermans had lived near the Missouri hne before the war. They were free-state

men and had
meted out to

suffered the usual dangers, privations
free-state

men by

and persecutions that were

lawless proslavery

men

like the

Hamelton

band.

While the regiment was ser\-ing in Arkansas, the regimental sutler was
robbed by Elias Foster, a mere boy, and a native of the country. The robberj'
was a bold one and marked young Foster as an adept in that line. He was
captured and was held as a prisoner in the regiment for several months and
was then permitted to enlist in D company. He was a good soldier, and he
and Scott Holderman soon became good friends. There seems to have been
nothing in their career as soldiers to indicate that they were to become outlaws, but as soon as they were mustered out of sendee they began a career
of crime which, though brief, was more or less spectacular.
They were splendid types of the desperado of the time. Both were superb
horsemen and crack shots. They were as fearless and as bold and dashing as
the James and Younger band of outlaws on the other side of the border, and
doubtless they would have become as famous had they had the protection of
partisan friends enjoA'ed by the James and Younger gang all the way from
northern Missouri to Old Mexico.
FOSTER
Foster, though

much

WAS THE

LEADER.

the j'ounger of the two, seems to have been the brains

and its leader. He was a bom leader and a splendid specimanhood. Standing full six feet in his socks, well proportioned, straight as an aiTow, and of pleasing countenance, he was good to look
at even in chains. I have seen few finer looking men in my life than Elias
Foster, as I remember seeing him so often in the custody of the officers. He
had a happy disposition, was bright and intelligent and made friends easily.
Holderman was not so attractive, either in disposition or personal appearance.
He was a man of great personal courage and a very dangerous man. He married the daughter of "Uncle Jackie" Williams, and I must digress long enough
to say a few words about "Uncle Jackie."
Uncle Jackie Williams was an old-fashioned hardshelled Baptist preacher.
He was loved and respected far more for his high character as a man ?ind his
of the partnership

men

of physical

sincerity in the cause of religion than for his learning.

He

preached in that

old "sing-song" style that was going out of fashion about that time.

He

preached long and loud. I do not remember to have ever heard Uncle Jackie
preach more than three hours at any one time, though I am told that he often
exceeded that limit by an hour or more, and that the ardor and fen^or of his
sermons were never abated in the shghtest degree by its duration. Uncle
Jackie was always going strong at the

finish.

Holderman and Foster soon became the tenor of the border. They committed a number of highway robberies and holdups. One particularly bold
highway robbery occurred near Paola. I think they were arrested for this
crime and broke jail, but am not certain about this. At anj^ rate, while dodging the officers on account of this crime they killed a man down on the Marais
des Cygnes river in Linn county in the fall of 1865. This was a cold-blooded
murder committed for money. The victim was unknown and the officers were
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never able to identify him. A stranger in a strange land, he met a violent
death. Just another case of a man filled with hope going out into the then
wild West to seek his fortune, and so far as friends were concerned, never to
be heard of again. Sad as was his fate, there are probably none living in the
world to-day who have an interest in this mystery of nearly sixty years ago.

CAPTURE OF FOSTER.

As soon as news of this crime reached Sheriff Goss, a search was begun that
ended only with the capture of both men and their subsequent death. Foster
•was captured first. He was discovered in Bates county, Missouri, and a posse
hurriedly formed for his capture. Foster, who was splendidly mounted, at first
laughed at his pursuers. He easily distanced all of them except one man
mounted on a roan horse. Over rolling prairies, across wooded streams, up
and down hilly slopes they rode, exchanging occasional shot. They rode
furiously.
No matter how swift the pace set by Foster, the gallant roan
held it and began to gain a little. Foster was heading for the town of Butler.
He explained afterward that he did not want to add another murder to his
list, so decided to shoot the roan horse and make his escape.
With this purpose in view he waited until the rider of the roan fired, then stopping suddenly
and wheeling his horse, he was in the act of taking aim at the roan when his
own splendid mount fell dead from a well directed shot from the rider of the
roan. Foster did not know that the rider of the roan carried a repeating rifle.
This occurred on the townsite of Butler. I wish I could give the name of the
rider of the roan, but I can't. All I know about him is that he was a brave
man and a good citizen. He was one of the pioneer merchants of Pleasanton,
which town was started four or five years later. Foster surrendered and was
taken to Mound City. There was no jail in the county at the time, and he
was held under guard by the officers for several months, when his case being
continued, Sheriff Goss arranged to take him to Lawrence, and place him in the
pending his trial.
Late one Sunday afternoon in the latter part of the summer of 1866, if my
memory serves me right, the sheriff and deputies started out with their prisoner for a drive, as was their custom. Instead of returning to Mound City,
they drove toward Lawrence. Some time after dark they reached the heavily
timbered bottoms of Big Sugar creek. Suddenly a mob of twenty-five or
thirty men rushed out of their hiding place, overpowered the officers and took
charge of the prisoner. The team of the sheriff was turned around and he was
ordered to drive with all haste to Mound City. He drove a short distance,
stopped, and began to search for his prisoner. I think he was not sure whether
Foster was captured by his friends or his enemies. A few hours later they
found his lifeless body hanging to the limb of a tree. Tradition has it that
Foster was the third man to swing from that particular tree, two horse thieves
having preceded him to the "Great Beyond" from the same limb.
The search for Holderman continued, but he was wary; means of communication in the sparsely settled region of eastern Kansas and western Missouri were few, and his capture seemed doubtful. It happened that William
jail

Goss, brother of the

sheriff,

tance from the Kansas
in the

line.

had some business over

He

woods and found himself traveling

cabin in the midst of the forest.

He

in Missouri quite a dis-

One day he lost his way
mere bypath that led to a lonely
dismounted, went to the door and

traveled horseback.
a
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knocked. A woman opened the door and he recognized her as Scott Holderman's wife. It was raining and this gave him an excuse to pull his hat down
over his face while Mrs. Holderman briefly directed him to a road that
would lead him out of the woods. For a few minutes the life of Bill Goss
hung by a very slender thread. Had Mrs. Holderman recognized him he

,

would have been killed. Imagine, if you can, the feelings of Bill Goss as he
walked away from that cabin door expecting every minute for a bullet to
"spat" him in the back. But he was not recognized, and he returned to Kansas and reported his find to his brother, Dave, who, with two trusted deputies,
John Humphrey and a man named Huff, immediately set out for Missouri.
There was a small country s^ore a few miles from Holderman 's cabin.
Sheriff Goss took the proprietor of this store into his confidence. Holderman
was not at home, but the merchant assured the sheriff that he would know
when he came and would assist in his capture. Sheriff Goss immediately returned to Kansas, as both Holderman and his wife knew him very well, and
to remain in the neighborhood might thwart plans for the capture. Humphrey
and Huff, who were not known by the Holdermans, secured work in the harvest fields in the neighborhood and waited for developments. Holderman returned in a few days. A small posse was organized and surrounded the cabin
in the early hours of morning. Before it \yas fairly light they called for Holderman to come out and surrender. He came out, but not to surrender. He
began firing in the semidarkness and the first bullet passed through Huff's
hat. Members of the posse were well hidden and protected and before Holderman could locate anyone else to shoot at, Humphrey shot him through the
bowels. This ended the fight; he surrendered, and was taken to Mound City
as soon as he wa? able to travel.
His preliminary hearing was held August 3, 1867. He was held without
bond, and on September 25 his trial came on before Judge D. P. Lowe, who
defended Griffith in his trial for murder a few years before. He was found
guilty and sentenced to hang November 15. There was no jail in Linn county,
and he was taken to Lawrence and held in jail there until the day set for his
execution. The sheriff, fearing an attempt to rescue the prisoner should he
return him to Mound City, went to Lawrence and carried out the sentence of
the court by "hanging him, the said Scott Holderman, by the neck until he
was dead." Scott Holderman met death bravely, as he had often met it before on the field of battle and later in many an exciting holdup and adventure.
It will be observed that just one hundred and four days elapsed from the
day of his preliminary hearing to that of his execution. There was no new
trial, no appeal, no stay of execution, or other delay so common in our
courts to-day. I believe this execution had a salutary effect along the border.
It was a warning to other criminals that the courts were working and that justice was sure and swift. I think a return to this practice all over the country
would tend to check murders and furnish a just protection to honest people.
At the same time it would greatly improve the population of our country by
the process of elimination.

After I became a man, I was told by an old settler that the captain of the

hanged Foster was afterward foreman of the jury
Thus, and in such manner did the pioneers mete
enforce law and restore order.

vigilance committee that

that convicted Holderman.

out

justice,
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So ended the career of two men who, under different environment might
have been good citizens. There is a similarity in their career to that of the
James and Younger gang. Both got their training along the border during
When the strife ended, both
the great conflict between opposing factions.
continued to prey on the public. But here the similarity ended. The James
and Younger gang were shielded and protected by former partisans and comHolderman and Foster were hunted down, captured and
rades in arms.
brought to justice by their former captain and comrades in arms.
I have always thought and I now believe, that had every county in western
Missouri had a Dave Goss for sheriff when the war closed, the career of the
James and Younger gang would have ended about the time that Holderman

and Foster went out of business.
But all is changed. The border war is only a memory. Where once every
highway and bypath were fraught with danger, now all the paths are paths
of peace. Where once the rope and the six-shooter were the chief necessities
in the settlement of disputes, and necktie parties were of frequent occurrence,
now law and order prevail. No one carries arms, and I doubt if there are a
half dozen men along the border, including both sides of the line from St.
Joseph, Mo., to Galena, Kan., who know how to tie a hangman's knot. Peace
and prosperity have taken the place of strife and bloodshed. Only a few of
the pioneers of the "fifties" remain. These sit peacefully in the afterglow of
life's

all

sunset, calmly waiting for the shadows.

forgotten; the dead past has buried

its

The

animosities of the strife are

dead.

CONCERNING A DAY WHEN COWBOYS WERE COWBOYS.
By

WAS in the
ITpet
of green,

spring of 1883.

J.

T. BoTKiN.

The

plains country

was covered with a

car-

sprinkled with a profusion of red, blue, white and yellow

flowers.
On the highlands there still lingered enough of the faded somber
gray buffalo grass of the year before to lend variety to the prairie scenes.
The cattle were beginning to take on flesh and were shedding their winter

coats so the brands could be read. The saddle horses that had been idle
through the preceding winter months were getting fat and sleek and wild
and had to be ''broke" again. Ranchmen were making trips to the border
towns laying in supplies. All over the range country there was life and
The round-up season was at hand, and the cattlemen of southactivity.
west Kansas were equipping outfits to go south across the Cimarron and on
down to the Canadian to gather the cattle that had drifted south during the
storms of the winter before and bring them back to the home ranches.
About the first of June my brother Ed and I left the Flag Ranch on east
Kiowa creek in Comanche county with a round-up party headed for the

Canadian.

There were nineteen men

in the

outfit including the

cook and

The wagon was heavily loaded with provisions. There was
no room for a tent and not much room for bedding. We traveled ''light"
from necessity. We went southwest on the Old Adobe Walls trail.
It rained almost constantly.
Our bedding was never dry. Each man
was supposed to roll his blanket in the morning and throw it on the wagon
horse rustler.
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to save work for the cook. When it was unrolled at night, it smelled sour
and musty and did not particularly invite sleep. But we slept, oh, so soundly
when it was not raining. I do not know how we could have made this trip
without the old "Fishbrand" slicker, or oiled coat, which was a part of

every cowboy's wardrobe.

When the rain would compel us to get up in the night time and stand
around for hours waiting for day to dawn, these slickers kept us dry. The
prairie coal, which was abundant everywhere, was water-soaked and useless.
Our cook was an old hand and always had a few dry limbs put away in his
wagon. He saved all the axle grease boxes and bacon rinds to bum, and so
it never rained so hard but that we had something to eat.
Many times on
that trip I have stood over the little fire holding the skirts of my slicker
out to keep thq rain off the little blaze we had while the cook boiled the
coffee, fried the bacon and managed to half way cook a little corn.
When we reached a point on the old trail northwest of the present town
of Englewood, we turned south across the Cimarron river into No Man's
Land and camped along a little stream we knew as Horse creek.
We stayed in this camp nine days waiting for the streams to run down,
and only for the rain it would have been ideal. As it was we had a good
time. Antelope were plentiful and very fat. The boys killed a great many
of them.
We had fresh antelope meat every day, and Frank, the cook,
packed two or three gunny sacks full, which afterward proved a great
help to us.

Frank, by the way, was quite a fellow. He was not only a good cook
Unfortunately his repertoire consisted of but three
but a good singer.
songs, and he used to regale us nightly with ''Lost on the Lady Elgin,"
"The Boston Burglar," and "The Dying Cowboy." Sometimes when the
clouds had rolled away and the stars had come out, the whole bunch would
join in singing "Dem Golden Slippers," but the song was a little out of
our reach. Our voices and our culture were far better adapted to "It Ain't
Gwine Rain No More," but sad to relate that classic had not yet been
written, for we could have sung it with great zest between showers.
There were some good riders and
Oiu-s was a good crowd of fellows.
some good ropers among them. There were good cattlemen and good cowhands in that crowd. There was not a man among them that ever bulldogged a steer or performed any of the circus stunts palmed off on the pubto-day as cowboy sports.
of them ever helped to hang a horse thief or a cattle rustler, or
rescue an abducted maiden, which seems to be the only avocation of cow-

lic

Not one

boys in the movies.

They were capable

protecting their rights.

Th^

of taking care of themselves and of
were splendid types of the cowboy of their

day and of the men who did the

They knew how
how to brand them and
time.

real

"cow work" on the big ranges at that

to raise cattle,
to

market the

how

to gather

them

in the spring,

beef.

There were men in that outfit who could ride anything that wore hair
and traveled on four feet, and that too with a cleian saddle and without
having to "pull leather." When one of those boys rode an "outlaw" he did
not have to have someone ride alongside on a gentler horse and take him
off after the horse had bucked a half dozen times, as they do in the traveling
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rodeos. He stayed with him to the finish, and when the contest ended Mr.
Broncho knew that his master was in the saddle.
That perfectly beautiful and altogether lovely, but wholly mythical creature, the cowgirl, had not yet been invented. Imagine, if you can, a woman
or a girl on the round-up or on the trail. Think of her sleeping out in the
open and on the ground without bedding, excepting a wet and mouldy
blanket or two, and maybei having to use her sweaty and horsey smelling
saddle-blanket to keep warm. No privacy, no opportunity for a bath; no
chance to make her toilet nor to use either lip-stick, rouge or powder
The cowgirl is a myth.
It simply wasn't done.
puff.
From Horse creek we went down the CimaiTon for a hundred miles or
more. We visited the salt plains. We traveled a good part of the way
through the gypsum hills and drank "Gyp" water until most of us had fever
We
It was still raining and we were doing no work.
sores on our lips.
stopped for a few days at the headquarters camp of Sloop & Ballinger on
Between the Flag ranch and Sloop &
the Salt Fork south of Kiowa.
Ballingejr's we saw but two human habitations.
One was a settler's claim
shack on Bear creek in Clark county, and the other was a stage stand at
"Deep Hole," where the military road from Fort Dodge to Camp Supply

crossed the Cimarron.

From

the Salt Fork the outfit went northwest up into the

county pool, where a large number of
ing

up and cutting out

cattle.

Comanche

were at work roundcombined made an im-

outfits like ours

All of these outfits

posing outfit, reminding one of an old fashioned traveling circus.

There must have been at least one hundred and fifty men in that crowd
it reached Old Kiowa, which was two or three miles up the Medicine
river from the present splendid town of that name. When you stop to consider that each man had from four to six horses for his private mount and
that several large herds of cattle were being carried along, you will understand that it was a real "cow outfit."
These cattle had to bo herded nights as well as in the daytime, and the
boys worked two-hour shifts on night herd. At Old Kiowa there was a
saloon and the boys began to "licker up." At Medicine Lodge there were
several saloons and they "lickered up" some more.
As I remember, the
outfit stayed a day or two at the Lodge.
At that time Medicine Lodge was strictly a cow town. Everybody was
interested in cattle, and so when the outfit arrived the boys were given
the freedom of the city and told to "go to it," and they went. They ran
horse races on Main street. At night they built bonfires and tried to see
who could ride his horse nearest the fire. They shot holes in the atmosphere
while Elm creek, the Medicine river valleys, and the surrounding hills reverberated with the sound of their unearthly whooping and yelling.
I haven't been in Medicine Lodge much in recent years, but I have no
doubt that the atmosphere about the town is still full of holes shot into it
by the boys of that big round-up party, which I think was the last big
round-up to work the Medicine river.
From Medicine Lodge to Sun City there was not much work to do. as the
country was mostly fenced up into small pastures. This was fortunate, for the
boys were not in condition to read the brands very well. At Lake City and

when
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again at Sun City more whisky was to be had.

It was of the moat farwas with some difficulty that the
foremen of the various outfits were able to get the boys away. They were
aided by the fact that by this time the boys were all broke, and whisky was
cash.
Sun City at that time was an outpost. There was no town west
of it in Kansas in the southern tier of counties. During the entire week it
took the outfit to go from Old Kiowa to Sun City, with whisky and beer
a plenty, and the boys imbibing freely, there was not a single fight of any
kind nor even a quarrel as far as I ever heard.
From Sun City west they settled down to real hard work. We were drawing near home for most of the ranchmen, and one by one they cut their
cattle from the main herd and took them home.
The "Horsehead" outfit
and Brother Ed and I were the last, and we drove our cattle from the
headwaters of the Medicine river where the last round-up took place to
Kiowa creek after five o'clock one summer day, and the general found-up
for that year was over.
There was plenty of hard riding and hard work all summer branding
calves and attending local round-ups and until late in November or early
Then cattle were turned
in December, when the beef had been shipped.
loose again and the same work to be done over the next spring.
Most of
the men were laid off during the winter months and the few that were left
looked after locoed cattle and cared for the run-down cow horses, so they
would be in shape for the next spring's round-up.
What of the nineteen men that rode southwest from the Flag ranch on
that June day forty-one years ago?
I lost track of most of them years ago.
A few of them I kept in touch
with for a long time. Some of them I know prospered, and a few are wellto-do citizens of the country where they rode the range in those days of
long ago. Some I know have passed to their reward. Others I know not of.
But wherever they may be, if in the land of the living, I wish them
well and wish they could ride up to my door, throw the bridle rein over their
horse's head, walk in without ceremony and greet me with the hearty goodwill they were wont to do in the old days when they rode up to the door
of our humble but cozy dugout. To those who have reached the end of the
long trail, my wish, my hope and my prayer is that they have found peaco
and quiet and a good berth in the Home Ranch of the Blest.

reaching variety, was abundant, and

it
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RECOLLECTIONS OF GEORGE ANDREW GORDON.^
Prepared by Hon. Gordon A. Badger.

IHE

territory formerly called the "Plains"

of Kansas,

now

included within the states

Nebraska and the Dakotas, was once the summer grazing

They were migratory
new grass afforded them

mov-

ground of innumerable herds of buffalo.

animals,

ing north in the spring as soon as the

pasturage, and

when the frosts of the early winter had turned the northern pastures brown,
they commenced their return to their winter home in western Texas, and by
the first of January the majority of those herds that covered the western plains
during the summer had passed south of the Red river. Men who crossed the
and Oregon in those early days, and saw the number of
swarmed over them, will have no difficulty in imagining how dense
they would be when congregated in the part of Texas lying south of the Red

plains to CaHfornia
buffalo that

river.

Into this winter

home

of the buffalo, the writer, with four companions,

penetrated and wandered on horseback between the 20th of February and the

Between these extremes, correct dates cannot be given,
was written with a common lead pencil, and on my way to
the Gulf, as hereinafter stated (it being necessary for me to swim a river), it
got soaked and became illegible.
Of my companions, two were old gray-headed French Canadians, who had
spent many years as hunters and trappers in the service of the fur companies
15th of April, 1846.

as the diary I kept

Two were natives of Arkansas, one being a doctor about
These men were each armed with a flintlock rifle and a huge bowie
knife. One of the graybeards also had a small ax hung to his saddle, if it
could be called a saddle, for I only had an article worthy of that name. My
meeting with these men on the eve of their starting on this expedition was
purely accidental. I had no weapon more dangerous than a penknife, but one
of the graybeards offered to loan me a rifle if I would join them.
I accepted the offer. They were already mounted ready to leave for their camp,
and in less than fifteen minutes after our first meeting, I had joined the company of strangers, and had started to go into a hostile Indian country. Very
foolish you will say, and I will not dispute it.
The gun given me was a long-barreled heavy rifle, that shot an ounce ball.

in the Northwest.

my

age.

1.
George Andrew Gordon was of Scotch-Irish descent, and was born in Warren county,
Ohio, on January 22, 1821. He removed with his parents in 1836 to Sullivan county, Indiana.
He received his education in Miami University and Wabash College.
On September 22, 1842, he was married to Sarah Eleanor Dunn, of Crawfordsville, Ind.
To this imion were bom nine children, three sons and six daughters. Walter D., of the
Twenty-third Iowa infantry, died July 30, 1863, of fever contracted in the siege of Vicksburg.
Heustis A., of the Fourth Iowa infantry, was killed in battle in Sherman's campaign against Atlanta in 1864. Albert G. died on March 19, 1865, in his third year.
Mrs.
Gordon died at her home near Eureka, March 18, 1901, in the eighty-third year of her age.
Mr. Gordon was admitted to the bar in 1844, but poor
All the daughters yet live.
health compelling him to abandon the profession for an outdoor life, he chose farming for
his occupation, which he followed for many years.
He was a member of the Indiana constitutional convention of 1850-1851, and for a number of years has been the sole survivor
He has also been a member of the Iowa legislature, and has filled some
of that convention.
other offices.
He became a citizen of Greenwood county, Kansas, in 1867, purchasing a farm near
Eureka (the town not then being surveyed), on which, or in the town, he has ever since
He made a public profession of religion in 1841 and united with the First Presbyresided.
In 1868 he was one of the ten (including the pastor
terian church of Crawfordsville, Ind.
and his wife) original members of the Eureka Congregational church. He is now living with
his daughters in Eureka.
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ammunition was also given me. I named the gun "Long Tom," as
gun in the navy was known by that name. It would not pay to
shoot small birds with Long Tom, but if a ball from him struck a buffalo on
the side near the termination of the long hair, his days were numbered.
I will relate the following incident to show of what Long Tom was capable.
One day in our rambles, we came to a circular hollow or basin, one-half of one
mile or more in diameter, and perhaps one hundred feet deep, with a sloping
grassy bank, with here and there orchard-like trees. The sight was so pleasant
that we dismounted and seated ourselves on the grass to admire it.
The
hollow had the appearance of being a lake, but had neither inlet or outlet.
If on the top of a mountain, it might be supposed to be the crater of an exPlenty

of

I believed a

tinct volcano.

The bottom

of the basin

was covered with

ently I saw over the top of the grass, the
bluff,

my

and expressed

my

intention to shoot

it,

coarse dead grass.

tall

hump

Pres-

of a buffalo near the opposite

but

my

shooting at a buffalo so distant as they thought

it

comrades objected to
impossible to hit him.

up the bank
and resting the barrel of
Long Tom against the tree, I fired. The buffalo fell. At the report of the
gun, a large herd that had been hidden by the tall grass, rushed up the bank.
We now crossed the lake to the buffalo. The dead grass was as high as our
heads on horseback, and every four or five rods there was a small pool of clear
water almost knee deep to our horses. The buffalo was lying in one of these
pools, the water being tinged red with his blood. He was not quite dead, and
as one of the. graybeards wanted his tongue to roast, he waded into the pool,
and giving him a few taps with the ax, cut out his tongue, and I think he ate
Regardless, however, of their Tvdshes, I stepped to a tree farther

where a plainer view

all of it

We

of the buffalo could be had,

before morning.

killed

many

Such a "slaughter

buffalo that

we

did not use even so

of the innocents" appearing to

much

me inhuman,

as the tongue.

not criminal,
proposed that we kill no more than we needed for food. This meant the
killing of at least one buffalo a day, as we had fresh meat every night, but
could not incumber ourselves with any unnecessary weight during the da}'.
When we started on our trip, in addition to our weapons we took a small
amount of com bread and a little salt. In two days our pone was exhausted,
and in a few more our salt likewise. To live on fresh meat alone without salt
was not a new experience to the two old trappers, but to three of us it was a
dreaded experiment. However, after riding all day in an exhilarating climate,
we found that tender roast buffalo meat even without salt was not unpalatable.
Our manner of proceeding during this trip was as follows: Sometimes before sunset we began to look for a place suitable to camp; a place as inconspicuous as possible was desirable, as we were in Indian country. The place
being selected, and the horses picketed, the A'Oung men set to work to collect
fuel. If wood was not convenient, buffalo chips were generally plentiful.
The
graybeards brought the meat and marrow bones. The firei was then converted into a bed of hot coals, and the coals were speedily covered with slices
of meat, or surrounded by rods, one end being stuck into the ground, the other
holding a piece of meat over the coals. The marrow bones were buried under
the coals and usually remained there till morning. When we had finished our
supper, the rods were replenished with meat for breakfast, as we seldom made
a fire in the morning.
I

if
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the yarns they had on hand for that

laid down, our guns by our sides, our
bed the ground, our saddles our pillows, our covering the sky. No word above
a whisper was spoken during the night. We posted no sentinel, but perhaps at
no time were all asleep, for the hooting of an owl or the howHng of a wolf was
sure to waken someone. In the morning when it was light enough for objects to be distinctly seen, we arose. Our first duty was to picket our horses
on fresh grass; then we paid our respects to the meat and marrow bones that
had been over or under the coals all night. The day we spent in roving over
the country amidst countless bands of buffalo.
1 do not know how my companions expected to get pay for the time thus
spent, but I expected improved health and gratification of a desire for adventure to compensate me.

evening,

The

we went away from

the

fire

and

old trappers, having discovered fresh signs of Indians, thought best to

We

had then spent several weeks in a part of the
had been visited by white men.
It was not always easy to find a suitable camping place, so we decided to
supply ourselves with roast meat for a journey of two or three days before
Accordingly the following morning we
finally abandoning our present camp.
left the camp about sunrise, mtending to return in a short time with the
meat of a couple of young buffalo. The doctor and I rode off together. In
a little while we crossed the dry bed of an ancient stream, in the channel
of which now overgrown with luxuriant grass, were many buffalo feeding, all
too young for our purpose, but as a long single file of buffalo, in which were
a number of yearlings, was walking slowly past the head of a bushy ravine
that terminated at the larger stream, I tied my horse to a bush, and making
my way as rapidly as possible up the ravine, got within twenty-five or thirty
yards of them undiscovered. In the rear was a nice sleek young fellow that
looked like he might furnish some tender roasts. As he came opposite I fired.
He gave a great leap, but kept up \vith his companions in their rapid flight.
I was so confident of getting him that I had not made proper allowance for
his movements, and hit him, I suppose, too far back. On reloading my gun, I
was shocked to find that it was my last ball. I had my powder but had lost
my bullets. On returning to my horse, the doctor was not to be seen, but
supposing that he would make his appearance in a short time, I sat down to
await his return. Time passed, but he did not come. I became uneasy. Had
the old hunters gotten beyond the sound of "Long Tom," that they did not
come, or had some accident happened to them? From the bank of the dry
stream the ground rose gradually to a ridge at a distance of about two miles.
I left my hiding place in the brush and rode out on this high ground where
I could be seen at a distance by one on the low ground near the river,
I
moved slowly and after the lapse of about an hour a low murmuring sound
as of wind in the tops of pine trees attracted my attention, but pine trees
were conspicuous for their absence. Could it be the buzzing of a bumble-bee?
But of bees or winged insects of any kind there were none. Every effect must
have a cause, and this constantly increasing sound must proceed from some
source. I was slowly ascending the slope toward a cluster of small trees that
stood on the crest of the hill, when I became convinced that the unusual
sound, which had now become a roar, was caused by the approach of an

return to the settlements.

state that probably never before
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immense herd of buffalo. I stopped to consider what course to take to avoid
them, but could form no opinion as to where they would pass. The roar
became deafening, the ground trembled, my horse shook with fear. I must
decide immediately what to do. That cluster of small trees in the distance
appeared to be the only refuge. Toward it I put my horse at full speed, and
before reaching it I saw the buffalo approaching. The grove was free from
underbrush, the trees about a foot in diameter, straight and without limbs
for tweh'e or fifteen feet except one that had three branches -a few feet above
the back of my horse. I stood up in my saddle with great difficulty on account of my heavy gun and clambered into the forks of the tree. I had
run right into danger, for the center of the mass struck the little grove. In
the fork of the tree I was out of danger. But what of my horse? That he
would be swept awa}^ or crushed seemed certain. The width of that mass of
buffalo as shown by their trail after they had passed was more than half a mile.
For a short time my terror was indescribable. Alone as I feared, far from
civilization, without a horse, in a hostile country, with my last bullet in my
gun, a braver man than I might have despaired. When they had come within
about one hundred feet, those in front for a width of about forty or fifty feet
saw my horse and attempted to halt, but in the twinkling of an eye were
overwhelmed by the pressure behind. I have never seen two railroad trains
come together, but one who has seen the cars piled up after a wreck can
imagine how the buffalo were heaped up in an immense pile by the pressure
from behind. This did not in the least check the progress of the great host,
but they swept by on each side of me like a torrent. It did, however, make
an open space or lane for my horse. He, poor fellow, had stood shaking with
fear, and perhaps shared with me the feeling of relief this fortunate occurrence
gave. I could now enjoy a spectacle which I fancied neither white man nor
Indian had ever before seen. The front rank as they passed was as straight
as a regiment of soldiers on dress parade. The regularity of their movements
was admirable. It appeared as though they had been trained to keep step.
If one had slackened in the least his speed he would have been run over.
But while my gaze had been fixed on this magnificent scene, the open space
had been growing narrower, and I was surprised to see how near the buffalo
were getting to my horse. The cause was readily perceived. The buffalo were
constantly dropping from the top of the pile into the open space, and though
they were doing their best by crowding to keep at a respectful distance, their

and the lane was rapidly filling up. My situation had
If the open space filled up, my horse would be lost.
I could now have whipped the buffalo on each side of me with a buggy whip,
and the heap itself was slowly approaching me. The buffalo on top of it
were higher than the fork of the tree in which I was in. My fate depended
on the number yet to pass. The open space must soon be filled, and I would
soon be crushed if present conditions continued. It was a great relief to my
anxiety when I observed that the roar had greatly lessened, and after fifty-five
minutes of alternate terror and pleasure, the mighty host had passed. Numerous small bands followed in its wake.
My thought now turned to my companions, and how to attract their attenefforts availed

but

little

again become alarming.

How better could this be done, thought
if they were in seeing distance.
than by chasing a band of buffalo along the high ground? This plan was

tion
I,
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As a small band, mnning in loose order at no great
came opposite me, I gave chase and was soon among them. There
was no intention to shoot, as the bullet in my gun must be reserved as a last
resort.
My horse appeared delighted with the sport, and must have laughed
if a horse can laugh to see what fright he was giving the same kind of creatures
that had but a little while ago put him in such terror; and when a buffalo
whose rump he nipped would turn his head as if to resent with his horns the
indignity, he would dart out of the way without any guidance of the bridle.
immediately adopted.

distance,

A

seems never to get tired of running, but will maintain his speed
They had gained some rods on my horse, when, crossing the
deep bed of a dry stream, I found them ranged in single file on the opposite
bank at a distance of seven or eight steps, facing a point where they expected
me to come up. My horse, not liking the appearance of so many horns,
wheeled suddenly to the edge of the bank, and as a stiff breeze was blowing,
my hat was landed under the nose of a buffalo about the center of the file. Perhaps they took this as a challenge, for they all bowed their necks and began
pawing the ground, filling, the air with dust and acting as if about to make a
dash at me, when a yell from me caused them to raise their heads and take
another look. This performance was repeated so often that it was no longer
funny to me. I wanted my hat. At length they broke rank and one after
another turned and walked slowly away, except one who kept guard over my
hat and who seemed determined that I should not get possession of it, and
threatened to gore me or demolish the hat, but this would each time be
averted by a yell from me. After my patience was about exhausted, he too
walked slowly away after his companions, and I got my hat, not in the least
damaged.
As I had hoped, the chase had been seen by the doctor, whom shortly
afterwards I saw coming rapidly towards me. Our meeting was mutually
agreeable. He gave as a reason for not returning in the morning, that he
had been treed by wolves, but this I did not credit. More likely he had
become bewildered and lost, but did not like to acknowledge it.
We immediately started, in search of our companions, whom we found
after a ride of several miles on the back trail, passing, in our search, one
young buffalo badly crippled. I held him by the horns and the doctor ended
his sufferings with his bowie knife.
Our companions were in a panic. The
old hunters declared that the Indians w^ould soon be upon us, and to save
ourselves we must make rapid flight.
I gave them my opinion that no
Indians were following the buffalo, and that we were in no greater danger
than we had been in for several days; but as I had lost my bullets, I was
ready to commence an immediate retreat, but that I thought no unusual
speed was necessary. No argument, however, had any influence with them.
The}^ were of the opinion that the Indians were close at hand.
It was now almost three o'clock p. m., and we rode rapidly till after sunset, when a halt was called for an hour, after which our flight was resumed
I cannot remember that we halted during the night,
at a moderate gait.
but think that we traveled steadily till late in the forenoon, when coming to
a suitable camping place, we stopped and preparations were begun for our
breakfast, for we had eaten nothing since early in the morning of the
buffalo

indefinitely.

previous day.
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was now some time in April, perhaps the eighth, and I had not heard
my wife and two little boys since setting out on my long
horseback journey from Crawfordsville, Ind., in December, and my love of
adventure now being fully satisfied, I determined to return by the speediest
route ^by the Gulf and New Orleans and with this object in view, to
separate from my companions as soon as we reached a point where it appeared practicable for me alone to reach the home of the white man. When
this point in my opinion had been reached, I returned "Long Tom" to its
owner, and bidding adieu to my kind companions I turned my horse's head
toward the Gulf, with a little roasted buffalo meat for food and my penknife as my only weapon of defense. One morning while following a trail
made plain by the passing and repassing of many buffalo I fell asleep on
my horse. Suddenly he stopped short, pitching me forward, but fortunately
for me he threw up his head at the same instant and I lodged against his
neck. Upon righting myself in the saddle there met my sight an object
that filled me with terror. In the trail just a few feet ahead of my horse
and facing him, stood a monster buffalo bull, with his head higher than I had
ever seen a buffalo raise his head, his eyes glaring, his shoulders and sides
denuded of hair, his long wool in rolls hanging almost to the ground.
He was certainly a frightful looking creature. He had evidently just come
off second best in a contest with a rival, and was now ready to try his fortune
I was completely in his -power one lunge forward of
in another battle.
that huge animal and both rider and horse must go to the ground. Escape
seemed impossible. Many thoughts rushed to my mind, the most painful
of which was that no word of my fate could ever reach my wife, whom I
was hoping soon to meet. My horse realized the danger. He stood as motionless as a statute, with ears stuck forward and his eyes doubtless staring
It

a word from

—

—

—

the buffalo in the face.

How

we stood there I do not know; to me it seemed an inThe buffalo, however, after satisfying himself that I was
an enemy too powerful for him to attack, lowered his head, wheeled, and
long

terminable time.

dashed along the trail, the worst frightened buffalo that ever scampered over
He kept the trail and I saw him till he appeared but a speck

the plains.

in the distance.

How

this

unexpected meeting happened

buffalo were equally astonished.

I think,

I

cannot

however,

tell,
it

for the horse

and

can be accounted for

on the part of the horse. He had been ridden up to so many dead buffalo,
which we had shot, that one lying on the ground, as I think this one must
have been, he would have taken to be dead, and would have gone up to
him without fear. His springing to his feet would, of course, have astonished
the horse. I had ridden him as near as fifteen or twenty steps of buffalo
lying down before they would take flight, but how this fellow let my horse
get so near him I cannot guess. In the space of an hour or more after this
encounter, I came among buffalo so numerous that they impeded my progress.
Occasionally I had to stop to let a band of them cross my trail before me.
Buffalo usually went in bands of larger or smaller size, and when feeding,
their faces being all in the same direction, two at least always acted as
sentinels to give notice of approaching danger. These sentinels were always
in the rear of the band and always on the lookout, and they were perhaps
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the bravest, as they were the last to fly when flight became necessary. As
I came opposite to a large band feeding at a short distance from the trail

they moved slowly
they started toward

off,

me

except the two large bulls that were keeping guard;
in a very hostile and excited manner, I thought, but

with what intent I did not stop to inquire, for, having been critically
examined by a chief buffalo that morning I did not think another close inspection on the same day at all necessary, and to avoid it I accelerated the
speed of my horse and passed them at a rapid gait. However, they came

up to the

trail

at the point where they

when

had expected to intercept me and

looked back they were still standing there.
I journed on from day to day towards the Gulf, with no incident of note
until at the close of one day darkness overtook me as I came to a dense forest,
stopped, and

and

It was so dark I could not see my horse's
some projecting limb might strike me in the face and

so I concluded to travel all night.

head, and fearing

me

rob

of

my

hat, I gave the horse the reins to follow the trail

guidance, and with
I

it,

last I

my hand

before

my

face, clutching

my

without

hat, lest I lose

Once my ear caught
was a settlement I was aphorse in the direction from whence

rode on through the inky darkness, hour by hour.

a sound like the barking of dogs.

Thinking

proaching, I was tempted to turn

my

it

came, when the thought of the danger of entirely losing myself in that
vastness without a path caused me to continue on the trail till morning, when
I was rewarded by reaching a house where needed food and rest for myit

and horse was procured.
being asked which way I came, I said, "Through the woods," but one
"Then which way did I come?" said I.
of the slaves doubted my word.
He replied, "I dunno, sah, but you nebber come fruh dem wood dis night."
Then they told me that the pack of wolves which infested the forest was
self

On

why they thought it impossible for a human being to get through alive. I
knew then what it was that I heard that had so miraculously missed my
trail.
The wolves were probably chasing a defenseless deer when I heard
them, and thus my life was spared.
As I journeyed on eastward, desirous of lessening the distance to the Gulf
with the utmost speed, once again in the distance was discerned timber
land across

than

gait

On

I,

my

way, and two or three horsemen riding at a more leisurely
approaching the same point towards it that my trail seemed to

penetrating the woodland the sound of splashing water greeted
and I soon saw the men nearing the further bank of a murky stream,
which on gaining they turned to watch me cross. Not thinking but what I
would get over as safel}^ as they, I plunged in and on reaching mid-stream
found my horse beyond his depth and unable to swim. The horses of the
other men were much larger than mine, a fact I had not thought of before,
and did not have to swim. The current was swift enough to wash him
off his feet, but he made no attempt to right himself, but floated on his
side, forcing me to draw myself over on him to keep my saddle bags, in
which I carried money, food, extra clothing and my diary, from floating from
beneath me. My perilous predicament can better be imagined than described.
How I ever succeeded in guiding him towards shore was a miracle, but reach
we did quite a distance down stream. With superhuman strength I
it
partially lifted the horse out of the water, as I shook like an aspen leaf
lead.

my

ear,
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with the cold, but I knew he was my only hope for reaching a habitation where
I could dry my clothing and save my life. The men heartlessly stood on the
bank and witnessed my peril, never offering assistance, or guiding me to a
dwelling.
The only place of refuge I found was an Indian hut, which I

and dried my clothing as best I could. Here I was
week because of illness which my icy bath caused me,
cared for only by native aborigines.
They showed more sympathy and
proved better friends to the lone traveler than did the white men who saw
my narrow escape from death in the stream, but cared nothing for what
my future fate might be. At times I despaired of ever seeing home and
loved ones again, but the recuperative power of frail humanity is something
wonderful. I finally pulled myself together and once more found myself in

made

entered,

a

fire

obliged to remain for a

the saddle in joyous expectation.

On

reaching the Gulf, I sold

my

faith-

and went by water from Galveston to New Orleans, then by boat
up the Mississippi and Ohio rivers to Indiana, soon reaching Crawfordsville,
where my family had been with relatives during my absence.
ful horse

Shortly after

my

return,

I

located in

Kokomo,

Ind.,

purchasing

land

from the government on a part of which the city now stands.
I left Indiana in 1853, starting for Iowa, which I reached in the spring of
'54, making it my home until 1866, when I moved to Pleasant Hill, Mo., for a
few months; then moved to Kansas in 1868.

LOOKING BACKWARD.
An Address Concerning

the Early History of Chanute, Delivered at Its Semicentennial,
July 2, 1920.

By Amos

THE
cluded

city of

in

Chanute, in
four

S.

its

Lapham/

of the

Chanute Bar.

beginning was composed of the territory inof New Chicago, Tioga,

other townsites, being those

Chicago Junction, and Alliance.
first railroad that reached the

Prior to the year 1870,

it

was decided that the

Indian Territory (now a part of
Oklahoma) in the Neosho valley should have the right of way through there,
and the authority was given for only one road to pass through at that time.
line of the

& Gulf Railroad Company, and the Southern
Company, now the M. K. & T., running from
Junction City to said territory, undertook to reach there first. The former
road had much the start of the other and reached Baxter Springs, Kan., some
The Kansas

City, Fort Scott

Branch of the Union

Pacific

time before the latter road reached Chetopa, Kan., both towns being near the
Indian Territory line.
The Kansas City, Fort Scott & Gulf Railroad Company went south of Baxter Springs to Spring river,

which empties into the Neosho, and which the

company considered as part of the Neosho valley. The M. K.
& T. Company, however, went on from Chetopa to what those locating the
line said was that of the Indian Territory in the Neosho valley, and in the
contest afterwards between them, the line of the M. K. & T. Railroad Company was decided to have reached the Indian Territory in the Neosho valley
officers of

For extended biographical sketch of Amos S. Lapham,
and Kansans," Conneiley, 1918, vol. .5, p. 237.5.
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and thus obtained its right of way through there. This company had
its Hne in the early part of the year 1870.
The Leavenworth, Lawrence & Galveston Railroad Company, now a part
of the Santa Fe, was in the early part of the year of 1870 building its line
from Lawrence to the south line of the state, running through Ottawa, Garnett, lola and Humboldt.
The place of crossing of this road with that of the M. K. & T. was uncerFor months prior many of the people in
tain during the spring of 1870.
southern Kansas were very anxious to find out just where the crossing of these
two roads would be. The town of Austin, about four and one-half miles south
of Chanute, had been started with the expectation that such a crossing would
first,

located

certainly be there.

The

men

decision of the point where the crossing would be was in the hands of

authorized by the Leavenworth, Lawrence

&

Galveston Railroad

Com-

seemed that these men were more anxious to make money for
themselves than they were to make the crossing at any particular point.
Mr. J. D. Nichols owned the townsite of Austin, and claimed that he had
inside information that the crossing of the road would surely be there. He
was informed by the men authorized to locate the crossing that if he would
Mr.
give them a half interest in the townsite, they would make it there.
Nichols thought it was a sure thing anyway, and that there was no need to
divide up with them. As Mr, Nichols refused to give these men any share in
the townsite, they decided to locate it where it was finally built.
By reason of the junction of these two roads fifty years ago, June 11, 1920,
the town of New Chicago was bom, on the day before her twin sister, Tioga,
had been ushered into the world. They were not congenial children, and some
of the disagreeable feelings engendered during the first few months of their
existence lasted for years, and will continue in a small degree, at least, until
all of the original inhabitants of early days have passed away.
Their advent
had produced as much excitement as the discovery of a gold mine or the oil
and gas development in later years.
New Chicago is situated upon the Ni^> of SW^/i and Sl^ of NW^A of
pany, and

it

section twenty-one (21), township twenty-seven (27) south, of range eighteen

This land had been entered on April 29, 1870, by George R. MalAfter it was decided to locate the crossing of the
roads, Mr. Malcolm sold the northwest forty (40) of said premises to J. A.
(18) east.

colm, as an original settler.
Wells, S.

W.

Foster and T. C. Jones; the southwest forty (40) thereof to John
W. B. Fisher, and the eighty acres east of these two forties

C. Carpenter, and
to C.

H.

Pratt,

John C. Carpenter and W. B.

respective interests to T. C. Jones,

who

filed

Fisher.

All parties deeded their

the plat in his name.

The plat of the town of Tioga, was signed by Honore Dupuy, D. Rogers,
R. O. Prideaux, S. E. Beach, and A. L. Anderson. It was situated at the
northwest comer of New Chicago, and comprised the
of the
of
section twenty (20) and the east half of
of section seventeen (17), all
in township twenty-seven (27) south, of range eighteen (18) east.
The plat of the townsite of Chicago Junction was filed July 11, 1870, and
was situated upon the WVi of
of section sixteen (16), township twentyseven (27) south, range eighteen (18) east; it was signed by Thomas Wamsley

N%

and Emily Wamsley,

his wife,

and Kendall P. Stone.

NE%
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E%

of SV2 of NE^/i of section
The plat of Alliance, situated upon the
twenty (20), township twenty-seven (27), range eighteen (18), was filed in
March, 1872. It was signed by John Cooper, D. Rogers, S. Ridenour, S. E.
Beach and B. M. Smith.
The majority of the owners of the townsite of New Chicago were desirous
to have the business part of the town built upon the streets running, north
and south. Some of them were anxious to have the main business upon the
street running east and west between the two roads, which was named on the
plat as Fourth street, but which is now Main street. With the idea of making
the streets running north and south the main business streets of the town,
Malcolm street, now Malcolm avenue. Center street, now Central avenue, and
Junction street, now Evergreen avenue, were each laid out one hundred feet
wide, while Fourth street, now Main, was laid out eighty feet wide.
Business houses were built upon all of these streets, but it was not very
long until most of them that had been built upon the streets running north
and south were moved to locations upon Fourth street, running east and west.
The town of New Chicago grew very rapidly after its plat was filed. In
three weeks fifty houses were finished or under construction, a two-story hotel
being the largest. This hotel was situated at the northwest comer of what is
now Elm street and North Highland avenue, immediately west of what is
now the Masonic Temple. It was called the Planter's Hotel, and was built and
owned by J. D. S. P. Tilton. It was the main hotel in the town for several
months, but burned down in 1872. In the fall of 1870 the City Hotel was built
at the comer of Main and North Evergreen avenue, and was occupied by
Calhoun & Johnson.
A good hotel was planned to be put on the northeast corner of what is now
Main and Central avenue. The owner had the excavation made for the basement and had everything arranged to put his building up. The lot for same
was donated, but he was not to have his deed until the hotel was finished. He
finally prevailed upon the town company to deliver him the deed to the lot,
as he said he did not want to go to the expense of placing his hotel there without a deed for the premises. The night after he received the deed he took all
of his material and moved it down near the junction of the railroad, for which
he obtained a deed to two blocks of land in the townsite of Chicago Junction,
which had been recently laid out. While he obtained the two blocks of ground,
his hotel was a failure as far as patronage was concemed, as it was too far
from the business district for persons needing a hotel to stop there. It was
afterwards moved to the corxier where the Peoples Home State Bank is now
situated and where later it burned down.
In one month there were seventy-five houses, and exactly six weeks from
the filing of the plat a circus visited the new town and took in eight hundred
dollars.
In forty days there were one hundred houses, and in two months
more than five hundred people, greatly beating its namesake in gaining of
population, as Chicago, 111., only had five hundred and fifty inhabitants after
it had been laid out three years.
New Chicago did not have a paper until the 23d day of September, 1870,
when the first issue of the New Chicago Transcript was published. The following are the names of the business men who advertised therein
Hardware, Lee
& Corson and C. A. Dunakin; fumiture, M. S. Burhans and B. M. Tanner;
:
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lumber, W. B. McClure & Co., and McClure & Son; livery,. Scott & Brother,
Taylor & Marks, and Scott & Reinhart dry goods, H. A. Jackson and Glass &
Bros.; groceries, J. W. McLean, Bingham & Gaston and C. A. Dunakin; real
estate agents, J. A. Wells and Luther Cone; shoemakers, W. L. Richeson and
;

John Anderson; plasterer, L. M. Crow; contractor, Allen Carlson; hotel and
restaurant, Calhoun & Johnson; bakery, Igensatz & DeBrunner; painter, A. P.
Rounds; barber, W. E. Doud; photographers, Hanna & Son; doctors, J. M.
Patty, D. G. Himrod and F. B. McNeal; jeweler, F. E. Welleke; undertaker,
N. C. Driggs; blacksmiths, A. Baird & Co.; meat market, Egner & Garrity;
lawyers, H..C. Allen, R. N. Allen and Amos S. Lapham; druggists, Kramer &
Sons; justice of the peace, S. W. Foster; saloons, W. Z. Taylor. & Co., R. TayIn addition to these the following
lor, A. Taylor, and Smith & Klingbeil.
Carpenters, J. W. Torrence, G. W.
parties were in business in 1870 and 1871
Horton, W. F. Brooks, A. N. Scribner, S. R. Brown, Cyrus Ruff, C. and D. B.
Sleight, R. J. Huls, F. R. Hill, Ed. Millard, August Peterson and L. H. Church;
hardware, G. W. Kenworthy & Co., C. A, Carrier and A. C. Meister; hotels,
J. D. S. P. Tilton and G. W. Axe; jeweler, J. Kinlan; groceries, Goodale &
Stark; real estate agents, W. S. Irwin and L. J. Hawkins; lawyers, Carpenter
& Jones, A. E. Mick, S. S. Knoles, T, S. Knoles, and J. R. Woodsworth; doctor,
J. M, Stout; brick mason, S. Z. Roth; livery, John J. Howell.
The only marriage notice in the first issue of the paper was the following:
"GKver-Richeson. At New Chicago, September 17, 1870, by Reverend G. W.
McMillan, Mr. Joseph S. Oliver to Miss Sarah E. Richeson, both of this place."
In the issue of the Transcript of October 1, 1870, it was stated that there
were eighty business houses with fifty more in course of construction. There
were no advertisements of business houses in the town of Tioga, in the first
issue and not many afterwards.
As there was no paper published in Tioga until May 13, 1871, I have been
:

—

unable to find out just who were in business there at the beginning of the
In the first issue of the Tioga Herald, published by E. B. Haines, the
following advertisements appear of people doing business in Tioga: brick-

town.

and stone-mason,

B. Green; carpenters and builders,

J. R.
Williams horseshoeing a
specialty; groceries, glass and queensware, Garoutte & Winstead; furniture,
Beach & Co.; hardware, stoves and tinware, farming implements and building
materials, Beatty & Babbitt; wholesale and retail dealer in staple and fancy
dry goods, ready made clothing, boots and shoes, D. Rogers; wholesale groceries, S. Ridenour & Co.; saloon and billiard hall, Ben Smith; city meat
market, T, W. McClure; Tioga bakery, James Wheeler; Wheeler and Wilson
sewing machines, American organs and Sumner pianos, C. B. Jones; doctor,
R. 0. Prideaux; lawyers, E. B. Haines and Wm. A. Nichols; Tye's Hotel, D.
Tye, proprietor; The New Drug Store, Richardson & Co.
July 4, 1870, eighty citizens of New Chicago petitioned the probate court of
Neosho county, of which J. L. Fletcher was judge, to incorporate the town of
New Chicago. The petition was granted, and T. C. Jones, J. D. S. P. Tilton,
Z. A. Eaton, H. Bingham and George W. Horton were appointed trustees. At
their first meeting they elected T. C. Jones, chairman, and R. N. Allen was appointed clerk. Those appointed served until the first city election on April 3,
1871, at which C. A. Dunakin was elected mayor; H. Bingham, J. W. McLean,

layer, plasterer

Claytor

and

W.

Dutcher;

J.

blacksmith,

George

—
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M. Tanner, G. W. Axe, and A. Carson were elected councilmen, and Dr.
M. Patty, police judge. The entire expenses of the city from its incorpora-

its first mayor were paid from the licenses of saloons.
Forty citizens of Tioga petitioned the above court to incorporate the town
of Tioga on October 3, 1870. Petition was granted, and A. A. Rodgers, D. K.
Wickard, T. A. Malone, James Meyers and Drury Tye were appointed trustees.
Darius Rogers was elected mayor in 1871, and J. B. Beatty in 1872. Of the
eighty citizens who petitioned for the incorporation of New Chicago only two
are now living in Chanute Col. John C. Carpenter^ and A. S. Lapham; of
the forty citizens who petitioned for the incoporation of Tioga, only one is
still living in Chanute
S. E. Beach.
Among the earliest settlers of Neosho county were S. E. Beach, Darius
Rogers and Joe Plummer. The latter, and his wife came on September 23,
They stopped with
1869, and crossed the Neosho river in a sugar trough.
Mr. Beach for two weeks, and on October 14, 1869, moved into their own house,
only partly built, as it had no roof and only enough floor for a stove and a
bed. Later Mr. Plummer put up the engine at Mr. Beatty's mill and had
charge of it as long as Mr. Beatty owned it. Ed. Follett and S. W. Foster
were the first agents of the M. K. & T. railroad at New Chicago and the first
passenger trains came on July 2d or 3d, 1870.
In the fall of 1870 the Fort Scott, New Chicago & Fredonia Railroad Company was incorporated, George A. Crawford and N. V. Vose, of Fort Scott;
J. L. Fletcher and T. H. Butler of Big Creek township, Neosho county; W. P.
McClure, F. T. Morgan, George C. Crowther, S. W. Foster and A. Jones of
New Chicago; H. F. Dodd and T. H. C. Dodd of Altoona; and J. H. McMahon,
J. J. Barnett, and J. H. Miller of Fredonia, being incorporators.
The first meeting of the board of directors of this company was held December 29, 1870, at which the follo\ving officers were elected: J. H. McMahon,
president; J. L. Fletcher, vice president; George C. Crowther, secretary; and

tion to the election of

—

—

T. H. C. Dodd, treasurer.
election was held in Tioga township on May 20, 1871, at which seventythousand dollars in bonds were voted to aid in the construction of said
Between that time and the first day of December, 1871, the right
railroad.
of way for said railroad was obtained over a considerable part of the line
that had been surveyed between Fort Scott and Fredonia; contracts had been
let and quitd a lot of grading had been done between New Chicago and
Altoona. Among the conditions of delivery of the bonds that had been voted
in Tioga township for the construction of this railroad was that the road should
be graded and the cars running to New Chicago from Fort Scott before the
bonds should be issued.
About the 20th of December, 1871, there came a rumor to New Chicago
that the county commissioners of Neosho county were about to issue these
bonds, although the terms upon which they were voted had not been complied with.
Some of the citizens of New Chicago held a meeting and appointed R. N. Allen and A. S. Lapham as a committee to go to Osage Mission
and be present at a meeting of county commissioners of said county that
was to be held on the evening of December 22, 1871, and if the question came

An

five

2.
Col. John C. Carpenter died May 21, 1921, and
Colonel Carpenter, see Kansas Historical Collections, vol.

is

buried at Chanute.

7, p.

284.
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The com-

missioners held a meeting on that evening, at which the committee was present,

and Mr. R. N. Allen, at the beginning of the meeting, requested that they
would let the committee know when the matter came up. This meeting
of the county commissioners lasted about an hour or more, and finally a
motion was made to adjourn the meeting of county commissioners until January 2, 1872; but up until that time nothing had been said with reference to
the issue of these bonds. Mr. R. N. Allen requested the county clerk to read
the minutes of the meeting, and the committee was very much surprised when
the clerk read among the proceedings the order by the board that these bonds
should be issued, signed by the chairman of the board and the county clerk.
The bonds were to be placed in escrow, but the order did not state where or
in whose hands they should be placed, but they were to be delivered to the
railroad company upon the order of the county clerk and the trustee of Tioga
township.

This committee returned to New Chicago, and at a meeting held for that
purpose on December 23, 1871, reported what had been done by the board of
countj^ commissioners, and also the manner in which it had been done. There

was a great deal of excitement, and another committee was appointed, of which
M. T. Jones was chairman, to see the county clerk of Neosho county, have
the county commissioners hold another meeting, and see that these bonds were
destroyed, because if they should be sold and delivered to anyone who did
not know of the manner in which they had been issued, then Tioga to^VQship
would be compelled to pay them. George C. Crowther, publisher of the
Transcript, and F. T. Morgan, a member of the city council, and both of them
directors of the said railroad, were present at this meeting but were unable to
give any satisfactory reason for the issuance of the bonds as ordered by the
county commissioners.
The next morning, Sunday, December 24, 1871, the people were very much
excited, and in order to prevent the delivery of these bonds to the railroad
company, commenced proceedings against said George C. Crowther and F. T.
Morgan, and had them both arrested upon the charge of obtaining the issue
of said bonds on false pretenses. On the night of the 24th, the committee
that had been appointed to look after the matter, went to the residence of
the county clerk and found that he had the bonds still in his possession. He
was told of the excitement and the feelings of the people of New Chicago with
reference to the matter and of the arrest of two members of the board of
directors, and the committee persuaded him to call a meeting of the board of
county commissioners that night.
I think Mr. Israel Stoddard, a county commissioner who lived in Tioga
township, went with Mr. Jones to see the county clerk, so they went to
Osage Mission, had a meeting of the board of county commissioners called,
and in the presence of the board and county clerk and Mr. Jones the bonds
were burned. Upon the return of this committee to Chanute, the directors
who had been arrested were released.
A short time after the event just related Mr. Crowther leased his paper
for some two or three months, and in April, 1872, he quit publishing it at New
Chicago, moving it to Osage Mission,

On

the

first

anniversary of the fihng of the plat of Tioga, June

10,

1871,
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Gen. W. T. Sherman, who marched to the sea, and his staff stopped at New
Chicago and were guests at the City Hotel. They were waited upon by the
city officers and citizens, who were very kindly received by the general.
Neosho county contained a part of what was known as the Osage ceded
lands.
The odd sections of these lands had been patented to the railroad
company, except those that had been settled upon at the dates of their withdrawal from settlement by preemptors. It was contended that the patents to
these lands had been wrongly issued by the government, and an association
was formed to make a contest in order to give these lands to the actual settlers.
On April 29, 1871, Judge Lawrence, of Ohio, addressed the settlers upon
the subject of the Osage ceded lands at New Chicago. He was employed to
represent the settlers with a retainer of seven hundred and fifty dollars and
nothing further unless he should win the case, in which event he was to get
six thousand dollars and his expenses, estimated at fifteen thousand dollars.
For this purpose a great many of the settlers gave their notes contingent upon
winning of the case.
In order to have the settlers' organization properly represented, a settlers'
ticket was nominated on August 19, 1871, to be voted for at the election to be
held in November of that year. Such ticket was as follows: For representative of the forty-fifth district, R. N. Bayliss; for representative of the fortysixth district, John C. Carpenter; for county clerk, G. W. McMillan; for
treasurer; J. B, Nichols; for sheriff, J.

H.

Hill; for surveyor, S. Winfield; for

R. J. Van Laningham; for county commissioners, Daniel
Scannel, L. G. H. Green and G. N. O'Dell. The board of county commissioners that were in office at this time, consisting of Israel Stoddard, Solon E.
Marston and Newton Norris, with Phillip M. Smith, county clerk, had been so
extravagant in the management of county affairs that the county at this time
was some twenty thousand dollars in debt, and on this account county warrants were much below par.
The ticket nominated by the settlers' organization was only partially satis-factory to those who were anxious to place in authority men who would manage the county affairs in an honest and economical manner. Those who took
this view of affairs, after many consultations with different ones in the county,
concluded that the only way that they would be able to succeed in electing a
ticket that would suit them would be to form a secret political party. This
was done, and all meetings were held in secret places with closed doors and no
one was admitted unless the proper password was given. This party was
called by its enemies the Ku Klux Klan, named after the organization in the
South that was formed to overthrow the Republican party there. The Democratic party had put a full ticket in the field, holding its convention in October.
The so-called Ku Klux Klan held its county convention on Friday night before the election, held on the following Tuesday. So well had this party been
organized and so well had its members gone to the polls on election day, that
the following persons were elected to the various offices: For sheriff, J. H. Hill;
for county clerk, G. W. McMillan, these two being also on the settlers ticket;
for county treasurer, Charles Coffin; for representative of the forty-fifth district,
O. S. Copeland; for representative of forty-sixth district, E. H. Keables; for
county commissioners, A. G. Robinett, J. M. Allen, and Z. A. Eaton.
The Democrats elected the state senator, T. H. Butler.
register of deeds,
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On March 12, 1872, an election was held to decide upon the permanent
county seat of Neosho county. As there was so much rivalry between the
towns of New Chicago and Tioga, it was useless for either one to try to obtain
Representative men from both towns held a meeting and decided to plat
it.
the Ei/^ of ^V2 of NEi/4 of section twenty (20), township twenty-seven (27)
south, range eighteen (18) east, call
seat.

The other candidates were

it

Alliance,

and vote

for that for county

Erie and Osage Mission, the two places that

had been contending for the permanent county seat for several years. At the
election held on March 12, 1872, no place had a majority of all the votes, and
in that case it was the law that the two places receiving the highest number
of votes would be the candidates for the county seat, at a new election to be
called for that purpose. It so happened that Alliance received the smallest
number of votes of the three places, which left the contest in final election between Erie and Osage Mission.
It seemed to be the rule in contests of that kind in the early history of
Kansas to carry an election legally or illegally. To so manage things to gain
their point at the election held between Erie and Osage Mission, each side
had watchers at the polls of its rival to see that so far as possible the election
was carried on legally and that no illegal votes were cast or counted. Erie
had some of its men at the voting place in Osage Mission, and Osage Mission
had some of its men at Erie, during the counting of the votes, who stayed
until the total vote was counted before they left. Having heard from the rest
of the county, they completed the counting of the votes at Osage Mission, and
counted enough so it would have a majority over Erie. Erie, however, after
the watchers for Osage Mission had left, kept on counting votes until it had a
sufficient number to carry the election.
When the returns from over the
county were canvassed Erie had a small majority over Osage Mission, as canvassed by the county commissioners, Osage Mission contested the election,
but it had committed so much fraud itself that the district court decided in
favor of Erie, which was affirmed by the supreme court, and in this manner
the permanent county seat of Neosho county was located at Erie.
The first hardwood lumber yard established in New Chicago was that of
Z. A. Eaton & Co., who prior to the starting of the town had a mill some eight
or ten miles southeast of New Chicago.
Mr. Z. A. Eaton built a house and
opened a yard in New Chicago during the summer of 1870. In 1871 he moved
the sawmill to New Chicago and added thereto a mill for grinding corn and
also for making flour.
In Tioga, J. B. Beatty built a flour mill and had it in operation some time
during 1871.
In the spring of 1872, bonds were voted for the building of a bridge across
the Neosho river at the place where the bridge

The bonds

now

stands, east of Chanute.

amounting to fifteen thousand dollars, were voted
by Tioga township, which included both New Chicago and Tioga.
The Kansas legislature of 1871 passed a special act giving authority to the
school district to issue fifteen thousand dollars in bonds for the purpose of
building a schoolhouse, and named as the parties who were to locate the site,
M. T. Jones, F. T. Morgan and George C. Crowther. It so happened that citizens of New Chicago had more influence than those of Tioga with the members
of the legislature from this county, and the three commissioners named were
for building

it,
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favor of locating the schoolhouse to the best advantage of the people in

Chicago, and chose the

site

where the senior high school now stands.

At that time the question who would get the Osage ceded lands had not been
decided, and the school district made aiTangements with the railroad company
to purchase the land from it. As the land was decided to belong to the settlers, this land of the schoolhouse site was a part of the claim of John Wimes,

who

after he received his

deed generously donated the

site

to the

school

district.

An election was held on April 17, 1871, at which the fifteen thousand dollars
bond proposition was carried. The residents of Tioga persuaded the county
commissioners of Neosho county to pass an order dividing the school district,
which order the county superintendent, J. L. Evans, refused to sanction, and
his opinion was sustained by the state superintendent, holding that the county
commissioners had no authority for their action.
The contract for building the schoolhouse was let to C. Sleight & Co., of
New Chicago, whose bid was nine thousand nine hundred and forty-nine dollars.
The schoolhouse was to be thirty-eight feet by sixty-six feet, made of
brick, and two stories high. Eleven bids were submitted for the consideration
of the school board.

On

July

15, 1871,

the excavation for the foundation of

the schoolhouse was commenced, the work being under the supervision of

Schmidt

&

brick work.

who had the

Jenner,

The

near New Chicago.
January, 1872. The

ham, on what

is

contract for this

work and

also the stone

and

brick used in the building was burned at Moseley's brickyard

The schoolhouse was completed about the first day of
school in the town was taught by Mrs. Belle Dunnow North Evergreen avenue. School began in the new
first

1872, with Miss Faxon, of Lawrence, as principal, and
Mrs. Bird as assistants. The principal received sixty-fiA-e
dollars per month, and the assistants fifty dollars each.
Nearly all of the business houses built during the year 1870 were made
entirely of frame except foundations, and were only one story high.
All of
them had square fronts, as it made them look taller, and also prepared a place
Most of the residences built
to paint any sign that the party might wish.
were also one story. The only stone or brick house built that summer was
built by S. W. Foster on the corner of what is now North Evergreen and
Walnut streets. Mr. Foster was a member of the town company and owned
this particular block of ground, and said he was going to have a good house
It was quite a large house, being two stories
if he did not have anything else.
high. Drury S. Tye built a two-story hotel in Tioga, of which he was proprietor and which he managed during that summer.
The Methodists and Presbyterians organized shortly after the town started,
but neither of them had any houses of worship until about the first day of
January, 1872. They had what you might call a community building, which
was named Lakin's Hall, being named after the man who built it. It was situated at the corner of what is now South Evergreen and Main streets, on land
now owned by F. W. Montague. This hall was used for all public purposes
that took place for one and one-half years. There would be church festivals,
church socials and dances held during the week, and on Sunday it was occupied by a union Sabbath school, and sermons were preached there either by

building January

Mrs.

15,

Dunham and

a Methodist or a Presbyterian minister.
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church built in New Chicago was built by the Methodists at what
comer of North Highland and Walnut streets. It was built during
the year 1871, and was dedicated on the last Sunday of December of that
year. The dedication sermon was preached by Bishop Bowman, of Greencastle,
Indiana. Shortly after it was dedicated its trustees allowed the use of it half
of the time to the Presbyterians until they had their church completed at the
corner of North Highland and Elm streets, where the Masonic Temple now
is

The
now

first

the

stands.

In Tioga, R. F. Johnson built a Baptist church in 1871, in which the Baptists

held services for some time, but he afterwards sold the building to

who made a residence of
Enough of the people residing

Beatty,

J.

B.

it.

in the two towns finally came to the concluwas injurious to both to continue fighting each other, and if they
wanted the place to grow the only solution would be to unite. This they did
under the name of Chanute, the name being derived from Octave Chanute,
who was chief engineer of the Leavenworth, Lawrence & Galveston railroad

sion that it

at that time.

moved from Tioga to^ the west end of
was presented to the judge of the district court, Hon. John R. Goodin, on the first day of January, 1873, signed by
one hundred and forty-one citizens of the four town sites, asking that the territoiy within them be incorporated under the name of Chanute. This order was
granted, and a time fixed for the election of city officers. At the elections,
S. W. Foster was elected mayor, D. K. Wickard, J. H. Marshall, G. W.
Churchill, C, A. Carrier, and C. Bobbitt were elected councilmen, and Luther
All the business houses were to be

what

is

now Main

street.

A

petition

Cone police judge.
The people who came to Chanute during its first summer were very democratic. All who were so inclined went to any social gathering that took place,
the church socials, festivals, and dances. Not everybody lived in houses that
summer; many put up tents to stay in until houses could be rented or built,
but those who lived in tents were just as welcome at all public gatherings as
those who' lived in the most aristocratic residences, which were mostly but
one story high.
Nearly everybody was poor, or had but little extra cash, as nearly all had
come to Kansas to make their fortunes, not to spend them. The morale of
the town has improved some since, as there were thirteen saloons in operation
that summer. Gambling was as open as selling groceries, and for a long time
after the town started one would hear the gambler's cry of "Keno" the last
thing before going to sleep and the first thing on waking in the morning.
The dances were the old-fashioned ''quadrilles," and no lady who attended
had to be a wall flower. The men were so much more numerous than the
ladies that a man was ready for every lady at the end of every set.
During the last days of August, 1874, an unusual sight could be seen in this
vicinity. By looking high up in the direction of the sun one could see what
appeared to be flakes of snow, and would suppose that a snowstorm was taking
place. A few days after these snowflakes came to mother earth, and proved
to be 'the much dreaded scourge of grasshoppers. They seemed to be perfect
representatives of the epicurean's maxim, "Eat and drink, for to-morrow you
die."
To eat seemed to be their only mission. They ate all growing crops

33—324
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except the castor bean, which they did not disturb.
of

com, so there were only

left

the bare stalks.

sight they filled the earth with their eggs

They

ate

all

the blades

After eating everything in

and then

died.

In the spring of

1875 those eggs hatched out and the young hoppers destroyed

all

the early

May

they suddenly took their departure and
the farmers were able to put in new crops of com, which turned out to be the
best they had ever raised.
When the two towns started there was nothing but the unbroken prairies.
planted crops, but one day in

with there were no sidewalks on any of the streets. We had
no waterworks for years afterwards. There were no telephones, no gas lights
nor electric lights; the people had to use coal-oil lamps and pay fifty cents a
gallon for the oil. In going about the country, the roads had not been laid
out, and people went the nearest way, whether around quarter sections or
through the center of them. There were no bridges across the creeks or rivers,
and people had to go to the nearest ford in order to cross. There were no
railroads at any of the towns of the county except at this place, and it was
said in the fall of 1871 that Neosho county had more miles of railroad than
any other county in the 'state. Notwithstanding all of these inconveniences
the people seemed to enjoy themselves just as well as they do in these times
of greater convenience and more prosperity of every kind.
Some things we
had then are no more to be seen. Among them were the many prairie fires
every fall and spring. There was plenty of wild game, including prairie chickens, wild turkeys and some deer, which were often for sale in the markets.
Not many of those who were here in 1870 are here now, and not many of
those who were here then are living now. We hope by the next semi-centennial of Chanute, there will be more improvement in the city than there has
been in the last fifty years, and that some of those here to-day may be here
then, and be able to tell their children and grandchildren what a convenient
and comfortable place it was to live in, in the year 1920.

To commence
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AN ADDHESS MADE BEFORE THE OLD SETTLERS'
SOCIATION OF LAWRENCE, KAN., SEPT.
By W.

C.

Simons/ Publisher

of the

Lawrence Daily Journal-World.

COME before you this afternoon, not
I years
of residence in the state compare
who
still

what

AS-

15, 1924.

as a historian, not as one

whose

favorably with yours, but as one

has Hved in Kansas nearly forty-seven years, and who by contact with
and by personal experience has gained a consciousness of

older residents
it

The

meant

to be a pioneer.

call of

Kansas

in territorial days

was

of a dual nature

—

it

was a

call

to valorous duty to the nation to prevent slavery from being projected into

northern territory, and

a

home and
Somehow

it

was

also a call to a wonderful opportunity to gain

lands and to grow rich in the West.

the West has always had its appeal to men, and for ages it has
been their sphere of conquest and of expansion. Armies sent eastward, even
though headed by an Alexander, called Great, have left httle but their bones
to mark their way, but when the agencies of man have been turned westward
it has been a different story.
I have William Bradford's "History of Plymouth Plantation," and in it I
was surprised to find in the outline of an examination for young clergymen,
the suggestion of the prevalence of crimes which we have been prone to believe
belonged only to the ancients and to the degenerates of to-day. Evidently
not all of those who came on the Mayflower and sister ships were so centered
in their service to God as we have been wont to believe. Likewise, in my
opinion, all who came to Kansas as free state men, did not come from purely
Utopian reasons.
I believe, however, that the men and women who came to Kansas in the
early fifties and stayed it out, had a more important part in the building of
the state than is credited to them in history. I have read many histories of
Kansas and histories of her early leaders, and it has interested me to see how
each writer sees in himself or in his associates and partisans the men who
1. Wilford Collins Simons, the son of Adolphus Ezra and Jennie Gowdy Simons, was bom
His father, a Civil War veteran, died October 29, 1877,
8, 1871, at Owatonna, Minn.
from the effects of military service.
He came to Kansas with his mother and her four other children in January or February,
1878. They stopped at Lamed and took rooms in "The Old Stone Block" while a sod house
was built on the homestead, facing the Hays and Dodge trail.

July

The family, after enduring the trials of the early settlers, left Hodgeman county in the
spring of 1888 to reside at Salina, where W. C. Simons enrolled the following fall in the Kansas Wesleyan University.
His first experience in newspaper work was with J. L. Brady in publishing the Gazette, a
short-lived weekly at Hanston, Kan.
He worked at the printer's case a short time on the
Daily Republican at Salina, wrote news items for the Republican while a student at the Wesleyan, and later became a reporter on that paper.
He left Salina in December, 1890, and
shortly afterward was employed on the St. Joseph Herald. On December 14, 1891, he arrived
in Lawrence to operate the Lawrence Record, a daily and weekly paper, associated with J. L.
Brady and L. A. Simons. On March 1, 1892, he and his associates began the publication of
the World, which took over the Daily Gazette in 1894, the Journal in -1911, and the Daily
Gazette II in July, 1921. Since 1914 he has been president and owner of the World company,
which publishes the Lawrence Daily Journal-World.
He was married November 14, 1894, to Miss Gertrude Reineke at Kansas City, Mo. They
have five children, Mrs. Blanche Simons Maloney, Janet Gertmde Simons, Dolph C. Simons,
Dorothea Anne Simons and John Louis Simons, and two grandchildren, O. W. Maloney, Jr.,
and Marilyn Maloney.

A member of the Baptist church, W. C. Simons has served as vice president of the Kansas
Baptist state convention, state chairman of Baptist Laymen, and trustee of Ottawa University.
He is a member of many fraternal societies and ci%'ic clubs, and has been president and now
is a director of the Lawrence Chamber of Commerce.

W.

C.

SIMONS.
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and overlooks the importance

of the

work

of his political

opponents.

two senators from Kansas, and a Republican
Democrat, and it was not until he had failed
to effect a Democratic organization to oppose slavery that he offered himself
to the Repubhcans, who at first received him with suspicion. This was not
strange when we remember that the Republican party was in a formative state
and its members were composed of former adherents to other parties. General
Lane did a large work in Kansas. Perhaps one reason why Lane showed more
personal courage than Robinson, who compromised and placated, was because
he had less property at stake. Lane at first was woefully poor, while Robinson
early began the accumulation of property.
In the "Personal Recollections of Col. Shaler W. Eldridge," written by the
late R. G. Elliott, one of the earliest of Kansas editors, it is apparent that
Colonel Eldridge considered that he took a major part in the early history of
Lawrence, and undoubtedly he did, yet he is not given a place of such importance by other historians. So many parts were played, so much courage
and patriotism were shown, so many desperate chances were taken, that nearly
every man and woman was heroic, but often much that they did was known
only to themselves and their close associates and has never been recorded by
General Lane, one of the

senator,

came

first

to the state as a

the historian.

While there was cooperation in times of great stress, there was also great
and persistent jealousy. John Brown, whose soul goes marching on through
the pages of history, was to some a hero and a martyr, while to others he was
a murderous old fanatic. The late Col. O. E. Leamard, one of the founders
of the Old Settlers Society, Governor Robinson, and others, take little stock
in Brown; other early settlers while not so bitterly opposed to him, are unwilling to acknowledge his greatness; but to the nation, he is a hero and
a saint.

So

bitter

was the feeling between the partisans of Lane and of Robinson

continued for years after their principals had passed away. John
Shimmons glorified Lane and hated Robinson till the day of his death. Robinson and his wife were never willing to accord greatness to Lane, and stories
regarding each are prevalent to this day.
that

it

—

To me it is clearly apparent that it took all Lane, Robinson, John Brown,
Colonel Eldridge, and scores of other early day leaders, to make Kansas
a free state and to fan the fires which consumed the institution of human
slaveiy and left the nation free and united.
Each did his part, not less
important than that given him in history, but often of far greater importance.
The state was literally alive with heroes and heroines, as the bushwhackers
and border ruffians found to their soitow. What can we say of the heroic
women whose bravery^ and fortitude made it possible for thei family to exist
while the husband and sons were fighting for freedom ? And what can we
say for the men who risked all and suffered exposure, hunger and death to
make Kansas a free state? I am glad that G. W. E. Griffith has felt called
upon recently to write of some of those splendid women of the early days.
Some idea of the suffering of these pioneers may be obtained by reading
the Hyatt manuscripts in vols. 1 and 2 of the "Kansas Historical Collections."
How the early settlers survived is a wonder. Think of their suffering from
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in unfloored log cabins; of sickness

from ex-

posure and from improper and insufficient food; of expense and worry over
loss of crops occasioned by being called away at seed time and harvest to

Poverty was great and almost universal. Corn
bread was the staff of life. They could not have survived had it not been for
faith in God, clear grit, and a spirit of cooperation which at times even
animated the proslavery men.
Lawrence was the very center of the struggle. It was a veritable city of
refuge, not one of six, as in Old Testament times, but the one and only place
in Kansas in which an antislavery man could feel secure, and Lawrence was
twice destroyed, once by Sheriff Jones under orders from the federal court,
fight the battles for freedom.

and

later

by

Quantrill

and

murderous cutthroats. And yet,
How many of you know that
living in Lawrence, had an infant child,

his following of

here in Lawrence, not half has been recorded.

Peter Jones, a colored man; still
probably his first bom, burned with the Free State hotel? The child's mother,
an employee in the hotel, when she had to flee for her life, placed the baby
in the arms of a white woman, thinking it would be safe, but when one of
Quantrill 's villains found it, he snatched it from the woman's arms, drove her

from the room and left the infant on the floor to perish.
Every street and comer in what was Lawrence of that time has its stories
of intense interest could it but speak. Every hillside and ravine in the country
round about also teems with interest, but many of these stories have perished
with the passing of the early settlers.
To one who knows something of the early history of Kansas, Lecompton

took its name, from Samuel D. Lecompte, of Marysupreme court of the territory, whose proslavery activities caused him to be hated by all antislavery men.
The town was laid
out to be the capital and metropolis. Like ancient Rome it stood upon its
seven hills, and strange as it may seem to us of to-day who have seen its
growth of woods, it was a prairie country with but one tree, a great oak, later
is

a place of interest.

land,

first justice

It

of the

destroyed by lightning.

The capitol was begun. There were four large hotels and three smaller ones,
a promising business district, residence streets which extended a mile or more
into what are now well-tilled farms, and a section set aside for negro quarters,
Lecompton at the time being a southern city in its beliefs and appointments.
At one time Lecompton had a population which is said to have reached 9,000.
Of all of this glory there now remains a portion of the foundation of the
capitol building, the old land office, constitution hall, a part of the old jail,
a stone building that was once a place of importance, and probably quite a
number of the residences some of which have been remodeled or moved to
other sites. No more beautiful spot for a city could have been selected.
The four large hotels were the Virginia, the National, American and Rowena.
One was famed for its seven basements and seven cisterns. Many of the
buildings were tom down and the lumber carted to Lawrence. The mansion
erected by Gov. Frederick P. Stanton, east of Lecompton, was for some years
the most expensive residence in the state and still stands as a monument to
those early days.

Mrs. Gertmde Hoad, for sixty years a resident of Lecompton, knows much
its early history.
Her son. Prof. W. C, Hoad, was formerly a mem-

concerning
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ber of the engineering faculty at the University of Kansas and is now at Ann
Arbor, Mich. Daniel Woodson, of Virginia, the first territorial secretary for

Kansas, and several times acting governor of the state, married her aunt, and.
in excusing his proslavery acts, Mrs. Hoad states that he was forced to do as

he did by President Buchanan and national Democracy, which at the time
was ardently sympathetic with the South.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis I. Hoad, parents of Mrs. Hoad's husband, took an
active part in early day struggles. For a time they kept the Gillis House at
Kansas City, and while there Mrs. Hoad faced down a mob which came for
one of her guests. Going out on the veranda she looked over the crowd and
began calling them by name. To one she said "Bill McGee, who was it who
nursed you through typhoid fever?" she herself having been the nurse. To
others she called in a similar manner, calling attention to kindly acts she
had done for them, until at last the mob left without its intended victim.
Later the Hoada moved .to Brownsville, now known as Auburn, some ten
miles south of Topeka, where they built a long log building, the front part
of which was used as a store, the next room back as a dining room, and with
other rooms still further back.
One day a band of Indians came to the store. One bought a quarter's worth
and another fifty cents worth of sugar. When the one buying the smaller
amount noticed that his sack was smaller than the other, he hurled it at
the head of Mrs. Hoad, who instead of being afraid, grabbed up a butcher knife
and chased all of the Indians from the store.
One day, while her husband was away and she was alone at the store, a
band of border ruffians arrived and demanded that she prepare dinner for
them. ''We shall be back in an hour," they said, with the threat that if dinner
were not ready they would tear the house down around her ears. 'Tt will be
ready," she calmly rephed, and set to work preparing it. When they returned
dinner was already on the table, but before sitting down they noticed horsemen coming, and fearing them to be free state men, which they were, the ruffians escaped.

When

the free state men arrived they found the dinner ready, and they
found that in the cellar directly under the table there was a keg of powder
from which there was a trail of powder leading to the back yard. Mrs. Hoad
had not only prepared a dinner, but it was to have been their last.
Finally a time came in the dead of winter when supplies were exhausted and
also

the little settlement faced starvation. The people no longer had money, so
they gathered together whatever of value they had in the way of jewelry and
things of that sort, and the men started with a train of wagons to go to Leavenworth for supplies.
Mr. Hoad, having the best horse in the outfit, rode on ahead to guard
against marauding parties.

When

he saw a horseman

whom

enemies, he turned at right angles to the road and raced away.
left all of his

followers behind, excepting one,

who had

a

he took to be
Soon he had

still

better horse.

Finding that he was being overtaken, Hoad dismounted and standing on the
far side of his horse awaited the other man's approach. Soon he found it was
the same Bill McGee whom he had known at Kansas City, and he asked, "Bill,

what are you following me for?" To this he received the ready
are you running away from me for?"

reply,

"What
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Seeing there was no other way, Mr. Hoad spoke straight from the heart.
the women and children at the settlement are going to starve unless we

"Bill,

can get through to Leavenworth and get something for them to eat. We have
taken everything that they have in the way of valuables and we simply must
get supplies to them. Bill, I want you to furnish us with a detail of men to
see that we make the trip to Leavenworth and back in safety." Bill McGee
had never been known for tenderness, but something stirred within his heart,
and he replied, "I'll do it"; and he did. The settlement was saved.
Mrs. Francis Hoad, the brave pioneer, in spite of hardships endured, lived
to the great age of ninety-seven and died at Perry, Kan., at the home of a
daughter.

Mrs. Gertrude Hoad, her daughter-in-law, saw the bolt of lightning strike
it, and also has seen buffalo from the plains
cross the river at Lecompton.
the lone oak tree and destroy

A

story

told of

is

an early

official at

Lecompton who was

a great

hand to

entertain at his home, and whose southern wife always responded as best she
could, that, at one time he brought

Judge Elmore, of the supreme bench out

to dinner, without previously notifying his wife.

She called her dusky maid, saying, "Stir around 'Lizbeth and help get
something to eat, but the Lord only knows what it will be." Then turning to
her husband, she said, "Why didn't you ring a bell or blow a horn to let us
know you were coming?"
Now, time permitting, I shall tell of some personal experiences. Although
I have been in the state but forty-seven years, I have seen something of
pioneer

My

myself.

Adolphus Ezra Simons, served

volunteer infantry, during the Civil

Illinois
close,

life

father,

five years in

War and

the Thirty-seventh

the year following

afterwards going to Minnesota where I and two other children were

its

bom.

Finding the long hard winters too rigorous for his weakened health, he had
prepared to go to Texas, but death overtook him, and my mother came to

Kansas

We

instead.

arrived at Larned in February, 1878, and stayed in a sandstone build-

known as the stone block. It housed hundreds of settlers while homes
were being built on their claims, and to this day may be seen some of the
names which were engraved on its soft walls by the use of nails at the time we
were there.
There was quite a company of us. Mother, with her five children, one of her
brothers with three children, and another with one child, and grandfather and
grandmother sixteen in all.
In a few weeks we made the forty-mile drive to Duncan's ranch, where we
remained for a week or more while the finishing touches were being made to
the sod houses built on the claims. My uncles, who had located the claims,
gave the best to their parents, took the next best themselves and my mother
was crowded pretty well back to the hills.
Duncan's ranch was an interesting place, and I am surprised that I have
never seen it mentioned in any of the sketches of these early days. It consisted of a big stockade made of logs set about two feet in the ground and
standing perhaps seven or eight feet above ground. These logs had been hewn
on the sides to fit close to make a real protection from Indians.
ing,

—
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Forming one side of the stockade were the log buildings, a house of several
rooms and a stable, all built to afford protection against hostile Indians. In
the living room there was a table made of slabs which was hinged against the
wall, and which when not in use hung against the wall, filling the space between the hinges and the floor. Under this table was a secret door leading
through a tunnel to a dugout, some distance away, providing a last stand
should the buildings be taken.

A

daughter was born to the Duncans while we were there and was named
my mother. They remained but a short time after the country be-

Jennie for

came

settled,

How

long

and

I

never heard of them again.
there I do not know, but at one time he had

Duncan had been

built a toll bridge of logs, simply corded in the stream, to

bridge,
there.

fill

the space, evi-

A

heavy rain had washed out the
but a few of the logs were still embedded in the bank when we were
He had also constructed some lime kilns in which he had burned the

dently having left an opening for a culvert.

limestone rock into lime.

Duncan's ranch was at the crossing of Pawnee creek on the old Hays and
trail, for many years the artery of traffic between the northern part of
the state and Indian Territory, and over which thousands of Texas cattle and
sheep as well as herds of ponies were driven, until a dead line was placed some
miles west to guard against Texas fever. After the country became settled
and roads began to follow section lines, the old crossing, which had always
been a steep one, was abandoned.
Our sod house was unusual in that it had a board floor and a shingle roof.
We had been living in it but a short time when there came a slow-falling rain
lasting several days which thoroughly soaked the walls.
When I awoke one
morning one whole side of the house had fallen out. Had it fallen in the
story might have been different. We then gathered the stone from the top
of the hills and built a stone house, to which the roof and floor were moved.
That fall Chief Dull Knife, a Cheyenne Indian chief, broke away from the
reservation in Indian Territory, where Col. J. D. Miles was agent, and was not
stopped until he had reached the old home of the tribe in the Black Hills,
N. Dak. An interesting story regarding this raid appears in the "Kansas Historical Collections." I have talked with Colonel Miles regarding this raid, and
he said they were the most dangerous Indians he had ever known and the only
ones who used to come into the council armed.
We were dreadfully scared. Many of the settlers gathered at Duncan's
ranch, but for some reason we went instead to the home of one of my uncles,
which was a mile or more off the trail and therefore deemed safer than on the
trail over which the Indians were expected to come.
As I remember it, about forty-five settlers lost their lives in this raid, and
tales of the cruelties practiced were common for years.
The leaders of the
Indians were afterwards brought to Lawrence for trial, but means of transportation were not good and the settlers were too miserably poor to get away,
so no witnesses came and the Indians went unpunished.
Our ranch was fifty-three miles south of Fort Hays, thirty-seven miles north
of Fort Dodge and forty miles west of Fort Larned, and at that time and for

Dodge

several years afterward these posts w^ere garrisoned.

few months from drinking water from the

well,

Grandmother died

in a

which caused dj^sentery, and
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cousins soon joined her, and the two were buried near the

sod house which had been their home.

There the bodies remained for manyLawrence when they were brought here for burial.
My uncles and nearly everyone else left the country, so that for a time
there was not an occupied house between our place and Dodge City, a distance of thirty-seven miles. We had one neighbor two miles north, another
two miles south, a few neighbors four or five miles east, but I never knew how
far it was west to the nearest settlement.
Buffalo, the fall before, had ranged over the ground where our claims were
located, and buffalo chips were practically the sole fuel of the new settlers.
Hunters went south for buffalo in the fall, and getting our supplies from them
we had buffalo meat each winter for several years. It was dark and coarse
years until

we came

to

Antelopes covered the country by the score.

When-

ever one took a long ride or drive he was sure to see several herds.

Prairie

grained, but

chickens

we

liked

drummed

every evening.

it.

their evening lay,

and coyotes and wolves could be heard

Rattlesnakes were common, and

we always

tried to kill every-

one we saw. One time not having anything else to use, I took off my boots
and threw them at a snake, the boot each time bouncing over it, so I could
get it again from the other side. I did not realize the danger I was running,
and fortunately no snake fangs remained in the boot to cause a wound as
dangerous as the bite itself.
We passed through some terribly hard times. Most everyone left the
country, but my mother stayed, and having had a college education, began
teaching school soon after the county, Hodgeman, was organized. At her first
school she received $20 a month and "boarded around." As each child became
old enough they began teaching. My eldest sister taught her first school when
thirteen, but I waited until more mature and taught my one and only term
of school

when

sixteen.

Altogether I batched

it

for ten months,

my

first

experience being the winter

became eleven years old. I was small, but wiry and resourceful and
hard to kill. For four months there was not a woman in the house with the
exception of a visit of a few days from my eldest sister. It was a hard winter
and my grandfather, CoUins Gowdy, then seventy-seven years old, could not
be counted on for outside work. He kept the fire going, helped me wash the
dishes and did what he could, but it was up to me to attend to the stock, to
make the bread, chum the butter, and do the work in general. I must have
after I

been a httle runt at the time, for a year
pounds.

later I

only weighed eighty-two

I nearly froze to death.

One of the coldest days ever experienced in Kansas I was out all day hunting for stock which naturally I believed had drifted with the storm. There
were milk cows in the bunch, and they had to be found and milked or they
day. Once a man told me my nose was frozen
thawed out and then resumed my hunt. When
I got home that night my nose, cheeks and lips were frozen, my eyes alone
Immediate apphcations of snow and ice water, until the frozen
escaping.
parts thawed, kept me from serious injury; but during the winter I froze my
feet to the insteps and they thawed before I knew they had been frozen and
I came near losing them. They became gangrenous and the flesh sloughed off
until the cords stood out like white strings. We did not call a doctor, but I

would be ruined, so I rode
so I applied snow to it till

all
it

:

Old

Settlers' Association.

applied Sloan's ointment, which

my grandfather's boots
my feet became as well as
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we kept

for use on the horses, and wearing a
kept going, and in the course of about a

pair of

I

year

ever.

These are a few of many, more or less similar, experiences. I baked bread,
made biscuits or pancakes occasionally, and once tried making cookies, but
they were not a success. I did not feel abused, neither was I conscious of
doing anything extraordinary. It was up to me to do the work and I did it
as best I could, but I was mighty glad to have my mother home again.
My next experience at batching was when I was fourteen. Then I was a
large boy and got along better. But starting out at daylight and not being
able to get my supper sometimes until nine or ten o'clock, I was often so tired
that I could have gone to sleep standing up.
The night of the terrible blizzard of January 1, 1886, I became lost in the
storm, while attempting to reach the house where my sister boarded while
teaching school, and together with a friend named Bums, now a prominent
minister in the Methodist church, spent the night in the schoolhouse. It was
in this storm and the one following it six days later that many persons were
frozen to death in western Kansas and Nebraska.
Before closing I wish to pay a tribute to the chivalry of the cowboys to a
good woman. My mother, Jennie B. (Gowdy) Simons, was an unusually attractive woman, about forty years old. She had dark hair and flashing black
eyes. She lived alone with her children and her aged father, miles from anyone who could have helped her. The home was always open as a place of
refuge for the travelers along the trail. Hundreds of cowboys stopped there,
and yet in all of those days not once was an ungentlemanly word said in her
presence, and had anyone attempted to harm her I am sure a posse of cowboys
would have gathered as quickly as possible to bring summary punishment to
the offender. We left our home unlocked when we were away so that if necessary travelers could

still

make

it

a stopping point.

have been a resident of Lawrence, and among the
men to whom I feel indebted for information concerning early days here were
B. W. Woodward, M. Newmark, C. L. Edwards, C. T. K. Prentice, Paul R.
Brooks, Fred Read, John Shimmons, Governor Robinson, Jacob Sands and others. I am still gleaning historical data from old friends now living, some of whom
are here today .2

For thirty-three years

I

2.
Mr. Simons is one of the foremost editors in Kansas, the land of the best and the
most enterprising newspapers in America. The pioneer experiences of Mr. Simons hardened
his will and made him the courageous self-reliant man he is.
Men bred in schools of rough
experience like that from which Mr. Simons graduated on the wind-swept frontier of western
Kansas make good. They do not fail. It is the glory of Kansas that her sons with a background of hardships for their lives like that of Mr. Simons, are to be found in all walks of

life

within her borders.
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THE BATTLE OF BLACK
By

SETTLED

G.

W.

JACK.

E. Griffith.^

Kansas in the fall of 1855, on a claim in Franklin county,
near the Douglas county line on the east branch of Ottawa creek, about
two miles south of Baldwin City. I remember we called it five miles to Black
Jack. The town of Prairie City had been located about one mile southwest of
Baldwin, where a post office had been established where we got our mail.
Stores had been started and a town site laid out, with the hope and expectation of building a city. Here we attended church and Sunday school on the
Sabbath day.
Black Jack was on the road known as the Santa Fe trail, five or six miles
northeast of Prairie City. A company of citizens had been organized for selfprotection in the locality, both from Douglas county and Franklin county,
hving on the east and west branches of Ottawa creek, with headquarters at
Prairie City. The citizens were all free-state men. Our company was under
the command of Samuel T. Shore, residing south of Prairie City, on the west
branch of Ottawa creek.
In the fall of 1856 a company of marauders, under the command of Captain
Pate, camped at Black Jack and began to terrorize the citizens of the surrounding country. Doctor Graham, a physician and prominent citizen residing
in Prairie City, was arrested and carried off and held captive in the camp of
these lawless men, whose object seems to have been to drive from the country
free-state men, and in this manner make Kansas a slave state.
Other inoffensive citizens were captured and the people of the surrounding country were
annoyed and alarmed. Great excitement spread among the people. Reports
of acts committed by this lawless band were circulated all around and the people became alarmed for their safety.
On Sunday morning I took my wife and went to Prairie City to attend
Sunday school and church as usual. We found our superintendent had been
arrested and carried into captivity, and we knew not what might happen to
him. Alarming rumors prevailed. People began to assemble where church
was to be held. Many had their guns on their shoulders, which they stacked
in the corner of the room. Rev. J. S. Gingerich, a United Brethren preacher,
then residing about two miles south of the city of Lawrence, began to preach,
and during the course of his sermon an excitement in the congregation suddenly broke out. Many men jumped up and ran for their guns which they
had deposited in the comer as they came in. I had no gun, and did not at
first know what the excitement was about, but on going to the door I saw six
men riding up, armed and in line; but when the men rushed out with their
guns cocked four of these men surrendered, but two in the rear turned and

I

in

George Washington Ewing Griffith was born in Tippecanoe county, Indiana, December
His parents were James Griffith and Nancy Hunt Griffith, of Livingston county,
Griffith went from Indiana to Westmoreland county, Pennsylvania, where he
York.
taught school, and where he married Miss Priscilla A. Horbach (Harbaugh). He returned to
Indiana, and from his native county he started to Kansas September 22, 1855.
He had a
brother at Fort Scott and he went there first. He and his brother came to Topeka, and later
went to Franklin county and took claims. The claim of G. W. E. Griffith was on the line
between Franklin and Douglas counties, two miles from Prairie City. There he became acquainted with Captain Shore and other freestate men. And there he met John Brown. He
moved to Los Angeles, Cal., after the Civil War, and in the summer of 1924 he visited Lawrence and other places in Kansas. William E. Connelley interviewed him at Lawrence June 5,
1924. When he returned to California he wrote this article.
Its value is that it is the story
of an eyewitness.
1.

22, 1833.

New

;
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Battle of Black Jack.
fled as fast as their horses could run,

tearing

up the dust

in their front, rear

with bullets from our churchmen's guns
and sides, but none of them were hurt

but the four captured were retained as prisoners.
It appears that our Captain Shore, as soon as he learned of the situation
as above related, sent word to Captain John Brown, of Osawatomie, to come
with his company and help us protect the people from these outlaws.
The camp of Captains Shore and Brown was not over one mile from my
home on Ottawa creek. When night came I went home to sleep, but when
morning came word was brought to me that the battle of Black Jack had
begun and that I should join in without delay, which I proceeded to do; but

They
I met our men on the way back with Pate and his men as captives.
were taken south to a location on Ottawa creek, and there a new camp was
established with the captives held as prisoners. This camp as I recollect was
about two miles below or south of Prairie City, and about three or four miles
southwest from the present city of Baldwin.
I do not now recollect how long Captain Pate and company were held
captives, but I clearly remember that Captains Brown and Shore advised me
that Colonel Sumner was approaching with a company of United States cavalry, and instructed me to ride out and meet him and ask for an interview.
When I met him he immediately asked me, "What is doing down there?" I
informed him that Captains Brown and Shore held Captain Pate and company
as prisoners down there, and instructed me to request an interview with him.

He

said, "All right; tell

fast as

my

them

to

meet me

right in the road."

I returned as

horse could run and delivered the message, but they asked

me

to

Sumner to grant them a private interview apart
from his company. I well remember that it did not appear to me that this
was a proper request to make of a military officer, but I promptly obeyed;
and on approaching Colonel Sumnei he immediately spoke, saying, "Well,
what now?" I advised him what Captains Brown and Shore desired, and he
said in a stern voice, "Tell them I make no terms with lawless men." When
I delivered this message, they came out on the road and met the colonel, and
he halted his company and conferred with them. He told them that he had
orders from Governor Shannon to release Captain Pate and his men, and that

return and request of Colonel

his demand.
Their arms were to be restored. Also the United States
marshal was with him, and if the marshal had warrants for any one there,
they must submit to arrest. It was all agreed to, and I heard Colonel Sumner
tell the marshal that if he saw any one for whom he had a warrant that he
should now proceed to execute his warrant. The marshal rephed that he saw
no one for whom he had a warrant. Then Captain Pate got up on a log
and said he would Lke to make a few remarks. Colonel Sumner then lifted up

was

and said distinctly, "I don't want to hear a word from you, sir. You
have no business here, the Governor told me so." Captain Pate and his
company then disappeared, and I never heard of him afterwards.
It appears that the battle of Black Jack and the capture of Captain Pate
and his men had created a big excitement in certain sections of Missouri, and
it was reported at this time that a large band of Missourians, 1,000 strong,
were at that time on their way to release Pate and take vengeance on the
people who had arrested him. These facts were explained to Colonel Sumner
in reply to his demand that we return to our homes. Demand was made
upon him for protection against the army of lawless men then approaching.
He had with him only one small company of about fifty men. He realized
his voice

—
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the critical situation, and immediately asked our captain to send him a man
to carry a message to three companies of United States troops then stationed

near Osawatomie. I was named, and he gave me a sealed message, directing
that it be delivered to Captain Wood, in command of the three companies
at Osawatomie. Selecting a companion, we struck out about 5 p.m. We found
Captain Wood about 1 a.m. and delivered our message. After reading it, he
told me he was ordered to break camp forthwith and come to Prairie City.

He

said his

command had been

located there for several months and

it

was

asked me for as full an explanation as I could give him. He then called for a conference in command
of each company, after which he gave orders to sound reveille at 3 a.m., with
orders for everj'' man to be ready to take the road at daybreak. Then it was
that there was hurrjnng to and fro such as I never saw before. Horses were
being fed, breakfast was being prepared, tents were being pulled down and
packed, wagons were being loaded, cannons and ammunition trucks were put
in line, baggage teams were loaded, and altogether made a long hne. Sure
enough at the dawn of day we were on the road, and I was in front with Captain Wood to show him the way. For five miles the command moved slowly
on a walk, then Captain Wood gave order, "Slow trot." After that the movement became faster and faster, and I found it difficult to keep up with even
a fast trot. It was a great sight to me to see 300 cavalry with several cannon
ammunition wagons and baggage wagons with four mules to each, and drivers
cracking their whips and yelling at the mules, sweeping through the countrv'
practically impossible to start ''forthwith."

He

at the rate of eight or ten miles per hour.

Before twelve o'clock we drew rein at Prairie City, at the very building
where I had been to church the Sunday previous. There we met Colonel
Sumner, who greeted Captain Wood and told him, "You have done well."
He then gave me a ten-dollar gold coin and took my receipt. This was the
last I ever saw of Colonel Sumner, but later read of him as general of the
United States army on the Potomac.
It appears that before the arrival of Captain Wood, Colonel Sumner had
gone to meet the invading Missourians and had informed them of his purpose to protect the community, and succeeded in influencing them to return.
I think they obeyed his demand, for peace reigned in that vicinity, and Captain Wood and his men remained in camp for a long time near where Baldwin
Citj^ is

now

located.

JOHN BEOWN.
was present with Captain Shore's company when Captain Brown's company
rode into camp in answer to Captain Shore's request for assistance. Lieutenant
Brown, son of John Brown, was in command. At first I supposed that he was
Jolin Brown, but I was informed that John Brown was not present, and that
his company was under Lieutenant Brown, his son. Later on John Brown was
pointed out to me when he arrived. This was previous to the battle of Black
I

Jack.

Some time after the battle had taken place, while sitting on a log in camp,
Captain Shore told me the story which had come to him concerning the
He
murder of five men on Middle creek,2 which as I recollect was as follows
:

Dutch Hem-y's Crossing was the crossing of
2. Mr. Griffith means the Pottawatomie.
the Pottawatomie, at what is now Lane, Kan., and not on Middle creek. This statement that
He was looking
the crossing was on Middle creek should not discredit Mr. Griffith's story.
back so many years that objects blurred and confused themselves in the far perspective.

—
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Brown and his company was on the way to aid us at Prairie City.
They had gone into camp some miles this side of Dutch Henry's Crossing of
Middle creek. Captain Brown called his company together in a conference.
He said that the ball had commenced to roll and that it was best to make a
clean sweep of it that there were some men living at Dutch Henry's Crossing
who were trying to introduce human bondage in Kansas. He then and there
suggested that the company return and wipe out these men before proceeding
further.
His suggestion was discussed and voted down by the company
his own sons voting against it. The next morning at breakfast it was found
that John Brown and six or seven other men were missing, who, it was afterwards learned, had gone back to Dutch Henry's Crossing and had committed
the murder of five men by calling them out of their homes. This Captain
Shore informed me accounted for the absence of John Brown when his com-

said that

—

pany first reached our camp. Captain Shore denounced the act in unmeasured language, and was angry about it. I felt the same way, as I considered such methods as wrong and calculated to injure our cause. Captain
Shore told me also that a warrant was out for the arrest of John Brown for
these murders .3
It appears that when Brown's company returned home after the intervention
of Colonel Sumner and the release of Captain Pate, that Brown did not return
with his company to their homes in or near Osawatomie, the presumption being
that he feared arrest. It was know that he and others remained secreted in the
woods somewhere on Ottawa creek. After this, one day I was on my way from
Prairie City to West Ottawa creek, and I met John Brown in the road about
one-fourth mile from Prairie City. He stopped me for a conversation. He
got on the fence and sat there to talk to me as I sat on my horse. I remember
the conversation definitely, as it impressed me as a view I had never heard
before. He introduced the subject by stating that there was no law in Kansas, to which I agreed, as we all denied the vaHdity of the bogus laws, as we
called those enacted by the illegal legislature. In the absence of any law, it
was the duty of every good citizen to do his part in enforcing God's law,
which provides that any man who commits murder shall suffer death. That
to make a human being a slave was worse than murder, and therefore any
man aiding slavery in Kansas was worse than a murderer and should suffer
death, and it was his duty and my duty to aid in the enforcement of God's
laws in the absence of any civil law. He further went on to say that when
he knew that a man was guilty and deserved death that he could "execute
him with no more feeling than I would have in killing a chicken for my
dinner."

The conversation was not continued further, as two United States soldiers
appeared in the road, coming our way, and when John Brown saw them he
jumped down from the fence and disappeared in the brush, and that was the
last time I ever met him.
I fully understood his argument to me was intended to justify
the kiUing
of the men at Dutch Henry's Crossing, and which he no doubt knew
that I
had condemned.
Still, Governor Robinson did not know John Brown had
3.
anything to do with th«
Pottawatonue affairs until some twenty years after its occurrence. Or if he knew
ho HiH
know
of any wrongdoing by Brown in the matter.
not
Mr. Griffith's recollections are at fault
as to this matter. John Brown was
camp with his company
on miaaie
va
Middle creek,
creek and
anH went
XZnt
v
back from that camp to the Pottawatomie.

m

—
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There are some people who deny that Brown was guilty of this murder,
but none of the old settlers ever doubted it. I was well acquainted with
James Hanway, who resided in Frankhn coimty, as I served with him on the
board of county commissions, and he often visited my house. He was a
friend of John Brown, who always stopped at his house; and Mr. Hanway told
me that Brown discussed the mui'der of the men at Dutch Henry's Crossing,
and made the remark to him at his home, ''If that was murder I cannot say
tliat I am not guilty."

HOME-COMING CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION AT
COUNCIL GROVE, JUNE

27

TO JULY

1921.

2,

Celebrating the one-hundredth anniversary of Captain William Becknell's caravan or pack train
that passed through Council Grove in 1821 on the first successful trading trip to the
Santa Fe, N. M., region and with merchandise for the Mexican civilization of the Southwest.

Prepared for the Kansas State Historical Society by Mrs.
of Council Grove, Kan.

monument to
THE the
Carnegie City

Mamie Stine Sharp/

Grove" is placed on the lawn
was bought with the net proceeds of
the first edition of the sale of the book, "The Story of Council Grove on the
Santa Fe Trail," by Mrs. Lalla Maloy Brigham. Part of the bronze tablet was
paid for by the net proceeds of the sale of the pamphlet, "The History of the
Home-coming to Council Grove," by Mrs. Mamie Sharp, and sponsored by the
Civic Club of Council Grove.
''Old Settlers of Council

Library.

of

On one

side cut in the granite

It

the following

is

1847—1921
Dedicated to the Memory of the Old Settleks
OF Council Grove. K.\nsas.

On

the bronze tablet

is

the following:
1821—1921.

In Commemoration op the Home-coming to

June 27

July

2,

Cowcil

Grove,

1921,

Celebrating the One Hundredth Anniversary of the First Pack
Train to Pass Over the Santa Fe Tr-ul, Led by Wm. Becknell.
1.

Mamie

Stine Sharp (Mrs.

Elwood Sharp) came

to Morris county, Kansas, with her

father in 1872. At that time she was but five years old, but soon attended the little prairie
She finally became a popular country school teacher, a position she held some four
school.
years. ' In those da^-s, one of the important duties of a teacher of one of those prairie
schools, away off upon the lonely wind-swept prairies, was to guard the pupils from prairie
fires and blizzards.
,.
^
,
his country and public affairs.
Miss
Her father, William Stine, took an active mterest
This
Stine married Elwood Sharp, only son of Hon. Isaac Sharp, a well-known pioneer.
She became the mother of two children, Jessie, who is a teacher in
marriage was in 1887.
the
United
Sharp,
of
States
Doctor
Sharp
na\T.
Kansas City, Kan., and Dr. Elwood A.
saw much service as a surgeon in France during the World War.
Mrs. Sharp has been identified Avitli temperance work, political reform and civic deHer church (Presbyterian) has a large place in her heart. She belongs to one
velopment.
of the oldest study classes in the state, the Thursday Afternoon Club, of Council Grove.
She has held all positions of responsibility and honor connected with club work in her dis.

.

m

.

,

.

She reDuring the World War, she was chairman of the Red Cross for her county.
ceived the service medal for more hours of work both in organization and work room than
her
with
division.
Her
party
recently
honored
its
Kansas
southwest
the
in
woman
any other
nomination for the Kansas legislature.
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at Council Grove.

A FAMOUS OVERLAND HIGHWAY.
While the "Famous old crossing" of the Santa Fe Trail
was not named Council Grove till August 10, 1825,
States commissioners met the chiefs of the Osage Nation in
a treaty for right of way across the plains and surveyed and

over the Neosho

river

when

yet, prior to that date several expeditions to the Santa

and made
marked the route,
region had been

the United

council

made.

The first successful caravans of any considerable size and the ones which
were the actual pioneers of that traffic over this, the greatest of American interior highways, were the two expeditions of Capt. William Becknell of FrankHn, Howard county, Missouri, in 1821 and 1822. These two expeditions led to
the larger one of Augustus Storrs in 1824. The Storrs expedition called attention of congress to this great highway; and this led to its being surveyed
and properly marked during the years 1825-'27.
This brief summary is from Mrs. Brigham's "History

of Council

Grove"

"In March, 1825, the congress of the United States of America passed an
act to authorize the President of the United States to cause a road to be
marked from the western frontier of Missouri to the confines of New Mexico,
and they also authorized the President to appoint three commissioners to carry
out said act and gain the consent of the Indians. President John Quincy
Adams appointed Benjamin Reeves, George C. Sibley and Thomas Mathers.
These commissioners left St. Louis in June, 1825, and on August 10, 1825, met
the chiefs of the Great and Little Osage Nations at Council Grove on the Neo
Zho, 160 miles from Fort Osage. At this treaty $800 was paid the Osage Indians for right of way through their territory for this road to New Mexico.
The treaty was signed by the commissioners, the secretary, surveyor, interpreter, and fifteen other white men, besides Pa-hu-skah (or White Hair), head
This
chief of the Great Osages, and five other chiefs and nine warriors.
treaty took place under the 'Council Oak,' one of our historic landmarks. This
old oak tree is one of the relics of the old 'oak grove,' and stands in the yard
of C. W. Crimm in East Council Grove. It is an imposing tree and still in a
splendid state of preservation, and corresponds most accurately to the measurements given in the records of the 1825 survey of the Santa Fe Trail. This
tree measures ten feet nine inches in circumference.
"August 16, 1825, six days after the council met under the famous oak in
Council Grove, the same commissioners went to Turkey creek, McPherson
county, and held a treaty with the Kaws. The Kaw treaty was an exact
duplicate of the one made here with the Osages, except it was signed by the
chiefs and warriors of the Kaw tribe."

While Council Grove

will doubtless celebrate,

name

with

fitting

ceremonies in

and in recognition of the council with the Indians under the "Council Oak" and the treaty
made at that time, yet it is most appropriate that the pioneer expedition of
Captain Becknell in 1821 be recognized by this Home-coming Centennial,
which this article attempts to describe.
After these above mentioned pioneer expeditions of 1821-'25, this trail was
the route of wagon traffic to the far Southwest. This historic highway has been
kept prominently in the public eye since its earliest history. Noted expeditions
have followed its course. In addition to the enormous overland freight traffic
1925, its real centennial as a geographical

it

developed

—the largest

ever carried so far in wheeled vehicles

of his trips.

34—324

—many

spec-

Fremont passed over part of it
During the Mexican War in 1846, Col. Alexander

tacular cavalcades have used

upon some

of importance

it

as a route.

.
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Doniphan, Col. Sterling Price and Gen. Stephen Kearny passed along this way
with their commands, Doniphan and Price to Old Mexico, and Kearny to
California. During the '40's and '50's it figured prominently because of the
Indian raids and depredations, and in the Civil War it was the main gateway
to and from the southwestern forts and posts of the United States government.
After this war,

it

prairie schooners

became the popular route from the Missouri river for the
which brought the pioneers who settled southwest Kansas.

HISTORY OF THE HOME-COMING CENTENNIAL.
The Home-coming Centennial of June 27 to July 2,
event for our city. The press carried stories of each

1921,

was an important

day's programs, and

received notice over the state and in the Middle West, as

it

was the second
centennial celebration ever held in the state of Kansas. The other one was in
1906 at the site of the old Pawnee Indian villages, where the state had erected
a monument in memory of Lieut. Zebulon Pike's raising the Stars and Stripes
and causing the taking down of the Spanish flag.
The idea of the home-coming came from Mrs. L. H. Brigham, the daughter
of the late John Maloy. She conceived the idea of perpetuating the historj^
of Council Grove, as her father had in his history of Morris county.
Mrs.
Brigham planned the programs for the four days of the centennial.
The Civic Club, assisted by the Commercial Club, American Legion Auxiliary, hterary clubs, ministers, superintendent and teachers of our city schools,
mayor, city commissioners, old settlers and citizens carried out the plans of
it

this event.

Mrs. Brigham, chairman; R. M. ArmMrs. Mamie
Sharp, secretary; Mrs. R. C. Durland, treasurer; T. W. Whiting, Henry Craven, Worley Perry, Mrs. B. F. Cress, Mrs. A. R. Zimmerman, Mrs. Joe Jones,

The managing committee were:

strong, first vice chairman; E. D. Scott, second vice chairman;

F. Shamleffer, W. H. White, John Allen and Tom
welcoming committee.
The town was in gala attire for this occasion. Everyone had planted flowers
and vines, and lawns were neat and trim. The business houses along Main
street had their windows decorated with antique articles too numerous to
mention. In one window we saw beautiful quilts, the handiwork of our grandThere were the costumes set off by the hoop skirt and Shaker
mothers.
bonnet, the ball gowns of some beauty long returned to dust, the Sunday
bonnet of some fair matron fifty years ago. Old-fashioned wraps and shawls
and lace mitts were also in evidence. In some of the windows there were oldfashioned jewelry, old utensils, fire-arms used in Trail days, books and dishes
over one hundred years old. There was a wedding outfit brought from Bavaria
fifty years ago. It was handmade and belonged to the mother of Anna Eckhoff
There were old newspapers, and in nearly every window were pictures of old
settlers and scenes, and also pictures of old buildings that have given way to
new ones. The window displays were a constant source of delight to young
and old during the week. Mrs. R. C. Durland, Mrs. E. D. Scott, Miss Georgia
Smith and Mrs. Dell Peterson were the committee in charge of this display.

Mayor Pemberton, W.

Allen,
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following program was carried out during

home-coming week:

PROGRAM.

— Monday evening, Commercial
Tuesday, June 28—9
m. Auto ride

June 27

Club reception at High School

auditorium.

a.

;

visit to

Council Oak.

Story of the

Mr. Geo. P. Morehouse.
2:30 p.m. Club reception at Cottage House.
8 p.m.. High School auditorium: Music, chorus; poem, "Council Grove,"
Geo. P. Morehouse. Part I "The Story of Council Grove on the Santa Fe
Trail," Mrs. L. H. Brigham; old time melodies, Mrs. R. H. Morehouse (in
treaty,

—

W. F. SHAMLEFFER,
Member Managing Committee.

W. H. WHITE.
Member Managing Committee.
costume); play, "Back to the Old

Home Town";

music, chorus.

Part II

Pictures of old settlers and old scenes.

—

Wednesday, June 29 7:00 a.m. Breakfast on Belfry Hill; Story of the
Hermit Priest," by John Maloy, read by Geo. P. Morehouse.
2 p.m., Stella Opera House: Concert, musicians of 1921; reminiscent meeting, Mrs. J. M. Miller presiding; talk, "When I Left Council Grove Forty
Years Ago," Mrs. Alice Brown Yeager. (This meeting was an open meeting
and all the old settlers gave some incident of early days.)
8 p.m. Music, old songs, by chorus; Part II "Story of Council Grove,"
Mrs. L. H. Brigham; songs, old time melodies, Mrs. R. H. Morehouse; historical pageant, by school children; music, chorus; pictures.
Thursday, June 80 9 a. m. Memorial service to old settlers, conducted- by
company C, in charge of Capt. Geo. Peck; prayer. Rev. Bronston; address.
Rev. W. H. Comer; list of old settlers who are buried in Greenwood cemetery,

—

-

—

—
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Rev. Williams; decorating graves, led by R. M. Armstrong, W. F. Shamleffer,
and W. H. White.
10 :00 a. m. Visiting day at the Mission for old settlers and old-settler guests.
4:00 p.m. Visit to Custer Elm; Poem and "Story of Custer," Geo. P.
Morehouse; visit to Padilla Monument, address, Father Reidy; talk, Geo. P.
Morehouse.
8:00 p.m. Music, chorus; entertainment by pupils of the Brown Jug and
Graded School in '50's and '60's, Mrs. J. M. Miller, presiding; talk as teacher

and pupil

of both schools, Mrs. J.

Brown Jug";

M.

Miller; story, "Passing of the Little

play, "Grandmothers' Stories,"

by the granddaughters

of to-day;

MRS. W. H. WHITE.
duet, Mr.

Threads

and Mrs. Davidson; "Cheyenne Raid," Anna Louise Miller; "Silver

Among

the Gold," Mrs.

Mamie

—Old settlers picnic in

Stine Sharp; pictures.

a. m., parade led by
and Mayor Pemberton, Marshals of the
Day W. H. White, R. M. Armstrong, John Allen, Tom Allen followed by old
settlers who lived in the city of Council Grove before 1870.
11:00 a. m., at Park. Music, by band; invocation, Rev. Sypolt; welcome
to old settlers. Mayor Pemberton; address, M. E. Leatherwood.
12:00 m. Dinner.
2:30 p. m. Music, band; exercises opened by chairman of afternoon program, M. E. Leatherwood; "Kaw Indians," A. W. Stubbs; Responses
"Trails," Geo. P. Morehouse "Churches," Rev. G. H. Cotton "Schools," J. J.
Haney; music; "The Press," M. F. Amrine; "The Bar," H. E. Snyder; "Clubs,"

Friday, July 1

President of the

Day W.

City park; 10:00

F. Shamleffer

;

;

;

Mrs. B. F. Cress.
5:15 p. m. Baseball game between North and South Side merchants.
Saturday, July 2 Reunion day.

—
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more
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detailed account of the special features of

the five-days' program:

First Day.

Monday evening, June 27,
was a reception tendered the

first

This function was given in
subsequent meetings took place.
Three pictures painted by Mrs. Chas. Dillon were among the decorations.

mercial club.
all

event of the home-coming
and the public by the Comthe high school auditorium, where

at 8 o'clock, the

visitors, old settlers

the ''Kaw Mission," built in 1850, ''The Brown Jug School House,"
and the "Strieby Blacksmith Shop," 1860.
A reception committee greeted the guests and a musical program was rendered during the evening. Mr. C. W. Black presided. He was assisted by
Rev. W. T. Wilhams, pastor of the Congregational church. An orchestra, with
Dr. E. R. Swain at the piano, Mrs. Kenneth Dodderidge, Miss Nira Brigham
and Whreatha Debitt, viohnst, plaj^ed several selections during the evening.
Mrs. C. W. Debitt and daughter Wreatha sang a duet. Mrs. Dodderidge and
Miss Brigham each played violin solos and Mrs. Lowell Woodside gave a
vocal solo. A quartette of young ladies from the high school delighted their
hearers. They were Misses Helen Snow, Eva Alexander, Thelma Ward and
Beulah Moore, A Maypole dance was given by dainty little maidens, garbed
in the style of their grandmother.
As enjoyable as this was to all, the most pleasant memories of that first
evening will be the meetings and greetings between old families and schoolmates who had not met for many j-ears.

They were
1857,

Second Day.
Tuesday morning, June
Whiting, was enjoyed by

28,
all

an auto ride which had been planned by T,
the guests and

many

of the citizens.

They

W.
vis-

and the guests were taken to the new Garfield school,
where refreshments were ser^-ed.
From here they went to Charlie Crimm's j'ard to visit the historic oak,
where the treaty was signed in 1825. Here, under the spreading branches of
this grand old tree. Rev. B. N. Sypolt led in prayer and then introduced Mayor
Pemberton, who formally opened the home-coming with a short address of
welcome.
Mr. Pemberton then introduced George P. Morehouse, to whom the city
of Council Grove is indebted for much valuable data regarding this council
tree.
Mr. Morehouse gave a history of early life along the Trail, and described the treaty under this tree. He read his poem "The Council Oak," and
delivered the opening address.
At 12 o'clock Chapter H, P. E. O. Sisterhood, gave a luncheon at the home
of Mrs. Leona Snow.
Mrs. Woodside read letters from absent members and
Mrs. Brigham read the history of Chapter
from the time of its organization
in 1903 to the present time.
Mrs. Hattie Isbell was toastmistress, and the
committee in charge of the luncheon and home-coming activities were Mrs.
ited all places of interest,

H
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Pearl Harvey, the president, Mrs. J. J. Rhodes, chairman, Mrs. Gihnan, Mrs.
Loomis, Mrs. McCrabb, Mrs. Jailite, Mius Myrtle Loomis, Mrs. Woodside and
Mrs. Opal Wilson.
At 2:30 o'clock the womgn's clubs of the city gave a reception at the Cottage House. The presidents of the various clubs, with Mrs. B. F. Cress, chairman, were hostesses of this occasion: Mrs. E. E. Root, of the T. P. M. Club;
Mrs. Sam Feigley, Nautilus; Mrs. John Linn, Progressive; Mrs. George Peck,
Philomathian Mrs. Pearl Harvey, of the P. E. 0. Sisterhood, and Mrs. L. H.
Brigham, of the Civic Club, were in the receiving line. Mrs. J. M. Miller
gave an interesting talk, Mrs. Woodside sang a solo. Miss Nira Brigham playing a violin obligato. Mrs. Kenneth Dodderidge played the violin.
Tuesday evening the Auditorium was filled to its capacity. Community
music was led by Prof. R. D. McKee, with Mrs. Adam Marks at the piano.
Mrs. Mamie Sharp, who presided as chairman, briefly sketched the object of
the home-coming and welcomed all to our city. Geo. P. Morehouse read his
;

Grove" and "On the Neosho." He also made a short
home-coming. Mrs. R. H.
Morehouse, of Topeka, sang such old time songs as "Evalina," "Annie Laurie,"
and "Ben Bolt." Prof. McKee and Mrs. Debitt sang the old time duet, "Oh,
That We Two Were Maying." Then the playlet entitled "Back to the Old
Home Town," written by Mrs. Lalla M. Brigham, was given. It was presented by the young folks of to-day, impersonating well-known characters
about town and those who came to the home-coming.
The first scene was the meeting at the Katy depot of Alice Brown of Texas,
impersonation by Marguerite Clark, and Eliza Mather of Wyoming, by
Dorothy Amrine. They came to attend the home-coming and arrived on the
same train, but did not recognize each other until after they reached Council
Grove. They walked down to the Missouri Pacific depot when Arvin Dunn
(Charles Moser), Frank Moriarty (Burton Harvey), Albert Simcock (Norman
Strieby) came in on the train.
Bettie Robbins Painter (who was impersonated by Mary Louise Brigham), rushed up and greeted the guests. She
gave all the news of the Stenger boys, Dillon, Hammond, and Huffaker girls
and Connie Sager. She pointed out Elwood Sharp (Robt. Rhodes) who
limped across the stage. Then John Rhodes impersonated Geo. P. Morehouse
of Topeka.
Wreatha Debitt, Minnie Lee Marks, Thelma Barth, Albertine
Scott, Marie White and Katherine Crowley represented the officers of the clubs
of Council Grove.
Nell Cress, representing her mother as secretary of the
Civic Club, introduced Leo Marlow as Mayor Pemberton, who gave an address of welcome, handing over a huge iron key to the city's guests. This key
was made for this occasion by James Sewell. The key was accepted by Alice
Brown, who suggested singing "The Gang's All Here." Donald Coffin furnished the band music.
A. W. Simcock, a native of Council Grove but now living in Kansas City,
was instrumental in having picture slides made of 150 old settlers, scenes of
bygone days and places of historic interest. These slides were thrown on the
screen to the delight of all. Many faces shown had vanished from our sight
many years ago some so long that few were left to recognize them. As they
appeared, one by one, it seemed hke a message from old friends of the days
gone by. Among them were Seth M. Hayes, and many others who helped
original poems, ''Council

talk regarding the historical significance of the

—
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make Council Grove. There were early-day buildings and street scenes; the
Hays House, now Arway Hotel, as it was in 1857, the old bridge, the
Brown Jug, the first church building, Indian chiefs, the three Indians who
guided Mr. Shamleffer in the early
west, the plat of the

town

'60's

on one of

his trading expeditions

out

and several pictures
the '50's and '60's.

in 1872, the first automobile,

of our present-day citizens dressed in the styles of

Third Day.
The

breakfast

upon Belfry

Hill,

June

29, 1921,

was

in charge of the literary

clubs of the city, and committees were everywhere to see that the guests were
well served.

The

hospitable

home

of

and from

it

coffee to

about three hundred persons.

Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Black stood open,
and maids serving steaming

issued a procession of comely matrons

After breakfast Mr. Morehouse read from the original manuscript the story
of the Hermit Priest, who in 1862-'63 lived in the cave in Belfry Hill. This

Mr. Morehouse gave a brief
story was written by the late John Maloy.
account of his knowledge of the author's story and presented the manuscript
to Mrs. L. H. Brigham. He then called on Mr. Leon D. Mather, who related
his knowledge of the Hermit and told of his experience as a boy when he
frequently visited the cave.
so

many have come

He

gave the history of the Hermit Priest,
Mr. Mather described the

to regard as a myth,

whom
priest,

and food. He told of the priest's visit to
brown schoolhouse and his addressing the pupils, of a coat of mail
he wore and of many conversations his father had with him.
Mr. Morehouse then recited his poem "The Old Bell," which describes the
old bell which stood for so many years on Belfry Hill.
Wednesday afternoon, June 29th, at 2:30 o'clock, through the courtesy of
Mr. W. R. Bratton, the Stella Theater was given over to the musicians of
Council Grove who gave a concert. Mrs. Mamie Sharp, presided. The following program was given: Violin solo, Nira Brigham; vocal solo, Helen
Snow; vocal solo, Mrs, Debitt; piano solo, Mrs. A. W. Marks; vocal solo,
Mrs, L, N. Woodside; violin solo, Mrs. Kenneth Dodderidge; musical reading,
Mrs. Edwin Anderson.
The reminiscent hour, which followed, was presided over by Mrs. J. M.
Miller, who called W. H. White, W. F. Shamleffer, R. M. Armstrong, A. W.
Simcock and Mrs. Genevieve Mather Munson, of El Dorado, to the stage and
told them each to relate some reminiscences of other days. Mr, White told
of his arrival in Council Grove in 1857, when but a mere boy, and of his
subsequent trip across the plains to Santa Fe with a caravan. Mr. Shamleffer,
who has been mayor of the city half a lifetime, gave some interesting and
amusing history of business deals of the days gone by and some of his experiences with the Kaw Indians with whom he traded, Mr, Armstrong told of
his entry into Council Grove in 1865 by stage, and described Main street of
that day. He said that our residence streets were then but cow paths, grown
high with weeds, and that the cows wore bells so they might be found. Mr.
Armstrong's fine narrative is given later. Mrs. Munson, who was Jennie
Mather in her school days, told of some amusing and daring pranks which she
and some of the staid matrons played upon their teachers.
his personal appearance, his dress

the

little
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Mr. A. W. Simcock, who came

in September, 1857, on his birthday, played
Grasshopper Waltz.
Mrs. Miller added to these tales, and many events of a historical and personal nature were mentioned,
Wednesday evening the program was presented to a crowded house. Rev.
G, W. Cotton, of the First Presbyterian church, presided. Mrs. B. F. Cress,
on behalf of the Civic Club, told of the pleasure the club was experiencing in
being instrumental in giving this event to so many old residents of our city.
Mrs. Morehouse sang "Bonnie Sweet Bessie" and "Comin' Through the
Rye." The pages dedicated to the old settlers, by Mrs. Brigham, in her "Story
Mrs. Debitt then sang
of Council Grove," were read by Mrs. Mamie Sharp.

his

"Some Day

An

Wander Back Again."

I'll

pageant was then presented. The monologue of this pageant
was written by Mrs. L. H. Brigham and recited by Miss Marguerite Clark.
This monologue described all the important historical events of Council Grove
historical

in their order to June, 1921, the present time.

carried banners with

name and

logue progressed, there

came upon the

Wm.

The

children of the city schools

date of each historical event.

As the mono-

stage, taking their respective places,

and Indian chiefs,
Kit Carson in hunting shirt and bowie
knife; General Fremont, Josiah Gregg, Seth M. Hays, the Hermit Priest, the
Kaw Indians, squaws and papooses, all appropriately garbed. The flood, fire
and drouth were there also; in short, all the important happenings were dePriest Padilla, 1542;

who made and

picted

Becknell, 1821; the commissioners

signed the treaty of 1825

by characters carrying suitably

;

inscribed banners.

THE HERMIT PRIEST EXERCISES.
These ceremonies were held near the old cave in the rocky ledge side of
Belfry Hill on the morning of June 29, 1921. After some opening remarks,
George P. Morehouse read the story of this weird character as written by
John Maloy.2

The Hermit

Priest.

"Matteo Boccalina" or Father Francesco.

By John Maloy.

About the time of the first open hostilities that led to our late Civil War,
when men were hurrying hither and thither and preparing for the great events
that were soon to transpire and make or mar the destiny of this republic, a
strangely mysterious character made his advent into Council Grove, then the
2.
For forty-two years John Maloy was as well known as any citizen of Morris county.
As a public man, ha probably had a larger personal acquaintance and following than anyone
who ever lived in Council Grove or Morris county. This is shown by the numerous times
he was elected to office in a county usually Republican while he was always a consistent
Democrat.
Mr. Maloy served as county attorney for a longer period than any man in Kansas. He
was mayor of Council Grove for eight years, and United States commissioner in 'bankruptcy
for twelve years.
He served numerous terms on the board of education, and at the time of
his death was city attorney of Council Grove and the Morris county representative in the
Kansas legislature. All of these positions he filled with ability, and he was generally popular
with his constituents and colleagues and this regardless of party.
It was often remarked that had he been a member of the dominant party in Kansas instead of a Democrat he doubtless would have been called to some of the highest positions in

—

—

the state.
In his estimate of men, riches or poverty, high or low estate, had little effect. If a man
were poor, in trouble, down and out and with few friends, Mr. Maloy would h;elp him if
possible; and during his> long life as a lawyer he rendered much legal service to such without
thought of remuneration. He despised all sham and shallow pretense.

Home -Coming
extreme

frontier,
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rendezvous and outfitting post for the freighters and voy-

ageurs to Mexico and the western mountains. He attracted much attention,
for he was in our frontier town as mysterious a personage as the "man in the
iron mask" or the awkward Kaspar Hauser, whose appearance at the gates of
Nuremberg startled the inhabitants of that staid and quiet town, hoary with
the conservatism of centuries. He talked httle, and it was no easy matter to
engage him in conversation, so profoundly did he beheve in some "impending
danger." Enough was gathered, however, to enable us to furnish an outline

JOHN MALO
of his history, extracted at

odd intervals

of communicativeness.

Matteo Boc-

time of which we are writing, was about fifty-five years of age,
and was a native of Capri, the charming and romantic island of Italy, situated in the Mediterranean Sea, at the entrance of the Bay of Naples, about
calina, at the

He studied law, literature and history, and was admitted to the bar in 1868. About this
time he came to Kansas and helped on the Topeka Commonwealth and other papers, as the
legal practice in those days was scant.
Thus' he developed his talent for writing and editing.
John Maloy was born in Carrolton, Mo., July 27, 1840. During the Civil War he saw
active service in the Confederate army with a Missouri regiment.
In 1866 he married Miss Paralee Ray at Clinton in Douglas county, Kansas, who is still
living (1925) at Council Grove.
There are two children, Lalla Maloy Brigham (Mrs. L. H. Brigham) of Council Grove,
and Prentice Maloy of Hutchinson, Kan.
Mr. Maloy died June 2, 1912, and at the time of his death was the representative of Morris
county in the Kansas legislature.
In 1871 he came to Council Grove and for seven years was the editor of the Deviocrat,
but afterward devoted his entire time to the law, and at the time of his death was the dean
of the Morris county bar.
Mr. Maloy was notably a fina example of the self-educated man being well read in law,
literature and history.
He was author of an interesting history of Morris county, which appeared by chapters in Council Grove papers, and also of numerous magazine articles of historic character.
His historj' of Morris county should be brought down to date and published
in an enduring form.

—

—
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His early

life

was spent

there,

and

there in the city of Capri, the seat of a bishopric, he received his early educa-

devoted himself to the church and made his

tion,

first

commencement

in the

theological studies that were at last to be the cause of his sorrows, his wanderings

and

The island of his birth was historic as well as romantic and
was there that the Roman emperor Tiberius spent the last
life, and it was there that he reared twelve palaces, the ruins

his death.

beautiful, for

it

ten years of his
of which,

it is said,

are

The island of Capri is remarkable for a
Nymphs" or the "Blue Grotto," in which it

still visible.

cavern called the "Grotto of the

first learned to love the companionship
and the home of the cave. At the age of eighteen Matteo Boccalini left his native isle and the patronage of his good bishop and perfected his
education under the shadows of St. Peter's dome, and took holy orders at the
age of twenty-one, and then began with him the life of a stormy passion and

is

possible the subject of our sketch

of solitude

sorrowful pilgrimage that eventually led to a tragic death in the far-off Occi-

He was

and was, although so young, noted
and boldness and bravery of his
political utterances.
Nevertheless, the Pope named him as one of his secretaries, but the college of the propagandists denounced him, and he was not
confirmed, but was placed under interrogation and discipline. He denounced
them as inquisitors and Jesuits and incurred their eternal enmity. The discipline over, he was assigned a place in the purlieus of the "Eternal City" and
thenceforth was watched as only the disciples of Ignatius Loyola can watch.
In time, his sunny nature and warm passions caused him disgrace. He became charmed with a fair devotee, one of his charge, furnished no doubt by
his enemies for the occasion, and he fell in a most earthly and fleshly way.
Charged, prosecuted, persecuted and denounced, he was despoiled of his sacerdotal functions and he fled ^became a wanderer upon the face of the earth
and supped with sorrow and despair throughout all the remainder of his earthly
career.
He for a short time campaigned with the heroic Garibaldi, but his
utterances for liberty of thought, action, and theory of divine and human government soon brought again upon his track the enemies who had insured his
downfall, and with tears and sighs he turned his steps and began his journeying to this continent. No more was he to behold the place of his birth or see
the chalky outlines of fair, beautiful Capri, which begems the blue Mediterranean and the phosphorescent Bay of Naples. The sky, sunshine and vintage
of dear old Italy was nevermore to warm his impulsive nature or stir into life
the numbness of his heart. The years went by, and having passed from place
to place, and visited one Indian tribe and another, in the hope of finding some
tribe or people near to nature's heart; some people that might receive him in
the simplicity of his severe and pious penance; he came a few weeks prior to
dent.

called "Father Francesco,"

for his eloquent preaching, subtle philosophy,

—

the time of the opening of this sketch,

among

the

Kaw,

or Kansas, Indians

whose reservation was in the Neosho valley a few miles below Council Grove.
The Kaws were very superstitious and suspicious and not remarkable for a
reverence for any sort of religion, and did not take kindly to the solitary wanderer. His pious zeal, abstinence and self-control made them fear to approach
him, for they did not understand that
holy and devout religious men
Are at their beads, 'tis hard to draw them thence
So sweet is zealous contemplation."

"When

—

;
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They

said he

tepees of the

—
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was "bad medicine," and so he was not more

Kaws than he would have been

at
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home

in the

He came

to

Council Grove as the tramp has since come, but not to beg or demand bread
at our doors, or to tell off his beads in the presence of the vulgar curious, but
hillside and into a cave, where for five months he lived accesbut few, with whom, when he felt the quickened glow of a heart that
recognizes the "fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man," he would talk
in tenderest strains of everything that was good and true and beautiful. He
had, of earthly possessions, so little that he could have almost vied with the

to go

upon the

sible to

lowly Nazarene in the splendor of his poverty. Of crucifixes, religious mementos and other trinkets sweetly suggestive of better and happier days, he had

a few. His solace was in a half dozen small volumes, between the lids of
which none peered but himself. He was regular at his devotions, for notwithstanding he had sinned, he was contritely striving to outlive its memory
and undo the injury it had done his Master's cause. He possessed one other
article of personal property,

the only circumstance that tinges his stay

among

us with anything bordering on the romantic. It was a rude mandolin, and on
evenings he would sweep the strings with fingers slight and deft and soulfully
tender as a maiden whose heart had just been touched by its first breath of
love. To those who were fortunate enough to hear and they were few ^his

—

—

vesper

hymns were solemn

as the holy hush of a

Neapolitan songs and gondola
There he lived

airs

young

girl's

prayer and his

were sweet as the chant of the angels he

invoked.

"The moss

his bed, the cave his humble cell
fruits, his drink the crystal well"

His food the

gay and gallant Matteo Boccahna, the "Father Francesco," the
hermit priest of the Santa Fe trail. He was loyal to the Catholic Church, but
hated and feared the Jesuits whom he believed had plotted to destroy him.
No one here spoke a language he did not understand. Once when a stabbed
and dying Mexican wanted a service for the repose of his soul, he hastened
he, the once

to his side and administered the last sacrament in the dying man's

One day he saw a

own tongue.

whom

he took to be a Jesuit emissary, and said he
could not tarry longer; that he would go to the mountains of Mexico, seek
another cave, rear a cross and live in solitude. He thought much of solitude,
and argued that it was the "muse of enthusiasm," and that "enthusiasm was
the parent of genius"; that in all ages solitude had been called for or flown to.
One bright spring morning, when the breeze was billowing the grass upon the
stranger

virgin prairies, he left his cave, as he

had years before left his cloister, and
convoyed by a passing train, he set out for New Mexico. We learn he was
last seen at Santa Fe, the city of "Holy Faith," where his stay was short.
From there to the mountains, and he was lost sight of; and it was but a
couple of years till the news came that a hermit priest had been living in a
mountain cave over which a rudely shaped wooden cross was standing, and
that soon after he was found dead, and that a poisoned dagger in the hands of
a Jesuit assassin had at last done its work—that at last he had met the fate
which had been his life-time fear.
The hermit had the eye of an artist, a head that was shapely with a classic
mold, and notwithstanding his age his hair was as black and lustrous as the
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His form betokened that in his earlier days he had been a
raven's wing.
sinewy athlete.
For years after his departure the "hermit cave" was an object of much interest.
Upon the time-honored rocks were scratched his name, a cross, "Jesu
Maria" and "Capri" all dear to the hermit's life.
Thus ends the story of this solitary man a man of sorrows and griefs, but
with as much repentance and as many penances as sins one of those ethereal
spirits who might become physically dirty, but never spiritually unclean.

—

—

—

THE MODERN MARKING OF THE SANTA FE

TRAIL.

After the advent of the railway, the course of the Santa Fe Trail was more
or less obliterated in the cultivated areas, but in the unbroken prairie and

pasture lands,

it is still

Council Grove figured prominently in

readily traced.

the permanent marking of the Trail from the Missouri river to Santa Fe during
1906-1908, in that the largest

monument marker was

citizens organized the idea of

marking

know

its

it

placed here and one of

in order that future generations

its

might

location.

Prior to 1900, George P. Morehouse, then of Council Grove but whose early

was spent at Diamond Springs on the Trail, suggested that the school children of the ten or a dozen schoolhouses in Morris county, which were close to
the old road, erect crude stone piles or monuments on the trail at the nearest
points to their respective schools, and thus become interested in early Kansas
life

This was done in some parts of Morris, Marion and other counties.
In 1906 the Daughters of the American Revolution and the state of Kansas
began to mark the route across the state with substantial granite monuments.
This led to a number of historic celebrations at different points during that
year and during 1907.
The most noted of these "Trail celebrations" was held at Council Grove,
August 10, 1907, when the monument was placed and dedicated in the parking
just opposite the "Council Oak." This being one of the most important historic spots in Kansas on the Trail, a special inscription was carved upon this
monument, mentioning the treaty and council held there on the 10th day of
August, 1825, just eighty-two years before this celebration.
Secretary George W. Martin and George P. Morehouse, both of the State
Historical Society, were the speakers on this occasion, and a full report of their
addresses was published in the papers and in the publications of the State HisDuring the day there was an historical parade, which emtorical Society.
braced phases of Trail life from ox wagons, stage coach, pony express, cowboys, hunters, plainsmen, to modern carriages and automobiles.
Before setting the monument, a metal box was imbedded in the cement beneath. The box was filled with past and present historical data, maps, pictures, pamphlets, papers, manuscripts and relics. The key to the box was deposited with the Kansas State Historical Society, and the box is to be opened
history.

in 2007

A. D.

This "grove" at that time was an extensive forest of hardwood, and covered
a large part of the bottom east of the river. It was a noted spot, and a very
suitable place in which to hold the council between the United States commissioners and the Indians for the right of way of the Santa Fe Trail across the
Great Plains. Some writers claim that the Neosho ford of the Santa Fe Trail
was known as "The Grove" and "Neosho Crossing," and that Indian councils
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before the

but it has been proven by congressional records and surveyors'
reports that Council Grove derived its name from the council held August 10,
1825, at which time the Trail treaty was signed. George C. Sibley, one of the
three United States commissioners of that event, in describing the affair years
afterward, says that he gave it that name and had "Big John" Walker, one of
his men, carve the name of Council Gro^'e on a large oak tree standing near
treaty of 1825

;

their tent.

MONOLOGUE OF HISTORICAL STAGE PAGEANT.
Written by Mrs. L. H. Brigham. Read by Marguerite Clark, during the
progress of the pageant Wednesday evening, June 29, 1921.

Before

my

events, places

eyes there passes a picture in the scenes of which there are
First, I see this broad land of ours when only the

and people.

Indian trod the plains. I see now what is Kansas, before the settlement of
Jamestown, Va., or the landing of the Pilgrim Fathers on New England shores.
The tall grass (untrodden except by the fleet-footed native and buffalo) covered the land. Through that broad, bread expanse of prairie there was a
change in the landscape, and a silver stream winding in and out among the
They were both lined with elms, oaks, wilhills was met by a smaller stream.
lows and other beautiful trees, and there were numerous groves of the same
trees in the valley through which these streams ran. The violets, sweet Williams, larkspur and bluebells dotted their green banks and vied with the sunflower and goldenrod of the prairies beyond in adding beauty to the landKind nature left a pathway skirting the hill east and west of the
scape.
larger stream and made its banks less precipitous. The golden gleam of the
sunlight, the silvery rays of the moon, and the purple shadows told the same
beautiful story to their primitive surroundings in the long ago as they do now
when civilization has invaded the scene that forms the background of the city
of Council Grove to-day. I close my eyes again and view the panorama that
passes and see the scenes and events that lead up to the twentieth century.
In 1541, 380 years ago, Coronado, a Spanish explorer in search of gold, broke
the first pathway across the plains of Kansas. His followers and Indian guides
came from Mexico, and they visited the strange tribes of Indians who inhabited Kansas at that time. With him was the Priest Padilla, whose object
was to carry a message of the gospel to the nomads of the new country.
Coronado, whose quest for gold was not rewarded, returned with his party to
Mexico.
Nearly two centuries later, in 1719, a Frenchman named Du Tisne passed
through Morris county. In 1804 La Lande, a French Creole, was the first
known white man to camp at the Neosho ford. Purcell, another Frenchman,
crossed the ford a year later.

One hundred years

ago, in 1821, William Becknell, from Frankhn, Mo., led

successful caravan through Council

Grove to Santa Fe, N. M. It
Again, in 1822, William Becknell made another
successful journey across the plains. On both of these expeditions he cut his
the

first

consisted of

pack mules.

way through

the timber and underbrush and crossed the

blazed the
Trail.

trail

that was only a path at that time, and

is

Neosho ford and
the Santa Fe

now
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In 1S24 Augustus Storrs, also from Franklin, Mo., organized an extensive
trading expedition and

made

the round trip in four months and ten days.

It

consisted of eighty men, one hundred fifty-six horses, twenty-three four-wheel
artillerj-, and a large quantity of merchandise, for which
he received fabulous prices. Upon request of Senator Thomas Benton, of
Missouri, Mr. Storrs made a report of his expedition and of the great trade
possibihties.
With this report as a text. Senator Benton made a glowing
speech regarding opening up a vast internal commerce, and introduced a bill,
which became a law Mai'ch 3, 1S25, the signature to which was one of the last
official acts of President Monroe.
President John Quincy Adams appointed
Major George C. Siblej^ of St. Charles, Mo.; Benjamin H. Reeves, of Howard
county, Mo.; and Thomas Mather, of Illinois, to meet with the chiefs of the
Great and Little Osage Indians, to procure the right of way of the Trail
through country- they claimed, so that the road could be marked and improved
through to New Mexico.
This council with the Indians took place August 10, 1825, under the oak
tree in Charles Crimm's yard; and the name Council Grove was then given to
this place, as recorded in the treatj^. and afterwards in a signed magazine

wagons, one piece of

hy Major Sibley himself.
his band of scouts loitered at the Neosho ford in 1827, and
the name Council Grove on a piece of buffalo hide and nailed it to a

article written

Kit Carson with
cut

tree.

In 1831 Josiah Gregg took the first large caravan through Council Grove to
Santa Fe. In 1S43 Gen. John Fremont with his guide. Big John, camped at
Fi-emont Springs, one mile east of Council Grove. Big John creek was named
for this guide.

In 1846 Colonel Doniphan and Colonel Price crossed the Neosho ford on
way to the Mexican War, and rested their Missouri volunteer regiment
here. This march from Leavenwonh to the land of the Aztecs has no rival in
the marches of the world. One of their soldiers died while they were camped
here and was buried on the site of Belfry Hill. Thirtj'-six years later his retheir

mains were taken to the national cemetery* at Washington.
The picture changes in 1847, and the government moved the Kaw Indians
to the country smrounding Council Grove, and imtil 1873 it was known as the
Kaw reservation. In 1847 Seth Hays, the first white man to locate at
Council Grove, came here and built the first log cabin. An interpreter for the
Indians named Ackers was here for a while. This man had been at the council
in 1825, and was one of the interpreters at that meeting. Years later he gave
a description of the tree, and told the number of 3'ards it was from the crossing, and that it was located on a rise of ground. Thus the coming of Seth
Hays started the settlement which is now Council Grove. Other settlers followed, and in 1849 T. S. Huffaker came as an interpreter for the Indians. The
next year the Old Kaw Mission, still standing on the west bank of the Neosho,

was

built.

picture shows the struggling log cabin and the first church organiMethodist Episcopal Church. South, the first store building called
the Last Chance, and the Hays House, still standing. In 1858 the Little Brown
Jug schoolhouse that stood for sixtj'-one years was built, and paved the way
to better educational advantages. Two years later when the Santa Fe Trail

The next

zation, the
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hummed

with caravans and when trade with the freighters and Indians made
Council Grove a frontier trading post, the stone blacksmith shop at the foot
of Belfry Hill was built, and oxen drawing their supplies for Santa Fe trade,

received their last attention from a blacksmith at this shop.

Kaws raided Council Grove, and in 1860 there was a drought.
men in blue and gray joined the great Civil War. Now enters the

In 1859 the

In 1861 our

romantic tale of the Hermit Priest who with his dog "King" sojourned here for
months. Years before he had left his home in sunny Italy with a shadow
on his name. He turned his face toward the west and after reaching the
United States went from Indian tribe to Indian tribe teaching them the power
of the gospel and the rudiments of civiHzation. His cave on the hill, where he
counted his beads and played soft airs on his mandolin, is still an historic

five

shrine.

Elm in 1867. Soldier Hole, down the
who used the place as a swimming
the Cheyennes raided the Kaws at Council Grove. In
building was erected, the M. E. Church, South. It stood

General Custer camped under Custer
river, received its

pool.

June

1869 the

first

1,

railroad,

1868,

church

for fifty years.
first

name from

After the Trail days ended in 1866,

and the M. K.

In 1873 the

his soldiers,

Kaw

&

"Indians were

the Missouri Pacific ran

its

we looked forward

to the

T. was completed in 1869.

first

removed

to the Indian Territory.

train through Council Grove.

Main

The

In 1883
fire

of

west of the Arway
Hotel. During the last ten years of the nineteenth century our town began
to improve. "We platted new additions; a water system, electric lights and
street railway added prestige to the city. Looking back over the span of years
the nineteenth century has recorded many important events, and we greet the
twentieth century with a volume of noble deeds of good men and women who
during the '50's, '60's, '70's, '80's, and '90's have helped make Council Grove.
1886 wiped out our business block on North

street,

The flood of 1903 was a disastrous event. Since that time progress has
marked time with the years, and now, in 1921, we have nine and one-half miles
of paving, a sewer system, a Carnegie library, a fine theatre, three

modem

school buildings and seven churches, miles and miles of cement walks, comfortable

homes and business

houses.

Council Grove with

ments, natural surrounding and historical significance,

is

modern improvetown worthy of re-

its

a

spect and admiration.

Fourth Day.
Those who

Greenwood, sleeping peacefully through these swiftly
Thursday morning, June 30, Rev. Comer,
of the M. E. Church, South, who was pastor here for many years, assisted by
Rev. Oliver Bronston, of the M. E. Church, and Rev. W. T. Williams, of the
Congregational Church, conducted a memorial service for the old settlers who
had passed on. Rev. Bronston offered prayer and Rev. Williams read a list of
the dead. Captain Peck of company C and some of the members, led by the
band, had charge of decorating the graves. R. M. Armstrong, W. H. White,
W. F. Shamleffer, B. R. Scott, and many other pioneers wended their way
through the silent city, where a sprig of evergreen was placed upon the green
mounds of men and women who fought adversity in pioneer days.
rest in

passing years, were not forgotten.

35—324
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Huffaker, stood hospitably-

welcome all old friends and citizens. The
officers of the Civic Club, assisted by Mrs. Fletcher Collins, Mrs. E. D. Scott,
Mrs. A. G. Campbell, Mrs. Throp and Mrs. Lura Keith, received and served
open

all

day Thursday, June

30, to

at this reception.

This all-day reception was well attended. At four o'clock autos were at the
City Libraiy to proceed to Custer Elm, whose story was told in verse by
George P. Morehouse. Major Potts was present, and mention was made of
the fact that the major, an old' Morris county citizen, had fought with Custer
upon Virginia battlefields and had come from Upland, Cal., to participate in
It was brought out that the Custer Elm was one of the largest
elms in the United States, being over sixteen feet in circumference and about
one hundred feet high.

the exercises.

GEN. GEORGE

A.

CUSTER.

General Custer camped under the Custer Elm in 1867. Once an enterprising
commissioner arranged with a wood-chopper to remove this tree for the
wood it would furnish. Many old friends deplored its threatened fate, but it
was saved by the true friendship of a woman, Mrs. W. A. McCollom, who gave
the man ten dollars in lieu of taking the life of this grand sentinel of the forest.
Mrs. McCollom then went before the city council and secured its consent to
save it forever by a protecting resolution which the council passed. Thus, the
Custer Elm was saved to be pointed out to present and future generations,
while its interesting story is related.
street

THE MONUMENT ON MOUNT PADILLA.
After the Custer

Elm

exercises, the line of

march was resumed, and led to
upon the summit of which

the top of one of the highest hills in Morris county,

stands "Padilla's monument."
as far back as white man's

—

This crude pile of stones which has been there
according to Spanish records and Indian

memory

—
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marks the supposed burial place of Father Fray Juan de Padilla,
He was one of the four Franciscan priests
first Christian martyr.
who accompanied the Coronado expedition in its attempt to colonize New
Mexico in 1540. In 1541 this expedition came into what is now Kansas, then
tradition,

America's

called Quivira, in search of the fabled seven cities.

Not finding them, Coronado returned to Old Mexico and a life of ease; but
Father Padilla came back to Christianize the Indians, where he suffered martyrdom in 1542-1544. Other regions may claim, to be the shrine of his tomb, but
the most reasonable proofs seem to have established

"Mount

Padilla" as the

sacred spot.^

THE LITTLE BROWN
Thursday evening, June
Brown Jug in the '50's and

M.

gave the

'60's

JUG.

men and women who

the

30,

first

attended the Little
Mrs.

part of the entertainment.

It took the form of an
and boys spoke "pieces." The
boys and girls who sang this night had white hair and wore spectacles, and
while their voices may not have been as blythe as in the days gone b}^ they
sang with spirit such songs as "Weaver John," "Whistling Farmer Boy," "The
Old School House," and "Three Blind Mice." Mrs. A. W. Marks accompanied
them upon an honest-to-goodness melodeon, and A. W. Simcock, as in days of
yore, beat time. Mr. W. H. White, who attended the Brown Jug in 1858, the
first year school was held in the little schoolhouse, was on the stage.
He is the
only person living in Council Grove who attended the school that year. Albert
Simcock recited a sketch entitled "Philosophic Remarks by a Languid Englishman," which caused much merriment. He also played his "Grasshopper Waltz."
Leon Mather declaimed an old poem called "The Old Council Grove Band,"
published by a newspaper forty years ago. Mrs. Mamie Sharp read part of the
story of the Little Brown Jug, written by Mrs. Brigham several years ago when
the building was moved. Anna Louise Miller recited the poem "Cheyenne
Raid of 1868," written by A. W. Stubbs for the home-coming. Mr. Stubbs is
the son of Major Mahlon Stubbs, who had charge of the Kaw Indians at the
time of the Cheyenne raid in 1868.
J.

Miller conducted this part of the entertainment.

old-fashioned Friday afternoon,

when the

girls

Cheyenne Raid
By
Gather around me,

W.

A.

my

of 1868.

Stubbs.

little friends,

hear my story until the end.
'Tis a story that's true of the long ago;

And

My

grandmother told

it,

I

know

it is so.

Way

back in the Sixties, just after the war,
scenes were enacted we all abhor;
A messenger came to our little town.
And this is the message he brought down:

When

The Cheyennes are coming! Run! Flee for your
They are armed with guns and bowie knives.
Ye men of the Grove arm quick for a fight,
I saw the Indians, I know I am right.
There is no proof whatever that this
3.
Santa Fe post-road marker.

is

a Padilla monument.

It

is

lives!

probably an old

!
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Their faces were painted a crimson red,
A war bonnet streamed from each warrior's head.
They will slaughter your children and steal your wife!
Flee, my countrymen, fiee for your lives
of the Kaws,
they charged with breaking the Indian laws.
It was them they sought, not the whites,
To seek revenge for their former fights.

But the Cheyennes were enemies

Whom

Through the town they rode nor touched a hair
Of the frightened people dwelling there.
But a war cry arose as they passed on down

And

crossed the waters of Little John.

The

peaceful

Came

Kaws all out of breath,
rallying forth to fight to death

The wild Cheyennes who dared invade
The land where their fathers' bones were

When

the Cheyennes saw the

They soon betook themselves

laid.

Kaws show

fight,

in flight.

While Council Grovites from the hills
Enjoyed the scene of the battle thrill.

The calamities, if none I have missed.
Were an Indian wounded in the wrist.
And this, dear children, is all I know
Of Council Grove and the Indian
Mrs.

Mamie Sharp

sang "Silver Threads

w^oe.

Among

the Gold," and Mr. and

Mrs. R. S. Davidson a duet, "When You and I Were Young, Maggie." This
ended the school program, which was interspersed with remarks by Mrs. J. M.
Miller. Mr. Leon Mather and sister, Mrs. Genevieve Mather Munson, sang
a Scotch song that had been sung in their family for four hundred years.
Those taking part in this entertainment who attended the Brown Jug in
early days were W. H. White, Sr., Otto Hebrank, Eugene Hebrank, "bAdxy

Hebrank Metzger, Aggie Stevenson
Allen,

Tom

Allen,

Strieby, Betty Robbins Painter, John
Laura Schmidt Wyler, Ann Schmidt Hardy, Sarah Ham-

mond White, Mamie Dillon Miller, Carrie Hammond Jacobs, Aggie Huffaker
Wismeyer, George Huffaker, Leon Mather, Genevieve Mather Munson, James
Stenger, Albert Simcock, Kit Stenger, Coonie Steele, Sager Elwood Sharp, John
Schmidt, George Simcock and Arvin Dunn. Mrs. Cora Chase and Mrs. Alice
Armsby, who were teachers in early days, were among the pupils on the stage.
After the school was dismissed Mayor Pemberton, on behalf of the citizens of
Council Grove, thanked Mr. A. W. Simcock for his part in the entertainment
of furnishing the pictures.

"Grandmothers' Stories," written by Mrs. Brigham and told by the granddaughters of pioneer families was the next feature.
Stories

and

real jokes

were told of pioneer days and people.

The

girls

who

presented this play were Dorothy Amrine, Dorothy Rees, Marguerite Clark,

Mary Louise Brigham, Nell Cress, Thelma Barth, Marie White, Katherine
Crowley, Wreatha Debitt, Opal Welch, Minnie Lee Marks, Anna Louise
Rhodes and Albertine Scott.
were shown again.

At the

close of this play

Mr. Simcock's

slides
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Fifth Day.

OLD SETTLERS.
Friday morning, July

1,

was the day

of the old settlers picnic.

Churches,

Sabbath schools, clubs, business firms, lodges, company C, National Guard,
American Legion, Auxiliary, county officials and individuals did their best to
make the parade a memorable one.
The historical section depicted the history of Council Grove in every epoch.
This part was carried out by the school children. A prairie schooner filled
with barefoot children, the bale of hay, lean horse, chicken coop, and spotted
lop-eared dog, with the legend on its side "Kansas or Bust," carried many of
the spectators back to pioneer days. This was furnished by the Garfield school
under the supervision of Mrs. Mattie E. Harris. The parade was led by the
Council Grove band with Mayor Pemberton and W. F. Shamleffer, president
of the day, following. Several cars filled with old settlers came next, and then
the historical section, followed by floats. The parade started at Wood and
Hockaday and went west to Washington, east on Main street to the Hospital,
and back to Union, then north to the park. Mr. Worley Perry and Henry
Craven had charge of the parade. The line of March ended at the city park,
where the president of the day, W. F. Shamleffer, introduced Mayor Pemberton, who delivered an address of welcome.
A picnic dinner was enjoyed by several hundred people, who afterwards
spent a couple of hours visiting. About 2:30 Mayor Pemberton introduced
M. E. Leatherwood, chairman of the day, also speaker of the occasion. Mr.
Leatherwood delivered an address, and the following topics were discussed in
this order: "The Kaw Indian," A. W. Stubbs; "Trails," George P. Morehouse;
"Churches," Rev. G. H. Cotton; "The Bar," H. E. Snyder; "Clubs," Mrs.
B. F. Cress.

A

fitting

L. H.

cHmax

Brigham

was the presentation to Mrs.
cup by Mr. Morehouse, as a token

to this enjoyable afternoon

of a massive silver loving

from her old-time friends and fellow citizens for her work and
which made the Homecoming possible. Mrs. Brigham responded to

of appreciation
efforts

this presentation

The

by thanking the people

for their help in

making

it

a success.

following inscription was engraved on the cup:
1821-1921

COUNCIL GROVE CENTENNIAL
Lalla Maloy Brigham

From Old Time
,

Celebrating

Saturday, July

2,

Friends, in Recognition of Services as Chairman
Becknell's Caravan Pack Train Over the
Santa Fe Trail in 1821.

Wm.

was Reunion Day, and while many of the guests had to

leave early Saturday morning, others availed themselves of the opportunity to

with old friends.
Friday night Mrs. L.

visit

zens, old settlers

Mead and Mrs. A.
and guests to meet and

J.

Marks

visit

invited a

number

of citi-

for the last time during the

The out-of-town guests especially enjoyed this.
In closing one of the chapters of "The Story of Council Grove on The Santa
Fe Trail," Mrs. Lalla Maloy Brigham, its author, says:

Home-coming.

"So

here,

where East meets West, in celebrating the one-hundredth annifirst pack train that passed through Council Grove in 1821, our

versary of the
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thoughts take us back down the trail of years and in imagination we can picture the primitive surroundings that greeted Wilham Becknell as he crossed
the Neosho ford, westward bound, in search of new fields for trade. In 1825,
the council of Indians and white men gave birth to the name Council Grove,
Ten years later we see the long caravans of Josiah Gregg, Kit Carson with his
band of hunters, General Fremont with his party of explorers, and Colonel
Doniphan with his regiment of soldiers, come into view. Again the picture
changes, and the fleet-footed Indian roams over hill and valley. The first
white settler arrives on the scene, and soon others followed and laid the foundation of the town. Schools, churches and newspapers were established. The
pack mule, covered wagon and other conveyances of the old trail days when
Council Grove was a frontier town, have been supplanted by the steam car,
automobiles and aeroplanes. Thus, at the end of the hundred years, in 1921,
we find in place of the mule path and wagon road, nine and one-half miles of
paving, a White Way, miles and miles of cement walks, a telephone, electric
light, water and sewer systems, good churches, modern school buildings, a Carnegie library, substantial business houses and comfortable homes, and the
town with a population of 2,875 people.
"Whether you have acted the leading role, or taken a minor part, you have
earned the lasting 'gratitude of the present and future generations.
"To our citizens of the twentieth century, let us in a spirit worthy of the
memories of the past, set our faces toward the future and lay upon the altar
of our town, 'the wealth of our talents,' 'the zeal of youth,' 'the energy of mid-

and 'the wisdom of age.'
"To our guests, nonresident old settlers, who have honored this occasion with
your presence, we bid you thrice welcome to Council Grove. Long years ago
you sailed out of the home port. Some of the frail barks that left this harbor
years ago have never returned, but you are anchored safely in the old home
town once more. The cares of other years have been forgotten in the joy
dle hfe'

of this reunion. You have found many vacant chairs. In every familiar corner there lurks some reminder of the loved ones whose presence meant so
much to you in the days gone by. When we pass down the trail for the last
time, the beauty of 'life's sunset' will be enhanced by the memory of this
home-coming, and some day may the clock of destiny decree that you will
wander back again to the best town in the best state of this beloved country
"
of ours 'Council Grove on the Santa Fe Trail.'

—

SIXTY YEARS IN KANSAS AND COUNCIL GROVE.
By R. M. Armstrong/

Council Grove, Kan.

human life. Very
few people have lived in one community so long or had such a long period of
active life as the writer of this sketch, who has lived in Kansas and Council
Sixty years in Kansas

Grove for sixty years.
During the Civil War

is

I

much

longer than the average

watched with interest the

trials of

Kansas and Kan-

M. Armstrong who

has written this reminiscence has lived in Kansas and Council
During his residence here, he has figured prominently in business,
For the first year and a half of his residence in Council
church, social and civic affairs.
Grove he clerked for Ledrick & Robbins, and later for Aiken Bros., a general store. After
Armstrong & Spencer was the first hardware store
that he went into business for himself.
For many years he was a member of the firm Shamleffer & Armstrong. Mr. Shamin town.
The M. C. Armstrong firm was one of long standing in
leffer was one of his closest friends.
4.

Grove

R.

for sixty years.

the early days.

Mr. Armstrong was married to MoUie Strieby December

They had no

children, but

made a home

for several children

7,

1871.

who were

She died

in

1910.

relatives.

Mr. Armstrong has a record for both elective and honor offices. For twenty -five years
he was town treasurer. He was clerk of the district court twelve years, and postmaster sixteen years, and although he is in his eighty-fourth year, is city clerk, which office he has
held since 1918.
He is a Presbyterian, and has served that church in every capacity, and has been secreHe joined the Odd Fellows lodgel the year it
lary of the Sabbath school since May, 1885.
was organized, 1869. He has held the office of secretary nearly continuously foi^ forty years.
He assisted in the organization of Centennial Encampment No. 31, in 1876, and for more
than forty years has been its scribe, and holds that office to-day.
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After the surrender of General Lee, I determined to leave my
Pennsylvania and come to Kansas, the state which had been the battle

sas people.

home

in

ground of so many political issues.
Ma}' 22, 1865, I bade farewell to

my

native state, intending only to be gone
toward the setting sun the more interested
The farther west I came I saw moro
I became in the beautiful new country.
of the effects of the Civil War, and I was more fully impressed by the efforts
toward reconstruction.
After three days and four nights on the railway train, I reached Leavenworth, Kan., expecting to take the stage for Lawrence. To my surprise it was
gone, but a man with a new buggy, was just starting for Lawrence and asked
me to ride with him. I paid him twelve and one-half cents per mile. As the
stage from Topeka to Council Grove only ran twice a week, Saturdays and
Wednesdays, I must be in Topeka the next morning (Saturday) at seven
o'clock. The drive from Leavenworth to Lawrence unfolded a new country to
me. In Pennsylvania, the hills covered with stones and briars, valleys and
large rivers, had greeted me since my earliest recollection. Here the stretch of
prairie covered with wild flowers was to me a beautiful sight.
Back in my
home I had studied of Kansas in school, which was said to be in the "Great
American Desert." But the desert had blossoms in all its splendor, and this
beautiful Maytime was the beginning of a new chapter in my life.
While I was drinking in the perfume of the wild verbena, the driver was entertaining me with a song which was becoming popular before the close of the
war. It was ''Tramp, Tramp, Tramp, the Boys are Marching."
Soon I heard what seemed to be the pop of a pistol. I was surprised at such
a sound in such a beautiful land. When I inquired of the driver the cause of
such a report, he told me it was the crack of a "bull whip" used by drivers
across the plains. Soon I saw for the first time a "bull train of the prairies."
We overtook the stage I should have taken at Leavenworth. They were changing horses. We arrived at Lawrence, and I went to the Durfey House.
Here I will digress a little and tell some things about Lawrence and the
Union Pacific railroad. Lawrence was still showing the effects of the war and
the ravages of Quantrill's raid. Then soldiers were coming home, and they
were commenting on the new Union Pacific railroad to help build up the town.
The stage coaches were taxed to the utmost by the soldiers who were returning to their homes in all parts of Kansas, and I found the stage to Topeka
crowded. When I attempted to procure passage, they refused, saying they
were full. I then suggested that I ride up with the driver. He said three were
already billed to ride up there. The conductor offered to put my trunk on the
hind boot of the stage, and I told him that if my trunk could ride there so
could I. So at the price of twelve and one-half cents per mile, I took passage
on the hind boot of a four-horse stage for a night ride from Lawrence to Topeka. The moon was full, and the wild flowers of the roadside filled the air
with perfume. From my perch on my trunk on the hind foot of an overcrowded stage, I felt the thrill of a May night with a full moon, and the
whippoorwill's song to welcome me to a new country.
While reveling in the beauty of my new surroundings, a voice from within
the stage aroused me. It was a colored man, whose little boy wanted to sit on
one side of the boot. The stage stopped and he was elevated beside me. I
told him to hold on to the rail as that was the only means of protection. We
a short time.

The nearer

I traveled
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Sometime after I heard a moan in the disThis aroused me from my meditation, and I looked around and found
m> fellow passenger gone. The brakes were applied and the stage stopped.
The boy was brought back unharmed by his fall. No doubt he fell asleep and
lost his hold on the rail.
We reached Topeka at midnight, and I stayed at the Old Topeka House.
Early next morning the drivers' call, ''AH aboard for Chicken Creek and Council Grove," greeted me.
So the last lap of my journey began at daylight May
Many amusing incidents occurred on my journey from Topeka to
27, 1865.
Council Grove. On this stage was S. M. Strieby, my future brother-in-law,
who also came from my native state, Pennsylvania. This was his first trip to
Kansas, and we found his sisters and brother, whom he was coming to visit,
were close neighbors and friends of my sister. My arrival here on that beautiful May evening sixty years ago is fraught with many memories, memories
of the greeting of strangers who later became my staunch friends. Very few
sat with our backs to each other.

tance.

remain to recall this incident with me.
In 1865 the incoming of the local stage, commonly called "jerky," was an
important event in the village of Council Grove. The Overland stage from
Westport to Santa Fe, N. Mex., was the great stage company of the Old Santa
Fe Trail. I found Council Grove was divided by the Neosho river, a pretty
little stream lined on each bank with weeping willow, cottonwood, oak, elm,
and hickory trees. There were very few houses there in 1865.
The town was the headquarters of the Overland Stage Company supplies.
To me the caravans passing through the village along the old Santa Fe Trail
were a marvelous sight. The extent of travel and trade along this trail may
be seen by the following statistics, kept at the toll bridge across 142 creek,
by Charles Withington. From May 21 to November 25, 1865, he reported
4,472 wagons, 5,197 men, 1,267 horses, 6,452 mules, 38,281 oxen, 112 carriages,
13,056 tons of freight. To move this amount of freight it would take 2,182 cars.
It was sparsely settled around Council Grove in 1865.
The Kaw Indians
owned a reservation twenty miles square, of which Council Grove was the center.
The Indians traded in the village and sold game to residents. The few
stores were outfitting stations for trails, men and Indians.
Our main street,
which was only a cowpath, followed the Old Santa Fe Trail, which was laid
out after the treaty of 1825. It has been the Santa Fe Trail one hundred
years. There were no sidewalks in the village.
There were two school houses, and each one had about forty pupils. The
Brown Jug was built in the late fifties and was used as church, school and
concert hall. The building of the first graded school, a two-story brick, was
agitated that year, and August 11, 1865, the following article was published in
the Council Grove Press:

"See notice of graded school meeting next Friday. Let all attend. If you
don't want schools, or anything that induces immigrants to come into the
country, vote down the school house. If you are determined that you will injure Council Grove all you can, vote down the school house. If you are anxious to make your presence felt for evil, vote down the school house. If you
don't want education, or civilization, unless you can have them for nothing,
vote down the school house. If you want to be a savage, try to get the Kaws
back to Council Grove, and vote down the school house. Get the Kaws to
vote, every one of them will vote against it ^would rather have the money to
buy worthless trinkets or 'big whisky.' "

—
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This school house was located in

a grove of hickory, oak and elm on the east bank of the Neosho. It burned
in November, 1875. Grain was often stored in the school houses in vacation
time.

There was a newspaper edited here by a Methodist minister, J. E. Brian.
bought it from Col. S. N. Wood, who started it in 1858, one of the first
newspapers in Kansas.
This year the Indians were on a warpath and a detachment of southern
soldiers under Captain Barney Palmer, were sent here to convoy the caravans
across the plains. The freighters would round-up here until they had mustered
one hundred wagons, and then the soldiers would escort them on their west-

He

ward journey. Many of the freighters became my best friends. One I recall
was J. H. Foster, who passed through Council Grove as a freighter in 1849.
Then in 1863 he was stationed here with company F, Second Colorado troops.
A few years after the Civil War he came to Council Grove to reside permanently. While in California, he was chosen to demonstrate to the producers
of the "Covered Wagon" the art of yoking oxen.
When I arrived in Council Grove I found the people still talking of the
Hermit Priest, who had lived in a cave on the hillside during five months of
1863. The blockhouse which the soldiers erected during the war was still standing, and I assisted in erecting the old bell, brought here in 1863, the year after
I came. It was an alarm bell, and performed many missions.
One incident of 1865, causing a great deal of excitement, was the return of
a girl named Sarah Jane Luster, who rode into Council Grove on a bareback
Indian pony. She and her two brothers had been captured a year before by
the Kiowas, who afterwards sold them to the Cheyennes. She escaped one
night, expecting to meet some stage or covered wagon. She found a home and
later married, and lived here many years. The usual travel in those days was
horseback or two-horse wagons, with split-bottom chairs for back seats. There
was but one buggy in the town, which was owned by M. Conn.
The houses here were small,, sometimes two rooms and a lean-to kitchen.
They could always accommodate extra guests in those days. I recall being
invited to a wedding about sixteen miles from Council Grove. A young lady
accompanied me. When we reached the place, we found a house of one room
and a lean-to kitchen and seventy-five guests. My companion took the bride,
stood her on a bed which was curtained off and dressed her for the wedding.
The meal was served on the lawn.
During the years 1865 and 1866, court was held in the upper story of the
Hays House, now the Arway Hotel, and the jury room was a log cabin nearby.
There was no herd law then, and the first man to brand cattle in the fall got the
greatest number. There were many lawsuits regarding prairie fires, which were
started indiscriminately. It was always hard to get evidence and hard to get
a jury to convict the lawbreaker.

When I arrived in Council Grove sixty years ago, Seth Hays, the first
permanent white settler in Council Grove, had been here eighteen years. He
was a man of affairs and owned considerable property. He was running
a saloon in 1865, and the church ladies, wishing to pay a debt, wanted a
room in which to hold a festival. None could be procured, so Seth Hays
Some of the women were horrified, but Miss C. L.
offered his saloon.
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and

all
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would be out

knew

that Mr.
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Hayes would keep

The bar was

his promise

curtained with

wagon

and decorations were much in evidence. Mr. Hayes, equal to the occasion, took charge of the door and ushered the guests to a well-filled table
instead of the bar. The affair was both a social and financial success.
T. S. Huffaker, the second white man to become a permanent settler, was
an active business man in 1865. He was an interpreter and teacher to the Indians. He raised a large family, and only a grandson, Homer Carpenter, is
living in Council Grove now.
That year prominent men and firms here were: Ledrick and Robbins; M.
Conn, who had been here since 1855, and was in business in the stone store,
which still stands, known as Pioneer store; Biglin & Ledrick; Whitsett &
Strieby, blacksmiths; Charles Columbia and S. M. Strieby, wagon makers;
Joseph Collier; Watkins & Kelly, hotel, the Commercial House, which still
stands; Bernsteen Glass Front saloon; Dr. A. Woodworth, druggist; James A.
Robbins, justice of peace, county clerk, and agent for Overland Stage Company; WilHam Pollard and J. C. Munkres, livery and feed stables; Isaac
Sharp, S. N. Wood and Ephiam Sanford, lawyers; H. W. McNay, saddle and
harness maker; Rev. Joab Spencer, minister; Phil Morse, stone mason; G. M.
Simcock and
Mathew, millers; R. M. Wright, millwright; W. F. Shamleffer and W. H. White; W. R. Terwilliger, cattle dealer; J. Stenger, Spanish
interpreter and clerk; James Munkres, contractor for the stage Hne from
Topeka to Council Grove; Capt. J. F. Schmidt, restaruant, on Main street.
The doctors were Dr. A. I. Beach and Dr. J. H. Bradford and John Bradford,
W. A. McCollom was a minister and farmer.
As there were several of the colored race here, I will speak in particular of
Lewis Choteau, a thrifty colored man, who was raised in slavery by the
Choteau brothers (Pierre and Cyprian), who located here in 1848, and for
several years had a store in a small log building where the Pioneer Store now
stands. They later went back to Missouri and Lewis, their slave, went with
them. Lewis Choteau did hauling for the commimity. While in slavery he
had a wife, but they became separated and Lewis thought she was dead. After
the colored people were given their freedom, Lewis came to Council Grove,
and later married another colored woman named Vina Lewis. They both
worked hard and accumulated quite a little property. Lewis was a noted
whistler, and always whistled when he worked. His whistling took the place of
an alarm clock to the residents of the village, and they always knew it was
time to be at work when he passed by whisthng. He and Aunt Vina lived
together happily for a few years, and then the first wife. Aunt Hulda, hearing
of the whereabouts of her youthful spouse hunted him up and claimed him for
her own. The three of them met and constituted themselves judge and jury
of their own affairs and agreed to divide what they had accumulated. Aunt
Vina keeping the house and the first wife getting the husband. Choteau and
Aunt Hulda, his first wife, went to the other end of town to live. Aunt Vina
followed her old trade, washing, while Aunt Hulda, an expert cateress, found
plenty to do. These women lived in the town the rest of their days, and were
peaceful, law abiding citizens. They held no malice toward each other, and
each settled in her new environment in a spirit that would do credit to the
white race. Lewis Choteau still plied his trade, but never whistled again.
covers,
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accompaniment to his
was silent. Whether
his heart was with Aunt Vina during the years he kept faith with Aunt Hulda,
will never be known, for he was true to the vows of his youth, even though
his heart may, at times, have wandered to his second love. There is a lesson
of honor to be learned by the peaceful settlement of this triangle.
I can recall but few houses now standing in Council Grove that were here
in 1865. They are old landmarks now, and several have been repaired. The
Indians were on the warpath that year, and traders and freighters suffered very
much from their ravages. In those days Council Grove was the outfitting post

The

rattle of his

wagon which had become

a famihar

whistling, rattled on, but Choteau, as every one called him,

for the overland trade; here they were compelled to lay in their suppHes for

which largely consisted of corn, bacon and flour.
Horse racing and dancing were the principal amusements, until the bagpipe
man invaded our town to play at one of the saloons.
There are many other events I could tell about that happened in 1865,
but I am only speaking briefly of my first impression of the West, Kansas and
Council Grove particularly. It was different from Pennsylvania, but I soon became accustomed to the frontier life of Kansas, and the welcome I received
from the people made me long to make this my home. The friends I met upon
my arrival were destined to be my lasting friends, and there is a welHng up

their trip over the plains,

of loving

remembrance

for those

who

are gone.

One

of

my

staunchest friends,

both in the social and business life of the village, was W. F. Shamleffer. This
reminiscence would not be complete without a mention of him. He lived here
sixty years, and during that time we were always "Billy" and "Mess" to our
friends. Like many others of those comrades of 1865, he has passed on, but
every day as I pass down our Main street I am reminded of him.
It is a great thing to see four and five generations come and go.
The
babes in arms in 1865 are grandparents now. There is a supreme pleasure in
collecting memories, and among my storehouse of reminiscences I revel in
the remembrance of the year 1865.

AND PLACES BROUGHT TO NOTICE
BY THE HOME-COMING CELEBRATION.

HISTORIC PERSONS

Seth M. Hays.
Seth

M. Hays was

the

built the first log cabin

first

white

on the

man

site of

to locate here.

the

He came

Hays House,

in 1847

or present

and

Arway

He came from Westport, Mo., with a Hcense from the United States
government to trade with the Indians. Pierre and Cyprian Choteau (two
French and Indian brothers) located here soon after Mr. Hays came. A man
named Kennedy came in 1849. In 1848 a Mr. Owen dug the well which was
Hotel.

for so

many years the public well.
M. Hays, who was the first

settler and built the first house, was born
Kentucky and was a descendant of Daniel Boone. He built several houses
in Council Grove, and was in many kinds of business. The first log house was
his home and government supply house for several years.
Court was first held in this log house in 1858, ai;id then in the attic of the
Hays house above the store. Mr. Hays built a httle brick house back of the
present laundry site in 1860. This was his home for many years. About 1866
he built the brick house now owned by A. J. Marks, and occupied it the last

Seth

in
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He

never married, but his home was kept by his slave,
to everyone in Council Grove. When Kansas
was admitted as a free state she received her freedom, but continued to care
for Mr. Hays' home until her death in 1872. Mr. Hays had provided for her

few years of his

Aunt

Sallie, as

life.

she was

known

SETH M. HAYS.

The people of Council Grove honored her memory by attending
her funeral, which was held in Mr. Hays' home, the A. J. Marks property.

in his will.

Mr. Hays died in 1873.

Hon. and Mrs. Thomas Sears Huffaker.

Thomas Sears Huffaker was born in Clay county, Missouri, March
His parents were from Kentucky, moving to Missouri in 1820.

No man

30, 1825.

Grove was more a part of it than T. S.
and until his death in 1910 lived here continuously. He lived in Council Grove through three generations. His strong personality left a permanent imprint on business, social and religious affairs
which will be felt in the community for years to come. He came as an Indian
teacher, and taught in the Mission until 1854, when the Indian school was
abandoned. There being no school for the white children here, he organized
them into a school in May, 1851, and taught them at the Mission. His
marriage to Eliza Ann Baker, May 6, 1852, was the first marriage of white
people in Council Grove. They were married in the Mission by Rev. Nicholson, a missionary, who happened to be here at that time. Their daughter,
Susie, bom July 4, 1853, was the first white child born in Council Grove. The
Huffaker family hved in the Mission for many years after the closing of the
Huffaker.

associated with Council

He came

in 1849
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Susie, Mary, Agnes, Fannie and George Huffaker were bom in the
Mission; Anna, Carl and Homer, and two who died in infancy, were born
in the home across from the Mission.
This home, which is now owned by
C. L. Alden, is of southern type and spoke the hospitality of the Huffaker

school.

It was owned for a number of years by their daughter, Mrs. Carand the father and mother celebrated their fifty-third wedding anniversary there in 1905.
Mr. and Mrs. Huffaker had conducted one of the
first Sunday schools in Kansas in the M.ssion.
Both were active in the or-

family.
penter,

SUSIE HUFFAKER.
ganization of the

M.

E. Church, South, and gave the lot on which the

little

Mr. Huffaker held many positions of honor.
He was active in Indian affairs, served twice in the legislature, was one of the
first regents of the Kansas State Normal, and was probate judge several terms.
He. met with great financial losses, and there were grief-stricken years when
their children were taken from them, but they met adversity with that glorious
spirit which makes the kind of citizens our country calls for.
Mr. Huffaker
died July 10, 1910. Mrs. Carpenter, the daughter, having sold the old homestead across the Neosho river, bought the Mission in 1911, and resided there
Mrs. Huffaker spent the dechning years of
until her death April 12, 1921.
her life in the Mission, and passed away July 5, 1920, in the room in which
she was married sixty-eight years before.
brick church stood for fifty years.
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Kaw, Indian Mission.

The "Kaw Mission" has stood on the west bank of the Neosho for seventyone years, and is still well preserved. The four large chimneys, two at each
the
end, and two broad halls through the center, are the same as in 1850 when
Mission was erected. It was built for a school for the Kaw Indians and was
used as such for years. The full-blooded Kaws did not take kindly to the
educational methods of their white brothers, and only the orphans and de-

MRS.

ANNA HUFFAKER CARPENTER.

pendents were allowed to attend the school. For this reason Mr. Huffaker's
time was not fully occupied, so he started a free school for the white children
who Hved here in 1851. There were only about twelve or fifteen white children
Other teachers followed Mr. Huffaker
living in Council Grove at that time.
until 1856, when the East Side one-story building was erected.
The Old Mission was used for various purposes in the early days church.

—

Sabbath school, public meetings, council house, and stronghold against attack
by the hostile Indians. Many notable people were entertained here. The
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Huffaker family lived in the Mission for many years after the school closed.
The ancient Kaw Mission building is the embodiment of the epic history of
Council Grove, and is one of the historic shrines of the state of Kansas.

Mrs.

Anna Huffaker

Since this story was written, the only
resided in Council Grove, Mrs.

Carpenter.

member

Anna Huffaker

12, 1921.

Pioneer Store

of the

Huffaker family who

Carpenter, passed away, April

— 1858.

For many years The Pioneer Store was the leading trading place on the
Fe region. It was a long, twostory stone building, with several adjacent buildings. It had heav3% thick walls,
Trail between the Missouri river and the Santa

PIONEER
part of which are
old

still

.STORE, 1858.

part of the walls of the present stone structure on the

site.

Here everything was kept for sale from a cambric needle to a complete
outfit, and every needed luxury could be obtained, from a cathartic
Here the Kaws and other Indians traded buffalo
pill to a cask of whisky.
robes, deer and wolf skins and other peltries for coveted things; and sometimes through its wide open double doors the festive cowboys would ride their
ponies and trade with the astonished clerks.
Hill &
Munkers, who did an
It was built in 1858 by Malcomb Conn,
extensive business there for years. During its long years of service, among
some of the occupying merchants were Conn, Hill & Munkers, White & Barth,
Simcock & Sewell, Reed & Sewell, Horace Morehouse, Morehouse & Reece,
Morehouse & Van Camp, and Van Camp, Keith & Tenney. When completed,
the post office was also removed there, with Thomas S. Huffaker as postmasThe stonemasons were Abe Pollard and Philip Morse, the carpenter
ter.
Darius Ball, and the plasterer Milton Fairbanks. The woodwork was all of
oak and black walnut and well finished.
overland
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"Post-office Oak."

stone brewery was built by Frederick Hebrank, one of the settlers of
the '60's. His daughter, Mrs. Mary Metzger, owns the building, and it is occupied by her as a residence. In front of this building is an old oak tree

The

which belonged to the oak grove in which the treaty was signed in 1825. In
it was called the "Post-office Oak," as there was a cache made of
stone placed by this tree in which passing caravans left letters or messages.
During the Cheyenne raid of 1868 all of. the women and children on the east
side of the river were barricaded in the brewery. When the Cheyennes surrounded the building, they asked for water and something to eat. Mrs. Metzearly days

OLD TRAIL BLACKSMITH SHOP.
met the braves and

an hour drew water from the well in the basement
During this time the other women were upstairs with
the frightened children. No one was molested.
ger

for

to give to the Indians.

Old Trail Blacksmith Shop.
was built in 1860 by Whitsett & Strieby. It
was used as a shop by Christopher Strieby for some sixty years. It stood at the
foot of Belfry Hill on the Santa Fe Trail, on the ground now occupied by a
modern garage. During old Trail days, the shoeing of oxen, as well as horses
and mules, and mending of wagons, was a common thing at this shop.

The Old

Trail blacksmith shop

"Last Chance" Store, Built in 1857.

The people had been

getting their mail at the mail station until 1855,

when

a post office was estabhshed in Council Grove. G. M. Simcock was appointed
postmaster, but refused to qualify and Mr, Huffaker was appointed. There
was no building for the post office at that time, so Mr. Huffaker took the sack
and distributed the mail on, the street, or would go into a store and empty
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the contents on the floor and give everyone a chance to get his own mail.
salary was two dollars a year, but Mr. Huffaker never collected it.

The

In 1857 the building occupied by Mrs. Wilham Tolbert as a residence was
by Tom Hill, and used as a store. The post office was located in this
building for several years. This store was called the "Last Chance." For a
built

"LAST CHANCE" STORE, BUILT IN
while
2,

it

1858,

was a government trading house.

when the Lecompton,

It

1857.

was the voting precinct August
was voted down by the

or Slave, constitution

people of Kansas Territory.

A

Family of Council Grove Pioneers.

No

family of people have meant more to Council Grove than the Strieby
family. Chris Strieby, the older brother and the first to arrive, came overland

from Missouri in 1856 with Uncle Billie White. He settled that year on Strieby
creek, in Marion county, but located in Council Grove in 1857. He and his
partner, Mr. Whitsett, built the stone blacksmith shop in 1860. He also in 1864
built the brick residence now owned and occupied by Edwin Anderson. This
was the home of the Harry Richter family for thirty-eight years. Mr. Strieby
married Miss Carrie Wright in 1864. They lived in Council Grove the remainder of their lives. Five of their seven children are still living. Mrs.
Robert Barth is the only one living in Council Grove. Miss Clara Strieby
came in 1863, and kept house for her brother, C. H. Strieby. Mrs. Bettie
Miss Strieby was a
Painter, whose mother died in 1862, Hved with them.
business woman, and was for a long time a partner in the firm of M. C. Armstrong & Co. She married Col. A. J. Hughes in 1880. MolHe Strieby arrived
in 1864, and hved with her brother and sister until her marriage to R. M.
Armstrong, December 7, 1871. Sam Strieby, in company with R. M. Armstrong, arrived by stage May 27, 1865. Mr. Strieby was a wagonmaker. He
married Agnes Stevenson in 1875. She was the daughter of Uncle Tommie
Stevenson and is still living in Council Grove. Their sons, Charlie, George
and Hughes, and daughters, Clara and Corrine, are still living there. Mrs.
Dillon, another sister, and her family of five children arrived in 1867.
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Shamleffer.

was called by old-timers, came from Baltimore, Md., during the Civil War, and when he died in 1924 had resided at
Council Grove for over three-score years. He was a young man, and became
a clerk for Malcolm Conn in that famous old Santa Fe Trail store known for
years as the "Pioneer Store." In 1868 he was married to Miss Margaret
Munkres, who survives him; and for fifty-five years the house where he died
had been their home.
In 1869 he was elected county treasurer, and for thirty years served as a
member of the city council or mayor of the city about twenty years as mayor.
"Billy," as he

—

MRS. SHAMLEFFER.

He was postmaster during the second Cleveland administration, and was a
member of the board of education during many years. This was quite a record
county and city usually Republican.
never left Council Grove but once, and that was when with a Mr. James
he located and developed the townsite of Augusta, Butler county. Returning
to his first love, he was always foremost in every civic enterprise the attempted development of a coal mine in the early 70's, the promotion of the
first electric light plant as a city institution, and the waterworks and sewerage
system. His greatest single achievement was in promoting the building of
what is now the main line of the Missouri Pacific railway to and through
Council Grove and the location of a division point in his home town. To
this matter he gave unlimited time, energy and means for several years, and
was one of the railway directors for a long time.
in a

He

—
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—the building

Southwestern railroad from Topeka to Council Grove and

further southwest.

Hq operated for a long time the old flouring mill, which burned in 1872,
and gave much time to the first canning factory and creamery of his town.
Although his personal fortunes went through all the changes of the times,
whether in prosperity or adversity, there was one theme upon which his optimism and faith never wavered, and that was the future of his home city of
Council Grove. It was next to his love for his family, loyalty to his friends
and the interests of the Democratic party. Those who were associated with
him in various enterprises were often discouraged and sometimes amused at
his faith and planning; but they lived to acknowledge in latter years their
mistaken judgment and the consequent loss to the city by not following his
lead and making the sacrifice of talents, time and energy for the public good,
which he was always ready to give. He often described how Council Grove
lost the Santa Fe railway, by refusing to vote the promotion bonds, which he
and his crowd of young men advocated, but were overruled by the "wise old
heads" who thought "it would have to follow the Santa Fe Trail without the
necessity of aid." Lyon county voted the bonds and the then unknown town
of

Emporia got the

He
leffer,

road.

leaves besides his

business

men

widow two sons, Leonard Shamleffer and Byron ShamMo.

of St. Louis,

MERCHANDISING SIXTY YEARS AGO.
Reminiscence of William F. Shamleffkk, a Pioneer Merchant.

THE DUTIES AND

A

PRIVILEGES OF

THE EARLY COUNCIL GROVE MERCHANT.

command respect should
be regarded as a good shot, especiallj^ with a Colts revolver, and under no
circumstances be guilty of cowardice. He should have a good saddle-horse
with a hair lariat, and know how to use it and his spurs successfully. In genmerchant at

this place

over sixty years ago to

he should be a good mixer, and be at home in the Indian tepees or in
He should always be
ready to do military duty as against the Indians, Quantrell, Bill Anderson,
Dick Yeager and Price. He should be able to eat with relish a bachelor's meal,
no matter if he had seen the dog lick the skillet before the bacon was fried;
and also, if invited, sit in an Indian's banquet circle, where wombum, buffalo
tongue, dried spotted corn, dog meat and other delicacies were served. The
more languages he could speak the better; and he should have on hand in his
store a supply of everything from Bibles to whisky and strychnine, for he had
to deal with all kinds of people; and in those days bosst-busters, reformers,
prohibitionists and enthusiasts along those lines cut a very small figure.
In the "Old Pioneer Store" nest, east from the old town well, in two years
over $12,000 worth of whisky was sold as the seasoning to many, many times
that amount of merchandise probably $200,000 a year, and during the same
period $15.20 worth of Bibles. The old store was also the agent of the American Bible Association. It might be remarked here in passing that Hon. T. S.
Huffaker was the representative of the Bible Association, and some old account books which show annual settlements with him, also gives the names
of some of our citizens who purchased Bibles. Among the number are found
eral,

the humblest bachelor's dugout or hut on the plains.

—
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a healthy and well-respected citizen of this

county.

With all of the liberality of those old days, which included two dances a
week, entertaining customers on the side with good things to eat and drink
(including "Mum's extra dry") the business netted ten per cent in profits.

The merchant had
tain

them

to hustle with business customers

royally at night

;

for

some

of

and the business house had to furnish

all

day, and then enter-

them came hundreds
many of them with

of miles to trade,

sleeping quarters,

place to cook their meals, corrals in which to keep their stock, and open access

and other feed. Plainsmen, hunters, trappers, wagon bosses,
buUwhackers, broncho busters, long lines of prairie schooners, and
heads of horses, mules and cattle, were the attractions of the passing day and
the elements that made up the vast camp that remained at this famous old
stopping place during the night.
It was the business of the local trader to keep an eye out for sore-footed
oxen which usually pulled the great freight wagons, who would buy them for
from $25 to $35 apiece, and keep them about thirty or sixty days, have them
to the corn cribs

soldiers,

shod,

and

sell

them back

for

from $100 to $125 each.

He had

to deal in

kinds of lumber, from large pieces like saw logs, and also keep

all

kinds of

all

In his stock were found every known variety of goods for use
from ox yokes and repairs to cambric needles, from small
boxes of pills to barrels of whisky. There was always a large per cent to lose
in shipping whisky ''from the river" (the Missouri river), for the freight boys

lumber
on the

for sale.

frontier,

usually carried gimlets, and at convenient watering places on the road tapped

the barrels and replaced the liquor used with fresh water from

some spring or

stream.

The frontier merchant had to take some interest in the local horse races,
and have some money in the purse, and set them up all around whether he
won or not. It was his duty to prepare and finance the Fourth of July celebration; pay for the music at the Indian dances when he visited their villages
near by, and interest himself in the welfare of all of his customers of whatever
grade. It was, "How are you, John and Jim?" "How are all the folks getting
along?" "Been thinking of you every day, wondering why you didn't come
to town" and he asked them all in a cheerful, wholesouled manner, especially
about wife and children. If they were with the father, many compliments had
to be made, and the wife of the local settler in the valley had to be favored
in all things. It would have been an insult to tell a woman that her butter
was not good or that she had sold ancient ^eggs the last time in town but the
merchant had to take her merchandise even if he did lose out on these articles and had to consign them to the rubbish heap in the back yard as soon as
she was out of town.
The merchant had to trust the leading Indians of the tribe and sometimes
wait months for his pay. At one time in 1863, looking at an old account book,

—

;

under date of May 5th, items charged against certain Kaw Indians who
up an outfit to visit the Kiowas in the southern part of the state.
It will be seen that the amounts each one bought was not small $75.00 worth
of goods to each one of these leaders: No-pa-wie, Ke-wah-se-she, Wah-hahnah-sha, Shi-keep-sah, Sha-ga-in-ka, Pa-hah-na-got-hah, Wa-pah-ga, Ke-wahse-she, Ish-tah-lesh-yah, known as Speckled Eye, and the old and young "Fool

we

find

were

fixing

;
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for which was Kah-he-ga-wa-ti-an-gah. Seven hunworth of goods was thus sold to the ten for their use in
the "great pow-wow" had with the Kiowas on the banks of the distant Arkansas. Their gifts to the Kiowas included flintlock rifles, red, white and blue

Chief," the Indian

dred and

name

fifty dollars

cloth, brass kettles, Japan camp kettles, bags of flint, bars of lead, small red,
white and blue Mackinac blankets, coffee boilers, vermillion paints and other

necessary luxuries.

There was always as much ceremony with set forms and customs during a
meeting like this, between two tribes of Indians, in the exchange of courtesies
and the presentation of gifts, etc., as at a diplomatic meeting between the
representatives of the nations of the old world. Usually they took with them
some trusted trader or white man, skilled in Indian affairs and the ways of the
plains, who was often permitted to observe and sometimes participate in the
ceremonies and social functions of these tribal entertainments.

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF WILLIAM

J.

BUCHAN.

By WiNFiELD Freeman.

ILLIAM

BUCHAN,

whose full name was WiUiam Johnston Buchan,
was a native of Ohio. He departed this hfe at the home of his son,
Col. Fred E. Buchan, in Boston, Mass., March 21, 1922, aged seventy-nine
years. He was the oldest of five children. His father died at Ashland, Ohio.
From the time William was thirteen years of age, and the support of the family
devolved upon him, he was deprived of attendance at public school, except at
short intervals. He early manifested a desire for an education, and seized
every opportunity to acquire knowledge. He became a graduate, not of any
school or college, but of the street, a department of education unknown to
the schools, yet nevertheless, most important for success in business life.
William's first venture was to buy an old horse and wagon, with which he
commenced business on the streets of Ashland as expressman (not lightning
express).
He soon became of general utility in this line, which continued
until the old horse gave up the ghost and his spirit, which had been greatly
tried in the daily duty of transportation, departed for regions yet unknown.
After this William became a general messenger and chore boy about town;
his promptness and good cheer gained for him friends on every side, and thus
he continued as general utility boy for the village until eighteen years of age,
when he volunteered as a private in company H, forty-second Ohio volunteer
infantry, in which he served until after Vicksburg fell to the Union army,
when he was recommended by General Grant for promotion. Soon thereafter
he was commissioned as adjutant of the Fifty-third United States colored infantry, serving as such until mustered out at Vicksburg, Miss., in March, 1866.
His most active military service was with the Forty-second Ohio volunteer
infantry under Colonel Garfield. This regiment took part in the campaign in
Kentucky, Arkansas, Tennessee, Mississippi, under General Grant in the
capture of Vicksburg, and under General Sherman in Mississippi.
After his discharge from the army in 1866 he undertook cotton raising in
Louisiana, which was not a success, so he returned to his native home about
January, 1867, and soon thereafter joined the flow of the army contingent
J.
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Kansas, and settled at Wyandotte, then a small village. Without a trade
and accepted the first job offered, that
of brakeman on a freight train on the Union Pacific railroad, running between
Kansas City, Mo., to Junction City, Kan., in which service he remained for a
year, when he was offered and accepted service with a party of railway surfor

or profession, he sought employment,

veyors in Colorado.

While acting as roustabout at Ashland, he had much to do with the legal
and became favorably impressed with men of that calling. Carrying
law books from offices to court, listening to arguments made before courts and
juries, st-amped on his youthful mind the interest and importance of the law,
and created in him a desire some day to become a member of the bar. How
he could reach this achievement without influential friends or means and without a college course was an enigma, the solution of which did not appear at
his native home; but after coming to Kansas, which was an open door for all
v;ho possessed industry and ambition, he early made the acquaintance of
Bartlett & Hale, lawyers, at Wyandotte, who discovered there was much in
the young man if opportunity were given him. These lawyers encouraged him
to read and study at his leisure moments and he would gain his ambition to
become a lawyer, so while a brakeman on the railroad, and assistant surveyor,
he pursued the study of law. On his return from Colorado, he entered the
office of Bartlett & Hale, as a law student, and early in 1870 was admitted
to the bar, hung out his shingle as "Lawyer," and continued successfully in
the practice of law until 1919, when on account of the death of his wife and
failing health he retired from active life, on an ample estate and income.
During his remaining years he never lost interest in his friends, or politics,
or questions of the day, devoting part of his time to travel; especially he
loved to visit New York, Boston and Washington City, and mingle with the
throng, hearing and discussing questions of public affairs, and never losing interest in life and its possibilities.
He attended almost daily the sessions of
the Peace Convention at Washington, became familiar with many of its numbers and loved to talk about what he saw and heard at the sessions.
fraternity,

SOME OF HIS QUALIFICATIONS.
Those who
stored

away

v/ere

in his

well

acquainted with Mr. Buchan remember he had
of history, biography, travels, theology, and a

mind a mine

considerable knowledge of the Bible, gained

He was

by reading

at leisure

moments.

not given to society, preferring the perusal of books at home.
AS TO RELIGION.

Lawyers are not accused of possessing an abundance of what is called
religion, but every one has some kind of religious light, however dim it may
appear. The parents of Mr. Buchan were Presbyterians by faith, and he
naturally leaned to the church of his parents, although he never became a
member of any church; and he always contributed to new church buildings
without respect to denomination. After he retired from business he attended
church occasionally, especially when a special service was given, a new minister appeared on the program, or some noted divine was advertised to speak.
He loved to listen to a public address, especially political, no matter by what
party speaker. When no campaign was on hand he could occasionally stand
a sermon. He had the greatest admiration for a twenty-carat Christian, and
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for a twenty-foiii-carat Christian

was a

scarce article, even in Wj^andotte county,

AS A LAWYER.

twenty years of his law practice he was active in court as a
Before a jury he was a power to be reckoned with, as his retrial lawyer.
serve force never failed him. When the law of the case seemed to be against
his chent, he hammered the facts into plausible shape, and when the facts were
lame and the law seemed favorable in his case, he emphasized law and precedent backed by authorities for all they were worth. After about twenty years
of general law practice, he formed a partnership, consisting most of the time
of three members, after which Mr. Buchan devoted his time to office work,
court trials being conducted by the younger members.

For the

first

IN POLITICS.
In politics Mr. Buchan was a Republican of the original type, never wavering to the right or left on questions involving equal rights, protective tariff,
and sound money. Socialistic theories, referendum, recall and government

ownership did not appeal to him. He was loyal, careful, and practical, an excellent judge of human nature, making due allowance for natural weakness of
men in every walk of life. His friends were of no cast or class; he held in
esteem all who were worthy and dependable, and was always ready to receive
and consider the humble as well as the rich. It was claimed by some that he
organized and sustained a poUtical machine in his county, but those

him best knew that
effort for his party,

his influence in politics

grew out

of earnest

who knew

and continual

coupled by long experience and universal acquaintance

with the people.

His long service in the legislature made his name known over all the state,
of as "Billy Buchan," whose influence was to be considered when important questions came before the legislature. He was always
a member of committees having in charge the financial affairs of the state,
and no argument of friend or influence of power could persuade him to favor a
bill or proposition which he considered was not for the best interests of the

and he was always spoken

state.

After he entered politics until he retired from public life, more than half his
time and means was devoted and expended in behalf of his friends and party.
He assisted many to positions of appointment as well as election, and this in
some cases extended to persons who were not allied with him in politics or
business. This gave rise to the expression "Billy Buchan machine." He never
abandoned a friend, or pursued one who gave him opposition. I have known
him to help financially persons who in times past spoke unkindly of him, and
persons who actively worked to defeat his nomination when he was a candidate for congress.
He continued to associate with all alike; he harbored
no ill will or malice against any man. He valued his own words more than
dollars and never invented an excuse for his own mistakes. To illustrate this,
a mechanic desired to purchase a small home from a real-estate firm, on which
was a mortgage of $1,300, held by a nonresident. The purchaser consulted Mr.
Buchan as to whether it would be safe to pay the purchase price and trust
the real-estate firm to take up the mortgage. Mr. Buchan advised it would be
safe, as this firm had always been considered square and honest.
The man
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paid for the property; afterwards this real-estate firm failed, the mortgage
had not been taken up, and foreclosure was commenced. The purchaser complained to Mr. Buchan that he paid his money on his advice and would lose
his home.
Without delay or excuse Mr, Buchan paid the court costs and
mortgage, although in the matter of advice he had not been employed as an
attorney or paid a fee.

AS TO CHARITY.

In my long residence in Wyandotte county, and many years a law partner
of Mr. Buchan, I beheve I can say he was more given to deeds of charity than
any person of my acquaintance. For years I kept the books of account and
paid all bills. After a time I ceased to be surprised when bills came in for
payment from grocers and funeral directors, with an occasional note signed by
Mr. Buchan as surety for poor persons; no one of such claims was for a large
amount, but during the years amounted to a considerable sum of money. Mr.
Buchan was diligent in business, and cautious in making investments. He had
doubts about stocks in corporations of a speculative nature, and invested his
means in lands and income city property. The writer knows of his selling but
two tracts of land, the proceeds being invested in other real estate. He always
held that the value of land would gradually increase with the growing population, and was always a sure and safe investment. This conservative view held
good, with the result that his estate gradually increased in value, and in his
later years he was on "easy street" so to speak, with plenty and to spare.
Mr. Buchan was a member of the legislature for twenty years, four as
representative, sixteen as senator. He never aspired to a judicial or executive
office, as the daily routine of such positions did not appeal to him.
He was a
member of the senate when the prohibitory legislation was up for consideration and supported the act with its amendments. He, Hke most public men of
his time, was not a teetotaler, nor was he given to intemperance; he believed
in prohibition as being for the best interest of the people, and so voted and
advocated the strict enforcement of the law.
Mr. Buchan left no record of his life's work written by his own hand. His
memory is preserved by friends, associates, and in the annals of the state.
When he was traduced (men in public life cannot escape calumny) he did not
reply, but pursued the even tenor of his way. Many there be now living who
owe their well being to his kindness and generosity. The state has reaped the
reward of his services, the nation his loyal devotion as a soldier in the great
conflict for the preservation of the Union. He has gone to his reward where
"their works do follow them." His body rests in beautiful Oak Grove cemetery by the side of those he loved best, awaiting the great day when all shall
appear, and "we shall know as we are known."
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THE SIOUX WAR.
By

J.

M. Thralls/

Wellington, Kan.

THE

Sioux war of 1876 originated in a request by the Indian Bureau that
certain wild and recalcitrant bands of Indians should be compelled to

down upon the reservation under control of the Indian agent. This
campaign culminated in General Custer's last battle.
The history of the West contains no more thrilling episode than the defeat
of General Custer at the hands of the Sioux Indian, Chief Sitting Bull, and
other confederated tribes, among whom was the band of Two Moon, northern
Cheyenne chief, with fifty lodges.
The battle ground is fenced in, in one tract by a board fence. The tract, as
I remember it, is about one mile and a half long by one-half to three-quarters
of a mile wide. Inside this enclosure is the superintendent's residence. Soon
settle

after

my

arrival at the latter place, early in the morning.

Cheyenne

and four

chief,

of his

men who were

together with about fifteen young agency Indians.

man and

Two Moon,

with him in the

fight,

the

came

Besides these, there were

some magazine, and
were the only whites present.
We went out upon the field near where the big monument now stands and
gathered around Two Moon and his four men and his interpreter, a young
Cheyenne. From where we stood we could see the whole of the battlefield
over which General Custer fought. We could also see the top of the timber
where Reno commenced his fight about three miles southeast of the monument. We began at once asking Two Moon all kinds of questions about the
battle, how and where the soldiers were located on the battlefield. He would
describe the locations by the color of their horses "The soldier with the white
horse over there, red horse over there, black horse over there," indicating the

a white

The

myself.

his wife, the superintendent, a writer of

last five

—

:

direction

by pointing

He

commenced down
Major Reno, where he
big camp about one mile from where Two Moon's band

his finger.

said the

first

fighting

the "Little Horn," meaning the Little Big Horn, with
struck one end of their

was camped.

He said the Indians did not know there were any soldiers near them until
Major Reno's command came in contact with them. All the Indians were
getting ready to go and fight Reno, when Custer's command came into sight
on the ridge northeast of where the Indians were in camp. As soon as it
was seen how

large, or

how

small, Custer's

command

was, he said orders were

given by the chiefs to all of the old warriors in front of
Custer, leaving the young warriors to hold Reno.

Reno

to go and fight

He said the first soldiers killed were sixteen horse-holders. Perhaps these
were Keogh and Calhoun's men, one mile and a half east of the monument.
This was followed by the complete annihilation of these two companies by the
Sioux warriors

Moon and
down

his

the river

commanded by

Chiefs Gall and Rain-in-the-Face. Chief Two
band of Cheyennes, consisting, he said, of fifty lodges, went
and around west and northwest of what was left of Custer's

He
Thralls lives at Wellington, Kan.
He is a pioneer of the Southwest,
and antelope were common on the
thrilling, and an account of them would make a fine
1.

J.

M.

Kansas town.

when the

buffalo

has served as mayor of that enterprising
and has lived in Kansas since the days
Great Plains. His experiences have been
volume.
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He showed where

they dismounted and crawled up to the top
draw that now contains ninety-two soldier monuments in about a quarter of a mile. He said, "When Injins come here, sol-

command.

of the ridge overlooking a

diers

down

below.

Injins kill 'em, kill 'em,

cation of Indians and soldiers.

Custer and the few

General Custer

who had

fell

'kill

They then turned

'em," pointing out the lotheir attention to General

gathered around him.

only a few steps from the

site of

the

monument,

at the

being marked by a cross. He
told us of nineteen men who broke away from the Custer group, evidently
after General Custer's death, under command of a brave officer. He pointed
high point of the

hill,

the spot where he

fell

seventeen monuments that showed the circle in which they ran. He
two men came near getting away. One stone marked the grave of one
who had fallen the farthest northeast. The other, he said, got away a mile
before he was killed. The authorities say his body was never found. That
was partly explained by the fact that some bones of men from which the dogs
to the

said

had eaten the flesh were found in the Indian's camp.
We asked him what became of the soldiers' horses during the fight. Waving both arms, he said, "Soldiers horses run all over. Squaws ketch 'em and
take 'em to Little Horn about one mile south." In answer to when they
scalped and mutilated the bodies, he said the squaws followed up and scalped
the soldiers. We asked him how many Indians were killed. He said, "Heap
Injins killed, heap Injins killed."
We asked him how many Indians in the
fight.
He said he did not know, "Most Sioux, heap lodges," and named a
few other tribes that I do not recollect. Of Cheyennes he had fifty lodges,
pointed out about five miles along the river where they all were camped.
We talked about two hours and a half with him, or rather asked him questions for about that long. At some questions which we asked him, he would
turn to his four men who were in the fight with him and talk for two or
three minutes before answering us.
They would look and point over the
field as though refreshing their memories.
He claimed this was the first time
he had ever been on the battlefield since the fight. He said they heard more
soldiers were coming, so they left next day after the fight. As we were talking, we would ask the superintendent of the grounds if his story was correct
as he understood it. He would answer that it was about as he had heard it.
Two Moon gave us the impression that he was telling the truth as near as
he recollected. He said he did not know how old he was then, but he was
thirty-seven at the time of the fight. As that was forty-eight years ago, he
would now (1924) be eighty-five years old. At the time I saw him he was
very straight, about six feet tall, and had a set of teeth that would be the
envy of any one. He was dressed in a pair of old canton flannel pants, a light
calico shirt, a pair of moccasins, and wore a light blanket over his shoulders.
He had no kind of ornaments on his person.
In all of our talk with him he never smiled or showed an exultant feehng
over their victory, nor anger in his voice. At the end of our questioning he
told his interpreter to tell us "That is all I know." After this I asked him
what kind of gun he used in the fight. He answered direct: "Soldier gun;
one of Crook's guns. We whipped Crook eight days before. Killed heap
soldier and got gun."
He could talk a httle English. Would answer short
questions direct without the interpreter. Said they got "heap soldier cartridges

:
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He said
off of soldiers' saddles" (meaning out of the saddlebag pockets).
they did not expect any soldiers. Asked why they did not all go and finish
Reno, he said, ''Heap warriors did go; heap stayed in camp to protect women
and children and ponies." They had a big war dance all night, said young
warriors rode all over the battlefield and killed wounded soldiers and gathered
up soldier guns. He said they did not find many cartridges on soldiers.
The grounds superintendent said there were, known and unknown, two
hundred sixty-two dead listed on the monument, five of them of the Custer
family (the general. Captain Tom and some nephews).
In giving the location of the Indians in the battle, Chief

Two Moon men-

tioned Sitting Bull and Chiefs Gall and Crazy Horse often.

In looking over

the field and location of the soldiers and the Indians, one

is

the idea that the Indians outmaneuvered the general at

points, caught his

command broken up

in small detachments,

against the separate detachments

and

killed

all

impressed with

when they massed their warriors
them in detail. In 1868, at the

Arickaree fork of the Republican river, General (then Lieutenant) Forsyth,

command

with a

of fifty-four

men, fought about

eight days until reinforcements

came to

hundred Indians for
under somewhat similar

fifteen

their relief,

conditions and surroundings.
It was a' fearful price that was paid on the day of the Custer battle for
what was apparently a mismanaged campaign the massacre of the whole
of Custer's command.
But why call it a massacre any more than if our
army were fighting an enemy other than Indians? The battle was fought
in an open field, slightly hilly, covered with short sagebrush. The Indians
advanced out from their camp and met General Custer's command on the
ridge, outnumbering the soldiers perhaps eight or ten to one, outgeneralling
our officers until they ran out of ammunition, and the rest were shot down
like targets. Lieutenant (now General) Godfrey, who was with Major Reno's
command, said: "Our carbines clogged and would not work well, on account
Our soldiers were
of dirt and dust on the ammunition and in the carbines.
armed with the Springfield single-shot carbines and one Colt's, calibre .45,

—

revolver each."

Of Major Marcus A. Reno, whose failure at the Little Big Horn resulted
General George A. Custer and half of his regiment

in the tragedy that befell

Major Reno was a graduate from West Point in 1857. His career
of distinction in the Civil War. He was a bitter enemy of General
Custer, and the latter had been begged before his fatal campaign not to entrust the command of any supporting movement to Reno.
In 1880 Major
Reno was found guilty by a general court-martial, of conduct unbecoming
to an officer and a gentleman and was dishonorably discharged from the army.
His sentence was the result of a drunken brawl in a billiard hall. Later, having sunk to the gutter, he took his own life. Reno himself told Dr. Arthur
Edwards, his faithful friend to the end, that his conduct at the Little Big
Horn was the result of drink."
.

.

was one

Two Moon

is now quietly spending his last days on an Indian allotment
Wyoming.
The battle was fought June 25 and 26. They commenced burying the
bodies the 28th, after the reenforcements came up. The burials were made
by digging a grave by the side of the badly swollen bodies, the body rolled
in a blanket and into the grave. A board with the name on it, when known.

in
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was placed at the head of the grave. In 1892, I think it was, the remains
were taken up and buried in one big grave, where the big monument now
were placed at the heads of the graves instead
This arrangement shows the place and position of each
soldier when found on the battlefield.
No two stones face the same way.
Only a few of the boys could be identified on account of the mutilation of
the bodies and the removal of their clothing and trinkets from the bodies.
The bodies of the commissioned officers were mostlj'' identified and their
remains sent to their homes for interment. One standing near the big monument can see where the large majority of the soldiers fell. It is a very interesting historical spot to visit. It is about two miles and a half east of the
Crow agency, on the Burlington railroad.
stands.

Soldiers' gravestones

the boards.

of

MEMOIRS OF A PIONEER OF KANSAS.
By Frank M.
year
THE
brings to

Gable.^

was an important one in the history of Kansas, for it
a close the period during which Kansas territory was used as
a hunting ground by the Indian and marks the beginning of its use as a home
of 1854

for the white people.

It is of this early period that I will tell

hardships that were experienced by those early pioneers

you, and of the

who came

to

Kansas

to build their homes.

Kansas with my parents in February, 1855. I was twelve years
father came a year earlier and settled on a claim three miles
southwest of the city of Leavenworth, and then returned to Missouri and
brought his family to share with him the hardships that go with the making
of a home in a new country. In 1856 the wagon road from Leavenworth to
Lawrence was laid out along the west side of the claim that my father settled
on.
This road became one of the most noted and most traveled roads in
early Kansas history, because of the border warfare that grew out of the
struggle between the proslavery and free state people. The free state people
landed at Leavenworth, and followed this highway to Lawrence, where they
established their headquarters. Nearly all the supplies for the new settlers
were secured at Leavenworth and Weston, Mo., and hauled out over the Lawrence road and the Fort Riley road. These two roads were the two chief thoroughfares for distributing supplies to the different settlements that grew up in
the early history of the state. The settlers along these highways had to bear
much of the brunt of taking care of these early settlers who came to Kansas
to make this "the homestead of the free."
Many of the early settlers had no means for providing themselves with the
necessities of life, and during the wmter of 1855 and 1856 there was great suffering. Many of the early settlers came here "on foot," and the hard winter
and the drouth following caused many to leave the new country, disgusted
with the conditions as they found them. Each year during the early history
of Kansas the crops raised were barely sufficient to keep the people through
the winter. There was no surplus at any time, and when the summer of 1856
I

came

of age.

1.

to

My

For a biographical sketch

Collections.

of

Frank M. Gable,

see vol.

XI,

p.

589,
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brought a drouth, a famine resulted. The newly broken sod dried out just
it was turned over, and there was no moisture in it to start the crops that
were planted. Throughout all these hard struggles the people believed that as
soon as the strife of border warfare and political difficulties were over prosperity would come. But the drouth came, and the ground became so dry that
as

it

broke open in great cracks; wells and springs went dry, and the crops were a

total failure.

As soon as the true condition of affairs was known in the East, a movement
was begun for the relief of the sufferers. Many states responded liberally, and
immense quantities of provisions and clothes were sent here to be distributed.
Hundreds of bushels of wheat were sent for seed. Besides all the public help,
many relatives and friends sent supplies to the pioneers. Depots for the distribution of these supplies were established by Samuel C. Pomeroy (afterwards
United States senator) at Atchison and Lawrence. Nevertheless, there were
many that barely escaped starvation. The writer's father was fortunate, having broken his land early in 1855, and the crops were sufficiently rooted so
that they could be cultivated, and he kept stirring it every few days, so we
learned dry farming first, and it resulted in a good half crop of potatoes and
corn. The necessaries of life were very high. Flour was worth from five to
seven dollars per hundred, and quinine five dollars per ounce, and everything
else accordingly.

was made many times harder in Kansas
The inconveniences and hardships were
especially severe outside of the towns. In these days of modern conveniences,
it is hard to reaUze what life meant to the early settler of Kansas in the '50's.
The question of slavery whether Kansas should become a free or a slave
Frontier

life is

by the years

always hard, but

of strife

it

and warfare.

—

state

— precipitated

and the South.

It

Kansas into a struggle between the people of the North
was no uncommon thing to hear of a kilHng growing out of

the dispute over this question of slavery.

In 1856 emigrant societies were or-

ganized in the Eastern and the Southern states.
of the emigrants to Kansas.

These societies paid the waj^
Large quantities of guns and ammunition were

by both factions. The free state people stored their supplies at Lawand the proslavery adherents stored theirs at Leavenworth. The proslavery people built a barricade at Leavenworth out of old army wagons, and
at Lawrence the free state people threw up earth protections, and built forts.
The plan of the South was to use Missouri (a slave state) as a steppingstone into Kansas. A great number of Missourians came into Kansas after the
passage of the Kansas-Nebraska bill, and they were determined to make KanThey would afford no protection to free state settlers of
sas a slave state.
sent in
rence,

Kansas.

Some free state adherents did much to enrage the proslavery people
They would go over into Missouri and induce negroes to take

of Missouri.

teams and wagons and come to Kansas, promising them profrom their enraged masters. The slave owners in retaliating, organized societies and came across into Kansas and kidnapped negroes and returned them to Missouri. They would offer a reward of one hundred dollars

their master's

tection

for a returned slave.
I will relate an incident that happened to the writer in connection with a
runaway slave. Professor Gaylord, of Platte City, had lost his slaves, and he
and his wife came to Leavenworth in search of them, intending to induce

37—321

.
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Failing to find them, they drove out to my
spend the night. As I had attended the college that the
professor was the head of in Platte City, they felt free to come to our place
to spend the night. We locked their team in the barn, but next morning we
found the lock broken and the horses gone. Upon investigation, we learned
that Hank, the professor's negro, had heard of his being at our place, and had
raised a posse and stolen the horses. I took one of our teams and hitched it to
their carriage and drove them to Leavenworth.
We stopped on Delaware
street between Second and Third, to do some shopping. While we were there
Hank learned of our presence and he and Captain Bill Matthews, a negro,
and thirty or forty other negroes, came up with the intention of capturing
Professor Gaylord. They did not find him, as the proprietor of ^he store hurried the Gaylords out of his place through the back door and down to the
ferry, and sent them across to the Missouri side of the river.
The negroes
then turned their attention to me, and Captain Matthews ordered Hank to
take my team and drive it away; but Hank, knowing me, refused to do it.
About a week later the negro girl was kidnapped from Esquire Williams' residence. Captain Matthews had me arrested for it, but Mr. Williams convinced
him that I was not in the posse that did it. Later Hank was kidnapped and

them

to return to Missouri.

father's place to

returned to his master.

This is one of the many like incidents that happened here in an early day.
These occurrences were frequent up to the time that the free state people won
out in Kansas and settled its destiny with reference to the slavery question.
There existed a very bitter feeling between the people of Missouri and
Kansas, which had grown out of this struggle, and which, later, was the cause
The
of the raid made by Quantrill upon Lawrence by his murderous gang.
writer and his intended bride passed through Lawrence just fourteen hours
before they burned the town and killed most of the male population of the
city. It was as close a call as I cared to be in.
Returning again to the border troubles of 1856, father was known as a
Douglas Democrat. He tried to be neutral, but when the Missourians came
to Kansas and mobilized about 300 strong at our farm and fed their horses
there from our corn field, and then went on to attack Lawrence, the free-state
men took it for granted that father was proslavery, and at once brought his
name before the Free State League to have him banished from the state. It
so happened that father had protected Professor Wade and Judge G. W. Graham and Uncle Joe Kelley, who were hiding in the brush, and was providing
their families with provisions during these times. These men belonged to the
Free State League, and they interceded for father, while a number of our
neighbors were compelled to leave their homes and suffered great loss.
When the South Carolinians and Georgians mobilized at Delaware, a town
on the Missouri river five miles south of Leavenworth, the proslavery people
began to retahate by committing depredations upon the free-state settlers.
In the early settlement of Leavenworth county there was much speculation
in the selling of lots in the various townsites. Men promoting the sale of lots
would have an emissary at the various river landings, who would meet the
new immigrants and would cry out, "Hear ye me, hear ye me, come to my
town; it is the best located." Several towns sprang up along the river and
am^nq; them were Kickapoo, Leavenworth, Delaware, Wimer (commonly called
Wolcott), Quindaro, and Wyandotte, now Kansas City, Kan. All these cities

.
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were trying for the county seat, and the state capital. Farther back from the
towns of Easton, Millwood, Springdale, Jarbalo, Pleasant Ridge,
Tonganoxie and Reno.
The town of Delaware has some history that might be mentioned. She
was a strong rival to Leavenworth, especially in the location of the county
When the first election was held for that purpose, Delaware won over
seat.
Leavenworth and Kickapoo. It polled a thousand more votes than it had
voters. The people of Platte county, Missouri, being more friendly to Delaware than to Leavenworth, came across the Missouri in skiffs and assisted
Delaware in the election. The county seat being located, the court was estabMy father was one
lished and jurors summoned, for the first term of court.
river were the

of the first jurors. The building constructed for the court was a piece of pool
workmanship, and the floor gave way, and the court and jury all went to the
The court was then moved back to
cellar, but fortunately no one was hurt.
Leavenworth, awaiting a second election for the settlement of the county seat.
Leavenworth won out in the second election.
During the palmy days, town lots in the town of Delaware were sold at
fabulous prices, and an improvement company of Lawrence, Kan., was organized to grade and make streets. The townsite was on very hilly ground, and
they cut one street down to the river landing. This street was about a quarter of a mile long, and in many places they made cuts twenty feet deep.
Leavenworth soon took the lead and Delaware began to weaken, and finally
all business houses moved out except Mat Boil, who continued to run his
saloon until he was sent to prison by the government for running without a
All the towns mentioned had real-estate offices, general merchandise
license.
store, blacksmith shop, and from one to three saloons.
Tribes of Indians still remained in Kansas upon small reserv^ations. The
Delawares and Muncies were in Leavenworth county, the Wyandots in Wyandotte county, and the Shawnees in Johnson county. The Indians were ^'ery
fond of "fire water," and often visited these new towns and sometimes made
things very lively for the inhabitants.
Had the business men of Leavenworth been possessed of a little more public spirit and a little less of selfishness and political hatred, the Union Pacific
and other railroads would have located and built their terminals there. This
would have meant much to the city. It would have brought Eastern capital,
and Leavenworth would have been the principal city on the eastern border of

Kansas.

A

little

history of the affair might not be out of place here.

When

the

wanted to come to Leavenworth, it asked a bonus of $100,000,
but the people of Leavenworth said that it would have to come there in order
to get the freight and the passenger traffic, as Leavenworth was then the metropolis of Kansas. But the Union Pacific moved down to the mouth of the
Kaw river, and Leavenworth afterwards paid it $250,000 to run a spur over to
Leavenworth. Then Mr. Joy offered to build his road into Leavenworth for
$300,000, and this was agreed to, and a committee was appointed to meet with
the directors of the road and consummate the deal. But the bickerings of the
committee spoiled that deal, and Kansas City stepped in and secured that
road. This was the death knell to Leavenworth. She later paid the Missouri
Pacific $300,000, to run by and make a whisthng post of the town.

Union

Pacific
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A

party of real-estate

ment land donated

men

conceived the idea of getting a tract of govern-

them north

to

Society.

of the city so

they could get a franchise to

This bridge was to bring the Rock Island and the
Cameron road, so this syndicate induced the city to pay S300,000 for the bridge.
bridge the Missouri river.

It

was to take stock

$25,000 to get the

in the bridge for that

Cameron

road.

amount and then vote bonds

This road was never

built,

for

but the county

commissioners turned over the bonds to the company. When these bonds fell
due the commissioners refused to make a levy to pay them. Suit was brought,
and the county commissioners were remanded to jail until such time as they
would make a levy to pay the bonds. The levy was finally made. The taxpayers of the county were very indignant, and several mass meetings were
held in the courthouse to protest against this action. One shooting grew out
of it between Thomas Thurston and D. R. Anthony, and two bystanders were
involved.
Senator Baker was severely wounded, but recovered. Thurston,
who did the shooting, was sent to the penitentiary for ten 3'ears. The syndicate that inaugurated the whole affair failed to get the government land they
sought, and the bridge company went into the hands of receivers. The people
of the county were beaten out of their stock, and the bridge has been abandoned and a new one built where it should have been built, opposite the city.
The result of all this was that Leavenworth county and city paid out more
money and received nothing for it, than any other county and city in the state,
and also lost the opportunity of becoming the metropolis of the state of Kansas. There can be no question that with the start Leavenworth had in the first
settlement that if these affairs had been handled judiciously, her corporations
and residence section would now cover the entire country from the present
site of Leavenworth to the mouth of the Kaw river.
Leavenworth, like all cities of the West, had its share of the bitter with the
sweet. Of the places of a notorious character there was one in particular that
I will mention, and one which I consider the worst place that existed in Leavenworth in that early day. It was a hole run by Curly Jack on the Lawrence
road, just outside the city lim'its of Leavenworth, near Pilot Knob. He ran
a saloon, a gambling den and a house of ill-fame all in one, and every night,
Sunday not excepted. Many a person w^ent to this immoral resort and left
for parts unknown, so it is told by persons who claimed to know. The writer
was a boy then, thirteen years of age, and had taken a contract from a butcher

named Tidalow, who was holding down

a claim near father's place, to deliver

from his slaughter house to the shop in the city, a distance of three miles. Leaving home at sundown my route lay along Curly
Jack's dump. It was very lonesome along there at night for a boy; however,
he used to feel quite brave with a large bulldog on the seat with him and an
old-fashioned pepperbox pistol in his hand. Often as I passed this place, I
could hear screaming in the house, but I was never molested.
During the border troubles many killings took place. They were very frequent occurrences. The killing and scalping of Hoppe on Five-mile creek is
one of the most atrocious crimes. He was killed by a proslavery adherent by
the name of Fugate, three miles south of Leavenworth. Other outrages were
committed, such as the tarring and feathering of Phillips and the killing of
Satterly by Anthony. These killings all grew out of the question of slaveiy.
During these times thousands of good people came to Kansas with the intena carcass of beef daily
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in businesses, but were frightened away by these
Only the more determined ones remained here.
It was during these days that two murderers were taken from the Leavenworth jail by a mob and hanged. Their names were Quarles and Bazc. A
funny little incident happened in connection with this affair. An Irishman
was put in jail for getting drunk, and when the mob gathered and broke into
the jail, the Irishman became frightened and began to cry out 'Tait men, I
am not the man/' and kept on repeating it. Judge Samuel D. Lecompte made
a speech, trying to disperse the mob, but to no avail. The cause of this hanging was that the murderers decoyed a young man to a spring on the river
bank. The two murderers lay down and drank first, and then this young man
While drinking the men slugged him, robbed him and then
did likewise.
threw him in the river for dead, but he came to and swam ashore, and reported
the incident to the police and had the men arrested, so there was no mistake

on farms and

tion of locating

awful atrocities.

as to their guilt.

The saloon

business in Leavenworth during these early days was a very

lucrati\e one.

It

was considered no harm to get drunk, so long as no disThere were no laws in those days against getting drunk

turbance was made.

and carrying a gun.

The years

of

1855 and 1856 were the most eventful days perhaps in the

The claimants, or "squatters,'' as they were called,
upon the land, did not know the boundaries of their claims,
as only the section lines upon the. land belonging to the Delaware Indians had
been run by the government, so in many cases there would be two or more
claimants for the same piece of land. When the lines were run, these disputes
were settled in what was known as a "squatter's court" and juiy, so that there
would be no bidding against each other at the land sales. The land was to
be sold to the highest bidder. The government had previously placed a value
upon the land for the Indians, and the price ranged as high as $2.50 per acre
for the best of it
nonresidents and speculators were not allowed to bid
against the settlers. This was an arbitrary rule made by the squatter's court
early history of Kansas.

that settled

first

;

for the protection of the claimants.

The fall had been warm and
of 1855 was a very cold one.
up to Christmas, when eighteen inches of snow fell and remained on
the ground until March. It drifted in places to a depth of from ten to fifteen
feet.
Many settlers living in tents and poorly constructed houses suffered

The winter

beautiful

greatly.

The

selection of committees

that time, and was very

much

and

officers to carry

out laws was a puzzle at

of a guess, as people were strangers to one an-

other, and it was usually the loud and courageous fellows that were chosen,
and in many instances they were least fitted for these responsible positions.
Kansas was in a turmoil until after the Civil War, when the people began
to lose sight of old political strife and petty bickerings, and began to look to
the development of the state. Kansas was admitted into the Union as a free
Kansas' settlers enlisted in the Union army and went out to
state in 1861.
fight to preserve this great

Union.

Now

the sons of these pioneers are taking

the places of their fathers in every walk of

life, and are working in harmony
and for the good of the state and Union, and we who lived through those da3's
and have been spared, are glad and rejoice at the outcome.
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REEDER, FIRST TERRITORIAL GOVERNOR.
By Theodore Gardner. ^

Congress known
act
THE
by President Pierce May
of

as the ''Kansas-Nebraska bill"

30, 1854.

The

was approved

idea of Kansas territory had

its

inception in the prevailing custom of admitting two territories at a time, one
slave, the other free, in order to preserve the political balance in the United

But for this custom there would have been but one state, NeAt a meeting of the proslaveiy party, held at Independence, Mo., a
resolution was adopted suggesting that if the North would recognize the right
States senate.

braska.

THEODORE GARDNER.
of the

South to extend slavery into Kansas, no contest would be made regard-

ing Nebraska.

Missouri was admitted into the Union with a slave constitution in 1820,
under an agreement known as 'The Missouri Compromise," which stipulated
that in the future slavery should be confined to territory south of 36° 30' north
latitude, or south of the south line of Missouri.

But the

possibility of four

antislavery senators from Kansas and Nebraska alarmed the slave holders, and

was one

of the reasons

why

congress repealed the Missouri Compromise, and

adopted "squatter sovereignty," leaving to the actual

settlers the

determina-

tion of the slavery question.

Andrew H. Reeder,
Pierce the

of Pennsylvania,

first territorial

governor.

He

was appointed by President Franklin
arrived at Fort Leavenworth October

1.
See vol. xiv, p. 235, Kansas Historical Collections, for a sketch of Theodore Gardner.
In October, 1924, he was elected president of the Historical Society.
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The proslavery party
7, 1854, where he established executive headquarters.
urged the immediate call for an election for the legislature. He decided, however, to first make a tour of the territory for the purpose of establishing disThis he did, dividing the territory
tricts and locating polling places therein.
into sixteen districts, designating polling places in each.

He

then issued a

call for

the election of a delegate to congress.

There were

three candidates. General Whitefield, Robert P. Flenniken, and John A.

Wake-

General Whitfield was a resident of Missouri, residing temporarily in the
territory as an Indian agent. Flenniken was a resident of Pennsylvania, who
field.

had come

to the territory for the purpose of being a candidate for congress.
Wakefield was a bona fide resident. During the campaign Hon. David R.
Atchison, United States senator from Missouri, in a speech at Weston, Mo.,
said:

"Men are being sent from Massachusetts and other places for the avowed
purpose of stealing slaves, and the object of my speech is to sound the alarm,
and suggest means for protecting the interests of the slaveholders. This first
election is to decide whether the slaveholder is to be excluded from Kansas.
You are living within one day's journey of the territorj^; your peace and your
property depend upon your action; you can send five hundred yoimg men who
will go to the polls and vote for your institutions."
Acting upon this suggestion a sufficient number of nonresidents invaded
Kansas to elect General Whitfield to congress. Governor Reeder was strongly
opposed to such proceedings, hence incurred the bitter enmity of his party.
He was disappointed at the trend of events prior to the election, after which
he saw plainly that he could not sanction the demands of his party. It was to
his credit, however, that he did not swerve from the path of his official duty.
He ordered a census taken, which was completed in February, 1855, which
disclosed 2,905 legal voters in the territory.

The

election for

members

of the

was held March 30 following, at which 6,307 votes were cast.
The congressional committee which later investigated the matter reported 4,908
first

of

legislature

them

illegal.

This election was so notoriously fraudulent that the free state party demanded of Governor Reeder that he set it aside, which he had the authority to
do. While the men returned as elected were urgently demanding their certificates of election, the governor hesitated until the situation became quite serious.
He received threatening letters, and the public press was filled with
denunciation of his delay. A committee, composed of those who had been returned as elected, waited upon the governor and declared that he had no authority to go behind the returns, and indicated that if he did there would be
occasion for the services of an undertaker.
However, the governor refused to be coerced, and upon the 6th of April, the
date set for the canvassing of the returns, he had a number of his friends in his
office, each well armed, while a committee of alleged members sat on the
opposite side of the room, equally well armed and equally determined. So it
was quite a dramatic setting under which the vote for the first Kansas legislature was canvassed and recorded.
The governor, acting upon the information at hand, set aside the returns
from six districts. He then issued a call for an election to be held May 22, to
He also established the place for the confill the seats thus declared vacant.
vening of the first session of the legislature at Pawnee (a town laid out on
what is now the Fort Riley military reservation) and set the date of assembly
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on the first Monday in July. 1855. He then left the territory for a trip to
Pennsylvania, returning just in time for the convening of the legislature.

The

locating of the capitol at

Pawnee was

a mistake, since

it

was away

governor had an interest in a tract of land at that place, and perhaps thought that locating the
capitol on it might enhance its value. A building was erected on the land
large enough to seat the legislature, and an individual built a hotel for its

beyond the confines

of civilization.

It appears that the

accommodation.

The

convened July 2, and organized by electing John H. Stringand Rev. Thomas Johnson president of the senate.
The governor sent his message to- them July 3d, where it was referred to comlegislature

fellow speaker of the house,

mittees.
election of May 22, the proslaveiy party did not vote. The districts
by the governor left them an ample majority, therefore the free state
party elected seven members of the house and two senators.

At the

set aside

The

governor's message dealt with such questions as the boundaries of

He also touched
but that question had been settled (in the minds
of the proslavery party) long before the meeting of the legislature.
The legislature then declared the election of May 22 to be null and void,
hence it ousted the free-state members returned as elected at that date, and
seated the proslavery^ men who were thrown out by the governor. Having

counties, the establishing of schools, courts, taxation, etc.

upon the

slavery^ question,

membership to its satisfaction, it transfeired the place
Shawnee Mission, near the state line of Missouri. The governor
vetoed the bill making the transfer, and it was promptly passed over his
veto. It then adjourned to meet July 16.
This was the culmination of the controversy between Governor Reeder
and the territorial legislature. He had in mind the framing of a constitution
and laws under which the new territoiy could assume its rightful place among

settled the question of

of meeting to

the sister states of the Union, while the

(who held

members

of this "bogus'' legislature

their office through the perpetration of the

most barefaced and out-

rageous fraud ever planned and earned out in any civilized community) were

bent upon the establishment of
were of secondary importance.

Upon

human

slavery^ in

Kansas.

All other matters

the reassembling of the legislature at Shawnee July

passed was vetoed upon the ground that
seat of government.

From

it

this decision the legislature

States district court; Judge

16,

had not been passed

Lecompte handed down

the

first

bill

at the legal

appealed to the United
a decision in its favor.

Having gained the support of the court, which in turn was backed by the government at Washington, the governor found himself completely defeated and
discredited.

On

the other hand, the legislature immediately initiated pro-

ceedings to secure his removal.

The governor having attempted

to locate the capitol at

Pawnee upon land

which he had a pecuniary interest, placed himself in a vulnerable position,
which was eagerly seized upon by his enemies, who drew up a memorial to
President Pierce, reciting the above fact, and making other charges, and praying
that he be relieved from the governorship.
The order removing Governor Reeder was dated July 28, 1855. It refeiTed
briefly to hig action in purchasing half-breed Indian lands, speculating in
in
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townsite pi'opcrty, and endeavoring to influence the value of town lots in

Pawnee City by locating the seat of government at that point. It concluded
by stating that his authority as governor was terminated.
On the 31st of July his removal was officially announced, and on August 16
he sent a communication to the legislature, in which he stated that he was
satisfied in his own mind that the session being held at Shawnee Mission was
illegal, and that although bills had been sent to him for approval, he could
not approve them because of such illegality.
However, he would now inform them of his removal, and no successor
having arrived, Secretary Daniel Woodson would perform the duties of governor pro tern.

Woodson was

a radical proslavery

policy of the party.

The

man, and thoroughly

in accord with the

legislature being thus relieved of all restraint, pro-

ceeded at once to business. It enacted a code of laws modeled after those
of Missouri, many of which had been taken by Missouri from the New York
code, and were good.
The laws relating to the institution of slavery were

They provided the death penalty for enticing awa.y slaves, or
them to riot. They banished all antislavery men from the jury box,
In fact, to have any connection whatever with the negro, except to own and
enslave him, was to in\4te the hangman's noose.
All county officers were appointed by the legislature for the period of two
infamous.
inciting

Any changes or additions, after adjournment, were to be made by some official named by the legislature, thus
barring the official door against every man who was not sound on the slavery

years, until the general election of 1857.

question.

The permanent

All free state

men were

Lecompton.
by requiring them to take

seat of go^'ernment was located at
practically disfranchised

an oath at the polls that they would sustain certain fugitive slave laws which
no antislavery man would do. In fact, the laws relating to slavery enacted
by this "bogus" legislature were so barbarous as to render them utterly impossible of execution.

Free state

any

men were

taxed and prohibited from holding

of the functions of citizenship.

make

It

would seem that

the conditions such as would force free state

men

it

office

or exercising

was the intention to

into resistance to the

laws.

Meantime

the enmity against Governor Reeder

had become

so bitter that

from the territory in disguise to avoid assassination. He
assumed the role of a wood chopper, was rowed down the Missouri river in a
skiff from Kansas City to Liberty Landing (by Thomas B. Eldridge and his
brother Ed, who were for many years respected citizens of Lawrence), where
he boarded a steamboat for St. Charles, Mo., from whence he made his way
into Illinois, thus terminating his political career in Kansas.
But in the meantime he had helped to light the torch which started the
Civil War.
he was forced to

flee

:
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By Colonel W. W. Dexisox.^

X SUNDAY,

the 7th day of December, 1862. in Washington county, in

Temtory, an
engagement took place between the Union and Confederate forces called the
battle of Fayetteville, or Illinois Creek, but which is better kno\ra as the
battle of Prairie Grove, which had an important bearing on the subsequent
the northwestern part of Arkansas and near the Indian

militar}' operation in the Trans-Mississippi part of the country.

There are on file in the War Department in Washington, D. C, fortj^ official
and congratulatory addresses to the troops written by officers engaged,
purporting to give correct statements of the battle and preliminary movements
and skirmishes. Thirty-one of these documents are by Union and nine by
Confederate officers.
With such a mass of official information available, it would seem that a clear
and truthful histor}- of the battle might be readily -^Titten. Yet so obscure,
confused and contradictor}'- are these official records that it is impossible to
write an intelhgible and accurate narrative of the engagement which will be

reports

consistent in itself w4th the ofl5cial records.

For instance Gen. Thomas C. Hindman, commanding the Confederate
he carried into the engagement less than 10,000 men of all arms.
He estimated the enemj^V forces at from 14,000 to 18,000, with sixt}' pieces of
artiller3', and their losses to have been 19,000, while his own losses were 1,317.
Gen. James G. Blunt, commanding the Union forces, saj's he had in the
engagement onh- 7,000 men, and that General Hindman admitted his own
force in the engagement to have been 28,000; that the Confederate loss in
killed on the field was 1,000 and the wounded exceeded 2,000.
General Herron, next to Blunt in rank on the Union side, thinks the Confederate loss in all would reach from 5,000 to 8,000, while his own total loss in
killed and wounded and missing was onlj^ 1,148.
Both Generals Hindman and Blunt, when in convei-sation under flag of
truce the daj' after the battle scene, are said, with much frankness, to have
forces, states

admitted defeat.

And

3^et in ofiicial

the close of the engagement the

reports General

enemy

fled

'At dark the battle closed leaving us master
fought over."

On

Hindman

beyond the

of every foot of

the other hand. General Blunt,

states that at

and he adds:
ground which was

prairie,

commanding the Union

both General Marmaduke and General Hindman
acknowledged to him, in an interview^ under the flag of truce, that they had
been well whipped, and in an address to his troops five days after the battle
congratulated them on having gained in that battle complete success and a
brilliant victory, and adds
forces, reports officiall}^ that

1.
W. W. Denison was born in England in 1846. He came to America with his parents,
settled in Osage county in 1855.
He is one of the oldest sun-iving pioneers of Kansas.
In 1862 Mr. Denison enlisted in the Eleventh Kansas and served three years in the Union
army.
He was a good soldier. For many years he was assistant adjutant general for the
Grand Army of the Republic, Department of Kansas, and was the conmiander of the department for the year 1922.
Mr. Denison was clerk of the district court of Greenwood county, Kansas, four years.
He was quartermaster general and assistant adjutant general of Kansas in the Kansas National
Guard, with the rank of colonel, under Governor Hoch. He lives in Topeka and is married,
but has no children.
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"No battle during the present war has been more determined and bloody,
and never was there a field upon which, considering the number of troops engaged and the time occupied, the slaughter was as great. From the beginning
to end it was give or take a square, knock-down fight. For three hours the
roar of cannon, the crash and bursting of shell, the rattle of musketry, and the
shrieks of the wounded was simply appalling."

—

wholly reconcile such contradictory statements.
divested of exaggeration and vain boasting, and when
the residuum is clearly analyzed, the reports disclose the sahent and most
important incidents of a well contested and unusually bloody engagement, in
which the number engaged and the losses sustained were strikingly near equal,
and which with some notable exceptions was highly creditable to the endurIt is impossible to

Nevertheless

when

ance and valor of the troops engaged.
General Blunt with the First Division was at or near Cane Hill, about five
miles to the west and five miles to the south from the field of battle, when he

heard the rapid artillery

Cane

Hill

is

firing

with which the engagement opened.

a ridge of about eight miles in length by about five in wudth,

Washington county, Arkansas, and just beyond
The main body of the Union force
under General Blunt was in and about Cane Hill.
The intermediate country is a rugged and sterile range of mountains. The
four principal roads across these mountains, diverging from Van Buren, converge on Fayetteville.
Leaving the first brigade of his division to guard the trains at Rhea's Mills,
he immediately marched with the second and third brigades by an obscure
road to the sound of the guns, and arrived on the field about 2 p. m. Entering
by the western extremity of the prairie, he formed line of battle about 2,000
yards distant from the Confederate line. The left of this line connected with
Colonel Dye's brigade, the second division of which was on the right of Genin the southwestern part of

the northern base of the Boston mountains.

eral Herron's

The

command.

new spirit the two other
by long forced marches, had already lost

arrival of the First Division inspired with

divisions, which, greatly exhausted

heavily in the two unsuccessful assaults.

Rabb's, Terry's, and Hopkins' batteries of six pieces were quickly into posi-

with General Herron's three batteries.
Twenty-four guns
opened a rapid and destructive fire, the prelude to an advance of the infantry along the whole Union line, and from the beginning to the end the
Union artillery, which seems to have been excellent and admirably served,
played a most conspicuous part.
When General Blunt's force appeared on the field, General Frost, with his
Confederate division, till now held in reserve, was thrown in on Shelby's left
to meet it.
The troops under General Blunt's command were thrown forward into the
woods and engaged Frost's division. Col. William Weir led the Tenth and
Thirteenth Kansas infantry of his brigade upon the right, a part of the Second
Kansas cavalry, dismounted, under Captain Crawford, the right wing of the
Eleventh Kansas infantry, under Col. Thomas Ewing, and the First Indian
regiment under Colonel Wattles, upon the left.
The Twentieth Iowa, of Colonel Dye s brigade of the Second Division, was
led by Colonel Dye himself, on the left of the Indians.
tion in concert
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The left of the Eleventh Kansas infantry, Lieut. Col. Thomas MoonUght,
commander, supported Rabb's and Hopkins' batteries. And by three o'clock
the whole infantry force and part of the dismounted cavalry and forty-two
field pieces of the army of the frontier were hotly engaged, and so continued
for three hours.

The loss on this part of the field was especially heavy, and such as men
who had been in the most sanguinary battles of the war up to this time, had
never witnessed.
The Federal and Confederate accounts of this conflict of three hours duration are exceedingly confused.
''The contest by this time, three p. m.," says General Blunt, "had become
vigorous and determined; the entire infantry of the three divisions and also a
portion of the Second Kansas cavalry (dismounted) were engaged in the
woods with the rebel infantry, three times their number. The rattle of musketry, uninterrupted for fully three hours was terrific. The contending armies
swayed to and fro, each alternately advancing and retiring.
"While the infantry was vigorously contesting every inch of the ground, I
directed Lieutenant Stover with two twelve-pound mountain howitzers to advance in the woods, which he promptly did, taking position on the little knoll
on the right of the Eleventh Kansas, and, directing his guns across a small
field where a heavy force of rebels were massed, he poured into them his
canister and shells until his ammunition was exhausted and his horses shot
down, being compelled to bring away his guns by hand. Lieutenant Tenney,
of the First Kansas battery, was then ordered in with his battery. From his
six ten-pounder Parrott guns he opened on them with terrible effect, driving
the rebels back with a great slaughter."

A
to

little later

Blunt ordered

his infantry to

draw the enemj^ from under cover and

withdraw from the wood in order

in range with his artillery.

"On reaching

the open field on their right alluded to, I discovered the enGeneral Frost's advancing to the edge of the timber, and about
200 yards distant they opened upon us a fierce fire with Enfield rifles, and were
in the act of throwing down the fence to make an assault on the battery which
had no support except my staff and body guard.
"But Lieutenant Tenney, of the First Kansas battery, with commendable
promptness wheeled his guns into position, when the destructive fire of canister and shell soon sent the rebel hordes back under cover of the woods.
"The enemy followed up my infantry as they retired from the wood, and
with a wild yell rushed out from under cover of the trees, when two batteries,
Rabb's Second Indiana and Hopkins' Second Kansas, supported by the Eleventh Kansas infantry, belched forth a perfect storm of canister, producing immense slaughter in their ranks and compelling them to retire again.
"As darkness approached, the fire which from both artillery and musketry
had been teri'ific and uninternipted for over three hours, gradually ceased
along the who'e line, and my command bivouacked upon their arms ready
to renew the conflict at early dawn."
tire division of

As the bright red glow

of that golden

December sunset sixty years ago was
upon the greatest and

graduall}^ fading into the gray twilight closing the scene

most momentous battle fought west of the Mississippi, there also faded the
last hope of the Southern Confederacy of ever gaining a permanent foothold
in Missouri.

The Eleventh Kansas^ came

off

the battlefield with ranks thinned but un-

2.
The Eleventh Kansas was recruited and mustered into the United States service in
August and the early part of September, 1862, at Camp Lyon, adjoining Fort Leavenworth,
pursuant to President Lincoln's call for 300,000 troops.
September 15 my company was issued Prussian muskety, made in 1818. They were of. very
ancient pattern, enormous bore, brass mounted, one-fourth heavier than the Enfield and
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broken, having fired the

last

shot of the contest, after which they returned to

camping ground on Cane Hill.
After burying the dead and caring for the wounded

their old

Blunt's troops returned to their

camp

at

Cane

Hill

of

both armies, General

and Rhea's

Mills,

and

General Herron went into camp on the battlefield. The rebel General Hindman fell back fifty miles to the Arkansas river. Marmaduke and Shelby, with
their cavalry,

moved down

the river forty to sixty miles, where forage and pro-

visions were plentiful.

Since the great battle the bodies of the
federate) were

removed to

men

killed (both

Union and Con-

Fayetteville, about ten miles east, where they

now

two national cemeteries; and within the past few years the Blues and
the Grays have been invited to participate in the observance of their memorial
days, May 30 and June 3.
The Confederate veterans now hold reunions about August in each year on
The old church is gone. The local camp
the Prairie Grove battlefield.
Daughters of the Confederacy have purchased the wooded knoll comprising
ten acres for which they paid $2,000, from the man who had owned the proprest in

erty since the war.
since the battle a little town has sprung up, and now contains about
hundred inhabitants. They have a United Confederate camp there with
a membership of about 40, and as previously stated they hold annual reunions.
The following address was found upon the Confederate dead after the bat-

And

eight

tle of Prairie

Grove, Ark.:
address to the troops.

Headquarters First Corps,
Trans-Mississippi Army, in the Field,

December

4,

1862.

— From the commencement to the

end of the battle bear constantly
in mind what I now urge upon you. Never fire because your comrades do, nor
because the enemy does, nor because you happen to see the enemy, nor for
the sake of firing rapidly. Alwaj^s wait until they are certainly within range
of your guns, then single out your man, take deliberate aim as low down as
the knees, and fire. When occasion offers, be certain to pick off the enemy's
officers, especially the mounted ones, and to kill his artillery horses.
Don't shout, except when you charge the enemy. As a general thing keep
silent, that orders may be heard.
Obey the orders of your officers, but pay
no attention to idle rumors or the words of unauthorized persons.
Don't stop with your wounded comrade. The surgeons and infantry corps
will take care of him.
Do you go forward and avenge him.
Don't break ranks to plunder. If we whip the enemy all he has will be
ours. If not, the spoils will be of no benefit to us. Plunderers and stragglers
Soldiers

They were hurriedly drawn, as was our clothing, tents and camp
Springfield muskets.
equipage, and we were soon on our way south. Fort Scott was our first objective point, which
we covered in five days, 125 miles-*, an average of twenty-five miles per day on foot. Arrived
there October 1. We remained there about two days, then resinned our journ'y to Pea Ridge,
Ark., where we arrived October 19.
We were reviewed by Genpral Schofield and assigned -co
General James G. Blunt's division, and by him assigned to the Third Brigade, commanded by
Colonel Cloud of the Second Kansas cavalry. Here we had our first regimental drill.
Our first engagement was at Maysville on the line between Arkansas and th? Cherokee
Nation, October 22. Our second engagement was at Cane Hill, October 28.
The engagement
covered twenty-eight miles, and we camped at the foot of the Boston movmtains.
And then
the battle of Prairie Grove, December 7. To get to Prairie Grove via Rhea's Mills we were
compelled to double-quick about twelve miles.
At Rhea's Mills we divested ourselves of rations, clothing, except blouse, pants and shoes,
and when night came on we were without rations, water, shelter, or blankets', and it was a
In this trip from Fort Leavenworth we had covered about three liundred
cold, frosty night.
miles in a few days over two months.

—
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will be put to death upon the spot.
File-closers are especially
this duty. The cavalry in the rear will likewise attend to it.

charged with

Remember, that the enemy you engage have no feelings of mercy or kindness towards you.
His ranks are composed of Pin Indians, free-Negroes,
Southern tones, Kansas jayhawkers, and hired Dutch cutthroats. These bloody
ruffians have invaded your country, stolen and destroyed your property, murdered your neighbors, outraged your women, driven your children from their
homes, and defiled the graves of your kindred.
If each one of you will do what I have here urged upon you, we will utterly destroy them. We can do this. We must do it.
Our country will be
ruined if we fail.
A just God will strengthen our arms and give us glorious victory.
T. C. HiNDMAN,
Major General, commanding.

Official:

R. C. Newton, Assutant Adjutant General.

EARLY DAYS OF ELM CREEK SETTLEMENT.
Being the Experiences of Miss Ros-ella

S.

Honey, who Afterwards Became Mrs. Matt Wilcox.

By Helen G. Bond^ M. D.

WE CAME

to Kansas in the spring of 1864, and my father, Randall Honey,
took a claim in what was called the "Elm Creek Settlement," at the mouth
of Elm creek, Cloud county. We were the ninth family to come. Others were

the Robinsons, Caughlins, Jim Hagaman, John Thorp, and the Swerengens

—

Swerengen and a family of Fenskis, and two families of Czpanskis.
There were no settlers on the east side of Elm creek. We were all settled
on the west side, sort of bunched together for social reasons and mutual pro-

Z.

tection.

New

settlers

came

in gradually, a few at a time.

We

were always glad to

welcome them.

My

was at the mouth of Elm creek. The principal idea in
was to get near timber and water. Everybody farmed a little, but as
there was no market there was no object in extensive farming. There was
not much money, either, and nobody to sell produce to.
The settlers managed to raise a little corn, and when one person went to
a trading point, like the post at Little Blue, or to Manhattan or Junction City,
he generally did the trading for everybody, sometimes returning with a wagon
load of goods. W^hile we had not much to sell, still nobody went hungry, and
when a new family came in everybody helped them.
After a few weeks spent in getting settled, it was decided that we should
have a school for the children. There were not many children, but there were
a few, and as I had been a teacher, they asked me to take charge of the school
and teach. Mr. Jim Hagaman offered the use of a vacant cabin for the schoolroom.
We had an odd collection of school books, as each xjupil came from a
different place, and no two brought the same kind of books.
Cloud county was under the same county government as Washington
county and at that time was part of Shirley county. It had no special form
of government then. I was obliged to make two trips on horseback to Washington to get my certificate to teach, as the county superintendent was not at
father's claim

settling

.

home

the

first

time I went.
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The school house was built of cottonwood logs partly smoothed off so they
would not be too slivery. The windows were merely holes in the walls, as we
had no window sash or glass. The seats were wooden chairs with peg legs
and no backs. However, the seats were no more primitive than those used
by most of the settlers in their homes.
For the first term we had three months school, then the settlers thought
they could get money enough to pay for a short winter term. There were no
the magnificent sum of
taxes, and the salary was what the people gave
$8 per month,
I was married to Mr. Matt Wilcox in the fall of 1865, but continued teaching.
We took a claim right adjoining the settlement and lived in a little log house,
thus adding one more family to the community.
My desk for the school room was made from one immense walnut log,
Mrs. John Thorp was the
split and polished, with peg legs like the seats.
first of the settlers to die after we came, and as they could not find a board
long enough to make the bottom of the casket, they used the slab my desk
was made of and the rest of the casket was made from pieces of packing cases.
One day as school was in progress, I noticed two of the girls shaking violently.
I supposed at first that they had the ague, as it was very common
at that time, but their eyes seemed to be fixed on a point back of me, I
looked around, and there was an Indian with arms resting on the window

—

grinning in a seemingly sarcastic way, enjoying the fright of the children.
Needless to say recitations ceased for the half hour or more he stayed there.
Another time Mrs. Hagaman came to the door of the school room and

sill,

are coming; pick up everything you do not want them to
She signalled to Mr. Hagaman who was working in a field
near by, and he immediately came in. The Indians rode up, dismounted and
entered the house, looking inquisitively around, and handling whatever objects
excited their curiosity. It took quite a while for each one to look around,
and needless to say there was no more school that day.
Fannie 0. Hagaman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Hagaman, was the
first white child born on the townsite of Concordia.
In 1868 she was born,
in the first house built on the townsite in 1867, and it is still standing at 100
Cedar street.
Shirley county was afterwards divided and Cloud county was organized.
In the spring of 1866 we moved upon Wolf creek. There are only two or three
said,

"The Indians

see or handle."

of the settlers

who formerly

lived there that

still

own

their claims.

Cloud county was my cousin, Burton Honey. There
were no elections at that time, and he received his office by appointment. He
lives in Ogden, Utah, now. He owned a horse and rode a good deal, but he
walked all over this part of the country and hunted people out of holes in
the ground (dugouts). My uncle, Quincy Honey, was the first sheriff of Cloud

The

first

assessor of

county.

There were wild turkeys in abundance in those days, sometimes as many
hundred or more in a flock. Mr. Wilcox would mount a mustang pony
and ride one down in a few minutes, as they could not fly far and were easily
caught when tired. Flocks of beautiful white cranes and stately blue herons
walked in the edge of the river in a dignified manner and also many gray
as a

cranes.
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came

and
and wished
to tiy my luck, so I put a kitchen chair in the doorway, and rested the gun
over it, trying to sight the quail. Then I shut my eyes and pulled the trigger,
and much to my surprise two quail fell dead.
several roosted on a log

Mrs. Wilcox

sa.ys

com

crib.

I

had never

flock

into the yard

fired off a shotgun,

that their total cash expenditures during the

their married life were $16.00.

What

first

year of

a peaceful Arcadia the early settlers

The family group around the
mutual dependence of the neighborhood, sharing their few supplies,
game or fish, scanty books and literature help and nursing in times of sickness,
dwelt in as compared to our lives of to-day.
fire

—the

—

danger, or death.

Now how
C. A., Y.

different,

W.

C. A.,

Boy Scouts, Camp Fire Girls, Girl Scouts, Y. M.
Red Cross, and clubs galore and lodges all
drawing the young and old away from home for edifi-

with the

W.

vj'ing with each other in

C. T. U.,

cation and improvement, wealth and pleasure, until our firesides are vacant, and
father and mother

sit

alone

— alone, the saddest word

of

tongue or pen.

;

;;

;
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A WAR PSALM.i
By William Morgenstern,
unsre Macht, Du Arm des
Herrn,
Wohlauf und hilf uns streiten

our
BEGod,

SEI

steh'

Da

wir nach allem

As Thou hast done aforetime.
are in battle night and day,

O

und
Wir

weit

Streit

um

If

the foe press

We

And

Deine
uns fallen;

bist Gott; in

until death resist,

While trusting Thee alone.

wollen Dir nur trauen.

Du

shall not yield to fear;

wilt from Thy heavenly throne
Always see our needs.
Forth battle we in Thy defense

Fort streiten wir in deiner Hut
widerstehen bis auf 's Blut

lass getrost

all

Thou

Himmeltron

Schon unsre Noth erschauen.

O

Hand

Wie Du geholfen unserem Land
So hilfst Du uns jetzt Allen
Dis wir vertrauen auf Deinem Bund
Und freudig Dir von Herzen's Grund
Ein Loblied lassen schallen.

Lord,

Thou

0

us content abide;

let

art

God;

Written in German, by a

38—324

man born

in

Thy hand

As Thou has helpt our land before

Now

help us

Whom

all

again

Bond with Thee
happily to Thee from depths
song of praise shall sound.
we

trust in

And

A

June, 1918.
1.

gracious care

about.

lassen uns nicht grauen;

Herr,

Thy

stand by our side.

Only courage and the hour is near
When we, after all strife and stress,
Shall win the victor's crown.

um

Du wirst aus deinem
Und
Und

Lord, give us

With Thee, Thou strong leader. Thou
Must we the victory give

Die Siegeskron erringen.
Draengt uns der Feind auch

combat

We

And

Kampf und

of

Thou Thy people

helpest

Still

uns an der Seiten.

Mit Dir, Du starker Fuehrer Du
Muss uns der Sieg gelingen;
Nur Muth die Stund ist nimmer

Thou arm

might,

Arise and help us

Noch hilfst Du Deine Volke gern
Wie Du gethan vorzeiten.
Wir sind im Kampfe Tag und Nacht
0 Herr, nimm' gnaedig uns in Acht

Und

Kan.

of Russell,

in Russia,

an American

citizen.

—

;
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DEAD IN FRANCE.

By Whittier

C.

Mitchell.

LEANS

from his warrior's heaven down,
John Brown, Immortal Madman Brown

Who shamed a nation by a deed
Bolder than that of Winkelreid
Swept to his dauntless breast the spears
Of Freedom's foes; and ere her tears
Streamed on his bier, with God's own fire
Enkindled Slavery's funeral pyre,
That by its blare, might all men see
That all are bond till all are free.

He leans and smiles. A measured tread
Echoes up from the trenches red.

New

comrades fare to his abode

Comrades and kin

—by the

Martyrs' road;

Sons of that state where freemen

The

first

strangling snare of Slavery burst.

Kansas' old task in France they wrought

them

Kansas' old

spirit in

Nobly they

offered, gaily

fought.

paid

Freedom's hard price, and, unafraid,
Put by Life's warm withholding hand.
To dare that darker No Man's Land.

Once more

for

Freedom, Kansas' blood,

Has brimmed the ancient martyr-flood;
Once more her alabaster vase
Is

broken

for our

common

race.

For Liberty, in sacred trust,
She held her sons who now are

dust.

The bugles blew; with courage high,
She sent them forth to smite and die!
Forever shall those souls of flame
Step to the deathless drums of fame!

And doubt

not,

on some vaster

field.

Eternally their arms they wield.

Behind God's

fierce

barrage of Right,

Somewhere they charge and win His

fight!

Their bodies sleep in France's sod;
Their souls, with Brown's, march on for God.

!

:
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FROM OLD TOMBSTONES.

By Arthur H. Bennett.
ToPEKA, Kan, May
William E. Connelley, Secretary, Kansas State Historical Society,
Topeka, Kan.:

MY

Dear Mr. Connelley

27, 1923.

—The following are the tombstone records on old

private burying ground, on a farra, along the north side of the Victory

Highway, between Lawrence and Topeka, and about two miles west from
Lawrence

H. T.

Davis,' born

March

16,

1823; died September 10, 1892.

Eliza D. Davis, wife of H. T. Davis, born December

1,

1825; died February

29, 1884.

George Burt, of West Gonic, New Hampshire. Killed during Quantrill's Raid
on Lawrence, Kansas, August 21st, 1863; aged 38 years.
Harry H. Flint, born at Worcester, Mass., January 12, 1874; died May 23,
1893.

Little Johnnie Mansfield, son of Fred and
1888; died July 12, 1890.
Harlov^^ Ross, son of G. H. and
and 9 months.

The above were

M.

Mary

Mansfield, bora October

Ross, died January

16,

10,

1890; aged 2 years

by me to-day.

carefully copied

Arthur H. Bennett,
Secretary Kansas Society
Sons of the American Revolution.

Topeka, Kan., May
William E. Connelley, Secretary, Kansas State Historical Society,
Topeka, Kan.:

My

Dear Mr. Connelley

—The

old Cathohc cemetery which

is

27, 1923.

following are the tombstone records of the

located on the Victory Highway, about one

mile west of Big Springs, Kan., and about ten and one-half miles easterly

from Topeka.

I carefully copied these records to-day, in person.

Robert Berry (father), bom December 24, 1821; died December 28, 1902.
Margaret Berry (his wife), died November 22, 1915; aged 83 years and 11
months.
Robert A. Berry, son of R. and M. Berrv, born March 11, 1865; died February 24, 1921.
E. Berry, born March 11th, 1862; died September
Michael Murphy, died May 20, 1879; aged 52 years.
Anna Murphy (his wife), died December 17, 1914.

W.

12, 1921.

Willie Engelke, born June 23, 1892; died June 8, 1893.
Annie Engelke, born September 24, 1887; died October 17, 1887.
Adolph Sulzen, born April 6, 1829 died December 18, 1900.
William Klaus, bom July 24, 1795; died December 7, 1886.
Katherine Kuester, wife of Frank Kuester, born February 2, 1836; died December 19, 1886.
;
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Geelan, wife of P. H. Geelan, born April

24, 1833; died

March

12,

1888.

Anna

Geelan, daughter of P. H. and S. S. Geelan, died August 13, 1871 aged
one year.
Fanny Devenney, wife of Patrick Devenney, bom in County Donegal, Ireland, died May 27, 1894; aged 63 years.
Gerhard Kupper, born 1844; died 1908.
Ellen W. Cummings, born June 23, 1877; died April 28, 1901.
Harry M. Barber, bom January 14, 1866; died September 18, 1890.
BuNYAN Peddy, son of J. B. and Bea Peddy, born June 8, 1913; died January
;

10, 1914.

Michael T. Fitzpatrick,
J.

WiLLMM

bom November

15, 1841

;

March

died

3:,

1898.

bom

April 4, 1876; died May 9, 1917.
E. FiTZPATRiCK, bom July 20, 1874; died December 27, 1919.

T. FiTzPATRTCK,

William Fitzpatrick,
William Fitzpatrick,

bom

October

Sr. (father),

1844; killed June

8,

bom

January

13,

6,

1875.

1801; died July 23, 1897.

Mark V. Migliario (father), born July 22, 1824; died June 2,
Mary Louisa Migliario (mother), born March 16, 1842; died

1903.

October 21, 1921.
Catherine Koehler, wife of F. Koehler; died November 4, 1882; aged 46 yrs.
Frank Koehler, bom December 30, 1825; died October 14, 1904, aged 78 years
and 9 months.
Henry Deister, born March 4, 1836; died December 23, 1893.
Francis Walter, born October 27, 1831 died January 14, 1898.
Katherine Walter, wife of F. Walter, born July 15, 1833; died August 3, 1901.
Thomas Anderson, died May 24, 1889 aged 97 years.
;

;

Hannorrah Anderson, bom 1817; died 1911.
Joachim Busch (father), bom September 27, 1822; died June 28, 1909.
Gertrude Busch (mother), bom December 14, 1832; died January 9, 1901.
Theodore Kreipe, born December 16, 1828; died October 3, 1910.
Gertrude Kreipe, born January 2, 1827; died December
Kate Garner, died February 22, 1883, aged 65 years.

The above were

carefully copied

9, 1900.

from the tombstones in the above men-

tioned cemetery, by the undersigned, on this the 27th day of

May,

1923.

Arthur H. Bennett,
Secretary Kansas Society
Sons of the American Revolution.
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Society.

THE AUDUBON SOCIETY OF KANSAS, AND THE
ELECTION OF A STATE BIRD.
By Madeleine Aaron^

UPON

Secretary, Wichita,

Kan.

questioning pioneers as to which birds were most

common

in

Kansas

during the early days, one is certain to hear mentioned the prairie chicken,
golden plover, long-billed plover, great curlew; pintail, mallard, canvasback,
redhead,

teal,

and many other species of ducks;

killdeer, quail, eastern

and

MADELEINE AARON,
Secretary

meadow

Audubon

Society of Kansas.

larks, yellow-headed and redwinged blackbirds, the scissorand the painted bunting. Later the mocking bird, kingbird,
brown thrasher, robin and certain members of the swallow, vireo, flycatcher
and woodpecker families arrived.
Persons living to-day in the western portion of our state have an opportunity to observe which birds are first to take possession of a new country; for

western

tailed flycatcher
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it is

only birds with the pioneer

virgin territory.

The

birds that

Society.

spirit that fearlessly establish

came

first

to eastern

themselves in

Kansas are the ones, most

to-day pushing farther and farther westward.
wake of agriculture. Newly planted hedgerows, orchards,
and shade trees quickly attract tree-nesting birds. But, on the other hand, the
likely, that are

Birds follow in the

agricultural

development of a new country

also results in a loss of certain

species that are unable to cope with a changing environment.
It is still true of Kansas, especially in the central

and western portions

the state, that towns enjoy an unusually large bird population.
this condition is that

attract

birds.

it is

The reason

of
for

only in towns that trees are sufficiently numerous to
orchards, stretches of timberland that border

Hedgerows,

and cemeteries are also the favorite haunts of tree-nesting birds.
Farmers are favored with the presence of birds only to the extent that they
plant trees for their accommodation for the problem confronting the birds of
Kansas is not one of food supply, but of securing suitable nesting sites.
streams,

;

NUMBER

OF SPECIES.

Attempts have been made from time to time to list the species of birds that
are found within the borders of the state. Col. N. S. Goss, a pioneer ornithologist of

Kansas, in his ''History of the Birds of Kansas,"^

lists

343 species.

tain birds he described, however, are no longer found in Kansas.

Cer-

Many new

have come to take their places.
Over 135 species of birds nest in Kansas. Not all are to be found in any one
locality; but in the eastern and central portions of the state not less than
ninety species may be counted during the months of May and June. Adding
to the list of summer birds, the winter residents and transient visitants, one
may be safe in saying that at least 360 species may be found in Kansas during
species

the year.

ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE OF KANSAS

The value

BIRDS.

devoted so extensively to agriculture
can hardly be overestimated. Of the more than 360 species that belong to the
avifauna of Kansas, only a few may be listed as undesirable. The others work
of bird life to a state that

is

entirely for good.

Every
catbirds,

insects pest has its bird enemies.

and

flickers destroy insects that

Robins, towhees, brown thrashers,

may

be found on the ground;

mem-

bers of the swallow and flycatcher families seek their prey in the air; chicka-

and nuthatches check the ravmeadow larks, bob
whites, crows and blackbirds declare war on grasshoppers, beetles, and all field
vermin vireos, wrens, orioles, cuckoos and tanagers search the foliage of vines
and trees for their meat. Besides being the destroyers of larval pests, sparrows
consume millions of tons of noxious weed seeds annually.
Millions of dollars are lost to the Kansas farmer every year because of the
dees, kinglets, woodpeckers, titmice, creepers,

ages of insects that infest the trunks and branches of trees

;

;

presence of cutworms, grasshoppers, chinch bugs, aphids, beetles, caterpillars,
etc.

So

it is

safe to say that

if it

were not for the activities of birds,

within a few years, would be a total failure.
]].

George W. Crane & Co., Topeka, Kan., 1891.

all

crops
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THE BEGINNING OF THE AUDUBON SOCIETY IN KANSAS.
Realizing the enormous quantities of noxious weed seeds and

insect pests

that birds consume annually, various agricultural societies, from time to time,
considered ways in which to protect their valuable friends, the birds. The

Society of Kansas, however, was the

Audubon

first

organization in the state

purpose the protection of birds.
How the Audubon Society of Kansas happened to come into existence is an
interesting story. One day late in September of 1908 the Sedgwick County
Horticultural Society held a meeting in Wichita. During this meeting George
that had for

its sole

A. Blair, a pioneer fruit grower of Mulvane, read a paper in which he em-

When he
had finished reading, another member of the society rose, and began to criticise Mr. Blair's paper. He declared that birds were a nuisance. All were guilty
of eating ripe fruit. While he was insisting that orioles and robins should be
shot, a reporter came into the hall, stayed a moment, and then left.
The next day a Wichita newspaper carried the account that the Sedgwick
County Horticultural Society had recommended the extermination of birds.
The outcome of this report was that friends of the birds rallied in protest, and
on October 2, 1908, organized the first bird society of Kansas. A charter was
granted to the society on October 20, 1908.
phasized the services that birds render to orchardists and farmers.

The

Audubon

objects of the

Society of Kansas, as listed in the by-laws of

the society, are:
First.

To

discourage the destruction of harmless wild birds and their eggs,

particularly the killing of nonedible birds in order to display feats of marks-

manship, such as is frequently the case with swans, pehcans, coots, gulls, nighthawks, etc., which are left to decay; and also to employ all legitimate means
to

prevent the propagation of game-hog methods in obtaining game birds.

All birds that are generally destructive to horticultural

and agricultural

in-

terests are proscribed.

Second.

To

of wild birds

create a healthy sentiment against ornamentation with feathers

which must be

killed to

meet the unnecessary and unnatural

demand.
Third.

To

assist

in the preservation

of wild

game by discouraging un-

reasonably long open seasons for hunting, and particularly the hunting of
harmless species during

Fourth.

its

To encourage

breeding season.
the importation and distribution of wild birds and

animals in and to such localities as may become depleted of the same, and to
arouse popular interest in a rigid enforcement of all state, county, and municipal laws for the protection of harmless wild birds and animals generally.
Fifth. To disseminate information, by lectures, written papers, public docu-

ments or otherwise, respecting the economic importance of bird life to agriand horticultural interests and welfare of mankind, and to acquire and
maintain a hbrary, to the end that all classes of citizens may become acquainted with the habits and needs of the birds.
Sixth. To aid other organizations in the estabhshment of forest reserves,
and in the acquisition of wild lands by cities and towns as parks.
Seventh. To urge and encourage the setting apart of refuges and breeding
cultural
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retreats for wild birds

Society.

and game animals on the United States

forest reser-

vations and state public domain.

Eighth.

To

encourage nature study and Bird and Arbor

Day

exercises in

the schools.

The

first officers

of the

Audubon

van, president; Dr. R. Matthews,

Society of Kansas were

first

:

vice president; Prof.

Richard H.

Thomas

J.

Sulli-

Head-

second vice president; and Frank E. McMullen, secretary-treasurer.
following persons were charter members of the society: Dr. C. G.
Adams, Mrs, J. W. Adams, Mrs. Mary B. Adams, E. H. Allen, A. J. Applegate,
T. J. Arnold, Charles Aylesbury, Mrs. W. J. Babb, Charles W. Bitting, Dr. C.
E. Bowers, Dr. J. C. Brown, Mrs. Jennie M. Brown, F. C. Burgesser, Homer
Caldwell, J. P. Campbell, Charles W. Carey, A. J. Christman, L. W. Clapp, M.
C. Clapp, Mrs. Sidney G. Coleman, Sidney A. Coleman, G. W. ColHngs, George
Cornell, S. W. Cooper, Frank Cowal, E. J. Drake, Ben Eaton, W. C. Edwards,
Orman C. Emery, Dr. A. H. Fabrique, Judge C. V. Ferguson, Newton Garsy,
Harry F. Gee, T. H. Griffith, Walter Henrion, Albert Hess, Sam Hess, I. N.
Hockaday, R. K. Hockaday, A. C. Houston, J. D. Houston, Bion B. Hull, C.
M. Irwin, J. M. Jackman, Nellie Jackman, E. V. Johnston, Wycotf Keach,
Eugene Kelley, Dr. J. F. Keman, K. W. Kling, Frank E. McMullan, Mrs.
Carrie B. McMullan, Russell E. McMullan, George G. Matthews, Dr. R. Matthews, Dr. W. A. Morris, Dr. S. S. Noble, J. H. Norcross, Frank P. Oliver,
C. H. Osborne, Arthur S. Parks, Charles Payne, A. G. Pearson, Robert M.
Piatt, Harry Pottenger, A. B. Reeve, Raymond Ruhl, Dr. P. D. St. John,
R. A. Sankey, Rev. C. S. Sargent, John H. Schell, H. W. Schroeder, Ed. Selover. Prof. Andrew J. Solandt, Sr., J. H. Steward, Mrs. Clara A. Sullivan,
Esther H. Sullivan, Richard H. Sullivan, Warwick A. Sullivan, Richard Frankhn SulHvan, Thomas Shaw, J. H. Shields, Dr. J. W. Shults, Charles H. Smyth,
David Smj^h, Fred G. Smyth, O. B. Stocker, Garner Taylor, Gerald Volk, Mrs.
Gerald Volk, George T. Walker, L. E. Ward, W. J. Weiser, Prof. C. C. Whitlee,

The

Frank Wood, Jr., all of Wichita; and Dr. D. C. Baer,
Moundridge; George A. Blair, Mulvane; Prof. George A. Dean, Manhattan;
Prof, L. L. Dyche, Lawrence; E. H. Ellsworth, Pratt; J. F. Eager, Haysville;
J. S. George, Hutchinson; Judge A. L. L. Hamilton, El Dorado; Prof. Thomas
J. Headlee, Manhattan; Prof. C. E. McClung, Lawrence; C. H. Matthews,
Topeka; Marcellus Piatt, Peck; Mrs. E. J. Robbins, White City; Prof. Theo.
H. Scheffer, Manhattan; and Prof. L. C. Wooster, Emporia.
taker, L. G. Whittier,

REORGANIZATION OF THE AUDUBON SOCIETY OF KANSAS.

On May

meeting was held in Wichita for the purpose of
meeting R. E, Booth was elected president;
O. C. Emery, first vice president; C. M. Irwin, second vice president; Madeleine Aaron, secretary; and Gertrude E. Martin, treasurer.
The work of the new organization has been largely educational. To inspire in children a desire to protect birds, and to teach them to appreciate the
usefulness of birds is now the aim of every member of the society. Through
the assistance of the National Association of Audubon Societies, with which
the Audubon Society of Kansas is affihated, the society has now organized
junior societies in every part of the state. At the present time the number of
5,

1923, a general

reorganizing the society.

junior

At

this

members alone exceeds

50,000.

:

Audubon

Society of Kansas.
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A STATE BIRD.

Of the many things accomplished by the society, perhaps the program most
noteworthy was the sponsoring of the election of a state bird by the school
children of Kansas.

On April 14, 1924, at the monthly meeting of the society, the secretary
brought before the members her plans for having the school children of Kansas elect a state bird. Her plans were favorably received.
Following the instructions of the president, the secretary addressed a letter
to a number of the most noted ornithologists and bird-lovers of Kansas. In
this letter she requested that each one name the bird which he considered the
most ideal to symbolize the state, and to give his reasons for making his choice.
Prof. L, D. Wooster, of the department of biology, Kansas State Teachers'
College, Hays, refused to nominate a bird. He did, however, list the virtues
which, according to his opinion, the state bird should possess. The requirements were these:
1.
Common all over Kansas.
2. Typical of Kansas and the Middle West and its conditions as near as
possible.

4.

Likable and popular, and familiar to folks generally.
Economically valuable at least not questionable in its habits.

5.

Attractive or even beautiful in color and form.

6.

A

3.

7.

—

good singer.
As near an all-the-year

resident as possible.

and were looked upon so favwere sent to all the schools on
January 1, 1925, the opening day of the election campaign. An illustrated
circular was also sent to the schools. This circular was prepared from letters
that were received by the secretary, relative to nominating a state bird.
The giving to the western meadow lark, quail and cardinal the largest number of votes, proved beyond a doubt that the children read and reread the
campaign circular. The letters that were used in this circular, therefore, are
quoted here.
FAVORING THE MEADOW LARK.
These requirements were so

orably

by the

logically chosen

society, that copies of the

Quoted from a

letter

from

J.

list

B. Doze, state fish and

game warden,

Pratt

"Should Kansas elect to declare for a state bird, I would vote that this dismeadow lark,
Not only is he the friend of all
mankind by cheering them with his liquid songs; but he is a helpful ally in
beating back the encroachment of noxious weeds and destructive insects, and,
above all, he is with us in all seasons, through drouth and bhzzard, sunshine
tinction be given the

and

A

rain,

.

.

.

plenty and poverty."

letter

McPherson

from Prof. H. H. Nininger, head of the department
College, McPherson:

of biology,

"I have mentioned the advisability of Kansas having a state bird in a number of my lectures, and I have generally followed the suggestion with the statement that I think the logical choice would be the western meadow lark. This
bird is at once our all-state bird. To many he is the finest songster of North
America. There is not a corner in the state in which he does not reside, and
he is the great destroyer of our old enemy, the Kansas grasshopper. He is
also beautifully plumed.
There are other birds which I think are very desirable, but it seems to me, everything considered, the meadow lark is the

Kansas

bird."

THE WESTERN MEADOW LARK, OUR STATE BIRD.

:

:

:

:
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from Hal G. Evarts, Hutchinson

lark would be my choice for state bird. Kansas is primarily
a prairie state, and the meadow lark is a prairie bird, typical of Kansas. So
many of our birds range only in parts of the state, while the meadow lark is
extremely abundant in every county. Those traveling the state by auto or
train could scarcely fail to encounter these birds in every mile of the journey,
It
since they have the habit of perching along the fence lines in the open.
is strikingly beautiful, and every child is familiar with its notes."

"The meadow

A

letter

from Dr. H. B. Hungerford,
Lawrence

of the

department of entomology, Uni-

versity of Kansas,

"I have thought a good deal about the matter of nominating a bird for
Kansas, but find myself coming back always to the bird which was my favorite
in my boyhood days. I was reared on the Kansas plains, and the meadow lark
is

the best
Prof.

remembered

bird.

Roger C. Smith,

I,

therefore, suggest the

meadow

professor of entomology

associate

lark."

of the

State Agricultural College, Manhattan, suggested the prairie chicken
all

as state bird,

Kansas
first

of

and wrote

"The

prairie chicken is typically a prairie bird, and a lover of vast open
Perhaps an elevation of this bird to this honor would stimulate the
people to give it greater protection and thereby enable it to 'come back' in
numbers suggestive of earlier days. It is a valuable enemy of grasshoppers
and other injurious insects which have caused such heavy losses to the state

spaces.

in the past."

Professor Smith

named

the western

meadow

lark his second choice

and the

dickcissel his third choice.

The cardinal grosbeak received two nominations, one from the late Mrs.
Gene Stratton-Porter, of Los Angeles, Cal., who was an honorary member of
the Audubon Society of Kansas, and one from Anderson Lee Scott, of Pittsburg, Kan.

Mrs. Porter wrote
"In the East we used to call you people the 'Bloody Kansans,' because you
were such wonderful fighters; and this bird is blood red. It has an aggressive
disposition; it has two forms of song, being able to speak more words distinctly than any other bird of the ornithology, since it can say very plainly,
"Pretty, pretty, pretty
Cheer up Cheer up Good cheer
Wet year So
dear!
Come here!" with various elaborations. It is both insectivorous and
!

!

!

!

!

beneficial in cleaning up weed seeds. He is bright, bold, and musical, a bird
with a flaming crest a gay buccaneer in birdland. I heartily recommend him
to your good graces. Certainly, he is the bird I should choose were such a
question asked me concerning
own state; and our cardinals of Indiana are
not quite so large, not quite so red, nor are they quite such exquisite singers
as the big, brilliant red bird of Kansas, which state is really entitled to him
if they want to adopt him first."

—

my

The

following

is

quoted from a

letter written

by Mr,

Scott:

"Attempting to set forth his (the cardinal's) virtues, reminds me of what
John Burroughs said about describing the pond lily, 'our best words mar it.'
His militant demeanor, his boldness and clearness in song, his wide distribution and personal acquaintance in every household in Kansas, eminently quahfies him for the position of state bird.
Who has not heard his bold, I may
say defiant, musical challenge during the mating season? To observe him at
such times, when his flaming plumage reflects the sun's bright rays, 'out in
sunny Kansas' is a sight for the gods
By all means, let us choose our cardinal
!

as the state bird."

:
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George A.

Blair, of

Society.

Mulvane, wrote the following:

My

"I nominate the meadow lark.
second choice would be the cardinal.
reason for selecting the meadow lark is that it is an insect-eating bird,
and that is why I put it first."

My

The

quail, or bobwhite,

was nominated by

J.

C. Mohler, secretary of the

State Board of Agriculture; Jonathan Davis, governor of Kansas; and Prof.

Frank U. G. Agrelius, associate professor

of biology,

Kansas State Teachers

College, Emporia.

Governor Davis selected the quail

"The

for the following reasons:

the great friend of the farmer, and Kansas is preeminently a
farm state. Quail are universally distributed through all parts of the state.
Of beautiful plumage, it remains within the state the year round and does
not migrate. I think the quail would be as truly a representative Kansas
bird as could be selected."
quail

is

Doctor Mohler nominated the

quail,

and told why he did so

in this letter:

"Bobwhite is one of Kansas' most valuable assets and one of the few birds
which names himself. A prince among the creatures of the wild, his summer days are spent in the plenteous fields, where he banquets upon insect pests
and jollies the world along. And then in the fall, on a hazy morning, wide
and blue, when there is a crimson touch on the hardwood trees and the sumac
glows; when the yellow sunflowers show a lyric touch of solitude, he tempts
man away from care and fret to his own dominion, where the spicy smell of
the cornfield's loam but adds new zest to his country home."
Professor Agrelius nominated the quail.

The

following

is

quoted from

his

letter

"I should hke to nominate the quail as our state bird. I do this because of
his utility, particularly as an eater of harmful insects, including the chinch
bug. His appearance is attractive as is also his call. Quails are friendly when
given a chance to be so."

When

Mrs. Bessie Price Reed, formerly of the department of zoology. Uniwas asked to nominate, she found it a difficult
thing to do, because she had so many favorites. She named the chickadee,
quail, wood thrush and bluebird. The following is quoted from her letter:
versity of Kansas, Lawrence,

"If the industry, perseverance and optimism of the early Kansas settlers are
to be symbolized, I know of no better one than the chickadee. If the wheat
I think others as well as
interests are to be considered, there is the quail.
myself associate him with the harvests. Were I to name some special favorites,
I'd list the bluebird and the wood thrush. The former wears the royal blue of
the Kansas skies upon his back, and a bit of its brilliant sunlight upon the
soles of his feet; the latter has a clear, bugle song that might be the 'call of
Kansas.' It is a rather risky business to ask a bird lover to name a bird for
state bird, for such a person is apt to name all of them. So I suspect I had
better stop before another one of my feathered friends hops into view and
"
sings out 'Name me!'

by the secretary from Jess W. Miley, state
was in reply to a letter in which she asked permission for the Audubon Society of Kansas to conduct in the pubHc schools
a campaign to elect a state bird. This letter was featured in the campaign

The

following letter was received

superintendent of schools.

circular.

It

"

:

Audubon

,

Society of Kansas.
ToPEKA, Kan., August
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5,

1924.

The Audubon Society of Kansas, Madeleine Aaron, Secretary,
12S5 N. Emporia Ave., Wichita, Kan.:
Dear Madam The efforts of the Audubon Society to direct attention to a
more comprehensive appreciation of the birds of Kansas by the designation
of some bird to symbolize the state, by a choice expressed by the school children on Kansas Day, meets with the approval of this department.
Attention will be directed to this event by the calendar of school days and

—

events, which will be placed in the hands of each teacher in the state.

Jess W. Miley,
State Superintendent.

Very truly yours,
Mr. Miley kept

his promise, and,

on January

1,

1925, the beginning of the

election campaign, he sent letters to all the schools, in which he urged that

every child be given an opportunity to vote.

Rules for voting were sent to

the schools on January 19th.

The

following were the rules

"1.

The date

"2.

A

set for voting is Kansas Day, January 29, 1925.
school may vote as a whole for one bird. For example, Sunnyside
school, Wichita, Kan., 500 pupils, vote as a whole for the goldfinch. When a
school votes as a whole, the number of pupils composing the school must be
mentioned; for the number of pupils determines the number of votes that
the bird of their choice will receive.
"3.
When this is done, the report should
class may vote as a whole.
state the name of the class and the number of pupils composing the class. The
number of pupils determines the number of votes that the bird of their choice

A

will receive.
"4.
child

—

A

may vote independently for a bird the most desirable way.
this is done, a list of the birds voted for should be given, together with
the number of votes each bird receives. For example Meadow lark (western)
100; Meadow lark (eastern), 12; goldfinch, 80; cardinal, 75; robin, 60; chickadee, 20; dickcissel, 15; etc.
"5.
listing the votes for the meadow lark, make it clear as to which
species is desired eastern or western. The western are more numerous in

When

:

When

—

Kansas.

Some one teacher of a school should superintend the voting, and make
out the hst or report that is to be mailed to the Audubon Society of Kansas.
The signature of the appointed teacher should conclude the report.
"7. Grade school pupils and high school students vote in the same way.
"8. Send the report or list to Madeleine Aaron, secretary, Audubon Society
of Kansas, 1235 N. Emporia avenue, Wichita, Kan."
"6.

result of vote for state

bird.

The Audubon

Society of Kansas.
Madeleine Aaron, Secretary.

Make Kansas Day, January

29,

Bird

Day

in Kansas This Year.

Although Kansas Day, January 29, 1925, was election day, it was not until
Wednesday, February 18, that all the votes were counted and the report of the
election sent to

Mr. Miley.

The western meadow

lark (Sturnella neglecta)

tion committee, which was

won

the election.

The

elec-

composed of Walter T. Emery, chairman; Prof. H.
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Society.

Ernest Crow, Prof. A. S. Hathaway, Madeleine Aaron, W. D. Royer, Mrs. C.
A. Price and William Talbot, submitted the final count, as follows:

Western meadow lark
Quail, or bob white

48,395
38,544
19,863
6,665
1,564

Cardinal grosbeak

Robin
Prairie chicken

Eastern

Mocking

meadow

lark

998

bird

1,159
196

Chickadee

Wren
Dove

354
256
341
362

Oriole

Bluebird
Scattering

2,494

Total

121,191

In checking over the votes, the election committee found that every county
in the state

was well represented.

With

the exception of the southeastern

meadow lark was always the leading choice. Sedgwick, Harvey, Reno, McPherson, Barber, Kingman, Sumner, Rice, Brown, Mitchell and Geary counties gave the western
meadow lark the most votes.
Special mention should be made of Prof. L. D. Wooster, Hays; Jess W.
Miley, Topeka; Prof. H. H. Nininger, McPherson; T. P. Starr, Milton; Anderson Lee Scott, Pittsburg; Mrs. Leta Connor, Fredonia; and R. E. Booth,
Prof. H. Ernest Crow, Prof. A. S. Hathaway, Mrs. J. C. Brown, A. L. Hickman,
Walter T. Emery, O. C. Emery, and Prof. L. W. Brooks, of Wichita. It is to
their credit that the school children of Kansas elected a state bird.
Mr.
Walter T. Emery, chairman of the election committee, not only assumed the
responsibility of financing the campaign, but gave a great deal of his time as
part of the state, which favored the quail, the western

well to superintending the voting in the Wichita public schools.

A

word about the western meadow

lark, our state bird. Victor Murdock, in
which appeared in the Wichita Eagle shortly after the election,
praised him with these words:

an

editorial

"Some one in some organization (always an organization, praise be to Allah) has selected the meadow lark as state bird of Kansas. There is something
to that, something more than to most selections. When nature sprinkled, with
deft fingers, Kansas to our last crinkly corner and then ironed us out flat, she
simultaneously soaked something away in the heart of the meadow lark to fit
the flatness. For your meadow lark pipes a pean to the prairie in a pecuhar
way, if you will think about it. Most songsters are pleased with a perch, and
feathered or unfeathered, fare best behind foothghts. Even the woodpecker,
of dubious vocal charm, can be justly suspected of not needing all those holes
half so much as he craves notice, and so requisitions racket. The imprisoned
representative of that feeble folk, your tiniest canary, has a hitch to its head,
after melody, and a pert flirt in its eye which speaks volumes for vanity. But
the meadow lark seeks no twig or barbed wire for his stage. He creeps out into
the center of an obscure pasture, and, lost in the midst of the monotony of
buffalo grass, suddenly, without audience or hope of one, and without pride in
performance and with absolute disdain of scenic investiture, bursts forth into
a piercing tribute to the prairies. He doesn't work up to a climax and shade
of to a soothing close. He starts loudly and ends loudly and is sensationally
at his strongest or nothing. And so, when you
brief. He is, in fact, all climax
come to think of it, is the prairie."

—
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Sketch of Notable Events

in Its First

Settlements/ by

[From La Cygne Weekly Journal, February

FIVE

miles south of

La Cygne

a bald

W.

A. Mitchell.

22, 1895.]

promontory grows out of the western

On the north. side
near three hundred feet to the waters of the
Marais des Cygnes, which runs along its base. The Gulf 2 road diverges
slightly from its five-mile air line course from the northwest and passes under
prairies

it

and

juts boldly out into the valley landscape.

drops abruptly from

its crest

brow, and a few rods beyond there

is a station for the thriving little village
Unlike the bold north front of the hill, on the south there are
smooth slopes and a cozy site for perhaps a hundred cottages.
In one of the cottages not far from the station there lives a man of slight
build, yet full rounded frame of only medium height, with kindly gray eyes

its

of Boicourt.

and a personality that is marked
by a courtliness which charms his visitor at once. He is one of the men of
Linn county who may be taken as a fair type of the heroic settlers of the decade of 1855-'66. Back of a modesty, which hides too much of valuable un-

set in a face of rather unusual intelligence,

is to be learned a career of remarkable interest.
few days since the writer had occasion to call on him for some information, and having obtained it, was for awhile the guest of this man
widely
known David Sibbett. Seated in his home I was charmed with the expanse
of beautiful scenery stretching out in all directions, a panorama of undulating
prairie and forest, marked off into farms and so dotted with peaceful homes
that one can hardly realize at first that within the range of vision were the
scenes of remarkable events events marking epochs in the history of our
country and affecting the destiny of nations. Its early history was not stained
with the tragedy of later years, yet rich in interesting events. The first white
man to enter from the east the region now known as Kansas was a Frenchman,
M. Du Tissenet,3 who in October, 1719, visited the native Osage Indians in their
village very close to where Pleasanton now stands, and with about the population of the present white village. He reported them to Louis XV of France
as a handsome people living in the affluence of vast herds of cattle and with
abundance of grain, fruit and game. Many years later, in 1760, the intrepid
Choteaus^ visited the region, but up to 1834 it is not known that any white

written history,

A

—

—

This article was compiled from the statements of pioneers.
1.
It is an important hisdocument, for the reason that it preserves local color; it establishes old locations; and
rescues from oblivion names long since forgotten by the many.
Written, as it was, from
memory of survivors of the stirring scenes described after a lapse of forty years, it is often
inaccurate.
The memory cannot carry the minute details of events for so long a time, the
blurring mist of passing years impairs the outlines.
However, the historical inaccuracies will
readily appear to the student, and they do not form an objection sufficient to prevent the reprinting of the article in the Historical Collections.
Minor errors have not been corrected,
since in most instances they are obvious, but in any serious use of the material it would be
well to check with authorities.
Kansas City, Ft. Scott & Gulf R. R., now St. Louis & San Francisco.
2.
Charles Claude Du Tisne.
3.
See Kansas Historical Collections, vol. 9, p. 252 et seg.;
also "Standard History of Kansas," Connelley, 1918, vol. 1, p. 35.
4.
The Chouteaus could not have visited what is now Linn county as early as 1760. The
family came from New Orleans to the trading post of St. Louis some six months after its establishment in 1764.
Pierre Chouteau was the earliest licensed trader with the Osages of
vvhom we have any record; he procured his license from the Spanish government and established his post for the Osages at what is now called Halley's bluff in Vernon county, Missouri about 1782.
Here he gained great ascendancy over these Indians and was able ever after
torical
it

to maintain

it.

—
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man had here taken up his abode. In 1806 Zebulon M. Pike passed through
the valley 5 on the expedition which resulted in the finding of Pike's Peak.
He

Osage Indians, and reported to the authorities at Washington
is one of the most beautiful the
eye ever beheld," and mentioned a venerable warrior, White Hair, as the principal chief. And then looking off at the range of hills toward the southeast
one thinks of the Ozark mountains and remembers the pretty story of Evangeline Bellefontaine ^Longfellow's "Evangeline" who in about 1768 came up
from the Acadian settlements in Louisiana looking among the French trappers
and Indians for Gabriel Lajeunesse, her lover, who had been so ruthlessly torn
from her as related by Longfellow and as Evangeline crossed the Ozark mountains and visited the Indian villages she must have met the Osages here, and
thus was the first white woman to set foot upon what is now Kansas, and no
doubt heard the pretty Indian legend and gave to the river the pretty French
name, "Le Marais des Cygnes."
visited the

that "the country around the Osage village

—

—

;

But from the time Pike

visited the region in 1806 there was a long and unIn 1834 Jean Baptiste began to do business at what is now
Trading Post, about two miles southeast in the heavy forest. There seems to
have been nothing worth recording from* then till 1854, when the opening of
the Kansas Territory was the very incipiency of activities in the "irrepressible
conflict." From then on there is no lack of dates and events. Off to the northeast six miles, in plain view, is the scene of the Hamelton massacre in 1858;
above it on the hill is the little fort built by Old John Brown; off to the west

eventful period.

is Mound City, Paris, Brooklin, Mansfield, Moneka, and between, countless
farms on which were seen the fires of the burning homes of lovers of liberty
in the border war; scenes of martyrdom everywhere; places where pages of
history were made by men who became famous or infamous by the making.
The whole sweep of the horizon to the east marks the route of Price's panic-

stricken horde flying before the federal troops in October, 1864,
creek, eight miles south,

is

and

at

Mine

the scene of their last stand, where was fought a

bloody battle, with 25,000 men involved, with all the atrocities of civil war
where several hundred rebels were killed and 150 Union soldiers "bivouacked
on Fame's eternal camping ground."
Fit place indeed for a heroic soul to calmly

merciful and sometimes merciless mutations.

years has from this

was not

my

hill

seen

all

sit in

Yet here

contemplation of
is

a

man who

life's

for forty

While it
from recording the remarkable

of hfe pass in review before him.

original purpose, I can not refrain

story I have heard from Mr. Sibbet.

In 1855, Mr. Sibbet, then about twenty-eight years of age, had been
ing in Petersburg, Va., and there formed the resolve to

home and

come

west.

He

visit-

paid

and after the manner
of traveling at that time, by a series of steamboat and ox-team journeys arrived
at Independence, Mo., on the 30th day of March, 1855. Here a most curious
and lasting impression was made upon him by the people he met, as the men
were invariably aged and decrepit, while the women and children were in the
usual proportion of a town population. He was so impressed by the entire
a brief

visit to his

birthplace in Pennsylvania,

He followed the
5.
It is very doubtful if Pike ever entered what is now Linn county.
The most
Little Osage river, going nearly west, with the river some distance from his right.
authoritative annotations we have on the Pike expeditions are those of Elliott Coues. "Expeditions of Zebulon M. Pike," Coues, 1895, 3 vols.
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absence of vigorous men, that he commented on it to some of the people, and
was told that "all the men who were able had gone over into Kansas to votel"
Subsequent events proved that on that very day they had voted in sufficient
numbers to elect the bogus legislature hereinafter commented upon. Sibbet
continued from Independence to Westport, now a part of Kansas City, where
he stayed till May, 1855, when the cholera broke out, and he and his younger
brother Samuel fell in with William Chouteau and rode with him to Trading
Another incentive than escape from cholera prompted him to leave
Post.
Westport, as the place was crowded with blustering, murderous proslavery men,
and at the hotel all the men slept in one big room, and the principal conversation was in scheming to make Kansas a slave state and in cursing "abolitionists"; and once he was awakened and questioned as to where he came from,
to which he replied "Petersburg, Va.," which seemed to satisfy his questioner
that he was in favor of slavery.
Arriving at Trading Post, he heard of a thriving settlement five miles west,
and went there, bought a claim, broke ten acres, farmed a little and taught
school.
There were more people in the neighborhood then than now. He
taught in a log house, with a hole covered with muslin to admit light, and as
he was appointed postmaster in 1856 (and served continuously till 1893
thirty-seven years) he became intimate with the people, a majority of whom
were proslavery in their views. Thus he and his free-state friends were isolated, and the news they got from the outside world was all colored to suit
the other people. Although he was postmaster, during the days the bogus
legislature held power they did not even permit newspapers or writing of any
kind defending free-state ideas to enter the territory, making it a felony and
an "incendiary" act to do so, and frequently some settler was burned out because it was learned he was a subscriber for the New York Tribune.
There was enough excitement to keep off ennui in the little settlement. The
free-state people were in the minority, and, intent upon making homes, had
scattered out over the prairies, while the proslavery people. were there for a
pohtical purpose to acquire dominion and clannishly held together.
Importations from Georgia, Alabama and other southern communities supplied
in sufficient numbers the kind of men to carry on a guerilla war of intimidation. They were undoubtedly not of the best southern people. Still there were
men of intelhgence, refinement and influence among them. Among Mr. Sibbet's acquaintances was a Mr. E. O. Brooks, who kept a general store, and as
the place was growing into a town Mr. Sibbet suggested that it be called
Brooklin a combination of Brook and Linn, the name of the county which
was adopted. There was a sort of militia organized, with proslavery men in
control of it. A big stock of whisky in Brooks' store supplied the rather dis-

—

—

—

—

—

sipated frequenters of the place.

Brooks got into some trouble and left without disposing of his stock of goods,
and a short time after Mr. Sibbet met him at West Point, Mo., and purchased
the store and took into partnership with him Zebediah William Leasure, who
had moved into the community from Richland county, Ohio, with a wife and
two children, Marion Franklin, the La Cygne lawyer, being the oldest. They
continued partnership a few months when William M. Cannon, a Pennsylvanian, bought out Mr. Leasure, and the firm was then Sibbet & Cannon

39—324
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the spring of 1860, when they traded the store for a farm at Brooklin and
some cattle. Visions of wealth appeared to them in the shape of farm products
and live stock, and they bought hogs and cattle extensively, which were put
in the pastures of the river bottom lands. But 1860 was the j^ear of famine.
Not a single roasting ear grew on their corn. For thirteen months not a drop
of rain fell. The cattle and hogs drifted awaj' and were never seen, and
Mf. Sibbet was left penniless.
But the years between 1855 and 1860 were not uneventful. The proslavery
people were asserting themselves continually. The bogus statutes made it a
felony punishable by death to be a subscriber to a free-state newspaper, and
the penalty was frequently inflicted. There were times when burning homes
till

could be seen at every^ point of the compass, where death and the torch were

Samuel Nickels, who until a few years
ago lived about ten miles southeast of La Cygne, was burned out and ordered
to leave because of a New York Tribune being found in his house by some
of the marauders.^
being carried by self-appointed raiders.

In May, 1858, Mr. Sibbet saw a man named Evans ride excitedly into
who stated there was a mob of outlaws murdering the settlers around
Trading Post. The necessities of the time were apparent to Mr. Sibbet, and
securing a rifle and a bag of buckshot with which to arm free-state settlers,
Brooklin,

he mounted a horse and rode about forty miles over the prairies to the west,
The next morning
the trackless prairies were covered with horsemen all converging at Brooklin,
asking the settlers for aid for the Trading Post people.

Two

companies were hastily organized, the

the second John Gates, of Brooklin.

first

electing

They hastened

Gideon Potts captain,
in

militan,^

order to

Trading Post, only to find that Hamelton's horde of assassins had selected their
victims and taken them north to kill them. Following, they found where
eleven men had been shot down in cold blood by a mob imder Charles Hamelton, of Missouri; but the "wolves of the border had crept from the dead,"
Hamelton saying^ ''We must get out of this. Who knows but what Jim Lane
That day and event was
is in the brush there with a thousand abohtionists "
the beginning of a new epoch in American history. The story of the atrocious
crime was telegraphed throughout the North and Whittier immortalized it in
his poem, "Le Marais du Cj'gne."
The great hero of the time was not far away. Old John Bro^Mi was in Linn
county, and with Montgomeiy and his men visited the scene of the massacre.
George W. Creager was there, and t-alked with Brown, whom he sa3's was a
quiet observer of all that was said and done, without seeking to influence
them. It was two years after the trouble at Osawatomie, in which Fred
Brown had been murdered in a cowardly manner by a mob under Rev. Martin
White. Fred Brown had been surrounded and ordered to surrender. He
showed the most heroic courage, and as Martin White pointed his huge
pistol at him calmly walked up to the murderous old man who claimed to
be one of God's vicars. When Fred stood in front of Old White, the latter
dehberately shot him through the heart, and the cursing outlaws loudly applauded the act."^ Old John then came down into Linn county and established
!

Under section 3 of chapter 151, "An act to punish offenses against slave property,
of 1855," much suffering and tribulation and many indignities were meted out to freestate families.
For an account of the killing of Frederick Brown, see "Standard History of Kansas,"
7.
6.

Laws

Connelley, 1918, vol.

2, p.

614.

!
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a fort with Montgomery and some of his neighbors on Montgomery's farm,
five miles northwest of Mound City.
Thornton Creager and Mr. Sibbet went out there to visit the fort and see
the famous Brown. They found Montgomery's farm all right, but were mis-

taken by Mrs. Montgomery for enemies, and received a defiant repl.y to their
men, she saying they would receive company at the fort, show-

inquiries for the

ing

them the way.

They found

the fort in a small cornfield, in the center

of which was a high knoll on which the log fort was built, the whole being

surrounded by an enormous rail fence. They halloed, and several men appeared with rifles ready for service to receive them. They were allowed to
come in, Sibbit being mistaken to be Robert B. Mitchell, who was becoming
known as a leader in sentiment of his community, and had some views of his
own somewhat antagonistic to Brown's methods, though thoroughly in sympathy with the cause. Sibbet soon set them right as to his identity, but as he
was an intimate friend of Mitchell's he defended his views in a conversation
which followed with Montgomery. They were inside the fort, a log house with
portholes, and half the space given to one big bed in which all the men slept
together. In the midst of the conversation Mr. Sibbet was startled to see a
gaunt, haggard old man rise up in bed, his venerable white beard sweeping
the coarse, dirty blanket, and with loud voice and vehement gestures he
denounced Sibbet's views as visionarj^ and impractical, saying the saber and
the rifle were the only remedy for the great wrongs perpetrated by the proslavery people.

This was Sibbet's introduction to Old John Brown. The discussion grew
Sibbet took the stand that Brown's ideas were too radical, and sought
to argue by saying that the great wrong done to Brown by the murder of

warm.

had made him unconsciously and naturally revengeful. But Brown
warmly disclaimed the motive of revenge, and avowed that all his actions were
done in the name of God and liberty
Thornton Creager became very sick, and was taken care of in the fort that
night, and Sibbet spent the night at Montgomery's house.
Mr. Creager says
that there was earnest discussion among the men, but as he was very sick he
did not hear much of it. Once, when he used some western vernacular rather
expressive and a little profane, Brown corrected him, saying there was no
excuse for such language. But he was very kind to him, and at night they
slept side by side on the bed on the floor. No watch was set, but a fierce dog
was chained at the door to announce visitors.
This visit to John Brown was intensely "interesting to them, both because of
the people and the most eloquent discussions with such dramatic surroundings.
Kagi, who was one of Brown's most noted followers, Montgomery, and the
celebrated poet and orator, Richard Realf, of Indiana, were present at the

his son

They now realize that Brown was right in his treatment of the situation,
and believe but that for his heroic leadership the cause of human freedom
might have been defeated in the border war. It was the last of Brown in

fort.

Kansas, for in that

little fort

the details of the Virginia raid were perfected.^

—

Note. The Journal will endeavor to collect as much of the unwritten
history of Linn county as possible, with the intention of ultimately putting it
into book form, and will hereafter publish a series of articles giving the true
8.

The

foregoing paragraphs regarding

Brown and

authorities; read chapter 10, p. 346, of Villard's

his

men

are not in accordance with the

"John Brown."
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many notable events as viewed from a local standpoint. Of course
in articles prepared for the newspaper there can not be much attempt at
literaiy excellence, as they are condensed as closely as possible to the bare
facts, but in the compilation of a book they will be rewritten and omissions put
in and all corrections made. Able historians have given many of the affairs a
place in the general history of the country, and it is not intended to reproduce
their accounts, but to tell the relation of the families who have made Linn
county their home for forty years to the events which make Linn county so inThis work had never been systematically done, and
teresting historically.
story of the

after day mention is made of the lack of some organization to attend to
Years ago whert the heroes of the border war were plenty there seemed
to be no need of it, but now they are growing scarce and unless care is taken
much of the local history will die with them. The Trading Post facts and
folklore should be given to the coming generations by the Halls, Gosses,
Hadsells and others; Brooklin and Scott township have the Leasures, Prestons,
Mitzels, Snooks, Creagers and many others; in Mound City are Morse, the
Smiths, Wattles and others Paris still has the Dobynses and Sheekses Liberty
has the Cottles, Days, Underhills Isaac Croxton, Wash. Gowing, Lee Mayfield
and others in La Cygne have a fund of information and throughout the
country are other men and women who could and should contribute to a
compilation of the true story of the county. The best way is to put it in
writing and have it printed and verified while it is possible. The Journal will

day
it.

;

;

;

;

gladly receive and preserve manuscripts, and when available will carefully
edit and print them, of course reserving the right to verify all statements.
As we wish to avoid repetition, the sooner the work is started the better.

PEOPLE AND PLACES MENTIONED IN THE BOGUS STATUTES.
[From La Cygne Weekly Journal, March

1,

1895.]

After going from the fort to Montgomery's house, after the interview with
Old John Brown, Mr. Sibbet spent a pleasant evening with the family. The
house had but one room below, and was very tidy, with a nice bed in it.
Montgomery told Sibbet he was to sleep there, but Sibbet insisted he did not
want tO' discommode the family, and that he would climb up into the little
garret and let Montgomery and his wife and children sleep below. Montgomery said no, that they never slept there, and showed Sibbet that the wall had
been perforated with bullets which had also gone through the bed in search of
Montgomery. Sibbet stayed in the bed that night without trouble, but says
he has since felt how thoughtful it was of his host to tell him of the pleasant
practices of his neighbors.

At the election held March 30, 1855, there were enough illegal votes to render the election void, but the prosl'avery candidates met and organized that
which has since been known as the Bogus legislature. What is now called the
senate was then the council, and Mr. Younger, the father of the famous

Younger outlaws, was the member of the council from the district of Linn,
Miami, Franklin, and Anderson counties. Who the representatives were is
not known.9 This Bogus legislature met at Pawnee, on the Kansas river, in
accordance with a proclamation of the governor, and after having organized
by electing their officers, they passed a law to remove the seat of government
temporarily to the Shawnee Manual Labor School (now known as Rosedale),
9.

Henry Younger was a representative from the seventh district, not a councilman. His
W. A. Heiskell, Allen Wilkinson and Samuel Scott. The councilA. M. Coffey and David Lykins.

fellow representatives were

men were
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where they again convened on the 22d da}^ of July, 18o5A^ Mr. Younger had
never lived an hour in the territory, but his proslavery views quahfied him
with the people who elected him. Mr. Sibbet afterward met him and remembers

him

as a bright, pleasant gentleman.

Naturally trouble resulted from the attempt to enforce their so-called enactments, and in 1857 an election was held in which every voter went to the polls

men not only voted but saw
was a big free-state victory. Robert
B. Mitchell and Addison Danford were elected representatives, and
looking like a walking arsenal, and the free-state

that the ballots were counted.

Standifordii elected

member

The

result

of the council; but the latter died shortly after

SHAWNEE MANUAL LABOR SCHOOL.
and a

which Sibbet was e'ected and took
Kansas. They met at
Lecompton, but the members were compelled to live at Lawrence because of
the lack of accommodations. It was then the acts of the Bogus legislature
were declared illegal and were expunged, and the statutes, which had been
printed and distributed to the members, were condemned and ordered to be
destroyed by fire. Of course it was impossible to destroy them all, scattered
as they were, but a bonfire was started in front of the Eldridge House in Lawrence and George W. Dietzler, speaker of the house of representatives, marched
out in a dramatic manner, holding a copy of the unholy edicts aloft, and as
a symbol of their complete effacement cast the book into the flames with the
Shakespearean quotation, "Out, damned spot!"
Mr. Sibbet had been given a copy as a member of the council, but, unlike
many of the members, did not have it with him to cast into the fire, and it
election,

special election

part in the proceedings of the

was held,
first

at

legal legislature of

10. The Shawnee Manual Labor School stood on the SW^^. of sec. 3, twp. 12, R. 25 E.,
Johnson county, Kan. The legislature convened there on July IG, 185.5.
11. Hii'am B. Stacdiford.
For sketch see Kansas Historical Collections, vol. 10, p. 207.
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it

he pointed out

its

peculiarities.

The book itself is an interesting study as an illustration of the subtle methods employed to overturn law and precedent and to obtain dominion over and
make subservient to sordid, mercenary interests the vast extent of country
then unpeopled. The volume is like an ordinary octavo statute, in sheep
binding, and has nearly eleven hundred pages.

"The Statutes

The

title

page reads:

Kansas; passed at the first session of the
legislative assembly, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-five; To which are
affixed the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of the U. States,
and the act of Congress organizing said Territory, and other acts of Congress
having immediate relation thereto. Printed in pursuance of the statute in
such case made and provided. Shawnee M. L. School. John T. Brady, Public
of the Territory of

Printer, 1855."

The preface was written by ''Samuel A. Lowe, superintendent," his title no
doubt meaning that he superintended the compilation and publishing of the
Bogus enactments. His remarks cover five pages, and give a resume of the
proprietorship of the territory from its occupation by the French by right of
discovery till 1762, when it was ceded to Spain, and its retrocession October 1,
1800, to France, and from France to the United States April 30, 1803.
The body of the Bogus laws was copied almost verbatim from the Missouri
laws, which had been the English common law since 1816, when it superseded
the civil law of France and Spain.
In the main body of the laws was the act defining and naming the counties,
beginning with Johnson county, which was described as it now exists; then
Lykins (since changed to Miami) and then Linn, with practically the same
boundaries it now has. There were a great many names given to counties
which did not stick, as Crawford was called McGee; Montgomery was called
Dom; and among other names which failed to preserve a place on the map
were Weller, Richardson, Breckenridge, Madison, Godfrey, Hunter, and Calhoun. It was provided by the act that the county seat of Linn should be located within three miles of the geographical center of the county by commissioners to be elected in October, 1855.
There were one hundred and forty-seven special acts relating to the incorporation of towns and companies and to ferries and roads. Quite a number
spoke of Linn county places still familiar. Martin Taylor and John Ballard
were given the monopoly of a ferry and ford where the old mill stands which
was built at considerable expense by R. A. Denton in 1870, on the Mundell
farm, and Taylor lived on the farm now held by William Griffin. The ferry
was operated opposite where Thornton Creager now lives. Many roads were
provided for which crossed the river at Ballard's ford, where La Cygne now
stands, one from Westport, Mo., to Fort Scott, and one from West Point, Mo.,
to Cofachiqui, the county seat of Allen county. There was provision for a
road from Niswanger's ford on Little Sugar, past Sugar Mound (now known
as Mound City) to Jense's old trading post on the Marais des Cygnes.
But the one act in which all the designs of the proslavery people were
centered was "An act to punish offences against slave property." This was
the title of the act intended to estabhsh and perpetuate the institution of
slavery in Kansas Territory, and a more rigorous measure was never proclaimed by a legislature nor decreed by a monarch. It absolutely forbade
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the expression of sentiment against slavery in any form
printing, or permitting such things to be done.

The

act

615

^by speech, writing,

had thirteen

sections,

which had the uniform prescription of "death" as the penalty
of violating it, while the following six were cunningly worded to describe the
same offenses, and declared them a felony punishable by imprisonment yet
by fiendish design every victim would have been liable to the death penalty
The thirteenth section
if the court was in the mood to so construe the law.
made any person conscientiously opposed to slavery disqualified to sit as a
the

first six

of

—

juror.

Mr. Sibbet had an interesting military career. The feehng of the people
was such that when President Lincoln called for 75,000 men there was a
meeting hurriedly called to meet at Robert B. Mitchell's place, called Mansfield at that time, and a company was organized with Mitchell captain,
Byron Ayres lieutenant, and Ezekiel Bunn second lieutenant. They went to
Lawrence, intent upon making Mitchell colonel of the regiment to be organized, but were defeated in this because their company was not full. Sibbet
hurried back to Linn county and got enough to fill it and Mitchell then got
the coveted colonelcy .^^ It was not long till they were on the first great battlefield of the West at Wilson Creek, and their bravery there is recorded with
that of the Union army. At Wilson Creek Sibbet was an ensign, Mitchell insisting that his friend should have an office, and this was the only one left.
This Second regiment was enlisted for three months, and when mustered
out he was penniless, and after a visit to Brooklin he walked to Leavenworth,
where he served in the state militia, but during the entire time, present or
absent, he was postmaster at Brooklin till 1870, when the office was removed
three miles east to the railroad at Barnard (now Boicourt), and Mr. Sibbet
went with it, and continued as postmaster till removed by Grover Cleveland
in 1893

—thirty-seven years

of continuous service as postmaster.

Mr. Sibbet came west without any intention of taking part in political
affairs, and it was by accident that he located among and hved with the
proslavery people. It is very creditable to him that he maintained his own
ideas on popular questions against their persuasions.
Once he was visited
at Mooney's boarding house in Brooklin by the noted James P. Fox, and
told that while in good conscience he was right, that he ought to profit by
the opportunity by adopting the proslavery ideas, as the free-state people
would not be in control of affairs for twenty-five years to come. A few days
later Fox was in such desperate straits that he stopped a friend in the road,
robbed him of his horse, and escaped into Missouri, and afterwards became
the leader of a ''posse" of marauders that murdered and pillaged in Linn
county.

Note.

—In

preparing

memoranda

for use in compiling Linn county history,
are many instances of duplicate names if
initials only are given. Dates should be verified, and in case of quoting from
others, give full reference to such authorities.
Many small incidents are of
value and should be preserved. Remember that ''the cackling of the geese
saved Rome," and that trifling events here may have been the beginning of
great affairs.

give the

12.

names

in full, as there

Second Kansas Volunteer infantry, organized at Lawrence, June 11, 1861; musjtered
June 20.

into service
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W. LEASURE ASSISTED IN
[From La Cygne Weekly Journal, March

MAKING HISTORY.
8,

1895.]

Zebediah William Leasure did a good deal for Linn county in the early days
it his numerous offspring and by defending it from the enemy.
his wife are of German descent, though the Leasures came to
this country from England with William Penn.
Mr. and Mrs. Leasure (who
was Louisa Catherine Creager) left Richland county, Ohio, in the fall of 1854,
with their first born, Marion Franklin, and settled in Montezuma, Poweshiek
county, Iowa, where he engaged in the mercantile business, but the severe
winter discouraged him, and the next spring 1855 he came on to Linn county,
having at Montezuma had a daughter (now Frances Leasure Stevenson) added
to his family.
He took up a homestead at Brooklin and has lived there
ever since. There have been born to them here Loretta Elizabeth, Emmet
Lincoln, Augustus William, Emery Ellsworth, Emma Josephine Lehr, and
K. Carson Leasure.

by giving to
Both he and

—

—

Shortly after their arrival here there were stories of great gold discoveries

Peak, and in company with Thornton Creager, George Weldon,
Nathaniel McCarty and a man named Conrad, he started for the Peak. They
had spent all their available wealth for their outfit. When they got out on
the plains a war party of Comanches surrounded their camp, stampeded all
their horses, and left them on the prairies with their loaded wagons, which
was something of a predicament at that time. Many days were spent in
wondering how they would get out of it, but finally a Santa Fe freighter
traded them a yoke of small Mexican cattle and they slowly worked their way
back, and have not gone on gold hunting expeditions since. After that there
at Pike's

was too much trouble at home for foreign expeditions.
Captain Leasure was a trusted friend of Montgomery and of John Brown,
and with his friends generally joined the organized companies of the western
For a while they suffered raids from a band of propart of the county.
slavery men who infested Rockville, up in Miami county, and they went up
to send them back to Missouri and succeeded. After a fight with the bushwhackers, they drove them into a frame church, and there seemed to be no
George Creager had borrowed a big
results from rifle shots put into it.
shotgun of enormous bore from Hugh Huston, and had it loaded with nlugs.
He was the object of considerable derision and was called the artillery of the
expedition, but when the bushwhackers took refuge in the church he was
asked to try his gun on them. The first discharge sounded so like a cannon and
the slugs ripped off so much of the siding that the occupants jumped out and
ran for the timber and for Missouri.
These expeditions became necessary frequently and at the most inopportune times. Once they stopped their threshing machine and left at a moment's
notice and were gone a week.
After the Marais des Cygnes massacre in 1858, the proslavery people did
all their work through a secret organization, and the free-state men found it
necessary to resort to similar methods to keep themselves informed of the
doings of the enemy. This was a rather embarrassing situation, as some of the
pro.slavery people were their everyday associates, some of whom were companionable people when not influenced by poHtical matters. Marion Leasure
remembers that on one occasion a room was set apart in their house in which
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to entertain some company, and he, childlike, was curious to
the family were not invited, and listened to the proceedings. After
a few had gathered the door was closed and a man put in charge of it. Newcomers announced themselves by giving three raps on the door. If he was
his father

was

know why

member the following was the formula for his reception; "Who is there?"
"What Star?" "John Star." "Come in." Settlers, thus assembled
from many miles around, would then compare notes and devise ways and

a

"Star."

means

to protect their lives

and property.

The proslavery people had had their lodge organization from the beginning.
Secret Indian treaties made at Washington were made known to them, by
which lands then held by the tribes would be relinquished and thrown open to
As this information was valuable, it was only intrusted to those
who would strengthen their side and keep the secret. For a long time they
were not detected, but after the free-state people got the ascendency it was no
longer safe for them to gather in such numbers in the settlements, and they
of necessity met in the forests of the river bottoms, and many a coon hunt
and wolf drive wound up in the meeting of a "Blue Lodge," "Social Band," or
gathering of the "Sons of the South," as their different organizations were
respectively called. The last place where they are known to have met was on
a spot where the Marais des Cygnes river strikes Hensley Point, three miles
southwest of La Cygne. Some free-state man invaded their stronghold rather
by accident, where he saw a lodge of Knights of the Golden Circle in session,
and what he learned and exposed scared the proslavery people into an abandonment of further work in that line, and many were soon in the guerilla
camps on the Missouri line.
Captain Leasure stayed at Brooklin till 1862, when he enlisted in company I,
Second Kansas cavalry, and as about that time soldiers were needed, he did not
wait till uniforms could be furnished, but went forth as a cavalryman clad in
his wedding suit, and took part in the lively battles at Newtonia, Cane Hill,
Prairie Grove, Van Buren, and Fayetteville. At Newtonia his regiment was
ordered to take a rebel battery, and they took it, but in the melee Leasure's
horse was shot all to pieces, just as he handed the rein to the "fourth
trooper," and he went into the action on foot and completely riddled that
wedding suit, of which he frequently hears since. While in Arkansas his horse
fell upon him, seriously injuring him, and on January 24, 1863, he was discharged because of his disability. In August, 1864, Governor Carney sent him
a commission as captain of Company K, Sixth Kansas militia, with rank dating
from September 26, 1863. Each county was given a regiment, and the companies were raised by townships. At that time the Miami Indians occupied
nearly all of what is now Lincoln township, so it contributed its men to Captain Leasure's company
in Scott township. A very strict military discipline
was enforced. The headquarters of the regiment were at Mound City, with
James D. Snoddy as colonel and Ed R. Smith as lieutenant colonel. Each
company was assembled every Saturday afternoon at some central spot and
given a half day of steady, hard work at drilling. Regularl}^ every Saturday
morning an orderly was sent from each company to headquarters at Mound
City, and the orders issued by the colonel were read to the various companies
settlement.

K

during the day.

At the time

of Price s raid this

regiment had a campaign of hard marching
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and severe fighting, and had the funny experience of bringing the enemy home
with them and licking them in sight of their famihes. They were in the
battles of Big Blue and Hickman's Mills, and then were cutting souvenirs
off the coat tails of the rebels until they got to Trading Post, where the
two armies encamped on the night of October 23, 1864. From the homes of
company K the camp fires of the armies were plainly visible, and at dawn
their breakfast dishes were shaken by the concussions of the cannonading, and
by ten o'clock the big fight at Mine Creek was in full blast. The following is
the roster of the

company October

COMPANY

—Z.

Officers

W,

9 to October 26, 1864:

SIXTH KANSAS MILITIA.

Leasure, captain; Elias Snook,

first

lieutenant; Thornton

J. H. Milton, second
Henry Lansdon, fourth sergeant;
Ezra Moore, second corporal; James L. McCarty,

Creager, second lieutenant; Richard Hill,

first

sergeant;

sergeant; John C. Milton, third sergeant;
S. E.

Ewing,

first

corporal;

third corporal.

Privates

—Sylvester Armstrong,

Henry Auchey, Frank Augur, A. D. Colson,

Daniel Chase, John Copenhaver, William Dillon, Henry Dalmier, David Dav-

John W. Ewing, Anthony Frietche, William J. Frey,
John Freer, Robert Foster, George W. Fulkerson, Washington Gowing, Drury
Gowing, William S. Gray, Levi A. Hodson, Daniel J. Hodson, Ohver D. Harmon, George Hart, Harvey Hart, Wilson Hensley, E. Hill, Joel Hester, George
Humiston, Ira Lawrence, Henry Long, William Long, Andrew J. Loomis, Alexander Lemon, John Lemon, Ford E. Lamb, John Moore, Joseph Moore, J. McGinnis, Edward J. Merrill, Jesse Milton, George S. Mooney, Samuel Miner,
William Padley, Joseph W. Payne, Alpha Pay ton, Asa Palmer, Sanford Riley,
Marion Riley, Amos Robinson, James C. Stewart, James Smith, Daniel Smith,
Joshua W. Sheek, William Summers, Green W. Shrake, Samuel Scott, William
A. Stites, Rufus Stites, P. T. Sappington, Middleton Story, WilUam Snook,
Thomas Toal, Henry Trustey, William Trustey, Granville Tippey, Ezra
Tippey, William R. Thomas, George Walters, Andrew J. Walters, James P.
Wishart, Stephen Wood, Smith Williams, John Williams, John Whisner, Samuel Whisner, Robert Whisner.
Among the many notable characters thrown together by the fortunes of war
was George Meyers, so long a well-known citizen after the war. He was with
Leasure in the Second Kansas cavalry. He had had an exciting career previous to coming here. Born in Baden, Germany, he had gone to Switzerland to
escape military service. From there he went to Paris and went into the
French army for the campaign in Algiers. But he did not hke French campaigning, and escaped to the United States, and from New Orleans went to
Cincinnati, Ohio, and from there here. He was a brave, popular soldier, and
enport, Julius Davenport,

now

gets his mail at his birthplace in the Fatherland, his address being 121

Brennenstrasse, Bondorf, Baden,

Germany.
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STORY OF A NORTH CAROLINA FAMILY AND THEIR NEIGHBORS.
[From La Cygne Weekly Journal, March

Among

15, 1895.]

the observing and influential people of the early period were the

family of Joshua Wilson Sheek and his wife, Lucinda Gross Sheek. They had
a large family of children Catherine, James Benjamin, Martha, Christian

—

Mary Ann, Jesse Lee, and Lloyd—who by force of character
and by marriage among the neighboring families became quite conspicuous in
the settlements. The parents were from North Carolina, where nearly all the
children were born. James Benjamin Sheek is now living near where the
family located forty years ago. He was born near Doylestown, N. C, FebRiley, Malinda,

ruary 28, 1836, and accompanied the family in their migration west in 1850,
till November, 1855, when they came to Brooklin, Linn

stopping in Iowa

He probably saw as much of the inner
people as any of his time having free-state principles.
county, Kansas.

of the proslavery

life

He was

only twenty
worked at whatever offered,
which happened to be general farm work for James and David Fleming, brothers of Skillman Fleming, the leader of the proslavery element and the commander of the proslavery militia. (And parenthetically it should be explained that among the slavery people the militia and every mob and gathering of the proslavery forces was designated a ''posse.")
Living among them
as Sheek did, eating and sleeping with them, he became famiHar with their
character and learned many of their secrets. In 1856 the Sheeks were notified
by a member of one of the worst bands of marauders in the country that they
were in danger. They believed their informant, one Bill Royal, as they had
formerly known him in North Carolina; and the Sheeks, Leasures, Creagers,
and Sibbets went over into Missouri and for nine weeks camped on Mormon
Fork, nine miles northeast of West Point. It turned out they were correctly
informed, as the notorious darkens came down through Linn county from
the northeast with 400 raiders that were ruffians in the worst sense of the
word, arid from Trading Post to Mound City killed and destroyed people
and property. The horrible outrages committed by these licentious freebooters were so terrible that old men who know of them will now only talk
of them in a confidential way too villainous and obscene to be even recorded
in history. It was during this raid that Samuel Nichols was burned out, and
from Brooklin Hill men counted a half dozen houses burning at one time in
as many different directions. At Brooklin two women stayed and braved the
threatened danger heroic Mrs. Creager and Mrs. James Mooney.
One of the interesting incidents of the Clarke raid was the capture of Wash
Gowing, Sr., father of Wash Gowing, of La Cygne. The posse compelled him
to hitch up his team and accompany them to haul their plunder.
Houses
were plundered of everything portable, which was put into Gowing's wagon,
and then the house was burned. He obeyed at the muzzle of a rifle till the
posse reached Linnville, where the frenzied mob surrounded the house of a
free-state man and committed outrages that were worse than any ever recorded
against savage Indians. There was a young man in the house sick, with his
father, mother and sister attending him. Entering the house they emptied the
different bottles of medicine into one mass and forced it down the sick man's
years of age, and after the

manner

of the times

—

—

13.

George W. Clarke; see Andreas' "History of Kansas," 1883,

p.

1103.
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and as the father protested beat him into

The crimes

insensibility with a rifle

that followed are too foul for record.

witnessed them, and climbing into his

wagon he threw

all

Old

man Go wing

the plunder out on

the ground, and with a hatchet to defend himself, denounced the fiends and
told- them he would die before he would obey their orders further, and drove
away unmolested. On his way home he met Sheek and told him the details

of the affair,

Mr. Sheek was a close friend of Pat Devhn, the originator of the famoiis
"Jayhawker" patronymic, and had several adventures with him. At the time
the posse were raiding through the north part of the county, which resulted
in the battle of Middle Creek in Liberty township, Mr. Sheek, Pat Devlin
and William Trovinger were visiting at the house of an acquaintance on the
creek.
The family and visitors were having a pleasant social evening, when
they were suddenly surprised at finding the place surrounded by about 200
boisterous, cursing horsemen.
Sheek and Devlin were persuaded to climb
quickly up into a little space between the ceiling and the roof and Trovinger
and the other men disappeared somewhere. When the posse asked for the men
the ladies told them they had had warning and had gone for help. It was not
far from John Brown's headquarters, and evidently the raiders thought it best
not to molest the women, and they passed on west, meeting a body of freestate men, who gave battle to them, and they were soon scampering back to
Missouri, telling exaggerated stories of meeting thousands of abolitionists with
cannon, etc. After the war one of this posse told Sheek that had he and Devlin been found they would have been killed.
Every little settlement had its posse, and one method of intimidation was
to enforce free-state men to do service in them. The Paris posse was particularly active in insisting that free-state men should take up arms against
their own neighbors in what was supposed to be a time of peace. Sheek was
for awhile staying at Mrs. Mooney's boarding house in Brooklin, waiting upon
a sick man. He was repeatedly notified that he was expected to do service
in the Paris posse, and at one time they came and served notice on him that
trouble would result if he were not there at the next meeting time. Through
Mrs. Mooney's intercession he was allowed to stay with the sick man, and no
doubt escaped violence.
In May, 1858, Mr. Sheek was sent by his employers to accompany Ford
Lamb in driving the cattle of Skillman Fleming to Pleasant Hill, Mo., as the
free-state people were getting numerous enough to make him uncomfortable.
They stopped May 18, at West Point, Mo., then quite a good-sized town, and
through curiosity visited the camp of the "posse" of several hundred selfappointed guardians of slavery, and ate dinner with some proslavery men
who had formerly lived at Brooklin, but had now joined the guerillas. At a
little past midday their leader, Charles A. Hamelton, addressed the mob, saying there was "an expedition going south in the valley and that he wanted no
man to go with it who would not obey orders that there were some devils
down there that must be attended to." The next morning, May 19, the
"posse" had disappeared, and Sheek went on to Pleasant Hill, and Hamelton
and his ruffians had "attended to" eleven men at Trading Post by committing
the Marais des Cygnes massacre. A few days afterward "Uncle Billy" Long,
of Brooklin, went to Pleasant Hill and told his relatives, who were proslaver>^

—

—
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people, of the horrible massacre, saying he had seen the victims and knew all
the circumstances; yet Mr. Sheek says the Missouri people were incredulous,

and would not believe that such a terrible state of affairs existed in Kansas.
In 1859 Mr. Sheek returned to Brooklin, and for a while followed carpentering. James Parent, a man named Boyd, and Sheek built that summer the
Mr.
big square house still standing on R. B. Mitchell's farm at Mansfield.
Sheek remembers that it was necessary for them to carry a rifle on their way
to and from work. He remembers that James Parent, who was thought to be
a mild proslavery man, but not offensively so, had to assert his independence,
and he did it in no uncertain way as he trudged along with a rifle attending
to his

own

business.

Sheek belonged to the organization

of ''minute

men"

that were called

upon

In 1862 he enlisted in Company I, Second Kansas cavalry, and served three years, being with the regiment in all its engagements. At Dardanelles, Ark., he was shot through the left thigh and laid up
four months. He had quite a number of rough experiences, one ball nearly
scalping him, and at Prairie Grove his horse fell on him and crushed his chest
badly, but he kept right along with the army till mustered out at the close
at all times to repel invaders.

of the war.

Mr. Sheek remembers that

Sam Gwynne,

living at Linnville, heard the

fir-

ing between Price and Pleasanton at Trading Post, and started to the front,

he having been a soldier in the Sixth Kansas. The rebels killed him and
stripped him of his clothing on the ridge northwest of Pleasanton.

—

Note. Last week the dates of the Price raid were not correct. The two
armies entered Kansas and encamped at Trading Post on the night of the
We want a full
24th, and the big fight was on the 25th of October, 1864.
account of the Price raid, and hope all having information will help us.
False modesty in many instances makes it impossible to give the full story
These articles are written almost entirely from conversation
of an incident.
with many persons, and statements are always corroborated by two or more,
but those directly mentioned are always reluctant to speak of themselves. We
have much to thank them for generally, however, and the Journal's enterprise
in doing the great amount of work usually done by a county historical society
is

pleasantly received.

SEVERAL INTERESTING INCIDENTS OF BORDER TROUBLES.
[From La Cygne Weekly Journal, March

22, 1895.]

memoranda for these articles there has been found a very high
Gowing family, who came here in 1855. The head of the family
was George Washington Gowing, Sr., who had been bom and raised in Kentucky, and not opposed to slavery, though he took no part in helping to establish it in Kansas. The family consisted of himself and wife and five sons
George W., Jr., Pleasant, Lafayette, Drury, and Thomas. Lafayette became
a soldier in company L, Sixth Kansas cavalry, and was killed in action April 5,
Wash, the younger, still lives in La Cygne,
1864, at Stone's Farm, Ark.
In collecting

regard for the

and Thomas recently moved to Missouri.
On coming west the family lived for a while in Cass county, Missouri, and
then decided to come to Kansas, and as they were traveling in wagons, Wash,
the son, came on in advance to find some old neighbors who had settled here,

among them Skillman Fleming.
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ford where the fair grounds at
and continued west till he found Brooklin, when
he returned to pilot his people. At that time all that is now Lincoln township, and to a line north and south along the John Calvin farm three miles
west in Scott township, was an Indian reservation held by the Miamis and
Pottawatomies.i4 The Miamis were wearing citizens clothing, but the Pottawatomies were still in blankets. Wash says that none of them were troublesome. The Miamis nearly all lived in houses of some kind, but the Pottawatomies traveled around in bands. A favorite place for making a temporary village was in the draw northwest of the present Russum farm in Scott township.
Under this condition of things ver>^ few white men settled in what is now
Lincoln township. Quite a number of squatters and men who had married
Indian women were, however, scattered about. Where La Cygne now stands
was wild land.
When the Gowings located at Brooklin they were among old acquaintances,
and as the family had originally come from the slave state of Kentucky they
were received as an accession to the proslavery forces. In the condition of
society then, they did not find it convenient to assert that they had come to
make homes and wanted no politics, so they went along their way and trusted
to luck to avoid trouble. Young Wash was not regarded with favor by old
Skillman, and was frequently asked to declare himself, but he would only
say that he had come to get a home and wanted no part in politics. This
made it peculiarly uncongenial for him, and, after he had taken his wife and
located a farm on the ridge north of Brooklin, he would sleep out in some
friendly straw stack or fence corner. Neutrality then seemed impossible. He
was distrusted among his father's friends and unknown to the other side, and
he felt uncomfortable, but as all he had was there he stayed.
One night he ventured to stay within his house, and had a peaceful night
till daybreak, when the sound of horsemen was heard.
He was called and
ordered to come out, with which he complied, expecting trouble.
There
were fifteen mounted men at his door, whom he recognized at once as freestate men, who had evidently been out all night. They asked him for feed
He replied that he did not want to give it to
for themselves and horses.
them, as it would give him the reputation of harboring them and get him into
trouble. He was assured that his principles were well known to them, and
that they would see no trouble came to him and then dismounted.
Mrs.
Gowing got breakfast for them with much misgiving as to what the result
would be when the proslavery people heard of it. But beyond severe criticism they were never disturbed, as by that time the free-state men were
beginning to get control and they did not forget to protect Wash.
Once, in 1856, when there were rumors of an invasion by marauders, they
all went over into Missouri to camp until the trouble should blow over.
At
West Point, Mo., they saw a big camp of men living in a half-mihtary style
but without any authority other than assumed. Old man Clarke was in command of it. Clarke tried to take a team from the elder Gowing, and the old

October

La Cygne

5,

are

1855,

now

crossed at the

located,

14. The Pottawatomies relinquished their lands in what is now Linn county in 1846,
The bands mentioned were
in 1848 moved to their reservation on the Kansas river.
probably visiting Pottawatomies. Indians have a custom of visiting their old homes, going
back in large numbers and taking with them all of their belongings, and their visits may be

and
of

some duration.
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man said they could not have it, that he would not part with it. They then
took possession of horses and man, and the next morning the four hundred
ruffians of Clarke started to raid through Linn county, and took Gowing with
them to haul their plunder.
There was also a young man named Smith, a son of Elisha Smith, of Twin
Springs, impressed into their service, and when at Linnville Mr. Gowing took
a hatchet and defied the mob, as related last week, he also released young
Smith from their bondage.
Young Wash came back to look after his property here, and on returning
to the camp in Missouri was intercepted by Clarke's sentinels and arrested.
They endeavored to take his horse, but he stood them off, and all through
the night held his horse s rein while he palavered with the guard, and at day-

some of his old acquaintances got him out of the scrape.
At the time of the Price raid Wash was serving in Captain Leasure's company in the Sixth Kansas militia, and was with it at the battles of Big Blue
and Hickman's Mills. When the federal army followed the rebels into Kansas near West Point it was about dark. All the soldiers were tired out. During a halt by the roadside General Pleasanton drove up in a wagon drawn by
four gray mules, and there was soon an orderly inquiring for a man who knew
Some one spoke of Wash Gowing, and he was orthe Trading Post countr}'
dered to report to General Pleasanton, which he did. The general questioned
him as to his knowledge of the country, and then called his staff around
him and told Wash to go back to his company, where he stretched out on the
ground and was soon fast asleep. Very soon four officers from Pleasanton's
staff, among them Gen. Charles W. Blair, of Leavenworth, came and called
for him, and they started for a scout along the enemy's front.
All night they rode over the prairie looking for the rebel outposts. They
found that they began at the mound at the Post and extended east. Just at
dayhght they found themselves right among a party of rebels, and were
ordered to surrender, but instead all scampered away, the officers leaving
Wash alone on the prairie, which was beginning to be covered with the moving troops. He was separated from his command. For two days and nights
he had been going all the time. The cannonading had begun at daylight and
the rebels were scattering every way. As he was exhausted and separated from
his company, he went to his home five miles west for food and rest, and was
asleep from complete exhaustion when the battle of Mine Creek was on.
His father-in-law, H. R. Webb, a strong Union man, started at daylight
from Brookhn for Trading Post, but before he got there both armies had
passed, and in the camps of the rebels most of the food prepared for breakfast
had been left untouched. The mill had been run all night grinding corn, and
several wagons loaded with meal had been upset and abandoned.
Subsequently, the Gowings all took up lands where La Cygne now stands,
and may truly be regarded as among the first families. At the time the town
was located Wash, Jr., owned the quarter cornering where the public well on
Market street now stands, and his father owned the farm on the east, now the
property of David H. Jones.
light

.
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INCIDENTS IN THE LIFE OF A WELL-KNOWN CITIZEN.
[From La Cygne Weeklu Journal, March

One

of the

most vigorous personalities

29, 1895.]

of territorial times

was Thomas Hess

man who

has always been characterized by remarkably strong convictions and with indomitable courage to do what he conPreston, of Scott township, a

ceived to be right. He has fought his own way in the world from childhood
and acquired all his education and knowledge in the hard school of experience,
and it is very greatly to his credit that he has achieved so much.
Mr. Preston was bom September 28, 1819, in Trenton, N. J., his father

being of English descent, his paternal grandfather a sergeant in the British
army, and his maternal grandfather being John Hess, gamekeeper to Lord

Maxwell, of County Armagh, Ireland. His father died when he was an inand Tom became the mainstay of the family. His talents soon took him
to sea, and he obtained employment with the coast service in various ways, as
seaman and cook generally. In this way he visited nearly all the seaport
towns on the Atlantic, and remembers the big event of the first steamboat in
New York harbor. It was during this time that he acquired the hatred of intoxicating Hquors that has characterized him ever since.
Subsequently he became an apprentice in a woolen mill in Philadelphia, but
later quit that and learned stonemasonry. In Chester county, Pennsylvania,
November 23, 1840, he was married to his present wife, then Margaret Jane
Robison, and to them have been born seven children, Martha (now Mrs. O. D.
Harmon), John Hess, EHzabeth Emma (now Mrs. Aaron Lanning), born in
Pennsylvania, Thomas Jefferson and Mary Frances, born in Iowa, and Alice
and Sigel, who were bom here.
In 1851 Preston removed with his family to Van Buren county, Iowa, and
in 1857 came to Linn county, Kansas, accompanied by the families of John
Robison, William Robison and William Snook. Preston bought a half section
where Augustus Leasure now lives, while Snook and the Robisons located near
Twin Springs, where their families still live. They all took half sections, as it
was a provision of the Bogus statutes to enable proslavery people to spread
over as much land as possible, but of course they were subsequently restricted
fant,

to a quarter section.

While pioneering in Iowa Preston had acquired the trade of blacksmithing,
which he here found invaluable, and he soon had a forge fired up on his farm,
the old bellows of which is now rotting in his orchard. He drove an ox team
to what was called Tate's bank, east of Trading Post, where every man mined
his

own

coal as well as paid for

Among

it.

Preston's earliest acquaintances was Robert B. Mitchell for

whom

he had a great admiration and lifelong friendship, though they parted company
For a time after their
politically when the Republican party was organized.
arrival there was little excitement and no trouble, but soon it all Broke out
When the guerillas over on the state line became quiet for awhile,
again.
there was thieving by men who strongly protested their free-state principles,
yet took horses and other loose property from any citizen convenient. It got
to be intolerable.
Russell, who
There then existed the Paris posse under command of
claimed to be a United States marshal from Arkansas. He had about two
hundred men in his posse and gave them arms brought here by Captain
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Their headquarters were
enhsted under Russell,

men were

soon became evident the posse was to be used to sustain their political
it was in great disfavor among free-state men.
A noted character of those days was Hugh Huston, an Irishman, who lived
where Joseph Teagarden now lives. Old "Hughey" as he was familiarly called,
was all Irish and of full width in his brogue, a United Brethren preacher, and
accustomed to meeting most of the people and taking part in public assemblages. He was thoroughly honest and hated the evil doings then prevalent.
He was an ardent free-state man, and when necessary shouldered a gun to protect settlers' homes from murderous invaders. Yet he was always preaching
honesty to the free-state fellows who were suspected of a lapse from rectitude.
At the time Russell's posse captured EHhu Fairbanks and held him under
arrest at Paris, Montgomery's men retaliated by taking prisoner George W.
Moore, who then lived on the present George Cassidy farm, and took him to
Montgomery's fort. There was great excitement. Fairbanks was only a boy
of nineteen, and the complaint against him was purely political. Moore was
a neighbor of Preston's and there was a pleasant acquaintance between the
families, so soon Mrs. Moore, who was an invalid, sent for Preston and begged
him to use his influence with Montgomery to save Moore from further trouble
and effect his release. Preston was here placed in a predicament, as he was a
known friend of Mitchell's, and Montgomery would not favor his requests.
Knowing Huston to be friendly with Montgomery, he persuaded "Hughey" to
go to the fort and try to effect an exchange of Moore for Fairbanks. Late in
the night Huston returned, saying Montgomery consented to the exchange,
and they went to Paris to see the posse, who rejected the proposition to exchange prisoners, saying the Jayhawkers would have to wade in blood before
they got Fairbanks. After much parley the posse marched away with their
prisoner for Lawrence, where Jim Lane received them courteously at a public
house and in relieving them of their guns dropped them all through the floor
into the cellar, and then the populace set upon Russell and his men and drove
them out of town with stones and clubs and gave Fairbanks his liberty. Fairbanks is now living at Farlinville and Russell has never been heard of since
it

friends, so

the Lawrence incident.

Preston and Huston were then puzzled to know
They finally thought of an eccentric old man

lease.

how to effect Moore's renamed Addis, living up on

who was an influential friend of Montgomery's, and they started
On the way they had to pass through a town that has long
since disappeared from the map and from the memory of most men Douglas
which was in the creek bottom about two miles east of where Farlinville now

Turkey

creek,

to ask his aid.

—

—

There was a general merchandise store and several houses. As they
little town in the brush a shot was heard and they saw Moses W.
Beaver riding toward them with a part of the proslavers after him. There
had been a battle at Douglas and Beaver had captured a red blanket by one
comer, but was so closely chased he had no time to get a better grip on it.
His pursuers stopped, but Old Hughey wanted an* explanation and started to
chase after him, when Beaver brought his rifle to bear on him, but on recognizing Huston, met and talked with them. Soon four others with red blankets
came hurrying along, among them Pat DevHn, who wanted to shoot Preston

is.

neared the

40—324
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under the impression he was one of their enemies. Beaver and Huston interfered or Preston would not have survived the meeting long. Huston did not
like DevUn, and there was a sermon preached to him right there.
Finally,
through the intercession of Addis, Montgomery prayed for Moore, and after
having him eat as his guest sent him home.
Huston then related that on his first visit to ask for Moore's release Old
John Brown, who was at the fort, mistook Huston to be one Charles Clark,
and drew a pistol so large that even brave Hughey trembled before it.

—

Note. The balance of the Preston article will be given next week. Several
interesting reviews have been obtained, and there is every prospect that the
complete story of Linn county will be collected. The cooperation of the citizens generally is desired.

INCIDENTS IN THE LIFE OF A WELL
[From LaCygne Weekly Journal^ April

Thomas H. Preston

visited

Montgomery

KNOWN
5,

CITIZEN.

1895.]

at one time

and learned the cause

of his being so relentless in his retaliation against the Missourians.

His family

had been turned out on the prairie and their home burned. Afterward he prepared to defend his family, and had loaded himself with pistols and other
weapons and surrounded himself with a band of brave and determined men.
Of course there was complaint that his actions were lawless. Through Mitchell's influence Preston had been appointed deputy sheriff with full powers, and
when ordered to take a force and arrest Montgomery and his men he was
somewhat embarrassed, but called out two hundred men, who met at Paris
and marched to Montgomery's fort. By the time they got near there a blizzard very happily dispersed them and drove them home, and next day Preston
resigned as deputy sheriff. It was a scheme to break up Montgomery's force
with which he did not sympathize.
At the time of the Marais des Cygnes massacre in 1858 there was a very
general response to the cry from the Trading Post people for help. Mitchell
and Montgomery were together for once. As they approached West Point,
Mitchell feared vengeance might be visited upon the innocent and counseled
sending a committee to ask for the murderers, while Montgomery was for
dashing in and taking the whole town prisoners. While parleying, men were
seen leaving the town on the opposite side, and Montgomery and his men gave
chase to them, but they got away. None of them were captured at this time,
and only one paid the penalty by hanging at Mound City in 1863, an incident
that will be given elsewhere.

Shortly after the murder, Z.

W. Leasure

told Preston that Yealock, one of

the assassins, had returned and was at his cabin just above the Island ford on
the east side, and with great secrecy suggested they get together and capture

Accordingly Preston got Arvoy Thomas, and they stopped to
Thomas gave him a gun, when Border discovered he had no horse. Preston got him a horse, and then Border
said his wife was not at home and it would not do for him to leave. They
then went on to Leasure's, where a dozen had assembled and chosen John Y.

him

at night.

get Peter Border, but Peter had no gun.

Gates to lead the expedition. As the man they wanted was a desperate chareverybody in the crowd was slightly nervous as they rode through the

acter,
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They finally dismounted and crept near the cabin, and when within
forest.
about a hundred yards Gates saw a shadow of something, and shouted "Look
out! Take trees!" which quite a number hastened to obey, but Preston had
gotten so near the cabin that he walked into the open door and found it had
been long deserted.

The Arvoy Thomas mentioned was
cause of his free-state principles.

miserably poor.

He had

a noted character, always in trouble be-

He was

not a bad man, but uncouth and

a wife and children, and a yoke of oxen was his prin-

He was good

hearted, and always did his neighbors
At the time of the Hamelton massacre
he walked barefooted with the relief party, without enough clothing for comfort even in summer. He was a monstrous eater and every man who went out
that day will remember how Thomas ate at Sammy Nickel's. The proslavery
people tried every' way to scare him out of the country, bringing charges
against him before one Hayes, who claimed to be a justice of the peace. Hayes
was a bad man and a great bully. They had no legal right to prosecute
Thomas, and he ignored the summons. Hayes gave judgment against him,
and assessed the costs at forty dollars, and told the "witnesses" they would
have to collect enough to pay their fees. This was an excuse for Skillman
Fleming and his posse to persecute poor Thomas, so they set out in force
to visit him. Of course he was powerless to resist, and suffered great indignity.
Finally they tired of worrying him and turned to take his yoke of cattle which
had been tied to a tree. Just at this juncture Mrs. Arvoy Thomas appeared
with a kettle of boiling water and a dipper and a liberal application of it soon
Thomas stayed awhile longer, but
sent the posse away without the cattle.
finally Preston learned of another scheme to have him before "Justice" Hayes,
and suggested that he do something to avoid trouble. Thomas said he would
go down and settle the costs assessed against him by Hayes. The latter was
celebrated for his profanity and his assaults on people with a big bowie knife.
As Thomas approached him at Brooklin to settle his account, Hayes began
abusing him, and finally said he would "cut the heart out of the abolitionist,"
and pulled his famous bowie knife from his breast and stood with the point
resting on a table between them. Poor quiet Thomas here rose equal to the
occasion, and closely imitating the manner of the old bully he drew a great
knife from his breast and told Hayes he was ready for a settlement on those
terms. Hayes showed abject cowardice, and after making a laughing stock
of him, Thomas told him he would give him two dollars instead of forty dollars if he would promise to keep his posse away and leave him in peace, to
which Hayes agreed. They failed to keep faith with him, though, for a short
time after Preston learned of trouble in store for him, and Thomas and family
left in the night and were never again heard of.
Mr. Preston was the first master of the first lodge of Masonry here, which
was established at Twin Springs in 1866, and subsequently moved to La Cygne.
He also served as foreman of the first grand jury, which met at Paris in 1858
and found twenty-nine indictments at its first sitting, among them some
against Charles A. Hamelton and several of his men implicated in the Marais
des Cygnes massacre. One of them was arrested in 1863 and tried at Mound
City, where he was convicted and hanged, one of the survivors of the tragedy

cipal worldly possession.

a good turn

when opportunity

acting as his executioner.

offered.

.
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During the Price raid Mr. Preston turned out and served the Union army,
He now resides upon a handsome farm where he
saw all the border troubles, and is much revered in his ripe age.
as will be related elsewhere.

EARLY BORDER LIFE OF ONE OF THE COUNTY'S BEST FAMILIES.
[From LaCygne Weekly Journal, April

12, 1895.]

William Goss was bom at Gossport, Ind., March 20, 1832, where he lived
he was married in 1853 to Miss Martha Ann Hendricks, of the distinguished
family of which Vice President Hendricks was a member. Five children from
this marriage are still living Florence (now Mrs. Doctor Splawn, of Kincaid),
AKce (now Mrs. Doctor Sellers, of Prescott), Joseph Thomas, James Grant,
and Laura Vienna (now Mrs, J. A. Broyles, of Spring Hill)
Mr. Goss came to Kansas in the fall of 1856 by way of West Point, Mo.,
where he was intercepted by the noted Clarke and asked for his "pass," and
much surprise was expressed that he had none. Clarke was tiying to keep
out New England free-state people, and generally had them reveal their
identity by a discussion of cows.
Goss passed their examination all right.
Had Mr. Goss said "keow" he would never have entered here or elsewhere.
Clarke had been a purser in the navy and had for some reason forsaken the
sea for the plains. He was the man who led the Clarke raid through Linn
county that fall.
Goss visited the country around Trading Post, and was so pleased that he
paid $300 in gold to a man named Jackson for a quarter section on the state
line due east of Trading Post.
That was one of the things he would not do
now under similar circumstances, as he could have had equally as good for the
taking. For the first time in his life Goss was in a slave country, for less than
a mile away was the establishment of Charles A. Hamelton, who had sixteen
negroes and lived in a pretentious manner. He had a race track and entertained the neighboring gentry with racing. There were quite a number of
proslavery families there then, among them Mr. Nathan M. Hawk and a Mr.
Swingley; both stayed through all the trouble and were highly respected
till

—

citizens.

Goss was right on the state

He soon

line

and could

see a great deal of the strife.

man

with his free-state ideas and
combative temperament was to avoid colhsion with the Missourians, so that
when he saw squads of horsemen riding over the prairie he would lie flat on
the ground, and if he happened to be plowing with his oxen he would turn
them loose and He in the furrow till they disappeared.
An incident of the beginning of the troubles was the proposed joint effort
of the people on both sides of the line to establish order. A United States
marshal got the Kansas people together after the passage of the amnesty act
in February, 1859, and proposed that they act under his authority and cultivate a friendship with the Missouri neighbors, promising to arm them with
government guns. This sounded so fair that a great number gathered on the
appointed day and marched over to the Dryden brothers' farm about seven
miles east of Trading Post in Missouri, where they were to powwow with the
Missourians and establish peace relations. Captain Weaver, an army officer,
learned that the best thing for a
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same time they did with a big prairie schooner
with muskets from the government arsenal at Jefferson City, which were
simply piled in like cordwood. There was a canvas cover on the wagon, and
Captain Weaver saw a
just as the team stopped there was a sad tragedy.
prairie chicken and remarked that he would shoot it, and reached through the
loop in the canvas at the rear of the wagon and was drawing one of the muskets out when it exploded, sending the bullet through his brain. Instead of
arrived at the rendezvous at the
filled

this quieting the people and making it easier for them to negotiate, there
was soon another event almost as exciting. A moment after Captain Weaver's
death, a Missourian pointed out old ''Sammy" Nickel, who was pecuharly
offensive to the proslavery people, and tried to shoot him. Someone prevented
him executing his threat, and a moment later there was a clear line of demarcation between the Kansas men and their neighbors. The most of them
were without arms, but they retreated in good order and brought old Sammy
home uninjured. Peace negotiations were declared off. Nickel was a harmless old man with a large family, and his only offense was in detesting slavery
and subscribing for the New York Tribune.
William Goss had with him a younger brother, Thomas, and as they were
not so rich then as now, they were under the necessity of seeking employment
a part of the time in Missouri to keep themselves supplied with necessities.
Two years after Wilham's coming he was joined by his father, Joseph, and
brother David, and families, and the entire family have since lived here and
have been held in high esteem, holding various military and civil offices.
William Goss has a high admiration for all the men of that time who did
so much and in such a courageous way for the cause of liberty. Many of

them

differed radically as to methods,

ships and did

much

but

all

were sincere in their friend-

to protect the defenseless famihes out on the prairies.

He

remembers Montgomery's first mihtary organization, a heterogeneous collection of infantry, cavalry and artillery, all in one command. His most vivid
recollection of Montgomery is of seeing him in his ragged and grotesque
looking officer's "uniform" after his company had come to Trading Post to
protect some settlers from a raid. He had been out on a long, tiresome chase
and looked weary and exhausted, but a young negro was being instructed by
him in the mysteries of the alphabet. Montgomery never countenanced
plundering, though much of it was done by his men, and he realized that to
restrain them would lose to him their services. But he did think it perfectly
legitimate to live off the

enemy when

their depredations

made

it

necessary

to oust them.

Gradually, as the irrepressible conflict began to develop, Montgomery was
succeeded in the active command of those expeditions by Charles R. Jennison,

who had

at Mound City. Jennison was a veiy young
and nervous in temperament. Whenever he laid
his hand on the enemy the blow was not soon forgotten. He was not out for
amusement. There were about four hundred men who answered his call and
fearlessly rode into Missouri with no other authority than his commands.
Petty invasions by the plundering Missourians were promptly punished.

man

Note.
the

recently

made

his

home

then, small in stature,

first

—The remainder of the Goss stoiy will be printed next week,
issue of next

month we

on the most important event

in

will publish the first installment of

Linn county

history.

and with
an

article
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EARLY BORDER LIFE OF ONE OF THE COUNTY'S BEST FAMILIES.
[From La Cygne Weekly Journal, April

19,

1895.]

command in Mound City with the
Seventh Kansas regiment. He knew all the settlers so well that he at once
proceeded to determine who were going to fail the Union cause in its hour of
need. He rode out along the Missouri line and called on the various proslavery men to take the oath of allegiance. Goss was present when he came
to Hawk's place, where he also found Mr. Swingley. They demurred a little
at the manner of presenting the matter to them, but took the oath as requested. While the interview was going on the party saw one of Swingley s
sons riding away toward Missouri, and he was next heard of as a colonel in
the Confederate army. Subsequently there was quite an interesting incident
in his career. When the Union army was cannonading Charleston with the
big gun, "Swamp Angel," the rebels in the city took Union prisoners and placed
them where they would be exposed to the fire of this famous cannon. This
young Colonel Swingley had fallen a prisoner of the Union army, and he was
among the rebels taken out and placed opposite the rebel batteries. This had
the desired effect, and prisoners on both sides were soon removed from such
After the war had begun Jennison was in

brutal exposure.

Company B

Seventh regiment were stationed at Trading Post
but they plundered so much that the citizens
held an indignation meeting and sent William Goss to Mound City to complain to Jennison. The colonel was very indignant at their conduct and ordered their transfer to Mound City, which was accomplished before Mr. Goss
had time to return to his home.
They frequently had high old times over politics as late as 1860. There was
a meeting of some kind held at Paris, and Goss and one Jack White, of Trading Post, went over with some neighbors. White was an enthusiastic fellow,
strongly free state yet having a very great friendship for Judge J. H. Barlow,
who was the proslavery candidate for probate judge. When the party was
ready to return home there was considerable more "inspiration" aboard than
when they came. As they drove out in a wagon White stood up waving his hat
and hurrahed for "Lincoln and Barlow." This was more than the proslavery
people could stand, to have their candidate's name mentioned in the same
breath with "Abohtionist Lincoln," and they mobbed the party in the wagon
at once. After considerable rough usage White was made to see the error of
his ways, and the party ordered to move on.
of Jennison's

for the protection of the citizens,

In 1860, after Lincoln's election to the Presidency, the Missourians called

out their militia and put a cordon of soldiers along the Kansas line, determined to keep the Kansas men in the place they had been so anxious to keep

them out of. Goss had only a mule and Nathan M. Hawk one horse, so they
doubled up to make a team to go to Balltown in Missouri to mill. As soon
as they crossed the line they were arrested by the militia and taken into
Colonel Bowen's tent, who kept them all day and night, trying to learn something about Kansas affairs. Finally he treated them to a very nice whisky
toddy and turned them loose. This Colonel Bowen was the man who carried
the dispatches between Grant and Pemberton at Vicksburg, resulting in the
surrender of Pemberton's army.
When the Sixth Kansas militia was with Pleasanton's army chasing Pri-^e
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N

of Valley
Mills, Goss was first lieutenant of Company
This regiment had a remarkable experience on this campaign, which
cannot be told here for want of space, but which we hope to give after treating the companies separately. At the request of Montgomery, then a colonel
of volunteers, Goss and M. W. Gouin, lieutenant of Company M, were sent
on a secret expedition to Trading Post to remove some arms secreted there in
the mill. They went around by Twin Springs and came across where Boicourt

up at Hickman's

township.

now is. Morgan Fickes fell in with them.
They went on to the Post and accomplished

their mission, and Goss went on
and was standing talking with the old man when
they saw the lead of the rebel column coming through the narrow valley north
of the Post. The moment they crossed the line into Kansas the whole army
spread out like a fan and parties of pilfering sneaks were seen at all the farm
houses. They realized that it would not do for them to stay there long, and
Nickel was riding a
started to give the alarm to the settlers at the Post.
spirited horse, which refused to go in any direction but towards home, and
Goss had to help the old man away.
By this time the country was swarming with rebels. William Priestly fell
in with Goss, and they retreated westward slowly so as to study the movements
of the rebels. After they crossed the river they were reasonably safe, and from
He evidently
their hiding place saw one of the first to enter the village.
wanted to make good use of his opportunity, as he went from house to house
plundering and insulting women. He was quite conspicuous, as he wore a brilliant red flannel shirt. Priestly was very indignant at the fellow's actions and
asked Goss's permission to shoot him. Goss was at the time lieutenant of Company N, and Priestly deferred to him even under these circumstances. Finally
the fellow committed an atrocious act in plain view and Goss told Priestly he
had no objections to him indulging his own wishes and Priestly promptly put
a rifle ball through the fellow. On returning to Trading Post next day they
found their red-shirted rebel still alive, which he owed to the women, as some
of the Seventh Kansas recognized him as a thief, and would have hanged him
had not the women objected to killing a wounded enemy, however detestable
to old

Sammy

Nickel's place

a record he had.

Mr. Goss was nominated in the military camp at Mound City in October,
and elected to the legislature, and was a member during the famous
senatorial election resulting in sending Gen. James H. Lane to the United
States Senate, against whom Mr. Goss voted under instructions from his constituents. The same legislature ratified President Lincoln's emancipation proclamation, Mr. Goss signing the joint resolution.
David Goss became captain of Company D, Sixth Kansas volunteer cavalry,
his brother James being first sergeant, and Thomas, another brother, corporal.
The father is still living at Trading Post at the advanced age of ninety-one,
and four generations recently gathered at his home to the number of seventy
1864,

to celebrate the old gentleman's birthday anniversary.
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SKETCH OF THE CAREER OF GENERAL ROBERT
[From LaCygne Weekly Jovrnal, April

In considering the

first

decade of Linn county

men who became prominent

B.

MITCHELL.

26, 1895.]

it is

interesting to study the

and learn the mowhich prompted them to brave dangers and suffer great hardship. The
reviews of the lives of John Brown and James Montgomery show them to have
been zealots in the crusade against slavery. The conditions in 1855 and early
1856 were such that every) man was a law unto himself. Without even the
shadow of authority life was taken and property confiscated by the antagonistic elements.
The social and political system was unique and peculiar to
the country. It had but two phases at that time. If a man was opposed to
making Kansas a slave state he was a free-state man, but if he did not contribute himself body and soul to that cause he was a bushwhacker with a capital B.
There was no neutral ground.
However justifiable the practice of retaliation and reprisal may have been
at first, it could not go on forever. Yet right here a new difficulty was discovered. The system was so convenient to many who had been fighting in the
name of liberty that they were loathe to discontinue the practice of getting a
horse or other necessity from some enemy whom they conceived had no right
to it anyway. And when the free-state men were in the ascendancy in 1856
there were many who espoused their cause for the exercise of the imagined
license to plunder and rob, and they were soon indifferent as to whom they
took from. With them the horse of a free-state man was frequently deemed
more convenient than a proslaver's.
At this juncture there came into the country a man who was without doubt
actuated by motives entirely different from those of most of the early settlers.
He was in the prime of life, a veteran of the Mexican war, and highly gifted
in the legal profession, whose entire experience and teaching made the turbulence and disorder very distasteful to him. He had been an influential Democrat, and felt it a duty to aid his party friends at Washington in maintaining
order. He quietly established himself in a little log house on the lonely prairies northwest of where Mound City is located, and brought there a young
wife who had been reared among the refinements of life at the national capital,
and to the astonishment of many of the impoverished settlers, there were in
that little log house a piano and a goodly library. He pursued the even tenor
of his way without aligning himself with either faction, claiming to be a Democrat and in favor of law and order, and soon found himself distrusted and
marked for destruction by both parties. Yet he was elected to the legislature
in 1857 as a free-state man and became a prominent figure in territorial affairs, and was afterward a brigadier general of volunteers in the Union army.
His intimate connection with the history of the county makes it desirable to
antecedents of

in the struggle

tives

give his

life in detail.

Robert Byington Mitchell was born in Mansfield, Ohio, of Scotch-Irish parents, April 4, 1823, and after a preparatory course in the public schools became
a graduate of Kenyon college, where he showed a decided inclination for a
military life, organizing and drilling his classmates in the tactics then in vogue.
After college he began the study of law with Hon. John K. Miller, of Mount
Vernon, Ohio (who had been minister to the court of St. James), where he
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There was an interruption to these studies, however,
Babb gave him a commission
as second Heutenant in what was known as Morgan's Company, and he served
gallantly in this first and last war of conquest. He was severely wounded at
the storming of Chapultepec and reported dead, but finally came out of it with
astonishing vitality. At the close of the war he returned to Ohio and took up
his practice, and in 1855 was mayor of the city of Mount Gilead; and in January of that year was married to the woman who came with him to Linn
county, and who has since been one of the most heroic and influential of Kansas women Miss Jennie St. John, daughter of Hon. Hemy St. John, who was

was

fitted for

when

the bar.

the Mexican war broke out, as Governor

—

then

member

of congress for the Mansfield, Ohio, district.

During that year he visited Kansas Territory on legal business, and thinking
it a good field for professional advancement made arrangements to return, and
on October 8, 1856, he arrived at Paris, Linn county, with his wife and a young
child. Within two weeks their lonely surroundings were made more dismal by
the death of their first born. But they bravely rallied from their affliction, and
moved into the log house that had been built on their "claim." It was as crude
as the average settler's cabin, but strong. A huge rail fence almost hid it from
sight.
One of the last presents received by Mrs. Mitchell on leaving her eastem home was a large quantity of "morning glory" and old-fashioned hollyhock
seed from a motherly old neighbor, and the morning glory vines soon climbed
over all that fence. The stick chimney and the cabin were nearly hidden by
these graceful vines, many of which found their way between the ''clapboards
on the roof, and there were everywhere great stalks of hollyhocks standing
like sentinels about their new home.
Mitchell was a vigorous man, and soon
had several men at work "opening" that land. A young law student from
Ohio, Byron P. Ayres, soon joined them, and the two legal luminaries, for lack
of professional practice, joined the men in plowing and fencing, and other hard
work incidental to homesteading. At that time there was no domestic help to
be had at any price. Black people were such a source of contention they were
not allowed to stay and white servants were very scarce. Thus all the hard
work of preparing food for five ravenously hungry men devolved upon Mrs.
Mitchell, who, though belonging to a practical family, had never had such
work to do. But she bravely did as best she could, and they had many diversions to cause them to forget their hard work. Music and hunting were both
to their taste. But when it rained they had a doleful time dodging the water
that fell through the clapboard roof.
They had many of the mishaps which befall people new to the peculiarities
of a country, and one of them was quite expensive to Mitchell and to Ayres,
and of insufferable annoyance to everyone else. Around the walls of the cabin
was a shelf upon which was spread the law library. It happened on one of
their holidays, when Ayres and Mitchell were "dressed up," that they espied
upon the bookshelf what they took to be a pretty chipmunk and resolved to
present Mrs. Mitchell with a pet. They effected its capture, but instead of a
chipmunk it turned out to be what scientists call a Mephitis mephitis, and as
a result of their contact with it their clothing was worn out on the fence a
distance from the house, where they hung it in the hope that an offensive odor
it had acquired would leave it.
A fairly good idea of the times may be gained from the statement that di-
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There were times when
would announce meetings, and some settler's house served
as a church and a dry-goods box as a pulpit, on which reposed the Bible
flanked by ponderous revolvers. Some of the substantial yeomanry invariably
stood guard over such meetings, and there are many noble Christians still living who were taught divine truths under such difficult circumstances.
Just over a hill from Mitchell's cabin, only a mile or two away, was Montgomery's house, where John Brown was stopping, and near it the fort to which
they resorted when danger was imminent. There was no intimacy between
Mitchell and Brown and Montgomery. He was as much opposed to slavery
vine services were not allowed to go unmolested.
itinerant preachers

as they in principle, but did not agree with

them

as to

how

the question should

be treated, and as a matter of fact Montgomery and his men were very distrustful of Mitchell. Brown kept aloof from him, but was almost daily seen

by them when he was in the community. Brown was eccentric in everything.
He was out riding over the prairies on a spirited horse almost daily, usually
wearing a military overcoat with a cape lined with red, and with a slouch hat
and his flowing beard he was a sight never to be forgotten as he swept along
with the speed of the wind.
time Mitchell appeared in public was at a free-state convention
held at Paris. Montgomery was there and made a speech advising free-state
men to hold their ground and fight for the advantage they had thus far gained.
Mitchell followed him, appealing for law and order, assuring the people the
courts would protect them in their rights, and that he had no doubt of the
triumph of the free-state principles without resort to violence. Montgomery
replied to this in a fiery speech in which he disclaimed any faith in the courts
or in the administration at Washington. It is to be remembered there were
many things at that time well calculated to excite the most intense partisan
spirit.
James Buchanan had just been inaugurated President, and the longdeferred decision in the Dred Scott case had been handed down by Chief
Justice Taney. That famous decision was naturally regarded as a prostitution
of the judiciary of the country to the uses of the slavery powers, as it was
extra judicial and not called for by the case before the court. President Buchanan hastened to give the decision his unqualified approval, and the effect
here where the slave question was at white heat was to intensify both parties.
This was the condition of things under which Mitchell sought to defend national Democracy and to establish law and order where murder and rapine
were bringing their natural sequence of retaliation and reprisal.
But it was at this meeting Mitchell laid the foundation of lasting friendships.
Thomas H. Preston, who had never seen him before, went over and sat down
beside him and commended his speech in favor of law and order, and many
like a sprite

The

first

others recognized his ability and believed in his integrity. The result of this
acquaintance was that Mitchell received the nomination of the free-state party

which met December 7, 1857. He was
Point, Mo., who had previously
lived just east of Trading Post, where he had a number of slaves and kept up
quite an establishment. Hamelton evidently was grieved over his defeat, as he
came back the next May and murdered several of his former neighbors, with
whom he had not the slightest personal or political trouble.
Mitchell worked indefatigably to establish legal order, and through his ef-

for

member

of the territorial legislature

elected over Charles A. Hamelton, of

West

:
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grand jury was established, with Henry M. Dobyns as foreman, but he
was shortly afterward succeeded by Thomas H. Preston. They found twentynine indictments at their first session for various crimes, and it created a great
furore. Many of the free-state men feared it was a scheme of their enemies
to make them answer for their acts in defense of their homes, while numerous
law breakers saw in it a menace to their profitable practices. The result was
that Mitchell again became the object of dislike. Several times parties called
at his house with a rope and made their gruesome purpose plainly evident to
Mrs. Mitchell, who bravely met them, and when requested escorted them
through the house to prove his absence. Once when returning after night from
a visit to Moneka they were stopped by three armed men, who no doubt intended to kill him, but after a few minutes' parley they drove on unmolested.
In 1858 Mitchell was one of the Linn county delegation of four to the
Leavenworth constitutional convention, the other three being Dr. Addison
.Danford, Robert Ewing, and Thomas H. Butler.
This convention proved
futile, like the first two at Lecompton and Topeka, and their constitution
failed of adoption.
Mitchell then became territorial treasurer by appointment, which he held till relieved by the state treasurer elected in 1860. It
should be remarked here that Mitchell's integrity received a thorough test,
a3 he was holding office without bond, and received from his predecessor vast
sums of money which were nowhere charged to him or to any account. When
the state treasurer relieved him he turned over four thousand dollars in gold
that had been found by him unaccounted for.
An effort was made by the legislature of 1859 to conciliate the troublesome
factions, and on February 11 it passed the ''amnesty act," which pardoned all
offenses growing out of political differences. It was not successful in restoring
forts a

peace, however.

Note.
week.

—The

remainder of the Robert B. Mitchell story

SKETCH OF THE CAREER OF GEN. ROBERT
From La
After

C'ygne Weekly Journal,

Abe Lincoln became President

in

May
1861,

3,

it

will

B.

be given next

MITCHELL.

1895.

was soon proved that

Mitchell was a patriot above party jealousy, for at the first
there was a meeting held on the public square at Mansfield,

call for

May

troops

and a
brave men of the county organized, who made him their
captain. The regiment not yet being organized, the company marched away
to Lawrence with the name of the Mansfield Blues.
Mitchell was a born

company

14,

of the

commander, and had considerable acquaintance among military men of the
state, having been twice commissioned inspector-general of the territorial
militia by Governor Medary and reappointed by Governor Robinson when the
state was admitted. The Mansfield Blues became company F of the Second
Kansas infantry volunteers, organized at Lawrence June 11, 1861.

The company succeeded in having Captain Mitchell elected colonel of the
Second regiment, and he received his commission as such from Gov. Charles
Robinson June 3, 1861. Byron P. Ayres became captain of the company. The
following is the roster as it was mustered
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SECOND REGIMENT KANSAS VOLUNTEERS.

P. Ayres, captain; Ezekiel Bunn,

first

lieutenant;

Bamett

B. Mitchell, second lieutenant; David R. Coleman, third heutenant; Wilson

Betts and Franklin Newell,

first

sergeants;

Thomas W.

Greenly, Walter

W.

Godley, William C. Gibbons and David Sibbet, sergeants; Hiram Lathrop,
Francis M. ToHvar, Edwin C. Caldwell, Thomas H. Copp, and Henry C.
Adams, corporals; Jacob R. Lundy and Francis M. Frazell, musicians.
Privates. James Armstrong, Warren Armstrong, Charles S. Atkins, Johna-

—

than C. Broadhead, Henry L, Barber, James H. Belcher, Hanley P. Bailey,
William Braunch, Ira D. Bronson, Francis A. Creager, Mathew Dowling, Edward D. Furge, James A. D. Frazell, Lawrence W. Fear, John Gilden, John H.
Gould, John Herman, John Hines, George Huff, John C. Isbell, Elhenan Johnson, Charles Lyman, John Lyons, David A. Meeker, James McNickle, Benjamin B. Miller, James Miller, Peter J. Miserez, Aquila B. Massey, Thomas
O'Riley, Morris Pitman, John Preston, Hiram Reynolds, Lester Ray, Isaac
Rutledge, William T. Sudberry, George Spain, John S. Snook, William T.
Swaney, Wilham Snook, Michael Tooney, Caius M. Tompkins, James Thacker,
F. Wright, Davidson R. Way, James K. WilUams.
Colonel Mitchell then took the Second regiment to the defense of Kansas
City, and some few weeks later joined the army of General Lyon at Spring-

John

where they took part in the second great battle of the Rebellion, at
Wilson creek. They gave battle to an enemy almost three times as strong
numerically and won a practical victory till the two great leaders fell. Mitchell
was riding at the head of his regiment into the thickest of the fight when he
was shot and fell. General Lyon, a beloved patriot, saw the colonel fall, and
shouted to the regiment that he would command them, and with a major
general for their leader the regiment kept on, but brave General Lyon had
gone but a few paces when he received his death wound, and fell expiring
General Sturgis succeeded him in command of
into the arms of a soldier.
the army, but the controlling spirit was missing, and the great victory about
to be achieved was abandoned and the army retreated to Springfield. The
Second Kansas regiment were for the first time under fire, and only a few
days after the great Bull Run disaster to the Union army in the East, and
their heroism at Wilson creek is a bright page in the history of the Federal
army.
Mitchell's wound was such that he was for a long time confined to the
hospital. Then he served on court-martial duty at Washington till the next
spring, when he returned to Kansas and gathered his old command together,
they having been disbanded by expiration of their term of enlistment. He
reorganized them as the Second Kansas cavalry, and was stationed at Fort
Riley, when on April 8, 1862, he received a commission as a brigadier general
from President Lincoln, and was ordered at once with his command of 2,000
men to Pittsburg Landing, where they arrived after the battle, and then did
service throughout the South, 'and made a notable record.
General Mitchell's qualities as a military leader were of a high order, and
but for having incurred the bitter political enmity of Gen. James H. Lane
would have attained the rank of a major general, to which he was brevetted.
At the close of the war he was commissioned governor of New Mexico
Territory by President Johnson and served four years, his wife and child,
field,
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John Mitchell, now division superintendent

of the

Memphis

road,

with residence at Fort Scott, and who was bora at Mansfield, Linn county,
accompanying him. Subsequent to 1870 he hved for many years in Washington, where he died January 23, 1882, and was buried in the famous Congressional cemetery.

,

Mrs. Mitchell has always retained her citizenship in Kansas and has taken
an active interest in its welfare. June 30, 1882, congress voted her a pension

month, but she has not been content to live idly as a pensioner. In
by taking a homestead, the four years' military service
of her husband would be deducted from the five years required upon it, so
she went with some acquaintances to Kearny county and took a homestead
fourteen miles from Lakin, the county seat, a station on the Santa Fe railroad, where she again spent a year in pioneer life, receiving a patent for the
land in her own name.
When the board of lady managers of the World's Fair at Chicago was being
organized. Governor Humphrey had the selection of two ladies to represent
Kansas upon it, and named Mrs. Mitchell as one of them, and she received
a commission as such from President Palmer of the World's Fair Commission.
Subsequently there was an organization of the ladies of Kansas, in which Mrs.
Mitchell did a most creditable part in traveling over the state and forming
county societies which were to gather the material for a state exhibit. It
will always be a matter of regret that Governor Lewelling, when he succeeded
Humphrey, removed Mrs. Mitchell and her associate, Mrs. Lew Hanback,
from the state association, for poHtical reasons, which did much injury to the
work then in progress. It was the more deplorable because of the making
the exhibit a political matter, whereas Mrs. Mitchell had been appointed as a
Democrat by a Republican governor in order to avoid partisan criticism.
Her commission as a member of the national board, however, enabled her to
carry out enough of her projects to give the state a creditable showing.
The name of the general has been perpetuated in Linn county by giving it
to Robert B. Mitchell Post No. 170, G. A. R., and his widow, who did so much
for the community in the early days, was initiated into full membership and
given all the secret work of the patriotic order a compliment never before
paid to woman. The post recently removed the remains of their first bora
from the grave out on the prairies to Oak Lawn cemetery, LaCygne.
of $50 a

1889 she learned that

•

—

—

Note. No doubt much of the career of General Mitchell is yet to be
gathered from old settlers, and they are requested to take immediate steps
to putting it in shape for preservation.
There are possibly a few errors in
this sketch, as it is gathered from many sources.
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ROMANTIC, MYSTERIOUS AND TRAGIC TRADING POST.
[From LaCygne Weekly Journal,

May

17, 1895.]

In the Atlantic Monthly for September, 1858, there appeared the following
beautiful poem by Whittier, under the title of "Le Marais du Cygne."

A

blush as of roses
Where rose never grew!
Great drops on the bunch-grass,
But not of the dew
A taint in the sweet air
For wild bees to shun
A stain that shall never
Bleach out in the sun

Back, steed of the prairies
Sweet song-bird, fly back!
Wheel hither, bald vulture
Gray wolf, call thy pack!

The foul human vultures
Have feasted and fled;
The wolves of the Border
Have crept from the dead.

From

the hearths of their cabins,

The fields of their corn.
Unwarned and unweaponed.
The victims were torn

By

the whirlwind of murder

Swooped up and swept on

To

the low, reedy fen-lands,
of the Swan.

The Marsh
With a vain

plea for mercy
stout knee was crooked;
In the mouths of the rifles
Right manly the}- looked.
How paled the May sunshine,

No

0
On

Marais du Cygne
death for the strong

On

life,

red grass for green.

In the homes of their rearing,
Yet warm with their Uves,
Ye wait the dead only,
Poor children and wives!
Put out the red forge-fire,
The smith shall not come;
Unyoke the brown oxen,

The plowman

lies

dumb.

Wind

slow from the Swan's Marsh,
dreary death-train,
With pressed lips as bloodless
As lips of the slain!
Kiss down the young eyehds,
Smooth down the gray hairs
Let tears quench the curses

0

That burn through your

prayers.

!
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man of the prairies,
Mourn bitter and wild!
Wail, desolate woman
Strong

Weep, fatherless child!
But the grain of God springs up

From ashes
And the crown
Is life

beneath,
of his harvest
out of death.

Not in vain on the dial
The shade moves along,
To point the great contrasts
Of right and

of

wrong;

Free homes and free altars,
Free prairie and flood
The reeds of the Swan's Marsh,
Whose bloom is of blood

On

the hntels of Kansas
shall not dry;
Henceforth the Bad Angel
Shall harmless go by!
Henceforth to the sunset.
Unchecked on her way.
Shall Liberty follow
The march of the day.

That blood

poem is a spot in Linn county around which will always
glamour and mystery and romance which attaches to the pioneer
French trappers' settlements, and the glory which illumines a scene of martyrdom will make it a shrine at which all mankind who love human liberty and
justice will in the coming ages pay homage. This spot which is possessed of
such deep and abiding interest is the present thrifty village of Trading Post.
There are men still living who connect its remote and romantic past with its
tragic and realistic later years when the white man broke into its peaceful
solitudes with his unwholesome laws and his arts which he turned to infamous
uses.
Yet with all its wealth of incidents of world-wide importance it is in
modesty hidden away in its beautiful environments almost without a place in
written history. From a sense of duty to a generation of heroic men and
women fast disappearing the writer will chronicle with some attempt at detail
The

scene of this

cling the

the story of

its past,

being assured that some things here recorded are not
may supply unavoidable omissions.

elsewhere preserved, and hoping that others

To Mr. Austin W.

Hall the writer

is

indebted for

much

assistance in col-

Mr. Hall is the sole survivor of the great tragedy
described by Whittier, and extreme modesty has characterized his account of
lecting data for this article.

the events of such great importance.

The topography

of the country

around Trading Post

.and the landscape wonderfully beautiful.

is

strikingly peculiar

Just north of the village

is

a high

an elevation of perhaps three hundred feet, and a mile long. It is entirely covered with a heavy growth of forest, which gives it the name of Timbered Mound, and around its crest is a great ledge of rock. The Marais des
Cygnes river runs against the west end of the mound and turns south a quarter
of a mile and then takes an easterly course, there being a series of rapids at
the turn which has made it a favorite crossing place and around which is
grouped the village. From this crossing there wound, in the early days,

hill of
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through the forest up toward the northeast, an Indian trail which afterward
became a mihtary road of the United States. At the distance of a mile from
the river it crossed the east end of Timbered Mound at a considerable elevation through a pass left by its junction with a huge smooth hill a half mile
long, on the east, called Prairie Mound. Beyond this passageway there spreads
out a landscape of remarkable beauty and of unique character. For many
miles to the north and east there is a flat, level stretch of prairie out of which
rise a great number of mounds of an infinite variety of fantastic shapes.
One
of those nearest, Hyrick Mound, is a perfect cone of a half mile in width at
the base and rising three hundred feet to a point not large enough for the
foundation of an ordinary house. Others are oblong and have flat tops many
acres in extent, the edges being sharply defined against the sky beyond. They
are all smooth and grass-covered to the extreme top, and the crests of many of
them are now crowned with homes of farmers, while the flat plain below is
marked off checkerboard fashion into farms. Four miles east of the Timbered
Mound the imaginary line between Kansas and Missouri is drawn, but the
scene beyond is a continuation of the unending variety within the range of
vision.

The first authentic accounts of the Trading Post begin with 1835, when the
French trappers took up their abode near the crossing of the river, and a tradition says the first was named Jean Baptiste, but it is a fact certified to by
reliable

living

witnesses that in

1842 the proprietor of the

httle trader's

was a Frenchman named Jarieu (pronounced ja-roo), from
which fact it for many years was known as Jarieu's Trading Post, The region
then swarmed with the Osage Indians, but during that year they were crowded
on south, and a reservation made for the Miamis out of the country to the
north. But it was for many years after the resort of the wild blanket Indian.
In 1842 the United States government found it necessary to establish a military
post somewhere on the frontier, and a force of soldiers in command of Gen,
Winfield Scott came south from Westport, Mo., to select a site. There was a
reservation for such purpose near the Post, and for several weeks the soldiers
were encamped there. It was then the white men of the border line of
civilization began to visit the abode of the intrepid Frenchmen, and a boy
who then came to the place on business is now a citizen of the village John
Courtney, who was bom in Helena, Ark., August 20, 1832, and moved with
his parents to Missouri, settling on Miami creek fifteen miles northeast of the
Post in 1841, then the extreme outposts of the settlements; and when General
Scott's army appeared in the summer of 1842, young Courtney and his widowed
mother carried vegetables to the Trading Post and sold them to the soldiers.
It was finally decided to locate the cantonment farther south, and it became
store

on the

river

—

the present Fort Scott.

Two

came the great flood that spread over all the valley, and
came the remarkable event of the visit of a steamboat to
Jarieu's little establishment, to bring him a stock of Indian goods and to
carry away his accumulation of furs. The settlers of western Missouri were
notified of the coming of the strange boat by excited Indian mnners, who
had seen it down the river, and all the big and little Pukes came straggling
years later

the next spring, 1845,

over the prairies on horseback to see the curious spectacle.

There were a

.
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on the bank inspecting the

little

flat-bottomed

sternwheel affair that seems to have been without a name.
Courtney remembers it as a motley crowd of uncouth, uneducated men,

women and

children, who had never seen anything but backwoods life. While
they stood looking at it they discovered that the engineer of the boat was
very sick, and a report got among them that he had smallpox^ at which they
took to their heels and ran away much alarmed, till one of the boatmen in-

formed them he had only a fever. The poor fellow never recovered, and
was buried at a spot now in the middle of the street where the post oflSce
stands, a spot easily identified, as a military road had been constructed to
connect Fort Scott witli Westport on the Missouri river, and he was lain
alongside it in the forest. His name is not remembered. The steamboat stayed
at the Post several days. The military road referred to was a fine one. Andrew
Wilson, an uncle of Courtney, was a member of the firm who built it by contract, and he worked on the road from Westport to Muddy creek, two miles
south of the Post. There was a crossing at the ford and also a ferry near
the mouth of Sugar creek.
Jarieu had with him two Frenchmen and also a slave named Gabe, the
latter raising a good crop of com and vegetables on a small farm adjoining
the Post. Courtney visited the one-room log houses of the French trappers
and became acquainted with them. One was named Mosier and had a wife
and young daughter, and lived adjoining Jarieu's place on the east side of the
stream, while directly on the opposite side was the house of Murier and wife,
the other members of the little colony. Their houses were very neat and clean,
and gay with the red blankets and trinkets from Jarieu 's stock of Indian finery.
The Courtneys and several of their neighbors traded there regularly till about
1848, when West Point was opened as a trading place.
About 1848 Philip
Chouteau bought out Jarieu, and he afterwards sold out to Peter Avery, but
along after the opening of the territory Philip Chouteau again got the business
and was associated with Tom Polk in conducting it, and after a year or two
sold it to Seth Belch, a Jefferson City lawyer, who afterwards became speaker
of the Missouri house of representatives.

—

Note. Next week's installment of Trading Post history will be replete
with events of highly interesting character leading up to the noted Clarke
raid, and will also contain the most complete and accurate account of the
Marais des Cygne massacre ever published. No person interested in the lives
of the heroic men and women who sacrificed so much to make Kansas a free
state can afford to fail to read next week's Journal.

ROMANTIC, MYSTERIOUS AND TRAGIC TRADING POST.
[From La Cygne Weekly Journal, May

24, 1895.]

There was no change or addition to the buildings of the post till along about
1856, when William Daniels and Dave Postlewaite each built a house about
two hundred yards east of the Jarieu post building, Postlewaite's building becoming a store and the log house built by Daniels becoming a "grocery" saloon.

The

made the place a terror to the
soon became so offensive that James Montgomery came over with
some of his men in the spring of 1858, and as the barrels were brought out to
incessant carousals of the frequenters soon

settlers.

It
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liim he smashed the heads in with a big rock, and the Hquor was soon running

a hundred yards

down

the military road.

This was the

first

temperance cru-

sade in Linn county.

Perhaps nowhere were the attempts to fix slavery as an institution in Kanand fierce as immediately around Trading Post. At other
places the politicians and vocal warriors did heroic work, but here it was a
constant struggle between the free-state settlers and the mercenaries of the
slave powers. Ten miles away, at West Point, on the Missouri side of the
line, was a large camp of ruflaans who rode about over the prairies in barbarous
garb, inflicting upon the free-state men every manner of indignity. About the
first of September, 1856, George W. Clarke, a short, stout renegade who had
been Indian agent at Fort Scott, headed this crowd, and along in the afternoon arrived at Trading Post. On the way they committed the most atrocious
Several houses were burned and the settlers ordered to leave. At that
acts.
time there lived just north of the Prairie Mound a man named Samuel Nickel,
who seemed to be a special object of their murderous intentions. He happened
to be away from his home and escaped with his life, but his family were terribly abused. Finally they passed on and encamped at the Post, but after
dark fifty of them went back, led by one Captain Fisher, and burned the house
and carried away whatever suited their fancy. They went to the chicken roost
and cut the feet off the fowls through sheer cruelty. They burned out several
other settlers in sight and went on to Sugar Mound (now Mound City) and
other places in the western part of the county, committing the most terrible
crimes. The Nickel family returned to southwest Missouri, but the next November Old Sammy came back to their claim and rebuilt, the family returning
sas so unremitting

most of the other settlers. From then on there
were threats and mutterings of trouble to come, though there was very little
trouble and no violence between the free-state settlers and the proslavery people inside the Kansas line, beyond occasional excited controversies.
At that time, 1857, there lived on the Kansas side of the line three miles
€ast of Trading Post, one Charles A. Hamelton, who had a number of slaves
and kept up quite an establishment. He was well educated and of aristocratic
in the spring of 1857, as did

bearing, but

became brutally

insolent to his free-state neighbors, refusing

them

the courtesy of recognition. William Hairgrove, who had known his family
in Georgia, paid him the deference of a visit. Hamelton met him at the gate

and was told of Hairgrove's courteous intention, but he coolly rejected Hairgrove and failed to invite him into his house. With other free-state men he
would occasionally talk when meeting them at the post office. "Broad Tom"
Jackson, a noted proslavery man, was his nearest neighbor, till some of his
mischief compelled Jackson to leave, when the present Judge William Goss,

With

temperament and hatred of
Goss to
be over in Missouri most of the time teaching school, saved him from a fatal
encounter with Hamelton and his men. Hamelton had a younger brother
named Alvin Hamelton, studying law with Judge Barlow at Paris at the time,
and an elder. Doctor Hamelton at Fort Scott. In the fall of 1857 the Hamel-

of

La Cygne, took

slavery, it

is

the land.

his pugnacious

entirely probable that the fact that poverty compelled

tons found the free-state majority so distasteful that they moved over into
Missouri, where for several months they associated with the guerillas.
It

is

interesting to observe the condition of western Missouri at that time.
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the western border of that state was wild land, particularly that
The land was nearly all patented to

portion east of Linn county, Kansas.

whom had settled on it. The land is beauwith numerous creeks trending to the southeast. In the timber
along these creeks were hidden numerous cabins of squatters, but they never
appeared much in evidence. West Point, in the extreme northwest corner of
private parties, only a very few of
tiful prairie

Bates county^ had suddenly grown into a town of several hundred, but this
included four hundred of the ruffians, who were not fair representatives of the
Missouri settlers either in appearance or moral character. The well-known
Green family from Vermont had then long lived in their present home. George
Walley had brought his free-state family of six there from Ohio in October,
1856, and brought with them the first sawmill and the first reaper ever in
Bates county. The present Alvin Walley is still living upon the old homestead. The well-known free-state "Uncle Tommy" Francis family then owned
three thousand acres near the line. Scattering along for ten or fifteen miles
were perhaps a dozen influential families, about half of whom were free-state,
while the others were slaveholders who had also the sympathy and assistance
of the squatters along the creeks. Jerry Jackson then had quite an extensive
farm and store two miles in Missouri on Mulberry creek, nearly due east of
Trading Post. He had a number of slaves, yet was on very friendly terms
with the free-state settlers in Kansas and showed them kindnesses that should
give him a lasting place in history, notwithstanding a very unhappy termination of their acquaintance. Gathered around him on the east were a number
of well-to-do families, Judge Rogers and the present Pierce Hackett among
them. They were a very good class of people. Hackett still lives there, and
is a most entertaining and pleasant gentleman, and his experience shows that
many innocent slaveholders suffered when the infuriated Kansas free-state men
practiced retaliation. Thus all western Missouri was apparently as open and
free and inviting as Kansas soil, but the ''promised land" as they viewed it
lay across the fine in the new territory. The one great object was not land,
but to make it a slave state. From then on the trouble grew in intensity.
There was no post office nearer than Paris, and in 1857 Austin W. Hall
wrote out a petition for the establishment of an office, and, at the suggestion
of Mrs. Samuel Nickel, named it Blooming Grove, after her old home in Pennsylvania. The petition was granted and Samuel Nickel became the first postmaster, opening the office in David Postlewaite's store. The name of Blooming Grove was retained till a few years ago, when it became Trading Post.
Early in 1857 many new settlers were coming in, and a company of Eastern
capitalists were scheming to build a railroad along the route of the military
road from Kansas City to Fort Smith. In anticipation of it, a part of them
came on and bought out Chouteau and Polk, and proceeded to lay out a large
town in the name of the Montgomery Town Company. Seth Belch purchased
the store. There were 800 acres in the proposed site, from the river eastward,
including Prairie
it

was

platted.

Mound and a part of Timbered Mound. A great portion of
Many distinguished men were in this enterprise, among those

here at the time being Senator Bigler and Congressman Montgomery, of Pennsylvania,

Congressmen Samuel C. Davis and O'Boyle, of Indiana, and Horace
who became the manager of the enterprise. A steam sawmill was

G. Smith,
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process of construction in the spring of 1858 just east of the ford, which a

man named Wing

of Terre Haute, Ind.,

was superintending.

—

Note. Next week the Journal will contain the most complete and accurate
account of the Marais des Cygne massacre ever published. The data for the
article was given by eyewitnesses of the great tragedy, and there is no disputing its truthfulness.

ROMANTIC, MYSTERIOUS AND TRAGIC TRADING POST.
[From La Cygne Weekly Journal,

May

31,

1895.]

Along in the spring of 1858 there was much threatening by the bushwhackers
just over the hne, and the free-state men procured guns and drilled as a
military company w4th a Mr. Tucker for captain and James M, Sayre lieutenant. They were daily in expectation that Clarke would swoop down upon
them with his four hundred bushwhackers and execute his threats. But as
late as the 17th of May there had been no trouble, and on that day the company resolved to discontinue their daily meetings and go to work upon their
farms. There was in the company one Bill Allen, who immediately disappeared
from the community and made a trip to Missouri and betrayed all their plans
to Hamelton and his men.
Hamelton, on moving back to Missouri, had made himself the unwelcome
guest of Jerry Jackson at his store, and loitered around there and West Point.
At the latter place at noon on May 18, James B. Sheed heard Hamelton address the camp of bushwhackers and ask for volunteers to go with him "down
in the valley

and attend

tioned them that only
these volunteers

to

some

devils

down

men who would obey

met him

at Jerry Jackson's

there."

He

particularly cau-

orders were wanted.

and they rode

off

That night

toward the south

without a truthful statement of their intentions to old Jerry.

The morning of May 19 was beautifully bright and clear, but very warm.
The settlers were all out in their fields at work, and there was no thought of
trouble.
About nine o'clock Hamelton and thirty-two men crossed at the
ford at the Trading Post, from the south, and rode to where the new mill was
being constructed. They were armed heavily, and were very boisterous and
abusive in their manner, cursing the men who were at the mill and driving
them off before them as prisoners. Wing, the superintendent, and the well
known Samuel D. Cady, then a boyish fellow, being among them. They
then went to the Jarieu post building where John F. Campbell was in charge
as a clerk for Belch, and added Campbell to the prisoners. There were at
that time only two other buildings and the saloon at the Post, where they
failed to find any free-state" men, and they marched off up the military road
till they got between Timbered Mound and Prairie Mound, where they released
Apall but Campbell, whom they drove along to the house of Samuel Nickel.
proaching the house Hamelton dismounted, and with a revolver in each hand
and men holding a rifle over each shoulder, he walked into the room where
Mrs. Nickel sat sewing. He demanded Mr. Nickel, and was told he was away,
which was true, as Nickel was one of the county judges and was at the county
seat at Paris. Hamelton refused to believe it, though, and one of his men began climbing up into the loft to search, and in doing so knocked a heavy
clock down on the little girl baby in the cradle. Mrs. Nickel screamed in alarm
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when one Aaron Cordell put his revolver against her and said, "Howl,
But they soon left and went out a little way on the road
to where Rev. B. L. Read was talking with two travelers— Patrick Ross, who
had come from Fort Lincoln on the Osage, and William A. Stillwell, who waa
from near Moneka and on his way to Kansas City to buy goods. They added
at

this,

damn

you, howl!"

Campbell and drove the four prisoners a mile and a half east to
who was absent, but they found his brother,
Amos Cross Hall, an invalid, asleep. He was awakened and made a prisoner.
They drove their prisoners to William Colpetzer's, a mile southeast, very
near where Hamelton had lived. Mrs. Colpetzer saw them coming and begged
her husband to hide, but he assured her he had done no wrong to anyone
and would not run, and the mob rode up and took him away a prisoner. They
then went north again a little over a mile to the house of Michael Robei^tson,
whom they took, and also his guest, Charles Snyder, who was visiting Robertson from his old home at Effingham, 111. They then went a mile northwest
to the house of William Hairgrove, whom they took prisoner, and also his
son Asa. They now had ten prisoners, who were taken entirely unarmed and
all three to

the claim of Austin Wilbur Hall,

with only their rough clothing of plowing time.

They

started off towards the

northeast driving their prisoners like brutes, and often forcing their horses
against them.

On

the prairie near Hayrick

Mound

they met Austin

W.

Hall

returning from Capt. Eli Snider's blacksmith shop with a plow he had had
^

Hall waa driving the yoke of "brown oxen" of Whittier's poem
and was so nearly blind with sore eyes that he could not tell the character of
the mob till he was added to the prisoners, who were warned on pain of death
not to speak to each other. Once one spoke to their captors saying he was
hungry^ and the reply was the captors expected "fried scalps" for dinner.
Then as they crossed a brook another asked permission to drink and was told
to "wait and get it in hell!"
They were then driven about a mile to a spot up on the hill about a quarter
of a mile from Snider's shop, where Hamelton formed the prisoners in line
and told the ruffians to guard them, while he took four men and went to
capture Snider. They saw them go down the hill and across a ravine and up
into a peculiar cove where Snider had built his forge. It was a deep draw open
toward the south, with the shop built into the eastern bank, the door facing
west. For some purpose Snider had built a stone wall down through the middle
of the draw, nearly to the road. Hamelton dismounted and walked up to the
door and pointing his gun at Snider said, with an oath, "I've got you now!"
A remark of Hamelton's men caused him to take his eye off the sight for an
instant and in a flash Snider had a double-barreled shotgun bearing on Hamelton, with the remark, "Don't be too sure. Captain Hamelton!"
Hamelton
then jumped aside and got on his horse and with his followers, who were his
two brothers and two others, rode up on the hill back of the shop.
Simon Snider, a brother of the blacksmith and a son of Eli Snider, and John
Robinson were in the shop, and Eli asked his brother and son to go to the
house a hundred yards up over the hill and get their guns and he would
walk out and protect them from the men who were riding around to get on
the hill. They started, and as Eli stood in the open he began to retreat toward the stone wall a hundred feet away and just as he went over it a volley
of buckshot struck him in the back and ankles. Hamelton and his men were
sharpened.
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Hamelton dismounted and

rested his car-

received in the neck a charge from Snider's gun.

Simon Snider and the boy had got to the house and opened fire
and wounded one Bloomfield. The attacking party then

retired.

In the meantime the prisoners, a quarter of a mile away, were witnesses of
when Hamelton returned he was much enraged.

the battle at Snider's, and

He

hurriedly ordered them to march, and led the way to a spot a quarter of
a mile northwest of Snider's shop, up a ravine on the side of the mound till
near the top of it. The ground was smooth and covered with grass. When the
ravine had narrowed so there was only room for one man to walk in it, he

They obeyed their overpowering captors in dignified silence. The eleven men covered thirty feet of
space in this way. The first on the right or lower end was Campbell and then
ordered them to halt and form in line facing east.

Colpetzer, A.

unknown

W.

order.

Hall, the two Hairgroves, Amos Hall, and the other five
Hamelton was all the while cursing and ordering his men

in

to

separate each side of the line of prisoners, which they did on horseback, the

making their horses' feet higher than the
and about twenty-five feet away. Hamelton and his brother
Al, the two Yealocks, and Hubbard, all of whom had had a neighborly acquaintance with the prisoners, were in the party facing them. The only words
spoken by the prisoners, were by William Hairgrove, who said, "Gentlemen,
if you are going to shoot us, take good aim."
Hamelton ordered his men to
get ready to fire, when one, "Fort Scott" Brockett, wheeled out of line with a
curse and said he would shoot in a fight, but he would have nothing to do with
such an act as that. Hamelton cursed him and with difficulty brought the balance of the men into line and gave the order "Fire!" The volley was full
and fatal. Austin Hall, the only present living survivor, says that as they fell
he saw on Colpetzer the hue of death, and it came like an inspiration to him
to fall flat with the others and feign death. Nearly all the assassins scampered
away at once, but Hubbard called out, "They are not all dead; let us finish
them," and dismounting with one or two came back and went down and kicked
the victims to see if they were living, while Alvin Hamelton sat on his horse
and fired his revolver among them. Patrick Ross was shot again to make sure
of him, Austin Hall (who had not been hit at all) was kicked and pronounced
dead, and as Hubbard saw Amos Hall breathing he told another to "put a
pistol to his ear; I never knew that to fail." Instead the pistol was put against
his cheek so that his tongue was nearly cut off and he retained the bullet in
They hurriedly rifled the
his mouth, spitting it out after the assassins left.
pockets of several and fled.
As soon as their horses' footsteps died out Austin Hall, who was unhurt,
turned and called to the others. He was answered by two of the wounded who
begged him to keep quiet for fear they were being watched. Hall, however,
crawled up and looked over the crest of the hill, when he saw the murderers
in a crowd on Spy Mound, a mile away, curiously looking back. He returned
to Mr. Campbell, who was mortally wounded in the bowels, and fixed him so
he could talk, and Campbell gave him some messages to write his friends, and
told him about some of his employer's money he had buried for safe-keeping,
and gave him a twenty dollar gold piece left in his vest pocket. Austin Hall

slopes of the ravine on either side
prisoners' heads

r
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then ran down the ravine and met Snider and his three companions, who did
not understand the tragedy they heard going on, and the five hastened toward
Trading Post.
A short distance out on the prairie they met Mrs. Hairgrove and Mrs. Colpetzer and her twelve-year-old son Frank, They suspected Hamelton's intentions, and had yoked up a team of oxen and loaded the wagon with bedding

and water and followed. The men told them the particulars and hurried on for
They soon gathered about twenty-five men and started back, meetThe men
ing the two women bringing in the wounded on their wagon.
brought the dead from the place of slaughter, which was literally drenched
with blood. William Hairgrove, one of the wounded, had bled terribly.
The dead were Colpetzer, Campbell, Ross, Stillwell, and Robertson. They
were taken to the house on the north side of Timbered Mound, recently
owned by William Goss. Doctor Ayres, of Farlinville, attended the wounded .15^
assistance.

—

Note. The next issue will give a brief review of the lives of the victims of
the tragedy, and will also treat of the appearance of "Old John" Brown upon
the scene, of his purchase of land upon which the traged}^ occurred, and the
precautions taken to prevent a repetition of the crime.

ROMANTIC, MYSTERIOUS AND TRAGIC TRADING POST.
[From La Cygne Weekly Journal, June

7,

1895.]

This monstrous crime was purely a political assassination, instigated and
executed by the proslavery mercenaries. The victims were all of American

and of gentle breeding. They had been inand courteously polite to those who differed with them. Rev. B. L.
Read was a missionary Baptist preacher. Stillwell was a Pennsylvanian who
lived over near Mound City. Patrick Ross was from Fort Lincoln on the
Osage, travehng through the Post. Asa Hairgrove was a native of Georgia,
but had moved here from Macoupin county, Ilhnois, and his family were
people above the average in intelligence, the son Asa afterward becoming state
auditor.
William Colpetzer was from Pennsylvania, and was perhaps the
brightest man intellectually in the community. He was of cool and deliberate
judgment, honest, courteous, pohte, and brave to fearlessness. Robertson
was a peaceable man, who had recently moved into the community from
Effingham, 111., and Charles Snider was a young man visiting with him from
the same place. The Hall brothers had Hved on their claim nearly a year,
having come from their birthplace at Eden, Lamoille county, Vermont. Austin
W. was twenty-six, and his brother two or three years younger. They had
never known any Hfe but the peacefulness of their New England village.
Samuel Nickel, whom the murderers failed to get, was a noted character, and
commanded high respect for his honor and bravery. He was a pronounced
blonde, over six feet high, and minus one eye. He had eleven children, all
boys but one, ranging from infancy to mature manhood. Himself and wife
were from Blooming Grove, Pa., had lived in southwest Missouri since 1838,
and had arrived on their Kansas claim on New Year's Eve, 1854. By a long
subsequent residence they proved to be people of excellent character, and the
birth,

of respectable ancestry,

offensive

15. Kansas Historical Collections, vol.
Cygnes massacre by the late Joel Moody.

14, p. 208, contains

an

article

on the Marais des
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living within a few miles of the place. The lives of all of
prove that the murderous attack on them was without the excuse
of private malice, and that they became martyrs to the cause of freedom.
The most intense excitement followed. Free-state men from far and near
gathered to offer assistance. R. B. Mitchell and James Montgomery each
came at the head of a strong party, but the assassins had fled beyond reach.
Four of the dead Colpetzer, Campbell, Ross, and Robertson were buried
in a common grave on the north side of Timbered Mound.
Stillwell was
taken to Mound City for burial. The five terribly wounded rapidly recovered,
and Amos C. Hall joined the party two or three weeks later who went over
into Missouri to arrest the assassins, and helped to capture and bring back
Matlock, who was taken to Paris and put in charge of Deputy Sheriff Colby,
who allowed him to escape, it is supposed through sympathy. The fact that
such desperate characters could escape punishment from proslavery officers
shows how badly the free-state settlers needed such heroic characters as James
Montgomery and his associates. The terrible tragedy was telegraphed all over
the Union, and became a great factor in cry^stallizing public opinion against
slavery. Whittier immortalized it in his poem.
A most singular and important thing is the subsequent close relation of Old
John Brown to this little community, and the utter absence of a reliable history
of his hfe here.
The writer is aware that what is hereinafter stated is at
variance as to dates and circumstances with several able writers of that period,
but as Brown had reason to conceal his real acts and intentions, there is
every probability that the testimony of honest, intelligent men, who have
lived right upon the spot ever since they were the companions in arms of the
immortal John Brown, is a truthful statement of important historical facts.
The scene of the Marais des Cygnes massacre is now owned by a man who
came to it while the blood of the martyrs was still fresh upon the sod where
they fell, and who has continuously resided there since. The land is technically described as the northwest fractional quarter of section twenty-six,
township twenty, range twenty-five. Linn coimty, Kansas.
Charles Crystal Hadsall, who became an associate of Old John Brown a few
days after the massacre, was born in Northmoreland, Luzerne county, Pennsyl-

these

is still

men

—

vania, April 14, 1825.
1846,

made a

—

He

is

of

Dutch ancestry. He removed to Blinois
and came to Kansas in May, 1858.

in

trip to California 1852,

Hadsall came down through Bates county, Missouri, where he fell in with
one of the assessors, named Bushon, who told Hadsall if he would help him
write out his report he would assist him in the selection of a claim which
Hadsall was looking for, so that after a day or two they were riding around
over the country together. At one place they met a fellow named Matlock,
who was boasting about how he and some of his friends had killed a lot of
"abolitionists" a few days previous over in Kansas. The fellow's details of
the crime were revolting to Hadsall, and he made notes of what he heard.
The next day they were at the house of Thomas Francis, where they met
Captain Weaver and Eli Snider, the blacksmith. Assessor Bushon was visibly
excited at meeting Snider, and soon left. Hadsall then told Captain Weaver
about Matlock and where he could be found, but Weaver paid no attention
to him, but on leaving invited Hadsall to accompany him over into Kansas,
and on the way told Hadsall he had already sent men after Matlock, and
sure enough they had him a prisoner at the Snider place when they arrived.
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Mr. Hadsall cannot tell the exact date, but distinctly remembers that the
ground was still red with the blood of the victims. It is reliably fixed at about
the last week in June. He says that John Brown had already begun the erection of the fort and had purchased the claim from Snider. Brown had a company organized and the place was maintained in regular miUtary order. From
that on Hadsall became a daily associate of Brown and had every opportunity
to learn his doings. Above all he admires Brown's mihtary genius, as in fact
do all those who were with him in those days. He showed great skill in the
construction of the fort, and at the expense of tediousness his description is
related.

The site of it was in front of where Snider had his shop. It was in a little
cove in the south end of the mound which extended back about a hundred
yards from the road at the base of the mound. At the head of this was a
all around rather steep slopes. About fifty feet from
and west wall of the little inclosed valley Brown built out
of hewed logs a two-story house eighteen by twenty feet square, with a flat
roof.
There were numerous portholes on each floor, which made it easy to
observe the approach of anything from any direction. To the height of a man's
shoulders on the outside a stone wall three feet thick had been constructed,
and the water from the spring ran through the house and into a pit three feet
deep at the southwest corner on the outside, at the foot of a fine oak tree.
Brown usually took water from this place, and was proud of the arrangement.
At the east end of the fort there was another handsome spreading oak under
which during the summer he cooked and ate and carried on the business devolving upon him as commander.
Nearly all his followers were there at first, among them John H. Kagi,
Stevens, Tidd, Leeman, and Anderson, several of whom were afterward with
him and died with him at Harper's Ferry. So far as the claim and the fort
could belong to any one it belonged to Old John Brown individually by purchase from Eh Snider, several eminent historians to the contrary notwithstanding. Brown busied himself with the preparation of manuscripts, and as
Hadsall sat and talked with him he asked Brown what his plans for the future
For answer Brown passed over to him the manuscripts, and upon
were.
perusal Hadsall found them to be an exhaustive treatise on military science
and rules of war. It was a high moral code in its provision as to the treatment
of conquered enemies, and required soldiers to abstain from pilfering and
robbery, but permitting them to take their substance from the enemy during

spring of good water, and
the east, north,

active war.

Beyond allowing Hadsall

to read his writings Brown never communicated his
At times he would entertain them with descriptions of great
battles of the world and the strategies used by successful commanders. Brown
seldom had more than half a dozen men with him at the fort, but all along
the Missouri line sentries were posted, and men reported to him regularly at
various hours. No one was permitted to enter the territory without satisfactory
evidence of good intentions. Frequently prisoners were brought in and a courtmartial assembled at which Old John Brown sat as president. If the prisoner
was adjudged all right, he was released, but if there was a doubt about him,
he was marched to the Missouri line and told to travel east. At one time an
ignorant squatter from Missouri was brought in, and after it was decided he

plans to him.
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was harmless, Brown invited him to dine with them, and asked him if he
would have a glass of ''aboHtion milk," which the fellow said he would, but
showed that he was suspicious by the way he tasted it, and remarked, "Why,
that 'ere tastes hke cow's milk." Brown laughed and told him it was cow's
milk from James Montgomery's cows.
Things went on this way till July 25, when Snider proposed to Hadsall that
he purchase the place from him and say nothing to Brown about it. Hadsall
expressed some surprise, and told Snider he would do nothing of the kind,
and soon after told Brown of Snider's proposition to him. On that occasion
Brown showed the only anger that Hadsall had ever witnessed, but walked
away without saying much. Shortly after he told Hadsall that he was content
for him to have the place, but he. Brown, wanted to reserve all privileges of
military occupation at his pleasure. It seemed that Brown had not made all
his payments to Snider, who in a way not unusual to him was trying to get
some money from Hadsall. That day Brown wrote out and signed the bill of
sale to Hadsall and signed it in his own name, and Snider, after turning over
to Hadsall his three yoke of oxen, cows, wagons, and plows, received six hundred dollars from Hadsall and added his quitclaim to the bill of sale. Hadsall
lost this precious bit of paper during the war.

—

Note. The Trading Post article will be concluded next week, and will be
followed by several other good articles.

ROMANTIC, MYSTERIOUS AND TRAGIC TRADING POST.
[From La Cygne Weekly Journal^ June

14, 1895.]

Along the latter part of the summer of 1858 Brown's sentinels were withdrawn and his company returned to their homes. Brown then was at the
place only at intervals, but Mr. Hadsall remembers he was often there after
cold weather. During his absence he was at Montgomery's fort, and in December was down on the Osage in Bourbon county.
During Brown's stay at the Snider place Hadsall was impressed with the
utter absence of selfishness or egotism or vaingloriousness in Brown. He was
modest and unassuming. All his orders were more like requests, and implicitly obeyed.
He frequently visited Austin Hall, Dr. Massey, and others,
and was well known to them, much of his talk being very prophetic of subsequent events. Among strangers he generally passed by an assumed name,
usually as "Captain Walker," but his men addressed him as Captain Brown.
It was in Doctor Massey's house, the old Jarieu trading post, that he wrote his
famous "parallels," dated January 3, 1859, as is proved by the testimony of
George A. Crawford. This great character one of the world's heroes left a
reputation here without the stain of a single act of wrongdoing.
In after years Mr. Hadsall built a spacious stone house over the spring, the
first floor opening on the sward where Brown's fort stood, and the second at
the httle plateau above. He was married November 27, 1864, to Miss Sarah
Walley, of the noted Missouri family, and they took up their residence here.
It is to be hoped that this scene of martyrdom may always be possessed by
such estimable people. Piece by piece the fort has been carried away and
there is not a vestige of it left. Two stones set in the ground during the war
by an Iowa regiment to mark the scene of the massacre have been reduced

—

—
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by relic hunters from a height of four feet to mere projections above the
ground, and a hawthorn tree which has grown on the hne to six inches in
diameter is hterally covered on trunk and branches with carved initials of
visitors. There is a well worn path to the spot, and at times parties numbering as

many

as fifty visit the place

and hear the story from Mr. Hadsall, who

very courteous to visitors.
Things went badly with the Missourians after the Marais des Cygnes
massacre. Hamelton and his men went back to Jerry Jackson's place, but
stopped only a few minutes. Hamelton shouted a few words to some acquaintance and rode north to Kansas City and was never seen here afterward.
is

It is believed he was killed in Texas by a free-state man w^ho followed him to
avenge some wrong done him.
Pierce Hackett says old Jerry Jackson deplored the crime and rebuked the
evildoers.
There is everything to prove him a good, kind man, for several
of the murdered men owed him money for goods purchased at his store, and
it is said Colpetzer's debt to him was over a hundred dollars.
But he was
given the reputation of harboring bad men, and was terribly persecuted. It
all terminated very sadly.
Sammy Nickel and Hairgrove called on him a
day or two before the next Christmas, and a truce was entered into for mutual
protection. They were to restrain evildoers and notify each other of danger.
But on Christmas eve, Jennison the jayhawker, who either did not know of
the agreement or violated it, surrounded the place and burned the handsome
big house Jackson had just completed, and destroyed and carried away all
The bravery shown by Jackson in defending his property is
his property.
still spoken of in admiration by those who were told of it by the attacking
party. Jennison was able to walk around, but could not sit in a saddle for a
long time afterward, and it is generally conceded that two or three Kansans
who went over there came home only for secret burial. The exact truth of
this was never known. Old John Brown was not connected with this incident,
but it is reasonably sure that Snider piloted the party to the place.
Austin W. Hall and his brother were soon after compelled to go back to
Vermont, that Austin might be treated for sore eyes. He was very .slow in
recovering his sight, but April 14, 1865, he returned to Kansas, and was married to Miss Caroline Fisk November 28, 1869, and they took up their home
at Trading Post, and three children bom to them are living, Amos Homer,
Carlton Fisk, and John Austin. Mrs. Hall died several years ago, and Mr.
Hall subsequently married an accomplished lady of Vernon county, Missouri,
Miss Edith Hill, by whom he has one child, Clyde William Hall.
From the penniless boy who walked from Kansas City in 1857, Austin W.
Hall has grown to be one of the largest landed proprietors in the county, and
has large mercantile and milling properties. He is a man of affairs and honored and respected. Within sight of his home a handsome monument has
been reared to the memory of those who fell on that fatal 19th of May, 1858.

He

is

the only survivor of that terrible tragedy, and the tender care of that

sacred spot shows his love for their

memory.

many

and many new people
became the property of
Doctor Massey, and it sheltered Old John Brown as his guest. In it Brown
wrote his famous "parallels" letter to the New York Tribune. Doctor Massey
was forced by the war to abandon them, and an estimable widow, Mrs. Matilda
During

came

his absence in the

to the Trading Post.

East

The

great events

old Jarieu building

—
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Tubbs, occupied the buildings with her family, and to their kindness many
and wounded soldiers owe the preservation of their lives, and have since
written their gratitude from all parts of the Union. A son and daughter of
Mrs. Tubbs are still living at the Post Miss Addie and Mr. Amos Tubbs.
Company B of the Sixth Kansas cavalry was organized at Trading Post,
commanded by Captain Orahood and Lieutenant David Goss.^^ Company D
of the same regiment was very largely made up of Trading Post men, Old
Sammy Nickel and four sons going into it William, John, Ben, and Newton
and Wilham and Ben died in the service. Two others of the Nickel boys
Robert and Jasper were in the Fifteenth and Ninth respectively, Jasper dying
sick

—

—

—

in the service.

During 1858 Joseph Goss and several sons followed the elder son, Wilham,
and located in the village. Joseph is now a nonagenarian of good physical
and mental strength. He was bom in Rowan county, North Carohna, October

When the Price raid came tearing through the little place in 1864
with forty thousand men his house was shot almost to pieces and everj^thing
of value carried off a common experience of the settlers. A talk with him
brings up the names of many good men who were his neighbors in these
troublesome days John R. Wilhams (Uncle Jacky), Jackson Lane, S. R.
Hungerford, and interesting Uncle Johnny Baeritz, and William Crawshaw,
who was captured by Clarke's raiders, and carried to West Point and tortured

21, 1804.

—

—

for information against his neighbors,

Crawshaw was an Enghshman by

birth

which he heroically refused to give.
and had been a big railroad contractor

at one time.

In 1860 John Fickes and his brother Morgan, now of LaCygne, put in a
at the ford and beside it a big mill, which has always been a noted institution.
It has passed through various hands and kept constantly growing,
the present owner, Austin W. Hall, having recently doubled its capacity and
put it to running night and day to fill orders. It has both steam and water
power, and a big sawmill is operated in connection with it.
Amos C. Hall, after the war, settled at Helena, Mont., where he became
very wealthy. He died about two years ago.
In 1870 an iron bridge was put over the river by Oscar F. Dunlap, who was

dam

captain of

company

H

of the Fifteenth

Kansas cavaIr3^

Jarieu buildings began to succumb to decay and

now

Soon

after,

the old

are entirely gone.

With

a big mill going night and day the Post is fast becoming a thrifty modern
May its memories be ever preserved.
village.

POETIC INDIAN NAMES

REMEMBERED BY HENRY TRINKLE.

[From LaCygne Weekly Journal^ June

21, 1895.]

lived in what is now Lincoln towTiship since the fall of
and has a distinct recollection of the many incidents of the early years.
He came from Porter county, Indiana, where he was born December 2, 1834,
and where he had known some of the Miami Indians, and visited with them
when he came here to their new reservation. During that fall he was with the
Geboes, and hunted a great deal with Jim Eveline, a half-breed who will be

Henry Trinkle has

1858,

16. John W. Orahood and David Goss were officers of Company D, Sixth Kansas cavalry,
not Company B. Company D was evidently recruited in Linn county, and the "additional
enlistments" were nearly all men from Trading Post.
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remembered by many old inhabitants. All that portion of town now north of
Market street was wild prairie, with grass growing on it that would conceal
a man on horseback in many places. One exciting hunt resulted in his getting
a handsome buck exactly where the Rudd house stands, now occupied by M.
Badger.
In 1861 Trinkle was employed by the Miami chiefs to superintend the store
which they opened on the hill on the Nop-shin-gah farm, now owned by
Manfred Priser. Nop-shin-gah was head chief at that time, and on his
death was buried in the httle cemetery still called the Indian graveyard.
Ach-a-pon-gah succeeded him as chief.
A family named Splawn had opened a farm on the quarter section southeast of the Market street well, and had their residence where the Louis
Valkman house now is. The Splawns subsequently sold to a family named
Shuler, and they sold to Washington Cowing, Jr. The Splawns and Shulers
were thus the first settlers of what is now La Cygne, and it is sad to relate that
the seniors died and were buried in a httle graveyard not twenty feet from
the Market street well, and are at present slumbering in this unprotected
ground. Subsequently other members of these families died and were buried
in a little graveyard, still protected, on the James Ireland farm two miles northeast of town. They are all remembered as very nice people, but nothing can
be learned of their antecedents. This brief mention is the only monument

memory.
Mr. Trinkle remembers a character who lived in a little cabin at the ford,
where the fair grounds now are. He was named Graham, and the ford took
its name from him, so he was probably among the "first famihes," though he
is remembered as an indolent, shiftless, harmless, old man, quite patriarchal
in appearance, with long white hair and beard. Few took the trouble to learn
his name or history, and among the settlers and emigrants he was known
simply as the White Pilgrim, while the Indians gave him the equivalent in
their language, Wah-pe-lah-quet, which names are preserved for their poetic

to their

value, should future bards write the story in verse.

Mr. Trinkle also remembers that in the Indian language the hill north of
town was called after the Miami chief, John Roubideau, Ach-a-pon-gah, meaning Big Turtle.

Martin Taylor also had some peculiarities that Henry remembers, one of
which was that he had a herd of swine to which he sang a song that would
bring them out of the forests to their feed without bringing any of their neighbors to dinner. Martin was a neighborly sort of man, but was mischievously
associated with the proslavery people on the Missouri line, and on one occasion
Henry rode to the old man's place at daylight to tell him his practices were
known and retribution would surely overtake him if he persisted in it. Old
Martin in fear and trembling ran for the timber, and his family carried food
to him for several days where he lay in a hollow log. In the meantime, some
of Montgomery's men did call for him with a rope without finding him.
Taylor was ever after an exemplary citizen.
In 1862 horse stealing and other depredations were so numerous that a
company was organized for protection of life and property, at H. D. Ward's
place a mile northeast of town (now owned by Frank Conley). Eighty men
enrolled in this independent organization, with Isaac Massey captain, and
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Henry Trinkle
tion.

A

great

first

lieutenant.

number

Society.

M. W. Gouin was

of horse thieves

ment to this efficient organization.
Mr. Trinkle was not able to enlist

owed

secretary of the organiza-

their detection

and imprison-

in the regular military service

by reason

two infants to take care of, but all his spare time was spent with the
army in active service. He had been with Montgomery's men on many expeditions of rescue and reprisal, and afterwards with them when Jennison commanded them. On one occasion a party of three hundred pursued marauding
bushwhackers to near Papinsville, where they ran into an ambush and Ed. R.
Smith's brother was shot. Captain Williams, of Mound City, was along that
of having

time.

On another occasion Jennison led about three hundred against the bushwhackers, and just over the line captured a man whom he had had prisoner
once before. He was of bad reputation, and Jennison told him if he ever
caught him again he would hang him, and taking out his pocket knife split the
fellow's ear for a mark of identification and turned him loose. Jennison was a
cruel disciplinarian,

and members of

his

band offending him were treated un-

mercifully.

Mr. Trinkle's most valuable recollection

of those times is his description of

army October 24, 1864. He was stopping
out on Middle creek, east of where La Cygne now is, and heard of their coming, and rode out towards West Point and saw the rebel army of nearly 40,000
men scattered over all the country to the east. The rebels were driving before
them all the cattle they found, and those that were exhausted by the drive were
taken up and slaughtered by the rear. Some of the cattle got beyond their
reach, and Harvey McDonald gathered up forty fat steers which he sold in
the invasion of the state by

Price's!

Night overtook the rebels at Trading Post, only a porBut there was little rest all night for either side.
John Fickes, a brother of Morgan, owned the Trading Post mills at that time,
and stayed in them while the rebels ran every machine to its fullest capacity.
Wagons were loaded as rapidly as possible and sent on to the advance. Three
hundred beeves were slaughtered at the Post. Just at daybreak Pleasanton
made so sudden an onslaught on the rebel camp that they fled precipitately,
and every little camp fire had beefsteaks on spits, showing that many of the
rebels left with empty stomachs. They also abandoned a great deal of clothing.
Carcasses of beeves were strewn everywhere and people had to stay away for
weeks for fear of pestilence.
One noticeable thing as the rebels passed through Lincoln and Valley townships on the 24th was that the Texas troops under Price marched in close ranks
in military order, while the Missourians were scattered all over the country
murdering and pillaging. At old Sammy Nickel's place a visitor, just after
their passage, asked Mrs. Nickel how they had fared. She said the rebels took
everything all they had left was at the end of a rope out at the barn. Jennison had caught one of the pillagers there and refused him a soldier's death and

Osawatomie

for $1,600.

tion getting across the river.

—

hung him.

On

the morning of the 25th Trinkle was with the Federal front, and says

was a mad chase. Every hundred yards or less rebel dead
would be found who had been stripped of clothing by their own comrades, in
some cases even the wounded being deprived of covering. Mr. Trinkle thinks
for ten miles it
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any estimate he has ever

seen.

Colonel Moonlight flanked the rebels on the west and saved Mound City.
This tended to bring the rebels together, and at Mine creek nearly their whole
army was assembled. At that time the formation of the ground was peculiarly
bad for their retreat. The creek runs nearly straight east, and the north bank
was for a mile or more abruptly precipitate for several feet, making it impossible for the rebels to pass it except at a little narrow ford right in the
middle of the army. Price got half his army over and formed them in four
successive lines of battle, but before the remainder could scale the banks Pleasanton's cavalry engaged them in a fierce battle. It is said that many of the
men who had served under Jennison rode into them and with revolvers destroyed them like they were sheep. Many were forced over the bluff and
crushed. Artillery stationed on the hill where Pleasanton now is, poured shell
into their thickest ranks on the opposite side of the stream. The rebels had
fully three men to one Union man, yet they were so panic stricken they were

mowed down

There were about eight hundred left to surrender
major general, Marmaduke, and several brigadiers
and minor officers were taken at the Pleasanton Mound. Marmaduke gave his
sword to a mere boy, which looked rather ludicrous in a big, pompous man of
fifty.
That portion of Price's army which were across the creek went pell-mell
for Missouri and escaped, going down past Nevada.
The scene after the battle was terrifying. Fully three hundred horses horribly mangled were running and snorting and trampling the dead and wounded.
Their blood had drenched them and added to the ghastliness of it all. One
hundred and fifty Union dead were taken to Mound City for burial, and the
rebels buried on the battlefield. A lady living there at the time says that three
hundred were buried in one grave, while at numerous other places groups of
rebel dead were interred.
There were gathered from the battlefield three big wagon loads of guns of
all kinds, from old flintlocks to shotguns and rifles and revolvers, and three
wagon loads of saddles. In 1868, when the Gulf road was built through where
the battle was fought, the plain was white with bones, some of which were of
slain men.
in

windrows.

at the congested ford.

A

SOMETHING ABOUT THE EARLY DAYS OF LACYGNE.
[From LaCygne Weekly Journal, June

28, 1895.]

Richard Anderson Denton has a very distinct recollection of the condition of
when he first came with his family. Mr. Denton was born
in Halifax county, Virginia, but was taken in his infancy by his parents to Indiana. He married in Tippecanoe county, Indiana, Miss Naomi Pharer Lee,
and in 1865 started west with his wife and one child, now Mrs. Ella Young,
Mrs. Frank (now Harmon) being born in Ray county, Missouri. After spending a year in Ray county, Missouri, he came on to where La Cygne now stands.
He remembers the old emigrant trail to have been from West Point, Mo., past
Maddox ford on Sugar creek to Blystone's crossing, where Daniel Stainbrook
now lives, then straight west to the Ballard ford. There were then a considerable number of houses between Middle creek and the river. Daniel Stainbrook and his son-in-law, Thornton Bunch, Washington Gowing, Sr., Washingthings here in 1866,
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ton Gowing, Jr., David Brewer, and one or two others, had opened farms in
the prairie on this line of road.
A man named Ennis had settled upon the quarter including the Ballard
ford, now the Grifl&n farm, and was building a mill and Denton bought him out,
and after considerable trouble and expense sold the water power right and mill
to Brice G. Mundell, who was soon swept out b}^ a freshet and never was able
too rebuild. Mr. Mundell lived on the property until a few months ago. Mr.
Denton bought new machinery, and for several years operated it near where
the fair grounds stand.
Mr. Denton took an active part in the fight against the agents for the Miami
Indian lands, Col. A. G. McKenzie and General Blunt. The Indians had been
given individual allotments of 200 acres per capita, and it was supposed that
the residue of the lands would be thrown open to settlement at $1.25 per acre,
and every available piece was eagerly seized by the emigrants. But there was
a mischievous clause providing that any Indian "overlooked or unprovided for"
might claim lands held by such settlers and oust them. After awhile McKenzie and Blunt found it profitable to look up and bring forward so-called
heirs, and demand either the land or a cash compromise, usually $10 an acre
for timber land and $6 for prairie. This was quite different from $1.25 an acre,
and a vigorous protest was made. The settlers organized with Wash Gowing,
president, and R. A. Denton, secretary. A committee consisting of Mr.
Denton, G. Marion Moore, and George W. Moore went to Paola for legal advice, where they learned that the practices of Blunt and McKenzie were legal
under the terms of the treaty.
The Gulf road was then being slowly constructed, and LaCygne was surveyed and laid off as it now exists on the map during the spring and summer
of 1869. The first store was that of a Mr. Chetland, who sold general merchandise in a building near where the section house now is, in the south part
of town. The settlers were becoming more and more angry over the land question, and on it becoming known that on a certain day McKenzie was coming
down from Paola to see some of the land, it looked as though trouble would
result. But McKenzie came, and with him was Congressman Grinnell, of Iowa,
afterward senator from that state. The settlers gathered and no doubt intended
to do him violence. There was some angry wrangling, when McKenzie asked
permission to address them, which was granted. He was a smooth talker, and
after a short talk pacified most of them and contracted with them then and
there on his own terms. Only a few held out, and they finally compromised.
The road finally reached Fontana and the town began to grow. George
Noble had the first drug store, but it was only a few days till J. O. Rogers and
James R. Moore were selling quinine, poisons and cosmetics, and it is not
necessary to remark that Mr. Rogers has been here ever since, though Mr.
Moore has been in California several years. And it might be truthfully recorded here that J. O. Rogers, old Mr. Pratt, R. A. Denton, and others, used
to walk to Fontana to "catch the train for Kansas City."
There was talk those days about oil and gas just as we have it now. Daniel
Stainbrook dug a well, and one of his men earned a light down in it which
ignited gas and caused an explosion and created great excitement. The man
escaped with slight injuries. But ever since then Uncle Dan has believed in
Sr.,

the gas theory.
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CAPTAIN DOBYNS KILLED BY BUSHWHACKERS IN
[From La Cygne Weekly Journal, July

5,

1864.

1895.]

In June, 1857, several families came from Schuyler county, Illinois, to make
home here. In the party were Eli Cox, Robert Ewing and several of his
friends, William Cox (an uncle to Eli), and a family named Huggins. At West
Point they met Joshua Sheek, who told them of the troubles prevailing, and
they continued on by way of Trading Post to Brooklin, where Sheek and Captain Leasure helped them to select their claims, on which they all located
June 2.
At the time Cox and his party arrived the free-state men had things pretty
much their own way, and Montgomery and his men were retaliating upon proslavery people by requesting their absence from the community. It was a rigorous application of the old Mosaic law an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth
but more generally a horse for a horse and the owner's expulsion from the
county. Cox saw several caravans of them going away grieving over their misfortunes, as they were pleased with the country.
In 1858 it was a common sight to see squads of horsemen riding over the
prairie without legitimate excuse for their presence, and at such times families
left their homes after sundown and slept on the open prairies, while the men
would gather at the fords on the river and stand guard all night against
their

—

—

invaders.

August 9, 1862, in company E, Sixth Kansas cavalry, under
and served till June 28, 1865. Was at Prairie Grove,
Cane Hill, Newtonia, Honey Springs, Maysville and Duvall's Bluff. While
acting as escort to the mails between Fort Smith and Fayetteville he had a
narrow escape. With him was a young man named Stevens, who enlisted from
Twin Springs. Th.ey were set upon by two hundred rebels and were being
chased down a road, when Cox's horse was killed under him and he was thrown
quite a distance by the fall. He crowded behind a tree and a moment later
young Stevens was captured right in front of him, so near that he heard every
word. The brave boy surrendered and dismounted, patting his horse affectionately, when he was asked what regiment he belonged to. Upon answering the
Sixth, he was riddled with bullets and stripped of his clothing in a few minutes.
The party had been speculating where Cox had disappeared to, but something
attracted their attention upon the road and they galloped away.
Cox fled
through the forest and reached Fort Smith.
The captain of Mr. Cox's company was Henry M. Dobyns, father of Frank
Dobyns of Farlinville. He was killed by a party of bushwhackers October 23,
1864, while on his way home on a furlough.!''^
Eli

Cox

enlisted

Col. William R. Judson,

17. Adjutant General's Report, Kansas, 1861-'65, gives
in action Oct. 23, '64, Cow Creek, Mo."

42—324

Capt. Henry

M. Dobyns

"killed

;

;;
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OFFICIAL ROSTER OF KANSAS,
1854-1925.

TERRITORIAL,
GOVERNORS.
Reeder, Andrew H., Shawnee Manual Labor
School. Commissioned June 29, 1854 took
the oath July 7 arrived in Kansas, Oct. 7,
1854 served to Apr. 17, 1855 June 23 to
Aug. 16, 1855; d. Easton, Pa., July 5,
1864.
;

1854-1861.
Grantville, Jefferson county, Kan., Apr. 23,
1877.

Beebe, George M., Lecompton.
1860, to Feb. 9, 1861.

Served July

1,

;

;

;

Woodson,

Daniel,

Shawnee

Manual

Labor

Acting governor, Apr. 17 to June
1855; Aug. 16 to Sep. 7, 1855; June
24 to July 7, 1856; Aug. 18 to Sep. 9,
1856 Mar. 12 to Apr. 16, 1857 d, Claremore, I. T., Oct. 5, 1894.
Shannon, Wilson, Shawnee Manual Labor
School and Lecorripton. Commissioned Aug.
10, 1855; took the oath Sep. 7, 1855,
July 7 to Aug.
served to June 24, 1856
sworn in the second time June
18, 1856
13. 1856; d. Lawrence, Aug. 30, 1877.
Sep. 9,
Geary, John White, Lecompton.
1856, to Mar. 12, 1857; resigned Mar. 4,
HarrisMar.
to
take
effect
d.
20;
1857,
burg, Pa., Feb. 8, 1873.
Acting
Lecompton.
Stanton, Frederick Perry,
Nov. 16
governor Apr. to May 27, 1857
to Dec. 21, 1857; d. near Ocala, Fla.,
School.
23,

;

;

AUDITORS.
Donaldson, John, Shawnee Manual Labor
School and Lecompton. Commissioned Sep.
6, 1855, for term of four years beginning
Aug. 30; served Aug. 30, 1855, to Feb.
20, 1857.
Strickler, Hiram Jackson,

Lecompton. Legisconfirmed appointment Feb. 20,
served to Feb.
1861;
near
d.
Tecumseh, Kan., July 31, 1873.

lature

1857;

TREASURERS.

;

;

;

June 4, 1894.
Walker, Robert John, Lecompton. Took the
oath May 9, 1857; served May 27 to
Nov. 16, 1857; d. Washington, D. C,
Nov. 11, 1869.
Acting
Denver, James William, Lecompton.
governor Dec. 21, 1857, to May 12, 1858;
appointed governor; served May 12 to
July 3, 1858; July 30, to Oct. 10, 1858; d.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 9, 1892.
Acting
Walsh, Hugh Sleight, Lecompton.
governor July 3-30, 1858; Oct. 10 to Dec.
to
Sep. 15, 1859; Apr.
18, 1858; Aug. 1
15 to June 16, 1860; d. near Grantville,
Jefferson county, Kan., Apr. 23, 1877.
Took the
Medary, Samuel, Lecompton.
oath Dec. 1, 1858; commission dated Dec.
22; served Dec. 18, 1858, to Aug. 1, 1859;
Sep. 15, 1859, to Apr. 15, 1860; June 16
to Sep. 11, 1860; Nov. 26 to Dec. 17,
1860 d. Columbus, Ohio, Nov. 7, 1864.
Beebe, George M., Lecompton. Acting governor Sep. 11 to Nov. 26, 1860; Dec. 17,
;

1860, to Feb.

9,

1861.

Thomas

Cramer,

B., Shawnee Manual
J.
Labor School and Lecompton. Appointed

Aug. 29, 1855
commissioned Oct. 20
served Aug. 30, 1855, to Feb. 11, 1859; d.
Mitchell,
Robert Byington, commissioned
Feb. 11, 1859; took the oath Mar. 4;
ser\-ed Feb. 11, 1859, to Feb. 1861; d.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 26, 1882.
;

ATTORNEYS-GENERAL.
Andrew Jackson,

Isacks,

the year 1881.

SUPERINTENDENTS OF SCHOOLS.
Noteware, James H., Commissioned Feb. 13,
1858 took the oath Mar. 5 served Mar.
1 to Dec. 2, 1858.
Greer, Samuel Wiley, Leavenworth. Commissioned Dec. 2, 1858; served to Jan. 2,
1861; d. Winfield, Kan., Sep. 30, 1882.
Douglas, John C, Leavenworth.
Jan. 2 to
Feb. 1861.
;

;

PENITENTIARY.

Shawnee Manual Labor
Commissioned June 29, 1854

Daniel,

School.

took the oath Sep. 28; served June 29,
1854, to Apr. 16, 1857; d. Claremore,
T., Oct. 5, 1894.
ComStanton, Frederick P., Lecompton.
missioned Mar. 13, 1857; took the oath
Apr. 2; served Apr. 16 to Dec. 21, 1857;
d. near Ocala, Fla., June 4, 1894.
I.

Denver,

James W., Lecompton.

sioned Dec. 11, 1857;
served Dec. 21.
21
;

1858;
Walsh,

May

Commis-

took the oath Dec.
1857,

to

May

Washington, D. C, Aug.
Hugh Sleight, Lecompton.
12, 1858, to June 28, 1860;
d.

Com-

;

;

SECRETARIES.
Woodson,

Louisiana.

missioned June 29,. 1854
took the oath
Nov. 29 confirmed June 30, 1854, served
to Mar. 1857, when he resigned.
Weer, William, Lecompton. Confirmed Mar.
13, 1857; served until June 5, 1858; d. at
Wyandotte, Feb. 28, 1867.
Davis, Alson C, Wyandotte. June 5, 1858,
to Feb. 9, 1861; d. in New York during

9,

12,

1892.

Served
d. near

Newby, Capt. E. W.
pointed

B., U. S. A., master of
May to Dec. 1856.
master of convicts. Apserved during
1856
10,

Served

convicts.

Hampton, Levi
Nov.

J.,

;

1857.

PENITENTIARY COMMISSIONERS.
Pratt, Caleb S.

Lewis,

Ward

Hunt. Ashael.

S.

1858.
1858.
1858.

Ritchie, John, Topeka.
Sep. 1, 1887.

1859;

d. at

Topeka,

Prentiss, S. B., Douglas county.
1859.
Johnson, Fielding, Wyandotte county. 1859
d. at Topeka, June 23, 1872.

;

Official
Penitentiary Commissioners

Kansas Roster.

— Concluded.

Lambdin, C. S. 1860-'61.
Adams, M. S. 1860-'61 d. at Canon City,
;

Dec. 25, 1900.
1860-'61;
Stams, Charles.
worth, July 14, 1865.

;

Colo.,

d.

at

Leaven-
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SUPREME COURT REPORTERS.
Parrott, Marcus J.
1857.
Sykes, Thomas B.
1860.

Martin,
1

John.

July 30, 1855. to Dec.
Dec.

Mar.

7,

1860,

6,

Qfti

1857. to
to

7.

Mar

6

Feb.

9

'

PUBLIC PRINTERS.
Brady, John T. Elected July 6, 1855; commissioned Aug. 31, 1855.
Bennett, R. H.
1857.
Elected Dec. 11, 1857;
Ross, William W.
served to Jan. 15, 1858.
Elected Jan. 15, 1858;
resigned Jan. 20, 1858; d. at Denver, Colo.,
Jan. 21, 1884.
Ross, William W.
Elected Jan. 20, 1858,
vice Vaughn resigned; served to Jan. 9,
1859; d. at Los Angeles, Cal., June, 1889.
Thacher, Timothy Dwight.
Elected Jan. 9,
1859; secretary of the territory authorized
work to be done by Joel K. Goodin, who

Vaughn, Champion.

employed George W. Brown.
Goodin, Joel K. 1859 d. at Ottawa, Dec.
;

9,

1894.

Brown, George W. 1859.
Medary, S. A., and Driggs,
Medary, Samuel A. 1861.

S.

W.

DISTRICT ATTORNEYS.
Grover,

Chas. H., First district.
Commissioned Aug. 31, 1855.
Hutchinson, H. A., Second district.
Commissioned Aug. 31, 1855.
Brady, John T., Third district.
Commissioned Aug. 31, 1855.
Davis, Alson C. Commissioned June 5, 1858.

COMMISSION TO CODIFY LAWS.
Appointed Jan.

1859.

Leaven-

d.

worth, Jan. 12, 1871.
McCay, William.
Lowman, E. S.

1860.

SUPERINTENDENTS OF PUBLIC

12,

McCahon, James, Leavenworth;

LIBRARIAN.
Strickler,

Hiram

J.

Commissioned June

30,

PRINTING.
Lowe,

S.

A.

Hazzard, A. B.
Elliott, R. G.

1855.
Elected Feb.
Elected Dec.

PRESIDENTS OF THE COUNCIL.
1857.
11, 1857.

3,

CHIEF JUSTICES.
Brown, Madison, Maryland.
Commissioned
June 29, 1854; refused the appointment.
Lecompte, Samuel Dexter, Shawnee Manual
Labor School and Leavenworth.
Commissioned Oct. 3, 1854
took the oath
Dec. 5, 1854; served to Mar. 9, 1859; d.
The
Kansas City, Mo., Apr. 24, 1888.
President, on Dec. 17, 1856, appointed
James O. Harrison, of Kentucky, to supersede Lecompte, but Congress declined to
confirm the appointment.
Pettit, John, Leavenworth.
Oath taken Apr.
2, 1859; served Mar. 9, 1859, to Feb. 9,
1861; d. Lafayette, Ind., Jan. 17, 1877.

Johnson, Thomas, Shawnee Mission.
1855d. Jan. 2, 1865, near Westport,
Mo.
Babcock, Carmi W., Lawrence.
1857-'59:
d. at St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 22, 1889.
Updegraff, W. W., Osawatomie, 1860-'61.

SPEAKERS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

;

Johnston, Saunders W., commissioned June
29, 1854; d. Washington, D. C, Jan. 1,
1905.

Appointed Sep.
Burrill, Jeremiah Murray.
sworn
oath sworn to Dec. 3
13, 1855
to again June 13, 1856.
He served but a
short time, returning to his home in
Greensburg, Pa., where he died Oct. 21,
;

1856.

Cunninsham, Thomas.

;

24, 1882.
Larzelere, A.,

ASSOCIATE JUSTICES.

;

John Henry, Atchison county.
1855; d. St. Joseph, Mo., July 24, 1905.
Joseph C. Anderson, pro tern.
Mathias, W. G., Leavenworth county. 1857;
W. H. Tebbs, Jefferson county, pro tern.
Deitzler, Geo. W., Douglas county. 1857-'58;
d.
Tucson, Ariz., Apr. 10, 1884.
John
Hanna, Lykins county, pro tern.
d. Oct
Stringfellow,

Commissioned Nov.

19, 1856; oath sworn to Jan. 10, 1857;
served to June 3, 1857; d. at Beaver, Pa.,
S"p. 29, 1865.
Commissioned June 3,
Williams, Joseph.
1857; oath sworn to July 10, 1857; served
to Feb. 1861; d. at Fort Scott, Mar. 31,
1870.

Commission-'d
Rush, Lecompton.
oath sworn to Oct. 15
June 29, 1854

Elmore,

;

served to Sep. 13, 1855.
Commissioned Sep. 13,
Cato, Sterling G.
1855; oath sworn to Oct. 31; served to
Aug. 13, 1858; returned South and died
during the war.

Oath sworn to
Elmore, Rush, Tecumseh.
Aug. 13, 1858; served to Feb. 9, 1861; d.
Topeka, Aug. 14, 1864.

Doniphan coimty.

Doniphan county, June
Irvin, Atchison county,

1859;

1877.
7,
tern. ; d.

pro

d.

J. B.
Jones-

boro. 111., Sep. 3, 1867.
Colton, Gustavus A., Lykins county.
1860
d. Kansas City, Mo., July 26, 1894.
Edward Lynde, Jefferson county, pro tern. d.
Paola, Mar. 27, 1897.
Scott, John W., Allen county; d. Oklahoma,
Jan.
1899.
19,
Charles Burrell Lines,
Wabaunsee county, pro tern. d. Wabaunsee, Kan., March 31, 1890.
;

;

DELEGATES TO CONGRESS.
W^hitfield,

John W., Tecumseh.

Congress; Dec. 20, 1854 to Mar.

Note.

— "Reeder

XXXIIId
3,

1855.

and Whitfield both claim
the XXXIVth Congress; both re-

a seat in
ceive mileage;" Whitfield received certificate
of election Oct. 30, 1855; seat declared vacant Aug. 1, 1856; vote reconsidered and seat

given him Dec.
11, 1857.

1856

;

finally

unseated Feb.

Marcus J., Leavenworth. 1857-'61;
Oakwood, Ohio, Oct. 11, 1879.

Parrott,
d.

9,

—
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ADJUTANTS GENERAL.
Hiram J. Commissioned Aug. 31,
1855; served to Dec. 16, 1857.
Chadwick, Charles. Elected Dec. 16, 1857;
served to Nov., 1860.
Strickler, Hiram J.
Served from Nov., 1860,
Strickler,

to

May

2,

1861.

INSPECTORS GENERAL.
Cramer, Thomas

J.

B.

31, 1855.

Rumbold, William, 1855 -'56.

COMMISSIONERS TO SELECT SITES
FOR PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
LECOMPTON.
1855.

Johnson, Thomas, Shawnee Mission.
McMeekin, H. D., Leavenworth.
Marshall, Frank J., Marysville.

Strickler, Hiram J.
Appointed
lative act, Feb. 23, 1857.

C.

Appointed Oct. 20, 1855;

revoked Nov. 7, 1856.
[Dr. Aristides Roderigue, contractor. Articles
of agreement with Gov. A. H. Reed.-r, Dec.
27, 1855.]

Elected Feb. 20, 1857.
Tebbs, W. H.
Waterson, T. W.
Martin, J. W.
Stewart. O. C.

Appointed under Legislative Act, Feb. 7, 1859.
Adams, Henry J. Oath sworn to Feb. 23,

Kingman,

S.

Oath sworn to Feb.

A.

Oath sworn

STATE,

4,

1859.

McKay,

William, attorney
Oath Mar. 8, 1859.

for

commission.

SURVEYORS GENERAL.
Calhoim, John. Commissioned Aug. 26, 1854
served to July 3, 1858 d. St. Joseph, Mo.,
;

Oct. 13, 1859.
Burnett, Ward B.
Appointed July 5, 1858;
served to Apr. 1861; d. Washington, D. C,
June 24, 1884.

Donalson, Israel B., Illinois.
Commissioned
June 29, 1854
oath sworn to Nov. 10,
1854; resigned Nov. 4, 1856.
Commissioned Nov.
Spencer, William, Ohio.
29, 1856; served to Jan. 19, 1857, when
U. S. Senate refused to confirm.
Confirmed Mar. 12, 1857;
Dennis, Elias S.
;

served to Apr.,

1858.

Ap-

1861-1925.
Jan. 1889 to Jan. 1893
d. Independence,
Sept. 12, 1915.
Lewelling, Lorenzo Dow, Wichita. Jan. 1893
to Jan. 1895
d. Arkansas City, Sep. 3,
1900.
Morrill, Edmund Needham, Hiawatha.
Jan.
1895 to Jan. 1897; d. San Antonio. Texas,
Mar. 14, 1909.
Leedy, John Whitnah, Le Roy. Jan. 1897 to
Jan. 1899.
Stanley, William Eugene, Wichita. Jan. 1899
to Jan. 1903
d. Wichita, Oct. 13, 1910.
Bailey, Willis Joshua, Baileyville.
Jan. 1903
to Jan. 1905.
Hoch, Edward Wallis, Marion. Jan. 1905 to
Jan. 1909; d. Marion, Jime 1, 1925.
Stubbs, Walter Roscoe, Lawrence. Jan. 1909
to Jan. 1913.
Hodges, George Hartshorn, Olathe. Jan. 1913
to Jan. 1915.
Capper, Arthur, Topeka. Jan. ]915 to Jan.
1919.
Allen, Henry Justin, Wichita.
Jan. 1919 to
Jan. 1923.
Davis, Jonathan McMillan, Bronson.
Jan.
1923 to Jan. 1925.
Paulen, Ben Sanford, Fredonia. Jan. 1925
;

28, 1889.

Jan.
Crawford, Samuel Johnson, Garnett.
1865 to Nov. 4, 1868, when he resigned to
d.
take command of the 19th regiment
Topeka, Oct. 21, 1914.
Green, Nehemiah, Manhattan. Nov. 4, 1868,
to Jan. 11, 1869; d. Manhattan, Jan. 12,
;

1890.

;

;

Harvey, James Madison, Fort Riley.
Jan.
1869 to Jan. 1873; d. Riley county, Apr.
15, 1895.

Jan.

Feb.

1898.

Anthony, George Tobey, Leavenworth. Jan.
1877 to Jan. 1879; d. Topeka, Aug. 5,
1896.
John, John Pierce, Olathe. Jan. 1879 to
Jan. 1883; d. Olathe, Aug. 31. 1916.
Click, George Washington, Atchison.
Jan.
1883 to Jan. 1885; d. Atchison, Apr. 13,
1911.
Martin, John Alexander, Atchison. Jan. 1885
to Jan. 1889; d. Atchison, Oct. 2, 1889.
St.

Mar.

Humphrey, Lyman Underwood, Independence.

Robinson, Charles, Lawrence. Feb. 9, 1861,
to Jan. 1863; d. Lawrence, Aug. 17, 1894.
Jan.
12,
Carney, Thomas, Leavenworth.
1863, to Jan. 1865; d. Leavenworth, July

4,

to

Colby, Phillip T., Wyandotte county.
pointed Jan. 10, 1859.

GOVERNORS.

d. Meadville, Pa.,

28,

1859.

18, 1858.

McLean, L. A.

1873 to Jan. 1877;

legis-

Appointed in Apr., 1858;
Winston, Isaac.
removed June 18, 1858.
Appointed June
Fain, William P., Georgia.

BANK COMMISSIONERS.

Osbom, Thomas Andrew, Leavenworth.

imder

UNITED STATES MARSHALS.

SUPERINTENDENT OF BUILDING,
CAPITOL, AT LECOMPTON.
Owen

COMMISSIONERS TO AUDIT TERRITORIAL CLAIMS, 1855-'56.

Hoogland, Edward.

ARCHITECT OF PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
LECOMPTON.

Stewart,

Society.

1859.

Commissioned Aug.

Appointed by Legislative Act,

;

—

Official

Kansas Roster.

LIEUTENANT GOVERNORS OR PRESIDENTS OF THE SENATE.
Feb.
Root, Joseph Pomoroy, Wyandotte.
1861 to Jan. 1863; d. Kansas City, Kan.,
July 20. 1885.
Osbom, Thomas A., Elwood. Jan. 1863 to
Jan. 1865; d. Meadville. Pa., Fob. 4. 1898.
McGrew, James, Wyandotte. Jan. 1865 to
Jan. 1867
d. Kansas City, Kan., Jan. 19,
;

1911.

Green, Nehemiah, Manhattan. Jan. 1867 to
Nov. 4, 1868; d. Manhattan, Jan. 12, 1890.
Eskridge, Charles V., Emporia. Jan. 18G9 to
Jan. 1871; d. Emporia, July 15, 1900.
Jan. 1871 to
Elder, Peter Percival, Ottawa.
Jan. 1873; d. Ottawa, Nov. 19, 1914.
Jan.
Stover, Elias Sleeper, Council Grove.
1873 to Jan. 1875.
Salter, Melville J., Thayer.
Jan. 1875 to
July 19, 1877 (resigned); d. Pawnee station, Kan., Mar. 12, 1896.
Humphrey, Lyman Underwood, Independence.
Elected Nov. 6, 1877, vice Salter; sen'ed
till Jan.
1881; d. Independence, Sep. 12,
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Jan.
William Corydon, Lamed.
1895 to Jan. 1897; d. Wichita, May 3,
1922
Bush, William Eben, Mankato. Jan. 1897 to

Edwards,

Jan. 1899.
Jan.
Clark, George Alfred, Junction City.
1899 to Jan. 1903.
Jan.
Burrow, Joel Randall, Smith Center.
1903 to Jan. 1907.
Jan. 1907
Denton, Charles Eugene, Attica.
to Jan. 1911; d. Wichita, Mar. 6, 1913.
Jan.
Sessions, Charles Harrison, Topeka.
1911 to Jan. 1915.
Botkin, John Thomas, Galena. Jan. 1915 to
Jan. 1919.
Pettyjohn, Lewis J., Dodge City. Jan. 1919
to Nov. 1922; res.

McCray, David Owen, Topeka.
1922, to Jan. 1923.
Frank Joseph,

Ryan,

Nov.

Leavenworth.

14,

Jan.

1923—

AUTOMOBILE LICENSE REGISTRATION.

1915.

Finney, David W., Neosho Falls. Jan. 1881
to Jan. 1885; d. Emporia, Oct. 31, 1916.
Jan.
Riddle, Alexander Pancoast, Girard.
1885 to Jan. 1889; d. Salina, May 12, 1909.
Felt, Andrew Jackson, Seneca.
Jan. 1889 to
Jan. 1893; d. Garden City, June 28, 1912.
Daniels, Percy, Girard.
Jan. 1893 to Jan.
1895; d. Bethany, Okla., Feb. 15, 1916.
Troutman, James A., Topeka. Jan. 1895 to
Jan. 1897.
Harvey, Alexander Miller, Topeka. Jan. 1897
to Jan. 1899.
Richter, Harry E., Council Grove. Jan. 1899
to Jan. 1903; d. Emporia, Dec. 15, 1911.
Hanna, David J., Hill City. Jan. 1903 to
Jan. 1907.
Fitzgerald, Wm. J., Dodge City.
Jan. 1907
to Jan. 1911.

Hopkins, Richard Joseph, Garden City. Jan.
1911 to Jan. 1913.
Ingalls, Sheffield, Atchison.
Jan. 1913 to Jan.
1915.

Morgan, William Yoast, Hutchinson.

Jan.

1915 to Jan. 1919.

Huffman, Charles

S.,

Columbus.

Jan.

1919

to Jan. 1923.

Paulen, Ben Sanford, Fredonia.
Jan. 1925.

Jan. 1923 to

SECRETARIES.
Robmson, John Winter,

Manhattan.
Feb.
1862; removed; d. Fort

1861 to July 28,
Smith, Ark., Dec. 11, 1863.
Shepard, Sanders Rufus, Topeka. Appointed
vice Robinson; Aug. 28, 1862, to Jan. 1863.
Lawrence, Warren Wirt Henry, Peoria City.
Jan. 1863 to Jan. 1865; d. Mentor, Okla.,
Aug. 27, 1906.
Barker, Rinaldo Allen, Atchison.
Jan. 1865

Chief Clerks.
July, 1913, to
Curtis W. Myers, Topeka.
Jan. 1919.
Jan. 1919 to Jan.
E. A. Cornell, Topeka.
1923.
Elmer E. Hill, Washington. Jan. 1923—

AUDITORS.
George Shaler, Grasshopper Falls.
Feb. 1861 to July 28, 1862; removed; d.

Hillyer,

Valley Falls, May 13, 1874.
Lakin, David Long, Grasshopper Falls. Appointed vice Hillyer; Aug. 6, 1862, to Jan.
1863; d. Topeka, Oct. 8, 1897.
Jan. 1863 to
Hairgrove, Asa, Mound City.
Jan. 1865; d. Del Norte, Colo., Nov. 9,
1881.
Jan. 1865 to
Swallow, John R., Emporia.
Jan. 1869; d. Topeka, May 15, 1911.

Thoman.
1873;

Alois,

Lawrence.

Jan. 1869 to Jan.

d. St. Louis, Oct. 20, 1897.

Jan.
Webster, Fort Scott.
1873 to Sep. 20, 1876; resigned; d. Hiawatha, July 15, 1911.
ApBonebrake, Parkinson Isaiah, Topeka.
pointed vice Wilder, Oct. 2, 1876; twice
elected; Oct. 2, 1876, to Jan. 1883; d. To-

Wilder,

Daniel

peka, Mar. 19, 1920.
P., Millbrook.
to Jan. 1887.

McCabe, Edward

Jan.

1883

McCarthy, Timothy, Lamed.

Jan. 1887 to
Jan. 1891; d. Larned, June 12 1900.
Hovey, Charles Merrill, Colby. Jan. 1891 to
Jan. 1893.
Jan. 1893 to
Prather, Van B., Columbus.
Jan. 1895.
Jan. lS95 to
Girard.
Ezekiel,
George
Cole,
d. Topeka, Apr. 26, 1910.
Jan. 1897
Jan. 1897 to
Pittsburg.
Morris, William H.,
Jan. 1899.
Jan. 1899 to
Cole, George Ezekiel, Girard.
Jan. 1903; d. Topeka, April 26, 1910.
Jan. 1903 to Jan.
Wells, Seth Grant, Erie.
;

to Jan. 1869.

Moonlight, Thomas, Leavenworth. Jan. 1869
to Jan. 1871; d. Leavenworth, Feb. 7, 1899.
Small wood, William Hillary, Wathena.
Jan.
1871 to Jan. 1875; d. Duluth, Minn., Oct.
26, 1919.

Cavanaugh, Thomas Home, Salina. Jan. 1875
to 1879; d. Tacoma, Wash., Aug. 31, 1909.
Smith, James, Marysville. Jan. 1879 to Jan.
1885; d. Topeka, May 28, 1914.
Allen, Edwin Bird, Wichita.
Jan. 1885 to
Jan. 1889; d. Kansas City, Mo., May 30,
1908.
Higgins, William, Topeka. Jan. 1889 to Jan.
1893; d. Bartlesville, Okla., July 14, 1925.
Osbom, Russell Scott, Stockton. Jan. 1893
to Jan. 1895: d. Stockton, May 22, 1912.

1907.
Nation, James Milton, Erie.

Jan. 1907 to
Jan. 1911.
Jan.
Davis, William Edward, Dodge City.
1911 to Jan. 1917.
Knapp, -Fred Wilson, Beloit. Jan. 1917 to
Jan. 1921.
Jan. 1921 to
Turner, Norton A., Russell.
June 30, 1925; res.
Davis, William Edward, Dodge City.
Appointed July 1, 1925

;;
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TREASURERS.

Society.

1871 to Jan. 1875; d.
28, 1907.

Manitou, Colo., Aug.

Tholen, William, Leavenworth. Elected Dec.
6, 1859; entered the army, and did not
qualify; d. Leavenworth, Feb. 13, 1879.

Randolph, Asa Maxson Fitz, Burlington. Jan,
1875 to Jan. 1877; d. Topeka, Sep. 2,

Button, Hartwin Rush, Hiawatha. Appointed
vice Tholen, Mar. 26, 1861; elected for
remainder of term, Nov. 5, 1861; served
Mar. 26, 1861, to Jan. 1863; d. Zanesville,
Ohio, Nov. 23, 1883.
Spriggs, William, Garnett. Jan. 1863 to Jan.
1867; d. Garnett, Jan. 12, 1911.
Anderson, Martin, Circleville.
Jan. 1867 to
Jan. 1869; d. Topeka, July 9, 1897.
Graham, George, Seneca. Jan. 1869 to Jan.
1871; d. Seneca, Feb. 21, 1880.
Hayes, Josiah E., Olathe. Jan. 1871, to Apr.
Eureka Springs,
d.
30, 1874; resigned;
Ark., Mar. 8, 1881.
Francis, John, lola.
Appointed vice Hayes

Smith, George P., Humboldt. Appointed vice
Johnston; served Dec. 1, 1884, to Jan.
1885 d. in eastern Ohio during 1885.
Bradford, Simeon Briggs, Carbondale.
Jan.
1885 to Jan. 1889; d. Ardmore, I. T., Apr.

served

May

1,

1874, to Jan. 1875.

Lappin, Samuel, Seneca. Jan. 1875 to Dec.
20, 1875; resigned; d. La Centre, Wash.,
Aug. 4, 1892.
Francis, John, lola. Appointed, vice Lappin
elected to office three succeeding terms
served Dec. 21, 1875, to Jan. 1883; d. Aug.
3,

1918.

Howe, Samuel Theodore, Marion.
to Jan. 1887; d. Topeka,

May

Jan. 1883
13, 1922.

Hamilton, James William, Wellington.
Jan.
1887 to Mar. 1, 1890; resigned; d. July,
1904.

William,
Topeka.
Appointed vice
Mar. 1 to Dec. 30, 1890; d.
Mission Center, July 24, 1907.
Stover, Solomon G., Belleville.
Jan. 1891 to
Sims,

Hamilton;

Jan. 1893.
Biddle, William Henry, Augusta.
Jan. 1893
to Jan. 1895; d. Wellston, Okla., Nov. 23,
1914.
Atherton, Otis L., Russell.
Jan. 1895 to
Jan. 1897.
Heflebower, David H., Bucyrus.
Jan. 1897
to Jan. 1899; d. Bucyrus, Sep. 28, 1912.
Grimes, Frank E., Leoti. Jan. 1899 to Jan.
1903; d. Topeka, Nov. 1, 1921.
Kelly, Thomas T., Paola.
Jan. 1903 to Jan.
1907.
Tulley, Mark, Independence.
Jan. 1907 to
Jan. 1913; d. Independence, Jan. 10, 1914.
Akers, Earl, Stafford.
Jan. 1913 to Jan.
1917.
Payne, Walter Levi, Burlingame.
Jan. 1917
to Jan. 1921.
Thompson, Elmer Thomas, Smith Center.
Jan. 1921 to Jan. i925.
White, Carl Raymond, Topeka. Jan. 1925—

ATTORNEYS GENERAL.
Simpson,

Benjamin

Franklin, Paola.
Feb.
to July, 1861; resigned; d. Aug. 10, 1916.
Chadwick, Charles, Lawrence. Appointed vice
Simpson; appointed July 30, 1861, and
served till Dec. 1861; d. Lawrenc-^, 19-)0.
Stinson,
Samuel A., Leavenworth.
Oath
sworn to Dec. 20, 1861; served to Jan.
1863; d. Wiscasset, Me., Feb. 20, 1866.
Guthrie, Warren William, Carson, Brown
county. Jan. 1863 to Jan. 1865; d. Atchison, Apr. 22, 1903.
Brumbaugh, Jerome D., Marysville.
Jan.
1865 to Jan. 1867.
Hoyt, George H., Leavenworth.
Jan. 1867
to Jan. 1869; d. Athol, Mass., Feb. 2,
1877.
Danford, Addison, Fort Scott. Jan, 1869 to
Jan. 1871;
d.
Colorado Springs, Colo.,
1901.
Williams, Archibald Llewellyn, Topeka. Jan.

1898.
Davis, Willard, Oswego.
Jan. 1877 to Jan.
1881; d. Topeka, Dec. 6, 1885.
Johnston, William Agnew, Minneapolis. Jan.
1881 to Dec. 1, 1884; resigned to become
associate justice.

;

2, 1902.
Kellogg, Lyman Beecher, Emporia. Jan. 1889
to Jan. 1891; d. Emporia, Oct. 9, 1918.
Ives, John Nutt, Sterling.
Jan. 1891 to Jan.
1893.
Little, John Thomas, Olathe.
Jan. 1893 to
Jan. 1895.
Jan.
Dawes, Fernando B., Clay Center.
1895 to Jan. 1897; d. Clay Center, Oct.
17, 1916.
Boyle, Louis C, Fort Scott.
Jan. 1897 to
Jan. 1899; d. Rochester, Minn., July 15,
1925.
Jan. 1899 to
Godard, Aretas A., Topeka.
Jan. 1903.
Coleman, Charles Crittenden, Clay Center.
Jan. 1903 to Jan. 1907; d. Clay Center,
Mar. 4, 1911.
Jan. 1907
Jackson, Fred Schuyler, Eureka.
to Jan. 1911.
Dawson, John Shaw, Hill City. Jan. 1911
to Jan. 1915.
Jan. 1915
Brewster, Sardies Mason, Troy.
to Jan. 1919.
Hopkins, Richard Joseph, Garden City. Jan.
1919 to Jan. 1923.
Jan.
Griffith, Charles Benjamin, Fort Scott.

1923—

SUPERINTENDENTS PUBLIC
INSTRUCTION.
Griffith,

William

Riley,

1861 to Feb. 12, 1862

;

Marmaton.
d.

Feb.
Topeka, Feb. 12,

1862.

Thorp, Simeon Montgomery, Lawrence. Appointed vice Griffith; served Mar. 24, 1862,
to Jan. 1863; killed, Quantrill massacre,
Aug. 21, 1863.
Goodnow, Isaac T., Manhattan. Jan. 1863 to
d. Manhattan, Mar. 20, 1894.
Jan. 1867
McVicar, Peter, Topeka. Jan. 1867 to Jan.
1871; d. Topeka, June 5, 1903.
McCarty, Hugh DeFrance, Leavenworth. Jan.
1871 to Jan. 1875; d. Highland, Sep. 12,
;

1887.
Eraser, John,

Lawrence.
Jan. 1875 to Jan.
Alleheny City, Pa., June 4, 1878.
Jan. 1877
Allen Borsley, Winfield.
to Jan. 1881 d. Los Angeles, Cal., May 12,
1919.
Speer, Henry Clay, Junction City. Jan. 1881
to Jan. 1885.
Lawhead, Joseph Hadden, Fort Scott. Jan.
1885 to Jan. 1889; d. Guthrie, Okla., Aug.
16. 1892.
Winans, George Wesley, Junction City. Jan.
1889 to Jan. 1893; d. Hutchinson, Jan. 14,
1918.
Gainos, Henry Newton, Salina. Jan. 1893 to
Jan. 1895.
Jan. 1895 to
Stanley, Edmund, Lawrence.
Jan. 1897.
Jan. 1897 to
Stryker, William, Great Bend.
Jan. 1899; d. Tulsa, Okla., July 25, 1918.
Nelson, Frank, Lindsborg. Jan. 1899 to Jan.
1903.
1877;

d.

Lemmon,

;

—

Kansas Roster.

Official
Superintendents Public Instruction

—

Clark, George Alfred, Topeka.

McNeal, Thomas

Concluded.
Dayhoff, Insley L., Hutchinson.

Jan. 1903 to

Jan. 1907.
Fairchild, Edward T., Ellsworth.
to Nov. 19, 1912; resigned; d.
H., Jan. 23, 1917.

Jan.

1907

Durham, N.

ApRoss, Wilbert Davidson, Oskaloosa.
pointed Nov. 19, 1912; elected 1912, 1914,
Nov. 19, 1912, to Jan. 1919.
1916.
Jan.
Wooster, Lorraine Elizabeth, Salina.
1919 to Jan. 1923.
Miley, Jess Wells, Girard. Jan. 1923—

Austin, William
1915.

may

not be complete.
1861-'64, 1866, 1868; d. Denver, Colo., Dec. 15, 1906.
Cummings, J. F. Legislative printing. 1862
d. Memphis, Tenn., Sep. 27, 1878.
Bennet, J. H., Laws and Journals. 1862.
Dodsworth, John, and Cummings, J. F., binding.
1862.
Trask & Lowman, documents and blanks.
1862.
MacDonald, S. D. & Co. 1865.
Clarke, Emery & Co.
1867.
Cummings, J. F. 1868.
1869-'73; d. ToProuty, Salmon Stevens.
peka, Jan. 31, 1889.
Martin, George Washington, Junction City.
1873-'81; d. Topeka, Mar. 27, 1914.
Thacher, Timothy Dwight, Lawrence. 1881'87; d. Topeka, Jan. 17, 1894.
Baker, Clifford C, Topeka. 1887-'91; d. St.
Louis, Mo., Jan. 12, 1915.
Snow, Edwin H., Ottawa. 1891-'95.
Hudson, Joseph Kennedy, Topeka. 1895-'97;
d. Topeka, May 5, 1907.
Parks, John S., Beloit. 1897-'99.
Morgan, William Yoast, Hutchinson. 18991903.
Speer, John.

;

;

BOARDS COMPOSED
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL.
Members

ex

Imri, Bonner Springs.
Feb. 1,
to May 1921; d. Bonner Springs,
1921.
Kelley, Elmer Ellsworth, Toronto, acting state
May 9, 1921, to Sop. 1921.
printer.
Walker, Bert Pinkney, Osborne. Sep. 1921
9,

INSURANCE DEPARTMENT.
Webb, William C, Fort
1871, to Feb. 1873;
1898.

Feb. 17,
Edward, Leavenworth.
1873-'74; d. Lawrence, Aug. 14, 1898.
Dec. 21, 1874Clarkson, Harrison, Topeka.
'75; d. Topeka. Oct. 10, 1921.
Welch, Orrin T., Topeka. Mar. 16, 1875-'83-,
d. Brooklyn, N. Y., Apr, 1909.
Morris, Richard Boutecou, Atchison. July 1,
1883-'87; d. Atchison, Dec. 17, 1918.
July 1,
Wilder, Daniel Webster, Hiawatha.
1887-'91; d. Hiawatha, July 15, 1911.
McBride, W. H., Osborne. July 1, 1891-'93.
Snider, S. H., Kingman. July 1893-'95.
Anthony, George Tobey, Ottawa. July 1895'96; d. Topeka, Aug. 5, 1896.
Minneapolis.
Alexander Pancoast,
Riddle,
Aug. 1896-'97; d. Salina, May 12, 1909.
McNall, Webb, Gaylord. July 1897-1901; d.
Gaylord, June 24, 1910.
Church, Willard Volney, Marion. July 19011903.
1903-'07.
Luling, Charles Henry, Wichita.
Barnes, Charles W., Osage City. 1907-'ll.
1911-'15.
Lewis, Isaac Selby, St. John.
Wilson, Carey J., Topeka. 1915 to Jan. 1919.
Jan. 1919 to Jan.
Travis, Frank L., lola.
1923.
Baker, William R., Topeka. Jan. 1923—

F STATE OFFICERS.

general.

Register ex

STATE BLANK BOOK COMMISSION.
Members
State

Accountant,

Governor,

Auditor

Governor,
Secretary

of

INERS.
Governor,

Auditor

ex

State,

Members ex officio.
Secretary of State, Auditor of
Treasurer of State, Attorney- gen-

STATE PRINTING COMMISSION FOR
UNIFORM COUNTY RECORDS.
Members

officio.

of State,
State.

Attdrney-

eral.

STATE BOARD OF TREASURY EXAMMembers

Printer,

STATE BOARD OF CANVASSERS.

officio.

of State,
State.

officio.

Bank

Commissioner.

ex

ex

State
general.

State,

SINKING FUND COMMISSION.
Members

officio.

Auditor of State.

officio.

of

officio.

STATE LAND OFFICE.

officio.

Secretary

ex

State Printer, Secretary of State, Attorney-

STATE CHARTER BOARD.
Attorney-general,

Mar. 19,
Topeka, Apr. 20,

Scott.

d.

Russell,

Members

Secretary of State, Attorney-general, Superintendent of Public Instruction.

ex

1911-

1919,

May

SCHOOL FUND COMMISSION.

Members

Falls.

Jan. 1915 to

STATE PRINTING COMMISSION.

Secretary of State, Auditor of
State, Treasurer of State, Attorney-general, Superintendent of Public Instruction.

ex

1903-'07.
1907-'ll.

Zumwalt,

officio.

Governor,

Members

Topeka.

Superintendents.

Much of the early printing was contracted,
and many different imprints appear on state
Therefore the
documents during one year.
list

Allen.

C, Cottonwood

Smith, William R., Columbus.
Feb. 1, 1919; res.

STATE PRINTERS.

following

663

Secretary

of

Attorney -general.

ex

officio.

State Printer,
countant.

State

Ac-

;
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SOLDIERS' COMPENSATION COMMISSION.
Members

ex

Society.

SOLDIERS' COMPENSATION

BOND

BOARD.
Members

officio.

Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Secretary of
State, Auditor of State, Adjutant General.

Governor,

Secretary

ex
of

officio.

State,

Auditor

of

State.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
SPEAKERS AND SPEAKERS PRO TEM.
1861

Updegraff, Lykins county. John
—W. W.Alien
county,
Okla-

W.

pro tern.; d.

Scott,

homa, Jan.
Moses

—
county;

1862.

1900.

19, 1899.

§awin

Adams,

Leavenworth

d. Canon City, Colo., Dec. 25,
James McGrew, Wyandotte county,
d. Kansas City, Jan. 19, 1911.
Josiah Kellogg, Leavenworth coimty.

pro tern.;
1863.

W.

—

R. Saunders, Coffey county, pro tern.;
Leavenworth, Jan. 1, 1890.
Kellogg, Leavenworth county;
d. Leavenworth, Jan. 1, 1890. W. R. Saunders, Coffey county, pro tern.
1865.
Jacob Stotler, Lyon county; d. Kansas
City, Mo., Jan. 26, 1901.
N. Z. Strong,
Bourbon county, pro tern.
1866.
John Taylor Burris, Johnson county,
d. Los Angeles, Cal., Dec. 3, 1915.
Jacob
Stotler, Lyon county, pro tern.; d. Kansas
City, Mo., Jan. 26, 1901.
Preston Bierce Plumb, Lyon county
1867.
d. Washington, D. C, Dec. 20, 1891. W.
W. Updegraff, Miami county, pro tern.
1868.
George W. Smith, Douglas county d.
Lawrence, Oct. 28, 1878. James Donaldson
Snoddy, Linn county, pro tem.; d. Pleasd.

1864.

—Josiah
—

—
—
—

;

anton, Oct. 28, 1917.
1869.
Moses Sawin Adams,

—

Leavenworth

d. Canon City, Colo., Dec.
25,
1900.
John Blosser Johnson, Jefferson
county, pro tem.; d. Topeka, May 18, 1899.
1870. Jacob Stotler, Lyon county; d. Kansas
City, Mo., Jan. 26, 1901. John Guthrie,
Shawnee county, pro tem. ; d. Topeka, July
1, 1906.
Benjamin Franklin Simpson, Miami
1871.
county; d. Paola, Aug. 10, 1916; S. M.
Strickler, Davis county, pro tem. ; d. Azusa,
Cal., Apr. 21, 1894.
1872.
Stephen A. Cobb, Wyandotte county;
d. Wyandotte, Aug. 25, 1878. S. M. Strickler, Davis county, pro tem.; d. Azusa, Cal.,
Apr. 21, 1894.
1873.
Josiah Kellogg, Leavenworth county;
Georg3
Leavenworth, Jan. 1, 1890.
d.
Washington Veale, Shawnee county, pro
tem.; d. Topeka, Nov. 28, 1916.
1874.
Boyd H. McEckron, Cloud county. F.
W. Potter, Coffey county, pro tem.
1875.
Edward H. Funston, Allen county d.
Samuel tt.
Allen county, Sep. 10, 1911.
Benedict, Wilson county, pro tem.; d. Wilson county, Oct. 29, 1906.
Dudley C. Haskell, Douglas county; d.
1876.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 16, 1888. George
W. Click, Atchison county, pro tem.; d.
Atchison, April 13, 1911.
1877-'78.— P. P. Elder, Franklin county; d.
Ottawa, Nov. 19, 1914. George W. Hogeboom, Jefferson county, pro tem.; d. Topeka, Oct. 8, 1911.
1879-'80.
Sidney Clarke, Douglas county; d.
Oklahoma, June 18, 1909. J. M. Price, Atchison county, pro tem.; d. Atchison, Oct.
19, 1898.
1881 -'82. John Blosser Johnson, Shawnee
county; d. Topeka, May 18, 1899. Nehemiah Green, Riley county, pro tem.; d.
Manhattan, Jan. 12, 1890.

county;

—

—

—
—

—
—

;

—

—
—

1883-'84.

—Jameg
Donaldson
Pleasanton,

county;

Snoddy,

Oct. 28, 1917.

d.

Linn
Geo.

D. Orner, Barber county, pro tem.
1885-'86.

—

John B. Johnson, Shawnee county
d. Topeka, May 18, 1899.
Joseph Ralph
Burton, Dickinson county, pro tem. ; d. Los
Angeles, Cal., Feb. 27, 1923.
1887-'88.— Abram Wentworth Smith, McPherson county; d. Topeka, Jan. 2, 1919.
Jeffrey B. Clogston, Greenwood county, pro
te7n.; d. Eureka, Feb. 19, 1902.
1889-'90.
Henry Booth, Pawnee county; d.
near Lamed, Feb. 14, 1898.
J. N. High,
Reno county, pro tem.
1891- 92.— Peter P. Elder, Franklin county;
d.
Ottawa, Nov.
1914.
Benjamin
19,
Matchett, Osborne county, pro tem.
1893-'94.
George L. Douglass,
Sedgwick
county; d. Evanston, 111., Oct. 22, 1918.
Edward Wallis Hoch, Marion county, pro
tem.; d. Marion, June 1, 1925.
1895- '96.— Charles E. Lobdell, Lane county.
James Monroe Miller, Morris county, pro
tem.
1897-'98.— William D. Street, Decatur county;
d.
Oberlin, Oct. 15, 1911.
Edward C.
Weilep, Cherokee county, pro tem.
1899-1900.
Stephen J. Osborn, Saline coimty;
d. Coffeyville, Feb. 28, 1914.
Frank M.
Benefiel, Montgomery county, pro tem.
1901- '02.
George J. Barker, Douglas county;
d. Lawrence, Oct. 12, 1912.
Edwin David
McKeever, Shawnee county, pro tem.; d".
Chicago, 111., Oct. 9, 1923.
1903-'04.
James T. Pringle, Osage county.
C. D. Jones, Norton county, pro tem.; d.
Norton, Feb. 1, 1907.
1905 -'06.—Walter Roscoe Stubbs, Douglas
county, Ansel R. Clark, Rice county, pro
tem.; d. Sterling, Sep. 4, 1920.
1907-'08.
John S. Simmons, Lane county.
William Levi Cunningham, Cowley county,
pro tem.
1909-'10.
Joseph Norman Dolley, Wabaunsee
county. Richard J, Hopkins, Finney county,
pro tem.
;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

1911-'12.

— George

county;

ham

d.

P.

H.

Buckman,

Cowley

WilWinfield, Oct. 30, 1915.
Brown county, pro

Lambertson,

tem.
1913-'14.
Brown,
Kingman
William
L.
county.
Miles H. Mulroy, Ellis county,
pro tem.
1915-'16.
Robert Stone, Shawnee coimty.
I. N. Williams, Sedgwick county, pro tem.
1917-'18.
A. M. Keene, Bourbon county.
Walter A. Layton, Osborne county, pro tem.
1919 -'20. —William P. Lambertson, Fairview.
D. A. N. Chase, Linn county, pro tem.
Clark
Harvey,
1921-'22.
West
William
Ezra E. Beard, Sedgwick county,
county.
pro tem.
1923-'24.
Charles E. Mann, Osborne county.
Clifford R. Hope, Finney county, pro tem.
1925-'26.— Clifford R. Hope, Finney county.
H. W. Shideler, Crawford county, pro tem.

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

Official

—
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THE SUPREME COURT.
CHIEF JUSTICES.
Ewing, Thomas, Leavenworth.
Nov. 28, 1862; resigned;
Jan.

Feb. 1861 to
d. New York,

21, 1896.

Watson, John H., Emporia.
Election of
Nov. 4, 1862 certified by canvassing board
Jan. 24, 1863; supreme court ruled his election void, no proclamation issued for election of chief justice, no vacancy occurring
until the resignation of Judge Brewer on
Oct. 20, 1862, reached the governor, Nov.
28, 1862. (State, ex rel. Watson, v. Cobb,
Kan. Repts., vol. 2, pp. 51, 52.)
Cobb, Nelson, Emporia. Appointed Dec. 28,
1802, vice Brewer resigned.
Oath of offio;

Jan. 5, 1863; served to Jan. 5, 1864; d.
Kansas City, Mo., June 16, 1894.
Crozier, Robert, Leavenworth.
Jan. 1864 to
Jan. 1867
d. Leavenworth, Oct. 2, 1895.
Kingman, Samuel Austin, Atchison.
Jan.
1867 to Dec. 30, 1876; d. Topeka, Sep. 9,
;

1904.

Horton, Albert Howell, Atchison. Appointed
vice Kingman, served Dec. 31, 1876, to
Apr. 30, 1895; resigned; d. Topeka, Sep.
2,

1902.

David, Atchison.
Appointed vice
Horton; served Apr. 30, 1895, to Jan.
1897; d. Atchison, Mar. 2, 1901.
Doster, Frank, Marion.
Jan. 1897 to Jan.
Martin,

12,

1903.

Johnston, William Agnew, Minneapolis.
12,

Jan.

1903—

Smith, Clark Allen, Cawker City,
Dec. 1,
1904, to Jan. 11, 1915; d. Cawker City,

Mar, 6, 1921.
Porter, Silas W., Kansas City.
June 29,
1905, to Jan. 1923.
Graves, Charles Burleigh, Emporia. Aug. 21,
1905, to Mar. 25, 1912
d. Emporia, Mar.
25, 1912.
;

Benson, Alfred Washburn, Ottawa.
Aug.
1907, to Jan. 11, 1915; d. Topeka, Jan.

West, Judson

Feb.
1861 to Jan. 1865; d. Topeka, Sep. 9, 1904.
Lawrence Dudley, Emporia.
Feb.'
1861 to Jan. 1869; d. Lawrence, Oct. 15,
1891.

Jacob, Topeka.
Jan. 1865 to Jan.
1871; d. Topeka, July 2, 1885.
Brewer, David Josiah, Leavenworth.
Jan.
1871 to Apr. 8, 1884; resigned; d. Washington, D. C, Mar. 28, 1910.

Hurd, Theodore A., Leavenworth. Appointed
vice Brewer; Apr. 12 to Dec. 1, 1884; d.
Leavenworth, Feb. 22, 1899.
Johnston, William Agnew, Minneapolis. Dec.
1884, to Jan. 1903.
Valentine, Daniel Mulford, Ottawa.
Jan.
1869 to Jan. 1893; d. Topeka, Aug. 5,
1907.
Allen, Stephen Haley, Pleasanton.
Jan. 1893
to Jan. 1899.
1,

Smith, William Redwood, Kansas City.
1899 to June 29, 1905; resigned.

Cunningham, Edwin W., Emporia.

Jan.

Jan. 15,
1901, to Aug. 16, 1905; d. Boulder, Colo.,
Aug. 16, 1905.
Greene, Adrian L., Newton.
Jan. 15, 1901,
to July 28, 1905; d. Battle Creek, Mich.,
July 28, 1905.
Ellis, Abram H., Beloit.
Jan. 15, 1901, to
Sep. 25, 1902; d. Topeka, Sep. 25, 1902.
Pollock, John C, Winfield.
Jan. 15, 1901, to
Dec. 2, 1903; resigned.
Atkinson, Wm. D., Parsons.
Jan. 1, 1904,
to Dec. 1, 1904.
Burch, Rousseau A., Salina. Sep. 29, 1902
Mason, Henry F., Garden City.
Jan. 12,

1903—

Jan. 1911 to

1923—
Jan. 1923

SUPREME COURT COMMISSIONERS.
Simpson, Benjamin Franklin, Topeka.
Mar.
5. 1887, to Mar. 1, 1893; d. Paola, Aug.
10, 1916.
Clogston, Jeffrey B., Eureka.
Mar. 5, 1887,
to Mar. 1, 1890; d. Eureka, Feb. 19, 1902.
Holt, Joel, Beloit.
Mar. 5, 1887, to Mar. 1,
1890; d. Beloit, Apr. 27, 1892.
Green, George S., Manhattan. Mar. 1, 1890,
to Mar.. 1, 1893; d. Guthrie, Okla., May
19, 1905.
Strange, Jeremiah C, Lamed. Mar. 1, 1890,
to Mar. 1, 1893.

—The

commission was created by
of the supreme
court, and its members appointed by the governor for a term of three years.

Bailey,

Safford,

Kansas City.

Harvey, William West, Ashland.

act of

Kingman, Samuel Austin, Hiawatha.

S.,

Jan. 1923.

Dawson, John Shaw, Hill City. Jan. 1915
Marshall, John, Howard.
Jan. 1915
Hopkins, Richard Joseph, Garden City. Jan.

Note.

ASSOCIATE JUSTICES.

1,
1,

1916.

1887,

for the relief

SUPREME COURT REPORTERS.
1861 to
Plumb, Preston Bierce, Emporia.
1862; d. Washington, D. C, Dec. 20, 1891.
killed
1863
Carpenter, Louis, Emporia.
Aug. 21, 1863, in Lawrence massacre.
;

Banks, Elliott V., Lawrence. 1864 to 1871;
d. Lawrence, May 6, 1873.
1871 to
Webb, William C, Fort Scott.
1878; d. Topeka, Apr. 19, 1898.

Randolph, Asa Maxson Fitz, Burlington.
1879 to 1896; d. Topeka, Sep. 2, 1898.
Dewey, Thomas Emmett, Abilene. 1896 to
1897; 1899, to June 6, 1906; d. Topeka,
June 9, 1906.
Clemens, Gasper C, Topeka. 1897 to 1899;
d. Topeka, Oct. 7, 1906.
Graham, Llewellyn J., Topeka. 1906 to 1911;
d. Topeka, June 22, 1911.
1911 to
Moore, Oscar Leopold, Abilene.
Feb. 28, 1925; resigned.
Hatcher, Earl H., Hill City.

Mar.

1,

1925—

CLERKS OF THE SUPREME COURT.
1861 to 1867.
1868 to 1870.
1870 to 1879;
Ottawa.
Hammatt, Abram,
Stark, Andrew, Topeka.

Fowler, E. B., Topeka.
d.

Aiken, S.

C, May

24, 1880.

Brown, Channing Jno., Blue Rapids.

1879

to 1897; d. Blue Rapids, Jan. 10, 1918.
1897 to 1899; d.
Martin, John, Topeka.
Topeka, Sep. 3, 1913.
1899—
Valentine, Delbert A., Clay Center.

—

—
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Society.

JUDGES OF COURTS OF APPEAL.
NORTHERN DEPARTMENT,

SOUTHERN DEPARTMENT.

Gilkeson, A. D., Hays City. 1895 to 1897.
Garver, Theodore Franklin, Salina.
1895 to
1897.
Clark, George W., Topeka.
1895 to 1897.
Mahan, John H., Abilene. 1897 to 1901.
Wells, Abijah, Seneca.
1897 to 1901; d. Los
Angeles, Cal., Mar. 1, 1915.
McElroy, Samuel W., Oberlin.
1897 to
1901; d. Cripple Creek, Colo., Nov. 6,
1901.

Johnson, William Alexander, Garnett.
1895
to 1897; d. Garnett, Sep. 2, 1903.
Arthur Wellington, El Dorado.
Dennison,
1895 to 1901.
1895 to 1897.
Cole, Elrick C, Great Bend.
Milton, B. F., Dodge City. 1897 to 1901; d.

Dodge

City, Sep. 18, 1915.

Schoonover,

Manford,

Garnett.

1897

to

1901.

—

Note. The courts of appeals were created by the legislature of 1895 to relieve the
supreme court.
The state was divided into a northern and southern department. The
judges were appointed by the governor in 1895 for the two years ending Jan. 11, 1897.
Their successors were chosen at the general election of November, 1896, for the four years
ending Jan. 14, 1901, when the court ceased to

exist.

LAW EXAMINERS, BOARD
McFarland, James Davis, Topeka.
July 7,
1903, to Mar. 22, 1916; resigned; d. Topeka, Nov, 23, 1918.
Buckman. George H.. Winfield. July 7, 1903,
to Oct, 30. 1915; d. Winfield, Oct. 30,
1915.
Hutchings, Charles Frederick, Kansas City.
July 7, 1903, to June 20, 1908; resigned;
d.

Kansas City, Mo., Nov.

10, 1917.

H., Lawrence.
July 7, 1903, to
1907; d. June 1, 1907.
Thompson, R. F., Minneapolis. July 7, 1903,
to Apr. 4, 1907; d. Apr. 4, 1907.
Vandever, G. A., Hutchinson. Apr. 10, 1907,
to Aug. 3, 1908; d. Aug. 3, 1908.
Mitcl.eU, Alexander Clark, Lawr.nce.
June
1907, to Mar. 6, 1911; resigned; d.
7,
Lawrence, Jan. 17, 1911.
Dale, David M., Wichita. June 20, 1908, to
Aug. 24, 1920; d. Aug. 20, 1920.
Perkins, L.

June

1,

OF.

Dec. 8, 1908, to
Mar. 16, 1911; resigned.
Hutchison, William Easton, Garden City.
Apr, 26, 1911—
Apr. 26,
Keene, Austin M., Fort Scott.
Clark, Ansel R., Sterling.

1911—
Hale,

S.

La

I.,

Nov. 3, 1915, to
Mar. 10, 1924.
Mar. 22,
Topeka,

Crosse.

Mar. 10, 1924;
Troutman, James

d.

A.,

1916—
Humphrey,

V.,

J.

Jimction City.

Sep.

29,

1920—
Hackney, E. T., Wellington. Mar. 14, 1924,
to Mar, 22, 1924; resigned.
Jackson, A. M., Kansas City. Mar. 26, 1924,
to June 12, 1924; d. June 12, 1924.
Robertson, Fred, Kansas City.
June 16,

1924—

JUDGES OF THE DISTRICT COURTS.
FIRST DISTRICT.
McDowell, William C, Leavenworth.

Jan.

29, 1861, to Jan. 9, 1865.
Brewer, David Josiah, Leavenworth. Jan. 9,
1865, to Jan. 11, 1869; d. Washington,
D. C, Mar. 28, 1910.
Ide, Henry W., Leavenworth.
Jan. 11, 1869,
to Jan. 8, 1877
d. Leavenworth, Nov. 5,
1910.
Crozier, Robert, Leavenworth.
Jan. 8, 1877,
to Jan. 1893 d. Leavenworth, Oct. 2, 1895.
Myers, L. A., Valley Falls. Jan. 1893 to Jan.
;

;

1901,

James H., Leavenworth.
Jan.
1901 to Oct. 1909; resigned; d. Leavenworth, June 3, 1913.
Dill, William, Leavenworth.
Oct. 8, 1909,
to Jan. 1911
d.
Wendorff, James H., Leavenworth. Jan. 1911
Gillpatrick,

;

SECOND DISTRICT.
Lee, Albert L., Elwood. Jan. 29 to Oct. 31,
1861 d. New York, Dec. 31, 1907.
Horton, Albert H., Atchison. Nov. 1, 1861,
to May 11, 1866; d. Topeka, Sep. 2, 1902.
Graham, R. St. Clair, Atchison.
May 11,
1866, to Jan. 11, 1869.
Price, Nathan, Trov. Jan. 11, 1869, to Mar.
1, 1872; d. Troy, Mar, 8, 1883.
Hubbard, P. L., Atchison.
Mar. 2, 1872,
to Jan. 8, 1877.
Otis, Alfred G., Atchison.
Jan. 8, 1877, to
Jan. 1881; d. Atchison, May 7, 1912.
;

Martin, David, Atchison. Jan. 1881 to Apr.
1, i887; d. Atchison, Mar. 2, 1901.
Jackson, H. M., Atchison. Apr. 1, 1887, to
Jan. 1888; d. Atchison, Dec. 9, 1910.
Gilbert, W. D., Atchison.
Jan. 1888 to Jan.
1889.
Eaton, R. N., Atchison. Jan. 1889 to Jan.
1893.
Webb, William Dean, Atchison, Jan. 1893
to Jan. 1897
d. Atchison, Feb. 9, 1916.
Bland, W, T., Atchison.
Jan. 1897 to Jan.
1902.
Hudson, Benjamin F., Atchison.
Oct. 11,
1902, to 1909; d. Atchison, Apr. 1912.
Jackson, William A., Atchison. 1909
;

THIRD DISTRICT.
Safford, Jacob, Topeka.
Jan. 29, 1861, to
Jan. 9, 1865; d. Topeka, July 2, 1885.
Gilchrist, C. K., Oskaloosa.
Jan. 9, 1865, to
Jan. 11, 1869.
Morton, John T., Topeka. Jan. 11, 1869, to
Jan. 23, 1883; d. Topeka, May 1, 1901.
Martin, John, Topeka.
Jan. 23, 1883, to
Jan. 1885; d. Topeka, Sep. 3, 1913.
Guthrie, John, Topeka.
Jan. 1885 to Jan.
1893; d. Topeka, July 1, 1906.
Hazen, Zachariah T., Topeka. Jan. 1893 to
1905.
Dana, Alston William, Topeka. Jan. 1905 to
Mar. 9, 1911; d. Topeka, Feb. 21, 1918.

— ——
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Cannon, John C, Mound City.
Jan. 1913.
Hulett, Charles E., Fort Scott.
1917.
Gates, Edward C, Fort Scott.

First Division.

Dana, Alston William, Topeka. Mar. 9, 1911,
to Feb. 21, 1918; d. Topeka, Feb. 21, 1918.
Garver, Robert Diller, Topeka. Mar. 2, 1918,
Sep.

19,

22,

Mar.

1885.
Taicott, H. W., lola.
Feb. 1, 1875, to Dec.
1875; Jan. 11, 1876, to Jan. 14, 1884.
Bell, Peter, Kalida.
Dec. 1875 to Jan. 11,

1911—

Third Division.
Hungate, Otis Elmo, Topeka. Mar. 16, 1925

1876;

FOURTH DISTRICT.

Sep.
Finley,

Mound

to Jan. 29, 1865;

Leander,

Sep. 27, 1864,
d. Fort Scott, Apr. 10,
City.

Valentine, Daniel M., Ottawa. Jan. 9, 1865,
to Jan. 11. 1869; d. Topeka, Aug. 5, 1907.
Bassett, Owen A., Lawrence.
Jan. 11, 1869,
to Jan. 8, 1877; d. Ellsworth, July 19,
1896.
Stephens, N. T., Lawrence. Jan. 8, 1877, to
Dec. 29, 1884; d. Dec. 29, 1884.
Benson, Alfred Washburn, Ottawa. Dec. 31,
1884, to Jan. 1896; d. Topeka, Jan. 1,
1916.
Riggs, Samuel A., Lawrence.
Jan. 1896 to
1900.
Smart, Charles A., Ottawa. Jan. 1900-1921.
Means, Hugh, Lawrence. Jan. 1921

Sep.

1,

1917—

Mar.

4,

1867,

May 9, 1904; res.
King, Roswell L., Marion. May 10, 1904, to
Jan. 1905; Jan. 1909 to 1921; res.
Clark, Cassius M., Peabody. Sep. 21, 1921

NINTH DISTRICT.
Wood, Samuel N., Cottonwood

Falls.
Mar.
1867, to Jan. 13, 1868; d. Hugoton,
6,
June 23, 1891.
Brown, William R., Cottonwood Falls. Jan.
13, 1868, to Mar. 1, 1875; d. Kansas City,
Mar. 4, 1916.
Peters, Samuel R., Marion Center.
Mar. 1,
1875, to Dec. 12, 1882; d. Newton, Apr.

Jan. 13, 1873.
Jan. 13, 1873, to
Jan. 1881.
Graves, Charles B., Emporia.
Jan. 1881 to
Jan. 1893; d. Emporia, Mar. 25, 1912.
Randolph, William A., Emporia. Jan. 1893

21, 1910.

Houk, Lysander, Hutchinson.

to Jan. 1901.

1892;

to

Jan.
1898.

Madden,

Dennis, Emporia.
Jan. 1901 to
Jan. 1905.
Meckle, Frederick A., Cottonwood Falls. Jan.
1905 to 1913.

d.

Chicago,

Martin, Frank L., Hutchinson.

Jan.
111.,

1, 1883,
Feb. 12,

Jan. 1892 to

Jan. 1900.

Simpson, Math. P., McPherson.
Jan. 1900
to Jan. 1903; d. Newton, May 10, 1904.
Williams, Charles M., Hutchinson. Jan. 1903

Harris, William C, Emporia.
1913 to 1923.
Richardson, O. T., Emporia. Jan. 1923

to Jan. 1904.
Lewis, W. H.,

SIXTH DISTRICT.
Lowe, David P., Mound City. Mar. 4, 1867,
to Mar. 1, 1871, Jan. 1880 to Apr. 10,

Stewart, W. C, Fort Scott.
Jan. 1875 to
Jan. 1880.
Frpnch, C. O., Fort Scott. Apr. 14, 1882, to
Oct. 19, 1889; d. Kansas City, Mar. 3,
1912.
West, Judson S., Fort Scott. Oct. 19, 1889,
to Jan. 1891; Jan. 1892 to Jan. 1896.
Jan. 1891
Allen, Stephen Haley, Pleasanton.
to Jan. 1892.
Simmons, Walter L., Fort Scott. Jan. 1896
to Jan, 1909; d. Fort Scott, Sept. 16, 1917.

to

1907, to

Nicholson, Malcolm Beaton, Council Grove.
Jan. 12, 1884, to Jan. 1892; d. Council
Grove, Nov. 1, 1919.
Moore, Oscar Leopold, Abilene.
Jan. 1896
to Jan. 11, 1904; Jan. 1905 to Jan. 1909.
Dickerson, J. T., Marion. Jan. 11, 1904, to

Peyton, E. B., Emporia.

Bawden, William James, Fort Scott. Commissioned Nov. 7, 1874, served to Jan. 1875.

1,

to Apr. 29, 1870; Jan. 1892 to Jan. 1896;
d. Topeka, Sop. 18, 1900.
Canfield, William H., Junction City. Apr. 29,
1870, to Feb. 26, 1874; d. Feb. 26, 1874.
Austin, J. H., Junction City.
Mar. 2, 1874,
to Jan. 12, 1884.

Leamard, Oscar E., Burlington. Jan. 29 to
June 26, 1861; d. Lawrence, Nov. 6, 1911.
Ruggles, Robert M., Emporia. June 26. 1861,
to June 9, 1865; d. Americus, Apr. 24,
1879.
Watson, John H., Emporia. Jan. 9, 1865, to

1881.
Nov. 27, 1871, to
Voss, M. v., Fort Scott.
Oct. 21, 1874; d. California, Oct. 21, 1874.

1884,

14,

Sep.

Humphrey, James, Manhattan.

FIFTH DISTRICT.

;

Jan.

EIGHTH DISTRICT.

1882

1882 d. Fort Scott, Apr. 10, 1882.
Broadhead, J. F., Mound City. Mar. 9, to
Nov. 17, 1871; d. Independence, Nov. 15,

Erie.

1907.

1,

James W., Chanute.

Aug. 1917; resigned.
Brown, Shelby C, Chanute.

1895.
P.,

d.

Stilwell,

Thacher, Solon Otis, Lawrence. Jan. 29, 1861,
to Sep. 27, 1864; d. Lawrence, Aug. 11,

Lowe, David

1917—

Spriggs, William, Garnett.
Mar. 4, 1867, to
Jan. 13, 1868; d. Garnett, Jan. 12, 1911.
Goodin, John R., Humboldt. Jan. 13, 1868,
to Feb. 1, 1875; d. Kansas City, Dec. 18,

1919—
Second Division.
Whitcomb, George Herbert, Topeka.

Jan. 1909 to

Jan. 1913 to

SEVENTH DISTRICT.

to Sep. 1919.

McClure, James Austin, Topeka.

667

Galle, Peter J.,
,

Aug. 27, 1904-'05.
McPherson. Jan. 1905 to Jan.
.

1909.
Branine,

Charles Elliot, Hutchinson.
Jan.
1909 to Jan. 1913.
Prigg, Frank F., Hutchinson.
Jan. 1913-'21.
Jan.
Fairchild,
William G., Hutchinson.

1921—

TENTH DISTRICT.
Burris, John Taylor, Olathe.
Mar. 5, 1869,
to Jan. 10, 1870; Jan. 1890 to Sep. 2,

1901

;

Stevens,
Jan. 9,
Wagstaff,
to Jan.

Los Angeles, Dec. 4, 1915.
Hiram, Paola.
Jan. 10, 1870, to

d.

1882.

William R., Paola.
Jan. 9, 1882,
1886; d. Paola, Feb. 14, 1894.
Hindman, J. P., Olathe. Jan. 1886 to Jan.
1890; d. Olathe, Mar. 20, 1909.
Sheldon, W. H., Paola. Sep. 2, 1901, to May
22, 1909; d. Paola, May 22, 1909.
Rankin, Jabez O., Paola. June 5, 1909

— —

———
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FIFTEENTH DISTRICT.

Judges op District Courts

ELEVENTH DISTRICT.
Webb, W. C, Fort

Mar.

Scott.

Banta, A.

16, to

Nov.

17, 1870; d. Topeka, Apr. 19, 1898.
G., Oswego.
Nov. 17, 1870,
to Feb. 21, 1873; resigned.
Perkins, Bishop W., Oswego.
Feb. 21, 1873,
to Jan. 8, 1883; d. Washington, D. C,
June 20, 1894.
Chandler, George M., Independence. Jan. 8,
1883, to Apr. 11, 1889.
Ritter, John N., Columbus.
Apr. 11, 1889,
to Jan. 1890; d, Columbus, Feb. 8, 1896.
McCue, J. D., Independence. Jan. 1890 to
Jan. 1895; d. Kansas City, Dec. 8, 1910.

Webb, Henry

Skidmore,
Andrew Hamilton,
Columbus.
Jan. 1895 to Jan. 1903; d. Kansas City,
Mo., Mar. 14, 1915.
Glasse, William Benjamin, Columbus.
Jan.
1903 to 1906.
McNeill, Corb A., Columbus. Feb. 1, 1906,
to Sep. 2, 1910.
Bulger, James J.
Sep. 2, 1910, to Jan. 9,
1911.
Sapp, Edward Elisha, Galena. Jan. 9, 1911,
to Jan. 12, 1915.
Dunbar, James Nordin, Columbus. Jan. 12,
1915, to Jan. 1919.
Boss, Frank W., Columbus.
Jan. 1919

Wilson, Andrew
1871, to Oct.

S.,

20,

DISTRICT.
Washington.

Alexander, Hugh,
Jan. 1905.

Mar.

16,

1884.

Dillon,

William

1905 to Apr.

Jan. 1889 to

Concordia.

1901 to

Jan.

Taylor,

1910

3,

;

Belleville.
d. Belleville,

Jan.

Apr.

7,

1910.

Hogin, John

C,

Apr. 13, 1910

Belleville.

Campbell, William Potter, El Dorado.

Troup, M. G., Winfield.

Jan.

Oct.

15,

SIXTEENTH DISTRICT.
Strang, J. C, Larned.
Mar. 8, 1881, to Jan.
1890.
Vandivert, Samuel W., Kinsley.
Jan. 1890
to Jan. 1897.
(District abolished by legislature 1897 and
reestablished Feb. 21, 1907.)
Clark, Elmer C, Oswego.
Feb. 21, 1907, to
Jan. 1925.
Atkinson, William D. Jan. 1925

SEVENTEENTH DISTRICT.
DeWitt C, Hays

;

Mar.

1881

to

1887, to

resigned.

Oct. 11,

1920—

EIGHTEENTH DISTRICT.
Amos, Wichita.

Harris,

1883
Sluss,

;

d.

Feb. 12 to Nov.

Wichita, Feb.

Henry C, Wichita.

2,

6,

1891.

Nov.

6,

1883, to

Dec. 4, 1885.
Wall, T. B., Wichita. Dec. 4, 1885, to Jan.
1888; d. Wichita, Jan. 14, 1906.
Reed, C, Wichita. Jan. 1888 to Jan. 1900.
Jan. 1900 to Sep.
Dale, D. M., Wichita.
1903; d. Wichita, Aug. 24, 1920.
Wilson, Thomas C, Wichita. Sep. 22, 1903,
to Mar. 9, 1911.

Mar.

27,

DISTRICT.

Prescott, John Henry, Salina. Mar. 12, 1872,
to Jan. 8, 1877
d. Salina, July 5, 1891.
Hinds, S. O., Lincoln.
Jan. 1877 to Jan.
1889.
Eastland, W. G., Russell. Jan. 1889 to Jan.
1897.
(District abolished by legislature 1897 and
reestablished Feb. 19, 1901.)
Flannelly, Thomas James, Chetopa. Feb. 23,
1901, to Dec. 1916; res.
;

Holdren, Joseph W., Independence.

Dec. 29,

Thomas C,

Wichita, Mar. 9, 1911, to
1919.
1919 to 1921.
Wichita.
Richard
E.,
Bird,
Jan. 1921 to
Elcock, Thomas E., Wichita.
res.
Oct. 26, 1925;
Alexander, J. E., Wichita. Oct. 26, 1925—

Wilson,

1923—

1916—

15,

First Division.

Jan. 1923

Second Division.
George J., El Dorado.

FOURTEENTH

Mar.

City.

d. Topeka, July 6,
1881, to Jan. 9, 1882
1918.
Pratt, W. H., Phillipsburg. Jan. 9, 1882, to
Jan. 1886; d. Phillipsburg, June 17, 1911.
Jan. 1886 to Jan.
Pratt, Louis K., Norton.
1890.
Jan. 1890 to
Bertram, G. Webb, Oberlin.
Jan. 1894.
Jan. 1894 to
Geiger, Abel C. T., Oberlin.
Sep. 1901; Jan. 1903 to Jan. 1907.
Sep. 14, 1901,
Hamilton, John R., Norton.
to Jan. 1903; d. Norton, Aug. 19, 1912.
Jan. 1907
Pratt, William H., Phillipsburg.
to Jan. 1911.
Langmade, William S., Oberlin. Jan. 1911 to
1919.
Falconer, Celsus A. P., Atwood. Jan. 1919 to

First Division.

Benson,

1873, to Jan.

1,

1920—

1920

Jan. 1893.
Jackson, Alfred M., Howard.
Jan. 1893 to
Jan. 1897.
Shinn, Charles W., Eureka.
Jan. 1897 to
Jan. 1901.
Aikman Granville P., El Dorado. Jan. 1901
to Jan. 1913; d. El Dorado, Sep. 29, 1923.
Ayres, Allison T., Howard.
Jan. 1913 to
1923.

Ayres, Allison T., Howard.

Mar.

Jan. 12, 1874, to Jan. 9,
1882; d. Guthrie, Okla., Apr. 27, 1892.
Smith, Clark A., Cawker City. Jan. 9, 1882,
to Jan. 1890; d. Cawker City, Mar. 6,
1921.
Heren, Cyrus, Obsorne.
Jan. 1890 to Jan.
1898.
Pickler, Richard M., Smith Center.
Jan.
1898 to 1919; res.
Mitchell, William R., Mankato.
Jan. 1,

Simmons, T. Willard, Norton.

THIRTEENTH DISTRICT.
15, 1872, to Jan. 1881.
Torrance, E. S., Winfield.
Oct. 15, 1887.

Beloit.

;

Lowe, Joseph G., Washington.
Oct. 27 to
Nov. 10, 1884.
Carnahan, A. A., Nov. 11, 1884, to Jan.
1885; d. Concordia, Mar. 4, 1902.
Hutchinson, Edward, Marysville. Jan. 1885
to Jan.
1889.
Sturges, Fred W., Concordia.
Jan. 1901.

J.,

12, 1874.
Holt, Joel, Beloit.

Nellis,

TWELFTH

Society.

Second Division.

Mar. 23,
Sargent, Thornton W., Wichita.
1911, to Jan. 1921.
Apr. 15, 1925, to
Ebright, A. M., Wichita.
Sep. 4, 1925; res.
Sep. 4, 1925—
Williams, I. N., Wichita.
Third Division.
Jan. 28, 1920, to
Wall, Jesse D., Wichita.
Jan. 1925.
Pierpont, Grover, Wichita. Jan. 1925

— —

————
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Official
Judges op District Courts
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TWENTY-FIFTH DISTRICT.

NINETEENTH DISTRICT.
Orner, George D., Medicine Lodge.
to Apr. 29, 1885.

Mar.

4

Ray, James A., Wellington.
1885 to Jan.
1886; Jan. 1890 to Jan. 1894.
Herrick, J. T. Wellington. Jan. 1886 to Jan.
1890; d. Wellington, Nov. 28, 1911.
Bumette, J. A., Caldwell. Jan. 1894 to Jan.
1898.
McBride, W. T., Wellington. Jan. 1898 to
Jan. 1902.
Lawrence, James, Wellington.
Jan. 1902 to
Jan. 1903.
Swarts, Carroll L., Arkansas City. Jan. 1903
to Jan. 1915.
Fuller, Oliver P.,. Winfield.
Jan. 1915—

TWENTIETH DISTRICT.
Nimocks,

W.,

G.

Great

Bend.

Mar.

23,

1885, to Jan. 1886; d. Great Bend, Feb.
1905.
Clark, Ansel R., Sterling. Jan. 1886 to Jan.
1890; Jan. 1894 to Jan. 1902; d. Sterling,
Sept. 4, 1920.
Bailey, J. H., Lyons. Jan. 1890 to Jan. 1894.
Brinckerhoff, J. W., Lyons.
Jan. 1902 to
Jan. 1911.
Banta, Daniel A., Great Bend. Jan. 1911 to

1923
Douglas, Clyde R., St. John. Jan. 1923 to
Dec. 1923.
Quinlan, Le Roy E., Lyons. Jan. 5, 1924, to
Jan. 1925.
Beals, Ray H.

Jan.

1925—

TWENTY-FIRST DISTRICT.
Spilman, R. B., Manhattan. Mar. 11, 1885,
to Oct. 19, 1898; d. Manhattan, Oct. 19,
1898.
Glass, William S., Marysville.
Oct. 24, 1898,
to Sep. 14, 1901; d. Marysville, June 1,
1914.
Kimble, Sam., Manhattan. Sep. 14, 1901, to
Jan. 1915; d. Manhattan, May 17, 1924.
Smith, Fred R., Manhattan. Jan. 1915

Basset, R. C,
Jan. ]891.

Seneca.

J. F.,

Sabetha.

Feb.

25,

1886,

to

Jan. 1891 to Jan.

1895.

Emery, R. M., Seneca.
1899.
Stuart, William

I.,

Troy.

Jan.

1895 to Jan.

Jan. 1899 to Jan.

1923: d. Hiawatha, Nov. 27, 1925.
Ryan, Colonel W., Wathena. Jan. 1923

Feb. 26,
Stephen J., Wakeeney.
1886, to Jan. 1895; d. Coffeyville, Feb. 28,
1914.
Monroe, Lee, Wakeeney. Jan. 1895 to Jan.
1903.
Reeder, James Harlan, Hays City. Jan. 1903
d. Kansas City, Mar. 5,
to Jan. 1907
1918.
Ruppenthal, Jacob C, Russell. Jan. 1907 to
1919.
Jan. 1919 to
Purcell, Isaac T., Wakeeney.
Jan. 1923.
Ruppenthal, Jacob C, Russell. Jan. 1923
;

TWENTY-FOURTH DISTRICT.
McKay, George Washington,

Alphius Lamont L., El Dorado.
to June 2, 1888.
Shinn, T. O., El Dorado.
Sep. 17, 1888, to
Jan. 1889.
Leland, C. A., El Dorado. Jan. 1889 to Jan.
1892.
Shinn, Charles W., El Dorado. Jan. 1892 to
Jan. 1896.

—

Jan.

TWENTY-SEVENTH DISTRICT.
Abbott, A.

Feb. 26, 1886,

Mar.

19, 1887,

TWENTY-EIGHTH DISTRICT.
W., Kingman.

Leslie, S.

Mar.

19, 1887, to

Jan. 1892.

W.

Bashore,

O.,

Kingman.

Jan. 1892 to Jan.

1895.

TWENTY- NINTH DISTRICT.
Miller, Orrin Larabee, Wyandotte.
Mar. 19,
1887, to Mar. 7, 1891.
Alden, Henry L., Kansas City. Mar. 7, 1891,
to Jan. 1900; d. Kansas City, Nov. 21,

1913.
Fischer,

Edward L., Kansas City.
1900, to Oct. 1903 Jan. to Mar.
Moore, John McCabe, Kansas City.
;

Jan.

1,

30, 1909.
Oct. 29,

1903, to Jan. 1909.
First Division.

Fischer,

Edward

L.,

Kansas City.

Mar.

30,

Second Division.
True, Lewis Corbin, Kansas City.
Apr. 23,
1909, to Jan. 1911; d. Kansas City, Feb.
5,

1918.

Hutchings, Frank Day, Kansas City.

Jan.

1911—
Third Division.

Smith, Hugh J., Kansas City. Jan. 1913 to
Feb. 1916 resigned.
McCamish, William H., Kansas City. Feb.

1916—
Fourth Division.

C. A. Miller, Kansas City.

Jan.

1891 to Jan. 1899.
Preston B., Kingman. Jan. 1899 to
Nov. 1915; d.
Hay, George L., Kingman. Nov. 1, 1915

1925—

Apr. 15,

THIRTIETH DISTRICT.
Thompson, R.

F., Minneapolis.
Mar. 1889
to Jan. 1902
d. Minneapolis, Apr. 5, 1907.
Rees, Rollin R., Minneapolis.
Jan. 1902 to
;

1910

;

resigned.

Mason, Benjamin

A., Salina.

Apr. 13, 1910,

to Jan. 1911.

Grover, Dallas, Ellsworth.

Jan. 1911

THIRTY-FIRST DISTRICT.
Francis C,
Dec. 30, 1899.

Madison,
Attica.

Garden City.

J.,

to Jan. 1895.

Price,

to Jan. 1891.

Gillett,

1905.

Hamilton,

23,

Osborn,

C. W., Medicine Lodge.

TWENTY-SIXTH DISTRICT.
Redden, Alfred Lee, El Dorado.
Mar. 19,
1887, to Jan. 1888; d. Topeka, Aug. 22,

;

TWENTY-THIRD DISTRICT.

Ellis,

Doster, Frank, Marion.
Mar. 19, 1887, to
Jan. 1892.
Earle, Lucien, McPherson.
Jan. 1892 to Jan.
1895.
(Districts 25, 26, 27 and 28 were abolished
by legislature of 1895.)

1909—

TWENTY-SECOND DISTRICT.
Thompson,

669

Edmund

Ashland.
H.,

Dodge

Mar.
City.

1889 to
Dec. 30,

1899, to Sep. 15, 1906; d. Dodge City,
Sep. 18, 1911.
Finley, Gordon L., Dodge City.
Sep. 17,
1906, to Jan. 1915.
Day, Littleton M., Greensburg. Jan. 1915

——— —

———
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THIRTY-SIXTH DISTRICT.

Judges of District Courts

THIRTY-SECDND DISTRICT.
Botkin, Theodosius, Springfield.
Mar. 1889
to Oct. 11, 1892
d. Port Cambellton, New
Brunswick, May, 1918.
Hutchison, William Easton, Ulysses. Oct. 11,
1892, to Jan. 1907.
;

Thompson, William H., Garden

City.
Jan.
1907 to Jan. 18, 1913; resigned.
Downer, George J., Syracuse. Jan. 18, 1913,

to 1919.
Vance, Charles E., Garden City.

Jan. 1919

Johnson, Charles F., Oskaloosa. 1899 to Jan.
1900; d. Kansas City, summer of 1914.
Gephart, Marshall, Oskaloosa. Jan. 1900 to
Jan. 1903; Jan. 1904 to Jan. 1909; d. Oskaloosa, Nov. 29, 1910.
Hurrel, Cyrus F., Holton.
1904.
Raines, Oscar, Oskaloosa.
1917.

T., Holton.
Jan. 1917 to
Mar. 1920; d.
Bender, Martin A., Holton. April 1, 1920

THIRTY-SEVENTH DISTRICT.

;

THIRTY-FOURTH DISTRICT.
Smith, Charles W., Stockton. Mar. 1889 to
Jan. 1915; d. Topeka, Jan. 3, 1925.
Sparks, Charles I., Goodland. Jan. 1915

THIRTY-FIFTH DISTRICT.
Thompson, William, Osage City. Mar. 1889
to Jan. 1902
d. Kansas City, Mo., June

Foust, 0.scar, lola.
C\allison,

Jan. 1902

City.

Robert E.,

1903 to Jan. 1921.
lola.
Jan. 1921

THIRTY-EIGHTH DISTRICT.
Fuller, Arthur, Pittsburg.

June 12, 1905, to

1911.

.Jan.

C'urran, Andrew J., Pittsburg.
Jan. 1921.
First Division.

Jan. 1911 to

Curran, Andrew

Jan. 1921 to

J.,

Pittsburg.

Jan. 1923.

Wooley, Daniel H., Girard.

Jan.

1923

Second Division.
Beezeley, George F., Girard. Dec. 23, 1920

THIRTY-NINTH DISTRICT.

;

C, Osage

Jan. 1903 to Jan.

Jan. 1909 to Jan.

Woodburn, Fred

THIRTY- THIRD DISTRICT.
Grinstead, V. H., Dighton.
Mar. 1889 to
Jan. 1894; d. Liberal, Feb. 22, 1924.
Andrews, James E., La Crosse. Jan. 1894 to
Sep. 1901.
Lobdell, Charles E., Larned. Sep. 2, 1901, to
Sep. 29, 1911; resigned.
Foulks, Albert S., Ness City. Sep. 29, 1911,
to Oct. 1920
resigned.
Wilson, Roscoe H., Jetmore. Oct. 9, 1920—

4, 1925.
Heizer, Robert

Society.

Light, Geo. L., Liberal.

July

1,

1925

OTHER STATE COURTS.
JUDGES OF CX)URT OF COMMON
PLEAS.

Gregg,

(Merged into third division, district
Wyandotte county, January, 1913.)

court,

Wyandotte County.
Anderson, Thomas P., Kansas City. Mar. 7,
1891, to Jan. 1900; d. Kansas City, Kan.,
Mar. 1, 1915.
Holt, William Gratton, Kansas City.
Jan.
1900 to Mar. 16, 1908.
True, I-ewis C, Kansas Citv. Mar. 16, 1908,

J.,

Long Term.
Kansas Citv.

Jan. 1909 to

Short Term.
Higgins, Richard
to Jan. 1913.

J.,

JUDGES OF SUPERIOR COURT OF
SHAWNEE COUNTY.
Webb, William C, Topeka.
to April 4, 1887

;

d.

Mar. 24, 1885,
Topeka, April 19, 1898,

JUDGES OF CIRCUIT COURT.
Shawnee County.
Johnson, John B., Topeka.
Mar. 12, 1891,
to April 12, 1895; d. Topeka, May 18,

to Apr. 1909.

Smith, Hugh
Apr. 1909.

Cherokee and Crawford Counties.
W. J., Pittsburg. Nov. 27, 1889—

Kansas City.

Jan. 1909

1899.

Wyandotte County.
Hutchings, Frank Day, Kansas City. Feb. 5,
1908, to Jan. 1909.
Whitelaw, William M., Kansas City. Jan.

1909—

Sedgwick County.
Jacob M., Wichita.

Balderston,
1889, to Dec. 31, 1891.

Mar.

4,

—

Decision of the supreme court discontinues this court.

Note.

DISTRICT ATTORNEYS.
THIRD DISTRICT.

FIRST DISTRICT.
Fenlon,

Thomas

P.,

Leavenworth.

1861-'63;

d. Leavenworth, Feb. 3, 1901.
1863-'65;
H. W., Leavenworth.
Leavenworth, Nov. 5, 1901.

Ide,

d.

SECOND DISTRICT.
1861 -'63.
Babbitt, Joseph F.
1863-'65; d. Concordia, Mar.
Jenkins, E. J.
25. 1899.

Case, Aderial Hibbard, Topeka. 1861-'63; d.
Topeka, Dec. 7, 1908.
1863-'65.
Gilchrist, C. K., Oskaloosa.

FOURTH DISTRICT.
Riggs, Samuel A., Lawrence.

1861 -'65.

FIFTH DISTRICT.
Lillie,

George H. 1861 -'63.
1863 -'65.
S.

Howard, A.

——

Official
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1867.

APPOINTED BY LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY.
McCahon, James, Leavenworth.
Riggs, Samuel A., Lawrence.
Price, John M., Atchison; d. Atchison, Oct. 19, 1898.

UNITED STATES SENATORS.
Lane, James Henry, Lawrence. April 4, 1861,
to July 11, 1866; d. Leavenworth, July 11,
1866.
Ross, Edmund Gibson, Lawrence. Appointed
July 20, 1866, and elected to fill
vice Lan
served
vacancy vice Lane, Jan. 23, 1867
July 20, 186G, to Mar. 1871; d. Albuquerque, N. M., May 8, 1907.
Caldwell, Alexander, Leavenworth. Mar. 1871
to Mar. 24, 1873; resigned; d. Kansas City,
Mo., May 19, 1917.
Appointed
Robert, Leavenworth.
Crozier,
vice Caldwell, Nov. 22, 1873; served Nov.
22, 1873, to Feb. 2, 1874; d. Leavenworth,
Oct. 2, 1895.
Harvey, James Madison, Vinton. Elected vice
Caldwell, Feb. 2. 1874; aerved Feb. 2, 1874,
to Mar. 1877; d. Rilev countv, Kan., April
15, 1895.
Plumb, Preston Bierce, Emporia. Mar. 1877
to Dec. 20, 1891; d. Washington, D. C,
Dec. 20, 1891.
;

Appointed
Perkins, Bishop Walden, Oswego.
vice Plumb, Jan. 1, 1892; served Jan. 1,
1892, te Mar. 1893; d. Washington, D. C,
June 20, 1894.
Martin, John, Topeka.
Elected vice Plumb,
Jan. 25, 1893; served Jan. 25, 1893, to
Mar. 1895; d. Topeka, Sep. 3, 1913.

Baker, Lucien, Leavenworth. Mar. 1895 to
Mar. 1901; d. Leavenworth, June 22, 1907.
Mar. 1901
Burton, Joseph Ralph, Abilene.
to June 4, 1906; resigned; d. Los Angeles,
Cal., Feb. 27, 1923.
Benson, Alfred Washburn, Emporia. June 11,
1906, to Jan. 29, 1907; d. Topeka, Jan. 1,
1916.
Jan. 1907 to Mar.
Curtis, Charles, Topeka.
1913.
Thompson, William Howard, Garden City.
Mar. 4, 1913, to Mar. 3, 1919.
Capper, Arthur, Topeka. Mar. 4, 1919
Apr. 4,
Pomeroy, Samuel Clark, Atchison.
1861, to Mar. 1873; d. Whittinsville, Mass.,
Aug. 27, 1891.
Mar. 1873 to
Ingalls, John James, Atchison.
Mar. 1891; d. Las Vegas Hot Springs, N.
M., Aug. 16, 1900.
Mar. 1891
Peffer, William Alfred, Topeka.
to Mar. 1897; d. Grenola, Oct. 6, 1912.
Mar.
Harris, William Alexander, Linwood.
1897 to Mar. 1903; d. Chicago, Dec. 20,
1909.

Long, Chester Isaiah, Medicine Lodge. Mar.
1903 to Mar. 3, 1909.
Mar. 4,
Bristow, Joseph Little, Ottawa.
1909, to Mar. 4, 1915.
Mar. 4, 1915
Curtis, Charles, Topeka.

CONGRESSMEN.
FIRST DISTRICT.

Conway, Martin Franklin, Lawrence. 1861'63; d. Washington, D. C, Feb. 15, 1882.
Wilder, Abel Carter, Leavenworth. 1863-'65;
d. San Francisco, Cal., Dec. 23, 1875.
1865-'71; d. OkClarke, Sidney, Lawrence.
lahoma City, Okla., June 19, 1909.
1871-'75; d.
Lowe, David P., Fort Scott.
Fort Scott, Apr. 10, 1882.
1873Cobb, Stephen Alonzo, Wyandotte.
'75; d. Wyandotte, Aug. 26, 1878.
1873-'75;
Phillips, William Addison, Salina.
d. Fort Gibson, I. T., Nov. 30, 1893.

AT LARGE.
1879-'83;
Hallowell, James Reed, Wichita.
d. Crawfordsville, Ind., June 24, 1898.
Peters, Samuel Ritter, Hutchinson. 1883-'85;
(Also seventh
d. Newton, Apr. 21, 1910.

William Addison, Salina.
Fort Gibson, I. T., Nov.

1875-'79;
30, 1893.
(Also at large.)
Anderson, John Alexander, Manhattan. 1879'85; d. Liverpool, Eng., May 18, 1892.
(Also fifth district.)
Phillips,

.

d.

Morrill, Edmund Needham, Hiawatha.
'91; d. Hiawatha, Mar. 14, 1909.
at large.)

Broderick, Case, Holton.
ton, Apr. 1, 1920.
Curtis, Charles, Topeka.
fourth district.)
Anthony, Daniel Reed,

1885(Also

1891-'99; d. Hol-

1899-1909.
Jr.,

(Also

Leavenworth.

1909—

SECOND DISTRICT.

district.)

1883Morrill, Edmund Needham, Hiawatha.
'85; d. San Antonio, Tex., Mar. 14, 1909.

Hanback, Lewis, Osborne.
Armourdale, Sep. 9, 1897.

1883-'85;

d.

(Also sixth dis-

trict.)

Perkins, Bishop Walden. 1883-'85; d. Washington, D. C, June 20, 1894.
(Also third
district.)

Harris, William Alexander, Linwood.
'95; d. Chicago, 111., Dec. 20, 1909.
Richard W^hiting, Pleasanton.

Blue,

'97;

d. Bartlesville,

I.

18931895-

T., .Jan. 28, 1907.

Dunham, Winfield. 1897'99; d. Liberal, Dec. 29, 1921.
1899Baileyville.
Willis Joshua,
Bailey,
1901.
1901-'05.
Scott, Charles Frederick, lola.
Botkin, Jeremiah

(Also second district.)

1875Goodin, John Randolph, Humboldt.
'77; d. Wyandotte, Dec. 19, 1885.
1877-'83;
Haskell, Dudley Chase, Lawrence.
d. Washington, D. C, Dec. 16, 1883.
1883-'95; d.
Funston, Edward Hogue, lola.
Allen county, Sep. ]0, 1911.
Miller, Orrin Larabee, Kansas City. 1895-'97.
Peters, Mason Summers, Kansas City. 1897'99; d. Kansas City, Kan., Feb. 14, 1914.

Bowersock, Justin De Witt, Lawrence. 18991907; d. Lawrence, Oct. 27, 1922.
1907-'ll.
Scott,
Charles Frederick, lola.
(Also at large.)
Mitchell, Alexander

C, Lawrence. 1911; d.
Lawrence, July 7, 1911.
1911-'17.
Taggart, Joseph, Kansas City.
Little,

'24;

Edward Campbell, Kansas
d.

City. 191727, 1924.

Kansas City, Kan., June

—

——

—
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Guyer, Ulysses Samuel, Kansas City.

1924-

1925.
Little,

Chauncey

B., Olathe.

;

Society.

Vincent, William Davis, Clay Center.
18971899.
Calderhead, William Alexander, Marysville.

1899-1911.

1925—

THIRD DISTRICT.
Brown, William Ripley, Hutchinson.
1875'77; d. Kansas City, Mo., Mar. 4, 1916.
Ryan,
Thomas,
Topeka.
1877-'85;
d.
Muskogee, Okla., Apr. 5, 1914.
(Also
fourth district.)
Perkins, Bishop Walden, Oswego.

——

188 5 -'91;

d.
Washington, D. C, June 20, 1894.
(Also at large.)
Clover,
Benjamin Hutchinson, Cambridge.
1891-'93; d. Butler county, Dec. 30, 1899.
Hudson, Thomas Jefferson, Pleasanton. 1893'95
d. Wichita, Jan. 4, 1923.
Kirkpatrick,
Snyder
Solomon,
Fredonia.
1895-'97; d. Fredonia, Apr. 5, 1909.
Ridgley, Edwin Reed, Pittsburg.
1897-1901.
Jackson, Alfred Metcalf, Winfield.
1901-'03.
Campbell, Philip Pitt, Pittsburg.
1903-'23.
Sproul, William Henry, Sedan.
1923
;

Rees, Rollin R., Minneapolis.
1911-'13.
Helvering, Guy Tresillian, Marysville.
19131919.
Strong, James George, Blue Rapids.
1919

SIXTH DISTRICT.
Hanback, Lewis, Osborne.
Armourdale, Sep. 9, 1897.

1885-'89;
d.
(Also at large.)
Turner, Erastus Johnson, Hoxie.
1889 -'91.
Baker, William, Lincoln.
1891-'97; d. Lincoln, Feb. 1, 1910.

McCormick, Nelson
1899.
Reeder,
1911.

Young,

William

1897-

B., Phillipsburg.

Alexander,

1899-

Logan.

D., Beloit. 1911-'13; d.
Connelly, John R., Colby. 1913-'19.
I.

White, Hays B., Mankato.

1919

SEVENTH DISTRICT.
Samuel Ritter, Newton.
1885-'91;
d. Newton, Apr. 21, 1910.
(Also at large.)
Simpson, Jerry, Medicine Lodge.
1891-'95;
Peters,

FOURTH DISTRICT.
Ryan, Thomas, Topeka.
Muskogee, Okla., Apr.

1885-1891;
5,

1914.

d.

(Also

third district.)

John Grant, Topeka.
1891-'93; d.
Topeka, Feb. 22, 1916.
1893-'99.
Charles, Topeka.
(Also

Otis,

Curtis,

1899-1905.

first district.)

Miller,

James Monroe, Coimcil Grove.

1911.
Jackson,

Wichita, Oct. 23, 1905.
Chester
Isaiah,
Medicine
Lodge.
1895-'97.
Simpson, Jerry, Medicine Lodge. 1897-'99;
d. Wichita, Oct. 23, 1905.
Long,
Chester
Isaiah,
Medicine
Lodge.
d.

Long,

1899-

Murdock, Victor, Wichita.

1905 -'07.

(Also

eighth district.)

Fred Schuyler, Eureka.

Doolittle, Dudley, Strong City.

Hoch, Homer, Marion.

1911-'13.
1913-'19.

1919

FIFTH DISTRICT.
Anderson, John Alexander, Manhattan.

Edmund Haggard, Dodge

Madison,

1885-

'91; d. Liverpool, Eng., May 18, 1892.
(Also first district.)
Davis, John, Junction City.
1891-'95; d.
Topeka, Aug. 2, 1901.
Calderhead, William Alexander, Marysville.
1895-'97.

City.

1907-'ll; d. Dodge City, Sep. 18, 1911.
1913-'15.
Neeley, George A., Hutchinson.
1915-'19.
Shouse, Jouett, Kinsley.
Tincher, Jasper Napoleon. 1919

EIGHTH DISTRICT.
Murdock, Victor, Wichita.

1907 -'15.
(Also
seventh district.)
Ayres, William Augusus, Wichita. 1915-'21.
1921-'23.
Bird, Richard Ely, Wichita.
1923
Ayres, William Augustus, Wichita.

MISCELLANEOUS STATE OFFICERS, BOARDS. AND INSTITUTIONS.
ACADEMY OF

Bailey, Edgar Henry Summerfield, Lawrence.
1893.
Sayre, Lucius Elmer, Lawrence.
1894.

SCIENCE.

Presidents.

Mudge,

Benjamin
Franklin,
Manhattan.
1869-'70, 1878 to Nov. 21, 1879; d. Manhattan, Nov. 21, 1879.
Eraser, John, Lawrence.
187l-'73; d. Allegheny City, Pa., June 4, 1878.
Snow, Francis Huntington, Lawrence. 1874'78; d. Bayfield, Wis., Sep. 20, 1908.
1881-'82
Lovewell, Joseph Taplin, Topeka.
d. Topeka, Sep. 11, 1918.
Thompson, Dr. Alton Howard, Topeka.
1883; d. Topeka, May 13, 1914.
Brown, Dr. Robert J., Leavenworth. 1884'85; d. Leavenworth, Aug. 19, 1897.
Nicholas, Dr. Edward Leamington, Lawrence.
1886.
Parker, John Dempster, Burlington. 1887; d.
San Francisco, Cal., Mar. 8, 1909.
Mead, James Richards, Wichita. 1888; d.
Wichita, Mar. 31, 1910.
Dinsmore, Thomas H., jr., Emporia. 1889.
Failyer, George H., Manhattan.
1890.
Hay, Robert, Junction City. 1891 d. Junction City, Dec. 14, 1895.
Popenoe, Edwin Alonzo, Manhattan.
1892;
d. Topeka, Nov. 17, 1913.
;

;

Knaus, Warren, McPherson. 1895.
1896.
Kelly, Dorman S., Emporia.
Williston, Samuel Wendell, Lawrence.
1897
d. Chicago, 111., Aug. 30, 1918.
Lantz, David Ernest, Chapman.
1898.
Knerr, Ellsworth Brownell, Atchison.
1899.
Hitchcock, Albert S., Manhattan.
1900.
Miller, Ephraim, Lawrence.
1901.
Willard, Julius "Terrass, Manhattan. 1902.
Cooper,

C,

J.

Angeles,

Cal.,

Topeka.
Sep.

15,

1903;

d.

Los

1911.

Bartow, Edward, Lawrence.
1904.
Wooster, Lyman C, Emporia.
1905.
Marvin, Frank Olin, Lawrence.
1906; d.
Lawrence, Feb. 6, 1915.
Yates, James Anderson, Pittsburg. 1907.
Haworth, Erasmus, Lawrence.
1908.
Dains, Frank Burnett, Topeka.
1909-'10.
McWharf, J. Morton, Ottawa. 1911.
Bushong, Francis William, Lawrence. 1912.
Smith, Alva J., Emporia.
1913.
Harshbarger, William Asbury, Topeka. 1914.
Shirk,
1915.

James

Abram

Garfield,

Pittsburg.

—

—

—

Official Kansa>i Roster.
AcADiCMY

oii'

SciKNCB

Presiffoitx

Concludccl.

— Concluded.

James Edward, Lawrence.
Lawrence, Oct. 30, 1922.
Frank I'lyssjs Grant.

TocUl,

1916;

Agrelius,
1917.

Emporia.

d.

1918- '19.
Havonhill, L. D., Lawrence.
Nabours, Robert K., ALinliattan.
1920.
Dellinger,

Oris

Polk,

Pittsburg.

1921.

1885.

Noble,

Peter Stryker, Atchison.
1878, to Jan. 7, 1883.

Moonlight,

Secreiaries.
'73;

Dempster, Burlington.
San Francisco, Cal., Mar.

d.

18098,

1909.

Wherrcll, John, Leavenwortii.
1874-'75; d.
Kansas City, Kan., Aug. 12, 1909.
Savage, Josepli, Lawrence.
1876-'77;
d.
Lawr.nc
Dec. 30, 1891.
Popeiio;", Edwin Alonzo, Manhattan.
1878'89: (I. Topeka, Nov. 17, 1913.
Bailev, Etlgar Henry Sununerfi jld, Lawrence.
189()-'92.
Collette, Alonzo

M., Emporia.
1893.
Knerr, Ellsworth Brownjll, Atchison. 18911898.
Lantz, David Ernest Chapman.
1899-1901.
1902 -'04.
Gnmslev, George Perry, Topeka.
Lovewell, Jo.seph T., Topeka.
1905-'16; d.
Topeka, Sep. 11, 1918.
1916- '17.
Swingle, W. W., Topeka.
Swingle, H. Wilson, Topeka.
1917.
Wilson, Guy West, Lawrence.
1918.
White, E. Ambrose, Lawrence. 1918

Librarian and Curator.
Cragin, Francis W., Topeka.

Smvth, Bernard
topeka, Aug.

1884-'85;

B., Topeka.
12, 1913.

d.

1886-1902;

d.

ACCOUNTANT, STATE.
(Olfice

abolished

by budget

July

1925;

1,

succeeded

director.)

J.

N., Kansas City.

to Sep. 1921.
Elston, J. F., Salina.
1

Jan, 22, 1920,

Dan

1883, to Jan.
Ftb. 7, 1899.

1885;

22,

Apr.

8,

Jan.

8,

Leavenworth,

d.

Campbell, Alexand r B., Topeka.
Jan.
1885, to Mar. 31, 1889; d. Chicago,
Dec. 20, 1897.
Roberts, John Newton.
1889, to Jan. 1, 1^93.
Artz,
to

Henrv H., Garden
Mar. 31, 1894.

Lawrence,
City.

Apr.

23,
111.,

1,

Jan. 10, 1893,

Davis, Albert J., Stockton.
Apr. 1, 1894, to
Feb. 28, 1895.
Fox, Simeon M., Manhattan. Mar. 1, 1895,
to Jan. 31, 1897.
.\llen, Hiram, Williamsburg.
Feb. 1, 1897,
to Feb. 21, 1899; d. Williamsburg, Mar.
29, 1902.
Fox, Simeon M., Manhattan, Feb. 22, 1899,
to Feb. 1, 1903.
Kels-y, Samuel Howell, Atchison.
Feb. 1,
1903, to Apr. 1, 1905; d. Kansas '.ity,
Mo., Jun? 4, 1908.
Hughes, James White Frierson, Topeka. Apr.
1, 1905, to Mar. 6, 1909.
Martin, Charles IrAnng, Fort Scott.
Apr. 1,
1909, to Oct. 1, 1917.
Huffman, Chailes S., Columbus. Oct. 1, 1917,
to Jan. 27, 1919.
Martin. CI arl s Irvino;, Fort Scott. Jan. 27.
1i»TJ t') Jan. 11
1923.
Rahn. l\oy Neil), Clav Center. Jan. 11, 1923,
lo Ft 1). 10, 1925
resigned.
McLean. Milton Rol)bins, Wellington. Feb.
10, 1925

Majois General.
Haldernian. John A.
Se]).

Sep.

N., Topeka.

1,

1921, to Apr.

Apr.

Feb. 1, 1925; resigned.
Atkinson, J. N., Kansas City.
to July 1, 1925.

1923, to

1,

Feb.

2,

1925,

ADJUTANT GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT.
Adjutants General.
Mitchell, Robert Byington, Mansfield.
May
d. Washington,
2, 1861, to June 20, 1861
D. C, Jan. 26, 1882.
June 23, 1861, to
Allen, Lvman, Lawrence.
Mar. 22, 1862; d. Lawrence, Dec. 1, 1803.
Mar. 22, 1862,
Chadwick, Charles, Lawrence.
to Feb. 26, 1863 d. Lawrence, Apr. 23, 1900.
Dudley, Guilford, Topeka. Feb. 27, 1863, to
May 2, 1864; d. Topeka, Apr. 14, 1905.
Holiday, Cyrus Kurtz, Topeka. May 2, 1864,
to Mar. 31, 1865; d. Topeka, Mar. 29,
1900.

1862;

d.

Salem, Mass.,

21, 19UH.

Cloud,

William F.

1806;

d.

Mo., Mar. 4, 1905.
Walker, Samuel, Lawrence.
Lawrence, Feb. 6, 1893.

Brown,

1923.

Henry,

Thomas, Leavenworth.

;

Rowett, Charles, Kansas City. June 1, 1904,
to June 1, 1905.
Gafford, Joseph Charles, Minneapolis.
June
1, 1905, to June 1. 1913.
Kincaid, Jasper T., Olathe. June 1, 1913, to
June 2, 1915.
Caton, J. E., Kansas City. June 2, 1915, to
Jan. 1920; d. Sep. 4, 1923.
Atkinson,

Mc.\fer, Josiah Brackbill, Topeka.
Aug. 18,
lhG7, to Mar. 3, 1809; d. Topeka, May 19,
190S.
Moorehouso, William S'mpson, Atchison. Mar.
4, 1869, to Mar. 4, 1870; d. Bismarck, N.
D., Mar. 28, 190(1.
Whittaker, David, Doniphan.
Mar. 5, 1870,
to Mar. 5, 1873; d. Sep. 6, 1904.
Morris, Charles .Archibald, Fort Scott.
Mar.
6, 1873. to Mar. 2, 1876.

Beman, Hiram Thompkins, Topeka. Mar. 2,
1^^7(), to Mar. 5, 1878; d. Topeka, Aug. 19,

Rankin, Roy, ?L^ys.
1922.
Nabours, Robert K.. Maniiattan.
1923.
Cady, Hamilton P., La\\rence. 1921.
Niningcr, H. H., McPlier.son.
1925.
Ackert, J. E., Manhattan.
1926.
Parker, Jolm

678

Kansas City,
1873-'75;

d.

1879-'82.
Anderson, Thomas J., Topeka. 1882-'83; d.
Topeka, Jan. 31, 1912.
Ketner, James, Junction City.
1883-'85; d.
Junction City, Feb. 19, 1906.
Carroll, Thomas M., Leavenworth.
1885-'93.
Daniels, Percy. Girard.
1893-'95; d. Oklahoma City, Okla., Feb. 15, 1916.
Hughes, James White Frierson, Topeka. 18951897.
McCrum, Charles, Garnett. 1897-1912; reWillis, Seneca.

tired.

;

;

Anderson,

Thomas

Jefferson, Topeka.
18, 1867; resigned;

1865, to Aug.
peka, Jan. 31, 1912.

43—324

Apr.
d.

1,

To-

Brigadiers General.

Robert B., Linn
1862; d. Washington, D.
Blunt, James G., Anderson
1862; d. Washington, D.
Mitchell.

countv.
Apr. 8,
Jan. 26, 1882.
countv.
Apr. 8,
C. July 25, 1881.

C,

Doniphan count\-. Nov. 29,
d. New York, Dec. 31, 1907.
George W., Lawrence. Nov. 29, 1862;

Lee, Albert L.,

1862;
D?itzler,

d. near Tuscon, Ariz., Apr. 10, 1884.
Ewing, Thomas, Jr., Leavenworth. Mar. 13.
1863; d. New York, Jan. 21, 1896.
Clayton, Powell. Leavenworth. Aug. 1. 1864:
d. Washington, D. C, Aug. 25, 1914.

674-
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Continued.
Brigadiers General

— Concluded.

Strickler, Samuel M., Junction City.
d. in California, Apr. 21, 1894.

1863;

Fishback, W. H. M., Olathe. 1864.
Drake, Samuel A., Leavenworth. 1864.
Grant, Melvin S., Leavenworth.
1864;

d.

Leavenworth, Oct. 4, 1914.
Sherry, Byron, Seneca.
1864.
Scott, John B.-, LeRoy; 1864.
Wood, Samujl N.. Council Grove. 1864; d.
Hugoton, June 23, 1891.
Snoddy, John T., Mound City. 1864.
Martin, John A., Atchison.
1865; d. Atchison, Oct. 2, 1889.
Harvey, James M., Fort Riley.
1865; d.
Riley countv, Apr. 15, 1895.
Burris, John T., Olathe.
1865; d. Los Angeles, Cal., Dec. 2, 1915.
Kellev, William Henrv Harrison, Ottumwa.
1865; d. Burlington, July 24, 1897.
McMillan, Robert, Council Grove. 1873-'74.
Drenning, Frank H., Wathena. 1873-'74; d.
Wathena, June 23, 1912.
Taylor, Thomas Thompson, Hutchinson, 1875.
Daniels, Percy, Girard. 1873-'75; d. Bethany,
Okla., Feb. 15, 1916.
1873-'75.
Snyder, H. C, Glasco.
Flonniken Beniamin Franklin, Clay Center,
1878-'83: d. Topeka, Oct. 24, 1920.
1879-'81.
Green, A. H., Winfield.
Freiderich, Robert A., Topeka.
1879-'81; d.
1880-'81.
Pratt, I. v.. Hays.
1883-'«5.
Stadden, Isaac, Fort Scott.
Watrous, John E.. Burlington. 1883-'85; d.
Ottawa, Mar. 26. 1912.
1883-'85.
Becker, William, Marysville.
1883-'85.
Graves, G^^orgp C, Topeka.
1885-'91; d.
Fuller, Andrew Morris, Topeka.
Topeka, June 12, 1920.

McCarthy, Timothv, Larned.

Lamed, May
Dixon, Adam,

22,

1885-'87;

d.

1890.

Belleville.

1885-'93.

Roberts, John Newton, Lawrence.
Moved to California.
1887-'93; d. Los
Mvers, Murray, Wichita.
Angeles. Cal., Sep. 1. 1922.
Patrick, Samuel L.. Franklin countv.
1889;
d. Washington, D. C. Sep. 20, 1923.
1890-'91;
Kimball, Charles H., Parsons.
d. Parsons, May 11, 1907.
1893 -'95.
Sears, William Henrv, Lawrence.
1893-'95.
Hetthiger. I. H., Wichita.
1893-'95.
Parsons, William H.. Clifton.
Barker, George H.
189o-'97.
Corbett, Winfield Scott. 1895-'97.
Morrison. T. S. 1895-'97.
1897-'99.
Carver, Clair J., Wellington.

1885 -'87.

Hughes, Jam?s White Frierson, Topeka.
1899-1907.
Apr. 22.
Drew, Charles P., Burlingame.
1905, to Jan. 16, 1911; d. Palm Beach,
Fla., Jan. 31,

Hughes, Jam°s
1899 to Apr.

1916.

White

Frierson,

1909.
Martin, Charles I., Fort Scott.
1909 to Oct. 1, 1917; Jan. 27,
Jan. 11, 1923.
Huffman, Charles S., Columbu'?.
1911, to .Ian. 23, 1920; retired.
Rahn, R. Neill. Jan. 11, 1923, to

Topeka.

1,

Aor. 1,
1919 to

Mar.

9,

Feb. 10.

1925.

McLean, Milton R.

Feb. 10,

1925—

Engineers in Chief.
1861; d.
Gunn, Otis Berthoude.
City, Mo., Feb. 18, 1901.
Robinson, Geo. T., Topeka.
1864.
Wilmarth, L. C, Topeka.
1864;
land, Wis., Feb. 1907.

Kansas

d.

Ash-

Society.

Reid, William Emery, Concordia.
1880-'81;
d. Kansas City, Apr. 8, 1887.
Moore, James, Topeka. 1881 -'83.
Myer, Alfred, Atchison.
1883-'85.
Hebron, W. S., Kinsley. 1885-'89.
Atkinson, Robert, Ottawa.
1895-'99;
d.
Ottawa. Jan. 17, 1899.
Wilcox, Wm. P., Topeka.
Aug. 9, 1899, to
Oct. 4, 1901.
Porter, Geo. W., Topeka.
Oct. 4, 1901, to
April 23, 1903.
Kidder, Pancoast, Topeka.
April 23, 1903,
to Jan. 4, 1904.
Hamilton, Clad, Topeka. May, 1909.
Fuller, Cyril L., Topeka.
Oct. 14, 1910 to
Aug. 8, 1912 res.
;

Inspectors General.
Simpson, Benjamin Franklin, Paola.
18G1;
d. Pdala, Aug. 10, 191G.
Mitchell, William.
1863-'64; d. Wabaunsee,
Mar. 31, 1903.
Chadwick, Charles, Lawrence. 1864-'65;' d.
Lawrence, Apr. 23, 1900.

W. S., Wakeeney. 1878- '83.
Smith, Harry A.
1891.
Loomis, Nelson H., Topeka. Mar. 10, 1903,
to Apr. 1, 1905.
Pierce, William A., Chanute.
Apr. 1, 1905,
Tilt on,

to

Mar.

1,

1907.

Martin, Charles I., Fort Scott. Mar. 1, 1907,
to Mar. 29, 1909.
Ba.xter, Edson, Marion.
Mar. 29, 1909, to
Apr. 1. 1909.
Pierce, William A., Chanute.
Apr. 1, 1909,
to Apr. -1, 1913.
McLean, Milton Robbins, Wellington. Aug.
10,
1915, to Aug. 5, 1917;
June 11,
1919, to May 24, 1923.

Judge Advocates General.
Greer, John P., Topeka.
Nov. 28, 1889.

David

Lowe,

1861;

d.

Topeka,

Mound

City.
18G3
Fort Scott, Apr. 10, 1882.
Fishback, W. H. M., Olathe.
1863.
P.,

;

d.

McBratney,

Robert, Atchison.
1863;
d.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 6, 1881.
Jolin J., Atchison.
1864; d. East
Las Vegas, N. M., Aug. 16, 1900.

Ingalls,

1880-'83.
Cole, T. C.
Usher, Samuel C, Lawrence.
1883-'85.
Feighan, J. W., Emporia.
1885-'89.
Sprague, E. F., Emporia.
1889-'93.
Doster, Frank. Marion.
1893 -'95.
Bird, W. A. S., Topeka.
1895-'97.
Sears, W. H., Lawrence.
1897-'99.
Gar\^er, Clair J., Wellington.
1899
d. Apr.
;

14,

1909.

Watson,

1909—

William

J.,

Pittsburg.

April

14,

Paymasters General.
Mitchell, A. J.
1861.
John G., Topeka.
1863; d. Topeka,
Feb. 22, 1916.
Chadwick, Charles, Lawrence.
1864-'G5; d.
Lawrence, Apr. 23, 1900.
Rankin, John K., Lawrence, 1865; d. Lawrence, Oct. 29, 1913.
Baldwin, William. 1873-'75.
Tilton, W. S., Wakeeney.
1880- '81.
Insley, Harry E., Leavenworth.
1883-'85.
Bonebrake, F. M., Topeka. 1887-'95.
Elliott, Charles S., Topeka.
1895 to Mar.
15, 1897; Oct. 24, 1899, to Apr. 1, 1909.
Anderson, J. E., Topeka. Mar. 15, 1897, to
Mar. 22, 1899.
Robinson, H. L., Topeka. Mar. 22, 1899, to
Oct. 24, 1899.
Zimmerman, Samuel G., Topeka.
Apr 1
1909, to Sep. 25, 1909.
Springstead, Jerry C, Topeka. Sep. 25, 1909,
to Aug. 4, 1917; resigned.
Otis,

—

Official

Adjutant General's Dki-artment

Kansas Roster.

—

—

Paymasters General Concluded.
Norton, Jonathan Dorr, Topeka.
Aug. 4,
1917, to July 1, 1919; d. Topeka, Jan. 13,
1922.

White, Carl Raymond, Topeka. July 1, 1919,
to Apr. 21, 1923.
Dunkel, Joseph H., Topeka. Apr. 21, 1923—
Quartermasters General.
Collamore, George W., Lawrence. 1861. Killed
in Quantrill massacre, Aug. 21, 1863.
1861-'62; d.
Chadwick, Charles, Lawrence.
Lawrence, Apr. 23, 1900.
Russell,
1863-'64;
Edward, P^Iwood.
d.
Lawrence, Aug. 14, 1898.
Ballard, David Ellenwood, Ballard's Falls.
1865.
Haskell, John G., Lawrence.
1865, 1871-'72;
d. Lawrence, Nov. 25, 1907.
Lappin, Samuel, Seneca. 1873-'75; d. Wash.
Ter., Aug. 4, 1892.
Smith, John H., Weir City.
1875; d. Topeka, Apr. 5, 1895.
1878-'83; d.
Anderson, T. P., Columbus.
Kan.^^as Citv, Kan., Mar. 1, 1915.
McDivitt, C. J., Abilene. 1885-'89.
1889- '93.
Best. IT F., Kinslev.
1893-'95.
Taylor, C. A., Springdale.
1895-'96.
Taylor, L. V. B.
Buchan, Fred. E., Kansas City. 1896-'98.
Strickler.

Parker.
lin. Jan.

1916.
Smith, James. Marysville.
peka, May 28, 1914.

Ober-

d.

6,

1901-'05; d. To-

Oct. 31, 1911.

to Jan.

Neill,

1,

Clay Center.

Nov.

1,

1911,

1914.

Surgeons General.

Winans, N. T. 1865.
Early, W. H., La Cygne.
1879-'82.
Jones, D. C.

1873-'75.

1878-'82; d.
J. P., Wyandotte.
sas Citv, July 20, 1885.
1883-'85.
Trimble, R. A., Lamed.
Hibben, John B., Topeka. 1885-'89; d.

KanKan-

sas City, Oct. 1899.

Roberts, H. S., Manhattan. 1889-'93.
1893-'95.
Pattee, E. L., Manhattan.
1895-'98.
Mitchell, E. A.
1898-'99.
H.
Martin, F.
O'Donnell, Harry. 1901-'05; d. Kansas City,

Aug. 23, 1907.
Silverthorne, Charles R., McFarland.
1905, to Apr. 1, 1913.
Hammel, Seth A., Topeka. Sep. 23,

Apr.

1,

ApCapt. C. M., Arkansas City.
pointed under leeislative act of Mar. 12,
1879; served from Apr. 14, 1879, to Oct.
1882.

Scott,

Regiments

in the Field.

Legislative enactment, 1863.

Vaughan, Champion, Leavenworth.
Denver, Colo., Jan. 22, 1884.

1863;

d.

Messengers to the Philippines.

To

to July

1,

Mar.

10, 191:5,

1917.

Lewis, Mrs. Cora G.,
1913, to July 1, 1917.

Kinsley.

Mar.

1'),

Edward

Hoch,

Wallis, Marion.
Mar. 10
1913, to July 1, 1917.
Mason, Wilbur N., Baldwin, July 1, 1917,
to Mar. 25, 1921; resigned.
Hoch, Edward Wallis, Marion. July 1, 1917,
to July 1, 1919; d. Marion, June 1.' 1925.'
Green, C. W., Kansas City. July 1, 1917, to
Mar. 3, 1919; resigned.
Barrier, E. L., Eureka.
July 1, 1919, to Apr.
1,

1923.

Penney, H.

J., Hays.
Mar. 3, 1919, to July
1, 1923.
Williams, Roger E., Douglas.
Apr. 2, 1923.
to Mar. 15, 1925.
Underwood, Ernest L., Arrington. Mar. 25,
1921, to May 16, 1923.
Lambertson, William P., Fairview. May 16
1923, to Jan. 1, 1925.
Carney, Albert B., Manhattan. July 1, 1923
to Apr. 1, 1925.
Cable, Lena J., Kansas City.
Jan. 1 to 14,

1925

;

Huffman,

resigned.

Charles

Columbus.

S.,

1925—

Jan.

14.

Peach, H. E., Emporia. Apr. 1, 1925
Simpson, Lacey M., Canton.
Mar. 15, 1925

James A. Kimball.

Managers.
July 1917

to Jan. 28,
1923; d. Salina, Jan. 28, 1923.
Curtis W. Myers, Topeka (acting bus. mgr.).
Jan. 29 to Feb. 28, 1923.
A. A. Doerr, Larned,
Mar. 1, 1923, to Mar.
15 1924
T. J.' O'Neil.
Mar. 15, 1924—

Assistant Business Managers.
T. Lardner. July 1917 to Aug. 1, 1919.
Floyd A. Baker, Topeka. July 1917 to Apr,
4, 1919.
E. B. Cronemeyer. Aug. 1, 1919, to :\Iar. 15,
1923.
Curtis W. Myers, Topeka. Apr. 14, 1919, to
Jan. 29, 1923.
Joseph Wellington Howe, Abilene. Feb. 12,
1923, to July 1, 1925.
Robert Good, Cawker City. Mar. 15, 1923,
to Mar. 1, 1925.

deliver election ballots to the
of Kansas volunteers.

G. W. Myers.
H. E. Shrack.

Mar.

1,

1925

July

1,

1925—

1919—

Scout, Special State.

to Visit

Members.
Hackney, Ed. T., Wellington.

J.

Root,

Agent

OF.

(Succeeded the governing board of the various educational, benevolent, penal and correctional institutions, on and after July 1, 1917.)

Busi7iess

Denison, William W., Topeka. Apr. 1, 1905,
to Apr. 1, 1909.
Apr. 1, 1909, to
Conley, Aaron Burr, lola.

Rahn, Roy

G75

ADMINISTRATION, BOARD

Concluded.

W. H. 1898- '99.
1899-1901;
L. C, Oberlin.

— —

regiments

Shindler, Henry, Leavenworth. Oct. 20, 1898;
d. Leavenworth, July 1, 1913.
Olden, G. D., Topeka. Oct. 8, 1898.

Secretaries.

Lee Harrison. July 1917 to Nov. 1, 1917.
Wylie W. Cook, Kansas City. July 1, 1917,
to Nov. 1, 1918.
Malcolm M. Gray. Nov. 1, 1918, to Feb. 10.
1923.

David Owen McCray, Topeka. Feb. 10, 1923.
to Mar. 1, 1925.
Frank H. Roberts, Oskaloosa. Mar. 1, 1925

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, STATE.
Board of Regents.

The governor,

secretary of state, superintend' nt of public instruction and president of
the College were ex officio members of the

board.
Collamore, G. W.
1863; killed in Lawrence
Massacre, Aug. 21, 1863.
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Agricultural College, State
Board

of Regents

Thomas H.

Baker,

— Continued.

— Concluded.

1863-'70.

d.

Denver,

Colo., Jan. 30, 1916.

Pipher, John, Manhattan.
hattan, Aug. 21, 1913.

1863-'68. d.

Man-

Spalding, Azel, Atchison. 1863-'64; d. Atchison, Mar. 6, 1883.
Woodworth, W. F. 1863-'C7.
Goodnow, I. T., Manhattan. Commissioned
Apr. 2, 1867, vice Woodworth; d. Manhattan, Mar. 20, 1894.
1863Bailej^ Lawrence Dudley, Lawrence.
'69; d. Lawrence, Oct. 15, 1891.

1863-

Houston, Samuel Dexter, Manhattan.
'69;

d. Salina,

Feb. 28, 1910.

Lowe, David P., Mound City.
Fort Scott, Apr. 10, 1882.
1863-'69.
Reaser, J. G.

1863-'64;

1863-'71;

Richard, Lawaence.
Lawrence, July 11, 1904.

Cordley,

d.

d.

1865-'71; d.
Manhattan.
Mangonia, Fla., Nov. 5, 1907.
Earheart. David, Pardee. 1865-'71; d. Kansas City, Aug. 14, 1903.
Manning, Edwin Cassander, Winfield. 1868Elbridge,

Gale,

'70; d. Winfield, Dec. 11, 1915.
Reynolds, Charles', Fort Riley. 1868-'74;
Junction City, Dec. 28, 1885.

d.

Benjamin John Franklin, Salina.
1869-'73; d. Washington, D'. C, Dec. 7,

Hanna,

1891.

McClenahan, John, Ottawa. 1869-'73.
1869-'73.
J., Savannah.
1870-'73; d.
D., Manhattan.
Manhattan, Mar. 22, 1899.
1870Strickler, Hiram Jackson, Tecumssh.
'73; d. Tecumseh, July 31, 1873.
Grover, O.
Parker, R.

Wheeler,
'94;

d.

Joshua,

1888-

1871- '73;

Pardee.

Nortonville,

May

Gray, Alfred, Quindaro.

14,

1896.

1870-'73;

d.

To-

peka, Jan. 23, 1880.

Higinbotham, Geo. W., Manhattan.
d. Manhattan, Oct. 22, 1899.
Sternberg, Levi, Fort Harker.
Ellsworth, Feb. 13, 1896.

1870-'73;

1871-'73;

d.

—

Note. Under act approved March 6, 1873,
the board was confined to six appointees and
one ex officio member, who shall be the president of the College.
1873-'76;
d.
Rogers, James, Burlington.
Burlmgame, July 28, 1880.
Adams, Nathaniel A., Manhattan. 1878-'78;
d. Manhattan, May 2, 1895.
Hudson, Joseph Kennedy, Wyandotte, 1873'75; d. Topeka, May 5, 1907.
1873-'75;
d.
Copley, Josiah, Perryville.
Pittsburgh, Pa., Mar. 2, 1885.
Green, Nehemiah, Holton. 1873-'74; d. Manhattan, Jan.

12, 1890.

Kingsbury, Burton L., Burlington. 1874-'79;
d. Burlington, July 24, 1904.
Feb. 8, 1874,
Bates, Charles A., Marysville.
to Apr. 1, 1874.
Folks,

John H., Wellington.

1874-'77.

Lawrence, James, Beloit. Mar. 8, 1875.
1875-'80;
Melville J., Thayer.

Salter,

Pawnee

d.

Station, Mar. 12, 1896.

1876-'77;
Horton, Albert Howell, Atchison.
d. Topeka, Sep. 2, 1902.
Wood, vStephen M., Elmdale. 18 7/ -'83; d.
Elmdale, Dec. 24, 1920.
1877-'79;
Hallowell, James R., Columbus.
d. Crawfordsville, Ind., June 24, 1898.
1877-'80; d.
Henry, Theodore C, AbilenDenver, Colo., Feb. 4, 1914.
1878; d. Beardown,
Best, Lewis J., Beloit.
Ark., Apr. 30, 1897.
1878-'81
d. ToChallis, W. L., Atchi.son.
ledo, O., Apr. 23, 1909.
1879-'81.
Purceli, E. B., Manhattan.
McKay, D. C, Ames. 1879-'93; d.
1879-'83;
Redden, Alfred Lee, El Dorado.
d. Topeka, Aug 22, 1905.
;

Society.

Hoisingtrn, Andrew Jackson, Great Bend.
1880-'83.
1881-'83.
EUiott, John, Manhattan.
Adamson, V. V., Holton. 1881-'83.
1883-'86;
Leland, Cyrus Austin, El Dorado.
d. 1917.
1883-'86.
Ellicott, J. T., Manhattan.
K-llerman, H. C, Burlington. 1883-'87.

1883Fos'ter Dwight, Wyandotte.
'85; 1901-'05; d. Topeka, May 11, 1924.
Krohn, Philip, Atchison. 1883-'85; d. Candor, N. Y., early in 1902.
1883-'85.
Gifford, Charles E., Clay Center.

Coburn,

1885-'90.
Henshall, Thoma.«, Troy.
Moore, Thomas P., Holton. 1885-'93.
Lemmon, Allen Borsley, Newton. 1885-'88.
Forsythe, Albert P.. Independsnca. 1885-'94.
1886-'87.
Fullenwider, John H., El Dorado.
1886-'92.
Hessin, John E., Manhattan.
1887-'89.
Smith, E. N., El Dorado.
Caraway, Morgan, Great Bend. 1889-'92.
1890-'93.
Finley, R. W., Oberlin.
1892 -'95.
affee, F. M., Wycoff.
1892-'95.
llev, Rinaldo Paris, Eureka.
1893-'96; d.
Stre't, William D., Oberlin.
Ober'in, Oct. 15. 1911.
1892-'95.
Stratford, E. D'., El Dorado.
1892-'95.
Secrest, Edward, Randolph.
K'-llev. William Henry Harrison, Burlington.
1893-'97; d. Burlington, July 24, 1897.
1894Hoffman, Christian B., Enterprise.
1901; d. Kansas City, Kan., July 17, 1915.
Goodyear, Charles E., Wichita.
189i-'97.
1895Daug'-ifers, Curtis Benjamin, Lincol'n.
1898.
Noe. Charles* R., Leon. 1895-'98.
Riddle, Alexander P., MinneapoHs. 1896-'99;
d. Salina, May 12, 1909.
Stewart, Samuel J.. Humboldt.
1896-99,
1901-'05; d. Humboldt, Apr. 19, 1918.
St.
John. Mrs. Susan J., Olathe.
18981901; d. Los Angeles, Cal., Jan. 22, 1925.
Hudson, T. J., Fredonia. 1896-'99; d. Jan.
4, 1923.
Limbocker, J. N., Manhattan.
1898-1901;
d. Manhattan, Mar. 13, 1910.

C

K

Munger, George M., Eureka. 1898-1901.
Phipps, William H., Abilene. 1896-'99.
1896-'99;
Cowgill, Elias Branson, Topeka.
d.

Kansas City, Mo., Nov.

18, 1913.

Edward T., Ellsworth. 1900-'07;
Durham, N. H., Jan. 23, 1917.

Fairchild,
d.

McDowell, J. S., Smith Center. 1898-1905;
d. Smith Center, Apr. 24, 1915.
1898-1901; d.
Yoe, W. T., Independence.
Independence, Apr. 29, 1923.
Hunter, William, Blue Rapids. 1900-'03.
1898-1901.
Carl, Parsons.
1900-'03.
Satterthwaite, J. M., Douglass.
Brock, Robert J., Manhattan. 1903-'04.

Vrooman,

Friend, C. E., Soldier.
Tulloss. J. O., Sedan.

1903-'05.
1903-'ll.

W., Jewell. 1903-'07.
1904-'05.
Murohy, George S., Manhattan.
1905-'09.
Griffith, George P., Hays City.
1905-'09.
Storv, A. M., Manhattan.
Blackburn, W. E., Anthonv. 1907-'13.
Taylor, Edwin, Edwardsville. 1907-'13.
Harris, William A., Lawrence.
1909; d. Chi-

Berry,

J.

cago, Dec. 20, 1909.

1909-'13.
Capper, Arthur, Topeka.
Tod, W. J., Maplehill. 1909-'] 3.
1909-'13.
Sponsler, A. L., Hutchinson.
Blodgett,

Thomas, Wichita.

1910.

Sherman, M. M., Crawford, 1910-'15.
Palmer, A. T., Wamego. 1911-'13.
Price, William W., Madison.
1913.
Morris, A. J., Hill City.
1913.
Carson, C. W., Ashland.
1913.
Giltner, Abe, Jr., Wamego.
1913.

—

Note. Board of Regents succeeded July 1,
1913, bj' the Board of Educational Adminis"Board of Regents" for all state
educational institutions created July 1, 1925.
tration.

;

Kcmms

Official
Agricultural College, State

Denison, Joseph, D. D., A. M., Manhattan.
1863-73; d. Manhattan, Feb. 21, 1900.
Anderson, John Alexander, Junction City.
1873-'78; d. Liverpool, England, May 18,
1892.
Lester, A. M., Manhattan.
1879 acting president.

Ward, Milan

Vvh.

to Dec.
Fairchild, George Thompson, A. M., Michi1879-'!)6;
d.
gan Agricultural College.
Columbus, Ohio, Mar. IG, 1901.
1897Will, Thomas E., A.M., Manhattan.
;

1899.
1900-'09.
Nichols, Ernest R., B. D., A. M.
Waters, Henry Jackson, B. S. A., LL. D.
1909-'18; d. Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 25,
1925.
Mar.
Jardine, William Marion, Manhattan.
1, 1918, to Mar. 4, 1925.
Fanell, F. D., dean and acting president,
Mar. 4 to May 4, 1925; president. May

1925—

Agent

for

the

Sale

of

Agricultural

College

Lands.

Goodnow, Isaac

Secretaries.

The Kansas State Agricultural Society was
organized March 5, 1862, and was incorpoUnrated under the act of March 6, 18G2.
der the act of March 7, 1872, the name of
the Society was changed to the Kansas State
Board of Agriculture.
Adams, Franklin George, Topeka.
d. Topeka, Dec. 2, 1899.
Brown, John S., Lawrence.

Lawrence, July 16, 1902.
Hiram Jackson, Tecumseh.
Tecumseh, July 31, 1873.
1871-'80;
Gray, Alfred, Quindaro.
peka, Jan.

June

AGRICULTURE, STATE BOARD

.SO,

OF.

Presidents.
Scott, Lyman, Leavenworth.
18G2.
Bailey, Lawrence Dudley, Emporia.
'6G
d. Lawrence, Oct. 15, 1891.

18G3-

;

Robert Gaston, Lawrence.
S.,

d.

To-

1880.

23,

nee county, July 23, 1907.
Mohler, Martin, Osborne. 1888-'93;

d.

To-

peka, Mar. 20, 1903.
Coburn, Foster Dwight, Topeka. 1894-1914;
d. Topeka, May 11, 1924.
Mohler, Jacob Christian, Topeka. 1914—

AMERICAN LEGION, KANSAS
DEPARTMENT.
Department Commanders.

Manhattan.

1883.

Isaac

d.

1^07-

Hudson, Joseph Kennedy, Topeka. 1880-'81;
d. Topeka, May 5, 1907.
Coburn, Foster Dwight, Pomona. 1881-'82;
d. Topeka, May 11, 1924.
1882-'88; d. ShawSims, William, Topeka.

T.,

Jun,' 2, 1899.
Gifford,
John B.,

Kalloch,

18G2-'64;

1865-'GG;

Strickler,
'70; d.

Manhattan.
1867-July
17, 1873; d. Manhattan, Mar. 20, 1894.
Elliott, Leigh Richmond, Manhattan.
July
17, 1873, to June 30, 1883; d. Manhattan,

Elliott,

(577

— Concluded.

Presidents.

5,

Roster.

Lawrence.

18(17 -'G9.
1870-'71; d.

Whatcom, Wash., Dec. 11, 1887.
Hiram Jackson, Tecumseh.

Strickkr,

1872

Tecumseh, July 31, 1873.
S., Anderson county.
1873.
Anthony, George Tobey, Leavenworth. 1874'77; d. Topeka, Aug. 5, 1896.

May 1919 to
Dr. W. A. Phares, Wichita.
Aug. 1920.
Thomas' A. Lee, Topeka. Aug. 1920 to Oct.
1921.
Wilder S. Metcalf, Lawrencj. Oct. 1921 to
Sep. 1922.
Wm. P. MacLcan, Topeka. Sep. 1922 to
Sep. 1923.
Frank H. McFarland, Washington. Sep. 1923
to Sep. 1924.
Frank Haucke, Council Grove. Sep. 1924 to
Sep. 1925.
Ralph T. O'Neill, Topeka. Sep. 1925—

d.

Department Adjutants.

NiccoUs, E.

1879-'85.
Kelly, John, Blendon.
Jenkins, Richard W., Onaga.
1879-'85.
Wheeler, Joshua, Nortonville.
1885-'88;
Nortonville, May 14, 189G.

d.

Sims, William, Topeka.
1888-'89; d. Topeka, July 23, 1907.
Smith,
Abram
Wentworth,
McPherson.
1889-'94; d. Topeka, Jan. 2, 1919.
1894-'97.
Potter, Thomas M., Peabody.
Click, George Washington, Atchison.
1897'99; d. Atchison, Apr. 13, 1911.

Hubbard, Thomas

A.,

Rome.

1899-1901;

d.

Wellnigton, Nov. 8, 1919.
Taylor, Edwin, Edwardsville.
1901 -'03.
Churchill, John Hebert, Dodge City.
1903'04; d. Palmyra, Wis., Dec. 1904.
1905-'07; d.
Robison, John W., El Dorado.
El Dorado, July 2, 1909.
Sponsler, Alfred L., Hutchinson.
1907 -'09.
Sutton, Charles E., Lawrence.
1909-'ll.
Diesem, Israel L., Garden City. 1911-'13.
1913-'1.5.
Ross, George Brinton, Sterling.
Tredwaj', J. T., La Harpe.
191G-'17.
Wolf, O. O., Ottawa. 1918.
Thompson, H. S., Sylvia. 1919.
Laing, Henry M., Russell. 1920.
Frizell, E. E., Larn-d.
1921.
Avery, H. W., Wakefield.
1922.
Burton, E. I., Coffeyville. 1923.
1924.
Klein, Paul, lola.
Tod, W. J., Maplehill. 1925.

Sep. 1919
Samuel, Wichita.
Feb. 1924.
Ernest A. Ryan, Girard. Feb. 1924—

Frank E.

to

AMERICAN LEGION AUXILIARY.
Presidents.

Mrs. Winifred H. Caliban, Gard.n City. Jan.
11, 1921, to Apr. 18, 1922.
Apr. 18,
Russell Cravens, Salina.
Mrs.
1922, to June 8, 1923.
Mrs. George Norris, Arkansas City. June 8,
1923, to June 11, 1924.
Dr. Grace G. Tinney, Norton. Jun- 11, 1924,
to June 11, 1925.
June
Mrs. Bertha K. Lawrence, Hiawatha.

C

11,

1925—
Secretaries.

Miss-

M.

Izetta

1921, to Nov.

Miss

Emma

McCoy,
1,

Salina.

Feb.

13,

1921.

Hadorn, Honi

>.

Jan. 9, 1922, to

Oct. 31, 1925.

Mrs. Ida
1925

—

M.

Walker,

Norton.

Nov.

15,

ATHLETIC COMMISSION.
The

Athletic Commission is composed of
three members, consisting of the athletic directors of the University of Kansas, the Kansas State Agricultural College and the Kansas State Teachers College' of Emporia.

—

— —
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Athletic Commission

— Concluded.

11,

M.

1925—

F. Ahearn, K. S. A.

11,

1925—

11,

Apr.

S.

C, Emporia.

Apr.

T.

1925—
Earl

Leslie

1925—

Apr.

C, Manhattan.

Executive Secretary.
Edmonds, Topeka.

Apr.

11,

BANK COMMISSIONERS.
Johnson, Charles F., Oskaloosa. 1891-'93; d.
Breidenthal, John W., Chetopa.
1893-1900;
d. Kansas City, Kan., Jan. 15, 1910.
Albaugh, Morton, Kingman.
1901-'04; d.
Topeka, Feb. 9, 1918.
Albright, William S., Leavenworth.
1904'05; 1908-'09.
Royce, John Quincy, Phillipsburg. 1905 -'08.
Dolley, Joseph N., Maplehill.
1909-'13.
Sawyer, Charles Manville, Norton. 1913 -'14.
Benson, William F., El Dorado.
1914-'17.
Wilson, Walter E., Washington.
1917-'21.
Foster, Franklin H., Fort Scott.
1921 -'23
Peterson, Carl J., Topeka. 1923-'25.
Bone, Roy Lindsay, Topeka. 1925

BANKING BOARD, STATE.
M. H. Malott,

Kemp,

Abilene.

June 17, 1925, to

Wichita.

June 17,. 1925, to
Jan. 1927.
A. F. Goebel, Kans'as City.
June 17, 1925
to Jan. 1927.
Thad C. Carver, Pratt. June 17, 1925, to
Jan. 1927.

BARBERS' BOARD OF EXAMINATION
AND INSPECTION COMMISSIONERS.

D'.

d.

Kansas City,

Sep. 8, 1905.
Williams, Lapier.

1899-1906.
1906- '13.
Hall, William B., Abilene.
Roseberry, Mrs. Grace Norton, Hutchinson.
1913-'16.
Green, Isa Allene. 1916- '17.
1917-'20.
Harrison, Lee.
Chandler, Thomas E. 1920-'24.
Wilson, Mrs. Eleanor A., North

Topeka.

BLIND, KANSAS COMMISSION FOR.
Roche,

J.

A., Topeka, secretary-director.

BUDGET DIRECTOR.
Turner, Norton A., Russell.

July

1,

1925

Assistant Budget Director.

Mrs. Bertha Wetherton.

July

1,

1925—

8,

1903, to

July

8,

1903, to

Lambertson, William

AND LICENSE.

1923-

P., Erie.
1915-'17; 1920-'23.
A., Newton.
1919-'23.

S"ward, E. W.. Great Bend.
1921-'24.
Miller, H. P., Topeka.
1922 -'26.
Peugh. A. L.. Hoi.sington. 1924-'27.
Roberts, William, Hoxie. 1925

BLIND, INSTITUTION FOR EDUCATION
OF THE, WYANDOTTE.
Board

of Trustees.

Floyd Perry, Topeka.
1868-'70; d.
Topeka, May 27, 1909.
Larimer, William, president, Leavenworth.
J8r)8-'73; d. Leavenworth, May 16, 1875.
Speck, Frederick, sec, Wyandotte.
1868-'76.
MacDonald. S. D., Topeka. 1871-'73.
Rr-asoniT. Calvin, Osborne.
1873-'74.
Baker,

Mount Vernon,

July

[Session Laws, 1913.]
Koester, F. W., Atchison.
1913-'14
Moyea-, C. C, Wichita.
1913-'15.
Mathews, C. H., Topeka. 1913-'19.
Huff^ L. B., Kansas City.
1915-'21;

East, L.

Buckner, Allen. 1889-'92; d.
Iowa, Nov. 9, 1900.
Williams, Lapier.
189 2 -'9 3.
Todd, W. G. 1893-'95.
Miller, George H.
189 5 -'9 7.
Toothaker, W. H. 1897-'99;

L., Wichita.

BARBERS' STATE BOARD TO EXAMINE

D.

the State Board of Charities by amendatory
act of 1876.
SuveTintendents.
Sawyer, H. H. 1868-'70.
1870-'72.
Updegraff, W. W.
Parker, John D. 1872-'76; d.
1876-'89.
Miller, George H.

M., Argentine.

Stephens, J-. D., Leavenworth. July 8, 1903
to 1904.
Stevenson, Walter M., Pittsburg.
1904- '05.
McCammon, W. B., Hutchinson. 1904-'06.
Hammond, Roy, Topeka. 1904-'07.

Mills,

1874-'76.

H., BellevUle.

Wright, R. W., Oswego. 1875-'76.
This institution passed under the control of

BUSINESS METHODS OF STATE, COMMITTEE TO MAKE INVESTIGATION OF.

Aker^ William
Mitchell,

W.

d.

1924

Jan. 1927.

Wallace

Wood, Stephen M., Elmdale. 1873-'75;
Elmdale, Dec. 24, 1920.
Gordon, David, Fort Scott. 1873-'76.
Pilkenton,

H. W. Hargiss, K.

Society.

Slosson, William B., sec, Sabetha. 1873-'76;
d. New York City, Sept. 28, 1907.
Wells, Welcome, pres., Manhattan. 1873-'76.

Members.
Dr. Forest V. Allen, K. U., Lawrence.

—

P.,

Fairview.

June

3,

1915.

CHARITIES, STATE BOARD OF.
J. C, Muscotah.
Apr. 10, 1873,

WUson,

to
Apr. 10, 1876.
Elder, Peter Percival, Ottawa. Apr. 10, 1873,
to Apr. 10, 1876; d. Ottawa, Nov. 19,
1914.
Bamett, W. B., Hiawatha. Apr. 10, 1873, to
June 3, 1873; d. Jacksonville, Fla., Oct. 21,
1903.
Brodbent, C. S. June 13, 1873, to Apr. 10,
1876.
Thomas Thompson, Hutchinson.
Taylor,
1876-'79.
1876-'77.
Slosson, William B., Sabetha.
1876-'78; d.
Lanter, John T., Garnett.
Smith, John H., Columbus. 1876- '78.

1876Bauserman, Joseph P., Leavenworth.
'77; d. Leavenworth, Feb. 4, 1916.
Knowles, Edwin, Sabetha. 1877-'83; d. Topeka, June 14, 1909.
Faulkner, Charles E., Salina. 1878-'88.
1878Sharpe, Amasa Trowbridge, Ottawa.
'84; 1885-'89; d. Aug. 18, 1890.
Wever, J. L., Leavenworth. 1877-'81.
Hogue, J. M., Emporia. 1880-'83.
Mitchell, C. R.,

Maloney,
Feb.

Geuda

Michael,

Springs.

Emporia.

1882-'85.
1883-'84; d.

1884.
]883-'85.
McAllister, D. O., Ottawa.
1884-'85.
Gilbert, Samuel L., Winfield.
4,

Hohn, August,
24, 1918.

Marj'sville.

1883-'85; d. July

——

—

Official
Charities, State Board of
Rogers, George

C,

Eureka.

Krohn, Philip, Atchison.
August,

Bondi,

Salina.

Kansas Roster.

— Concluded.

CHIROPRACTIC EXAMINERS, STATE

BOARD

1884 -'85.

1885-'86.
1883-'85;

Louis, Sep. 30, 1907.
Jacob, Wellington.

Stotler,

d.

1885-'90;

St.

d.

Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 26, 1901.
Crump, William S., Clyde. 1885-'89.

—Succeeded

by Board

of

Control,

1905.

CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS,

WOMEN

VISITORS OF THE.
Stanley, Emma H., Wichita.
Mar.
Lewis, Cora G., Kinsley.
Mar. 25,
Chalkley, Genevieve H., Lawrence.
1905.
Johnston, Lucy B., Topeka.
Apr.
Mitchner, Lillian, Topeka. Mar. 3,

25, 1905.

1905.

Mar.

25,

1911.
1914.

17,

CHIOKAMAUGA AND CHATTANOOGA
BATTLEFIELD COMMISSION.
Johnson, G.

W.

Feb. 20, 1895.
Feb. 20, 1895.
Aker, Leonard. Feb. 20, 1895.
Starnes. J. W.
Feb. 20, 1895.
Abernathy, Col. James L., Leavenworth.
Feb. 20, 1895; d. Leavenworth, Dec. IG.
1902.

Washer, Maj. Solomon R.

OF.

Foy, Mrs. Anna M., Topeka. May 10, 1915
Haynes, Dr. T. O., Hutchinson.
May 10.
1915-'17.
Post, Mrs. H. A., Winfield.
to Sep. 1920
resigned.

May

1915,

10,

;

1886- '92.
Kirk, L. K., Garnett.
Reynolds, Adrian, Sedan. 1892-'93.
Rhodes. T. F., Frankfort, 1889-'93.
Bond, R. F., Sterling. 1890-'91.
Kellev, William Henry Harrison, Burlington.
1889; d. Burlington, July 24, 1897.
1889-'93; d.
Miller, W. W., Osage City.
Topeka, Mar. 12, 1918.
Yoo, W. Tf, Independence. 1891-'94; d. Ind "pendence, April 29, 1923.
Kelly. Henry Bascom, McPherson. 1891-'94;
d. Nov. 3, 1921.
Martin, James E., Seneca. 1883-'84; d. Topeka. Jan. 26, 1884.
Wait, Walter S., Lincoln. 1893-'90; d. Lincoln, Dec. 17, 1900.
1893-'94.
Lease. Mary Elizabeth, Wichita.
Freeborn, J. W., McPherson. 1893-'96.
Householder, Moses Alvah, Columbus. 18931896.
Hinshaw, N. M., Emporia. 1894-'95.
Landis, Harry S., Medicine Lodge. 1895-'97.
1894-'97;
Allen, Walter Norman, Meriden.
d. Meriden, Feb. 11, 1905.
1895-'97; d.
Albaugh, Morton, Kingman.
Topeka, Feb. 11, 1918.
1895Clark, George Alfred, Junction City.
1898.
1895-'98.
Wilcockson. Kleber E., Oakley.
1896 -'97.
Blakeslee, Dr. Thomas, Neodesha.
Lockard, Francis Marion, Norton. 1896-'97.
Brown, William L., Kingman. 1897- '98.
Jumper, Horace G., Melvem. 1897-'99.
Wheeler, S. C, Concordia. 1897-1900.
Dolan, P. H., Salina. 1897-1900.
Shane, B. Frank, Oskaloosa. 1898-'99.
1898-'99; d.
Street, William D., Oberlin.
Oberlin, Oct. 15. 1911.
Hornaday, Grant, Fort Scott. 1899-1901.
1899-1901; d.
Snvder, Edwin, Oskaloosa.
Topeka, Dec. 24, 1915.
Kanavel, George W., Sedgwick. 1899-1905.
Vincent R., Washington. 1899-1905.
1900- '03; d.
Hannon, John, Leavenworth.
Leavenworth, Jan. 29, 1915.
1901-'05.
Allen, Henry J., Ottawa.
NeUl, Corb A., Columbus. 1901-'05.
Denman, F. B., Osborne. 1903 -'05.
1902-'03.
Yoe, Charles, Independence.

Note.
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Robb, Dr. W. J., Topeka. May 10, 1915
Baker, Rev. N. E., Wichita. May 10, 1915,
to May 26, 1917.
Marriott, Rev. W. H., Burlington.
1917, to Feb. 5, 1918.

Liphard, Rev.

W.

F.,

May

Great Bend.

1918, to Sep. 11, 1920; d.
A., Wichita.
1917, to May 10, 1920.
Colvin, Dr. Joseph L., Wichita.

Thompson, Dr. O.

26,

Feb.

May

May

5,

26,
10,

1920—
Waldron, Rev. John W., Great Bend.
11, 1920, to Nov. 28, 1923.
Gilmore,

Verna,

Dr.

Herington.

Sep.

Sep.

22,

1920—
Hesse, Rev. F. O.,

CIVIL

Wamego.

Nov.

28,

1923—

SERVICE COMMISSION.

June 22, 1915King, James Levi, Topeka.
'19; d. Topeka, Oct. 12, 1919.
Burdick, W. L., Lawrence.
June 22, 1915,
to Mar. 15, 1924.

June 22, 1916,
Caton, J. E., Kansas City.
to Feb. 1920.
Atkinson, J. N., Kansas City. Feb. 26, 1920,
to Feb. 26, 1924.
Dec. 29,
Freeman, Winfield, Kansas City.
1919, to Dec. 29, 1922.

CONSERVATION COMMISSIO'n,
KANSAS STATE.
Beck, Will, Helton. June 3, 1911.
Brown, Samuel, Hiawatha. June 3, 1911.
Young, C. H., Atchison. June 3, 1911; d.
Atchison, June 19, 1916.
Bolinger, Charles O., lola. June 3, 1911.
Guyer, U. S., Kansas City. June 3, 1911.
Greason. W. D., Paola. June 3, 1911.
Greer, E. P., Winfield.
June 3, 1911; d.
Dec. 7, 1924.
Wingard, John, Independence. June 3, 1911.
June 3, 1911.
McAuliffe, Maurice, Salina.
Cooper, R. L., Salina. Jime 3, 1911.
Muenzenmayer, W. F., Junction City. June
3, 1911.
Mclvor, Frank A., Hoxie. June 3, 1911.
Knapp, Fred W., Beloit. June 3, 1911.
Hallowell, Harry, Larned. June 3, 1911.
Griffin, S. S., Medicine Lodge.
June 3, 1911.
Talbot, I. F., McPherson.
June 3, 1911.
Wallenstein, Henry, Wichita.
June 3, 1911.
Powers, John, Marion. June 3, 1911.
Faxon, Ralph H., Garden City. June 3, 1911.
Howat, Alexander, Pittsburg. June 3, 1911.
Knox, E. D., Alma. June 3, 1911.
Martin, W. J. June 30, 1911.
Phillips, Alex,

Hays

City.

June 30, 1911.

CONTROL, STATE BOARD

OF.

Schermerhorn, Edgar Backus, Galena.
'11;

1905-

resigned.

Sherman, Lawrence. 1905-'13.
Bowman, Harry C., Newton. 1905 to July

Elliott,

1, 1917.
1911-'13.
Shukers, Charles D., Sedan.
Brooks, William Erwin, Fort Scott.
1913'17
d. Fort Scott, May 9, 1925.
Meyers, Stance, Leavenworth, 1913
Davis, William Edward.
Mar. 15, 1917, to
July 1, 1917.
;

—
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CoxTROL^ State Board of

— Concluded.

Secretaries.

Knapp,

W., Leoti. 1905-'ll.
Gibbs, Charles W., Lawrence. 1911-'13.
Brady, Francis Milligan, Parsons. 1913; resigned; d. Topeka, Nov. 27, 1916.
Howe, Joe W., Abilene. 1913 to July 1, 1917.
(Succeeded by State Board of AdministraFred,

tion.)

CORRECTIONS, STATE BOARD OF.
(Succeeded Board of Penal Institutions,
July 1, 1913.)
L., Kingman.
July 1, 1913,

Brown, William

to July, 1915.

Harger, Charles M., Abilene.
July 1, 1913,
to June 30, 1916; resigned.
Porter, James Edgar, Kansas City.
July 1,
1913, to June 30, 1916.
Miller, A. Q., Belleville.
July 1, 1916—
Keach, O. A., Wichita. July 1, 1916—
Miller,
Mrs. James M., Council Grove.
July 10, 1915, to July 10, 1918.

COURT OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS.
(Office abolished

July 1, 1925; absorbed by
Public Service Commission.)
Wark, George H., Caney. Feb. 1, 1920, to
Feb. 1, 1921.
Reed, Clyde M., Parsons.
Feb. 1, 1920,
to Mar. 23, 1921; resigned.
Huggins, William L., Emporia.
Feb. 1
1920, to Feb. 1, 1923.
Crawford, John H., Wichita. Mar. 23, 1921
to Feb. 1, 1925.
McDermott, James A., Winfield. Mar 18
1921, to Mar. 18, 1924.
Martin, Henderson S., Lawrence.
Feb. 1
1923, to July 1, 1925.
Taggart, Joseph, Kansas City.
Mar. 18,
1924, to July 1, 1925.

DAIRY COMMISSIONER, STATE.
Kendall, John Chester, Manhattan.

Apr. 8
1907- '08.
Wilson, David Mooney, Manhattan.
Jan. 1,
1908- 'll.
Burch, Dallas, Stockwell. 1911-'13.
Hine, George Sherwood, Manhattan.
Alav
1913 to May 1917.
Jones, H. M., Manhattan.
May 1917 to

May 1924.
Lewellen, E. C, Newton.
May 1925.
Gould, Otis J., Manhattan.

May

May

1924

15,

to

1925

DEAF AND DUMB, INSTITUTION FOR
THE EDUCATION OF, OLATHE.
Visiting

Cox, John T., Ottumwa.

Feb. 20, 1865;

d.

Commissioners.

Henderson, F. E., Olathe.
Feb. 26, 1806.
Craig, Warner, Baldwin.
Feb. 26, 1866.
Goodin, Joel K., Baldwin. Feb. 26, 1866.

Board

of

Trustees.

Craig, Warn.T, president, Baldwin.
1867 -'68.
Henderson, Frank E., secretary, Olathe.
1867-'71,
Goodin, Joel Kishler, Baldwin. 1867-'69; d.
Ottawa, Dec. 9, 1894.

Johnson,
Mission.
1904.

9,

Lawrence, George H., Olathe.
1867-'72.
Lakin, David Long, Topeka.
1868-'71;
Topeka, Oct. 8, 1897.
Bruner, J. B., Olathe.
1869-'71.
Craig,
William
1872-'75.

Milhoan,

Alexander S., pre-sidtnt, Sl-.awn -e
1867-'71; d. Dallas, Te.\., D e.

B.,

d.

Wathena.

president,

Thomas Elwood,

secretary,

Olathe.

1872-'73.

Durkee, Samuel T., Olathe.
Fishback,
William Henry

1872-'73.

M., president,
1873-'74.
Olathe.
Francis, John, secretarj^ lola.
1873-'76; d.
Colony, Aug. 3, 1918.
Shaw, Archibald, Olathe.
1873-'76;
d.
Olathe, May 14, 1888.
Stover, Elias Sleeper, Council Grove.
3 8731876.
1873-'76.
Rogers, J. W., Boyle.
1874Shannon, W. A., president, Augusta.
1876.
-

Lockwood, George C,

Salina.

187 5 -'76.

This institution passed under control of the
State Board of Charities by amendatorv act
of 1876.
Superintendents.
1866-'67.
Burnsides, Thomas.
1867-'76.
Jenkins, Louis H.
1876-'79; d. Olathe,
Bowles, Theodore C.
Apr. 8, 1879.
Wyckoff, George L.
Apr. 4 to Aug. 15,
1879.
1879-'80.
Parker, J. W.
1880-'83.
DeMotte, W. H.
1883-'85.
Turton, H. A.
1885-'94.
Walker, S. T.
1894- '95.
Stewart, A. A.
Hammond, H. C. 1895-'97.
1897 -'99.
Stewart, A. A.
Hammond, H. C. 1899-'09.
White, C. E. 1909-'13.
1913
Hermann, Mrs. Kate Scallon, Olathe.
to May 5, 1920; d. Olathe, May 5, 1920.
Stevenson, Elwood A. June 1, 1920, to May
1, 1923.
Stewart, A. A.
May 1, 1923-'25.
Cloud, D. T. 1925—

The Kansas Deaf-mute

Institute was opened
Baldwin City, in the summer of 1861, by
who
Philip A. Emerj%
conducted it as a private school. It continued under his management until the fall of 1864, when it was
moved to Topeka.
While in Topeka the
school was under the management of Joseph
Mount. He continued with it until early in
1865, when the school was then moved back
to Baldwin.
B. R. Nordyke was in charge
for a few months.
He was soon relieved by
Joseph Mount, who remained in charge until
the school was adopted by the legislature, in
1868, and located permanently at Olathe.

at

DENTAL EXAMINERS, STATE
BOARD OF.

Committee.

Fredonia, Oct. 14, 1888.
Craig, Warner, Baldwin.
Feb. 20, 1865.
Park, J. G., Leavenworth.
Feb. 20, 1805.

Society.

.

C, president, Ottawa. 1885-'95;
Hutchinson, Feb. 19, 1913.
1885-'88.
J. A., Emporia.
1885-'91.
Shirley, William M., Hiawatha.
Callaham, Andrew M., secretarv, Topeka.
1885-'99; d. Topeka, July 13, 1902.
Mathews, Rodolph, Wichita. 1888-'90.
Noble, S. S., secretary, Wichita. 1890- '91.
Houx, J. O., Columbus. 1893-1901; d. Columbus, Dec. 7, 1915.
Van Fossen, Charles L., Wyandotte. 18931894
1894-'95.
Davis, A. W., Holton.
1895-1903.
Hatfield, T. I., Marvsville.
Lawrence, F. P., El Dorado. 1897-1901.
1899Diilman, H. M., president, Girard.
Wasson, L.
d.

Young,

1903.

Simpson, Oscar H., Dodge City.
president, 1903- '05.

1901-'13;

—

.
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of
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Kansas Roster.

Official

—

Concluded.

Snyder, Grace Lesta, Cawker City. 1913-'25;
d. Mankato, Jan. 21, 1925.
1913 to Apr.
Mahaffie, Ella, Kansas City.

Root, Joseph P., secretary, Kansas Cit\
1901-'05; d. Kansas City, Sep. 4, 1912.
1903-'07.
Hults, M. I., Hutchinson.
1903- "24.
Hetrick, Frank O.. Ottawa.
Ambrose, G. F., El Dorado. ]907 to May 2,

1915.
Shideler, H. W., Girard.
Apr. 1919.
Steen, W. O., Abilene.

1923.
Burkett,

Scott,

1913 to Oct.
J. Fremont, Kingman.
1921; d. Aug. 19, 1921.
Kerbv, W. H., Clav Center. May 2, 1923—
Hope, Dr. C. V., Topeka. May G, 1924—
Burket, George E., Kingman. Oct. 18, 1921—

EDUCATION, STATE BOARD

OF.

to 1893 the State Board of
Education consisted of the state supjrinlendent, the chancellor of the State University, the president of the State Agricultural
College, and the principals of the State Normal Schools at Emporia and Leavenworth. In
1893 this law was amended so that the boani
the
consisted of "the state superintendtnt
chancellor of the University, the president of
the State Agricultural College, the president of
the State Normal School, and three others to
be appointed by the governor, by, and with
the advice and consent of the senate, selected
from those engaged in school work in the
scliools of the state."
In 1915, Session Laws, chapter 29G, the
act creating the Board of Education was
amended to include the following: State Superintendent of Public Instruction who would
be chairman ex officio; the chancellor of the
State University; the president of the Kansas State Agricultural College; the president
of the Kansas State Normal School, Emporia
and three persons to be appointed hy thr.
governor.
In 1919, Session Laws, chapter 256, the
law was again changed to include the following: State Superintendent of Public Instruction, chairman ex officio; the chancellor of the
State University; the i>residfcnt of the State
Agricultural College; the president of the
State Normal School, Emporia; the president of the State Manual Training Normal
School, Pittsburg; the president of Fort Hays
Normal School, Hays two county or city
superintendents of public instruction, and a
county superintendent of public instruction
to be appointed by the governor from any
county in which none of the foregoing institutions may be located.
,

;

;

1893- '95.
Olin, Arvin Solomon, Lawrence.
1893 -'95.
1893- '95.
Best, Mrs. Lucy, Labette county.
Parmenter, Chas. Sylvester, Baldwin.
1895-

Stryker, William, Great Bend.

1897.
J. E., Leavenworth.
1895-'9G.
1896-'97.
Schofield, J. G., Seneca.

Klock,

1897-'99.
Brooke, C. M., Lecompton.
Kuhn, W. D., Holton. 1897-'98.
Johnson, T. S., Mitchell countv. 1897-'99.
1898-'99.
Gaines, H. N., Salina.
Bushey, A. H., Peabody. 1899-1903.
Massey, W. M., Wellmgton. 1899-1903.
Riggs, John D. S., Ottawa.
1899-1903.
Shepardson, E. A., Pittsburg. 1903-'05.
Markham, Osman Grant, Baldwnt. 1903- '09.
1903-'05.
Cutter, H. M., Norton.
Heusner, W. F., Junction Citv. 1903- '05.
1907- '09.
Rarick, C. E., PlainvUle.
MacDonald, John, Topeka. 1909; d. Topeka,
Oct. 12, 1916.
1909-'ll.
Stanley, Arthur J., Lincoln.
Simmonds, F. W., Mankato. 1911-'13.
1911-'13.
Wells, T. M., Russell.

1917,

to

Apr. 1920.

Miss

Baldwin.

Lillian,

Apr.

1915 to

Apr. 1921.
Barnhill,

John

S.

Marysville.

P.,

Apr.

1919

to

Apr.

1919

to

Parsons.

F.,

Apr. 1921.
Smith, C. 0.,
Apr. 1921.

Rowland,

From 1873

Apr. 30, 1916, to

June 20,

Apr.

Hutchinson.

1919 to

Apr. 1921.
Gibbens, Leo. T., Scott City. Apr. 4, 1921,
to Apr. 2, 1923.
Apr. 4,
Wilson, Emma F., Garden City.
1921, to Apr. 2, 1923.
Maj'berry, L. W., Wichita. Apr. 4, 1921, to
Apr. 2, 1923.
Woolverton, Marv E., Abilene. Apr. 2, 1923,
to Apr. 1, 1925.
Apr. 2, 1923, to
Crum, R. M., Wichita.
Apr. 1, 1925.
Kratchovil, Emil, Clay Center. Apr. 2, 1923,
to Apr. 1, 1925.
Eberhng, Anna, Troy. Apr. 1, 1925, to Apr.
2,

1927.

Heusner, W. S., Salina.
Apr. 2, 1927.
Smith, Ada, Atchison.
Apr. 2, 1927.

Apr.
Apr.

1,
1,

1925,

to

1925,

to

EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION,
STATE BOARD OF.
(Succeeded by Board of Administration.)

Hackney, Ed. T., Wellington. July 1, 1913,
to June 1925.
Lewis, Cora G., Kinsley. July 1, 1913, to
June 1925.
Hoch, Edward W^allis, Marion. July 1, 1913,
to June 1925.
Secretary.

Bowen, David M., Pittsburg.

July

1913,

1,

to June 1925.

ELECTION COMMLSSIONERS, CITIES
OF FIRST CLASS.
Kansas City.
Mar. 3, 1902, to
McFarland, Robert.
1,

May

1910.

Cook, Wylie White,

May

1,

1910, to Jan.

1,

1913, to June

1,

1914, to Sep.

1,

1913.

Northrup, D. E.

Jan.

1,

1914.

Zimmer, Henry T.

Juna

1,

1915.
Sep. 1, 1915,
Haskell, W. H., Kansas City.
to Dec. 1918; d. Kansas City, Nov. 30,
1918.
Dec. 6,
Scheller, Charles W., Kansas City.
1918, to May 1, 1922.
May 1,
Kansas'
City.
Smith, John Edward,
1922, to June 8, 1923.

Harrington, Grant W., Kansas Chy.
1923, to July 1925.
Schwartz, Harry, Kansas City. July

Jum

2,

8,

1925

Topeku.
Feb. 28, 1901, to
T. Sherman.
Mar. 13, 1905.
Mar.
H.
13, 1905, to Jan.
Titus, Charles
31, 1913; d. Topeka, Apr. 15, 1920.
Jan. 31, 1913, to
Holland.
Willis
Kemper,
May 16, 1915.
Williams,

—
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Election Commissioners Cities of First
Class Concluded.

—
Topeka — Concluded.

[Office from May 1915, to Sep. 1925, under
the charge of the Topeka city clerk.]
Peyton, Miss Alice L., North Topeka.
Sep.

26,

1925—
Wichita.
Benjamin H.
Jan.
1908.

Downing,
Nov. 8,
Blood, John Winter; Nov.
15,

8,

26,

1905,

to

1908, to Mar.

1909.

1917.
1924.
Blaze, O. H.

Jan. 26, 1917, to Apr. 19,

Apr. 19,

1924—

EMBALMING BOARD.

STATE.

July 10,
Johnson, Joseph S., Osawatomie.
1907-'22; d.
Johnson, W. H., Hutchinson. July 10, 1907
July 10,
Southern, George W., Manhattan.
1907, to Aug. 1, 1914.
Oldroyd, T. B., Arkansas City.
Aug. 1,
1909, to Aug. 1, 1921.
Sexton, James W., Leavenworth.
Aug. 1,
1914-'16; d.
Bomgardner, Homer Ward, Topeka. Apr. 1,
1916, to Aug. 1, 1917; d. Topeka, May
19, 1922.
Boice, James H., Galena.
July 31, 1926.

Aug.

1,

1917, to

Troup, Abram, Logan.
Aug. 1, 1921, to
Aug. 1, 1924.
Mayer, Henry C, Wellington. July 13, 1922,
to July 31, 1925.
Shearer, D. W., Frankfort.
July 31. 1927.
Wilson, Ira H., Fredonia.
July 31, 1928.

Aug.

1,

Aug.

1,

EMIGRATION AGENTS.
definitely
year.

stated,

1875.
Blaesare, J. F., Brussels,
8, 1875.

Burbank,

Maj.

was apparently

E.,

J.

May

Belgium.

June

Nebraska.

1,

1875.

Simon, Julius, Hamburg, Germany.

June 28,

1875.

Goldsmith, M., Leavenworth. Mar. 27, 1876.
Parmelee, George F., Topeka. June 22, 1876.
Lewelling, Lorenzo D., Wichita. .Jan. 5, 1900;
d. Arkansas Citv. Sep. 3, 1900.
Smith, Oscar Z., Wichita. Jan. 20, 1900.
Miller, Charles W., Havs City.
Feb. 2, 1900.
Freeman, Geo. S., Wichita. Mar. 5, 1900.
Kingman.
May
Weinshenk. Frank,
2, 1900.
Honchin, A. M., Medicine Lodge. Feb. 13,
1901.
Kellv, George W., Coldwater. Feb. 10, 1902.
Mahin, F. W., Smith Center. Feb. 25, 1902.

EMPLOYMENT AGENCY,

FREE.

Gerow, Theodore Bliven, Atchison. Apr. 8,
1901, to Nov. 12, 1908; d. Atchison, Nov.
12, 1908.

Gerow. Mrs. Theodore B., Atchison. Nov. 18,
1908, to Mar. 16, 1909.
Mar. 16, 1909, to
Harris, Charles. Emporia.
Feb. 1913; d. Emporia, Jan. 27, 1920.
Note. The employment agency was made
part of the Bureau of Labor in 1913.

—

ENTOMOLOGICAL COMMISSION,
STATE.
members, four ex
and one appointed by the governor.
Secretary State Board of Agriculture.

Composed

of five

officio

Secretary State Horticultural Society.
Professor of entomology'', Kansas State Agri-

These agents, for the most part, served
without compensation.
The term of office,
never

1874.

1924, to
1925, to

Commissioned

Lange, Adolph, Leavenworth.

Lavy, Albert, Sweden. Mar. 13. 1874.
Kelley, J. M., Ohio.
Apr. 1, 1874.
Forbes, John, Fort Scott. Oct. 26, 1874.
Weston, Williams, Europe. Nov. 30, 1874.
Schmidt, Carl B., Topeka. Jan. 25, 1875.
Kiper, Julius Atchison, Europe.
Apr. 22,

De

Myers, Murray. Mar. 15, 1909, to Jan. 26,
1913; d. Los Angeles, Cal., Sep. 1, 1922.
Shupp, George A.
Jan. 26, 1913, to Jan.
Leahy, David D.

Society.

cultural College.

Professor of entomologj'. University of

Kan-

for

one
Baker, Thomas H., Manhattan. May 3, 1864.
Hinton, Richard J. Aug. 6, 1867 d. London,
England, Dec. 20, 1901.
;

Earhart, D., Pardee. Oct. 3, 1867.
Brunswick, Fred, Junction City.
Oct. 19,
1867, to Mar. 1, 1870.
Sterrett, Alexander,
Manhattan.
May 18,
1868; d. Kansas City, Sep. 25, 1885.
Pratt, Cyrus N., New York, June 19, 1868.
Aug. 8,
Orp, John H., Columbus, Ohio.
1868.

Stanriard, F. H.. Ottawa.

1871.

Sharman, William, Lawrencs. May 9, 1871.
Marcou, Stephen G., France. June 5, 1871.
Gray, Col. W. F., New York. Sep. 20, 1871.
Lusher, John, Aubrey. Dec. 1, 1871.
Mathonet, Hugo, Germany. Dec. 28, 1871.
Rood, A. D., Chicago, III. July 12, 1872.
De Pardonnot, Frederic George, France. Nov.
15, 1872; Sep. 7, 1874.
Hollonberg, G. H., Hanover, Germany.
Apr.
10, 1873; d. July 1, 1874.
Tholen, Charles, Leavenworth. Apr. 18, 1873;
d. Leavenworth, 1899.
Benedikt, Max, Leavenworth, July 11, 1873.
Bolmar, Charles Picot, Topeka.
Aug. 19,
1873; June 6, 1876; Dec. 15, 1902.

1,

1907-'22;

d. Ottawa, Mar. 30,. 1922.
Bernadin. E. P.. Parsons. Apr. 14, 1922, to

Mar.

31, 1926.

Entomologist, Official.
Hunter, Samuel John, Lawrence. 1903-'04.
1905-'06; d.
Pooenoe, Edwin A., Topeka.

Topeka, Nov.

17, 1913.

EPILEPTICS, STATE HOSPITAL FOR,

PARSONS.

Drew,

Robert Hudson, London, England.
Feb. 8, 1871.
Mite, T. J., Chicago, 111.
Mar. 31, 1871.
Brewster, Charles, Kansas City, Mo. Apr. 1,

Apr.

Superintendents.
Perrv,

Middleton

Lee,

Milledgeville,

Ga.

iao3—

EXPERIMENT STATIONS.
(Branches of Kansas State Agricultural College.)

Fort Hays Experiment Station.
Superintende7Hs.

1904- '05.
1905-'07.
Otio H. Elling.
Chalmers K. McClelland. 1908-'10.
1910-'12.
A. M. Ten Eyck.
George K. Helder. 1912 -'15.
Charles R. Weeks. 19 15 -'20.
Harry Llewellyn Kent. 1920- '21.

John G. Haney.

L. C. Aicher.

1921—

'
.

—

Official

Experiment Stations

—

Kansas Roster.

tjourl lakd.

Dodge City Experiment Station.
Suvcrintendents.

Guy D. Noel. 1910-'12.
1912-'16.
F. J. Turner.
M. W. Kirkpatrick. 1916-'17.

Barnes, William E., Vinland.
Mar. 2, 1876.
Wright, R. W., Oswego. Mar. 3, 1876.
Parkinson, William L., Ottawa.
Mar. 3,
1876; d. Ottawa, June 14, 1907.
Click, George W., Atchison.
Mar. 3, 1876;
d. Atchison, Apr. 13, 1911.
Crowell, Mrs. J. W., Atchison.
(Woman's
Centennial Executive Committee.)

Garden City Experiment Station.
Hiram R. Reed. 1910.
E. F. Chilcott. 1910-'13.

M.

Pans

Ogallah Experiment Station.
F.

J.

Turner.

Frederick,

Universal Exposition, 1878.

.Jan. 23, 1880.
Baker, Floyd P., commissioner; d. Topeka,
May 27, 1909.
Sampson, Mason D., Salina, honorary com-

Meyer, Eugene Louis, honorary commissioner.
World's Fair,

Tribune Experiment Station.
Superintendents.
E. F. Chilcott. 1911-'12.
C. E. Cassel. 1912-'17.
M. W. Kirkpatrick. 1917-'18.
Ivor Matson, 1918- '20.
G. E. Lowrey. 1920- '24.
T. B. Stinson. 1924—

Delegates commissioned June 5, 1880.
d.
George Addison, Fort Scott
Colo., Jan. 26, 1891.
Henry, Theodore C, Abilene; d. Denver,
Colo., 1914.
;

Alternates.

Superintendents.
S. P. Clark.
1914-'18.
John J. Bavles. 1918-'21.
B. F. Barnes.
1921

EXPOSITIONS.
Paris Universal Exposition, 1867.
Young, Isaac, agent for Kansas, Leavenworth.
Nov. 14, 1866.

St.

Clair,

Pilkenton,

Hannibal Cicero, Belle Plaine.

W.

H., Belleville.

World's Industrial and Cotton Centennial
Exposition, New Orleans, 1884-85.
Bacon, Frank, commissioner.
1884 -'85; d.
1897.
Wagstaff, Mrs. William Ross, commissioner.
1884-'85.
Wilson, Mrs. Augustus, commissioner. 18841885.
Industrial Exposition, Paris, 1889.

Firmin, Emil, commissioner.

1883; d.

9,

28, 1899.

Hoffman, M., Leavenworth. Apr. 14, 1873.
Brown, I. P., Atchison. Apr. 22, 1873.
Brier, Frank, Atchison.
Apr. 22, 1873.
Hentig, F. G., Topeka. May 2, 1873.
Knox, John Dibert, Topeka. May 10, 1873;
d. Topeka, Jan. 11, 1912.
Pratt, C. H., Humboldt. May 31, 1873.
Mason, L. C, Independence. May 31, 1873.

Centennial Exposition, Philadelphia, 1876.

Anthony, George Tobev, president, Leaven'^°P^^^' ^"S. 5,
1896^'
Martin, John Alexander, Atchison. Mar 30
1874; d. Atchison, Oct. 2, 1889.
Crawford, George Addison, Fort Scott. Mar.
1874; d. Grand Junction, Colo., Jan. 26
1891.

Dennis, Edgar Whetten, Topeka.
Mar. 30
1874, to Feb. 1876; d. Topeka, Apr.
2
1
1
1878.

York, 1883.

Grand Junction,

Colby Experiment Station.

^

New

(Centennial anniversary of Treaty of Peace,
1783, recognizing American Independence.)

Crawford,

•

Joliet, 111., Oct.

1877.
Belleville.

missioner.

Superintendents.
1910-'12.

Vienna Exposition.
Lewis, James, Humboldt.
Apr.

commissioner,

Gray, Alfred, commissioner; appointed Jan.
d. Topeka,
1, 1878; resigned Apr. 1878;

1913-'15.
George S. Knapp. 1915-'19.
F. A. Wagner.
1919—
Sewell.

S.

American Exposition, London,
Collins,

Superintendents.

G83

»

North, Amos J., Atchison. Mar. 30 1874 to
Feb. 1876.
Evans, David J., secretary, Topeka. Mar. 30
1874, to Feb. 1876.
Kelsey, S. T., Hutchinson. Mar. 30 1874. to
Apr. 24, 1875.
Gray, Alfred, secretarv, Topeka.
Apr. 24,
1875; d. Topeka, Jan. 23, 1880.
Bancroft, Edwin P., Emporia. Mar. 2, 1876;
d. Chelsea, Mich., Dec. 25, 1904.
Koester, Charles F., Marysville.
Mar. 2,
1876; d. Marysville, Aug. 15. 1902.
Henry, Theodore C, Abilene. Mar. 2, 1876;
d. Denver, Colo., Feb. 4, ]914.

Mar.

1889.

7,

World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893.
Mar.
Anderson, Thomas Jefferson, Topeka.
9, 1893; d. Topeka, Jan. 31, 1912.
Mar. 9, 1893;
Collins, A. P., Solomon City.
d. Riverside, Cal., Mar. 17, 1910.
Click, George Washington, Atchison.

Mar.

1893; d. Atchison, Apr. 13, 1911.
Mar.
Kern, Henry H., Bonner Springs.
9,

9,

1893.

Cobun, M. W., president, Hoisington. Mar.
9, 1893 ;.d. Hoisington, Mar. 4, 1911.
Mar. 9,
King, Lewis Phillip, Tannehill.
1893.
Clark, Mrs,

Ada M.,

Mar.

secretary.

1893.

9,

Trans -Mississippi and International Exposition,

Omaha,

1898.

Glick, George Washington, Atchison.
29, 1898; d. Atchison, Apr. 13, 1911.

Mar.

Smith, Abram Wentworth, McPherson. Mar.
29, 1898; d. Topeka, Jan. 2, 1919.
Frost, John Edward, Topeka.
Mar. 29,
1898; d. Topeka, Nov. 30, 1921.
Greef, A. H., Pittsburg. Mar. 29, 1898.
Lambe, A. C, Wellington. Mar. 29, 1898.

Louisiana Purchase Exposition,
St. Louis, 1904.

C, Chanute.
Chanute, May, 1921.

Carpenter, John
d.

Morrow,

C, Haddam.

Sept.

1,

1901;

Sep. 17, 1901; d.
Washington, Kan., July 11, 1912.
Simons, R. T., Caldwell. Sep. 17, 1901; d.
Wichita, Feb. 20, 1912.
Luling, Charles Henry, Wichita.
Sep. 17,
1901.
J.

—

—

—
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ExPOSiTioxs

FISH WARDEN.

Concluded.

Lou is ia na Purch asc

— Con eluded.

Wascener, William P., Atchison.

Sep.

I

1899-1901.
Wilev, George W., Meade.
Haughev. John W., Wellington. 1901-'03.
1903 -'05.
Travis, Dell W., Pratt.

IT,

1901.

I

Prentis, Mrs. Caroline E., Topeka.
Kansas Building.

Panama

Pacific Exposition.
1915.

Hostess

FISH

KANSAS FREE, TOPEKA.

1909.

D\che, Lewis

j

1

i

I

Lindsav, Lawrence.
Dec. 1,
1909-'15; d. Topeka, Jan. 15, 1915.
Tegmeier, W. C, Manhattan.
Apr. 19,
1915, to ]\Iar. 17, 1919.
Clapp, Alva. Atchison.
Mar. 17, 1919, to
Apr. 18, 1923.
Doze, J. B., Wichita. Apr. IS, 1923, to Jime
1925.
(Note.
Succeeded by Forestry. Fish and

—

Game Commission,

I

]

Officers.

Penwell,
La Rov IM., president, Topeka.
1917- '20; d. topeka, Nov. 17, 1920.
Patton, Albert jSI., president, Topeka. 1921—
Eastman, Phil, secretary-, Topeka. 1917

I

i

(With the Kansas State Agricultural College.)
Scott, Charles Anderson, Manhattan, 1909

FORESTRY AND IRRIGATION,
COMMISSIONER OF.

Officers.

Robb,

S., president, Hutchinson.
1913-'25.
Sponsler,
A.
L.,
secretarv.
Hutchinson.
1913-'25.
Frizell, E. E., ^-ice president, Larned.
19131925.
1913-"25.
Wolf, O. O., treasurer, Ottawa.

Allen,

1911. to N^)v. 1918.
1,

FIRE MARSHAL.
Mar. 15, 1913,
to ;Mar. 1915.
Hussey, Lewis T.. Lvndon. Apr. 1, 1915, to
Sep. 1, 1923; resigned.
Sep. 1, 1923,
Scott, E. E., Council Grove.
to Mar. 15, 1925.
Mar. 15,
Coffman, Clvde W., Overbrook.

Parkman, Harrison, Emporia.

1925—

1915.

4,

3.

forestry. fish and game
George A.. Topeka.

Jim:> 10, 1925,
to Mav 28, 1929.
June 10,
Atherton^ Giles R.. El Dorado.
1925, to May 28, 1929.
June 10. 1925, to
Larabie, Lee, Liberal.
May 28, 1927.

!

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, STATE.
i

Mudge, B. F., Manhattan. 1864;
tan, Nov. 21, 1879.

FISH COMMISSIONER.
Long, D. B., Ellsworth. 1877 -'83.
1883-'85.
Gile, W. S., Venango.
1885-'88.
Brumbaugh, John M., Concordia. 1889-'91.
Mason. J. B., Eureka. 1891-'93.
1893-'95.
Wampler. J. W., Brazelton.
1895-'97.
Sadler. Otis E., El Dorado.
1897-'99.
Shults, J. W., Wichita.

d.

Manhat-

Swallow, George C, Missouri. Feb. 20, 1865.
Hav, Robert, Junction City. Intermittently
from 1883 to 1893; d. Junction City. Dec.
14,

1895.

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, UNIVERSITY.
Sanmel W.. Lawrence. Paleontologist, 1895-1902; d. Chicago, Aug. 30, 1918.
Haworth, Erasmus, Lawrence. Geologist,

Williston,

1892—
Bailev.

Edgar

H.

S.,

Lawrence.

Chemist,

1895—

GETTYSBURG COMMISSION.
Mosher, L.

Wamego.

Citv. Jan.

com:mission.

1899-1905.
Qark, I. W.. Edna.
1905-'ll: d. Edna,
July 9, 1912.
Cave, Fred C, acting stiperintendent and su-

Fee, S.,

Dodge

d.

Clark,

Greene, Henry IMartin, La Cvgne.
ISSl-'SS:
d. Lawrence. Xca". 29, 1900.
Wiles, Dr. C. K., Wmfield.
lSS9-'93.
Pilcher, Dr. F. Hovt, New Salem.
lS93-'95;
lS97-'99.
Newlon, Dr. C. S., Altamont.
lS95-'97:

Nov.

22. lSS7-'89.
1SS9-'91;
d.

Beaubien. H. E., Ford. 1905-'07.
Ridgewav. Francis H., Ogallah. 1907-1913.
1907-19]
Cooper, "Henry C, Clay Center.

Superintendents.

1,

Mar.

Ogallah.

Bartlett, George V.
Wheeler. E. D. 1893-'95: 1S97-"99.
Wright. Robert M.. Dodge Citv. 1899-1905;

FEEBLE-MINDED YOUTH, STATE
SCHOOL FOR, WINFIELD.

"

C,

10. 1898.
1891-'93: 1895- 97.

[The' 1925 legislature placed the management of the Hutchinson State Fair under the
direction of the Stat« Board of Agriculture.]

Wvlie White, Kansas City.

Silas

Martin. Havs Citv.
Grand Jimction. Colo.. Apr.

Thompson, Henrv

1918—

1925.)

FORESTER, KANSAS STATE.
j

FAIR, STATE, HUTCHINSON.

perintendent Sep.

1905-'09.

July
Murdock, Thomas Benton. El Dorado.
5 to Nov. 1909; d. Kansas City, Nov. 4,

I

FAIR,

AND GAME WARDEN.

Travis, Dell W., Pratt.

San Francisco,

Aug. 5,'
Benson, William F., El Dorado.
1913, to Dec. 24, 1914.
Pettyjohn, J. L., Olathe. Aug. 5, 1913.
Aug. 5, 1913.
Innis, Walter, Wichita.
Dean, H. E., Kansas City. Aug. 5. 1913.
Reid. Albert T.. Topeka. Aug. 5, 1913.
Hodges, Frank, Olathe. Dec. 24, 1914.
Van Tuyl, Mrs. Effie Hiatt, Leavenworth.
Hostess Kansas building, Feb. 6, 1914.

Cook,

Society.

J.,

Hiawatha.

Feb. 17, 1912.

GOSS ORNITHOLOGICAL COLLECTION.
Curator.

Smyth, Bernard
Topeka, Aug.

B.,
12,

1894-1913;

Topeka.

1915.
(This collection
Historical Society's
Building, in 1915.)

d.

1913.

Smyth, Mrs. Lumina C. R., Topeka.

was placed

Museum

in
in the

the

1913State

Memorial

;

Official

Kansas Roster.

GRAIN INSPECTION COMMISSION.
(Succeeded

in 1905 by Grain
ConiiJiission.)

GRAIN-GRADING COMMISSION.
(Succeeded by Grain Inspection Commission.)

White, John T., Ada.
Jnna 14, 1905, to
Mar. 4, 1909; d. Ada, Mav 5, 1913.
Click, Georgj W., Atchison, Jun
14, 1905,
to Apr. -22, 1909; d. Atchison, Apr. 13.
1911.

June

14,

1905,

to

Maxwell, J. G., McPherson. Apr. 22, 1909,
to June 29, 1913.
Page, Thomas, Topeka.
Apr. 22, 1909, to
June 29, 1913; d. Topeka, Jan. 19, 1920.
Rodgers, A. T., Beloit. Jun3 29, 1911-'15.
June 29,
Nicholson, John Baiid, Topeka.
1913-'15.
Bailey, A.

C,

W. Feighan, Emporia. 1888; d.
H( nry Booth, Larned.
1889; d. Larned,
Feb. 14, 1898.
Ira A. Collins, Sabetha.
1890.
Timothy McCarthy, Larned. 1891; d. May
22, 1890.
Albert Reubrn Greene, Lecompton.
1892;
d. Hood River, Ore., June 15, 1918.
Bernard Kellv, Topeka.
1893.
W. P. Camp"i>rll, Wichita. 1894.
J. P. Harris, Ottawa.
1895; d. Ottawa, Feb.
20, 1917.
189G; d.
W. C. Whitney, Cawker City.
.luna 20, 1907.
Theodosius Botkin, Springfield.
1897
d.
Campbellton,
New Brunswick, Canada,
May 28, 1918.
D. W. Eastman, Enid, Okla. 1898; d. Enid,
Apr. 13, 1912.
O. H. Coulter, Topeka. 1900; d. Santa Ana,
Cal., Jan. 12, 1912.
W. W. Martin, Fort Scott. 1900; d. National
Military Home, Kan., Mar. 8, 1924.
Jeremiah B. Remington, Osawatomie.
1901
d. May 12, 1912.
Henry C. Loomis, Winfield. 1902
d. Oct.
14, 1905.
Abram W. Smith, Topeka. 1903; d. Jan. 2,
1919.
Charles Harris, Emporia.
1904
d. .Tan. 28,
1920.
1905- '06.
Patrick H. Con-y, Topeka.
R,. A. Campbell, Hutchinson.
1907
d. Jan.
12, 1923.
William A. Morgan, Cottonwood Falls. 1908;
d. Hutchinson, Mar. 24, 1917.
Joel H. Rickel, Chanute. 1909
d. June 20,
1924.
Nathan E. Harmon, Wichita. 1910; d. Aug.
3, 1911.
T. P. Anderson, Kansas City, Kan. 1911
d.
Mar. 1, 1915.
John N. Harrison, Topeka. 1912-'13.
Ira D. Brougher, Great Bend.
1914 d. Great
B-nd, Mav 17, 1920.
Convin A. Meek, Wichita. 1915 d. Wichita,
Nov. 14, 1925.
J.

GratUng

Parker, H.
July G, 1903 -'05.
Baker. F. M. July G, 1903-'04; d.
Cole, S. E. July G, 1903- '05.
Kuhn, W. D., Holton. July 5, 1904-'05.

Corey, J. M., Harper.
Apr., 22, 1909.
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;

;

Kinsley.

Juni

29, 1913- '15.

GRAIN IN.SPECTION DEPARTMENT,

;

STATE.
Chief Inspector.
Haskell,

W. W., Kansas

;

City.

Apr. 1891 to

Kansas City, Apr. 3, 1912.
Jones, Samuel P., An'hony.
Apr. 1893 to
Apr.

1893;

d.

Apr. 1895.
Merritt, Albert C, Wamego.
Apr. 1895 to
Apr. 1897.
Culver, W. W., Great Bend. Apr. 1897 to
Apr. 1899.
McKenzie, A. E., Kansas Cily. Apr. 1899 to
Apr. 1901.
Northrup, B. J., Kan.sas City.
Apr. 1901
to Apr. 1903.
Radford, J. W., Kansas C:tv. Apr. 19.)3 to
Mar. 4, 1904.
White, John T., Ada. Mar. 4, 1909, to Apr.
15, 1910; d. Ada, May 5, 1913.
Gordon, D. R., Abilen.^ Apr. 15, 1910, to
July 1, 1913.
Ross, George Brinton, Sterling. Julv 1, 1913,
to Mar. 12, 1919.
Mar. 12, 1919, to
Hart, J. S., Randa'.l.
Mar. 12, 1923.

Mar. 12,
Wilson, Jos ph Jocjlin, Moran.
1923, to Mar. 12, 1925.
Dalton, W. B., St. Gsovg:. Mar. 12, 1925—

GRAND ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC.
Past Department Provisional Commanders.

Joseph
Cowan Walkinshaw, Leavenworth.
1866-'67; d. Leavenworth, Dec. 16, 1909.
John C. Carpenter, C'hanute. 1868; d. Chanute,

May

21,

1921.

W.

1872-'75; d. St.
S. Jenkins, Chanute.
Louis, Mo., Dec. 23, 1912.
Guthrie, Topeka.
1876; d. Topeka,
July 1, 1906.
James H. Gillpatrick, Leavenworth. 1877'78; d. Leavenworth, June 3, 1913.

John

Past Departvient Commanders.
1879-'82;
Walkins'haw, Leavenworth.
Leavenworth, Dec. 16, 1909.
Thomas J. Anderson, Topeka. 1883; d. To-

J.

C.

d.

peka, Jan. 31, 1912.
1884
d. Leavenworth, Jan. 14, 1909.
Milton Stewart, Chicago, 111. 1885.
C. J. McDivett, Los Angeles, Cal.
1886; d.
T. H. Soward, Guthrie, Okla. 1887.

Homer W. Pond, Meade.

;

;

;

;

;

Robert M. Painter, Meade.

1916

31, 1925.
Alfred C. Pi-rc3, Junction City.

W. W. Smith, Topeka.

d.

;

Mar.

1917.

1918;

Topeka,

d.

Dec. 22. 1919.

Theodore Gardner, Lawrence.
Joseph A. Walter, Gardner.

1919.

1920;

d.

Sep.

d.

May

d.

June

24, 1924.

Georg? P. Washburn, Ottawa.
16
E.

1921;

1922.

W. Bowman,

Wichita.

1921.
1922.

William W. Denis-^n, Topeka.
W. H. Mitchell, Hutchinson.

1923

;

6. 1925.
1924.
A. Graff, Wellington.
Fred Jackson, McPherson. 1925.

Assistant Adjutants General.

W. M. LeeDcr. 1879-'82.
Henry X. Devendorf, Topeka.

1883;

d.

To-

peka, July 2, 1912.
B. Shockley.
1884.
L. N. Woodcock.
1885.
W. T. Davidson. 1886.
1887.
A. H. Limerick.
O. H. Coulter, Topeka.
1888; d. Santa
Anna, Cal., Jan. 12, 1912.
1889.
Lawrence Wilson, Topeka.
J. F. Thompson, .Sabetha.
1890.
Jan. to Apr., 1891.
J. E. Price.
d.
1891-'93;
A. B. Campbell, Topeka.
Chicago, Dec. 20, 1897.
Charles Hatton, Wichita.
1894.
John N. Harrison. Ottawa. 1895.
J. Y. Niles, Topeka.
1896; d.
William F. Hendry. 1897.

W.

— ——
;
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Grand Army

of

— Concluded.
— Concluded.

the Republic

Assistant Adjutants General

Kirkpatrick,
'97;
Gill,

d.

1923 to

28,

May

31, 1925.

June

1,

1925

State Registrars.

HIGHWAY COMMISSION.

1921.
S. Forgev.
1922.
Charles H. King.
1923.
P. Francis.
1924.
Charles Henry King.
Joseph Wilson Priddy, Topeka.

(The governor, chairman ex

J.

OF.

Presidents.

1923.
Perkins.

Fr d, Oswego.
Apr. 2, 1921
to
Mar. 31, 1925.
Davidson, I.. F., Glasco.
Apr. 1, 1923, to
Ju y 1, 1925.
Gardner, John W., Marion. Apr. 1, 1925
C. A. Wilkin, Independence.
July 1, 1925
R. W. Dole, Almena. July 1, 1925

Johnson, George Henry Trust, M. D., Atchison.
Apr. 1885-'93.
1893Swallow, Frank, M. D., Valley Falls.
'94; d.

Clay Center.

1895
Ward, Milo B., M. D., Topeka.
Kansas City, Mo., July 27, 1901.
D., Concordia.

Hoover, Eli M., M. D., Halstead.

officio.)

Moses, E. R., Great Bend. Apr. 2, 1917 to
Apr. 6, 1919.
Tiernan, R. S., Fort Scott. Apr. 2, 1917 to
Apr. 2, 1921.
Blair, A. C, Lyons.
Apr. 7, 1919, to Apr. J.

1925.

HEALTH, STATE BOARD

M.

1899-1902;
1902.

W. J. V., Topeka. July 1911-'17.
Lerrigo, Charles H., Topeka.
1917-'23.
Davies, William John, Dodge City. Jan. 1923
to Juns 30, 1924.
Brown, Burt E., Lawrence. July 1, 1924, to
Sep. 1, 1925.
Davies, William John, Topeka. Sep. 1, 1925

J.

Raines, Taylor E.,
1897.

1,

Deacon,

11, 1923.

D.,

1895-

MARRIAGE REGISTRATION.

Dennis L. Sweeney, Dodge City. 1916.
1917.
William W. Denison, Topeka.
Dennis L. Sweeney, Dodge City. 1918.
1919.
William W. Denison, Topeka.
1920; d. 1921.
G. W. Thatcher.

M.

July

July 1897-'99; d.

Ludington, Mich., Sep.

Brown, Earle G., Topeka.
Jan.

d.

M. Miller, Topeka. 1910 -'11.
William W. DV-nison, Topeka. 191 2 -'14.
1915; d. Frankfort, July
G. M. Brasfield.

P.,

Z., Pittsburg.

Lowry, Charles, Topeka. Sep. 1902 to July
1904; d. Topeka, July 11, 1905.
Crumbine, Samuel .Jay, Dodge City. July 1,
1904-June 5, 1923.
Nyberg, Milton Oscar, Wichita.
June 5,

J.

Stewart, .Josephus
1894-'95.

Thomas, Topeka.

d.

Henry

Swan, William Brown, Topeka.

1898.
J. Churchill, Lawrence.
George W. Veale, Topeka. 1899; d. Topeka,
Nov. 28, 1916.
Frank A. Lyon, Fort Scott. 1900.
1901.
F. M. Riddle, Blue Rapids.
William W. Denis-on, Topeka. 1902 -'03.
Gilbert Bedell, Topeka.
1904; d.
1905-'07; d. Topeka,
J. M. Miller, Topeka.
S.

Oct. 23, 1919.
Charles Harris, Emporia.
1908;
1920.
H. C. Dryden, Chanute. 1909.

Society.

;

d.

Secretary.

1895-

Markham, William C, Baldwin.
1897-'99.

to

Benjamin J., M. D., Hiawatha.
1899-1902; d. Hiawatha, May 21, 1918.
Minick, John
Morrison,
M. D., Wichita.

1902-'03; d. Wichita, Feb. 22, 1901.
1903-'04.
Locke, George E., M. D., Holton.
1904-'05.
Mills, E. P., M. D., Olathe.
Golden, Levi Atchley, M. D., Kensington.
1905-'06, 1906-'07.
1907-'08.
Carlile, J. B., M. D., Leon.
1908-'09.
Scott, A. B., M. D., Jetmore.
1909Lerrigo, Charles H., M. D., Topeka.

Engineer.

W. S., Manhattan. Apr. 1917 to
June 30, 1919.
Watson, M. W., Topeka.
July 1, 1919, to
Apr. 2, 1923; resigned.
Tillotson, Luther R., Topeka.
Apr. 2, 1923,
to Apr. 1, 1925.
Buck, Walter Van, Topeka. Apr. 2, 1925
Gearhart,

,

-

HISTORICAL SOCIETY, KANSAS STATE.

1910.

Presidents.

Coburn, Clay Ephraim, M. D., Kansas City.
1910-'ll.
1911-'12.
Aldrich, Harry L., M. D., .Caney.
Alexander, Benjamin J., M. D., Hiawatha.
1912-'13.
Walker, O. D., M. D., Salina. 1913-'14.
Cummings, James Scott, M. D., Bronson.
1914-'15.
Aldrich, H. L., Caney. June 1915-'16.
Ewing, C. H., Lamed. Jime 1916-'17.
Earnest, William M. June 1917-'18.
June 1918-'19.
Axtell, J. F., Newton.
Coburn, Clay E., Kansas City. June 1919-'20.

June 1920 -'21.
June 1921-'22.
Hawley. J. E., Burr Oak. June 1922-'24.
June 1924 to
Patton, W. G.. Fort Scott.
Mar. 1925.
Mar. 1925—
McGuire, C. A., Topeka.
Walker, O. D., Salina.
Aldrich, H. L., Caney.

Secretaries.

Redden, J. W., Topeka. Apr. 1885-'90;
Au2. 5, 1893.
1891-'93;
Michael, Topeka.
O'Brien.
Aug. 28, 1894.
1893-'95.
July
Dykes, Henry A., Topeka.

d.
d.

Apr. 1917

June 30, 1921.

Alexander,

Kingman, Samuel Austin, Topeka.

1876 d.
Topeka, Sep. 9, 1904.
Crawford, George Addison, Fort Scott. 1877;
d.

Grand Junction,

;

Colo., Jan. 20, 1891.

Martin, John Alexander, Atchison.
1878; d.
Atchison, Oct. 2, 1889.
Robinson, Charles, Lawrence.
1879-'8G; d.
Lawrence, Aug. 17, 1894.
Thacher, Timothy Dwight, Lawrence. 1881'82;

d.

Topeka, Jan.

17,

1894.

Baker, Floyd Perry, Topeka.
1883-'84; d.
Topeka, May 27, 1909.
Anthony, Daniel Read, Leavenworth. 1885d. Leavenworth, Nov. 12, 1904.
Daniel Webster, Hiawatha.
1887
Hiawatha, July 15, 1911.
Russell, Edward, Lawrence.
1888; d. Lawrence, Aug. 14, 1898.
Phillips, William Addison, Salina.
1889; d.
Fort Gibson, I. T., Nov. 30, 1893.
Holliday, Cyrus Kurtz, Topeka.
1890; d.
Topeka, Mar. 29, 1900.
Emery, James Stanley, Lawrence. 1891; d.
Lawrence, June 8, 1899.
Osborn, Thomas A., Topeka. 1892 d. Meadville, Pa., Feb. 4, 1898.

'86;

Wilder,
d.

;

—

Kansas Roster.

Official
Historical Socirty. K.\xs\s State
Concluded.
Presidents
Colgate, Okla.,

Vincent

May

J.,

Kansas City, Aug.

9,

1893;

d.

1910.

Wyandotte.

1894;

d.

1895;

d.

11, 1914.

24,

Solon Otis, Lawrence.
Lawrence, Aug. 11, 1895.

Thaciicr,

Edmund N., Hiawatha. 189(5; d.
San Antonio, Tex., Mar. 14, 1909.
William Henr\- Harrison, Burlington.

Morrill,

Kelley,

1897; d. Burlington, .Julv 24, 1897.
Speer, John, Garden City.
1898; d. Denver,
Colo., Dec. 15, 1906.
Ware, Eugene Fitch, Topeka. 1899; d. Cascade, Colo., July 1, 1911.
Haskell, John Gideon, Lawrence.
1900
d.
Lawrence, Nov. 24, 1907.
Colony,
Francis, John, Colony.
1901
d.
Aug. .3, 1918.
Smith, William H., Marvsville.
1902.
Stone, William Beecher, Galena.
d.
1903
Galena, Apr. 19, 1915.
;

;

;

John,

Martin,
Sep.

3,

Topeka.

1904;

Topeka,

d.

1913.

Wright, Robert M., Dodge City.

Dodge

City, Jan.

4,

1889-'95; d.
Chicago, Feb. 12, 1898.
1895Wellhouse, Frederick, Leavenworth.
1904; d. Leavenworth, Jan. 10, 1911.
1905-'06; d.
Holsinger Frank, Rosedale.
Rosedale, Jan. 2, 1916.
1907 -'08.
Taylor, Edwin, Edwardsville.
1909-'10; d. Dec.
Snyder, Edwin, Topeka.

Houk, Lysander, Hutchinson.

— Concluded.

Lowe, Percival G., Leavenworth.
Lane,

—
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1905;

d.

1915.

Moore, Horace Ladd, Lawrence.
1906
d.
Lawrence, May 6, 1914.
Mead, James R., Wichita. 1907 d. Wichita,
Mar. 31, 1910.
Veale, George Washington, Topeka.
1908;
d. Topeka, Nov. 28, 1916.
Click, George W., Atchison.
Atchi1909; d.
;

;

Apr. 13, 1911.
Whiting, Albe B., Topeka.
1910.
Manning, Edwin Cassander, Winfield. 1911;
d. Winfield, Dec. 11, 1915.
Connelley, William Elsey, Topeka.
1912.
Ballard, David Ellenwood, Washington. 1913.
1914-'15.
Harrison, John N., Ottawa.
Scott, Charles Frederick, Tola.
1916.
Gleed, Charles Sumner, Topeka.
1917
d.
Topeka, July 25, 1920.
Morehouse, George Pierson, Topeka.
1918.
Metcalf, Wilder S., Lawrence.
1919.
McNeal. Thomas Allen, Topeka. 1920.
Smith, Fred Dumont, Hutchinson.
1921.
Woolard, Sam Francis, Wichita. 1922.
3923-'24.
Tucker, Charles H., Lawrence.
Gardner, Theodore, Lawrence.
1925.
Berryman, Jerome W., Ashland. 1925.
son,

;

1915.
'

1911-'12.
Hoover, E. G., Wichita.
1913-'14.
Treadway, J. T., La Harpe.
Smith, B. F., Lawrence. 1915-'16.
Brooke, A, L., Grantville. 1917-'18.
1919 -'20.
Holsinger, George W., Rosedale.
1921 -'22.
Vining, W. B., Piper.
1923-'24.
Sharpe, James, Council Grove.
Kinkead, George W., Troy. 1925-'26.
Secretaries.

1867-'95;
Brackett, George C, Lawrence.
d. Fresno, Cal., Apr. 18, 1903.
1895-'97.
Taylor, Edwin, Edwardsville.
1897Barnes, William Henry, Indepf ndence.
1907; d. Topeka, Julv 28, 1915.
1907Wellhouse, William Walter, Topeka.
'14; d. Topeka, May 2, 1914.

May
Wellhouse, Walter Howsley, Topeka.
14, 1914, to July, 1914.
July
Hutchinson.
LeRoy,
Pelham, Jesse
1914, to July 1915.
to
Aug.
30,
1915,
F.,
July
1,
Whitney, Omar
1925; d. Topeka, Aug. 30, 1925.
Sep.
15,
James N. Farley, Hutchinson.
1925—

HOTEL COMMISSIONERS.
Mulroy, Miles H., Hays City. July 29, 1913,
to June 1915.
Congdon, Leon A., Topeka. June 19, 1915,
to Oct. 1917.

Rowland, F.
Jan.

WlUiford, J.
Feb. 1925.

Nov.

1,

Topeka.

Feb.

1,

1918, to

S.,

Ottawa.

July

1,

1919, to

C,

Paola.

Zimmerman, Phil

1917, to

Mar.

15,

Lindsborg.

E.,

1923, to

Feb.

15,

1925—

INDIAN CLAIMS, COMMISSIONERS TO
AUDIT.
.Jackson,

Secretaries.

Topeka.

J.,

E.,

1918.

Whitmore, A.
June 1919.
Clark, Walter
Mar. 1923.

Z.,

Mar. 5, 1869.
Mar. 5, 1869.
Mar.
Washington.

Ellsworth.

Baxter, Edson, Salina.

James

Baker, Floyd Perry, Topeka.
1875; d. Topeka, May 27, 1909.
Adams, Franklin George, Topeka. 1876-'99;
d. Topeka, Dec. 2, 1899.
Martin, George Washington, Kansas Citv.

Tallman,

1899-1914; d. Topeka, Mar. 27, 1914.
Connelley, William Elsey, Topeka.
1914

May 15, 1871.
Colley, D. D., Leavenworth.
May 15, 1871.
Heller, David, Clyde.

1878-1911;

Apr. 12, 1911.
Francis, Clara Vernon, Colony.

d.

Top?ka,

1911 -'23.

McFarland, Helen Matilda, Topeka.

1923

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Presidents.

Tanner, William, Leavenworth. 1867-'71; d.
Leavenworth, Jan. 22, 1896.
1871Howsley, William M., Leavenworth.
'75; d. Central City, Neb., Mar. 7, 1880.
Gale, Elbridge, Manhattan.
1875-'87; d.

Mangonia, Fla., Nov. 5, 1907.
Johnson, George Y., Lawrence.
d. Hiawatha, Nov. 27, 1909.

1887-'89;

5,

1869.

Commission for Settlement

of

Western

Frontier Claims.

Brown, Thomas W., Marion.

Librarians.

Adams, Zu, Topeka.

F.,

May

15, 1871.

Indian Commission to Audit Claims of
Frontier Settlers, 1861-1871.
Kelso, David, Oswego. Mar. 7, 1872 d. Excelsior Springs, Mo., Dec. 13, 1914.
Mar. 7, 1872;
Baker, Floyd Perry, Topeka.
d. Topeka, May 27, 1909.
Brandley, Henry, Bazaar. Mar. 7, 1872.
;

Commission

to

Examine and Audit

Claims

Indian Raid, 1878.

Mann, A. W., Burr Oak. Mar. 17, 1879.
Mar. 17, 1879;
Stephenson, R. E., Olathe.
d. Olathe, Apr. 15, 1919.
Mar. 17,
Adams, Weslev Rowe, Larned.
1879.

—
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INDUSTRIAL AND EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE, TOPEKA.
(Name

changed to "Kansas Vocational
School, Topeka," 1925, which see.)

INDUSTRIAL FARM FOR WOMEN,
LANSING.

.

Superintendent.

Mrs. Julia B. Perry.

IxuusTRiAL

School

Charles,
1919.

Anderson, N'

1889.
J. S., Smith C nter.
Apr. 1889Smith Center, Apr. 24, 1915.
Rash, F. W., Douglass. Apr. 1889-'95.
McNeal, Thomas A., Medicine Lodgs. Apr.

McDowell,
d.

1889-'95.

Humphrey, J. M., Fort Scott.
Armstrong, John, Great Bend.

Homer

1895.
1895.

Scott, Tully, Oberlin.
1895.
Peters, Samuel Ritter, Newton.
July 25,
1895-'97; d. Newton, Apr. 21, 1910.
O'Neil, T. J., Osage City.
July 25, 1895-

Topkka.

Sam

C'ark,

Is

Mav

1899-1901.
1901 to Sep.

Wilson.

McLean, William

Commissioners.
Severance, John, Axtell.
Mar. 1885- '89.
Bonebrake, John E., Abilene. Mar. 1885- '89.
Smith, Edwin R., Mound Citj\ Mar. 1885-

Boys,

i-qr

Superintendents.
Eckles, J. G.
1881-'82.
Buck, J. F.
1882-'91.
Fagan, W. E.
1891-'93; d. Top?ka,
10, 1903.
Hitchcock, E. C.
1893- '95.
Howell, W. H. 1895-'97.
Plart, J. M.
1897-'99.

Hancock, William Sumner.

1918

INDUSTRIAL REFORMATORY,
HUTCHINSON.

'95;

Society.

1,

1919-'23.
A. 1923 to June 30, 1925.
P., Topi'ka.

E., Lawrence.

Julj'

1,

1925

—

Industrial School for Girls, Beloit.
Su2yerintendents.

Marshall, Mary.
Spencer, Martha

1889 -"90.

1890-'93.
1893 -'94.
s, Osborne.
Lecper, Mrs. Sadie \'idalia.
1894 -'96.
Bare, Mrs. Phoebe J.
1896 -'99.
Hanback, Hester A.
1899-1901; d. Los
Aug les, Calif., Mar. 27, 1913.
1901-'13.
Ptriy, Julia B., Newton.
1913- '16.
Wilson, Miss Frances Rebecca.
Pri.scilla.

Hann, Tan^sJ Franc

McCov, Etta

Joe.

McMahon, Lyda J.
Ritchey, Eula M.

1916- '18.
1918-'22.

1922- '24.

1907.
Nicholson,
July 25,

Clark, Mrs. Inez.
Mar. 1-17, 1925.
Coynes, Miss Lulu. Mar. 17, 1925—

15, 1895-1901.
Miller, J. J., North Topeka.
1897-'99.
Kelley, Phillip, White Cloud.
1899-1911;

Genevieve
Howland,
Lawrence.
Chalkey,
June 14, 1915, to Jan. 1, 1917.
Craddock, John, Weir City. June 14, 1915,
to Jan. 1, 1918; re.signed.
Jan. 1,
Mitchell, Mrs. A. C, Lawrence.

Ma'colm B aton. Council Grove.
1895, to Nov. 1895; d. Council
Grove, Nov. 1, 1919.
Lingonfelttr, William J., Wellington.
Nov.
d.

White Cloud, July 2, 1920.
1901-'02.
Zacharias, F. R.
1902-'03.
Hull, Charles.
1903-'05.
Jones, W. M.

INDUSTRIAL WELFARE COMMISSION.

1917-'21.

Simmons, John S., Dighton. 1905 -'09.
Morgan, Thomas W., Ottawa. 1907-'ll.
Hopkins, Richard J., Garden City.
1909-

Hamlin, Charles H., Leavenworth. Jan. '14,
resigned.
1918, to Ju'v 1919
July 24, 1919-'21.
Ba.r, Ralph R., Topeka.
;

INSANE, STATE HOSPITAL,

'11; resigned.

Logan, A. W.
1911.

Mar.

23,

Succeeded by
—July
1911.

Note.

stitutions,

1911,

Board

to

July

Hanway, Jam

1,

C. O., Hutchinson.
1897-'99.
Case, S. W.
J.

Simmons,

J.

S.,

Dighton.

Board

of Penal In-

Superintendents.

Morse,

OSAWATOMIE.

1,

1895-'97.

1899-1903;

re-

signed.

Marshall, E. E.
1903-'07; d. Topeka, Nov.
10, 1918.
1907-'09.
Cady, J. A.
1909 -'10.
Richard, Charles A.
Amrine, Milton F., Coimcil Grove. 1910-'12.
1912-'18.
Herr. J. N.
]918-'22.
Bigelow, Albert S.
1922—
AUphin, A. S.

Lanter, John T., Garnett.

1873-'76.
Smith, Reuben, secretary, Osawatomie.
'74; d. Beagle, July 22, 1905.
Wyman, George, president, Topeka.
'76;

Reform School^ Leavenworth.
Managers.
Leavenworth.
Mar. 5,
1869, for 5 years; d. Leavenworth, May

Larimer,

William,

16, 1875.
Allen, Harvey, Leavenworth.
Mar. 5, 1869,
for 4 years.
Callalian, Henry Bruce, Leavenworth.
Mar.
5, 1869, for 3 years; d. Leavenworth, Nov.
23, 1895.
Mar. 5, 1869,
Gis1, John C, Leavenworth.
for 2 years; d. 1899.
Mar. 5,
D(:(k(>lman, Henry, Leavenworth.
1869, for 1 year.

18731873-

d.

Grimes,

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.

of Trustees.

1866-'73;
president. Lane.
d. Lane, May 9, 1882.
Underhill, Daniel, Linn county.
1866-'69; d.
Adair, Samuel Lyle, secrelarv, Osawatomie.
1866-'73; d. Osawatomie, Dec. 27, 1898.
Woodard, Levi, Hesper. 1870-'76; d. Lawrence, May 20, 1882.
president,
Bowles. Theodore C,
Ottawa.
1873'-'76; d. Olathe, Apr. 1879.
1873-'74.
Childs, A. F., Columbus.
s,

W.

H., Atchison.

1874-'76;

d.

Feb.

17, 1877.

Rhodes, Jacob, Mound City. 1874- '76.
This institution passed under control of the
State Board of Charities by amendatorj' act
of 1876.

Superintendents.
1866-'72.
1872-'73.
Lee, C. P.
1873-'74.
Jacobs, L. W.
Knapp, A. H. 1874-'77.
West, T. Bailey. Mar. to Oct. 1877.
1877-'79; d. Kansas
Tennev, Asa Peaslee.
City, Nov. 9, 1909.
Knapp, A. H. 1879-'92; d. Ottawa, Dec. 30,
1892.
Wentworth, Lowell F. 1892-'95.

Cause, C. 0.

—

——

Kansas Roster.

Official
Insane, State Hospital^ Osawatomie
Concluded.
Superintendents
Biddle,

Thomas Coke.

—

—

—Concluded.
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KANSAS SOLDIERS' COMPENSATION
BOARD.
Directors.

1895-'98; d, Topeka,

Feb. 18, 1918.
Hinton, E. W. 1898. A few months.
Kirk, Thomas, Jr. 1898-'99.
Uhls, Lyman L. 1899-1913 d. Kansas
Mo., Aug. 4, 1922.
Carmichael, F. A. 1913
;

Citj',

INSANE. STATE HOSPITAL, TOPEKA.
Superintendents.
1879-'83; d. Topeka,
Sep. 10, 1909.
Tenney, Asa Peaslee.
1883-'85; d. Kansas
City, Nov. 9, 1909.
Eastman, B. D. 1885-'94. (See above.)
McCasey, J. H. 1894-'95.
Eastman, B. D. 1895-'97. (See above.)
Wetmore, C. H. lg97-'99.
1899 to Feb. 1918;
Biddle, Thomas Coke.
d. Topeka, Feb. 18, 1918.
Perry, Middleton L. Apr. 7, 1918—

Eastman, Bernard D.

INSANE, STATE HOSPITAL, LARNED.
Superintendents.
Hawk, B. F. Feb. to Dec. 1914.
Jan. 1, 1915, to Mar. 1922;
Sellers, L. R.
d. Fort Scott, May 6, 1922.
Apr.
Hughes, J. F.
1, 1922-'25; d. in Minnesota, June, 1925.
Larned.
1925.
Frizell, Edward E.,
Stout, William, Osawatomie. June, 1925

Carl

Raymond White, Topeka.

Apr. 1 to
Nov. 30, 1923.
Floyd H. Couchman, Garden City. Dec. 1,
1923, to Apr. 30, 1924.
Leslie Earl Edmonds, Topeka.
to July, 1925.

PARSONS.

INTERNAL IMPROVEMENT LANDS,
AGENT FOR SALE OF.
(See Railroad Lands, State Agent for
Sale of.)

IRRIGATION SURVEY AND EXPERI-

Chief Auditor.

Leshe Earl Edmonds, Topeka.

Advisory Members.
Manhattan.
George Thompson,
1895; d. Columbus, Ohio, Mar. 16, 1901.
Haworth, Erasmus, Lawrence. 1895.

Fairchild,

IRRIGATION BOARD.
Mar. 17, 1913-'15.
Hines, F. A., Scott City. Mar. 17, 1913-'15.
Hammond, J. B., Syracuse. Mar. 17, 19131915.
Dyer, Daniel B., Smith Center. 1915.
Ward, George E., Sharon Springs. 1915.

Walker, Bert P., Osborne.

IRRIGATION COMMISSIONER.
J.

W., Scott City.

July

1,

1915, to

June, 1919.

Knapp, George

S.,

Topeka.

June 16, 1919

IRRIGATION CONTROVERSIES, KANSAS
AND COLORADO.
Knapp, George

Commissioner.
June 29, 1923.
S.

44—324

May

1,

1923.

to Apr. 30, 1924.

Chief Supervisor.
William I. Clark, Hutchinson. May 1, 1923,
to Feb. 28, 1924.
[Board abolished by legislature of 1925,
and placed under charge of Adjutant's Office.
July 1, 1925.]

SOLDIERS' COMPENSATION DEPART-

MENT.
State Treasurer's Office.
Chief Supervisors.

Vashti Stelson, Smith Center.
July 1, 1923.
to Apr. 30, 1925.
Carl C. Eberhardt, Topeka. May 1-31, 1925.
Mrs. Margaret Dackins, Hiawatha.
June 1.

1925—

Office.

Frank A. Mclvor,

soldiers' compensation asApr. 1, 1923
Miss Sidney M. Gardiner, Topeka, secretary.
Apr. 1, 1923—

Attorney General's

Ralph Oman, Topeka,
1 to

Office.

special assistant.

Jan.

Dec. 31, 1924.

Mrs. Dora Louk Miler, secretary.
to June 30, 1924.

Apr. 1923

KANSAS STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
OF EMPORIA.
(Formerly State Norma,! School.)

OF.

1895.
Frost, D. M., president, Garden City.
Tomblin, M. B., Goodland. 1895.
Sutton, William B., secretary, Russell. 1895;
d. Kansas City, Kan., July 21, 1918.

Lough,

1924,

sistant.

1902 -'18.
Perry, Middleton L.
Hubbard, O. S. Apr. 1918 to June, 1923.
McGinnis, C. S. July, 1923—

MENT, BOARD

1,

Chief Examiner.
Floyd H. Couchman, Garden City. Apr. 1923
to Nov. 30, 1924.

State Auditor's

EPILEPTICS, STATE HOSPITAL,

May

Presidents.

Lyman Beecher, Carbondale, 111.
1865-71; d. Emporia, Oct. 9, 1918.
Hoss, George Washington, Indiana.
1871'73; d. Wichita, Apr. 11, 1906.
Pomeroy, C. R., Batavia, N. Y. 1873 -'79.
Welch, Rudolph Bair, Pontiac, 111.
1879'82; d. Topeka, Oct. 5, 1906.
Taylor, Albert Reynolds, Lincoln, 111.
1882Kellogg,

1901.
Wilkinson, Jasper Newton, Decatur, 111. 1901
to July 1, 1906.
Hill, Joseph Henry, Emporia.
July 1, 1906,
to Jime 30, 1913.
Butcher, Thomas Walter. July 1, 1913—

Regents.

At the organization of the State Normal
School in 1864, the board of regents, then
called directors, consisted of six members appointed by the governor, and three ex officio
members, the governor, treasurer of state,
and superintendent of public instruction.
Under act of 1873 the board of regents was
confined to seven members, six appointees
"and one ex officio member who shall be the
The board of represident of the school."
gents was succeeded, July 1, 1913, by the
Board of Educational Administration.

;
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Kansas Statk Teachers College of
Emporia Concluded.

—
Regents — Concluded.

Morse, G. C, Emporia. Aug. 19, 1864-'71;
d. Emporia, July 13, 1871.
Eskridge, Chas. V., Emporia. Aug. 19, 1864'71
d. Emporia, July 15, 1900.
Huffaker, Thomas S., Council Grove.
Aug.
19, 1864-'71; d. Council Grove, July 10,
1910.
;

Brockway, David, Topeka.

Aug. 19, 1864-

1865.
Roberts, John W., Oskaloosa. Aug. 19, 1864'66; d. Oskaloosa, Oct. 25, 1900.
Rankin, John M., Ottunnva. Feb. 18, 18G51867.
Rogers, James, -Burlingame.
Sep. 7, 1867'69; d. July 28, 1880.
Bailey, Lawrence Dudle\', Lawrence.
Sep. 7,
1867-'71; d. Lawraice, Oct. 15, 1891.
Proutv, Salmon Stephen, Topeka.
Sep. 7,
1867-'70; d. Topeka, Jan. 31, 1889.
Jan. 20, 1869-"70;
Stotler, Jacob, Emporia.
d. Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 26, 1901.
Jan. 16,
Rice, Cvrus Robert, Burlington.
1871.
Overstreet,

Robert

M., Emporia.

Jan.

18,

1871; d. El Reno, Okla., Feb. 27, 1915.
Mav 16, 1871-'83;
Tucker, Edwin, Eureka.
d. Eureka, Jan. 23, 1910.
Bancroft, Harvev, Emporia.
May 16, 18711873.
Stover, Elias Sleeper, Council Grove.
16, 1871-'73.
Bancroft, Edward Pavson, Emporia.

Mav
May

1871-'73; d. Emporia, Dec. 25, 1904.
Horner, J. W., Chetopa. May 16, 1871-'73;
16,

d.

Osawatomie, 1873.
S. B., Emporia.
May
Emporia, Mar. 18, 1909.

Riggs,
d.

16,

1871-73

Butler, Chas. B., Burlington.
Sep. 25, 1873'77; d. Denver, Colo., Aug. 9, 1876.

Mar. 15,
Murdock, Marshall M., Wichita.
1873-80; d. Wichita, Jan. 2, 1908.
Crichton, James H., Chetopa.
Feb. 3, 1874'85; d. Chetopa, Nov. 5, 1905.
Wood, George W., Troy. Apr. 1, 1873-'75.
Mar. 15, 1873-'77;
Cross, H. C, Emporia.
d. Mackinac Island, Mich., Sep. 5, 1894.
Mar.
Alma.
Sellers, A.,
18, 1875-'79.
Knapp, E. N. Nov. 11, 1876-'77.
Mar. 6, 1877Lawrence, C. D., Hiawatha.
1879.
Jan. 19,
Emporia.
Jonathan
Wright,
J.,
1877-'81.
1879Mar.
La
Cygne.
10,
William,
Goss,
1883.
Mar.
10,
Center.
Dexter
E.,
Yates
Clapp,
1879-'82
d. June 1882.
1881-'85.
Americus.
Apr.
John,
1,
Loy,
Apr. 8,
Orner, George D., Medicine Lodge.
;

1881- '85.
July 31,
1882- '83.
Sharp, Isaac, Council Grove. Feb. 1, 1883'85; d. Washington, D. C, Dec. 25, 1903.
Feb. 1,
Dickson, Henry D., Neosho Falls.
Clapp,, Mrs. Mary, Yates Center.

1 883
85
Haller, Janies, Burlingame. Feb. 1, 1883-'85.
Feb. 1, 1883Thanhauser, Samuel, Beloit.
'

1885.
Franklin, John H., Russell. Mar. 6, 1885-'89.
Mar. 6, 1885Rice, William M., Fort Scott.
1889.
Stewart, Milton, Wichita, Mar. 6, 1885-'89.
Mar. 7, 1885Warner, Edgar W., Kirwin.
1889.
Aug. 24, 1885Caldwell. Wm. H., Beloit.
*
'90; d. Topeka, July 25, 1913.
Feb. 26, 1889Hatfield, Rudolph, Wichita.
1893.
West, Judson S., Fort Scott. Feb. 26, 1889,
to Oct. 1889.

Society.

Hull, Charles W., Kirwin. Feb. 26, 1889-'93.
Case, Nelson, Oswego.
Aug. 22, 1889-'95;
d. Oswego, July 8, 1921.
Graybill, James Munroe, LeaAenworth.
Oct.
23 1889-'93
Dodge, Sylvester H., Beloit. Dec. 23, 18901907; d. Beloit, Dec. 22, 1912.
Madden, John, Cottonwood Falls. Apr. 1,

1893-1901.
V. K., Wichita.
Apr. 1. 1893 -'97.
Apr. 1, 1893- '99.
J. S., Beloit.
Knappenberger, M. F., Jewell City. Apr. 1,
Stanley,

McGrath,

1895-'99.

Winans, Jacob

S.,

Manchester.

Apr.

1,

1895-

1899.
Ritchie,
1901.

J.

H.,

Cherryvale.

Apr.

1,

1897-

Turner, Albert H., Chanute.
Mar. 3, 18991901; d. Chanute, Oct. 28, 1924.
Larabee, F. S., Stafford. Mar. 1, 1899-1903.
Ross, E. A., Burr Oak. Mar. 1, 1899-1907.
Glotfelter, J. H., Atchison.
Mar. 1, 1901, to
July 25, 1901.
Kellogg, Lyman Beecher, Emporia.
Apr. 1,
1901-'09; d. Emporia, Oct. 9, 1918.
Altswager, F. J., Hutchinson. Apr. 1, 19011909.
Codding, George T., Louisville.
Julv 25,
1901-'05.
Bushev, Allen H., Pittsburg. Mar. 1903 -'09.
Messerlev, C. G., Osage City. Mar. 1, 1905,
to Mar. 1, 1909.
Amrine, Milton F., Council Grove. Jan. 22,
1907, to July 16, 1910.
Grass, Harrv W., La Crosse.
Jan 22, 1907,
to Mar. 1913
d. La Crosse, Dec. 30, 1923.
Ham, W. B., Stockton. Mar. 1, 1909, to
Mar. 1913.
Ingalls, Sheffield, Atchison.
Mar. 1, 1909, to
Mar. 1913.
Davidson, Charles Lock, Wichita.
Mar. 1,
1909, to Apr. 23, 1909.
Tucker, George E., Eureka.
Apr. 23, 1909,
to Mar. 1913.
Junkin, John E., Sterling.
July 16, 1909, to
Jan. 15, 1912.
Bover, J. E., Kingman.
Mar. 81, 1911, to
Jan. 15, 1912.
Lander, Charles, Lindsborg.
Jan. 15, 1912,
to Mar. 1913.
Mclvor, Frank A., Hoxie. Jan. 15, 1912, to
Mar. 1913.
Miller, Jonathan G., Mulberry.
Mar. 6,
1913, to Mar. 24, 1913.
Dreiling, B. M., Hays Cit5^
Mar. 6, 1913.
to June 30, 1913.
Cron, Frank H., El Dorado.
Mar. 6, 1913,
to Mar. 17, 1913.
Carey, Emerson, Hutchinson.
Mar. 8, 1913,
to June 30, 1913.
French, Miss Laura D., Emporia.
Mar. 8,
1913, to June 30, 1913.
Kuhn, W. D., Holton.
Mar. 8, 1913, to
June 30, 1913.
Bunger, George, Eskridge. Mar. 18, 1913, to
June 30, 1913.
Berwick, W. S., Wakeeney.
Mar. 24, 1913,
to June 30, 1913.
;

—

[Note. Board of Regents succeeded by
Board of Educational Administration, July 1,
1913; in 1925 succeeded by Board of Regents

for

Certain Educational Institutions.]

KANSAS STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
OF HAYS.
[Formerly Western Branch of State Normal School, Emporia, 1902- '13, under conand regents; Fort Hays
Kansas Normal School, Mar. 6, 1914-'23,
under control State Board of Administration
until 1925.
Name changed 1923 to Kansas
State Teachers College of Hays, controlled

trol of its presidents

— —

——

Kansas Roster.

Official
Kansas State Teachers College

Hays

of

—

LABOR AND INDUSTRIAL STATISTICS,
j

BUREAU

Concluded.

1925 by Board of Regents of Certain Educational Institutions.]

Picken, William

principal.

S.,

1902-'13; re-

signed.

Lewis, William A., president.

1913
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OF.

Commissioners.
Betton, Frank Holyoke, Wvandotte.
Mav 1,
1885-'93; d. Pomeroy, Nov. 18, 1905.
Todd, John F., El Dorado. 1893-'95.
1895Bird, William Goodman, Kansas Citv.
1897.

KANSA.S STATE

TEACHERS COLLEGE

OF PITTSBURG.
(Formerly Manual Training Normal School.)

—

The president and regents
[Note.
Normal School of Emporia served

of State

same
1913, when
in

capacity for this institution until
control passed to the Board of AdministraIn 192.5,
tion of Educational Institutions.
"Board of Regents' for Certain State Educational Institutions assumed control.]
'

1901Wilkinson, Jasper Newton, Emporia.
1906.
1906-'13.
Hill, Joseph Henrj,-, Emporia.
Brandenburg, William A. Aug. 1913
Prinopals.
1904-'ll.
Russ, R. S., Emporia.
Myers, George Edmund, Ottawa.

by Court of Industrial Rela-

LAND COMMISSIONERS OF THE

(Formerly the Industrial and Educational Institute, Topeka.
Name changed in 192.5.)
Rege?its.

Topeka.

Apr.

1,

Apr. 1, 1907-'09;
d. Topeka, Nov. 19, 1909.
Wright, John M., Topeka. Apr. 1, 1907, to
July 1, 1923.
Abrahams, John V., Topeka. Apr. 1, 1907,

1912;

Feb.

Coburn, Foster D., Topeka. Nov.
to Jan. 1918; resigned; d. Topeka,

d.
6,
8,

To1913,

1916,

Mav

11,

1924.
Jan. 10, 1918—
Jones, George W., Topeka.
Van Lew, Rev. J. H., Wichita. Apr. 22,
1919, to July 1, 1923.
Rogers, J. R., Ottawa.
Sep. 22, 1919, to
Oct. 1922; d.
Kent, Ravmond A., Lawrence. Sep. 22, 1919,
to Jan. 1921.
Kellv, F. J., Lawrence.
Jan. 81, 1921, to
July 1, 1923.
Oct. 28, 1922, to
Sayers, W. L., Hill Citv.
July 1, 1923.
Julv 1, 1923,
\\Tiite, Rev. H. W., Topeka.
to Julv 1, 1925.
Tubet, S. H., Topeka. July 1, 1923, to Julv
1, 1925.
Julv 1.
Towers, William H., Kansas City.
1923, to July 1, 1925.
July
Topeka.
Hepworth, H. C,
1, 1923, to
July 1, 1925.

.^TATE

OF KANSAS.
Lockard, Frank M., Norton. Mar. 20, 1909.
Eadie, Robert. Mar. 20, 1909.
Starr, J. C.

(NEGRO), TOPEKA.

to Nov. 1918.
Miller, Hiram B., Osage City.
peka, Oct. 23, 1912.
Miller, Clyde W., Osage City.
to Nov. 1916; resigned.

[Succeeded

1911 -'13.

KANSAS VOCATIONAL SCHOOL

.

1914.
O'Brien, William L., Topeka. Feb. 13, 1913,
to Apr. 15, 1915.
McBride, P. J.. Goodland. Apr. 15, 1915, to
Mar. 1919.
Crawford, .John H., Wichita. Mar. 17, 1919,
to Apr. 1921.
tions.]

Presidents.

Larimer, Jeremiah Boyle,
1907, to July 1, 1925.
Miller, Bradford, Topeka.

Johnson, William Lee Andrew, Kan.«as City.
1897 to July 1, 1911.
Julv 1, 1911,
Dovle, Owen, West Mineral.
to Feb. 14, 1913; d. St. Louis, 1913 or

Mar.

20, 1909.

LIBRARIAN, STATE.
Dickinson, David, Wvandotte.
]\Iar.
18,
1870, to Oct. 5, 1879; d. Topeka, Oct. 5,
1879.
Kingman, Samuel Austin, Topeka. Oct. 18,
1879, to Mar. 1, 1881; d. Topeka, Sept. 9,
1904.
Dennis, Hamilton J., Leavenworth.
Mar. 1,
1881, to Oct. 12, 1894; d. Topeka, Oct. 12,
1894.
Kling, James Levi, Topeka.
Dec. 8, 1894, lO
Mar. 24, 1898.
Diggs, Mrs. Annie L., Topeka.
Mar. 24,
1898, to Mar. 24, 1902; d. Detroit, vSep.
7, 1916.
King, James L., Topeka. iMar. 24, 1902, to
Oct. 1919; d. Topeka, Oct. 12, 1919.
Freeman, Winfield, Kansas Citv.
Oct. 20,

1919—

LIBRARIES COMMISSION, TRAVELING.
Diggs, Annie L., Topeka, chairman.
'01
d. Detroit, Sep. 7, 1916.

1900-

;

Lucy B., Topeka. 1900
Humphrey, Mary Vance, Junction Citv. 1900'02; d. Los Angeles, June 27, 1916.
Wilder, Edward, Topeka.
1900-'04; d. To-

Johns-ton,

peka, Dec. 21, 1905.
1900-'10.
Larimer, Harrs' G., Topeka.
King, James L., Topeka.
1901-'19; d. Topeka, Oct. 12, 1919.
Lewis, Cora G., Kinsley. 1903-'04.
Brown, May Belleville, Salina. 1904-'06.
Brown, Julia E. (Mrs. Channing J.), Topeka.

1904—
Brown, Mrs. Eustace. 1906-'08.
Goddard, Mrs. C. C, Leavenworth. 1908-'10.
1910-'12;
Atkinson, Mrs. W. D., Parsons.
d. Parsons, Nov. 10, 1916.
Greenman, Sarah Judd, Kansas City. 1910-

Principals.

1924; resigned.
1912 -'14.
Walker, Mrs. Ida M., Norton.
Miller, Mrs. James M., Council Grove. 1914-

1895-1901.
Stephens, Edward, Topeka.
1901-'18.
Carter, William R., Tuskegee, Ala.
Tuskegee, Ala.
George
Ruflfin,
Bridgeforth,
1918 to June 30, 1925.
July 1,
Weaver, E. E., Muskogee, Okla.

1916-'18;
Garvev, Mrs. Harrv O., Topeka.
d. Topeka, June 22, 1925.
Freeman, Winfield, Kansas Citv. 1918
Tavlor, Mrs. Rebecca Wells, Lyons.
191S-

1925—

1916.

1920.

— —
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LiBRAKiEs Commission, Traveling
Concluded.

—

Moore,

1925—
Secretaries.

1900-'01;

d.

To-

peka, Oct. 12, 1919.

Armentrout, Nellie G., Kansas City.

1901-

1906.
Greene, Mrs. Adrian L., Newton. 1906-'20;
d. July 6, 1921.
McNeal, Louise, Topeka. 1920-'24.
1924
Alexander, Henrietta, Topeka.

LIVE STOCK REGISTRY BOARD,
KANSAS STATE.
(Board composed of the dean of agriculture,
head of animal husbandry department, and
head of veterinary department, Kansas State
Agricultural College.)

Webster, Edwin Harrison, chairman, Manhat1910-'ll.
tan.
Schoenleber, Francis Siegel, veterinarian, Manhattan.
1910-'ll.
Kinzer, R. J., secretary, Manhattan. 1910-'ll.
1912-'13.
Jardine, Wm. M., Manhattan.
1912 -'13.
Schoenleber, F. S., Manhattan.
1912Cochel, Wiibur Andrew, Manhattan.
1913.
McCampbell, Dr. Charles Wilbur, secretary,
Manhattan. 1912-'13.
1914-'17.
Jardine, Wm. M., Manhattan.
Cochel, W. A., Manhattan. 1914- '17.
McCampbell, Dr. C. W., Manhattan. 19141917.
1918.
Jardine, Wm. M., Manhattan.
McCampbell, C. W., secretary, Manhattan.
To Aug. 31, 1918.
From
Bell, F. W., secretary, Manhattan.
Sep. 1, 1918.
1919.
Jardin, Wm. M., Manhattan.
McCampbell, C. W., Manhattan. 1919.
1919.
Bell, F. W., Manhattan.
1920.
Farrell, F. D., Manhattan.
McCampbell, C. W., Manhattan. 1920.
1920.
Bell, F. W., secretary, Manhattan.
1921-'22.
Farrell, F. D.. Manhattan.
McCampbell, C. W., Manhattan. 1921-'22.
Anderson, B. M., secretary. 1921-'22.
1923-'24.
Farrell, F. D., Manhattan.
Dykstra, R. R., Manhattan. 1923-'24.
McCampbell, C. W., Manhattan. 1923-'24.

Mackintosh,

D.

L.,

secretary,

Manhattan.

1923-'24.

LIVE STOCK SANITARY COMMISSIONERS.
Hamilton, James W., Wellington.
Mar. 25,
1884-'89; d. July, 1904.
William A., Lawrence.
Mar. 25,
1884-'85; d. Chicago, Dec. 21, 1909.
White, John T., Ada. Mar. 25, 1884-'92; d.
Kelley, William Henry Harrison, Ottumwa.
June 1885-'89; d. Burlington, July 24,
Harris,

1897.
Collins, Charles, Hutchinson.
Feb. 1887-'89;
Mar. 25, 1892 ; d. Hutchinson, July 6, 1906.
Hurst, Keenan. July 18, 1889-'93.
Hull, P. E. Mar. 18, 1893, to Mar. 25, 1895.
Turner, Ed. M, Mar. 25, 1893, to Mar. 25,

1896.

Brown, John I., Delphos.
Mar. 24, 1897.

W., Marion.

Mar. 1, 1895, to Apr.
Feb. 11, 1919.
Apr. 1, 1896, to Feb. 1897.
Weinshenk, Frank, Kingman. Feb. 10, 1897,
to July 26, 1898; resigned.
Riddle, Taylor.
Mar. 25, 1897, to Apr. 1,
1900 d. Newton, Oct. 3, 1916.
Bryden, John.
Apr. 1, 1898, to Feb. 16,
1,

J.

1896;

d.

Vincent, J. B.

Bittman, Mrs. R. R., Independence. 1920-22.
1922 -'24.
Miller, Mrs. C. F., Fort Scott.
1925
Lofgren, Mrs. Oscar A., Lindsborg.
Thompson,
Thomas E., Howard.
Mrs.

King, James L., Topeka.

Society.

Mar. 24, 1894, to

William, J. F.
Apr. 17, 1894, to Mar. 25,
1895.
Johnson, J. W., Hamilton. Mar. 1, 1895, to
Apr. 1, 1898.

;

1899.
Beal, J. B., Grainfield. Sep. 1, 1898, to Feb.
16, 1899.
Campbell, M. C, Wichita. Feb. 16, 1899, to
Apr. 1, 1905.
Chamberlain, F. H., Sedan.
Feb. 16, 1899,
to Apr. 1, 1904.
Cowley, Fred, Columbus.
Apr. 1, 1900, to
Apr. 1, 1903.
Hood, Harry E. Apr. 1, 1903-'05.
Johnson, J. H., Whiting.
Apr. 1, 1904, to
Apr. 1. 1905.
Baker, John B., Peabody.
Apr. 1, 1905, to
Apr. 1, 1909.
Mercer, Joseph H., Bazar. Apr. 1, 1909, to
Apr. 1, 1913.
Gravbill, Samuel S., Hutchinson.
Apr. 1,
1913, to Sep. 1, 1914.
Riddle, Taylor, Marion.
Sep. 1, 1914, to
Apr. 1, 1915.

Mercer,
Apr.

Joseph
1.

Hooker,

Cottonwood

Falls.

1915—

MANUAL TRAINING NORMAL SCHOOL,
PITTSBURG,
(Name changed

1901-1923.

1923 to "Kansas State
Teachers College of Pittsburg," which see.)
in

MEDICAL REGISTRATION AND EXAMINATION, BOARD OF.
Hatfield, F. P., Grenola.
May 1, 1906.

May

9,

1901, to

Johnston, George F., Lakin.
May 9, 1901,
to Mar. 6, 1911.
Roby, Henry Wesley. May 9, 1901, to June
8, 1903; d. Topeka, Aug. 22, 1920.
Cook, D. P., Clay Center. May 9, 1901, to

June 3, 1908.
Packer, Edwin B., Osage City. May 9, 1901,
to July 30, 1904.
Wniiston, Samuel Wendell. Lawrence.
May
9, 1901, to Oct. 18, 1902; d. Chicago, Aug.
30, 1918.
Lewis, O. F., Hepler. May 9, 1901, to May
1, 1909.

Hamme,

J. M., Cottonwood Falls.
Oct. 18,
1902, to June 8, 1903.
Jones, N. L., Norton.
Jime 8, 1903, to Feb.
26, 1907.
Raines, T. E., Concordia.
June 8, 1903, to
May 1, 1911.
Flack, William Frank, Longton.
July 30,
1904, to June 3, 1908.
Hatfield, F. P., Olathe.
May 1, 1906-'10.
Light, R. A., Chanute.
Feb. 26, 1907, to
May 1, 1911.
Millington, G. L., Wellington. June 3, 1908,
to May 1, 1912.
Packer, E. B., Osage City. June 3, 1908, to
May 1, 1912.

Simmons, Charles Jefferson, Lawrence. May
1, 1909, to Feb. 14, 1914.
Dykes, Henry A., Lebanon.
May 1, 19091920.

Outland. John, Kansas City. May 1, 1909,
to Feb. 7, 1911.
Ross, A. S., Sabetha. May 1, 1910-'18.
Bass, S. A., Wichita. Feb. 7, 1911, to Mar.
6,

1911.

Carmichael, F. A., Goodland.
to June 26, 1913.
Gaillardt, L. P., Plainville.
Kendall, A. O., Great Bend.
to May 1, 1913.

Mar.

May

1,

Mar.

6,

1911,

1911—
6,

1911.

—

Official

;

Kansas Roster.

Medical Registration and Examination,
Board of Concluded.

—

Ryder, Louis A., Topeka. May 1, 1911-'17;
d. Topeka, Feb. 5, 1917.
Hatfield, F. P., Olathe.
Feb. 14, 1913—
Sawtell, Joseph E., Kansas City.
June 26,
1913-'15: d. Apr. 4, 1919.
Anderson, Arthur J., Lawrence.
May 1,
1913-'17.

Dean, G. R., McPherson. May 1, 1916
Menninger, C. F., Topeka. Feb. 10, 1917,

May

to,

1,

Anderson, A.
to

May

1,
S.,

1923.

Lawrence.

J.,

Mar.

6,

1917,

1925.

Ross, A.
Sabetha. Mar. 21, 1918—
Jones, C. W., Olathe.
Mar. 17, 1919,

May
Gray,

member house of representaHoyt. 1913-'15; d. Topeka, Jan. 11,
1925.
Connelley, William E., secretary State Historical Society, Topeka.
19 14 -'21.
Brougher, Ira D., department commander G.
1914-'15; d. Great
A. R., Great Bend.
Bend, May 17, 1920.
1915Capper, Arthur, governor, Topeka.
1919.
Morgan, William Yoast, lieutenant governor,
Hutchinson. 1915-'21.
Stone, Robert, speaker house of representa1915-'21.
tives, Topeka.
Wells, Henry R., Louisburg, 1915-'21; d.
Louisburg, Nov. 13, 1923.
Chase, Frank,
tives,

to

MINE INSPECTOR.

1923.

1,

George M. Kansas City.

May

1919, to

1,

Mar.

17,

1923.

May 2, 1920,
1924.
R., Mildred.
May 1, 1923, to
Mar. 12, 1925.
Hassig, J. F., Kansas City. May 1, 1923—
May 1, 1923—
Stapleton, F. P., Lawrence.
Mar. 24,
Watts, Victor E., Smith Center.
•1924, to Mar. 12, 1925.
Gray, Arthur D., Topeka. Mar. 12, 1925—
Hissem, H. Z., Ellsworth. Mar. 12, 1925—
Lerrigo, Charles H., Topeka.
Mar. 12, 1925—
May, J. W., Kansas City. Mar. 12, 1925—
1925—
Baker, Dr. E. O., Wichita.
Dykes, Henry A., Lebanon.

to May
Nevitt, R.
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2,

MEMORIAL HALL BUILDING COMMISSION.

Scammon, Azra Albert, Columbus. 1883-'85.
Braidwood, John Ralstone, Pittsburg. 18851887.
Findlay, George Washington, Fort Scott.
1887-'89; d. Topeka, July 5, 1922.
1889-'93.
Stewart, John T.
1893-'95.
Gallagher, A. C.
Brown, Bennett B., Boicourt. 1895-'97.
McGrath, George C, Weir City. 1897- '99.
Keegan, Edward, Pittsburg. 1899-1901.
1901-'04.
Casselman, D. R.
Orr, James A., Weir City.
Feb. 1904 to
1906.
Gilday, Frank, Scranton. Feb. 1906, to July
1911.
July 1, 1911, to
Beeson, Leon, Pittsburg.
June 30, 1912.
July 1, 1912.
O'Brien, William L., Topeka.

The commission consisted of the governor,
lieutenant governor, speaker of the house of
representatives, department commander of the
G. A. R., Department of Kansas, secretary
of the Kansas State Historical Society, one
commissioner to be elected by the senate, and
one by the house of representatives.

(The Assistant Commissioner of Labor has
been in charge of Mine Inspection Department since July 1, 1912.)

Stubbs, Walter Roscoe, governor,
1909-'13.

Feb. 15, 1905.
Orr, James A., Weir City.
Fulton, Archie, Lansing. Feb. 15, 1905.
Bartow, Edward, Lawrence. Feb. 15, 1905.

Lawrence.

Fitzgerald, William J., lieutenant governor,
Dodge City. 1909-'ll.
Huffman, Charles S., state senate, Columbus.
1909-'13.
Burke, John W., house of representatives,
Salina.

1909 -'11.

Dolley, Joseph N., speaker of the house of
representatives, Maplehill.
1909-'ll.
Morgan, William Albert, department commander G. A. R., Cottonwood Falls. 1909
d. Hutchinson, Mar. 24, 1917.
Rickel, Joel H., department commander G.
A. R., Chanute. 1909-'10.
Martin, George Washington, secretary State
1909-'14; d.
Historical Society, Topeka.
Topeka, Mar. 27, 1914.

Harmon, Nathan

E.,

department commander

G. A. R., Wichita. 1910-'ll; d. Wichita,
Aug. 3, 1911.
Hopkins, Richard J., lieutenant governor,
Garden City. 1911-'13.
Buckman, George H., speaker house of rep1911-'13; d. Winresentatives, Winfield.
field, Oct. 30, 1915.
Anderson, T. P., department commander G.
A. R., Ottawa.
1911-'12; d. Topeka,
Mar. 1, 1915.
Harrison, John N., department commander
G. A. R., Ottawa. 1912-'14.
Hodges, George Hartshorn, governor, Olathe.
1913-'15.
Ingalls, Sheffield, lieutenant governor, Atchi1913-'15.
son.
Brown, William L., speaker house of representatives, Kingman.
191 3 -'15.
Klein, Paul, state senator, lola.
1913- '21.

MINE INVESTIGATION COMMISSIONERS.

MINERS' EXAMINING BOARD.
Henderson, George, Stippville. July 1, 1917,
to July 1, 1921.
July 1, 1917, to
Steele, John, Pittsburg.
resigned.
1920
July 1, 1917, to
Gray, Robert A., Weir.
June 30, 1925.
July 1, 1917, to
Fletcher, Joseph, Pittsburg.
June 30, 1921.
Skahan, James, Pittsburg. Sep. 1, 1920, to
;

May

17, 1921.

May 17, 1921, to
Draper, Earl T., Arma.
resigned.
June 1922
Roberts, E. M., Mulberry. July 1, 1921, to
;

Oct. 12, 1922.
Sep. 13,
Yates, James Anderson, Pittsburg.
1921, to Sep. 13, 1925.
June 27,
Bennington, W. W., Pittsburg.
1922, to June 30, 1925.
Jones, Thomas R., Girard. Oct. 12, 1922, to
June 30, 1925.

Doubleday, Floyd, Sr., Fort Scott.
1921, to June 30, 1925.

July

1,

MINING COMMISSION, STATE.
(To

revise coal

mining laws of Kansas.)

June 6, 1917-'18.
Hamilton, James, Weir. June 6, 1917-'18.
Harvey, Charles H., Croweburg.
June

Mayer, John, Pittsburg.

6,

1917-'18.

Draper, Earl T., Arma. June 6, 1917-'18.
Wolfe, Dr. B. L., Weir. June 6, 1917-'18.
Kempster, Fred, Scammon. June 6, 1917-'18.

——

Kansas State Historical

Society.

NORMAL SCHOOL

NORMAL SCHOOL, EMPORL\.
lo

Appraisers of Salt-spring Lands to
State Xormal School. Emporia.
Kinnev. D. W. Mar. 30, 1886.
Voorhis, A. L. Mar. 30, 1886.
Mar. 30, 1886.
Billmgs. J. F.

Endow

NURSERIES, STATE INSPECTOR

Kansas

N0R:\IAL SCHOOL,

Teachers
which see.)

Begents.
.

A.,

Leavenworth.

Aug.

4,

1874, to Jan. 1878; d. Leavenworth, Sep.
4, 1894.
Wilson, Levi. Leavenworth.
Sep. 11. 1875,
to 1878.
Moore, H. Miles, Leavenworth.
Mar. 9,
1876, to 1878; d. Leavenworth, Aug. 7,
1909.
Butterfield. W. H., Topeka, Jan. 8, 1877, to
Jan. 8, ISbO: d. Topeka, June 3, 1889.
Pierce, C. B., Leavenworth.
Jan. 8, 1877,. to
Jan. 8, 1880.
Principals.

1870-'71.
P. J. Williams.
John A. Banfield.
1872;
June 24. 1889.

d.

Penr\-n,

Cal.,

1873- '75.

^Mierrell.

NORMAL SCHOOL, CONCORDIA.
Reasoner,

M.

Regents.
Apr. 17, 1874, to Jan. 1878.
Apr. 17, 1874, to Sep. 4,

Snowden, E.' C.
1874.

Lawrence, James, Beloit. Mar. 18, 1875, to
Apr. 1, 1878.
Smith, H. E., Concordia. Apr. 17, 1874, to
Jan. 1878; d. Springfield, Mo., Dec. 3, 1910.
McKinnon, N. M., Concordia. Apr. 17, 1874,
to .Jan. 1878.
Sturgis. F. W.
Apr. 17, 1874, to 1877.

W. E. Apr. 1874 to 1877.
Nov. 30, 1874, to Jan.
1878.
Jan. 8, 1877,
Laing, Theodore, Concordia.
to Jan. 8, 1884.
Jan. 8, 1877, to
Strain, James, Concordia.
Jan. 8, 1880; d. Concordia, Jan. 25, 1880.

Reid,

McEckron, B. H.

Principals.

E. F. Robinson.

1874.

Hugh D. McCarty.
12, 1887.

Manhattan.

18,

Nov.

1901, to

1907

to

1912.

12,

George

A.,

Manhattan.

Oct.

12,

Mar. 1924

NURSES, STATE BOARD OF REGISTRATION AND EXAMINATION OF.
Miss I. M., Wichita.
1913, to Aug. 1913.
Eason, Miss Elizabeth, Kansas Citv.

Mar. 18,
John H., Leavenworth.
1873, to Jan. 1876; d. Kansas City, Mar.
12, 1893.
Houston, Levi, Leavenworth. Mar. 18. 1873,
to Jan. 1878.
^Moonlight. Thomas, Leavenworth. ]Mar. 1873
to Jan. 1875: d. Leavenworth, Feb. 7, 1899.
Gould, W. O., Leavenworth. Mar. 18. 1873,
to Sep. 11, 1875; d. San Francisco. 1901.
Newman, H. L.. Leavenworth. Mar. 18, 1873,
to July 24, 1874.
Wever, j. L., Leavenworth. 'Slav. 18, 1873,
to Jan. 1878.
George

Nov.

Lawrence.

J.,

Woodburn,

LEAVENWORTH.

Brown.

J.,

1912—

State

1923,

S.

Hungerford, H. B., Lawrence.

NORMAL SCHOOL.
to

17,
17,

1924.

Headlev, T.
Oct.

PITTSBURG ^LANUAL TRAINING

John

Hunter.

Dean.

College of Pittsbvirg,

OF.

A..

1913.

see.)

(Name changed

Edwin

July
Manhattan.
1901, to Nov. 1907; d. Topeka. Nov.

(.Formerly Western Branch State Normal
Name changed to "KanSchool, Fort Hays.
sas State Teachers College of Hays,"' 1923,

Eddy,

Principals.

Langston. Charles. 1872.
1872.
Blachly, Eben.
Sherman, Esq. 1872.
1873.
Blachly, Mrs. J. F.

Popenoe,

FORT HAYS, KANSAS, NOR^L\L
SCHOOL.

which

(COLORED),

QUINDARO.

Kansas State Teachers
College of Emporia, 1923, which see.)

(Name changed

1875; d. Concordia, Sep.

Julv

1,

Julv* 1,

1913, to Julv 1, 1923.
Conklin, Miss M. M., Topeka. Julv 1. 19131917.
O'Keefe, Mrs. A. R., Wichita. Julv 1, 19131917.
Williams, Mrs. Kate. Hutch hison.
Aug. 30,

1913—
Gaggs, Miss A. ^1., Topeka. Feb. 26, 1913,
to Mar. 25, 1913: resigned.
Voth, Miss Katherine, Newton. Julv 1, 1915.
to Julv ], 1927.
Martin, W. Pearl, Topeka. Julv 1, 1917, to
Jime 30, 1925.
Helena, Sister Mar\-, Salina.
Julv 1. 1917,
to June 30. 1925.
Hastings, Ethel L., Kansas Citv.
Julv 1,
1923, to July 1, 1927.
1925
Bailey, Mrs. Alberta J., Topeka.

OIL INSPECTOR.
Carpenter,
1889, to
Kellv,

.\rthur

Mav

H.,

Mav

Wichita.

25,

25, 1891.

M. C, Mulberrv.

Mav

25. 1891. to

Mar. 31, 1893.
Taylor. Houston Lee. Apr. 1, 1893. to Apr.
1, 1895.
Kellv, M. C, Mulberrj-.
Apr. 1, 1895, to
Mar. 31, 1897.
AVharton, E. V., Yates Center. Apr. 1, 1897,
to Feb. 1899.
Spencer, S. O. Feb. 16, 1899, to Mar. 1903.
Kellv. M. C, Mulberry.
Apr. 1, 1903, to
Mar. 31, 1905.
Hussev, L. T., Lvndon.
Apr. 1, 1905. to
Apr. 1, 1909.
Longshore, Joseph S., Topeka. Apr. 1, 1909,
to Apr. 1, 1913.
Cumiskv, Frank, Pittsburg. Apr. 1, 1913, to
Apr. 1917.
Paulen, Ben S., Fredonia.
Apr. 1, 1917, to
Mar. 31, 1921.
Motter, Harvey H., Olathe. Apr. 1, 1921, to
Nov. 1, 1921 resigned.
Nov. 1, 1921, to Mar.
Duff, Hugh, Sabetha.
31, 1925.
Apr. 1, 1925, to
Wells. Seth Grant, Erie.
Apr. 1, 1929.
;

OPTOMETRY, BOARD
A., Burlington.
to Apr. 20, 1913.

Mosher,

J.

OF.

Apr.

20,

1909,

Gowenlock, Thomas, Clay Center. Apr. 20,
1909, to Nov. 23, 1914; d. Clav Center,
Nov. 23, 1914.
Hunt, Frank W., Burlingame. Apr. 20, 1909,
to Apr. 1927.

Kansas Roster.

Official
Optometry, Board of

— Concluded.

Johnson, J. S., Manhattan.
Apr. 20, 1913,
to Apr. 1925.
Lewis, WilUani Jacob, Topeka.
Dec. 14,
1914, to Apr. 20, 1923.
Woods, M. L., Newton. Apr. 13, 1923, to
Apr. 20, 1926.
Secretary.

Walter,

Starcke,

Junction

Apr.

City.

20,

1909—

ORPHANS AND DESTITUTE CHILDEEN
OF SOLDIERS, COMMISSIONERS
IN CHARGE OF.
Anthony, George T., Leavenworth. Dec.
1867; d. Topeka, Aug. 5, 1896.

19,

Plumb, Preston B., Emporia. Dec. 19, 1867;
d. Washington, D. C, Dec. 20, 1891.
McVicar, Peter, Topeka.
Topeka, June 5, 1903.

Dec. 19, 1867

;
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Stevenson, Robert B., lola.
Mar. 1885 to
Feb. 1890.
Andrew J., Seneca. Mar. 188.') to Mar.
1889; d. Garden City, June 27, 1912.
Walton, Tell W., Lincoln.
Mar. 1889 to
Mar. 1893.
Parks, Samuel C, Winfield.
Feb. 15, 1890,
to Mar. 1893.
Willits, John F.
Mar. 1893 -'94.
Willoughby, S. A. Mar. 1893 to Mav 1893.
McDonald, J. F. Mar. 1893 to Jan. 1894.
May 8, 1893,
Foote, Chappell E., Topeka.
to Mar. 1895.
Layboum, Joseph W. Jan. 1894 to Mar.
1895.
Mar. 1894 to Mar. 1895.
Baker, A. C.
Mar. 14, 1895, to Jan. 1897.
White, J. H.
Smith, Charles. Mar. 7, 1895, to Jan. 1897.
Thomas, Mayo. Jan. 28, 1897-'98.
Jan. 28, 1897-'98.
Wells, M. W.
Randolph, J. Jan. 28, 1897-'98.
Felt,

d.

PARKS.

ORPHANS' HOME, STATE, ATCHISON.

John Brown Memorial Park, Osawatomie,

Su perinten den ts.

Commission.
Remington, Jeremiah B., Osawatomie. May
d. Osawatomie,
16, 1910, to May, 1912

1887 -'89.
1889-'97.
Faulkner, Charles E.
Woodworth, Caleb A. 1897-'99.
Young, William H. H. April to July, 1899.
1899 to Apr. 10, 1907; d.
Hillis, E. L.
Pierson, John.

;

May

12,

1912.

May

.

Atchison, Jan. 17, 1908.
Willis,

Edward C, Newton.

to Sep.

1,

Apr. 10, 1907,

1913.

Burns, Mrs. Evaline K., Missouri.
Sep.
1913-'15.
1915-'23.
Willis, E. C.
Taylor, John R.
1923 to Mar. 1925.

Mrs. Harriett, Burlington.
to Oct. 1, 1925; resigned.
Loader, Mrs. Effie, Clay Center.
Farris,

1,

1,

1925—

1916.

Hardy, Linda, Hiawatha. May 23, 1913- '17.
Hulett, Charles Edward, Topeka.
May 23,
1913-'17.
Kinzee, J. W., Ashland. June 8, 1915- '19.
Thomas, Dr. R. M., Fort Scott. June 10,

1916- '20.
Smith, Dr. E. Claude, Topeka.
May 23,
1917- '20; resigned.
Trabee, Dr. Josephine A., Pittsburg.
Mav
23, 1917, to

Miss

May

23, 1921.

Linda,

May

Hiawatha.

23,

1917—
Childs, Dr.

W.

S.,

Salina,

June

5,

Marysville.

H.,

1918, to

May 23, 1926.
Gibson, Dr. P. W., Winfield.
June 8, 1918,
to May 23, 1927.
Carney, Dr. E. B., Fort Scott.
Jun- 22,
1920, to June 23, 1924.
Godfrey, Dr. F. M., Topeka. Sep. 2, 1920,
to May 23, 1929.
Mayhugh, Dr. C. W., Atchison.
May 23,
1921, to May 23, 1925.
Gray, Dr. Clyde, Horton. June 23, 1924, to
June 22, 1928.
Willis, Dr. C. E., Wichita.
May 24, 1925—

16,

1910-'ll.

Deputy, Mrs. Cora M., Manhattan.
1910, to Jan.

3,

May

16, 1910, to Jan.

16,

1911.

May

Snoddy, Mrs. Pauline B., Pleasanton.
3,

1911.

Tillotson, Mrs. Duet C,
1910, to Jan 3, 1911.

Topeka.

May

16,

July

3,

July

3,

1911—
Nation, Marion Stratton, Emporia.

1911—
Steplin, Mrs. Sarah

Anderson,

OSTEOPATHIC EXAMINATION AND
REGISTRATION, BOARD OF.
Godfrey, F. M., Holton. May 23, 1913-'18.
Waters, E. B., Wichita. Mav 23, 1913-'15.
McClanahan, J. L., Paola. May 23, 1913-

Hardy,

William

Moore, Mrs. Ida Wilson, Abilene.

Mar. 27
Oct.

Smith,

J.

C,

Ellis.

July

June

3,

1911—

May

Osawatomie.

W.,

1912, to June 2, 1923.
Harris, Charles, Emporia.

2,

23,

1915, to

June 2, 1923; d.
Heacock, Mrs. Anna, Parsons. Julv 3, 1915,
to July 3, 1923.
July 3,
Dornblazer, Miss Massie, Fredonia.
1915, to July 3, 1923.
Norman, Mrs. Emolyn, Olathe. July 3, 1915,
to July 3, 1923.
June 30, 1917, to
Parsons, Luke F., Salina.
July 1, 1929.
Jan. 30,
Nellis, Mrs. DeWitt C, Topeka.
1917, to July 28, 1925; resigned.
June
January, Mrs. Anna L., Osawatomie.
30, 1917, to July 1, 1929.
July 28,
Herron, Miss Nanon L., Topeka.
1925, to July 1, 1929.

Pawnee Rock, Board of Trustees for.
Morgan, Mrs. William Y., Hutchinson. Feb.
19,

1908.

Johnston, Mrs. Lucy B., Topeka.

Feb.

19,

1908.

Smyser, Mrs. L. J., Sterhng. Feb. 19, 1908.
Johnson, Mrs. Elizabeth A., Courtland. Feb.
19, 1908-'24; d. Aug. 11, 1924.
Moore, Mrs. Ida Wilson, Abilene.
Feb. 19,
1908.

Simmons, Mrs. John
19,
Kell,

S.,

Hutchinson.

Feb.

1908.

John

T., Pawnee Rock.
to Jan. 30, 1920 resigned.

June 29, 1912,

;

PARDONS, STATE BOARD

OF.

Caldwell, Gen. John C, Topeka.
Mar. 1885
to Mar. 1893; Mar. 7, 1895-'97; d. Calais,
Me., Aug. 31, 1912.

Heynes, M. E.
Bowman, Mrs.
19,

1908—
Norman
1920—

Converse,
30,

1912.
Grace,
N.,

Pawnee Rock.

Feb.

Pawnee Rock.

Jan.
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of Comviission.

Morgan, Mrs. William Y., Hutchinson.
19, 1908, to Oct. 1919.
Johnston, Mrs. Lucy B.,

Topeka.

Feb.

Feb.

19,

1908, to Oct. 1919.

Smyser, Mrs. L.

J.

Feb. 19, 1908, to Oct.

1919.

Johnson, Mrs. Elizabeth A., Courtland.

Feb.

19. 1908; to Oct. 1919.

Moore, Mrs. Ida

W.

Feb. 19, 1908, to Oct.

1919.

Nowman, Mrs.

Grace.

Feb.

19,

1908.

to

Oct. 1919.

Simmons, Mrs. John
19,

S.,

Hutchinson.

Feb.

1908, to Oct. 1919.

VICKSBURG NATIONAL PARK MEMORIAL COMMISSION.
Gardner,

Theodore,

Lawrence.

Aug.

9,

Aug. 9, 1917—
W.. Topeka. Aug. 9, 1917—

Collins, Ira E., Sabetha.

Bowman, W.

PENAL INSTITUTIONS, BOARD OF.
(Succeeded by State Board of Corrections.)
Morgan, Thomas W., Ottawa. 1911-'13.
Hazen, Joseph H., Pittsburg.
1911- '13.
Mullaney, Edward E., Hill City. 1911-'13.

PENITENTIARY.
Commission to Locate.
Adams, M. S., oath sworn to July
Lamdm, C. S., oath sworn to July
Starns, Charles, oath sworn to July

15, 1861.
15, 1861.
15, 1861.

Commissioners and Directors.
Dunlap, William. 1863-'67.
Wilson, John.
1863-'65; d. Leavenworth,
June 7, 1906.
Ludlum, S. S. 1863-'67.
Ritchie, John, Topeka.
Appointed Aug. 23
1865; d. Topeka, Sep. 1, 1887.
Dutton, M. R., Grantville. Sep. 1, 1865-'68.
Sears, Theodore C, Leavenworth.
Mar. 7,
1867-'71.

Low,

A., Doniphan.
1867-'71; d. Nov. 12
1887.
Kelley, William Henry Harrison, Ottumwa.
Mar. 3, 1868, to Apr. 1873; d.
Hensley, E., Leavenworth. Mar. 4, 1869 -'7 3.
Jenkins, R. W., Vienna. Mar. 9, 1871-74; d.
Angell, A. J.
1873 to Mar. 15, 1875.
Learned, Homer C. 1873 to Jan. 20, 1876.

Crawford, Samuel Johnson, Emporia.
Appointed Jan. 20, 1876, vice Learned. Served
to 1877; d. Topeka, Oct. 21, 1913.
Grover, O. J., Vienna. 1874-'79.
Gillett. H. W.. Leavenworth.
Mar. 15, 18751876.

Mackey, H. D.

Feb. 2, 1876, to Feb. 1879.
Leavenworth.
Appointed
Mar. 11, 1879; d. Leavenworth, Nov. 27,
1891.
Martindale, William, Madison. Apr. 1, 1878,
to Apr. 1, 1881; Apr. 1, 1889, to June,
1893; d. Emporia, Nov. 6, 1909.
1880-'83;
Richter, Harry E., Council Grove.
Mar. 7. 1885, to Apr. 1, 1889; d. Emporia, Dec. 15, 1911.
Howell, Matthew, Leavenworth.
May 22,
1880, to Apr. 1, 1881.
Guthrie, Warren W., AtchLson. Apr. 1, 1881,
to Mar. 1, 1883; d. Atchison, Apr. 22.
Burdett,

'90^

S.

F.,

Society.

Waters, John S., Oswego. Mar. 11, 1882, to
Feb. 5, 1883.
Laurey, H. C. Frankfort.
Mar. 11, 18831886.
Walls, John C, Lawrence.
Feb. 5, 1883, to
Apr. 1, 1885.
Perry, Albert, Troy.
Mar. 22, 1884-'87; d.
Troy, Apr. 13, 1906.
Hiatt, Oliver Smith, Fairmount.
Mar. 7,
1885-'89; d. July 15, 1901.
Shaw, Archibald, Olathe. Apr. 1, 1880, to
Oct. 22 1888
McDowell', J. S., Smith Center.
Oct. 22,
1888-'89; d. Smith Center, Apr. 24, 1915.
McBride, W. H., Kir win. 1889 to June 17,
1891.
Cornell, D. E. Appointed Apr. 1, 1890. [No
record of service]
d. Kansas City, Kan.,
Feb. 27, 1911.
Rice, William M., Fort Scott.
Appointed
June 17, 1891, vice McBride.
Rice, H. v., Fort Scott.
Appointed July 11,
;

1892; Apr. 1, 1893; res.
Gilmore, John S., Fredonia.
Feb. 1891 to
Apr. 1, 1893; Feb. 16, 1899, to Apr. 1,
1901; d. Fredonia, Apr. 3, 1913.
Hurd, W. J., Holton. Apr. 1, 1893, to Apr.
1, 1895.
Butler, T. H., Great Bend.
Mar. 1, 1893, to
Apr. 1, 1895; d. Great Bend, Mar. 16,
1908.
Hollenback, George W., Coldwater. June 13,
1893, to Apr. 1, 1895.
Eckert, Thomas W., Arkansas City. Apr. 1,
1895, to Feb. 4, 1897; d. Los Angeles,
Cal., June 2, 1909.
1895 to Jan.
Beck, Moses Milton, Holton.
29 1897
Dean, Lair, Smith Center. 1895 to Jan. 29,
1897; d. Apr. 16, 1904, Smith Center.
Newman, A. A., Smith Center. Jan. 29,
1897, to June 30, 1898; d. Clay Center,
June 30, 1898.
Pepperell, W. H. L.
July 1, 1898, to Feb.
16, 1899.
Jan. 29, 1897, to
Drake, M. L., Canton.
1899.
Feb. 4, 1897, to Feb.
Allison, C. E.. Erie.
16, 1899.
Apr. 1, 1899,
Ballinger, T. C, Burlington.
to Apr. 1, 1902.
McFarland, E. A. Feb. 16, 1899, to Apr. 1,
1903.
Apr. 1, 1901, to
Ellett. Ed. C, El Dorado.
Apr. 1, 1905.
Ames, Elmer Ellsworth, Norton. Apr. 1, 1901,
to Apr. 1, 1903 d. Topeka, Oct. 14, 1925.
Apr. 1, 1901,
Tulley, Mark, Independence.
to Apr. 1, 1907
d. Independence, Feb. 10,
;

;

1914.
Haskell,

W.

H., Gaylord.

Oct. 28, 1901, to

Aug. 22, 1905 d. Kansas City, Kan., Nov.
29 1918
Oct. 17, 1903, to
King, C. L., El Dorado.
Apr. 1, 1905.
Apr. 1, 1905,
Biddle, W. I., Leavenworth.
to June 27, 1910.
Apr. 1, 1905,
Ballinger, T. C, Burlington.
;

to July 1, 1911.
Aug. 22, 1905, to
Seaton, John, Atchison.
Apr. 1, 1909; d. Atchison, Jan. 12, 1912.
Mullaney, Edward E., Hill City. Apr. 1 to
Sep. 1909; resigned.
Ridgeley, E. R., Mulberry, June 27, 1910, to
July 1, 1911.
(Note. Succeeded by Board of Penal Institutions, July 1, 1911.)

—

Wardens.
George H., Leavenworth.
Leavenworth, Nov. 13, 1876.

1867

Keller,

Philbrick,

John Lang.

Neb., July

8,

1894.

1868-'70;

d.

;

d.

Wymore,

—

Official

;;

Kansas Roster.

— Concluded.
— Concluded.

POLICE COMMISSIONERS.

Penitentiary

Wardens

1870-'83; d.
Hopkins, Henry, Leavenworth.
Dec. 18, 1883.
Jones, William Clark, lola. 1883-'85; d. lola,
1885-'89;
Smith, John Harvey, Weir City.
d. Topeka, Mar. 4, 1895.
1889-'93.
Case, George H., Mankato.
Chase, S. W., Cowley county. 1893-'95.
Lynch, J. B., Chanute. 1895-'97; d. Pueblo,
Colo., Oct. 30, 1911.
1897 -'99.
Landis, Harry S., Medicine Lodge.
1899-'01; d. Independence,
J. B.
July, 1922.
1901-'05; d. May
Jewett, E. B., Wichita.
10, 1922.
Haskell, W. p., Gaylord.
Aug. 22, 1905, to
June 30, 1909; d. Kansas City, Kan., Nov.
30, 1918.
Codding, Julian K., Wamego. June 30, 1909,
to July 1, 1913.
Botkin, Jeremiah D., Winfield. July 1, 1913,
to Sep. 1915; d. Liberal, Dec. 29, 1921.
Codding, Julian K., Westmoreland. Sep. 16,
1915, to Aug. 1921.
Amrine, Milton F., Council Grove.
Aug.
1921 to June 30, 1923.
Anderson, A. V. July 1, 1923-'25.
Mackey, Wm. H., Junction City. 1925

Tomlinson,

OF.

1885- '92.
Butin, C. J., Fredonia.
Taylor, James Ira, Atchison.
1885-'93.
Bryant, R. F., Lincoln. 1885-'91.
1885-'86.
Stanford, W. A., Marion.
C'randall, George S., Jewell City.
1886-'88.
Eager, Peter, Wyandotte.
1885-'87; d. Wyandotte, Mar. 31, 1887.
Drake, Robert S., Beloit. 1887-'92.
Allen, J. P., Wichita.
1888-'91
d. Wichita,
Aug. 17, 1903.
Holliday, Frank E., Topeka.
1891-'93.
Mehl, Henry William, Leavenworth.
1891'97; d. Leavenworth, Dec. 21, 1919.
Moore, John T., Lawrence. 1891.
Johnston, W. C, Manhattan. 1892-1900; d.
Manhattan, July 12, 1901.
Sheriff, W. E., Ellsworth.
1893-1917.
Lawrence, Charles, Wichita. 1894-1900.
Naylor, W. W., Holton.
1897-1912.
Ardery, L., Hutchinson.
1901 -'09.
Becker, C. L., Ottawa. 1901-'10.
;

Snow, Fred
Friedenberg,

A.,

1904- '10.

Topeka.

Max W.,

1909-'15;

Winfield.

resigned.

Henrion,
Dick, W.
1,

W.
S.,

Wichita. Apr. 7, 1910-'16.
Lawrence. Apr. 7, 1910, to Apr.
S.,

1913.

Bunch,

J. G., Beloit.

Apr.

1,

1912, to Apr.

1,

1918.

Ekstrand. F. W., Salina. Apr. 1, 1915-'21.
Dorsey, Edward W., Ottawa.
Apr. 1, 1916,
to Apr. 1, 1922.
Bird, A. B., Winfield.
Apr. 1, 1916, to Apr.
1.

1922.

Mathias, Atchison.
Apr. 30, 1917, to
30, 1923
Tilford, j'. Floyd, Wichita.
Apr. 16, 1918,
to Mar. 31, 1924.
Deem, D. F., Stark. Apr. 1, 1921, to Apr.

Noll,

Apr

1, 1924.
Schmitter,
Apr. 1,
Edelblute,
Apr. 1,

Johnson,

W.

John, Gypsum.
Oct.
1928.
N. G., Topeka. Apr.
1928.
Demain, Joseph F., Macksville.
1923, to Apr. 30, 1926.
King, A. H., Manhattan.
Apr.
Apr. 1. 1927.
Taylor, Roy P., Pittsburg. Apr.
Apr. 1, 1927.

7,
1,

1921, to

1922, to

Apr.
1,
1,

SO,

1924, to

1924, to

J.

Post, Edgar
1893.

Cochrane,

Sep. 24, 1895.

PHARMACY, BOARD
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C,

Atchison.
Apr. 1889, to July 11, 1892.
July 11, 189,2, to Feb. 7,

W. W.

Feb. 7 to Dec. 11, 1893;
d. Atchison, Jan. 14, 1899.
Dec. 11, 1893, to Jan. 31,

Drury, R. B.
1895.

Baker, David.
Jan. 31, 1895, to Apr. 1,
1897; d. Atchison, June 10, 1904.
Weaver, George I. Apr. 1, 1897, to .Ian. 11,
1899.
Benning, Charles W.
Apr. 1889 to June 1,
1891.
King, Samuel C.
June 1, 1891, to Feb. 7,
1893; d. Atchison, Jan. 23, 1910.
Thayer, J. G. Feb. 7, 1893, to .Jan. 31, 1895.
Carpenter, George. Jan. 31, 1895, to Apr. 1,
1897.
Baker, F. M. Apr. 1, 1897, to Jan. 11, 1899.
Blair, Edward K.
Apr. 1889 to Apr. 1, 1891.
Haskell, W. H. Apr. 1891 to Jun- 1, 1891.
Stevenson, Samuel F. June 1, 1891, to Feb.
7 1893
Langen, Patrick. Feb. 7, to Dec. 11, 1893.
Forbridger, Robert.
Dec. 11, 1893, to Jan.

31, 1895.
Storch, George.
Jan. 31, 1895, to Apr. 1,
1897; d. Atchison, Jan. 25, 1908.
Linley, Charles.
Apr. 1, 1897, to Jan. 11,
1899; d. Atchison, Dec. 20, 1916.

Leavenworth.
Moore, Henry Miles. Apr. 1887 to Oct. 1890
d. Leavenworth, Aug. 7, 1909.
Eddy, George A. Apr. 1887 to Oct. 1890;
d.

Newcastle, Colo., Sep.

4,

1894.

Abernathy, James L. Apr. 1887 to Aug. 8,
1890; d. Leavenworth, Dec. 16, 1902.
Apr. 1-5, 1889; d.
Hacker, Melvin L.
Leavenworth, Apr. 25, 1918.
Lowe, Percival G. Apr. 5, 1889, to Oct. 1,
1890; d. Colgate, Okla., May 9, 1910.
Anthony, Daniel R. Apr. 1889 to Oct. 11,
1890; d. Leavenworth, Nov. 12, 1904.
Fairchild, William.
Aug. 8 to Oct. 11, 1890
Oct. 21, 1890, to Apr. 1, 1891.

Weed, Theodore J. Oct. 11-21, 1890.
Johnson, Thomas L. Oct. 11-21, 1890.
O'Donald, Frank. Oct. 11-21, 1890; Mar.

3,

1891, to Jan. 31, 1895.
McGahey, Alexander. Oct. 21, 1890, to Apr.
1, 1891.
Oct. 21, 1890, to
Callahan, Henry Bruce.

Apr.

1,

1891

;

1895.
Atchison, David.

1893
Markhart, F. G.
1893

d.

Leavenworth, Nov.

23,

Apr.

1,

1891, to Mar.

3,

Apr.

1, 1891, to Mar.

3,

Richards, Blackwell S. Apr. 1, 1891, to Mar.
3, 1893; Jan. 31, 1895, to Apr. 1, 1897.
Edic, J. J.
Mar. 3, 1893, to Jan. 25, 1894.
Mar. 3, 1893, to July 27,
Leslie, Robert.
1894.
Welsh, James B. June 25, 1894, to Jan. 31,
1895.
July 27, 1894, to Jan. 31,
Jansen, Henry.
1895.
Hunt, F. E. Jan. 31, 1895, to Apr. 1, 1897.
Hauserman, J. W. Jan. 31, 1895, to Apr. 1,
1897.
Bergfried, Carl. Apr. 1897 to Jan. 11, 1899.
McGuire, Thomas. Apr. 1 to Nov. 6, 1897
d. Topeka, Jan. 24, 1912.
Freling, Peter J.
Apr. 1 to Nov. 8, 1897.
Coleman, D. C. Nov. 6, 1897, to Jan. 11,
1899.
Davis, J. W. Nov. 8, 1897, to Jan. 11, 1899.
;
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Wichita.

C,

Rutan, John

June

president.

7,

;

Fort Scott.
Barnett, T.

Pray, William.
Mar. 17, 1893, to Jan. 31,
1895; d. Kansas Citv, Sep. 12, 1909.
Mitchell, George W.
^lar. 17, 1893, to Jan.

1887;

resigned before June 27, 1887.
Eggleston, Beroth Bullard, president.
June
27, 1887, to Mar. 30, 1889.
June 7, 1887, to
Kirk, O. D., secretary.
Mar. 30, 1889.
Jones, W. B.
June 7, 1887, to Mar. 30,
1889.
Lewis, H. W.
Mar. 30, 1889, to July 24,
1890; d. Chicago, Feb. 14, 1912.
Stanley, William Eugene.
Mar. 30, 1889, to
Mar. 4, 1891 d. Wichita, Oct. 13, 1910.
Matthewson, William.
Mar. 30, 1889, to
Jan. 6, 1891; d.
Allen, E. T.
July 24, 1890, to Jan. 6, 1891;
d. Wichita, Dec. 13, 1911.
Jacobs, John.
Jan. 6 to Sep. 25, 1891.
Shearman, T. J. Jan. 6, 1891, to Jan. 16,
1893.
Jones, C. E.
Mar. 4 to Nov. 19, 1891.
Parkinson, W. H. Sep. 25 to Nov. 19, 1891.
Taylor, H. L.
Nov. 19, 1891, to Apr. 21,
1892; d. Wichita, June 27, 1906.
Churchward, B. T. Nov. 19, 1891, to Jan.
16, 1893.
Van Ness, Charles A. Apr. 21, 1892, to Jan.
16, 1893.
Dickson, G. M.
Jan. 16, 1893, to Jan. 25,
1895.
Brown, J. G. Jan. 16, 1893, to Jan. 25, 1895.
Davis, F. A. Jan. 16, 1893, to Jan. 25. 1895.
Jones, Charles Morgan.
Jan. 25, 1895. to
Apr. 1, 1897; d. Wichita, Aug. 21, 1899.
Husey, A. C. Jan. 25, 1895, to Jan. 29, 1897.
Pratt. George L.
Jan. 25, 1895, to Apr. 1,
1897.
Weaver, G. J. Jan. 29 to Apr. 1, 1897.
Jocelyn, C. E.
Apr. 1, 1897, to Jan. 11,
1899.
Furniss, Joseph.
Apr. 1, 1897, to Jan. 11,
1899.
Spencer, George K.
Apr. 1, 1897, to Jan.
11, 1899; d. May 9, 1924.

Mar.

30, 1889, to Feb. 20. 1893.
Bamberger, J.
Feb. 20, 1893, to Feb. 9,
1895; Jan. 30, 1897. to Feb. 15, 1898.
Stewart, John J.
Feb. 9, 1895, to Jan. 30,
1897; d. Bronson, July 26, 1909.
Osbom, Robert. Feb. 15, 1898, to Jan. 11,

1899.

Walburn, A. W. Mar. 30 to Aug. 14, 1889.
Hudson, B. Aug. 14, 1889, to Feb. 20, 1893.
Cochrane, Thomas. Feb. 20, 1893, to Feb. 9,
1895; Feb. 15, 1898, to Jan. 11, 1899.
Lyons, F. A. Feb. 9, 1895, to Jan. 30, 1897.
Stalker, Robert.
Jan. 30, 1897, to Feb. 15,

31, 1895.

Caskey, John.

Jan. 31, 1895, to Jan. 29,
1897.
Daniels, Leonard.
Jan. 31, 1895, to Jan. 29,
1897.
Gress, W. S. Jan. 31, 1895, to Jan. 29, 1897.
McCambridge, Charles P. Jan. 27, 1897, to
Jan. 11, 1899.
Horton, John C. Jan. 29, 1897, to Jan. 11,
1899.
Jenkins, Junius W.
Jan. 29, 1897, to Jan.
11, 1899.

Topeka.
Apr. 1, 1889, to Feb.
16, 1893; d. Topeka, Apr. 5, 1914.
Sells, W. A.
Feb. 16, 1893,' to Julv 29,
1893; d. Topeka, 1898.
Wliiting, Albe B.
July 29, 1893, to Jan. 25,
Spencer, Charles F.

1895.

Apr. 1, 1889, to
Bonebrake, Parkinson I.
Feb. 16, 1893; Jan. 25, 1895, to Jan. 27,
1920.
Mar.
Topeka,
19,
1897; d.
Billard, Julius B.

D. Mar. 30, 1889, to Apr. 1, 1891.
Davis, J. W. Apr. 1, 1891, to Feb. 20, 1893.
Bryant, J. Feb. 20 to Mav 22, 1893.
Crow, John. May 22, 1893, to Feb. 9, 1895.
Lowr>-, W. D. Feb. 9, 1895, to Jan. 30, 1897.
Ball, J. E.
.Tan. 30, 1897, to Feb. 15, 1898.
Cottrell, J. F.
Feb. 15, 1898, to Jan. 11,
]899.

Kansas

City.

27, 1897.
Jan. 27, 1897, to Jan. 11,
Keith, Wilson.
1899.
McCabe, Francis S. Apr. 1, 1889, to Feb.
16, 1893; Jan. 25, 1895, to Jan. 27, 1897;
d. Topeka. Aug. 29, 1900.
Feb. 16, 1893, to Jan. 25,
Yount, L. T.
1895.
Henderson, M. D. Jan. 27, 1897, to Jan. 11,
1899; d. Kansas City.
•

PRICE RAID CLAIMS, COMMITTEE
TO AUDIT.
Hambv, William

Nelson, Garnett.
1867.
Fitzpatrick, William H., Topeka.
1867.
Ballard, D. E.. Ballard's Falls. Mar.
Woodard, Levi, Lawrence. Mar. 5,
Lawrence, Mav 20, 1882.

1891.

Longfellow,
17, 1893.

W.

Gordon, Hiiiton.

Aug. 22, 1889, to Mar.
Apr.

1,

1891, to Mar. 17,

1893.

Cunningham, A. W.
31, 1895.

Mar.

25,

Mar.

25,

25, 1867.

1869

;

d.

COMMISSIONER TO EXAMINE UNION
MILITARY SCRIP.
Allen.

James

S.,

Kansas City.

Apr.

28,

1903.

PRINTING PLANT, STATE, COMMISSIONERS.
Mar.

Murdock, Marshall Marcellus, Wichita.
1905 d. Wichita, Jan.
Charles S., Topeka.
d. Topeka, July 25, 1920.
Tucker, George E., Eureka.
1,

;

2,

Gleed,

1908.

Mar.

1,

1905;

Mar. 11, 1905.
Mar. 15,
P., Lecompton.
Topeka, Sep. 25, 1916.

Edward

1905;

d.

PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION.
(Succeeded
sioners
1,

J.

Mar.

Whittaker, David, Doniphan. Mar. 5, 1869;
d. Sep. 6, 1904.
Mar. 5, 1869.
Taylor, T. J., Paola.
Julv 1, 1887; d. Calais,
Caldwell, John C.
Me., Aug. 30, 1912.

Harris,

Simpson, W. A., president. Apr. 7, 1887, to
Mar. 14, 1893.
Hilliker, Rjerson W.
Apr. 7, 1887, to Aug.
22, 1889; d. Kansas City, Nov. 13, 1893.
Bi.shop, George W.
Apr. 7, 1887, to Apr. 1,

Jan. 27, 1897, to Jan. 11,

1899.

Feb. 16, 1893, to Jan. 25,
Krauss, Oscar.
1895; d. Topeka, March 1, 1925.
Jan. 25, 1895, to Jan.
Hollidav, Chas. K.

1898.
Hill, J.

Society.

May

1925;

Board

of

22, 1911.

Railroad

Commis-

Office abolished

absorbed by Public Service

July

Com-

mission.)

Plumb. George, Emporia. May 22, 1911-'13.
May 22,
Ryan, Frank J., Leavenworth.
1911-'13.

]4,

1893, to Jan.

White. John T.. Ada.
d. Ada, May 5, 1913.

Mav

22,

1911-'13;

—

Official
Prni.ir Utilities

Henderson

Martin,

Commission
8.,

Kansas Roster.

— Conrluded.

Marion.

Jan.

20,

1913, to Dec. 8, 1913; resigned.
Hurley, Meyer, Kansas City. Jan. 23, 1913,
to Oct. il, 1913.
Kinkel, John M., Hutchinson. .Jan. 24, 19141917.
0:'t.
Cable, James A., Kansas City.
11,
]913-'15.
Foley, Charles F., Lyons.
Dec. 8, 1913 -'19.
191") 1o Jan.
Bristow, Joseph L., Salina.
1921.
Sessions, Charles H., Topeka.
Apr. 8, 1918,
to Mar. 9, 1925.
Russell, H. A., Scott City.
Mav 17, 1921,
to Mar. 25, 1923.
.Jackson, Fred S., Topeka.
Mar. 25, 1921,
to May 17, 1921; resigned.
Greenleaf, Jesse W., Greensburg.
Mar. 18,
1921, to Mar. 1925.
Reed, Clyde M., Parsons.
Mar. 23. 1921,
to Mar. 12, 1924.
Rugh, C. E., Abilene.
Mar. 25, 1923, to

Mar. 1925.
Hackney, Ed. T., Wellington.
Mar. 1925.

-

Mar. 1924

to

Secretaries.
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QUANTRILL RAID CLAIMS, COMMISSION TO AUDIT.
Bear, William H., Burlington.
Mar.
Murdock, John N., Ottawa. Mar.
French, Charles D., Lawrence. Mar.

8,
8,
8,

1875.
1875.
1875.

RAILROAD PROPERTY, COMMISSIONERS TO ASSESS.
By

Board of Railroad As-

act of 1871, a

sessors

from

was

createcl,

each

judicial

on

-

incmber to be elected

di.stiict

the

at

term of two years.
were appointed by the governor
election,

for

1871, to hold
1873.

in
in

office until their

March,

in

successors were

A board was elected
The law was repealed

qualified.

general

Members

a-

in 1871
in 1874,

and
and

1876 the assessment of railroads was in-

trusted to the lieutenant governor, secretary
of state, treasurer, auditor and attorney
general, who still constitute the Board of
Railroad Assessors.

Mar. 24,
Moonlight, Thomas, Leavenworth.
1871, to Apr. IG, 1871; d. Leavenworth,
Feb. 7, 1899.
Graham, George, Sen?ca. Mar. 24, 1871; d.
Seneca, Feb. 12, 1880.

Erne.st H., Topeka.
May 22,
1911. to June 15, 1912.
Grice, Walter G., Topeka.
.June 15, 1912-'13.
I'eder, William P.. Great Bend.
1913-'15.
:\Ioore, Carl, Kinsley.
1915-'19.
Churchill, C. R., Olathe.
1919- '25.

C, Perryville. Mar. 24, 1871.
Mar. 24, 1871; d.
Walruff, John, Ottawa.
Kansas Citv, Feb. 11, 1912.
Bent, H. N., Burlington. Mar. 24, 1871.
Mar. 24, 1871.
Power, Frank M., Geneva.

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION.
(Succeeded Public Utili^.i s C m iiission.)

Mar.
Hunt, Fenner B., Cottonwood Falls.
24, 1871; d. Cottonwood Falls, Apr. 30,

Hogucland,

Bailey, J.

Allen,
d.

Hussey, Lewis T., Lyndon, chairman.

Feb.

1,

1925. to Mar. 10, 1929.
Smith, Clarence. Topeka.
Mar. 10, 1925. to
Mar. 10, 1929.
O'Brien, Frank, Fort Scott.
Mar. 12. 1925,
to Mar. 10, 1929.
Greenleaf. Jesse W., Belvidere.
Mar. 12,
1925, to Mar. 10, 1929.

9.

192.5

Legal Department.
Healy, Michael J., Lincoln, general attorney.

192.5—

2.

1925—

OF.

Smith, John Harvey, Columbus.
1891-'93rl.
Topeka, Mar. 4. 1895.
Miller, Sol., Troy.
1891-'93, 1895; d. Troy,
Apr. 17, 1897.
Emery, James Stanley, Lawrence. 1891-'93;
d. Lawrence, June 8, 1899.
Scott, S. M., Emporia.
1893-'94.
Wykes, William. 1893-'94.
K^pley, Robert B., Topeka.
1893-'94; d,
Topeka, Apr. 23, 1912.
Seaton, John, Atchison.
1895; d. Atchison,
12,

.Jan.

Reuben

May

F., Pratt.
3, 1905-'07.
E.. Stafford.
July 7, 1911.
Thompson, H. S., Sylvia. July 7, 1911.
J.

Kabler, L. Wesley, Kingman.
July 7, 1911.
(Commission lapsed for lack of appropriations.)

d.

8.

Wood, Stephen M., Cottonwood

6.

10.
11.
12.

;

July

Ballard,.

David

Oska-

d.

d. Elmdale, Dec. 24, 1920.
Williams, Henry H., Osawatomie;
Diego, Cal., Mar. 28, 1906.
Wright, R. W., Oswego.

3,

Falls;
d.

San

E., Ballard's Falls.

Elected, 1872.
8.

13.
14.

Swenson, John P., Junction City.
John M., Wichita.
David Newton, Great Bend.

Steele,

Heizer,

Elected, 1873.

1907.
Crist,

Medill, James, Leavenworth;
1894.
Johnson, J. P.

1912.

Heery, Michael, Topeka.
1895; d. Topeka,
Apr. 4, 1915.
Lewis, Fred, Marion.
May 3, 1905-'07.
McMurray, Chambers, Pratt. May 3, 1905-

Guver,

1871;

24,

9.

4.

7.

PUBLIC WORKS, BOARD

Mar.

26, 1905.

Cooper, Stephen S., Oskaloosa
loosa, 1892.
Gleason, F.
Bent, H. N.
Smith, Ed. R., Mound City.
Stevens, J. A.
Danielson, John.

3.

5.

Kinkel, John M., Hutchinson, attorney.

May

Elected, 1871.
1.

Feb.

George,

1916.
Mar. 24,
Williams, Henry H., Osawatomie.
1871; d. San Diego, Cal., Mar. 28, 1906.
Wright, R. W., Oswego. Mar. 24, 1871.
Weisbach, Jacob, Frankfort. Mar. 24, 1871.
Libby, C. W., Xenia. Mar. 31, 1871.
Apr. 16, 1871.
Russell, Ed., Leavenworth.

Secretary.
Yetter, Culver D., Oga'lah.

John M., Manhattan.

St.

7.

Bickford, Harry L., Leavenworth.
Tracy, Frank M., Doniphan; d.
13, 1888.
Eggers, L. F.
Sampson, Turner, Lawrence; d.
rence, Jan. 21, 1880.
Williams, J. L.
Shinn, A.
Talcott, Henry W., lola.

8.

Allen,

9.

Davis, Joel T.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

John M., Wabaunsee.

Feb.

Law-
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Ryan, Frank

Railroad Property, Commissioners to
Assess Concluded.

—

Elected, 1873

to

Ainsworth, Newton;

11.
12.

Emerson,

d. Olathe,

May
Apr. 20,

1915.

Dec.

RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS,
BOARD OF.
The Board of Railroad Commissioners was
created in 1883, and was superseded in 1899
by the Court of Visitation, created by the
special legislative session of 1898-'99.
The
court being declared unconstitutional in 1900,
the Board of Railroad Commissioners was reinstated in 1901. Public Utilities Commission
took over the work of the Board of Railroad
Commissioners May 22, 1911.
Members.
Hopkins, Henry, Leavenworth.
Apr. 1 to
Dec. 18, 1883; d. Leavenworth, Dec. 18,
1883.
1883, to Apr. 1, 1891
1907.

;

d.

City.

Apr.

1,

Topeka, Sep. 18,

Turner, Leonidas L., Sedan.
Apr. 1, 1883,
to Apr. 1, 1887.
Gillett, Almerin, Emporia.
Feb. 8, 3 884, to
Apr. 1, 1889; d. Emporia, May 15, 1896.
Greene, Albert Robinson, Lecompton.
Apr.
1, 1887, to Apr. 1, 1893; d. Hood River,
Ore., June 15, 1918.
Anthony, George Tobey, Ottawa.
Apr. 1,
1889, to May, 1893; d. Topeka, Aug. 5,
1896.
Mitchell, William M.,
1891, to May, 1893.

Maxson, Perry

Newton.

Emporia.

B.,

Apr.

Apr.
1.

1,

1893,

to Feb. 6, 1895.
Hall, John, Erie.
May 6, 1893, to Feb. 6.
1895.
Vincent, William Davis, Clay Center.
May
6, 1893, to Feb. 6, 1895.
Howe, Samuel Theodore, Topeka.
Feb. 6
1895, to Feb. 6, 1897; d. Topeka, Nov. 13,
1922.

Simpson,

James M., McPherson.
Feb. 6,
1895. to Feb. 6, 1897 d. McPherson, May
;

13, 1916.

Lowe, Joseph G., Washington.

Feb. 6, 1895,
to Apr. 1, 1897.
Campbell, William M., Stafford county. Feb.
1, 1897, to Apr. 3, 1899.
Dillard, William Peake, Fort Scott.
Feb. 1,
1897, to Apr. 3, 1899.
Lewelling, Lorenzo D., Wichita.
Apr. 1,
1897, to Apr. 3, 1899; d. Arkansas City,
Sep.

3,

1900.

Walker, Andrew D., Holton.
Apr. 9, 1901,
to Apr. 1, 1907.
Finney, David Wesley, Neosho Falls. Apr. 9,
1901, to Apr. 1, 1902; d. Emporia, Nov.
1,

1916.

James Nelson, Colby. Apr. 9, 1901, to
Apr. 1, 1903; d. Colby, May 8, 1914.
Morse, J. C. O., Hutchinson. Apr. 1, 1902,
to Apr. 1, 1905.
Wheatley, George W., Galena. Apr. 1, 1903,
to Apr. 1, 1907
d. Muskogee, Okla., Sep.
Fike,

;

12, 1912.

Robison. J. W., El Dorado. Apr. 1, 1905, to
Apr. 1, 1907
d. El Dorado, July 2, 1909.
Kanavel, George Washington, Sedgwick. Apr.
;

]907-'ll.
Ryker, Charles A., Hutchinson.
to 1911.
1,

Apr.

Apr.

Jan,

9,

1,

1907,

1911, to

22, 1911.

White, John T., Ada. Jan. 9, 1911, to
22, 1911; d. Ada, May 5, 1913.

May

Secretaries.
d.

29, 1914.
Steele, John M., Wichita.
Leslie, W. F.

Humphrey, James, Junction

Leavenworth.

J.,

22, 1911.

D.

J.

Hutchinson, Perry, Marysville;

13.
14.

May

Plumb, George, Emporia.

— Concluded.

10.

Society.

1,

1907,

Turner, Erastus Johnson, Hoxie.
Apr. 1,
1883, to Aug. 1, 1886.
Rizer, Henrj' Clay, Eureka.
Oct. 1, 1886, to
July 30, 1889.
Elliott, Charles S., Topeka.
July 1, 1889, to
May 1, 1893.
Henderson, M. D., Topeka. May 1, 1893, to
Feb. 6, 1895.
Feb.
Flenniken, Benjamin Franklin, Emporia.
d. Topeka, October
6, 1895, to Feb. 1897
24, 1920.
Turner, Robert Wilson, Mankato. Feb. 1897,
to May 1, 1898.
May 1, 1898,
Senter, James M., Ness City.
to Apr. 3, 1899; d.
Smith, William H., Marysville. Apr. 1, 1901,
to Apr. 1903.
Apr. 1903, to
Anderson, Cyrus, Blakeman.
1907; d. Atwood, Jan. 9, 1917.
1907 to
Westmoreland.
Shiner, Edward C,
1911.
Attorneys.
Mar. 23,
Tavlor, Carr White, Hutchinson.
i905, to Mar. 8, 1907.
Mar.
Wichita.
S.,
Ashbaugh, S.
8, 1907, to
July 16, 1907.
July 17,
McPherson.
F.,
George
Grattan,
1907, to July 17, 1909.
July
City.
Hill
17,
Shaw,
Dawson, John
1909, to Jan. 9, 1911.
to
Jan.
1911,
Topeka.
9,
Marshall, John,
Jan. 1915.
;

Court of Visitation.
Johnson, William Alexander, Garnett.
1901; d. Garnett, Sep. 2, 1903.

1889-

City.
Jewell
Calvin,
Postlethwaite,
1899-1901; d. Jewell City, Nov. 26, 1910.
d.
1899-1901;
Oswego.
Crura, Littleton S.,
Oswego, July 24, 1902.
Colo1899-1901;
d.
Wichita.
Myatt, A. J.,
rado Springs, Colo., July 19, 1901.
Mickey, James M., secretary, Osage City.

John

1899-1900.

RAILROAD LANDS [INTERNAL IMPROVEMENT LANDS], STATE
AGENT FOR SALE OF.
Apr. 9,
Veale, George Washington, Topeka.
1866 to Feb. 10, 1869; res.; d. Topeka,
Nov. 28, 1916.
Feb.
Mobley, Richard D., Ottawa county.
17, 1869, to Aug. 9, 1873; d. near Grand
Junction, Colo., about 1897.
Drenning, Frank H., Wathena. Mar. 5, 1874'77.
Office abolished Sep. 1877; d. Wathena, June 23, 1912.

REGENTS, STATE BOARD OF, FOR
CERTAIN EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS.
July 1,
William Y., Hutchinson.
1915, to June 30, 1926.
Harger, Charles M., Abilene. July 1, 1925, to
June 30, 1926.
Hodges, George H., Olathe. July 1, 1925, to
June 30, 1926.
July 1, 1925, to
Spencer, C. W., Sedan.
June 30, 1927.
Merriam, Carroll B., Topeka. July 1, 1925,
to June 30, 1927.

Morgan,

.

Official

Kansas Roster.

RegentSj State Board of, for Certain
Educational Institutions Concluded.

—

July 1, 1925, to June
J., Maplehill.
30, 1928.
July 1, 1925, to June
Gulp, B, C, Beloit.
30, 1928.
Evans, Earle W., Wichita. July 1, 1925, to
June 30, 1929.
July 1, 1925,
Patrick, Mrs. J. S., Satanta.
to June 30, 1929.

Tod, W.

REVIEW, STATE BOARD OF.
(Moving Picture Censors.)
James M., Council Grove. A.pr.
1917, to Apr. 1, 1923.
Apr. 1,
Simpson, Miss Carrie H., Paola.
1917-'21.
Kansas
City.
Apr. 1,
Grace
E.,
Short, Mrs.
1917, to June 1, 1923; resigned.
1921-'23.
Thacher,
Topeka.
Harris, Dwight
Viets, Miss Emma M., Girard. Apr. 1, 1923,
to Apr. 15, 1924; resigned.
June 1,
Swenson, Mrs. Luther, Lindsborg.
1923, to May 1, 1925.
Tripp, Mrs. Eleanor, Topeka. Apr. 15, 1924,
to Nov. 25, 1924; resigned.
Sawtell, Mrs. Gertrude A., Kansas City. June
20, 1924, to Mar. 15, 1925.
Mar. 15,
Haskell, Mrs. W. H., Kansas City.
1925, to Mar. 31, 1926.
Mar. 15,
M., Girard.
Viets, Miss
1925, to Mar. 31, 1928.
Stockhoff,
Mrs. Lizzie H., Kansas City.
Miller, Mrs.
1,

Emma

1925—
Beavers, Mrs. Etta B., Marysville.
1925, to Oct. 31, 1925; resigned.
Bauersfield, Miss Fern, Coffeyville.

May

1,

Nov.

1,

1925—.
Inspectors.
I.,

Jarrell,

Mrs.

1,

1924-'25.
Williams, Topeka.

Kansas City.

Doster,

Myra

Oct.

1925—
Secretaries.

M.

Tucker, Hallie
Lillis,

Anna

R.,

1917-'22.

Kansas City.

1924

—

SCHOOL CODE COMMISSION, STATE.
Ingalls, Sheffield, Atchison, chairman.
Mar.
25, 1921-'22.
Johnson, J. M., secretary. Mar. 25, 1921-'22.
Kimball, Paul H.
Mar. 25, 1921-'22.
Walker, Ida M. Mar. 25, 1921-'22.
Grinstead, Minnie J. Mar. 25, 1921-'22.
Van De Mark, M. V. B. Mar. 25, 1921-'22.
Rarick, C. E., Hays City. Mar. 25, 1921-'22.

SCHOOL TEXTBOOK COMMISSION.
Stryker, William, state superintendent, chairman. 1897-'99; d. Tulsa, Okla., Feb. 25,
1918.
1897-1901.
Black, S. W., Pittsburg.

Hurd, W.

1897-1901.
1897-1901.
McDonald, Norman, Osage City. 1897 -'99.
J.,

secretary, Helton.

Jewett. A. v., Abilene.

1903-'05.

McCray, D. O., Topeka. 1897-'99; 1901-'09.
McDonald, Norman, Osage City. 1897-'99.
1897-1901.
Nees, S. M., Independence.
1897-1901.
Lupfer. A. H., Lariied.
Nelson, Frank, state superintendent, chairman. 1899-1903; June 16, 1905, to Apr.
1, 1909.
1899-1901.
Spindler, J. W., Winfield.
1899-1901.
Smith, F. P., Lawrence.
Bear, H. F. M., secretary, Wellington. 19011903.
1901-'09.
Carney, Albert B., Concordia.
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1901 -'03.
Leidy, Fremont, Leon.
1901-'03; d. OtSheldon, H. F., Ottawa.
tawa, Dec. 22, 1917.
1901-'03.
Shirk, D. F., Cottonwood Falls.
Stanley, Edmund, Wichita. 1901-'03.
1901-'05.
Taylor, Edwin, Edwardsville.
Taylor, Albert Reynolds, Emporia.
Apr. 6,
1901, to June 15, 1901.
Dayhoff, Insley L., state superintendent, chairman. 1903-'05.
Swingle, C. G., secretary, Manhattan. 19031905.
1903-'05.
Butcher, H. P., Argentine.
Kendrick, George W., Leavenworth. 1903 -'05.
1903-'07.
Starr, J. C, Scott City.
Madden, John, Emporia. 1903 -'05.
Winans, George W., Hutchinson. Apr. 1, 1905,
to Apr. 1, 1909; d. Hutchinson, Jan. 14,
1918.
Hall, W. B., Abilene.
Apr. 1, 1905, to Apr.
1, 1909.
Nees, S. M., Independence. Apr. 1, 1905, to
Apr. 1, 1909.
Lyon, Willard, Lincoln Center. Apr. 1, 1905,
to Apr. 1, 1909.
Hill, Joseph H., Emporia.
Apr. 1, 1905, to
Mar. 27, 1907.
Vinsonhaler, Charles, Troy.
Mar. 27, 1907,
to Apr. 1, 1909.
Lillis, T. F., Leavenworth.
Apr. 1, 1909, to
Feb. 21, 1912.
Sheldon, Charles M., Topeka. Apr. 1, 1909,
to Feb. 21, 1912; resigned.
Murlin, L. H.. Baldwin.
Apr. 1, 1909, to
Feb. 21, 1912 resigned.
Bishop, Samuel D., Lawrence. Apr. 1, 1909,
to Feb. 1912
resigned.
Hodges, George H., Olathe.
Apr. 1, 1909,
to 1913.
Templin, Olin, Lawrence. Apr. 1, 1909, to
Feb. 1912; resigned.
Taylor, Carr W., Hutchinson.
Apr. 1, 1909,
to Apr. 12, 1909.
Kimball, Charles A., Manhattan.
Apr. 1,
1909, to Apr. 1, 1913.
Price, Richard R., Hutchinson.
Apr. 12,
1909, to Feb. 1912; resigned.
Porter, D. C, Caldwell. Feb. 21, 1912, to
Apr. 1, 1913.
Maher, John, Salina. Feb. 21, 1912, to Apr.
1, 1913.
Estey, Stephen S., Topeka. Feb. 21, 1912,
to Apr. 1, 1913.
Pearson, Matthew E., Kansas City.
Mar.
22, 1912, to Apr. 1, 1913.
Pihlblad, Ernst F., Lindsborg.
Mar. 22.
1912, to Apr. 1, 1913.
Hettinger, James, Hutchinson. Mar. 22, 1912,
to Apr. 1, 1913.
;

;

SCHOOL BOOK COMMISSION, STATE.
Commission composed of seven members,
and two appointed by the govit succeeded the School Text Book
Commission by legislative enactment, 1913.

five ex officio J

ernor

;

State superintendent of public instruction, ex
officio.

President State Normal school, ex officio.
President Kansas State Agricultural College,
ex officio.
State printer, ex officio.
President Kansas State Board of Agriculture,
ex officio.
BuIIard, Mrs. Corai Wellhouse, Tonganoxie.
•Apr. 1, 1913, to Apr. 1, 1923.
Cain, Cullen A., Topeka.
Apr. 1, 1913, to
Jime 5, 1914.
Risdon, Charles Sunfiner, Independence. June
8, 1914, to Apr. 1, 1915.
Ross, William D., state superintendent, Topeka.
Apr. 1, 1913, to Jan. 1919.
Austin, William C, state printer, Topeka.
Apr. 1, 1913. to July 1, 1915.

— — —

—
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— Concluded.

SOLDIERS' COMPENSATION

School Book Commission^ State

Waters, Henry Jackson, president K. S. A. C,
Manhattan. Apr. 1, 1913, to Mar. 1918:
d. Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 25, 1925.
Hill, Joseph Henry, president Kansas State
Normal School, Emporia. Apr. 1, 1913,
to June 30, 1913.
Ross, George B., member State Board of Agriculture, Sterling.
Apr. 1, 1913, to Feb.
2,

]916.

Butcher,

Thomas

Walter,

State

president,

Normal School, Emporia. July 1, 1913
McNeal, Thomas A., Topeka. Apr. 1, 1915,
1923; Apr. 1, 1925
Smith, William R., state printer, Topeka.
July 1, 1915, to Feb. 1919.
Tredway, J. T., La Harpe, member State
Board of Agriculture.
Feb. 2, 1916, to
to Apr.

1,

Jan. 8, 1918.
Jardine, William Marion, president K. S. A.
C, Manhattan. Mar. 1918 to July 1925.
Wolf, O. O., member State Board of Agriculture, Ottawa.
Jan. 8, 1918, to Jan.
1919; Apr. 1919 to Apr. 1921.
Wooster, Lorraine Elizabeth, state superintendent, Topeka.
Jan. 1919 to Jan. 1923.
Thompson, H. S., member State Board of
Agriculture, Sylvia.
Jan. 1919 to Apr.
1919.
Zumwalt, Imri, state printer, Bonner Springs.
Mar. 1919 to May 1921; d. Kansas City,
May 1], 1921.
Kyle, Horace Greeley, member State Board
of Agriculture, Abilene.
Apr. 1, 1921, to
Feb. 1925; d. Feb. 27, 1925.
Walker, Bert P., state printer, Osborne.

July 1921—
Miley,
Jess
Wells,
state
superintendent,
Girard. July 1923—
Apr.
Roseberry, Mrs. Grace Norton, Erie.
1923 to Apr. 1925.
Apr. 1923 to
McGuire, Harry, Florence.
Apr. 1925.
Manning, F. H., member State Board of
Apr. 1925
Agriculture, Parkerv-ille.
Apr. 8,
Risdon, Charles S., Independence.

1925—
Secretaries.
Falls.

Apr. 10, 1913, to Feb. 25, 1919.

Mcllhenny, Jacob Henry, Kingman. Apr. 15,
1919, to June 1, 1923.
June 1, 1923, to
Kesselring, Bert, Atwood.

May

31, 1925.

House, Miss Olga, Topeka.

DEPARTMENT.
(See Kansas
partment.)

June

1,

1925

SCHOOL LANDS, INDEMNITY, COMMISSION TO SELECT AND LOCATE.
West, G. C, Parsons. Dec. 24, 1877.
Thrasher, L. A., lola. Dec. 24, 1877.
Snow, L. B. Dec. 24, 1877.
Stone. J. E., Caney. Dec. 24, 1877.
Morse, O. E., Mound City. Dec. 24, 1877.
McQuary, J. C, Salina. Dec. 24, 1877.

SEED WHEAT, AGENT TO PURCHASE

AND DISTRIBUTE.
Mar.
Wright, John K., Junction City.
1869; d. Junction City, Jan. 14, 1904.
Logan, Joseph. Mar. 8, 1871.

3,

SILK-CULTURE COMMISSION.
Mar. 1887-'89.

Codding, J. S. Mar. 1887-'89.
Mar. 1887 to Mar. 12, 1888.
Morse, J. H.
Brewer, James Henry Clay. Mar. 12, 18881889.

Buck, L. A.

1889-'97.

DODGE

CITY.

Directors.

Booth,
July

Henry, Larned.
July 11, 1889, to
1893; d. near Larned, Feb. 12,

8,

1898.
Ira F.
July 11, 1889, to July 3,
1892.
Barker, John Dana.
July 11, 1889, to June
6, 1890; d. Girard, Jan. 20, 1912.
McGonigal, James Bronson.
June 6, 1890.
Coulter, O. H. July 3, 1892; d. Santa Anna,
Cal., Jan. 12, 1912.
Van Vorhis, L. June 15, 1893, to July 3,
1897.
Bohrer, G. June 15, 1893, to June 5, 1895.
Stewart, Julius H.
June 15, 1893, to July
3, 1896; d. Goodland, 1923.
Junneau, H. July 3, 1895, to Mar. 3, 1897.
Kerr, R. N. Mar. 13, 1897, to July 3, 1901.
Davis, J. A. Mar. 13, 1897, to July 3, 1899;
d. Topeka, Mar. 15, 1918.
Collins,

Grisham, Thomas Henry. Mar. 13, 1897 d.
Cottonwood Falls, July 28, 1918.
Dutro, James. July 3, 1899, to Julv 3, 1905.
Burton, George.
Feb. 21, 1899. to July 3,
;

1904.

Mar.

Hancock, T. N.
1903;

3,

1899,

to

July

3,

d.

Dobj-ns, J. B. Julv 3, 1903, to July 3, 1906.
Sutton, Michael W., Dodge City.
Dec. 24,
1904, to Julv 3, 1910; d. Dodge Citv, June
12, 1918.
Lyon, F. A., Fort Scott. July 18, 1905, to
July 1, 1911.
Apr.
Smitli, Abram Wentworth, McPherson.
13, 1908, to Julv 3, 1910; d. Jan. 2, 1919.
Churchill, S. J., Lawrence.
July 1, 1909, to
July 3, 1911.
Mar. 6, 1909, to
Breese, A. M., Elmdale.

Mar. 1, 1910; resigned.
Mar.
Strain, Frank, Agra.
1911

;

July

8,

1,

1910, to July

1912—

July 3, 1910,
Clark, Ansel Russell, Sterling.
to Julv 3, 1913; d. Sterling, Sep. 4, 1920.
Bender, D. M., Parsons. July 3, 1911—

Brooks, Wm. E., Fort Scott.
1916.
Meyers, Stance, Leavenworth.

July

3,

1911-

July

3,

1911-

1915.
Michaelis, Mrs. Agnes, Nickerson.
Apr. 1,
1915, to Feb. 1923; resigned.
Mar. 1, 1915
Harrison, John N., Ottawa.
Wells, H. R., Louisburg.
Mar. 9, 1917, to
Oct. 1921.
Oct. 26, 1921,
Kimball, James A., Salina.
to Jan. 1923; d. Salina, Jan. 28, 1923.
Jan. 26, 1923,
Miller, Martin, Fort Scott.
to Apr. 1, 1926.
Mar. 1,
Hickok, Mrs. Ethel B., Satanta.
1923, to Apr. 1, 1925.
Lewis, Fred, Marion. Mar. 1, 1923, to Jan.
1925; resigned.
Jan. 27, 1925,
Holstein, C. E., Fort Scott.
to Mar. 31, 1927.
Apr. 1,
Mickel, Mrs. Minnie M., Soldier.
1925, to Mar. 3, 1928.

Commandants.
Sweeney, Dennis L., Dodge City.
to

William.son, Charles.

Compensation De-

Soldi.rs'

SOLDIERS' HOME,

3,

Thoroman, Albert Morton, Cottonwood

Society.

May

Dec. 1891

1893.

Moody, Charles H.

May

1,

1893, to Mar.

24, 1894; removed.
Mar. 24, 1894, to Mar. 1,
Reed, Enos.
1895; resigned.
Cunningham, C. M., Osborne county. Mar.
1, 1895, to Apr. 1897.

:

Official

Home^ Dodge City

Soldiers'

Kansas Roster.

— Concluded.

—

Breese,

first

board authorized by the legislawas as follows
d. Topeka, Oct.
J.

ture of 1866

Crawford, Gov. Samuel

Thomas,

1901-'O9.
S. H.
1909-'13.
Breese, A. M.
Hatten, Ancil F., Westphalia. 1913-'15.
1915-'20.
Martin, S. S.
Apr. 1920 -'24.
Tronjo, George G.
1924—
Hatten, Ancil F., Westphalia.

;

21, 1913.
Barker, Rinaldo Allen, secretary of state; d.
Swallow, John R., auditor of state; d. May
15, 1881.
Spriggs, William, treasurer of state
d. Garnett, Jan. 12, 1911.
Goodnow, Isaac T., superintendent of public
instruction; d. Manhattan, Mar. 20, 1894.
;

Mother Bickerdyke Home.
Soldiers'
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STATEHOUSE COMMISSION.
The

Commandants Concluded.
A. M. Apr. 1, 1897-1901.

(Annex of State

:

Home.)

The second board was elected in 1867 by
the legislature in joint s'ession.

Superintendents.

Bowman, William, Atchison.
Hammond, John, Emporia.

Cludas, Mrs. Belle. Julv 1901-'02.
Kyle, A. R. Julv 1902-'ll.
Matteson, J. D. 1911-'14.
1914-'22.
Kyle, A. R.
1922-'24.
Pierce, J. H.
1924—
Atkisson, B. F.

Killen, Daniel,

Wyandotte.

abolished Mar. 10, 1874.
In 1879
the governor appointed the following
1879-'83;
Williams, H. H., Osawatomie.
1886 to Nov. 2, 1887; resigned; d. San
Diego, Cal., Mar. 28, 1906.
Hammond, John, Emporia. 1879 -'86.
Anderson, John B., Junction City. 1879-'85;
d. Manhattan, July 25, 1897.
Hood, James M., Hanover. 1883-'85.
Carr, Erasmus Theodore, Leavenworth. 1885'86; d. Los Angeles, Cal., May 12, 1915.
1885-'86.
Butler, J. A., Sterling.
Love, Alexander, Lawrence. 1886.
Office

STATE AGENTS AT WASHINGTON.
1866, to seAnderson, Thomas J., Topeka.
cure claim of state for military expenditures.
Blackford, William Davis, Douglas county.
served into
Commissioned May 24, 1867
(appointed to pros3Cute soldiers'
1870;
claims*);
d. Washington, D. C, Mav 5,
;

1907.

Crawford, Samuel J., Topeka. Mar. 3, 1877,
to Mar. 15, 1891; d. Topeka, Oct. 21, 1913.
Mar.
Martin, William Wallace, Fort Scott.
15, 1891, to Mar. 1, 1905.
Mar. 0,
Nicholson, John Charles, Newton.

1905—

STATE ARCHITECTS.

Adams, Nathaniel A., Manhattan.
Manhattan, May 2, 1895.

Bowman, William,

Atchison.

1886; d.

1887.

STATEHOUSE GROUNDS, COMMISSION
FOR IMPROVEMENT OF.
McVicar, Peter, Topeka. Mar. 11, 1871 d.
Topeka, June 5, 1903.
Tweedale, William, Topeka. Mar. 11, 1871;
d. Topeka, Nov. 4, 1900.
Jewell, C. W., Topeka.
Mar. 16, 1871; d.
Topeka, Jan. 27, 1901.
Anthonv, George Tobev, Leavenworth. Mar.
16, 1871; d. Topeka, Aug. 5, 1896.
;

Feb. 14, to Apr.
Mix, Edward Townsend.
14, 1866; d. Minneapolis, Minn., Sep. 23,
1890.
Haskell,

Apr.
John Gideon, Lawrence.
d. Lawrence, Nov. 25, 1907.

14,

1866-'74;

In 1874 State House Commission abolished,
and no architects appointed until 1879.
Mar.
Carr, Erasmus Theodore, Leavenworth.
27, 1879, to May, 1885.
Haskell, John Gideon and

Lawrence and Topeka. May 17, 1885, to
Mar. 16, 1886.
Ropes, George C, Topeka. Apr. 9, 1886, to
Mar. 30. 1887.
McDonald, Kenneth, Louisville, Ky. Apr. 1,
1887, to

May,

STATE INSTITUTIONS, BOARD OF

WOMAN

Wood, Louis M.,

1889.

Ropes, George C, Topeka. May 1, 1889, to
Apr. 1, 1891.
Van Brunt,
and Setton, F. W., of Kansas City, Holland, J. C, of Topeka, and a
Mr. Putnam, of the A. T. & S. F. Rly. appointed as a special committee of architects
to investigate and report on condition of
masonry on west wing of state house; re-

Stanley,
1911.

Emma

VISITORS OF.

H., Wichita.

Mar.

25,

1905-

Lewis, Cora G., Kinsley.
Mar. 25, 1905-'ll.
Johnston, Lucy B., Topeka. Apr. 17, 19111914.
Chalkley, Genevieve H., Lawrence.
Apr. 17,
1911-'14.
Mitchner, Lillian M., Topeka. Mar. 3, 19141915.

,

port made Sep. 13, 1889.
Haskell, John Gideon, Lawrence.

1891 -'93.

Davis,
Seymour, Topeka.
1893-'95;
d.
Philadelphia, Sep. 3, 1923.
Holland, James C, Topeka. 1895-'97.
Lescher, Theodore C, Topeka.
1897-'99; d.
Topeka, Nov. 18, 1923.
Stanton, John Frederick, Topeka.
1899 to
May 1, 1909; d. Topeka, Nov. 25, 1916.
Chandler, Charles H., Topeka. May 1, 1909,
to Dec. 1918; d. Topeka, Dec. 18, 1918.
Gamble, Ray L., Topeka. Jan. 1, 1919, to
Mar. 31, 1923; resigned.
Routlege, Chester M., Hutchinson.
Apr. 1,
1923, to Apr. 1, 1925.
Cuthbert, Charles D., Topeka. Apr. 1, 1925,
to Mar. 31, 1927.

SURVEYORS GENERAL.
Mark W., Leavenworth. Appointed
Apr. 1861; served to Oct. 20, 1863; d.
Leavenworth, May 8, 1879.
Wilder, Daniel Webster, Brown county. Appointed Oct. 8, 1863; served from Oct. 21,
1863, to 1865; d. Hiawatha, July 15, 1911.
Sleeper, Hiram S.
Appointed Mar. 15, 1865;
served to Apr. 13, 1869.
Babcock, Carmi W.j Lawrence.
Appointed
Apr. 13, 1869; served to 1876, when on
June 30 the office was discontinued; d. at
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 22, 1899.
D'elahay,

TAX LAWS, COMMISSION FOR THE
REVISION OF THE.
Foster, C. F., Topeka.
July 29, 1872.
Koester, Charles F., Marysville.
July 29,
1872; d. Marysville, Aug. 15, 1902.
Brooks, Paul R., Lawrence.
July 29, 1872;
d. Lawrence, Dec. 19, 1916.

—
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Tax Laws, Commission for the Revision
Concluded.

OP THE^

Francis, John, Colony. 1901 d. Colony, Aug.
3, 1918.
1901.
Biddle, Charles Franklin, Coldwater.
1901.
Grosser, Emil, Enterprise.
Hurrel, Cyrus Frailey, Holton. 1901.
Smith, Frederick Dumont, Kinsley. 1901.
;

TAX COMMISSION.
absorbed by
1925
Public Service Commission.)

(Office abolished, July 1,

;

Howe, Samuel T., Topeka. July 1, 1907 to
May, 1922; d. Topeka, May 13, 1922.
Crummer, Schuyler C, Belleville. July 1,
1907, to July 1, 1911; d. Kansas City,
Nov. 29, 1913.
Humphrey, James, Junction City. July 1,
1907, to Sep. 18, 1907; d. Topeka, Sep.
18, 1907.
Sep. 18, 1907, to
Glass, W. S., Marysville.
Feb. 27, 1911; d. Marysville, May 31,
1914.
Milton, Benjamin Franklin, Dodge City. July
1, 1911, to July 1, 1913; d. Sep. 18, 1915.
Burnett, J. A., Caldwell. July 1, 1911-'15.
Hostetler, J. H., Belleville. July 1, 1913-'15;
resigned.
White, Hays B., Mankato. July 1, 1915, to
Aug. 1, 1918; resigned.
Nov. 1, 1915,
Kincaid, Jasper T., Olathe.
to July 1, 1921.
Laing, Henry M., Russell. Aug. 1, 1918, to
June 30, 1919.
Rowan, William McD., Garden City. July 1,

1919-'25

Society.

1868—June

30, Emporia.
Benjamin F. Mudge, president, Manhattan.
1867-'68; d. Manhattan, Nov. 21. 1879.
Miss M. J. Watson, recording secretary.

1867- '68.

1869—June

29,

Manhattan.

David

J. Brewer, president, Leavenworth.
1868- '69; d. Mar. 28, 1910.
Mrs. J. H. Gorham, recording secretary,
Emporia. 1868-'69.
1870—June 27, Wyandotte.

J. Banister, president,

I.

Paola.

1869-'70.

Miss Alice L. Watson, recording secretary.
1869- '70.
1870 Dec. 27, Leavenworth.
J.
Evans Piatt, president, Manhattan.
June to Dec. 1870.
Miss E. M. Dickinson, recording secretary,
Quindaro. June to Dec. 1870.
1871—Dec. 26, Topeka.
Philetus Fales, president, Ottawa.
1870-

—

1871.

Mrs. Harriet A. Monroe, recording secre1870- '71.
tary, Atchison.
1872—Dec. 25, Humboldt.
John Eraser, Lawrence, elected president
for 1871-'72, but being absent from
next annual meeting, D. J. Evans, county
superintendent of Shawnee county,

was

elected in his place.

Isham, recording secretary, Council
Grove. 1871-'72.
1873—Aug. 27, Ottawa.
John W. Horner, president, Chetopa, 1872'73; d. Osawatomie, Aug. 1873.
B.

C.

Lemmon, recording secretary, Independence. 1872-'73.
Aug. 18, Lawrence.
W. C. Rote, president, Lawrence. 1873- '74.
E. F. Robinson, secretary. 1873-'74.
Allen B.

Foster, C. D., Ness City. July 1, 1921-'25.
June 1, 1922, to
Smith, Clarence, Topeka.
July 1, 1923.
Ryan, J. M., Holton. July 1, 1923, to June
30, 1924.

Bowman, Noah

Gamett.

L.,

July

1,

1923-

1925.

—

1874

Miss Nannie Haynes, assistant secretary.
1873-'74.

1875—Aug.

Secretaries.

John H., Marion. July 1, 1907, to
Apr. 15, 1908.
Smith, Clarence, Topeka. Apr. 15, 1908-'22.
Timmons, S. W., Topeka. 1922 -'23.
Sweezy, Alva. July, 1923-'25.
Staith,

24,

Topeka.

E. F. Robinson, of Cloud county, elected
1874-'75;
president,
James Marvin,
elected to fill out his term.
Mrs. M. J. Sharon, secretary. 1875.

1876—Jime

20, Valley Falls.
C. Speer, president, Junction City.
1875-'76.
Mrs. Harriet A. Monroe, recording secre1875-'76.
tary, Atchison.

H.

TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION, KANSAS
STATE.
Date and

place of meetings, and officers pre-

—Sep.
—July

1863
1864

siding.

Organized at Leavenworth.
19, Topeka.

29.

Goodnow, president, Manhattan.
1863- '64; d. Manhattan, Mar. 20, 1894.
Orlando Sawyer, recording secretary, Atch-

Isaac T.

ison.

—July

1865

1863-'64.
26, Atchison.

president, Leavenworth.
1864- '65; d. Highland, Sep. 12, 1887.
Orlando Sawyer, recording secretary, Atch-

Hugh D. McCarty,
ison.

—

1864-'65.

1866 July 3, Lawrence.
Orlando Sawyer, president, Atchison.

1865-

1866.

R.

W. Putnam,

assistant secretary, Leaven-

worth. 1865-'66.
1867 July 2, Topeka.
Dr. Peter McVicar, president, Topeka.
1866-'67; d. Jan. 5, 1903.
Lyman B. Kellogg, recording secretary, Em1866-'67; d. Emporia, Oct. 10,
poria.
1918.

—

1877

—

June 26, Emporia.
L. B. Kellogg, president, Emporia.
'77; d. Emporia, Oct. 10, 1918.

1876-

Mary

A. Higbey, recording secre1876-'77.
tary, Oswego.
1878 June 24, Atchison.
Allen B. Lemmon, president, Independence.
1877-'78.
William Wheeler, recording secretary, Ottawa. 1877-'78.
1879 June 16, Lawrence.
James Marvin, president, Lawrence. 1878'79; d. Lawrence, July 9, 1901.
Buel T. Davis, secretary, Emporia. 1878-

Miss

—
—

1879.

1880

—June

22,

Topeka.

1879president, Topeka.
11, 1881.
1879-'80.
L. G. A. Copley, secretary.
L. A.

Thomas,

'80;

1881

d.

—June

WUliam

Nov.

21,

Manhattan.

A. Wheeler, president, Ottawa.
1880-'81.
F. W. Parsons, recording secretary, Os1880-'81.
borne.

Official
Teachers' Association, Kansas State

Kansas Roster.

—

Continued.

;

—

—

1884.
28, Topeka.
Canfield,

Hulme

James

1884-'85;

rence.

Mar.
J.

d.

29, 1909.
secretary,
28,

Law-

president,

New

C.
Weir,
1884- '85.

1886—Dec.

Arkansas

City.

1885- '86.

1887— Dec. 27, Topeka.
T. W. Conway, president,

Independence.

1886- '87.
secretary,

1886-

Wichita.

1888— Dec.

27, Topeka.
G.
Larimer,
president,
Topeka.
1887- '88.
A. P. Warrington, secretary, Minneapolis.
1887- '88.

Harry

1889— Dec.

25,

Topeka.
president,

Em-

1888-'89.

poria.

John W. Ferguson,

secretary,

Kansas City.

1888- '89.

1890—Dec.
D.

E.

29,

Topeka.

Saunders,

1889- '90.
Miss Sue D.

president.

Hoaglin,

Fort

secretary,

Scott.

Holton.

1889- '90,

1891—Dec.
David

S.

Topeka.
1890-

1891.

J.

18961896-

1898—Dec.

27, Topeka.
John MacDonald, president, Topeka. 1897'98; d. Topeka, Oct. 11, 1916.
Helen N. Eacker, secretary, Minneapolis.

1897- '98.

1899— Dec.

26, Topeka.
Frank R. Dyer, president, Wichita.

1898-

1899.

Helen N. Eacker, secretary,
1898- '99.
1900— Dec. 26, Topeka.

Edward Thomas

Minneapolis.

Fairchild, president, Ells-

1899-1900.

worth.

Miss Lucy Howard,
1899- 1900.

secretary,

Belleville.

1901.

Miss Bertha Marlatt, secretary, Concordia.
1900- '01.
1902— Dec. 29, Topeka.
Joseph Henry Hill, president, Emporia.
1901- '02.
Miss Bertha Marlatt, secretary, Concordia.
1901- '02.
1903 Dec. 29, Topeka.
Arvin Solomon Olin, president, Lawrence.
1902- '03.
Miss Catherine Harkness, secretary, Ness

—

1902-'03.

City.

1904— Dec.
Allen

Topeka.
Bushey, president,

27,

H.

Pittsburg.

Miss Julia M. Stone, secretary, Concordia.
1903- '04.
1905 Dec. 26, Topeka.

—

Thomas W.

Butcher, president, Wellington.

1904- '05.
Miss Julia M. Stone, secretary, Concordia.
1904- '05.
1906— Dec. 26, Topeka.
D. M. Bowen, president. Fort Scott. 1905-

Miss Marv McCreary, secretary, Emporia.
1905- '06.
1907— Dec. 25, Topeka.
W. S. Pickens, president, Hays, 1906-'07.
Miss Nora B. Gentry, secretary, Minne-

27, Topeka.

E. Klock, president, Leavenworth.
1892.

—

1918.

1894— Dec.

26, Topeka.
William Mehard Davidson, president, To-

1893-'94.

Miss Frances E. Katner, secretary, Troy.
1893-'94.

1895.

45—324

29, Topeka.

E. Boyer, president, Kingman. 1907 -'08,
Miss Henrietta V. Race, secretary, Winfield.

J.

1907- '08.

1909— Nov.

4, Topeka.
Risdon, president. Independence.
S.
1908- '09.
Miss Margai-et Moore, secretary, Salina.

C.

1908-'09.

1910— Oct.

20, Topeka.
Frank Strong, president, Lawrence.

1894-

1909-

1910.

wood
1894-

1895.

Miss Etta Cross, secretary, Osborne.

1908— Dec.

Miss Anna E. Arnold, secretary,

1895—Dec.

25, Topeka.
John Dietrich, president, Emporia.

1906-'07.

apolis.

1891-

Miss Ida M. Hodgdon, secretary, Lyons.
1891- '92.
1893 Dec. 26, Topeka.
George W. Winans, president, Junction
City.
1892-'93; d. Hutchinson, Jan. 14,

peka.

Topeka.

28,

E. Peairs, president, Lawrence.
1897.
H. P. Butcher, secretary, Wellington.
1897.

J.

1906.
29,

Pence, president, Wichita.

Mrs. C. F. Menninger, secretary, Topeka.
1890- '91.

1892— Dec.

1897— Dec.

1903- '04.

Newton Wilkinson,

Jasper

Emma

1901— Dec. 25. Topeka.
W. M. Sinclair, president. El Dorado. 1900-

Topeka.

Chidester,
1887.

president. Junction
1895-'96.
G. Sackett, secretary. Parsons.
1895-'96.

Miss

York, N. Y.,

Philo Jesse Williams, president, Lawrence.
1885- '86; d. Everett, Mass., Mar. 21,
1907.
Miss A. J. Carruthers, secretary, Salina.

M.

1896— Dec. 29, Topeka.
George W. Kendrick,
City.

—

1881 Dec. 27, Topeka.
Dr.
William Bishop, president, Salina.
1881 d. Salina, June 4, 1900.
Rich C. Meade, secretary, Atchison. 1881.
1882 Dec. 27, Topeka.
George T. Fairchild, president, Manhattan.
1881- '82; d. Berea, Mar. 15, 1901.
1883 Dec. 26, Topeka.
Frank A. Fitzpatrick, president, Leaven1882-'83.
worth.
David E. Lantz, secretary, Manhattan.
1882- '83.
1884— Dec. 29, Topeka.
Albert R.
Taylor,
president,
Emporia.
1883- '84.
Lewis Scott, secretary, Marysville.
1883-

1885— Dec.
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Falls.

Cotton-

1909-'10.

1911— Nov. 9, Topeka.
M. E. Pearson, president, Kansas

City.

1910-'ll.

Mrs. Emily K. Hoelcel, secretary.

1910-'n.

—
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Teachers' Association, Kansas State

1912—Nov.
Henry

—

FOR.

Topeka.
Waters, president,

Advisory Commission.
Troup, R. G., Garden City. June 30, 1911-

7,

J.

Manhattan.

1911-'12.

W. S. Heusner, president, Salina.
L. D. Whittemore, secretary, Topeka.
1913.

1912-'13.

Topeka.
—Nov.
Lowther,

1912-

president, Emporia.
L. A.
1914.
D. A. Ellsworth, secretary, Topeka.
1914.

19131913-

1915— Nov.

11, Topeka.
Lillian Scott, president,

Baldwin City.

1914-'15.
D. A. Ellsworth, secretary, Topeka.
1915.

1916

Topeka.
—Nov.
Mayberry, president, Wichita.

1916.
Frank L. Pinet, secretary, Topeka.
1916.

1917—Nov. 8, Topeka.
W. H. Johnson, president,

—No

meeting on account

of

6,

Salina.
O. Hall,

1916-

1917-

Topeka, Pittsburg. Wichita,
1918-

1919.
Frank L. Pinet, secretary, Topeka.
1919.

1918-

— Oct.

28, Topeka, Independence, Hays,
Hutchinson.
1919-'20.
A. Lewis, president. Hays.
Frank L. Pinet, secretary, Topeka. 1919-

W.

1920.
3, Topeka, Wichita, Salina, Pittsburg.
A. E. Lunceford, president, Florence. 19201921.
Frank L. Pinet, secretary, Topeka. 19201921.

1921

1922

—Nov.

—Oct.

19. Topeka, Pittsburg, Hutchinson,

Hays.
Jess W. Miley, president, Pittsburg.
1922.
Frank L. Pinet, secretary, Topeka.
1922.

19211921-

1923—Oct.

18, Topeka, Salina. Wichita, Independence.
E. L. Holton, president, Manhattan. 19221923.
Frank L. Pinet, secretary, Topeka, 19221923.
1924 Oct. 16, Topeka, Hays, Hutchinson,
Parsons.
P. Rowland, president, Hutchinson.
S.
1923-'24.
Frank L. Pinet, secretary, Topeka. 19231924.

—

1925

—Nov.
Dodge

5,

June

M., Wetmore.

S.

Health, ex
Sippy, John

J.,

30,

1911-

June 30, 1911-

June 30, 1911-'26.

secretary

officio.
J., Belle

State

July

Plaine.

Board of
1,

1913,

to Mar. 1, 1914.
M. M., Macksville. July 1, 1913-'16.
Shelly, S. T., Mulvane.
Mar. 1, 1914-'15.
Lathrop, W. C, Norton. Feb. 15, 1917, to
June 20, 1927.

Hart,

Loveland, Dr. Forrest L., Topeka. Mar. 13,
1923, to June 30, 1928.
Stoner, D. R., Ellis.
July 1, 1923, to July
1, 1927.
Superintendents.

Kenney, C.

S.

1913—

STATE UNIVERSITY.

Kansas City, Emporia,

City, Coffeyville, Wichita.

Goodnow, Isaac

T., Manhattan.
Feb. 28,
1863; d, Manhattan, Mar. 20, 1894.
Feb. 28, 1863; d.
Lawrence, July 7, 1870.
Thorp, Simeon M., Lawrence. Feb. 28, 1863;
d. Lawrence, Aug. 21, 1863.
Miller, Josiah, Lawrence.

1917-

president, Hutchinson.

1920

Gamett.

A.,

J.

J.

1914.
Bauer, W. H., Sylvia.

1915-

influenza

epidemic.
O. Hall, president, Hutchinson.
1918.
Frank L. Pinet, secretary, Topeka.
1918.

J.

Perdum,

Commissioners.

J.

1919— Nov.

1915-

x^awrence. 1916-

1917.
Frank L. Pinet, secretary, Topeka.
1917.

1918

1914-

9,

W.

L.

1912.
Milligan,
1929.

Crumbine,

12,

Miss

TUBERCULOSIS, STATE SANATORIUM

Concluded.

Mrs. Emily K. Hoelcel, secretary. 1911-'12.
1913—Nov. 26, Topeka.

1914

;

Salina,

Chancellors.
Oliver,

Robert W., Lawrence.

1865-'67;

d.

Philadelphia, Pa., June 23, 1899.
1868Eraser, John, Agricultural College, Pa.
'74; d. Allegheny City, Pa., June 4, 1878.
1874-'83;
Marvin, James, Meadville, Pa.
d.
Lawrence, July 9, 1901.
Lippincott, Joshua Allen, Carlisle, Pa. 1883'89; d. Los Angeles, Dec. 30, 1907.
Spangler, William Cornelius, Lawrence. Acting chancellor 1889-'90; 1901-'02; d. Lawrence, Oct. 22, 1902.
Snow, Francis Huntington, Lawrence. 18901901; d. Delafield, Wis., Sep. 21, 1908.
1902Strong, Frank, University of Oregon.
1920.
1920
Lindley, Ernest Hiram.
to Examine and Appraise
University Lands.
M., Seneca. Mar. 8, 1875,
Woodward, Orpheus S., Neosho Falls. Mar.
8, 1875; d. Leavenworth, June 27, 1919.
Thacher, "Timothy Dwight, Lawrence.
Mar.
8, 1875; d. Topeka, Jan. 17, 1894.

Commission

Miller, J.

Commission

to Procure a Bust of Gov.
Charles Robinson.
Robinson, Mrs. Sara T. D., Lawrence. Apr.
30, 1897; d. Lawrence, Nov. 15, 1911.
Woodward, Brinton Webb, Lawrence. Apr.
30, 1897; d. West Chester, Pa., Oct. 19,
1900.
Chadwick, Charles, Lawrence. Apr. 30, 1897
d. Lawrence, 1900.

Regents.
Robinson, Charles, Lawrence. Mar. 2, 1864'73
Feb. 1893 to May 1894 d. Lawrence,
Aug. 17, 1894.
Liggett, J. D.
Mar. 2, 1864-'70.
;

;

Mitchell, E. J.

Mar.

2,

1864-'65.

Crawford, George Addison, Fort Scott. Mar.
2. 1864-'65; Mar. 1, 1870-'73; d. Grand
Junction, Colo., Jan. 26, 1891.

Kansas Roster.

Official

—

State University Concluded.
Regents Concluded.

—

Emery, James Stanley, Lawrence.
1864-'68;

1873-'77;

d.

Mar.

Lawrence, June

2,
8,

1899.

Mar. 2,
Albert Howell, Atchison.
1864, to Dec. 18, 1864; d. Topeka, Sep.
2, 1902.
Mar. 2,
Lines, Charles Burrill, Wabaunsee.
1864-'74; d. Wabaunsee, Mar. 31, 1889.
Horton,

Mar. 2,
Thacher, Solon Otis, Lawrence.
1864-'68; d. Lawrence, Aug. 11, 1895,
Moore, George A. Mar. 2, 1864-'65.
Watson, John H. Mar. 2, 1864, to Feb. 20,
1865.

Kingman, Samuel Austin Topeka. Mar.
1864-'65; d. Topeka, Sep. 9, 1904.
John A., Topeka. Mar. 2, 1864;

Steele,

2,

d.

Topeka, Oct. 12, 1864.
Dec. 18,
Cyrus Kurtz, Topeka.
1864-'68; d. Topeka, Mar. 29, 1900.
Sep. 5, 1865,
Bartholow, E. M., Lawrence.
to Mar. 1, 1870; d. Williamsburg, 1883.
1865 to
Sears, Theodore Crosby, Ottawa.
Mar. 2, 1870.
Feb. 20,
Paddock, George W., Lawrence.
1865, to July, 1867; d.
Apr. 27, 1865Starrett, Wm. A., Lawrence.
Holliday,

1873.
Mitchell, D. P., Leavenworth. Feb. 20, 1865'73; d. near Halstead, Aug. 30, 1881.
1865 to
Wever, Joseph S., Leavenworth.
Mar. 2, 1872.
July 5, 1867Fisher, Hugh D., Lawrence.
'72; d. Baldwin, Oct. 29, 1905.

Tennev, William

C, Douglas

county.

1868-

1873.

Rt. Rev. Thomas Hubbard, Topeka.
1868-'73; d. Bryn Mawr, Pa., Oct. 6, 1889.
Ekin, Rev. John, Topeka. Mar. 3, 1868- '70.
1868-'73; d.
Elliott, Robert G., Lawrence.
Lawrence, July 16, 1917.
Mar. 1, 1870Giles, Frye Williams, Topeka.
'73; d. Topeka, June 9, 1898.

Vail,

Halderman, John Adams, Leavenworth.
1870-'73;
1908.
1,

d.

Salem,

Mass.,

Sep.

Mar.
27,

Mar. 1, 1870G., Leavenworth.
'73; d. Chambersburg, Pa., Nov. 19, 1905.
Woods, J. J. 1872-'73.
Reaser,

J.

By legislative act of 1873, the number of
was reduced to six and one ex -officio
member, the chancellor of the University.
regents

1873-'81;

Beattv, Archibald, Independence.
d. Topeka, Mar. 5, 1904.
1873-'83; d.
V. P., Enterprise.
Colorado Springs, Colo., Feb. 14, 1899.
1873-82; d.
Ingalls, Frank T., Atchison.
Nov. 9. 1880-'81; d.
Holt, Joel, Beloit.
Guthrie, Okla., Apr. 27, 1892.
McFarland, Noah C, Topeka. 1873-'76; Apr.
1, 1879, Nov. 1880; d. Topeka, Apr. 26,
1897.
Houts, T. F. 1873-'75.
Fairchild,
William, Leavenworth. Dec.
6,
1875-'77.
Reynolds, Milton W., Parsons. Mar. 9, 1876'79; d. Edmond, Okla., Aug. 9, 1890.
Woodward, Brinton Webb, Lawrence. Mar.
6, 1877-'80; d. Westchester, Pa., Oct. 19,
1900.

Wilson,

Mar. 6,
R. M., Leavenworth.
1877-'79; d. Atlantic City, N. J., June 26,

Hershfield,

1922.
Scott,
d.

John W.,

lola.

Mar.

10,

Guthrie, Okla., Jan. 19, 1899.

1879-'83;
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Thacher, Timothy Dwiglit, Topeka. Apr. 1,
1880- '83; d. Topeka, Jan. 17, 1894.
Benedict, S. S., Guilford. Apr. 1881-'85; d.
Guilford, Oct. 29, 1906.
Nisbet, E., Leavenworth.
Apr. 1881 to Dec.
27, 1881.
Downs, Mrs. Cora M., Wyandotte. Dec. 27,

1881 - '83
Peck, George R., Topeka. Aug. 11, 1881-'87;
d. Chicago, 111., Feb. 22, 1923.
Otis, A. G., Atchison.
Feb. 5, 1883-'89; d.
Atchison, May 6, 1912.
Humphrey, James, Junction Citv.
Feb. 5,
1883-'85; d. Topeka, Sep. 18, i907.

Frank Aubrev, Leavenworth.
Feb. 5, 1883-'88.
White, William Sutton, Wichita.
Feb. 5,
1883-'85; d. Wichita, Mav 27, 1887.
Smith, Charles W., Stockton. Apr. 1885-'89;
d. Topeka, Jan. 3, 1925.
Mitchell, C. R., Geuda Springs.
Feb. 1885'95; d. Arkansas City, Apr. 16, 1919.
May 5,
Simpson, Matthew P., McPherson.
1885-'91; d. Newton, Mav 10, 1904.
Feb. 1887Gleed, Charles Sumner, Topeka.
'93, 1895-'97; d. Topeka, July 25, 1920.
Billings, J. F., Clay Center.
Feb. 1885-'90.
Moody, Joel, Mound City. 1889-'93; d. Topeka, Feb. 18, 1914.
1889-'93,
Spangler, William C, Lawrence.
1901-'02; d. Lawrence, Oct. 22, 1902.
Valentine, Delbert A., Clay Center.
Jan. 27,
Fitzpatrick,

1890-'95.
1891-1903.
Scott, Charles Frederick, lola.
Rogers, William, Washington. Feb. 1893-'94,
Feb. 1897-1901.
Sams, James P., Seneca. Feb. 1893-1901.
Clarke, Henry S., Lawrence. May 1894-1901.
Forney, J. W., Belle Plaine. Feb. 1895-1903.
Crowell, Frank G., Atchison. Feb. 1895-1907.
Moore, Oscar L., Abilene. 1894-'95.
Hopkins, Scott, Horton.
Feb. 1901-'07;
1911-'13; d. Topeka, Dec. 2, 1917.
Potter, Thomas M., Peabody. Feb. 1901 -'09.
Ackley, Earnest L., Concordia.
Feb. 1901'05; d. Concordia, Aug. 27, 1901.
Wilmoth, Alvin Lee, Concordia. Oct. 1901'05; d. Concordia, Jan. 16, 1924.
Mitchell, Alex C, Lawrence. Feb. 1903-'09;
d. Lawrence, July 11, 1911.
Converse, Chas. N., Waverly. Feb. 1903-'05.
Butcher, Thomas W., Wellington.
1903 -'07.
White, William Allen, Emporia.
.Mar. 6,
1905, to Nov. 26, 1912 resigned.
Gleed, James Willis, Topeka, Jan. 22, 1907,
to Mar. 24, 1911.
Morgan, William Yoast, Hutchinson. Jan. 22,
1907, to Mar. 23, 1911.
Cambern, Leon S., Erie. Mar. 4, 1909-'13.
Kimball, James A., Salina.
Mar. 24, 1911'13; d. Salina, Jan. 28, 1923.
Elward, Rodney A., Castleton.
Mar. 23,
1911, to July 1, 1913.
Marble, George W., Fort Scott.
Nov. 26,
1912, to Julv 1, 1913.
Foley, C. F., Lyons.
Mar. 6, 1913, to July
1, 1913.
Humphrey, Vance, Junction Citv. Mar. 6,
1913, to July 1, 1913.
Pugh, Miss Rachel, Independence.
Mar. 6,
1913, to July 1, 1913.
Reeves, Albert Benton, Dodge City. Mar. 6,
1913, to July 1, 1913; d. Dodge City, Mar.
1925.
Note. Succeeded by the Board of Educational Administration, July 1, 1913. "Board
of Regents" for State Educational Institutions
created July 1, 1925.
;

—

— —
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ELEANOR TAYLOR BELL MEMORIAL
HOSPITAL, ROSEDALE.
Superintendents.

Howard Hoxie. 1906 -'08.
W. Haverkampf. 1908-'09.

Dr. George

George

1909-'10.
E. A. Rynerson.
Miss Minnis Wilson, Sep. 1910-May, 1911.
Miss Lesterra E Bechtel. 1911-'13.
Claude Doty. 1913-'15.
Miss S. Milo Hinch. 1913-'20; d. Feb. 1920.
Miss Martha Hardin, June 1, 1920, to Sep. 1,
1924.
Dr. H. R. Wahl. Sep. 1, 1924—

UNITED SPANISH WAR VETERANS,
KANSAS.
William

Department Commanders.
Washington, D. C.

J. Tuttle,

1907-

1908- '10;
C. Little, Abilene.
Washington, D. C, June 27, 1924.
1910-'ll.
Alexander M. Harvey, Topeka.
Frank Martin, Lorraine. 1911- '12.
1912 -'13.
Charles C. Church, Topeka.
M. G. Cockey, Salina. 1913-'14.
1914-'15.
A. J. Renoe, Leavenworth.
William L. Brown, Hutchinson. 1915-'16.
H. L. Robinson, Chicago, 111. 1916-'17.

Edward

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, STATE

BOARD FOR.
H. L. Kent, Manhattan, Director.

Charles Marvin Miller, Independence, Direc1,

1922

tion.

WATER COMMISSION, KANSAS.
Strickler, T. J., Cherryvale.
Apr. 12, 1917,
to Jan. 1, 1921; resigned.
Rice, H. A., Lawrence.
Apr. 12, 1917, to

Jan.

1,

1923.

Walker, H. B., Manhattan.

Jan.

1921,

11,

to Jan. 1, 1925.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES, STATE
SEALER OF.
officio

;

1923, which see.)

WESTERN UNIVERSITY

(NEGRO),

QUINDARO.
Trustees, Industrial Department.

Ransom, Rev.

May

1895-'96; 1904.
1897-1904.
Fischer, Paul.
1905
Schoenleber, Francis S.
Note. The professor of physiology and
veterinary science at the Kansas State Agricultural College is the state veterinary surgeon and is subject to the call of the State
Live Stock Commissioner.
S.

—

VETERINARIANS, STATE BOARD OF.
Feb. 13, 1908.
Hadley, T. W., Kansas City.

—

to "Fort Hays Kansas
Normal School," 1914
name changed to
"Kansas State Teachers College of Hays,"

VETERINARY SURGEON, STATE.

Mar.

June

tor.

Note. From Aug. 4, 1921, to May 31,
1922, the work was handled in the office of
the State Superintendent of Public Instruc-

SCHOOL, FORT HAYS.

Charles C. Church, Topeka. 1913 -'16.
1916-'17.
O. A. Faulk, Topeka.
Douglas Graham, Topeka. 1917 -'18.
1918-'23.
O. A. Faulk, Topeka.
1923-'24.
A. M. Howe, Topeka.
Albert H. Krause, Topeka. 1924

S., Salina.

1,

(Name changed

Adjutants.

Maxwell, Hugh

Jan.

1920.

WESTERN BRANCH STATE NORMAL

West Chapman, lola. 1924- '25.
John Schonbern, Parsons. 1925- '26.

Mayo, Nelson

1,

Chancellor, University of Kansas, ex

J.

Holcomb, A. A. Mar. 25, 1884-'89.
Going, W. H. Mar. 13, 1889-'93.
Mar. 25, 1893, to

May

1918, to

Cyrus Vance Williams, Manhattan, Director.
May 1, 1920, to Aug. 4, 1921.

d.

1917-'18.
L. C. Housel, Salina.
O. A. Faulk, Topeka. 1918-'19.
1919-'20.
Wichita.
James H. Pierce,
Bert S. Berry, Hutchinson. 1920-'21.
1921'22.
E. J. Rinev, Dodge City.
1922-'23.
E. G. Crandall, Parsons.
1923-'24.
Albert H. Krause, Topeka.

Society.

Conrad, B. W., Sabetha. Mar. 27, 1921, to
Mar. 26, 1924.
Kubin, E. F., McPherson.
Mar. 26, 1923,
to Mar. 26, 1926.
Coffey, R. F., Eskridge.
Mar. 26, 1924, to
Mar. 26, 1927.

1908.

Pritchard, George C.
25, 1895.

— —

——

26, 1907, to

Mar. 26, 1907,
to Sep. 1, 1909.
Knisley, D. O., Topeka.
Mar. 26, 1907,
to Nov. 17, 1909; d. Topeka, Feb. 15,
1917.
Nolan, D. W., Wichita.
Feb. 13, 1908, to
Mar. 26, 1911.
Robinson, B. A., Independence. Sep. 1, 1909.
to Mar. 26, 1921.
Wolf. O. O., Ottawa. Nov. 18, 1909-'28.
Shelter, Arthur, Wellington.
Mar. 26, 1911,
to Mar. 26, 1914.
Doyle, C. H., Newton. Mar. 26, 1914-'] 7.
Beattie, F. S., lola.
Mar. 26, 1917, to Mar.
26, 1923.

J. R.,

1899 to

Wichita.

May

21 1919
Keith. Green.
Wilson, A. M.

1899-1913.
1899-1902.
Jones, Samuel W.
1899-1902.
Keplinger, Lewis Walter, Kansas City.
1913.
Patterson, Corvine.
1903-'13;
City, Kan., Dec. 31, 1913.
Grant, Abraham. 1904-'ll.
Parks, H. B. 1912-'16.
Shaffer, G. H.
1904—
Vernon, William Tecmnseh.
French, Shelton. 1906
Glover, Thomas. 1908

Kealing, H. T. 1910—
Williams, Clement, Kansas

1904

City.

1913—

Groves,

J.

G., Edwardsville.

1901-

Kansas

d.

Jan.

23,

Jan. 23, 1913-

1916.
Griffin, A. D., Topeka.
Jan, 23, 1913
Johnson, L. W., Kansas City. Jan. 23, 1913,

to May 1, 1913.
Douglas, Frederick K., Kansas City. May 1,
]913-'16.
Merriam, Willard, Kansas City,
May 26,
1915, to Nov. 8, 1916; resigned.
King, Rev. H. W., Topeka.
May 26, 1915,
io

B

'll,

to

Mav

20, 1921.
L.. Oak Mills.
21, ]923.

Eugene

Mav

Guyer, U.

S.,

Kansas City.

May
Nov.

26,

1915,

8,

1916,

to May 21, 1923; resicned.
Green, Dorssy, Kansas City. May 20, 1920,
to May 21, 1923; May, 1925—

—

Western University (Negro), Quindaeo
Concluded.
Trustees,

Industrial

C,

Brown, W.

— Concluded.

May

21, 1923, to

May 20, 1924.
Lytle, Charles C, Topeka,
to May 20, 1924.

May

21,

May 21, 1923, to
27, 1925.
City.
May 21, 1923,
Kansas
F.,
Smith, R.
to May 20, 1927.
May, 1925, to Apr. 1,
Porter, P. G., Salina.
West, Owen, Kansas City.

May

Department

Lawrence.
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Kansas Roster.

Official

1923,

1928.

Wilson, L. E., Rosedale.

Ransom, Rev.

May, 1925—

R., W^ichita.

J.

May 1925—

LEGISLATURE— 1925.
SENATE.
Dist.

Dist.

1— J.

S.

Norman, banker and

fruit

grower

(Rep.), Troy.
John Symns, farmer, stockman, banker

—
(Dem.), Whiting.
3 — Charles E. Snyder, banker, merchant
(Rep.), Leavenworth.
4 — James F. Getty, lawyer (Rep.), Kansas
City.
—John N. Johnson, retired farmer (Rep.),
Lawrence.
6 — John R. Thorne, lawyer (Rep.), Olathe.
—Smith L. Jackson, farm loans (Rep.),
Garnett.
8 —^Frank O'Brien, lawyer (Dem.), Fort
Scott.
9 — M. G. Vincent, business man (Rep.),
2

5

7

— O.

Pittsburg.
W. Sparks,
Galena.

—Edgar Bennett, lawyer (Dem.), Washington.
— G. W. Schmidt, farmer, stockman (Rep.),
Junction City.
22 — R.
Morton, physician (Rep.), Clay
Center.
23 — George
Parker, banker (Rep.), Latimer.
24 —W. W. Parker, lawyer (Rep.), Emporia.
25—
20

21

J.

J.

K. M. Geddes, lawyer (Rep.), El Do-

26
27
28
29
30

— C.

rado.

(Dem.), Sedan.
W. Spencer,
—
L. P. King, banker (Dem.), Winfield.
—George
Nixon, farmer (Dem.), Peck.
—Ben F. Hegler, lawyer (Rep.), Wichita.
— W. Graybill, physician (Rep.), Newlawyer

J.

ton.

mine operator (Dem.),

31—W.

— C. G.
lumber,
stock
(Rep.), Mound Valley.
12 — Dallas W. Knapp, lawyer (Rep.), Coffey18 — James W. Finley, lawyer (Rep.), Chanute.
14 — Frederick G. Apt, lawyer (Rep.),
15 — F. R. Hammond, lumberman (Rep.),
Burlington.
16 — H. W. Behrens, farmer (Dem.), Lyndon.
17 — G. Clay Baker, lawyer (Rep.), Topeka.
18 —W. B. Dalton, merchant, grain dealer
(Rep.),
George.
19 — Chas. H. Butler, farmer (Rep.), Frank-

32— M.

10
11

Call,

grain,

live

ville.

lola.

S.

Arbuthnot, banker (Rep.), Ben-

nington.
V. B. Van

De Mark,

lawyer (Rep.),

Concordia.

—Ephriam
Gabrielson, farmer, stockman
(Rep.), Montrose.
34 — Henry M. Laing, farmer (Rep.),
35 —W. L. Smyth, lumberman- (Rep.), Great
Bend.
36 —
E. Whitman, farmer (Rep.), Preston.
37 —John W.
lawyer (Rep.), Greensburg.
33

Russell.

J.

Da\'is,

38— E.
39

St.

40

E. Frizell, farmer (Rep.), Lamed.
G. G. Immell, realtor, farmer (Rep.),

—
Sharon
—John M.

Springs.

Gray, banker, farmer (Rep.),

Kirwin.

fort.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Dist.

1- Arthur W. Fenton, farmer (Rep.), Bendena, Doniphan county.
Weede, lawyer (Rep.), Atchison,
Atchison county.
3
Franklin J, Hole, farmer (Rep.), Monrovia, Atchison county.
4
George W. Plummer, farmer (Rep.),
Perry, Jefferson county.
5
Ben F. Endres, lawyer (Rep.), Leavenworth, Leavenworth county.
6
Chas. Hicks, Sr., retired farmer (Rep.),
Linwood, Leavenworth county.
7
J. R. Burton, employment manager (Rep.),
Kansas City, Wyandotte county.
8
Chas. S. Holbrook, sales agent (Rep.),
Kansas City, Wyandotte county.
9
Thos. H. Finigan, lawyer (Rep.), Kansas City, Wyandotte county.
10 J. N. Darnell, minister, farmer (Dem.),
Olathe, Johnson county.
11 Willard Morgan, farmer, stockman (Rep.),
Lawrence, R. 6, Douglas county.
12— Charles E. Beeks, farmer (Rep.), Baldwin, Douglas county.
13 Walter Pleasant, lawyer (Rep.), Ottawa,
Franklin county.
14 D. L. Barrett, farmer (Dem.), Paola,
Miami county.
15 T. A. Potter, farmer (Rep.), Blue Mound,
Linn county.

2— Orlin A.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—

—
—
—

Dist.

— M. Atwater, farmer (Rep.), Garnett,
Anderson county.
M. Donica, teacher (Rep.),
—Lovonia
Bayard, Allen county.
18 — Douglas Hudson, lawyer (Rep.), Fort
Bourbon county.
19 —
R. Stapleton, farmer (Rep.), Fulton,
Bourbon
16

S.

17

Scott,

J.

county.

20— H. W.

Shideler, editor

—
22 — Dowthard Scott,
Cherokee

21

(Rep.), Girard,

Crawford county.
W. E. Gregg, merchant (Rep.), McCune,
Crawford county.
farmer (Dem.), Weir,

county.

23—E.

H. Ellis, retired banker (Dem.), Columbus, Cherokee county.
H. F. Welton, railway timekeeper (Rep.),
Parsons, Labette county.
W. W. Barnard, banker (Rep.), Oswego,
Labette county.
L. C. Wilkes, farmer, stockman (Rep.),

—
—
26 —
Cherryvale,
27 — John
Kerby,
24

2,5

Montgomery county.
J.
teacher, public accountant
(Rep.), Independence,
Montgomery
county.
28— B. W. Garvin, banker (Rep.), Erie, Neosho county.
29 G. W. Tuttle, mechanic (Rep.), Fredonia. Wilson county.

—

—
I
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Continued.

30- -G. A. Harding, farmer (Dem.), Yates
Center, Woodson county.
E. Robson, farmer (Rep.), Lebo,
Coffey county.
-Clyde W. Coffman, farmer (Rep.), Overbrook, Osage county.
-L. H. Neiswender, farmer (Rep.), North
Topeka. Shawnee county.
-Geo. W. Stansfield, druggist (Rep.), Topeka. Shawnee county.
-J. D. .M. Hamilton, lawyer (Rep.), Topeka, Shawnee county.
-E. R. Sloan, lawyer (Dem.), Holton,
Jackson county.
-W. E. Archer, lawyer (Rep.), Hiawatha,
Brown county,
-J. M. Evarts, banker, farmer (Rep.),
Centralia, Nemaha county.
-Sam R. Edwards, grain, live stock
grower (Rep.), Blue Rapids, Marshall
county.
-Edgar C. Bennett, lawyer (Dem.), MarysviJle. Marshall county.
-Bert Kersey, auto agent (Dem.), Westmoreland. Pottawatomie county.
-Robt. B. Spilman, abstractor (Rep.),
Manhattan, Riley county.
-L. H. Langvardt. farmer, stockman (Rep.).
Dwight, Route 2. Morris county.
-J. W. Marrs, farmer (Rep.), Bradford,
\\ abaunsee county.
-Arthur J. Errickson. banker (Rep.),
Amencus, Lyon county.
-J. H._ Glotfelter, farmer (Rep.), Empona, Lyon county.
-Charles E. Moore, abstractor (Rep.),
Eureka. Greenwood county.
-Stephen
Frazier. oil and gas operator
(Rep.), Molme, Elk county.
-Edgar J. Fisher, realtor, insuror (Rep )
Cedarvale. Chautauqua coimty.
-Earl M. Knight. law student (Dem.),
Arkansas City. Cowley countv.
Long, farmer, stockman (Rep.),
Wmheld. Cowley county.
McCaughan. pharmacist (Rep.),
EI Dorado, Butler county
-Roy A. Cox, lawyer (Ind.), Augusta,
Butler county.
-John Miller, farmer, stockman (Dem.)
.Cottonwood Falls, Chase county.
-O, Joliffe. banker (Rep.), Peabody,
Manon countv.
-Ralph Felton, farmer (Dem.), Dwight,
Morns county.

31- -H.

33-

343536-

39-

404142-

434445-

_

46-

474849505152-

535455-

5657-

H

-Ed Armold, farmer (Dem.). Champan,

iJickmson countv.
Farrell. "farmer (Rep.), Clay
Center. Clay county.
59- -George Gehring, farmer,
stockman (Rep

58-

60-

-John A.

N^shmgton, Washington countv.

Johnson, banker, farmer
•m
Talmo, Republic coimty.
61- -Robert
H. Hanson, farmer
Jamestown, Cloud countv.
62- -James T. Brown, farmer, banker
Delphos, Ottawa countv.
63- -Harry Perrill, farmer (Rep.),
,•

)

(Rep.),

(Rep

)

(Rep

)

Bridge-

port, Saline county.

64-

Dist.

G. Campbell,
—John
publisher
(Rep.), Wellington, Sumner county.
farmer, stockman (Rep.),
—William Knox,
South Haven, Sumner county.
71 — G. Raymond
farmer (Rep.), Anthony, Harper county.
72 — E. A. Dutton.
farmer (Rep.),
Kingman, Kingman coimty.
73 — W.
A.
Newkirk,
farmer,
stockman
(Dem.),
69

Dist.

32-

Society.

-Warren Gulp, farmer (Rep.), McPherson, McPherson county.

65- -E. P. Barrows, farmer, .stockman (Rep.),
Sedgwick, Route 2, Harvey countv.
66- -H. T. Dedrick, lawyer (Rep.), Wichita,
Sedgwick county.
67- -H. K. Lindsley, banker (Rep.), Wichita,
Sedgwick county.
68- -A. M. Campbell, farmer (Rep.), Bentley, Sedgwick county.

editor,

70

Price,

retired

74—W.

—
—

75

76

E.

Kiowa, Barber county.
farmer (Rep.), Pratt,

Berg,

Route 3, Pratt county.
Frank L. Martin, lawyer (Rep.), Hutchinson. Reno county.
John Yust, retired farmer (Rep.), Syl-

77—E.

via,

Reno county.

E. Gard, farmer
Stafford county.

(Dem.), Stafford,

— O. W. Dawson,
insurer
Great Bend, Barton county.
79 — Clark Conkling, editor (Rep.),

78

realtor,

(Rep.),

Lyons,
Rice county.
R. Flanders, farmer (Rep.), Ellsworth, Ellsworth coimty.
W. W. Nuttmg, merchant (Rep.), Rus^

80—W.
81

—

Russell county.
E. West, farmer (Rep.), Lincoln,
Lincoln county.
John R. Albert, farmer, stockman
(Rep.), Glen Elder, Mitchell county.
Charles E. Mann, editor, publisher
(Rep.), Osborne, Osborne county.
C. E. Sweet, farmer (Dem.), Mankato,
Jewell county.
stockman
farmer,
William
Schoen,
(Rep.),
Downs, R. R., Osborne
coimty.
J. T. Hill, grain dealer, farmer (Dem.),
Logan, Phillips county.
Carl R. Brown, farmer (Dem.), Stockton, Rooks county.
B. W. Weber, farmer, stockman (Dem.),
Hays, Ellis county.
Louis Schaumburg, farmer (Dem.), McCracken, Rush county.
^W. C. Ware, retired farmer (Rep.),
Larned, Pawnee county.
W. E. Broadie, lawyer (Rep.), Kinsley,
Edwards county.
W. C. Millar, ranchman (Rep.), Belvidere, Kiowa county.
^W. V. Jackson, ranchman (Rep.), Coldwater, Comanche county.
J. W. Berryman, banker (Rep.), Ashland, Clark county.
Arthur C. Scates, lawyer (Rep.), Dodge,
Ford county.
L. E. Webb, farmer (Dem.), Jetmore,
Hodgeman county.
P. L. Jackson, farmer (Dem.), Ness
City, Ness county.
C. H. Benson, farmer (Rep.), Wakeeney,
Trego county.
^R. L. Jackson, auto agent (Dem.), Hill
City, Graham county.
H. R. Tillotson, lawyer (Rep.), Lenora,
Norton countv.
V. R. Caster, farmer (Dem.), Oberlin,
Decatur county.
I. M. Cooper, farmer, stockman (Rep.),
Hoxie, Sheridan county.
A. Yale, farmer (Rep.), Grinnell, Gove
county.
A. Showalter, farmer, stockman (Rep.),
Colby, Thomas count5^
J. T. Short, banker (Dem.), Atwood,
Rawlins county.
C. E. Curry, farmer (Dem.), St. Francis, Cheyenne county.
Elmer E. Euwer, lawyer, (Rep.), Goodland, Sherman county.
sell,

82—D.

—
—
85 —
86 —

83

84

—
—
89 —
90 —
91 —
92 —
93 —
94 —
95 —
96 —
97 —
98 —
99 —
100—
101 —
102 —
103 —
104 —
105 —
106 —
107 —
108 —
87

88

—— ——

—

Official
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Dist.

(Rep.),
— H. E. Walter, lawyer, abstractor
Syracuse, Hamilton county.
(Dem.),
farmer
—Frank
Thomason,
Ulysses, Grant county.
stockman
farmer,
Yingling,
119 —Ira R.
(Rep), Johnson, Stanton county.
120—C. E. Mackey, banker (Dem.), Cimarron, Gray coimty.
121 — Claude M. Cave, grain dealer (Rep.),
Sublette, Haskell county.
122 —A,
Austin, farmer, stockman (Dem.),

117
Dist.

—
Schuessler, farmer (Rep.), Monument, Logan county.
110 —B. C. Swisegood, farmer, stockman
(Dem.), Weskan, Wallace county.
(Rep.), Leoti,
111 —C. C. Perry,
Wichita county.
Tribune,
112 —G. E. Lowrey, farmer
Greeley county.
113 —L. B. Markley, farmer (Dem.), bcott
City, Scott county.
(Dem.), Dighton,
114 — w. V. Young,
Lane county.
115 —
R. Hope, lawyer (Rep.), Garden City, Fiimey county.
116 — Geo. W. Pepoon, farmer (Dem.), Lakin,

109

^Albert

realtor

(Ind.),

realtor

Clifford

118

J.

Meade, Meade county.
—Chas.
M. Tucker, lawyer (Dem.), LibSeward county.
124 —R. M. Crawford, farmer, banker (Rep.),
Stevens county.
123

eral,

Hugoton,

V. Tucker, physician (Rep.), ElkMorton county.

125—W.

hart,

Kearny county.

UNION PACIFIC RAILWAY, EASTERN DIVISION.
U. S. COMMISSIONERS TO EXAMINE.
(Appointment of three by President, authorized 1864.)
Simpson, Lt. Col. James H. U. S. A., May
Thomson, John Edgar, Pres. Penn. Rd., ap1865 to 1867.
pointed 1865.
Maj. Gen. Samuel R., U. S. A., Nov.
Curtis,
Apr.,
Pac.,
Garrison, D. K., Vice Pres. Mo.
1865 to 1866.
May, 1865.
Wm. M., serving Apr. 1866.
Hon.
White,
Moore, H. C, Supt. St. Louis, Alton & Terre
Blair, Francis P., St. Louis, serving in July,
Haute Rd., Apr., May, 1865.
1868.
Crawford, Gov. Samuel J., appointed May
Blickensderfer, J., Jr., Civil Eng., examination
6, 1865, vice J. E. Thomson; examinations
to Sheridan, No. 27, 1868.
May, June and November, 1865.
Warren, Gouvemeur K., Bvt. Maj. Gen.
May
Haute,
Ind.,
Terre
Harvey
D.,
Scott,
U. S. A., examination to Sheridan, Nov.
;

•

27, 1868.

to Oct., 1865.

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY REFEREES.
James Jay Buck, Emporia.

Lee O. Carter, Kansas City. July 14, 1904
July 14, 1898, to
E. R. Adams, Wichita.

1875-'95.
1877-'83.

Hiram Griswold, Leavenworth.

1877 -'89.
Frederick Scoville, Fort Scott.
Charles E. Cory, Fort Scott. July 14, 1898,
to Feb. 7, 1924; resigned.
Harry T. Fisher, Fort Scott. Feb. 7, 1924—
July 14, 1898,
Z. C. Milliken, Kansas City.

July, 1904.

W.

C.

Ferguson, Wichita.

July 14, 1904, to

Jan. 1914.

H. C. Sluss, Wichita.
Mar. 1918 resigned.

Jan.

Paul T. Wall, Wichita.

Mar.

to

1914,

12,

;

to July, 1910.

13,

1918, to

June, 1924.

July 15,
George F. Beatty, Kansas City.
1910, to July 14, 1918; resigned.
Thomas J. WTiite, Kansas City. July 14,

1918—

Richard E. Bird, Wichita. June 12, 1924
G. Slonecker, Topeka. July 14, 1898, to
Mar. 19, 1923; d. Topeka, Apr. 7, 1923.
Mar. 19, 1923
Silas Porter, Topeka.

J.

UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT, EIGHTH DISTRICT.
(Embraces Kansas and Nine Midwestern States.)

JUDGES.
John Forrest Dillon, Davenport,

la.

1875-

1879; resigned.
George W. McCrary, Keokuk, la.
1879 to
Jan. 1, 1884; resigned; d. June 23, 1890.
David Josiah Brewer, Leavenworth.
Mar.
1884-'90; d.
Henry C. Caldwell, Little Rock, Ark. 18901903; resigned.
Walter Henry Sanborn, St. Paul, Minn. IMar.
17, 1892—
Amos Madden

Thayer, St. Louis, Mo.
1905; d. 1905.
Willis VanDevanter, Cheyenne, Wyo.
1910.

1894-

William Gather Hook, Leavenworth.
1903'21; d. Aug. 12, 1921.
1905 -'16;
St. Louis, Mo.

Elmer B. Adams,

d. Oct. 24, 1916.

.John

Emmett

'22;

I.

Washington,

Smith, Council Bluffs,

27, 1922.
Stone, Kansas City,
Robert E. Lewis, Denver, Colo.
William Squire Kenj-on, Fort

la.

D. C.
1912-

d. .Jan.

Kimbrough

1923—
1903-

Garland,

1912-'17.

Walter

Mo.

1916

1922
Dodge,

la.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT,
JUDGES.
Williams, Archibald
d. Aug. 1863.

Delahay,

Topeka.

1861-63;

Mark W., Leavenworth.

1863-'74;

L.,

d. Kansas City, Mo., May 8, 1879.
Foster, Cassius G., Atchison.
1874-'99;
Topeka, June 21, 1899.

d.

Hook. William C., Leavenworth. 1899-1903.
1903—
Pollock, John C, Winfield.

CLERKS.
Morton, John T., Topeka.

May

peka,

Shaw

Neely,

1861-'63; d. To-

Topeka, Feb. 17, 1915.
Wilson, Joseph C.
1874-'95;

Topeka,

d.

Albaugh, Morton, Kingman.
1904-1918; d.
Topeka, Feb. 9, 1918.
Campbell, Frank L., Topeka. Feb. 16, 1918—

MARSHALS.
McDowell,

1861-'64.
J. L., Topeka.
1864-'67.
A., Leavenworth.
Whiting, Charles C, Topeka.
1867-'69; d.
Topeka, Jan. 1870.
Houston, Dana W., Leavenworth. 1869-'73.
Tough, William S., Leavenworth. Mar. 23,

Osbom, Thomas

1873-'76.
Miller. Charles H., Leavenworth.

1876-'78;
Leavenworth.
Simpson, Benjamin F., Paola. 1878-'86.
Jones. William C, lola.
1886-'90; d. lola,
d.

Sep.- 24, 1895.

1890-'94;

d.

1,

John Taylor, Olathe.

May

Appointed

1861.

Crozier, Robert. Leavenworth.
Leavenworth, Dec. 2, 1895.

1861-'63; d.

Emery. James S., Lawrence.
1863-'67;
Lawrence. June 8. 1899.
1867-'69.
Riggs. Samuel A.. Lawrence.

Sep. 8, 1895.
Sharritt, George F., Atchison.
1895 -'99.
Brown, Frank L., Garnett. 1899-1904.

Walker, Richard L.
Feb. 15. 1903.

1894-'98; d.

DISTRICT ATTORNEYS.
Burris,

d.

1861-1925.
Leavenworth.

Leavenworth, July 20, 1906.
Sterne, William Edgar, Topeka.
1898-1902.
Cnmi, Littleton S., Oswego. Jan. 28, 1902,
to July 24, 1902; d. Oswego, July 24, 1902.
Mackey, William H., Jr., Junction City. Aug.
4, 1902. to July 24, 1911.
Harrison, John R. Salina. July 24, 1911, to
June 25. 1914.
Wood, Otho T., Liberal. June 25, 1914 to
Sept. 1915.
Fitzpatrick, Fred R., Salina.
Oct. 1, 1915—

1901.

1,

Adams, Franklin G., Topeka. 1863- '65.
Thomas, Adolphus S., Topeka, 1865-74;

F..

Topeka,

d.

Horton, Albert H., Atchison. 1869 -'7 4.
Peck, George Record, Independence.
1874'79
resigned.
Hallowell, James R., Colimibus.
Apr. 7,
1879-'86; d. Crawfordsville, Ind., June 24,
1898.
1886-'89;
Perry, William C, Fort Scott.
1895-'97; d. Kansas City, Mo., May 26,
1907.
;

Ady, Joseph Wesley, Newton. 1889-'95; d.
Colorado Springs, Sep. 1901.
Lambert, Isaac E., Emporia. 1897-1901; d,
Topeka. Jan. 14, 1909.
1901 to Dec. 18,
Dean, John S., Marion.
1905.

Bone, Harry J., Ashland. Dec. 18, 1905, to
June 10, 1913.
Robertson, Fred, Atwood. June 10, 1913, to
June 30, 1921.
Williams Al F.. Columbus. July 1, 1921—

UNITED STATES DIPLOMATIC, CONSULAR, AND INSULAR
SERVICE.
KANSANS IN SERVICE.
Anderson, John Alexander, Junction City.
Consul general, Cairo, Egvpt, 1891-'92.
Died Liverpool, England, May 18, 1892.
Apperson, William W., Kansas. Consul, Vera
Cruz, Mexico, 1891.
Armstrong, James, Tevis, Kansas.
Appointed from California as consul, London,
Oct. 29, 1919; consul. La Guana, Venezuela, July 23 to Oct. 1921.
Appointed
Bailey, David H., Leavenworth.
from Ohio as consul, Hongkong, China,
Aug. 5, 1870-'78; consul general, Shanghai,
1879-'81.
Baker, Floyd Perry, Topeka.

and

Crown

attorney

clerk district court, Hilo, Hawaii, June
Died Topeka, May 27,

1853 to Feb. 1855.

Blake, William F.
Deputy consul, Hamilton,
Ont., July 8, ,1870.

Bohr,

Frank,

Bigham, William Ross, White C^ty. Consul
general. Cape Town, Africa, 1901-'05; appointed Aug. 24, 1901.

d. 1919.
Oscar, Topeka.
Consul at Sonneburg, Germany, 1885 '87.
Bishop, Walter C, Kansas. Vice and deputy

Bischoff,

consul, Durango, Mexico, 1897-1911.
Bishop, WiUiam Henry, Salina. United States
city
prosecuting attorney, Manila, 1901
attorney, Manila, 1910.
Blake, Freeman Norton, Junction City. Consul, Erie, Ontario, 1863 to 1869: consul,
Hamilton, Ontario, April 16, 1869-'72.
Died before 1907.
;

.

Consular assistant,
;

Campbellton,
1907-'18.

1909.

Wathena.

Zurich, Switzerland, June 24, 1908; Deputy
vice
consul general, Berlin, Mar. 16, 1911
and deputy consul general, Santo Domingo
Island, West Indies; Aug. 28, 1911; vice
and deputy consul general, Aug 29, 1913;
vice consul, Zurich, Feb. 6, 1915; State
Department, appointed consul, Oct. 24,
1918; assigned to Cienfuegos, Cuba, May
10, 1919, class seven, July 1, 1924.
Botkin, Theodosius, Linn county. Appointed
from Utah as consul at Port Louis, Mauritius Island, Indian Ocean, 1904-'07; consul,

New

Died at

Brunswick, Nova Scotia,
his post.

May

27, 1918.

Brady, Austin Cogan, Topeka. Appointed from
New Mexico as vice consnal at Manzanillo,
Colima, Mexico, Nov. 26, 1917; consul
Mar. 6, 1918; consul Punta Arenas, Chile,
Mar. 15, 1919; class six, Sep. 5, 1919; assigned to Saltillo, Mexico, Oct. 2. 1923;
consul at Malaga, Spain, Feb. 4, 1924.
Branscomb, Charles H., Lawrence. Appointed
from Missouri as consul, Manchester, EngDied at Lawrence before
land, 1868-'73.
1891.
Brooks, Frank D., Kansas.

Kansas as
1899-1901.

vice

consul,

Appointed from
Smyrna, Turkey,

;

Official
U.

Kansas Roster.

—

Trade Commission, South America, 1915'16
special counsel and member Board of
Review of Federal Trade Commission,

Diplomatic Service Continued.
Kansans in Service Continued.

S.

—

;

Washington, Emporia.
Assistant Secretary American Association of
Commerce and Trade, 1905-'07; vice and
deputy consul, Barmen, Prussia, Apr. 24,
vice and deputy consul, Chemnitz,
1907
Saxony, Feb. 10, 1909; vice and deputy
consul, St. Etienne, France, Dec. 11, 1912
vice and deputy consul, Limoges, France,
Mar. 18, 1914; consul, Limoges, Feb. 5,
1915; vice consul, Havre, France, Jan. 27,
1916; consul, La Rochelle, France, Feb. 23,
1918; consul, Niagara Falls, Ontario, comWilliam

Brunswick,

;

;

missioned Oct. 23, 1924. Class eight.
Butts, Halleck A., Valley Falls. United States
Appointed
commissioner, Tokyo, Japan.
attache,
May 1920
acting commercial
;

Tokyo, Aug.

3,

1921-'22;

assistant

com-

mercial attache, Oct. 1, 1824,
Vice consul,
Caldwell, Charles S., Topeka.
San Jose, Costa Rica, Central America,
1901 -'09, with father, John C. Caldwell.
Died San Jose, Costa Rica, Nov. 5, 1921.
Appointed
Caldwell, John Curtis, Topeka.
from Maine as consul at Valparaiso, Chile,
commissioned Apr. 19, 1869-'73; charge
d'affaires at legation Santiago, 1870; minister at Montevideo, for

Paraguay and Uru-

1877-'79; charge d'affaires, 1877'81; appointed from Kansas as consul at
San Jose, Costa Rica, 1897 to Aug. 30,
1909.
Died Calais, Maine, Aug. 30, 1912.
Caldwell, John Lawrence, Fort Scott. Minister at Teheran, Persia; nomination confirmed June 6, 1914; retired in May, 1921.
Died Washington, D. C, Dec. 6, 1921.
Campbell, Harry, Harper, Served in Bureau
of Education,
Philippine Civil Service,
1908- '09 Bureau of Customs, Philippines,
1909- 'll; Bureau of Education, Philip1912-'15; vice consul, Singapore,
pines,
Straits Settlements (British), July 14, 1915
consul, Oct. 8, 1915
consul at Soerabraya,
Java (Netherlands dominion), May 25,
1918; consul at Asuncion, Paraguay, Feb.
21, 1921; consul at Iquique, Chile, Sep. 21,
1923; in class five, July 1, 1924.
Case, Daniel H., Topeka.
Coimty attorney,
Wailukai, Maui Island, Hawaii Territory,
1908.
Appointed by President United
States, as judge of circuit court, second
guay,

;

;

;

district,

Hawaii Territop^,
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in 1922.

Charlesworth, Firth. Beloit. Consul at Funchal, Madeira Island (Portuguese), 1884'85.
Died Topeka, May 4, 1901.
Chenoweth, Bernard P., Elwood. Consul at
Canton, China, 1869-'70. Died at Canton,
June 21, 1870. Appointed from Virginia,
Clayton, Powell, Leavenworth.
Appointed
from Arkansas as ambassador to Mexico,
1897-1905. Died Washington, D. C, Aug,

25, 1914.
F., Lawrence.
Consul at
Marseilles, France, June 10, 1866-'67, appointed from Virginia.
Died Washington,
D. C, Feb. 15, 1882.
Cooper, George L., Salina.
Appointed from
Nebraska as vice consul at Callao-Lima,

Conway, Martin

Peru, June 5, 1915-'17.
Cretcher, Mack P., Sedgwick, Harvey county.
First assistant director of Agricultural Education, Philippine Islands, 1913 to Dec. 31,
1921.
Crozier, William, major general. U. S. A.,
Leavenworth.
Delegate to The Hague,
1899; on War Council. Italv and France,
June to May, 1918. Retired from service,
1918.
Culbertson, William Smith, Emporia.
Examiner for United States Tariff Board,
1910- '12, in Europe; represented Federal

member United States Tariff
Commission, Mar. 23, 1917; reappointed
Mar. 1921; vice chairman, Jan. 15, 1922.
United States minister at Bucharest, Rumania, April 28, 1925.
Appointed from Kansas
Davis, Chester E.
as vice consul at Maracaibo, Venezuela,
]916-'17;

April 18, 1919.
Dearing, Frederic Morris, Wichita and St.
Louis, Mo. Appointed from Missouri as private secretary of Minister at Habana, Cuba,
second secretary, July 1906
June 1904
second secretary of legation, Peking, Cliina,
Apr. 6, 1907; second secretary, Habana,
Jan. 14, 1909-'10; second secretary, embassy, London, Feb. 8, 1910 second secr.'tary, embassy, Mexico, Aug. 12, 1910-'ll;
assistant chief, Division Latin -American Affairs, Dec. 11, 1911-'13; secretary legation
at Brussels, Belgium, July 2, 1913-'14;
secretary embassy Madrid, Spain, Feb. 11,
1914
counselor embassy at Petrograd,
Russia, July 17, 1916, with Ambassador
D. R. Francis; detached by war, Apr. 1,
1917 retired Apr. 1919. Assistant Secretary, United States, Mar. 11, 1921.
Minister at Lisbon, Portugal, Feb. 10, 1922.
De Long, James, Independence, 1871. Appointed from Ohio as consul at Tangier,
Morocco, 1861-'62; consul, Aux Cayes,
Hayti, 1863-'70.
Denison, Henry Willard, Wyandotte county
;

;

;

;

family.

Appointed from District of Co-

lumbia as marshal at consulate Kanagawa,
Japan, May 22, 1869-'73;
interpreter,

Kanagawa, 1877-'80.

Appointed

May

1,

1880, legal adviser of Japanese Department
Foreign .Affairs; member permanent court
of arbitration. The Hague;
represented
Japan in draft of treaty of peace with
Russia, at Portsmouth, N. H., 1905. Died
Tokyo, July 3, 1914.
Vivaldi, Charles F., Manhattan.
Consul
at Santos, Brazil, August 1861-'69.
Remained in Brazil.
Draper, Herbert L., Ellsworth, Captain in
Marine Corps, Military Governor at Olongapo, Luzon Isl., Philippines.
Died there

De

Sep. 10, 1901, age 34.
Salina.
Eberhardt,
Charles
Christopher,
Clerk American embassy, Mexico City,
1904 vice and deputy consul general, Oct.
29, 1904; consul at Iquitos, Peru, 1906'08; consul, Barranquilla, Colombia, 1908;

'10
consul general at large and inspector
for South America, Central America, West
Indies and
Curacao, 1910-'25
United
States minister at Managua, Nicaragua,
Mar. 12, 1925.
Consul at
Edes, Richard A., Leavenworth.
Pemambuco, Brazil, 1861-'62; consul at
Maracaibo, Venezuela, 1863-'65; consul at
Bahia, Brazil, June 12, 1865, to 1879.
Eisenhower, Milton S., Abilene.
Vice consul
at Edinburgh, Scotland
commissioned Nov.
11, 1924.
Elliott,
Phillip
Sheridan, Jackson county.
Consular clerk at Tela, Honduras, Central
America, 1903-'O5.
Died Kansas City,
Mo., Feb. 6, 1920.
Ellis, George Washington (negro), Lawrence.
Secretary legation at Monrovia, Liberia,
1902 to Apr. 1910.
Died Chicago, Nov.
26, 1919.
Ewing, Hugh Boyle, Leavenworth.
Appointed from Kansas as minister to The
Hague, Netherlands, Oct. 2, 1866, to Dec.
Died in Ohio, 1905.
15, 1870.
Flenniken, Robert P., Leavenworth, 1854.
;

;

;
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Charge d'affaires legation in Denmark,
Jan. 11, 1847, to Nov. 8, 1849. Appointed
from Penns3'lvania.
Died in California,
1879.
Foster, Carol Howe, Sedgwick, Kan.
Appointed from Marj'land as consul at Vienna, Austria, Oct. 29, 1919: assigned to
State Department, Washington, D. C,
Aug. 23, 1924.
Greer, John P., Topeka.
Consul at Matamoras, Mexico, 1869-'70.
Died Topeka,
Nov. 28, 1889.
Halderman, John Adams, Leavenworth. Consul at Bangkok. Siam, Mar. 19, 1880;
consul general, 1881-'83; minister to Siam,
1883 to Aug. 1885.
Died Washington,
D. C, Sep. 21, 1908.

Hanna,

Margaret

Miss

M..

Ap-

Salina.

pointed from Kansas as confidential clerk
to chief of bureau of indexes and archives,
confiState Department, Nov. 16, 1S95
dential clerk to A. A. Adee. second assistant
secretarj' of state, Jan. 6. 1896: chief of
bureau, July 1, 1918: special assistant to
Mr. Adee, June 1, 1920 drafting officer,
in charge of reviewing and
July 1, 1921
mailing prior to 1924; "Chief of office of
coordination and review," a department
Her
created by Secretary' Hughes in 1924.
special assignments abroad were as follows:
1903,
1902, The Hague, clerical assistant
Caracas, with Venezuelan claims commission
as clerical assistant; 1907, The Hague, second peace conference, as clerical assistant
Buenos
to
American delegation;
1910.
Aires, fourth international conference of
American states, clerical assistant to U. S.
delegation; Mar. 25, 1923, Santiago. Chile,
fifth international conference of American
states, as special assistant, also special disbursing officer of the United States State
;

;

;

Hess, William B., Topeka.
Appointed from
Indiana, Jan. 11, 1892, served to 1895 as
consul general at Constantinople, Turkey.
Hinton, Richard Josiah, Lawrence. Inspector
of consulates in Europe, under act 1869,
creating position; special agent of President
Grant at Vienna, Austria, 1873; special
agent, State and Treasury Departments, on
the frontier and Mexico, 18S3. Died London, Dec. 20, 1901.
Holliday, Charles Kurtz, Topeka.
Secretary
American legation, Caracas, ^'enezuela, Sept.
11, 1888, to 1889.
Holmes, Julius C.
Appointed from Kansas
Mar. 20, 1925, to consular service. Consul at Marseilles, France, Sep. 1, 1925.

Hutchinson, John, Lawrence. Consul at Leghorn, Italy, commissioned Apr. 14, 1865, by
President Lincoln as he was about to leave
for Ford's Theatre, claimed to be last
official act.
Died Chicago, Dec. 12, 1887.
Hyatt, Thaddeus, Kansas, 1856.
Appointed

from Kansas as consul at La Rochelle,
1864-'65.
Died Sandown, Isle of
Wight, July 25, 1901.
Jennison, Robert Lincoln, Dighton. Vice consul at Montevideo, Uruguay, Apr. 27, 1920:
interpreter at legation, Montevideo, and
consular clerk prior to 1920; successor appointed Nov. 1923.
Kagey, Charles L., Beloit. Minister at Helsingfors, Finland, Oct. 8, 1921; resigned
France,

Feb. 1925, effective Apr. 1925.

Thomas

Ivelley,

;

Department.
Hatterscheidt, John P., Leavenworth.
Consul at Moscow, Russia, 1861- '65.
Hauserman, John W., Leavenworth. City attorney Manila, Sep. 1901.
Heath, Donald, Topeka.
Vice consul at
Bucharest, Rumania, Sep. 7, 1920; vice
consul, Warsaw, Poland. Dec. IS, 1922;
consul, Dec.
1923.
Consul, Berne,
19,
Switzerland, Oct. 1, 1925.
Heath, Dr. Edwin Ruthven, Kansas City,
Kan.
Secretary of legation at Santiago,
consul at
Chile, 1870, under J. P. Root
;

Kansas City, Kan., for Boli^-ia and Honduras since 1895, and for Nicaragua and
Salvador since 1903.
Heimke, William, Leavenworth.
Appointed

from Kansas

as vice consul at Chihuahua,
1887
consul. Aug. 18,
2,
1892, to Sep. 23, 1893; second secretary
embassy. Mexico City, ^lay 3, 1897, under
Powell Clayton: sen'ed to 1906; appointment accredited to New York
secretary
legation. Bogota, Colombia, South America,
July 18, 1906-'08, charge d'affaires ad in-

Mexico,

Feb.

:

:

Guatemala, Central
appointed from
Kansas as minister at San Salvador. Salvador, Central America, Aug. 5, 1909; reterim;

minister

America,

tired

May

Feb.

at

1908-'09:

1914;

chief of Division Latin-

State Department, July
1915; appointed as
envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary on special mission to Peru, JulyAug. 1921, to attend first "'Cc-ntenary of
Peruvian Independence." Returned to Leav-

American

29, 1914;

Affairs,
retired

May

enworth, 1922, after thirty-two
diplomatic and consular .service.

years

of

Society.

receiver of

T., Paola.
Deputy general
Dominican customs receivership.

War Department Bureau

of Insular Affairs,

with headquarters at Santo Domingo Citj-,
Dominican Republic, West Indies; appoint-

ment announced Jan. 5, 1922.
Kothe, Gustave C, Salina.
Consular agent
at Cassel, Germany; commissioned Mar 4,
1894
served until war declared against
Germany, on Apr. 6, 1917. Died at Cas:

sel,

in 1921.

Krauss, Alfred, Topeka. Consular agent, Zittau. Saxonv, Germany; commissioned Aug.
1893 serA-ed to 1895.
Kreeck, George L., Lawrence.
Minister at
Asuncion, Paraguay, commissioned Mar. 18,
1925.
Laing,
James Oliver, Leavenworth.
Appointed from Missouri as consul at Malta,
Maltese Island in Mediterranean (British
Dominion), on Aug. 2, 1910; consul at
Karachi, India (British), Feb. 6, 1914;
consul Batavia, Java (Netherlands), Aug. 3,
1916, to May, 1919.
Lee, Frederic Edward, Cowley county.
Apfrom Maryland as consul at
pointed
Shanghai, China, June 29, 1920; retired
;

Nov. 1922.
Consular agent
Linscott, Walter K., Holton.
at Coatzacoalcos, Mexico, July 1899.
Agent and
Little, Edward Campbell, Abilene.
consul general at Cairo, Egypt, nomination
confirmed Dec. 8, 1892; retired Oct. 1893.
^lember of congress, 1917, to death at
Washington. Jime 27, 1924.
Logan, Dr. Cornelius Ambrosius, Leavenworth. Appointed from Kansas, Mar. 14,
1873, served to 1877 as minister at SanAppointed
tiago, Chile, vice J. P. Root.
from Illinois as minister to Guatemala,
Central America, 1877 to 1881; again minister to Chile, 1881-'83.
geles, Jan. 30, 1899.

Died

in

Los An-

Loomis, John Usher, Topeka and Omaha.
Appointed as clerk in United States embassy, I;ondon, Dec. 17, 1917; ser\-ed to
Nov. 1918 wnder Walter Hines Page, amIn cipher and code department
bassador.
one month, then assigned as assistant to

;

Official
U.
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tral

Lieut. Donald Frothingham (Navy), liaison
of American War Trade Board, having to do with blockade of Germany.
Sat

work

committee, as the American representative, and
engaged in liaison work with British War
in inter-allied

blockade and Vjlack

list

Trade Intelligence Department.
McCarter, Edward Bancroft, Emporia. Appointed from Ohio as vice consul at Toronto, Ontario, June 6, 1918; vice consul at
Montreal, Quebec, July 29, 1918 successor
appointed Mar. 22, 1922.
;

McCook, Edward Moody.
sas

Member

of

Kan-

house of Jan. 1861, from
Arapahoe county (Colorado).
Appointed
from Colorado as minister at Hilo, Hawaii
served Mar. 21, 1866, to Apr. 15, 1869.
Died in Chicago, Sep. 10, 1909.
McMillin, Stewart Earl, Lawrence. Appointed
consul Sep. 14, 1917, and assigned to Port
Limon, Costa Rica, Central America; consul at Antofagasta, Chile, May 17, 1922;
promoted to class 7, July 1, 1924.
Martin, Henderson S., Marion.
5s'ominated
by President Wilson, vice governor and secterritorial

retary of public instruction of Philippine
Islands, and member of Philippine Commission, Nov. 24, 1913; resigned Dec. 29,

1916.

Mays, Marshall Ingalls, Topeka.
Consular
clerk, American consulate at Auckland, New
Zealand, June 1920 to Apr. 1922; vice con•

at
1922.

sul

Wellmgton,

New

Zealand, Apr.

1'

'

Mar.

;

Osbom Thomas Andrew, Topeka.
Santiago,

Chile,

May

30,

IVIinister

1877-'81-

mmister at Rio de Janiero, Brazil, 188185.
Died Meadville, Pa., Feb. 4 1898
Pearson, Alfred J., McPherson.
Appointed
trom Iowa as minister to Poland, Apr 2
1924 appointed June 26, 1925, as minister
;

at Helsingfors, Finland, vice J. B.

Stetson

'

to be assigned elsewhere.
Phillippi, Julius Edward, Ottawa.
Commercial attache at Rio Janiero, Brazil, Aug.
20,
1918, from Department
of
Commerce*'
sensed until Mar.
1920.
Remained in
Brazil.

Chile,

Sep.

15,

1870, to

Died Wyandotte, July

14, 1873.

20,

1885.

Ryan, Thomas, Topeka.
Envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary to Mexico, nomination confirmed Mar. 30, 1889
successor appointed Mar. 20, 1893.
Died
at Muskogee, Okla., Apr. 5, 1915.
Sampson, Mason D., Salina. Consul at St.
Johns, New Brunswick, Newfoundland, appointed June 29, 1889, nomination confirmed Dec. 19, 1889; served to 1893.
Died Kansas City, June 9, 1913.
Schaefer, Charles.
Appointed from Kansas,
May 5, 1893, as consul at Vera Cruz, Mexico; served to 1895.
EnSchott, William Walter, Leavenworth.
astered consular service May 26, 1922
signed Aug. 28, 1922, as vice consul at
;

the Main, Germany; vice
consul at Palermo, Italy, Nov. 20, 1923;
vice consul at Gibraltar (English port),
commissioned July 17, 1924; assigned to
Naples, Italy, Jan. 3, 1925.
Shannon, Wilson, Lawrence. Governor Kan-

on

Frankfort

sas

Appointed from

1855 -'56.

territory,

Ohio, Apr. 9, 1844, as minister to Mexico;
Died at Lawrence,
retired Mar. 28, 1845.
Aug. 30, 1877.
Shaw, George Price, Pittsburg.
Appointed
from California as vice consul de carriere,
May 24, 1920, assigned to Tampico, Mexico,

Nov.

29, 1920; to Puerto Cortes, HonAmerica, Dec. 22, 1922;

Central

promoted consul, Feb. 26, 1923 consul at
Tegucigalpa, Honduras, Oct. 22, 1924.
;

Vice conShields, Belford Q., Lost Springs.
sul at Sidney, Australia, July, 1919; successor appointed Aug. 21, 1923.

C, Topeka. Assistant commercial attache, embassy Berlin, Germany,
Jan. 1924.
Successor appointed Jan. 22,
1925.

Shoup, Eldon

Simonson, DeWitt.

Con-

sular assistant at Trieste, Italy,
May 13,
1916; \ace consul at Trieste, May 9 1919vice consul at Barcelona, Spain,
4pr 17
1920 vice consul de carrierre at Barcelona!
Nov. 17, 1921; consul at Winnipeg, Manitoba Canada, June 23, 1922; successor
appointed July 3, 1924.

at

Santiago,

ter at

duras,

Moonlight, Thomas, Leavenworth.
Minister
at Bogota, Colombia, South America, 189294; mmister at La Paz, Bolivia, 1894-'98.
Died at Leavenworth, Feb. 7, 1899
Neal, Dr. John T., Barnesville, BourlDon Co
Consul at Kingston, Jamaica Island, 1861
to death there before Sep. 1863
Neely, Roy F.
Appointed from Kansas as
consular clerk at Habana, Cuba, 1905-'07'
retired June 30, 1907.
O'Hara, Veazie Winthrope, Partridge.
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America, 1903-'05; consul at Jalapa,
Mexico, 1905 to Aug. 1907.
Root, Joseph Pomeroy, Wyandotte.
Minis-

Diplomatic Service Continued.
Kansans in Service Cintinued.

S.

;

as vice
1924.

Appointed from Kansas
Calcutta,

consul,

India,

July

14,

Fred C, Topeka. Consul at Samia,
Ontario, July 16, 1909
consul New Castle
on Tyne, England, Sep. 16, 1919
consul
at Corrunna, Spain, Sep. 7, 1922
consul
at Fort William and Port Arthur, Ontario,
commissioned Apr. 18, 1924 consul at Sarnia, commissioned Dec. 12, 1924, class eight.
Smith, Mark Sumner, Abilene.
Clerk of
legation San Jose, Costa Rica, commissioned
June 22, 1916, not there in Dec. 1917.
Smith, Verres Nicholas, Leavenworth, 1857.
Appointed from New York as consul at
Three Rivers, Quebec, 1891-'93; consul at
Slater,

;

;

;

;

Liege, Belgium, 1893 -'95.
(Son-in-law of
Horace Greeley.)
Spangler, Frank Leroy,
Perry.
Consular
clerk. State Department, Washington, Oct.
1918; consular assistant Helsingfors,
7,
Finland, Apr. 23, 1919; vice consul there,
Apr. 17, 1920
vice consul de carriere
;

Harold,

Girard.
Appointed from
consul at Sa'tillo, Mexico,
Oct. 19, 1919; consul at Corinto, Nicaragua, Central America, Julv 21, 1921
Poulet, Acton, White Cloud. Appointed from
New York as consul at Saigon, French
Indo-China, Apr. 5, 1922. (With Standard
Oil Company, 1909-'22.)
Richards, Mrs. Pearl, Wichita.
Appointed
Nov. 1921, as private secretarv to C. L.
Kagey, minister to Finland.

Cahforma

as

Richardson, John Benton.

Appointed from
Kansas as consul at :\Iatamoras, Mexico,
1891-'93; consul at Utila, Honduras, Cen-

there,

Nov.

17,

1921;

vice

consul,

Sofia,

Bulgaria, Apr. 27, 1923, imclassified.

James William, Topeka.
Consul at
Matanzas, Cuba, Mar. 16, 1874, served
into 1879.
Did at Chicago, Oct. 12, 1905.
Taylor, Charles Henry James (negro), Kansas City, Kan.
Minister resident and conSteele,

sul

general,

Monrovia,

Liberia,

Africa,

1885-'87.

Thacher, Solon Otis, Lawrence.
Appointed
July 7, 1884, member special diplomatic
and trade commission, to Central and South
America; returned July, 1885.
Died at
Lawrence, Aug. 11, 1895.

KctJisas State Historical Society.
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Turner, Robert Wilson, Mankato. Consul at
Cadiz, Spain, June 29, 1889, to 1894. Resigned in Sept. 1893.
Van Natta, Thomas F., Jr., Kansas, lieutenant-colonel, U. S. A.
Military attache at
Habana. Cuba, Oct. 4, 1917; at Madrid,
Spain, Aug. 1, 191S-'19.
Vreeland, Charles E., rear admiral, U. S. N.,

Burlingame family. Naval attache, Rome,
Berlin, and Vienna from 1893-'97; commander battleship Kansas, Apr. 18, 1907;

commander U. S. S. S. Virginia by 1910.
Walker, Robert John. Governor Kansas territorj^, oath May 9, 1857
resigned Dec.
Financial agent United States
17, 1857.
in Europe, 1863, 1867-'68. Died at Wash;

ington, D.

C, Nov.

11, 1869.

Waller, John L. (negro).
at

Lawrence.

Consul

Tamatave, Madagascar Island,

in

Ocean, Feb. 2, 1891-'93.
York, Oct. 1907.

Died

dian

New

In-

Willard, Charles N., Edwards county.
Consul at Ceiba, Honduras, Central America,
Nov. 5, 1917-'21; claims examiner, office
internal revenue collector, 1921.
Wilson, Robert P. C, Leavenworth, 1859.
Member house, first state legislature. Mar.
Appointed from Missouri as
26, 1861.
Died Kanconsul Moscow, Russia, 1879.
sas City. Mo., Dec. 21, 1916.
Winston, Isaac, Lecompton, 1858. Appointment in consular service, at Kingston, Jamaica, 1859, first in Kansas Territory,
where he was United States marshal, April
to June 18, 1858.
Consular assistYost, Bartley F., Osborne.
ant and deputy consul general, Paris, June
1908-'13;
consular agent, Almeria,
24,
Spain, 1913-'17; vice consul, Genoa, Italy,
Aug. 21, 1917-'18; consul at Santa Rosalia,
Me.\ico, Julv 22, 1918; Guaymas, Mexico,
Nov. 22, 1918; consul at Torreon, Mexico,
Dec. 17, 1923. Class seven.

in

Watson, Edward M. Appointed from Kansas
as vice and deputy consul at Fontera, Tobasco, Mexico, 1911-'13.
Weilep, Edward C, Galena.
Consul at
Sonneburg, Germany, Nov. 2, 1887 -'88.
Wells, Ira Kent, Seneca.
Judge advocate
department, Washington, and at Balboa,
Panama (as provost marshal), Dec. 2,
1917, to Dec. 31, 1920; United States district attorney, San Juan, Porto Rico, Sep.
1921;
assistant attorney-general at
21,
Washington, D. C, nominated Feb. 20,
1924; judge United States federal court, at
San Juan, Porto Rico, May 20, 1925.

FEDERAL PROHIBITION DIRECTOR.
to Deputy Prohibition
ministrator, Sep. 1, 1925.)

(Name changed

Ad-

Doolittle, Strong City. Jan. 16, 1920,
to Alay 17, 1921.
May 18,
George Htnderson Wark, Can?y.

Dudlev

1921, to Sep.

1,

1925.

DEPUTY PROHIBITION
ADMINISTRATOR.
George

Henderson Wark,

Cancy.

Sept.

1,

1925—

UNITED STATES INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, KANSAS, AND
PLACE OF SERVICE.
John

Speer, collector,
1862, to 1867.

James F. Legate,
2,

Lawrence.

assessor,

Aug.

Leavenworth.

2,

Aug.

1862, to June, 1864.

Thomas Moonlight,
Mar.

collector,

Leavenworth.

1867. to July, 1868.
Sternbergh. assessor, Leavenworth.
June 20, 1864, to Apr. 1869.
Cyrus Leland, Jr., deputy collector, Troy.
1867.
Capt. J. K. Fisher, revenue inspector, Atchison.
1867.
George T. Anthonv, collector, Leavenworth.
July 11, 1868, to Dec. 1876.
Gurdon E. Beates, assessor, Junction City.
Apr. 28, 1869, to 1875.
Alonzo Fuller, ganger, Lawrence. 187 3 -'75.
William A. Cormany, ganger. Fort Scott.
1873-'75.
John A. Chase, ganger, Atchison. 1873- '75.
R. C. Whitney, ganger, Junction City. 18731875.
1873Charles E. Kelsey, ganger, Emporia.
1875.
H. B. Hughbanks, ganger, Ottawa. 1873-'75.
Fred A. Cimmerman, ganger, Leavenworth.
1873-'75.
Samuel Radges, gauger, Topeka. 1873-'75.
Arthur Webster, storekeeper, Baldwin. 18731875.
John W. Tomb, storekeeper, Leavenworth.
1873-'75.
1873-'75.
Josiah W. Clark, storekeeper, lola.
George H. Anthony, deputy collector, Vienna,
Kan. 1875-'77.
Harlan Feagans, deputy collector, Fort Scott.
1875-'77.
Samuel Orr, deputy collector. Junction Citv.
1875-'77.

Thomas

8,
J.

A. Cunmerman, gauger, Leavenworth.
1875-'77.
A. Chase, gauger, Atchison. 1875-'77.
1875-'77.
A. Fuller, gauger, Lawrence.
Byron Jewell, gauger, Topeka. 1875 -'77.
Edward Borton, gauger, Emporia. 1875- '77.
1875A. D. Schach, gauger. Junction City.
1877.
E. T. Mears, gauger. Independence. 1875-'77.
W. A. Cormany, gauger, Fort Scott. 18751877.
F.

J.

Alexander M. Blair, collector, Ottawa.

Dec.

18, 1876, to Jan. 1878.
Cornelius W. Keifer, deputy collector, Leavenworth. 1877-'79.

Harlan Feagans, deputy

collector,

Fort Scott.

1877-'79.

Gurdon E. Beates, deputy
City.

collector. Junction

1877-'79.

Fred A. Cimmerman, gauger,

Leavenworth.

1877-'79.

Alonzo Fuller, gauger, Lawrence. 1877-'79.
William A. Cormany, gauger. Fort Scott.
1877-'79.

Harmon

Scott, gauger, lola.

Albert D. Schach,
1877-'79.

gauger.

1877-'79.
Junction City.

1877-'79.
Jewell, gauger, Topeka.
1877Elias T. Mears, gauger, Independence.
1879.
Edwin Barton, gauger, Emporia. 1877-'79.
1877 -'79.
E. M. Misner, gauger, Wichita.
John C. Carpenter, collector, Leavenworth.
Jan. 28, 1878, to Feb., 1887.
C. W. Keifer, deputy collector, Leavenworth,

Byron

1879-'81,

Thomas

C. Jones, deputy collector, Chanute.
1879-'81.

Official
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P. Dow, deputy collector, Manhattan.
1879-'81.
C. E. Pierce, deputy collector, Newton. 18791881.
H. Feagans, deputy collector, Leavenworth.
1879-'81.
1879-'81.
I. N. Mitchell, deputy collector.
Fred A. Cimmerman, gauger, Leavenworth.
1879-'81.
Hiram T. Beman, gauger, Topeka. 1879-'81.
C. W. Keifer, deputy collector, Leavenworth.
1881-'83.
T. C. Jones, deputy collector, Chanute. 18811883.

H.

H.

P.

Dow, deputy

collector.

Manhattan.

1881-'83.
deputy collector, Newton.
E.
Pierce,
C.
1881-'83.
George S. Bishop, deputy collector, Beloit.
1881-'83.
James L. King, deputy collector, Topeka.
1881-'83.

William H. Guy, deputy

collector,

Chetopa.

1881-'83.

H. Feagans, chief

clerk,

1881-

Leavenworth.

1883.
N. Mitchell, clerk, Leavenworth. 1881-'83.
H. M". Billingsley, storekeeper, Topeka. 18811883.
John U. Fellows, storekeeper and gauger,
King City. 1881-'83.
1881-'83.
H. T. Beman, gauger, Topeka.
C. W. Keifer, deputy collector, Leavenworth.
1883-'85.
T. C. Jones, deputy collector, Chanute. 18831885.
H. P. Dow, deputy collector.
Manhattan.
1883-'85.
0. E. Pierce, deputy collector, Newton. 18831885.
I.

George

S.

Bishop,

deputy

Beloit.

collector,

1883-'85.

W. H. Guy, deputy

collector,

Vinita,

I.

T.

1883-'85.

James L.

King,

deputy

collector,

Topeka.

1883-'85.

H. Feagans, deputy

collector,

Leavenworth.

1883-'85.
N. Mitchel, deputy collector, Leavenworth.
1883-'85.
John U. Fellows, storekeeper and gauger,
King City. 1883-'85.
Hiram T. Beman, storekeeper and gauger,
1883-'85.
Topeka.
N. B. Fletcher, gauger, Leavenworth. 18831885.
C. W. Keifer, deputy collector, Leavenworth.
1885-'87.
T. C. Jones, deputy collector, Chanute. 18851887.
J.

H.

P. Dow,
1885-'87.

deputy

collector.

John U. Fellows, deputy

Manhattan.

collector,

Newton.

1885-'87.
A. Manifold, deputy collector, Beloit.
1887.

W. H. Guy, deputy

collector,

Vinita,

1885I.

T.

1885-'87.
L. King, deputy collector, Topeka.
1885-'87.
H. Feagans, deputy collector, Leavenworth.
1885-'87.
1. N. Mitchell, deputy collector, Leavenworth.
1885-'87.
Hiram T. Beman. stor'^keeper and gauger,
1885-'87.
Hutchinson.
B. F. Evans, storekeeper and gauger, Newton.
1885-'87.
W. B. Fletcher, gaug?r, Leavenworth. 18851887.

James
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Nelson F. Acers, collector, Leavenworth.
Feb. 28, 1887, to Dec. 1889.
Feagans, deputy collector, Leavenworth.

H.

1887-'89.
E. N. Yates, deputy collector, Leavenworth.
1887-'89.
Thomas P. Fenlon, Jr., deputy collector,
Leavenworth. 1887-'89.
C. C. Welbom, deputy collector, Leavenworth.
1887-'89.
W. L. Bartels, deputy collector, lola. 18871889.

Elwood

Sharp, deputy collector. Council
Grove. 1887-'89.
William O'Connor, deputy collector, Hutchin1887-'89.
son.
C. N. Coggeshall, deputy collector, Solomon
1887-'89.
City.
M. Jones, deputy collector, Parsons. 18871889.
Henrv Shindler, gauger, Leavenworth. 18871889.
O. S. Coffin, storekeeper and gauger, Hum1887-'89.
boldt.
W. H. Phillips, storekeeper and gauger, New1887-'89.
ton.
Cyrus Leland, Jr., collector, Leavenworth.
Dec. 28, 1889, to Oct., 1893.
W. L. Bartels, deputy collector, lola. 18891891.
O. S. Coffin, deputy collector, Hutchinson.
1889-'91.
J.

Feagans, deputy collector, Leavenworth.
1889-'91.
P. Fenlon, Jr., deputy collector,
1889-'91.
Leavenworth.
W. T. Harris, deputy collector, Solomon City.
1889-'91.
M. Jones, deputy collector, Parsons.
J.
1889-'91.
W. H. Latham, deputy collector, Hutchinson.
1889-'91.
Elwood Sharp, deputy collecftor, Coimcii
Grove. 1889-'91.
C. C. Welbom, deputy collector, Leavenworth.
1889-'91.
E. N. Yates, deputy collector, Guthrie, Ind.
Ty. 1889-'91.
E. B. Yates, deputy collector, Leavenworth.
1889-'91.
Henry Shindler, gauger, Leavenworth. 18891891.
H. Feagans, deputy collector, Leavenworth.
1891-'93.
Howard Leland, deputy collector, Leavenworth. 1891-'93.

H.

Thomas

Frank

Seeley,

deputy

collector,

Leavenworth.

collector,

Leavenworth.

1891-'93.

A.

J. Schilling,

deputy

1891-'93.
J.
Peck, deputy collector. Fort Scott.
1891-'93.
Thomas F. Doran, deputy collector, Topeka.
1891-'93.
Robert McCanse, deputy collector, Wichita.
1891-'93.

E.

Thomas

Blakeslee, deputy collector, Neodesha.

1891-'93.

Miss

Ollie

Trabue, deputy

collector, Wichita.

1891-'93.

Henrv

Shindler, gauger, Leavenworth.

1891-

1893.

Richard B.

Morris, collector, Leavenworth.
Oct. 4, 1893, to July 1897.
H. Feagans, deputy collector, Leavenworth.
1893-'95.
Miss A. A. Leland, deputy collector, Leaven1893-'95.
worth.

Frank

Seeley,

deputy

collector,

Leavenworth.

collector,

Leavenworth.

1893-'95.
A.

J. Schilling,

1893-'95.

deputy
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Peck, deputy collector, Fort Scott.
J.
1893-'95.
F. Doran, deputy collector, Topeka.
1893-'95.
Robert McCanse, deputy collector, Wichita.
1893-'95.

Thomas

Blakeslee, deputy collector, Neodesha.

1893-'95.

Hammond

Tarr,

deputy

collector,

Guthrie,

Oklahoma territory. 1893-'95.
Henry Shindler, gauger, Leavenworth.
collector,

Leavenworth,

1895-'97.
E. R. Morris, deputy collector, Leavenworth,
1895-'97.
E. Fenlon, deputy collector, Leavenworth.
1895-'97.
E. E. Murphy, deputy collector, Leavenworth.
1895-'97.
J. E. Watrous, deputy collector, Burlington.
1895-'97.
T.
M. Dolan, deputy collector, Clifton.
1895-'97.
W. E. Huttman, deputy collector, Wichita.
lS95-'97.
W. H. Swatzel, deputy collector. Parsons.
1895-'97.
Charles Howard, deputy collector, El Reno,
1895-'97.
Okla.
N. W. Huttman, deputy collector, Wichita.
1895-'97.
Henry Shindler, gauger, Leavenworth. 18951897.
Charles M. Parker, storekeeper and gauger,
1895- '97.
Atchison.
L. M. Dolde, storekeeper and gauger, Union
City, Okla.
1895-'97.
Michael W. Sutton, collector, Leavenworth.
July 29, 1897, to Dec. 1901.

Harlan

Feagans, deputy
worth, 1897-'99.

Edward R,

INIorris,

worth.

1897-'99.

Edward Fenlon,
worth.

deputy

deputy

collector,
collector,

collector,

LeavenLeavenLeaven-

1897-'99.

Thomas M. Dolan, deputy

collector, Clifton.

1897-'99.
Charles Howard, deputy collector, El Reno,
1897-'99.
Okla.
W. H. Swatzel, deputy collector, Parsons.
1897-'99.
John E. Watrous, deputy collector, Burling1897-'99.
ton.

Henry W. Huttman, deputy
ita.

Henry

collector,

Wich-

1897-'99.
Shindler, gauger, Leavenworth.

1897-

1899.
Charles M.
Atchison.

Parker, storekeeper and gauger,
1897-'99.
Leonard M. Dolde, storekeeper and gauger,
1897 -'99.
Hartzell, Okla.
H. Feagans, deputy collector, Leavenworth.

1899-1901.
E. R. Morris, deputy collector, Leavenworth,
1899-1901.
Edward Fenlon, deputy collector, Leaven1899-1901.
worth.
C. W. Keifer, deputy collector, Leavenworth.
1899-1901.
Thomas Blakeslee, deputy collector, Neodesha.
1899-1901.
G. M. Stratton, deputy collector, Clay Center.
1899-1901.
Charles Howard, deputy collector, El Reno,
1899-1901.
Okla.
Ernest G. Krezdom, deputy collector, Leav1899-1901.
enworth.
W. M. Wallace, deputy collector, Kmgman.
1899-1901.

collector.

collector,

Dodge

Leavenworth.

1899-1901.
Miss Margaret M. Waidele, deputy collector,
1899-1901.
Leavenworth.
U. S. Sartin, deputy collector, Kansas City,
Kan. 1899-1901.
Henry Shindler, gauger, Leavenworth. 18991901.
Charles

M. Parker, storekeeper and gauger,
Leavenworth.
1899-1901.
Leonard M. Dolde, storekeeper and gauger,

1893-

1895.

H. Feagans, deputy

Dennis L. Sweeney, deputy
1899-1901.
City.

W. H. Nipps, deputy

E.

Thomas

I

Society.

Stillwater, Okla.

1899-1901.

James M. Simpson,

collector,

Leavenworth.

Dec. 17, 1901, to July 1911.
Harlan Feagans, deputy collector, Leaven1901-'03.
worth.
C. W. Keifer, deputy collector, Leavenworth.
1901-'03.

Thomas

Blakeslee, deputy collector, Neodesha.

1901-'03.
C. Coffman, deputy collector, Leavenworth. 1901-'03.
Charles Howard, deputy collector, El Reno,
1901-'03.
Okla.
D. E. Mundey, deputy collector, Linwood.
1901-'03.
F. W. Parrott, deputy collector, Clay Center.
1901-'03.
D. L. Sweeney, deputy collector, Dodge Citv.
1901-'03.
Miss ^Margaret M. Waidell, deputy collector,
T.

Leavenworth. 1901 -'03.
S. Sartin, deputy collector, Kansas City,

U.

Kan.

1901-'03.
Henrj^ Shindler, gauger, Leavenworth.
19011903.
William Asher, storekeeper and gauger, Oklahoma City, Okla. 1901-'03.
Leonard M. Dolde, storekeeper and gauger,
1901- '03.
Stillwater, Okla.
James E. Doom, storekeeper and gauger,
1901-'03.
Shawnee, Okla.
Thomas H. Henderson, storekeeper and
1901-'03.
gauger, Noble, Okla.
William S. Irick, storekeeper and gauger,
Keokuk Falls, Okla. 1901-'03.
Lloyd S. Outcelt, storekeeper and gauger.
Dent, Okla. 1901-'03.
Charles M. Parker, storekeeper and gauger,
1901-'03.
Atchison.
John Sullivan, storekeeper and gauger, Lex1901-'03.
ington, Okla.
Lyman A. Whitten, storekeeper and gauger,
1901-'03.
Cleveland, Okla.

Feagans, deputy collector, Leavenworth. 1903-'05.
S. G. Pottle, deputy collector, Leavenworth.
1903-'05.
Charles Howard, deputy collector, El Reno,
Okla. 1903-'05.
W. S. Irvin, deputy collector, Muscogee, Ind.
1903-'05.
Ter.

Harlan

E. Mundey, deputj' collector, Linwood.
1903-'05.
F. Randolph, deputy collector, Clvde.
1903-'05.
John E. Watrous, deputy collector, Burling1903-'05.
ton.
C. W. Trickett, deputy collector, Kansas City,
Kan. 1903-'05.
George W. Jones, deputy collector, Mound

D.
J.

1903 -'05.
City.
Dennis L. Sweeney, deputy
City.

collector.

Dodge

1903-'05.

Miss Margaret Jackson, deputy collector,
Leavenworth. 1903-'05.
Miss Fannie L. Thompson, deputy collector,
Leavenworth. 1903 -'05.
Henry Shindler, gauger, Leavenworth. 19031905.

Official
U.

S.

Internal Revenite Service

Kansas Roster.

—

Concluded.
D. C. Bennington, storekeeper and gauger,
Atchison. 1903-'05.
L. M. Dolde, storekeeper and ganger, Stillwater, Okla. 1903-'05.
James E. Doom, storekeeper and gaugcr,
Shawnee, Okla. 1903-'05.
Charles J. Howard, storekeeper and gaug?r.
Noble, Okla. 1903-'05.
S. Irick, storekeeper and gauger, Keokuk
1903-'05.
Falls, Okla.
E. F. Shinn, storekeeper and gauger, Lexing1903-'05.
ton, Okla.
L. N. Ogee, storekeeper and gauger, Shawniae,
Okla. 1903-'05.
L. A. Whitten, storekeeper and gauger, Cleve1903-'05.
land, Okla.

W.

H.

Feagans,

deputy

collector,

Leavenworth.

collector,

Leavenworth.

1905-'07.
S.

G. Pottle, deputy

1905-'07.
Charles Howard, deputy collector,
Okla. 1905-'07.

El Reno,

W. S. Irvin, deputy collector, Muskogee, In1905-'07.
dian territory.
D. E. Mundey, deputy collector, Linwood.
J.

C.
J.

1905-'07.
F. Randolph,
1905-'07.

deputy

collector,

Clyde.

W. Trickett, deputy collector, Kansas City.
1905-'07.
E. Watrous, deputy collector, Burlington.
1905-'07.
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W. Jones, deputy collector, Leavenworth.
1905-'07.
collector, Wichita.
1905-'07.
Margaret Jackson, deputy collector, Leavenworth. 1905-'07.
Henry Shindler, gauger, Leavenworth. 19051907.
D. C. Bennington, storekeeper and gauger,
Atchison. 1905-'07.
L. M. Dolde, storekeeper and gauger, Still1905-'07.
water, Okla.
J. W. Harmon, storekeeper and gauger, Lex1905-'07.
ington, Okla.
W. S. Irick, storekeeper and gauger, Keokuk
1905-'07.
Falls, Okla.
R. M. Poindexter, storekeeper and gauger.
Elk City, Okla. 1905-'07.
S. M. Riddle, storekeeper and gauger, Shaw1905-'07.
nee, Okla.
John Sullivan, storekeeper and gauger. Noble,
Okla. 1905-'07.
Charles J. Howard, storekeeper and gauger,
imassigned. 1905 -'07.
Louis N. Ogee, storekeeper and gauger, un1905-'07.
assigned.
L. A. Whitten, storekeeper and gauger, un1905-'07.
assigned.
Fremont Leidv, collector, Leavenworth. July
25, 1911, to Oct. 1913.
G.

Dermis L. Sweeney, deputy

William H. L. Pepperell, collector, Leavenworth. Oct. 7, 1913, to Oct. 1921.
Motter, Harvev H., collector, Wichita.
Oct.
5,

1921—

UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES IN KANSAS.
LECOMPTON, TOPEKA LAND OFFICE.
(Pawnee

District.)

This office was first located at Lecompton,
and was removed to Topeka in September,
1861.
From time to time other land offices
had been consolidated with it, and here it
remained until March 18, 1925, when it was
abolished and the records shipped to Washington, D. C.
Registers.

Moore, Ely.
Mar. 1855 to Feb. 1860; d.
Lecompton, Jan. 27, 1861.
Jones, James R.
Feb. 1860 to Apr. 1861.
Adams, Franklin George. Apr. 1861, to Nov.
1863; d. Topeka, Dec. 2, 1899.
Smith, Ira H. Nov. 1863 to Apr. 1873.
Fitzpatrick, W. H.
May 1873 to Jan. 1882.
Fisher, John J. Jan. 1882 to Apr. 1886.
Price, John L.
Apr. 1886 to Apr. 1890.
Fleming, James I. Apr. 1890 to Apr. 1894.
Von Langen, Herman. Apr. 1894 to Aug.
1895.

Richardson, John S.
Aug. 1895 to Mar.
1S98.
Fisher, George W.
Apr. 18, 1898, to Apr.
19, 1902.
Titus, Charles H. Apr. 19, 1902, to Apr. 23,
1905.
Fisher, George W. Apr. 24, 1905, to Oct. 14,
1914.
Wilson, A. P. Tone, Jr.
Oct. 15, 1914, to
Nov. 30, 1915.
Green, Harry Carlton.
Dec. 13, 1915, to
May 31, 1918.
Allen. George S.
June 1, 1918, to Mar. 20,
1922.
Miller, Charles W.
Mar. 21, 1922, to Apr.
30. 1925.
Receivers.

Shoemaker, Thomas C.
1856.
Brindle, William.

Mar. 1855 to Sep.

Sep. 1856 to Mar. 1861.

Mar. 1861 to Apr. 1865.
David W.
Apr. 1865 to Mar.

Lines, Charles B.

Stormont,
1867.

Thurston, Joel.
Merrill, George.
Lines, Charles B.

Mar. 1867 to Mar. 1871.
Mar. 1871 to Jan. 1875.

Jan. 1875 to Apr. 1877.
Martin, Charles S. Apr. 1877 to Sep. 1877.
Finney, David W. Sep. 1877 to Dec. 1877.
Kelley, Harrison.
Dec. 1877 to Sep. 1878.
Watson, George W. Sep. 1878 to Feb. 1883.
Peyton, John Q. A. Feb. 1883 to July 1885.
Spaulding, Charles. July 1885 to Jan. 1890.
Knight, J. Lee. Jan. 1890 to Feb. 1894.
Hitt, James J. Feb. 1894 to Jan. 1898.
Welch, Rudolph B. Jan. 1898 to Apr. 1902.
Wood, Joshua G. Apr. 19, 1902, to Sep. 8,
1914.
Barrett,
1922.

John E.

Sep. 9, 1914, to Mar. 20,

FORT SCOTT, HUMBOLDT, MAPLETON,
HUMBOLDT, NEODESHA, INDEPEN-

DENCE LAND

OFFICE.

The Fort

Scott land office was removed to
Humboldt, in September, 1861, where it was
raided by guerrillas, and the treasure taken,
whereupon it was removed to Mapleton, October 3, 1861.
On May 15, 1862, it was
again removed to Humboldt, where it remained until December 1?, 1870, when it

was removed to Neodesha.
On October 3,
1871, it was removed to Independence, where
it remained until February 28,
1889, when
the office was consolidated with the Topeka
oflBce and ceased to exist.
Registers.

Doak, William H. (George W. Clarke).

Mar.

1857 to May 1858.
Morin, Jesse. May 1858 to Apr. 1861.
Burnett, Jonathan C.
Apr. 1861 to Mar.
1865.
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Continued.
S. Land Offices
Fort Scott, Etc. Concluded.
Stewart. Watson.
Mar. 1S65 to Dec. 1866.
Thurston, Olin. Dec. 1866 to Apr. 1867.
Goss. Nathaniel S. Apr. 1867 to Apr. 1869.
Stewart, Watson.
Apr. 1869
(for a short

U.

—

—

Society.

AUGUSTA, WICHITA LAND OFFICE.
The Augusta land office was opened on
June 11, 1870. February 20, 1872, it was removed to Wichita, and on February 28,1889, consolidated with the Topeka office and
ceased to exist.

time).

Maxson, Perrv B. Apr. 1869 to Mar. 1873.
Martin, W. W. Mar. 1873 to July 1877.
Melville J.
Ralston, Clate M.
Salter,

July 1877 to July 1885.
July, 1885, to Feb. 1889.

Receivers.

Ransom, Epaphroditus.

Mar. 1857 to Jan.

1860; d. Dec. 1859.
Clark, George J. (son-in-law
Jan. 1860 to Apr. 1861.

of

to Mar. 1863.
to Apr. 1864.
Redfield, Josiah C.
Apr. 1864 to Apr. 1867.
Emmert. David B. Apr. 1867 to Oct. 1871.
Wood, Joseph J. Oct. 1871 to Dec. 1871.
Re\-nolds, Milton Wellington.
Dec. 1871 to

Mar. 1873.
Nichols, E. S.

Mar. 1873 to Dec. 1873.

Waters, Henry

W.

Receivers.

Shannon, William A. June 1870 to July 1872.
Redfield, Josiah C.
July 1872 to Dec. 1876.
Dyer, James L. Dec. 1876 to Oct. 1885.
Gilbert, Samuel L.
Oct. 1885 to Oct. 1888.
Coates, Robert F.
Oct. 1888 to Feb. 1889.

CONCORDIA LAND OFFICE.

Dec. 1873 to Oct. 1885.
Wilson.
Oct. 1885 to Feb.

1889.

DONIPHAN, KICKAPOO, ATCHISON

LAND

June 1870 to July 1872.
Jenkins, W. S.
July 1872 to May 1875.
Tavlor, H. L.
May 1875 to Mar. 1879.
Walker, Richard L. Mar. 1879 to July, 1885.
Dale, Frank.
July 1885 to Mav 1888.
McCoy, James G. May 1888 to Feb. 1889.

Ransom).

Adams, Charles W. Apr. 1861
Adams, Francis E. Mar. 1863

Young, Henry

Registers.

Akin, Andrew.

OFFICE.

The Doniphan land office was removed to
Kickapoo December 3, 1857. and to Atchison
September 6, 1861.
In December, 1863, it
was consohdated with the Topeka office and

This

office

was opened July 7, 1870. ConTopeka office Februarv 28,

solidated with the
1889.

Registers.

Amos. July 1870 to Mar. 1874.
McEckron, B. H. Mar. 1874 to Mar. 1883.
Dodge, S. HoUister.
Mar. 1883 to Mar.
Cutter,

1887.

Demers, Samuel. Mar. 1887 to Feb. 28, 1889.
Receivers.

ceased to exist.
Registers.

Whitfield, John W.
Mar. 1857 to Apr. 1861.
Low, Ashael. Apr. 1861 to D.c. 1S63.
Receivers.

Woodson, Daniel. Mar. 1857 to Apr. 1861.
Smith, Ira H. Apr. 1861 to Dec. 1863.

July 1870
Sternberg, Thomas J.
1870.
Jtnkins, Evan J. Aug. 1870 to Jan.
Wrong, Thomas. Jan 1884 to June
June 1886 to
Carnahan, A. A.
1S89.

LAND
The Ogden land
Junction

City

May

1871.

1,

Topeka

office

OFFICE.

KIRWIN LAND OFFICE.

CA-\MiER CITY,

OGDEN, JUNCTION CITY, SALINA

The Cawker City land
in

Aug.

to

1SS4.
1886.
Feb. 28,

office

was opened

January 4, 1875, it was reJune, 1872.
to Kirwin, and September 11. 1893,
was consolidated with the office at Oberlin.

moved
office

October

6.

was

removed to

1859.

and consolidated
December 31, 1S93.

to

it

Salina

with

the

Registers.

Thomas, A. A.

Registers.

Emory, Fred. Mar. 1857 to Maj^ 1858.
May, Ira Norris. May, 1858 to Mar. 1859.
Garrett, Sam B.
Mar. 1859 to Apr. 1861.
McBratney, Robert.
Martin, George W.

Apr. 1861 to Mar. 1865.
Mar. 1865 to Oct. 1S66.
Oct. 1866 to Mar. 1S67.
McClure, James R. Mar. 1867 to Apr. 1869.
Martin, George W. Apr. 1869 to Apr. 1871.
Bond, Thomas L. Apr. 1871 to Apr. 1880.
Hodge, John M. Apr. 1880 to Aug. 1886.
Palmer, Smith M. Aug. 1886 to May. 1889.
Hodge, John M. May, 1889 to Dec. 1893.
Willans, John.

Receivers.

Mar. 1857 to May 1858.
Patterson, Findlay. May 1858 to Apr. 1861.
Houston, Samuel D. Apr. 1861 to Apr. 1871.
Wagstaff, Daniel R. Apr. 1871 to July 1879.
Hanback, Lewis. July 1879 to Feb. 1883.
Cunningham, Harper S. Feb. 1883 to Aug.

Downer, James P.

1886.
Searl, Oscar F.
Banks, Charles

Aug. 1886 to Sep. 1889.
Sep. 1889 to Dec. 1893.

W\

June 1872 to Apr. 1876.
Campbell, Frank. Apr. 1876 to June 1878.
Helm, Thomas M. June 1878 to Mar. 1883.
Mar. 1883 to Mar. 1887.
Bissell, John.
Young, Henry A. Mar. 1887 to Oct. 1889;
resigned.

McNall, Webb. Oct. 1889 to Apr. 1892.
Apr. 1892 to Sep. 11,
Smith, Lafayette F.
1893.
Receivers.

Plowman, Thomas. June 1872 to May 1874.
Hodge, John M. May 1874 to June 1878.

June 1878 to May 1882.
Best, Lewis J.
Havs. Robert R. Mav 1882 to July 1886.
Harris, Amos J. July 1886 to Aug. 1890.
Aug. 1890 to Sep. 11,
Caldwell, William H.
1893.

HAYS

CITY,

WAKEENEY LAND
OFFICE.

The Hays City land office was opened
Jvme 20, 1874, and in October, 1879, it was
removed to Wakeeney. February
office was abolished.

the

11,

1905,

Official
U.

Kansas Roster.

—

Oct. 1889 to Jan. 1894.
James N. Jan. 1894 to Jan. 1898*.
Willcockson, Kleber E.
Jan. 1898 to Apr.
1901.
Ward, William E. Apr. 15, 1901, to Feb. 27,
1905.
Feb. 28, 1905, to June 28,
Blair, Albert H.
1906.
Thomas, John. June 29, 1906, to Jan. 5,
1909.
Hiskey, Thomas B. Jan. 6, 1909, to Mar. 31,
1909.
Receivers.

Anderson, Cyrus.

Concluded.
S. Land Offices
Hays City, Etc. Concluded.

—

Fike,

Registers.

Edwards, John H, July 1874 to Dec. 1874.
Eggers, Luther F, Dec. 1874 to Oct. 1877.
Hanna, Benjamin J. F. Oct. 1877 to May
Beard, 'w. C. L. May 1886 to Sep. 1889.
Monroe, Lee. Sep. 1889 to Sep. 1893.
Frakes, Abram. Sep. 1893 to Sep. 1897.
Sep. 1897 to July 1902.
Purcell, Isaac T.
July 24, 1902, to Feb. 14,
Blair, Albert H.

Scott, Tully.

Receivers.

McGonigal,
Carpenter, John C.

July 1874 to Dec. 1874.
Dec. 1874 to Nov. 1877.
Nov. 1877 to Aug. 1880.
Aug. 1880 to Apr. 1888.
Pilkenton, W. H.
Schlyer, John.
Apr. 1888 to Mar. 1891.
Wilson, Hill P. Mar. 1891 to Feb. 1894.
Feb. 1894 to Jan.
Reynolds, Simpson S.

Andrew

J.

Hunter, William

J.

1894.
Jan. 1894 to Jan. 1898.
J.
Anderson, Cyruy. Jan. 1898 to Jan 1902.
Jan. 1902 to Mar. 31,
Evans, Charles C.

1909.

GARDEN

1895.

1874, the

20,
established.

OFFICE.
Lamed land

office

Registers.

Myton, H. P.
Niles,

Charles

June 1883 to Mar. 1885.
F. M.
Mar. 1885 to Oct.

1889.
Frost, Daniel M. Oct. 1889 to Jan. 1894.
.Jan. 1894 to Jan. 1898.
Lee, John J.
Jan. 1898 to Jan. 1902.
Scates, William A.
Feb. 21, 1902, to Feb.
Milliken, Henry F.
28, 1914.
Mar. 1, 1914, to Aug.
Wilson, Robert R.
31, 1919.

Registers.

July 1874 to June 1883.
Brown, William R. June 1883 to Oct. 1885.
Brownlee, W. R. Oct. 1885 to June 1888.
June 1888 to Apr. 1890.
Scott, Henry W.
Apr. 1890 to Jan. 25,
Wolcott, Harlan P.

Receivers.

1894.
Receivers.

Andrew

Gilbert, Eli.

Hoisington,
1885.

Booth, Henry.

Thanhauser, Samuel.

July 1874 to Dec. 1877.
Dec. 1877 to May 1885.
May 1885 to June 1889.
Bedell, Henry M.
Chapman, Edward L. June 1889 to Jan. 25,
1894.

Taylor, Jesse.
Crist,

office

1881.

established at Oberlin in
February 5, 1894, it was reuntil

May

1,

July 1889 to Jan. 1894.
Jan. 1894 to Apr. 1895.
B.
Apr. 1, 1895, to Mar.

it

-UNITED STATES PEACE CONFERENCE,
Washington, D. C, Feb. 1861.

Registers.

Cavanaugh, Thomas H.
Mar. 1883.

June 1883 to July

July 1885 to July 1889.

Pettyjohn, Lewis J.
Apr. 7, 1898, to May
31, 1914.
KiUion, John V.
June 1, 1914, to Aug. 16,
1919.

was

moved to Colby, where it remained
was discontinued on March 31, 1909.

J.

George T.

Beerer, Albert
1898.

OBERLIN, COLBY LAND OFFICE.
May,

L.\ND

In May, 1883, a land office was established
Garden City, and in February, 1894, it
was removed to Dodge City, where it remained until August 31, 1919, when it was
consolidated with the Topeka office.

Morris, Charles A.

This

DODGE CITY

at

On January 25, 1894, it was
consolidated with the Garden City office, and
on February 10, 1894, the consolidated office
was removed to Dodge City.

was

CITY,

OFFICE.

1905.

LARNED LAND

James B.

McCue, Thomas

Saum, William E. Jan. 1895 to June 1898.
King, Frank W. June 1898 to Mar. 1903.
Mar. 6, 1903, to Feb. 14,
Atherton, Otis L.

On June

May 1881 to June 1885.
June 1885 to Apr. 1880.
Apr. 1889 to Jan.

Chandler, E. C.

1905.

Vickers,

721

1881,

Adams, Henr>' J., delegate.
Conway, Martin F., delegate.
Ewing, Thomas, Jr., delegate.
Stone, James C, delegate.

to

Patchen, A. L.
Mar. 1883 to Dec. 1886.
Bacon, Frank. Dec. 1886 to Oct. 1889.

UNITED STATES PENSION OFFICE, TOPEKA.
(Office

abolished January 31, 1913.)

AGENTS.
Nathaniel A. Adams, Manhattan.

1883-'87.
George W. Click, Atchison. 1887-'89.
1889-'95.
Emporia.
Bernard Kelley,
George W. Click, Atchison, 1895-'99.

I

i

i

Cyrus Leiand, Jr., Troy. 1899-1903.
Wilder S. Metcalf, Lawrence. 1903-'ll.
Abram W. Smith, McPherson. 1911-'13.

I

UNITED STATES SURVEYORS-GENERAL, KANSAS AND NEBRASKA.
Mark W. Delahay, Leavenworth. 1861-'65.
Hiram S. Sleeper, Leavenworth. 1865-'69.
Carmi W. Babcock, Lawrence. 1869-'75; d. Lawrence,

46—324

Oct. 1890.

— —
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UNITED STATES WEATHER BUREAU, TOPEKA.
PERSONNEL.
This office was established under direction of the chief signal officer, United States army,
June 1, 1887, with Sergeant Thorp B. Jennings in charge. On July 1, 1891, weather observations over the United States were transferred from the Signal Corps of the army to the United
States Department of Agriculture, and the organization was designated as the United States
Weather Bureau. Mr. Jennings remained in charge of the Topeka office until July 15, 1917,
when he was relieved by Snowden D. Flora, meteorologist, who has been in charge of the office
and climatological work in Kansas since that date. Mr. Jennings remained at the office as
assistant until August 20, 1920, when he was retired on pension.
In the early history of the office, assistants for the office were selected from the student
body of Washburn College. Topeka. The list of those serving being as follows:

Thorp, Buttolph Jennings, June 1, 1887, to
July 15, 1917; d. Topeka.
to about 1890.
A. H. Denny. From
Frank S. Ditto. Jan. 1, 1890, to June 1893.
William S. Belden. June, 1893, to July, 1895.
William A. Harshbarger. Part-time assistant
during 1891-'92.
Richard E. Kropf. 1895.
Thomas Gray. 1895.
G. Harold Noyes. Apr. 10 to Oct. 1898.

——

Full-time Assistants.

Summey.

Jan.

Feb.

3,

relieving

Oct. 28, 1905, to July 15, 1917,
in charge of the office,

Mr. Jennings.

Carl L. Bush.
Oct. 7, 1909, to Dec. 19,
1910; Aug. 3, 1913, to June 5, 1917.
William A. Wells. June 4, 1917. to Apr. 10,
1918.

Harold B. Douglas. Mar. 30, 1918, to Aug.
22, 1918; Mar. 1, 1919, to May 12, 1919.
Miss Helen I. Clavpoole. Aug. 8, 1918, to
Feb. 28, 1919.

26,

1902.
1905.
Albert T.
1905.

D. Flora.

when he was placed

Frank A. Math.

1895 to 1901.
Eugene D. Emigh. Oct. 15, 1901, to Dec.
Charles B. Jennings.

Frank Montgomery.

S.

1903 to Feb.

3,

1905, to Oct. 30,

May

11, 1919, to July 12,

1919.

Bernard R. Laskowski. Aug. 17, 1919
John B. Underwood. July 21, 1924, to Mar,
28, 1925.

Roy

C. Anderson.

Mar. 23, 1925

UNITED STATES INDIAN AGENCIES AFFECTING KANSAS.
Superintendents, Agents, Subagents, Special Commissioners, Teachers,
Farmers, Millers, Blacksmiths, Interpreters, Etc.
1812.

1805.
for Cherokees, on the
kansas river, Louisiana territory.

John Trent, trader

Ar-

1808.
St. Louis, Mo., agent for
Big and Little Osages.
Lewis Reazen, subagent, Indian affairs.

Peter Chouteau,

John P. Gates, interpreter.
Noel Mongrain Marque, Indian interpreter.
Bazil Nassier Marque, Indian interpreter.
George C. Sibley, factor at Fort Osage, on
Missouri river.
Isaac Rawlings, Fort Osage.

George C. Sibley, agent Big and Little Osages,
Fort Osage, on Missouri river.

James Kennerly, agent, St. Louis.
Samuel Treat, agent Cherokees and Quapaws,
Arkansas Post, on Arkansas river.
William L. Lovely, agent Cherokees and QuaArkansas Post, Arkansas river.
1813.
Messrs. John W. Johnson and Maurice Bloddeau, agents for Sacs and Foxes.
George C. Sibley, agent for Big and Little

William L. Lovely, agent for Cherokees and
Quapaws, Arkansas Post, Arkansas river.

1809-1810.
George C. Sibley, factor Fort Osage, on Missouri, Big and Little Osages.
1811.
Pierre Chouteau, agent, St. Louis.
Samuel Treat, agent Cherokee and Quapaw.s,
at Arkansas Post, on Arkansas river, Louisiana territory.
Nicholas Boilvin, agent Sacs and Foxes.
George C. Sibley, factor. Fort Osage, agent
Big and Little Osages.
Isaac Rawlings, Fort Osage, with Big and
Little Osages.

1814.
Peter Chouteau, agent. Big and Little Osages.
George C. Sibley, factor Fort Osage.
William L. Lovely, agent Cherokees and Quapaws, Arkansas Post, Arkansas river.

1815.
Peter Chouteau, agent Big and Little Osages.
Auguste P. Chouteau, special agent Big and
Little Osages.
Noel Mongrain, interpreter with Osages.
George C. Sibley, factor and agent, Fort
Osage.
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agent for tribes on Missouri
river, above the Kansas river.
Nicholas Boilvin, ag-nt.
Col. Pierre Menard, agent for Shawnees, Delawares, Peorias, Piankeshaws and Kicka-

Manuel

Lisa,

poos.

William L. Lovely, agent for Cherokees and
Quapaws, on Arkansas river.
Judge Bullett, agent for Cherokees on Arkansas river.

Samuel Solomon,
Hypolite

St. Louis,
Bolon, St. Louis,

.John A.

Cameron,
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Mo., interpreter.
Mo., interpreter.

interpreter, for Sioux.

Louis Dorion, interpreter for lowas and Sacs.
Paul Louis, interpreter for Osages, St. Louis.
Maurice Blondeau, subagent for Sacs and
Foxes.
Thomas Forsyth, agent Fort Clark.
John W. Johnson, factor and Indian agent.
P. L. Chouteau, interpreter.
James Kennerly, agent St. Louis.

Subagents.

Manuel
Pierre

Lisa, Missouri territory.
for Shawnees,

Menard,

and Delawares.
John Dougherty, subagent and
Factor.

George C. Sibley,

Fort Osage, Mis-

factor.

souri river.

Assistant Factor.

Michael Ely, Fort Osage.
Interpreter.

Jacques Mette, Fort Osage.

1822.
Agents.

Benjamin O'Fallon, Council

Bluffs,

Iowa

ter-

ritory.

Richard Graham, Osages and Missourias.

Thomas Forsyth,

agent Indian

affairs.

Subagents.

1816.

Thomas Forsyth, agent Fort

Piankeshaws

interpreter.

Clark.

Richard Graham, Indian agent,

Illinois terri-

tory.

Maurice Blondeau, Indian agent Winnebagos
and Ottawas, Chippewas and Pottawat-

Paul L. Chouteau,
Fort Clark.

Osages

John Dougherty, Council

in

Missouri,

at

Bluffs.

Nathaniel Philbrook, Osages on Arkansas.

1823.

omies.
Noel Boilvin, agent.

Agent.

John Rutland.

Samuel Blunt, Fort Osage, Missouri

river.

1817.

Benjamin O 'Fallon, U. S. Indian agent.
Manuel Lisa, U. S. Indian agent.
Richard Graham, U. S. Indian agent.
Samuel Solomon, interpreter.
Stephen Julien, U. S. interpreter.
Joseph Lafleche, interpreter,
Bernard Vasques, witness to treaty.

1824.

Benjamin O'Fallon, Council

Illinois territory.

Subagents.

terin

Missouri.

and

Richard Graham, agent,

Iowa

G. W. Kennerly, Indian agent.
A. Baronet Vasques, acting subsistence agent
interpreter.

1818.
Peter Chouteau, agent, St. Louis.
Benjamin O 'Fallon, agent, Arkansas.

Bluffs,

ritory.

Richard Graham, Osages and other tribes

Subagents.
P. L. Chouteau, Osage Nation, Missouri.

John Dougherty, Council

Bluffs.

Gabriel Godfrey, Pottawatomies.
Nathaniel Philbrook, Osages on the Arkansas.

Thomas Forsyth.

1825.

Peter Menaid.
Gabriel Godfrey.
John Rutland.

Agents.
Interpreters.

A. L. Papin.
I. T. Honore.

Benjamin O'Fallon, Council Bluffs.
Richard Graham, Delaware, Shawnee
Kickapoo towns.
Alexander McNair, Osage towns.
'

and

.

Stephen Julien, U.

S.

Witnesses.

Th. Robedout.
P. L. Chouteau.
Paul Loise, Osage interpreter.

Subagents.

Paul L. Chouteau, Osages.
John Dougherty, Council Bluffs.
John Campbell, Delaware town.
Gabriel Godfrey, Pottawatomies.
W. B. Alexander, Osages and Kansas.

1819.
William Prince, agent, with Kickapoos.
Michael Brouillet, U. S. interpreter.
William L. Lovely, assistant agent, Cherokees on the Arkansas river.

1828.
Agents.

John Dougherty, Camp Leavenworth.
Richard Graham, Delaware, Shawnee

anrl

other towns.

1820-1821.

Thomas

Forsjiih, agent, Missouri river.

Benjamin O'Fallon, agent, on the Missouri
river.

William Prince, with Weas.
Richard Graham, Great and Little Osages,
St. Louis

John F. Hamtramck, Osage towns.
Subagents.
Geo. H. Kennerly, Pawnee Loups, Mahas,
Peter Menard, Jr., Pottawatomies.
Jonathan L. Bean, loways.
Paul L. Chouteau, Osage Nation.
John Campbell, Delaware Nation.

etc.
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Laborer.
Antoine Dehetre, Osage agency.

Interpreters.

Baronet Vasquez (also acts as
Kanzas.
Stephen Julien, loways.
John Rodgers, Council Bluffs.
James Connor, Delaware towns.

Society.

MUler.

subagent),

Nathan Rose. Pottawatomies.
1831.

Baptiste INIongrain, Osages.

Clement

Agents.

Lessert. Kanzas.

Francis Duchoquet. Shawnees, Wapaghkonetta.
Isaac Walker, Wyandots, Upper Sandusky.

1829.

Neosho river.
John Dougherty, Upper Missouri agency.
Richard W. Cummings, Shawnee, etc., agency.
George Vashon, Cherokee agency, west of
P. L. Chauteau, Osage agency,

Mississippi.

Subagents.

Agents.

John Dougherty, Camp Leavenworth.
Richard Graham, Delaware, Shawnee

and

other towns.

John F. Hamtramck, Osage towns.
Subagents.
A. L. Hughes, Pawnee Loups, Mahas,
Peter Menard. Jr., Pottawatomies, etc.
Jonathan L. Bean, loways.
Paul L. Chouteau, Osage Nation.
John Campbell, Delaware Nation.

Marston G. Clark, Kansas river.
Andrew S. Hughes, loway villages.
J. B. Wells, Shawnee and Delaware agency.
John Campbell, Delaware agency.
Nathaniel Pryor, Osage agency.
R. P. Beauchamp, Upper Missouri agency.

etc.

Interpreters.

Anthony Shane, Shawnee,
James Connor, Delaware,

lyiterpreters.

James Rodgers, Cherokees, Arkansas, Kanzas.
Dunning McNair, Shawnees.
Stephen Julien, loways.
John Rodgers, Coimcil Bluffs.
James Connor, Delaware towns.
Baptiste Mongrain, Osages.
Clement Lessert, Kanzas.
Francis Duchoquet, Shawnees. Wapaghkonetta.
Isaac Walker, Wyandottes, Upper Sandusky,
Ohio.

west.
west.

Baptiste Peoria (half breed), Delaware agency.
Baptiste ^longrain, Osage agency.
Joseph James, L'pper Missouri agency.
Joseph Ojai, Peoria, south agency.
Lewis Rodgers, loway, subagency.
Clement Lessert, Kanzas, south agency.
F. Duchoquet, Wapaghkonetta.

Joseph Park. Pottawatomie, Wapaghkonetta.
William Walker, Wyandotte, Upper Sandusky.
Gunsiniths.
Pool, Delaware agency.
Benjamin Lawhead, Delaware agency.
Robert Dunlap, Osage agency.

J.

1830.
Blacksmiths.
Agents.
John Dougherty, Upper Missouri agency.
George Vashon, Delawares, Shawnees. etc.
John F. Hamtramck, Osage agency, Xeosho
river.

William Carlisle, Osage agency.
George Casser, Rock Island, for Sacs.
G. Phillibert, Kanzas subagency.
Joseph Vanbibber, loway subagency.
William Holland, Peoria subagencj-.

Subagents.

Agricuiturists.

Marston G. Clark, Kanzas river.
Andrew S. Hughes, loway villages.
J. B. Wells, Shawnee and Delaware agency.
John Campbell, Delaware agency.

Daniel M. Boone, Kansas Nation.
Da\-id Bailey, Osage Nation.
Richard Branin, Osage Nation.

P. L. Chouteau, Osage agency.
Nathaniel Pryor, Osage agency.
R. P. Beaucliamp, Upper Missouri agency.

Laborer.
Antoine Dehetre, Osage agency.

Interpreters.

1832.

Anthony Shane. Shawnees, west.
James Connor. Delaware^, west.

Agents.

Baptiste Peoria (half-breed), Delaware agenc3^
Baptiste Mongrain. Osage agency.
Joseph James, Upper :Missouri agency.
Lewis Rodgers, loway, subagency.
Clement Leassert, Kanzas, subagency.
Joseph Park. Pottawatomie, Wapaghkonetta.

William Walker,
dusky, Ohio.

Wyandotte,

Upper

Gunsmiths.
Pool, Delaware agency.
Benjamin Lawhead, Delaware agency.
Robert Dunlap, Osage agency.
J.

Blacksmiths.
William Carlisle, Osage agency.
G. Phillibert, Kanzas subagency.
Joseph VanBibber, loway subagency.
Agriculturists.

Daniel

M. Boone, Kanzas Nation.

Da\'id Bailey. Osage Nation.
Richard Branin, Osage Nation.

San-

John Dougherty, L'pper Missouri agency.
Richard W. Ctinirnins, Delaware agency.
P. L. Chouteau, Osage agency, Neosho river.
Subagents.

Marston G. Clark, Kanzas river.
Andrew S. Hughes, loway villages.
J. B. Wells, Shawnee and Delaware agency.
Andrew McNair, Osage agencj-.
Thomas Anthony, Osage agency.
R. P. Beauchamp, Upper Missouri.
Interpreters.

James Rodgers, Cherokees, west.
.\nthony Shane, Shawnees, west.

James Connor, Delawares, west.
Baptiste Peoria (half breed), Delaware agency.
Lewis Rodgers, loways.
Clement Lessert. Kanzas, south agencj".
Duchoquet. Wapaghonetta.
Joseph Park, Wapaghonetta.
William Walker, Wyandotte, Upper Sandusky.
F.
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Gunsmiths.

James Wheeler, Miami agency.
Samuel McGill, loways.
H. Johnson, loways.

Pool, Delaware agency.
B. Lawhead, Delaware agency.
Robert Diinlap, Osage agency.

J.

Jean Lebeau, Rock Island, for Foxes.
George Casser, Rock Island, for Sacs.
Blacksmiths.

William Carlisle, Osage agency.
B. Lawh'afl, Delaware ag ncv.
G. Phillib.^t, Kanzas sulmc luy.
Jos. ^"an Bibber, Iowa subagency.
William Holland, Peoria subagency.
John Lewis, T'pper Sandusky.
John Elliot, Wapaghkonetta, Ohio.
John Lindsey, Eel River agency, for Potta-

Geo. Casner, Rock Island, for Saco.
Jos. Vanbibber, Iowa soibagency.
Gabriel Phillibert, Kanzas agency.
Lambert Lapierre, Rock Island, for Foies.
B. McCann, Rock Island, for Foxes.
L. Jones, Shawnee, west, treaty.
Robert Wilson, Eel River agency, for Miamis.

John Lindsey, Eel River agency, for Pottawatomies.

Ephriam

T.

M. Boone, Kanzas Nation.
Bailey, Osage Nation.
Richard Branin, Osage Nation.

Daniel

for

M. Boone,

Karizas agency.

David Bailey, Osage agency.
Richard Brannin, Osage agency.

1834.

George Vashon, Cherokee agency, west.
R. Cummins, Delaware agency.
P. L. Chouteau, Osage agency.
Marston G. Clark, Kanzas agency.
John Dougherty, Upper Missouri agency.

Laborer.
Antoine Dehetre, Osage agency.

1833.
Special Agents to Superintend Emigration.

Benjamin F. Carrey, Cherokee emigration.
Abel C. Pepper, for removal Pottawatomies
next season.
Assistant Agents.

Schoonover,

for

removal

next season.

Emigration Agents.

Montgomery,

Subagents.
W. Miller, Delaware agency.
Alexander McNair, Osage agency.
Andrew S. Hughes, loway villages.
Pierre Menard, Jr., Peoria subagency.
F.

Interpreters.

Pottawatomies

next season.

Lewis H. Sands, for removal Pottawatomies

C.

agency,

Agriculturists.

Daniel

David

M.

River

Eel

loways.
A. Clement, Osages.
W. McDowell, Osages.

Agriculturists.

J.

Keller,

Miamis.

W. Duncan,

watomies.

R.
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enrolling

Cherokees,

east.

William M. Davis, enrolling Cherokees, east.
William Harding, enrolling Cherokees, east.

Andrew S. Hughes, loway villages.
Anthony Shane, Shawnee agency.
Baptiste Peoria, Delaware agency.
Baptisle Mongrain, Osage agency.
Clement Lessert, Kanzas agency.
Joseph Jam°s, Upper Missouri agency.
John W. Edwards, Quapaw agency.
Jeffrey Dorney, loway subagency.
W. Thornton, Cherokee agency, west.

Agents.

John Dougherty, Upper Missouri agency.
Richard W. Cummins, Delaware agency.
P. L. Chouteau, Osage agency, Neosho river.
Marston G. Clark, Kanzas agency.
Subagents.

Andrew

Hughes, loway villages.
J. B. Wells, Shawnee and Delaware agency.
F. W. Miller, Delaware agency.
Alexander McNair, Osage agency.
Thomas Anthony, Osage agency.
R. P. Beauchamp, Upper Missouri.
S.

1835.
Agents.

Joseph M. Street, Prairie du Chien.
R. W. Cummins, Northern agency of western
territory.

John Dougherty, Upper Missouri.
Subagents.
A. S. Hughes, loways.
M. G. Clark, Ottawa.s'.

George Vashon, Cherokees, west.
P. L. Chouteau, Osages.

Interpreters.

Anthony Shane, Shawnees, west.
James Conner, Delawares, west.
Baptiste Peoria, Delaware agency.
Baptiste Mongrain, Osage agency.
Joseph James, Upper Missouri agency.
Joseph Ojai, Peoria, south agency.
Lewis Rodgers, loway.
Clement Lessert, Kanzas, south agency.
William Walker, Upper Sandusky.
Gutismiths.
Pool, Delaware agency.
Robert Dunlap, Osage agency.
Jean B. Lebeau, Rock Island, for Foxes.

J.

Blacksmiths.
B.

Lawhead, Delaware agency.

William Carlisle, Osage agency.
Robert Dunlap, Delaware agency.
Jos. Rennard, Upper Missouri agency.
C. Colbert, Upper Missouri agency.

Interpreters.

Charles Maubrain, Upper Missouri.
Joseph James, Kanzas.
James Connor, Shawnee.
Peter Cud.joe, Kickapoo.
Henry Clay, Ottawa.
B. Aiongrain, Osages.
Jeffrey

Dorney, loways.

Paddy

Carr, Cherokees, west.

Blacksmiths. Gunsmiths, etc.
Allanson Holdridg?, Cherokees, west.
Aai on Price, Cherokees, west.
John Gilmore, Upper Missouri.
James M. Gilmore, Upper Missouri.
Baptiste Barrate, loway subagency.
John Everly, loway subag ncy.
James Duncan, Cherokee agency, west.
John McGill, Cherokee agency, west.
Gabriel Phillibert. Osage Nation.
E. Brant, Osage Nation.

Lambert Lapierre, Rock

Island.
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Miller.

William Barnes, Shawnees and Delawares.

Harvey bturdevant, Rock Island.
J. B. Lebeau, Rock Island.
Nicholas Seneschal, Rock Island.

Wheelwrights.

John A. Hart, Cherokees, west.

Farmer.
William Duncan, loways.

Austin Cppeland, Cherokees, west.
Teachers.

Miller.

J.

William Barnes, Shawnees and Delawares.

C. Berryman, Kickapoos.

John D. Swallow, Kickapoos.
Henr^' Remick, Delawares.

Wheelwright.
John A. Hart, Cherokee agency, west.

1837.

Teachers.
J.

J.

C. Berrj-man, Kickapoos.

Commissioners and Special Agents.
T. Schermerhorn, New York Indians, exploring party.

John D. Swallow, Kickapoos.
Henry Remick, Delawares.

Wilson Lumpkin, Cherokee country.
Superintendents of Emigration.

Special Agents.

Benjamin F. Currey, Cherokee agency,

east.

Superintendent of Emigration.
Abel C. Pepper, Indiana.
Assistant Agents.
A. L. Danes, Fort Leavenworth agency.
William Alley, Fort Leavenworth agency.
George Fletcher, Quapaws, west.

Enrolling Agent.
William D'avis, Cherokee agency.

W.

Currej',

Cherokee agency,

William

A. Jackson, secretary, Cherokee
country.
A. P. Chouteau, west of Arkansas.
John Clark, west of Arkansas.
John McDonnell, west of Arkansas.
P. R. R. Pray, west of Arkansas.
P. D. Vroom, west of Arkansas.
James Murray, west of Arkansas.
Jonathan Pinckney, secretary.

Valuing Agents.
Josiah Shaw, Cherokee Nation.
J. W. McMillan, Cherokee Nation.

Enrolling Clerk.

G.

John Kennedy, Cherokee country.

east.

Collecting Agents in Emigration.
G. S. Denton, Cherokee agency, east.
B. B. Cannon, Ross's Landing.

1836.

Clerk.

Agents.

Richard

W. Cummins, North

agency, western

J.

N. Hetzel, Cherokee Nation.

territory.

Physicians.

John Dougherty, Upper Missouri.
Jos. M. Street (Sac and Foxes), Rock

Island.

Hughes, lowayg.
George Vashon, Western Cherokees.
P. L. Chouteau, Osages.
S.

1837-38.
Agents.

Interpreters.

Joseph James, North agency, western

terri-

tory.

James Connor, North ag:ncy, western

terri-

tory.

Peter Cudjoe, North agency, western territory.
Henry Clay, North agency, western territory.
Joseph Parks, North agency, western territory.
Louis Chapelle, Upper Missouri.
Charles Maubrain, Upper Missouri.
Jeffrey Domey, loways.
P. Mongrain, Osage subagency.

Blacksmiths, Gunsmiths and Helpers.
Allansan Holdridge, Cherokees, west.
Aaron Price, Cherokees, west.
John Gilmore. Upper Missouri.
James M. Gilmore, Upper Missouri.
Baptiste Barrate, loway subagency.
John Everly, loway subagency.
James Duncan, Cherokee subagency, west.
John McGill. Cherokee subagency, west.
Gabriel Phillibert, Osage subagency.
E. Brant, Osage subagency.

Lambert Lapierre. Rock Island.
Harvey Sturdevant, Rock Island.
J. B. Lebeau. Rock Island.
Nicholas Seneschal, Rock Island.
Farmer.
William Duncan, loways.

C. Lillybridge, Cherokee Nation.

G. S. Townsend, Cherokee Nation.
James Hunter. Cherokee Nation.

Subagents.

Andrew

John W. Lide, Cherokee Nation.

Richard W. Cummins, Fort Leavenworth.
John Dougherty, Council Bluffs.
Joseph M. Street, Rock Island.
Joshua Pilcher, Upper Missouri river.
Montfort Stokes, Fort Gibson (Cherokees).
J. W. A. Sanford, Fort Gibson (Cherokees).
Subagents.

W. N.

Fulkerson, Upper Missouri.
Edwin James, Council Bluffs.
A. S. Hughes, Great Nemehaw,
A. L. Davis, Osage river.
R. L. Chouteau, Osage agency.

Assistant Agent in Emigration.
Johnston Lykins, Osage river (Marais
Cygnes).

des

Interpreters.

Henry Tiblow, Fort Leavenworth.
Clement Lessert, Fort Leavenworth.
Antoine LeClaire, Rock Island.
Joseph Vasseur, Upper Missouri.
Tousant Charbono, Upper Missouri subagency.
Jeffrey Dorney, Great Nemehaw.
Nimrod Henderson, Great Nemehaw.
Francis LeVallier, Osage river.
Jack Speen, Cherokees, west.
B. Mongrain, Osages.
Joseph Duchassin, Quapaws.
David Foreman, Cherokee agency.
Mark Tiger, Cherokee Nation.
_
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Blacksmiths and Gunsmiths.
David Shahan, Fort Leavenworth.
Baptisrte Barratte, Upper Missiuri.
James Duncan, Great Nemehaw.
James Gilmore, Great Nemehaw.

William

Carlisle,
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Osage River agency.

And. H. Stinson, issuing agent to indigent
Pottawatomies.
Jesse King, blacksmith for Pottawatomies.
Robert Wilson, blacksmith for Pottawatomies.
Andrew Fuller, assistant blacksnaith for Pottawatomies.

Cherokee Agency.
Montfort Stokes, agent. Fort Gibson.

Paschall Fish, Fort Leavenworth.
John Bluejacket, Fort Leavenworth.

Hercules T. Martin, interpreter. Fort Gibson.
C. V. S. Parris, blacksmith, Cherokee country.
Andrew M. Vann, blacksmith, Cherokee coun-

Silas Dougherty, Fort Leavenworth.
William Pechalker, Fort Leavenworth.

Allen

Assistants.

John Everly, Upper Missouri agency.
Joseph J. Ficklin, Great Nemehaw.
Madison Gilmore, Great Nemehaw.
Caton, Osage River agency.
Farmers and
Cephas Case, Fort Leavenworth.
William Duncan, Great Nemehaw.
Leonard Searcy, Great Nemehaw.
Assistants.

Teachers.

David Kennear, Fort Leavenworth.
John D. Swallow, Fort Leavenworth.
Henry Rennick, Fort Leavenworth.
Millers.

William Barnes, Fort Leavenworth agency.
John Allen, Fort Leavenworth agency.
Azariah Holcomb, Neosho subagency.
Surveyor.
Isaac

McCoy, Westport, Mo.
Hospital Matrons.

M. Moore, Cherokee

agency.
E. Downing, Ross' landing.

1839.
Sac and Fox Agency.

Joseph M. Street, agent.
Joseph Smart, interpreter.
C. H. Withington, blacksmith.
Joshua W. Baker, blacksmith.
Harvey Sturdivant, gunsmith.
Richard Kerr, farmer.

Ruth Kerr,

laborer.

Job Smith, laborer.
William Fullerton, laborer.

David

Fullerton, laborer.

Cannon^ laborer.
Jeremiah Smith, miller.
Samuel Smith, miller.
Henry Plummer, striker.
Preston Roberts, striker.

Fort Leavenworth Agency.
Richard W. Cummins, agent.
Henry Tiblow, interpreter.
Clement Lessert, interpreter.
Robert Dunlap, blacksmith to Shawnees.
James M. Simpson, blacksmith to Shawnees.
Wilson Rogers, assistant blacksmith to
Shawnees.
Benjamin Rogers, assistant blacksmith to
Shawnees.
William F. Newton, blacksmith to Delawares.
John Pemeseo, assistant blacksmith to Delawares.
Charles Fish, assistant blacksmith to Delawares.
James Hays, farmer to Delawares.
Da\'id Kinnear, farmer to Kickapoos.

Osage River Subagency.

Anthony L. Davis, subagent.
Luther Rice, interpreter.

try.

Thompson, blacksmith, Cherokee coun-

Jonat'han Morris, blacksmith, Cherokee coun-

Thonias Cook, assistant blacksmith, Cherokee
country.
,
,
Robinson, assistant blacksmith, Cherokee country.
^,
counCherokee
James A. Hart, wheelwright,
,

,

try.

T

N. Finley, wagonmaker, Cherokee coun-

'try.

Cherokee Emigration Agents.
N. R. Williams, issuing agent, Fort Gibson.
N. B. Donnenburgh, issmng agent, tort Uribson.

Neosho Subagency.
Robert A. Calloway, subagent.
James Vallier (Quapaw), mterpreter for Quapaws.

,

_

for Quapaws.
George W. Nutting, blacksmith for Quapaws.
Mothosse (Quapaw), assistant blacksmith.
Senecas and
G. Heron (Seneca), interpreter
Shawnees.
,
^
and
John Matthews, blacksmith for Senecas
Shawnees.
-xu a «
benWilliam Crabtree, assistant blacksmith
ecas and Shawnees.

Andrew Vanslyck, farmer

Henry A. Darling, miller for Senecas.
Dan. M. Stockton, blacksmith Senecas.

Thomas McGown,

assistant blacksmith Sen-

ecas.

Osage Subagency.
Congreve Jackson, subagent.
adjudiThomas P. Spierin, commissioner to country.
cate claims on the Osages, Osage

Miami Subagency.
in Iowa.
agency.
Peter Andre, interpreter Miami
Miami agency.
blacksmith
Carnot,
Joseph
MiJoachim Fernandez, assistant blacksmith
ami agency.
Albert Draper, miller Miami agency.
Nathaniel West, commissioner to investigate
claims on Miamis.

Samuel Milroy, subagent

1840.
Affairs.
Joshua PUcher, Superintendent Indian
St. Louis,

Mo.

Agents.

Joseph V. Hamilton, Council Bluffs agency.
Richard W. Cummins, Fort Leavenworth
agency.

,tJohn Beach, Sacs and Foxes of the Missis•

sippi.

Subagents.

Anthony

L. Davis, Osage River (Marais des

Cygnes.)
Stephen Cooper, Council Bluffs agency.
John B. Luce, Fort Leavenworth agency.
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superintendent

of

schools

(Baptist), Shawnee, Kan.
teacher, Shawnee manual
labor school (Methodist).
Jerome C. Berrjaiian, teacher, Shawnee manual labor school (Methodist).
Greene, teacher, Shawnee manual labor
J.
school (Methodist).
John G. Pratt, printer, Shawnee manual labor school (Methodist).
J. D. Blanchard, teacher, Delaware mission
(Baptist).
Miss Sylvia Case, teacher, Delaware mission
(Baptist).
Henrj' Harvey, superintendent, Friends mission, Shawnee Nation.
Ann Har\'ey, superintendent Friends mission,
Shawnee Nation.
David Jones, teacher, Friends mission, Shawnee Nation.
Christopher Miksch, teacher, Moravian
J.
mission, Delawares, Munsees or Christian
Indians.

Thomas Johnson,

1841.

Iowa Superintendency.
Robert Lucas, superintendent ex officio.
John Chambers, superintendent ex officio.
Sac and Fox Agency.

Society.

Joseph Doney, assistant blacksmith.
Bird (Indian), assistant blacksmith.
Ijouis Davis, mterpreter.
Alfred Laws, blacksmith.
William Crabtree, assistant blacksmith.
Joshua Wright, miller.

James M.

Pilcher. miller.

D. M. Stockton, blacksmith.
Silas Rogers, assistant blacksmith.

Ledston V. Braden, assistant blacksmith.

James Pool, blacksmith.

Miami Subagency.
Samuel Milroy, subagent.
Allen Hamilton, subagent.
Peter Andre, interpreter.
Peter Valiket, miller.
Francis Reomi, blacksmith.
Caleb Cockran. assistant blacksmith.
Rev. J. F. L. Verreydt, superintendent Sugar
Creek Catholic mission.
Rev. C. Hoecken, teacher. Sugar Creek Catholic mission.

Wyandot Subagency.
Purdy McElvaine, subagent.
John W. Baer, subagent.
N'ew York Subagency.
Stephen Osbom.
Miscellaneous.

McCoy,

Isaac

John Beach, agent.

special agent, to settle difficul-

with various Indian tribes.

ties

Stambaugh,

Josiah Smart, interpreter.
H. Sturdevant, gunsmith.
J. W. Baker, blacksmith.
C. H. Withmgton, blacksmith.
James West, assistant blacksmith.
Peter S. Wood, miller.
Richard Kerr, farmer.
Ruth Kerr, matron on farm.

S.

Louis Superintendency.
Joshua Pilcher, superintendent, St. Louis.
D. D. Mitchell, superintendent, St. Louis.

Sac and Fox Agency.
John Beach, agent. Sac and Fox agency.
Josiah Smart, interpreter. Raccoon riveV.
Harvey Sturdevant, gunsmith. Raccoon river.
James Drake, gunsmith, Raccoon river.
C. H. Withington, blacksmith. Raccoon river.
Joshua W. Baker, blacksmith. Raccoon river.
J. H. Parsons,' assistant blacksmith. Raccoon

J.

Subagency.

Congreve Jackson, subagent.

W.

to

Cherokee

1843.

Forth Leavenworth Agency.
Richard W. Cummins, agent.

Nemahaw

secretary

IOWA SUPERINTENDENCY.

St.

Great

C.
agent.

Chambers, superintendent
Iowa territory.

ex

officio,

river.

P. Richardson, subagent.

Anthony L. Davis, subagent.

Arthur I. Baker, assistant blacksmith. Raccoon river.
George Wilson, farmer, old agency farm.
Mary S. Wilson, farm matron, old agency

Western Superintendency.
William Armstrong, acting superintendent.

G. P. Loomis, laborer, old agency farm.
Richard Sanders, laborer, old agency farm.

Osage River Subagejicy.

farm.

Cherokee Agency.

ST.

Montford Stokes, subagent.
Pierce

M,

Congreve Jackson, subagent.
R. N. Calloway, subagent.
C. Mongrain, interpreter.
John C. Beacher, blacksmith.
John Mathews, blacksmith.
Silas Mosur, blacksmith.

W.

Black, assistant blacksmith.

William (Indian), assistant blacksmith.
Jacob (Indian), assistant blacksmith.

Mo.

nees.

Pitman, assistant blacksmith for Shawnees.
Monday, blacksmith.
Charles Fish, blacksmith for Delawares.
Powhatan Phifer, assistant blacksmith for
Delawares.
Mab. Fraukeer, assistant blacksmith for
Delawares.
William H. Mitchell, farmer for Delawares.

J.

Neosho Subagency.
Samuel V. Noland, subagent.
R. N. Calloway, subagent.
John B. Luce, subagent.
Joseph Doney, interpreter.
Joshua B. Luttrell. farmer.
David Thomas, blacksmith-

St. Louis,

Fort Leavenworth Agency.
Richard W. Cummins, agent. Fort Leavenworth.
Clement Lessert, interpreter, Fort Leavenworth.
Henry Tiblow, interpreter. Fort Leavenworth.
William Donaldson, blacksmith for Shawnees.
J. M. Simpson, blacksmith for Shawnees.
Jonathan Phillips, subagent for Wyandotts.
Joseph Parks, assistant blacksmith for Shaw-

Osage Subagency.

E.

LOUIS SUPERINTENDENCY.

D. D. Mitchell, superintendent,

Butler, subagent.

Isaac

^
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MISCELLANEOUS.

Osage Subagency.
R. A. Calloway, subagent, Osage subagency.
Charles Mongrain, interpreter, Osage sub-

J.

N. Bearden, blacksmith, Osage subagency.
Rhineheart, blacksmith, Osage subagency.
William (half-breed Osage), assistant blacksmith, Osage subagency.
Jacob (Osage), assistant blacksmith, Osage
subagency.
Subagency.

1844.

Thomas H. Harvey,
affairs,

sion.

superintendent of Indian

Mo.

Henry Tiblow, interpreter.
Charles Graham, blacksmith.
James B. Post, blacksmith.

agency.

Benjamin Stewart, blacksmith, Iowa mission.
Elisha P. Swift, striker, Iowa mission.

Charles Fish, blacksmith.
Isaac Monday, blacksmith.
Robert Wilson, blacksmith.
J. Carpenter, blacksmith.
J. Pitman, assistant blacksmith.
Mab. Frankier, assistant blacksmith.
W. H. Mitchell, farmer.

WESTERN SUPERINTENDENCY.
Cherokee Agency.

M.

Butler, agent.
Drew, interpreter.

William Donalson, blacksmith for Shawnees.
M. Simpson, blacksmith for Shawnees.
Richard Simpson, assistant blacksmith for
Shawnees.
Joseph Park, assistant blacksmith for Shaw-

Richard Blackburn, blacksmith.
James W. Griffin, blacksmith.

J.

George Candj', blacksmith.
Johnson McBreyer, blacksmith.
John A. Hart, wheelwright.
Th. Matthews, wagonmaker.

nees.

Great Nemaha Subagency.
William P. Richardson, agent at Agency.
H. P. Morgan, blacksmith.
Samuel M. Irvin, interpreter, and Sac and

Neosho Subagency.
B. B. R. Barker, subagent, Neosho subagency.
Louis Bertolini, interpreter, Neosho subagency.
James D. Luttrell, farmer, Neosho subagency.
Quinn Fine, blacksmith, Neosho subagency.
Alexis Pitte, assistant blacksmith, Neosho

New York Subagency.
Stephen Osbom, subagent, Buffalo.

Louis,

Richard W. Cummins, agent.
Jonathan Phillips, subagent for Wyandotts.
Joshua Carpenter, subagent.
Clement Lessert, interpreter.
John M. Armstrong, interpreter.

Aurey Ballard, farmer. Great Iowa mission.
Jeffrey Dorrier, interpreter, Iowa land.
John Rubita, interpreter, Great Nemaha sub-

Independent Miami Subagency.

St.

Fort Leavenworth Agency.

William Hamilton, teacher. Great Iowa mis-

Allen Hamilton, subagent, Logansport, Iowa.
Peter Valiket, miller, Logansport, Iowa.
Frances Reome, blacksmith, Logansport, Iowa.
Ulysses Cook, assistant blacksmith, Logansport, Iowa.

enrolling

lina.

P. Richardson, subagent. Great Nemaha
subagency.
Preston Richardson, farmer, Great Nemaha
subagency.
Pleasant Johnson, assistant farmer, Great
Nemaha subagency.
James Gilmore, blacksmith, Great Nemaha
subagency.
William Daviess, assistant blacksmith, Great
Nemaha subagency.

subagency.
Louis Davis, interpreter, Neosho subagency.
Thomas J. Kennedy, blacksmith, Neosho subagency.
James A. Kennedy, assistant blacksmith, Neosho subagency.
Joshua Wright, miller, Neosho subagency.
John Saltsman, blacksmith, Neosho subagency.
John A. Lewis, assistant blacksmith, Neosho
subagency.
Rev. Samuel G. Patterson, teacher, Quapaw
Methodist mission, Crawford Seminary,
east bank of Pomme de Terre river (Spring
river), Indian Territory.
(Moved in 1848
to near Baxter Springs.)

Cherokee

C. K. Gardner, secretary to Cherokee Commissioners, North Carolina.
Sam'l C. Humes, clerk to Cherokee Commissioners, North Carolina.
William Morrison, agent to locate lands for
Sacs and Foxes, west of Missouri.

W.

John

Cherokee enrolling agent.

H. Eaton, commissioner to adjust and settle Cherokee claims, 1835, North Carolina.
E. B. Hubley, commissioner to adjust and
settle Cherokee claims, 1835, North Caro-

Elias

Pierce

Deaderick,

J.

Jesse

Nemaha

W.

North Carolina.
John Turison, assistant
agent, North Carolina.

agency.

Great

729

Fox

teacher.

William Hamilton, teacher, Iowa and Sac and

Fox

school.
Jeffrey Dorian, interpreter.

John Rubite, interpreter.
James Gilmore, blacksmith.
Benjamin Stuart, blacksmith.

Thomas Stuart,
Andrew Mayer,
.

assistant smith.
assistant smith.
Pleasant Johnson, farmer.
J. W. Forman, farmer.
H. W. Forman, farmer.
Preston Richardson, farmer.

Sac and Fox Agency.
John Beach, agent.
Josiah Smart, interpreter.
M. S. Wilson, matron.
S. Griffith, physician.
G. P. Loomis, farmer.
H. R. Skinner, farmer.
George Wilson, farmer.

John

James Drake, gunsmith.
H. Sturdevant, gunsmith.
Charles H. Withington, blacksmith.
James Stephens, assistant blacksmith.
Parsons, assistant blacksmith.
A. I. Baker, assistant blacksmith.
J. W. Baker, assistant blacksmith.

J.

)
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Cherokee Agency.
P.

Council BJufJs Agency.

M.

Butler, ag.uit.

Osage Subagency.

Daniel Miller, agent n.goTiating Titaty.
Richard S. EllioTt. subag-nt.
John Lafromboise, interprettr.
Andrew Drips, special agent.

Joet Crittenden (or Cruttenden) subagent.

Council Bluffs, Subagency.

R.

Neosho Subagency.
(Senecas, Senecas and Shawnees. and
Quapaws.

S. Elliott,

Joseph

Sinclair, subagent.

B. R. R. Barker, subagent for fulfilling treaty.

New

Louis Vallier, interpreter.

Quapaws.

J.

"Toy"

("Ottawa"

oi

S.

G. Patterson, teacher, Crawford seminary.

Jones.)

Robert Simmerwell, blacksmith.
R. Wilson, blacksmith.
T. X. Stinson, assistant blacksmith.
D. Moreland, assistant blacksmith.
S.

York hidians.

.Stephen Osborn, subagent.

Osage Hirer Subagency.
X. Bourassa. interpreter.
John T. Jones, interpreter.

subagent.

Miami Subagency.

1847.
ST.

Bertrand, assistant blacksmith.

LOUIS SUPERINTENDENCY.

Thomas H.

Har\'ey, superintendent,

St. Louis,

1845.

H.

Thos.

affairs,

Harvey,

superintendent

Indian

St. Louis, 'Mo.

Armstrong,
Western Territory.

"William

acting

superintendent.

Fort Leavenworth Agency.
Richard W. Cummins, agent.
Rev. E. T. Peery, teacher.

Osage River Subagency.
Vaughan, subagent for Pottawatomies,
Ottawas, Chippewas, Peorias, Kaskaskias,
Weas, Miamis and Piankeshaws.
B. M. Adams, teacher for Weas, etc.
A.

J.

Neosho Subagency.
James

Raines, subagent.

S.

G. C. Matlock, agent. Upper Missouri.

Thomas

Fitzpatrick,^ agent. Upper Platte.
Miller, agent, Council Bluffs agency.
B. Mitchell, subagent, Council Bluffs
agency.
A. J. Vaughan, subagent, Osage River agency.
William E. Rucker, subagent. Great Nemaha
agency.
Richard Hewitt, subagent, Wyandot agency.
Josiah Smart, interpreter. Sac and Fox agency.
Lotiison Frenier, interpreter. Upper Missouri
agency.

John
R.

Clement

W.

Joel

Wyandott Subagency.

John

Richard Hewitt, subagent.
J. M. Armstrong, interpreter and teacher.

Barrow,

M.

Armstrong,

interpreter,

River

Nemaha
Nemaha
Wyandot

M. Rutherford,

acting superintendent and
agent, Choctaw agency.
James McKisick, agent, Cherokee agency.
James S. Rains, subagent, Neosho agency.
Samuel H. Bunch, subagent. Osage agency.
John A. Watie, interpreter, Cherokee agency.
James Valliere. interpreter, Neosho subagency.
Lewis Davis, interpreter, Neosho subagency.
John Swiss, interpreter, Osage agency.

M.

and Iowa Subagency.

Ir-\in,

ST.

teacher mission school.

Preston Richardson, farmer, lowas.
Friends'

Shawnee School.

Wells, superintendent.
Wells, superintendent.

Hough, teacher.
Miriam H. Hough, teacher.

Zeri

Ottawa Baptist Mission.
Jotham Meemer, superintendent.

LOUIS SUPERINTENDENCY.

D. D. Mitchell, superintendent,

John W. Forman, farmer.

Thomas
Hannah

Osage

1849.
-Sac

8.

interpreter,

WESTERN SUPERINTENDENCY.
S.

school.

Rev.

Leaven-

Fort

agenc3'.

Charles Graham, blacksmith.

F. L. Verreydt, teacher, Pottawatomies,
Catholic.
Dr. J. Lykins, superintendent Pottawatomie
Baptist school.
Robert Simmerwell, teacher, Pottawatomie
Baptist school.
Mrs. Robert Simmenvell, teacher, Pottawatmie Baptist school.
E. NcCoj', teacher, Pottawatomie Baptist

interpreter,

agency.
Rubiti,
interpreter,
Great
agency.
Francis Bricknelle, interpreter. Great
agency.

Sac and Fox Agency.
John Beach, agent.

J.

I-essert,

worth agency.
Henr\- Tiblow, interpreter. Fort Leavenworth
agency.

John

Pottawatomie Subagency, Sugar Creek.

Mo.

John Beach, agent. Sac and Fox agency.
Richard W. Cummins, agent, Fort Leavenworth agency.

St. Louis,

Mo.

Luke Lea,

agent. Fort Leavenworth agency.
Charles N. Handy, agent, Osage river agency.

Thomas

Fitzpatrick,

agent.

Upper

Platte

agency.
A.

J.

Vaughan, subagent. Great Nemaha sub-

a gene J'.
E. Barrow, subagent. Council Bluffs subagency.
W. Hatton, subagent, Upper Missouri subagency.
J.

Official
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Wyandotte subagency.
Henry Tiblow, interpreter, Fort Leavenworth

Thomas Mosely,
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Jr.,

agency.
.

Joseph LaFromboise, interpreter, Fort Leavenworth agency.
John B. Rubiti, interpreter, Great Nemaha

E. Carter, issuing commissary, Pottawatomie
Nation.
Joseph Mix, special agent. Pottawatomie re-

moval.
William S. Boutwell, assistant superintendent,

Chippewa removal.

subagency.

Roy, interpreter, Great Nemaha subagency.
William Walker, interpreter, Wyandot sub-

J.

1853.

agency.

CENTRAL SUPERINTENDENCY.

(D. D. Mitchell, superintendent, St. Louis,
the Fort Leavenworth agency house
was located four miles from Westport, near
said

The

under
Agent R. W. Cummins, 1848, were KickaStockb ridges, Delawares, Munsees
poos,
(Christian), Shawnees and Pottawatomies.
See William E. Connelley in Kansas Histhe Missouri state

line.

torical Collections, vol. xiv,

tribes

pp. 492, 494,

549.)

A.

Gumming, superintendent,

St.

Louis,

Mo.

Sac and Fox Agency.
B. A. James, agent. Sac and Fox agency.
A. Gokey, interpreter. Sac and Fox agency.
A. Laws, blacksmith, Sac and Fox agency.
James F. Mills, blacksmith. Sac and Fox
agency.
B. Franklin, gunsmith. Sac and Fox agency.
D. Early, gunsmith. Sac and Fox
agency.
H. Franklin, assistant smith. Sac and Fox
agency.
H. G. Tharp, assistant smith. Sac and Fox
agency.

J.

Jacob

WESTERN SUPERINTENDENCE.
John Drennen, acting superintendent and
agent, Choctaw agency.
William Butler, agent, Cherokee agency.
A. J. Dorn, subagent, Neosho subagency.
W. H. Bell, subagent, Osage subagency.
John A. Watie, interpreter, Cherokee agency.
Valliere, interpreter, Neosho subagency.
Lewis Davig, interpreter, Neosho subagency.
Charles Mongraim, interpreter, Osage sub-

James

agency.

J. W. Brown, blacksmith.
Robert Wilson, blacksmith.
James Wilson, assistant blacksmith.
John Anderson, assistant blacksmith.

1851.

CENTRAL SUPERINTENDENCY.
D. D. Mitchell, superintendent, St. Louis, Mo.
Francis W. Lea, agent, Pottawatomie agency
(Cross Creek).

John Brazil, interpreter
watomie agency.

for

Kanzas, Potta-

Abram

Burnett, interpreter for Pottawatomies.
John R. Chenault, agent, Sac and Fox agency.

Antoine

Gokey,

interpreter.

Sac

Pottawatomie Agency.

W. Whitfield, agent. (Report dated from
Wes'tport.)
A. B. Burnett, interpreter.
Clement Lessert, interpreter.
L. K. Palmer, physician.
G. W. Bouton, physician.

J.

Jesse King, blacksmith.
W. T. King, assistant blacksmith.
A. W. Ward, wagonmaker.
J. B. Soucie, assistant wagonmaker.

W. H. Weldon;
J. W. Bourassa,

Fox

and

Kanzas Agency.

agency.

Thomas

Fitzpatrick,

agent.

Upper

Platte

agency.

James H. Norwood, agent. Upper Missouri
agency.

Asbury M. Coffey, agent, Osage River agency.
Thomas Moseley, Jr., agent, Kansas agency.
William Walker, interpreter for Wyandots,
Kansas agency.
Henry Tiblow, interpreter for Delawares,
Kansas agency.

gunsmith.

miller
L. K. Darling, ferryman.

B. F. Robinson, agent.

Henry Tiblow,

interpreter.

Charles Blue Jacket, interpreter.
William Walker, interpreter.
Isaac Monday, blacksmith.
Silas Boyd, assis;tant blacksmith.
W. Donaldson, blacksmith.
Levi Flint, assistant blacksmith.
S. Priestly, blacksmith.
O. D. Wilcox, assistant blacksmith.

Joseph Parks, interpreter for Shawnees, Kansas agency.
Bluffs ag°ncy.
Peter Ragneek, interpreter, Council Bluffs
agency.
Louis Sauntree, interpreter for Omahas, Council Bluffs agency.
Benjamin Grove, interpreter for Pawnees?,
Council Bluffs agency.
William P. Richardson, agent. Great Nemaha
agency.
Peter
Cadue, interpreter. Great Nemaha
agency.
John ri. Roy, interpreter. Great Nemaha
agency.

John E. Barrow, agent. Council

SOUTHERN SUPERINTENDENCY.

Council Blujjs Agency.

James M. Gatewood, agent.
L. Fontanelle, interpreter.
interpreter.
interpreter.
L. F. Burnett, blacksmith.
F. C. Blackman, assistant blacksmith.
W. Dillon, blacksmith.
James Mitchell, blacksmith.

James Cleghorn,
Benjamin Grove,

Osage River Agency.
Ely Moore, agent.
Baptiste Peoria, interpreter.

Robert Simmerwell, blacksmith.
L. Pascal, assistant blacksmith.
J. P.

Chenault, miller.

John Drennan, superintendent.

Van Buren, Ark.
George Butler, agent, Cherokee agency.
William J. J. Morrow, agent, Neosho agency.
Charles Mongrain, interpreter, Neosho agency.

Upper Platte Agency.

Thomas
A.

J.

Fitzpatrick, agent.

Upper Missouri Agency.
Vaughan, agent.

—
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Great Nem.aha Agency.
Daniel Vanderslice, agent.
J. Vanderslice, farmer.
Nelson Rogers, blacksmith.
John Sperr>', blacksmith.
Knoles Shaw, assistant blacksmith.
John B. Roy, interpreter.
Francis Gokey, interpreter.

Continued.

Agency.

Thomas

Daniel Vanclerslice, agent.

H. W. Foreman, farmer.
McCluskey, blacksmith.

J.

F. Bushnelle, interpreter.
John B. Roy, interpreter.

Peter Cadue, interpreter.

Thomas

Gokej', interpreter.

Osage River Agency.

SOUTHERN SUPERINTENDENCY.
F.

Drew, superintendent, Van Buren, Ark.

S.

Xeosho Agency.
J. Dorn, agent, Neosho agency.
C. Mongrain, interpreter.
Lewis Davis, interpreter.

Joseph Gebeau, miller.
Luther Paschal, blacksmith.
Lewis Paschal, assistant blacksmith.

Samuel G. Vallier, interpreter.
George Herron, interpreter.
John D. Morrow, farmer.

Councd

T. P. Lewis, blacksmith.
B. Hearrell, blacksmith.

J.

A.

B. Robertson, farmer.

John Lorton, farmer.

J.

Stang, striker.

J.

Robert Lorton, striker.
George Glines, smith.
Samuel AUis, interpreter.

Kennedy, blacksmith.

J.

Bluffs Agency.

George Hepner, agent.

miller.

Ambrose McRea, blacksmith.
T.

agent.

Baptiste Peoria, interpreter.

David Gebeau, blacksmith.
John Rubidoux, assistant blacksmith.

Andrew

Andrew D. Smith,

M. McCaslin,

G. Lane (Indian), assistant blacksmith.
J. Kinnej' (Indian), assistant blacksmith.
Crow, assistant blacksmith.
F. Mitchell, assistant blacksmith.
J. Mitchell, assistant blacksmith.

Hemy

J.

Fontanelle, interpreter.

James Cleghorn,

interpreter.

Kanzas Agency, Council Grove.
John jSIontgomery, agent.
Baptiste Jim, interpreter.
Jesse King, blacksmith.
William King, blacksmith.

1855-'56.

CENTRAL SUPERINTENDENCY.
Alfred

,

Gumming, Superintendent,
St. Louis. Mo.

Kickapoo Agency.
Royal Baldwin, agent.
Peter Cadue, interpreter.

Sac and Fox Agency.

B. A. James, agent.
Antoine Gokj^, interpreter.
Alfred Laws, blacksmith.
Jacob H. Early, gunsmith.
Hiram G. Tharp, assistant smith.
James Matthews, blacksmith.
Isaac McCoy, slu•^eyor of lands.

Upper Arkansas Agency.

John

Shawnee and Wyaiidot Agency.
Robert C. Miller, a-gent, Shawnee agency.
Charles
Bluejacket,
interpreter,
Shawnee
agency.

William Walker, interpreter, W\ andot Nation.
James C. Matthews, blacksmith, Wyandot
blacksmith, W\-andot

Delaware Agency.
B. F. Robinson, agent.
Isaac Munday, blacksmith.
Ilenrj- Tiblow, interpreter.

interpreter,

Comanches.

Upper Missouri Agency.
Alfred

J.

Vaughan, agent.

Neoslw
A.

W.

Ageficy.

Dorn, agent.

J.

J.

J.

Morrow,

secretary.

Charles Mongrain, interpreter.
Lewis Davis, interpreter.

Samuel G. Vallier, interpreter.
George Herron, interpreter.
L. French, farmer.
P. Smith, miller.
P. Lewis, blacksmith.
J. B. Hearrell, blacksmith.
J.

Andrew
Thomas

Ambrose McKee, blacksmith.

B. B. Bertrand, assistant smith.

tion.

Poisal,

W. Poisal, interpreter for Arapahoes.
T. R. Curtis, interpreter for Kiowas.
W. W. Bent, interpreter for Cheyennes.
R.

Pottawatomie Agency (Cross Creek).
George W. Clarke, agent.
(Residence near
Lecompton.
Joseph W. Bourassa, interpreter.
L. R. Palmer, physician.
William H. Welds, wagonmaker.
George W. Baker, gunsmith.
Jude W. Bourassa, miller.
J. H. Welles, blacksmith.
Dampsey Foreman, assistant smith.
Hillary Nadeau, ferrj-man.
Lewis Ogee, ferryman.
John Anderson, blacksmith.
Henry Lafromboise, assistant smith.
John L. Wilson, blacksmith.

Nation.
L. C. Matthews,

W.

Whitfield, agent.
V. A. Nixon, assistant and clerk.
George W. Clarke, agent.

J.

Na-

Richard Price, blacksmith.
D. P. Hendrick, blacksmith.
George Lane, assistant blacksmith.
John Winney, assistant blacksmith.
Jerry Crow, assistant blacksmith.
J.

Francis Alitchell, assistant blacksmith.
Joseph INIitchell, assistant blacksmith.
John Kennedy, blacksmith.
John French, blacksmith.
Dr. E. R. Griffith, physician.

SOUTHERN SUPERINTENDENCY.
Charles

W. Dean,

superintendent.

George Butler, agent, Cherokees.
H. T. Martin, interpreter.
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The Cross Ci-eek agency was located fall of
1847, one mile up Cross creek (Indian name
Metsepa) from the present town of Rossville.
Annuities were paid to the Pottawatouiies at
Paid at
Uniontown, from 1847 to 1859.
(Andreas,
Cross Creek from 1859 to 1870.
William E. Connelley in Historical
p. 589

1857:

CENTRAL SUPERINTENDENCY,
ST. LOUIS.

;

John

superintendent,
Louis, Mo.

Haverty,
St.

Collections,

vol.

14,

488-570,

p.

to

relative

agencies and schools?, Pottawatomies.)

Sac and Fox Agency.

1859-'61.

B. A. James, agent.

CENTRAL SUPERINTENDENCY.

Kansas Agency.
John Montgomery, agent.

Alexander

Osage River Agency.
M. McCaslin, agent.

Delaware Agency.
B. F. Robinson, agent.
John G. Pratt, superintendent Delaware Mis-

Arkansas Agency.
William W. Bent, agent on the Arkansas
appointed from Kansas.
William

sion.

Shawnee and Wyandott Agency.
A. Arnold, agent.
Thomas Johnson, superintendent Shawnee
manual labor school (Methodist).
Simon D. Harvey, superintendent Friends
Shawnee Mission.

M. Robinson, superintendent,
St. Louis, Mo.
river,

Ottoe and Missouri Agency.
Dennison, agent, Ottoe and Mis-

W.

souri agency.

Louis

Bernard, interpreter,
souri reservation.

John Lorton,

farmer,

Ottoe and Mis-

Ottoe

and

Missouri

reservation.

Robert A. Wilson, engineer, Ottoe and Missouri reservation.

Robert P. Donnell, assistant, Ottoe and Mis-

Kickapoo Agency.

souri reservation.

William H. Wilson,

Royal Baldwin, agent.

W. H. Howell,

general

and

superintendent

missionary.

Upper Arkansas Agency.
Great Nemaha Agency.
Daniel Vanderslice, agent.

G. Rice, teacher.
James Williams, farmer.
William Williams, assistant farmer.
S.

SOUTHERN SUPERINTENDENCY.
Superintendent, Fort Smith.

Cherokee Agency.
George Butler, agent, Cherokees.
A. H. McKissick, agent, Wichitas, Keechies,
etc., Fort Smith, Ark.

Delaware Agency.

Thomas

B. Sykes, agent, Delaware agency.
Henry Tiblow, interpreter, Delaware agency.
Samuel Priestly, blacksrmith, Delaware agency.
William Corley, miller. Stranger creek.

Shawnee and Wyandotte Agency.
Benjamin J. Newson, agent.
William Walker, interpreter.
Charles Bluejacket, interpreter.

Pottawatomie Agency (Cross Creek).
William E. Murphy, agent, Pottawatomie reservation.

John Tipton,
Osage

S.

resres-

interpreter,

ervation.

Robert McRowan, wagonmaker, Pottawatomie
reservation.

James Baldan, blacksmith, Pottawatomie

res-

ervation.

George Ott, blacksmith, Pottawatomie reservation.

Abram

Collins,

assistant

blacksmith,

Potta-

watomie reservation.
Louis Ap-ten-nees, assistant blacksmith, Pot-

mission.

John Jackson, superintendent Baptist
manual labor school.
G. Thompson, teacher, boys, Baptist man-

Rev.

ual labor school.

Miss Matilda Ament, teacher, girls, Baptist
manual labor school.
Miss Malinda Holloday, teacher, girls, Bap-

manual labor

Pottawatomie

Gabbey, physician, Pottawatomie

ervation.

R.

Pottawatomie Agency.
William E. Murphy, agent.
Judge W. Bourassa, miller.
Rev. J. B. Duerinck, superintendent St.
Mary's mission (Catholic).
Madame Lucille, mother superior, St. Mary's

tist

Pawnee Agency.

J.

Catholic mission.

J.

reservation.

Kickapoo Agency.
William P. Badger, agent.
Peter Cadue, interpreter.

Iowa and Sac Mission (Presbyterian).
Samuel M. Irvin, teacher.

Neosho Agency.
Dorn, agent.
Jay L. French, farmer for Quapaws.
John Schoenmachers, superintendent

reservation.

Herbert Viney, assistant, Ottoe and Missouri

James L. Gillis, agent.
Samuel Allis, interpreter.

Robert C. Miller, agent.

Andrew

and Missouri

reserv^ation.

Jacob Shaw, blacksmith, Ottoe and Missouri

M. Hubbard, superintendent and teacher.
Miss M. J. Shields, teacher.
H. W. Honnell, farmer.

Elias Rector,

Ottoe and Mis-

Robert Faufan,

E.

Rev.

miller,

souri reservation.
asaistant, Ottoe

Kickapoo Mission School.

school.

tawatomie reservation.
Great Nemaha Agency.
Daniel Vanderslice, agent. Great
agency.
Sac and Fox Agency.
Perry Fuller, agent.
Thomas J. Connolly, interpreter.

Xemaha
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S.

Thomas

Lewis Goky, assistant smith.

J.

Kansas Agency.
Dickey, agent, Kansas agency.

Osage River Agency.
Seth Clover, agent, Osage agency.
Baptiste Peoria, interpreter, Osage agency.
Jesse H. Bruner, blacksmith, Miami village.
D. Abner, assistant blacksmith, Miami village.
Joseph Gebow, miller, Miami village.
Knowles Shaw, blacksmith, Paola, Lykins
county.

SOUTHERN SUPERINTEDENCY.
Elias Rector, superintendent. Fort Smith.

Neosho agency.
J. Dorn, agent, Neosho agency.
Charles Mongrain, interpreter, Neosho agency.
Lewis Da\'is, interpreter, Neosho agency.
Samuel G. Vallier, interpreter. Neosho agency.
George Henan, interpreter, Neosho agency.
William O. Price, miller, Sen?ca Nation.
Daniel B. Mason, blacksmith, Seneca Nation.
J. B. Wearrell, blacksmith, Seneca and Shawnee Nation.
A. McKee, blacksmith, Quapaw Nation.
John Saltsman, blacksmith, Osage Nation.
George Tinker, blacksmith, Osage Nation.
Jerry Crow, assistant blacksmith, Seneca Na-

Andrew

tion.

Robert

W.

Wearrell,

assistant

Robert Lundy, measurer of timber, Delaware
agency.
Isaac Johnnycake, interpreter, Delaware agency.
AVilliams,
blacksmith,
Delaware
agency.

Jacob H. Early, gunsmith.
Hiram J. Thorpe, blacksmit'h.

Milton

Society.

blacksmith,

Seneca and Shawnee Nation.
George Lane, assistant blacksmith, Quapaw
Nation.
Gesso Cheauteau, assistant blacksmith, Osage
Nation.
Alex. Beyeth, assistant blacksmith, Osage Nation.

James L. French, farmer, Quapaw Nation.
Cherokee Agency.
George Butler, agent, Cherokee agency.
H. T. Martin, interpreter, Cherokee agency.

Shawnee and Wyandotte Agency.
James B. Abbott, agent, Lexington, Kan.

Matthew King,
Silas

interpreter, Agency.
Armstrong, interpreter. Agency.

Pottawatomie Agency (Cross Creek).
Ross, agent, St. Mary's Mission,
Kansas (his residence).
H. Bourassa, interpreter, Agency.

W. W.
J.

S. R. Palmer, physician. Agency.
assistant blacksmith, Agency.
A. B. Perine, blacksmith. Agency.
Charles N. Gray, wagon maker. Agency.
S. M. Ferguson, blacksmith. Agency.
L. R. Darling, ferryman, Agency.
John B. Bruno, assistant blacksmith, Agency.

Amable Toupin,

Nemaha

Great

Agency.

John A. Burbank. agent, Nohart, Kan.
Isaac Cleveland, blacksmith. Sac and Fox

re-

serve.

John Lyons, assistant blacksmith. Sac and

Fox reserve.
John Sperry, blacksmith, Iowa

Thomas

reserve.

C. Little, assistant blacksmith, Iowa

reserve.

George Gormes, interpreter. Sac and Fox reserve.

Harvey W. Foreman, farmer. Sac and Fox

re-

serve.

Elisha Dorion, interpreter, Iowa reserve.
August Matthias, assistant blacksmith, Iowa
reserve.

Philip Bremer, farmer. Sac and Fox reserve.
Michael Lyons, assistant farmer. Sac and Fox
resen^e.

Daniel

Burgoyne, blacksmith. Sac and

Fox

reserve.

Michael
J.

Griffin,

blacksmith, Iowa reserve.

M. Washburn,

Iowa

teacher,

reserve.

Sac and Fox Agency.
C. C. Hutchinson, agent, Sac and Fox agency.
Edward A. Landon, gunsmith, Sac and Fox
agency.
E. Spencer, blacksmith. Sac and Fox
agency.
Thomas J. Connolly, interpreter, Sac and Fox
agency.
Wesley Ivey, assistant blacksmith. Sac and
Fox agency.

Thomas

1861-'63.

CENTRAL SUPERINTENDENCY.
Harrison B. Branch, superintendent,
St. Joseph, Mo.

Upper Platte Agency.
Joseph A. Cody, agent, Deer Creek, N. T.
Ottoe and Missouri Agency.
John P. Baker, agent, Nebraska City, N. T.
Jacob Shaw, blacksmith, Nebraska City, N. T.
William Daily, chief engineer, Nebraska City,
N. T.
Samuel A. Chambois, acting farmer.
David Shotts, farm laborer.
William Wykes, faraq laborer.

Kansas Agency.
H.

W. Farnsworth,

agent,

Council

Grove,

Kan.
Joseph James, interpreter, Kansas agency.

Osage River Agency.

Gustavus A. Colton, agent, Paola, Kan.
John Bouree, interpreter. Agency.
S.

G. Albro, blacksmith,

Miami

village.

George N. Wheeler, assistant blacksmith, Miami village.

SOUTHERN SUPERINTENDENCY.

Russell Peery, physician.

William G.

Pawnee Agency.
Henry W. DePuy, agent, Genoa, N. T.
Joseph McFadden, interpreter, Pawnee village.
Kickapoo Agency.
Charles B. Keith, agent, Muscotah, Kan.
Pascal Pensineau, interpreter, Muscotah, Kan.

Neosho Agency.
Peter P. Elder, agent.

Joseph Swiss, interpreter.

Cherokee Agency.
John Crawford, agent.

Delaware Agency.
Fielding Johnson, agent, Quindaro, Kan.
William G. Bradshaw, miller and sawyer,
Delaware agency.

Coffin, superintendent,

Humboldt, Kan.

DACOTAH SUPERINTENDENCY.
.

William Jayne, governor and ex
superintendent.

officio
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M. Morton,

J.

teacher. Sac

and Fox of Mis-

souri.

Upper Missouri Agency.
Samuel N. Latta, agent (formerly of Leavenworth).

COLORADO SUPERINTENDENCY.
John Evans, governor and ex

M. Washburne,

J.

officio

superintendent.

Upper Arkansas Agency.
Samuel B. Colly, agent. Fort Wise.
1863-'65.

CENTRAL SUPERINTENDENCY.
Harrison B. Branch, superintendent,
St. Joseph, Mo.

Otoe and Missouri Agency.
John P. Baker, agent, Dennison, N. J.
William Daily, engineer, mills.
William H. Denman, farmer, farm.
Andrew Martin, miller, mills.
Medicine Lodge (Indian), assistant blacksmith, smith shop.
Simeon Siddons, farm hand, farm.
James Ottow, acting miller, mills.
J. H. Brown, carpenter and farm hand.

Sac and Fox Agency.
Henry W. Martin, agent. Greenwood, Kan.
John Goodell, interpreter, Greenwood, Kan.
H. H. Wiggins, blacksmith, Greenwood, Kan.
Chas.
W. Landon, assistant blacksmith.
Greenwood, Kan.
William Mawhinney, carpenter. Greenwood,
Kan.
A. Wiley, physician. Greenwood, Kan.
L. Gokey, interpreter and physician. Greenwood, Kan.
E. A. Landon, gunsmith, Greenwood, Kan.

Kansas Agency.
Henry W. Farnsworth, agent. Council Grove.
Joseph James, interpreter, Council Grove.
T. S. Huffaker, farmer, Council Grove.
Osage River Agency.
Gustavus A. Colton, agent, Paola, Kan.
Baptiste Peoria, interpreter, Paola.
John Robideux, blacksmith, Miamiville.
James Morrill, assistant blacksmith, Miamiville.

Ottawa Agency.
Clinton C. Hutchinson, ag^nt, Lawrence, Kan.
William Heurr, interpreter, Lawrence, Kan.
Joseph Ronig, missionary and teacher, Chip-

pewa

William G. Coffin, superintendent,
Leavenworth, Kan.

serve.

Shawnee and Wyandott Agency.
James B. Abbott, agent, Lexington, Kan.
Matthew King, interpreter, Lexington, Kan.
Pottawatomie Agency.
William W. Ross, agent, St. Mary's Mission,
Kan.
Joseph N. Bourassa, interpreter, St. Mary's
Mission.
L. R. Palmer, physician, St. Mary's Mission.
R. S. Gabbey, physician. Cross Creek.

wagonmaker,

reservation.

SOUTHERN SUPERINTENDENCY.

Delaware Agency.
Fielding Johnson, agent, Quindaro, Kan.
Isaac Journeycake, interpreter, on reserve.
W. B. Bradshaw, sawyer, mill.
Thomas Williams, blacksmith, Sarcoxieville.
Robert Lundy, timber measurer, mill.
John G. Pratt, physician. Mission.
Konrad Wentzler, blacksmith, Delaware re-

Gray,

Sac and Fox of

Missouri.

Kickapoo Agency.
Charles B. Keith, agent, Muscotah, Kan.
Pascal Pensineau, interpreter, Muscotah, Kan.

Charles N.
Mission.

farmer.

St.

Mary's

Henry Smith, clerk to superintendent, Leavenworth.
E. E. Coffin, commissary to superintendent,
Leavenworth.

Monday Durand,
ent,

interpreter to superintend-

Leavenworth.

W.

L. Coffin, porter and messenger to superintendent, Leavenworth.
S. G. Vallier, interpreter to Quapaws.
Lewis Davis, interpreter to Senecas, etc.
George Wright, interpreter to Senecas.
A. V. Coffin, directing physician.
H. C. Ketchum, attending physician.
A. G. Proctor, special agent.
William Dole, special agent to remove refugee
Indians.
D. B. Swallow, attending physician.
A. McCarty, attending physician.
David Gebson, interpreter to physician.
Samuel Coffin, messenger and porter.

Neosho Agency.

Gilbert Metty, wagonmaker, Cross Creek.

Samuel M. Ferguson, blacksmith,

St.

Mary's

Mission.

James Baldwin, blacksmith. Cross Creek.
Albert McClain,
Creek.

assistant

blacksmith. Cross

Amable

Toupin, assistant blacksmith, St.
Mary's Mission.
R. Darling, ferryman, upper ferry.
Joseph Ogee, ferryman, lower ferry.
John B. Bruno, blacksmith, Rossville shop.
L. H. Ogee, miller, reserve.
L.

Great

Nemaha

Peter P. Elder, agent, Neosho, Kan.
George Wright, interpreter, Neosho, Kan.

Joseph Swiss, interpreter, Neosho, Kan.
Lewis Davis, interpreter.
John Winney, blacksmith.
S. G. Valier, blacksmith.

Cherokee Agency.
Justin Harlan, agent

among

refugee Indians.

interpreter, Talequah.
J. F. Coxe, special agent to assist in

James Waters,

remov-

ing Indians.

Wichita Agency.

Agency.

John A. Burbank, agent, Nohart, Kan.
Elisha Dorion, interpreter, Iowa reserve.
William S. Freel, blacksmith, Iowa reserve.
August Mathes, wagonmaker, Iowa reserve.
George Gormer, interpreter. Sac and Fox

E. H. Carruth, agent among refugee Indians
(near present Wichita).
F. L. Doncarloss, assistant agent for same.

Missouri reserve.
Michael Griffin, farmer, Sac and Fox Mis-

S.

souri reserve.

Upper Missouri Agency.
N. Latta (Leavenworth), agent at Fort
(Died at Leavenworth, May 11,
Randall.
1880.)
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COLORADO SUPERINTENDENCY.
John Evans, governor and ex

ojficio

superintendent.

Society.

Kansas Agency.
H. W. Farnsworth, agent, Kansas.
Joseph James, interpreter.
T. S. Huffaker, farmer.

Kickapoo Agency.
Franklin G. Adams, agent, Kennekuk, Kan.
Aptd. May 25, 1866.
Pascal Pensineau, interpreter, Kennekuk, Kan.

Upper Arkansas Agency.
Samuel G. Colly, agent, Fort Wise.
John S. Smith, interpreter, Fort Wise.
1865-67.

C.

Ottawa Agency.
Hutchinson, agent, Kansas.

C

Upper Arkansas Agency.

NORTHERN SUPERINTENDENCY.
Edward D.
H.

Taylor,

superintendent,

Omaha, Neb.
Denman, superintendent,

appointed

B.
Oct. 29, 1866.

Otoe and Missouria Agency.
William Daily, agent, Nebraska.
Baptiste Barnaby, interpreter, Nebraska.
James Bevins, blacksmith, Nebraska.
M. Lodge, assistant blacksmith, Nebraska.
L. A. Stebbins, farmer, Nebraska.
A. L. Tinkham, miller, Nebraska.
Ebbin Jordan, engineer, Nebraska.
•

Great

Nemahaw

J.

M.

W. Wyncoop, agent, aptd. Sept. 26,
Kiowa (and Comanche) Agency.
H. Leavenworth, agent, Kansas'.

J.

SOUTHERN SUPERINTENDENCY.
Elijah Sells, superintendent, Kansas.

W. Hayes,

clerk.

Butler Sells, messenger.

Neosho Agency.
George C. Snow, agent, Osages, Indian

Justin Harlan, agent, Indian territory.

John Ross,

interpreter.

Wichita Agency.
Milo Gookins, agent, Indian Territory.

August Matthews, wagonmaker.
S. F. Amsbury, blacksmith.
George Ganes, interpreter.

Hrury Shanklin, agent, July
John Deer, interpreter.

CENTRAL SUPERINTENDENCY.
superintendent,

Kansas.

1,

1866.

DAKOTA SUPERINTENDENCY.
Newton Edmonds, governor and

Lawler, clerk.
E. G. Lawler, messenger.

ex

officio

superintendent.

J. J.

Pottawatomie Agency.

Upper Missouri, Sioux Agency.
N. Latta, agent (formerly Leavenworth).

S.

L. R. Palmer, agent, Kansas.
Joseph N. Bourassa, interpreter.
S. P. Angle, physician.
Charles N. Gray, wagonmaker.

Special Agents.

Henry W. Reed, to

investigate matters relating to Indian tribes in Dakota, Nebraska,

and Kansas.

James Baldan, wagonmaker.

M.

Fergu&'on, blacksmith.
assistant blacksmith.
Thomas Bourassa, assistant blacksmith.
S.

terri-

tory.

Agency.

Dorian, interpreter.
Washburn, farmer.

Thomas Murphy,

1866.

Cherokee Agency.

John A. Burbank, agent, Nebraska.
Elijah

E.

Frank LeClair,

1867-'69.

Joseph Ogee, ferryman.
L. H. Ogee, miller.
H. S. Frigon, ferryman.

CENTRAL SUPERINTENDENCY.
Thomas Murphy,

Sac and Fox Agency.
Martin, agent, Kansas.

J.

J.

superintendent, Kansas.

Lawler, clerk.

Henry W.
John Goodell, interpreter.
H. H. Wiggans, blacksmith.

Delaware Agency.
John G. Pratt, agent, Kansas.

Levi Fish, assistant blacksmith.
George Anderson, gunsmith.
Sallie B. Duvall, teacher.
J. B. Thrift, teacher.

Isaac Journeycake, interpreter.
Thomas Williams, blacksmith.
A. T. Wright, blacksmith.
L. A. Menager, clerk.

Osage River Agency.
Gustavus A. Colton, agent, Kansas.
Frank Valley, interpreter.
Marcus Lindsley, interpreter.

Pottawatomie Agency.
L. R. Palmer, agent, Kansas.
J. N. Bourassa, interpreter.
R. S. Gabby, physician.
H. C. Linn, physician.

A. Taylor, blacksmith.
Benjamin Olney, assistant blacksmith.

W. C. Wagner, wagonmaker.
John Anderson, blacksmith.
James Baldan, blacksmith.
Frank LeClair, assistant blacksmith.

Shawnee-Lexington Agency.

James B. Abbott, agent, Kansas.

Thomas Bourassa,

Delaware Agency.

Ij.

John G. Pratt, agent, Kansas.
Isaac Journeycake, interpreter.
Tliornas Williams, blacksmith.
William G. Bradshaw, sawyer.

'

H. Ogee,

assistant blacksmith.

miller.

Shawnee Agency.
H. L. Taylor, agent, Kansas.
Charles Bluejacket, interpreter.
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Kickapoo Agency.
Franklin G. Adams, agent, Kennekuk, Kan.
John B. Miles, agent. Aptd. Aug. 7, 1869.
B. Anderson, interpreter.

J.

Clotilda Horn, teacher.

Osage River Agency.
G. A. Colton, agent, Kansas.
Baptiste Peoria, interpreter.

Frank
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Valle, interpreter.

1869-71.

NORTHERN SUPERINTENDENCY.
Samuel M. Janney, superintendent, Nebraska.
Great Nemeha Agency.
Thomas Lightfoot, agent, Nebraska.
Mary B. Lightfoot, teacher.

John R. Dontz, carpenter.

Edward Kreage,

blacksmith.
Elisha Dorion, interpreter.

George Gomes, interpreter.

Daniel Gebre, blacksmith.
John T. Hull, teacher.

Sac and Fox Agency.
Albert Wiley, agent, Kansas.
E, B. Fenn, physician.
George Powers, interpreter.
H. H. Wiggins, blacksmith.
Henry Jones, assistant blacksmith.
George Anderson, gunsmith.
J. W. Rogers, missionary.
Maggie H. Rogers, teacher.

Otoe and Missouri Agency.
Albert L. Greene, agent, Nebraska.
William P. Hesse, farmer.
Baptiste Dorion, interpreter.
Baptiste Bamaby, farmer.
John W. Siguin, blacksmith.

CENTRAL SUPERINTENDENCY.
Enoch Hoag, superintendent, Lawrence.
N. C. Famham, chief

clerk.

Kai2sas Agency.

Kansas Agency.

S. Stover, agent, Kansas, aptd. March
21, 1867.
A. B, Spencer, farmer.
Joseph James, interpreter.
Alexander R. Banks, U. S. special agent for
relief of destitute Indians, Kaws, Osages,
and other friendly tribes east of Rocky
Mountains.

Mahlon Stubbs, agent. Council Grove, appointed July 30, 1869.
A. B. Spencer, farmer, Council Grove.
Joseph James, interpreter. Council Grove.

E.

Kiowa and Comanche Agency.
Jesse H. Leavenworth, agent, Kansas,

Upper Arkansas Agency.
E.

W. Wyncoop,

agent, Kansas.

NORTHERN SUPERINTENDENCY.
H. B. Denman, superintendent, Nebraska.
Otoe and Missouria Agency.
John L. Smith, agent, Nebraska.
James H. Brown, engineer.
J. W. Moore, farmer.
Baptiste Barnaby, interpreter.

John Tigner, blacksmith.
Great

Nemehaw

Agency.

C. H. Norris, agent, Nebraska.
J. M. Washburne, carpenter.
V. Schmidt, blacksmith.
Lydia Gere, teacher.
Elisha Dorian, interpreter.

George Gromess, interpreter.

SOUTHERN SUPERINTENDENCY.
James Wortham, superintendent. Fort Smith.

Neosho Agency.
George C. Snow, agent, Indian

Shawnee Agency.
R. L. Roberts, agent, Agency, Olathe.
Charles Bluejacket, interpreter.

Osage River Agency.
James Stanley, agent, Kansas.

Thomas

Richardville, interpreter.

Frank Valle, interpreter.
Knowles Shaw, blacksmith.

Neosho Agency.
Isaac T. Gibson, agent, Kansas.
George Mitchell, special agent.
Joseph Whitecrow, interpreter, Senecas.
S. C. Vallier, interpreter, Quapaws.
L. P. Chouteau, interpreter, Osages.
James M. Ramsey, blacksmith.
John Winney, blacksmith.
George Lane, blacksmith.
James King, assistant blacksmith.
William Jackson, assistant blacksmith.
Lewis Angel, assistant blacksmith.

Pottawatomie Agency.
(Diminished reserve, Jackson county.)
Joel H. Morris, agent, Kansas.

James P. Wilson, blacksmith.
J.
J.

Meloche, assistant blacksmith.
N. Bourassa, interpreter.

territory.

George Mitchell, special agent.
H. Shanklin, agent, Wichitas.
J. J. Challar, special agent for removal of
Wichitas from Wichita agency, on south
bank of Arkansas river, Butler county, Kan.
Lewis Davis, interpreter.
S. G. Vallier, interpreter.
Alex Beyett, interpreter.
John Winney, blacksmith.
Allen Lucas, blacksmith.
George Lane, blacksmith.
James King, assistant blacksmith.
Lewis Angel, assistant blacksmith.

47—324

Kickapoo Agency.
Adams, agent, Kennekuk, Kan.
John D. Miles, agent, Agency. (Died Fresno,
Cal., Mar. 21, 1925.)
John C. Anderson, interpreter.
Elizabeth P. Adams, teacher.
F. G.

Kiowa Agency.
Laurie Tatum, agent, Indian territory.
J. G. Southwick, clerk.
J. B. Young, carpenter.
William Coulman, blacksmith.
Charles Ehrsman, interpreter.
William Park, laborer.

Mary Coulman,

cook.

Joseph Chandler, farmer,
James Walker, laborer.
William Shirley, issuing commissary.
William Hull, blacksmith.
Isaac Jones, laborer.
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Nicholas D. Larue, blacksmith.

Samuel Comer, carpenter.

Upper Arkansas Agency.

M.

L.

Pickering, farmer.

Spotted Thigh, laborer.
John Goose, laborer.

Brinton Darlington, agent, Kansas.
George Bent, Kansas.

INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.
Sac and Fox Agency.
Frank D. Garrity, special agent, Iowa.
Joseph T^son, interpreter, Nebraska.
Lieut.

Long Pole, laborer.
Enoch Charge, laborer.
George Washington, laborer.
William Trotter, laoorer.
Louis D. Loria, laborer,

Quapaw
Hiram W.

1871-73.

NORTHERN SUPERINTENDENCY.
Barclay White, superintendent, Omaha, Neb.

Otoe and Alissouria Agency.

Thomas

Nemaha

William Hurr, interpreter, Ottawas.
Gideon Phillips, blacksmith to Shawnees.
William Jackson, assistant blacksmith to
Shawnees.
A. C. Tuttle, teacher at agency.

Emaline H. Tuttle, teacher at agency.
John Colins Isaac, teacher at agency.

Agency.

Lightfoot, agent, Nebraska.

CENTRAL SUPERINTENDENCY.
Enoch Hoag, superintendent, Lawrence, Kan.
Cyrus Beede, chief clerk, Lawrence, Kan.
Edward F. Hoag, assistant clerk, Lawrence,
Kan.
Kickapoo Agency.
John D. Miles, agent, at agency, Kennekuk.
John C. Anderson, interpreter.

Lewis Angel, assistant blacksmith to Quapaws.
C. H. Mason, blacksmith to Senecas.
James King, assistant blacksmith to Senecas.
George Wright, interpreter to Shawnees and
Senecas.
(Principal

appointees were from Kansas.)

INDEPENDENT AGENCY.
Sac and Fox Special Agency, Iowa.
Leander Clark, agent, Iowa.
Joseph Tessen (Indian), interpreter.

Lizzie Miles, teacher.
teacher.

Edward King,

1873-75.

Shawnee Agency.

Reuben L. Roberts, agent, Olathe, Kan.
Charles Bluejacket, interpreter, Shawnees,
Olathe, Kan.
Thomas F. Richard%dlle, interpreter, Miamis,
Olathe, Kan.

CENTRAL SUPERINTENDENCY.
Enoch Hoag, superintendent, Lawrence, Kan.
CjTus Beede, chief clerk, Lawrence, Kan.
F. Hoag, assistant clerk, Lawrence,
Kan.

Edward

Sac and Fox Agency.
John Hadley, agent, Indian territory.

NORTHERN SUPERINTENDENCY.

Lewis Gokey, interpreter.

David Williams, physician.
Allen Feell, blacksmith and

Barclay White, superintendent, Omaha, Neb.
engineer.

Oliver F. Smith, gimsmith.
Qharles Gurnsey, farmer.
Barclay S. Watson, farmer.
John E. Lisk, farmer.
Willie Harris, farmer.
Ansalan Stanley, millwright and carpenter.
Daniel W. Stanley, carpenter.
Joseph H. Stanley, carpenter.

Pottawatomie Agency.

agent,

at

agency.

Addison Stubbs, interpreter, at agency. CounGrove.

Xcosho Agency.
(Montgomery P. O., Montgomery county,
Kan., 1871.)
Isaac T. Gibson, agent, at agency.
Alexander Beyett, interpreter.
William McDougan, physician.

Arad S. Vandyke, laborer.
John Bales, laborer.
Pottawatomie Agency.
agent, Jackson county, Kansas.
E. G. Nadeau, interpreter.
R. B. Moore, blacksmith.

M. Newlin, teacher.
R. E. Newlin, matron.
S. Watson, farmer.
D. J. Newlin, seamstress.
J.

Council

Grove.
cil

W.

B.

Kansas Agency.
Stubbs,

Kaw Agency.
Stubbs, agent, at agency. Council Grove.
Stubbs, interpreter. Council Grove.
William Hunt, physician, Council Grove.
Thomas H. Stanley, farmer, Council Grove.
Joseph R. Perry, laborer, Council Grove.
M.

A.

M. H. Newlin,

J. H. Morris, agent, at agency; res. 1872.
E. G. Nadeau, interpreter.
James P. Wilson, blacksmith.
Peter Marandatt, assistant blacksmith.

Ma hi on

Pe-

orias.

John Findley, interpreter to Peorias.
S. G. Vaher, interpreter to Quapaws.
George Lane, blacksmith to Quapaws.

(Indian), laborer.

Great

Special Agency.

Jones, agent, at agency.

M. Cookerly, blacksmith to Peorias.
Peter Labadie, assistant blacksmith to

Albert L. Green, agent, at agency.
Sallie C. Ely, teacher.
Baptiste Deroin, interpreter.
John W. Lignor, blacksmith.

Lakeamon

Society.

1875-77.
Pottawatomie Agency.

M. H. Newlin, agent, at agency.
Oliver Butler, blacksmith.
John M. Newlin, teacher.
Rebecca E. Newlin, matron.
D. J. Newlin, seamstress.
George W. James, laborer.
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Adelaide Bourdon, matron.

Pottawatomie Agency.
agent, at agency.
Hill, teacher.

M. H. Newlin,

Aaron
George W. James, farmer.
John M. Newlin, teacher.
David L. Davis, farmer.

M. Hale, blacksmith.
Edward J. Parker, wheelwright.
B.

Almira A. Newlin, teacher.
Penelope Davis, matron.
Nevens M. Kersey, farmer.
Susan Hawkins, laundress.
Mary Kersey, laimdress.

Moody,

industrial teacher.

Harriet Tacia, cook.

Lucy White,

teacher.

Jane White, matron.
John White, industrial teacher.
Clara Frink, seamstress.
Anna North, cook.

1885-'87.
Kansas.
J.

interpreter.

1879-'81.

Pottawatomie Agency, Kansas.
H. C. Linn, agent, at Agency.
Eli G. Nadeau, interpreter.

Moody,

laundress.
John C. Anderson, interpreter.
George W. James, farmer.
Alice Floyd, matron.
Henry Fleming, farmer.
Alexander Cadue, apprentice.
Addie E. Linn, teacher.
Mabel White, teacher.
Henry Stalker, blacksmith.
Joseph Melosh, assistant blacksmith.
Ida M. Cook, teacher.
James P. Wilson, blacksmith.
Hanna Catherine, cook.

Eliza

Henry LaRue,

Pottawatomie and Great Nemaha Agency,

cook.

John C. Anderson,

Kate Cannon, cook.
Ship She, laborer.'
Josie Juno, teacher.

1877-79.

Eliza
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W. Cooper, farmer.
Harris, matron.
Dorcas Sauyer, laundress.
Lucy Battice, cook.

W.

Patrick, agent, Agency.

John A. Nadeau, interpreter.
John C. Anderson, interpreter.
John Dupins, interpreter.
George Gomess, interpreter.
George W. James, clerk.
John Eagleston, blacksmith.
James W. Kessler, blacksmith.
Jacob M. Bardrie, blacksmith.
Edward Maines, wheelwright.
Charles Dupries, apprentice.
Daniel Kan-ke-kah, apprentice.

Cora

Yates,

superintendent

and

principal

teacher,
Alida_ Moody,

matron and assistant teacher.
Minnie Watson, seamstress.
Anna Beeler, cook and laundress.
Anna Linn, matron and assistant teacher.
Mary E. Haney, cook and laundress.
Ella
superintendent
Sykes,
and principal
teacher.
Millie A. McCreary, matron and teacher.
Mary Beeler, cook and laundress.

George

Anna

1887-'89.

Pottawatomie and Great Nemaha Agency,
Kansas.

1881-'83.

Pottawatomie Agency, Kansas.
H. C. Linn, agent, at Agency.
Eli G. Nadeau, laborer and acting mterpreter.
John C. Anderson, laborer and acting interpreter.

Anthony Bourdon, apprentice.
Mas-quah, apprentice.
Henry Stalker, blacksmith.
James P. Wilson, blacksmith.

George W. James, superintendent of farmmg.
Miss Mabel White, teacher.
Miss Lucy White, assistant teacher.

Henry LaRue, farmer.
Charles Church, farmer.
Miss Emma Glover, matron.
Miss Addie E. Lirm, matron.
Miss Anne Linn, teacher.

Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss

Anne Shaw, assistant
Maggie Hooks, cook.
Kate Cannon, cook.

teacher.

Gertie Church, laundress.
Alice

McDemauw,

laimdress.

C. H.. Grover, agent, Agency.
John Blair, agent.
Thomas E. Jones, clerk.
Wilson Stuve, physician for Pottawatomies.
Edward Lindley, blacksmith for Pottawatomies.
L. J. Hollenback, blacksmith for Pottawatomies.
J. P. Reed, blacksmith and wheelwright for

Kickapoos.
A. Hall, blacksmith and wheelwright for Iowa,

Sac and Fox.
John C. Anderson, interpreter, Kickapoos.
James Whitecloud, interpreter for lowas.
George Gomess, interpreter for Sac and Fox.
Charles Dupin, interpreter for Iowa, Sac and
Fox.

POTTAWATOMIE SCHOOL.
Frank A. McGuire, superintendent and prinAgency.
H. Grover, matron.

cipal teacher,
S.

John Keagan,
Dollie

industrial teacher.
seamstress.

W. Knowles,

Florence Young, laundress.

1883-'85.

1889-'91.

Pottawatomie and Great Nemaha Agency,
Kansas.
H. C. Linn, agent, at Agency.
Augustus Hall, blacksmith.

Henry Stalker, blacksmith.
Anthony Bourdon, blacksmith.
John Dupins, interpreter.
George Gomess, interpreter.
Mabel White, teacher.
Catherine Meguire, seamstress.
Charles Stalker, industrial teacher.

Done Wilson, matron.

Pottawatomie and Great Nemaha Agency,
Kansas.
John Blair, agent, Agency.
George W. James, clerk.
Wilson Stuve, physician, Pottawatomie agency.
B. Flood, blacksmith, Pottawatomie agency.
L. J. Hollenback, wheelwright, Pottawatomie
agency.

James P. Wilson, blacksmith, Kickapoo.
A. Hall, blacksmith, Iowa, and Sac and Fox.
Henry Cadue, apprentice, Kickapoo.
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Louise
Vasser,
seams'tress,
boarding school.

INDIAN POLICE.

Le

Clere,

private,

Pottawatomie

Kate Thompson, cook. Pottawatomie boarding

Charles A. Sheppard, captain, Pottawatomie
agency.
Battiste
agency.

Society.

Pottawatomie

private, Pottawatomie agency.
Mat-che, private, Pottawatomie agency.
Joseph E. Nadeau, private, Pottawatomie

Ketch-kum-mee,
agency.

Mee-mee, private, Pottawatomie agency.
John Ship -she, private, Pottawatomie agency.
Wah-thah-e-sheck, private, Kickapoo agency.
Ke-way-ho, private, Kickapoo agency.
John Mas-que-qua, private, Kickapoo agency.
Michael Green, private, Kickapoo agency.
Naw-che-thah, private, Kickapoo agency.
POTTAWATOMIE BOARDING SCHOOL.

Frank A. McGuire, superintendent and principal teacher, Pottawatomie agency.
Dollie W. Knowles, matron and assistant

school.

Jenny Fairbanks, laundress and cook, Pottawatomie boarding school.
D'. Van Valkenburg, superintendent and principal teacher, Kickapoo boarding school.
Josie Vetter, seamstress, Kickapoo boarding
school.

Frahk F. Avery, superintendent and principal
teacher, Iowa and Sac and Fox boarding
school.

Annie M. Linn, matron and teacher, Iowa and
Sac and Fox boarding school.
Warren A. Kemp, industrial- teacher, Iowa and
Sac and Fox boarding school.
Helen E. Linn, seamstress, Iowa and Sac and
Fox boarding school.
Bridget Kerlin, cook, Iowa and Sac and Fox
boarding school.

Ada

Nicholson, laundress and assistant cook,
Iowa and Sac and Fox boarding school.

teacher.

1893-'95.

Peter Nichols, Industrial teacher and farmer.
Louise Vesser, seamstress.

Retta Miller, cook.
Jenny Fairbanks, laundress and assistant cook.
1891-'93.

Pottawatomie and Great Nemaha Agency,
Kansas.
John Blair, agent, Pottawatomie and Great

Nemaha

agency.
A. Scott, agent.
Samuel H. Newell, clerk, Pottawatomie and
Great Nemaha agency.
L. P. Paddock, physician, Kickapoo agency.
B. Flood, blacksmith, Pottawatomie agency.
James Price, blacksmith, Kickapoo agency.
James S. Watt, physician, Pottawatomie
agency,
A. Hall, blacksmith. Sac and Fox agency.

Pottawatomie and Great Nemaha Agency,
Kansas.
Joseph A. Scott, agent, Pottawatomie and
Great Nemaha agency.
Herbert Wallace, clerk.
J. R. Collard, physician.
L. P. Paddock, physician.
Marion Templin, blacksmith.

James Price, blacksmith.
Henry Cadue, apprentice.

J.

INDIAN POLICE.
Charles A. Sheppard, captain, Pottawatomie
reservation.

Wam-me-go,

private,

Pottawatomie reserva-

tion.

John Ship-she,

private,

Pottawatomie

reser-

vation.

Peter Bourdon, private, Pottawatomie reser-

INDIAN POLICE.

vation.

Charles A. Sheppard, captain, Pottawatomie
reservation.

M.

Geo.

Zhick-ten-o, private, Pottawatomie

reservation.
Richard Rice,
vation.

private,

Henry Mee-mee,

Pottawatomie

private,

reser-

Pottawatomie

res-

ervation.

Wohb-me-me,

private,

Pottawatomie reser-

vation.

Peter Bourdon, private, Pottawatomie reser_

vation.

James Le

Clere, private,

Pottawatomie reser-

vation.
J.

Wah-thah-e-shack, private, Kickapoo

Shab-e-nah, private, Pottawatomie reservation.

Richard Nice, private, Pottawatomie reservation.

Frank A. Bourbonny, private, Pottawatomie
reservation.

Belone Deroin, private, Kickapoo reservation.
J.

Wah-thah-e-sheek, private, Kickapoo

res-

ervation.

John Masquequa, private, Kickapoo

reser^-a-

tion.

Daniel Kaw-e-kat, private, Kickapoo reservation.

Joseph Robidoux, private, Sac and Fox reservation.

res-

ervation.

1895-'97.

Paul Ke-way-ho, private, Kickapoo reservation.

John Mas-que-qua,

private,

Kickapoo

reser-

vation.

Jacob Naw-che-thah, private, Kickapoo reservation.

Michael Green, private, Kickapoo reservation.
Belone Deroin, private, Iowa reservation.
Louis Robidoux, private, Iowa reservation.
Thomas Connell, private. Sac and Fox reservation.

John Robidoux,

private, Sac

and Fox reserva-

tion.

BOARDING SCHOOLS.

M. Cook,

superintendent and principal
teacher, Pottawatomie boarding school.
Dollie W. Knowles, matron, Pottawatomie
boarding school.

R.

Pottawatomie and Great Nemaha Agency,
Kansas.
Lewis F. Pearson, agent, Pottawatomie and
Great Nemaha agency.
F. F. Lyden, clerk, Pottawatomie and Great

Nemaha
J.

agency.

R. Collard, physician, Pottawatomie and
Great Nemaha agency.

B. S. Stewart, physician, Kickapoo agency.
A. F. Haynes, blacksmith, Pottawatomie "and
Great Nemaha agencj^
W. F. E. Winter, wheelwright, Pottawatomie
and Great Nemaha agency.
Noah W. Swisher, blacksmith, Pottawatomie
and Great Nemaha agency.
Henry Cadue (Indian), apprentice, Pottawatomie and Great Nemaha agency.
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1901-'03.

INDIAN POLICE.

Pottawatomie and Great Nemaha Agency,

Charles H. Sheppard, captain, Pottawatomio
and Great Nemaha agency.

Kansas.
William R. Honnell, agent, Pottawatomie and
Great Nemaha agency.
Robert E. Murphy, clerk.
W. H. Harrison, physician.
Joseph A. Scott, leasing clerk.
Frank Becht, wheelwright.

Wah-thah-e-shuck, sergeant, Pottawatomie
and Great Nemaha agency.
Peter Bourdon, private, Pottawatomie and
J.

Great Nemaha agency.
George Veix, private, Pottawatomie and Great

Nemaha

agency.

John Butler, private, Pottawatomie and Great

Nemaha

agency.

Blair S. Stewart, physician.
George Hicks (Indian), blacksmith.
Isadore Nadeau (Indian), laborer.

Joe Cook, private, Pottawatomie and Great
Nemaha agency.

INDIAN POLICE.

Walter A. Pappan, private, Pottawatomie and
Great Nemaha agency.
Edward Kaw-ke-kah, private, Pottawatomie
and Great Nemaha agency.
Big Simeon, private, Pottawatomie and Great

Frank A. Bourbonny, captain, Pottawatomie
and Great Nemaha agency.
John Masquequa, private.
John Butler, private.

Nemaha

agency.

John

Ship -she, private,
Great Nemaha agency.

Pottawatomie

and

Lightfoot, private, Pottawatomie and
Great Nemaha agency.

Thomas

1897-'99.

Pottawatomie and Great Nemaha Agency,
Kansas.
Lewis F. Pearson, agent, Pottawatomie and
Great Nemaha agency.
Geo. W. James, agent.
James B. Eby, clerk.
Prescott L. Rice, physician.

B. S. Stewart, physician.
A. F. Haynes, blacksmith.
Noah W. Swisher, blacksmith.
Peter Steinmetz, wheelwright.

1903-'05.

Pottawatomie and Great Nemaha Agency,
Kansas.
William R. Honnell, agent, Pottawatomie and
Great Nemaha agency.
G. L. Williams', superintendent.
Robert E. Murphy, clerk.
Henry R. Wheeler, physician.
C. C. Stivers, physician.

Joseph A. Scott, leasing

clerk.

Frank Becht, wheelwright.
Charles E. Hensley, blacksmith.
Peter Little (Indian), laborer.
POLICE,

Simon Ke-tosh (Indian), apprentice.
Walter A. Pappan (Indian), apprentice.
William Cadue (Indian), apprentice.
INDIAN POLICE.
•
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Charles A. Sheppard, captain, Pottawatomie
and Great Nemaha agency.

John Wah-was-suck, private.
John Ship-she, private.
John Butler, private.

Frank A. Bourbonny, captain, Pottawatomie
and Great Nemaha agency.
John Mas-que-qua, private.
John Wah-was-suck, private.
Mo-nahs, private.
Kah-nah-tub-be, private.
Joe Cook, private.

1905.

Pottawatomie and Great Nemaha Agency,

Joe Cook, private.

John Mas-quequa, private.
George Veix, private.
Joseph Ignatius, private.
Benny Moses, private.
William Barada, private.
George Wah-was-suck, private.

Kansas.
G. L. Williams, superintendent.
clerk, Pottawatomie, Kan.
F. H. Welty, physician, Pottawatomie, Kan.
Joseph A. Scott, leasing clerk, Pottawatomie,

Edward Brady,

Kan.
Robert E. Bradford, additional farmer.

Noah Sanderson,
1899-1901.

additional farmer.

Milton E. Bennett,

clerk.

Pottawatomie and Great Nemaha Agency,
Kansas.
William R. Honnell, agent, Pottawatomie and
Great Nemaha agency.
Robert E. Murphy, clerk.

1906.

Oliver M. Chapman, physician.
Blair S. Stewart, physician.
Archibald F. Haynes, blacksmith.

George L. Williams, superintendent.
T. H. Welty, clerk.
Joseph A. Scott, lease clerk.
Kathleen Keggins, clerk.
Robert E. Bradford, additional farmer.

Frank Becht, wheelwright.
James Vanderblomer (Indian),

Wm.

laborer.

INDIAN POLICE.

Frank A. Bourbonny, captain, Pottawatomie
and Great Nemaha agency.
John Mas-que-qua, private.
John Butler, private.
George Veix, private.
Walter A. Pappan, private.
Joe Cook, private.
Naw-che-thah, private.
N-wahk-tote, private.

Wam-me-go,

private.

Noah

Sanderson, additional farmer.

A. McDaniel, additional farmer.
John N. Garber, additional farmer.

Ernest Goss, additional farmer.

1907.

George L. Williams, superintendent.
Milton E. Bennett, clerk.

W.

P. Brockett, physician.

Joseph A. Scott, lease clerk.
Robert E. Bradford, additional farmer.
John U. Garber, additional farmer.
Isaac Mulford, laborer.
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1908.
G. L. Williams, superintendent.
Joseph A. Scott, clerk.
Thomas Deloach, assistant clerk.
Lizzie O. Williams, financial clerk.
P. Brockett, physician.

W.

Robert E. Bradford, additional farmer.
Ernest Goss, additional farmer.
Isaac ;Mulford, additional farmer.
Richard Rice, police private.
Walter Pappan, police private.

1915.
A. R. Snvder. superintendent.
F. J. Scott, clerk.

Eva

Lazelle, assistant clerk.

Isaac Mulford, laborer.
Victor E. Brown, farmer.
Richard Rice, police private.
Marj' Rice, interpreter.

J.

1916.
A. R. Snyder, superintendent.
F. J. Scott, clerk.

Eva
1909.

Edson Watson, superintendent.
Joseph A. Scott, clerk.
Carrie H. Watson, financial clerk.

Thomas Deloach,

Lazelle,

financial clerk.

Isaac Mulford, laborer.
A. Z. Hutto, farmer.
Chas. J. Bliss, physician.
Richard Rice, police.
Mary Rice, interpreter.

assistant clerk.

W.

P. Brockett, physician.
Isaac jNIulford, farmer.
Richard Rice, police private.
Joe Hale, police private.
Bessie L. Viex (Indian), as-sistant clerk.

1910.

Edson Watson, superintendent.
Joseph A. Scott, clerk.
Hollis McNeeley, financial clerk.

1917.
A. R. Snyder, superintendent.
Glenn A. Riecker, clerk.
Chas. J. Bliss, physician.

Eva

Lazelle,

financial

W.

P. Brockett, physician.
Isaac Mulford, laborer.
Richard Rice, police private.
Joe Hale, police private.
Bessie L. Viex, assistant clerk.

1911.
G. L. Williams, superintendent.
Joseph A. Scott, clerk.
Lizzie Williams, financial clerk.

1918.
A. R. Snyder, superintendent (resigned in
April, 1918).
Glenn A. Riecker, clerk.
Minnie B. Slatter\', assistant clerk.
John F. Hill, farmer.
Albert F. Routh, laborer.

Richard Rice,
G.

A.

duty

W.

P. Brockett, physician.
Isaac Mulford, laborer.
Richard Rice, police private.
Bessie L. Viex, assistant clerk.

clerk.

Walter L. Pearson, farmer.
Jerred T. Strong, laborer.
Albert F. Routh, laborer.
Richard Rice, police.
Mary Rice, interpreter.

police.

Garber,
in

superintendent (entered on
1918; resigned Oct. 30,

April,

1918).

A.

R. Snyder, superintendent
duty Nov. 1, 1918.

(entered

1919.
1912.
G. L. Williams, superintendent.
Joseph A. Scott, clerk.
M. C. Moore, assistant clerk.
Jennie A. Taylor, financial clerk.
O. W. N. Austin, physician.
Isaac Mulford, laborer.
Victor E. Brown, expert farmer.
Richard Rice, police private.
James V. Blandin, interpreter.

1913.

A. R. Snyder, superintendent.
Herman E. Wright, clerk.
Minnie B. Slattery, financial clerk.
Albert F. Routh, laborer.
Leonard L. Smith, farmer.
Richard Rice, police.

1920.
A. R. Snyder, superintendent.
Herman E. Wright, clerk.
Minnie B. Slattery, financial clerk.
Leonard L. Smith, farmer.
Albert F. Routh, laborer.

G. L. Williams, superintendent.

Eva
J.

Lazelle,

1921.

assistant clerk.

A. Scott, clerk.

Richard Rice, police private.
Isaac Mulford, laborer.
Victor E. Brown, farmer.

A. R. Snyder, superintendent.
George A. Trotter, clerk.
Leonard L. Smith, financial clerk.
Annie Wallingford, assistant clerk.
Albert F. Routh, farmer.
_

1914.
A. R. Snyder, superintendent.

1922.

Victor E. Brown, farmer.
Richard Rice, police private.

A. R. Snyder, superintendent.
George A. Trotter, clerk.
Leonard L. Smith, financial clerk.
Juniata Wilkin, assistant clerk.
Annie Wallingford, stenographer.
Albert F. Routh, farmer.

Mary

Richard Rice,

F. J. Scott, clerk.
Eva Lazelle, assistant clerk.
Isaac Mulford, laborer.

Rice, interpreter.

police.

on
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Jasper Cross, lease clerk.
Annie Wallingford, financial clerk.
French L. Thomas, farmer.

1923.
A.

II.
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Richard Rice,

Snyder, superintendent.

Leonard L. Smith, clerk.
Luther C. Stover, assistant clerk.
Annie Wallingford, financial clerk.
Albert F. Routh, farmer.
Richard Rice, police.

police.

1925.
A. R. Snyder, superintendent.
Leonard L. Smith, clerk.
Joe V. King, lease clerk.
Annie Wallingford, financial clerk.
French L. Thomas, farmer.

1924.
A. R. Snyder, superintendent.
Leonard L. Smith, clerk.

Perry Butler, police.

UNITED STATES INDIAN COMMISSIONERS.
INDIAN PEACE COMMISSIONERS,

Commission organized at
1867

;

St. Louis,

Fort Leavenworth, Aug.

7,

1867

Aug.
;

6,

served

into 1868.

Nathaniel G. Taylor, President, Commissioner
of Indian Affairs, United States.
Ashton S. H. White, Secretary.
J. B. Henderson, Missouri, U, S. Senator.
William T. Sherman, Lieutenant General,
U. S. A.
William S. Harney, Brevet Major General,
U. S. A.
John B. Sanborn.
Alfred H. Terry, Brevet Major General,
U. S. A.

Samuel F. Tappan.
C. C. Augur, Brevet

Major General, U.

S.

south Kansas and Indian territory.
Council at Camp Supply with Plains Tribes:
visit

Appointed to treat with Plains Tribes, 18671868, under act of Congress, July 20, 1867.

Felix R. Bruno, Pittsburg, chairman.
Charles Findlay, secretary.

Nathan Bishop, New York.

Hon Wm. M. Dodge, New York.
Met as follows: At Chicago, July 23, 1869.
Fort Leavenworth. Lawrence, headquarters of
Fort Harker.
Supt. E. Hoag.
Fort Hays;
left July 30.
Fort Dodge, Aug. 3.
Camp
Supply, Aug. 7
left Aug. 11
coimcil Aug.
Fort Sill, Aug. 19; council Aug.
10, 1869.
Camp Supply, Aug. 23. Fort
20, 1869.
Harker, Sep. 4. (See report this commission
in Sec. Int. Rept. 1869-'70, pages 446 to
;

537.)

UNITED STATES INDIAN COMMISSIONERS.

A.

Appointed by President under act of Congress, April 10, 1869.

Southern

district,

special

subcommittee to

D. Lang, Maine.

Sep. 10, 1870.
V. Farwell, Chicago, 111.
Sep. 10,
1870.
Vincent Colyer, New York. Sep. 10, 1870.

J.

SPECIAL INDIAN COMMISSION,

;

John

(Made

Os'age treaty on

Drum

creek,

Mont-

gomery county, Kansas.)

UNITED STATES INDIAN SCHOOLS.
POTTAWATOMIE INDUSTRIAL BOARD-

1883.

ING SCHOOL.
Mabel White,

(Established in 1873.)

1873.

John M. Newlin,

teacher.
Josie Juno, teacher.
Lucy White, teacher.
Charles Stalker, industrial teacher.

teacher.

1885.

1875.

Cora

Yates,

superintendent

and

principal

teacher.

John M. Newlin, teacher.
1877.

Aaron Hill teacher.
John M. Newlin, teacher.

Alida Moody, matron and assistant teacher.
Anna Linn, matron and assistant teacher.
Ella
Sykes,
superintendent and principal
teacher.
Millie A. McCreary,

Almira A. Newlin, teacher.
1879.

Addie E. Linn, teacher.
Mabel White, teacher.
Ida M. Cook, teacher.

matron and

teacher.

1887.

Frank A. McGuire, superintendent and principal teacher.

Agency.

S. H. Grover, matron.
John Keegan, industrial teacher.

1889.

1881.

Mabel White, teacher.
Anne Linn, teacher.
Lucy White, assistant teacher.
Anne Shaw, assistant teacher.

Frank A. McGuire, superintendent and principal teacher. Agency.

DoUie

W. Knowles, matron and

assistant

teacher.

Peter Nichols, industrial teacher and farmer.
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Miss Sarah A. Brown, principal's
Helen W. Ball, teacher.
Daisy L. Cours, teacher.

1S91.

Lo\-iila L.

M. Cook, superintendent and principal
teacher, Pottawatomie boarding school.
Dollie W. Knowles, matron.
R.

teacher.

Louise Wallace, teacher.
Rachel A. Stanton, teacher.

Lucy P. Jones, teacher.
Marietta Woods, teacher.
Laura Lutkins, matron.
Emma L. Clark, dining room matron.

HASKELL INSTITUTE. LAWRENCE,
KLINSAS.

Miss E. L. Robinson, assistant matron.
Mar>' Reece, assistant matron.
Julia Ogee, assistant matron.

1885.

Arthur Gabrowski, superintendent.
Arthur Newman, physician.
J. L. Du Mars, principal teacher.
Abbie Coltraine, teacher.
Delia H. Da\-is, teacher.

1895.
A. Swett, superintendent, Lawrence, Kan.
H. B. Peairs, assistant superintendent and

J.

Mar\' E. DeSette, teacher.
Man.' E. Whitcomb, teacher.
Anna H. Du Mars, teacher.
Anna C. Hamilton, teacher.
Flora J. French, teacher.
Minnie Taylor, assistant matron.

principal teacher.
C. R. Dixon, physician.
Sarah A. Brown, principars assistant.
Ada B. Sisson, normal teacher.
Griffith Richards, kindergarten teacher.
Stella Robbins. music teacher.
Helen W. Ball, teacher.
Elizabeth Hellawell, teacher.
Francis C. Wenrick, teacher.
Mariette Wood, teacher.
Louisa Wallace, teacher.
Tillie Maslin, teacher.
Sadie P. Price, teacher.

1887.
Charles Robinson, superintendent, Lawrence.
Her\'ey B. Peairs, superintendent.

James P. Gorman, principal teacher.
Delia Bottsford, teacher.
Anna C. Hamilton, teacher.

Ada Zimmerman,

teacher.

Laura Lutkins, matron.

Riley,

teacher.
EUen Move, teacher.
Angelica Sweitzer, teacher.
Gertie McGee, teacher,
H. B. Peairs, industrial teacher.
^Iar>'

Mack,

assistant.

E. L. Johnson, assistant matron.
S. Johnson, assistant matron.
Julia Ogee, assistant matron.

Ida

Emma

L. Clark, dining

Emily L. Johnson, matron.
May Kennedy, assistant matron.

room matron.

1897.
J A. Swett, superintendent. Lawrence.
Arnold H. Heinemann, assistant superintend-

1889.

ent and principal teacher.
C. R. Dixon, physician.
Sarah A. Brown, assistant principal teacher.
Frances C, Wenrich, normal teacher.
Maud Mosher, teacher business department.
Elizabeth Hellawell, teacher.
Helen W. Ball, teacher.
Lo\-illa L. Mack, teacher.
Man,- F. Stewart, teacher.
Emily G. Chew, teacher.
Ada Brewer, assistant teacher.
Lucina Frigon. assistant teacher.
Joseph Rolette, as5i?Lant teacher.
Griffith Richards, kindergartner.
Stella Robbins, music teacher.
Elhs C. Thayer, teacher of industries.

Oscar E. Learnard, superintendent, Lawrence.

John K. Rankin, assistant superintendent.
W. S. Brown, physician.
James P. Gorman," principal teacher.
Ella G. Moye, teacher.

Mary

Riley, teacher.
McGee, teacher.
C. Egan, teacher.
Margarette A. Frank, teacher.
Ella W. A. Fiske, teacher.
Maggie McClure, teacher.
Delia Botsford, teacher.
Man,' L. Eldridge, matron.
Lidie H. Allen, assistant matron.
Sadie Piatt, assistant matron.

Gertie

Anna

James K. Allen, disciplinarian.
Laura Lutkins, matron.

1891.
Charles F. Mesen-e, superintendent, Haskell

1899.

Institute.

A. Swett, assistant superintendent.
O. D. Walker, physician.

J.

Hen ej'

Hen-ey B. Peairs. superintendent, Lawrence.
C?TU5 R. Dixon, assistant superintendent and

B. Peairs. principal teacher.

physician.

Anna

C. Egan, teacher.
Helen W. Ball, teacher.
Daisy L. Cones, teacher.
Lena M. Fife, teacher.
Lo\-illa L.

Mack,

John' B. Brown, principal teacher.
Sarah A. Brown, assistant principal teacher.
Frances C. Wemich, normal teacher.
Maud Mosher, teacher business department.

teacher.

John Zuebert, manual training teacher.

M. A. Rankin, teacher.
Louisa Wallace, teacher.
Rachel A. Stanton, teacher.
Carrie

M. DameU,

L'. S. G. Plant, disciplinarian.
Elizabeth Hellawell, teacher.

Emma

special teacher.

Mesen-e, superintendent, Haskell

Institute.

A. Swett, assistant superintendent.

C. R. Di.xon, physician.
H. B. Peairs, principal teacher.

B.

Frank O. Jones, teacher.
Lucy I. Balfe, assistant teacher.

1893.

J.

Mack, teacher.

Kemp, teacher.
Ada Brewer, teacher.

Anna

E. L. Johnson, assistant matron.

Charles F.

H. Foster, teacher.

Lo%-illa L.

Laura Lutken, matron.

Jerdie Faber, assistant teacher.
Alice Boone, assistant teacher.
Griffith Richards, kindergartner.
Stella Robbins, music teacher.
Louise H. Pilcher, matron.
•

I

I

Official
U.

Indian Schools

S.

Kansas Roster.

— Concluded.

Hervey B. Peairs, superintendent, Haskell,
Kan.
Cyrus R. Dixon, assistant superintendent and
physician.

U. S. G. Plank, disciplinarian.
William Palmer, assistant disciplinarian.
Frances C. Wenrich, normal teacher.
Clarence E. Birch, teacher, business department.
Elizabeth Hellawell, teacher.
Lovilla L. Mack, teacher.

:

Helen

-C.

Ball, printer.
Seewir, librarian.

190.5.

H. Foster, teacher.
I

I

Robbins, music teacher.

John Zuebert, manual training teacher.
Kate E. Hunt, matron.
Emily L. Johnson, housekeeper.
Emily E. Robitaille, assistant teacher.

j

Mary St. Pierre, assistant teacher.
Irene Campbell, assistant teacher.
William M. Peterson, principal teacher.
Alexina F. Griffith, kindergartner.

I

I

B.

Peairs,

superintendent, Lawrence,

Kan.
Cyrus R. Dixon, assistant superintendent and

,

i

physician.

Dennison Wheelock, disciplinarian.
Ed. Shields, disciplinarian.
Herbert A. Clark, teacher.
U. S. G. Plank, teacher.
Lovilla L.

Mack,

teacher.

Wilson G. Pike, teacher.
Elizabeth Hellawell, teacher.

Eva Wentworth, teacher.
Ada Brewer, teacher.

Emma

Loomis, teacher.
Amelia D. Michael, teacher.
Alexina F. Griffith, teacher.
Mamie B. Cone, teacher.
Sadie F. Robertson, teacher.
Rose E. Burnett, teacher.

Hervey
Kan.
Arthur

B.

Peairs,

superintendent,

Haskell,

Anderson, physician.
William H. Ross, disciplinarian.
John Whitwell, principal teacher,
John S. R. Hammitt, teacher.
Mrs. Frances C. Wenrich, teacher.
J.

Lovilla L.

Emma

Mack,

teacher.

Loomis, teacher.

Eva Wentworth,

1903.

Heney

W.

Charles
I

Anna B. Kemp, teacher.
Ada Brewer, teacher.
Stella

Li.ssa M. Olson Tucker, mu-sic tearher.
Charles F. Fitzgerald, manual training teacher.
B. Iliff, industrial superintendent.
Florence Teter, matron.
Annie Fitzgerald, matron.
Lillian B. Adams, matron.
Nellie M. Pike, matron.
Josephine Rolette, matron.
Birdie Burnett, matron.
Myra M. McKean, housekeeper.
Emily L. Johnson, cooking teacher.

Amos

1901.

Emma

745

\

teacher.
Marion E. Kidder, teacher.
Miss A. D. McMichael, teacher.
Hattie R. Quinter, teacher.
Mae McCauley, teacher,
C. Hoff, teacher.
Stella Robbins. teacher of music.
Josephine Rolette, assistant teacher.
Ida L. Palmer, kindergartner.
William L. Gates, superintendent of

Emma

indus-

tries.

Florence Teter, matron.
Delia E. Gos.s, housekeeper.
Mittie I. Taylor, sewing teacher.
Katherine L. Keck, cooking teacher.

Helen W. Ball, printer.
1906-'25.

Hervey B. Peairs, superintendent, 1906-'10.
H. H. Fiske, superintendent, 1910-'ll.
John R. Wise, superintendent, 1911- '23.
Hervey B. Peairs, superintendent, 1923

—
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INDIAN TREATIES AND COUNCILS AFFECTING KANSAS.
Dates and Places Where Held, Names of Tribes, Commissioners
AND Indians Concluding Same.
(Compiled from "Indian Affairs, Laws and Treaties," vol. 2, compiled by Charles
Washington, 1904; also other authentic sources.)

J.

Kappler,

—

June 28. Spanish exploration of Francisco Vaquez de Coronado along
Peter and St. Paul's river (the Arkansas) into Quivera (Kansas), resulted
in no treaty, and no formal Spanish claim to the land except by raising of the
cross. Among various opinions as to the location of Quivera, the latest is the
claim that it was along the Arkansas and the Little Arkansas, and that the
Quiverans were the Wichita Indians who came there from northwest that they
were driven to Texas by the Osages over a century after Coronado found them.
Persecution of Texans caused their return to former habitat near present
Wichita in 1863-'67. (Dunbar in Hist. Col., vol. 10, p. 75, 77; Connelley in
Col., vol. 14, pp. 440^442.)
Eujatah (Wichita) was the ending of a wagon road
authorized to be surveyed from Iowa Point, via Tecumseh, 110 Creek, and
Columbia (2^ miles below Emporia, and on to Eujatah on the Arkansas river
(Laws 1855, p. 345). This was doubtless on the old Osage trail from Neosho
river to the Arkansas river above present Wichita.
1541

St.

;

—

Sept. 27. Claude Charles Du Tisne was the first to raise the French
on Kansas soil, and claim the country for France, done at the Great Village of the Padoucas (Comanches), on a brackish stream (Saline) on the headwaters of the Smoky Hill, located on Du Pratz's map of Louisiana, 1757. (An-

1719

flag

dreas, pp. 47-49; Annals, p. 10; Hist. Col., vol. 8, p. 172, vol. 9, p. 254, vol. 14,
p. 444.)

—

1724 July 8. Etienne Venyard de Bourgmont, having French commission,
reached the ''Canza" village on the Missouri river, at present site of Doniphan,

He was accompanied by Missouri, Osage and Kanza warriors, and on
arrival all smoked the pipe of peace. On July 24, started for the Padouca village, with 300 warriors, including "Canza" chiefs, 300 women, 500 young people,
Kan.

and 300 dogs used to drag the travois loaded with baggage. July 30, illness
caused his return to Fort Orleans, Mo,, but he returned to the Kanza village
on Sep. 27. On Oct. 6, Bourgmont again set out for the Padouca village, accompanied by the Kanza chiefs, 7 Otoe chiefs, 6 lowas, and 6 Padouca chiefs,
in

all

40 persons.

(Andreas, p. 48; Hist. Col., vol.

9,

pp. 255, 259, 566.)

—

1724 Oct. 19. Bourgmont closed a treaty at the Padouca village on the
brackish stream, headwaters of the Smoky Hill, bringing this tribe into peace
and commerce with the French, the Kanzas, lowas, Osages, Otoes, Pawnees,
Illinois and Missouris. The French flag was presented to the grand chief and
many gifts bestowed. The village had 140 lodges, 800 warriors, 2,000 children,
and 1,500 women, some of the chiefs having four wives. The chief promised
allegiance of over 2,000 warriors.
(Andreas, p. 49; Annals, p. 11; Hist. Col.,
vol. 9, p. 255, 574, 576.)

1804—July 4 (Wednesday). Capt. Meriwether Lewis and Lt. William Clark,
commanding first United States military expedition up the Missouri river, fired
a gun in honor of the day on Independence creek, three miles above Atchison,
near the site of an abandoned Kanza village. (Annals, p. 19; Hist. Soc. Col.,
vol. 10, quoting journal of Lewis and Clark, page 338.)

1806—Sep. 28 (Sunday). Capt. Zebulon Montgomery Pike, U. S. A., made
first IJnited States treaty in Kansas, at the village of the Pawnee Republic, between Wahonsongay with eight principal chiefs of the ''Kanses" Nation
on one part, and Shinga-Wassa, Osage chief and four warriors of the Grand
and Little Osages on the other part (Pawnees, treaty also). (Andreas, p. 59,
copy of treaty; Dunbar in Hist. Col., vol. X, pp. 63-64; Coues Exped. Z. M.
Pike, vol. 2, p. 1 in preface, et seq.)
Remains of Pawnee Republic village,
the

:
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found on section three, township two, range five, west, on the south side of the
Republican river, White Rock township, Republic county, site marked by
monument erected by state, land given by Mrs. Geo. Johnson. (Hist. Col.,
vols. 7, 9, 10.)

—

Sep. 29. Grand council held with Pawnees, Kanzas and Osages, not
than 400 warriors present, with Pike's party of twenty. Upon Capt. Pike's
demand that the Spanish flag at the door of the Pawnee chief be taken down,
Kiwiktaka, the old Pawnee chief, took it down, laid it at Pike's feet, and accepted the United States flag which he raised to the flagstaff at the grand
chief's door.
(Andreas, p. 51, Pike's account; Hist. Col., vol. X, pp. 63-64,
Dunbar's account.) Witnesses to the events of Sep. 28 and 29, included
Capt. Zebulon Montgomery Pike (Com. as Capt., Aug. 12, 1806).
Lt. James B. Wilkinson, Dr. John H. Robinson, and soldiers of Pike's

1806

less

_

command.
Baronet Vasquez, interpreter,
Wahonsongay, and eight principal Kanza warriors.
Shingawasa and four Osages, including son of White Hair, Great Osage,
and brother of Little Osage chief.
Sarecherish (Characterick),

Pawnee

chief.

Kiwiktaka, White Bull, chief who raised U. S.
(See Andreas, pp. 50-53, 59; Coues Exped. of Pike.)

flag.

1808, Nov. 10— Great and Little Osages, at Fort Clark, on right bank of the
Missouri river, about five miles above the Fire Prairie [La Fayette Co., Mo.],
in the Territory of Louisiana. Treaty of peace and friendship; U. S. agrees
to protect against attacks of enemies; will build a mill for the tribes; will build
a strong block house for each tribe in vicinity of Fort Clark; distribute goods
and cash to two tribes, and agree for annuities annually; establish boundaries
of Osage lands, and site for Fort Clark, etc.
Peter Chouteau, agent for the U. S.
Reazen Lewis, subagent of Indian Affairs, U. S.
E. B. Clemson, Capt. 1st Infantry, U. S. A.
L, Lorimer, Lieutenant, 1st Inf., U. S. A.
Papuisea, grand chief. Big Osages.
Voithe Voihe, 2d chief. Big Osages.
Naguemani, war chief, Big Osages.
Nichi Main, Great chief, Little Osages.
Voithe Chinga, 2d chief, Little Osages.
Nicananthe, War chief, Little Osages.
(Names signed Aug. 31, 1809.)
Gresdanmanse, or Clermond, 1st chief. Great Osages on the Arkansas.
Tawangahuh, or Builder of Towns, Great Osages on Arkansas.
Witnesses and interpreters:
John P. Gates, interpreter.
Noel Mongrain Marque, Indian interpreter.
Basil Nassier Marque, Indian interpreter.
John G. Comegys.

1815

—Oct.

1818

28. Kanza Indians, at St. Louis, Mo., treaty of peace.
Ninian Edwards and Auguste Chouteau, U. S. Com'rs.
Cayezettanzaw, or the Big Chief.
Taritchu, or the Cow's Rib.
Manshenscaw, or the White Plume.
Cayebasneensaw, or the Little Chief.
Cayegettsazesheengaw, or the Old Chief.

—June 20.

Pawnee RepubHc, at St. Louis, treaty of peace.
William Clark and Auguste Chouteau, U. S. Com'rs.
Petaheick, the Good Chief.
Rarnleshare, the Chief Man.
Shernakitare, First in the War Party.

:
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Sheterahiate, the Partisan Discoverer.
Tearekatacaush, the Brave.
Pa, or the Elk.
Tetawiouche, Wearer of the Shoes.

—Sep.

1818

25.

Osages, at St. Louis, cession of part of their lands in Missouri

and Arkansas, retaining lands in Kansas.
Wm. Clark, Gov. Missouri, Supt. Indian
U.S.
Paheksaw, or the White Hairs.

Affairs, acting as

Com'r

for

Caniquechaga, or the Little Chief.

Nichenmanee, or the Walking Rain.
Witnesses
Pierre Chouteau.
PieiTe Menard, Indian Agent.
Paul Loise, Osage interpreter.

1819

bash

—July

30. Kickapoos, at Edwardsville, 111., ceding lands on the
were promised lands on Osage river, Missouri.
Auguste Chouteau, Com'r U. S.
Benj. Stephenson, Com'r U. S.
Little Thunder, signed by the White Elk.
Keetshay.
And other Kickapoo head men.

Wa-

river,

Witnesses:

Ninian Edwards.
Jaques Mette, interpreter.

—

1819 Aug. 24. Kanzas (161), and Osages (13), council with Major Stephen
H. Long, U. S. A., at Cantonment Martin on Isle au Vache (Cow Island) in
the Missouri, Kansas side, east of present Oak Mills, Atchison county, Kansas.
Kanzas admitted their depredations, and promised peace. U. S. flag raised,
guns and rockets fired.

Witnesses:
Col. Henry Atkinson and others of Long's party who arrived on Westem Engineer, first steamer in Kansas.
Capt. Wyly Martin, commandant of Cantonment, 3d Rifles.
Capt. Bennet Riley, and Capt. Sam'l McRee, 3d Rifles.
Maj. John O'Fallon, Indian Agent.
Chiefs:

Na-he-da-ba, Long Chief, principal chief.
Ka-he-ga-wa-ta-ninga-ga, Little Chief, second in rank.
Wam-pa-wa-ra, White Plume, then becoming famous.
Wa-ha-che-ra, Big Knife, a war chief.
Shen-garne-ga, ex-chief.
And other Kanzas.
Maj. Long's entire party included the following, quoted from Andreas:
Stephen H. Long, major First engineers, U. S. A., commanding expedition.
J.

R. Bell, captain, lieutenant

W. H.

artillery, journalist.
Swift, lieutenant artillery, assistant topographer

ing guard.
Thomas Say, zoologist, etc.

'

E. James, botanist, mineral ologist and surgeon.
T. R. Peale, assistant naturalist.
S. Seymour, landscape painter, etc.
Joseph Bijeau, guide and interpreter.
H. Dougherty, hunter.
Abram Ledoux, farrier and hunter.
Stephen Julien, interpreter.
Zachariah Wilson, baggage master.

and command-

:
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Duncan, J. Calkly, and D. Adams, engagees.
John Sweeney, private of the corps of artillery.
Joseph Verplank, William Parrish, Robert Foster, Mordecai Nowland,
Peter Barnard, and Charles Myers, privates of the rifle regiment,
packhorse men and hunters.
Prof. Thomas Say, zoologist of the expedition, was not present at the council
at Isle ail Vache, having conducted a detachment of twelve men and a boy,
leaving Fort Osage on August 6, 1819. They proceeded westward, reaching
the Kanzas village near present Manhattan on the 20th. They were cordially
received by the chiefs, who performed the smoking ceremony before leaving
for the council at Isle au Vache. The purpose of this council was explained
to them by Prof. Say.
(This was at the first military post in Kansas. See Andreas, pp. 53, 59;
J.

Hist. Col., vol.

pp. 436-439; Hist Col., vol.

8,

9,

pp. 277, 312, 565, 574, 575.)

—

1819 Aug 30. Kickapoos of the Vermilhon, at Fort Harrison, Ind., ceding lands on Wabash or tributaries, receiving new reservation.
Benj. Parke, Com'r U. S.

Wagohaw.
Pacakinqua.

And

other head men.

Witnesses

Wm.

Prince, Indian Agent.
S. interpreter.

Michael Brouillet, U,
1820

—July

19.

Kickapoos, at

St. Louis,

amending treaty of July

which granted lands at junction of Osage and Pomme de Terre
suri; accepted reserve in Kansas.
Auguste Chouteau, and Benj. Stephenson, Com'rs U. S.

30, 1819,

rivers in

Mis-

Pemoatam.
Pawkonesheeno

And

other head men.

Witnesses
Felix St. Vrain.

Jaques Mette, interpreter.

—

1820 Sep. 5. Kickapoos of the Vermilhon, at Vincennes, Ind., relative to
annuities, and funds for removal to new location.

Benj. Parke, Com'r U. S.

Wagohaw.
Nasa Reah.
Witnesses:

Wm.

Prince, Indian Agent.
Michael Brouillet, interpreter U.

— Aug.

S.

Osages, at the United States factory on the Marais des
Cygnes river, Kansas, abrogating the second article of treaty of Nov. 10, 1808,
which stipulated establishment of permanent trading post at Fort Clark (Fort
Osage), on the Missouri river.
1822

31.

Richard Graham, Com'r U. S.
Pahuska, or White Hair, head chief Big Osages.

Neshumoiny, or Walk in the Rain,

chief Little Osages.

Thinggahwassah, a chief of Great Osages.
Kehegethingah, little chief of Great Osages.
Towakaheh, chief of the Crosse Cotte village.
Big Soldier.
And others of Great and Little Osages.
Witnessed hy
C.

De La

Croix.

Paul Bailho.
Robert Dunlap.

:
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—

1825 June 2. Great and Little Osages, at St. Louis, Mo., treaty by which
they ceded lands in Missouri, Arkansas and Kansas, reserving 7,564,000 acres,
and were provided with stock, houses, farmer, blacksmith and farm implements.
Their resei-vation began due east of White Hair's village, twenty-five miles
west of the west line of Missouri, was fifty miles in width, to the western line
of ceded lands, watered by the Arkansas, Neosho and Verdigris rivers.
WilUam Clark, Com'r U. S., Supt. Indian Affairs.
Clairmont (Clermont, Claymore), or Cashesegra, the Builder of Towns
on Arkansas river, a chief of Great Osages.
Pahusca, or White Hair, oldest Great Osage chief.
Chingawassa, Handsome Bird, Great Osage chief.
Khigaischinga, little chief Great Osages.
Khigaiswachinpichais, or Missouri chief. Little Osage.
Nichamani or Walking Rain, Little Osage.

Witnesses:

Edward Coles, Gov. of 111.
Pierre Chouteau.
A. McNair, Osage agent.
Paul Louise, interpreter for Osages.

And

—June

others.

Kanza Indians, at St. Louis, treaty ceding their lands along
the Missouri river from the mouth of the Kansas river to the northwest corner of the state of Missouri, west to the Nodeway river in Nebraska thence
to the source of the big Nemeha river; thence to the source of the Kansas
river, leaving the old village of the Pania Repubhc to the west; thence on
ridge dividing the waters of the Kansas river from the Arkansas, to the west
the mouth
line of Missouri, on that line thirty miles to the place of beginning
of the Kansas. They reserved a tract on both sides of the Kansas river, to
begin twenty leagues up the Kansas river, and to include their village on the
Kansas river, extending west thirty miles in width through the lands ceded
as above. This village was two miles east of present Manhattan, on the north
bank of the Kansas river, on sections nine and ten, township ten, range eight,
(Hist. Col.,
east. Supposed to be occupied about 1775, abandoned about 1830.
1825.

3.

;

—

vol. 10, p. 344.)

WilHam Clark, Com'r of U. S.
Nom-pa-wa-rah, or the White Plume.
Ky-he-ga-wa-ti-nin-ka, or the Full Chief (Fool Chief).
Ky-he-ga-shin-ga, or the Little Chief.
Wa-can-da-ga-tun-ga, or the Great Doctor.

Witnesses

Geo. C. Sibley, U. S. Com'r.
Baronet Vasquez, U. S. Sales Agent.
Baptiste Ducherut, interpreter for Kanzas.

1825—July

5.

Sious and Ogallalah tribes, treaty

river (So. Dakota) promising peace and safety to all
Mexico (along Santa Fe road.)
to and from
Brig, Gen. Henry Atkinson, U. S. Com'r.

made

at

mouth

American

New

Benj. O'Fallon, U. S. Agt. Ind. Affairs.
Wa-e-ne-ta, the Rushing Man.
Cah-re-we-ca-ca, Crow Feather.
And other Sioux.
Ta-tun-ca-nash-sha, or the Standing Buffalo, Ogallala.
Ek-hah-ka-sap-pa, Black Elk.
And other Ogallalas.

of Teton
citizens passing

:
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Witnesses

Heury Leavenworth, 6th Inf.
Maj. S. W. Kearny, 1st Infantry, U.
Maj. D. Ketchum, 6th U. S. Inf.
Capt, Bennet Riley, 6th Inf.

Col.

Capt.
(Fire

Wm.

Armstrong, 6th

And eleven
Band of tribe

S.

Army.

Inf.

other officers and Indian agents,
signed July 12, 1825.)

XJ. S.

1825— July 6. Cheyennes, treaty at mouth of Teton river, South Dakota,
promising peace and safety to American citizens passing to and from New
Mexico.
Brig. Gen. H. Atkinson, U. S. Com'r.
Benj. O'Fallon, U. S. Agent Ind. Affairs.
Sho-e-mow-e-to-chaw-ca-we-wah-ca-to-we, or the Wolf with the High
Back.
Tah-hi-o-ta, Lousy Man.
And other Cheyennes.

Witnesses :

Same as for Sioux, July 5, 12, 1825.
Col. Henry Leavenworth, 6th U. S.

Inf.

Maj. S. W. Kearny, 1st Inf.
Maj. D. Ketchum, 6th Inf.
Capt. Bennet Riley, 6th Inf.
Capt. John Gantt, 6th Inf.
Capt. C. Pentland, 6th Inf.
Capt. G. C. Spencer, 1st Inf.
Capt. Wm. Armstrong, 6th Inf.
Capt. R. B. Mason, 1st Inf.

Wm. S. Harney,
Surgeon John Gale.
Lt.

1st Inf.

And eleven other officers.
G. H. Kennerly, U. S. Special Indian Agent.

—

1825 Aug. 4. Crows, at Mandan Village, North Dakota, treaty for peace,
promising not to molest Americans passing to and from New Mexico.
Brig. Gen. H. Atkinson, U. S. Com'r.
Benj. O'Fallon, U. S. Agent Indian Affairs.
E-she-huns-ka, or the Long Hair.
Har-rar-shash, the One That Rains.
And other Crows.

Witnesses
Col. H. Leavenworth,
Infantry.

G. H. Kennerly, U.

—

and twenty other

S. Special

officers,

Sixth and First U. S.

Indian Agent.

1825 Aug. 10. Great and Little Osages, at Council Grove on Nee-o-zho
river, 160 miles southwest of Fort Osage (Sibley, Mo.), treaty giving consent to survey of the Santa Fe road, promising free use of and assistance to
citizens of United States and Mexico Republic, without hindrance. Received
$500 cash and $300 in merchandise.
Benj. H. Reeves, George C. Sibley, and Thomas Mather, U. S. Com'rs.
Pa-hu-sha, White Hair, chief of Great Osages.
Ca-he-ga-shinga, little chief Great Osages.
Shin-gawassa, Handsome Bird, chief Great Osages.
Ca-he-ge-wa-tonega, Foolish Chief, head chief of Little Osages.
And other Osage head men.

—
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Witnesses:
Archibald Gamble, secretary commission.
W. S. Williams, interpreter for commission.
Joseph C. Brown, surveyor, and fifteen men who were members of the
surveying party.
Benj. Jones (hunter for surveying party), who found spring "Diamond
of the Plain."
John M. Walker ("Big John") for whom creek was named.
Stephen Cooper, surveyor.
Other members included: Samuel Givens, Richard Brannan, Garrison
Patrick, Daniel J. Bahan, Joseph R. Walker, Singleton Vaughn,
Hendley Cooper, Joseph Davis, George West, Thomas Adams,
James Brotherton.
Commissioners and surveying party left St. Louis, June, 1825, with forty
men in surveying party, and seven wagons; July 17, 1825, they left Fort Osage.
Marked the route to the Arkansas river at the Mexican boundary line, where
they arrived on Sept. 11, 1825. Mexican Commissioners failing to appear,
Sibley with small party went on to Santa Fe, arriving at San Fernando October
On June 16, 1826, Sibley received authority from Mexican govern30, 1825.
ment to act in the premises, being given authority to examine a route, but
prohibiting the marking or cutting out a road, or establishing any work whatever. On August 26, 1826, Sibley commenced a survey at San Fernando, and
ran it eastward to the boundary line, connecting it with the survey made in
1825. He returned in the spring of 1827 to the plains to make corrections in
the survey of U. S. territory made in 1825.

—

1825 Aug. 16. Kansa Tribe, treaty at Sora Kansas creek (Dry Turkey
creek), 238 miles southwest of Fort Osage (present Sibley, in Jackson county,
Mo.), and 78 miles southwest of Council (irove. Gave consent to survey to
Santa Fe road, free for the use of citizens of United States and Mexico Republic, promising aid and passage without hindrance to such citizens.
Received $500 cash and $300 in merchandise. (Place of treaty was about five miles
south of present McPherson, section 21, township 20, range 3 west, site is

marked by monument.)
Benj. H. Reeves, George C.

Sibley,

and Thomas Mathers, U.

S.

Com-

missioners.

Shone-gee-ne-gare, great chief of Kanzas Nation.
Ke-hea-bash-ee, warrior, eldest son of great chief.
Nee-a-ke-shall, warrior, brother of great chief.
Hah-ee-see-she, warrior, and deputy for White Plume.
Saw-nee-wah-ree, striker of the three.

And

others.

Witnesses
Archibald Gamble, secretary of commission.
W. S. Wilhams, interpreter for commission.
Joseph C. Brown, surveyor, and fourteen men, who were members of
the surveying party.
The party started from St. Louis in June, 1825, with about thirty men and
seven wagons, and marked the route with raised mounds. (Annals, p. 25;
Treaties, vol. 2, p. 248; Andreas, p. 55; Santa Fe Trail, pam., pp. 4, 8, 12, 15.)

—

1825 Sep. 26. Ottoe and Missouri Tribe, treaty for peace, promising not to
molest American citizens passing to and from New Mexico, signed at Fort
Atkinson, Council Bluffs, by
Brig. Gen. Henry Atkinson, U. S, A., Com'r.
Benj. O'Fallon, U. S. Agent Indian Affairs.
Ish-na-wong-ge-he, the only chief.
Wong-ge-ge-he, the chief.
Waw-zob-e-ing-ge, the Little Black Bear.
Mon-to-ing-ge, the Little White Bear.
And other chiefs and head men of tribe.

:

f
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Witnesses:
Lt. Col. A. R. Wooley, 6th Inf.
Capt. B. Riley, 6th Inf.

Capt.

J.

Gantt, 6th Inf.

John Gale, U.

S. A.
Eight lieutenants of 6th Inf.
G. H. Kennedy, Special U. S. Indian Agent.
Michael Burdeau, Maha interpreter.

Surg.

—

1825 Sep. 30. Pawnees, at Fort Atkinson, Council Bluffs, treaty of peace,
promising not to molest while on their excursion the Americans passing to and
from New Mexico.
Brig. Gen. Henry Atkinson, U. S. A., Com'r.
Benj. O'Fallon, U. S. Agent Ind. Affairs, Com'r.
Esh-ca-tar-pa, the Bad Chief.
Shar-co-ro-la-shar, the

And

Sun

Chief.

other chiefs.

Witnesses:
Lt. Col. A. R. Wooley, 6th. Inf.

Aide de camp Sam'l MacRee.
John Gale, U. S. A.

Surg.

Capt. John Gantt, 6th Inf.
Thos. Noel, Adjutant, 6th Inf.
Five Lieutenants, 6th Inf.
G. H. Kennerly, Special U. S. Ind. Agent.

—

1825 Oct. 6. Maha Tribe, at Fort Atkinson, Council Bluffs, treaty of peace,
promising not to molest while on their distant excursions the Americans going
to and from New Mexico.
Brig. Gen. Henry Atkinson, U. S. A., Com'r.
Benj. O'Fallon, U. S. Agent Indian Affairs, Com'r.
Opa-ton-ga, the Big Elk.
Ma-sha-ke-ta, the Soldier.
And other Mahas.

Witnesses:

R. Wooley, U. S. A.
Gantt, 6th Inf.
Surg. John Gale, U. S. A.
Geo. C. Hutter, Lieut. 6th Inf.
M. W. Batman, Lieut. 6th Inf.
G. H. Kennerly, special U. S. Ind. Agent.

Lt. Col. A.

Capt.

J.

—

,1825 Nov. 7. Shawnees of Missouri and Ohio, at St. Louis, Mo., treaty
ceding lands in Missouri which they had obtained from the Spanish, Jan. 4,
1793; received tract 50 miles square to be located within tract bought of
Osages June 2, 1825, or upon the Kansas river. (Finally settled in Johnson

county.)

William Clark, Supt. Indian Affairs.
Wawelainni.
Capt. Reed, or Pathecoussa, and other head men.
Peter Cornstalk, or Wyawimon, interpreter.
Witnesses
A. McNair, R. Graham, U. S. Indian Agents.
Quatwapia, or Col. Lewis.
Pierre Menard and John Campbell, Sub. Ind. i^gents.
Treaty proclaimed Dec. 30, 1825. (Ind. Treaties, vol. 2, p. 262; Hist. Col,
vol. 8, pp. 77, 78; Andreas, pp. 65-68.)

48—324

.
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1828 May 6. Western Cherokees, at Washington, D. C, treaty relative to
removal from Arkansas, to westward. Received tract 40 by 300 miles along
western border of Arkansas. (Andreas, pp. 73, 74.)
John Barbour, Sec. of War, Com'r for U. S.
Black Fox.
George Guess.

Thomas Maw.
John Rogers.
J.

And other Cherokee chiefs.
W. Flawey, councillor of delegation

of chiefs.

Witnessed by:
E. W. Duvall,

_U. S. Agent.
interpreter.
others.

James Rogers,

And

—July

29.
Chippewa, Ottawa and Pottawatomie Indians, at Prairie
du Chien, Mich., ceding lands lying about Lake Michigan, and Mississippi
river, reserving lands for Shabenay, Wauponehsee, Awnkote, La Fromboise,
Joseph Ogee,, Francois Le Clerc and others. (Parts of these three tribes remained in Michigan; Oct. 18, 1864, treaty made ceding lands.)
Gen. John McNeil, Caleb Atwater, U. S. Commrs.

1829

Sin-eh-pay-nim.

Wau-pon-eh-see
Shem-naw.
Shah-way-ne-be-nay.
And others, for Pottawatomies.
Jon. W. B. Mette, Indian interpreter.

—Aug.

1829

3.

Delawares, at Little Sandusky, Ohio, relative to removal west

of the Mississippi river.

John McElvain, Special Com'r
Captain Pipe.
Captain Wolf.
Solomon Joneycake.
Geo. Williams.
And other Delaware
1829

for U. S.

chiefs.

—Sep.

24. Delaware Indians, at St. Mary's, Ohio, relative to removal.
George Vashon, U. S. Indian Agent.

Wm.

Anderson, principal chief.
Capt. Patterson, second chief.
Capt. Pipe.
And other Delaware chiefs.

—

1831 Aug. 8. ShawTiee Indians, at Wapaghkonnetta, Allen county, Ohio,
relative to removal westward.
James B. Gardiner, Special U. S. Com'r.
John McElvain, Agt. for Shawnees, Senecas, and Wyandots, all residing
in Ohio.

Lauloway, or John Perry.
P. H. Thawtaw, or Peter Cornstalk.
Saucothaw, or Spy Buck.
Be-dee-dee, Big Jim.

And

other Shawnee chiefs.

—

1831 Aug. 30. Ottaway Indians, at Indian reserve
Erie, relative to removal west of Mississippi river.
James B. Gardiner, Special Com'r of U. S.
Ar-taish-nai-wau.

E-au-vaince.
And other head

men

of Ottaways.

on Miami bay. Lake
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1832—Jan. 19, Wyandot Indians, at McCutcheonsville, Crawford county,
Ohio, relative to sale of lands, removal to Canada or Michigan.
John B. Gardiner, Special Com'r U. S.
Bearskin, and Roe-nu-nas, one of the oldest chiefs.

Matthew Grey eyes.
Shi-a-wa, or John Solomon.
Isaac Driver.

John D. Brown.
Alex Clarke.

And

other

Wyandot

chiefs.

1832— Oct. 24. Kickapoo Indians, at Castor Hill, St. Louis county. Mo.,
relative to removal southwest of Missouri river. Supplemental article Nov. 26,
1832, gave bounds of 1,200 sq. miles.
William Clark, Frank J. Allen, and Nathan Kouns, Comm'rs for U. S.
Ka-ana-kuck, the Prophet.
Kick-a-poo-hor, Kickapoo.
Pa-sha-cha-hah, Jumping Fish.
Ka-te-wah, Bald Eagle.
And other Kickapoo chiefs.

—

1832 Oct. 26. Shawnees and Delawares, at Castor Hill, St. Louis county.
Mo., relative to removal from Missouri and Arkansas, and claims.
William Clark, Frank J. Allen, Nathan Kouns, Comm'rs U. S.

Meh-shay-quo-wah.
Captain Ketchum.
Shot Pouch.
And other Shawnee and Delaware

chiefs.

—

1832 Oct. 27. Kaskaskias and Peorias, at Castor Hill, St. Louis county,
Mo., given 150 sections land on Osage river (Marais des Cygnes.)
William Clark, Frank J. Allen, and Nathan Kouns, Com'rs U. S.
Wah-pe-sha-ka-na, White Skin, Peoria.
Ke-mon-sah, Little chief Kaskaskia.
And other chiefs of the two tribes.

—

1832 Oct. 29. Piankeshaws and Weas, at Castor Hill, St. Louis county,
Mo., relative to removal west of Missouri.
William Clark, Frank J. Allen, and Nathan Kouns, Com'rs of U. S.

Wa-pon-ke-ah, Swan, for Weas.
Mah-son-shau, Thunder, for Piankeshaws.
And other chiefs of the two tribes.
1832

—^Dec.

Cowskin

Senecas and Shawnees, at Seneca Agency on headwaters of
near Lewiston, Ohio, relative to removal.
Henry L. Ellsworth, John F. Schermerhom, Com'rs U. S.
Comstick, first chief of Senecas.
Me-tho-mea, or Civil John, first chief of the mixed band.
29.

river,

And

others of the tribes.

—

1833 Feb. 14. Western Cherokees, at Fort Gibson on Arkansas river, relative to lands south of the Senecas and Shawnees.
Montfort Stokes, H. L. Ellsworth, and J. F. Schermerhom, Com'rs for

U.

S.

John

Jolly, principal chief.
Black Coat, principal chief.
Walter Weller, principal chief.

John Rogers, president commissioners
Glass, president of council.

for Indians.

:
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1833 May 13. Quapaws, given by this treaty, 150 sections land west of
the west line of Missouri, between Seneca and Shawnee lands.
(Amended
1867.)

John F. Schermerhorn.
Hackatton,

chief.

Sarrasin, chief.

Taunoujinka,
Kahekettada,

And

chief.
chief.

other Quapaws.

Witnesses

Richard Hannum, subagent.
Joseph Duchassin, interpreter.
Antoine Baroque, and others.
1833

—Sep.

21.
Otoes and Missourias, at the Otoe Village on the Platte
ceding their lands.
Henry L. Ellsworth, Com'r U. S.
Jaton.

river, treaty

Meh-say-way.

And

other Otoes and Missourias.

—

1833 Sep. 26, 27. Chippewa, Ottawa, and Pottawatomie Indians, at Chicago, ceding their lands on west shore of Lake Michigan, and given tracts
west of Mississippi river.
George B. Porter, Thos. J. V. Owen, Wm. Weatherford, Comm'rs
of

U.

S.

To-pen-e-bee,

Wah-bon-seh.
Shab-eh-nay.

Me-am-ese.

And

others for above tribes.

—

1833 Oct. 9. Pawnees (Grand Pawnees, Pawnee Loups, Pawnee Republicans, and Pawnee Pappaye), ceding title to lands south of the Platte
river.

Henry L. Ellsworth, Comm'r of U. S.
Shah-re-tah-riche, Grand Pawnee.
Big Axe, Pawnee Loups.
Blue Coat, Pawnee Republican.
Little Chief, Tappaye Pawnees.,
And others.

—

1834 Dec. 17. Pottawatomie Indians, at Indian Agency, Logansport,
Ind., ceding lands reserved for them on October 27, 1832, and agreeing to
remove west of Mississippi river,
William Marshall, Comm'r of U. S.

Mota.
Ta-puck-koo-nee-nee.

Saw-moke-quaw.

And
1835

—Mar.

others of tribe.

Cherokees (Eastern), at Washngton, relative
and Osages. (Treaty not ratified.)
J. F. Schermerhorn, Comm'r of U. S.
John Ridge, Cherokee.
Elias Boudinot.
14.

between Missouri

And

line

others, for Cherokees.
2, p. 1041.)

(See Treaties, vol.

to

lands
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and

their associated

Cherokee, Muscogee, Choctaw, Osage, Seneca, and Quapaw Nations,
at Camp Holmes, on the east border of the Grand Prairie, near thp Canadian
river, in the Muscogee Nation, to establish peace.
Governor Montfort Stokes, M. Arbuckle, Brig. Gen. U. S. A.,
Comm'rs of U, S.
Ishacoly, or the Wolf, Comanche.
Kanostowah, or The Man Who Don't Speak, Witchitaw.
Dutch, Cherokee.
Roley Mcintosh, Muscogee,
Musha-la-tubbee, or The Man Killer, Choctaw.
Fa-la-la, or The Leaping Deer, Osage.
tribes,

Thomas

Brant, Seneca.
Hi-ka-toa, or The Dry

And

others, for

Man, Quapaw.
above-named tribes.

—

1835 Dec. 29. Cherokee Indians, at New Echota, Georgia, treaty relative
to removal west of Missouri line, east of Osages.
Gen.
Carroll, and J. F. Schermerhorn, Comm'rs for U. S,

Wm.

Major Ridge.
Elias Boudinot.
Jesse Half-breed.

And

other head Cherokees.

(Supplemental treaty to

—Mar.

Ind.,

this.

Mar.

1,

1836.)

Potawatomi treaty at camp on Turkey Creek
relative to removal westward.
Abel C. Pepper, comm'r U. S.
Mes-quaw-buck, chief, and others of his band.

1836

26.

Prairie,

1826, Pottawatomies made a treaty ceding certain lands on
the Tippecanoe river, Indiana, in lieu of lands to be located later.
Among those signing this treaty were Abram Burnett, his children

(Oct. 26,

Nancy, Rebecca, James and William; St. Luke Bertrand and Julia
Bertrand; Louison, half breed; also the pupils who attended the
Carey Mission School on the St. Joseph, under direction of Rev.
Isaac McCoy; pupils included four members of Bourassa family.
Many signers of this treaty removed later to Kansas.)
(Sep. 20, 1828, Pottawatomies made another treaty at the Missions
on the St. Joseph, of Lake Michigan, in Michigan Terr. Lewis
Cass and Pierre Menard were the U. S. Com'rs. The tribe ceded
lands on Lake Michigan, and even granted some lands in severalty,
and certain annuities. Some of the signers moved later to Kansas.)
(Oct. 20, 1832, Pottawatomies made treaty at Camp Tippecanoe, Ind.,
ceding lands on their reservation on Lake Michigan, reserving certain tracts for themselves.
Mentioned in this treaty, were several
members each of the La Fromboise and Beaubien families, who later
moved to Kansas, near Cross Creek, present Rossville.)
Oct. 27, 1832, Pottawatomies made a treaty on the Tippecanoe river,
Ind., ceding certain lands in Indiana, Illinois, and Michigan Terr.,
south of Grand river. Among those provided for in this treaty, and
signing same, were Louison Burnet, James Burnet, Mary Nadeau,
Robert Simmerwell and others, later Kansans.)

1836^Mar. 29. Potawatomi treaty, at camp on Tippecanoe river, Indiana,
by which Wau-ke-wa, Che-cose's only son, and his band, cede their lands
and agree to remove west of Mississippi within two
Abel C. Pepper, Com'r U. S.
Wau-ke-wa, only son of Checose.
Waw-was-mo-quey, widow of Checose.

And

others of Chiei Checose's band.

years.

—
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1836 Apr. 11. Pottawatomie, treaty made at camp on Tippecanoe river,
Indiana, cede lands, to receive annuities and agree to move west of Mississippi
river within two years.
Abel C. Peper, Com'r U. S.
Pau-koo-shuck, oldest son of Chief Aub-ba-naub-ha.

Shah-quaw-ko-shuck, son of Aub-ba-naub-ha.
And other head men of this band.
Six

women

signed this treaty.

—

1836 Apr. 22. Potawatomi, treaty made at Indian Agency, Indiana, relative
to cession of lands, to receive annuities and agreeing to move west of Mississippi within two years.
Abel C. Pepper, Com'r U. S.
0-kah-mause, Kee-waw-nay, Nee-boash, Mat-chis-jaw, chiefs and head

men

of tribal band.

—

1836 Apr. 22. Potawatomi, treaty at Indian Agency, Indiana, relative to
cession of lands, annuities to be received, and agreeing to move west of Missis-

two years.
Abel C. Pepper. Com'r U.
Nas-waw-kee, chief.
Quash-quaw, chief.
And other head men.

sippi within

Wyandots

Apr. 23.

1836

S.

of Ohio, treaty relative to sale of their lands in

Crawford county, Ohio.
John A. Bryan, Com'r U. S.
William Walker, John Bamett, Peacock,

chiefs

and head men

of tribe.

—

1836 May 9. Chippewas of Swan Creek and Black River Bands, at Washington, D. C, ceding lands in Michigan; desire to locate elsewhere; promised
8,320 acres of land west of Mississippi river.
Henry R. Schoolcraft, U. S. Commr.
Esh-ton-o-quot, or Clear Sky.
Xay-gee-zhig, or Driving Clouds.
Maj^-zin, or Checkered.
Kee-way-gee-zhig, or Returning Sky.
1836

—Aug.

5.

Potawatomi, treaty at camp near Yellow river, Indiana, relaand removal west of Mississippi river within two years.

tive to cession of lands,

Abel C. Pepper, Com'r U. S.
Pee-pin-ah-waw, No-taw-kah, Mac-kah-tah-mo-ah, Te-cum-see, proper
chiefs of Wabash Potawatomis.

And

—Sep.

17.

—Sep.

20.

other head

men and

chiefs of tribe.

Iowa, Sacks and Foxes of the Missouri, treaty at Fort Leavenworth, relative to removal to tract between Missouri and Grand Nemaha
rivers. United States to erect houses, mills, provide farmer, blacksmith, schoolmaster, interpreter; also live stock, implements and ferry boat.
William Clark, Com'r U. S.
Mo-hos-ca, or White Cloud, of loways.
Cau-ca-car-mack, or White Bass, Sac and Foxes.
And other head men of these tribes.
(The Sauks and Foxes, under the leadership of Keokuk and others, made
treaties with the United States, on Sep. 3, 1822; Aug. 4, 1824; Aug. 19, 1825;
July 15, 1830; Sep. 21, 1830; Oct. 21, 1837.)
1836

1836

Potawatomi treaty made at Chippewanaung,
move west of Mississippi within two years.
Abel C. Pepper, Com'r U. S.

to cession lands, to

We-we-sah, or Toisa's brother,

Me-mat-way.
Mee-Kiss, Kawk's widow.
And other chiefs and head men of

tribe.

Ind., relative
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1836 Sep. 22. Potawatomi treaty made at Chippewanaung, Ind., relative to
cession of lands, and removal west of Mississippi river within two years.
Abel C. Pepper, Com'r U. S.
Mo-sack, chief of band.
Skin-cheesh, woman.

Naw-squi-base, woman.
Mose-so.
And other men of tribe.

—Sep.

1836

Potawatomis of the Wabash, treaty made at Chippewanaung,
remove west of Mississippi river within two years.
Abel C. Pepper, Com'r U. S.
23.

Ind., ceding lands, to

Pash-po-ho.

0-koh-mause.
Saw-waw-quett.
Kaw-we-saut.

And

other chiefs, warriors and head

—Sep.

27. Sauk and Fox tribe, [right
territorv,] treaty ceding lands.

1836

Wisconsin
H. Dodge", Com'r U.
Wa-pa-ca.
Keo-kuck.
Po-we-seek.

men

bank

of tribe.
Mississippi,

Debuque

Co.,

S.

Pa-ka-ka.
Ap-pi-nuis.
And other head

men

of tribe.

—

Sep. 28. Sauk and Fox Indians (two treaties on this date) at treaty
grounds on the right bank of the Mississippi river, in the county of Debuque,
and Territory of Wisconsin, opposite Rock Island, ceding lands and providing
for removal, etc.
Henry Dodge, Commr. of U. S.
A-sho-wa-huk, Fox.
Pow-a-sheek, Fox.
Kee-o-kuk, Sac.

1836

Ap-a-noose, Sac.

And

others, for Sacs

and Foxes.

—

1836 Oct. 15. Otoes and Missourias, Omahas, and Yankton and Santee
bands of Sioux, at Bellevue, upper Missouri, ceding lands, etc.
John Dougherty, U. S. Agent for Indian Affairs; Joshua Pilcher, subagent, agents for U. S.
Jaton, Otoe.
Hah-che-ge-sug-a, Missouria.
Big Elk, Omahaw.
Pitta-eu-ta-pishna, Yankton and Santee Sioux.
And others, for said tribes.

1837

—Jan.

14.

remove southwest
(Treaty of Jan.

Chippewas, at Detroit, Mich., ceding lands, and agreeing to
of Missouri river as soon as a location may be obtained.

23, 1838, related to sale of lands in

Henry R.

Schoolcraft,

Commr.

Michigan.)

of IJ. S.

Naum

Gitchigomee.
Geezhig.
Jos. F. Menoy.

Nawa

—

1837 Feb. 11. Pottawatomie Indians, at Washington, D. C,
moval west of Missouri river within two years.
John T. Douglas, Commr. of U. S.
Ash-kum.
Wee-saw, or Louison.

Abram B. Burnett.
And others, for Pottawatomies.

relative to re-
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1837 May 26. Kiowa, Ka-ta-ka, Ta-wa-ka-ro, Muscogee and Osage Indians,
at Fort Gibson, establishing peace and friendship between themselves and the

United States.
Montfort Stokes, A. P. Chouteau, Commrs. of U.
Ta-ka-ta-couchem, the Black Bird, Kiowa.
Hen-ton-te, the Iron Shoe, Ka-ta-ka.
Ka-ta-ca-karo, He Who Receives the

Word

of

S.

God, Ta-wa-ka-ro.

Roly Mcintosh, Muscogee.
Clermont, principal chief Osages.

And

others, for

above-named

tribes.

—

1837 Oct. 21. Sauk and Foxes of the Missouri, at Washington, D.
sion of lands, etc.
C. A. Harris, Commr. of U. S.

C;

ces-

Po-ko-mah, The Plum.
Nes^mo-ea, The Wolf.
Au-ne-mo-ni, The Sun Fish,
For Sauks and Foxes.

—

1837 Dec. 20. Chippewas, Swan Creek and Black River band, treaty at
Flint riA^er, Michigan, relative to lands on headwaters of the Osage river.
(Marais des Cygnes, Kansas. Part of band stayed in Michigan.)
Henry R. Schoolcraft, Com'r of U. S.
Ogisna Kegido, the Chief Speaker, first chief.
Ogimaus, the Little Chief.
Ottawaus, the Little Ottawa.
Tondagonee, a Dog Rampant or Furious.

And

others.

(Full History in Hist. Col., vol.

—Jan.

xi, p. 314.)

New York and Wisconsin,
the Brothertowns, Cayugas, Munsees, Oneidas, Onondagas, Senecas,
Stockbridges and Tuscaroras, treaty at Buffalo creek, N. Y., relative
of lands, and a new reserve north of the Osage and Cherokees
(Treaty proclaimed 1840; see Hist. Col., vol. 8, pp. 83-85.)
Ransom H. Gillet, Com'r for U. S.
Dao-nepho-gah, or Little Johnson, for Seneca Nation.
Ka-nat-soyh, or Nicolas Cusick, Tuscarora.
John Anthony, Oneida of Wisconsin.
Eleazer Williams, St. Regis chief and agent.
Ka-noh-qua-sa, or William John, Onondaga.
Skok-no-eh, or King William, Cayuga.
And others of these confederated tribes.
1838

15.

New York

Indians, of

—

1838 Oct. 19. Iowa Indians, at Great Nemahaw subagency,
and erection of houses for tribe.
John Dougherty, Commr. of U. S.
Frank White Cloud.

including
St. Regis.

to cession

(Kansas).

relative to lands

Ta-ro-rah, or Pile of Meat.
And others, for the lowas.

—

1838 Nov. 6. Miami Indians, at the Forks of the Wabash, in the state of
Indiana, relative to removal west.
Abel C. Pepper, Commr. of U. S.
John B. Richardville, principal chief.
Minj enickeaw.
•

Maw-yauc-que-yaw.

And

others, for the

Miamis.
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11. Osage Indians, at Fort Gibson, west of Arkansas; ceding all
or interest in any reservations formerly claimed by them within the limits of any other tribe; annuities, etc.
Brig. Gen. M. Arbuckle, Commr. of U. S.

1839—Jan.

title

Clermont.
Baptiste Mongrain.
Pa-pu-sca.
Wa-tier-chi-ga.
•

Ni-ka-ha-cris.

And

other chiefs and head

men

of Osages.

Stockbridge and Munsee Indians, at Stockbridge, Wisconsin
Territory, relative to emigration.
Albert Gallup, Commr. of U. S.
Austin E. Quinney, sachem.
Aaron Ninham, Stockbridge chief.

1839— Sep.

3.

Captain Porter, Munsee.
And others for above Indians.

—

1840 Nov. 28. Miami Indians, at the forks of the
diana, relative to removal west.

Samuel Milroy, Allen Hamilton, Commrs.
John B. Richardville, principal chief.
Bo-wa-wah.

of

U.

Wabash,

state of In-

S.

And

others, for the Miamis.
23, 1834, the Miamis concluded a treaty with the United
States, at the Forks of the Wabash, ceding certain tracts of land.
Among those mentioned were a number who later removed to

[On October
Kansas.]

—

1842 Mar. 17. Wyandotte Indians, at Council House, Upper Sandusky,
Ohio, relative to removal west.
John Johnston, Commr. of U. S.
Fran. A. Hicks, principal chief.
Doctor Gray Eyes.
And other head men of Wyandottes.

— May

1842
20. Seneca Indians, at Buffalo Creek,
sition of lands, benefits to those who remove, etc.

Ambrose Spencer, U.

S,

N.

Y., relative to dispo-

Commr.

Tit-ho-yah, or William Jones.

Ten-wan-ne-us, or Governor Black Snake.
Isaac Halftown.

And

— Oct.

1842

others, for Senecas.

Sauk and Foxes

11.

territory, relative to

John Chambers, Commr.
Ke-o-kuk.
Ke-o-kyk,

of the Mississippi, at their

agency in Iowa

removal.
of

U.

S.

Jr.

P'ow-a-shick.

Ap-pe-noose.
Ko-kp-etch.

And

others, for

.

Sauks and Foxes.

—

1843 Dec. 14. Delaware and Wyandotte Nations, in Kansas, agreement
granting lands to the Wyandottes.

Nah-koo-mer, Delaware.
Captain Ketchum, Delaware Chief.
Nan-que-non.

And

others, for Delawares.

Henry Jaquis, Wyandotte,
James Washington.
George Armstrong.
T. A. Hicks.

And

others, for the

Wyandottes.

:

.

.
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1846 January 14. Kansas tribe, treaty at Methodist Mission, Kansas counceding by sale, 2,000,000 acres along the Kansas river, for $202,000 (for the
use of Pottawatomies), a strip 30 miles wide, running west for quantity, agreeing to move by May 1, 1847, to the west part of their original reservation
(near Council Grove).
try,

Thomas H. Harvey, Richard W. Cummins, Com'rs
Ki-hi-ga-wah-chuffe, or
Ke-hi-ga-wat-ti-an-ga

Hard

of

U.

S.

Chief.

Wah-hah-hah.

And other chiefs and head men.
Witnesses included:
John T, Peery (missionary).
Seth M. Hays (trader, Council Grove).
Clement

Lessert, interpreter.

Chas. Choteau.

And

others.

—

June 5 and 17. Pottowautomie Nation, including Chippewas, Ottawas,
and Pottawatomies of the Prairie, of the Wabash, and of Indiana; treaties at
agency on Missouri river near Council Bluffs, and at Pottawatomie creek near
the Osage (Marais des Cygne) river; ceded old reservation, received 576,000
acres adjoining Shawnees and Delawares, on both sides of the Kansas river.
T. P. Andrews, Thomas H. Harvey, and Gideon C. Matlock, Com'rs
for U. S.
Mi-au-mise, or the Young Miami.
1846

Abraham

Burnet.
Shau-bon-ni-agh.

Wah-bah-kose.
Francois Bourbonnai.
Jos. N. Bourassa.
Jude W. Bourassa.
And other head men and

chiefs.

Witnesses

R. W. Cummins, Indian Agent.
Robt. Simmerwell.
J.

Lykins.

Wash'n Bossman (Beauchemie, Boachman, Bushman)

—

August 6. Cherokee Indians, at Washington, D. C, relative to lands
Western Cherokees.
Edmund Burke, William Armstrong, Albion K. Parris, Commrs.

1846
of the

of

U.

S.

John Ross.
George W. Adair.
John Brown.
For Cherokees.

—Nov.

1848

Stockbridge Indians, at Stockbridge, state of Wisconsin,

24.

relative to removal, etc.

Morgan

L. Martin, Albert G. Ellis, Commrs. of U.
Augustin E. Quinney, sachem.
Zeba T. Peters.

And
1850

—Apr.

1.

others, for the Stockbridges.

Wyandotte

Indians, at Washington, D.

of lands.

Ardavan

S.

S.

Loughery, Commr. of U.

F. A. Hicks.
George J. Clark.
Joel Walker.
William B. Waugh.
For the Wyandottes.

S.

C,

relative to sale

.
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1851 Sep. 17. Cheyennes, Arapahoes, Arrickaras, Sioux, and others at Fort
Laramie, in the Indian country; treaty of peace.
D. D. Mitchell, Supt. of Indian Affairs; Thomas Fitzpatrick, Indian
agent, Commrs. of U. S.
Wah-ha-nis-satta, Cheyenne.
Be-ah-te-a-qui-sah, Arrapahoe.

Koun-hei-ti-shan, Arrickara.

And

—July

others.

Comanche, Kiowa, and Apache Indians, at Fort Atkinson
(Ford Co., Kan.) in the Indian country; treaty of peace.
Thomas Fitzpatrick, Indian Agent, Com'r of U. S.
Wulea-boo, or Shaved Head, chief Comanches.
1853

27.

Kiowa war

Si-tank-ki, or Sitting Bear,
Si-tah-le, or

Poor Wolf, Apache

chief.

chief.

—

1854 Mar. 15. Oto and Missouri Indians, at Washington, D.
lands on Big Blue river.

George W. Manypenny, Com'r of U.
Ar-ke-kee-tah, or Stay

By

It,

C,

relative to

S.

Oto.

Ah-hah-che-ke-saw-ke, Missouri chi6f.

And

— May

1854
and the

others.

Delawares, at Washington, D. C, relative to cession of lands,
or Christian settlement thereon.
George W. Mannypenney, Com'r of U. S.
Sarcoxey.
Qua-cor-now-ha, or James Scgondyne.
Ne-sha-pa-na-cumin, or Charles Journeycake.
Que-sha-to-wha, or John Ketchem.
Al-lah-a-chick, or James Conner.
And other Delawares.
6.

Munsee

—

1854 May 10.
Shawnee Indians, at Washington, D.
States most of territory granted by treaty of Nov. 7, 1825.

George W. Manypenny, Com'r of U.
Joseph Parks.
Black Hoof.
George McDougal

C, cede

to United

S.

Longtail.

George Blue Jacket.
Wa-wah-che-pa-e-kar, or Black Bob.
Henry Blue Jacket.
And others for Shawnees.

— May

1854
land.

17.

Iowa Indians,

at

Washington, D. C, relative to cession of

George W. Manypenny, Com'r of U.

S.

Nan-che-ning-a, or No Heart.
Shoon-ty-ing-a, or Little Wolf.
Wah-moon-na-ka, or the Man Who Steals.
Nar-ge-ga-rash, or British.
For the lowas.

—May

1854
of land.

18.

Sauk and Foxes of Missouri, at Washington, D. C, cession

George W. Manypenny, Com'r of U.

S.

Pe-to-o-ke-mah, or Hard Fish.
Mo-less, or Wah-pe-nem-mah, or Sturgeon.
Ne-son-quit, or Bear.
Mo-ko-ho-ko, or Jumping Fish.
No-kp-what, or Fox.
For the Sauk and Foxes
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—

1854 Ma}' IS. Kickapoo Indians, at Washington, D. C. ceding lands given
in 1832, reserving lands at head of Grasshopper (Delaware) river (in present
Atchison, Brown and Jackson counties, Kansas).
Geo. "W. ]\Ianypenny. U. S. Com'r.
Pah-kah-kah, or Jolin Ivennekuk.
Ivap-i-o-ma, or the Fox Camer.
No-ka-wat, or The Fox Hair.
Pe-sha-gon, or Tug 'Ma.de of Bear Skin.
Ive-wi-shah-tuk, or The Walking Bear or Squire.
For the Kickapoos.

Peter Cadue, U.

—Ma}^

1854

D.

C;

30.

S. interpreter.

Kaskaskias, Peorias, Piankeshaws and Weas, at Washington,

cession of lands, union of tribes.

George W. INIanypenny. Com'r of U.
Kio-kaw-mo-zan, David Lykins.

S.

Sa-wa-ne-ke-ah, or Wilson.
Sha-cah-quah, or Andrew Chick.
Che-swa-na. or Rogers.
Yellow Beaver.
For the United tribes.
1854

—June

Miami Indians, at Washington, D. C, cession of lands,
5.
George W. ^Nlanypenn}', Com'r of U. S.
Xah-we-lan-quah, or Big Legs.

etc.

]\Ia-cat-a-chiu-quah, or Little Doctor.
Ke-an-cot-woh, or Buffalo.
And others, for the Miamis.

—

1854 Dec. 9. Otoes, and Missourias, at Nebraska Citj^, Nebraska territory,
cede lands west of ]\Iissouri river, except strip ten miles in width b}^ twenty-five
miles long, on headwaters of the Big Blue river. (Given permission to remove
to Indian territory in 1881.)
George Hepner, U. S. Indian Agent, Com'r.

Hick Kapoo.
Bil Soldier.

Chi-an-aka. or Buffalo Chief.
Missouri Chief.

White Water.
For above

tribes.

Lewis Bernard, interpreter.
1855

—Jan. 31.

Wj'andotte Indians, at Washington, D. C, relative to cession

of lands.

George W. !Manypenny, Comr. of U. S.
Tau-ro-mee.
Matthew Mudeater.

John Hicks.
Armstrong.
George J. Clark.
Joel Walker.
For the Wyandottes.
Silas

—Feb.

5.
Stockbridge and Munsee Indians, refers to treaties of 1831
cession of lands in Wisconsin and Minnesota, division of lands, and
locating of Indians who may emigrate in Wisconsin, Xew York or west of the
Mississippi river.

1856

and 1839;

Francis Huebschman, Comr. of U.

S.

Ziba T. Peters, sachem.

Wilham Mohawk,
James Chicks.

delegate of Munsees of X. Y.

:

.

.

.

.
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—

1857 Nov. 5. Seneca Indians, Towanda Band, at Towanda reserve, Genesee
county, N. Y., surrendering lands west of Missouri, acquired in 1838 and 1842.
Charles E. Mix, U. S. Comr.
Isaac Shanks.
George Sky.

Jabez Ground.

And

others, for Senecas.

—

1859 July 16. Chippewas and Munsees, Kansas territory, at Sac and
agency, relative to disposition of lands in Franklin county, Kansas.

David Crawford, Comr.

Fox

of U. S.

Eshton-quit, or Francis McCoonse.

Edward McCoonse.
William Turner.
Antoine Gokey.

And

— Oct.

others, for

Chippewas and Munsees.

at Sac and Fox agency, territory of Kansas,
ceding certain lands to the United States.
Alfred B. Greenwood, Commr. of U. S.

1859

1.

Sauk and Foxes,

Ke-o-kuk.
Mack-a-sah-pee
Sha-bah-ca w-kah
Che-ko-skuk.

And

others, for Confederated

band

of Sacs

and Foxes.

1859^0ct. 5. Kansas Indians, at Kansas agency, Council Grove, territory
of Kansas, relative to lands in severalty, diminishing reserve, etc.
Alfred B. Greenwood, Commr. of U. S.
Ke-hi-ga-wah-chuffe.
Ki-hi-ga-wat-ti-in-gah

Ka-la-sha-wat-lumga

And

others, for the

Kansas

tribe.

Witnesses

Milton C. Dickey, U. S. Indian subagent.
Joseph James, U. S. interpreter.

John Goodell.
Frank Lecompte.

— May

1860
30. Delawares, at.Sarcoxie on the
territory, treaty relative to lands in severalty,

Delaware reservation, Kansas
and giving the Leavenworth,
Pawnee and Western Railroad Co. option on their remaining lands, and per-

way over the lands allotted
Thomas B. Sykes, Com'r U. S.

petual right of

in severalty.

John Connors,

chief of whole tribe.
Sarcoxie, chief of Turtle Band.
Ne-con-he-con, chief of Wolf Band.
Rock-a-to-wah, chief of Turkey Band.

For the Delawares.
Witnesses included:
Henry Tiblow, interpreter.
James Findlay.

And

— Feb.

others.

Arapahoe and Cheyenne Indians of the Upper Arkansas, at
Fort Wise, territory of Kansas, cession of lands, and new reservation.
Albert G. Boone, F. B. Culver, Comrs. of U. S.
Little Raven, Big Mouth and others, for Arapahoes.
Black Kettle, Left Hand, or Namos, and others, for Cheyennes.
1861

18.

.
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—

1861 Mar. 6. Sauk and Foxes, and lowas, at Great Nemahaw Agency,
Nebraska territory, ceding lands in Kansas and elsewhere.
Daniel Vanderslice, U. S. Indian Agent, for the U. S.
Pe-ta-ok-a-ma and others, for Sauks and Foxes.
No-heart and others, for the lowas.

—

1861 July 2, Delaware Indians, at Leavenworth City, Kan., relative to
lands for the L. P. & W. R. R. Co.
William P. Dole, Commr. of Indian Affairs, for United States.

John Connor, head

chief.

Ne-con-he-con, chief of Wolf Band.
Sar-cox-ie, chief of Turtle Band.
James Connor, delegate.
Charles Journey cake.
For Delawares.

—

1861 Nov. 15. Pottawatomie Indians, at agency on Kansas river, by Mission, Prairie, and Woods bands (ratified 1862). Relative to lands for L. P.
W. R. R. Co., diminished reservation, and lands in common or severalty.
William W. Ross, Commr. of U. S.
Shaw-guee, chief.
Joseph LaFromboise, chief.

&

A. B. Burnett.
N. Bourassa, U. S. interpreter.
Frank Bourbonnais.
Baptiste LeClere.
Lewis View.
Eli G. Nadeau.
L. H. Ogee.
M. B. Beaubien.
Otter Woman (and four other women)
And others, for Pottawatomies.
Jos.

1862

—Mar.

13.

Kansas Indians,

at

Kansas agency, Council Grove, state of

Kansas, relative to appraisal of lands.
H. W. Famsworth, Commr. of U.

S.

Ish-tah-les-ice.

'

Kah-he-ga-wah-ti-an-ga.

Wah-shun-ge-a.
Shun-gah-wah-sa.
Wah-ho-be-ca.

And

others, for the

Kansas

tribe.

—

1862 ^Junee 24. Ottawa Indians of the United Bands of Blanchard's Fork,
and of Roche de Boeuf now in Franklin county, Kansas, at Washington, D. C,
relative to lands in severalty and citizenship.
William P. Dole, Commr. of U. S.
,

Pem-ach-wung,
John T. Jones.
William Hurr.
James Wind.

And

chief.

others, for Ottawas.

—

1862 June 28. Kickapoo Indians, at Kickapoo agency, Kansas, relative to
disposal of lands, emigration south, and option on lands given to the Atchison

&

Pike's

Peak R. R. Co.
Charles B. Keith, Commr. of U. S.
Chief Parthee, or the Elk Chief.
Chief Pah-kah-kah, or John Kennekuk.
Ken-ne-kuk, or Stephen Pen-sion-eau.
And others, for the Kickapoos.

:
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—

lg64 Oct. 8. Sauk and Foxes, and refugee Indians from Indian territory,
assembled in grand council, at Sauk and Fox agency (present Quenemo,
Osa^e county, Kansas), treaty reaffirming allegiance to United States, to
offset efforts of Confederate officers, and disloyal Indians of Indian Terr., who
had called a rebel council in Creek country. Signed by Sauk and Foxes
of the Mississippi, below.

Keokuk.
Que-we-mo (Quenemo).
Black Hawk.
Batteau.

And many

others of tribe.

Witnesses :
W. G. Coffin, Supt. of Indian Affairs.
W. H. Martin, agent of Sacs and Foxes.
W. A. Harlan, special agent Cherokee Indians.
P. P. Elder, agent Osages.
G. C. Snow, agent Seminoles.
John Goodell, interpreter Sacs and Foxes.
This treaty was also signed by representatives of the Chickasaw, Osage,
Pottawatomie, Shawnee, Seneca, Quapaw, Seminole, Creek, Kaskaskia, Peoria, Wea and Piankeshaws, and Western Miami Nations,
witnessed by their interpreters. (Copy of treaty in Hist. Col., vol.
11, p. 369-370; Andreas, p. 73, 1530.)

—Aug.

15.
Comanches, Kiowas, Arapahoes and Apaches, at the
of the Little Arkansas; preliminary agreement for total cessation of
hostilities, and for a meeting to conclude a treaty to be held in October, 1825.
[See report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1865, page 396.]

1865

mouth

1865— Sep.

Cherokees, Osages, Senecas, Senecas and Shawnees, Quapaws,
and disloyal, agreement of allegiance to the United
States, signed at Fort Smith, Arkansas.
D. N. Cooley, president U, S. Commission.
Elijah Sells, Com'r and Supt. Southern Superintendency.
Brig. Gen. W. S. Harney, U. S. A., Com'r.
Col. Ely S. Parker, U. S. A., Com'r.
Thomas Wistar, Com'r.
White Hair, principal chief Osages (Great).
Po-ne-no-pah-she, second chief of Big Hill band, Osages.
Isaac Warrior, chief of Cowskin Senecas.
Lewis Davis, chief of Senecas and Shawnees.
Colonel Lewis Downing, acting and ass't principal chief, Cherokees.
Charles Blujacket, first chief, Shawnees.
Graham Rogers, second chief, Shawnees.
Silas Armstrong, first chief, Wyandotts.
Matthew Mudeater, second chief, Wyandotts.
George Wa-te-sha, Quapaws.
Witnesses
Major G. C. Snow, agent for Osages.
James B. Abbott, agent for Shawnees.
Justin Harlan, agent for Cherokees.
Milo Gookins, agent for Wichitas.

and other

13.

tribes, loyal

•

1865—Sep. 29, Osages, at Canville Trading Post, Osage Nation, Kansas
(near present Shaw in Neosho county), treaty disposing of surplus lands,
retaining diminished reserve 30 miles west of ceded lands.
Treaty proclaimed Jan. 21, 1866.
D. N. Cooley, Com'r of U. S.
Elijah Sells, Supt. Indian Affairs, Sou. Superintendency and Com'r.
Me-tso-shin-ca, or Little Bear, chief Little Osages.
No-pa-wah-la, second chief to Little Bear.
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White Hair, principal chief (Great) Osage Nation,
Ta-wah-she-he, chief of Big Hill Band.
Beaver, second chief of White Hair's Band.
Wa-she-pe-she, little chief. White Hair's Band.
Clermont, chief of Clermont's Band, Great Osages.
Witnesses:
G. C. Snow, U. S. Indian Agent Neosho.
Milton W. Reynolds, acting clerk.
Theo. C. Wilson, phonographic clerk.
Alex. Beyett, interpreter Osage Nation.
L. P. Chouteau, interpreter Great Osages at Fort Smith.
Palley, second chief of Clermont's Band, Great Osages.
Black Dog, chief of Black Dog Band, Great Osages.
William Penn, second chief, Black Dog's Band.
And many other Osage head men.
(See Treaties, vol. 2, p. 878-883; Annals, p. 422; Andreas,
Hist. Col., vol. 8, pp. 76-78;

,

p.

Hist. Col., vol. 15, article of

60-63;

Wm.

E.

Connelley.)
1865
,

— Oct.

Arkansas

.

Cheyenne and Arapahoe Indians,

14.

river, in

at

Camp on

the Little

the state of Kansas; treaty of peace.

John B. Sanborn.
William S. Harney.
Thomas Murphy.
Kit Carson.
William W. Bent.
Jesse H. Leavenworth.
James Steele.
Commrs. of U. S.
Moke-ta-ve-to, or Black Kettle, head chief, Cheyennes.
Hark-kah-o-na, or Little Robe, Cheyenne.
Oh-has-tee, or Little Raven, Arapahoe.
Ah-cra-kah-tau-nah, Spotted Wolf, Arapahoe.
Oh-hah-ma-hah, or Storm Chief, Arapahoe.

And

— Oct.

others.

Apache, Cheyenne and Arapahoe Indians, at Council
Grounds, on the. Little Arkansas river, state of Kansas, treaty on consolida1865

17.

tion of tribes.

John B. Sanborn.
William

S.

Harney.

Thomas Murphy.
Kit Carson.
William W. Bent.
Jesse H. Leavenworth.

James Steele.
Commrs. of U.

S.

Kou-zhon-ta-co, or Poor Bear, head chief of Apaches.
Moke-ta-ve-to, or Black Kettle, head chief Cheyennes.
Oh-has-tee, or Little Raven, head chief of Arapahoes.

And

others.

—

1865 Oct. 18. Comanche and Kiowa Indians, at the council ground on
the Little Arkansas river, eight miles from the mouth of said river (south of
Wichita), in the state of Kansas, treaty of peace, and reservation.
John B. Sanborn.

William

S.

Harney.

Thomas Murphy.
Kit Carson.
William W. Bent.
Jesse H. Leavenworth.
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S.

Tab-e-nan-i-kan, or Rising Sun, chief of Yampirica, or Root Eater

band

of

Comanches,

for

Paddy-wah-say-mer and Ho-to-yo-koh-

wat's bands.
Ta-ki-bull, or Stinking Saddle Cloth, chief of the
others, for the

1866— Mar.
ing treaty of

29.

Kiowa

tribe,

and

Comanches and Kiowas.

Pottawatomie Indians, at Washington, D. C, supplement-

November

15, 1861.

Dennis L. Cooley, Commr. of U.

N. Bourassa.
U. F. Navane.
B. N. Bertrand.
Business committee

S.

J.

for the

Pottawatomies.

—

1866 Apr. 28. Choctaw and Chickasaw Indians, at Washington, D. C,
grant permission for Kansas Indian tribe to settle on their reservation in Indian Territory.
Dennis L. Cooley, Elijah Sells, E. S. Parker, special commissioners of

U.

S.

Wade, John Page and others, for the Choctaws.
Winchester Colbert, Robert H. Love and others, for the Chickasaws.
Alfred

—

—

1866 July 4. Delaware Indians, at Delaware Agency, Kansas treaty, providing for removal from Kansas, locating tribe in Indian Territory; purchase
of part of Delaware reservation by the Missouri River Railroad Company;
allotments and sale of remaining lands, etc.
Thomas Murphy, Supt. of Indian Affairs.
John G. Pratt, agent for Delawares.
William H. Watson, special commissioner.
For the U. S.

Captain John Connor.
Captain Sarcoxie.
Charles Joumeycake, chief.

James Ketchum.
James Connor.
Andrew Miller.
John Sarcoxie.
Councillors for the Delawares.

—

Cherokee Indians, at Washington, D. C, relative to cession
of trust lands in Kansas, and political rights forfeited during Civil war.
Dennis L. Cooley, Commr. of Indian Affairs.
Ehjah Sells, Supt. of Indian Affairs, for U. S.
1866

July

19.

James McDaniel.
Smith Christie.
White Catcher.
S. H. Benge.
B. Jones.
Daniel H. Ross (John Ross, principal

J.

chief,

being too unwell to join

in these negotiations).

1867—Feb. 18. Sauk and Foxes, at agency, relative to cession of lands, and
removal to new reservation.
Lewis V. Bogy, Commr. of Ind. Affrs.
WiUiam H. Watson, special commissioner.

Thomas Murphy,

49—324

Supt. of Ind. Affrs.
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Henry W. Martin, U.
For United
Keokuk.
Chekuskuk.

S. Ind. Agt.
States.

Ue-quaw-ho-ko.
Mut-tut-yah.
Man-ah-to-wah.
For Sauk and Foxes.

—

1867 Feb. 23. Senecas, Mixed Senecas and Shawnees, Quapaws, Confederated Peorias, Kaskaskias, Weas and Piankeshaws, Miamis, Ottawas of
Blanchard's Fork and Roche de Boeuf, and including certain Wyandottes, at
Washington, D. C, relative to cession of land, claims, removal to Indian Territory.

Lewis V. Bogy, Commr. of Indian Affairs.
W. H. Watson, special commissioner.
George C. Snow, Indian agent.
G. A. Colton, Indian agent.
For United States.
George Spicer, Seneca Indians.
John Mush, Seneca Indians.
John Whitetree, and others, for Mixed Senecas and Shawnees.
S. G. Vallier, Quapaws.
Ka-zhe-cah, Quapaw.
Baptiste Peoria, for Confederated Peorias, Kaskaskias,

Weas and

Pi-

ankeshaws.

Thomas Metosenyah, Miamis.
Thomas Richardville, Miamis.
John Wilson and John T. Jones,
Roche de Boeuf.
Tauromee, Wyandotte.
John Hat, Wyandotte.
John Karaho, Wyandotte.
1867

—Feb. 27.

lection of

new

for Ottawas of Blanchard's

Fork and

Pottawatomie Indians, at Washington, D. C, relative to

se-

reservation.

Lewis V. Bogey, Commr. of Indian Affairs.
W. H. Watson, special commissioner.

Thomas Murphy,

superintendent of Indian Affairs for Kansas.
S. Indian Agent.

Luther R. Palmer, U.
Mazhee.
Mianco.
Shawgwe.
B. H. Bertrand.
N. Bourassa.
M. B. Beaubien.
L. H. Ogee.
G. L. Young.
J.

1867—Oct. 21. Kiowa and Comanche Indians, at council camp, on Medicine
Lodge creek, 70 miles south of Fort Lamed, Kansas; treaty of peace, agreeing
to withdraw all opposition to the construction of railroads now being built on
the Smoky Hill and Platte rivers, and withdrawing opposition to the military
posts now established in the western territories, and reserving right to hunt
south of the Arkansas river, as given to them by treaty of Oct. 18. 1865.
Nathaniel G. Taylor.

William S. Harney.
C. C. Augur.
Alfred S. H. Terry.
John B. Sanborn.
Samuel F. Tappan.
J.

B. Henderson.

Commrs.

for the United States.
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Satank, or Sitting Bear, Kiowa.
Sa-tan-ta, or White Bear, Kiowa.
Parry-wah-say-men, or Ten Bears, Comanche.
Sad-dy-yo, or Dog Fat, Comanche.
And other chiefs and head men of said tribes.

—

1867 Oct. 21. Kiowa, Comanche and Apache Indians, at council camp on
Medicine Lodge creek, 70 miles south of Fort Lamed, in state of Kansas con;

solidation of tribes,

and reservation.

Nathaniel G. Taylor.
William S. Harney.
C. C. Augur.
Alfred S. H. Terry.
John B. Sanborn.
Samuel F. Tappan.
J.

B. Henderson.

Commrs. for the United States.
Satanka, or Sitting Bear, Kiowa.
Sa-tan-ta, or White Bear, Kiowa.
Parry-wah-say-men, or Ten Bears, Comanche.
Sad-dy-yo, or Dog Fat, Comanche.
Mah-vip-pah, or Wolf's Sleeve, Apache.
Til-la-ka, or White Horn, Apache.
And other chiefs and head men of the above-named tribes.

—

Oct. 28. Cheyenne and Arapahoe Indians, at council camp on MediLodge creek, 70 miles south of Fort Lamed, state of Kansas; treaty of
peace and friendship.

1867

cine

Nathaniel G. Taylor.
William S. Hamey.
C. C. Augur.
Alfred S. H. Terry.
John B. Sanbom.

And

others,

Commrs.

of United States.

0-to-ah-nac-co, or Bull Bear, Cheyenne.
Mo-yan-histe-histow, or Heap of Birds, Cheyenne.
Little

Raven, Arapahoe.

Tall Bearer, Arapahoe.
And other chiefs and head

men

of the

above-named

tribes.

—

1868 Apr. 27. Cherokee Indians, at Washington, D. C, supplementing
treaty of July 19, 1866, and affecting Cherokee neutral lands and contracts of
American Emigrant Company and James F. Joy.
N. G. Taylor, Commissioner for U. S.

Lewis Downing, chief of Cherokees.

H. D. Reese.
Elias C. Boudinot.
And others for the Cherokees.

1868—Apr. 29. Sioux, Bmle, Ogallalah and other bands, Arapahoe, Blackand other tribes, at Fort Laramie; treaty of peace, reserving right to
hunt on the Republican Fork of the Smoky Hill river, and withdrawing oppofeet

sition to building of railroads

on

plains.

N. G. Taylor.
J.

B. Sanborn.

Samuel F. Tappan.
William T. Sherman, Lt. Gen., U. S. A.
WilUam S. Hamey, Gen., U. S. A.
C. C. Augur, Bvt. Maj. Gen., U. S. A.
Alfred H. Terry, Gen., U. S. A.
Commrs. of U. S.
Tak-ton-kah-he-yo-ta-kah, or Sitting Bull, of Ogallalahs,
Tah-tonka-shah, or White Bull, Brule.
And other chiefs for the tribes represented.
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—May 27.

Osages, at

Drum

Society.

Creek Agency (Montgomery county), with

Com'r N. G. Taylor, and William

&

Sturgis, president of the L., L.
G, R. R,,
for sale of about 8,000,000 acres of their land at average price of 20 cents an
acre known as the "Sturgis Treaty." This treaty rejected by U. S. Senate.
(Kan. His. Colls., vol. 8, p. 107, vol. 5, pp. 69-71; Annals, p. 479; Andreas, pp.
1563, 1583.)
(This treaty was made at the Osage agency, on the north side of Drum
creek, near its mouth, about four miles southeast of present Independence. Old Montgomery City was located at mouth of Drum
creek in 1869. For location of towns of Osage chiefs, and agency, see
Andreas, p. 1563, 1583.)

—

187(^July 15. Osages, affected by act of 41st Cong., 2d Sess., 1869-70.
Chapter 296, pp. 335-363, so-called "Omnibus Treaty."
Osage clause. Sec. 12, p. 362, relative to removal of Osages to permanent
home in Indian Terr., when they shall agree thereto, the expense of
removal and subsistence, and sale of their diminished reserve in Kansas, accepting a tract equal to 160 acres for each member of the tribe.
Some other clauses relate to payment of annuities, claims, etc., of Indians
who formerly lived in Kansas. (See Hist. Col., vol. 8, pp. 98, 105,

relative to this.)

—

1870 Sep. 10. Osages, treaty at Osage Agency on Drum Creek (Montgomery county, Kansas), relative to sale of diminished reserve, and removal to
Indian Territory, signed by

D. Lang, of Maine.
John V. Farwell, of Chicago.
J.

Vincent Colyer, of New York.
Comm'rs for United States.
Pi-na-push-a.

To-wand-ga-he.
Che-to-pa.

Black Dog.
Na-pa-wal-la.
Strike Axe.

Wah-tan-ca.
Chin-cu-a-cah.
And other Osages.
(See Andreas, pp. 1563, 1564, 1583, treaty and towns.)

—May

1872

Kansas

8.

Kansas Indians, removal to Indian Terr., and disposal
by act of 42d Congress, 2d Session, Chap. 141, U.

lands, provided for
Statutes at Large, p. 85.

of
S.

—

1872 June 5. Kansas Indians, act permitting their settlement on reservation of Great and Little Osages in Indian territory. 42d Congress, 2d Sess.,
U. S. Statutes at Large, chapter 310, pp. 228, 229.

—

1873 June 1. Kansas Indians began removal from Council Grove, being
two or three days in getting away. J. L. Sharp was the last Kaw land commissioner named. (Council Grove Democrat, May 27, 1873, p. 3, and June 3,
1873, p. 3.)

:

ADDENDA.
KANSAS AGENCIES.
The

title of

the "Kansas Agency," which existed from 1851 to 1855,

is

mis-

Kansas tribe was never within its jurisdiction. This agency
succeeded the Fort Leavenworth agency, apparently on the same site, near the
Kansas river, southwest of Westport, the post office of the agency. The agency
had charge of the Wyandotts, Shawnees, Delawares, Munsees and Stockbridges. The Kansas tribe was placed in charge of the Sac and Fox Agency
in 1851, as will be seen in the additional information below, from the Interior
Department and other authentic sources
leading, as the

—
1827— Sep. Daniel Morgan Boone, farmer for Kanzas until 1835.
1829—Daniel McNair, special agent and paymaster to Kanzas.

1825 Apr. 13. A. Baronet Vasquez appointed subagent for Kanzas, transferred from the Iowa subagency. He died Aug. 3, 1828.

1829^Feb. 19. Marston G. Clarke, subagent full agent July, 1832, to 1834.
1834 Mar. Agency of Kansas tribe was discontinued, placed under the
Fort Leavenworth agency. R. W. Cummins, agent, from June 1, 1830, to Aug.
1849. Agency located about four miles west of Westport.
1835 William Alley, assistant agent for tribe in Shawnee county.
1848 Kansas Indians were placed in charge of the Osage River agency, with
Solomon P. Sublette agent, appointed Mar. 24, 1848; resigned May 18, 1848.
James S. Rains, agent, May 18, 1848, to Mar. 30, 1849. Charles N. Handy,
agent. Mar. 30, 1849, to June 30, 1851.
1851 Kansas tribe placed in charge of Sac and Fox agency.
John R.
Chenault, agent, June 30, 1851, to Apr. 26, 1854.
1853 Tribe placed in charge of the Pottawatomie agency. John W. Whitfield, agent, Apr. 18, 1853, to Apr. 3, 1854.
R. C. S. Brown, agent, Apr. 3, 1854,
to July 10, 1854. George W. Clarke, agent, July 10, 1854, to Mar. 12, 1857.
1855 Kansas agency at Council Grove established, with John Montgomery,
agent. Mar. 3, 1855, to Mar. 3, 1859. Milton C. Dickey, agent. Mar. 3, 1859, to
Apr. 18, 1861. Henry W. Famsworth, agent, Apr. 18, 1861, to Mar. 21, 1867.
Elias S. Stover, agent. Mar. 21, 1867, to July 30, 1869. Mahlon Stubbs, agent,
;

—
—
—

—
—

—

July

30, 1869, to 1873, in

1873

—

Kansas.

L. Sharp, land commissioner for Kansas Indians,
to Indian Territory during 1873.
J.
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who were removed

EREATA.
Page
Page
Page

9,

nineteenth line from bottom, read "Grenville M. Dodge."
paragraph from top, read "May 30" instead of "March 30."

43, fifth

106, eleventh

Hne from bottom, read "Edward" Chapman instead

of

"James."

Page
Page
Page
Page
Page

from bottom, read "Boone" instead of "Bone."
from bottom, read "1921 and 1923."
405, twelfth line from bottom, read "James M. Harvey."
426, bottom of page, read Ed. S. "Waterbury" instead of "Waterman."
428, eighteenth line from top, read "Dunsmore House" instead of
"Douglas House."
Page 449, twentieth line from top, read "tended" instead of "intended."
Page 449, thirteenth line from bottom, read "found in the will," etc.
Page 583, seventh line from top, read "General Whitfield" instead of
207, third line

403, second line

"Whitefield."

Page

665,

column

1,

lines 10

and

15

from top, read Thomas "Ewing" instead

of "Brewer."

Page 665, column 2, Supreme Court Commissioners, read
miah C."
Page 672, congressmen, fourth district, read:
Ryan, Thomas, Topeka, 1885-'89;
Kelley, William

"Strang, Jere-

res.

Henry Harrison, Burlington, 1889 -'91.

Page 679, State Board of Charities, fifth line from end of list, read "McCorb A."
Page 683, column 1, thirtieth line from bottom, read "Knox, John David,"
instead of "Knox, John Dibert."
Page 685, column 1, under Grand Army of the Republic, Past Department
Commanders, in lieu of "Joseph Cowan Walkinshaw" and "John C. Carpenter,"
read: "John A. Martin, 1866-67; John C. Carpenter, 1868; Stephen A. Cobb,

Neil,

1869-70."

Page
Page

685,

687,

column 2, Hne 7 from top, read "Albert Robinson Greene."
column 1, under Historical Society, librarians, read "Francis, Clara

Violet."

Page
Page
Page

703,
705,
749,

30, 1819,"

column 1, under State Architects, read "Lescher, Theodore H."
column 2, 1900, read "Edward Thomson Fairchild."
Kickapoo treaty of July 19, 1820, read, "Amending treaty of Aug.

instead of "July 30, 1819."
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Armstrong, John, one of founders of Topeka
34
Armstrong, John M., interpreter for Wyandottes
729, 730
Armstrong, M. C
552
Armstrong, M. C. & Co
564
Armstrong, R.
533, 537
marriage of
564
night ride on back boot of stagecoach
553, 554
portrait of
531
"Sixty Years in Kansas and Council
Grove"
552

M

—
—
—
—

—sketch of
—various

offices

Armstrong,
group
Armstrong,

held

Mrs.

552
552

by

R.

M.,

portrait,

in

565
Silas, first

chief

Wyandottes,
734, 764, 767

interpreter
Armstrong, Sylvester

Armstrong, Warren
Armstrong, William, Captain, Sixth U.

618
636
S.

Inf

—Acting superintendent
Western
—treaty commissioner

751
Indian

Arnent,

Miss

Affairs,

728, 730

territory

Matilda,

762
teacher

Indian

733

service

Amett's "Populist Party
Georgia"

in

Arnold, A., agent Shawnee and
agency

—

369
705

476
600
473
349
629
754
116
655

Grove
Henry H., adjutant general
Hotel, Coimcil Grove

587
673
537
545, 555, 557
Ascension church, Burlington
375
Ash timber
277, 289
Ashbaugh, S. S., attorney Railroad Commissioners
700
Asher, William, storekeeper and ganger
Revenue service
718
Ashland
177
Ash-kum, Pottawatomie Indian
759
A-sho-wa-hul, Fox chief
759
Assistant business managers, list of
675
Associate justices
665
territorial
659
Association of University Women
451
Atchison,
David, police commissioner,
Leavenworth
697

Artz,

Arway

Cheyenne Indians.

Arkansas

Arnold, Dr. A
363,
Arnold, Miss Anna E., secretary Teachers Association
Arnold, Grace G., "Recollections of William Schutte"
Arnold, T. J
Arrickara.
See Arikara.
Arrow Point, sacred
Arrows and bows
287, 294, 312, 322,
Arsenal, government, Jefferson City, Mo.,
Ar-taish-nai-wau, Ottawa Indian
Arthur, President Chester A
Artillery
310, 312, 488, 544, 616, 629,
rapid firing of, at battle of Prairie

403, 420

Wyandot
733

—

R

Atchison, David
32, 36, 37
sending southerners to Kansas
to vote for proslavery institutions.... 583
Atchison
5, 20, 316, 358, 361, 363, 364
369, 371, 372, 373, 374, 377, 378, 381, 384
385, 386, 387, 390, 391, 393, 394, 395, 577
Church of St. Mary Magdalene organ-

—suggests

—
360
—Church,
convention
Protestant Episcopal
held
377, 400
—placed
Episcopal church
robbed of
381
under comer stone
387
on
—
conducted
—
commissioners
697
381
—Price's Hall
—Protestant Episcopal church organized 369
369
—
by southerners
376
—
Trinity church
option
Atchison and
Peak R.
ized

of

at

relics

freighting
police

large scale

at.

.

at
settled largely

Pike's

R.,

on Kickapoo lands secured by
Atchison Champion
Atchison county
2,
Atchison Globe
Atchison land office, history of
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway, 426,
Aten, Henry J
Atherton, Giles R., member Forestry,
Fish and Game Commission
Atherton, Otis L., receiver Hays City
land office

—

766
430
215
18
720
505
20

684
721

662
state treasurer
Athletic Commission, personnel of... 677, 678
636
Atkins, Charles S
Atkinson, Gen. Henry, member Long's
748
expedition
commissioner
750, 751, 752
Atkinson, J. N., Civil Service Commis679
sion
673
state accountant
chief,
engineer
Atkinson,
Robert,
in
674
death of
Atkinson, William D., associate justice. 665
668
judge sixteenth district
Atkinson, Mrs. William D., member of
Traveling Libraries Commission, death
691
of

—treaty
—
—

.

General Index.
B.

Atkisson,

F.,

superintendent

Mother

Home

Bickerdyke

703

467, 470, 473, 624
Atlantic Ocean
488
Attica
659
Attorneys, district, territorial
662
Attorneys -general

—
Atwater,

658

territorial

754
Caleb, treaty commissioner
Atwater, M. S., member of house, 1925, 709
73
Atwood, W.
Aub-ba-naub-ba, Pottawatomie chief... 758

D

519
618
Auchey, Henry
661
Auditors, state
663
ex officio registers state land office
658
territorial
279
Audubon, John J
603, 604
Audubon Society of Kansas
599
beginning of
599
by-laws of
600
first officers and charter members of. .
600
reorganization of
The, and the Election of a State Bird,
by Madeleine Aaron, state secretary. 597
Augur, C. C, Indian peace commissioner, 743
treaty commissioner
770,771
Augur, Frank
618
Augusta, townsite of, located by W. F.
566
Shamleffer and
James
Augusta, Wichita land office, history of.. 720

Auburn

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

.

Baca, Juan Maria, of Upper Vegas
331
Bacon, Frank, commissioner New Orleans
Exposition
683
register Oberlin land office
721
Bacon
321, 330, 567
rinds saved for rainy day
494
Bad Chief, Pawnee
753
Badger, Gordon A., "Recollections of
George Andrew Gordon"
497
Badger,
653
Badger, William P., agent Kickapoos... 733
Badger creek
460
Baer. Dr. C. C
600
Baer, John W., subagent Wyandotte subagency
728

—
—

M

,

Baer, Ralph R..

—

owned by S. M.
Hays, death and funeral of
558
Au-ne-mo-ni, The Sun Fish, Sauk and
Fox Indian
760
Sallie,"

slave,

Austin, A. J., member of house, 1925.... 711
667
Austin, J. H., judge eighth district
Austin, O. W. N., physician Pottawat-

omie agency

742

Austin, William C.,

member School Book

Commission

701
663
state printer
Austin, location of
505
Australian ballot
429
Automobile, first in Council Grove. ..... 537
Automobile License Registration, chief
clerks
661
Automobiles
542, 552, 603
Avery, Frank, superintendent Iowa and
Sac and Fox school
740
Avery, H. W., president State Board of
Agriculture
677
Avery, Peter, purchases trading house of
Philip Chouteau
641
Awnkote, Pottawatomie Indian
754
Ax
497, 498
Axe, G.
507, 508
Axle grease
330
boxes saved for rainy day
494

—

W

—

Axtell,

J.

F.,

president State Board of

Health
686
Aylesbury, Charles
600
Ayres, Doctor, of Farlinville, attended
wounded of Hamilton massacre
647
Ayres, Allison T., judge thirteenth district
668
Ayres, Byron
615
Ayres, Byron P
633, 635, 636
Ayres, William Augustus, congressman
eighth district
672
Aztecs, land of
544
B.

600
Babb, Mrs. W. J
Babbitt, Beatty &
507
Babbitt, Joseph F., attorney, second district

Babcock, Carmi W
biographical sketch
—
death
—
—date
surveyor
—president
of

of territorial council
general

670
336
52
659, 703
659
703
;

.

.

member

Industrial

Wel-

fare Commission
Baeritz, Uncle Johnny

Baggage teams
Bagpipe
Bahan, Daniel

J.,

688
652
526
557

member Santa Fe road

surveying party
A. C, member

Bailey,

752

Grain

Grading

Commission

.

"Aunt

779

685

Bailey, Mrs. Alberta J., member Board
of Nurses
694
Bailey, David, agriculturist Osage Nation
724, 725
Bailey, David H., consul general
712
Bailey, Edgar Henry Summerfield, chemist

—president Academy
—
Academy

of Science
secretary
of Science
Bailey, Hanley P
Bailey, J. C, railroad assessor
Bailey, J. H., judge twentieth district...
Bailey, Lawrence Dudley, associate jus-

684
672
673
636
699
699

tice

665
—
of death
665, 676, 677, 690
—date
president State Board of Agriculture.. 677
—
Agricultural College
676
—regent
regent Teachers
Emporia
690
Joshua, congressman, 446, 671
—governor
660
College,

Bailey,

Willis

Baillio, Paul, witness to

Osage treaty. . . 749
Baird, A. & Co
507
Baker, A. C, member Board of Pardons, 695
Baker, Arthur 1
46I

—

assistant
blacksmith
Sac and Fox
agency
728,
Baker, Clifford C, state printer, death of,
Baker, David, police commissioner, Atchison, death of
Baker, E. O., member Medical Board..'.!
Baker, Eliza Ann, became Mrs. T. S.
Huffaker
Baker, F. M., member Grain Inspection

—

Commission

police commissioner, Atchison
Baker, Floyd A., assistant business manager
Baker, Floyd Perry
commissioner Paris Universal Exposition
crown attorney and clerk district court,

—
—
Hawaii
—date of death
—
Topeka Commonwealth
—
claims commissioner
—member committee
to organize
Historical Society
—president
Society
—
Society
—
School
Blind
Hilo,

editor
frontier

Historical
secretary Historical
trustee
for

729
663

697
693

553
685
697

675
386
683
712

678, 712
*
7

687
State
3

686
687
678
709

Baker, G. Clay, member senate, 1925
Baker, George W., gunsmith Pottawatomie agency
732
Baker, John B., live stock sanitary commissioner
692
Baker, John P., agent Otoe and Missouri
agency
734, 735

General Index.

780

Baker, Joshua W., blacksmith for Sac and

Foxes

727, 728, 729

Baker, Lucien, dangerously wovinded

by

participants in pistol battle in Leaven-

worth
—
U.
—
U.
Baker, Rev.

580

elected
435
S. senator
671
S. senator, death of
N. E., member Chiroprac-

tic

Board

Baker,

Thomas

H., emigration agent
College, death of.

—regent Agricultural
Baker, William
—congressman
sixth
—
date
death
—never defeated as

679
682
676

.

411,415,435
672
672

district

of

candidate for con-

gress
420
Baker, William R., superintendent of insurance
663
Baker University
378
Baker's branch
480
Bakewell, Rev. John
381,387
marries daughter of Bishop Vail
382
Bald Eagle, Kickapoo
755
Baldan, James, blacksmith, etc., Pottawatomie agency
733, 736
Balderson, Jacob M., judge court of com-

—

mon pleas
670
Baldridge, Miss Mary E., granddaughter
of Gen. Arthur St. Clair
33
Baldwin,
79
Baldwin, James, blacksmith for Pottawatomies. Cross creek
735
Baldwin, John
45, 51, 54
operated ferry at Lawrence in 1856... 44
Baldwin, Royal, agent Kickapoos.
.732, 733
Baldwin^ William, paymaster general
674
Baldwin, William
45,51,54, 62
Baldwin, Douglas county
378,524,525
Bales, John, employee Indian service.
738
Balfe, Lucy I., teacher Haskell Institute, 744
Ball, Darius
562
Ball, Helen W., printer, etc., Haskell Institute
744, 745
Ball, J. E., police commissioner at Fort
Scott
698
Ball gowns
530
Ballard, Aurey, farmer Great Iowa mission
729
Ballard, David Ellinwood, auditor Priceraid claims
698
president Historical Society
687
quartermaster general
675
railroad assessor
699
Ballard, John
614
Ballard ford, on Sugar creek
614, 655, 656
Ballinger, T. C, director penitentiary.
696
Ballot-box, corruption dominates
421

—

.

.

N

.

.

—
—
—

.

Md

Baltimore,

—Democratic
Bamberger,

.

159,363,566

national convention held at,

J.,

36

police commissioner, Fort

Scott
698
Bancroft, Edward Payson, commissioner
Centennial Exposition
683
regent Teachers College, Emporia
690
date of death
683,690
Banfield, John A., principal of Leaven-

—
—

worth Normal

694
235

Bangs, Nathan, Indian
Banister,
ciation

I.

J.,

president Teachers Asso-

704
678
660
678
711

Bank commissioners

—
Banking

territorial

Board, State

Bankruptcy

referees,

Kansas

Banks, Alexander R., U.
for

relief

S.

special agent
of

of destitute Indians east

Rocky Mountains
737
Banks, Charles W., receiver land office. 720
Banks, Elliott V., supreme court reporter,
death of
665
.

Banks, as government depositories. Farmers' Alliance sought to abolish
406
and postal savings
422
Banta, A. J., judge fifteenth district.... 688
Banta, Daniel A., judge twentieth district, 669
Baptist state convention
515
Baptist University, Ottawa
378
Baptizing
397, 399
608
Baptiste, Jean
640
first French trapper in Linn county.
741
Barada, William, Indian police
Barbara, servant owned by Gerald B.
80
Berry man
Barber, Harry M., dates of birth and
596
death
636
Barber, Henry L
435, 606
Barber county

—national

—

.

.

Barbers' Board of Examination and In678
spection Commissioners
Barbers' State Board to examine and li678
cense
Barbour, John, Secretary of War, treaty

754
commissioner
Jacob M., blacksmith Potta739
watomies
Bare, Mrs. Phoebe J., superintendent
688
Girls Industrial School
471
"Bare Hill" Snakes
Bardrie,

—See,

also, Snakes.

Baret & Midlemost
Barker, Col.
247,
Barker, B. R. R., subagent Neosho subagency
729,
Barker, George J., brigadier general
speaker of house, date of death
Barker, John D., director Soldiers' Home,
death of
Barker, Rinaldo Allen, member State

—

330
248
730
674
774
702

House Commission

703
661
406
642
J.
of Paris
^proslavery
for probate judge, 630
Barnaby, Baptiste, farmer Great Nemaha
agency
737
interpreter Otoe and Missouri
agency
736, 737
Barnard, Peter, member Long's expedition,
749
Barnard, W. W., member of house, 1925,709
Barnard, now Boicourt
615
Barnes, B. F., superintendent Colby Experiment Station
683
Barnes, Charles 'W., Superintendent of
Insurance
663
Barnes, William, miller for Shawnees and
Delawares
726, 727
Barnes, William E., Commissioner Centennial Exposition
683
Barnes, William Henry, secretary of hor-

secretary of
—
Barley
Barlow, Judge
H.,
—
candidate
state

—

ticulture

687.

— date of death

687

Barnett, J. J
508
Barnett, John, Wyandotte
758
Barnett, T., police commissioner, Fort
Scott
698
Barnett, W. B., member Board of Charities,

death of

Barnhill,
cation

Baroque,

John

F.,

678

member Board

of

Edu681

Antoine,

treaty
Barr,
Barr, Billy
Barr, Elizabeth N.,

witness

to

Quapaw

"The Populist Uprising"
403, 435,
Barratte, Baptiste, employee Indian service
725, 726,
Barren! rock
Barrett, D. L., member of house, 1925..

756
336
335

449
727
248
709

781

General Index.
John

Barrett,

Bawden, William James, judge

Topeka land

receiver

E.,

719

office

member Board of Admin-

Ban-ier, E. L.,
isl ration
Barrow, Joel W., interpreter

John

Barrov/,

Bartels,

W.

agent

E.,

agency
Barrows, E. P.,

Council

Baxter Springs

Bluffs
730, 731
.

Barth, White &
Barth, Mrs. Robert
Barth, Thelma
Bartholow, B
Bartholow, E.

562
564
535, 549

386

M

—regent

—

730

member of house, 1925. 710
d^uty revenue collector, 717

L.,

667

Edson,

675

Osage River

agency

377, 380, 390

707
University, death of
Bartlett & Hale, attorneys at Wyandotte, 570
Bartlett, George V., forestry and irriga684
tion commissioner

sixth dis-

trict

Baxter,

Indian

Claims commis687
674

sioner
inspector general

395, 399, 504

John J., superintendent
Experiment Station

Bayles,

Colby
683
510

N

Bayliss, R.

Baze, murderer, taken from Leavenworth
jail by mob and hanged
581
507
& Co
Beach, Dr. A. 1
556
Beach, John, agent Sacs and Foxes.... 727
728, 729, 730
Beach, S. E
505, 506, 508

Beach

Beach

fork, tributary Salt river, in

Ken-

tucky

177

C,

Beacher, John

blacksmith, Osage river

Barton, Edward, gauger Revenue service, 716
mine investigation commissioner
693

subagency
Be-ah-te-a-qui-sah,

Bartow, Edward, president Academy of

Beal, J. B., live stock sanitary commissioner
Beals, Ray H., judge twentieth district.
Bean, Jonathan L., agent for loways, 723,
Boans, at fifteen cents a pound
Bear, Sac and Fox Indian
Bear, H. F. M., member School Text-

—

672

Science

W.

Bashore,

O., judge twenty-eighth dis-

trict
Bass, S. A.,

member Medical Board

death of
judge twenty-second dis-

district,

Bassett, R.

C,

book Commission
669

trict

Bassett, R. S
97, 165
business man of Lawrence
91
Bates, Charles A., regent Agricultural
College
676
Batman, M. W., Lieut. Sixtieth U. S.
infantry
753

—

Batteau, Sauk and Fox Indian
Battery, rebel, capture of

Lucy,

Battice,

employee

767
617

Pottawatomie

agency

Arapahoe

.

669
692
361, 366
667

Bassett, Owen A
—
judge fourth

728
763

739

Bear, William,

692
669
724
329
763

701

member

Quantrill Claims

Commission
Bear

699
212
201
Clark county
495
Beard, Ezra E., speaker pro tern, house, 664
Beard, W. C. L., register Hays City land
office
721
Bearden, Elias N., blacksmith Osages... "729
Bearskin, Wyandot Indian
755
Beates, Gurdon E., revenue assessor
716

—
Bear

fights
creek,

of VeteriBlue, Mo
618, 623
narians
—Black Big
Jack, beginning of
708
525
Beatty,
Mr.
of
by G. W. E.
508
524
Beatty & Babbitt
—
Buena
507
Mexico
107
Beatty, Rev. Archibald
—Bull Run
386, 388, 392, 397
636
Cane
—
Ark
398, 399, 400
617,657
—
death of
— Duvall's
707
657
—regent University
—Falling Springs
477, 478
—sentiment regardmg Rev. John McNa- 707
—
or
Creek, Ark., 586, 617
mara
—Fort Saimders
357
52
Beatty, George
—Fort
bankruptcy
Titus
711
52
Beatty,
B
—Franklin,
Kan
513
52
—
mayor of New Chicago
—
Hickman's Mills
508
618, 623
Beaubien, H.
—Honey Springs
and
657
commissioner
—
Creek
684
586
Beaubien. M.
Pottawatomie...
—
Blue River, Mo
766
63
—Pottawatomie
commissioner
— Maysville
770
657
Beaubien
— Middle Creek
Pottawatomies
757
620
Beauchamp,
R.
subagent
— Mine Creek
MisUpper
608, 618, 623
agency
—
Newtonia
724, 725
617
Beauchemie, Mackinaw
—
253
Landing
636
Beauchemie, W
—PittsburgGrove
762
617, 621, 657
Beaver, second
Battle,

Beattie, F. S.,

42, 63,

member Board

Griffith

,

mill

Vista,

Hill,

,

Bluff

Fayetteville,

,

Illinois

F.,

referee.

.

.

J.

elected

E., forestry

irrigation

Illinois

B.,

Little

families,
P.,

souri

Prairie

45,

by Colonel W. W. Denison
forty

official

reports

of,

on

War Department
numbers

—Stone's Farm,of opposing
Ark
—
Buren, Ark
—Van
^White Stone
—^Wilson Creek, Mo Dakota

forces

Hill,

586

file

in

586
586
621
617
477
369, 636
333

"Battlefield"
Bauer, W. H., commissioner Tuberculosis

Sanatorium
706
Bauersfeld, Miss Fern, member Board of
Review
701
Baum, Henry
317
steward at Smith Hotel, Westport,
Mo.
316
Bauserman, Joseph P., member Board of
Charities, death of
678

—

chief Osages

Beaver, Moses

W,

768

625, 626

Beaver creek
Beavers, Mrs. Etta B., member Board of
Review
Bebb, William, governor of Ohio
Becht, Frank, wheelwright Pottawatomie
agency
Bechtel, Miss Lesterra E., superintendent
Bell Memorial Hospital

289
701
633

741

708
Beck, Moses Milton, director penitentiary, 696
Beck, Will, conservation commissioner... 679
Becker, C. L., member Pharmacy Board, 697
Becker. William
674
Becknell, Capt. William
529,538,543
551, 552
celebration at Council Grove, of 100th
anniversary of caravan or pack train
of, on way to Santa Fe
528

—

General Index.

782

Be-dee-dee, Big Jim, Shawnee Indian.
Bedell, George Thurston
Bedell, Gilbert, assistant
eral,

Bedell,

R

G. A.

.

754

.

879, 380

adjutant gen-

686

Henry M.,

Lamed

receiver

land

721

office

Beebe, George M., acting governor and

658

secretary, territorial

181

Beechnuts
Beede, Cyrus, chief clerk Indian
Central superintend ency
Beeks, Charles E.,
Beeler,

member

service,

house, 1925

.

.

Anna,

employee

Pottawatomie

Mary,

employee

Pottawatomie

agency
Beeler,

738
709
739

agency

739

Beerer, Albert B., receiver Dodge City
land office
721
Beezley, George F., judge thirty- eighth

670

district

Behrens. H. W., member senate, 1925 . 709
Belch, Seth
643, 644
Jefferson City lawyer, speaker Missouri
house of representatives
641
purchases trading house of Philip
.

—
—

Chouteau

in

Linn county

641
636

H

Belcher, James
Belden, "William

S.,

emplO;yee

Bureau, Topeka
Belen
Belfry hill, Council Grove

Weather
722
325
532, 537, 538
644, 545, 563

Bell,
Eleanor Taylor, Memorial
pital named for
Bell, Eugene L., trustee Western

versity
Bell, F. W.,

member Live Stock

Hos-

member Long's
judge seventh

district,

.

.

692
748

667
Bell, W. H., subagent Neosho subagency, 731
Bell, taken to Council Grove in 1863.
555
Bellefontaine, Evangeline
608
Belief ontaine, St. Louis County, Mo.,
garrison at
217
Bellevue, on Upper Missouri, near mouth

Neb

of Platte,

287,

.

289,291,292,295
358, 759

Bellevue valley, Iron county.
Bellows, blacksmith's
Bellport, A. J

Mo

Bells

225
624
476
537

Beman, Hiram Thompkins, adjutant gen673

of
—gangerdeath
Revenue
eral,

Bender, D.
Bender, M.

717
service
M., director Soldiers' Home, 702
A., judge thirty-sixth dis-

670

trict

Benedict,

Samuel

S.,

regent

University,

707
death of
664
tern, of house
682
Benedikt, Max, emigration agent
Benefiel, Frank M., speaker pro tern, of

—speaker pro

house
Benge, S. H., Cherokee commissioner...
Bennet, J. H., state printer
Bennett, "General," of Coxey army, solicits
funds for band, deserts, and
absconds with money
Bennett, Arthur H., letters to William E.
Connelley, dated May 27, 1925, con-

664
769
663

435

taining tombstone records of old Catholic cemetery west of Big Springs, and
private cemetery two mUes west of
595, 596
Lawrence
secretary of Kansas Society Sons of

—

—
—

—

—
—

'

Bent's Fort, Cheyenne annuities distributed from, in 1857
313
at junction of Arkansas and

Purgatory rivers
Benton, Senator Thomas

of

.

,

708

death

.

693
wife -of missionary,
231
death of, at Kansas mission
Benson, Alfred Washburn, associate jus665
tice
667
judge fourth district
671
United State senator, death of
Benson, C. H., member of house, 1925, 710
Benson, George J., judge thirteenth dis668
trict
Benson, Henry C, missionary to Choctaw Academy
248
Benson, William F., bank commissioner, 678
commissioner to Panama Pacific Exposition
694
Bent, George, employee upper Arkansas
agency
738
Bent, H. N., railroad assessor
699
Bent, William W., agent on Arkansas
river
733
interpreter for Cheyennes
732
treaty commissioner
768

—located

Registry

expedition.

Board

Bensley, Mrs.

708

Uni-

Board
Bell, J. R.,
Bell, Peter,

Bennett, Milton E., clerk Pottawatomie
agency
741
Bennett, R. H., public printer, territorial, 659
Benning, Charles W., police commissioner,
697
Atchison
Bennington,
D. C, storekeeper and
719
gauger revenue service
Bennington, W. W., member of Miners'

595
the American Revolution
Bennett, Edgar, member of senate, 1925, 709
Bennett, Edgar C, member house. 1925, 710

H

19,

313
544

Berg, W. E., member house, 1925
710
Bergfried,
Carl,
police
commissioner

Leavenworth

697

Bernard, Maxwell &, of Las Vegas, N. M.,

wagon

338
Bernard, Louis, interpreter Otoes and
Missourias
733, 764
Bernadin, E. P., member Entomological
Commission
682
Bernsteen's Glass Front saloon
556
Berry, Bert S., department commander
United Spanish War Veterans
708
Berry, J. W., regent Agricultural College, 676
Berry, James
330
Berry, Margaret, date of death
595
Berry, Robert, dates of birth and death, 595
Berry, Robert A., dates of birth and
death
595
Berry, W. E., dates of birth and death. 595
Berryman brothers, settled in Virginia.
177
Berryman, Ailzey
177
Berryman, Blackstone
177, 190
Berryman, Elizabeth
177
Berryman, Elvira
177
Berryman, Fanny
177
Berryman, G. Q., portrait of
192
Berryman, Gerard Blackstone, a good
violinist
191
180
a lenient master
religious views of
183, 184
settled in Kentucky
177
Berryman, Jerome Causin. 177, 224, 266, 271
"A Circuit Rider's Experiences".. ..... 177
account of meeting held in Red river
coimtry
204, 205
197
appointment in Missouri
associated with Rev. T. Lucky, in How225
ard Female College
214, 215
at Kickapoo mission
becomes proficient in Hebrew language, 208
178
biographical sketch
201
bloody encounter of
203
books studied while convalescing
203
circuit riding, difficulties of
train of

.

.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

.

.

783

General Index.
Berryman. Jerome Causin, commissioned
to go east to purchase equipment for
219
Shawnee Manual Labor School
crosses Cossatot river on horseback in
205
time of flood
down with fever while on circuit in
206, 207
Arkansas
178
early childhood surroundings
183
early religious environment of
enjoyed hospitality of Indians on many
213
occasions
goes to select site for Kickapoo mission, 214
holds prayer meeting among colored

—

—
—
—
—
—
-

—
people near home
— charge of Shawnee Manual
School
—
contracted while on
— year mission
in

illness
last
letter to

—

187

Labor

circuit duty,

in

field

215
203
223

Rev. C. Pitman, corresponding
secretary of the Missionary Society of

247
the M. E. Church
letters to the Christian Advocate and
Journal, New York, regarding mission-

—

241-249
ary work, 1825-1844
213
—liberal eater
lost in woods of Arkansas while riding
201
circuit
trip

241
211
210
211
203

overtakes

— superintendent

-

Indian Mission confer-

248
726
728
184
sanctifi
186
on slavery
180, 181
Berryman, Jerome
177
group portrait of children of
183
member of house, 1925
710
687
president Historical Society
Berryman, John
177
Berryman, Josias
177, 193, 194, 207
emigrates to Missouri
189, 190
engaged in mining, etc., at Mine La
Motte, Mo
190
with brother Jerome C, established
boarding school at Arcadia, Mo
224
Berryman, Margaret
177
Berryman, Mrs. Margaret M. (Jerome C),
death of
226
177
Berryman, Nancy
214
Berryman, Mrs. Sarah C. Cessna
221
—death of
214
Berryman, Sarah Emily, death of
177,190
Berryman, Thomas
189
marries a Miss Cessna
Berryman, William, a large slave owner. 177
Berryman, Willie Cessna, place of burial, 222
Bertholf, Thomas, missionary to Creek
248
Nation
ence

Kickapoos
— Shawnee
Manual Labor
—unites with church
—views on
cation
teacher,

—
—
—

School

W

—
—
—

—

•

Wayne

county,

Mo

.

730
757
690
675
720
676
681

187, 188

199

Frank Holyoke, labor commis-

Betton,
sioner,

.

.

.

.

Commission
Biddle,

Biddle,
Biddle,

I.,

737

205
768
703

704
689

Thomas

W.

691
636

.

To689
696

peka Hospitals

28,

at St.

—storm

BettisseSj of

.

214
190

settles in

Female Seminary.
Bethel church, Kentucky

.

on many

Jan.

.

770
757

date of death
—superintendentCoke,
of Osawatomie and

—
—preaches Fort Leavenworth
occasions
——removes
to Missouri
report on Kickapoo mission,
1835

—

732

207
197

219
179

—reprimanded by Bishop Soule
Palmyra, Mo
—
—stationed
Louis, Mo

Emporia
Best, H. F., quartermaster general
Best, Lewis J., receiver land office
regent Agricultural College, death of
Best, Mrs. Lucy, member Board of Education
Bethany College, Topeka. See Episcopal

729
668

225

219

-

Neosho

Bickford, Harry L., railroad assessor.
699
Biddle, Charles F., member Tax Revision

—
—
—
—
—

portrait of
at

for

189

from Shawnee Manual La-

bor School to Louisville, Ky., on horseback
makes trip with Presiding Elder McNelly
marries as second wife Mrs. Margaret
M. Wells
ordained deacon in M. E. Church in
1830
pay received while on circuit
placed in charge of mis^ons in Indian
territory (Kansas) as general superintendent

interpreter

agency
Bertram, G. Webb, judge seventh district,
Bert rand, B. B., employee Pottawatomie
agency
Bertrand, B. H. (or B. N.), Pottawatomie
commissioner
769,
Bertrand, Julia
Bertrand, S., blacksmith Osage river subagency
Bertrand, St. Luke
Berwick, W. S., regent Teachers College,

death of
Betts, Wilson, first sergeant
Bevins, James, blacksmith Otoe and Missouri agency
Bewley, Nelson R., circuit rider, M. E.
church
Beyett, Alex., blacksmith and interpreter
for Osages
734, 737, 738,
Bickerdyke Home, superintendents of

—

— makes

Louis,

Bertolini,

director Penitentiary

William Henry, Populist candi-

date
treasurer
—
treasurer
Big Axe, Pawnee
for state

412, 422

662
756

state

Loup Indian

Big Blue

river.

Mo

280, 283
618, 623

—battle of 63
Big creek
Big creek township, Neosho coimty
Big Elk, Omaha Indian
753,
"Big Field"
Big Jim, Shawnee Indian
Big John creek
naming of
Big Knife, war chief
Big Mouth, Arapahoe
"Big Seventh" district, convention at

—

Great Bend
Big Simeon, Indian police
Big Soldier, Osage Indian
Big Springs, Douglas coimty
Big Springs convention
Big Sugar creek
Big Tarquio creek

392
508
759
190
754
544
751
748
765

412
741
749
595
53, 87
491
301, 302
Bigelow, Albert S., superintendent Industrial Reformatory
688
Bigham, William Ross, consul general.. .. 712
Bigler, Senator William, of Peimsylvania, 643
Biglin & Ledrick
556
Biglin, George, portrait in group
536
Bijeau, Joseph, member Long's expedition
748
Bil Soldier, Indian
764
Billard, Jiilius B., police commissioner,
Topeka
698
Billings, J. F., appraiser of salt lands... 693
regent University
707
Billingsley, H. M., storekeeper Revenue
service
717
Bimetallic League
442
Bimetallism, battle for
442
Bingham & Gaston
507
Bingham, George
207, 208

—

General Index.

784
Bingham.
Birch,

H

507

Clarence

teacher Haskell In-

E-.,

stitute

Bird,

Indian,

employee at Neosho sub-

728
387
512
Mrs.
A. B., member Pharmacy Board.. 697
377
John C
711
Richard Ely, bankruptcy referee,
672
congressman thii'd district
668
judge eighteenth district
Bird, W. A. S., judge advocate general.. 674
Bird, William Goodman, labor conmiis691
sioner
Bird, election of state, chosen by school
601
children
605
rules for, and result of vote
599
Bird societj-, first in Elansas organized.
214, 279
Birds
598
follow in wake of agriculture
598
Kansas, economic importance of
598
number of species of
712
Bischoff, Oscar, consul
Bishop, George S., deputy revenue col717
lector
Bishop, George W., police conamissioner,
Kansas City
698
Bishop, Nathan, special Indian commis743
sioner
Bishop, Samuel D., member School Textbook Commission
701
Bishop. Dr. William, president Teachers
Association, death of
705
Bissell, John, register land office
720
Bitting, Charles
600
Bittman. Mrs. R. R., member Traveling
Libraries Commission
692
Blachlev. Eben, principal Quindaro
694
Normal
Blachley, Mrs. J. F., principal Quindaro
694
Normal
534, 537
Black, C.
537
Black, Mrs. C. W.
Black, S. W., blacksmith at Osage river
728
subagency
Black, S. W., member School Textbook
Commission
701
351
Black bass
Black Bird, Kiowa Indian
350, 760
Black Bob, Shawnee Indian
763
Black Coat, Cherokee chief
755
Black Dog, Osage chief
768, 772
Black Elk, Ogallala Indian
750
Black Fox, Cherokee
754
767
Black Hawk, Sac and Fox
478, 521
Black HHls, N. D.
479
discovery of gold in
763
Black Hoof. Shawnee Indian
524
Black Jack
525
beginning of battle of
Black Kettle, head chief Cheyennes, 765, 768
562
Black walnut linnber
391
price per 1,000 feet in 1867
Blackbirds
279, 598
597
yellow-headed and red-winged
Blackburn, Richard, blaaksmith Cherokee
729
agency
Blackburn, W. E., regent Agricultural
College
676
Blackfeet Indians
478
treaty with, Apr. 29, 1868, at Fort
Laramie
771
Blackford, William, state agent, death of, 703
Blackman, E. E., investigating the Skidi
472
ground-house ruins in Nebraska
Blackman, F. C, blacksmith at Council
731
Bluffs agency
332
"Blacksnake" whip
agency

Bird,
Bird,
Bird,
Bird,
Bird,

,

of Atchison

—
—

.

.

^.

—

.

.

—
—

.

W

W

—
—
—
—

—

Blair, A.

sion

Blair, Albert H., register

Colby and Hays

721
offices
Alexander M.. revenue collector... 716
Gen. Charles
375, 623
Edward K., police commissioner,
Atchison
697
Blair, Francis P., commissioner to examine U. P. Rly., Kansas
711
Blair, George A
600
letter quoted
604
599
pioneer fruit grower of Mulvane
Blair, John, agent Pottawatomies.
739,740
Blake, William F., deputy consul
712
Blakeslee, Thomas, deputy revenue collector
717, 718
member Board of Charities
679
Blanchard, I. D., teacher Delaware mission
728
Blanchard's Fork and Roche de Boeuf,
Ottawas of
770
Bland, John
454
Bland, W. T., judge second district
666
Blandin, James V., interpreter Pottawatomie agency
742
Blank Book Commission, state officers
composing
663
Blankets
298, 309, 399, 622, 625
given Pawnees
297
Blatman, Henry, horses lost by,' while on
way to Fort Union
326
Blaze, O. H., election commissioner
682
"Bleeding Kansas"
358
Blickensderfer, J. Jr., commissioner to examine U. P. Rly., Kansas
711
Blind, Institution for Education of, superintendents
678
Kansas Commission for
678
Blish,
387
of Atchison
Bliss, Hooton &
60
City land

745

C, member Highway Commis686

Blair,
Blair,
Blair,

W

—
—

.

.

—

—

—

——

,

Bliss, Charles J., physician
a gene V

Pottawatomie

Blizzard

317, 412, 528, 626

—
January
1886
—near
Rabbit Mound,

742

1,

on Santa Fe
Blockhouse at Council Grove

trail,

Blodgett, Thomas, regent of Agricultural
College
Blondeau, Maurice, agent for Sacs and
Foxes
722,
Blood, Col. James
22, 72, 73, 75, 76,
deposition regarding claim of Gaius
Jenkins
prejudice against J. H. Lane
statement regarding claim of Gaius
Jenkins
Blood, John Winter, election commis-

—
—
—

523
327
555

676
723
116
113
113
112
682
603

sioner

"Bloody Kansans"

member Hamelton gang,
wounded by gunshot from Simon Snider, 646
Blooming Grove post office, named by
643
Mrs. Samuel Nickel

Bloomfield,

Blue, Richard
large
—death of

,

Whiting,

congressman at

671
671
756
540
591
617
372
464
281
321
543
Bluebells
604
Bluebird
606
vote received as state bird
Bluejacket, Charles, first chief Shawnees, 767
Blue Coat, Pawnee Indian
"Blue Grotto," on Island of Capri
Blue Herons
"Blue Lodge," proslavery organization...
Blue Mound
367,
Blue river, Kansas
276, 278, 279, 280,
high banks of
Blue Springs, Mo

—

—
—interpreter

for

Shawnees

731,732,733
736, 737, 738

Bluejacket, George
Bluejacket, Henry

763
763

785

General Index.

Bonds, issued for school building
Bone, Harry J., U. S. district attorney..
Bone, Roy Lindsay, bank commissioner,
Bone road
Bonebrake, Frank M., paymaster general,
Bonebrake, John E., commissioner In-

Bluejacket, John, employee Indian serv-

BS3'y////////.y^y^y.y.v-'-'.'.y'-'-'-'- 302
309
along Republican river
310
along Solomon river
290
on Platte river
589, 656
Blunt, Gen. James G
address to troops after battle of Prairie
587
Grove

—
—
—

dustrial

511
712
678
344
674

688

Reformatory

auditor of
Bonebrake, Parkinson
—
661
death of
698
—
commissioner, Topeka
when battle of Prairie
— Cane
207
fever
Boneset, as a remedy
587
Grove opened
the
given
ravine
on
"Boneyard,"
name
a
673
general
brigadier
—
333
Jornada
673
—date of death
Bonner Springs
588
Grove
— report of battle of Prairie
"Bonnie Sweet Bessie," old-time song... 538
engaged
battle of
of
—statementGrove
228. 322
Boone, Col. Albert G
586
765
—treaty commissioner
Blunt, Samuel, Indian agent Fort Osage, 723
744
Isaiah,

state,

police

Hill

at

for

4

forces

in

Prairie

Boone, Alice, employee Haskell Institute,
557
Boone, Daniel
Boone, Daniel Morgan, farmer for Kansas Indians
724, 725
Boone coimty, Ky
81
Boone county (Ky.) Recorder, letter to
editor of, signed "Paul," giving history
of the Lane family
29
Boone county, Mo
207
Boonville, Mo
126, 208,224, 355
Boonslick and Cedar creek. Mo
207
Boot, John F., missionary to Lower Cherokees
248
Booth, Henry
368, 371, 374
date of death
664, 685,702
director of Soldiers Home
702
past department commander G. A. R.. 685
receiver Lamed land office
721
speaker of house
664
Booth, John, of Westport, Mo
334
Booth, R. E.,
600, 606
"Bootlegger"
11
Border, Peter
626
Border ruffians
56
demand dinner of Mrs. Gertrude Hoad, 519
destroy Kansas Free State, newspaper.. 61
Border Troubles
576,577, 608
in Kansas, 1856
578
many killings during
580
only a memory
493

655

Blystone's crossing on Sugar creek

Boachman, Machinaw (Machinaw Beauchemie), native preacher at Pottawat-

omie station

253
762

W

Boachman, (Bossman)
Board of Review, inspectors and

secre-

701
663

taries

Boards composed of state
Boat
Bob, Indian

officers

Bob White Cloud, a son

of old

452, 476

249

Mahas-

kah
Bobbitt,

470
513

C

Bobwhitea

598, 604
639, 541

Boccalina, Matteo

campaigned with Garabaldi
—
Bodine,
M., M.

—
—
—

540
J.
361, 362, 364, 371
372, 389
Bogus legislature
609, 612
acts of, declared illegal and ordered destroyed by fire
613
met at Pawnee
612
session of 1855 known as
584
some provisions of act to punish offenses against slave property .... 614, 615
Bogus Statutes
624
copied almost verbatim from Missouri
Laws
614
description of volume
614
people and places mentioned in
612

D

•

—
—

—

—
—
—

—
—
—
—someto

—

—
—
—
—
—"Several Interesting Incidents

penalties prescribed for subscrib-

Bohrer, G., director Soldiers'
Boice, James H., member of

Home

682
607, 615, 631

.

50—324

.

621

days

Mat, saloon keeper of Delaware,
Leavenworth coimty
579
Boilvin, Nicholas, agent for Sacs and
Foxes
722, 723
Bolinger, Charles O., conservation com-

Boil,

missioner
679
Bolmar, Charles Picot, emigration agent, 682
Bolon, Hypolite, interpreter Indian service
723
Bomgardner, Homer "Ward, member Embalming Board, death of
682
Bonaparte, Napoleon
178
Bond, Helen G., M. D., "Eariy Days of
Elm Creek Settlement," being the experiences of Miss Rosella S. Honey,
who afterwards became Mrs. Matt WUson
590
Bond, R. F., member Board of Charities, 679
Bond, Thomas L., register land office
720
Bondage, recognized by the Bible
181
Bondholders, enriching of
421
Bondi, August, member Board of Charities, death of
679

22,

Boss, Frank W., judge eleventh district.. 668
Boss busters
567
Bossman (Boachman) Washington, witness to treaty
762
Boston, John, missionary
248
Boston Burglar, The, song of the cattle

702

Boicourt

from

1895

Embalming

Board

of,"

La Cygne Weekly Journal, March

ing
free-state paper
610
Bogy, Lewis V., commissioner of Indian
Affairs
769, 770
Bogy family, an early French family of
Missouri
191
Bohr, Frank, consular service of
712

494

Boston, Kan
485
—
480, 481
—aspirant coimty
486
—
chosen as coimty
—Christmas day, 1874, a day with the 481
485
—
held
481
—county
"Early days
Old," by Thonaas E.
Thompson
479
—exodus from
487
—
with no
485
486
— organ young
men
Osage Mis—foimded by
479
—
480
outstanding
487
—
—
by guards during county
troubles
482
—population
482
supplied
with
water
—public
480
from Baker's branch
organized
to
— county
records
482
486
—
for
seat
^business enterprises of
seat

lid off

seat elections
in

fights in,

in

killings

in

first

of

sion
location of

characters of

patrolled

seat

of
well of,

.

I

in,
raids
of
religious divisions of

secure possession

General Index.

786

Boston, Kan., school house, a community
481
building
dances held in daily during county483
seat war
480
water supply of
589
587,
Boston mountains
493, 496
Botkin, Ed
Botkin, Jeremiah Dunham, congressman
671
at large
439
nominated for congress
697
warden Penitentiary, death of
Botkin, John Thomas, biographical sketch
488
of

—

—
—
— "Concerning a Day When Cowboys
493
Cowboys"
—Were
Early
"Justice Was Swift and Sure
488
—Kansas"
488
661
secretary of
—
712
Botkin,
consul
in

portrait of

state

Theodosius,

—date

670, 685, 712

of death

—impeachment proceedings brought
417, 418
by Populists
670
—judge thirty-seventh
— past department commander G. A. R. 685
235
against,

district

.

Bottomly, Thomas, Indian
Bottsford,
tute

Delia,

teacher Haskell

Insti.'...744

Boudinot, Elias, Cherokee
756, 757
771
Boudinot, Elias C, Cherokee
Bourassa, Joseph N., interpreter for Pottawatomies
730,732,734,735,736
737, 762, 766
Pottawatomie commissioner
769, 770
Bourassa, Jude W., miller Pottawatomie
agency
731,732,733, 762
Bourassa, Thomas, blacksmith Pottawa736
tomie agency
757
Bourassa family
Bourbon county
398, 650
Bourbonnai, Francois, Pottawatomie Indian
762
Bourbonny, Frank A., Pottawatomie police
740, 741

—

Bourdon, Adelaide, matron Pottawatomie
agency
Bourdon, Anthony, blacksmith Pottawatomie agency
Bourdon, Peter, Pottawatomie police 740,
Bouree, John, interpreter at Osage river
agency
Bourgmont, Etienne Venyard de, date of
treaty with Padoucas

—
—expeditionold ofKansas
\-isited

\'illage

freighters

734

746
746

on Inde-

pendence creek
Bouton, G. W., physician Pottawatomie
agency
Boutwell, William S., assistant superintendent Chippewa removal
Bow, Otoe make
Bo-wa-wah, Miami Indian

Bowel trouble,

739
739
741

466
731

338

Vicksburg,

carried dispatches
and Pemberton at
resulting in surrender of
,

630
630
under charge of
M., president Teachers
705
Association
secretary Board of Educational Administration
681
Bowers, Joe, a mythical personage cele19
brated in song of the '49ers
600
Bowers, Dr. C. E
Bowersock, Justin De Witt, congressman
671
second district, death of
497, 538, 627
Bowie knife
Theodore
C, superintendent
Bowles,
680
Deaf Institution
rebels

— Missouri
Bowen,

—

militia

Da\dd

Bowman, Bishop Thomas,

of Greencastle,
398. 513
E. W., past department com685
mander G. A.
369
Bowman, G.
Bowman, Mrs. Grace, trustee Pawnee

Ind

Bowman,

R

W

Rock
Bowman, Harry C, member Board

695
of

679

Control

Bowman, Noah

L.,

member Tax Com704

mission

W. W.,
Park Commission

Bowman,

member

Commission
Bows and arrows

Bov Scouts
Boyd,

Vicksburg

696

Bowman, William, member

State House

703

287,294,322

592
621
blacksmith Kansas agency... 731

Boyd_. Silas,
J. B., president Teachers' Association
705
Boyer, J. E., regent Teachers College,

Bover,

fimporia
Bovle. Louis
of death

—nominated

690

C,

date

attorney -general,

662
439

for attomej^-general

Boys Industrial School, Topeka, superintendents
688
Bracket, George C, secretary Horticultural Society
687
Brackett, J. C, testimony in Lane- Jenkins homicide case
163

Braden, Ledston V., blacksmith Neosho
subagencv
728
Bradford. Dr. John H
556
Bradford, Robert E., farmer Pottawatomie agency
741,742
Bradford, Simeon Briggs, attorney-general, death of
662
Bradford, William, "History of Plymouth Plantation"
515
Bradshaw, Mr.
205
Bradshaw, William G., sawyer Delaware
agency
734, 735, 736
Brady, Austin Cogan, consul
712
Brady, Edward, clerk of Pottawatomie
agency
741
Brady, Francis Milligan, secretary' Board
of control, death of
680
Brady, J. L
515
Brady. John T., district attorney, territorial
659
•

—-public

printer, territorial
614,659
Braidwood, John Halstone, mine inspector
693
Branch, Harrison B., superintendent In-

dian

731
295
761

often troubled

with

Bowen, Colonel
between Grant

Bowles, Theodore C, trustee Osawatomie
688
Hospital, death of

Affairs,

at

Central

superintend-

ency
734, 735
Brandenburg, William A., president of
Teachers College, Pittsburg
691
Branding calves
496
Brandley, Henry, frontier claims commissioner
687
Brandyn'ine Hundred, Del
366
Branin, Richard, agriculturist Osage nation
724, 725
Branine, Charles Elliott, judge ninth district
667
Brannan, Richard, member Santa Fe
752
road surveying party
Branscomb, Charles H., consul, date of
death
712
quoted
22
Brant, E., employee Osage Nation. .725, 726
Brant, Thomas, Seneca Indian
757
Brasfield, G. M., assistant adjutant gen686
eral G. A. R., death of
569
Brass kettles
537
Bratton, W. R

—

.

787

General Index.
636
Braunch, William
Brazil, John, interpreter for Kansas In^31
dians
453
Breaking plow, first in Lyon county
^"^^
Breckenridge county
M., commandant Soldiers
Breese,
A.
703
Home
702
director Soldiers' Home
440, 441
Breidenthal, John
436,678
bank commissioner
443
candidate for U. S. senator
678
date of death
death recalls incident concerning confielecthe
state
won
that
letter
dential
441
tion
nominated for governor and vote re448
ceived
Brenner, Philip, farmer, Sac and Fox re734
serve
Brewer, Ada, teacher at Haskell Insti744, 745
tute
656
Brewer, David
Brewer, David Josiah, associate justice.. 665

—
—
—
—
—
—

W

•

'

—death

—judge, of
U.
—president

665,666,704
666
711
704

district
circuit court

first

S.

Teachers' Association
Brewer, James Henry Clay, member

silk

702

culture commission

682
Brewster, Charles, emigration agent
Brewster, Sardies Mason, attorney-gen662

eral

Breyfogel, Louis
335,336
Brian, Rev. J. E., early Council Grove
555
editor
Brickey family, of Potosi,
200
Bricknelle, Francis, interpreter Great Ne-

Mo

maha agency
Bridge, over Marais des Cygnes
—toll, at Duncan's ranch
—at 142 Creek
Bridgeforth, George Ruffin, principal Vo-

730
652
521
554

—

Topeka

691
Bridges
278, 279, 280, 281, 290, 302
316, 355
Brier, Frank, commissioner Vienna Expo'sition
683
Brigadiers general, list of
673, 674
Brigham, Mrs. Lalla Maloy
530,532,534
535, 537, 539, 548, 549
"History of Council Grove" quoted... 529
loving cup presented to
551
monologue of historical stage pageant.. 543
playlet written by
535
portrait of
531
"The Story of Council Grove on the
Santa Fe Trail"
528
Brigham, Mary Louise
535, 549
Brigham, Nira
534, 535, 537
Brinckerhoff, J. W., judge twentieth district
669
Brindle, Gen. William
114, 115
cational School,

—
—
—
—
—
—

—a border-ruffian
—
—editor Lecompton

office

quoted

holder

border ruffian paper,
in regard to Jenkins -Lane con-

117
719

test

—

receiver

Lecompton land

Joseph Little,
Utilities Commission
U. S. senator
British, Iowa Indian

Bristow,

office

member

22
22

Public

Broadhead,

J. F., judge sixth district,
667
death of
636
Broadhead, Jonathan C
Broadie, W. E., member of house, 1925. 710
Brock, Robert J., regent Agricultural Col676
lege
"Fort
Scott,"
member of
Brockett,
Hamelton gang, refuses to take part in
646
Marais des Cygnes massacre
.

W.

P., physician

Pottawatomie
741, 742

agency

Brockway, David, regent Teachers College,

690

Emporia

Brodbent, C.

S.,

member Board

of Chari-

678

ties

Broderick, Case, congressman

446, 671

479
480
479
487
568
495
636
Bronson, Ira
532, 545
Bronston, Rev. Oliver
Bronze medal, on forehead of Indian.... 349
Brooke, A. L., president Horticultural So687
ciety
Brooke, C. M., member Board of Educa681
tion
392
Brooke, Francis
Brooklin
608, 610, 612, 615, 616, 619, 621
622, 623, 627, 657
620
Mrs. Mooney's boarding house in
origin of name
609
Brooks, E. O., general store kept by.
609
Brooks, Frank D., vice consul
712
Brooks, Prof. L.
606
Brooks, Paul R
523
member of Tax Revision Committee,
death of
703
Brooks, W. F
507
Brooks, William E., director Soldiers'
*
Home
702
member Board of Control, death of
679
Brotherton, James, member Santa Fe
road surveying party
752
Brothertowns, Indians
760
Brougher, Ira D., member Memorial
Building Commission
693
past department commander G. A. R.,
death of
685
Brouillet,
Michael,
interpreter
Indian
service
723, 749
Brower, Jacob V., Quivira Historical Society organized by
474
Quivira pink-flint culture traced by.
472
Brown,
173
Brown, Lieut.
526
Brown, Mrs.
153, 154, 169
Brown, Alice
535
Brown, Bennett R., mine inspector
693

Brogan, John

Brogan Johnny
Brogan, Dr. Robert
Brogan family
Broncho busters
Bronchos

D

K

—
—

.

.

.

W

—

—

.

.

.

—

—

.

.

Brown, Burt E., state registrar of vital
statistics
686
Brown, Carl R., member of house, 1925, 710
Brown, Channing John, clerk supreme
court, death of

665
Mrs. Charming John, member
Traveling Libraries Commission
691
Brown, Charles F., "Artemus Ward"
nom de plume of
7
2, 6,
24
Brown, David, a Tennesseean
Brown, Earle G., secretary State Board

Brown,

of Health

686

Brown, Mrs. Eustace, member Traveling
691
Libraries Commission
Brown, Frank L., clerk U. S. supreme
712

court

699
671
763

—

Brockett,

Brown, Fred, murdered by Rev. Martin
White
610
27, 461
Brown, George
editor of Herald of Freedom, Law-

W
—
rence
— "False Claims Corrected," published 142
—by
prisoner at Lecompton for high trea87
—son
659
public
5,

5

Brown,

printer, territorial
P., commissioner to

I.

position

Vienna ex683

General Index.

788
Brown, Dr. J. C
Brown, Mrs. J. C
Brown, J. G., police

600
606
commissioner

698
H., carpenter Otoe and Mis-

J.

735

souri agency

Brown,

731

agency

Brown, James

engineer Otoe

J.,

and Mis-

souri agency

Brown, James T., member of house, 1925,
Brown, Mrs. Jennie
1, 9, 13,
Brown, John

M

128, 450, 524, 525, 526, 527, 528, 594,
616, 626, 632, 634, 647, 650,
among strangers passed as "Captaia

from Pratt
444

W.

S.,

physician Haskell Insti-

744

tute

Brown, William H., receiver Lamed land
721

office

William L., department commander United Spanish War Veterans,
member Board of Charities
Board of Corrections
Memorial Building Commission

Brown,

W., blacksmith Pottawatomie

J.

F., representative

coimty

Brown,

at

Wichita

Brown,

Brown, W.

737
710
600
15
612
651

—Walker"
650
634
—at home
of James Montgomery
649
while
—busy with manuscripts
634
Robert B. Mitchell
—
accused of raid on Upper
followers
—Neosho
461
at his fort,

distrustful of
of,

—fort

608, 634, 649,
carried away piece by piece, not a
vestige left
611,
description of
erection of
610, 611,
plans of Virginia raid perfected in,

650

650
649
649
611

—

—speaker

of house

708
679
680
693
664

Brown, William Ripley, congressman third
672

district

—date

667, 672

of death

—judge ninth
Lamed
—

667
721
land office
register
673
general
Brown, Willis, major
414, 606
Brown county
Brown Jug school house^ CoimcU Grove, 533
534, 537, 544, 555
555
burned in 1875
used for church, school and concert
554
hall
597, 598
Brown thrashers
359
Brownell, Bishop
Browning, Rev. Wesley
219, 257, 258, 259
assistant to Thomas Johnson at Shaw215, 219
nee Manual Labor School
219
Browning, Mrs. Wesley
Brownlee, W. R., register Lamed land
721
office
858
Bro-w-nsville
519
now Auburn
628
Broyles, Mrs. J. A
Brimibaugh, Jerome D., attorney- general, 662
Bmmbaugh, John M., fish commissioner, 684
Bruner, J. B., trustee Deaf Institution.. 680
Bruner, Jesse H., blacksmith Osage river
agency
734
Bmno, Felix H., special Indian commissioner
743
Bruno, John B., blacksmith Pottawatomie
agency
734, 745
Brunswick, Fred, emigration agent
682
Bnmswick, William Washington, consular
service of
713
Br>'an, John A., treaty commissioner
758
Bryan, William Jennings
438, 439, 440
442, 443, 446, 447
campaign fimds contributed to parties
supporting him
442
carried 22 states
441
"The First Battle" mentioned
442, 443
nominated for Presidency. ....... 437,448
popular vote of
441
Bryan electors, popular vote of
448
vote received in Kansas
441
Bryant, J., police commissioner, Fort
Scott
698
Brv'ant, R. F., member Pharmacy Board, 697
Bryden, John, live stock sanitary commissioner
692
Brythons
473
Buchan, Col, Fred E
569
quartermaster general
675
Buchan. William Johnston
569
district

—
—

—
—
53
war
611
— WakarusaKansas
—
by Connelley, mentioned
—seen known
Limi coimty, 648
of
the day
the raid
—on UpperLawrence
—
461
Neosho
along east border of Kan—
649, 650
—
20
—statue mentioned
on military
preparation by
649
—various opinions of
517
—
slavery
527
—views toon scene
of Hamelton massacre, 610
in

last of, in
life of,

5

his life in

little

of

in

sentries of,
sas

science in

^treatise

visit

Brown, John, Cherokee Indian
762
Brown, John B., principal teacher Haskell
744

Institute

Brown, John D., Wyandot Indian
755
Brown, John H., regent Leavenworth
Normal, death of
694
Brown, John I., live stock sanitary commissioner

Brown,

692

John

S.,

secretary

Agricultural

Society, death of

677

Brown, Joseph C, surveyor Santa Fe
road, 1825
Brown, Mrs. Julia E., member Traveling
Libraries Commission
Brown, Madison, chief justice, territorial,
Brown, May Belle\-ille, member Traveling
Libraries Commission
Brown, Capt. R. P., brutal treatment of,
by proslavery men after being mortally

wounded

—member-elect
defends
at Easton
—murdered by Robert Gibson, proslavery
J., president
of Science, death of

S.

24
22

Acad-

R

Samuel,

691

23
24

man, at Easton
Brown, Mrs. R. P
Brown, Dr. Robert
Brown,
Brown,

691
659

polls

legislature,

emy

752

conservation

672
507

commis679

sioner

Brown, Miss Sarah A., employee Haskell
744

Institute

Brown, Shelby C, judge seventh district 667
456, 457
Brown, Solomon G
Brown, Thomas W., western frontier
687

claims commissioner

Brown, Victor E., farmer Pottawatomie
agency
Brown, W.
sity

742

C,

trustee

—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
sketch
by Winfield
Freeman
569
—
date and place of birth
569
—
deeds of charity
572
—employee of Union
railroad.... 670
570
—
reader
571
—
571
"Billy"
—known
669
of
—military
571, 572
—power the
Colosurveyors
railway
—rado with
570
570
bar
law and admitted
—
^Biographical

of,

Pacific

great

in politics

as
service

in

legislature

studies

Buchanan, President James

Western Univer709

in

service

to

115,117,120,
388, 432, 519, 634

789

General Index.
J. F., superintendent Boys' Indus688
trial School
Buck, James Gay, bankruptcy referee... 711
702
Buck, L. A., silk culture commission
Buck, Walter Van, engineer Highway
686
Commission
Buckman, George H., law examiner,
666
death of
664
speaker of house
member Memorial Building Commis693
sion
Bucknerj Allen, superintendent School for
678
Blind
678
date of death
323
Buckskins
678
Budget director
31
Buena Vista, Mexico
33, 107
—battle of
19
Mexicans defeated by Americans at.
233, 237, 239
Buffalo
253, 292, 294, 303, 314, 324, 326, 327, 333
341, 342, 345, 346, 476, 478, 522, 543, 573
bones, a nuisance to settlers breaking
347
ground
347
early settlers find market for
502
—bull
—chips
343, 498

Buck,

—
—

•

•

.

.

—
—

—

sole fuel
settlers

of

early

western Kansas

Wellhouse, member
701
School Book Conamission
BuUett, Judge, agent for Cherokees on
723
Arkansas
"Bummers' Retreat," rendezvous of cat336
tle rustlers on Santa Fe trail
Bunch, J. G., member Pharmacy Board. 697
Bunch, Samuel H., subagent for Osage
730
agency
655
Bunch, Thornton
Bunger, George, regent Teachers College,
690
Emporia
615, 636
Bunn, Ezekiel
682
Burbank, Maj. J. E., emigration agent..
Burbank, John A., agent Great Nemaha
agency, Nohart, Kan
734, 735, 736
680
Burch, Dallas, dairy commissioner
665
Burch, Rosseau A., associate justice.
Burdeau, Michael, Maha interpreter. .. 752
Burdett, S. F., director Penitentiary,
696
death of
Burdick, W. L., civU service commis.

.

river at

killed for
^meat, dried,

choicest

.

.

.

for

312

^jerked

^method of roasting
498
—
of
345, 351, 497
—migration
never slacken
while running
501
—meat
Pawnee Indians
wholly on,
287
—plains black with
320, 321
—
roar made by approaching herd
499, 500
—robes
264, 285, 286, 397, 398, 562
—seen
mirage
322, 333
seldom seen near Fort Harker
—
1868, 340
—
with each herd
502
— -three herds
342
—skinning
343
—
slaughter
between 1870 and 1875.. 347
—
567
gait

rely

for

of,

in

in

sentinels
sixty

K

fit

to eat

—

326
498

478
764

Burnsides, Thomas, superintendent Deaf

of,

^tongues

considered only part
animals for

.

Burnett, Rose E., teacher Haskell Institute
Ward B., surveyor general,
death of
Burnett, William
Burnette, J. A.^ judge 19th district

in sight

killing

.

sioner
679
466
Bureau of Ethnology, bulletin of
Burgoyne, Daniel, blacksmith Sacs and
Foxes
734
Burgwin, John Henry
272
military record of
273
Burgesser, F. C
600
Burhans, M. S
506
Burke, Edmimd, treaty commissioner. .. 762
Burke, John W., member of Memorial
Building Commission
693
Burket, George E., dental examiner
681
Burkett, J. Fremont, dental examiner
681
Burlingame
367, 392
Burlington
29, 372, 374, 375, 376, 377
383, 384, 386, 388, 392, 395, 397, 398, 399
stone schoolhouse of
383
Burlington (Iowa) Hawkeye
9
Burr, John
389
Burnett, Abram B
757, 758, 762, 766
interpreter for Pottawatomies
731
Burnett, Birdie, matron Haskell Institute, 745
Burnett, James
757
Burnett, Jonathan G., register land office, 719
Burnett, L. F., blacksmith Council Bluffs
agency
731
Burnett, Louison
757
Burnett, Nancy
757
Burnett, Rebecca
757

522
—
499
—
herds of
520
—
Kansas
Lecompton
—
342, 493, 606
321
—herd, method of turning
—hides
478, 544
—
horns, bring $6 to $8 a ton
347
—hunt
295, 348
—land
467
—
hides and
meat.
344
—
captured during Indian
campaign
477
—
Hutchinson market
344
countless
cross
grass

568
553

Bull whackers
Bull whip, crack of
Bullard. Mrs. Cora

745

Burnett,

660
757
669
704
523

—member Tax Commission
—trampled by companions during stamBurns,
pede
500
Burns, Mrs. Evaline K., superintendent
—turn heads to wind during storm
344
Orphans Home
695

Buffalo Bill
Buffalo Chief, Indian
Buffalo circuit. Mo
"Buffalo Days," by L. C. Fouquet
Buffalo Jack
Buffalo Station

Buford. Jefferson

—

235, 236

341
338, 340
335
5,

6

letter to Col. William Walker, dated
St. Louis, April, 1856, seeking to settle

members

of his

company on Wyan-

dot lands

6
452, 555
Buildings, public, territorial
660
Bulger, James J., judge eleventh district, 668
Bull Bear, Cheyenne
771

Buggy

"Bull Moose" campaign, 1912
Bull Rim, battle of
Bull trains
traveling in

—

450
636
340
331

680
Jeremiah Murray, associate jus659
tice, territorial, death of
Burris, John Taylor, brigadier general... 674
date of death
644, 674
667
judge tenth district
664
speaker of house
712
U. S. district attorney
371
Burroughs, E. C,
603
Burroughs, John
366
Burroughs, N. C
Burrow, Joel Randall, secretary of state, 661
Burton, E. I., president State Board of
677
Agriculture
Burton, George, director Soldiers' Home. 702
Burton, George, of West Gonic, N. H.,
killed in Quantrill raid on Lawrence... 595
Institution

Burrill,

—
—
—
—

General Index.

790

Burton, J. R., member of house, 1925. ..
Burton, Joseph Ralph, date of death
speaker pro tern, of house
U. S. senator
Busch, Gertrude, bkth and death dates.
Busch, Joachun, birth and death dates.
Bush, Carl L.^ employee Weather Bu-

—
—

.

.

reau,

.

709
671
664
671
596
596

member

Cable, James A.,

Public Utilities

699

Commission

member Board

Cable, Lena J.,
ministration
Caddoan family

722

Topeka

452, 454, 456, 457
491, 518, 544, 627, 633, 643

Cabins

of

675

463, 464, 471, 475
ground-houses
466, 467, 471, 472, 473
linguistic family. Pawnees belong to.. 282
Caddoan Pawnee, subject to Pawnee chief

—
439
retary of
—
661
secretary of
—
Bushey, Allen H., member Board of EdTatarrax
681
ucation
Cadue, Alexander, employee, Indian
705
Teachers Association
—
690
Emporia
—regent Teachers
Cadue, Henry, employee Indian
762
(Boachman) W
Bush, William Eben, nominated for secstate
state

^president

Bushnell, David I., stone boxes found by, 465
Bushnelle, F., interpreter Great Nemaha

732

agency
Bushon,

assessor,

,

Mo

in

living

Bates

748

Bushong, Frank W., president Academy
672

of Science

644, 657

Bushwhackers
—fight with

against
leads
—Jennison
men
threatened
—
Busier
Indian name
force
free-state

in
for

Hills,

Business managers, state
Business methods of state,

616
654
644
478
675

1858

investigation

678

of

H. P., member School
book Commission

Butcher,

—secretary

Text701

705
Teachers' Association
Butcher, Thomas Walter, member School

Commission
—Book
president Teachers'
Teachers
—regent University

702
705
689
707
Butin, C. J., member Pharmacy Board... 697
70
Butler,
attorney -general
under,
regiment
Butler,
Gen.
reached Mexico City, after capture of
34
city
690
Butler, Charles H., date of death
709
member senate, 1925
690
—regent Teachers College, Emporia
Butler, George, agent Cherokee Indians, 731
732, 733, 734
Butler, J. A., member Statehouse Commission
703
Butler, John, Indian police
741
Butler, Marion, chairman Populist national committee
440
Butler, Oliver, blacksmith Pottawatomie
agency
738
Butler, Perry, Indian police
743
728
agency,
Cherokee
agent
Butler, Pierce M.,
729, 780
Association

College,

Emporia

,

,

.

,

—

Butler,

Thomas

H

508,510,635

—date

696
of death
696
director penitentiary
Butler, William, agent Cherokee agency.. 731

—

Butler county
Butler County Alliance

566
413
363, 368

Butterfield, David A
one of organizers of St. Paul's church,

—

369

Manhattan
H., regent Leavenworth
Normal, death of
of Papillon
branch
creek,
Butterfly
of Atchison
Button,
Butts, Hallock A., Insular service of

Butterfield,

W.

,

Byllesby, Rev. Faber

—

466
serv-

739

ice

College,

Bushman

cotmty.

Ad-

rector Trinity church, Atchison
Byrd, Joseph H., defends polls at Easton

694
291
387
713
372
373
23

serv739, 740
ice
Cadue, Peter, employee Indian service.. 731
732, 733, 764
Cadue, William, employee Indian service

.

741

Cady, A. J., superintendent Industrial
688
Reformatory
Cady, Hamilton P., president Academy
673
of Science
644
Cady, Samuel D
"Caer Sidi"
472
Ca-he-ga-shinga, little chief of Great
751
Osages
Ca-he-ga-wa-tonega, Foolish Chief, head
chief Little Osages
751
Cahokia
473, 474
builders of. understood the symbolism
of Freemasonry
471
mounds
465, 469
Cah-re-we-ca-ca, Crow Feather, Sioux, 750

—
—

Cullen A., member School Book
Commission
750
Calderhead,
William Alexander,
congressman fifth district
672
671
Caldwell, Alexander, date of death
671
U. S. senator
713
Caldwell, Charles S., date of death
vice consul
713
Caldwell, Edwin C, corporal
636
Caldwell, Henry C, judge U. S. circuit
court
711
Caldwell, Homer
600

Cain,

—
—

Caldwell, John Curtis, auditor, Price
Raid claims
consular service
date of death
member Board of Pardons
Caldwell, John Lawrence, date of death,
U. S. minister
Caldwell, William H., date of death
receiver land office
regent Teachers College, Emporia
killed in Custer's comCalhoun,

—
—
—

—
—
—

698
713
713
695
713
713
690
720
690

,

mand

573

Calhoun & Johnson, proprietors of City
506,507
Hotel. New Chicago
Calhoun, John, date of death
—
gave Abraham Lincoln surveying work,
the Lecompton con—
leader

695
18

of

political

18

stitution

—-surveyor

general
Calhoun constitution

-

18,

Calhoun county

660
142
614

19,25,52,308,442,451
California
475, 497, 524, 530, 547, 555, 603, 648, 656
44
gold in

— discovery of
— gold panned

in

California road, near Lawrence
Caliban, Mrs. Winifred H., president
American Legion Auxiliary
Calky. J., member Long's expedition...
Call, C. G., member senate, 1925

479
113

677
749
709

791

General Index.

707
381

667
William H., death of
667
eighth district
H. J
361, 370, 371
Caniquechaga, or the Little Chief, Osage, 748
588
Canister
Canning factory, first at Council Grove, 567
employee Indian service. 727
Cannon,
Cannon, B. B., emigration agent Chero726
kees
667
Cannon, John C, judge sixth district.
Cannon, Kate, employee Indian service. 739
Cannon, William N., purchases share of
609
Z. W. Leasure in store
Cannon
478, 526, 620
Canoes
29, 205
Cantonment Martin
749
Canvasback ducks
597
Canvassers, members composing Sta.te
Board of
424
Canza, Indians.
See Kansas Indians.
271
Capers, Rev. William

Cambron, Joe
487
Cameron, Hugh
36
Cameron, John A., employee Indian serv-

Capitalists
421, 422
Capitol, Lecompton, superintendent, ar660
chitect and contractor for

723
580
259
757
588
495
440
456
336
547

600
Capper, Arthur, governor
member Memorial Building Commission
693
676
regent Agricultural College
U. S. senator
671
Captain Pipe, Delaware Indian
754
Captain Reed, or Pathecousa, Shawnee
Indian
753
Captain Wolf, Delaware Indian
754
Caracterick, Pawnee chief.
See Cha-ra-

680
680
688
688
697
480
362
383, 366, 368, 370, 372
365

Callaham, Andrew M., date of death
examiner
Callahan, Henry Bruce, date of death..
—-manager Leavenworth Reform School,
police commissioner, Leavenworth ....
Callahan, Jack
361,
Callawav, Rev. C.

— dental
-

—

M

biographical sketch
—
— Female Seminary established
Tecumseh
—
Topeka
—quoted
—towns he preached

by,

at

Robert

Calloway,

in
A.,

subagent

Indian

727, 728, 729
Calves, branding
496
622
Calvin, John, farm of
Cambern, Leon S., regent State Universervice

sity

Cambridge, Ind

ice

Cameron road

Camp
Camp
Camp
Camp

Disappointment
Holmes, Muscogee Nation
Lyon, near Leavenworth
Supply
314,
Campaign of 1896
Campbell,
Campbell, Lieut.
335,
Campbell, Mrs. A. G
Campbell, A. M., member house of representatives 1925
Campbell, Alexander B., adjutant general,
.

.

.

.

.

_

—

slaves to reach
of education of

56
5

Canadian ponies
213
Canadian river
346, 493
Candy. George, employee Indian service, 729
Cane Hill. Ark
211,213,587,589
—battle of
617
Canfield. James Hulme, death of
705

—president. Teachers' Association

.

,

.

.

.

—
—
—

Caravans
Caraway,

705

Morgan,

regent

308, 537, 545, 554
Agricultural

676

College

.

—
—
—

—
—
—aiding
—commissioner

——

cha-rish.

710
673
assistant adjutant general G. A. R.
685
date of death
673
Campbell, Frank, register land office.... 720
Campbell, Frank L., clerk U. S. district
court
712
Campbell, Harr>', consular and other
service
713
Campbell, Irene, assistant teacher Haskell Institute
745
Campbell, J. P
600
Campbell, John, agent Indian service.
723
724, 753
Campbell, John F
646
buried with three companions on Timbered Mound
648
clerk in charge of trading post, taken
prisoner by Hamelton band
644
killed in Hamelton massacre
647
Campbell, John G., member of house,
1925
710
Campbell, M. V., live stock sanitary
commissioner
692
Campbell, Philip Pitt, congressman third
district
672
Campbell, R. A., date of death
685
past department commander G. A. R., 685
Campbell. W. T
375
Campbell, William M., railroad commissioner
700
Campbell. William Potter
482
judge thirteenth district
668
action taken by, during Howard
county county-seat war
483
past department commander G. A. R., 685
Canada
56, 478

—
—

Caniff,

.

362
360
365
365

locates in

Canfield.

—judge,

Carbines

290, 311, 575

Cardinal, bird
Cardinal grosbeak
—vote as state bird
Carey, Charles
Carey, Emerson, regent

604
603
606
600

W

lege,

Teachers

Col-

Emporia

690

Carey Mission school

757
Garland, John Emmett, judge U. S. circuit court
711
Carleton, James Henry, military record
of
272, 288
Carlile, J. B., president State Board of

Health
Carlile,
ice

686

William,

employee Indian serv724, 725, 727

507

Carlson, Allen

Carmichael,

F.

A.,

member

Medical

Board

superintendent
—
Carnahan, A.

Osawatomie Hospital.

A., date of death
—judge twelfth district.
receiver land office
Carney, Albert B., member board of

.

.

—

692
689
668
668
720

Ad-

675
ministration
School Textbook Commission, 701

—member.
Carney,

Dr. E. B., member Osteopathic
695
Board
660
Carney, Thomas, date of death
660
617,
governor
Carnot, Joseph, employee Indian service.. 727
507
Carpenter & Jones
560
Carpenter, Mrs.
Carpenter, Mrs. Anna Huffaker, date of
562
death
561
portrait of
Carpenter, Arthur H., oil inspector.. .... 694
Carpenter, George, police commissioner,
697
Atchison
556
Carpenter, Homer
729
Carpenter, J., employee Indian service.
505, 508, 510
Carpenter, John C

—

—

.

.

General Index.

792

Carpenter, John C, commissioner, St.
Louis Exposition
date of death
deputy revenue collector
past department provisional commander
G. A.
receiver. Hays City land office
Carpenter, Joshua, subagent Indian serv-

—
—
—
—

R

ice

Carpenter, L. B,, killed in Quantrill raid,
Carpenter, Louis, supreme court reporter,
Carpet Bag, Silas W. Wilder one of editors and publishers of
Carr, Eramus Theodore, date of death...
member Statehouse Commission. ......

Cato, Sterling G., associate justice, ter-

683
508
716

685
721
729
665
665
6

703
703
703
Joseph P
369
Carr, Paddy, employee Indian service... 725

—
—
Carr,

state architect

Carriages
Carrier, C.

210,234,542,554

A

507, 513

Carroll, Edward
Carroll, Thomas M., major general
Carroll, William, treaty commissioner. ...
Carrollton,
Carrollton,
302,

417
673
757

Ky
29
Mo
539
Carruth, E. H., agent among refugee Indians Wichita agency
735
Carruthers, Miss A. J., secretary Teachers' Association
705
Carson, A
508
Carson, C. W., regent Agricultural College
676
Carson, Kit
478,538,552
at Neosho ford in 1827
544
^treaty commissioner
768

—
—

Carter, E., issuing commissary Pottawat-

omie Nation

731

Carter, Lee O., bankruptcy referee
711
Carter, William R., principal Vocational
School, Topeka
691
Cartridges, captured from troops under

Gen. Crook
Cartright, Peter

Cartwright,
Cartwright, Dodd
Carver, Christian
454, 455, 458, 459,
marriage to Sarah van Gimdy
Carver, Mrs. Christian, killed
459,
Carver, Thad C, member Banking Board,
Case, Aderial Hebard, q,ttorney, third

—

district

—
date
Case,

of death
Daniel H., Insular service of
Case, George H., warden Penitentiary...
Case, Nelson, date of death
regent Teachers College, Emporia
Case, S. W., superintendent. Industrial

—

Reformatory

574
206
487
479
462
457
461
678

670
670
713
697
690
690

688

Case, Sylvia, teacher, Delaware mission.. 728
Cashegra, the Builder of Towns, Osage
chief

Casket, lumber scarce for making of
Caskey, John, police commissioner, Kansas City
Cass, Lewis, treaty commissioner
Cassel, C. E., superintendent Tribune
Experiment Station
Casselman, D. R., mine inspector
Casser, George, employee Indian serv.

.

.

.

750
591

of death

698
757

.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—

—

—
—

—war

739

Catholic church, St. Louis, in 1830
207
Catholic
cemetery near Big
Springs,
tombstone records of
595
Catholic mission among Kickapoos
267
Catlin, George
468, 471, 472

against,

by Red Indians

started

about 1300
religion

473

and

mythology.

Pawnee

Hako ceremony
from
Celtic

683
693

,

—

Celtic

ice
724, 725
Cassidy, George
625
Caster, V. H., member of House, 1925.. 710
Catherine, Hannah, employee Indian serv-

ice

659
659
employee Indian service... 727
Caton, J. E., Civil Service Commission. 679
state accoimtant
673
Catt, Carrie Chapman
435
Cattle
181,229
309, 310, 312, 322, 324, 328, 329, 331. 335
338, 454, 460, 493, 568, 607, 610, 616, 627
drift with storms
493
driven off by Price raiders
654
first man to brand got greatest number, 555
herded day and night
495
locoed
496
recovered after being run off by Indians
340
rounding up and cutting out
495
stolen by Mexicans
325
—Texas
521
Cattle outfits, remind one of traveling
circus
495
Cattle pool, Comanche county
495
Cattle rustlers
335, 494
U. S. soldiers searching for
335
Cattle trail
341, 459
Cau-ca-car-mack, or White Bass, Sac
and Fox
758
Caughlin family, settlers on Elm creek.
Cloud county
590
Causin, Jerome
178
Cavalry
310,312, 526,588,589, 629
only arm of military service which
coiild cope with Indians in region between Fort Leavenworth and the Platte
river
283
Cavanaugh, Thomas Horne, date of
death
661
register, Oberlin land oflBce
721
secretary of state
661
Cave, Claude M., member of house, 1925, 711
Cave, F. C, superintendent School for
Feeble-minded Youth
684
Cave village
344
Cawyard, explanation of term
331
Caw Indians. See Kansas Indians.
Cawker City, Kirwin land office, history
of
720
Cayebasneensaw, or Little Chief, Kansas
Indian
747
Cayegettsazesheengaw,
or
Old
Chief,
Kansas Indian
747
Cayezettanzaw, or Big Chief, Kansas Indian
747
Cayuga Indians
468,760
Cedarvale Weekly News, issued from office of Howard County Messenger
481
Cellini, Benevenuto
10
Celtic Druids
475
Celtic immigrants to America
469
ritorial

—
date
Caton,

evidently was derived
471, 474
tattooing practiced with
_

tribes,

469
Celtic types of stone boxes
469
Cemetery, Indian, near Fort Reynolds... 478
Census of 1890
423
Centennial Exposition 1876, commissioners for
683
Centennials, first and second ever held
in Kansas
530
blue colors

Central Branch Union Pacific
Cessna, Mrs. Elizabeth
Cessna, Sarah, becomes Mrs.

5,387
189,209,210
Jerome C.

209
Berryman
Chadwick, Charles, adjutant general, 660, 673

793

General Index.
Charles, attorney general
to procure bust of

Chadwick,
commissioner
—
Robinson
death
—date
—
—paymaster

.

.

.

662

.

C.

^06
675
674
674

of
inspector general
general

Chahiksichahiks
W,'
Chaffee. F. M., regent Agricultural Col-

676

lege

Chalkley, Genevieve H., Board of

member Industrial
—sion
Charitable
—
Challar,
visitor

J.

J.,

Women
703

Visitors

Welfare

Institutions
special agent for

Commis688
679
removal
737
369
676
676

of Wichitas
Challis, Luther
Challis, W. L., date of death

—
regent Agricultural
Chamberlain, F. H.,

College
live stock

sanitary

692

commissioner

Chambers, John, superintendent, ex of728
ficio, Iowa superintendency

761
treaty commissioner
—
employee Otoe and
Chambois, Samuel
A.,

734
Missouri agency
Chancellor State University is ex ofmeasand
weights
sealer
of
state
ficio
708
ures
703
Chandler, Charles H., date of death

—

703

state architect

Chandler, E.

C,

receiver Oberlin land of-

721

fice

Chandler, George M., judge eleventh dis-'

668
Chandler, Joseph, farmer Kiowa agency.. 737
trict

Chandler,
Thomas
School for Blind
Chandler, Okla

E.,

superintendent

678
341, 348, 350, 351, 352
456
Channes, Milton
Chanute, Octave, chief engineer of Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galveston railroad
513
Chanute
608, 511

—address concerning
history
by Amos
Lapham...
504
former towns composing townsite of
504
—
—named
Octave Chanute.
513
New Chicago and Tioga unite under
—name
513
of
—petitioned incorporation
513
early

of,

S.

.

.

.

for

for

Chapelle, Louis, employee Indian service, 726
Chapin,
mail contractor of early
,

Boston

486
94
E
36
45,51, 57, 58
73, 74, 76, 82, 84, 99, 100, 101, 106, 109
111, 112, 113, 117, 118, 120, 122
alleged proxy settlement of
112
employed by Gaius Jenkins to build
house on claim near Lawrence
71
hostler of Gaius Jenkins
117
living on claim west of Lawrence
107
sells claim to Lawrence Town Co
117
118
settles with Gaius Jenkins
Chapman, Mrs. Edward
72, 73, 76
Chapman, Edward L., receiver Larned
721
land office
Chapman, J. West, department commander United Spanish War Veterans, 708
Chapman^ James
107
Chapman, Oliver M., physician Pottawatomie agency
741
Chapman House, Lawrence
145, 149
633
Chapultepec, Mexico, storming of
Cha-ra-cha-rish, (Char-a-cha-ush, Sa-

Chapman,
Chapman, Charles
Chapman, Edward

—
—
—
—
—
—
"

recherish, Characterick),
Chief, head chief of the
nees

or

Cvtnning

Grand Paw286, 296, 747

Major
of
message
Clia-ra-cha-rish,
298
Wharton sent to
284, 285
talk of Major Wharton.

— reply to

.

299
457

Cha-ra-re-ta-pah, Pawnee
Charivari

Charbano,

employee

Tousant,

Indian

726
service
Charge, Enoch, employee Indian service, 738
visitors
of
women
Charitable Institutions,
679
the
678, 679
Charities, State Board of
Charities and Corrections, National So5
ciety of, Topeka meeting of
Charles, Homer Wilson, superintendent
688
Boys' Industrial School
Charleston, S. C, cannonaded by the big
630
gun "Swamp Angel"
713
Charlesworth, Firth, consul
713
—date of death
663
Cliarters, State Board of
549
Chase, Mrs. Cora
Chase, D. A. N., speaker pro tern, of
664
house
618
Chase, Daniel
693
Chase, Frank, date of death
member Memorial Building Commis693
sion
Chase, John A., gauger. Revenue service, 716
Chase, Philander, consecrated bishop of
Ohio
355
elected bishop of Illinois
355
Chase, S. W., warden Penitentiary
697

—

—

Chattanooga and Chickamauga Battlefield
Commission
679
Chautauqua county
487
creation of
475
Chavez creek, now called Jarvis creek.
323
Cheauteau, Gesso, employee Indian service
734
Checkered, Chippewa Indian
758
Che-cose, Pottawatomie chief
757
Che-ko-skuk, or Chekuskuk, Sac and
Fox Indian
765
— commissioner
770
Chenault, John R., Sac and Fox agent. 731
Chenoweth, Bernard P., consul
713
Cherokee agency (East)
726
—(West)
724-736
Cherokee district, Indian Mission conference, D, B. Gumming, presiding elder, 248
Cherokee emigration agents
727
Cherokee Indians
235, 269, 289, 295

—

.

.

.

300, 303, 467, 468, 757
—
December
1835,
to
removal west of Missouri
757
—
August
to
1846,
treaty,

relative

29,

treaty,

relative

6,

lands of western Cherokees
—treaty, July 19, 1866
—treaty, Apr. 27, 1868
and others, loyal and disloyal, at Fort
Smith, Ark., agreement of allegiance,
(Eastern) treaty (not ratified). Mar.

—
—
1835,
— (Western),
14,

relative to lands
treaty, May 6,

762
769
771
767
756

1828, rel-

ative to removal west of Arkansas, 754
treaty, Feb. 14, 1833, relative to

lands

755
589

Cherokee Nation

— session of Indian Mission
ence held
—
among
—populationexcitement
of
first

confer-

in

political

Cherokee neutral lands
Chestnuts
Che-swa-na, or Rogers
Chetland, Mr.
Che-to-pa, Osage Indian

Chetopa
Chew, Emily
stitute

220
248
248
398, 771
181
764
656
772

399,504
G.,

teacher

Haskell

In-

744

General Index.

794
Che-yene, Pawnee

chief, speech at counheld by Major Wharton
Cheyenne Indians
308, 313, 320, 322, 478, 549, 555, 573,
attacked by Colonel Sumner's troopers
armed with sabres
country of
cil

—

299
307
574
310
320
308

598, 604

Chinchbugs
Chin-cu-a-cah, Osage
Handsome
Chingawassa,

772

Osage

Bird,

750
248

chief

Chippewa Indians
Swan Creek and Black River bands

—treaty

of,

May
1836, ceding lands
—
Michigan and promised lands west of
—dangerous in their own territorySumner
—
758
Mississippi
"Expedition of Col. E. V.
—
Jan.
1737, at Detroit, Mich.,
306
against, 1857," by
L. Seabrook
move
ceding lands and agreeing
306
of 1856.
—massacre immigrants
759
southwest of Missouri river
314
— northern
Dec.
to lands on
1837,
—
307
— and southern
river
760
headwaters
of
Osage
573
—number of lodges Sioux campaign. 307
—See,
Pottawatomie Indians.
family
—
of Algonquin
and Munsees, of Kansas
—pursued within short distance of Ar- 312 —treaty
July
to dis1859,
kansas
by Colonel Sumner
position of lands
Franklin county.
765
533
—raid
—and Ottawas and Pottawatomies, treaty
521
bv Dull Knife's band
treaty,

S,

in fall

.

in

9,

river
14,

to

.

relative

20,

in
linguistic

,

also,

territory,
relative

16,

river

in

Kaw

on

—removed to
—
July

545
314

Indians
Indian territory

6, 1825, at mouth of Teton
D., promising peace and safety
American citizens passing to and
from New Mexico
751
treaty of peace, October 14, 1865, at
camp on Little Arkansas river in Kansas
768

treaty,

—
—See,
Apaches.
—
Arapahoe Indians,
—and
—on warpath
also.

346
347
350

agency of

outbreak, in 1874
treaty. Medicine

Lodge

creek, Octo-

ber 28, 1867

and

others, peace treaty
1851, at Fort Laramie

Sept.

1857
—
on south fork
Chi-an-aka,
ner in

Chicago,

111

—
James
Chicago

of Solomon river
or Buffalo Chief
24, 25, 52, 56,
385, 418, 506,

treaty, Apr.

312
312
764
637
637
381

769

certain funds of... 223

554
462
642
764

feet

Chicks, James, Indian
Chidester, M., secretary
sociation

Chief justices, state

—

territorial

from
Teachers'

As705
665
659
468

Chief Miami's band of Indians
Chief Parthee, or the Elk Chief, Kickapoo Indian
766
Chief Speaker, Chippewa
760
Chilcott, E. F., Superintendent Garden
City Experiment Station
683
Tribune
Experiment
superintendent
683
Station
Children, right training of
178, 179
Childs, A. F., trustee Osawatomie State
688
Hospital
Childs,
W. S., member Osteopathic
695
Board

—

248
730
disposition

of

Nanna
270

warrior fimji

Choctaw

district,

Indian Mission confer-

ence, L. B. Stateler, presiding
248
Choctaw Indians
235, 269, 271, 300
303, 757
and Chickasaw Indians, treatv, Apr.,
28, 1866
769

—treaty

28,

.

Choctaw Academy
Choctaw agency
Choctaw council,

—

St.
church
Junction
504,505
Chicago Tribune
16
Chick, Andrew, Indian
764
Chick, W. H. & Co., of Kansas City,
Mo
331
Chickadee, vote received as state bird... 606
Chickadees
598, 604
Chickamauga and Chattanooga Battlefield Commission
679
Chickasaw Indians
249, 767

—and Choctaw Indians,
1866
—and Creek Indians,
Chicken creek
Chickens
—
proslavery mob cut

.

763

"Cheyenne Raid of 1868," poem, by A.
W. Stubbs
548
Cheyenne town, burned by Colonel Sum-

756

Chiropractic Examiners, State Board of. 679
Chisholm trail
341, 346
Chiwere group
295

771
17,

.

sissippi

river, S.

to

.

July 29, 1829, ceding lands, etc
754
treaty Sept. 26, 27, 1833, ceding
lands on west shore of Lake Michigan, and given lands west of Mis-

548, 563

of 1868

70

Choctaw Nation
Cho-kraw-wah

247, 248

303
30, 340
337, 338
609

Cholera
—at Fort Barker
At Westport, Mo
Choteau. See Chouteau.
Chouteau, Auguste P., special agent Big
and Little Osages
superintendent of immigration
treaty commissioner .... 747, 748, 749,
Chouteau, Charles
Chouteau, Cyprian
556,
Chouteau, Hulda
556,
Chouteau,
L.
P.,
interpreter
Great
Osages
737,
Chouteau, Lewis, colored, raised in slavery by Pierre and Cyprian Chou-

—

—
—

teau

—two

768

556, 557

.

wives of
Chouteau, Paul

722
726
760
762
557
557

556
L.,

agent,

etc.,

Indian

724
723
Chouteau, Peter, agent Indian service... 722
723, 747
Chouteau, Philip
643
purchased Jarieu's trading house
641
Chouteau, Pierre
556, 557
earliest licensed trader with Osages.
607
Indian agent
722
750
witness to treaty
748,
Chouteau, R. L., subagent Osage agency, 726
557
Chouteau, Vina
609
Chouteau, William, at Trading Post
Chouteau family, an early French family
of St. Louis
191, 607
228
Chouteau's Trading Post
Chouteaus visit the Marais des Cygnes.. 607
366
Christ Hospital. Topeka
Christian, James
97, 130, 142, 164, 168
estimate of character of Gaius Jen122, 123
kins
128
personal mention of
Lawrence
91, 98
la^vyer
of
prominent
service

—witness to treaty

—
—
—
—

—
—
—

<723,

.

.

.

795

General Index.
Christian, James, statement regarding the
desecration of the grave of child of
123,
James H. Lane
testimony in Lane case
Christian Advocate and Journal, New
York
227, 229, 230, 231, 232,
241,
Christian Advocate and Z ion's Herald,
227, 228,
New York
Christian Indians, mortality among
Christian Indians or Munsees. See, Delaware Indians.
Christianity, among Delaware Indians...

—

Clairmont, Osage
Clapboard roofs

124
165
237
247

236
247

254
253
among Shawnee Indians
Christie, Smith, Cherokee commissioner, 769
600
Christman, A. J
333
Christobol, Fray
Church, Charles, employee Indian service, 739
Church, Charles C, adjutant United Span708
ish War Veterans
department commander United Spanish
708
War Veterans
395
Church, Edward B
Church, Gertie, employee Indian service, 739
507
Church, L. H
Church, Willard Volney, superintendent of
663
insurance
Church, bushwhackers driven from, by
616
charge of slugs from shotgun
512
Church socials
Church of the Covenant, Junction City. 388
389, 392, 394, 395

—

—

.

Churchill, C. R., secretary Public Utilities

Commission

699
Churchill, G.
513
Churchill, John Herbert, date of death, 677
president State Board of Agriculture, 677
Churchill, S. J., assistant adjutant general
686
G. A. R
702
director Soldiers' Home
Churchward, B. T., police commissioner,
Wichita
69S
Cienega del Macho
330
Cimarron crossing
327, 328, 336
Cimarron river
335, 336, 346, 493, 494, 495
— fire on
327
Cimarron route
328
Cimarron Springs, Lower
324, 327

W

—
—

.

.

Cimmerian caves
Cimmerman, Fred
service
Cincinnati,

1

A.,

gauger

Revenue

716, 717
29, 32, 234, 244, 245
268, 618

Ohio

Circuit court, judges of
670
Circuit court, U. S., eighth district, judges
of
711
"Circuit Rider's Experiences," by Rev.

Jerome C. Berryman
177
Circulating medium, demand for increase
of
Circus visits
Cist,

New

422
506

Chicago

moimd and ground-house phenom-

ena
Cist builders
Citizen's Party
Civic Club, Council

Grove

464
473
403
528, 535
538, 547

Civil Service Commission
Civil War
194, 279, 331, 346, 370,
412, 414, 449, 477, 489,
545, 552, 553, 555,
atrocities of
Civilization, destruction of,

—

679
45
372, 388, 401, 404
520, 524, 530, 538
566, 575, 581, 585
32,

608
predicted.... 421

Chadwick, Charles, quartermaster general,
date of death
Claighom,
a Frenchman living with
Pawnees
Claims, territorial commission to audit.

—

'.

.

675
675

,

—frontier

.

settlers

.

296
660
687

See Clermont.

chief.

213, 633

Clapp, Alva, fish and game warden
Clapp, Dexter, date of death
regent Teachers College, Emporia
Clapp, L.
Clapp, M. O
Clapp, Mrs. Mary, regent Teachers Col-

—

W

lege,

690
149

Emporia

Clark, Mr.
Clark, Mrs. Ada, secretary Karisas
missioners to Chicago Exposition
Clark, Ansel Russell, date of death

—
—director
judge twentieth
—law examiner
resignation as
—speaker pro

com68.3

Home

Soldiers'

684
690
690
600
600

district

tern, of house
Clark, Cassius M., iudge eighth district,
Clark, Elmer C, judge sixteenth district,
Clark,
L., employee Haskell In-

702
702
669
666
666
664
667
608

Emma

744
Howard
Frank,
county
clerk
482
county
375
Clark, G. J
375
Clark, George (of Fort Scott)
Clark, George Alfred, member Board of
679
Charities
member. Fish and Game Commission, 684
661
secretary of state
state printer
663
Clark, George J., receiver land office.
720
Clark, George J., Wyandotte Indian, 762, 764
Clark, George W., judge court of appeals,
northern department
Clark, Herbert A., teacher Haskell Institute
745
Clark, I. W., superintendent School of
Feeble-minded
684
Clark, Mrs. Inez, superintendent Girls'
Industrial School
688
Clark, Rev. Jacob L., declined appointment of bishop of Kansas
359
Clark, John, superintendent of emigration
726
Clark, Josiah W., storekeeper Revenue
service
716
Clark, Leander, agent Indian service.
738
Clark, Marguerite
535, 538, 543, 549
Clark, Marston G., subagent Indian service
724, 725
Clark, S. P. superintendent Colby Experiment Station
683
Clark, Sam E., superintendent Boys' Industrial School
Clark, Walter S., hotel commissioner.
687
Clark, William
.250, 465, 466, 471, 475, 746
Indian treaty commissioner.. 747,748, 750
lunar observations taken by, 1804, 470, 471
Clark, William I., chief supervisor. Solstitute

Clark,

—
—

•

—

—
—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

diers'

Compensation Board

Clark county

495
755
622
642
732
Pottawatomie agency
Upper Arkansas agency
732
atrocities committed by mob under, 620
bushwhackers under leadership of
644
led raid through Linn county, 623, 628, 642
notorious proslavery leader
619
purser in the navy
628
register Fort Scott land office
719
Clarke, Henry S., regent State University, 707
121
sheriff of Douglas county
671
Clarke, Sidney, congressman
671
date of death
664
speaker of house

Clarke, Alex, Wyandot
Clarke, George
agent Fort Scott

—
—

W

Indian

——
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
•

Clarke,

.

Emery &

.

.

.

Co., state printers....

General Index.

796
Clarke raid, incident of
Clarkson, Rev. David

— chaplain, Fort Riley
report of work at
— —Fort
Scott

619
356, 363, 365
367, 368, 369, 382, 389

355
355, 356
355, 375

Clarkson, Harrison, superintendent of insurance
663
date of death
663
Classical Association of Western Missouri

—

and Kansas

451

Claxton, Rev. Dr., of Rochester, N. H.,
candidate for bishop of the diocese of

Kansas
Henry,

Clay,

363

employee

Indian

ice

Clay, Henry, orator

serv725, 726
30

Claymore, Osage chief. See, Clermont.
Claypoole,
Miss Helen I.,
employee
Weather Bureau, Topeka
722
Clayton, Powell, ambassador to Mexico, 731
^brigadier general
673
date of death
713
Clayton county, Iowa
476
Claytor, J. H
507
Clear Sky, Chippewa Indian
758
Cleghorn, James, employee Indian service
731, 732
Clemens, Gasper Christopher
426,427
date of death
665
supreme court reporter
665
Clement, A., employee Indian service.
725
Clemson, Capt. E. B., U. S. A
747
Clermont, Osage chief.. 747, 750, 760, 761, 768
Qeveland, Grover
116, 438, 440, 441, 443
566, 615

—
—

—
—

.

— Sherman
—
—most President
chanan
calls

peal

.

.

extra session of congress to react
433

432

elected

discredited

President

since

Bu-

—

^unfriendly attitude toward free silver. .
Cleveland, Isaac, employee Indian service,
Cliffs, on road to Salt Lake, names of
plainsmen marked or cut in
Clinton, Douglas coimty
Clogston, Jeffrey B., date of death
speaker pro tem. of house
supreme court commissioner
Close, Fred J
Cloud, D. T., superintendent School for
the Deaf
Cloud, Colonel William F
589,
date of death
Cloud county, under same county government as Washington county

—
—

—
Union Labor
—
Clough, Private

ticket successful in
,

Company

First Dragoons, death of
Clough creek
Clover, Benjamin Hutchinson
congressman third district

318
539
665
664
665
423
680
673
673
590
408

K,
275
275, 305

—
—
date
—
—

of death
elected to congress
first president of State Alliance
state president Farmers' Alliance
Clover, Seth, agent Osage River agency,
Cludas, Mrs. Belle, superintendent of

—

Mother Bickerdyke Home
Coal

432
437
734

434
672
672
415
420
410
734

703
274, 301

Coal, "prairie"

Coal bank, Tate's, east of Trading Post,
Coal mine
Coates, Robert F., receiver land office...
Cobb, N., date of death
Cobb, Stephen Alonzo, congressman
date of death
speaker of house
Cobine,
death of, at Addis house,
Cobine, Mrs

—
—

,

494
624
566
720
665
671
664
664
455
455

M.

Cobun,

W.,

commissioner

Chicago

683
683

Exposition
of death

—
date
Coburn,

Clay Ephraim, president State

Board of Health
Coburn^ Foster Dwight, date of death..

—regent

.

686
677

Agricultural College
676
Vocational School, Topeka
691
secretary State Board of Agriculture.. 677
Cochel, Wilbur Andrew, member Live

—

Stock Registry Board
Cochrane, "Thomas, police commissioner.
Fort Scott
Cochrane, W. W., police commissioner,
Atchison
Cockey, M. G., department commander
United Spanish War Veterans
Cockran, Caleb, employee Indian service,
Codding, George T., regent Teachers College,

Emporia

Codding,

J.

S.,

692

698
697

708
728

690

member

Silk

Culture

Commission

702
Codding, Julian K., warden Penitentiary, 697
Joseph A., agent Upper Platte
agency
734
Cody, William F
478
Coe, Cyrus, Ohio soldier, arrested as a
cattle rustler
336
Coe, John
97, 133, 134, 139
140; 142, 143, 149, 150, 164, 166, 171, 175
counsel for prosecution in Lane-Jenkins case
128
leases Chapman house of Lane
149
Cofachiqui, county seat of Allen county, 614
Coffee
329, 397, 537, 569
Coffey,; Asbury M., agent Osage River
agency
612, 731
Coffey, R. F., member Board of Veterinarians
708
,
Coffey coimty
394, 424
Coffeyville, dynamite explosion
416,417
Coffin, A. v., physician Indian service... 735
Coffin, Charles
510
Coffin, Donald
535

Cody,

M

—
—

Coffin, E. E., conamissary to superintendent, Leavenworth
Coflia, O. S., storekeeper and ganger Revenue service
Coffin, Samuel, employee Indian service,
Coffin, W. L., employee Indian service,
Coffin, William G., Southern superintendency Indian service
734, 735,
Coffin made of home-grown walnut

737

717
735
735

767
461
Coffman, Clyde W., fire marshal
684
^member of house, 1925
710
Coffman, T. C, deputy revenue collector, 718
Coggeshall, C. N., deputy revenue collector
717
Colbert, C, employee Indian service. ... 725
Colbert, Winchester, Chickasaw commissioner
769
Colby,
proslavery deputy sheriff.. 648
Colby, Phillip T., U. S. marshal territorial
660
Colby, Oberlin land office, history of
721
Colby Experiment Station, superintendents, list of
683
Cole, Rev. A. D., president of Nashota
House
376
Cole, Elrick C, judge court of appeals.. 666
661
Cole, George Ezekiel, auditor
661
date of death
Cole, S. E., member Grain Inspection
685
Commission
674
Cole, T. C, judge advocate general
Coleman, Charles Crittenden, attorneygeneral
662
662
date of death
Coleman, D. C, police commissioner,
697
Leavenworth
Coleman, David R., third lieutenant.... 636

—

,

.

—

—

.

.

.

General Index.
Coleman, Sidney A
Coleman, Mrs. Sidney
Coles,
Edward,
treaty witness

600
600

G

governor

of

Illinois,

750

W

Collamer, George
biographical sketch
coimsel for prosecution

—
—
—
date of death
—
quartermaster
College
—regent AgriculturalLawrence
Collamore
in

130, 156, 166

128

general

building,
Collard, J. R., physician, Pottawatomie

.

commissioner

York

W

—

—

live stock sanitary conamissioner

Collins, Mrs. Fletcher
Collins, Frederick, commissioner

Exposition,

683
683
733
692
692
547

American

London

683

Ira
director
Home. 702
—member,
Vicksburg Park Commission, 696
—
past department commander G. A. R. 685
Collins,

F.,

Soldiers'

.

.

Collins, Isaac F., missionary to

Academy

Choctaw
248

,

Walter D., missionary to Seneca

and Upper Cherokees
248
Colly, Samuel B. (or G.), agent Upper
Arkansas agency, Fort Wise
735, 736
Colonel Lewis, Shawnee Indian
753
Colorado
18,45,63,306,308,321,330

—regiments,

341, 373, 395, 425, 477, 570
stationed at Coimcil Grove, 555

Colorado mountains

351

Colpetzer, William
—
buried with three companions
Mound
—bered
captured by Hamelton gang
—
Hamelton massacre
Colpetzer,
William
—and Mrs.Mrs.William
Hairgrove
killed

646, 651

on Tim648
645
647
645

in

bring in

men wounded by Hamelton gang

D

Colson, A.
Colton, Gustavus A., date of death
Indian agent
Osage River agency. 734, 735, 736,
speaker of the house, territorial
Coltraine, Abbie, teacher Haskell Institute
,
Colt's revolvers
146, 320, 567,
Columbia, Charles
Columbia, Charles, Jr., portrait of
Columbia, Christopher, of Council Grove,
starts town of Columbia
Colmnbia, Lyon county
459,
names of early setlers
started by Christopher Columbia

—
—

.

—
—

Columbia, Mo
Columbia, Ohio
Columbus, Christopher
Colvin, Dr. Joseph L., member Chiro-

practic Board
Colyer,
Colyer, Vincent, Indian conamissioner, 743,
Comanche county
493,
Comanche Indians, bands of
328,

616

tribes, treaty,

Camp

757

treaty, July 27, 1853, at Fort Atkinson, for peace
763
Aug. 15, 1865, at mouth of Lit-

Arkansas,

tle

preliminary

agree-

768

18, 1865, at council ground
on Little Arkansas for peace and
consolidation of tribes
Samuel, employee, Indian service,

Oct.

Comer,
Comer, Rev. W. H
532,
Comegys, John G., witness to treaty.
"Comin' Through the Rye," an old song,
.

.

.

Commonwealth
Communist Party

647
618
659
770
737
659

744
575
556
536

768
738
545
747
538
38
403

Companies, organized by Linii county settlers for protection

194
600

769

Oct.
770, 771
1835,
24,
Holmes, in

Muscogee Nation

John W.

Collings, G.
Collins, A. P., commissioner Chicago Exposition
date of death
Collins, Abram, employee Indian service,
Collins, Charles, date of death

.

to

ment

687
536
568
556

Mrs.

of.

way

creek,

to establish peace, at

".

Collier, A. J., portrait
Collier, Jack
Collier, Joseph
Collier, Mary, becomes

Root Eater band

treaty,
21,

128
675
675
675
150

College of the Sisters of Bethany, Topeka. See Episcopal Female Academy.
Collette, Alonzo M., secretary Academy
673
of Science .
CoUey, D. D., western frontier claims
.

Indians,

of

740

agency

Collins,

Comanche

party on
— stampede stock
gold diggings
—Pike's1867Peak
on Medicine Lodge
—and other
Aug.

Lane-Jen-

kins case

797

Comstick, chief of Senecas
"Concerning a Day when Cowboys were
Cowboys," by J. T. Botkin
Concordia land oflBce, history of
507,
Cone, Luther
Cone, Mamie B., teacher Haskell Institute,
Cones, Daisy L., teacher Haskell Insti-

610
755
493
720
513
745

744
tute
Coney, Patrick H., past department com685
mander G. A. R
314, 369
Confederate army
422, 539, 586, 630
Confederate veterans, hold reunions on
589
Prau-ie Grove battlefield
Conference Missionary Society, organiza270
tion of
Confiscated goods taken from traders
346
without licenses
687
Congdon, Leon A., hotel commissioner.
Congress ... 59, 69, 70, 78, 101, 103, 104, 105
106, 119, 122, 306, 420, 424, 438, 529, 582
583
call for election of delegates to
659
delegates to, territorial
420
number of Alliance members in
.

—
—
—
—

passes

bill

organizing

Kansas and Nebraska

territories

.

of

358
425
nominations for, in
413
1890
Congressional committee investigates first
583
election in Kansas
Congressional district, gerrymandering in,
446
by Populists
446
Congressional reapportionment
416
Congressional Record
quoted
417
sent out postage free
436
Congressman at large, Kansas entitled to, 423
Congressmen, list of
671
Conklin,
M. M., member Board of
Nurses
694
Conkling, Clark, member of house, 1925, 710
Conkling, Roscoe
8
C'onley, Aaron Burr, quartermaster gen675
eral
Conley, Frank
653
Conn, Malcolm
555, 556, 562, 566
Conn, Hill & Munkers
562
460
Connel, Jim
Connel, John
456, 458, 460
horses and mules stolen from
461
Connel, Rilda
461
Connell, Thomas, employee Indian service
740
Connelley, William Elsey
15, 21, 43, 341
345, 524, 731, 733, 746, 768
appointed special pension examiner. ... 16

—Populist
—strong
some

representation in

fight for
districts in

—
—

455
463
456
455
355
366
464

—

679
462
772
495
769

—

General Index.

798

Connelley, William Elsey, "Daniel W.
Wilder, the Father of Kansas History
1
and Literature," article by
21
Lane- Jenkins claim contest
348, 350
letter to, from L. C, Fouquet
351, 352

—

—
—

from George R. Wickham...

letter to,

—letters to, from D.

W.

Wilder. . . 4, 5,
7, 8, 15, 16, 17, 18,

38
6
20

Cooley, Dennis L., Indian treaty commis-

769
sioner
617
713
Cooper, George L., vice consul.
Cooper, George W., employee Indian serv739
ice
Cooper, Hendley, member Santa Fe surveying party
752
Cooper, Henry C, forestry and irrigation
684
cominissioner
Cooper, I. M., member of house, 1925.. 710
672
Cooper, J. C, date of death
672
president Academy of Science
Cooper, John
506
Cooper, R. L., conservation commissioner, 679
Cooper, S.
600
Cooper, Stephen, subagent Council Bluffs
agency
727
surveyor of Santa Fe road, 1825
752
Cooper, Stephen S., date of death
699
railroad assessor
699
Copeland, A.
476
Copeland, Austin, employee Indian serv-

Coon hunts

—member Memorial Building Commis- 693
687
Society
—
—
687
Society
—
or quoted
—works published by,
128, 236, 304, 403, 418
sion
president, Historical
secretary, Historical

cited

.

.

5

6, 7, 15, 16, 20,

Connelly, John

419, 479, 504, 617
R., congressman sixth dis-

672
17

trict

Connolly, Charles P
Connolly, Thomas

J.,

employee

service

Connor, James, Delaware

Indian

733, 734
724, 725
726, 763, 766, 769

Connor, John (or Connors, John), Delaware
765, 766,
Connor, Mrs. Leta
Connors, Mike
Conrad,
Conrad, B. W., member Board of Veter-

——
•

769
606
480
616

—

—

Cook, Mr.

Office, letter to J.

H. Shim23

,

proslavery

man

mortally

wounded in attack on polls at Easton,
Cook, D. P., member Medical Board...
Cook, Ida M., teacher Pottawatomie
agency
739,
Cook, Joe, Indian police
Cook, John E
Cook, R. M., superintendent, etc., Pottawatomie school
740,
Cook, Thomas, employee Indian service.
Cook, Ulysses, employee Indian service.
Cook, Wylie White, election commissioner,
secretary Board of Administration
.

.

—
— superintendent
minded
Cooke, Jay

School

for

.

23
692

743
741
461
744
727
729
681
675

Feeble-

684
393
272
Cooke, Philip St. George
273
military record of
Cookerly, M., employee Indian service... 738
Cooking pots, found in ruins of Tallegwi466
Pawnee villages
Cooley, D. N., president U. S. Commis767
sion

—

—
—

W

726
510

ice

708
inarians
Conservation Commission, Kansas State, 679
421
Conspiracy against mankind
475
Constatt race, extinct
Constitution Hall, Lecompton, illustration
37
of
location
Hall,
Topeka,
Constitution
309
marked by D. A. R
403
Constitutional Union Party
712
Consular service, Kansans in
679
Control, State Board of
Converse, Charles N., regent State Uni707
versity
Converse, Norman N., trustee Pawnee
695
Rock Park
76
Conway, J. B
Conway, J. F
87
83
Conway, J. J
Conway, Martin Franklin, congressman.. 91
97, 671
713
consul
671
—date of death
delegate, U. S. Peace Conference, 1861, 721
Conway, T. W., president Teachers' As705
sociation
Conwell, I. R., acting commissioner General Land
mons

W

Copeland, O. S

Copeland Hotel, Topeka
Copenhaver, John

429,431
618
676
676

Copley, Josiah, date of death
regent Agricultural College
Copley, L. G. A., secretary Teachers'
Association
Copp, Thomas H., corporal
Copper, sheet
464,471,
Corbett, Winfield Scott, brigadier general,
Cordell, Aaron, member Hamelton gang
at time of massacre
Cordley,
Richard, regent Agricultural
College
Corey, J. M., member Grain Grading

—

704
636
473
674
645

676

Commission

685
William, employee Indian service, 733
William A., ganger Revenue
service
716
Corn
181,190,259,292,293, 300
302, 335, 397, 406, 462, 494, 567, 577, 590
burning of
408
Corleiy,

Cormany,

—
—
408
— ripened,
to one of Delaware
258
—grinding,
army
623
—
parched
462
—
514
—taken to toForttheSumner by grasshoppers, 329
—transported from Kansas City to Fort
decline in price of
offered

first

deities
for rebel

^strippe4

Union
Corn bread
Corn cribs
Cornell, D.

stalk

331
498, 518

568
696
696

E., date of death

—director Penitentiary
Cornell, E. A., chief clerk automobile
license registration
Cornell, George
Cornstalk, Peter, Shawnee Indian. 753,
Coronado
464, 472, 473,
Franciscan priests accompany
ethnologists doubt his reaching Pawnee
villages
.

—
—
— exploration 1541
— search of Quivira
of,

in

—

661
600
754
543
548
464
746
463

never saw a groimd -house while in
Quivira
472
Corporations
422
Corrals, furnished customers coming to
Council Grove
568
680
Corrections, State Board of
422
Corruption funds
506
Corson, Lee &
30
Corwin, Thomas, orator
711
Cory, Charles E., bank referee
-

799

General Index.
Corydon, Ind., meeting of

first

legisla-

30
•••• 205

ture at

Cossatot river
Cottingham, Emily, daughter of John. 455
Cottingham, John, Kentuckian, settler of
452
Upper Neosho
455
portrait of
fever and buried on
stricken with
455
claim
612
Cottle family
Cotton, Rev, G. H., pastor First Presbyterian church, Council Grove, 533, 538, 551
569
Cotton raising
289, 290, 309, 554, 591
Cottonwood
391, 398
benches in churches
367, 397
Cottonwood Falls
331, 452, 455
Cottonwood river
459
settlers living on, warned of raid
Cottrell, J. F., police commissioner. Fort
698
Scott
Couchman, Floyd H.. chief examiner and
director Soldiers' Compensation Board, 689
Coues, Elliott, "Expeditions of Zebulon
608
M. Pike"
Coulman, Mary, employee Indian ser\'787
ice
Coulman, William, employee Indian serv73V
ice
Coulter, O. H., assistant adjutant gen685
eral G. A. R
date of death
685
director Soldiers' Home
702
past department commander
685
.

—
—

—

—

—
—
—

Council,

Council
Council
Council
Council
Council

659

presidents of, territorial

Bluffs
276, 291, 801, 358, 477
Bluffs agency. .723, 726, 727, 730, 732
Bluff trail
273, 274, 275

Citv

Grove

356, 367, 383, 397, 461,
538, 540, 541, 542, 548,
556, 558,
centennial
—City library

—

—Civic Club

—Commercial Club

325, 328,
529, 533, 535,
544, 545, 552,
566, 567, 751,
528, 545, 547,
530,
532,

358
331
537
554
752
551
552
585
534
556
534

Council Grove, population
—
"Post-office oak"
—promoters
from
by Kaw Indians
—raided
Santa Fe railway
—vote
aid
—Sixty years work by

of,

552
563
454
545

1921

in 1859
by refusal to

lost to,
in,

567

R.

M. Arm-

strong
-town well
—trail celebration at, August 10, 1907 .
Council Grove band
539,
Council Grove Democrat
Council Grove Press, quoted
Counties, naming of, by bogus legislature,
Country Club golf links, near Westport,

—

.

552
567
542
551
772
554
614

Mo

325

County Records, State Commission for
663
Uniform
County seat elections, early history of... 511

— fraudulent

votes cast at

Court of common pleas, judges of
Court of Industrial Relations
Court of Visitation

Courts,
—
—
—appeal

district

judges

federal

territorial

481
670
680
447, 700
666-670
447
659
666

Courtney, Mrs.
sold vegetables to
Gen. Scott's army in 1842
Courtney, John, recollections of visit of
first steamboat on Osage river
^settled on Miami creek, in 1841
"Covered Wagon," noted moving picture,
,

—

Cow
Cow
Cow
Cow
Cow
Cow

birds
creek
creek,

Mo

horses
Island, Missouri river
river, tributary of the Missouri

Cowal, Frank
Cowboys
unlike moving

640
641
640
555
279
324
657
496
748
255
600

341, 493,523, 542,562
494
picture heroes
-work in two-hour shifts at night
495

—
—

Cowden, Bert
Cowden, Bill
Cowden, Bob

456
456
456
Cowgill, Elias Branson, date of death... 676
-regent. Agricultural College
676
Cowgirl, unknown in old cattle days.
495
Cowley, Fred, live stock sanitary commissioner
692

— Commercial House
—
— Congregational church
— Cottage House
532,535
532, 542
——Council
oak
dances
568
Cowley county. People's
successful
548
—derivation name
408
—divided by Neosho
554
Cow's Rib, Kansas Indian
747
—chants
duties and
of the early merCox,
Daniel
W
896
395,
567
Cox,
member Company E, Sixth
— -day colored residents
556
Kansas
cavalry
657
—
factory and creamery.
567
Cox, John
member
committee
— canning
white child born
558
Deaf Institution
680
—flood of 1903
545
Cox,
Roy
member
of
house,
1925... 710
—high school
532, 534
Cox, William
657
—
persons and places brought to
Coxe, Bishop Arthur Cleveland, of westnotice by the home-coming
557
ern New York
391
—
pageant
written by Mrs.
Coxe,
agent
L. H. Brigham
538
moving Indians, Cherokee agency
735
—history the home-coming centennial, 580 Coxey,
"General" of bands of unem—home-coming centennial
ployed
433, 435
.

-

.

ticket

of

in

river
privileges

-

.

Eli,

early
first

.

.

.

visiting

T.,

in

first

A.,

,

historic

celebration,

historical

of,

J. F., special

to assist in re-

of

celebration,

June 27 to July 2, 1921, prepared by
Mrs. Mamie Stine Sharp
528
improvements in
545
in gala attire for centennial
530
563
"Last Chance Store"

—
—
—
—mail, distribution before there was
post
563
to old
528
—amonument
group portrait
Old
536,550
—
— "Old Trail blacksmith shop,"
563
—on the extreme
539
of,

office

settlers at

settlers,

illustra-

tion of

—Overland

frontier

Stage
headquarters for

Company

supplies,

554

Coynes,

Lulu, superintendent
School

Girls

In-

dustrial

Coyotes

314, 344, 478,
Crabtree, William, employee Indian service
727,
Craddock, John, member Industrial Welfare Commission
Cradit, N. C.
371,
Cragin, Francis W., librarian and curator
Academy of Science
Craig, Warner, commissioner Institution
for the Deaf
member, visiting committee Institu-

—

tion for the

Deaf

688
522
728
688
373
673
680
680

General Index.

800
Craig,

Warner,

trustee

Institution

for

680

the Deaf
Craig, William B., trustee Institution for

680
658
660
658

the Deaf
Cramer, Thomas

—
—inspector

^treasurer,

J. B., death of
general, territorial

territorial

Crandall, E. G., department

United Spanish
Crandall, George

War
S.,

commander
708

Veterans

member Pharmacy

Board
Crane, William

Crane

&

Co.,

Topeka publishers.

.

.

Cranes, white and gray
Crapine,
Craven, Henry
Cravens,
Mrs. C. Russell, president
677
American Legion Auxiliary
Cravens, William, living on St. Fran195
cois river
.

587
765
650
683
683
683

—
—
—
—
3
—presidentSociety
Society
686
—
regent University
706
Crawford, John, agent Cherokee agency, 734
Crawford, John H., labor commissioner. 691
—
^member Industrial Court
680
.

torical

Historical

.

Crawford, Samuel Johnson, commissioner
to examine U. P. Rly., Kansas
711
date of death
660
696
director Penitentiary
governor
660
member State House Commission
703
state agent
703
Crawford, R. M., member of house,
1925
711
42
Crawford county
—first called McGee
614
Crawford seminary
730
Crawfordsville. Ind
497, 501, 504
Crawshow, William, captured by Clarke's
raiders
652
Crazy Horse, Sioux chief
575
Creager, Mrs.
619
636
Creager, Francis A
610
Creager, George W,
616
Creager, Louisa Catherine
Creager, Thornton
614, 616, 618
611
visit to the John Brown fort
612
Creager family
619
warned of danger
Creek Indians
248, 355, 643, 767
and Chickasaw Indians, certain fimds
223
of
Creepers
598
Crenshaw, William
336
335,
323, 331,
330, 331
Crenshaw & Thayer
551
Cress, Mrs. B. F
530, 533, 535, 538,
535, 549
Cress, Nell
Cretcher, Mack P., Insular service of... 713
690
Crichton, James H., date of death
regent Teachers College, Emporia. ... 690
Crimm, Charles, historic council oak now
owned by
529, 534, 544
Crist, George T., receiver Dodge City
721
land office

—
—
—
—
—

•.

—
—
—

—

Crist,
lic

Reuben
Works

F.,

member Board

of

705
690
690
743
733
733
757
Crow, H. Ernest
606
Crow, Henry, St. Francois Coimty, Mo
195
Crow, Jerry employee Indian service, 732, 734
Crow, John
195
police commissioner. Fort Scott
698
Crow, L.
507
Crow, Wayman, St. Louis merchant .... 195
Crow agency, on Burlington railroad .... 576
Crow, McCrery & Hargandine, St. Louis
merchants
195
Crow Feather, Sioux Indian
750
Crow Indians
279, 333, 478, 598
treaty, Aug. 4, 1825, at Mandan village
751
Crowell, Frank C, regent University. .. 707
Crowell, Mrs. J. W., member Woman's
Centennial Executive Committee
683
Crowley, George, portrait
636
Crowley, Katherine
535, 549
Crowther, George C
508, 511
moves Transcript to Osage Mission. .509
Croxton, Isaac
612
Crozier, Robert, Chief justice
665
date of death
665
judge first district
666
U. S. district attorney
712
U. S. senator
671
Crozier, William, U. S. Army, service
abroad
713
Crum, Littleton S., date of death
712
member Court of Visitation
700
U, S. marshal
712
Crum, R. M., member Board of Education
681
Crumbme, Samuel Jay, advisory commission State Sanatorium for Tub ?rculosis, 706
—secretary State Board of Health
686
Cnunmer, Schuyler C, date of death... 704
member Tax Commission
704
Crump, William S., member Board of
Charities
679
Cuckoos
\[[ 687
Cudjoe, Peter, employee Indian service
725, 726
Culbertson, William Smith, member Federal
Trade Commission and U. S.
miiiister
713
Cullison, Robert E., judge thirty-seventh
district
.'.
670
Culp, B. C, regent Educational Institutions
701
Culp, Warren, member of house, 1925.. 710
Culver, F. B., treaty commissioner
765
Culver, W. W., chief inspector, Grain Inspection Department
685
Cumiskey, Frank, oU inspector
694
Cumming, Alfred, superintendent Indian

—
—
—

.

.

697
208
5, 17, 598
591
476
530, 551

Crawford, Captain
Crawford, David, treaty commissioner.
Crawford, George Addison
375, 508,
commissioner Centennial Exposition.
commissioner World's Fair, New York,
date of death
member committee to organize His-

Cross, Etta, secretary Teachers' Association
Cross, H. C, date of death
regent Teachers College
Cross, Jasper, employee Indian service,
Cross Creek, Indian name Metsepa
agency, location of
Pottawatomies removed to

J,

—

M

—

—

.

—
—
—
—
—
—

—

.

731,732

affairs

Cumming, Andrew, missionary

at Tahle-

248

quah
Cumming, D.

B., presiding elder Chero248
kee district
Cummings, Ellen W., dates of birth and

696
365
663
663

death

Pub699

Crittenden, Joel, subagent Osage sub730
agency
Cron, Frank H., regent Teachers College,
690
Emporia
Cronemeyer, E. B., assistant business
675
manager
574
Crook, General

Cmnmings,
F
date
death
—
—
Cummings, James
J.

of
state printer

Scott, president State

686
Board of Health
Cummings, Maude, becomes Mrs. Thomas
E. Thompson
Cummins, Bishop

,

of Kentucky.

.

. .

479
391

General Index.
Cummins, Richard W., agent Delaware
724
agency
,
Fort Leavenworth agency. .727, 728, 729
730, 731
Northern agency. Western territory
725, 726
treaty commissioner and Indian agent.. 762
Cunningham, A. W., police commissioner,
698
Kansas City
Cunningham, C. M., commandant Sol702
diers' Home
Cunningham, Edwin W., associate justice
665
665
date of death
Cunningham, Harper S., receiver land office
720
Cunningham, Thomas
479
—associate justice, territorial
659
date of death
659
Cunningham, William Levi, speaker pro
tern, of house
664
Curlew
597
''Curly Jack," notorious resort run by,
near Leavenworth
580
Curran, Andrew J., judge thirty-eighth
district
670
Currency, national
422
;
Currey, Benjamin F., special agent Cherokee emigration
725,726
Currey, G. W., enrolling clerk, Cherokee
agency, east
726
Curtis, Charles, congressman.
.446, 671, 672
U. S. senator
671
Curtis, Maj. Gen. Samuel R., commissioner to examine U. P. Rly., Kansas.
711
Curtis, T. R., employee Indian service... 732
Curry, C. E., member of house, 1925
710
Cusick, John, chief of the Iroquois, legend belonging to his family
468
Cusick, Nicholas, Tuscarora Indian
760
Custer, Gen. George Armstrong, 478, 479, 533
camped at Council Grove in 1867
545
fell near site of monument on Little
Big Horn battlefield
574
last battle of
573
outmaneuvered by Indians
575
portrait of
547
soldiers of, mutilated and scalped by
squaws
574
Custer battlefield, burial of victims of
575
—fenced in
573
location of
576
monument, list of dead on
575
Custer elm. Council Grove
533, 545
illustration of
546
saved from wood-chopper's axe
547
Custer family, five killed in fight on Little Big Horn
575
Custer, Captain Tom
575
Cuthbert, Charles, state architect
703
Cutter, Amos S., register land office
720

—

—

—

—

.

.

.

—
—
—
—
—
—

.

.

.

—
—
—
—

Cutter, H. M., member Board of Education
681
Czpanski family, settlers on Elm creek.

Cloud county

590

D.
Dackins, Mrs. Margaret, chief supervisor
Soldiers'
Compensation
state treasxirer's office

Department,

Daily, William, agent, etc., Otoe and Missouria agency
734, 735,
Dains, Frank B., president Academy of
Science
Dairy commissioner, state
666,
Dale, David M., date of death
judge eighteenth district

—
examiner
—law Frank,
Dale,

register land office

51—324

689
736
672
680
668
668
666
720

801

Dallas,
George M.,
candidate, 1844

Vice Presidential
31
Dalmier, Henry
618
Dalton, W. B., chief inspector Grain Inspection Department

—
member
Daly,

685
709
99

senate, 1925

claim bought from by Lane,
Dana, Alston William, judge third district, first division.
666,
date of death
Dances
481,483,512, 513,
Indian
Danes, A. L., assistant agent Fort Leav,

667
666
568
568

—

—

enworth agency
Danford,

726
613,635
662

—attorneyAddison
—date -general
death

of
Daniels, Leonard,

662
police

commissioner,

Kansas City

698
674
661
661

Daniels,

brigadier general
— date ofPercy,
—lieutenantdeath
governor
—major general
—nominated
lieutenant governor
Daniels,

William,

grocery

saloon

67$
422
at

of,

Trading Post

641
699

Danielson, John, railroad assessor

Dao-nepho-gah, or Little Johnson, Seneca, 760
Darling, Henry A., miller for Senecas.
727
Darling, L. K. (or L. R.) ferryman Pottawatomie agency
731, 734, 735
Darlington, Brinton, agent Upper Arkan.

.

.

sas agency
Darnell, Carrie M., teacher Haskell Institute
Darnell, J. N., member of house, 1925.
Daughters, Curtis Benjamin, regent Agricultural College
Daughters of the American Revolution,
Kansas, mark old Constitution Hall,
.

Topeka

—mark

Santa Fe trail through Kansas..
Daughters of the Confederacy
Davenport, David
Davenport, Julius
David, William Edward, member Board

733
744
709

676
309
542
589

618
618

of Control
679
Davidson, Mr.
533
Davidson, Mrs.
533
Davidson, Charles Lock, regent Teachers
College, Emporia
690
Davidson, L. F., member Highway Commission
686
Davidson, R. S
549
Davidson, Mrs. R. S
549
Davidson, W. T., assistant adjutant general G. A. R
685
Davidson, William Mehard, president
Teachers' Association
705
Davies, William John, state registrar .... 686
Daviess, William, employee Great Nemaha
agency
729
Davis, A. W., dental examiner
680
Davis, Albert J., adjutant general
673
Davis, Alson C, attorney -general
658
date of death
658
district attorney, territorial
659
Davis, Anthony, subagent Osage River
subagency
726, 727, 728
Davis, Buel T., secretary State Teachers'
Association
704
Davis, Chester E., vice consul
713
Davis, David L., farmer Pottawatomie
739
agency
Davis, Delia H., teacher Haskell Institute, 744
Davis, Eliza D., date of birth and death, 595
Davis, F. A., police commissioner at
698
Wichita
595
Davis, H, T., date of birth and death.
Da\ns, J. A., director Soldiers' Home. .. 702

——
.

.

.

.

—
—

.

.

.

802

General Index.

Davis, J. W., police commissioner, Fort
Scott
698
J. W., police commissioner, Leavenworth
697
Davis, Jefferson
306, 309, 430
Davis, Jesse
92
699
Davis, Joel T., railroad assessor
Davis, John, congressman fifth district.. 672
672
date of death
415
elected to congress
420
veteran newspaper man
Davis, John W., member of senate, 1925, 709
660
Davis, Jonathan McMillan, governor.
664
letter quoted
Davis, Joseph, member Santa Fe road
752
surveying party
Davis, Lewis, chief of Senecas atid Shaw767
nees
Davig, Lewis, interpreter Indian service ..
728, 729, 730, 731, 732, 734, 735, 737
Davis, Penelope, matron Pottawatomie
739
agency
Davis, Samuel C, congressman of Indi643
ana
703
Davis, Seymour, date of death
703
state architect
662
Davis, Willard, attorney -general
662
date of death
Davis, William, enrolling agent Cherokee
726
agency
661
Davis, William Edward, auditor
Davis, William M., emigration agent
725
Cheroke agency
Dawes, Fernando B., attorney-general... 662
662
date of death

Davis,

—
—
—
—

.

.

.

.

—
—

—
665
Dawson, John Shaw, associate
attorney
Board of Railroad Com—missioners
700
662
—attorney -generalmember of house, 1925. 710
justice.

.

.

.

for

Dawson, O. W.,
Day, Littleton M., judge

.

thirty-first dis-

669
612

trict

Day

family
Dayhoff, Insley L.,

member School Text-

book Commission

superintendent
—
Deacon,

public instruction

W. J. V., state
Dead Woman's spring
Deadrick,

J.

registrar

W., Cherokee enrolling

Deaf and Dumb, Institution

for

clerk,

701
663
686
351
729

Educa-

680
tion of, superintendents
Dean, Charles W., superintendent Indian
732
....
sniperintendency
Southern
service,
Dean, G. R., member medical board.... 693
600
Dean, Prof. George A
694
nurseries inspector
Dean, H. E., Commissioner Panama Pa684
cific Exposition
712
Dean, John S., U. S. district attorney.
696
Dean, Lair, date of death
696
director Penitentiary

—

.

—
Dealing,

.

.

Frederick

Morris,

diplomatic

713
272
Deas, Charles, an artist of St. Louis.
Debitt, Mrs. C.
537, 538
Debitt, Wreatha
534, 535, 549
682
DeBlaesare, J. F., emigration agent
507
DeBrunner, Igensatz &
Debts, public and private, full legal tender
422
for
DeCamp, Samuel G. I., surgeon First
272
dragoons
Deckelman, Henry, manager Leavenworth
688
Reform School
Dedrick, H. T., member of house, 1925, 710
Deem, D. F., member Pharmacy Board. 697
495
Deep Hole, stage stand at
Deer
193, 194, 212, 263, 280, 303
514
503,
562
skins
service of

W

.

.

.

.

—

Deganawida, the prophet statesman
468
Deguiere, Paul
191
Deguiere family, an early French family
of Missouri
191
Dehetre, Antoine, employee Indian service
724, 725
Deister, Henry, date of birth and death, 596
Deitzler, George
27

W
—brigadier general
—casts volume of bogus laws
—date of death
— speaker of the house,

673
613
659
territorial
659
DeLaCroix, C, witness to Osage treaty. 749
Delahay, Mark W., date of death
703
judge U. S. district court
712
U. S. sur\'eyor general
703, 721
Delaware, Leavenworth county
366
business houses moved to Leavenworth, 579
county seat of Leavenworth county.
579
early history of town
579
polled a thousand more votes than it
had voters, at county seat election .... 579
South Carolinans and Georgians mobilized at
578
strong rival of Leavenworth
579
in bonfire.

.

.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—town

.

lots

sold

at

palmy days
Delaware agency

—treaty

fabulous

.

.

pricss

in

579
724, 725, 733-736

at

769
Delaware Indians
15, 218
234, 236, 239, 248, 257, 268, 289, 300, 303
—agreement with Wyandots to grant
them lands
761
belief in two deities
258
Catholic mission for
278
Christianity among
254
condition prior to coming of missionaries
258
death of Non-on-da-gum-un, chief.
251
desire to have peace with Pawne?s.
284
lands of
581
in Indian country
258
myths of
258
—population of
257
treaty, Aug. 3, 1829, relative to removal
754

—
—
—

—
—

—
—
—
—

.

Sept.

24,

1829,

relative

to

.

.

.

.

re-

moval

May

754

1854, relative to cession of
lands and settlement of Munsees on, 703
May 30, 1860, relative to lands in
severalty and giving Leavenworth,
6,

Pawnee and Western Railroad Co.
option on remaining lands
765
July 2, 1861, relative to sale of
lands for Leavenworth, Pawnee and

Western Railroad Co
4,
at Delaware agency.

766
769
765
Delaware mission
238, 251
252, 253, 255, 258, 260, 262, 266, 267
Delaware pictograph recorder
467
Delaware river
468, 763
Delegates to congress from Kansas territory
659

—WolfJulyband1866,

.

.

Dellinger, Oris Peck, president Academy
of Science
673
Deloach, Thomas, employee Indian serv'^ice,
742
Delong, James, consul
713
"Dem Golden Slippers," sung by cow
punchers
494
Demain, Joseph F., member Pharmacy
Board
687
"Demand notes"
322
Demers, Samuel, register land office
720
Democratic administration
437, 438
Democratic convention, Hutchinson
439
Democratic national convention, Baltimore, 1852
36

-

803

General Index.
Democratic Party .... 404, 405, 448, 510, 567

Brown county, makes unsuccessful ad—vances
to Populist Party to combme on

De

Soto,

oil

painting of

Desperado, splendid types of
Devendorf, Henry X., assistant adjutant
general G. A. R
date of death
Devenney, Fanny, wife of Patrick D^'venney, dates of birth and death
Devenney, Patrick
De Vivaldi, Charles G., consul

352
490
685

county
685
—
Indiana
—
V
makes campaign m 1890
—Kansas,
596
resubmission of prohibitory amend596
411
ment
713
Kansas
—
,.625
Pat
Devlin,
organizalooking
—
the famous "Jayhawker"
—
36
Kansas
620
patronymic
stand on money question taken by con—vention
death, 665
Dewey, Thomas Emmett, date
438
1896
ticket

'

o'r^'r,'

territory
resolutions
tion of, in

lor

•

•

•

to early
territory

originator of

of

Democratic state convention, 1892, votes
423
to indorse Populist nominees

30,412,413,414,415

Democrats

—

420, 424, 427, 436, 437, 438, 439, 440, 441
443, 446, 448
hold balance of power in legislature of

427

1893

W.

DeMotte,

H.,

superintendent

Deaf

Institute

Denham, Father John, circuit preacher.. 190
Denison, Henry Willard, diplomatic serv713
677
677

ice of

Denison, Joseph, date of death
president Agricultural College
Denison. William W., assistant adjutant
general G. A. R
"Battle of Prairie Grove," article by,
department commander G. A. R
past department commander G. A. R.
quartermaster general

686
586
586
685
675
586

.

Denman, Frank

B.,

member Board

of

679
330

Charities

Denman. Hampton B

—superintendent, Northern
ency
—wagon
of
train

Denman, William H.,

superintend
736, 737
331
Indian
employee
735

sendee
Dennis, Edgar Whetten, commissioner
Centennial Exposition
—date of death
Dennis, Elias S., U. S. marshal
Denjiis, Hamilton J., date of death....

—

683
683
660
691
691

state librarian

Arthur

Dennison,
court

of

appeals,

Wellington,
judge
southern depart-

ment

666
Dennison, William, agent Otoe and Missouri agency
733
Denny, A. H., employee Weather Bureau,
Topeka
722
Dental Examiners. State Board of
680
Denton, Charles Eugene, date of death, 661
secretary ®f state
661
Denton, G. S., emigration agent Cherokees, east
726
Denton, Richard Anderson
614, 656
purchases mill and new machinery.... 656
recollections of
655
Denver, James William, date of death
658
governor, territorial
658
secretary, territorial
658
De Pardonnet, Frederic George, emigra682
tion agent
Department of the Missouri, Col. E. V.
Sumner appointed to command of,
313
1863
Deputy, Mrs. Cora M., commissioner
695
John Brown park
DePuy, Henry W., agent Pawnee agency, 734
553
Desert, Great American
DeSette, Mary E., teacher Haskell In344
stitute
191
Desloge family of Potosi, Mo
misIndian
Jean,
Pierre
Father
Smet,
De
352
sionary, painting of

—

—
—
—
—

.

Diamond

of

court reporter
Springs

Diarrhoea, death resulting from
Dick, W. S., member Pharmacy Board..
Dickerson, J. T., judge eighth district.
Dickey, Milton C, agent Kansas Indians,
.

.

.

—
—
Dickinson,

U. S. Indian subagent
Dickinson, David, date of death
state librarian

^^80

—
—
—
—
—
— sketch of

— supreme

.

665
542
281
697
667
734
765
691
691

Miss E. M., recording secre704
tary State Teachers' Association
201
Dickson, Widow
Dickson, G. M., police commissioner,
698
Wichita
Dickson, Henry D., regent Teachers College,

Emporia

690

Diesem, Israel L., president State Board
of Agriculture
Dietrich, John, president Teachers' Association
Diggs, Mrs. Annie L., date of death
member Traveling Libraries Commission
state librarian
—"Story of Jerry Simpson". ... 412, 421,

—
—

Dill,

Gen. James, county

clerk,

first

705
691
691
691
450

Lawrence-

burg, Ind
William, date of death

29

666
666

Dill,

—judge

677

district

Dillard, William Peake, railroad
sioner

commis-

Dillman, H. M., president Dental

700

Exam-

680
324
Mrs. Charles, oil paintings of
Council Grove by
534
Dillon, John F., judge U. S. circuit
court
711
Dillon, Mrs. L
564
portrait in group
565
Dillon, W., employee Indian service
731
Dillon, William
618
Dillon, William Taylor, judge twelfth district
668
Dillon girls
535
Dinsmore, Doctor
475
Dinsmore, Thomas H., Jr., president
Academy of Science
672
Diocesan Male School, Prairie City
372
Diplomatic service, Kansans in
712
Dishes, antique
530
District attorneys, territorial
659
;list of
670
District courts
666, 670
Ditto, Frank S., employee weather bureau, Topeka
722
Dixon, Adam, brigadier general
674
Dixon, Cyrus R., assistant superintendent,
Haskell Institute
744, 745
^^physician Haskell Institute
744
Djigonsasen, a leading spirit of Iroquoian
league
468
Doak, William H. (Geo. W. Clarke), reg719
ister Fort Scott land office
355
Doane, Bishop
657
Dobyns, Frank
Dobyns, Henry M., foreman of grand
635
jury of Linn county
iners

Dillon,
Dillon,

—

—

—

Bud

General Index.

804
Dobyns, Henry M.,
whackers in 1864
Dobyns, J. B., director

by

killed

Deroin,

Dorien,

Dorian,

bush-

Dorrier,

Bap-

657
Soldiers' Home.. 702
612
family
Dobyns
508
Dodd, H. F
508
Dodd, T. H. C
534, 535, 537
Dodderidge, Mrs. Kenneth
9
Dodge, Gen. Grenville
242, 305
Dodge, Col. Henry
759
^treaty commissioner

interpreter Otoe and Missouri
tiste,
737, 738
agency
Dorian, Elisha, interpreter Indian serv734, 735, 736, 737
ice
Dorian, Jeffrey, interpreter Indian serv723,729
ice
Doran, Thomas F., deputy revenue col-

Dodge, Sylvester Hollister, regent Teach690
ers College, Emporia
720
register land office
Dodge, William M., special Indian com743
missioner
I
521
Dodge and Hays trail

subagent, Neosho subagency
—
Dorn coimty, name changed

M

•

•

—

—

Dodge City

307, 312, 345, 351,
outlaws of, attack on railroad laborers,
Dodge City Experiment Station, superintendents
Dodge City, Garden City land office, history of
Dodsworth', John, state printer
Doerr, A. A., business manager, state....
Dog Fat, Comanche
Dogs
194, 209, 454, 456, 471, 503,
551,
Dolan, Patrick H., member Board of
Charities

—

'

Dolan,

Thomas M., deputy revenue

522
345

721
663
675
771
545
567
679

col-

718
323,330,331
storekeeper and
ganger. Revenue service
718,719
Dole, R., member Highway Commission, 686
Dole, William, special agent to remove
lector

Dold, Andres & Co
Dolde, Leonard M.,

735
refugee Indians
Dole, William P., Commissioner of Indian affairs
766
DoUey, Joseph Norman, bank conamis-

678

sioner

—^member Memorial
—speaker of house

'

Building

Commis693

sion,

664
Domestic Missionary Society
354
Donaldson, John, auditor, territorial.... 658
Donaldson, William, employee Indian
service

728, 729
of

.".

Donalson,

Israel

B,,

U.

marshal

S.

660

territory

Doncarloss, F. L., assistant agent, Wichita

agency

735^

Doney, Joseph, employee Indian service.. 728
Donica, Lovonia M., member of house,
1925
709
Doniphan, Alexander W.,
18, 19,20, 529
530, 544, 552

Doniphan, John

Doniphan
Doniphan county
ancient Pawnee

99,

2, 22, 91, 99,
village sites in
of stone cist in

—
—discovery ground-houses
—
of
—skeletons taken from Taylor Mound
^remains

18
358

474, 475

in

in,

282
470
464
466

Doniphan, Kickapoo, Atchison land of720
fice, history of
443
Donkey, emblem of Democratic party.
Otoe
and
Donnell, Robert P., assistant,
733
Missouri reservation
Donnenburgh, N. B., issuing agent Chero.

.

727
Dontz, John R., employee Indian service, 737
480
Doolahan, Matt
Doolittle, Dudley, congressman, fourth
772
district
706
federal prohibition director
kees

—

Doom, James

E., storekeeper
revenue service

and ganger,
718,719

J.,

agent Neosho agency, 732
733, 734

731
to

Mont614

gomery
Dornblazer,

commissioner

Maggie,

John

Brown Park
Dorney,

695

employee

Jeffrey,

Indian

ice

Dorsey,

683

717,718

lector

Dom, Andrew

serv725, 726

Edward W., member Pharmacy
697
464

Board
Dorsey, George
Doster, Frank

A

413, 419, 440, 446
447, 450, 665

—
twenty-fifth
—nominated
wanted
senator by
—
U.
Doster,
inspector Board

669
439

district

^judge

for chief justice

for

S.

Populists, 427

I.,
of Review. 701
Doty, Claude, superintendent Bell Memorial Hospital
708
Doubleday, Floyd, Sr., member Miners'
Board
693
Doud, W. E
507
Dougherty, H., member Long's expedition
748
Dougherty, John, Indian agent
723,724
725, 726
^treaty agent
759, 760
Dougherty, Silas, employee Indian service
727
Douglas, Clyde R., judge twentieth district
669
Douglas, Frederick K., trustee Western
University
708
Douglas, Harold B., employee Weather
Bureau, Topeka
722
Douglas, John C, superintendent of
.

—

658

schools, territorial

Douglas, John T., treaty commissioner. 759
Douglasj Stephen A
34, 451
Douglas, Linn county
625
battle at
625
Douglas county
44, 52, 99
106, 118, 129, 133, 524, 539
H. S. Clarke, sheriff of
121
John P. Wood, first probate judge of, 52
Douglas house legislature, 1893.... 427, 436
cause arrest of two members of Dunsmore house
428
held possession of representative hall
429
.

—

—
—
—
—
—march body to representative
and smash
door
—subpoenas
C. Gunn, of Parsons
—
in

.

.

hall

in

429
428
430

J.

upheld by supreme court

Douglass, Frederick
Douglass, George L., candidate for con-

20-

gressman at large
date of death
speaker of house
426,
Dove, vote received as state bird
Dow, H. P., deputy revenue collector
Dow, Lorenzo
Dowling, Mathew
Downer, George J., judge thirty-second

434

—
—

.

.

664.

664
60ft

717

456
636
670

district

Downer, James P., receiver land office, 720
Downing, Benjamin H., election commis682

sioner

Downing,
ing

E., hospital

matron Ross land727

805

General Index.

767,771

chief

Downs,

Mrs.

Cora

M.,

"^07

Scott,

member

1925
Doy, Dr. John
author of "The

—

of

house

of

709
20
Narrative

John

of

Dudley, Guilford, adjutant general
of death
Duerinck, Rev. J. B., superintendent
Mary's Mission

—date

State

regent

University

Dowthard,

—
—

708
691
691
684
601
letter quoted
277, 286
Drag ropes
Dragoons
238, 290, 310
600
Drake, E. J
Drake, James, employee Indian service
728, 729
696
Drake, M. L.. director Penitentiary.
Drake, Robert S., member Pharmacy
Board
697
Drake, Samuel A., brigadier general.... 674
Draper, Albert, employee Indian service, 727
Draper, Earl T., member Mining Commission
693
Draper, Hei-bert L., military servici^^
abroad
713
Dred Scott decision
634
Dreiling, B. M., regent Teachers College,
Emporia
690
Drennan, John, superintendent Indian affairs, Southern superintendency
731
Drenning, Frank H., agent for sale of
railroad lands
700
brigadier general
674
'
date of death
674
Drew, Charles P., brigadier general
674
date of death
674
Drew, F. S., superintendent Indian affairs,
Southern superintendency
732
Drew, John, employee Indian service
729
Drew, Robert Hudson, emigration agent, 682
Driggs, N. C
507

—

ruffians

Board

Doyle,

C.
erinarians

Vet-

of

'.

Doyle, Owen, date of death
labor commissioner
Doze, J. B., fish and game warden

—
—

.

.

.

—

—

—

.

Andrew, special agent
Bluffs agency
Driver, Isaac, Wyandot Indian
Dripps,

.

,

Dry Coon

creek, Raber & Keck
train attacked by Indians at

Dry farming
Dry goods,

confiscated

from

wagon
338
577
traders

without licenses

346
757

Dry Man, Quapaw Indian
Dryden, H. C, assistant adjutant general
G. A.

R

Duchassin, Joseph, employee Indian serv-

726

ice

Ducherut, Baptiste, employee Indian serv-

750

ice

Duchoquet,
service

Francis,

employee

oil

inspector

,

—

.

—

.

,

K

H

—

—

—

—
—

.

.

.

.

.

686
628

Dryden brothers farm

Hugh,

.

Council

730
755
Driving Clouds, Chippewa
758
Drouth
477, 533
Druidic type, stone boxes of Tallegwi
and Pawnee of
469
Druids, knowledge of Freemasonry. 474, 475
prehistoric
remains supposed to be
work of
471
Drum Creek, Montgomery county, Osage
treaty made on
743
Drum Creek agency, treaty with Osages
held at
772
Drummond, Rev. J. H.
360
361, 362, 363, 367, 370, 375, 383, 386, 393
Drury,
B.,
R.
police
commissioner,
Atchison
697

—

St.

733
694
85
Duffield,
129
Dufur, Henry
174
130, 136, 141, 147, 151, 161, 164, 173,
158
fires at Lane
testimony in Lane-Jenkins homicide
157
case
496, 567, 591
Dugouts
description of those made by buffalo
344
hunters
187
Duke, Father
521
Dull Knife, Cheyenne chief, raid of
InDu Mars, Anna H., teacher Haskell
744
stitute
Du Mars, J. L., principal teacher Haskell
744
Institute
Dunakin, C. A
506, 507
Dunbar, James Nordin, judge eleventh
668
district
Dunbar, John B
5, 6, 746, 747
521
Duncan,
toll bridge built by
Duncan, Charles, testimony in Lane144
Jenkins homicide case
Duncan, Erastus B., missionary to Chick249
asaws
Duncan, J., member Long's expedition. .. 749
Duncan, James, employee Indian service
725, 726, 727
521
Duncan, Jennie
Duncan, William, employee Indian serv725, 726
ice
521
Duncan family
521
Duncan's ranch, location of
stockade at, for protection against In520
dians
Dunharn, Mrs. Belle
512
Dunkel, Joseph H., paymaster general... 675
Dunklin family
200
Dunlap, Oscar F
652
Dunlap, Robert, employee Indian service
724, 725, 727
witness to Osage treaty.
749
Dunlap, William, director Penitentiary, 696
Dunn, Captain
in command of
23
company from Leavenworth
Dunn, Arvin,
535, 549, 550
24
Dunn, Charley
30
Dunn, Judge George
397
Dunn, Rev. John
394,
Dunn, Sarah Eleanor
497
Dunning, N. A
406, 407
"The Farmers' Alliance History and
Agricultural Digest"
405
Dunsmore, J. M., Populist speaker, legislature, 1893
426
Dunsmore house, legislature, 1893
429
"Address and Protest to the People of
431
Kansas" adopted by
-governor gives official recognition to.
427
431
last session of
measures passed by
429
Dupin, Charles, employee Indian service, 739
Dupins, John, employee Indian service.
739
DuPratz's map of Louisiana
746
Dupries, Charles, employee Indian service, 739
Dupuy, Honore
505
Durand, Monday, employee Indian service, 735
Durfey House, Lawrence
553
Durkee, Samuel T., trustee Deaf Insti680
tution
530
Durland, Mrs. R. C
474
Durrett. Dr. Reuben T
527
Dutch, Cherokee Indian
526, 527, 528
Dutch Henry's crossing
507
Dutcher,
543,607,746
DuTisne, Claude Charles
Duff,

56
56
56

Doy"

sketch
—biographical
by border
—captured H.,
member

597
673
673

Ducks

Downing, Col. Lewis, Cherokee

Indian

724

W

General Index.

806

702
Dutro, James, director Soldiers' Home.
Button, E. A., member of house, 1925, 710
Button, Hartwin Rush, date of death. .. 662
662
treasurer
Button, M. R., director Penitentiary.... 696
754
Buvall, E. W., U. S. agent
Buvall, Sallie B., teacher Sac and Fox
736
agency
657
Buvall's Bluff, Ark., battle of
600
Byche, Lewis Lindsay
684
date of death
fish and game warden
684
Bye, Col. W.
587
Byer, Charles B., in Lane -Jenkins homicide case
146, 163, 165, 172, 173, 174
Byer, Baniel B., member Irrigation Board, 689
Byer, Frank R., president Teachers' Association
705
Byer, Rev. Heman
363, 364, 373, 401, 402
Byer, James L., receiver land office
720
"Bying Cowboy, The," song of the cattle
days
494
Bykes, Henry A., member Medical Board, 692
—secretary State Board of Health
686
Bykstra, R. R., member Live Stock Registry Board
692
.

.

—

—
—

M

.

.

.

—

—
—

ice
731, 732, 734
W. H., surgeon general
675
"Early Border Life of One of the [Linn]
Coimty's Best Families," from the La
Cygne Weekly Journal, April 12, 19,
1895
628, 630
"Early Bays in Old Boston," written for
the Sedan reunion, Sept. 26, 1924, by
Thomas E. Thompson
479
"Early Bays of Elm Creek Settlement,"
being the experiences of Rosella S.
Honey, by Helen G. Bond
590
"Early Settlement and Raid on the Upper
Neosho, The," written for the Kansas
State
Historical
Society,
by Flora
Rosenquist Godsey
451

Early,

William,
Health
Eason, Elizabeth,
Nurses

president

Board

of

member

Board

of

686

member Barbers' Board.
East Kiowa creek, Comanche county.
Eastern meadow lark, vote received as
East, L. A.,

.

.

.

.

.

.

694
678
493

state bird
606
Eastland, W. G., judge fourteenth dis-

668
Eastman, Bernard B., date of death.
689
superintendent State Hospital, Topeka, 689
Eastman. B. W., date of death
685
past department commander G. A. R., 685
Eastman, Phil, secretary Kansas Free
684
Fair
579
Easton
attack on polls by proslavery men, at, 23
600
Eaton, Ben
331, 332
Eaton, George
Eaton, J. H., commissioner to settle
729
Cherokee claims
666
Eaton, R. N., judge second district
trict

—

—
—

Eberling, Anna, member Board of Edu681
cation
Ebright, A. M., judge eighteenth district,
668
second division

Eby,

James

Pottawatomie

clerk

B.,

741
318
696
696
530

agency

Echo canyon

Thomas W., date

Eckert,

of death

—director Penitentiary
Eckhoff,

Anna

Eckles, J. G., superintendent
trial

Boys Indus688
697

School

Eddy, George

A., date of death

—
commissioner, Leavenworth .... 697
.... 694
—regent Leavenworth Normal School
Pharmacy
police

Edelblute,

N.

member

G.,

697

Board

713
Edes, Richard A., consul'
Edic, J. J., police commissioner, Leaven697
worth
Edmonds, Leslie H., executive secretary
678
Commission
—Athletic
member Soldiers' Compensation Board, 689

E.

Eacker, Helen N., secretary Teachers'
Association
705
Eadie, Robert, land commissioner
691
Eager, Peter, date of death
697
member Pl:armacy Board
697
Eagle Springs
470, 475
Eagleston, John, employee Indian service, 739
Earhart, Bavid, date of death
676
emigration agent
682
regent Agricultural College
676
Earl, Ethan
363, 371
Earle, Lucien, judge twenty-fifth district, 669
Early, Jacob 11., employee Indian serv-

Earnest,

507, 510, 511
Eaton, Z. A
754
E-au-vaince, Ottawa Indian
supervisor
Solchief
Eberhardt, Carl C,
diers' Compensation Bepartment .... 689
Eberhardt, Charles Christopher, U. S.
713
minister

,

.

.

.

Edmonds, Newton, governor Bakota su736

perintendency

Edmunds, J. M., commissioner General
Land Office, letter relating to land imder litigation on part of Jenkins and
and the Lawrence Association
105
and Robert Robitaile
199
Edmunson, Rev.
681
Education, State Board of
Education, Vocational, State Board, di708
rectors
Educational Administration, State Board, 681
575
Edwards, Br. Arthur
Edwards, C. L
92, 523
Edwards, John H., register Hays City
Lane,

land

721

office

Edwards,

John

employee

W.,

Indian

725

service

Edwards,

Ninian,

commis-

treaty

sioner

Edwards,

Sam.

R.,

member

of

747, 748
house,

1925

710
600
661
661

Edwards, William Corydon

—date

of death
secretary of state
Egan, Anna C, teacher
tute

—

Egar, Rev. John

H

Haskell

Insti-

744

374, 377, 378, 379
382, 384, 386, 389, 392
Eggers, Luther F., railroad assessor
699

—

register Hays City land office
721
Eggleston, Beroth BuUard, police commissioner, Wichita
698
Egner & Garrity
507
Ehrsman, Charles, employee Indian serv737
ice
Eikenberry, William
456
Eisele, William
322
Eisenhower, Milton S., vice consul
713
Ek-hah-ka-sao-pa, Black Elk, Ogallala, 750
Ekin, Rev. John, regent State University, 707
Ekstrand, F. W., member Pharmacy
Board
697
Elcock, Thomas E., judge eighteenth dis-

H

trict, first division
Elder, Peter Percival

— agent Neosho agency
— agent Osages
—date of death
—lieutenant governor
— member Board Charities

—speaker

of house

668
416, 419
734, 735

767
661
661
678
664
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537, 600

El Dorado
Eldridge,
Eldridge,
Eldridge,

Ed
Lyman
Mary

•

585
366

•

•

'

n t
matron Haskell In,"

L.,

744

•

stitute

Eldridge,
Eldridge,

Shaler

Col.

Thomas B

•

W

.

.

.

481,482,483,484,485,487

290, 291
340
charge of wagon train of F. O. Kil338
berg
696
-Ellett, Ed. C, director Penitentiary
Ellicott, J. T., regent Agricultural Col-

Elk-horn river
John T

•

.

—in

676
Otto H., superintendent Fort
682
Hays Experiment Station
Elliot, Col.
farmer living near Blue
lege
Elling,

,

Mo

321
725
245
269
255
257, 258
Elliott, Charles S., paymaster general... 674
secretary Board of Railroad Commissioners
700
Elliott, H. B
454,456, 458,462
Elliott, Mrs. H. B
460
Elliott, John, regent Agricultural College, 676
Elliott, Leigh Richmond, agent for sale
of Agricultural College lands
677
date of death
677
Elliott, Philip Sheridan, consular clerk.
713
date of death
713
Elliott,
Richard S., subagent Council
Bluffs agency
730
Elliott, Robert Gaston
517
biographical sketch
61
death of
707
president State Board of Agriculture.! 677
regent State University
707
superintendent of public printing, territorial
659
Springs,

Elliot, John, employee Indian service....
Elliott, Rev.
243,
letter of Bishop Thomas A. Morris to.
letters of Rev. William Patton to

C

—
—
—

*.

—
—

.

.

—

-

—
—
—
—

•

Elliott,
trol
Elliott,

Sherman, member Board of Con-

Washington

H.,
—dateAbram
of death
Ellis,

679

R

9

associate justice

665
665
Ellis, Albert G., treaty commissioner.... 762
Ellis, C. W., judge twenty-fourth district
669
E11js_, E. H., member of house, 1925.... 709
Ellis,
George Washington, diplomatic
service of
713
Ellis, Rev. J.
381
Ellis, Rev. W.
360, 361
Ellsbach & Ransenhoff, of Westport, Mo.,
and Salt Lake City
316

W

K

Ellsworth, D. A., secretary Teachers' As-

sioner

L.,

treaty

commis755, 756

Cloud county .... 590
590,591
214,277,278,279,289
543, 547, 554, 555
673
state accountant

trees

El ward, Rodney A., regent State Univer-

707

sity

Elwood
Elwood Free Press

2,360,361,368,372,384
2

Ely, Michael, assistant factor Fort Osage, 723
Ely, Sallie C, teacher Otoe and Mis-

738

souri agency

by

Emancipation proclamation,
Kansas legislature

ratified

Emancipationists,

detrimental

policy

of,

631
181

to slaves

682
700
Emerson, J. D., railroad assessor
Emery, James Stanley
36, 55, 147

Embalming Board, State

—biographical sketch Public Works
Board of
—
—member
president Historical Society
—regent State University
attorney
—U.
S.

district

53
699
686
707
712
600, 606

Emery, Orman C
Emery, Philip A., Kansas Deaf Mute In680
stitute opened by
Emery, R. M., judge twenty-second dis669

trict

Emery, Walter T
605,606
Emigh, Eugene D., employee Weather
722
Bureau, Topeka
Emigrant Aid Company, purchases of
Gains Jenkins the American Hotel at
Kansas City, Mo
27
Emigrant societies
577
Emigrant trail from West Point, Mo., to
Blystone's crossing
655
Emigrant trains, escorted by soldiers
through Indian country
477
Emigrants for Utah massacred by Cheyennes
309, 310
Emigration agents, list of
682
"Emma Harmon," steamboat on Kansas
river
ill
Emmert, David B., receiver land office... 720
Emory, Fred, register land office
720
Employment agency, free
682
Emporia
114, 328, 367, 376, 378, 383, 384
392, 395, 397, 451, 455, 456, 457, 567, 600
First Christian church of
457
townsite of
455, 463
Emporia Gazette
450
Endres, Ben F., member of house, 1925, 709
Eneas, Kickapoo-Pottawatomie
Indian
217, 219
.

.

.

—
—

—^biographical

sketch of
Engelke, Annie, dates of birth and death,
Engelke, Willie, dates of birth and death,
Engineers in chief, list of
Engler, Josephine, becomes Mrs. Charles

245'

595
595
674

Raber
316
494
Englewood
Englishmen from Canada incite Indians to
war to bring about a collapse of U. S.
478
government
Ennis,
656
mill built by
,

682
682
682
689
362
Tecumseh.
365
365
Topeka
382, 386, 389, 391
401
395,
393,
398, 399, 440, 511
774

Entomological Commission, State,
Entomologist, state
Epileptics, State Hospital for
list of superintendents
Episcopal Female Seminary,
foundation laid for
Episcopal Female Seminary,

—

706
600

sociation

Ellsworth, E. H.,
Ellsworth, Henry

first

Elston, J. F.,

—

Elkins,

495

Elm

.

Falls

—

away by high water, 334

settlement,
school in

386
585
144, 613

—

—
Elk

341, 395, 400
of carried

Elm Creek
Elm Creek

102, 517

in escaping
Eldridge House, Lawrence
Eleanor Taylor Bell Memorial Hospital,
708
superintendents
Election, 1855, for congressional delegate, 125
612
at.
cast
votes
illegal
March 30, 1855,
441
—1896
commissioners, cities of first class.... 681
081
Topeka
682
-Wichita
663
Elections, state board of canvassers.
20
Eliot, Dr. Charles
276
Elk
766
Elk Chief, Kickapoo
479, 487
Elk county
475
creation of

—aids Gov. Reeder

Ellsworth
—
portion

372, 373, 374, 380, 381,

Erie

Errata

395,

officers,

.

.

-
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Arthur J., member of house,
710
1925
466
Escansaques and Aijos, Siouan tribes.
753
Pawnee,
Esh-ca-tar-pa, the Bad Chief,
E-she-huns-ka, the Long Hair, Crow... 751
758
...
Esh-ton-oquot, Clear Sky, Chippewa
Eshton-quit, Francis McCoonse, Indian, 765
690
Eskridge, Charles V., date of death
661
lieutenant governor
690
regent Teachers College, Emporia
Essex, James, missionary to Seneca and
248
Upper Cherokees
Estey, Stephen S., member School Text701
book Commission
463
Ethnology, Bureau of American
465, 469
746
Eujatah
497
Eureka
house,
Euwer, Elmer E., member of
710
1925
535
'"Evalina," Old-time song
385
Evangelical Knowledge society
gives warning of raid by
Evans,
610
border outlaws
Evans, B. F., storekeeper and gauger
717
revenue service
Evans, Charles C, receiver Colby land
721
,
office
Evans, David J., commissioner Centennial
683
Exposition
president State Teachers' Association. 704
Evans, Earle W., regent Educational In701
stitutions
512
Evans, J. L
Evans, John
458, 461
Evans, John, governor and ex officio
superintendent Colorado superintend
ency
735, 736
458
Evans, Mrs. John
603
Evarts, Hal G., letter of, quoted
Evarts, J. M., member of house, 1925.
710
652
Eveline, Jim, half breed
Everly, John, employee Indian service... 725
726, 727
Everest,
of Atchison
387
Ewing, C. H., president State Board of
Health
686
Ewing, Hugh Boyle, U. S. mmister
713
Ewing, John
618
Ewing, Robert
635, 657
Ewing, S. E
618
Ewing, Thomas
128, 130
133, 139, 140, 148, 146, 149, 166, 170, 171
brigadier general
673
chief justice
665
date of death
665, 673
delegate U. S. Peace Conference, 1861, 721

Errickson,

.

.

.

.

—
—

•

•

,

.

.

-

.

W

at

battle

of

Prairie

587
325

in defense of J.

H. Lane

for the

homicide of Gains Jenkins
171
"Excel,'' steamboat, on Kansas river.
Ill
Executive Council, state officers compos.

ing

Experiment Stations, Kansas,
Explorers
Expositions,

E-ya-no-sa,

list

of

Kaw

chief

list of,

.

.

663
682, 683
552
683, 684
264

Jerdie, assistant teacher Haskell
Institute
744
600
Fabrique, Dr. A.
Fackler, Dr. J.
361, 362
688
Fagan, W. E., date of death
superintendent Boys Industrial School, 688
600
Eager, J. F
Failyer, George Henry, president Acad672
Science
emy of

Faber,

M

—

H

625
posse
Fairbanks, Jenny, employee Indian serv740
ice
.• 562
Fairbanks, Milton
372
Fairchild, Dr.
Fairchild.
Edward Thomson, date of
676
death
705
president Teachers' Association
676
regent Agricultm-al College
663
superintendent public instruction
Fairchild, George
389

—
—
—

H

Fairchild. George
Fairchild,
George

369, 371, 377, 378
Thorripson, date of

689
689
677
705

death

—
member
Survey Board
—
Agricultural College
—president
president Teachers' Association
Irrigation

Fairchild,

William,

police

commissioner,

Leavenworth

—regent

697

trict

667

State University
707
Fairchild, William G., judge ninth disFalconer, Celsus A. P.,' judge seventeenth
district

Fa-la-la, The Leaping Deer, Osage
Fales, Philetus, president State Teachers'
Association
Falling Springs, battle of
477,
Famine
347, 577,

Fanning,

K

668
757
704
478
610
475

Farley, James N., secretary Horticultural
Society
687
Farlinville
625, 647, 657
Farm products, decline in price of
408

Farmer-Labor party
Farmers' Advocate. Topeka

.

,

forces

660

torial

684
Fair, Kansas Free, Topeka, officers
684
Fair, State, Hutchinson, officers
Russell's
Fairbanks. Elihu, captured by

.

—

—
—
—
—
—Grove under,
—
No. 11
—Order
speech

Fain, William P., U. S. marshal, terri-

411, 418, 419, 423, 424, 428, 431,
443,
Farmers' Alliance
411, 420, 422,
county presidents adopt resolution

—posing
—
convention
—
of
—membership
national conventions
—
of
J. J. Ingalls

first

state

403,
440,
444,
406,
435,

403
407
442
445
409
436

op.

410

in Kansas
different states

407
407
405
origin
405
^in Kansas
406
Farmers' Mutual Benefit Association..!'. 411
Farnham, A. C, employed at boarding
school at Arcadia, Mo
224
purchases Arcadia High School
225
Farnham, Mrs. A. C
224
Farnham, N. C, chief clerk Central superintendency
737
Famsworth, H. W., agent Kansas Indians
734, 735, 736
treaty commissioner
766
Famsworth, John
365, 371, 372, 386
Farrar, Dr.
207
Farrell,
Francis David, member Live
Stock Registry Board
692
—president Agricultural College
677
Farris,
Mrs.
Harriett,
superintendent
Orphans Home
695
Farwell,
John V.,
Indian
commissioner
743, 772
Father Duke
187
Faufan, Robert, employee Indian service, 733
Faulk, O. A., adjutant and department
commander United Spanish War Vet708
erans
Faulkner, Charles E., member Board of
678
Charities
695
—superintendent Orphans Home
512
of Lawrence
Faxon, Miss

—

—

W

•

——

,
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General Index.

678

sioner

Fayette,

Mo

Fayetteville,

197, 225, 355
587, 589, 657
586, 617

Ark

—battle of

Feagans, Harlan, chief clerk and deputy

Revenue

collector.

W

Fear, Lawrence
William
Feder,

service, 716, 717, 718,

P.,

699

Commission

Utilities

719
636

Public

secretary

Federal army, followed Price raiders into

623

Kansas

447
Federal courts
450
Federal land banks
716
Federal prohibition director
433
Federal reserve currency
684
Fee, S., fish commissioner
Feeble Minded Youth, State School for,
684
Winfield, superintendents
738
Feell, Allen, employee Indian service

674
685
535
695
661
lieutenant governor
695
member Board of Pardons
Felton, Ralph, member of house, 1925.. 710
Female Seminary. See Episcopal Female
Seminary.
Fenlon, Edward, deputy revenue collector, 718
Fenlon, Thomas P., attorney first district
670
—date of death
670
Fenlon, Thomas P., Jr., deputy revenue
collector
717
Fenn, E. B., physician Indian service
737
Fenski family
590
Fenton, Arthur W., member of house,
1925
709
Ferguson,
187
Ferguson, C. V
600
Ferguson, C. W., bankruptcy referee
711
Ferguson, John W., secretary Teachers'
Association
705
Ferguson, Samuel M., employee Indian
service
734, 735, 736
Fernandez, Joachim, employee Indian
service
727
Ferrell, John A., member of house, 1925, 710
Ferry
301, 302, 316, 614
boats
758
Festivals
481
Fever
243, 641
Fickes, John
652, 654
Fickes, Morgan
631, 652, 654
Ficklin, Joseph J., employee Indian service
727
Fiddlers
483
Field, James G., Vice Presidential nominee
422
Fields, Johnson, missionary to Seneca and
Upper Cherokee Indians
248
Fife, Lena M., teacher Haskell Institute, 744
Fike, James Nelson, date of death
700
railroad commissioner
700
register Colby land office
721
Filibustering in legislature
447
Financial legislation
450
Financial panic
432
Financial system of U. S
417
Findlay, Charles, special Indian commissioner
743
Findlay, George Washington, date of
death
693
mine inspector
693
Findlay, James, witness to treaty
765
Findley, John, interpreter to Peorias.... 738
Fine, Quinn, employee Indian service.... 729

Feigham, J. W., judge advocate general,
past department commander G. A. R.,
Feigley, Mrs. Sam
Felt, Andrew J., date of death

—

—
—
•

—

.

,

—
—

—

Finigan,

1925

Thomas

H.,

member

of

Gordon

Finley,

Faxon, Ralph H., conservation commis-

house,

709

L., judge thirty-first dis-

669

trict

Finley, H. W., regent Agricultural College
Finley, James W., judge seventh district,
member of house, 1925
Finley, T. N., employee Indian service.

676
667
709
727
207
Finney,
700
Finney, David Wesley, date of death.
661
lieutenant governor
700
railroad commissioner
719
receiver Topeka land office
Finney, John
211
211
Finney, William
467
Fir land
530
Firearms, old
"Fire hunt" for venison
193, 194
Fire marshals, list of
684
Fire Prairie, Mo
747
Fire water
288, 292, 514, 579
Firmin, Emil, commissioner, Industrial
Exposition, Paris
683
Fischer, Edward L., judge twenty-ninth
district
669
Fischer, Paul, state veterinary surgeon. 708
Fish, Captain,
Shawnee Indian... 218
Fish, Charles, employee Indian service
727, 728, 729
Fish, Levi, employee Indian service.... 736
Fish, Paschal
18
employee Indian service
727
interpreter
262, 266
Fish
276, 351
Fish and game wardens, list of
684
Fish commissioners, list of.
684
Fish traps
453
Fishback, William Henry M., brigadier
general and judge advocate general... 674
trustee. Deaf Institution
680
Fishbrand slicker
494
Fisher, Captain
member border
,
ruffian mob
642

—

.

.

—
—
—

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

—
—

—

Edgar

Fisher,

member

J.,

1925
Fisher, George W., register

of

house,

..710
Topeka land

office

Fisher,
Fisher,

Harry

T., bankruptcy referee...
D., date of death
—regent State University
Fisher, J. K. revenue inspector
Fisher, John J., register Topeka land

Hugh

.719

office

Fisher, W. B
Fisk, Caroline,

719
711
707
707
716

505

became Mrs. Austin W.

Hall
Fisk, Gen. Clinton B
Fiske, Ann (Mrs. Asa Jenkins)
Fiske, Ella W. A., teacher Haskell

651
225
25

In-

stitute

744

Fiske, H. H., superintendent Haskell Institute

74.5

Fitzgerald, Annie,

matron Haskell

Iiisti-

^.tute
Fitzgerald,

745

Charles F., teacher Haskell
Institute
745
Fitzgerald, William J., lieutenant gover-

nor

—rnember

661

Memorial

Building

Commis-

.sion

693

Fitzpatrick,

Frank Aubrey, president
Teachers' Association
regent University
Fitzpatrick, Fred R., U. S. marshal..!!.
Fitzpatrick, J. T., birth and death dates,
Fitzpatrick, Michael T., birth and death
dates
Fitzpatrick, Sarn
Fitzpatrick, Thomas, Indian agent and
730, 731,
treaty commissioner

—

705
707
712
596

596
482
763

General Index.

810

Fitzpatrick. William, Sr., dates of birth

and death

.•

Fitzpatrick, William, Jr.,

•

596

•

dates of birth

.

596

and death
Fitzpatrick,

William E., dates of birth
596

and death
Fitzpatrick, William H.,
raid claims

—
Five -mile

register

Flack,

Topeka land

auditor

Price-

698

^719

office

580

creek

William Frank, member Medical
692

Board
Flag, U. S

747,748

Flag ranch

493, 495, 496

Flagellation, practiced
and followers

by Ke-en-e-kuk
246

Flanders, W. R., member of house, 1925, 710
Flannelly, Thomas James, judge four668
teenth district
Flatboats
182, 190, 202, 208, 295, 296
Flawley, J. W., councillor of delegation

754
of Cherokees
181,182
Flax
619
Fleming, David
Fleming, Henry, employee Indian service, 739
619
Fleming, James
Fleming,
James L., register Topeka
719
land office
619,620,621,622
Fleming, Skillman
Flenniken, Benjamin Franklin,
general
date of death
secretary Board of Railroad

—
—

brigadier

674
700

Commis700

sioners

Flenniken, Robert P., candidate for dele583
gate to congress
diplomatic service of
713
Fletcher, George, assistant agent Qua-

—

paws

726
508
365
693
717
598
Flies, numerous in the Indian country.
247
Flint, Harry H., dates of birth and death, 595
Flint, Levi, employee Indian service
731
Flint, bags of
569
Flintlock guns
497,569,655
Flood, B., employee Indian service. .739, 740
Flood
538
at Ellsworth
223
—of 1844
640
—of 1903
545

Fletcher, J. L
507,
Fletcher, James
Fletcher, Joseph, member Miners' Board,
Fletcher, N. B., gauger Revenue service.
Flickers
.

.

.

—

Flora, Snowden D., director Weather Bureau, Topeka
722
Florence, Lyon county
455
name changed to Neosho City
458
changed to Italia and Neosho Rapids
463
projects of
457
Florida, lost army of
472
Flour
285, 289, 462, 577
cost of
330
Flour mill
511, 567
Flowers, wild
214,291,493
Floyd, Alice, matron of Pottawatomie

—

—

—

agency
Flycatchers
Foley, Charles F.,
ties

739
598

member

Public Utili-

Commission

707
707

—regent University
Folks, John H., regent Agricultural College
Follett,

Fool Chief, first and second Kansas Indian.
See Ka-he-ga-wa-ta-ning-ga.
Foolish Chief, head chief Little Osages. 751
Foote, Chappell E., member Board of
695
Pardons
Foote, Mary, becomes Mrs. Amos Lane, 32
Forbes, John, emigration agent ........ 682
Forbridger, Robert, police comtnissioner
697
Atchison
169
Ford, Mr.
Ford, George, testimony in Lane -Jenkins
130, 159
homicide case
458, 460, 614, 641
Ford
Foreman, David, employee Indian serv726
ice
Foreman, Dampsey, employee Indian
732
service
Foreman, Harvey W., employee Indian
732, 734
service
684
Forester, Kansas state
Forestry, Fish and Game Commission,
684
members of
Forestry and Irrigation, commissioners,
684
list of
542, 639. 640, 641, 653
Forests
Forgey, J. S., assistant adjutant general
686
G. A. R
Forman, H. W., employee Indian service, 729
Forman, John W., employee Indian serv729, 730
ice
Forney, J. W., regent State University. 707
Forsyth, George A., at battle of Arick575
aree
723
Forsyth, Thomas, agent Fort Clark
Forsvthe, Albert P., regent Agricultural
676
College
Fort, built by John Brown
608, 634'
312, 763
Fort Atkinson
752
Fort Atkinson, Council Bluffs
Fort Bascom
328, 329
Fort Bliss, Tex
329, 330
Fort Clark, Mo
747, 749
247
Fort Coffee, Choctaw Nation
221
Fort Coffee Academy
Fort Dodge
312, 332, 335, 337
340, 351, 485, 521
Fort Harker
334, 335, 337, 338, 340
Fort Hays
521
Fort Hays Experiment Station, superintendents, list of
682
Fort Hays Normal School
690

676
508
656

Ed

Fontana
Fontanelle, Henry, employee Indian service

Fontanelle, L., employee Indian service.

.

732
731

.

— established
Normal

as "Western Branch State
School," name changed to
Teachers College of

Kansas State
Hays, 1923
Fort Kearney
Fort Laramie

308, 309, 310, 313,
310,
Fort Lamed
322, 338, 340, 521, 770,
Kansas soldiers die of cholera at
roads to Fort Dodge from

—
—

.

,

.

708
320
771
771
338
338
201

Fort Lawson, on Red river
Fort Leavenworth
98,211,213,214,242
255, 267, 272, 273, 274, 275, 276, 281, 293
295, 302, 305, 308, 309, 310, 313, 358, 359
371, 374, 379, 385, 396, 588, 589
arrival of Governor Reeder at
582
Centurion church organized
356
Col. S. W. Kearney stationed at
355
Rev. Hiram Stone elected chaplain at, 361
Fort Leavenworth agency
726-731
Fort Lincoln, on Osage river
645, 647
iPort Osage
529, 749, 751, 752
Fort Reno
314
Fort Reynolds
477, 478
477
Fort Rice
308, 309, 334, 355, 356
Fort Riley
360, 367, 374, 375, 376, 382, 386, 387, 388
389, 392, 393, 636
308
Oregon trail passed
Ill
to.
supplies
carried
steamboat Excel

—
—
—
—

—
—

.

.

811

General Index.
Fort
Fort
Fort
Fort
Fort

•

Riley military reservation
Riley road
310.
St. Vrain
Saunders, battle of
384,
383,
Scott (city). 9, 367, 374,
393, 394, 395, 398, 399, 400, 461, 462,

52

387
508
642
637,
524,

.

— Episcopal

583
576
312

church used by government
375, 383

for arsenal

—PoliceScottcommissioners,post) of

698
378,462
(military
Fort
589, 640, 641
640
establishment of
641
military road from Westport to
719
Fort Scott land office, history of
9
Fort Scott Monitor
Fort Scott, New Chicago & Fredonia
509
508,
Railroad Company
642, 657
Fort Smith
330
Fort Stanton
Fort Sully
346, 396, 478
Fort Sumner
328, 329, 331
52
Fort Titus, battle of
Fort Union
321, 324, 325, 327, 328
340
335,
331,
329,
Fortification Hill, Fort Leavenworth, 273, 275
530
Forts, and posts in southwest
308
on frontier
list

—
—

—

B. F. (colored), candidate for
412
state auditor
Foster, C. EX., member Tax Commission, 704
Foster, C. F., member Tax Revision
Foster,

Commission
Foster,
Foster,
court
Foster,
Foster,

Carol Howe, consul
Cassius G., judge U. S.

703
714
district

427, 712

A

Charles

6

492, 493

Elias

—capture and hanging
—
—murders and robberies by
Foster, Emma H., teacher

491
490
489, 490

of

description of

Haskell Insti-

tute
744,
Foster, Franklin H., bank commissioner,
Foster, Ike
Fos'ter, J. H., freighter
Foster, Robert
Foster, Robert, member Long's expedition,
Foster, S.
505, 507, 508,

W

Foucher,
Foulks, Albert

S.,

judge thirty-third dis-

Fouquet, L.

C,

arrival in

Leavenworth. .348

—attends an Indian
—
"Buffalo Days,"
by
—
Wichita
— encounter with Indians
— frozen
— postmaster of Andale
—letters to W. E. Connelley.
—
of
—worked
Santa Fe
1872
council

article

early settler at
feet

first

portrait

for

.

.

346
341
341
348
344
347
350, 351, 352
342

railroad

in

344, 345

Fourth of July
Oscar,

568
judge thirty -seventh dis-

trict

Fox

and
also,
river, Kickapoos

Foy,

Mrs.

Anna

Fox

Indians.

on
M., member

274
Chiro-

679

Board

practic

Hays City land

Frakes, Abram, register

721
office
France
10, 191, 347, 528, 607, 714
"France, Kansas' Dead In," poem by
594
Whittier G. Mitchell
Francis, Clara Violet, librarian Histori687
cal Society
Francis, J. P., assistant adjutant general,
686
G. A. R
680
Francis, John, date of death
704
Commission....
—member Tax Revision

—president Historical Society
treasurer
—
—trustee Deaf Institution
state

Francis,

Thomas

Franciscan priests,
Frank, Mrs.
Frank, Margarette

787
662
680
643, 648
accompany Coronado, 548
655

Haskell
744
760
Indian
Frank White Cloud, Iowa
Frankier (or Frankin), Mab, emplovee
728,729
Indian service
Franklin, H., employee Indian service... 731
Franklin, J. B., employee Indian service. 731
Franklin. John H., regent Teachers Col690
lege, Emporia
52
Franklin, Kan., battle of
Franklin county
44, 52, 279, 416
524, 528, 612
706
Eraser, John, chancellor University
672
date of death
672
president, Academy of Science
Teachers' Association
704
superintendent public instruction
662
Frazell, Francis
636
Frazell, James A. A
636
Frazier, Bill
486
Frazier, Stephen H., member of house,
1925
710
Fredonia
508, 606
Free coinage
432, 436, 437
Free Democrat, St. Joseph, Mo
2
Free silver
439, 440
campaign for
437
Free-soil Party
403
Free -state army
83, 84
Free-state Hotel, Lawrence.
133, 518, 578
Free -state League
578
teacher

A.,

Institute

.

—
—
—

M

—

,

670

trict

Foust,

745
678
328
555
618
749
513
347

764
304

Fox Hair, Kickapoo Indian
Fox Indians
—
Sauk
See,

670

.

.

.

Free-state legislature, dispersed

by

Col.

Sumner
Free-state

309

men

519
—
enrage proslavery people of
Missouri
577
—
disfranchised bv Bogus laws
585
—
organize
-protection
524
—
meetings
617
—
taxed and prohibited from holding of—threatened by bushwhackers along bor- 58
der
456.

actions

for self

secret

fice in territory

644
92

Fowke,
465, 466
Fowke, Gerard, "Archaeological Higrtory of
Ohio"
, 469, 471
sent by Smithsonian Institution to in-

Free-state Party
Freeborn, J. W.,

vestigate the ground-houses of Kansas,
Fowler, E. B., clerk supreme court
Fowler, John
455, 456, 457,
Fox,
of Atchison
Fox, James P., leader of band of marauders in Linn county
Fox, Simeon M., adjutant general
Fox agency
Fox and Sauk Indians
treaty of Feb. 18, 1867
Fox Carrier, Kickapoo Indian

735
Freeman, George S., emigration agent... 682
Freeman, Winfield. biographical sketch of
Wilh'am J. Buchan, written by
569
member Civil Service Commission
679

—

——

—

466
665
463
387

615
673
725
295
769
764

32, 89, 90,

member Board

of Chari-

ties

Freel.

^

679
William

S.,

employee Indian serv-

ice

—
—member Traveling Libraries Commis691
—
691
Freemasonry
475
—
of Cahokia mounds understood
sion
state librarian

^builders

symbolism of

471

General Index.

812
Freemasonry, knowledge

by Druids.. 474

of,

Freer, John
Freight, carried over Santa

;

Fe

618

•

554

wagons

539, 543, 545,557
wagons before

Freighters

one hundred
—mustered
starting across plains

troubles
Freighting, carried on on large scale at

555

Atchison
Freighting business
Freling, Peter J.,

387
325

Leavenworth
Fremont, John

police

commissioner,

697
552
544

C

297, 299, 538,
camped at Fremont Springs in 1843 .
contemplated robbery and miurder of
his exploring party by Pawnees
passed over Santa Fe trail on several
of his trips
Fremont Springs

—
—
—

.

Fremont

.

296
529
544
308
667
667

trail

French, C. O., date of death..
judge sixth district
French, Charles D., member

—

744

tute

French,

L.,

J.

employee

ice

Indian

serv732, 733, 734

French, John, employee Indian service.
732
French, Laura D., regent Teachers College, Emporia
690
French, Shelton, trustee Western University
708
.

French
—

.

190,191,557
608,639,640

^trappers

French Canadians
French Creole
Frenier, Louison,

342, 497

543

employee Indian serv730
618

ice

Frey, William J
Friedenberg, Max W.,

member Pharmacy

Board
Friederich, Robert A., brigadier general..
Friend, C. E., regent Agricultural College
Frietche, Anthony
Frigon, H. S., employee Indian service..
Frigon, Lucina, teacher Haskell Institute
Frink, Clara, employee Indian service...
Frizell, Edward E.,i member of senate,
,

—1925
president State Board Agriculture
—superintendent Larned
hospital
—
president State Fair

697
674

676
618
736
744
739

709
677
689
684
577

vice

Frontier life
Frost, Gen.

D. M., confederate commander, in battle of Prairie Grove, 587, 588
Frost, Daniel M., member Irrigation Survey Board
689
register. Garden City land office
721
Frost, John Edward, commissioner at
Omaha Exposition
683
date of death
683
Frost, Mrs. Milton
462
Fry, Samuel
112, 113, 146
Fuel, buffalo chips as
318

—

—

murder of Hoppe, free-state
,
man, near Leavenworth
134, 580
Fulkerson, George
618
Fulkerson, W. N., subagent Upper Mis-

Fugit,

W

.

souri
726
Fuller, Alonzo, gauger Revenue service.
716
Fuller, Amasa, case against for murder
.

of Palmer
Fuller,
Fuller,

Warren

Fuller,

trict

30

Andrew, employee Indian

Andrew Morris,

death
—date ofArthur,

727

ice

.....727

ice

Fullinwider, John H., regent Agricultural
676
College
Fulton, Archie, mine investigation com693
missioner

Funston, Edwin Hogue
congressman second district
date of death
speaker of house
,
Fur companies of the Northwest
Furge, Edward
Furniss,
Joseph,
police
commissioner,
Wichita
Furs
Fusion, no longer possible in politics...
Fusion Party

—
—
—

.

.

424
671
671
664
497
636

,

D

698
640
448
403

G.

699

teacher Haskell Insti-

J.,

669

Sacs and Foxes .... 733
FuUerton, David, employee Indian serv-

Fuller, Perry, agent

Quantrill

Claims Commission
French, Flora

674
dis-

Fullerton, William, employee Indian serv-

Indian

during

Cyril, engineer in chief
Oliver P., judge nineteenth

trict

in

trail

Fuller,
Fuller,

service,

727

brigadier general, 674

674
judge thirty-eighth dis-

Gabbey, R. S., physician Pottawatomie
agency
733, 735, 736
Gable, Frank M., arrested for abduction, 578
"Memoirs of a Pioneer of Kansas," ar-

—

ticle

by

Gabrielson, Ephraim,

of senate,

Gaines, Henry Newton, member Board
of Education
nominated for superintendent of public
instruction
superintendent of public instruction.
Gale, Elbridge, date of death
president Horticultural Society
regent Agricultural College
Gale, John, surgeon
witness to treaty

—
—
—
—
—

709
744
673

694
692
681

422
662
687
687
676
753
751
493
Galena
573,575
Gall, Sioux chief
693
Gallagher, A. C, mine inspector
667
Galle, Peter J., judge ninth district
761
Gallup, Albert, treaty commissioner
Galusha, Jonas P., chief justice and gov.

9
ernor of Vermont
Gamble, Archibald, secretary to Commis752
sion for Surveying Santa Fe Road.
Gamble, Ray L., state architect. ....... 703
Gambling, as open as selling groceries.. 513
.

Game

.

.

314, 514, 607

178
Ganes, George, interpreter. Great Nemaha
736
agency
and
George,
also,
Gomess,
See,
Gromess, George.
"Gang's All Here, The," slang expression, 535
Gantt, Capt. John, Sixth infantry.. 751,753
Garber, G. A., superintendent Pottawatomie and Great Nemaha agency... 742
Garber, John H., farmer Pottawatomie
"741
agency
710
Gard, E. E., member of house, 1925
superGarden City Experiment Station,
683
intendents of
Garden City, Dodge City land office, his721
tory of
Gardiner, James, special U. S. commis754, 755
sioner
Gardiner, Miss Sidney M., secretary Sol-

Games, old time

—

.

diers'

670

576

member

1925
Gabrowski, Arthur, superintendent Haskell In^itute
Gafford, Joseph Charles, state accountant,
Gaggs, Miss A. M., member Board of
Nurses
Gaillardt, L. P., member Medical Board,

Compensation Department, state

auditor's office

689

813

General Index.
Gardner, C. K., secretary to
commissioners
Gardner, John W., member

Cherokee
729
686

Commission

Gardner, Theodore, "Andrew H. Reeder,
582
First Territorial Governor"...

Society.... 582
president
—
—
member Vicksburg Park Commission.. 696
— past department commander G. A. R. 685
582
— presidentof
687
Society
—
569
A
elected

Historical

.

•

534, 551
596
Garner, Kate, birth and death dates.
367, 505
Gamett

Grove

.

.

.

211
507
206
720

Gamier, Brother
Garoutte & Winstead
Garretson, Freeborn

Garrett, Sam B., register land office
Garrison, D. K., U. S. commissioner to
711
examine U. P. Rly., Kansas
15
Garrison, Wendell P
15
Garrison, William Lloyd
507
Garrity, Egner &
Garrity, Lieut. Frank D., special agent

Sac and Fox agency
Garsy, Newton
Garver, Clair J., brigadier general
—date of death
judge advocate general
Garver, Robert Diller, judge third dis-

—

738
600
674
674
674

667
trict, first division
Garver, Theodore Franklin, judge court
666
of appeals, northern department
691
Garvey, Mrs. H. O., date of death
member Traveling Libraries Commis691
sion
Garvin, Dr. James
36, 75
Garvin, W. B., member of house, 1925.. 709
656
Gas and oil
514
Gas lights
209
Gasconade river. Mo
507
Gaston, Bingham &
155
139, 154,
Gates, Benjamin F
156, 158, 169, 172, 173, 174
153
believed to be guilty of perjury.
testimony in Lane-Jenkins homicide
151
case
Gates, Edward C, judge sixth district.. 667
Gates, John, of Brooklin
610
Gates, John P., interpreter Indian service
722, 747
Gates, John Y
626, 627
Gates, L., Jr
72
Gates, William, employee Indian service, 745
Gatewood, James M., agent Council Bluffs
agency
731
Cause, C. O., superintendent Osawatomie
Hospital
688
Gay, John
211
Gaylord, Prof.
of Piatt City, Mo. 577
Leavenworth negroes plot to capture. . 578
Gearhart, W. S., engineer Highway Commission
686
Geary, Gov. John
90, 91
date of death
658
disbands armed forces in Kansas
88
issues proclamation demanding armed
bodies in Kansas to disband
84
superseded Governor Shannon
84
territorial governor
658
Geary county
606
Gebeau, David, blacksmith Osage River
agency
732
Gebeau (Gebow), Joseph, miller Osage
River agency
732, 734
Geboes, hunters
652
Gebre, Daniel, blacksmith Osage River
agency
737
Gebson, David, interpreter Indian service, 735
Geddes, K. M., member of senate, 1925, 709

—

.

.

—
—

—
—
—
—
—

.

death
Gehring, George,
Geiger, Abel C.

.

,

.

W

.

596

member
T.,

of house, 1925, 710

judge seventeenth

668

district

Board

General

M.

Missions,

of

Church

portrait

Historical
Garfield, Col. James
Garfield School, Council

—

Gee, Harry F
600
Geelan, Anna, dates of birth and death
596
Geelan, P.
596
Geelan, Sarah S., dates of birth and

H

Highway

E.

358, 395
organization

General Missionary Society,
of
354
Gentry, Miss Nora B., secretary Teachers'
Association
705
Geological Survey, State, members of... 684
University, members of
684
George, J. S
600
Georgia
403, 407
420, 439, 440, 448, 489, 647
men imported from, to intimidate Kansas settlers
609
Georgians, South Carolinans and, mobilized at Delaware, on Missouri river.
578
Gephart, Marshall, judge thirty-sixth
district
670
Gere,
Lydia, teacher Great Nemaha
agency
737

—

—

.

Germans,
Civil

form company

for

service

.

in

War

477

Gerow, Theodore Bliven,

free -employment

agent
date of death

682
682
Gerow, Mrs. Theodore Bliven, free-employment agent
682
Getty, James F., member of senate, 1925, 709
Gettysburg Commission
684
Geysers, in Yellowstone
479
Gibbens, Leo T., member Board of Education
6gi
Gibbons, William C
636
Gibbs, Charies W., secretary Board of
Control
QgQ
Giboney, Miss
of Cape Girardeau
county, Mo., became wife of Rev.
Thompson
195

—

,

Gibson, Isaac
T.,
agency
Gibson, Dr. P. W.,

Board

agent

at

Neosho
737,738

member Osteopathic

Gibson, Robert, murderer of Capt. R. P.

§95

Brown

23
Giddings, James, ranch of, on Pecos!!!! 331
Gideon, G. S., printer, Washington, D.
C
IQQ
Gifford, Charies C, regent Agricultural
College
676

H

Gifford,
!!.!!!!!!!
Gifford, John B., agent for sale of Agricultural College lands
Gilbert, Eli, receiver Lamed land office,
Gilbert, Samuel L., member Board of
Charities

373
677
721

gyg
!!!!!!!!!!! 720
666
670
666
693
636
Gile, W. S., fish commissioner
684
Giles, Fry
372, 381
death of
797
^regent University
!!!!!!!! 707
Gilkeson, A. D., judge court of appeals',
northern department
666
Gill, Dr. Henry Z., secretary State Board
of Health
686
Gillarn, Harry
369
Gillet, Ransom H., treaty commissioner, 760
Gillett,
Almerin H., railroad commissioner, death of
700
Gillett, H. W., director Penitentiary
696
—receiver land
Gilbert,

W.

office

D., judge second district!!!
Gilchnst, C. K., attorney third district..
judge third district
Gilday, Frank, mine inspector
!!
Gilden, John

—

—
—

W

General Index.

814

Gillett, Preston B., judge twenty-fourth
district
Gillette, Samuel, Indian
Gillis, James L., agent Pawnee agency..

669
235
733
519
Gillis House, Kansas City, Mo
Gillpatrick, James H., date of death, 666, 685
666
judge first district
past department commander G. A. R., 685
535
Gilman, Mrs.
Gilmore, James, blacksmith Great Ne725, 726, 727, 729
maha agency
Gilmore, John, employee Indian serv725, 726
ice
Gilmore, John S., director Penitentiary,
696
death of
Great
employee
Madison,
Gilmore.
727
Nemaha agency
Gilmore, Dr. Verne, member Chiropractic
679
Board
19
Gilpin, William, predictions of
18
governor of Colorado
Gilpintown. near Independence, Mo., laid
19
out by William Gilpin

—
—

—

Giltner,

Abe.,

Agricultural

regent

Jr.,

676
College
Gingerich, Rev. J. S., United Brethren
preacher, surprised by Capt. Pate's proslavery men while holding services at

524

Prairie City
Girls' Industrial School, Beloit,

688

John C. manager Leavenworth Re-

Thomas,

Rev.

preacher
Glass,

,

Methodist

194, 199
president of Cherokee coun-

755
507
699, 704
669
704

cil

Glass

& Bros

date of death
—judgeWilliam
twenty-first
—member Tax Commission
Glass.

S..

district

Glasse, William Benjamin, judge eleventh

668

district

Gleason,

Sergeant
stage

escort

,

coach

for

charge

of

on Santa

Fe

in

'.

woimded

F., railroad assessor

—
—
—
—

.

.

—
—
—
—
—
—

—

Glotfelter,

J.

H.,

member

of

house,

710
690

1925

—regent
Glover,

Teachers College

Emma,

matron

Thomas,

trustee

Pottawatomie
739

agency
Glover,

Western

Uni-

708
662
Godard, Aretas A., attorney -general
Goddard, Mrs. C. C., member Traveling
691
Libraries Commission
versity

695
for

Potta-

451

biographical sketch

—"Early Settlement and Raid on the Up451
per Neosho," by
451

—portrait of
Godsey, T. B

451
Goebel, A. F., member Banking Board. 678
Going, W. H., state veterinary surgeon.. 708
Gokey, Antoine, interpreter Sac and Fox
731, 765
agency
.

Francis, interpreter Great
maha agency
Gokey, Lewis, interpreter, physician,
Sac and Fox agency
734,
Gokey, Thomas, interpreter Great
maha agency
Gold
438,
—bearing bonds

Gokey,

—

Ne732
etc..

735,738

Ne732
635, 646

421
616
446

discoveries, at Pike's Peak
in Klondyke and South Africa

reported near source of Strawberry

Creek

in

Wind River mountains .... 318

— fever epidemic 1848
— and unlimited coinage
free

—output

of mines of world

25
422

of

from 1891

to 1895

447

—standard
Party
Golden,

Levi

437, 450

403
Atchley,

president

State

686
Board of Health
Golden City of the Tallegwi, at the
mouth of the Wabash
464,467,472
Golden Plover
597
682
Goldsmith, M., emigration agent
Gomess, George, interpreter Sac and Fox
agency
;
734, 735, 739
interpreter Pottawatomie agency
739
See, also, Ganes, George;
Gromess,

—
—

George.

Good, Robert,

assistant

business

man-

675
403
507
Goode, Rev. William H
348
missionary to Choctaw Academy
248
"Outposts of Zion" mentioned. .. .221, 269
principal of Fort Coffee Academy
221
Goodell, John, interpreter Sac and Fox
agency
735, 736,737, 765
Goodfellow, David
211
Goodfellow, John
211
Goodin, Joel Kishler, date of death, 659, 680
commissioner and trustee deaf institution
680
public printer, territorial
659
Goodin, John R
513
congressman second district
671
date of death
671
judge seventh district
667
Goodlander, C. W., "Memoirs" mentioned
374, 375
ager

336
337
699
Gleed, Charles Sumner
4, 431
date of death
687, 698, 707
member Printing Plant Commission... 698
president Historical Society
687
regent University
707
Gleed, James Willis, regent University.
707
Glick, George Washington, commissioner
Centennial Exposition
683
commissioner Chicago Exposition
683
Omaha Exposition
683
date of death
660,677
governor
660
member Grain Grading Commission... 685
president Historical Society
687
state Board of Agriculture
677
speaker pro tern, of house
664
U. S. pension agent
721
Glines,
George,
smith Council Bluffs
agency
732
trail

shot and
—
Gleason.

subagent

Gabriel,

723
watomies
614
Godfrey coimty
636
Godley, Walter
Godsey, Flora Rosenquist (Mrs. T. B.),

-

688
form School
Givens, Samuel, member Santa Fe road
752
surveying party
Glamalle, Rev. John, presiding elder M.
194
E. Church
Glam'ille,

Godfrey,

99, 575

Osteopathic

of

superin-

tendents
Gist,

Goddard, Lieutenant
Godfrey, F. M., member
Board

Good Government Party
Goodale & Stark

—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—

Goodnow, Isaac

T.,

agent

Agricultural College lands.

for

sale

of

677

706
— commissioner State University 662,676
—date of death
703
—
member State House Commission
704
—president Teachers' Association
676
Agricultural College
—regent
of public instruction... 662
—superintendent
456
Jasper
Goodwell,
Goodwell, William
Goodyear, Charles

456, 457, 460
E., regent Agricul676
College
tural
Gookins, Milo, agent Wichita agency, 736, 767

815

General Index.
497
Gordon, Albert G
Gordon, D. R., chief inspector Grain In684
spection Department
678
Gordon, David, trustee for blind
to
Gordon, George Andrew, admitted

497
497
504

bar

sketch
—biographical
while
— cared by Indiansbuffalo
—diarv
1846
for
of trip

—kills

first

ill

country in

into

497, 503

498

buffalo

—member
Iowa
—
—member
pede
— "Recollections

Indiana constitutional conven-

tion

legislature
perilous plight of, during buffalo

of," prepared

497
497
497

698
497

stitute

Goshen, Orange Co., N. Y
Goss, Alice (Mrs. Doctor Sellers)
Goss, David
captain company
cavalry

—
D,
—lieutenant companies B
Kansas cavaliy
—
of Linn county
Goss, Delia

Sixth

Kansas
631

488, 489
M., housekeeper Haskell In-

stitute

745

Goss, J. Ernest, farmer Pottawatomie
agency
741,
Goss, Florence (Mrs. Doctor Splawn).
Goss, James
488,
Goss, James Grant
Goss, Joseph
short sketch of
Goss, Joseph Thomas
Goss, Laura Vienna (Mrs. J. A. Broyles),
Goss, Nathaniel S., "Birds of Kansas"
written by
register land office
Goss, Thomas
629,
Goss, William
491, 492, 629, 642, 647,

—

.

,'

.

.

.

—

—and

.

Nathan

.

M.

Hawk,

arrested

742
628
631
628
629
652
628
628

598
720
631
652

in

Balltown, Mo., by Missouri militia.
630
complains to Jennison of the plundering
of Company B, stationed at Trading
Post
630
elected to legislature
631
—lieutenant of company N, Sixth Kan-

—

.

.

—

sas militia

—regent Teachers
sketch
—
Goss

College,

Emporia

of

family

Goss

Ornithological

of

Gouin,
—

M.

Collection,

631
690
628-631
612

curators

684
654

W

lieutenant

company M, Sixth

faiTners

636
694
369
403
403
449

solution of railroad

444
463

in

trains,

for

military

Governor Black Snake, Seneca Indian.
Governors, state

.

.

killed

in

Jr.

.

.

.

619
623
622
656
623
622

at

action

621
621
621
Gowing familj'
621
Grace church, Topeka
306, 361, 373
374, 376, 380, 381, 382, 384, 385, 386, 389
alry

Gowing, Pleasant
Gowing, Thomas

A.,

R

G. A.

392,393,396
365

past department

Graham,

commander
685

,

known

as

the

"White

Pilgrim" to whites, and as "Wah-pelah-quet" to Indians
653
Graham, Doctor
370
Graham, Dr.
of Prairie City, arrested by men under Capt. Pate
524
Graham, Charles, blacksmith Wyandot
subagency
729, 730
Graham, Douglas, adjutant United Spanish War Veterans
708
Graham, Judge G. W., hiding in brush,
from proslavery men
578
Graham, George, date of death
662
railroad assessor
699
treasurer
662
Graham, Llewellyn J., date of death!
665
supreme court reporter
665
Graham, R. St. Clair
387
judge second district
666
Graham, Richard. Indian agent
753
Delawares, Shawnees, etc
724
Great and Little Osages
723
Illinois territory
723
treaty commissioner
749
Graham, William
361. 362
371,' 373
363,
370,
^ ^
Graham
county
443
Grain Grading Commission, memijers of, 685
Gram Inspection Commission, members
685
^ of.
Gram
Inspection Department, chief in-

—
—
—
—

.

.

477
761
660

.

!

—

•

•

•

spectors

Grand Army
ment

of

the Republic, Depart-

of Kansas
586
— assistant
adjutants general
685
—past department
commanders
—past department provisional command- 685
ers

militia.. 631

Gould, John H
Gould, W. O., regent Leavenworth Normal, death of
Gould, William 0
Gove City
Government, American, political parties
act as check to one another

—loans to
— ownership. Populist
—problem
survey
Kansas
—outposts with provisions

.

,

652

sheriff

.

.

694
621
618
656

621
Farm. Ark
member company L, Sixth Kansas cav-

744

and D, Sixth

.

—

Lafayette,

Graff,

628

.

Mrs. George Washington,

—date of organization

491, 492, 493, 629

.

battle of Stone's

704

25

.

—
—

Gowing,

teacher Haskell In-

P.,

018,
612,
620, 621, 622, 655,
captured by proslavery men and forced
to accompany raiding party
defies proslavery mob
621,
Gowing, George Washington, Jr.
623, 653,
acts as scout for Gen. Pleasanton

500

Association

Gorman, James

Board, death of
Gowing, Drury
Gowing, George Washington, Sr.

—
Gowing,

by Gordon

658

territorial

521
Gowdy, Grandma, death of
522
Gowdy, Collins
Gowenlock, Thomas, member Optometry

497
497

stam-

A. Badger
Gordon, Mrs. George A., death of
Gordon, Heustis A
Gordon, Hinton, police commissioner,
Kansas City
Gordon, Walter D
Gorham, Mrs. J. H., secretary Teachers'

Governors,

See, also. Errata.
jury, first in Linn

Grand

685
county,

met

at Paris
627
Prairie, near Canadian river
757
Grange, or Patrons of Husbandry
meetings of
481
reached Kansas in 1872
405
Grant, Abraham, trustee Western University
708
Grant, Melvin S., brigadier general, date
of death
674
Grant, Gen. U. S
569, 630
Grapes, wild
214, 335
Grass, Harry W., regent Teachers College, Emporia, death of
690

Grand

—
—

H

"

General Index.

816

278, 290
327, 330, 338, 391, 398, 461, 497, 498, 543

Grass

—high

459

avoided by freighters in fall on
327
account of fire
475
Grass-thatched earth tepee
763
river
Grasshopper
538,548
Grasshopper Waltz
603
601,
Grasshoppers
347, 598,
484
devastation of
514
eggs hatched in spring of 1875
484
in Howard county, 1874
513
—visitation of, 1874
Grattan, George F., attorney Board of
Railroad Gommissioners ............ 700
Graven, Gharles Burleigh, associate jus665
tice
665
date of death
667
judge fifth district
Graves, George C., brigadier general.... 674
464
Graves, stone box
Gray, Alfred, commissioner Centennial
683
Exposition
683
Paris Universal Exposition
—date of death
676, 683
676
regent Agricultural College
secretary State Board of Agriculture, 677
Gray, Arthur D., member Medical Board, 693
Gray, Charles N., wagonmaker Pottawatomie agency
734, 735, 736
Gray, Dr. Clyde, member Osteopathic
695
Board
Gray,
George M.,
member Medical
Board
693
Gray, John M., member of senate, 1925 709
Gray, Malcolm M,, secretary Board of
Administration
675
Gray, Robert A., member Miners' Board, 693
Gray, Thomas, employee Weather Bureau, Topeka
722
Gray, Col. W. F., emigration agent.... 682
Gray, William S
618
Gray Eyes, Doctor, Wyandot Indian. ... 761
Graybill, J. W., member of senate, i925, 709
Graybill, James Monroe, regent Teachers
College, Emporia
690

—
—
—

—
—

—
—

Samuel

Graybill,

commissioner
"Greasers"
Greason, W. D.,

S.,

live

stock sanitary

692
325
conservation

sioner

Great
Great
Great
Great
Great
Great
Great

American Desert

Bend
Curlew
Doctor, Kansas Indian

Nemaha agency
Nemaha river

commis679
553
412
597
750
302, 726-738
277
573

Plains
Greef, A. H., commissioner Omaha Exposition
683
Greeley, Horace
7
Green, Rev. Dr., of Nashville, Tenn
223
Green, A. H., brigadier general
674
Green, A. L., agent Otoe and Missouri

agency
Green, C. W.,

738

member Board

of Adminis-

tration

Green,

675

Dorsey,

trustee

Western

Uni-

versity

708

Green, George S., supreme court commissioner, death of
665
Green, Henry Carlton, register Topeka
land office
719
Green, Isa Allene, superintendent, school
for blind

Green, J. B
Green, J. C, defending polls at Easton..
Green, L. H.
Green, Michael, Kickapoo police
660,
Green, Nehemiah, date of death
governor

H

—

678
507
23
510
740
676
660

Green, Nehemiah, lieutenant governor...
College
tern, of house
Green,
129, 146, 147, 148, 153, 156,

661
676
664
157
158, 159, 161, 163, 164, 169, 172, 173, 175
arrested by Sheriff Samuel Walker. ... 151
135, 137
fires at James H. Lane
138, 148, 152
174
kicked Lane fence down
testimony in Lane-Jenkins homicide
130
case
131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 161
Green family, of Vermont, settle in Bates
county. Mo
643
Green Bay, Indian missions at
355
Green corn dance of Delawares
258
Green river portion of Kentucky
182
Greenback party
403, 405, 412, 422
Greenbacks
436, 414, 449
Greene, Adrian L., associate justice
665
date of death
665
Greene, Mrs. Adrian L., secretary Traveling Libraries Commission
692
date of death
692
Greene, Albert L., agent Otoe and Missouri agency
737
Greene, Albert Robinson
4
date of death
700
past department commander G. A. R., 685
railroad commissioner
700
Greene, Henry Martin, date of death .... 684
superintendent
School
for
Feebleminded Youth
684
Greene, Rev. Jesse.
199, 211, 212, 227, 241
and wife, ill at Kansas mission
231
marriage to Miss Mary Todd at Shawnee Manual Labor School
196
pastor on Hartford circuit, in Kentucky,
in early '20's
196

—regent Agricultural
pro
—speakerRay..
—
—
—
—

:

—

—
—
—
—

—

—
—
—
—teacher

.

at

.

Shawnee

Manual

Labor

School
728
Greene, Mary, "Life, Three Sermons, and
some Miscellaneous Writings of Rev.
Jesse Greene" mentioned
196
Greenleaf, Jesse W., member Public Serv-

Commission
—member
Public
ice

Greenly,

Thomas

Greenman,

Mrs.

Commission

Utilities

W

Sarah

.

.

member

Judd,

Traveling Libraries Commission

Mo

Greenville,

Greenwood,

Alfred

B.,

treaty

sioner

699
699
636
691
207

commis765

Greenwood Cemetery. Council Grove, 532, 545
Greenwood county
497, 586
E.
conservation
—date John
death
—
—date death
Greer,

P.,

commissioner, 679
679
714
of
674, 714
^judge advocate general
674
Greer, Samuel Wiley, superintendent of
schools, territorial, death of
658
Gregg, Dr. John L
454, 457
Gregg, Dr. Josiah
19,538
caravans of
552
—took large caravan to Santa Fe in 1831, 644
Gregg, Josiah
457
—robbed
453
sick with ague
459
son of storekeeper at Independence,
Mo
454
store at Columbia
457, 462
Gregg, W. E., member of house, 1925, 709
Gregg, W. J., judge court of common
670
pleas
454
Gregg's store. Independence, Mo
365
Gregory, Rev. Henry
among
missionary
Thomas,
Gregory,
355
Menominee Indians
^recommended as chaplain of Fort Leavof

Greer,

P., consul

—

—
—
—

—

enworth

355

General Index.
Gresdanmanse, or Clermond,
Great Osages

—See, also,

Gress,

W.

first

chief

747

Clermont.
S.,

police commissioner,

sas City
Greyeyes, Matthew,

Kan698

Wyandot

Indian. ... 755
Grice, Walter G., secretary Public Utilities

699
656
farm of
A. D., trustee Western University, 708
James W., blacksmith Cherokee
729
agency
Griffin, Michael, blacksmith Iowa reserve, 734
farmer Sac and Fox, Missouri reserve. 735

Commission

Griffin,
Griffin,
Griffin,

,

—

.

Griffin, S. S., conservation commissioner. .
Griffin, William
Griffith,
490,
Griffith, Rev.
Griffith, Alexina F., kindergarten, Haskell Institute
Griffith, Charles Benjamin, attorney-general
Griffith, Charles E.
393, 395,
Griffith, Dr.
E. R., physician Neosho

——

D

745
662
396

732
390
517, 526, 527
524
524

agency

Edward Davis
G. W. E

Griffith,
Griffith,

679
614
492
400

—biographical

sketch
Battle of Black Jack"
George P., regent Agricultural
College
676

—"The

Griffith,

524
James
John S., physician Sac and Fox

Griffith,
Griffith,

729
475

agency
Griffith,

Maurice

—aneesWelshman,
captured
and taken

by White Paw-

to their village where

the Welsh language was spoken
Griffith, Nancy Hunt
Griffith, T.
Griffith, William, of

474
524
600

H

arrested, tried and
tion in Marais des

Bates county, Mo.,

hung

for participa-

489
Cygnes massacre.
William Ripley, superintendent of
public instruction, death of
662
Grimes, Frank E., state treasurer, death
of
662
Grimes, W. H., trustee Osawatomie Hospital, death of
688
Grimsley, George Perry, secretary Academy of Science
673
Grimsley, William
456
Grinnell, Josiah Bushnell, congressman of
656
Iowa
Grinstead, Minnie J., member School Code
701
Commission
Grinstead, V. H., judge thirty-third dis670
trict, death of
Grisham, Thomas Henry, director Soldiers'
702
Home, death of
511
Grist null
220
at Shawnee Manual Labor School
referee
711
Griswold, Hiram, bankruptcy
Griswold, J. F., testimony in Lane-Jenkins
case
159, 165
Groceries, confiscated from traders with346
out licenses
market for, in Mexican settlements
along Santa Fe trail
323
Gromess, George, interpreter. Great Nemaha agency
737
See,
also,
Gomess, George; Ganes,
George.
Grosserj Emil, member Tax Revision
Commission
704
Grotto of the Nymphs, Island of Capri. 540
Ground, Jabez, Seneca Indian
765
Ground-house, "buffalo wallows"
465
cultures
464, 465
mins. on Nemaha river site, mentioned
by Capt. William Clark
466
.

.

Griffith,

817

Ground-houses, Pawnee
463
Caddoan
471
Grove, Benjamin, interpreter for Pawnees, 731
Grover, C. H., agent Pottawatomies
739
Grover, Charles H., district attorney, territorial
659
Grover, Dallas, judge thirtieth district.
669
Groves, J. G., trustee Western University, 708
Grover, Joel, biographical sketch
52
captain of first military company organiaed at Lawrence
52
Grover, O. J., director Penitentiary
696
Grover, S. H., matron Pottawatomie
school
739, 743
Grubbs, Dr
29
Guadalapita canyon, above Fort Union. 329
Guerrillas
642
Missouri
620
on east line of Kansas
624
raid Humboldt land office
719
under Quantrill at Lawrence
34
war of intimidation carried on in Kan609
^ sas
Cjtuess, George, Cherokee Indian
754
Guest, Albert
173
testimony in Lane- Jenkins case
165
Guest, Thomas
137,159
—testimony in Lane- Jenkins case. .. 154^ 165
Guests, early Kansas settlers could always accommodate extra
555
Guides
543
Gulf of Mexico
7, 261, 467
497, 502, 503! 504
„
Gulf Road," built through Mine Creek
battlefield
555

— Pawnee and

.

—

.

—
—
—
—
—

.

—

.

—construction of
—known as Kansas
Gulf R. R
Gum Springs

City, Fort Scott" '&
\

Gun

Guns

.'2*95,343

battlefield

*

*

Creek

—plan

to arm people along border with, 628
Gunter, Arthur, biographical sketch
55
Gunther, A
53
Gunther, Miss Katherine
306
Gunther, Major Sebastian
SlV, 315
biographical sketch, from Topeka State
Journal
305
obituary notice, from Topeka Daily
Capital
309
'.

—
—
—

portrait of

'.

'.

'.*.*.'.!".!!'.

Gurnsey, Charles, farmer. Sac and Fox
agency
Guthrie, John, judge third district
past
department
provisional
commander G. A. R
speaker pro tern, house, death of
Guthrie, Warren William, attorney-gen-

307

*

—

52—324

go7
i25

for

—date of death
—
Penitentiary
Guttenburg,

—
—

[

454, 460, 499, 525, 574, 577, 587
—
Pawnees
287
—picked
up o^
of
Mine

—
—

.

[

656

carrying
581
Gunn, Otis Berthoude, engineer in chief,
date of death
^74

—

—

.

eral

,

662,696
696

Guttenburg,

Iowa,

for

Guy, William H., deputy revenue

475
col-

lector

Guyer,

685
664
662

,

director

named

735
666

717
J.

E.,

member Board

Works

of Public

699

Guyer, Ulysses Samuel, congressman sec-

ond

district

—conservation commissioner
—
Western University
trustee

"Gyp"

672
679
708

water, fever sores on lips caused

by drinking

Gypsum

hills

495
495

General Index.

818
H.
Hackatton, Quapaw

756
214, 278

chief

Hackberry trees
Hacker, Melvin L., police commissioner,
697
Leavenworth, death of
643,651
Hackett, Pierce
666
Hackney, Ed. T., law examiner
675
member Board of Administration
Board of Educational Administra681
tion
699
Public Utilities Commission
Hadley, John, agent. Sac and Fox agency, 738
456
Hadley, Joseph
Hadley, T. W., member Board of Vet708
erinarians
Hadorn, Emma, secretary American Le•

—

gion Auxiliary
Hadsall, Charles Crystal
marriage to Miss Sarah Walley
short sketch of
Hadsall family

—
—

677
649, 651
650
648
612

white child
Hagaman,
591
born on townsite of Concordia
591
Hagaman, James
settler on Elm creek, Cloud county... 590
591
Hagaman, Mrs. James
371, 372
Hague, Job
759
Hah-che-ge-sug-a, Missouri Indian

Fannie O.,

first

—

W

Hah

-

ee

-

see - she,

warrior,

deputy for
752

White Plume

"Hail to the Stars and Stripes," Charles
7
G. Halpine, author of
Haile, Rev. Jesse, presiding elder of Ar205,206
kansas district, M. E. church
507
Hames, E. B
489, 646
Hairgrove, Asa
647
a native of Georgia

—

—auditor

647,661

'.

645
captured by Hamelton gang
—
661
death
date
—
642,646,651
Hairgrove, William
645
captured by Hamelton gang
—
— shot and dangerously wounded by
of

647
Hamelton men
Hairgrove, Mrs. William, and Mrs. William Colpetzer, give aid to victims of
647
Marais des Cygnes massacre

Hall, Carlton Fisk
Hall, Clyde William
Hall, J. O., president Teachers' Association
Hall, John, railroad commissioner
Hall, John Austin
Hall, Salmon P
Hall, W. B., member School Textbook

Commission
Hall,
Hall,
Hall,
for

Willard
Willard

P

18,

Haller,

James,

Teachers

regent

College,

Emporia

690

Hallowell, James Reed, congressman at
large
conservation commissioner
—date of death
676,
regent Agricultural College

—

—
—
U.
Halpine,

attorney
Charles G. (Miles O'Reilly). 6,
B., regent Teachers College,

S. district

.

Emporia
Nelson,

auditor Price-

raid claims

698

Hamelton, Dr.,

Fort Scott, brother

of

of Charles A. Hamelton
Hamelton,
Alvin,
member

band
—studied

642

Hamelton
646

law

Judge

with

Barlow,

at

Paris

Hamelton, Charles A
and
two brothers participants in
Marais des C>-gnes massacre
believed to have been killed in Texas,
defeated for legislature, returns and
murders several neighbors
indicted by grand jury of Linn county,
left country immediately after Trading Post massacre
lived in Kansas, east of Trading Post,
massacre by mob imder leadership

—

—
—

645
651

—
—
—
—
of
—massacre
—

634
627

-

-

—

620
489

have been intro-

for

in

of

state.

several

.

.

—
—

stitute

648

— shot through cheek by

one of

mission

Hamelton
646
651

gang

Hall, Amos Homer
Hall, Augustus, blacksmith, etc., Indian
739, 740
service
Hall, Austin
489, 643,646,647,650

W

645
— captured by Hamelton gang
651
—marriage of
— owned by of Hamelton gang, 652
—not
by
646
kicked and pronounced dead
— survivor of Marais des Cygnes
mill

hit

firing

sole

massacre
Hall, Mrs. Caroline Fisk, death of

Hamilton,
Welfare
Hamilton,
Hamilton,

^•^'^

651

120
489
490

after

Hamilton, Allen, subagent at Miami
agency
728,
treaty commissioner
Hamilton, Alphious Lamont L
judge twenty-sixth district
Hamilton, Anna C, teacher Haskell In-

•

651
642

608, 610, 627

planned by

of Rome, Ga
resolution claimed to

M., blacksmith,

of assassins

642
628

-

family, in
Albert, of

—

7

690

Hamby, William

rifle

—

671
679
712
675
712

Ham, W.

S.

739

701
18
19

678
612

Blind
Hall family

trial

agency

706
700
651
375

William B., superintendent School

duced
466
Hako Calumet
—stood by
474
murder
ceremony
own
—
Hamelton band
390
Halderman, John Adams
—
pockets
714
—consul and U. minister
victims
massacre
—date of death
673, 707, 714
Hamelton
673
—major general
Georgia
Hamilton,
—regent University
707
Pueblo, Colo
Hamilton, Alexander
Hale, B.
Pottawatomie
742
Hale, Joe, Indian police
Hale, S. L., law examiner, death of.... 666
Half town, Isaac, Seneca Indian
761
166
Hall, Miss
646, 647
Hall, Amos C
645
captured by Hamelton Gang
652
—death of
recovers from wounds in Marais des
Cygnes massacre and joins in pursuit

651
651

646
642
341
l

729
761
600
669

744
Charles H.,

member

Industrial

Commission
Clad, engineer in chief

James,

688
674

member Mining Com-

693
Hamilton, James, of Pueblo, Colo
341
Hamilton, James W., date of death, 662, 692
live stock sanitary commissioner
692
treasurer
662
Hamilton, John D. M., member of
house, 1925
710
Hamilton, John R., judge seventeenth
district, death of
668
Joseph
Indian agent.
Hamilton,
V.,
Council Bluffs agency
727
Hamilton, William, teacher, Iowa and
729
Sac and Fox school
Hammatt, Abram, clerk supreme court.. 665

—

—

819

General Index.
6G5
692
675
Haminel, Seth A., surgeon general
Hanuiiitt, John S. R., teacher, Haskell
745
Institute
288
Hanmioiid, Lieutenant
535
Hammond, Misses

Hammatt, Abram, date of death
Hamme, J. M., member Medical Board.

Hammond,

F.

R.,

member

of

.

senate,

709

1925

Hammond, H. C,

superintendent

Deaf
680

Institution

Hannnond, J. B., member Irrigation
689
Board
Hanimond. Roy, member Barbers' Board, 678
record
military
Hannnond, Thomas C,
...272
of
Hampton, Levi J., master of convicts,
658

Penitentiaiy
Hamtramck, John F., agent Osage towns,
723,
Indian service
Hanback, Hester A., date of death
^superintendent Girls' Industrial School,
Hanback. Lewis, congressman, at large.
territorial

724
688
688
671
672
sixth district
672
date of death .•
720
receiver land office
637
Hanback, Mrs. Lewis
702
Home,
Hancock, T. N., director Soldiers'
Hancock, William Sumner, superintendent
688
Boys' Industrial School
Handbook of American Indians
463, 472
Handsome Bird, Osage Chief
750, 751
Handy, Charles N., agent Osage River
agency
730
Haney, J. J
533
Haney, John G., superintendent Fort
Hays Experiment Station
682
Haney, Mary E., employee, Pottawatomie agency
739
Hangings, legal, in Kansas
488
Hangman's knot
493
Hank. Negi-o slave of Prof. Gaylord, of
Platte City, Mo
578
Hanks, Eph, Mormon, ranch of, near
Salt Lake City
319

—

——
—
—

.

.

-

Haim,

Tamsel

Frances,

superintendent

688
507

Girls' Industrial School

Hanna & Son
Hanna, Benjamin John Franklin, date of

676
676

death

—regent
—

Agricultural College

721
Hays City land office
Hanna, David J., lieutenant governor... 661
register

Hanna. John, date of death

—speaker

pro

tern,

territorial

house.

.

.

.

659
659

Hanna, Margaret, diplomatic and other
714
679
679
756

service of

Hannon. John, date of death
Board of Charities

—member

Hannum, Richard, Indian subagent
Hanson, Robert H., member of

house,

1925
Hanston, Kansas

710
515
Hanway, James
528
date of death
688
trustee Osawatomie Hospital
688
464
Harahey (or Saxa), province of
469, 471, 475
Pawnees
475
472
thought to be Christian Indians.
—ruled by Tatarrax
473
stone-box graves built by White Pawnees
471
white Indians of, known as Slaves, or
Pawnees
473
p
Harbaugh, Priscilla A
524
762
Hard Chief. Kansas chief
522
Hard times in western Kansas
Hardin, Martha, superintendent Bell Memorial Hospital
708
Harding, G. A., member of house, 1925, 710

—
—
—
—
—

.

.

.

Harding,

emigration

William,

Cherokees
Hardy, Ann Schmidt
Hardy, Linda, member
Board
Hargandine, Mr.
,

agent,

725
549
of

Osteopathic

St.

Louis mer-

695
195

chant
Harger, Charles

M., member Board of
680
Corrections
700
regent Educational Institutions
Hargis, H. W., member Athletic Com678
mission
Hark-kah-o-na, or Little Robe, Chey-

—

768

enne
Harkness, Catherine, secretary Teachers'
Association
Harlan, Justin, agent among refugee Indians, Cherokee agency
735,
agent for Cherokees
Harlan, W. A., special agent of Chero-

705
736
767

—

767

kees

Harmon, Mrs
655
Harmon, J. W., storekeeper and ganger.
Revenue service
719
Harmon, Nathan E., date of death .. 685, 693
—member Memorial Building Commis-

693

sion

— past

department commander G. A.
Harmon, Oliver D
Harmon, Mrs. Oliver D

R., 685

618
624
751

,

Harney, Lieut. M. S
Harney, Gen. William

S.,-

expedition into

Utah

313
—Indian peace commissioner
743
—treaty commissioner
767, 768, 770, 771

Harper county
435,
Harper's Ferry, Va
Har-rar-shash, the One That Rains,
Crow Indian
Harrington,
Harrington, Amorette Powers
Harrington, Eldred
403,
Harrington, Grant
election commissioner, Kansas City, 403,
Harrington, Wynne Powers, biographical
sketch

W

—
—
—

portrait of

488
649
751
469
403
415
418
681
404
403

"The Populist Party in Kansas," article by
403
Harris, Amos, judge eighteenth district,
death of

Harris,
Harris,

Amos

668
J.,

Anna,

receiver land office..... 720

matron of Pottawatomie

agency
Harris, C. A., treaty commissioner
Harris, Charles, assistant adjutant

G. A. R
—
John Brown Park
—commissioner
death
— employment
agent
—past department commander
G.
eral,

^^date

of

free

739
760
gen-

685
695
682
682
A. R., 685

Harris, Dwight Thacher, member Board
of Review
701
Harris, Edward P
16
date of death
698
member Printing Plant Commission... 698
Harris, J. P., date of death
685
past department commander G. A. R., 685
Harris, Kos
348
Harris, Mrs. Mattie E
551
Harris, W. T.,; deputy revenue collector, 717
Harris, William Alexander. .116, 413, 439, 444
congressman at large
671
date of death
671,676

—
—
—

[

—
—
—
death mentioned
— stock
sanitary
— member engineeringcommissioner
corps IFnion

443
692

live

cific

—

railroad

nominated for congressman
—regent Agricultural College

-

Pa443

at large... 423

676

General Index.

820

Harris, William Alexander, saved govern-

ment more than $15,000,000 by knowledge of railroad building
speech in Kansas senate quoted
United States senator
443,
Harris, William C, judge fifth district..
Harris,
Willie,
farmer Sac and Fox
agency
Harrison,
72,
Harrison, Benjamin
Harrison, John N., assistant adjutant
general G. A.

—
—

R

—

^director Soldiers'

—member

Home

443
444
671
667

738
73
442

—

685
702

—

Memorial Building Commis-

693
past department commander G. A. R., 685

sion

—
—president
— statement
county

.687
Society
regarding birds in Franklin

Historical

.

279

712
Harrison, John R., U. S. marshal
Harrison, Lee, secretary Board of Ad675
ministration
superintendent of School for Blind... 678
Harrison, W. H., physician, Pottawatomie

—

741

agency

Harrison, Gen. William Henry, governor
29
of Indiana territory
Harshbarger, William Asbury, employee
722
Weather Bureau, Topeka
672
president Academy of Science
618
Hart, George
618
Hart, Harvey
Hart, J. M., supetintendent Boys' In688
dustrial School
Hart, J. S., chief inspector Grain Inspec685
tion Department
Hart, John A., wheelwright Cherokee
agency
726, 727, 729
Hart, M. M., commissioner Tuberculosis
706
Sanatorium
196
Hartford circuit, Kentucky
congressman
Haskell,
Dudley Chase,
second district
122, 671
664,671
—date of death
664
speaker of house
675
Haskell, John Gideon, date of death.
687, 703
687
president Historical Society
675
quartermaster general
state architect
122, 703
testimony in Lane-Jenkins homicide
163
case
Haskell, W. H., date of death
681, 696
696
director Penitentiary
681
election commissioner
police commissioner
697
697
warden Penitentiary
Haskell, Mrs. W. H., member Board of
Review
701
Haskell, W. W., chief inspector Grain Inspection Department
685
Haskell Institute, Lawrence, superintendents and teachers
744
Hassig, J. F., member Medical Board.. 693
Hastings, Ethel L., member Board of
694
Nurses
Hat, John, Wyandot Indian
770
Hatcher, Earl H., supreme court reporter, 665
Hatchet, Pawnees admonished to bury. 288
Hatfield, F. P., member Medical Examining Board
692, 693
Hatfield, Rudolph, regent Teachers College, Emporia
690
Hatfield, T. I., dental examiner
680
Hathaway, Prof. A. S
606
Hatten, Ancil F., commandant Soldiers'
Home
703
Hatterschnidt, John P., consul
714
Hatton, Charles, assistant adjutant general G. A. R
685
Hatton, W., subagent Upper Missouri.. 730

—

—

.

.

.

—
—
•

—

—

—
—
—
—

.

Hatton, Rev. William H. D
382, 384, 388
Haucke, Frank, department commander
American Legion
677
Haughey, John W., fish warden
684
Haupt, William Henry, "History of the
American Church, Known in Law as
the Protestant Episcopal Church, in the
State of Kansas"
353
registrar and historiographer of Episcopal diocese
353
Hauserman, John W., city attorney,
Manila, P. 1
714
police commissioner, Leavenworth .... 697

Havenhill, L. D., president Academy of
Science
Haverkampf, George W., superintendent
Bell Memorial Hospital
Haverty, John, superintendent, Indian
service, Central suoerintendency
Haw, Uriel, presiding elder M. E.
Church
200, 206,
Hawk, B. F., superintendent Lamed Hospital

Hawk, Nathan

—and

673
708
733
207

689
628

M

William Goss arrested by Missouri

militia

Hawke, Cicero

— death of Stephen
— protestant bishop
first

of Missouri.

.

.

.

630
394
395
354
363
507

Hawkins, H. C
Hawkins, L. J
Hawkins, Susan, employee Pottawatomie
ag?ncy
739
Hawks
279
Hawley, J. E., president State Board of
Health
686
Haworth, Erasmus, geologist
684
member Irrigation Survey Board
689
president Academy of Science
672
Haworth, Joel
456
Hawthorn tree, on site of Marais des
Cygnes massacre
651
Haxa, or Harahey
464
Hay, George L., judge twenty-fourth district
669
Hay, Robert, death of
684
president Academy of Science
672
state geologist
684
Hay
397, 551
camp for making, near Fort Lamed.
322

—
—

—
—
—

.

by Indians

raided

.

330

Hayden, William B
361, 363, 370
Hayes,
a bad man and bully
627
,

Hayes, Major
Hayes, John R
Hayes, Josiah E., death of

—treasurer

383
487
662
662

Haynes' "Third Party Movements in
Iowa"
403
Haynes, A. F., blacksmith Pottawatomie
agency
740, 741
Haynes, Charles H
375
Haynes, Mrs. Charles
375
Haynes, Miss Nannie, assistant secretary
Teachers' Association
704
Haynes, Dr. T. C, member Chiropractic
Board
679
Hayrick Mound
645
Hays,
put to rout by Mrs. Arvoy
Thomas armed with kettle of boiling
water and a dipper
627
Hays, Moore &
329
Hays, James, farmer to Delawares
727
Hays, Mr. May
323, 328, 329
Hays, Robert B., i^ceiver land office
720
Hays, Seth
454, 535, 538, 556, 572
"Aunt Sally," slave owned by
558
death of
558
descendant of Daniel Boone, of Kentucky
557

H

.

—
—
—

M
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Hays, Seth M., donates use of saloon to

555
Grove, 544, 555
557
555,
544,
537,

festival in
settler in Council

ladies to hold

—first white

—house

of

charge
—Columbia

of

in

store

first

at

town of

—portrait of

—sketch

of
Hays, W., clerk Indian service

•

'

Hays
Hays and Dodge

—arteryand

trail

of traffic

sas

Hays

City,

•

•

•

.

between northern Kan-

Indian territory
Wakeeney land

521
office,

history

720
600

of

Haysville
Hazelrigg,

Hazen,

,

Joseph

stitutions

of
H.,

327
Clay county, Mo.
member Penal In. .

696
666

Board

Hazen, Z. T., judge third district
Hazzard, A. B., superintendent

public

659

printing, territorial

Heacock, Mrs. Anna, commissioner John

695

Brown Park

600
Headlee, Prof. Thomas J
694
Headly, J. T., nurseries inspector
Health, State Board of, presidents and

686

secretaries

Healy, Michael

J.,

general attorney

lic Service Commission
of Birds, Cheyenne
blacksmith
B.,
Hearrell,
J.

Pub699
771

Heap

Neosho
732
456
714
714

agency
Heasley,

Heath, Donald, consul
Heath, Dr. Edwin Ruthven, consul, etc.,
378,384
Heber Institute, Prairie City
373, 376
—formerly School for Males
549
Hebrank, Eugene
550
portrait in group
563
Hebrank, Frederick, brewery built by.
549
Hebrank. Otto
550
portrait in group
Hebrew Serpent cult, practiced by Moses
474
and Aaron on the King of Egypt
674
Hebros, W. S., engineer in chief
699
Heery, Michael, date of death
699
member Board of Public Works
Heflebower, David H., date of death... 662
439
nominated for state treasurer
treasurer
662
Hegler, Ben F., member senate, 1925... 709
Heimke, William, U. S. minister, etc.... 714
Heinemann, Arnold H., assistant superintendent, etc., Haskell Institute
744
Heiskell, W.' A
612
Heitman's, "Historical Register and Dictionary of U. S. Army"
272, 273
Heizer, David Newton, railroad assessor, 699
Heizer, Robert C, judge thirty-fifth district
670
Helder, George K., superintendent Fort
Hays Experiment Station
682
Helena, Sister Mary, member Board of
Nurses
694

—

.

.

—

—
—
—

Hellawell, Elizabeth, teacher, Haskell Institute
744, 745
Heller, David, western frontier claims

commissioner

Helm, Thomas M., register land ofiice.
Hemingway, J. C
Henderson, Frank E., trustee Deaf In.

.

George,

member

Miners'

693

Board
Henderson, Rev. George

—chaplain Fort
—chaplain U.
Henderson,

687
720
377

680

stitution

Henderson,

J.

D

368, 370
373, 374, 383, 396

376
386
743
B., treaty commissioner.
770, 771
S.

Riley

navy

.

M
M.

.

363
D., police commissioner,

698

Topeka

—secretary

Board of railroad Commis700

sioners

Henderson,

558
557
736
601, 606
515

.

Henderson,
Henderson,

Nimrod,

interpreter

Great

Nemaha agency
Henderson, Thomas H., storekeeper and
gauger Revenue service
Hendrick, J. D. P., blacksmith Neosho
agency
454, 458, 459,
Hendricks, James
Hendricks, Mrs. James
Hendricks, Martha Ann, became Mrs.
William Goss
Hendricks, Thomas A., commissioner gen117,
eral land office

726
718
732
460
460

628

119
628
President
Hendry, William F., assistant adjutant
685
general G. A. R

—Vice

Henrion,

W.

S.,

member

of

Pharmacy

697
Board
600
Henrion, Walter
673
Henry, Dan N., state accoimtant
206
Henry, Rev. John A., death of
Henry, Theodore C, commissioner Cen683
tennial Exposition
coimnissioner World's Fair, New York, 683
date of death
676, 683
regent Agricultural College
676
Henry rifle
339
Henshall, Thomas, regent Agricultural
College
676
Hensley, Charles E., blacksmith Pottawatomie agency
741
Hensley, E., director Penitentiary
696
Hensley, Wilson
618
Hensley Point, on Marais des Cygnes
river
617
Hentig, F. G., commissioner Vierma Ex-

—
—
—

position
683
Hen-ton-te, the Iron Shoe, Ka-ta-ka
Indian
760
Hepner, George, agent Council Bluffs
agency
732
treaty agent
764
Hepworth, C. H., regent of Vocational
School, Topeka
691
Herald of Freedom, Lawrence
44
5,
54, 78, 142
Herd law
555
Heren, Cyrus, judge fifteenth district... 668
Herman, John
636
Hermann, Mrs. Kate Scallon^ superintendent Deaf Institution
680
—date of death
680
Hermit Priest, of Council Grove (Matteo
Boccalina)
532, 537, 538, 545, 555
Herr, J. N., superintendent Industrial
Reformatory
688
Herr. William, Indian
235
Hemck, J. T., judge nineteenth district,
death of
669
Herron, Gen.
statement of forces
engaged in battle of Prairie Grove, 586, 587
Herron, G., interpreter. Neosho
agency
732,734
interpreter Senecas and Shawnees.
727
Hershfield, R.
M., regent University,
death of
707
600
Hess, Albert
Hess, John, game keeper to Lord Maxwell, of County Armagh, Ireland .... 624
600
Hess, Sam
714
Hess, William B., consul general
Hesse, Rev. F. O., member Chiropractic
679
Board
Hesse, William P., farmer Otoe and Mis737
souri agency
Hessin, John E., regent Agricultural Col676
lege
618
Hester, Joel

—

,

—

.

.

.

General Index.
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681
Hetrick, Frank O., dental examiner
674
Hettinger, I. H., brigadier general
Hettinger, James, member School Text-

book Commission

701

Hetzel, J. N., clerk, Cherokee Nation... 726
Ottawa
interpreter,
William,
Heurr,

agency
Heusner,

735

W.

member Board

S.,

—cation
president

of

Edu681
706
304
60
468

Teachers' Association

He-wa-tho-cha, Iowa Indian
Hewes, William H

Hewitt,
W^yandot
Richard,
subagent
Hewitt,
730
agency
Heynes, M. E., trustee Pawnee Rock
695
Park
Hiatt, Oliver Smith, director Penitentiary,
696
death of
Hiawatha .3, 4, 8, 15, 395, 400, 403, 415, 434
.

Hiawatha World
Hibben, John B., surgeon

3

general, death

of

Hick Kapoo, Indian
Hickcox, Rev. William H.

361,
371, 372, 373, 374, 375, 376,
384, 386, 388,
Hickman, A. L....
Hickman's Mills, battle of
Price's army at
Hickok, Mrs. Ethel B., director
.

362, 363,
377, 378,
392, 396,
618,

—

-

675
764
366
383
398
606
623
631

Soldiers'

Home
Hickok, James
Hickory

702
478

B

— nuts
Hicks, A. B
—
personal characteristics
—

277, 554, 555

of

publisher Howard County Messenger
Hicks, Charles, Sr., member of house,

-

.

.

1925

181
481
480
480

709

Hicks, Fran. A., principal chief Wyan761
dots
Hicks, George (Indian), blacksmith Pot-

tawatomie agency

741

764
Hicks, John, Wyandot Indian
Hicks, T. A., Wyandot Indian
761
Higbey, Miss Mary A., recording secretary Teachers' Association
704
Higgins, Richard, judge court common
pleas
Higgins, William, date of death
secretary of state
High, J. N., speaker pro tern, of house.
High Bridge creek
High water, in Indian country in 1843.
Highway Commission, members of
Higinbotham, George W., date of death,
regent Agricultural College
Hi-ka-toa, or The Dry Man, Quapaw

—

.

.

—

Indian
Hill,
Hill,
Hill,

Mr.

618

Hill Edith,
tin
Hill,

739, 743

E
W.

becomes second wife of Aus-

Hall

Elmer

chief

clerk

Automobile

License Registration
F. R
Forest
Hill, Forester, testimony in Lane-Jenkins
case
Hill, J. D., police commissioner, Fort
Scott

Hill,
Hill,

Hill,

J.

H

Hill,

J.

T.,

Hill,

John

member
F.,

of house,

farmer

1925

—

—
—
—
—

-

—

—
—

—
of
—zation
data
Caddoan
464
—Goss gathered
Ornithological Collection under
charge of
—Pike's Pawnee Village under supervi- 684
696
—presidents
686, 687
—resolution introduced before Kansas
3

of

tribes

of

Association looking to establishment of
editorial

—
and
hammer used
—
war
museum
—white Pawnee
secretaries

661
507
463

during legislative

429

of
skeletons sent to

165

Hitchcock, Albert

museum
466, 473

president

S.,

Academy

of Science

672
Hitchcock, E. V., superintendent of Boys'
Industrial School
688
Hitt, James J., receiver Topeka land
office

698
510
710

Pottawatomie

3

687

librarians of

sledge

of

742
agency
Joseph Henry, member School Book
702
Commission

Hill,

701
705
689
691
—Teachers College, Pittsburg
Hill, Richard
618
564
Hill, Tom
411
Hill City
698
Hilliker, Ryerson W., date of death
police commissioner, Kansas City.... 698
695
Hillis, E. L., date of death
695
superintendent Orphans Home
661
Hillyer, George Shaler, auditor
661
date of death
507
Himrod, Dr. D. G
Hinch, Miss S. Milo, superintendent Bell
708
Memorial Hosnital
Hindman, J. P., date of death
667
judge tenth district
667
Hindman, Gen. Thomas C, C. S. A.,
address to Confederate troops, dated
Dec. 4, 1862
589
^statement of forces engaged in Battle
of Prairie Grove
586
Hinds, S. O., judge fourteenth district, 668
Hine, George Sherwood, dairy commissioner
680
Hines, F. A., member Irrigation Board.. 689
Hines, John
636
Hinton, E. W., superintendent Osawatomie Hospital
689
Hinton,
Richard
Josiah,
date
of
death
682, 714
emigration agent
682
service abroad
714
Hinshaw, N. M., member Board of Charities
679
Hiskey, Thomas B., register Colby land
office
721
Hissem, H. Z., member Medical Board.. 693
"Historic Linn," sketch of notable events
in
its
first
settlements, by W. A.
Mitchell
607
Historical Collections
1,3,7,14,15, 25
52, 61, 63, 123, 128, 142, 177, 178, 196
227, 236, 249, 253, 282, 301, 309, 330, 331
359, 361, 364, 406, 463, 508, 517, 521, 542
576, 582, 607, 613, 647, 733, 746, 747, 749
750, 753, 760, 767, 768, 772
Historical Publications
45
Historical Society
341, 353
359, 403, 418, 451, 528
D. W. Wilder instrumental in organi-

in

651

E.,

member School Text-

Joseph Henry,

book Commission

Teachers' Association
—president
Teachers College, Emporia

sion of

757
562
155

——

Aaron, teacher Pottawatomie
agency

Hill,

670
661
661
664
301
259
686
676
676

Hill,

Hoad, Mrs. Francis

1

—ninety-seven years old time
Hoad, Mrs. Gertrude
a mob which came
— faced down
her guests
border
—ofprepares dinnera partake

ruffians

for

conclude not

of

719
519,520

of death, 520
519, 520
for one

at

it

•

519

who
519

823

General Index.
Hoad, Mrs. Gertrude, sixty years a resi518
dent of Lecomptou
Hoad, Prof.. W. C, member engmeenng
518
faculty of University of Kansas
Hoag, Edward F., employee Indian service,

738

superintendency

central

Hoag, Enoch, superintendent Indian serv-

737, 738
ice, central superintendency
Hoaglin, Miss Sue D., secretary Teachers'
705
Association
428
Hoch, Edward Wallis
Last
"The
—and James A. Troutman,
426
War,"
660, 675
—date of death
660
governor
member Board of Administration. .... 675
Board of Educational Administra681
tion
664
speaker pro tern, of house
Hoch, Homer, congressman fourth dis672
trict
600
Hockaday, I.
600
Hockaday, R.
720
Hodge, John M., register land office
Hodges, Frank, couniiissioner Panama
684
Pacific Exposition
Hodges, George Hartshorn, governor.... 660
member, School Textbook Commission, 701
693
Memorial Building Commission
700
regent Educational Institutions
515, 522
Hodgman county
Teachers'
AsHodgson, Ida M., secretary
705
sociation
618
Hod.son, Daniel J
618
Hodson, Levi A
Hoecken, Rev. C, teacher Sugar creek
728
Catholic mission
Hoelcel, Mrs. Emily, secretarj^ Teachers'
Association
705, 706
Hoff, Emma C, teacher, Haskell Insti745
tute
Hoffman, Christian B., commissioner Vienna Exposition
683
676
—date of death
676
regent Agricultural College
Hogeboom, George W., date of death.... 664
speaker pro tern, of house
664
Hogin, John C, judge twelfth district.. 668
Hogs
181, 229, 300, 610, 653
Hogue, J. M., member Board of Chari-

—
—

•

—

.

N
K

—
——

—

—
—

678

ties

Hogueland, Ernest H.,
Utilities

secretary

Public

Commission

699
678
678

Hohn, August, date of death
Board of Charities

—member

Holbrook, Charles S., member of house,
1925
709
Holcomb, A. A., state veterinary surgeon, 708
Holcomb, Azariah, miller Neosho agency, 727
Hoisington, Andrew J., receiver
City land office
Agricultural College
Rev. L. L

Garden
721
676
400
490
493
492

—
regent
Holden,

Holderman, Jacob
Holderman, Scott

— capture of

—enters on career of crime after muster

703
Holland, James C, state architect
Holland, "William, blacksmith Peoria sub724, 725
agency
HoUenback, George W., director Peniten696
tiary
Hollenback, L. J., blacksmith, etc.. Pot- ^
739
tawatomie agency
HoUenberg, G. H., emigration agent..,. 682
682
death
—date of
Holliday, Charles K., police commis,

sioner,
service

Topeka

abroad
—
Holliday, Cyrus Kurtz
general
—adjutant death
—date of
—president Historical Society
—regent University member
Frank

Holliday,

E.,

698
714
363, 365
370, 389, 436
673

673,686,707
686
707

Pharmacy

697
Board
Holloday, Malinda, teacher Baptist Man733
ual Labor School
Holloman family, of New Tennessee, Mo., 195
714
Holmes, Julius C., consul
Holmes, W. H., of the Smith.sonian In466
stitution
687
Holsinger, Frank, date of death
687
president Horticultural Society
Holsinger, George W., president Horti087
cultural Society
Holstein, C. E., director Soldiers' Home, 702
Holt, Joel, date of death
665,668,707
668
^judge fifteenth district
regent University
707
supreme court commissioner
665
Holt, William Gratton, judge court common pleas
670
Holton, E. L., president Teachers' Association
706
Holton
56
"Home-coming Centennial Celebration at
Council Grove, 1921," prepared by
Mrs. Mamie Stine Sharp
528
Homes, seen burning at every point of
compass during territorial troubles.... 610
Hominy, Okla
350
Honchin, A. M., emigration agent
682
Honey, Burton, first assessor of Cloud
county
591
Honey, Randall, settler on Elm creek.
Cloud county
590
Honey, Rosella S., "Early Days of Elm
Creek Settlement," article by
560
marriage to Matt Wilcox
591
Honey, Quincy, first sheriff of Cloud
county
591
Honey Snrings, battle of
657
Honnell, H. W., farmer Kickapoo Indians, 733
Honnell, William R., agent Pottawatomie
and Great Nemaha agency
741
Honore, L. T., interpreter Indian service, 723

—
-

—

—
—

—

Hood, Harry

E., live stock sanitary

com-

missioner

692

Hood, James M., member State House
Commission
703
Hoogland, Edward, commissioner to audit
660

territorial claims

out of service

death.. 711
Hook, William Gather, date
490
—marriage
711
court
U.
—judge
712
—member company D, Sixth Kansas cav- 490 —
court
judge U.
Hooks, Maggie, employee Pottawatomie
489
— murder committed by
739
agency
489
530
—robberies and hold ups committed by, 490 Hoop
386
Vt
Hoosic
—search
491
president Horticultural
Hoover, E.
Holderman,
of

of

S.

S.

circuit
district

alry

skirts
Falls,

for

Holdren,

Mrs. Scott
Joseph W., judge

492

fourteenth

668

district

Holdridge,

Allanson,

employee

service

Hole, Franklin
1925

J.,

member

of

Indian
725, 726
house,

709

G.,

Society
Hoover, Eli, president State Board of
Health
Hope, Dr. C. V., dental examiner
Hope, Clifford R., member of house,
1925

687

686
681
711

General Index.
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Hope, Clifford R., speaker of house.

.

.

.

664
328

Hopkins, Stapp &
338
—
wagon
697, 700
death
Hopkins, Henry, date
700
commissioner
—
697
—
warden Penitentiary
Hopkins, Richard Joseph,
665
662
attorney-general
—
Reforma—commissioner
688
tory
661
governor
—
Building Commis—member Memorial
693
664
speaker pro
house
—
707
Hopkins,
death
707
—
regent University
Hopkins battery
588
train of

of

railroad

associate jus-

tice

of

Industrial

lieutenant

sion

tern,

of

of

8cott,

—at

battle of Prairie Grove
Hopkinsville, K,y

Hoppe,

,

587
189

murdered and scalped by

border ruffian named Fugit

Hopper, B
Hopper, Benjamin

134, 580

63
63
63
.Hopper, David
58, 59, 72, 73, 81, 117
Hopper, Elizabeth Ann
42
Hopper, John
44, 53
Hopper, Simon
54
appointed constable
44
Horbach, Miss Priscilla, became Mrs. G.
W. E. Griffith
524
Horn, Clotilde, teacher Kickapoo agency, 737
Hornaday, Grant, member Board of
Charities
679
Horner, John W., date of death
690, 704
president Teachers' Association
704
regent Teachers College, Emporia. ... 690
Hornsby,
93
Hornsby's store, Lawrence
144
Horse creek, in No Man's Land.
494, 495
Horse pistol
311
Horse racing
557
betting on
568

—date

F., battles

engaged

in,

of birth

—

—
—

.

.

.

,

—

Horse rustler
Horse stealing
by Mexicans

—
—against
company

493
304
325

organized

for

protection

Horse thief
"Horsehead'? outfit
Horse-holders, killed with Custers com-

mand
Horses

210, 229, 259, 263,
289, 294, 296, 301, 304,
343, 348, 355, 397, 452,
501, 502, 523, 525, 526,
569, 573, 589, 591, 610.
623, 626, 631, 632, 645,
belonging to Custer's command, caught
280,
321,
491,
554,

—

285,
324,
498,
563,

287,
335,
499,
568,

by squaws and kept

653
494
496
573
279
311
478
551
615
657

574

to troops stampeded by Indians. ... 477
confiscated
346
—ineffectual attempts of troopers to

—

make swim Missouri

— maimed

295

river

members of Addis family, 456
—made to by
Missouri
302
—mangled swim
during
run among and
trample dead and wounded soldiers... 655
—outlaw
494
— Pawnees
from
—robbers hunting Kansas Indians 233
459
—
from
by so-called
river

battle,

steal

...

for

stolen
state

settlers

men

—saddle

by negro
—
Horticultural
stolen

624
493

slave from his master, 578
Society, presidents and sec-

retaries of

Horton, Albert Howell

—

free-

chief justice
—date of death

687

386,387
427, 665
665, 676, 707

Horton, Albert Howell, denunciation
J. Ingalls in 1880

by John
—judge
second
Agricultural College
—regent
University
to
—resigned
Missouri
torney
attorney
U.
—
Horton, George

of,

430
666
676
707

district

as chief justice
Pacific
for

become at-

435
712
507
Horton, James C
363, 366, 377
Horton, John C, police commissioner,
698
Kansas City
Hospital, Eleanor Taylor Bell Memorial,
708
superintendents
302
wagons
Hoss, George Washington, date of death, 689
president Teachers' College, Emporia, 689
S. district

W

—
—

Hostetler, J.
sion

H.,

member Tax Commis"^0*

Hot Springs and Mount

Prairie circuit,
M. E. Church, Arkansas
199, 200, 206
687
Hotel commissioners, list of
Ho-to-yo-koh-wat's band of Comanches, 769
Houck's "History of Missouri" men-

209

tioned

Hough, Miriam H.,
Shawnee school
Hough, Zeri, teacher

Friends

teacher

730
Friends

school

Shawnee
730

;

Houk, Lysander, date of death
—
judge ninth
— president Horticultural Society

667, 687

667
687

district

House, Olga, secretary School Book

Com702

mission

House

of

representatives,

and

speakers

speakers pro tem

664
659
709-711

territorial

—1925
Moses
Board of Charities

Householder,
Housel, L.

Alvah,

member
679

C, commander United Span-

War

Veterans
708
Houses, plundered by proslavery mob under George W. Clarke
619
Houston, A. C
600
Houston, Dana W., U. S. marshal
712
Houston, J.
600
Houston, Levi, regent Leavenworth Normal
694
Houston, Samuel D., date of death
676
receiver land office
720
regent Agricultural College
676
Houts, T. F., regent University
707
Houx, J. O., date of death
680
dental examiner
680
Hovey, Charles Merrill, auditor
661
Howard, A. S., attorney fifth district... 670
Howard, Charles J., deputy revenue collector
718, 719
storekeeper and gauger, revenue service
719
Howard, Lucy, secretary Teachers' Association
705
Howard city
482
made county seat of Elk county. 480, 487
Howard county
479, 480
county seat election, 1872
481
footnote concerning
482, 483
county seat war, termination of. 483, 484
^litigation over location of county seat, 482
political
campaign of fall of 1874,
waged on division of county
484
records
spirited
over
into
Cowley
county during county seat war
483
second largest in area in state
485
tax records destroyed
484
ish

D

—
—

—

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—wiped

.

.

off map by legislative act creating counties of Elk and Chautauqua.
485
.

Howard
made

—moved

County

Messenger,
paper
to Boston

official

.

Howard,
484
478, 480

825
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479, 487
Fayette, Mo... 225
Howat, Alexander, conservation commis-

Howard Courant
Howard Female College,

679

sioner
letters from Kansas in 1856,
given to Massachusetts Historical Society
Howe, A. M., adjutant United Spanish

Howe,

,

War

Veterans
Howe, Joseph Wellington, assistant busi-

—

•

•

20
"^08

675
680

ness manager
secretary Board of Control

Howe, Rev. M. A. DeWolf, nominated as
377
bishop for diocese of Kansas
Howe, Samuel Theodore, death of, 662, 700
704
member Tax Commission

—
—
commissioner
—treasurer

700
662
507
Howell. John J
Howell, Matthew, director Penitentiary, 696
Howell, W. H., general superintendent
and
mission
missionary
Kickapoo
school
733
Howell, W. H., superintendent Boys' Industrial School
688
Howitzers
273, 274, 280, 292, 296, 299
302, 304
Howsley, William M., date of death... 687
president Horticultural Society
687
Hoxie, George Howard, superintendent
Bell Memorial Hospital
708
Hoyt, George H., attorney -general
662
date of death
662
Hoyt, Samuel
368
Hubbard,
member Hamelton gang
of border ruffians
646
Hubbard, E. M., superintendent and
teacher Kickapoo mission school
733
Hubbard, O. S., superintendent Parsons
Hospital
689
Hubbard, P. L., judge second district.. 666
Hubbard, Thomas A., date of death
677
president State Board of Agriculture. 677
Hubley, E. B., commissioner to adjust
and settle Cherokee claims
729
Hudson, B., police commissioner. Fort
Scott ..
698
Hudson, Benjamin F., date of death... 666
judge second district
666
Hudson, Douglas, member of house,
1925
709
Hudson, Joseph Kennedy, death of, 663, 676
regent Agricultural College
676
secretary State Board of Agriculture, 677
state printer
663
Hudson, Thomas Jefferson, congressman
third district
672
date of death
676
regent Agricultural College
676
railroad

—

—

,

—

.

—

—
—
—

—
—

Huebschman, Francis, treaty commissioner
Huff,
Huff, George
Huff, L. B., member Barbers' Board.'!!
Huffaker, Agnes
Huffaker, Mrs. Anna
547,
Huffaker, Carl
Huffaker, Fannie
Huffaker, George
549,
portrait in group
Huffaker, Homer
Huffaker. Mary
Huffaker, Susie
first white child bom in Council Grove,
portrait of
Huffaker, Thomas Sears
455, 563,
birth and death dates
family of, lived in Kaw mission building for years
farmer at Kansas agency
735,
girls of

—

—
—
—
—
—
—

764
492
636
678
560
560
560
560
560
550
560
560
560
560
558
564
558

Huffaker, Thomas Sears, interpreter and
544,
teacher for Kaws
marriage to Eliza Ann Baker
portrait of
postmaster at Council Grove
legent Teachers College, Emporia. ...
representative American Bible Asso-

5rj6

558
—
559
—
562
—
690
—
—
567
ciation
at Council Grove
—school for whites
561
1851
started by,
558
—sketch of
—with wife, conducted Sunday school 560
-

free
in

in

Kaw mission
Huffaker, Mrs.

Thomas

Sears,

portrait

559

of

558
sketch of
—
Huffman, Charles
adjutant general... 673
674
brigadier general
—
661
—lieutenant governorAdministration
675
—
S.,

member Board

of

Memorial Building Commission ... 693
Husgins, William L., member Industrial
680
Court
Huggins family
657
Hughbanks, H. B., gauger Revenue serv716
ice
Hughes, Mrs.
formerly Miss C. L.
Strieby
556
Hughes, Col. A. J
564
Hughes, A. L., subagent Pawnees
724
Hughes, Andrew S., subagent and interpreter Iowa villages
724, 725, 720
Hughes, Mrs. C. S., portrait in group.. 565
Hughes. J. F., date of death
689
689
superintendent Larned Hospital
Hughes, John T., diary of, mentioned.. 20
Hughes, James White Frierson
429
673
adjutant general
brigadier general
674
Hulett, Charles E., judge sixth district. 667
Hulett, Charles Edward, member Osteopathic Board
695
Hull, Bion S
600
Hull, Charles, commissioner Industrial
Reformatory
688
Hull, Charles W., regent Teachers College, Emporia
690
Hull,
John T., teacher Osage River
agency
737
.

,

—
-

—

—

.

Hull, P. E.. live stock sanitary commissioner
692
Hull, William, blacksmith Kiowa agency, 737

Huls, R. J
Hults, M. L.,

dental

507
681

examiner

Humboldt

383, 394, 398, 399, 505
land office, history of
719
Humes, Samuel C, clerk of Cherokee

—

commissioners

Humiston, George
Humphrey, G. D
456, 460,
saw mill of
460,
Humphrey, J. M., commissioner Industrial Reformatory
Humphrey, J. V., law examiner
Humphrey, James, death of
667, 700,

—

—

.

.

.

729
618
461
461

688
666
707
667
704
700
707
492
637
660
660
661

judge eighth
—
member Tax Commission
—
commissioner
—
regent University
Humphrey, John
Humphrey, Lyman Underwood
—date of death
—
governor
—
governor
Humphrey, Mrs, Mary Vance, date of
death
—member Traveling Libraries Conamis- 691
district

railroad

lieutenant

691

sion

Humphrey, Vance, regent University.... 707
562
736
535

Otis Elmo,
third division

Hungate,
trict,

judge

Hungerford, Dr. H. B.,

letter

third

dis-

667
quoted... 603
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Hutchison,

Hungerford, Dr. H. B., nurseries inspec694
652
325

tor

Hungerford, S.

Huning

R

Bros., Albuquerque,

N.

M

territorial

658
374

—

694
745
108
524
738

—

—date death
Hurd, W.
—member
School

665
696

of

J.,

director Penitentiary

Textbook Commission, 701

Thomas
Meyer, member

Hurlburt,
Hurlej',

248
Public Utilities

Commission
Hurr, William, Indian

766

—

interpreter for Ottawas
738
Hurrel, Cyrus Frailey, judge thirty-sixth

670
member Tax Revision Commission .... 704
Hurst, Keenan, live stock sanitary commission
692
Hussey, Lewis T., fire marshal
684
member Public Service Commission... 699
oil inspector
694
Huston, Mr
187
Huston, Hugh
626
noted Irish character of Linn county. 625
"Old Hughey," a United Brethren
preacher
625
Hutchings, Charles F., date of death
law examiner
Hutchings, Frank Day, judge circuit
court
670
judge twenty-ninth district, second didistrict

—
—

—
—

.

—

,

—

•

vision

Hutchinson, Clinton C, agent, Ottawa
agency
735, 736
agent Sacs and Foxes
734
Hutchinson, Edward, judge twelfth dis-

—

trict

W

Hutchinson, G.
Hutchinson, H. A., district attorney, ter-

92

659
Hutchinson, John
75,76,83, 85
87, 89, 93, 96, 108, 128, 130, 171, 176
consul
714
date of death
714
short sketch of
56
Hutchinson, Perry, date of death
700
700
railroad assessor
Hutchinson, William
87,88,93,108, 149
161
testimony in Lane-Jenkins case
Hutchison, William Easton, judge of
670
thirty-second district
ritorial

—

—
—

754

Henry W.,

Revenue

deputy

718

collector

Huttman, W.

E.,

deputy Revenue

col-

718

Hutton, A. Z., farmer Pottawatomie
agency
Hutchinson
439, 539,
Hyatt, Thaddeus, consul
—date of death
manuscripts of
Hyrick Mound, Linn county
.

.

—

742
600
714
714
517
640

293
670
670
666
507
Ignatius, Joseph, employee Indian service, 741

I-a-tan, Otoe Indian
Ide, H. W., attorney,

first

district

—date of death
—judge first district
Igensatz & DeBrumier
Uiff,

Amos

B.,

industrial

superintendent

745

Haskell Institute
regiments,
fantry

Thirty-seventh

Illinois,

in-

520
191
27
creek, battle of
586
Immell, G. G., member of senate, 1925. 709
Inca culture of South Ainerica
473
Income tax
422, 433, 438
Independence
772
454, 458, 484,
Independence, Mo
19,128

—

salt
Illinois
Illinois

works

in

Central railroad.

.

ita

Hurd, Henry
101, 108
Hurd, Jake, border ruffian
56
Hurd, Theodore A., associate justice.... 665

—
—

exam-

lieutenant, Sixth In-

*.

726
tion
Hunter, Samuel John, nurseries inspector, 694
682
state entomologist
Hunter, William, regent Agricultural Col676
lege
Hunter, William J., receiver Hays City
721
land office
614
Hunter county
Hunters
497, 522, 542, 568
459
Hunting rifle
Huntington, Jeannette, became Mrs. Eugene F. Ware
9
Husey, A. C, police commissioner, Wich-

—

C,

lector

•

.

law

Easton,

060

Huttman,

Hunt, Ashael, Penitentiary commissioner,
Hunt, David
commissioner,
Hunt,
F.
E.,
police
Leavenworth
Hunt, Fenner B., date of death
-railroad commissioner
Hunt, Frank W., member Optometry
Board
Hunt, Kate, matron Haskell Institute.
Hunt, Morris
75, 89,
Hunt, Nancy
Hunt, William, physician Kansas Indians,
Hunter, James, physician Cherokee Na-

William

iner

Hutter, George
fantry

— proslaA'ery meeting held at 322, 340, 355, 608
582
— residents go to Kansas to vote. 609
of,

.

Independence creek

old Kansas
—
Independence

day,

.

on

first

466
observance

Kansas
Independence Land

.

275, 305

village

office,

in

of,

746
history of.... 719
403

Independent party
India rubber boat, used by Wharton Expedition
280
Indian agencies and subagencies
722-743
barber
346
campaign
477
captured and hung by soldiers
477
cemeterj% near Fort Reynolds
478
claims, commissioners to audit
687
Commission to Audit Claims of Frontier
Settlers
687
council, L. C. Fouquet attends
346
country, without preachmg many years, 204
dances, music for
568
girls, taught various household duties
at Shawnee Manual Labor School
220

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—goods
— guide
—lands
— Manual
•

640
477, 543

584

Labor School

235,236

246, 247, 248, 249, 251, 254, 258
plans for establishment among Indians of the Southwest
235
—Mission Conference
219, 220, 221, 247

appointments
248
first session held in Cherokee Nation, 220
second session held at Shawnee Manual Labor School
221
-3,000 Indian church members in.
270
missions, Green Bay
355
Indian territory
219
227
—Kansas, letters from
652
names
399
—Nation
—peace commissioners
743
Raid. Commission to Examine and
687
Audit Claims of
470
—records

—
—
—

—

.

.

.

—
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Indian

regiments,

at

battle

Prairie

of

^87
622
reservation
640
—runners
283
sentinels
182
—settlements in Mississippi
567
tepees
196, 211
territory (Kansas)
224
—desirable location for Indians
486, 521, 545, 586
—territory (Oklahoma)
770
removal of Indians to
right of way through Neosho valley
504
for first railroad in
38
title to lands in Kansas
547, 548
tradition
278,328,453, 640
—trail

Grove

—
—

•

•

•

—
—

.

.

—
—

—treaties

and

•

councils

Kan-

affecting

746-772
306
213, 310, 323, 470

sas

—troubles
—villages

—warfare, horse stealing common cause
284
622
women, married to squatters
Indiana
29, 32, 33, 61„04, 106
110, 173, 182, 359, 381, 393, 454, 470, 489
497, 501, 504, 513, 524, 628, 643, 644, 655
Democratic Party in
34
James H. Lane elected lieutenant governor of
34
regiments. Third and Fifth, in Mexican War
31, 33
Rabb's Second battery
588
Indians
70, 113, 178, 191, 196
227, 236, 276, 282, 285, 307, 309, 311, 322
328, 330, 335, 336, 339, 340, 346, 348, 442
464, 475, 476, 478, 499, 501, 503, 537, 538
540, 542, 543, 544, 545, 552, 502, 567, 575
576, 608, 640
of

—

—
—
—

—atrocities

-

committed

by,

in

Solomon

settlements

— benefited

400

by

settlement

of

whites

among

224
—consolidation of tribes contemplated.. 224
destitute, agent for relief of
737
incited to make war by Englishmen. .. 478
methods of burial
478
Mexican settlement attacked by
330
on warpath
329, 337, 338, 477, 555, 557
respect for the "long knife"
310

—
—
—
—
—
—
—school
Elm creek settlement
rupted by
591
—sense
of humor
349
—smallpox among
236
—stock
by, near Fort Sumner.
331
— stockade Duncan's ranch
proagainst
520, 521
—trade buckskins and moccasins for
and molasses
323
—sugar
treaty signed by
478
—
eastern Kansas
579
—vocations taught at Shawnee Manual
Labor
244
— woman School
rescued from
478
.

.

in

inter-

killed

.

at

.

for

tection

tribes in

Industrial and Educational Institute, Topeka.
Name changed to "Kansas Vocational School"
which see.
Industrial Exposition, Paris, commissioner
for
Industrial Farm for Women, superintendents of
Industrial Party
Industrial Reformatory, Hutchinson, commissioners and superintendents
Industrial School for Boys, Topeka, su-

perintendents
Industrial School for Girls, Beloit, superintendents
Industrial Schools, list of
Industrial Welfare Commission, members
of
Ingalls, Frank T., date of death
;

Frank T., regent University.... 707
14
John James
8, 11,

Ingalls,
Ingalls,

•

827.

320, 887, 415, 416
409, 414
15
12
compared to James H. Lane
dark horse candidate for U. S. sena-

—Alliance attack centered on
—characteristics of

——
—date death
—denunciation of
-

409
671

tor

of

Judge A. H. Horton, 430

—description and ridicule of Lane's oratoiy

13,

—extracts from speech of
of

tern,

S.

Ingalls,
Ingalls,

John James

Sheffield,

—member
sion
—
member
—

lieutenant

369

governor.

683

688
688
688

School Code Commission
Teachers College, Emporia. ...
Initiative and referendum
430,
Innis, Walter, commissioner Panama Pacific Exposition

693
701
690
444
684

State Hospital, Lamed, superintendents
689
Osawatomie, trustees and superintendents
688
Topeka, superintendents
689

Insane,

by

"Inscriptions from Old Tombstones,"

Arthur H. Bennett

595

191, 598, 599, 601, 604
Harry E., paymaster general
674
Inspectors general, list of
660, 674
Insular service, Kansans in
712
Insects
Insley,

Insurance Department, superintendents of, 603
Internal improvement lands.
See Railroad lands.
lola
440, 505
lola agency
724-726, 730
Iowa creek
301
Iowa Indian resen'ation, stone cist found
on
470
Iowa Indians
272, 295, 300, 302, 304
465, 469, 4'70, 474, 475
tradition
regarding extermination of
471
Pawnees
760
—treaty, Oct. 19, 1838
763
May 17, 1854
304
—village

—

—and
— Point

758

others, treaty, Sept. 17, 1836

See, also, Sauk and Foxes.
Iowa
295, 302, 470
Iowa regiment, marked scene of Marais
650
des Cygnes mas'sacre
9
Iowa regiments. First volunteer infantry,
9
Fourth cavalry

—

— Fourth infantry
Co. H
— Sixth cavalry,
—Seventh cavalry
— Twentieth infantry, battle
Grove
— Twenty-third infantry

497
477
9
of Prairie

587
497
728

Iowa superintendency, Indian service.
loway Indians. See Iowa Indians.
William S., storekeeper and gauger
718, 719
Revenue service
.

.

.

Irick,

Rev.

W.

N

357

— Centurion church Fort Leavenworth 350
organized by
church, 356
— missionary Protestant Episcopal1170....
473
at

Irish immigrants to America in
Iroquoian league

—

leg-^nd,

story of

and Leni Lenape

688
707

66]

.

regent

Irish,

688

.

Memorial Building Commis-

at

688
403

35
417

—
New York World with... 410
—interview
judge advocate general
674
— president
pro
senate
410
—query of Farmer's ofAlliance not answered
409
senator
—U. Mrs.
385, 671

—peace

Iroquois

league

468

war between Tallegwi
470
468
467, 469

General Index.
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689
Irrigation Board, members of
Irrigation commissioner
689
Irrigation controversies, Kansas and Colorado, commissioner for Kansas
689
Irrigation Survey and Experiment, Board
689
of
IrA'in, W. S., deputy revenue collector, 718, 719
Indian
Isaac, John Collins, employee
serv-

738

ice

Isaac Warrior, chief Cowskin Senecas.
767
Isacks, Andrew Jackson, attorney -general,
.

.

.

658
65
534
636
757

territorial
U. S. district attorney
Isbell, Mrs. Hattie
Isbell, John

•

—

C

Ishacoly, or The Wolf, Comanche
Isham, C. B., recording secretary State
"^^^
Teachers' Association

Ish-na-wong-ge-he,

Otoe

and

Missouri

752

tribe

Ish-tah-lesh-yah, or Speckled Eye,
sas Indian
Ish-tah-Ies-ice, Kansas Indian
Is-ke-to-pa, Pawnee Indian
Isle au Vauche
Italia, formerly called

Florence

Itinerant preachers
Ives, John Nutt
attorney -general

Kan568
766
298
748, 749
463
634
413, 422

—
—
Populist
—protest

662
attorney for attorney- general, 412
of regarding action of state
424
board of canvassers
734
Ivey, Wesley, employee Indian service.
.

.

J.

M

600
600
323

Jackman, J.
Jackman, Nellie
Jackson, Ir\an &
Jackson,
Alfred Metcalf,
third district
date of death
judge thirteenth district

congressman

—
—
—law examiner
Jackson, Andrew

672
666
688
666

30,32,33,438

Jackson, Conereve,

subagent Great Ne-

maha and Osage

subagencies
past department

R

—
—

.

.

—

685
662
672
699
507
666
666
651
733

718, 719
Jackson, P. L., member of house, 1925.. 710
Jackson, R. L., member of house, 1925.. 710
Jackson, Smith L., member of senate,

709

1925

Tom," noted

proslavery

man

642
710

W. V., member of house, 1925.
Jackson, William, employee Indian service
737, 738
Jackson, William A., judge second dis.Jackson,

.

666

trict

—secretary emigration, Cherokee county.. 726
Jackson, Z., Indian claims commissioner, 687
Jacob (Indian), employee Indian service
728, 729
.lacob, Mrs. Carrie Hammond
549, 550
Jacobs, John, police commissioner, Wich-

698

ita

Jacobs, L. W., superintendent
mie Hospital
Jailite,

Mrs.

.

—
—
—
—
—

.

.

.

.

Williams.
Jarrell,

Myra

Mrs.

Williams,

inspector

Board of Review
Jarvis creek
Jaton, Indian
Jayhawker, orginator of term

701
323
756, 759

620

Jayhawkers

590, 625
Jayne, William, governor and ex officio
superintendent Dacotah superintendency
734

Thomas
29, 263
or Iowa Point
295,302
Mrs. Ann, testimony in LaneJenkins case
160
Jenkins, Asa
25
Jeffrey's,

Jenkins,

lector

Jackson, "Broad

,

Jefferson,

727, 728

Fred,
commander G. A.
Jackson, Fred Schuyler, attorney- general,
congressman fourth district
member Public Utilities Commission.
Jackson, H. A
Jackson, H. M., date of death
judge second district
Jackson, .Terry
643,644,
Jackson, Rev. John, superintendent Baptist Manual Labor School
Jackson, Margaret, deputy Revenue colJackson,

James,
and W. F. Shamleffer, located townsite of Augusta
56^
James, E., member Long's expedition.... 748
James, Edwin, subagent Indian service.
726
James, George W., employee Indian service
738, 739, 751
James, Jesse, gang of
490,493
James, Joseph, interpreter Indian service,
724, 725, 726, 734, 735, 736, 737, 765
James White Cloud
470
Jameson, Rev. James M., letters of, describing
visit
to the Kansas mission
263, 265
Janes, Bishop Edmund Storer
271
Janis family
191
Janney, Samuel M., superintendent of
Northern superintendency
737
Jansen,
Henry,
police
commissioner,
Leavenworth
697
January, Mrs. Anna L., commissioner
John Brown Park
695
Jaquins, Ed, candidate for legislature
485
Jaquis, Henry, Wyandot Indian
761
Jarbalo
597
Jardine, William Marion, member Live
Stock Registry Board
692
member School Book Commission
702
president Agricultural College
677
Jarieu's Trading Post
640,644, 651
arrival of steamboat at, in 1845.
640, 641
—bought by Philip Chouteau
641
buildings entirely gone
652
John Brown wrote his "parallels" in. 650
Jarrell, J. F
418, 450
Jarrell, Mrs. J. F. See Jarrell, Mrs. Myra

Osawato688
535

Jenkins,
Jenkins,

Emma

Evan

2 "7

J.,

district attorney,

second

670
date of death
670
receiver land office
720
Jenkins, Gains
42, 46, 57, 58, 59, 60, 68
73-77, 82-84, 87, 88, 89, 94
105, 106, 107, 110
arrested by negro of Milt McGee's.
123

—

district

—

—
—

.

assisted

in

surveying

route

of

York & Erie R. R
—attack made on Lane
betrayed by Edward Chapman

.

New

25
109
73
25
Lane's property, 121
131, 137, 138, 140, 146, 151
154, 158, 160, 162
children of
27
copies of notes given by, to J. H.
Lane
Ill
date of arrival at Lawrence
113, 125
death at hands of J. H. Lane
21

—
—biographical sketch
—breaks down gate on

—
—

—
—
— driven
tion
—employs

off

claim by Lawrence Associa-

118

Edward Chapman

hoiise on claim
comply
failure
to

—
with Lane
prisoner
—
—free-state
granted permission
by Lane

to

build

71

with

agreements
82
84. 87,

to build

108

on claim

108

829

General Index.
Jenkins, Gaius, homicide of, by John
HI
Speer
83,84,94-97
—hostility towards Lane
93
in possession of J. H. Lane's cabin. ...
108
jumped Lane's claim
notice published in Kansas Tribune
that Edward Chapman jumped claim
118
of
obliterates grave of child of J. H. Lane, 123
26
portrait
preemption declaratory statement ..... 40
prebared firearms on day of homi158, 161
cide
proprietor of American House, KanIll
sas City, Mo

—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—

,

—given

acknowledge or pay notes
88,108,109,118
H. Lan3

to

refusal
J.

notice to deliver
— served with written house
and claim. 109
possession of Lane's
—testimony before Sherman investigating 125
.

committee

threats made against Lane.
—
—
temper
—warned against coming on
propertv

121, 148, 150
96, 97
to Lane's
126, 131, 132, 133, 138
139, 141, 142, 146, 151, 152, 158, 161, 162
163, 165, 168, 174
84, 98
Jenkins, Mrs. Gaius
132, 133, 136, 169
27
Jenkins, George
Jenkins, Henry
130,136,138,147,148
154, 157, 158, 161, 165, 169, 172, 173^ 174
testimony in Lane-Jenkins case. .138, 139
140, 141, 164
Jenkins, Mrs. J.
118
Jenkins, Junius W., police commissioner,
.

of

violent

W

—

.

H

Kansas City

698

Jenkins, Kate
Jenkins, Louis H., superintendent Deaf
Institution
Jenkins, Richard W., director Penitentiary
president State Board of Agriculture.,
Jenkins, Rose, testimony in the LaneJenkins case
Jenkins, W. S., date of death
past department provisional commander
G. A.

—

—
—

R

register land office
Jennings, Charles B.,

680
696
677

145
685

Thorp Buttolph,
Weather Bureau, Topeka

722
director

of

722

death
722
—
date
Jennison, Charles R., at head of four
hundred men
629
—
house of Jerry Jackson
651
654
—campaign against bushwhackers
—
under at battle of Mine Creek. 655
—enthcommand Moujid City with SevCavalry
630
—
ear of bushwhacker
654
of

^burns

•

forces
in

.

at

splits

Jennison, Robert Lincoln, consul
Jense's old trading post on the Marais
des Cygnes
Jerked buffalo meat.
Jersey wagon
Jesse Halfbreed, Cherokee Indian
Jewell, Byron, gauger. Revenue service..
Jewell,
C. W., commissioner for improvement of statehouse grounds
date of death
Jewelry, old fashioned
Jewett, A. v., member School Textbook

—

Commission
Jewett. E. B., date of death
-warden Penitentiary
Jim Captain, Indian
Jim Peoria, death of
police
conamissioner,
E.,
Jocelyn,
C.

—

Wichita

Park,

Commis695

sion

Hotel, New Chicago
506
Johnson, Alexander S., date of death.... 680
Deaf Institution
680
Johnson, B. H., member of house, 1925, 710
Johnson, B. R
208
Johnson, Benjamin
211
Johnson^ Bill
48T
Johnson, C. M., secretary School Code
Commission
701
Johnson, Charles
456
Johnson, Charles F., bank commissioner, 678
date of death
670
judge thirty-sixth district
670
Johnson, Elhenan
636
Johnson, Mrs. Elizabeth A
747
commissioner Pike's Pawnee village.
696
date of death
695
trustee Pawnee Rock Park
695
Johnson, Emily L., employee Haskell Institute
744, 745
Johnson, Fielding, agent of Delaware
agency
734
date of death
658
-Penitentiary commissioner, territorial.
658
Johnson, G.
679
Johnson, Mrs. George.
See Johnson,
Mrs. Elizabeth A.
Johnson, George Henry Trust, president
State Board of Health
686
Johnson, George Y., date of death
687
president Horticultural Society
687
Johnson, H., employee, Indian service... 725
Johnson, Ida S., employee Haskell Institute
744
Johnson, J. H., live stock sanitary commissioner
692
Johnson, J, P., railroad assessor
699
Johnson, J. S., member Optometry Board, 695
Johnson, J. W., live stock sanitary commissioner
692
Johnson, John
487
Johnson, John B., date of death
664
judge circuit court
670
speaker and speaker pro tern, of house, 664
Johnson, John N., member of senate,
1925
709
,
Johnson, John W., agent Indian service
722, 723
Johnson, Joseph S., member Embalming
Board
682
Johnson, L. W., trustee Western University
708
Johnson, Lemuel
456
Johnson, Mary Frances
231
Johnson, Pleasant, employee Indian service
729
Johnson, R. F
513
Johnson, T. S., member Board of Education
681
Johnson, Thomas,
211,212,213,216,219
235, 241, 249, 257, 263, 264

—trustee

,

.

.

.

—
—

—
—
—

.

—
—

,

•

W

.

—

'

685
720

employee Weather

Bureau, Topeka
Jennings,

27

John Brown Memorial

John Goose, employee Indian service.... 738
"John Star," password of free-state secret society in Linn county
617
Johnson & Calhoun, proprietors of City

714
614
312
211
757
716

703
703
530

—
—

.'

•

—cornmissioner to
public buildings
—date death
—
Shawnee language
—letters of
—president of
—superintendent
to biographical
s'^Iect

torial

of
learns

territorial

references

701
697
697
259
249

698

'

sites

for terri-

660
659
237
236, 237, 239
council.
584, 659
sketches.... 236
.

.

.

—
and teacher, Shawnee
Manual Labor School
728, 733
— super^'ision of missions of Missouri con- 219

ference in 1840
213, 253
Johnson, Mrs. Thomas
Johnson, Thomas L., police commissioner
697
Leavenworth

General Index.

830
W.

Johnson,

H.,

Embalming

member

682

Board
Johnson,

W.

office

706

sociation

Johnson, W. J.,
Atchison
Johnson, William

police

at

commissioner,

697

— Shawnee Manual
— biographical sketch

207, 208, 211, 240
262, 263, 264, 265

Labor School

237
235

234,251
—
death and
—conditions
dated June
1831, describing
227
Kansas mission
— the Missionary
to the corresponding
the M. E.
Society
Church
227, 228, 229, 230, 231
260
work
—
234
—martyr
Indian language
preached
236
short sketch
—
262
Johnson, Mrs. William
burial of
28,
at

letter

secretary

letters

to his
in

Johnson, William Alexander,
death
judge court of appeals

date

231,
of

700
666
700
Court of Visitation
Johnson, William Lee Andrew, labor com691
missioner
Johnson county
579, 613, 614
318
Johnston, Gen. Albert Sidney
600
Johnston, E. V
Johnston, George F., member Medical
692
Board
Johnston, John, treaty commissioner .... 761
Johnston, Col. Joseph E., commandant at
356
Fort Leavenworth
See Johnston,
Johnston, Mrs. Lucy B.
Mrs. William Agnew.
Johnston, Saunders W., associate justice,
659
territorial
659
—date of death
697
Johnston, W. C, date of death
697
member Pharmacy Board
430
Johnston, William Agnew
665
as'sociate justice
662
attorney -general
665
chief justice
Johnston, Mrs. William Agnew, Board

—

—member

•

—
—
—
—

Women
of
tions

Visitors,

State

—
—
member Traveling Libraries
Pawnee Rock Park
—
canyon
commissioner Pike's Pawnee

Institu679, 703
Village... 696

Commis-

sion
trustee

Johnston's
Joliffe,

Jolly,

O.,

member

John,

of house, 1925
principal chief Cherokees.

.

691
695
321
710
755
507
508

Jones, Carpenter &
Jones, A
Jones, Benjamin, the "Diamond of the
752
Plain" discovered by
507
Jones, C. B
Jones, C. D., speaker pro tern, of house, 664
Jones, C. E., police commissioner, Wich-

698

ita

Jones, C. W.,

member Medical Board... 693

Charles Morgan, date of death.. 698
698
police commissioner, Wichita
675
Jones, D. C, surgeon general
Jones, David, teacher. Friends mission
Jone^s,

—

Shawnee Nation
.Jones, David H.
Jones, Frank O., teacher Haskell
tute
Jones, George W.,

Jones,
Jones,
JonPvS,

Jones,

728
623
Insti-

—

—

718, 719
Vocational
691
680
H. M., dairy commissioner.
737
Henry, employee Indian service.
Hiram W.. agent Quapaw agency, 738
737
Isaac, employee Indian service.
769
J. B., Cherokee commissioner

719
530
730
770
725
744
511
692

518
518
124

Jenkins
Jones, Samuel P., chief inspector Grain
Inspection Department
Jones. Samuel W., trustee Western University
Jones, Thomas C
505,
deputy collector Revenue service. 716,
Jones, Thomas E., employee Indian serv-

—

.

685

708
507
717
739

ice

Thomas

Jones,

member

R.,

Miners'

Board

W.

Jones,

693
B., police commissioner,

Wich-

ita

698

W. M., commissioner Industrial
RefoiTnatory
Jones, William, Seneca Indian
Jones, William Clark, date of death....
U. R. Marshal
warden Penitentiary
Jordan, Ebbin. employee Indian service.
Jordan, Robert
207, 208, 330,
Jornada
322, 326,
a waterless course of fifty miles south
from Arkansas river

Jones,

—
—

.

H

—

688
761
697
712
697
'736

333
330

333
333
JournejTake, Charles, Delaware Indian.. 763
766, 769
Journeycake, Isaac, interpreter Delaware
reserve
734, 735, 736
Journeycake, Solomon, Delaware Indian, 754
Joy, James F.,
579, 771
Judge advocates general, list of
6*74
Judicial districts, twenty-fifth to twentyeighth abolished
669
Judson, Col. William
657
Julien, Stephen, interpreter
723,724,748

Jornada del Muerte

R

Jumner,

Horace G., member Board of

Charities

679

Jumping Fish, Kickapoo Indian
755
Jumping Fish, Sauk and^ Fox Indian... 763
Junction City

.

.

.

360, 363-367, 368-370, 388

394, 395, 396, 504, 570, 590
— 390,sermon 393,
preached
382, 390
—population
1865
383
—public
387
—Rev. David Clarkson, minister
356
— John's church
376
392,

first

in

of,
in

hall

in

St.

Junction City land office, history of
Junction neighborhood (Upper Neosho),
457, 460,
—early settlers of
settlers warned that all men would be

—

720
456
462
463
458

killed

John E., regent Teachers ColEmporia
690
Junneau, H., director Soldier's Home... 702
Junkin,
lege,

.Juno, Josie,

744

deputy revenue col-

lector

Jones,
George W.,
School. Topeka
.Tones,

Jones, Mrs. Joe
Jones, John T., interpreter Indian service,
signs treaty for Ottawas
766,
Jones, L., employee Indian service
Jones, Lucy P., teacher Haskell Institute,
Jones, M. T
509,
Jones, N. L., member Medical Board...
Jones, Peter, infant child of, burned in
Free State Hotel
Jones, Samuel J
suggests hanging Lane for death of

of

of

J. M., deputy revenue collector.. 717
James R., register Lecompton land

Jones,
Jones,

H., president Teachers' As-

"Justice

employee Indian

service, 739,
in Early

743

was Swift and Sure

Kansas," by

J.

T. Botkin

488

*.

regent

.

.

.

.

.

K.
Ka-ana-kuck.

See Kennekuk.
Wesley, member Board

Kabler, L.
Public Works
Kagpy, Charles L., U.
Kagi,"

John

H

S.

minister

of

699
714
649
611,

831

General Index.
Chief
Fool
Ka-he-ga-wa-ta-ning-ga,
(first), Kansas Indian, Little Chief in
Also spelled Ke-hicouncil of 1819.
Ki-he-ga-wa-ti-anga-wat-ti-an-ga,
ea and Ky-he-ga-wa-ti-nin-ka. 265,266
466, 568, 748, 750, 762
748
—called Little Chief, 1819
265
characteristics bf
748
in tribal council with Long, 1819
750
—signed treaty of 1825
762
treaty of 1846
265, 266
speeches of
466
river
^village of, on Kansas
266
visit of, to Washington
756
Kahekettada, Quapaw chief
LKah-he-ga-wah-che-hah], Hard Chief,
Kansas Indian, also spelled Ke-hi-gaand
Ki - hi - ga -wa- chuff e,
Ava-chuffe,
762, 765
signed treaties 1846, 1859
Chief
Fool
Kah-he-ga-wah-ti-an-ga,
(second), Kansas Indian, also spelled,
Kah-he-ga-wa-ti-an-gah, and Ki-higa-wat-ti-an-gah
569, 765, 766
items charged to him in account book of
569
1863
Council Grove, 1859
signed treaties
and 1863
765, 766
741
Kah-nah-tub-be, Indian police
Ka-la-sha-wat-lumga, Kansas Indian... 765
677
Kalloch, Isaac S., date of death
president State Board of Agriculture.. 677
Ka-nat-soyh, or Nicholas Cusick, Tuscarora Indian
760
Kanavel, George Washington, member
Board of Charities
679
railroad commissioner
700
Kan-ke-kah, Daniel, apprentice at Pottawatomie agency
739
Ka-noh-qua-sa, or William John, Onondaga Indian
760
Kanostowah, or The Man Who Don't
Speak, Witchitaw Indian
757
Kansas territory
-564
.

—
—
—
—

—

—

Kansas, Missourians scheme to make a
slave state

in

cast

in

of, activities in

in

prairie

into

577
ple of North and South
—regiments, First battery, at battle of
588
Prairie Grove

— —Second

law of 1841, applicable to
surveyed and unsurveyed lands in. 608
70
1, 2, 7, 9, 20, 25, 49, 56,
100, 101, 103, 104, 108, 128, 295, 306, 307
309, 314, 316, 323, 325, 345, 357, 358, 359
362, 363, 367, 407, 420, 425, 433, 439, 441
451, 452, 464, 466, 467, 471, 473, 474, 476
477, 488, 497, 504, 520, 523, 524, 528, 530
548, 554, 557, 570, 576
armed bands of the two political parties, traversed the country in all directions
87
assessed valuation of
408
border warfare in 1855, 1856
358
dedicated to Indian use in 1832
43
delegation called upon to approve or
disapprove of Farmer's Alliance platform
409
election of state bird of
597
era of exploded theories of government and finance in
11
Fanner's Alliance brought to
406
all

•

—company
—infantry at

—

-

—

—

—
—
—
Protestant

fight to get control of,

by

factions of

Episcopal Church
359, 360
—first bishop of Episcopal church in
354
white man to enter from the east,
M. Du Tissenet
607
gave national republican candidate in
1888 the largest majority of any state
in union
404
463
ground-houses built by Pawnees in.
581
in turmoil until after the Civil War.
invaded by proslavery mob that ruled
and dictated decisions and overruled
117
justice in Kansas
.

—

—
—
—

.

.

.

.

.

I

battle

Wilson

of

636

organized at Lawrence
615
reorganized as Second Kansas
cavalry
636

company F

635
636

roster of
militia,

company

42
631, 657

1

Sixth cavalry

company B, organized

at Trading

Post

company D
— — —^militia,
battles
—
company K
•

-

engaged

652
489
623
617
618

in

roster of

with Pleasanton's army chasing Price
-Seventh cavalry

630
631

company B, accused

of plunder-

ing

630
630

—

• stationed at Mound City
Eighth infantry

.

—
—

588

Creek

—

45
^Ninth cavalry
652
at battle of Prairie Grove
45
Tenth infantry
65
in battle of Prairie Grove
587
Eleventh cavalry
586
infantry,
at battle of Prairie

Grove
fired

589
last

Thirteenth
Prairie

shot

at

Grove

Prairie

—
•

by

373, 588, 589
617, 621

cavalry

608

Kansas

commanded

battery,

Hopkins

the "irrepressi-

—preemption

.

in

—

ble conflict"

election.
instates

in

^political

—

—opening

.

in

_

—

609

of

408
—mortgage debt of
597
—most common birds of
—no laws voters census of 1855, 527
of
—number
583
at
number of votes
—and
people possibly more radical and
404
other
tense than those
404
—
— pioneer movements
35
rancor
—population 1860
21
533
—
covered with flowers
—precipitated
struggle between peo-

infantry,

in

battle of
587, 588
battle of

Grove

Fifteenth cavalry,
-infantry

company

587
652
652

H

Eighteenth cavalry, mustered for Indian service on the plains
338
Twenty-third militia
65
^right of way of Santa Fe trail across
Kansas, marked by state
542
secretary of state, reports of
405
sentiment of regarding James H. Lane, 14
settlers enlisted in Union army
581
state auditor's valuation of
408
stone boxes found in
469
suffering great dujing winter of 18551856
576
surveyor generals of
40, 721
the call of, in territorial days
515
third partyism slow in starting in.
404
troubles
14, 107, 108, 110
being
used to
a doubtful state
440
want and suffering in, after drouth... 371
whiskers and Populism
420
winter of 1855-1856 severe
358, 576
years of 1855-1856 most eventful.... 581

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Kansas Academy of Science
Kansas Annual Register
Kansas Audubon Society, membership

.

.

.

62
of,

360
600

General Index.

832

353, 357, 858

Kansas Churchman
Kansas City
high
—
—

4,

34

364, 403, 418, 528, 578

15

school

698

police commissioners

Mo

27
72, 107, 111, 113, 117, 123, 219, 223, 228
316, 331, 340, 367, 380, 435, 440, 447, 465
515, 519, 535, 570, 585, 609, 645, 651,'656
308
landing place on Missouri river
predictions of William Gilpin concern19
ing
19
public library
636
Second Kansas taken to defense of
325
trade driven away by Civil War
Kansas City, Fort Scott & Gulf railroad,
now the St. Louis & San Francisco
504, 607
railroad
418, 450
Kansas City Journal
439, 479
Kansas City Star
Kansas City Stock Yards, regulations of. 443
Kansas City Times. .7, 38, 411, 423, 445, 447

Kansas City,

18, 25,

4, 6,

—
—
—
—
—

.

.

.

.

.

—quoted

.

415

poem by

"Kansas' Dead in France,"
Whittier G. Mitchell

594

Kansas Deaf Mute Institute, opened at
680
Baldwin by Philip A. Emery
434
Kansas Democrat, Hiawatha
Kansas Editorial Association, resolution
introduced by D. W. Wilder looking to
formation of a Historical Society

3

Kansas Farmer, Topeka
Kansas Free State, Lawrence

— destroyed by border

32,

ruffians

Kansas Indians

•

—

228,
237, 247, 259, 268, 475, 529, 533, 538,
548, 549, 551, 554,
absent from home most of time.
231,

—agency
addenda)
—agency Council Grove
725, 731, 732,
—and Osages, council with Major
Stephen
.

.

(see

at

407
68
61
234
540
556
232
227
724
737

H. Long at Cantonment Martin, on
au Vache, Missouri river, Aug.
748
24, 1819
and Pawnees, council held with by
Capt. Pike, 1806
747
bridge of
259
Isle

—children
—

attend Shawnee Manual Labor

260
253

School

— clannish

•

— cultivate
chiefly

habits of
small
patches

of

Kansas Indians, massacre a party of
Pawnee women and children
along with their women,
Methodist Church, the only one to
work among
—miserable condition of
238, 239,
227,
—Missions of

—men workmg

—

231
253
229
234, 258, 259, 544, 558, 560
aid of doctors ninety ' miles away
231
from
240
began among, in fall of 1830
buildings erected at Rev. Johnson's
240
location (on Kansas river)
561
in Council Grove
orphans and dependents only, at561
tend school at.
painting of, by Mrs. Charles Dil534
lon
suspension of work caused by death
251
of Rev. William Johnson
232, 260
mode of living
544
moved to Council Grove in 1847
—plan expedition against the Pawnees.. 230
—population of
230, 239
1831
228
1836
229
portion of tribe remove about 100
miles above mouth of Kaw, in 1835.
237
poverty of
229, 230
propensity to war with neighboring
tribes
232
provision for removal to lands of Great
and Little Osages in Indian territory,
and for sale of lands in Kansas
772
purchase of merchandise for visit to
Kiowa Indians
568
raid on Council Grove in 1859
545
raided by Cheyennes in 1868
545
remarkable conversion of one
262
removal to Indian territory in 1873.
772
reservation at
Council Grove from
1847 to 1873
544
return to their village on subsiding of
smallpox
237
school and mission (of William Johnson) 100 miles from a settlement
227
228, 229
strife with Pawnees from 1601 to 1776, 466
superstitions among
264
superstitious and suspicious
540, 541
.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—treaty,

238

of removing from Kansas. ....... 772
—— date
death of the
230
—deaths among, from of
230, 231
from sickness... 232
—
and
284
—
with Pawnees
-

first

desert village

chief
fever
flee

difficulties

—driven south

in

466

1776

— fear attack from
massacre
— fever among
—Fool Chiefs

(first

Pawnees

for

recent

234
230, 231

and second).

See

Ka-he-ga-wa-ta-ning-ga, and Kah-hega-wah-ti-an-ga.

561
bloods averse to education
—
on Chocpermission
—granted
Indian
lands
full

——

to settle
terin
769
28, 1866
263
grave of one of tribe
Hard Chief. See Kah-he-ga-wah-che-

taw and Cherokees
ritory, by treaty of Apr.

-

hah, and other spellings.

—Ka-he-ga-wa-ta-ning-ga
ga-wah-ti-an-ga.
ta-ning-ga
and

and Kah-haSee Ka-he-ga-waKah-ha-ga-wah-ti-

—
— located

houses
about seventy miles west of
Shawnee Manual Labor School
on Kansas river, about eighty miles
above junction with Missouri
lodges constructed from bark of trees,

live chiefly in dirt

—

—

238
237

230
204

.

.

.

.

Oct. 28, 1815, at St. Louis, for
747
peace
June 3, 1825, at St. Louis, ceding
lands on Missouri river from mouth
of Kaw to northeast corner of Missouri and westward
750
Aug. 16, 1825, at Sora Kansas creek
(Dry Turkey creek), consenting to
survey of Santa Fe road, and free
use of it to Americans going to or
from New Mexico
529, 752
Jan. 14, 1846, at Methodist mission,
Kansas country, selling lands for use
of Pottawatomies, and agreeing to
move to west part of their reservation near Council Grove
762
Oct. 5, 1859, at Kansas agency,
Council Grove, relative to lands
in
severalty,
and diminished re765
serve
Mar. 13, 1862, at Kansas agency.
Council Grove, relative to appraisal
766
of lands
village, E-ya-no-sa, naked children at, 264
466
Independence creek
near present Manhattan
749, 750
on both sides of Kansas river in
237
1835
746
on Missouri river
233
—Upper
Wahonsongah, warrior, at council with
746, 747
Pike, 1806

—

an-ga.

.

—
—

ground,

with hoes

232
230

—
—

—

General Index.
Kansas

Indians,

White

Man-

Plume,

shenscaw, signed treaty, 1815
signed treaty,

Noni-pa-wa-ra,
1825

Wam-pa-wa-ra,

747
in
.

at

750

with

council

748

Long, 1819

Johnson, missionary
1830,
—toWilliara
235
death
229
from missionaries
—
—
under addenda.
to,

of
willing to learn
See, also,

-

833

Ka-ta-ca-karo, He Who Receives the
Word of God, Ta-wa-ka-ro Indian.
760
Ka-ta-ka, Indian tribe
760
.

—

.

.

See, Kiowa Indians.
Ka-te-wah, Bald Eagle, Kickapoo
Katner, Frances E., secretary Teachers'
Association
Kaw Indians. See Kansas Indians.
Kaw-e-kat, John, Kickapoo police
•Kaw-ke-kah, Edward, Indian police....
tribe, treaty.

756
705
740
741
759
758

589
Kansas Jayhawkers
Kansas Landing, now Kansas City, Mo.. 219
57
Kansas legislature
586
Kansas National Guard
532
company C, at Council Grove

Pottawatomie
Kawk, Pottawatomie
Kaye, Dean James P. DeB.,
Grace Cathedral, Topeka
Ka-zhe-cah, Quapaw

545 551
Kansas -Nebraska bill
31, 34, 46, 45li 577
582
date of approval
142
Kansas News, Emporia, quoted
446
Kansas newspapers
"Kansas or Bust"
551

Keables,
a character of early Boston, a good singer
486
Keebles, E.
510
Keach, O. A., member Board of Correc-

—
—

Kans-as

Pacific

railroad,

Fort Harker
Kansas Reports,

finished

beyond
340

427, 430, 432
435, 446-, 447
Kansas river
15, 19, 38, 45, 218, 230
236, 237, 263, 264, 267, 274, 275, 276, 278
308, 309, 316, 464, 579, 580, 622
district, Indian Mission conference, apcited

—

•

248
pointments for 1844
ferry at Lawrence operated by John
44
Baldwin
284
Pawnees gave land on
Ill
steamboat "Emma Harmon" on
valley
390
259
short description of
Kansas Society Sons of the American Rev596
olution
Kansas Soldiers' Compensation Board,
personnel of
689

—
—
—
—

Kansas State Alliance Exchange Company
Kansas State Author's Club
Kansas State Teachers College, Emporia,
formerly Kansas State Normal School,

407
451
604
689
689
presidents of
—regents of
689, 690
Kansas State Teachers College, Hays, 601, 690
former names of
690, 691
Kansas State Teachers College, Pittsburg,
691
presidents and principals
formerly
Manual Training Normal
School
691
Kansas Theological School, Topeka. 366, 401
^burning of its building
353
Kansas Tribune, Lawrence
118
-published by John and Joseph
L.
Speer
63
Kansas Vocational School (Negro), Topeka, formerly Industrial and Educational Institute
691
691
regents and principals of
Kansas Wesleyan University
515
Kap-i-o-ma, or the Fox Carrier, Kickapoo
764
Karaho, John, "Wyandotte
770
Karlen, Rev. Karl
396
Karnac, temple of, at Wiltshire, England, 471
Kaskaskia Indians
767
—treaty Oct. 27, 1832, at Castor Hill,
Mo., accepting lands on Osage
river
755
May 30, 1854, with Peorias, Piankeshaws. and Weas, at Washington, D. C, cession of lands and
union of trilses
764
Feb. 23, 1867, with other tribes, at

—

—

-

—
—
—
—

.

•

—

Washington, D. C, cession of lands,
claims, and removal to Indian territory

53—324

Kaw-we

saut,

of

rector

306
770

,

H

tions

Keach, Wycoff
Keagan, John, teacher
school
Kealing,

680
600
in

Pottawatomie
739, 743

H.

T.,

trustee

Western

Uni-

versity

708

Ke-an-cot-woh, or Buffalo,

Miami In-

^ dian

754
Kearny, Philip, military record of... 272, 273
Kearny, Stephen W., U. S. A., First infantry
751
passed over part of Santa Fe road with
command
529
stationed at Fort Leavenworth' in 18*37*, 355
Keck, George
322,323
Keck. Katherine L., cooking teacher
Haskell Institute
745
Keck, Martin
328, 329, 331, 335, 3*3*6', 340
beaten by Mexicans
325
—forms partnership with Charles Raber, 321
Keegan, Edward, mine inspector
693
Keene, Austin M., law examiner
666
speaker of the house
664
Ke-en-e-kuk. See Kennekuk.
Keetshaw, Kickapoo
743
Kee-way-gee-zhig, or Returning* Sky,
Chippewa
753
Kee-way-nay, Pottawatomie .....*.'.'.*
758
Keggins, Kathleen, clerk Pottawatomie
agency
74^
Ke-hea-bash-ee, Kansas Indian
752
Keheathmgah, little chief. Great Osages, 749
Ke-hi-ga-wah-chuffe, Kansas Indian
765
Ke-hi-ga-wat-ti-an-ga, Kansas Indian.. 762
Kehler, Rev. John H., of Maryland
372
Keifer, Cornelius W., deputy
revenue
collector
716, 71'7 718
Keith, Van Camp & Tenney, of Council

—
—

—

—

*

.'

.'

.*

.

.

.

Grove

(5^2

Keith, Charles B., agent Kickap'o*os'. '.734*
735
treaty commissioner
7gg
Keith, Green, trustee Western XJiiiver-

—

sity

1703

Keith, Mrs. Lura
547
Keith, Wilson, police commissioner,* To-

peka

Kell,

John

ggg
T.,

trustee

Park
Kellam, Charles C.
Tr
11
Kellam,

-c^
E.

T,
P

.

Pawiiee

"Rock

.363, 365,' 3*70*
3'^^'

Enhraim T., blacksmith"
Miamis
Keller, George, warden
Penitentiary.

'3'7'l*,

3gg

*

Keller,

— date

'for

.

.

.

of death

H. C, regent Agricuitural
College
K^lley, Elmer Ellsworth, state printer.
Kelley, Eugene
Kelley, J. M., emigration agent

^25
696
ggg

Kellerman,

.

770

ggg
373

377! 390

.

g7g
663
600
682
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834

Kelley, "Uncle" Joe, hiding in brush from
578
proslavery men
Kelley, Philip, commissioner Industrial

Reformatory

—date

of death
Kelley, Rinaldo Paris, regent Agricultural
College
Kelley, William Henry Harrison, brigadier
general
congressman.
See, Errata.
date of death
director Penitentiary
elected to congress
live stock sanitan,' commissioner
member Board of Charities
president Historical Society
receiver ToDeka land office
regent Agricultural College
Kellogg, Josiah, date of death
—speaker of house, 1864, 1873
Kellogg, Lyman Beecher, attorney-gen-

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

688
688
676
674
674
696
408
692
679
687
719
676
664
664

eral

of

Associa689, 704
secretary' State Teacher's As-

tion

Teacher's

sociation
School, Emporia
regent
Kelly,
&, hotel keepers
Kelly,
Kelly, Bernard, past department

—mander
pension

G. A.

704
690
556
475

com-

R

691

682
Kelly, George W., emigrant agent
Kelly, Henry Bascom, member Board of
679
Charities

—date

679

of death

Kelly, John, president Board of Agri677
culture
694
Kelly, M. C, oil inspector
Kelly, Thomas T., insular service Do-

714
662

minican Republic

—
Kelsey,

state treasurer
Charles E., gauger

Revenue

serv-

—

—

1849

Kelsey, S. T., commissioner Centennial
683
Exposition
Kelsey, Samuel Howell, adjutant general, 673
673
date of death
Kelso, David, frontier claims commis-

—

.

686

sioner

Ke-mon-sah,
Kemp, Anna

Little Chief, Elaskaskias. . 755
B., teacher Haskell Insti.

744, 745

tute

member Banking Board, 678
Warren A., industrial teacher
740
Iowa, Sac and Fox school
355,357
Kemper, Bishop Jackson

Kemp,
Kemp,

Wallace,

358, 362, 364, 365, 366, 367, 368, 370, 379
384,
of

391
— "Apostle the West," by 380, 354
354
Norwalk, Corm.
—
to parish
the Northchosen missionary bishop
—west
355
359
contracts "Land
—entered
355
1837
present Kansas
—
356
report nuoted
—
360
1859
—
tour
Kansas
359
—
to Kansas
comHolland,
Kemper,
in

called

.

.

.

of

scvu-vy"

in

in

of

visits

Willis

missioner

701
705
389
400
384
393
215
727
557

Kennedy, John, superintendent of emigration, Cherokee coimtry
726
Kennedy, May, assistant matron Haskell
Institute

744

Kennedy, Thomas J., blacksmith Neosho
subagency
729, 732
Kennekuk, Kickapoo cliief, known as
21f 217, 218, 246, 256, 755
Prophet

— Christian ....
215, 242
—description
215, 216
—
employed
Saawnee Manual Labor
School
216
— given
o preach
216
—
against mission354
—name
Ka-ana-kuck, Kanakuk
and Ke-en-e-kuk
256, 755
—prayer board
257
—signed treaty of 1832
—whippers among followers adminis.

'if

at

li

'^nse

influent!
aries

si

;xerted

of,

elled

election

681

Kempster, member Mining Commission, 693
Kempton, Joseph, portrait in group.... 536
Kendall, A. O., member Medical Board, 692
Kendall, John Chester, dairy commis680
sioner

7 i5

his
ter flagellation to penitents

24 •>

Kennekuk, John, or Pah-kah-kah. 764,76')
Kennekuk, or Stephen Pensineau
766
Kennekuk, Atchison county
215
Kennerly, George H., agent Indian serv.

ice

—
Indian agent,
—
subagent Indian
Kermerly,
special

U.

S.

A

722, 723
751, 753

service

James, Indian agent
Kenney, C. S., superintendent Tuberculosis Sanatorium
Kermey, Ed
"Keno," cry of
Kent, Harry Llewellyn, director Board of
Vocational Education
superintendent Fort Hays Experiment

—

Station

716

ice

School

Teachers' Association
Kendrick, Rev. Joseph Miles
386,
392, 395, 399,
made bishop of New Mexico in 1889,
—stationed at Fort Scott
384,
Kennear, Rev. David, in charge of Shawnee Manual Labor School
teacher, etc., Indian service
260,
Kennedy,
at Council Grove in
,

of

685

721
agent, U. S
Kellv, Dorman S., president Academy
672
of Science
Kelly, F. J., regent Vocational School,

Topeka

George W., member
Commission

a

662
689

death
—
—date
president
State
—recording
Normal
—
Watkins

Kendrick,

—Textbook
president

Kent,

RajTnond
Topeka

A.,

regent

708

Vocational

School,

—
—

—primitive
—stone boxesconditions
found
—
taxes

691
182
182
181
181
469
182
507

in

in
in

in

Kenworthy, G. W. & Co
Kenyon, William Squire, judge U.

S. cir-

court

711
759

Kee-o-kuk, Sac chief

Keogh,

706
487
513

682

Kentucky, early schoolmasters
Green river portion of
^no markets in early days

cuit

723
722

,

761, 765, 767, 770
killed with Custer's com-

mand
573
Ke-o-kuk, Jr
761
Kepley, Robert B., date of death
699
member Board of Public Works
699
Keplinger, Lewis Walter, trustee Western
University
708
Ker, Leander, chaplain at Fort Leavenworth
357

—

military record of
273
Kerby, John W., member of house, 1925, 709
Kerby, W. H., dental examiner
681
Kerlin, Bridget, employee Iowa, Saiak and
Fox school
740
Kern, Henry H., commissioner Chicago
Exposition
683
Kernan, Dr. J. F
600
Kerr, R. N., director Soldiers' Home.
702
.

.

.

835
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Richard, fanner
Foxes
Kerr, Ruth, employee,
agency

Kerr,

member

for

Sauk

and
727. 728

Sauk

and

Fox

727, 728
of house, 1925... 710

Kersey, Bert,
Kersey, Mary, employee Pottawatomie
.739
agency
Kersey, Nevins M., farmer Pottawatomie
agency
AV\"-A":'^^^
Kasselring, Bert, secretary School Book
702
Commission
Kessler, James W., blacksmith Potta739
watomie agency
740
Ketch -kum-mee, Pottawatomie police.
Delaware
Ketchum, Capt.
,
755, 761
chief
Ketchum, D., Major, Sixth infantry ... 751
Ketchum, H. C, attending physician
735
Indian service
Ketchum, James, signed Delaware treaty,
769
1806
Ketchum, John, or Que-sha-to-wha,
763
signed treaty, 1854
Ke-tesh, Simon, Pottawatomie Indian... 741
Ketner, James, major general, date of
673
death
568
Ke-wah-se-she, Kansas Indian
740
Ke-way-ho, Paul, Kickapoo police
Walking
Bear,
or
Ke-wi-shah-tuk, or the
764
Squire
Khigaischinga, little chief of Great Osages, 750
Little
Khigaiswachinpichais,
chief
of
750
Osages
Kickapoo City, Association
357
357
Kickapoo City "Self Defensives"
Rev. John McNamara first to preach
at
357
town of
578, 579
Kickapoo Indians
239, 245
248, 251, 268, 274, 350, 475
.

.

—

•

—

—agency
—
attend
costume
—cabins
—children

732-738
service

religiotis

in

full

Indian

256
274

bound to board while young, 256

have trouble in understanding words
spelled
215
method of caring for young children.. 256

—
—mission
—

•

211, 217, 238, 254, 255,
location of site
213, 214,
report of condition, by Rev. Jerome
C. Berryman, Jan. 28, 1835
school
211,
Nation, located between Kansas and

266
267
241
215

Missouri rivers

numbers

in

267
255

1843

— of the Vermillion, treaty Aug.

30, 1819,
at Fort Harrison, ceding lands
treaty July 19,
amending
1820,
treaty of Aug. 30, 1819
Sept. 5, 1840, at Vincennes, Ind.,
relative to removal
prophet, Kennekuk
216,
218, 246, 256,

.

—
—removed

from

Illinois

— Roman Catholic mission
—settlements of

to

•

—teaching alphabet to children.
Edwardsville,
—
July
1819,
promised lands
treaty,
111.,

30,

749
749
749
217
755
213
357
213
215

at

ceded lands, were

on Osage river

748

Oct. 24, 1832, at Castor Hill, Mo.,
southwest of
relative to removal

755
Missouri river
May 18, 1854, at Washington, D.
C, ceding lands received in 1832,
and reserving lands at head of
763
Grasshopper river

Kickapoo Indians, treaty, June 28, 1862,
at Kickapoo agency, relative to disposal of lands, emigration south,
and option on lands given to Atchi766
son.* Pike's Peak R. R. Co
720
Kickapoo land office, history of
Kickapoo rangers, under command of

23
Captain Martin
242
Kickpoo Religious Society
Indian
755
Kickapoo
Kick-a-poo-hor,
Kicking Bird, nom de plume of Milton
7
W. Reynolds
Kidder, Marion E., teacher, Haskell In745
stitute
^
674
^
Kidder, Pancoast
Kilberg, F. O., Las Vegas, N. M., cattle
338
of, stolen by Indians
wagon train of, in charge of John T.

—

Elkins
Killdeer
Killen, Daniel,
mission

338
597

member

growing

Killings,

State House

Com-

dispute

over

703
out

of

577

slavery
Killion,

John

V., receiver

Dodge Citv land
721
480

office

Kilpatrick,

Kimball,

Charles

A.,

member

School

Textbook Commission
701
Kimball, Charles H., brigadier general.. 674
death
674
James A., business manager,
state
675
date of death
675
director Soldier's Home
702
regent University
707
Kimball, Paul H., member School Code
Commission
701
Kimble, Sam, date of death
669
judge twenty-first district
669
Kincaid, Jasper T., member Tax Commission
704
state accountant
673
Kincaid
628
Kincaide, Tom
339
farming near Independence, Mo
340
in charge of wagons for Stapp & Hopkins
338, 340
King,
stage messenger
337
King, A. H., member Pharmacy Board.. 697
King, C. L., director Penitentiary
696
King, Charles H., assistant adjutant general
686
King, Edward, teacher Kickapoo agency, 738
King, Frank W., receiver Hays City land
office
721
King, Rev. H, W., trustee Western University
708
King, James, assistant blacksmith Neosho
agency
737
to Senecas
738
King, James Levi, civil service commissioner
679
date of death
679
deputy Revenue collector
717
member Traveling Libraries Commission
691
secretary Traveling Libraries Commission
692
state librarian
691
King, Jesse, blacksmith Kansas agency.
732
Council Grove
Pottawatomie agency
727, 731
King, Joe V., lease clerk Pottawatomie
agency
743
165
King, John F
439
King, L. F
King, Lewis Philip, candidate for U. S.
443
senator

—
date of
Kimball,
—
—
—

—

—

—
—

,

—
—
—
—
—

——
;
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836
King, Lewis Philip,
cago Exposition

—member
Matthew,

683
709

,

of senate, 1925
interpreter

King,

Wyandotte agency

W

Chi-

commissioner

Shawnee and
724,735

667
King, Roswell L., judge eighth district.
697
King, Samuel C, date of death
697
police commissioner, Atchison
King, W. T., assistant blacksmith Potta731
watomie agency
King, William, blacksmith Kansas agency, ^
732
Council Grove
760
King. William, Caj-uga Indian
597
Kingbirds
436
Kingfisher creek
...598
Kinglets
.

.

—

Kingman, Samuel Austin,

jus-

associate

665
665
—chief justice
commissioner to audit territorial claims, 660
665
date of death
686
president Historical Society
707
regent State University
691
state librarian
606
Kingman county
Kinkead, George W., president Horticul687
tural Society
Kinkel, John IM., attorney Public Service
699
Commission
—member Public Utilities Commission. 699
507
Kinlan, J
Kingsbury, Burton L., regent Agricul676
tural College
Kinnear, David. See Kennear, David.
Kinnev, D. W., appraiser of salt spring
.694
lands
Kinzee, J. W., member of Osteopathic
695
Board
764
Kio-kaw-mo-zan, David Lykins
Kiowa creek
496
Kiowa Indians
307, 555, 569
agency of
737
769
—chief Ta-ki-bull
Kaw Indians intend to visit
568
and Comanche Indians, agency. .736, 737
-^treaty Oct. 21, 1867, on Medicine
Lodge creek
770
tice

—
—
—
—
—

.

-

—

—
—
—

_

•

.

Klock,

J.

creek.

26,

1837, establishing peace and

friendship

760
495

Kiowa, Old

Kiowa

Indians.

See^ also,

Comanche In-

dians.
Kiper, Julius,

emigration agent

Kirk,

member Board

L.

K.,

Chari679

Kirk, O. D., police commissioner,

Wich698

ita

Thomas, Jr., superintendent Osawatomie Hospital
689
Kirkpatrick, M. W., superintendent of
Dodge City Experiment Station.... 683

Kirk,

— —Tribune

Experiment Station
683
Kirkpatrick, Snyder Solomon, congressman third district
672
date of death
672
Kirkpatrick, Thomas, secretary Board of
•

—

Health
Kirwin land office, history of
Kitchen, Charley
Kiwiktaka, White Bull, chief
Captain, master of
Kizer,

686
720
328
747

steamboat

219
"Shawnee"
Klaus, William, dates of birth and death, 595
Building
Memorial
Kle'n, Paul, member
693
Commission
677
president Board of Agriculture

—

Educa681

705
Teachers' Association
446
Klondyke, gold fields discovered in
Knapp, A. H., superintendent Osawato688
mie Hospital
Knapp, Dallas W., member of senate,
709

1925

Knapp, E. N., regent Teachers
Emporia
Knapp, Fred Wilson, auditor
conservation commissioner
—
Board
Control
—
Knapp, George
commissioner

College,

690
661
679
680

of

secretars^

S.,

for

Kan-

689
sas-Colorado irrigation controversy.
689
irrigation commissioner
Ivnappenberger, M. F., regent Teachers
690
College. Emporia
Knaus. Warren, president Academy of
672
Science
Knerr,
Ellsworth
Brownell,
president
672
Academy of Science
673
secretary' Academy of Science
Knight, Earl M., member of house, 1925, 710
Knight, J. Lee, receiver Topeka land office, 719
411
Knights of Labor
Knights of the Golden Circle, lodge of.
Linn county
617

—

.

.

.

—

Knislev,

D.

C,

member

Veterinarian

Board

708
507
507

Knoles, S. S
Knoles. T. S

Knowles, Dollie W., matron and assistant
teacher Pottawatomie school, 740, 743,
Knowles, Edwin, member Board Charities,
—date of death
Knox, E. D., conservation commissioner.
Knox, John David, commissioner Vierma
.

Eposition
date of death
Knox, William, member of house, 1925.
Knoxville, 111
Koehler, Catherine, date of death
Koehler, F
Koehler, Frank, birth and death dates.
Koester, Charles F., commissioner Centennial Exposition
date of death
.

.

.

Tax

Commission.
F. W., member Barber's Board.
Ko-kp-etch, Sac and Fox Indian
Ko-zhon-ta-co, or Poor Bear, head chief
Apaches
Kothe, Gustave C, consular agent

— date
682

of

ties

of

tion

-

at

May

E.,

&
member Board

—president

— —and Apache Indians, treaty Oct.
1867. on Medicine Lodge
771
—
—Ka-ta-ka,
Ta-wa-ka-ro, Muscogee and
— member
Osage Indians, treaty
Fort Gibson,
Koester,
21,

60O
507

Kling, K.
Klingbell, Smith

E,e^-ision

.

.

.

.

of death

744
678
678
679

683
683
710
451
596
596
596
683
703
703
678
761

768
714
714
763

Koun-hei-ti-shan, Arrickara Indian
Kramer & Sons
507^
Kratcho\-il, Emil, member Board of Edu681
cation
Krause, Albert H., adjutant United Span708
ish War Veterans
department commander United Spanish
708
War Veterans
714
Kraviss, Alfred, consular agent
698
Krauss, Oscar, date of death
698
police commissioner, Topeka
Kreage, Edward, blacksmith Great Ne737
maha agency
714
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.
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Land,
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treaty
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757
463
709
704
president State Board Agriculture. ... 677
Laing, James Oliver, consul
714
Laing, Theodore, regent Concordia Normal
694
Lajeunesse, Gabriel
607
Lake City
495
Lake Superior mines, copper from
464
Lakeamon (Indian), employee Otoe and
Missouri agency
738
Lakin, David Long, auditor
661
date of death
661, 680
trustee Deaf Institution
680
Lakin's Hall, New Chicago
512
La Lande, Baptiste
543
Lamanites
471
Lamb, Ford E
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.
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warden Penitentiary
697
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service
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service
734, 735
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110
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34
description of
82
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83, 88, 112
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120
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32
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120
suicide of
32
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144, 146, 156, 162
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—
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Lane, John Foote, bigraphical sketch .... 29
Lane, Vincent J., date of death
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president of Historical Society
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Lane, William, portrait in group
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trail
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1925
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ritorial
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Lathrop, Hiram, corporal
Lathrop, W. C, commissioner Tuberculosis Sanatorium
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735,
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Lavy, Albert, emigration agent
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734
696
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Examiners, Board of
Lawhead, Benjamin, employee Delaware
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Lawhead, Joseph Hadden, date of death, 662
superintendent public instruction .... 662
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Lawler, J. J., clerk Indian service
736
Lawrence, Alfred, blacksmith Sac and
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731, 732
Lawrence, Amos A., Lawrence named for, 866
Lawrence, Mrs. Bertha K., president
American Legion Auxiliary
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Lawrence, C. D., regent Teachers College,
Emporia
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Lawrence, Charles, member Pharmacy
Board
697
Lawrence, F. P., dental examiner
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Lawrence, George H., trustee Deaf Institution
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Lawrence, Ira
618
Lawrence, James, judge nineteenth district
669
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Lawrence, Warren Wirt Henry, date of
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429, 637, 660
434
administration of
—date of death
660, 682
682
emigration agent
422
nominated for governor
obliged to remove his appointees, 431, 432
railroad commissioner
444, 700
435
vote rpceived for governor
Lewis, Mrs. Cora G., member Board of
Administration
675
lector

— U.

S.

—
—
-

.

—
—
—

—
—

.

.

'.

—

.

.

.

—

—
—
—
—
—

—member

Board of
State Institutions

Woman

Visitors

of

Educational Administration board.

703
.

681

^Traveling Libraries Commission,...
woman visitor of charitable institutions
Lewis, Fred, director Soldiers' Home....
member Board of Public Works
Lewis, H. W., date of death
police commissioner, Wichita.
Lewis, Isaac Selby, superintendent of in-

—
—
—

691

surance
Lewis, James,

663

position

679
702
699
698
698

sioner,

658

territorial

Lewis, William A., president Teachers'
706
Association
president Teachers College, Hays..... 691
Lewis, William Jacob, member Optom-

—

etry

695
556
474,746
699
403
403
659
691

Board

.

Lewis, Vina
Lewis and Clark expedition
Libby, C. W., railroad assessor
Liberal Republican
Liberty party

Librarian, territorial
Librarians, state, list of
Libraries Commission, Traveling, members
691,
of
Lide, John W., physician Cherokee Nation
Lieutenant governors or presidents of the
senate
Liggett, J. D., regent University
Light, George L., judge thirty-ninth dis-

commissioner Vienna ex683

agency
729
Lewis, Meriwether, joint commander of
first U. S. military expedition up Missouri river
746
Lewis, O. F., member Medical Registration Board
692

692
726

661
706

670

trict

Light, R. A., member Medical Registration Board
692
Lightfoot, Mary B., teacher Great Ne-

maha agency

737

Thomas, agent Great Nemaha

Lightfoot,

agency

737, 738, 741
Lignor, John W., employee Indian serv-

73^

ice
Lillie,

George H.,

district attorney, fifth

670

district
Lillis,

Anna

R.,

secretary

Board

of

Re-

view
Lillis,

701
T.

member School Textbook

F.,

Commission
Lillybridge,
tion

Limbocker,

701

C.,

physician Cherokee

Na726

J.

H., regent Agricultural Col-

.lege

Limekilns, at Duncans' ranch
Limerick, A. H., assistant adjutant general G. A.
Lincoln, President Abraham
1,15,
117, 119, 321, 635,
call for 75,000 troops
—call for 300,000 troops
^election to presidency

R

—
—

— emancipation

676
521

685
18
636
615
588
630

proclamation ratified by

Kansas legislature
Tiincoln College, Topeka

631
395
Lincoln township. Linn county. .622, 652, 654
Lindley, Edward, blacksmith to Potta-

watomies
Lindley,

739

Ernest Hiram,

chancellor

Uni-

versity

706

Lindley, Henry J., notary public Marion
county, Ind., deposition of James H.

^.Lane

Lindsay,
Lindsey,

110
99
John,

blacksmith

for

'

Potta-

watomies
725
member of house, 1925, 710
Lmdsley, Marcus, interpreter Osage River
agency
735
Lines, Charles Burrill, date of death... 659
— receiver Topeka land office
719
regent University
707
speaker pro tern, territorial house.
659
Lingenfelter,
William J., commissioner
Industrial Reformatory
688
369
Lmk, Philip
police
commissioner,
Charles,
Linley,
697
Atchison
Lindsley, H. K.,

Lewis, John, blacksmith Upper Sandusky, 725
Lewis, John A., blacksmith Neosho sub.

LewiSj Reazen, subagent Indian Affairs.. 747
Lewis, Robert E., judge U. S. circuit
711
court, eighth district
Lewis, Thomas P., blacksmith Neosho
732
agency
667
Lewis, W. H., judge n nth district
Lewis, Ward S., penitentiary commis-

—
—

.

.

.

General Index.

842
Linn,

Addie

E.,

teacher

Livingston, Stephen

Pottawatomie
739, 743

agencj^

Linn, Annie M., matron Iowa and Sac
and Fox school
Linn, H. C, physician Pottawatomie
agency
736,
Linn, Helen E., seamstress Iowa and Sac
and Fox school
Linn, Mrs. John
Linn. Dr. Lewis F., member U. S. senate,
Linn coimtv
488, 489,
492, 607, 609, 611, 612, 614, 615, 619,
626, 629, 635, 637,
"Early Border Life of One of the
County's Best Families," from the
La Cygne Weekly Journal, Apr. 12,
1895
628,
first temperance crusade in
foray in
four hundred ruffians under George W.
Clarke, raid
—Liberty township
612,
Linnville
619, 621,
Linscott, Walter K., consular agent

—

—
—
—

740

Loader,

Effie,

739

Lobdell,

740
535
195
490
624
639

Peter

Thomas,
(Indian),

watomie agency
Little,

—battle of

Brown Jug

school house.

630
642
126

734
767
573
590
63

Council

Grove

544, 543, 549
^
Little Chief, Chippewa
760
Little Chief. Tappage Pawnee
756
Little Doctor, Miami Indian
764
Little John Creek
549
Little Johnson. Seneca Indian
760
Little Missouri river
I99
Little Nemaha river
277
Little Osage river
608
Little Ottawa, Chippewa
760
Little Raven, Arapahoe Indian, 765, 768, 771
Little Robe, Cheyenne Indian
768
Little Tarquio creek
301
Little Thunder. Kickapoo
748
Little White Bear, Otoe and Missouri
Indian
752
Little Wolf, Iowa Indian
763
Live stock
408, 610
Live Stock Commission, state veterinarian
subject to call of
708
Live Stock Registry Board, Kansas State, 692
Live stock s'anitary commissioners, list of, 692
357
Living Church, quoted

Livingston,

house

Lockard, Francis Marion,

member Board

Charities

Lockard, Frank M., land commissioner..
Lockard, George C, trustee Deaf Institu680

686
394
Locust Grove
Lodge, M., blacksmith Indian sen-ice..,. 736
464
Loess man, investigations concerning.
Lofgren, Mrs. Oscar A., member Travel692
ing Libraries Commission
Log house
357, 358, 519, 591, 632, 633
Logan, A. W., commissioner Industrial
68S
Reformatory
Logan, Dr. Cornelius Ambrosius, date of
714
death
714
U. S. minister
Logan, Joseph, agent to purchase and
702
distribute seed wheat
199
Logans, of Waj-ne county. Mo
.

54

.

.

—

Loise

(or
preter

Loma

Louise)

Osage

Paul,

inter-

723, 748, 750

Parda,

Mexican town near Fort

Union
Long, "Uncle" Billy, of Brooklin
Long, Chester Isaiah, congressman seventh district
joint debates wdth Jerry Simpson....
U. S. senator
Long, D. B., fish commis'sioner
Long, Henry
Long, J. T., member of house, 1925....
Long, Maj. Stephen H., U. S. A., council
with Kansas and Osage Indians, Aug.
24, 1819

—
—

_

•

expedition
—members
William

Long billed plover
Long Hair, Crow Indian
"Long knife," Indian name

321
620
672
423
671
684
618
710

748

748, 749

of

618
597
751

Long,

741

,
Little Bear, Little Osage Indian
Little Big Horn river
Little Blue river, trading post on

Little

speaker of
—
Lock, Mr.

of Health

serv-

.ice

670
664
212

tion

employee Potta'.

695

judge thirty-third

Charles E.,

Locke, George E., president State Board

attornej^-gen422, 662

Thomas C, employee Indian

42
63

Orphans'

district

—
—
—
—

John

superintendent

Home

623
620
623
714
Linsley, D. 0
74, 76, 111
Linzey, James (Jim Peoria) account of
death of
249
Liphard. Rev. W. F., member Chiropractic Board
679
Lippincott, Joshua Allen, chancellor University
706
—death of
706
Lipton, Rev. W. T., registrar of the diocese of Newark. N. J
353
Lipton Register, Newark
356
Lisa Manuel, Indian agent
723
Lisk, John E., farmer Sac and Fox
agency
738
Little, Chancey B., congressman second
district
672
Little, Edward Campbell, candidate for
U. S. senator
439, 440, 443
congressman second district
671
consul general
714
date of death
671, 708
department commander United Spanish War Veterans
708
Little,

biographical sketch

from home and house robbed,

•

^ eral
Little,

J.,

of

— driven

for

army
314, 315

sabre

Long Pole, employee Neosho agency .... 738
498
"Long "Tom," naval gun so named
607
Longfellow, Henry

W

Longfellow, J. W., police commissioner,
Kansas City
Long's Hill mound, Nebraska
skeletons taken from
Longshore, Joseph S., oil inspector
Longtail, Shawnee Indian

473
466
694
763
481, 482
Longton
"Looking Backward," address concerning
the earlv history of Chanute, delivered
504
July 2, 1920, by Amos S. Lapham.
289
Looking Glass creek
535
Loomis, Mrs.
618
Loomis,' Andrew J
;
InstiHaskell
Loomis, Emma, teacher,
745
tute
Loomis, G. P., farmer, Sauk and Fox
729
728,
farm
agency
685
Loomis, Henry C, date of death
685
department commander, G. A. R
Loomis, John Usher, diplomatic serv714, 715
ice of
535
Loomis, Myrtle
Loomis, Nelson H, inspector general.... 674
182
Looms, hand
Loria, Louis D., employee of Neosho
738
agency
747
Lorimer, Lieutenant, U. S. A

—

.

.

.

•

—

843

General Index.
Lorton, John, farmer Otoe and Missouri
732, 733
tribes
Lorton, Robert, striker Council Bluffs
"^^^
agency
"Lost on the Lady Elgin," song of the
494
cattle days
689
Lough, J. W., irrigation commissioner.
.

.

Loughery,

Ardavan

S.,

treaty

commis-

762
sioner
Louisiana Purchase Exposition, St. Louis,
683
1904
Louison, or Wee-saw, Pottawatomie, 757, 759
Louisville, Ky
211, 219, 223, 363, 474
221
convention
283,286
Loup fork of Platte river
287, 290, 295, 296, 299
289
timber on, mostly cottonwood
298
Loup fork village
"Loup" river, Doniphan county. .... 463, 472
751
Lousy Man, Cheyerme
Love, Alexander, member State House
703
Commission
Love, Rev. Geo. W., missionary to Kansas Indians
253, 259
^letter written from Delaware mission,
dated Oct. 11, 1842, describing Indian

—

—

,

—

camp meeting
Love, John
272,
Love, Robert, Chickasaw commissioner,
Loveland, Dr. Forrest L., member advisory commission Tuberculosis Sanatorium
Lovely, William L., agent Cherokees and
Quapaws

260
273
769

706

722, 723

Lovewell, Joseph Tapley, date
death.. 672
—
president Academy
Science
672
—
Academy
Science
673
Low, Ashael, directory Penitentiary
696
—
land
720
Lowe, David P
498
—
congressman
671
—
judge fourth
662
—
of

of
of

secretary
register

office

492,

district

judge advocate general

Lowe, Joseph G., judge twelfth
—
commissioner
Lowe, Percival G., date of death
police commissioner, Leavenworth....
—
—president Historical Society

district,

-railroad

674
668
700
697
697
687

Lowe, Samuel A
614,659
Lowe, Samuel M. & Co., contract for
transporting government stores
340
Lower Cimarron springs
327
Lowery, Mr. and Mrs., early settlers on
Upper Neosho
454

Lowman, E.

S.,

commissioner to codify

laws, territorial
659
Lowrey, G. E., member house, 1925.... 711
superintendent,
Experiment
Tribime
683
Station
Lowrey, John
162, 335
686
Lowry, Charles, date of death
686
secretarv State Board of Health..
Lowry, W. D., police commissioner.
698
Fort Scott
Lowther, L. A., president Teachers' Association
706
Loy, John, regent Teachers College, Em-

—

—

poria
Loyola, Ignatius
Lucas, Allen, interpreter Neosho agency,
Lucas, Robert, superintendent ex officio,
Iowa superintendency
Luce, John B., subagent Fort Leavenworth agency
subagent Neosho subagency

Mother, mother superior of
Mary's mission
Lucky, Rev. T
Ludlum, S. S., director Penitentiary.
Luling, Charles Henry, commissioner

Lucille,

Louis Exposition

690
540
737

.

.

568

Lumpkin, Wilson, commissioner and speagent Cherokee country
Lunar observations, taken by Capt. William Clark
Lunceford, A. E., president Teachers'
Association
Lundy, Jacob R., musician
Lundy, Robert, Delaware agency. . . .734,
Lupfer, A. H., member School Textbook
cial

.

726
475

706
636
735

701
682

Commission
Lusher, John, emigration agent
Luster, Sarah Jane, captured by
Indians
Luther, Martin

Kiowa
1,

Lutheran Church in America
Lutken, Laura, matron Haskell Institute,
Luttrell, James D., employee Neosho subagency
Luttrell,
Joshua B., employee Neosho
subagency
Lutz, Rev. J. J., Methodist missions in
Kansas, mentioned
Lyden, F. F., clerk Pottawatomie agency,

555
10
354
744

729

728
178
740

612
Lykins, David
764
Lykins, David, Indian
Lykins, Dr. Johnston
45,73,77,117,762
assistant agent in emigration, Osage

—
—

river
726
brief before U. S. Secretary of Interior in regard to the Robert Robitaille
float, No. 12
66, 71

—superintendent
school
—superintendent

Pottawatomie Bap-

of

730

tist

Shawnee

of

(Baptist)

schools

Lykins,

W. H.

R

41, 42, 45, 47,

51,52,53,57,60,73, 79,84,
—
attorney
Robert Robitaille
—
— portrait of of home Lawrence ....
for
illustration

39,

in

Lykins county, name changed to Miami,
Lykins float

Lyman, Ben
Lyman, Charles, member Co. F, Second
Kansas
Lynch, J. B., date of death

—warden

728
50
94
66
44
66
614
61
20

636
697
697
333, 339
488

Penitentiary

Lynch, John
Lynching for murders in Kansas
Lynde, Edward, speaker pro tern., house,

territorial
659
Lyon, Frank A., assistant adjutant general, G. A. R
686
director Soldiers' Home
702
police commissioner, Fort Scott
698
Lyon, Gen. Nathaniel, killed at battle of
Wilson Creek
636
Lyon, Willard, member Textbook Commission
701
Lyon county
452, 567
Lyons, John
636
Lyons, John, employee Indian service... 734
Lyons, Michael, assistant farmer, Sauk
and Fox reserve
734

—
—

Lytle, Charles
versity

C,

trustee

Western 'uni-

M.
728

McAfee, Josiah Brackbill, adjutant gen-

727
728

—date

733
225
696

McAllister, Rev. Alexander
anecdote concerning
presiding elder
McAllister, D. O., member
Charities

St.

.

Luling, Charles Henry, superintendent of
663
insurance

Lumber

St.

683

eral

^
of death

673
386

McAlister

—
—

.

.

.

199, 207, 210

198
197, 198, 199
of

Board

678

General Index.

844
McAllister,

Hiram

373, 376

Ma-cat-a-chin-quah,

or

Little

—
—

.

agency
f
McBride, P. J., labor commissioner
McBride, Tom
McBride, W. H., director Penitentiary..

McBride, W.

T.,

insurance
judge nineteenth

McCabe, Edward P., auditor
McCabe, Francis S., date of death
police commissioner, Topeka
McCahon, James, commissioner to codify

—

W

73,

353
74

McCambridge, Charles P., police commissioner, Kansas City
698
McCamish, William H., judge twentyninth district, third division

McCammon, W.

B.,

member

— U.

Barbers'

Board
678
McCampbell, Dr. Charles Wilbur, member Live Stock Registiy Board
692
McCann, B., blacksmith for Foxes
725
McCanse, Robert, deputy revenue collector

717, 718

715
661
brigadier general
674
date of death
661, 674
past department commander G. A. R., 685
McCarty, A., physician Indian service. 735
McCarty, Hugh DeFrance, date of death, 662
president Teachers Association
704
regent Concordia Normal
694
superintendent public instruction
662
McCarty, James L
618
McCarty, Nathaniel
616
McCasey, J. H., superintendent Topeka
Hospital
689
McCaslin,
M.,
agent
Osage
River
agency
732, 733
McCaughan, C. M., member of house,
1925
710
McCauley, Mae, teacher Haskell Institute
745
McCay, William, commissioner to audit
territorial claims
660
commissioner to codify laws, territorial, 659
McClain, Albert, blacksmith Pottawatomies. Cross creek
735
McClanahan, J. L., member Osteopathic
Board
695
McClelland, Chalmers K., superintendent Fort Hays Experiment Station.
682
McClintock, Mrs. Arthur
306
McClough, Mr.
147, 148, 174
McClung, Prof. C. E
600
McClure & Son
507
McClure, James Austin, judge third district, first division
667
McClure, .James L
369
McClure, James R., register land office, 720
McClure, Maggie, teacher Haskell Institute
744
McClure, W. B. & Co
507
McClure, W. P
508
McClure, W. T
507
McCIuskey, J., blacksmith Great Nemaha
ag'-ncy
732
McCoIlom, W. A
550

—

•

—
—
—
—
—

.

—

.

.

S.

714

minister

412

struction

McCormick, Matthew
456, 460, 462
456
McCormick, Nathan
McCormick, Nelson B., congressman sixth
672

district

Bap-

teacher Pottawatomie

E.,

730
Joe, superintendent Girls'
688
School
McCoy, Rev. Isaac, "Annual Register of
224
Affairs"
issued
216,
Indian
by
Carey Mission school under charge of, 757
early proponent of Indian consolida224, 242
tion
special agent to settle difficulties with
728
various Indian tribes
727, 732
surveyor, Indian service
720
McCoy, James G., register land office.
tist

school

McCoy, Etta
Indus-trial

—
—
—
—

.

McCoy,

699

McCarter, Edward Bancroft, consul
McCarthy, Timothy, auditor

547
374
of death, 714

765
McCoonse, Edward, Indian
765
McCoonse, Francis, Indian
McCormick, Mrs. Fannie, Populist can-

McCoy,
669
661
698
698

S.

War Department

preservation of

didate for superintendent of public in-

729
691
480
696
663

659

death
H. P., adjutant general, U.

McCallen. D.

679
674
674
720

659, 671

territorial

—
date of
McCain,

A.,

efforts' of

McComb, John
McCook, Edward Moody, date

dis-

trict

laws,

Custer elm due to

764

McAuliffe, Maurice, conservation commissioner
McBratney, Robert, date of death
judge advocate general
register land office
McBreyer, Johnson, blacksmith Cherokee

—^superintendent

McCoUom, Mrs. W.

Doctor,

Miami Indian

M.

.

.

American

secretary

Izetta,

677
535
476

Legion Auxiliary

McCrabb, Mrs-.
McCracken
McCrary, George W., judge U.

S.

circuit

711

court

MoCray, David Owen, member School
701
Textbook Commission
secretary Board of Administration.... 675

—
— secretary

of state

McCrea, Cole
McCreary, Mary, secretary Teachers As-

661
24
705

sociation

McCreary, Millie A., matron and teacher
739,
Pottawatomie school
McCrery, Doctor
merchant..
Louis
St.
Phocian,
McCrery,
McCrum, Charles, maior gp-neral

McCue, J. D., date of death
—judge eleventh district
McCue, Thomas J., receiver Colby land
office

;

.

743
195
195
673
668
668
721

.

McDaniel, James, Cherokee commissioner, 769
McD'aniel, William A., farmer Pottawat741

omie agency

McDemauw,

Alice, employee,

Pottawato739

mie agency

McDermott, James
Court
McDivitt, C.

A.,

member Indus680

trial

J.,

mander G. A.

— quartermaster

R

past department com-

685
675
375
375

general

McDonald, A
McDonald, Ben
McDonald. Harvey,

stray steers captured

654

during Price's raid

McDonald,

J.

F.,

member

Board

of

695

Pardons

.

MacDonald, John, date of death... 681,705

— member Board of Education
—president Teachers' Association
McDonald, Kenneth, state architect

681
705
703

•

member School
Norman,
McDonald,
701
Textbook Commission
MacDonald, S. D. & Co. state printers.. 663
—trustee School for Blind
John,
superintendent
McDonnell,
Indian emigration
McDougal, George, Shawnee Indian

McDougal, H. C
McDowell, J. L., U. S. marshal
McDowell, J. S., date of death

—commissioner
— director

•

678
of

726
763
18
712

676,696

Industrial Reformatory.. 688
696
Penitentiary

845

General Index.
McDowell,

J. S.,

Mclvor, Frank A., regent Teachers Col-

regent Agricultural Col-

lege,

lege

McDowell, W., agriculturalist for Osages, 725
McDowell,' William C, judge first dis666
^j-jg^
McEckron," Boyd H., regent Concordia
69*
Normal
'20
register land office
664
—speaker of house
666
death
McKlroy, Samuel W., date of
judge court of appeals, northern de666
partment
McElvain, John, agent for Shawnees, etc.,
"754
in Ohio
754
special treaty commissioner
McElvaine, Purdy, subagent Wyandot
728
subagency
McFadden, Joseph, interpreter Pawnee
734
village
199
McFadins, of Wayne county, Mo
McFarland, E. A., director Penitentiary, 696
McFarland, Frank H., department com677
mander American Legion
McFarland, Helen Matilda, librarian His687
torical Society
McFarland, James Davis, date of death, 666
666
law examiner
McFarland, Rev. John, of New Tennes195
see, Mo
McFarland, Noah C, commissioner Gen116
eral Land Office
707
—date of death

—
—
•

—

—

—

letter

H. Shimmons, containing

to J.

information in the Lane-Jenkins
asked for

case

116
707

—regent

University
McFarland, Robert,

commis-

election

681

sioner

McGahey, Alexander,

police commissioner,

Leavenworth

McGee,

Bill,

697

recognized

as

member

of

mob by

Mrs. Gertrude Hoad
519
McGee, Gertie, teacher Haskell Institute, 744
McGee, Milton
123, 125
McGee county, name changed to Crawford

614

McGill, John, employee Cherokee agency,
west
725,
McGill, Samuel, blacksmith Iowa Indians,
McGinnis, C. S., superintendent Parsons
Hospital
McGinnis, J
McGonigal,
James
Bronson,
director

—

Soldiers' Home
receiver Oberlin land

726
725
689
618
702
721

office

McGown, Thomas, blacksmith

for Sene-

cas

727

McGrath, George C, mine inspector
693
McGrath, J. S., regent Teachers College,
Emporia
690

McGready family, of
McGrew, James, date

—
— speaker

Mo

200

Potosi,
of death

661
661

lieutenant governor
pro tern, of house

664
464

McGuire,
McGuire, C. A., president State Board* of
Health
686
McGuire, Frank A., superintendent, etc.,
Pottawatomie school
739, 740, 743
McGuire, Harry, member School Book
Commission
702
McGuire, Thomas, date of death
697
police commissioner, Leavenworth
697
Mcllhenny, Jacob Henry, secretary School
Book Commission
702
Mcllvain family, of Potosi, Mo
200
Mcintosh, Roly, Muscogee Indian. 757, 760
Mcintosh, William, missionary to Senecas
248
and Upper Cherokees
Mclvor, Frank A., conservation commis,

—

.

sioner

679

690

Emporia

—Soldiers
tor's

Compensation, assistant, audi689

office

Mack,

Lovilla

L.,

teacher

Haskell

stitute

In744, 745

Mac-kah-tah-mo-ah, Wabash Pottawat'^^'^

omie

C

Mackall. Richard

369

Mack-a-sah-pee, Sauk and Fox Indian.. 765
McKay, D, C, regent Agricultural Col676
lege
435
McKay, George Washington
669
judge twenty-fourth district
McKean, Myra M., housekeeper Haskell

—

745

Institute
A., blacksmith
Prof. R.

McKee,
McKee,

Quapaw Nation, 734

D

535

McKeever, Edwin David, date of death, 664

—speaker

664
of house
Girardeau
Cape
chapel,
McKendree
west
church
E.
first
M.
county. Mo.,
209
of Mississippi river

-

pro

tern,

—

MacKenzie, General —
McKenzie, A. E., chief inspector, Grain
Inspection Department
McKenzie, Col. A. G
Mackey, C. E., member of house, 1925,
Mackev, H. D., director Penitentiary...
Mackey, William H., U. S. marshal
warden Penitentiary
Mackinac blankets
437,
McKinley, President William
-

306

685
656
711
696
712
697
569
439
440, 446, 447
442
popular vote of, for President
448
McKinley electors, popular vote of
441
vote received in Kansas
McKinnon, N, M., regent Concordia
694
Normal
Mackintosh. D. L., member Live Stock
Registry Board
692
McKisick, James, agent Cherokee agency, 730
McKissick,
A.
agent
Wichitas,
H.,
Keechies, etc.
733
McKissick's creek, whom named for.
276
McLallin, Dr. Stephen, quoted regarding
attitude of Alliance on election of
John J. Ingalls to U. S. senate
410
McLean, J.
507
McLean, L. A., a border ruffian
124
territorial bank commissioner
660
McLean, Milton Robbins, adjutant general
673
brigadier general
674
inspector general
674
McLean, William P., department commander American Legion
677
--superintendent Boys' Industrial School, 688
McMahon, J. H
508

—

—
—

'

.

.

.

W

—

.

—
—

McMahon, Lyda
Industrial

J.,

superintendent Girls'

School

688

McMeekin, H. D., commissioner
sites

to select

for territorial buildings

660

McMichael, Miss A. D., teacher Haskell
Institute

W

McMillan, Rev. G.
507,
McMillan, J. W., valuing agent Cherokee Nation
McMillan, Robert, brigadier general
McMillin, Stewart Earl, consul
McMullen, Mrs. Carrie B
McMullen, Frank E
McMullen, Russell E
McMurray. Chambers, member Board of
Public

Works

745
510

726
674
715
600
600
600
699

McNair, Alexander, agent,

etc.,

Osages, 723

725,750, 753
McNair, Andrew, subagent Osage agency, 724
McNair, Dunning, interpreter for Shawnees

McNall. Webb, date of death

—

register land

office

724
663
720

General Index.

846

Maha

McNall, Webb, superintendent of insur-

in

177

Missouri"

McNamara, Rev. John

362, 365

appointed missionary to Fort Leaven—worth
356
357
date and place of death
—
357
—deaths of children of Nebraska City,
—
at
357
come to
—Neb
forbidden by
Johnston
charge of
establishes

college

Col.

to

Fort Leavenworth to take
mission
356
holds services in log house called
"Roman Catholic Mission to Kicka357
poos"
missionary at Weston, Mo
356
organized Christ church, St, Joseph,
356
Mo
robbed by proslavery men
357
"Three Years on the Kansas Border"
quoted
356
unsuccessful
attempt
to
establish
church at Kickapoo city
357

—
—
—
—
—
—

_

McNay, H.

W

556

McNeal, Dr. F. B
507
McNeal, Louise, secretary Ti'aveling Libraries Commission
692
McNeal. Thomas Allen, commissioner Industrial Reformatory
688
dean of Kansas editors
450
mayor of Medicine Lodge
412
member School Book Commission
702

—
—
—
—president
—
printer
McNeeley,

Historical Society

687
663
HoUis. financial clerk Pottawatomie agency
742
McNeill, Corb A., judge eleventh district, 668
meniber Board of Charities
679
McNeill, Gen. John, treaty commissioner, 754
McNelly, Rev. George
190
circuit preacher and presiding elder of
Kentucky
187, 189
McNickle, James
636
McPherson
407, 601, 606, 752
McPherson College
601
McPherson county
529, 606
McQuarry, J. C, indemnity school lands
commissioner
702
McRea, Ambrose, blacksmith at Neosho
agency
732
MacRee, Capt. Samuel, of the Third
,,I^fles
748,753
McRowan, Robert, wagonmaker Pottawatomie reservation
733
McVey, Samuel
456
Mc Vicar, Peter, commissioner for improvement of state house grounds
703
—commissioner in charge of orphans and
destitute children of soldiers
695
date of death
662
president Teachers' Association
704
superintendent public instruction
662
McWharf, J. Morton, president Academy of Science
672
Madden, Dennis, judge fifth district
667
Madden, John, member School Textbook
Commission
701
regent Teachers College, Emporia
690
state

—

•

—

—
—
—
—

Maddox

ford,

county
Madison,

Edmund Haggard,

on

Sugar

creek.

Linn
655

congressman
672
672
669
614
473

seventh district

—death

—judge

of
thirty-fifth district

Madison county
Madoc, Prince, of Wales.,

Madoc

colonists,

stroyed at

falls

graves built by,
of the Ohio river

de-

469

Indians,

treaty

Oct.

6,

1825, at

Fort Atkinson, Council Bluffs, promising not to molest American citizens

663

ance

McNally, D. R., "History of Methodism

753
passing to and from New Mexico
Mahaffie, Ella, member Board of Educa681
tion
Mahan, John H., judge court of appeals,
northern department
Mahaska, or Mahaskah, White Cloud,
loway chief
304,
Maher, John, member School Textbook
Commission
Mahin, F. W., emigration agent
Mah-son-shau, Thunderer, Piankeshaw
chief

Mah-vip-pah, or Wolf's Sleeve, Apache,
Mail and Breeze, Topeka
Mail carrier, on Santa Fe trail, 1857. ..
Maines, Edward, wheelwright Pottawatomie agency
Maison, Alex
Majors general, list of
Malcolm, George R
Mallard ducks
Mallory, A. H., testimony in Lane-Jenkins homicide case
Malone, T. A
Maloney, Mrs. Blanche Simons
Maloney, Marilyn
Maloney, Michael, date of death
member Board of Charities
Maloney, O. W., Jr
Malott, M. H., member Banking Board,
Maloy, John
532,
—date of death
"The Hermit Priest, Matteo Boccalina,
or Father Francesco"
"History of Morris Coimty," by.. 530,
.

—

—
—
—
—sketch

666
470
701
682
755
771
450
313
739
363
673
505
597
154
508
515
515
678
678
515
678
537
539

538
539
538
^various offices held by
538
Maloy, Prentice
539
Man Killer, Choctaw Indian
757
Man Mounds, of Wisconsin
469
Man Who Don't Speak, Wichita Indian, 757
Man-ah-to-wah, commissioner for Sauk
and Foxes
770
Manar, Joe, in charge of wagon train of
Maxwell & Bernard
338
Mandale, Mrs.
153,154
Mandan Indians, blue eyes and red hair
468
of
came from Ohio
468, 472
classed as Sioux, because of their lingo, 472
472
earth lodge
mother tongue probably Tallegwi
468
old language not same as that of historic times
468
Mandell, Mrs.
161
Mandolin
541, 545
Manhattan
3, 360
361, 363, 365, 368, 369, 374, 377, 379, 382
385, 386, 388, 392, 393, 396, 590, 600, 603
convention
Protestant
of
Episcopal
Church, Kansas, 1868 held at
395
Rev. David Clarkson, first minister of
Protestant Episcopal Church in
356
Rev. N. O. Preston erects church in.
360
St. Paul's church
364
Manifold, A., deputy revenue collector.
717
Mann, A. W., Indian raid commissioner. .687
Mann, Charles E., member of house, 1925, 710
664
speaker of house
Manning, Edwin Cassander, date of
death
676, 687
president Historical Society
687
676
-regent Agricultural College
Manning, H. F., member School Book
Commission
702
Mansen, James
386
portrait in group.
Mansfield, Mr.
550
of

-

—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

.

.

.

.

—
—
—
•

M

,

.
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Mansfield, Fred
/ V
Mansfield, Little Johnnie, dates of birth

and death

HI

^yo
Mansfield, Mary
Mansfield, Linn county, 608, 615, 621, 635, 637
"Mansfield Blues," Linn county company,
became company F, Second Kansas in.... 635
fantry
Manshenscaw, or White Plume, Kansas
Indian
•

•

•

'J^'

Manson, James
690
Manual Training Normal School
—See, also, Kansas State Teachers School,
Pittsburg.

Manuscripts

Manypenny, George W., Commissioner
Mapleton land

office,

Marais dcs Cygnes massacre
of

719
542
488
647
644,
490, 616,

history of

Maps

—description

of

67
763, 764

Indian Affairs
commissioner

—treaty

land

on which

it

oc-

648
651

curred

victims of
— monument toparticipants
hanged by

— one

surof the
vivor
only one guilty man paid penalty for.
purely a political assassination
short sketch of
490,
Marais des Cygnes river
608, 614, 617, 655,
Marais du Cygne, Le, poem by Whittier,

—
—

.

—

Marandatt, Peter, employee Pottawatomie agency
Marble, George W., regent University...
Marcou, Stephen G., emigration agent...
Marion, C. P., testimony in Lane-Jenkins
homicide case
Marion Center
Marion county
542,
Markets, early settlers lack of

Markham, Edwin
Markham, Osman Grant, member Board
Commission
Markhart, F. G.,
Leavenworth

seoxetary

sociation

Marmaduke, Major General John

A

Nassier,

Indian

preter

Marque,

697
711
507
558
557
548
538
549

705
535
C.
586, 589

S.,

sword to mere boy

Bazil

162
331
564
590
20

commissioner,

Marlow, Leo

655
inter-

722, 747

Noel

Mongrain,

Indian

—preter

inter-

722, 747

See, also, Mongrain, Noel.
Marriage registration, state registrars... 686

Rev. W. H., member Chiropractic Board
679
Marrs, J. W., member of house, 1925... 710
Marshall. E. E., date of death
688
superintendent Industrial Reformatory, 688
Marshall, Frank J., commissioner to se-

Marriott,

—

lect

ings

sites

for territorial

—

674

S., receiver

Martin,

Topeka land

office

436, 439, 448
supreme court, 436
665
665, 666
666
district
department commander
Martin,
708
United Spanish War Veterans ..
Martin, Frank L., judge ninth district.. 667
710
member of house, 1925
Martin, George Washington, date of
663, 693
death
letter of Mrs. Mary J. Wilder to, con-

Martin, David

appointed
—
—chief
date of death
—
second
—judge
Frank,

—

—

of

sketch
biographical
taining
father. Gains Jenkins

—
—secretary land
—
printer
—
Gertrude

her

25

•

member Memorial Building Commission

Historical Society.

register
state

.

4,

office

693
15, 542, 687
720
663
600
675

E
Martin,
Martin, H. F., surgeon general
Henderson
S., member Industrial
Martin,

680
Commission, 699
Islands, 715
Martin, Henry W., agent Sacs and Foxes, 735
736, 770
Martin, Hercules T., interpreter Chero727, 734
kees
363
Martin, Major J. G., of Fort Riley
368, 370
Martin, J. W., territorial bank commis660
sioner
679
Martin, James E., date of death
679
member Board of Charities
Martin, John
428, 435
665
clerk supreme court
date of death
666, 671
election as U. S. senator protested by
428
Republicans
judge third district
... 666
nominated for U. S. senator
428
Populists owe much to
427
president Historical Society
687
supreme court reporter, territorial
659
U. S. senator
671
Martin, John Alexander, brigadier general
674
commissioner Centennial Exposition
683
date of death
660
governor
660
member committee to organize Histori-

Court

Public
—member
— governor,

Utilities

etc.,

Phillipine

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
Society
—
—message to

.

.

cal

3

legislature. Jan. 1889
436
president Historical Society
686
Martin, Morgan L., treaty commissioner, 762

Martin,

S.

S.,

commandant

Soldiers'

Home
Martin,
dians
Martin,

703

W.

H., agent Sac and

Fox In767

W.

J.,

conservation

commis-

sioner

public build-

660
513
665

H

Marshall, J.
Marshall, John, associate justice
attorney for Board of Railroad
missioners

—inspector general
—
Charles

vice

686
police

W

S.

738
707
682

highway

Markley, L. B., member of house, 1925,
Marks, Taylor &
Marks, A. J
Marks, Mrs. A. J
551,
Marks, Mrs. A.
587,
Marks, Mrs. Adam
Marks, Minnie Lee
535,
Marlatt, Bertha, secretary Teachers' As-

—
surrenders
Marque,

627
626
647
489
607
749
610

681

of Education

Markham, William C,

•

chief justice
justice

•

;

Marshall, Mary, superintendent Girls'
688
Industrial School
Marshall, William, treaty commissioner, 756
295
Marshall county
510
Marston, Solon E
Misand
Martin, Andrew, miller, Otoe
'''35
souri agency
-316
Martin, Billy
Martin, Charles Irving, adjutant general, 673
674
brigadier general

Com700

Martin,

679

W.

Pearl,

member

Board

of

Nurses
694
685
Martin, William Wallace, date of death
past department commander G. A. R, 685
720
register land office

—
—

.

.
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—state

agent
Martin, Captain Wyly,

U.

S.

mandant Cantonment Martin
Martindale, William, date of death
director penitentiary
Martin's ferry, on Big Tarquio
Marvin, Frank Olin, date of death
president Academy of Science
Marvin, James, chancellor University.
704,
—date of death
president Teachers' Association

—

—

.

.

.

—

Maryland

159, 365, 372, 518,

MarysA-ille

Ma-sha-ke-ta, the Soldier,
Maslin,

Tillie,

Maha

Indian,

teacher Haskell Institute,

Mason, Benjamin

Alatthew,
Council Grove

748
696
696
302
672
672
706
706
704
566
316
753
744

Matthews,
Matthews,

A., judge thirtieth dis-

669

trict

Mason, C. H., blacksmith to Senecas.... 738
Mason, Daniel B., blacksmith Seneca
734
Nation
272
Mason, George Thompson

military record
—
Mason, Henry

of
F., associate justice

Mason, J. B., fish commissioner
Mason, L. C, commissioner Vienna Expo-

273
665
684
683
751

sition

Mason, Capt. R. B.,
Mason, Wilbur N.,

First infantry

member Board

of

675

Administration

Masonic lodge, established Twin Springs
627
and later removed to La Cygne
506
Masonic Temple, Chanute
739
Masquah, Pottawatomie Indian
Mas-que-qua, Pottawatomie poUce. 740,741
.

Massachusetts

street,

Lawrence,

of town
iMassacres, in eastern

center
45,

51

458
Kansas
650, 651
Massey, Doctor
636
Massey, Aquila B
653
Massey, Isaac
Massey, W. M., member Board of Educa681
tion
740
Mat-che, Pottawatomie police
Matchett, Benjamin, speaker pro tern
664
of house
758
Mat-chis-jaw, Pottawatomie Indian
397
Matfield
Math, Frank A., employee Weather Bu722
reau, Topeka
535
Mather, Eliza
537
Mather, Jennie
Mather, Leon,
548, 549
550
portrait in group
537
Mather, Leon B
544
Mather, Thomas, of Illinois
751
^treaty commissioner
U. S. commissioner for marking Santa
752
Fe road
529
Mathers, Thomas
Mathews,
of Wayne county. Mo. 199
Mathews, George G
42, 62
Mathews, John, blacksmith, Osage River
728
agency
Mathias, W. G., speaker of house, ter659
ritorial
682
Mathonet, Hugo, emigration agent
Matlock,
member Hamelton gang,
boasted of Marais des' Cygnes killings, 648
—captured by Kansans, and allowed
to escape by proslavery deputy sheriff
648
See, also. Mattox.
Matlock, Gideon C, Indian agent Upper
730
Missouri agency
762
treaty commissioner
334
Matney, George
Matson, Ivor, superintendent Tribune Ex683
periment Station

—
—
—

,

.

,

—

•

—

Matte.son,

J.

Bickerdyke

D., superintendent

Home

— —

703

com-

A.,

Mother
703

an early day miller of

,

556
54

August, wagonmaker
Nemaha agency
Matthews, Captain Bill (Negro)

Great

Matthews, C. H
Matthews, C. H., member Barber's
Board
Matthews, George G
Matthews, James, blacksmith Sauk and
Fox agency
Matthews, James C, blacksmith Wyandot Nation
Matthews, L. C, blacksmith Wyandot
Nation
Matthews, Dr. R
Matthews, Rodolph, dental examiner.
Matthews, Th., wagonmaker Cherokee
.

.

.

agency

736
578
600

678
600
732
732
732
600
680

729

Matthews, William
62, 73
Matthewson, William, police commissioner, Wichita
698
Matthias,
wagonmaker,
etc.,
August,
Iowa reser^'e
734, 735
Mattingly, Major

L

J.

479

— nicknamed "Old Innocence"
—treasurer Howard county

47
484
Mattinglv, Robert A., school in old
481
Boston taught by
teacher in Catholic school, Osage mission
481

—

Mattox,
arrested for participation
in Marais des Cygne massacre, and
permitted to escape by proslavery ele-

—ment

489

See, also, Matlock.

Maubrain,

Charles,

Upper

interpreter

725, 726

Missouri agency

M

Maury, John
369
Maw, Thomas. Cherokee Indian
754
Mawhinney, William, carpenter. Sac and

Fox agency
735
]Maw-yauc-que-yaw, Miami Indian .... 760
Maxson, Perr\^ B., railroad commissioner, 700

—

register land

wagon
Manar
Maxwell,

720

office

Maxwell & Bernard,

of Las Vegas, N. M.,
in
charge of Joe

train

of,

Hugh

H.,

338

Veterinarians
Maxwell, J. G.,

member Board

of

708

member Grain Grading

Commission

Mav,
May,

Ira Norris, register land office

W., member Medical Board
Ma\-an Moneoloid culture, of Mexico.
Mayberry, L. W., member Board
Education
J.

—president

.

.

.

685
720
693
473

of

Teachers' Association

681
706

Maver, Andrew, emplovee Indian serv729

ice

Mayer, Henry C, member Embalming
Board
682
Mayer, John, member Mining Commis693
612

sion

Mayfield, Lep
Mayhugh, Dr. C.
pathic Board

Mayo, Nelson

B.,

W.,

member Osteo-

state

veterinary sur-

695

708
715
589
657
May-zin, or Checkered, Chippewa Indian, 758
Mazhee, Pottawatomie Indian
770
Mead, A. Z
368
Mead. James Richards, death of
672, 687
-president Academy of Science
672
president Historical Society
687
Mead, Mrs. L
551
geon

Mavs, Marshall
Mavsville, Ark
—battle of

—

—

Ingalls, vice consul

.

.

.

.
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Meade, A. J
Meade, George N
Meade, Rich C, secretary Teachers

As'''2^

sociation
Meadow larks

—quotation
state bird
—western,

371
361

from

letters

illustration

597, 598, 604
as
favoring
601, 603

602

of

Meal, primitive manner
Missouri

grinding

of

in

Frederick

A.,

judge

fifth

756
667
716
293

350
349

——
—
—governor,
— public printer

389,635
658
658

territorial

Medical

Board

Registration

659

and

Examination,
692, 693

of

Medicine
Lodge (Indian), blacksmith
735
Otoe and Missouri agency
344,345,412
Medicine Lodge
cowboys given freedom of town in
495
early days
495
ran races on Main street
495
saloons of
345
Medicine Lodge and Wichita road
Medicine Lodge creek, treaty with Kiowa,

—

—

Comanche and Apaches held

Oct.

21,

771
Medicine men, Otoe
295
Medicine river
495, 496
Medill, James, date of death
699
railroad assessor
699
Meek, Corwin A., date of death
685
past dppartment commander G. A. R., 685
Meeker, David A
636
Meeker, Jotham, superintendent Ottawa
Baptist school
730
Mee-kiss, Kawk's widow, Pottawatomie, 758
Mee-mee, Henry, Pottawatomie police.. 740
Meguire, Catherine, seamstress Pottawatomie agency
739
Mehl, Henry William, date of death
687
member Pharmacy Board
687
Meh-say-way, Indian
756
Meh-shoy-quo-wah, Indian
755
Me^ster, A. C
507
Meloche, J., blacksmith Pottawatomie
agency
737
Melodeon
548
Melosh, Joseph, blacksmith Pottawatomie agency
739
Me-mat-way, Pottawatomie Indian
758
1867, on

—
—

—

"Memoirs of a Pioneer Kansan," by
Frank M. Gable
576
Memorial days. Union and Confederate.. 589
Memorial Hall Building Commission
693

Memphis road

637
Menager, L. A., clerk Delaware agency. 736
Menard, Col. Pierre, Indian agent. .. 723, 753
treaty commissioner
757
witness to treaty
748
Menard, Pierre (Peter) Jr., subagent
Peoria agency
725
subagent Pottawatomies
..723,724
Mendale (or Mendall), Mrs.
169
172, 174
Menninger, Charles F., member of Medical
Board
693
Menninger, Mrs. C. F., secretary Teach705
ers' Association
759
Menoy, Jos. F., of Chippewa tribe
stock
sanitary
live
H.,,
Joseph
Mercer,
692
commissioner
.

—
—

—
•

54—324

by

Ago,"

567

308
209

Mo

river.

Merriam, Carroll B., regent Educational
700

Institutions

Merriam, Willard, trustee Western Uni708
169

versity
Merrill, Mrs.
in the

Lane-Jenkins homicide

case
Merrill, Edward J
Merrill, George, receiver

160
618

Topeka land

fice

of-

719

;

Ann,

Margaret
Gains Jenkins
Merrill, Dr. Silas
Merrill, William
Merrill,

dis-

trict

Medal, bronze
on forehead of Indian
Medary, Samuel
date of death

Merramec

—testimony

Me-am-ese, Indian, signs treaty
Means, Hugh, judge fourth district
Mears, Elias, T., ganger Revenue service,
Me-ca-hah, Otoe Indian
Meckle,

"Merchandising Sixty Years
William F. Shamleffer
Meridian, of Fort Riley

becomes

Mrs.
25
25
377

Merritt, Albert C, chief inspector Grain
685
Inspection Department

Meserve, Charles F., superintendent Has-

744
248
757
342
479
675

Institute

kell

Me-shu-la-tub-be, Indian
Mes-quaw-buck, Pottawatomie chief
Mesquite (Buffalo) grass
Messenger, Boston
Messenger to the Philippines
Messerlj', C. G., regent Teachers Col.

lege,

.

.

Emporia

690

Wilder

Metcalf,

S.,

department

com-

mander American Legion

—president Historical Society
— U. pension agent
Methodism, on vantage ground
of Southwest
—settlement
purest type
existed

677
687
721

S.

of,

in

in early-

205
southern

220
197
184
32, 184, 194
195, 243, 267, 523, 545
conference of, 1844
206
Delaware Indian belonging to
257
Emporia
383
Le Roy
383, 398
Missouri conference, at St. Louis, in
1830
207
Salina
400
St. Louis conference, 1846
224
separation of, discussed
220
South
197, 270, 544, 545, 560
Methodist Episcopal Missionary Society,
statistics of missions under charge of
271
Methodist (Shawnee) mission
762
"Methodist Missions in Kansas," by
J. J. Lutz
178
Me-tho-mea, or Civil John, Indian chief, 755
Metsepa, Indian name of Cross creek... 733
Metosenyah, Thomas, Miami Indian.... 770
Me-tso-shin-ca, or Little Bear, chief
Little Osages
767
Mette, Jacques, interpreter Fort Osage,
etc
723, 748, 749
Mette, Jon. W. B., Indian interpreter.
754
Metty, Gilbert, wagonmaker Pottawatomies, Cross creek
735
Metz. Sheriff E. B
489
Metzger, Mrs. Mary
563
Metzger, Marv Hebrank
549
Metzgpr, Mike
316, 319
Mexican
325, 429, 528, 541
captive held bv Cheyennes
322
cattle
616
forces, defeated at Buena Vista
19
freighters
321, 333
settlement on Rio Bonito
330
train
336
—War .*.
31, 33, 529, 544, 632, 633
Meyer, Eugene Louis, honorary commissioner Paris Universal Exposition.
683
Meyers, George
618
states

Methodist Book Concern
Methodist camp meeting
Methodist Episcopal Church

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

.

.

.

.

.

—
—
—
—
—
—

.

.

.
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850

508

Meyers, James
Meyers, Stance, director
—
^member Board of Control

Soldiers'

Home, 702

679
725, 727-730
Miami agency
Miami county
458, 612, 616
614
formerly called Lykins
640
Miami creek
Miami Indians
652, 653
join Company K, Sixth Kansas militia, 617
656
lands, allotted to Indians
settlers on some portions compelled
to pay more, than usual price for. 656
reservation of
640
^treaty, Oct. 23, 1834, mentioned
761
Nov. 6, 1838, at forks of Wabash
river, Ind., relative to removal west, 760

—
—
—
—
—

.

^Nov. 28, 1840, at forks of Wabash,
Ind., relative to removal west.... 761
June 5, 1854, at Washington, D. C,
ceding lands, etc
764
Feb. 23, 1867
770

—wearing
—western
Miami

citizens'

clothing

University

Mianco, Pottawatomie Indian
Mi-au-mise, or the Young Miami, Potta-

622
767
497
770

watomie
762
Michael, Mr.
farmer for Kansas
Indians
261
Michael, Amelia D., teacher Haskell Institute
745
Michaelis, Mrs. Agnes, director Soldiers'
Home
702
Mick, A. E
507
Mickel, Mrs. Minnie M., director soldiers
home
702

——
•

Mickey,

,

James M., secretary Court of

Visitation
Middle creek
battle of

700
626, 527, 654, 655
620
Middle-of-the-road Populists
434
439, 441, 448
ticket of
446
Midlemost, Baret &
330
Migliario, Mark, birth and death dates. .596
Migliario, Mary Louise, birth and death
dates
596
Miksch, J. Christopher, teacher Moravian
mission, Delawares and Munsees
728
Miles,
agent at Fort Supply, 346, 347
Miles, Col. J. D., agent Cheyenne Indians, 521
Miles, John B., agent of Kickapoos, 737, 738
date of death
737
Miles, Lizzie, teacher Kickapoo agency, 738
Miles, Gen. Nelson A
306
Miley, Jess Wells
604,606
member School Book Commission
702
president Teachers' Association
706
superintendent public instruction
663
letter quoted
605
Milhoan, Thomas Elwood, trustee Deaf
Institution
680
Military posts, Eliowa and Comanche
Indians withdraw all opposition to those
established in western territories
770
on frontier
308
on Red river
201
Military road
640, 642
from Fort Dodge to Camp Supply.
495
from St. Louis to Fort Lawson, on
Red river
200
from Westport, Mo., to Fort Scott... 641
Militia
615, 630
429
called out during legislative war
proslavery
619
Mill
614, 623, 656
652
built by John and Robert Fickes
193
early-day variety
301
on Rock creek
264
Mill creek, Wabaunsee county
Millar, W. C, member of house, 1925.. 710

—

—

,

—

—
—
—

—
—
—
—

.

—
—
—
—
—
—
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.

Millard, Ed
Miller, A. Q.,
tions

507

member Board

of Correc-

Miller, Andrew, Delaware Indian
Miller, Anna Louise
Miller, Benjamin B
Miller, Bradford, date of death

680
769
533, 548

—regent

636
691
691

—

699
712
712

—

708
719
719

Vocational School, Topeka
Miller, C. A., judge twenty-ninth district,
fourth division
Miller, Charles H., date of death
U. S. marshal
Miller, Charles Mar\'in, director Board
of Vocational Education
Miller, Charles W., emigration agent. ...
register Topeka land office
Miller,
Clyde W., regent Vocational

Topeka

School,

691

Miller, Daniel, treaty agent Council Bluffs

agency
730
Miller, Mrs. Dora Louk, secretary Sokiitrs
Compensation Department, attorn ygeneral's office
689
Miller, Ephraim, president Academy of
Science
672
Miller, Mrs. F. C, member Traveling
Libraries Commission
692
Miller, F. W., subagent Delaware agency, 725
Miller, George II., superintendent School
for Blind
678
Miller, U. 11
testimony in Lane- Jenkins hoijiici' J case
165
Miller, H. P
u:embei Barbers' Boaid.. 678
Miller, Hira n B., date of death
691
regent Vocational School, Topeka
691
Miller, J. H,
508
Miller, J. J., commissioner Industrial Reformatory
688
Miller, J. M., Seneca, land commissioner,
university
706
Miller, James
636
MUler, James M., assistant adjutant general G. A. R
686
date of death
686
Miller,
James
Monroe,
congressman
fourth district
672
speaker pro tern, of house
664
Miller, Mrs. James Monroe
532,533,535
537, 538, 548, 549
member Board of Corrections
680
Board of Review
701
Traveling Libraries Commission
691
portrait in group
550
Miller, John, Indian agent Council Bluffs
agency
730
Miller, John, member of house, 1925
710
,

.

—

—
—
——
—

;

John K., minister to court of St.
James
632
Jonathan G., regent Teachers College, Emporia
690

Miller,

Miller,

Miller, Jos'iah

—
death
—date
judge Douglas county
—probate
commissioner State University

61

of

706
91,

Miller, Mamie Dillon
Miller, Martin, director Soldiers' Home..
Miller, Mox
Miller, Orrin Larrabee, congressman sec-

ond
—judge
twenty-ninth
district

Miller,

district

employee

Retta,

97
706
549
702
487

671
669

Pottawatomie

agency
Richard

740
456

Miller,
Miller,

Robert C, agent Shawnee agency, 732
agent Upper Arkansas agency
733
699
Miller, Sol, date of death
699
member Board of Public Works
committee to organize the Historical

—
—

Society
Miller,

W. W.,

3

date of death

—member Board

of Charities

679
679

General Index.

W

Rev.

Millice,

390

210
Milligan, Mrs. Elizabeth
Milligan, J. S., commissioner Tuberculosis

Sanatorium
Milligan, Johrk
Milliken, Henry F., register

land

706
210

Dodge City
721

office

711
Milliken, Z. C, bankruptcy referee
Milling, J. H. Lane and J. S. Shimmons

engaged in
Millington, G. L., member Medical Board,
Millionaires
breeding of
Mills, D. P., member Barbers' Board...
Mills, E. P., president State Board of

—

686

Health
Mills,

93
692
422
421
678

James

F.,

blacksmith Sauk and Fox

agency

731

Sauk and Fox Indians
Millwood
Milnor, James

758
579
355
Milroy, Samuel, subagent Miami agency, 727
761
treaty commissioner
Mills, for

—

Milton,
Benjamin Franklin,
death
judge court of appeals

date

of
666, 704

—member Tax Commission
—

666
704

H

618
Milton, J.
618
Milton, Jes-se
618
Milton, John C.
Mine Creek, battle of
608,618,623,655
655
rebel soldiers buried on battlefield of.

—
— terrifying
Mine
Mine

.

scene after battle
inspectors, list of
investigation commissioners,

of,

list

Miner, Samuel
Min-ers'

Examining Board, members

Minick, John M., date of
—
president State Board

of.

.

death

of Health

Mining, in Missouri

.

Mining Commission, to

revise

655
693
693
618
693
686
686
190

coal-min-

ing laws

Minjenickeaw, Miami Indian
Minneola
Mint, Denver, Colo
U. S., report of director of

—

Miserez, Peter J

693
760
367
30
447
636
716

Mismer, E. M., ganger revenue service.
299,303
negroes becoming
181
-—
in Kansas, allowed a settlement by
.

Missionaries

—American

46

treaty

M. E. Church.
227
228,229,231,232,236,239

Missionary Society of

.

Missions, clothing for

—
on Kansas
Mississippi
—Indian settlements
river

in

.

.

243
236
405, 569
182

Mississippi river
15,43, 190,207
209, 244, 261, 467, 471, 473, 476, 504. 588

—missions on upper
Missouri

2, 4, 19, 37,
44, 52, 67, 85, 104, 107, 113, 117, 120,

235
38
125
209
228
328
452
491
554
584
625
657
582

178, 182, 193, 194, 199, 206, 207,
211, 214, 217, 219, 220, 224, 225,
235, 236, 243, 244, 267, 274, 327,
359, 367, 380, 388, 394, 405, 407,
456, 465, 467, 471, 474, 489, 490,
493, 504, 519, 529, 539, 543, 544,
558, 564, 570, 576, 577, 578, 579,
608, 614, 615, 616, 620, 622, 623,
640, 641, 742, 644, 648, 649, 650,
admitted into Union in 1820
Cicero Stephen Hawke, first Protestant
bishop of
354
conditions in western
652, 653
early French families in
191
excitement in, over capture of Captain
128,
210,
229,
337,
454,
492,
556,
588,
630,

—
—
—
—

— and men
Pate
—Kentucky emigrants
of

525
settled in portions

208

851

many people of, incredulous regarding Trading Post massacre
621
militia
194
Penitentiary
5G
pink-flint culture of Quivirans traced
to
472
volunteer regiment in Mexican War... 544
stone boxes found in
469
western portion, east of Linn county,
Kan., wild land
643
Missouri Chief, Little Osage Indian, 750, 764
Missouri Compromise, stipulations of
582
Missouri conference, M. E. Church
196
199, 227, 236, 253
Missouri Conference Missionary Society,
report on conditions of Shawnee mission, September, 1836, made to
241
Missouri Democrat, St. Louis, Mo
126
128, 137, 141, 142, 146, 149
153, 154, 157, 159, 163
Missouri Indians
295
Missouri, Kansas & Texas railroad. ...*.' 504
completed to Council Grove in 1869.. 545
first agents of
508
first
to reach the Indian territory
line
504, 505
passenger trams into New Chicago. .508
Missouri Pacific railroad
435, 566
depot, at Council Grove
535
first train through to Council Grove."
545
—given $300,000 by Leavenworth to run
through city
579
Missouri river
20, 34, 211, 213, 2*20, 230
244, 255, 267, 272, 275, 276, 289, 291, 295
299, 301, 302, 309, 314, 316, 327, 355, 356
358, 368, 387, 464, 465, 466, 473, 474. 475
478, 530, 542, 562, 568, 578, 579, 585, 641
—bottom
302, 305
crossing of Wharton expedition
296
—no railroad west of, in 1857
308
—project for bridging at Leavenworth,
Talis through
550
Missouri,

—
—
—
—
—
—
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—

—steamboat
on
—valley

"Shawnee"

built

for" serv-

ice

219

283
Missouri River Ra-ilroad Company,' "part
of Delaware Reserve purchased by.
769
Missounans
452, 628, 651
call out state militia and put
cordon of
soldiers along Kansas line
—came into Kansas after passage of Kan- 630
sas-Nebraska bill
577
.

.

—

—determined to

make Kansas

"

state

—invade Kansas and

a"

slave

elect" Whitfield

'

as
delegate to congress
583
invasions by, promptly puiiished'. 629
—reported to be on way to Kansas to re-

—petty

lease Capt.

".

Pate and men

595

MitcheTweT&?:
.^."^f^?.?^ '^'Z'^,'''
Mitchell, A J., paymaster' general!

674

—turn family of James Montgomery out
of home and burn it
62G
— with Price's army during
invasion, "scat-

Mitchell

Alexander Clark, congressman
second district
of death
qqq q>j'{
law examiner
regent University
Mitchell Mrs. Alexander Clark,
member
Welfare Commission
AT-i^u^f,*"^^
Mitchell,
Barnett B
Mitchell, C. R., date of death.

—date

—

-

—

671
707
qqq
797

'

— member Board of
—
-regent University

.

Charities

Mitchell, D. D., Superintendent of IndiaA
Affairs
728, 730,
treaty commissioner
Mitchell, D. M., member Barbers' Board,
Mitchell, D. P., death of

—

688
636
707
678
707
731
763
678
707

General Index.

852

707
Mitchell, D. P., regent University
675
Mitchell, E. A., surgeon General
706
Mitchell, E. J., regent University
Neosho
blacksmith
Mitchell,
Francis,

agency
George,

Mitchell,

special

agent,

732

Mocking

737

Mocking birds
Modoc, the son

698

Mitchell. Henrv' St. John, division super-

Memphis road

Mitchell,

637
717

Mitchell,

731
blacksmith

Joseph,

Neosho
732

agency
Mitchell, R. B., subagent Council Bluffs

agency
Mitchell, Robert Byington

9,

730
611

613,615,621, 624, 626,636,648

—adjutant general
William Weer,
—and Lane
H.

office at

;

673

in contest of

H. Lane versus Heirs of Gains Jenkins,

81

673
634
636
general
colonel of Second Kansas infantry.
635
governor of New Mexico
636
—date of death
637, 658, 673
death of child of
633
elected to legislature
632, 634
grand jury established through efforts
of
634, 635
inspector general, territorial militia.... 635
marriage of
635
member Leavenworth constitutional convention
635
name given to Post No. 170, G. A. R.,
of Linn county
637
no intimacy between Brown or Montgomery
634
scheme of, to break up James Montgomery's force
626
Sketch of the Career of. from La Cygne
Weekly Journal, Apr. 26, and May 3,
1895
632, 635
territorial treasurer
635, 658
threatened with hanging
635
—wounded at battle of Wilson's Creek. 636
Mitchell, Mrs. Robert Byington
633,635
^member Board of Lady Managers of
World's Fair. Chicago
637
Mitchell. W. A., "Historic Linn," sketch
of notable events in its first settlements, 607
Mitchell, W. H., date of death
685
past df^partm^nt commander G. A. R., 685
Mitchell, Whittier G., "Kansas' Dead in
France," poem
594
Mitchell, William, date of death
674
inspector eeneral
674
Mitchell, William H., farmer for Dela^ares
728, 729
Mitchell, William M., railroad commissioner
700
Mitchell.
William R., judge fifteenth
district
668
Mitchell county
606
Mit«;> nor. Mrs. Lillian, Board of Women
.
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—
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Visitors
yisitor charitable

7O.3

institutions

Mit/', T. J.,

,'..'.*

emigration agent
iVTitzel fnmilv
Mix, Cl^arlos E.. treaty commissioner!!!
Mix, Edward Townsend, date of death..

—

state arclntect
Mix, Joseph, special agent

679
682
612
765
703
703

Pottawatomie
removal
731
Mize,
387
of Atchison
Salina
of
392
Robert,
Miz3, Bishop
,

as

state

597
474

of a king

Mohawk, William,

delegate of Munsees of

New York
Mohawk Indians

764
468

Board

677
604
677
677
secretarj^ State Board of Agriculture.
Mo-hos-ca, or White Cloud, Iowa Indian, 758
Moke-ta-ve-to, or Black Kettle, head
chief Cheyennes
768
Mo-ko-ho-ko, or Jumping Fish, Sac and
Fox Indian
763

—
Mohler,
—

of Agriculture

quoted
Martin, date of death

.

Wah-pe-nsm-mah,

Mo-less, or

.

.

or Stur-

763
480

,

—

James

—brigadier general
—cabin
of
— commissioned brigadier

received

geon, Sac and Fox
Moline
founding of

attorneys for James
arguments before the land

Lecompton

vote

bird,

606

letter

Mitchell, James, blacksmith Council Bluffs

agency

700
700
323

Mohler, Jacob Christian, secretary State

N., clerk and deputy revenue

I.

collector

of

bird

Mitchell, George W., police commissioner,

Kansas City

sale

railroad lands
of

Neosho

agency

intendent

Mobley, Richard D., agent for

—
date
death
Moccasins

487

Mo-nahs, Indian police
741
Monday. Isaac, blacksmith Indian servSee,

ice.

Munday,

Isaac.

Moneka

608, 635, 645

Monether, Delaware Indian guide

260
449

Money

447,
—national power to
appropriated
to enrich bondholders
421
—paper
432
—
of
590
during
519
days
Kansas.
— — Kentucky
182
Money power
409, 414, 434, 437
—President Cleveland did everything
432
Money question
432, 436, 438
—
discussed by Populists
414
Mongrain, Baptiste
761
—
Osages
724, 725
create

scarcity

territorial

•

in

.

.

in

for,

interpreter for
ISIongrain,
Charles,

interpreter

Neosho

732, 734
Osage subagency. .728, 729, 731
Noel, interpreter Osage In722
See, also. Marque, Noel Mongrain.
Monometallism
438
Monopolies, fight on
449
various kinds of
409
Monroe, Rev. Andrew, 199, 210, 211,-213, 26&
letter to editor of Western Christian
Advocate, 1842, describing visit to the
260'
Kansas mission
Monroe, Edward
83, 84, 95, 96, 172, 174
Monroe, Mrs. Harriet A., recording secretary Teachers' Association
704
Monroe, President James
544
Monroe, Lee, judge twenty-third district
669

—agency
Mongrain,
—dians

interpreter,

—
—

—

register

Montaga,
cattle

Hays City land
Felix,

man

of

721

office

Las Vegas, N. M.,
336

W

Montague, F.
Montana, town of
Montgomery,

512
399
,

congressman,

of

Pennsjdvania
64$
Montgomery, Frank, employee \^,^eather
Bureau, Topeka
722
Montgomery, J. M. C, emigration agent
Cherokees
72S
Montgomery, James
616, 625, 626, 632

— colonel

634, 648, 650, 653, 654, 657

of volunteers
succeeded in active
Charles R. Jennison

631

command by
629

of Robert B. Mitchell
634
—
— family turned out and home burned by
proslavery men
626
— military organization headed by. 62^
distrustful

first

.

853

General Index.
Montgomery,

James,

first

Moore,

temperance

642
650
612
611
629
ne\ er countenanced plundering
610
massacre....
Hamelton
of
visits scene
611
Montgomery, Mrs. James
agency,
Kansas
agent
Montgomery, John,
732, 733
Council Grove
''2
Montgomery City
643
Montgomery Town Company
614
Dorn...
Montgomery county, first called
367
Monticello
Mon-to-ing-ge, the Little Bear, Otoe and
"752
Missouri tribe
528, 542
Monument, at Council Grove
575
—Ouster battefield
547
on Mount Padilla
651
massacre..
Post
Trading
to victims of
Moody, Alida, matron, etc., Pottawat739, 743
omie agency
Moody, Charles H., commandant Sol702
diers' Home
Moody, Eliza, employee Pottawatomie
739
agency
647
Moody, Joel
707
—date of death
707
regent University
456
Moon, Joseph
618
Mooney. George S
619
Mooney, Mrs. James
boarding house of, in Brooklyn. .615, 620
Moonlight, Thomas, adjutant general... 673
588
at battle of Prairie Grove
661, 694, 699, 715
—date of death
flanked rebels and saved Mound City, 655
699
railroad assessor
694
regent Leavenworth Normal
716
revenue collector
661
secretary of state
715
U. S. minister
464
Moor,
379
Eng.,
Canterbury,
Moore, Archbishop, of
329
Moore & Hays
Moore, A. A., ranch of, on Cotton331
wood river
272,273
Moore, Benjamin D
534
Moore, Beulah
Moore, Carl, secretary Public Utilities
699
Commission
355
Moore, Bishop Channing
Moore, Charles E., member of house,
710
1925
Moore, Ely, agent, Osage River agency, 731
719
date of death
719
register Lecompton land office
letter to Charles Robinson in regard
to land case between Lane and Jenkins, 114
Moore, Ely. Jr
23, 24, 117, 123
son of register of Lecompton land
crusade in Linn county, led by.

641,
625.
—fort
-horns perforated by bullets fired at.,
John Brown builds fort on farm of..
.

.

—
—
—

.

—
—
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—

—
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—
—

—

—
—
—

—

22

office

Moore,
Moore,
Moore,
Moore,

Ezra
618
656
G. Marion
George A., regent University.... 707
George
656
captured bv free-state men and taken
to Montgomery's fort
625
Moore, H. C. U. S. commissioner to ex711
amine U. P. Rly., Kansas
Moore, Henry Miles, date of death
694
police commissioner, Leavenworth .... 697
regent Leavenworth Normal
694
Moore. Horace Ladd, date of death.... 687
president Historical Society
687
Moore, Ida Wilson, commissioner John
Brown Park
695
commissioner, Pike's Pawnee village.
696
695
trustee Pawnee Rock Park
Moore, J. W., farmer Otoe and Mis737
souri agency

—

W

—
—
—

—
—

.

.

.

—

J.

W., date of dea.th
commissioner

live stock sanitary

Moore, James, engineer in chief
Moore, James R
Moore, John
Moore, John McCabe, judge twenty-

692
692
674
656
618
669

ninth district

Moore, John T., member Pharmacy
Board
Moore, Joseph
Moore, M., hospital matron Cherokee
agency
M. C, clerk Pottawatomie
Moore,
agency
Moore, Margaret, secretary Teachers' Association

•

697
618
727
742
^

705

•

Moore, Oscar Leopold, judge eighth district

— regent University
supreme court reporter
—
blacksmith
Moore, R.
B.,

;^^'7

707
665

Pottawatomie
'^^^

agency

Moore,

;

Thomas

P.,

regent

•

•

'

;

Agricultural

676

College

464
Moorehead, Warren K
Moorehouse, William Simpson, adjutant
673
general

death
date
—
Moravians, missions

673
254

of

Morehead, Charles
Morehead, Charles

among

20"

'

R., associated Avith
enterprises for overland transportation,
20,
—of El Paso, Tex

20
21
562
Morehouse & Reece
562
Morehouse & Van Camp
538, 551
Morehouse, George Pierson
—poems by
532, 533, 534, 535, 537, 547
687
president Historical Society
suggested marking of Santa Fe trail
through Morris county by school chil542
dren
562
Morehouse, Horace
532
Morehouse, R. H
535, 538
Morehouse, Mrs. R. H
Moreland, D., blacksmith Osage River
730
subagencv
73
Morey, J.
Morgan, F. T
508, 509, 511
Morgan, H. P., blacksmith Indian serv729
ice"
Morgan, John Hunt, company of, in
Mexican War
633
historic raid of, during Civil War. ... 481
Morgan, Thomas W., commissioner Industrial Reformatory
688
member Penal Institutions Board .... 696
Morgan, Willard, member of House,
1925
709
Morgan, William Albert, death of.. 685,693
member Memorial Building Commission
693
past department commander G. A. R., 685
Morgan,
William
Yoast,
lieutenant
governor
661
member Memorial Building Commission
693
regent Educational Institutions
700
regent University
707
state printer
663
Morgan, Mrs. William Yoast, commissioner Pike's Pawnee Village
696
trustee Pawnee Rock Park
695
Morganstern, William, "A War Psalm,"
poem
593
Moriarity, Frank
535
Morin. Jesse, register land oflfice
719
Mormon Fork, northwest of West Point,
Mo
619
316, 319
Mormons
Gen. Albert Sidney Johnston's expedi318
tion against, in 1857

—
—

W

—

—

—
—

—
—
—
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—
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854
of, taken
territoiy,

Mormons, record
box in Tallegwi

•

^71

Great Lakes
MorrUl, Edmund

Needham

congressman

large,

at

.... ....
435, 436, 43y
•

and

•

•

•

dis-

first

671
671

trict

—date

of death

governor
—
—president
—vote received
James,
Morrill,

blacksmith Osage River

Morris, A.*

regent Agricultural

—revenue

o»7
435

lege

—pipe,

676

:

—

-

Larned land office
Edward R., deputy revenue

•

JJJ
'^^l

•

col-

718

lector

Morris, Joel H., agent of the Pottawat737, 738
omies
Monis, Jonathan, blacksmith Cherokee
727
country
Morris, Richard Boutecou, date of death, 663
"^l"^
revenue collector
663
superintendent of insurance
221
Morris, Bishop Thomas A
first session of Indian Mission Con220
ference presided over by
Elliott, regarding mis^letter to
sionary work in Indian Mission con269
ference
600
Morris, Dr. W. A
661
auditor
Morris, William H., state
439
nominated for state auditor
528, 538, 542, 543, 547
Morris county
674
Morrison, T. S., brigadier general
Morrison, William, agent to select lands

—

—
—
—

—

for Sauk and Foxes
Morrow, J. C, commissioner

729

•

St.

Louis

Morrow, John D., farmer Neosho agency, 732
Morrow, William J. J., agent Cherokee
731
732
154
690

agency

—secretary Neosho agency
J.

College,
O., railroad

J.

Silk

.

702

mission

court
date of death
judge third district

—
—

Morton, R. J., member of senate, 1925.
Mo-sack, chief Pottawatomies
Moseley's brick yard. New Chicago
sas

Jr.,

agent, etc.,

.

702
562
612
421
735

712
666
666
709
759
512

Kan-

and Wyandot agencies

Moser, Charles
Moses, Benny, Indian police
Moses, E. R., member Highway

731
535
741

Com-

mission
686
Mose-so, Pottawatomie Indian
759
Mosher, J. A., member Optometry Board, 694
Mosher, J. L., member Gettysburg Com684
mission
Mosher, Maud, teacher Haskell Institute, 744
641
employee of Jarieu
Mosier,
,

Mosquito creek
Mosquitoes

speci-

468
473
383
619
654
655
655
600

—
Moundridge

463,464

Mounds

—^and

——

469
467

fortifications
in Tallegwi dominions

Mount, Joseph, Kansas Deaf Mute In680
633
119
547

stitute in charge of

Mount Gilead, Ohio
Mount Oread, Lawrence
Mount Padilla
Mount Prairie circuit, M.

59,

E. Church, Ar-

206
199

kansas

—and Hot Springs
country,

circuit

Mount

Prairie

Mountains

—dangers

.202, 203
319, 328, 477, 539, 587

Arkansas.

.

.

of freighting in, during winter

329

season

Moving

picture censors (State

Board of

701
Review)
Mo-yan-histe-histow, or Heap of Birds,
771
Cheyenne
Moye, Ella G., teacher Haskell Institute, 744
Moyer, C. C, member Barbers' Board.. 678
641
Muddy creek
Mudeater, Matthew, Wyandot Indian
764, 767
Mudge, Benjamin Franklin, date of
672, 684
—death
672
president Academy of Science
704
Teacher' Association
684
state geologist

.

Morse, O. E., indemnity school lands
commissioner
Morse, Philip
556,
Morse family
Mortgages, homes covered by
Morton, J. M., teacher Sacs and Foxes
of Missouri
Morton, John T., clerk U, S. district

Mosely, Thomas,

unfinished

367,
488, 491, 492, 608, 611, 612, 614, 617,
626, 627., 630, 631, 642, 647,
saved by Col. Moonlight during Price
raid
Union dead taken to, after battle

—
Morse, G. C, date of death
690
Emporia
—regent Teachers'
—
commissioner. 700
Morse,
Muenzenmayer,
C.
superintendent Industrial Reformatory, 688
missioner
—
Culture ComMorse,
H., member
Muhlenburg,
Morrow House, Lawrence..

of

used by

.

683

Exposition

•

illustration

Mound

Morris, Charles Alexander, adjutant gen-

—
Morris,

northeast Kansas

men

copper
—sheet City

Col-

eral
register

719
465
465

collector

Mound builders,
—of Ohio

^^J:

Hastorical Society
for governor

J.,'

Mosur, Silas, blacksmith Osage river subagency
:
V \'Hp
V&O
Mota, Pottawatomie Indian
Mother Bickerdyke Home, superintend703
ents
727
Mothouse, Quapaw Indian
694
Motter, Harvey H., oil inspector

from stone
south of the

^^^'115

260

W.

F., conser\-ation

com-

679
H. M*., foimder Lutheran
Church in America
354
Muhlenburg, Rev. William Augustus.... 357

Mule paths

552

327
—teams
—whackers
327
Mules
280, 286, 287
317, 319, 321, 338, 339, 543, 554, 568, 623
—^become
unmanageable during
of
Indians
349
— good market
among Mormons.
316
—pack
310
visit

for,

.

.

Mulford, Isaac, employee Pottawatomie
agency
741, 742
Mullaney, Edward E., director Penitentiary
696
696
member Penal Institutions Board
Mulroy, Miles H., hotel commissioner... 687
664
speaker pro tem. of house
599, 600
Mulvane
Delaware
blacksmith
Munday, Isaac,
728,729,731, 732
agency
614
farm of
Mundell,
by,
purchased
mill
G.,
Brice
Mundell,
65b
swept away by freshet
Mundey, D. E., deputy revenue collec-

—
—

——

•

•

•

•

•

tor

Munger, George E., regent Agricultural
College

^'^

General Index.
562
556
562

Muiikres

Munkres, J. C
Munkres, James
Munkres, Margaret, becomes Mrs.

W.

F.

566
148

Shamleffer

Munroe, Edward

—testimony
Lane -Jenkins homicide
case
146
Munsee Indians
760, 761
—
Delaware Indians.
Munson, Mrs. Genevieve Mather.
537, 549
—
group
550
in

See, also,

.

.

portrait in

John N., member Quantrill
Claims Commision
699
Murdock,
Marshall
M.,
date
of

Murdock,
death

690, 698
—
member Printing Plant Commission... 698
—regent
Teachers'
Emporia
690
Murdock, Thomas Benton, date of death 684
—
and game warden
684
College,

.

.

.

fish

Murdock,

congresman

Victor,

and eighth
—
Murier,

districts
editorial tribute to
,

trading house
Murlin, L. H.,

meadow

employee

of

seventh

672
606

lark
Jarieu,

at

641

member

Book

School

Commission

701

——

Murphy,
480
Murphy, Anna, date of death
595
Murphy, E. E., deputy revenue collector, 718
Murphy, George S., regent Agricultural
•

College

675

Murphy, Michael, date of death
595
Murphy, Robert E., clerk Pottawatomie
agency

741
of Indian Affairs
769, 770
superintendent Central superintendency, 736
Murphy, William E., agent Pottawatomie agency
733
Murray, James, superintendent of emigra726
, tion
Murrell, Mr.
248
.".'.*.'
Muscogee Indians
'sob*, 757

Murphy, Thomas, superintendent

N.
Nabours, Robert K., president Academy
of Science
673
Na-ca-thuck-ke, Ote Indian
293
Na-cha-min-ga, second chief of loways,
speech of
304
Nadeau, Eli G., interpreter Pottawatomie
agency
738, 739, 766
Nadeau, Hillary, employee Indian service, 732
Nadeau, Isadore (Indian), employee Indian service
741
Nadeau, John A., interpreter Pottawatomie agency
739
Nadeau, Joseph E., employee Indian service
740
Nadeau, Mary
757
Na-he-da-ba, Long Chief
748
Nah-we-lan-quah, or Big Legs, Miami
Indian
704
Nagueniani, war chief Big Osages
747
"Naham at the Wedlock of the Waters," 473
Na-koo-mer, Delaware Indian
761
Namah, High King of
473, 474
Namos, Cheyenne
765
Nan-che-ning-a, or No Heart, Iowa Indian
763
Nanna warrior fund
270
Nan-que-non, Delaware Indian
761
Na-pa-wal-la, Osage Indian
772
Nar-ge-ga-ras'h, or British, Iowa Indian, 763
Nasa Reah, Kickapoo Indian
749
Nash, E. S
361
Nash, Rev. Rodney S
362, 363, 370, 371
374, 376, 377, 378, 379, 380, 384

—

——

—

See, also Baowa Indians.
Mush, John, Seneca Indian
Musha-la-tubbee, or The
Choctaw

Man

770

sol-

diers

588
Mut-tut-yah, Sac and Fox commissioner, 770
Mutual Settlers Association of Kansas,
William H. R. Lykins elected marshal
of

Myatt, A.

—member

45
date of death
Court of Visitation

J.,

Myer, Alfred, engineer in chief
Myers, Charles, member Long's expedi-

700
700
674

,,tion
749
Myers, Curtis W., business manager
675
chief clerk automobile license registration
661
Myers, G. W., assistant business manager, 675
Myers, George, principal Teachers College, Pittsburg
691
Myers, L. A., judge first district
666
Myers, Murray, brigadier general
674
date of death
674
election commissioner
682
"Mythology of Ancient Britain and Ireland"
471
Myton, H. P., register Garden City land
office
721

—

!

—
—

!

]

St.

Paul's,

church.

City,

Prairie

376
360

Wyandotte, 1857

361, 367

Nashota House
A. D. Cole, president of
Nas-waw-kee, Pottawatomie chief
Nation, James Milton, auditor
Nation, Marion Stratton, commissioner
John Brown Park

—R^v.

National Association of

Audubon

392
376

758
661

695

Socie-

ties

Killer,

757
Music, for Indian dances
568
Muskets, government, plan for distributmg to citizens along Missouri-Kansas
border
629

—Prussian make, issued to Kansas

Christ

rector,

1862

—

•

855

National banks
National cemetery, Washington, D'. C.
National Church of Sweden
National currency
National domain
"National Order of Videttes," secret
oath -bound auxiliary of the Union
.

.

600
422
544
396
422
71

Labor Party
405
National Party
403
Naum Gitchigomee, Chippewa Indian... 759
Navane, U. F., Pottawatomie commissioner
769
Nawa Ghezhig, Chippewa Indian
759
Naw-che-thah, Jacob, Kickapoo Indian
740, 741
Naw-sqi-base, Pottawatomie woman
759
Nay-gee-zhig, or Driving Clouds, Chippewa Indian
758
Naylor. W. W., member Pharmacy Board, 697
Neal, Dr. John T., consul
715
Neanderthrals of western Europe. 466, 473
.

.

.

.

Nebraska

5, 83, 103, 306
345, 358, 359, 395, 420, 451, 462, 463, 464
466, 467, 470, 471, 474, 477, 497, 523, 582
ground-houses in
463, 472
46
Nebraska bill, passage of

—

Nebraska City
Nebraska Historical Society

—

357
5

data gathered of Caddoan tribes by. 464
Nebraska, or Platte river, short description of
281
.

General Index.

856

Ne-con-he-con, chief of Wolf Band of
Delawares
765, 766
493
Necktie parties
Nee-a-ke-shall, warrior, Kansas Indian, 752
758
Nee-boash, Pottawatomie
Neelev, George A., congressman seventh
district
672
Neelv, Rov F.. consular clerk
715
Neely, Shaw F., date of death
712
mayor of Leavenworth
413
U. S. marshal
712
Nees, S. M., member of School Textbook
Commission
701
Negro candidate on fusion ticket, defeated in 1892
425
Negroes
590, 628, 629
American, Christian missionaries among, 181
State educational institutions for.
See
Normal School. Ouindaro Kansas Vocational School. Topeka; Western Uni-

—
—
—

—

;

versity, Quindaro.
stealing and kidnapping of
Negroid races

—

Neiswender,
1925

L.

Georee

Nelles,

H.,

member

56, 577

463, 473
house,

of

W

John Brown Park

member

Chicago, birth and location of town

505

of

in

issue

first

start

circus visits, six

built in

first

passenger trains
school taught by Mrs. Belle

— General Sherman and
City Hotel
——now
part of Chanute
^open gambling
—rapid growth of town
—steps toward incorporation

Dunham, 512
at

guests

staff

510
504
513
506
507
506

-

of

—street names
united with Tioga under name of Cha513
nute
New Chicago Transcript
506, 507, 509
13, 14
New England

—

—

32, 128, 442, 628, 647
24, 25

Lawrence

settlers in

espoused cause of Jenkins
exerted important influence

710
377, 386, 389

Nellis, De Witt C. judge seventeenth
district, date of death
Nellis, Mrs. De Witt C, commissioner

Nelson. Frank,

New

512
—building of school house
of
advertising
—business
506, 507
Transcript
of.. 506
weeks after
—
— expenses paid from saloon licenses.... 508
513
— church
508
into

22
in

early

affairs

number

of, in

1860

668

New England Emigrant Aid Company.

695

New

School Textbook

51,

52,

54,

.

.

55,

21
21
45
66

Haven, Conn., St. Paul's church sup358
ports missionary for Kansas
New Mexico, hard country to freight in. 330

701
—Pueblo country
472
—Commission
superintendent public
662
— R. B. Mitchell, commissioned governor 636
Nemaha
276, 277
of
278, 279,
466,
182
New Orleans, La
—
crossmg
by Wharton expedition... 277
202, 360, 50a, 504, 607,i618
—
timber along
277
— Church the Annunciation
386
Nemaha villas of Pawnees, ruined and
New York
.

of

instruction

river

295",

474,' 7.'i0

33,

of,

of

when

deserted

,1804
Nemaha

bv

visited

Clark

and Erie R.

in

471,474
village site, pottery at

Neneshka.

475

See Ninnescah.

Neodesha land office, history of
Neosho aeencv
727
Neosho bottoms, dense woods in
Neosho Citv, formerly called Florence!!*,
Neosho rountv
398, 508, 510, 512,

.'

—
debt of 1871
—
of
—
decide
earlv settlers
election to
seat
... ...

,

permanent

'

719
738
398
458
514
510
508

county

511
narty formed which
countv eler+ions
51 n
—settlers' ticket nominated in 1871
510
Neosho crossing
542
Neosho Falls. Woodson countv.
398 399
Neosho ford
460, 5-13, 544*, 552

—secret

political

carried

!

Neosho Ramds
—

—rise

^

,

in.

,

.

4f51

4^3
367 397

452, 453, 454„456,
,

.

451, 455, 458,

pro.iectors of
Neosho river

— bonds voted

.

4.58,
.544,

,

463, 504, 508, B'>.9
554, 555, 560, 561

for bridg<^ m^or

carries

for Episfonal church
valley
of wav for first

Neosho
—
ngH

511
'

awav building

'

material

384,462 5^0
to be

railroad

built through

.

.

IMe-.sha-na-na -cumin, or-Charies Journey-

Delaware
Ne-she-n^-bottanv river
Neshumoinv, or Walk in the'
cake,

y^<^

301

.

Little Osagps

504

Rain', 'chief

749

Nes-mo-co. The Wolf. Sauk 'and 'Fox." !.' 7«n
Ne-son-oMit, or Bear. Sauk and Fox
763
Ne-so-quot, Sauk chief, speech of Major
.'

Wharton

Ness county
Nevitt, R. R.,

304
479
Board.."! 693
471
479
!

member Medical

New Age Magazine
New Boston

.

New York
New York

R

25

agency

728, 730
Christian Advacote and Jour-

241

nal

New York

Indians of New York and
Wisconsin, treaty, Jan. 15, 1838, at
Buffalo creek, N. Y., relative to cession
of lands and new reserve north of Osage
and Cherokee lands in Kansas
760

New York

Mo

New York

Life

building,

Kansas City,
18

Tribune

—subscribers

7,609,610,651

of, offensive to

Missourians, 629

New York World

440

Newby, Captain E. W.

B., master
convicts territorial Penitentiary

of
658.

Newell,
Newell, Franklin, sergeant
Newell, Samuel H., clerk

368
636

Pottawatomie
agency
Newkirk, W. A., member of house, 1925,
Newlin, Almira A., teacher Pottawatomie
agency
739,
Newlin, D. J., seamstress Pottawatomie
agency
Newlin, John M., teacher Pottawatomie
agency
738,739,
Newlin, M. H., agent Pottawatomies, 738,
Newlin, Rebecca E., matron Pottawatomie agency
Newlon, Dr. C. S., superintendent of
School for Feeble-minded Youth
Newman, A. A., date of death

—

director Penitentiary

Newman,

743

738
743
739
738

684
696
696

Arthur, physician Haskell In-

stitute

Newman,

740
710

744

H.

L.,

regent

Leavenworth

Normal
694
Newmark,
523
Newson, Benjamin J., agent Shawnee and
733
Wyandotte agency
Newspaper men, excluded from People's

M

Party convention at

.

Hill City

.

411

—

857

General Index.
Newspapers
barred from Kansas

—
to slavery
—old
—
prescribed
Free State
subsidized
—
Newton, R. C

•

territory

penalties

Newton,

William

F.,

for subscribing

Ninnescah river
Nipps, W. H., deputy revenue

609
530

Nisbit, E., regent State University
707
614
Niswanger's ford on Little Sugar
Nixon, George, member of senate, 1925. 709
Nixon, V. A., assistant and clerk Upper

to

employee

Indian

'

E'. S., president State Board of
Agriculture
Nichamani, or Nichenmanee, or Walking
Rain, Little Osage
748,
Nichi Malli, great chief Little Osages
Nicholas, Cusick, Tuscarora Indian
Nicholas, Dr. Edward Leamington, president Academy of Science
Nichols,
167, 172,
Nichols, E. S., receiver land office
Nichols, Ernest R., president Agricultural College
Nichols, Frederick, testimony in LaneJenkins case
Nichols, J. B
Nichols, J. D., owner townsite of Austin,
Nichols, Peter, employee Indian service
740,
Nichols, R. B
—testimony in Lane- Jenkins case
Nichols, Samuel, burned out by border

417
617
747

Noble, George
Noble, Peter Stryker, adjutant g neral
Noble, Dr. S. S
dental examiner

Nickel, Ben
Nickel, Jasper
Nickel, John
Nickel, Newton
Nickel, Robert
Nickel, Samuel

—attempt on

— family

of,

mob

life

*,'6"48
'.",*.*

*

'

'

'.

'..'.*. '.'.'.
,

".

672
174
720
677
154
510
505

743
150
148

688
667
667
652
652
652
552
652
629

abused and home burned by
642

— from

Grove, Pa
647, 651
— home Blooming
pillaged by Price's invaders
654

burned because a New York Tribune
was found in
postmaster at Blooming Grove
—rebel pillager caught at home of
—six sons of, in Kansas regiments
sought by Hamelton gang on day of
massacre
Nickel, Mrs. Samuel
'eis,
Nickel, William
Ni-ka-ha-cris, Osage
Niles, Charles F. M., register Garden City

—

.

.

—

.'

'

.'

land
Niles',

office

Y.,

J.

G. A.

R

adjutant

general

680
750
'.

—
James H. Lane
Nimocks, G. W., date of death
— judge twentieth
district

Ninham, Aaron, Stockbidge
Niningsr, Prof. H.

H

chief

quoted
—president. Academy of Science

106, 110
.'

102
669
669
761
606
601
673

676

Guy

D., superintendent Dodge City
683
Experiment Station
Noel, Thomas, adjutant sixth in^ntry. 753
No-ka-wat, or The Fox Hair, Kickapoo
.

764

Indian

No-kp-what, or Fox, Sauk and Fox Indian
Nolan, D. W.,

.

member Board

763

of Veteri-

708
Noland, Samuel V., subagent Neosho sub728
agency
Noll, Mathias, member Pharmacy Board, 697
Nom-ra-wa-rah, or White Plume, Kaw
750
chief
See. also, Kansas Indians; White Plume.
406
Nonconformist, Union Labor organ
Non-on-da-gum-un, Delaware chief, 251, 252
403
Non-Partisan Party
No-pa-wah-la, second chief Little Osages', 767
568
No-pa-wie, Kansas Indian
Nop-shin-gah, head chief Miamis, farm
653
of
600
Norcross, J. H
Nordyke, B. R., in charge of Kansas
680
Deaf Mute Institute
Norfleet, Rev. Abraham
197, 198
Normal School, Concordia, list of regents
694
and principals
Emporia, appraisers of Salt Spring
694
lands to endow
name changed to Kansas Teachers College
which see.
narians

—

—

—

—
— Quindaro

Lea-^'-enworth, list of regents and principals
(colored), principals ........

694
694

Norman, Mrs. Emolyn, commission-^r
695
John Brown Park
Norman, Mrs. Grace, commissioner Pike's
696
Pawnee village
Norman, J. S. member of senate, 1925, 709
Norris,

C.

H.,

agent

Great

Nemaha

agency

737

Norris, Mrs. George, president American
Legion Auxiliary
677
510
Norris, Newton

North, Amos J., commissioner Centennial
Exposition
683
North, Anna, employee, Indian service.. 739
North Platte river
318
Northern agency of Western territory... 725
Northern nations, principal actors in war
of extermination against Tallegwi
468
Northrup, B. J., chief inspector Grain Inspection Department
685
Northup, D. E., election commissioner. 681
Norton, Jonathan Dorr, date of death.. 675
paymaster general
675
Norwood, James H., agent Upper Missouri agency
731
No-taw-kah, Wabash Pottawatomie
758
Noteware, James H., superintendent of
schools, territorial
658
Nowland, Mordecai, member Long's expedition
749
.

685

V

letter

644
644
652
761
72I

assistant

Niles, Samuel
brief in favor of

—

610
643
654
652

734
494
656
673
60f)

Nebraska

lege

e^V 631

of

river,

Noel,

grading Commission
685
Nicholson, John Charles, state agent
703
Nicholson,
Malcolm Beaton, commis-

Reformatory

Nodeway

750
747
760

619

district

.

No°, Charles R., regent Agricultural Col-

,

sioner

.

—

677

Nichols, W. B
507
Nicholson, Rev.
missionary at Kaw
mission
553
Nicholson, Ada, employee Indian service, 740
Nicholson, John Baird, member Grain-

Industrial
—
date of death
—judge
eighth

344
718

703, 766

No Man's Land

Niccolls,

ruffians

.

732

Arkansas agency
No Heart, Iowa Indian
No Heart post office

727
convention Farmers'

first state
Alliance held at

Newtonia, Mo., battle of
Nicananthe, war chief Little Osages

collector.

.

610
421
590

service

Newton,

552

an-

if

tagonistic

—

—

General Index.

858
Noyes,

G.

Harold,

employee

Ohio, Wyandotte Indians inhabiting, in

Weather

1842

722
Nulty, Pat, saloon keeper of Old Boston, 479
480, 485, 486, 487
694
Nurseries, State Inspector of
Nurses, State Board of Registration and
694
Examination of
130,134
Nute, Rev. Ephraim
152, 155, 156, 158
156
evidence in Lane- Jenkins case
598
Nuthatches
Nutting, George W., employee Indian
727
service
Nutting, W. W., member of house, 1925, 710
741
N-wahk-tote, Indian police
Nyberg, Milton Oscar, Secretary State
686
Board of Health

Bureau

'tS

Ohio mound and stone-box grave build473
29, 190, 244, 471, 504

ers

Ohio
—
graves

river

made

destroyed at

Madoc

by
falls

colonists,

469
21
33
694
656

of

Ohio valley

—New

—

Orleans once best market

Oil inspectors, list of
Oil and gas
Ojai,
Joseph, employee

—

ice

Indian

•

of

.

.

.

.

serv724, 725

See, also, Ogee, Joseph.

758,759

0-kah-mause, Pottawatomie
O'Keefe, Mrs. A. R.,

member Board

of

694

Nurses

282, 295
341, 348, 349, 350, 351, 352, 424, 451, 504

Oklahoma
O.

0-koh-mause.

Oak Grove Cemetery, Kansas City
Oak Hill Cemetery, Lawrence
Oak Lawn Cemetery, La Cygne
Oak trees
214,

572
125
687
277, 278
397, 453, 518, 520, 543, 554, 555, 563, 649
Oakchiah, William W., missionary to
Choctaw Academy
249
Oath of allegiance, residents along the
border required to take
630
Oberlin, Colby land office, history of
721
O'Boyle,
of Indiana
643
O'Brien, Frank, member Public Service
Commission
699
member of senate, 1925
709
O'Brien, Michael, date of death
686
secretary State Board of Health
686
O'Brien, William L., labor commissioner, 691
.

.

.

.

,

361
church
493
Old Adobe Walls trail
"Old Council Grove Band, The," poem,
548
by Geo. P. Morehouse
495, 496
Old Kiowa
"Old School House, The," old-time
548
song
Old Settlers' Association of Lawrence,
515
address of W. C. Simons before
Olden, G. D., messenger to the Philip-

—
—mine

Olin,

693

tor
O'Dell, G.

717
510

N

O'Donald, Frank, police commissioner,
Leavenworth
697
O'Donnell, Harry, date of death
675
surgeon general
675
O'Fallon, Benjamin, Indian agent
723
treaty agent
751, 752
U. S. agent, Indian Affairs
750, 752
O'Fallon, Mr. and Mrs. John, St. Louis, 211
O'Fallon, Major John, Indian agent.... 748
Ogallah experiment station, superintendents of
683
Ogden, Junction City, Salina land office,
history of
720
Ogee, Joseph, employee Indian service.
735
736, 754

—
—
—

.

.

See, also, Ojai, Joseph.

•

Ogee, Julia, employee Haskell Institute.. 744
Ogee, L. H., employee Indian service.
735
736, 766, 770
Ogee, Lewis, employee Indian service.
732
Ogee, Louis N., storekeeper, etc., revenue
.

.

.

.

.

.

719
760

service

Ogirnaus, Little Chief,

Ogisna

pewa
Oglala

Kegido,

Chippewa

Chief

Speaker,

band

760
of

Sio!ux,

derive

name

through Tallegwi
O'Hara, Veazie Winthrope, consul

Oh-hah-ma-hah, or Storm

•

469
715

Chief, Arapa-

hoe
768
Oh-has-tee, or Little Raven, Arapahoe.. 768
Ohio, earth-serpent symbols in
471
472
Mandans came from
481
Morgan's raid in
regiments. Forty-second infantry com569
pany H
Skidi tribe of Pawnee came from.... 472
468
Tallegwi mound region of

—

—
—
—
—
—Western Reserve, Ohio

T.

B.,

member

Embalming

682
Arvin Solomon, member Board of
681
Education
705
president Teachers' Association

Board

—

479, 487
J. A
600
Frank P
Joseph S., marriage to Sarah E.
507
Richeson
377,378,381
Oliver, Rev. R.
386, 387, 388, 390, 393, 394
chancellor State University, death of. 706
44, 45
Oliver, William H

Oliphant,
Oliver,
Oliver,

W

—

.

54,63,81,82,106,107
323
Spanish dictionary
146
Olmstead, Charles
487
Olney, Dr.
Olney, Benjamin, employee Indian serv736
ice
Omaha, early days of
308, 358, 472
Omaha Indian
291
Omaha Indians. See Maha, Otoe and
Missouri Indians.
Omaha platform
421, 436
Oman, Ralph, special assistant Soldiers'
Compensation Department
689
"Omnibus treaty"
772
Onate, Juan de, with Escansaques and
Aijos, fight the Quivira Panis
466
Onderdonk, Bishops, Henry T. and Benjamin U
355
Ollendorf's

One Hundred Forty-two

creek, toll bridge

on

Chip-

chief

675

pines

Oldroyd,

inspector

360, 364, 367, 384

—Emmanuel

—

O'Connor, William, deputy revenue collec-

See 0-kah-mause.

Olathe

9

554
751

One That Rains, Crow Indian

Oneida Indians
468, 760
O'Neil, Ralph T., department commander
American Legion
677
O'Neil, T. J., commissioner Industrial
688
Reformatory
675
state business manager
Onondaga Indians
468,760
753
Opa-ton-ga, the Big Elk, Maha tribe.
694, 695
Optometry, Board of
Orahood, John W., captain, company
652
H, Sixth Kansas
Oregon emigrants, graves along trail of, 277
276
start west from St. Joseph
283
—trail left by

—

.

—

.

^

859
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Oregon

followed Kansas river past

trail,

308

Fort Riley

O'Reilly, Miles. See Halpine, Charles G.
636
O'Riley, Thomas
598, 599
Orioles
606
vote received as state bird
Orner, George D., judge nineteenth dis-

—
Teachers
—regent
—speaker pro

669

trict

College, Emporia
tern, of house

.... 690

664
682

Orp, John H., emigration agent

Orphans and destitute children of
diers,

sol-

695

commissioners in charge

Orphans Home, Atchison, superintendents
695
of
Orr, James A., mine inspector and in693
vestigation commissioner
Orr, Samuel, deputy revenue collector... 716
Osage agency
724, 729
on Drum creek, Montgomery county. .772
Osage ceded lands
119, 512
-sections of, patented to railroads .... 510

—
—

Osage county
586
Osage diminished reserve, treaty relative
to sale of
772
Osage Indians
247, 347
350, 466, 544, 608, 640, 757, 767
affected by so-called "Omnibus treaty," 772

—
—mode wearing
—not ready
preliminary
of

349
247

hair

to receive the gospel

—

removal to

steps towards

Indian territory

—treaty Sept.

772

25,

1818,

ceding

lands,

etc

748

Aug. 31, 1822, abrogating portion
of treaty of 1808
749
June 2, 1825, at St. Louis
750
Aug. 10, 1825, at Council Grove,
consenting to survey of Santa Fe

•

road
-Jan. 11. 1839, at Fort Gibson

751
761

Sept. 29, 1865, at Canville Trading

Post

May

27, 1868, at Drum creek
Sept. 10, 1870, at Osage agency, on
Drum creek
See, also, Kiowa Indians.
trust lands of
visited by M. Du Tissenet in 1719...
White Hair's village
and others, council held with, by Captain Pike, 1806
See, also, Cherokee Indians.
Great, treaty with, for right of way to

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Santa Fe
and Little, treaty Nov.
at Fort Clark

Little,

treaty,

Santa Fe
Osage Mission

—young men

for

right

of

767
771
772
341
607
608
747

529
10,

180*8',

747

way

to

529
398, 399,' 481^ '5'o'8', '569, 511
of, found town of Boston, 479
.

,

Mo
209
on
!!'.'.!!!'.!]. 274
River agency
726^ V^'s, '730', 737
Osage trail, from Neosho river to the
Arkansas
74g
Osawatomie
360
364, 383, 384, 489, 525, 526, 527, 610
—Church of the Covenant
362
Osborn, Robert, police commissioner of
Fort Scott
698
Osborn, Russell Scott, date of' death!
661
Osage

nver.
—
Kickapoos
Osage

•

—Populist

*.

'.

candidate

state
secretary of state

—

for

secretary

of

412 422
661

Osborn, Stephen, employee Indian service

728, 729, 730

Osborn, Stephen J., date of death
judge twenty-third district
—speaker of house
Osborn, Thomas Andrew, date of death

—

.

.

669
669
664
660

Osborn, Thomas Andrew, governor
—
governor
—^li^uttnaut
president Historical Society
—U. marshal
— U. minister

660
660
686
712
715

S.
S.

Osborn, Col. William, builder of the Central Branch
387
Osborne, C. H
600
Oskaloosa
395, 400
Osman, William, employee Indian service,
death of
243
Osteopathic Examination and Registration,
Board of
695
O'Sullivan, D.92
/
Oswego
399
Otis, Miss
373
Otis, Judge Alfred G
369, 387, 390
death of
707
judge second district
666
regent State University
707
Otis, Mrs. Alfred G
381
Otis, John Grant, congressman .... 415, 672
date of death
674
paymaster general
674
referred to as the "Topeka Milkman".
420
Ot-ke-har, Pawnee, speech of at council
held by Major Wharton
298
0-to-ah-nac-co, or Bull Bear, Cheyenne, 771
Otoe and Missouri agency
733, 736, 738
Otoe Indians
272, 296
300, 303, 304, 471, 474
foot note concerning
295
head chief suggested
294
last reservation in Kansas and Nebraska 295
Major Wharton's address to, while in
council with
291
estimate of
294
moved to Indian territory in 1851.
295
not friendly to whites
295
and Missouri Indians, population of,
1844
294
treaty, Sept. 26, 1825, promising not
to molest Americans to and from
New Mexico
752
Sept. 21, 1833, ceding their lands, 756
and others, treaty, Oct. 15, 1836,
ceding lands, etc
759
treaty. Mar. 15, 1854
763
Dec. 9, 1854, ceding lands on
Missouri river
764
Ott, George, employee Indian service.
Ottarson, Judge
137
Ottawa
362, 378, 393] '395, 400, 505
Ottawa agency
735 736
Ottawa creek
524, 52 5 527
Ottawa Indians, treaty July 29, '1829'
ceding lands, etc
754
treaty August 30, 1831, relative to removal
754
June 24, 1862, lands in severalty and
citizenship
766
and other tribes, treaty, February 23,
1867
; 770
-—See, also, Chippewas and Pott'awatomies'.
Ottawa Universitv
515
Ottawaus, the Little Ottawa, Chippewa
Indian
760
Otter Woman, Pottawatomie
766
Ottow, James, employee Indian service.
735

—
—
—

-

—
—
—

.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

.

.

.

.

.

.

—
—

.

.

.

Outcalt, Lloyd S., storekeeper, etc., rev-

enue service
718
Outland, John, member Medical Board
692
Outrages, committed along Missouri border
619
'.'.33'7,
Overland Stage Company
556
Overland stage from Westport to Santa Fe, 554
Overland stage stations, ten to twenty
miles apart
320
Overland transportation, from Missouri
20
river to Great Salt Lake
418
Overmyer, David
.'

.

.
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860

Overmyer, David, vote received for gov435
ernor
Overstreet, Robert M., date of death... 690
690
regent Teachers College, Emporia
Owen,
dug well at Council Grove

—

,

in

1848

557

Thomas

Owen,

V.,

J.

treaty

Owls
Ox, harness

—teams
—
—wagons
—yokes

made

471,
from untanned hide of,
608,

train

Oxen

191,

circuit,

Panama

Pacific

traffic in

local

.

.

756
499
191
624
308
542
568
240
650
568
563

.

trail

of

P. E. O. Sisterhood
Pa, or the Elk, Pawnee

534, 535

747
749
477
Pacific railroads
443
Pack mules
543, 552
Pack train
528
Packer, Edwin B., member of Medical
Board
692
Paddock, George W., regent of State
University
707
date of death
707
Paddock, L. P., physician Kickapoo and
Pottawatomie agencies
740
Paddy-wah-say mer's band of Comanches
769
Padilla, Juan de
47*2',
538, 543
America's first Christian martyr
548
supposed burial place
548
Padilla monument. Council Grove. .533 547
Padley, William
618
Padouca (Comanche) Indians
746
Page, John, missionary Indian service*, 248

Pacakinqua, Kickapoo Indian
Pacific coast, emigrants en route to

—

.

.

.

—
—

.

—treaty
Page,

witness

Thomas, member of Grain-grad-

mg Commission

— date

685

of death
685
Pa-hah-na-got-hah, Kansas Indian!
568
Pahuska (Paheksaw), or White Hair,
Osage chief
529, 748, 749, 750, 751
Pah-kah-kah, or John Kennekuk, Kickapoo chief
'7(tA
766
".

'.

'.

.

H

..'..'.*.'.
Paine. T.
456
Paint creek
11
Painted bunting, bird.
598
Painter, Mrs. Bettie Robbins.'.'. .'.'.'.'535',
549
.

.

.

.

550 564
department
685
date of death
685
Pa-ka-ka, Sac and Fox Indian
759
Palley, Osage Indian
768
Palmer, A. T., regent Agricultural College
676
Palmer, Aaron, member Quantrill's band
at Lawrence
34
Palmer, Asa
618
Palmer, Captain Barney
555
Palmer, Ida, employee Haskell Institute, 745
Palmer, John
420, 437, 439
Palmer, Luther R., agent and physician
Pottawatomie agency
731, 732
734, 735, 736, 770
office...
720
M.,
register
land
Palmer, Smith
Palmer, William, employee Haskell InPainter,

—

Robert

M.,

commander G. A.

R

past

M

stitute

209, 210

Exposition,

San Fran684

Pani Indians.
Panics
Paola

.

.

See Pawnee Indians.

432, 433
360, 367, 383, 384, 387, 393, 490, 656

745

759
432

Paper money

Papillon creek
291, 295
Papin, A. L., interpreter Indian service.. 723

Papooses

538

Pappan, Walter

A., Indian police..
Papuisea, grand chief Big Osages
Papusca, Osage
Parades staged by Populists
Pardons, State Board of
Parent, James
Paris, Linn county
367, 608, 612,
627, 630, 633, 634, 642,
.

.

741, 742

747
761
413, 414
695
621
620, 625
643, 648
county seat
489
headquarters for proslavery element
489
proslavery possee under command of
Russell at
624, 625
Paris Universal Exposition, 1867, agent
for
683
683
1878, commissioners for
Parish, James
459
Park, J. G., member visiting committee680
Deaf Institution
Park, Joseph, employee Indian service.. 724
726 729
.'387
Park, Richard A
Park, Stanton
387
Park, William, employee Indian service, 737
Parke, Benjamin, treaty commissioner.
749
Parker, Charles M., storekeeper, etc.,
Revenue service
718
Parker, Edward J., employee Indian service
739
Parker, Ely S., Indian commissioner, 767, 769
Parker, George J., member of senate,
1925
709
Parker, H., member Grain Inspection
Commission
685
Parker, J. W., superintendent Deaf Institution
680
Parker, John D., president and secretary
Academy of Science
672, 673
superintendent School for Blind
678
Parker, L. C, quartermaster general Ad675
jutant General's Department
Parker, R.. D., regent Agricultural College, 676
Parker, W. W., member of senate, 1925. 709
Parker family, of Atchison
387
Parkinson, W. H., police commissioner,
Wichita
698
Parkinson, William L., commissioner Centennial Exposition, and date of death, 683
Parkman, Harrison, fire marshal
684
600
Parks, Arthur S
Parks, H. B. trustee Western University, 708
Parks, John S., state printer
663
Parks, Joseph, employee Indian service. 728
731, 763
218
interpreter of religious discourses
Parks, Samuel C, member Board of Pardons
695
218
Parks, William
Parks, state
695, 696
Parmelee, George F., emigration agent.
682
Parmenter, Charles Sylvester, member
681
Board of Education
762
Parris, Albion K., treaty commissioner.
Parris, C. V. S., employee Indian service, 727
Parrish, William, member Long's expedition
749
Parrott, F. W., deputy revenue collector, 718
Parrott, Marcus J
7,89,93,377
brief for administrator in behalf of
71
Gaius Jenkins
supreme court reporter, territorial.... 659
659
territorial delegate to congress

454, 545, 554, 628, 645,
— 309, 325,at452,
Council Grove
—shoeing
—
sorefooted animals by
—
along Santa Fe
568
—
—traders
yoking
555
—
Ozark mountains
608
prices of,

Mo

cisco

Pa-pa-ca, Sac and Fox Indian

commis-

sioner

Palmyra

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.,

—

.

.

—

.

.

.

—

•

—
—
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Parrott guns

•

•

•

Parry-wah-say-men, or Ten Bears, Co''^
manche
secretary
recording
W.,
F.
Parsons,
'•

704

State Teachers' Association
Parsons, J. H., employee Indian

serv728, 729

ice ...

Luke
Brown Park

Parsons,

John

commissioner

F.,

428
7

766
serv.731, 732

ice

Pa-sha-cha-hah, Jumping
poo
Pash-po-ho, Pottawatomie
Patchen,

Oberlin

A.

register

L.,

755
759
721

Henry

C

524, 525, 527

753
300
Pa-to-shokuk, Pottawatomie Indian
member Santa Fe road752
surveying party
Patrick, Mrs. J. S., regent Educational
701
Institutions
739
Patrick, J. W., agent Pottawatomies.
Patrick, Samuel L., brigadier general.... 674
405
Patrons of Husbandry
675
Pattee, E. K., surgeon general
Patten, Albert M., president Kansas Free
684
Fair
75
Patterson,
Patterson,
second chief Delaware
754
Indians
89
Patterson, Angelino
Patterson, Corvine, trustee Western University
708
Patterson, Count, family of
195
Patterson, Findley, receiver land office... 720
Patterson, Samuel G., teacher for Quapaws
247, 248, 729, 730
Patterson, William
89
Pathecouse, Shawnee Indian

Patrick, Garrison,

.

.

.

,

Patton,

W.

Board

G., president State

of

Health

686

Patton, Rev. William, in charge of Shawnee Manual Labor School
letters regarding missionary work in
Indian Mission conference
255, 257,
Patty, Dr. J.
507,
Pau-koo-shuck, Pottawatomie Indian....
Paul, Samuel
Paulen, Ben Sanford, governor
lieutenant governor

—

.

M

.

221
258
508
768
74

660
661
oil inspector
694
Pawkonesheeno, Kickapoo Indian
749
Pawnee, territorial capital
356, 365
583, 584, 585, 612
Pawnee agency
733, 734
"Pawnee Americans, The," written for

—

—

,

the Kansas State Historical Society
Mark E. Zimmerman

by

,

.

.

.-

—
—

—attack from Shawnees and other
expected

—
themselves "Men of Men"
—captured by Kansas
Indians
—clad buffalo skins
valley
called

in

—claimed Kansas

464, 466
of

of

against,

tribe

of

in

living

tribe lived at

steal

of

—treaty made by Capt.

Z.

753
Sept. 30, 1825
756
Oct. 9, 1833
village of, Pike's centennial celebration
530
held at
272, 274
—villages of,
275, 282, 283, 287, 289, 294, 296, 464, 473
474
visited by Welshman and Shawnees.
471
where traced by Catlin
287, 296
—Grand band
on
called
"priests" by Pawnees
288
north side of Platte
287
lived on south side of Platte
village of
282, 286
—Loup band
287, 295, 297, 298
lived on north side of Loup fork, 287
prevented annihilation of Fremont
296
expedition

—

—
—

tribes

282
469
233
287
282

.

.

——

Pawnee land district
Pawnee Republic

—remains
—
treaty of
—

22, 114

286, 298, 746
746, 747

of village found by Pike.
peace, June 20, 1818
village of

Pawnee Rock
Pawnee Rock Park, board

.

747
750
282, 350

695
of trustees.
Paymasters general, list of
674
Payne, Charles
600
Payne, Joseph
618
Pavne, Moses U., benefactions to M. E.
Church
208
Payne, Walter Levi, treasurer
662
Payton, Alpha
618
Pea Ridge, Ark
589
.

.

.

W

Peabody Museum
464, 466, 473
Peace Conference, 1861. delegates to.
721
Peach, H. E., member Board of Administration
675
Peacock.
Wyandot
758
Peairs, Hervey B., superintendent Haskell
Institute
744, 745
Peairs, J. E., president Teachers' Association
705
Peale, T. R., member Long's expedition, 748
Pearson, A. G
600
Pearson, Alfred J., U. S. minister
715
Pearson,
Lewis F., agent Pottawatomies
740, 741
Pearson, Matthew E., member School
Textbook Commission
701
705
president Teachers' Association
Indian
employee
L.,
Pearson, Walter
742
service
Pechalker, William, employee Indian serv727
ice
.

463
Pawnee Confederacy
463, 470, 472
Pawnee creek
521
Pawnee Fork
326, 338
Pawnee forts, destroyed by band of white
slaves
466
name given by Iowa Indians to Pawnee
ground-houses
465
Pawnee Indians
6
266, 275, 282, 284, 285, 286, 287, 296, 300
303, 304, 347, 349, 350, 466, 468
and Tallegwi, stone boxes of
469
arms, chiefly bows and arrows
287

—

side

efforts

article

land

office

Pate,

.

to remove to north
—
283, 287
Platte
287
— four bands
475
—freckled
466
—ground-houses of
471
of
— Hako ceremony
287
by
mules
owned
— horses and
230
plans expedition
—Kansas
282
greeted by
—Major Wharton
288
address
— Major Wharton's
233
by Kansas Indians
—massacred
287
missionaries among
—
— "The Pawnee Americans,"
by
4G3
Mark E. Zimmerman
287
—population
— Quivira
466, 473, 475
south of Platte
— Republican,
287
1844
mouth of Wabash, 469
— Skidi horses from Kansas
232
Indians
—
465
—stone burial chest
746
M. Pike
to

Kicka-

Fish.

284,

ton

—destruction of
river

695

Parsons, William H., brigadier general... 674

Parsons
Parsons Sun, founders of
Parthee, Kickapoo Indian chief.
employee Indian
Pascal, Lewis,

Pawnee Indians, contemplated murder of
296, 297
Lieut. Fremont

— council held with by Capt. Pike Whar- 747
— councils held with Major
287, 288

,

—

.

.
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862

J., deputy revenue collector, 717, 718
532, 545
George
535
Mrs. George
707
George Record, death of
429
peacemaker during legislative war
707
regent State University
712
U. S. district attorney
Pecos river
327, 328, 329, 330, 331
596
Peddy, Bea
596
Peddy, Bunyan
596
Peddy, J. B
Pee-pin-ah-way, Wabash Pottawatomie. 758
194, 221
Peery, Rev. Edward T
223, 257, 261, 266
—letters of
251, 252,253, 254
255
missionary to. Delawares
superintendent Delaware and Kickapoo
248
mission
superintendent Shawnee Manual" Labor
219
School
730
teacher Fort Leavenworth agency
223
Peery, Mrs. E. T
762
Peery, John T., missionary
Peery, Russell, physician Otoe and Missouri agency
734
Peet, Rev.
candidate for bishop of
diocese of Kansas
363
Peffer, William Alfred
420,443,446
—death of
671
editor of Kansas Farmer
416
government loans to farmers, views
on
406, 407
paper money, advocate of
420
U. S. senator
416, 417, 671
—"The Way Out"
407
Pelham, Jesse Le Roy, secretary Horticultural Society
687
Pelot, Dr. J.
363
Peltries
562
Pem-ach-wang, chief of Ottawas
766
Pemberton,
mayor of Council
Grove
530, 533, 534, 535, 549, 551
Pemberton, John Clifford
630
Pemeseo, John, employee Indian service. 727
Pemoatam, Kickapoo Indian
749
Penal Institutions, Board of
696
Pence, David S., president Teachers Association
705
Penitentiary,
territorial,
commissioners
of
658, 659
masters of convicts
658
state, Board of Directors succeeded by
Board of Penal Institutions
696
commission to locate
696
commissioners and directors
696
wardens
696, 697
Perm, William, second chief Black Dog
band Osages
768
Penney, J. H., member Board of Administration
675
Pensineau, Pascal, interpreter in Indian
service
734, 736
Pensineau, Stephen, Kickapoo Indian.... 766
Pennsylvania, Protestant Episcopal Missionary Society of
854
Society for the Advancement of Christianity in
354
Pentland, C, captain Sixth U. S. in751
fantry
Penwell, LaRoy M., president Kansas
684
Free Fair
684
date of death
506
Peoples Home State Bank, Chanute
"People's Manifesto," issued by Popu418
lists
People's Party.. .403, 413, 415, 417, 437, 442
447
—campaign of 1900
411
—convention of. Hill City
418
name changed to Populist
422
nominations for state officers

Peck,
Peck,
Peck,
Peck,

E.

—
—
—

.

—
—
—
—

.

,

—
—
—
—

M

,

.

—
—

—

—

.

—
—

Omaha

Party,

platform of.... 421

People's
447
—
prosperity causes downfall
418
committee
—
443
government under control of
—
Party, Campaign Handbook,... 444
of

state
state

People's
Peoria, Baptiste, interpreter and commis724
sioner Indian service
725, 731, 732, 734, 735, 737, 770

367

Peoria
Peoria agency
Peoria Indians

—and

724,725
236

239, 248, 251, 253, 254, 268, 767
federated tribes, treaty Feb. 23,

770
755
238

1867
—treaty, Oct. 27, 1832

—
—See,

village
also,

Kaskaskia Indians.
215, 238, 251, 254
Pepoon, George W., member of house,
1925
711
Pepper, Abel C, special agent Pottawatomie emigration
725
726
superintendent of emigration
treaty commissioner .... 757, 758, 759, 760
Pepper-box pistol
580
Pepperell, William H. L., director Penitentiary
696
revenue collector
719
Perchord, John E
363
Percivell, Dr.
probate judge, Lawrenceburg, Ind
29
Perdum, J. M., commissioner Tuberculosis Sanatorium
706
Perinchief, Rev. Octavius
380
Perine, A. B., employee Indian service... 380
Perkins, Bishop W., congressman at large
and third district
671, 672
—date of death
671
judge eleventh district
668

Peoria Mission

—
—
—

——

,

—

Perkins, Fred, member Highway commission
Perkins, Lucius H., law examiner, date
of death
Perrill, Harry, member of house, 1925..
Perry, Aaron
112,
Perry, Albert, director Penitentiary, 377,
date of death
Perry, C. C, member of house, 1925...
Perry, John, Shawnee Indian
Perry, Joseph R., employee Indian serv-

—

686
666
710
113
696
696
711
754
738

ice

Perry, Mrs. Julia B., superintendent Industrial

Farm

Women

for
superintendent Industrial
Girls
Perry, Leslie J

—

688
School

for

688
7

Perry,
Middleton Lee, superintendent
Epileptic Hospital, Parsons Hospital
and Topeka Hospital
682, 689
Perry, William C, U. S. district attor-

ney

712

—

date of death
712
Perry, Worley
530, 551
Perry family
200
"Personal Recollections of Life on the
Plains from 1860 to 1868," by Charles

Raber

316

Peru, Kansas

Pe-sha-gon, or Tug

481, 482

Made

of

Bear Skin,

Kickapoo
764
Petaheick, the Good Chief, Pawnee
747
Pe-tal-a-sha-ro, chief Tapage Pawnees.. 298
Pe-ta-ok-a-ma, Sauk and Fox
766
Peters, Mason Summers, congressman... 671
^date of death
671
P(!ters, Samuel Ritter, commissioner In-

—

•

dustrial Reformatory
—^congressman
at large
district

—date

—judge

of death

ninth district

688

and of seventh
671, 672

671
667

863

General Index.
Peters,

^^2,764

— —T

Zeba

Peterson,
Peterson,
Peterson,
Peterson,
Peterson,

^f^j:

oOl
678
Carl J., bank commissioner
530
Mrs. Dell
William M., teacher Haskell In-

August

stitute

Fox
Petriken,

Henry

W

763

22,114,115

—date

659
659
199

of death
Pettit family
Pettyjohn, J. L., commissioner Panama
684
Pacific Exposition
Pettyjohn, Lewis Julian, receiver Dodge

721
City land office
661
secretary of state
678
Peugh, A. L., member Barbers' Board.
Peyton, Alice L., election commissioner. 682
667
Peyton, E. B., judge fifth district
Peyton, John Q. A., receiver Topeka land
719
office
Phares, W. A., department commander
677
American Legion
697
Pharmacy, Board of
456
Pheanis, James H
Phifer, Powhattan, employee Indian serv728
ice
Philadelphia Society for Missions in the
358
West
696
Philbrick, John Lang, date of death
696
warden Penitentiary
Philbrook, Nathaniel, subagent Osage In723
dians
Philippines, messengers to
675
Phillibert, Gabriel, employee Indian service
724, 725, 726
Phillippi, Julius Edward
715
Phillips, Alex, conservation commissioner, 679
Phillips, Gideon, employee Indian service, 738
Phillips.. Jonathan, subagent for Wyandot
Indians
728, 729
Phillips, Judd
317, 318, 319
Phillips, Oliver
452, 456, 461
Phillips,
H., storekeeper revenue service
717

—

.

.

.

—

W

Phillips,

William, tarring and feathering

of

.580

William Addison, congressman.. 671
—
of death
686
—date
president
Society
686
Phillips,

Historical

William J
316
Phipps, William H., regent Agricultural
College
676
Piankeshaw Indians
236, 767
and other tribes, treaty Feb. 23, 1867, 770
and Weas, treaty Oct. 29, 1832
755
See, also, Kaskaskia Indians
Piatt, Marcellus
600
Piatt, Robert
600
Piatt, Sadie, employee Haskell Institute.
744
Picken, William S., president Teachers'
Association
705
—principal Teachers College, Hays
691
Pickering, L. M., employee Indian service, 738
Pickler, Richard M., judge fifteenth dis.tnct
668
Picts, immigrants to America in 1170
473
type of stone boxes of
469
Pierce,
97
Pierce, Alfred C, past department commander G. A. R
685

Phillips,

—
—
—

M

.

—

Pierce,

C.

B., regent

Leavenworth Nor-

mal School

694

Pierce, C. E., deputy revenue collector.
717
Pierce, Franklin, President U. S., 309, 582, 584
superintendent
Mother
H.,
J.
Pierce,
.

Bickerdyke

Home

Pierce, William A., inspector general.... 674
Pierpont, Grover, judge eighteenth dis668
trict, third division
Pierson, John, superintendent Orphans'

Home

695

Pigman,
— Cobine,
—and
Florence
Jeff

Pe-to-o-ke-mah, or Hard Fish, Sauk and
Pettit, John, chief justice, territorial....

James H., department commander United Spanish War Veterans, 708

Pierce,

703

lay

out

453, 456, 457, 463
townsite of

455
453, 454, 455

Pigman, Joe
Pihlblad. Ernst F.,

member School Text701

book Commission

Pike, Nellie M., matron Haskell Insti745
tute
Pike, Wilson G., teacher Haskell Insti745
tute
Pike, Zebulon Montgomery, expedition
608, 746, 747
of
caused flag of U. S. to be raised at
590, 747
Pawnee Village
treaty with Pawnee, Kansas and Gsage

—
—Indians

.

740

Pawnee Village, Republic County,
696
members of commission

Pike's

616
Pike's Peak, gold discoveries near
Pilcher, F. Hoyt, superintendent School
684
for Feeble-minded Youth
Pilcher, James M., employee Indian serv728

icft

Pilcher,

Joshua,

Indian agent,

subagent

and superintendent of Indian affairs.. 726
727, 728, 759
Pilcher, Louise H., matron Haskell In744
stitute
760
Pile of Meat, Iowa Indian
Pilkenton, W. H., alternate World's Fair,

New York

—
—

receiver Hays Citv land office
trustee School for Blind
Pilot Knob

Pin Indians
Pi-na-push-a, Osage Indian
Pinckney, Jonathan, superintendent
emigration
Pine trees
Pinet, Frank L., secretarj^ Teachers'
sociation
Pino's ranch
Pintail ducks
Pioneer Store, Council Grove
Pioneers
278, 279,
Pipe, mound builders, illustration
Pipher, John, date of death
regent Agricultural College
Pistol
311, 326, 485, 553,

683
721
678
274, 580
590
772
of

726
499

As-

706
325
597
556, 562
280, 576
468
676
676
580, 626
Pitman, C
247
Pitman, J., employee Indian service
728
Pitman, Morris
636
Pitta-eu-ta-pishna, Yanktown and Santee Sioux
759
Pitte, Alexis, employee Indian service.
729
Pittsburgh and Allegheny Prayer Book
Society
389
Pittsburg Landing, battle of
636
Plains
282, 308
330, 333, 334, 349, 520, 537, 542, 543, 603

—

.

—"Personal
From

Recollections of Life on.
to
1868," by Charles

1860

Raber

316
497
308
542, 568
Plank. Prior
470, 472
Plank, U. S. G., employee Haskell Institute
744, 745
506
Planter's Hotel, New Chicago
Teachers'
AsPiatt, J. Evans, president
704
sociation
577, 578
Platte City, Mo

—
embraced
—
across
Plainsmen
territory
trails

in

General Index.

864

282
296
463
770
272
Pawnee villages on
309, 310, 312
—south fork of
277, 463, 464
—valley of
282
-description of
289, 290, 291
soils of
290
width of
715
Playter, Harold, consul
Pleasant, Walter, member of house, 1925, 709
579
Pleasant Ridge
621, 623
Pleasanton, Gen. Alfred
Platte river
283, 284, 286, 289, 290, 291,
299, 307, 308, 310, 314, 318,
464, 466,

—

279,
294,
320,
473,

281,
295,
321,
477,

-

—attacks

Price's

630,654

army

488, 607,655

Pleasanton
Plover, golden

597

Plowman, Thomas,

Plum
Plum

receiver land office... 720

Buttes, on Santa
creek

Fe

332
321

trail

Plumb, George, member Public
Commission

Utilities

698

700
—
commissioner
Plumb, Preston Bierce.
418, 419, 420, 423
671
cause
and
date
death.
419,
—
of
charge of orphans and
—commissioner
children of
695
—
the Kansas News, Emporia. 142
—
vmqualified approval of Alliance
platform
409
speaker
—
house
664
—supreme ofcourt
665
reporter
— U. senator
405,671
Plummer,
railroad

in

destitute
editor of
gives

soldiers

.

S.

George W., member of house,

1925

709

Plummer, Henry, employee Indian serv727
508

ice

Plummer, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Poindexter, R. M., storekeeper,

etc.,

rev-

719
732
732
Po-ko-mah, The Plum, Sauk and Fox.
760
Polar plant
281, 289
Police commissioners
697,698
Political parties, list of third parties
403
struggle of two for power
421
Polk, L. L
413, 414
Polk, Tom
641, 643
Pollard, Abe
562
Pollard, William
536, 556
Pollock, Col.
477
Pollock, John C, associate justice
665
judge U. S. district court
712
Pomeroy, C. R., president Teachers College, Emporia
689
Pomeroy, Samuel C
56
5, 38, 51, 52,
.

—

—
-

—biographical

sketch

— charge of
—U. senator
in

S.

Pomme

relief distribution

52

—
—

—
—

.

.

417,418

—

442
403
421
439
423
4S2
448
437
425
441
440
449
436
436
425
403
431
404
412

411,

in

free silver
legislative
letters of, fall

.

—representation committee...
congress
—
— government
seventeen
—
nominated, 1890
—
"Populist
Kansas, The,"

.

.

in

state central
state
success of in
ticket

of

states

Party in
P. Harrington

Porter, Captain, Munsee Indian
Porter, D. C, member School

by W.
403
761

Textbook

Commission
Porter, Mrs. Gene Stratton
Porter, George B., treaty commissioner.
Porter, George W., engineer in chief....
Porter, James Edgar, member Board Corrections
Porter, P. G., trustee Western University,
Porter, Silas W.. associate justice
bankruptcy referee
Post, Edgar C,
police commissioner,
.

—

701
603
756
674

680
709
665
711
697

Atchison
Mrs.

H. A., member Chiropractic

Board
Post, James

679

B., employee Indian sendee.
729
Postal savings banks
422
Postlethwaite, John Calvin, member Court
of Visitation
700
date of death
700
Postlewaite. David
641, 643
Posts and forts in Southwest
530
Potosi, Mo
191, 198-200, 209, 226
circuit M. E. Church
195
Pottawatomie agency
725, 730-743
Pottawatomie county
282, 446
Pottawatomie creek
526, 527
Pottawatomie Indians
245, 248, 250
251, 266, 268, 272, 292, 296, 303, 622, 767
condition of
253, 300, 301
.

—

—

—
—country 1844
—Major Wharton holds
with.
—treaty
1826, mentioned

301

of,

council
Oct. 26,
Sept. 28, 1828, mentioned
July 29, 1829, ceding lands
Oct. 20. 1832, mentioned
Oct. 27, 1832, mentioned
Dec. 17, 1834, ceding lands

577
6,671
749
296
685
685

767
191
213, 261, 294, 304, 325, 326, 382, 521, 575
Pontoon wagons
280
Pony express
319, 542
Ponziglione, Father Paul, of Osage Mission
486
Pool, J., employee Indian service
724
725, 728
Poor R'ar, Apache chief
768
Poor Wolf. Apache chief
763
673
Popenoe, Edwin Alonzo, date of death.
694
nurseries inspector
672
Science
president Academy
673
secretary Academy Science
682
state entomologist

21
420, 450

— Wichita
—dissension ranks of
441,
— election victories
campaign
—
—
war
—
into hands of enemy.
— national committee
—national convention
403,
—newspapers
418,
— Omaha platform

de Terre river (Spring River)
Ponca Indians
Pond, Homer W., date of death
-past department commander G. A. R.,
Po-ne-no-pah-she, chief Big Hill band
Osages
Ponies
182,

—

7

442, 443

Populist legislature
Populist Party
campaign of 1890 and 1892
convention, Abilene

Post,

enue service
Poisal, John, interpreter Comanches
Poisal, R. W., interpreter Arapahoes

.

Popenoe, Fred 0
"Popocrat"
Population of Kansas, 1860
Populism
"Populist Hand Book"

.

.

.

and

removal

Mar.
Mar.

299
757
757
754
757
757

26, 1836, relative to removal,
29, 1836, ceding lands and

756
757

removal
757
Apr. 11, 1836, ceding lands, removal, etc
758
Apr. 22, 1836, ceding lands, removal, etc
758
Aug. 5, 1836, ceding lands and re-

moval

758
and

re-

and
moval
—Sept. 23, 1836, ceding lands and
moval
Feb. 11, 1837, removal
__juno 5 and 17, 1846

re-

Sept. 20, 1836, ceding lands

moval
Sept. 22, 1836, ceding lands

—

758
759
re.,

759
759
762
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Pottawatomie Indians, treaty, Nov.

Pratt, William H., date of death

15,

judge seventeenth district
600,
Pratt
Pratt county
Pratte family
Pray, P. R. R., superintendent of emigra-

1861, lands for railroad, diminished
reservation, and lands in severalty, 766
Mar. 29, 1866, supplementing treaty
769
of Nov. 15, 1861
Feb. 27, 1867, selection of new
770
reservation

—
— —June

5 and 17, 1846
See, also, Chippewa Indians
sas Indians.

••

"^43-745

Pottawatomie school, employees of .... 739
600
Pottenger, Hariy
Potter, F. W., speaker pro tern, of
664
house
709
Potter, T. A., member of house, 1925.
Potter, Thomas M., regent State Uni-

.

Prentis, Noble L., quoted
Prentiss, S. B., Penitentiary commissioner,

Prescott,

—judge

Pottle,
tor
Potts,
Potts,

464, 466, 473, 475
G.,

S.

deputy

revenue

collec-

718, 719

547
610
715
518
408,
Poverty
Pow-a-sheek (or Paw-a-schick, or Pe761
759,
we-seek). Fox chief
350
Powderface, Indian chief
464
Powell, J.
Powell, William Henry, "List of Officers of the U. S. Army, 1776-1900," 272
699
Power, Frank M., railroad assessor
Powers, George, interpreter. Sac and Fox
737
agency
Powers, John, conservation commissioner, 679
199
Powers family
Pow-wow, Kansas and Kiowa Indians
569
hold

Major

Gideon

Poulet, Acton, consul

W

Prairie
278,
357,
541,
610,
Prairie
bird
Prairie

191,214,263,275,276
279,
397,
542,
616,

280,
398,
543,
623,

chicken,

281,
399,
553,
628,

vote

283,
491,
587,
629,

291,
493,
603,
632,

received

304,
514,
606,
640,

as

316,
518,
607,
643,
653,
state

320
528
609
645
655

.

—

Confederacy
Prairie Mound, Linn county
Prairie schooners
530, 551, 568.
Prather, Van B., state auditor
422,
Pratt,
Pratt, C. H., commissioner Vienna Exposition
505,
Pratt, Caleb S., Penitentiary commissioner,

territorial

Pratt, Cyrus N., emigration agent
Pratt, George L., police commissioner,

Wichita

589
640
629
661
656
683

658
682

698

769
John G., agent for Delawares
physician and superintendent Delaware

Pratt,

—
mission
—

printer,

Pratt,

.

.

.

.

733, 735, 736

Shawnee Manual Labor School, 728

Louis K., judge seventeenth dis-

668

trict

55—324

John Henry, date of death
fourteenth district

Prescott
Presidents of the council, territorial
Presidents of the senate
Press, primitive one used by Howard
480, 481
County Messenger
624
Preston, Alice
373
Preston, Mrs. C. S
Elizabeth Emma, now Mrs.
Preston,

624
636
373

Aaron Lanning
Preston, John
Preston,
Preston, Martha,

M

now Mrs.

O. D. Har-

mon

624

624
Preston, Mary Frances
Preston, Rev. N. 0
362, 363, 368, 370
374, 376, 379, 381, 382, 385, 388, 389, 390
386
obituary notice of
Manhatrector
Paul's church,
St.
tan
360, 361
Preston, Sigel
624
Preston, Thomas Hess
624, 634, 635
Preston, Thomas Jefferson
626, 627, 628
Preston family
612
Price,
Aaron, employee Indian service
725, 726
Price, Francis C, judge thirty-first dis-

—
—

669

trict

606

chickens
279, 514
522, 597, 603, 629, 642, 643, 644
Prairie City
363, 367, 370, 373
375, 377, 383. 395, 525-527
Christ church
361
citizens attend church armed
524
Heber Institute discontinued
378
Male School
376
parochial school established
362
"Prairie coal"
494
Prairie dogs
314, 471
Prairie fires
514, 528, 555
Prairie fly
ig\
Prairie Grove, Ark., battle of
45,586,617
battlefield, bought by Daughters of the

—
—
—
—
—

684
32

658
668
668
628
659
661

territorial

.

versity

Pottery

726
698
698
634
85
523

tion

and Kan-

School

601
444
191

Pray, William, date of death
police commissioner, Kansas City
Preachers, itinerant
38, 43,
Preemption law
Prentice, C. K. T
Prentis, Mrs. Caroline E., hostess Kansas building, St. Louis Exposition

762

Pottawatomie Industrial Boarding

668
668

Price,

G.

Raymond, member

of

house,

1925

710
J. E., assistant adjutant general
G. A.
685
Price, James, employee Indian service.
740
Price, John L., register Topeka land office
719
Price, John M., member Commission to
Codify Laws
671
date of death
671
speaker pro tern, of house
664
Price, Nathan, date of death
666
judge second district
666
Price, Richard, employee Indian service.. 732
Price, Richard R., member School Textbook Commission
701
Price, Sadie P., teacher Haskell Institute, 744
Price, Gen. Sterling
.37, 530
544, 567, 608, 621, 655
Price, Mrs. W. C
606
Price, William O., employee Indian service
734
Price, William W., regent Agricultural

Price,

R

.

.

.

^.

—
—
—

,

College
676
Price Hall, Atchison
381,387
Price raid
65,617,621,623,628,652
invasion of Kansas
654
rebels robbed of clothing by own comrades
654
route of
608
Price Raid Claims, Committee to Audit. 698
Priddy, Joseph Wilson, assistant adju686
tant general G. A.
505, 507
Prideaux, R. 0

—
—
—

.

R

General Index.

866
Priestly,

S..,

employee

Indians

serv731, 733

ice

Priestly,

William

Prigg, Frank F., judge ninth district
Prince,
William,
Kickaagent
with
poos
723,
Prince Mound
Prince Riryd clan of Celtic immigrants
to America
Pringle, James T., speaker of house
Pringle, Jim
Printers, public, territorial

—state

•

Printing, public,
ents of

631
667
749
259
469
664
487
659
663

superintend-

territorial

farm

653

Pritchard, George C, state veterinary
surgeon
708
Proctor, A. G., special agent Indian service

Progressive club, Council Grove
Progressive Party
Prohibition Party
Prohibitionists
Prohibitory law, attempt of resubmissionists to break down
Proslavery element, commit depredations
free -state men
force free -state

on

—
neighbors
—against
Kansas
—informed
of
garding the

735
535
403
403
567
413

578

men

arms

take

to

for political purposes
secret Indian treaties re-

.

—

.

.

—
—

.

.

,

sioners

Public Works, Board of
Puckett, Moses
Puck-she-nub -bee, missionary

456
to

Choc-

taw Academy

Manfred, owner of No-shin-gah

in

—

659

Printing Commission, for uniform county
records
663
Printing Plant, Commissioners
698
Priser,

Prussian muskets
.588
Pryor, Nathaniel, subagent Osage agency. 724
Public buildings, territorial architect of. 6 no
territorial commissioners to select sites
for
660
Public debt
417
Public ownership
43(5
Public printers, territorial
659
Public Service Commission, members of
succeeded Public Utilities Commission,
Public Utilities Commission, absorbed by
Public Service Commission ..
members and secretaries of
698, 699
succeeded Board of Railroad Commis-

620
609

249
472
707
640
213
543

Pueblo country of New Mexico
Pugh, Rachel, regent University
"Pukes"

Puncheon

floors

Purcell,
Purcell, E. B., regent Agricultural Col676
lege
Purcell, Isaac T., judge twenty-third dis-

669
trict
721
register Hays City land office
86
Purdy,
313
Purgatory river
Putnam, F. M., of Peabody Museum... 464
Putnam, R. W., assistant secretary State
704
Teachers Association
471, 479
Pyramids

—

opening of Indian lands

to

settlement
617
763
Qua-cor-now-ha, or James Segondyne.
—invaded
Kansas
117
483
Quadrilles
—methods
of intimidation practiced by.. 620
273,286
Quagmire
—Paris headquarters for
489
592
abundance
days
—
organizations of
617
or bobwhite
597, 604
—
Proslavery party
583, 584
606
—
vote received as
bird
—meeting at Independence, Mo
582
518,567
William Clark
Protestant Churchman
366
—
on Lawrence
378,388,578,595
Protestant Episcopal Church, Kansas an553
of
conventions of
370,396
Quantrill Raid Claims, Commission to
—nual
^Bishop Henry W. Lee
charge of
699
audit
Kansas
371
Quapaw agency
725,726
—diocese of between
high and low
Quapaw Indians
757, 767
359
—
branch of the Great Osage and Kan—convention
at Wyandotte, 1859
360
247
sas
clergy present
361
—
agency
738
lay delegates present
—
361
May
1833, given land west
—
T^^^'^'^^S committees
362
756
of Missouri
—
steps to
form separate dio757
—and other Sept. 1865Aug. 1835, 767
....
360, 361
.

.

,

,

Quail,

secret

of, in early

.61*6*,

36, 89, 90,

state

Quantrill,
raid,

effects

in

bitterness
parties

chiirch

tribes
special

^treaty.

13,

elected

first

tribes, treaty,
^treaty,
13.

cese

.

—funds raised in
dowment of the

various states for enepiscopate of the dio-

385
— general convention, delegates to
—journals of annual conventions quoted, 362
364
366, 369
—meeting to arrange for
of bishop
diocese of Kansas
362
—
enough to support a
364
—not strong
church building
Lawrence, 366
—
paid clergymen
362
••,

^.

,

election

for

bishop",

oldest

of,

in

salaries

—special convention for election of bishop", 363
"Protestant Episcopal Church in the
State of Kansas, Known in Law as the
American Church, History of," by

William Henry Haupt
Episcopal Church

Protestant

353

Extension

Society, organization of
Protestant Episcopal Missionary Society
of Pennsylvania
Prouty, Salmon Stephen
376,
date of death
regent Teachers College, Emporia ....

—

—

—state printer

24,

Feb. 23, 1867

401

354
386
69C
69ft

373, 663

Quapaw Indians.
Quapaw Mission
Quarles,

,

Leavenworth

770

See, also, Cherokees.

247,248

murderer, taken from the
jail

and hanged

581

Quartermaster's department, some tricks
played by clerks of
329
Quartermasters general, list of
675

Quash Quaw, Pottawatomie
Quatwipa,
Indian

or

Colonel

758

chief

Lewis,

Shawnee

Quenemo, Indian
Quesenbury, Ailzey
Que-sha-to-wha, or John Ketchum, Delaware Indian
Quicksand, encountered on Loup fork. .
in Rio Grande river

753
767
177

763
287
325
Quilts
530
Quindaro
380,382, 384, 578
Normal School (Negro)
694
^Western University (Negro)
708
577
Quinine, five dollars an ounce
Quinlan, Leroy E., judge twentieth dis669
trict

—

—
—

.

.
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383
Quinn, Lieutenant J. G
Quinney, Augustin E., or Austin E.,
761,762
sachem of Stockbridges
Quinter, Hattie R., teacher Haskell In"^45

stitute

Quivira

464, 472, 473, 548

".

463
search of
—
traced to Misculture
—Coronado Arkansas
472
V. Brower.
by
in

•

pink-flint
souri and
Quivira Historical

of,

J.

Society,

.

organized

.

by
474

327
587, 588
Rabb's battery
Raber & Keck, cholera in wagon train of, 340
316
Raber, Anna
316
Raber, Charles, biographical sketch
—denied medical attention for men. of
338
wagon train
forms partnership with Martin Keck.. 321
"Personal Recollections of Life on the
316
Plains from 1860 to 1868"
341
sells freighting outfit
takes charge of Spatzier wagon train
325
to Santa Fe
335
U. S. soldiers arrest
316
Raber, Clara
316
Raber, Cornelius
194
Raccoons
Race, Miss Henrietta V., secretary of
705
Teachers' Association
Radford, J. W., chief inspector Grain In685
spection Department
716
Radges, Samuel, Revenue service
Radio
.472, 484
293
Rah-no-wak-kuk Otoe Indian
673
Rahn, Roy Neill, adjutant general
brigadier general
674
quartennaster general
675
610
Raiders burn homes, of free-state men.
Railroad, project to build between Kansas City and Fort Smith
643
rates, discussed in legislature
444
right of way for first, through Neosho
valley
504
Railroad asssssors
422
Railroad Commissioners, Board of
700
secretaries and attorneys
700
succeeded by Court of Visitation, and
near

—
—
—
—
—

—
—

.

—
—

—
—

by

later

Public

Utilities

Commis477, 700

Railroad corporations
422
Railroad lands
(internal
improvement
lands) state agent for sale of
700
Railroad property, commissioners to assess
699
RaUroads
182, 378, 394, 446, 484, 514
construction of, Indians withdraw opposition to
770
government ownership of
422, 450
—none west of Missouri river in 1857.
308

—
—
—side

_

.

tracks lined with cars

.

of buffalo

bones
Rails,

347
182

making of

Rain

280, 289, 290, 295, 302, 305
334, 340, 343, 394, 494, 495, 521, 610, 633
Rain-in-the-face, Sioux chief
573
Raines, James S., subagent Neosho sub-

agency
Raines, Oscar, judge thirty-sixth district,
Taylor E., member Medical
Raines,

730
670
692

—Board
president

686
State Board of Health
203
Eall farm in Red river bottom
Ralston, Clate M., register land office.. 720

Ramsey,
serA'ice

James

M.,

employee

Randolph,

Fitz,

attorney-

662

J.

F.,

662, 665

665
of Pardons, 695

deputy revenue

collec-

718, 719

tor

Randolph, John
Randolph, William A., judge

38
fifth

dis-

667
Rankin, Jabez O., judge tenth district.. 667
Rankin, John K., assistant superintendent
744
Haskell Institute
674
pavmaster general
690
Rankin, John
Rankin, M. A., teacher Haskell Institute, 744
Rankin, Roy, president Academy of Sci673
ence
Ransenhoff, Ellsback &, of Westport, Mo.,
and Salt Lake City
316
Ranson, Epaphroditus
375, 720
date of death
720
Ransom, Rev. J. R., trustee Western
University
708, 709
Ransom, Willis
375
Raper, William H., Indian
235

—

Rabbitt Ear Mound, blizzard encountered

sion

Asa Maxson

general

trict

Jacob B. Brower

.

Randolph,

—date of death
—supreme court reporter
Randolph, J., member Board

Indian
737

M

—

Rarick, C. E.,

member Board

of

Educa-

tion
681
Ramleshare, the Chief Man, Pawnee... 747
Rash, F. W., commissioner Industrial
Reformatory
688
Rations for Indians
478
Raton mountains
329, 335, 336
Rattlesnakes
522
Rawlings, Isaac, employee Indian service, 722
Ray, James A., judge nineteenth district, 669
Ray, Lester
636
Ray, Paralee, becomes Mrs. John Maloy, 539
Read, Fred
523
Realf, Richard, poet and orator at John
Brown's fort
611
Reaper, first in Bates countv, Mo
643
Reaser. J. G., date of death
707
regent State University
707
Reasoner, Calvin, trustee School
for
Blind
678
Reasoner, M., regent Concordia Normal, 694
Reazen, Lewis, subagent Indian service. 722
Rebel army, entrv into Kansas
631
Rebel battery, capture of
617
Rebels, outposts of, in Linn county,
search for
623
placed in front of Union batteries in
retaliation for similar act
630
—surrender at battle on Mine creek.... 655
"Recollections of George Andrew Gordon," prepared by Gordon A. Badger, 497
"Recollections of William Schutte," by
Grace G. Arnold
476

—

.

—

Rector, Elias, superintendent Indian service, Southern superintendency
733, 734
Red Indians
469
Red river
199, 200, 204, 220, 330, 497
country, fine cotton lands along
202
Redden, Alfred Lee, date of death
676
judge twenty-sixth district
669
regent Agricultural College
676
Redden, J. W., date of death
686
secretary State Board of Health
686
Redfield, Josiah C, receiver land office, 720
Redman, W.
263, 264, 266
Ree (Arickara) Indians
474
Reece, Morehouse &
562
Reed & Sewell
562
Reed, Rev. B. L
489, 645, 647
Reed, Mrs. Bessie Price, letter quoted. 604
Reed, C, judge eighteenth district
668
Reed, Clyde M., member Court of Industrial Relations
680
member Public Utilities Commission. 699

—
—
—

—

W

.

—

.

868
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Reed, Enos, commandant Soldiers' Home, 702
Reed, Henry W., special agent to investigate matters relating to Indians in
736
Kansas, etc
Reed, Hiram, superintendent Garden City
683
Experiment Station
Reed, J. P., blacksmith and wheelright
739
for Kickapoos
125
Reeder, Gov. Andrew H
A.
of agreement with Dr.
articles
660
Roderigue
claimed seat in Congress from Kansas
659
territory
658
date of death
584
defeated and discredited
establishes Pawnee as the place for
583
legislature....
of
convening first session
585
forced to flee
town
near
interested in tract of land
584
of Pawnee
makes tour of territory for purpose of
583
establishing election districts
584
message of
orders census of Kansas territory taken, 583
Reeder, James Harlan, judge twenty669
third district
669
—date of death
congressman
Reeder, William Alexander,
672
sixth district
549
Rees, Dorothy
Rees, Rollin R., congressman fifth dis672
trict
669
judge thirtieth district
771
Reese, H. D., Cherokee Indian
Reese, Mary, matron Haskell Institute... 744
Reeves, Albert Benton, date of
death
707, 600
707
regent University
Reeves, Benjamin H., U. S. commis529
sioner for survejdng Santa Fe road.
544, 751, 752
Reform Party
403, 405
Reform School, Leavenworth, managers.. 688
Reformed Episcopal Church
360
Regents for Certain Educational Insti700
tutions, State Board of
Regiments in field, agent to visit
675
Reid, Albert T., commissioner Panama
Pacific Exposition
684
Reid, William Emery, date of death
674
engineer in chief
674
regent Concordia Normal School
694
Reidy, Father
533
Reineke, Gertrude, becomes Mrs. W. C.
Simons
515
Reinhart, Scott &
507
Relfe, Dr. James H
195

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—

—

—

—

.

.

.

'

—
—

Relic hunters remove last vestige of

John

Brown's fort
Kansas during drouth
Remick, Henry, teacher for Delawares..
Remington, Jeremiah B., commissioner
John Brown Park
date of death
past department commander G. A. R.,
Remington, Samuel R
373,374,
Remsburg, George E
474,
Remsburg, George J

Relief sent

—
—

Renfro,
Renig, John

650
577
726
695
695
685
877
18
475
212
323

Rennard, Jos., blacksmith Upper Mis725
souri agency
Rennick, Henry, teacher Indian service.. 727
575, 579
Reno, Major Marcus A
attack on Sioux Indians on Little Big
573
Horn
dishonorably discharged from army... 575
575
—failure at Little Big Horn
606
Reno county
R-noe A. J., department commander
708
United Spanish War Veterans

—

—

•

•

Reome

Reomi), Francis, blacksmith

(or

728, 729
404, 405
420, 440, 447, 449, 510
624.

Miamis
Republican Party

—organization
1892
—
platform adopted
1892
nation-wide defeat
—
See Pawnee
Republican Pawnees.
of

434
432

in

in

suffered

dians, Republican.
Republican press
Republican river

440
278, 308, 309, 314, 392

—Arickaree fork
Pawnee
—
Arapahoes
—Sioux, reserve

of
village sites on, in

dians

In-

575
Kansas. ... 282

and Blackfeet In771
hunt on

right to

31

Republicans

412, 413, 414, 415, 416, 419, 423, 424, 425
427, 433, 436, 437, 441, 637
Populist party given a knockout blow

—
by
—
—Resubmission
—campaign

448
411, 435

break

to

of,

down pro-

hibitory law
Returning Sky, Chippewa
Review, State Board of
Revolutionary government at Lawrence,
suppressed by Governor Walker
Revolvers
320, 325, 400, 567, 634, 645,
Reynolds, Adrian, member Board of
.

.

Charities

Reynolds, Rev. Charles

362,
366, 367, 370, 371, 372, 374, 377, 382,
388, 389, 390, 392,
chaplain of the Second Kansas regiment
373,
date of death
letter to his mother, describing condi-

—
—
—
Lawrence
—post chaplain
Fort Scott
—
Trinity church. Lawrence,
—regent
tions in

Agricultural College

—
—
—Lane
—
—regent

7

768
707

by James

S.,

receiver

Jesse,

Hays
721

Rhea's Mills, Ark
Rhinehearfc,

H.

38
720
707
361, 366, 371

receiver land office

University
Reynolds, Samuel
Reynolds, Simpson
City land office

394
676

676
636
386

W

Reynolds, Milton
clerk Indian service
date of death
description of speech

679
363
386
395

360, 361

Reynolds, Hiram

James

98
655

366
375

at

rector

ReATiolds,

413
758
701

587, 589

blacksmith

Osage

subagency
729
Rhodes, Anna Louise
549
Rhodes, Mrs. J. J
535
Rhodes, Jacob, trustee Osawatomie Hospital
688
Rhodes, .John
535
Rhodes, Peter
476
Rhodes, Robert
535
Rhodes, T. F.. member Board of Charities
679
Rice, Cj-rus Robert, regent Teachers College, Emporia
690
Rice, E. B
353, 354, 356
Rice, H. A., member Water Commission
708
Rice, H. v., director Penitentiary
696
Rice. Luther, interpreter Osage River
727
subagency
Rice,
Mary, interpreter Pottawatomie
742
agency
Rice, Prescott L., physician Pottawat741
omie agency
740
Rice. Richard, Pottawatomie police
742, 743
Rice, Rev. S. G., teacher Sac and Fox
733
mission
;

.

869
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Rice

T,

485

B

Rice' William M., director Penitentiary, 696
690
regent Teachers College, Emporia
323, 606
Rice county

—

Ben C, allowed no compensation

Rich

arrested by
—by
house

legislature of

431

1893

sergeant at arms of

Doug428
429

las

—proceedings against
Richard, Charles A.,

dropped
superintendent In-

Reformatory

dustrial

Richards, Mrs.
;
Richards, Blackwell, police commissioner,

688
20
697

Leavenworth

744

Richards, Mrs. Pearl, service abroad.... 715
507
Richardson & Co
Richardson, James Daniel, "Messages and
433
Documents of the Presidents"
715
Richardson, John Benton, consul
Richardson, John S., register Topeka
719
land office
Richardson, O. T., judge fifth district.. 667
Richardson, Preston, farmer Indian service
729, 730
Richardson, "William P., fegent Great
Nemaha subagency
728, 729, 731
614
Richardson county
.

John

Richardville,

B.,

chief

principal

Miamis

760, 761

Thomas,

Richardville,
service

interpreter Indian
737, 738, 770

Richeson, Sarah E., becomes Mrs. Joseph
S. Oliver
Richeson, W.

507
507
355
564
696
696
661
685

L

Richmond, Mo
Richter, Harrv

E

—date

of death
director penitentiary
lieutenant governor
Rickel, Joel H., date of death

—
—

—member

Memorial Building Commis693

sion

—past department
Ricker, A. D. M
Rickey, James
Riddle,

commander G. A.

R., 685

363
373
551
663
661
676
663

A

Alexander Pancoast
—
—date of death
governor
—regent Agricultural
College
— superintendent of insurance
Riddle. F.
^lieutenant

R

M., assistant adjutant general

G. A.
686
Riddle, S. M., storekeeper Revenue serv719

ice

Riddle. Taylor, live stock sanitary
missioner

com692
506, 507
756
757

Ridenour, S
Ridge, John, Cherokee
Ridge. Maior. Cherokee Indian
Ridgeley, Edwin Reed, congressman third

672
696
684

district

— director

Penitentiary
Ridg°way. Francis
Riecker, Glenn A., clerk

H

Pottawatomie

agency

742

Rifl°s

320, 400,

—flintlock
RiggSi John

D.

S.,

459, 610, 621, 625, 655
497, 569
member Board of

Education
Riegs,

S.

B.,

681
regent

Teachers

Emporia

College,

690
690
date of death
Riggs, Samuel A., judge fourth district.. 667
670
district attorney, fourth district
member Commission to Codify Laws, 671
406, 409, 412, 418
Rightmire. William F
Rigneck, Peter, interpreter Council Bluffs
731
agency
748, 751, 753
Riley, Capt. Bennett, U. S. A.

—
—
—

.

618

United Spanish War Veterans
Rio Bonito, Mexican settlement on
325,
Rio Grande
Riot, drunken soldiers cause
Riryd
Riryd Clan of immigrants
Risdon, Charles Sumner, member School

708
330

.

74 4

480
618

330
336
473
469

701, 702

Book Commission

—president Teachers'of Association
Yampirica band
Rising Sun, chief

Richards, Griffith, teacher Haskell Institute

Riley, Marion
Riley, Mary, teacher Haskell Institute.
Riley, Mike
Riley, Sanford
Riney, E. G., department commander

705
of

769
Ritchey, Eula M., superintendent Girls'
688
School
Industrial
Ritchie, J. H., regent Teachers College,

Comanches

690
696
658, 696
Penitentiary commissioner
Ritter, John N., judge eleventh district, 668
668
date of death

Emporia

Ritchie, John, date of death

—

—

Henry Clay, secretary Board Rail700
road Commissioners
Road, from Fort Leavenworth to Fort

Rizer,

576

Riley
—paved

with bones

gray wolf car-

of

344

casses

Roads, provided for

Robb,

Silas

C,

Bogus Statutes.. 614
and irrigation

in

forestry

684

commissioner

Robb, Dr. W. J., member Chiropractic
679
Board
460
Robbers
458, 459
on Upper Neosho

—

Robbins, Ledrick &, Council Grove, 552, 556
600
Robbins, Mrs. E. J
556
Robbins, James A
Robbins, Stella, music teacher Haskell In744, 745
stitute
Robedout. See Robidoux.
Robert B. Mitchell Post No. 170, G. A.
637
R
Roberts, Frank H., secretary Board of
675
Administration
675
Roberts, H. S., surgeon general
Roberts, John Newton, adjutant general 673
674
brigadier general
674
removal to California.
Roberts, John W., regent Teachers Col690
lege, Emporia
32
Roberts, Judge O. F.
Roberts, Preston, striker, Sauk and Fox
727
agency
Roberts, Bishop R. R., of M. E.

—
—

.

Church
Roberts,

..:

Reuben

L.,

207,209,234,236,251
Shawnee
agent
737, 738

agency

Roberts, William, member Barbers' Board, 678
buried with companRobertson,
,
ions

on Timbered

Mound

Robertson, Fred, law examiner
S. district attorney
J. B., farmer Council Bluffs
agency
Robertson, Michael, captured and killed
by Hamelton's men
645,
Robertson, Sadie F., teacher Haskell In-

—
U.
Robertson,

648
666
712
732
647

745
See Robitaille.
Robideux. See Robidoux.
Robidoux, John, Sac and Fox police.... 740
Robidoux, John, Blacksmith Osage River
.. 732,735
subagency
Robidoux, Joseph, Sac and Fox police.. 740
740
Robidoux, Louis, Iowa police
Robidoux, Thomas, witness to treaty. ... 723
606
bird
state
as
received
vote
Robin,
510
Robinett, A. G
stitute

Robetaile.

^

General Index.

870

597, 598, 599
blacksmith Cherokee
country
727
Robinson, Alexander M., superintendent
Indian affairs. Central superintendency, 733
Robinson, Amos
618
Robinson, B. A., member Board of Veterinarians
708
Robinson B. F., agent Delaware and Kansas agencies
781, 732, 733
Robinson, Charles
2,6, 15
21, 24, 27, 42, 45, 54, 59, 60, 61, 65, 93
128, 142, 413, 517, 523, 527, 635, 660
advocated mob to lynch Lane for killing Jenkins
22
Commission to Procure Bust of
706
date of death
660
letter of Ely Moore in regard to the
land case between Lane and Jenkins.. 114
political feud between Lane and
21
president Historical Society
686

Robins
Robinson,

,

Rocky Mountains

19,238,296,307

Rodeos, traveling
495
Roderigue, Dr. Aristides, contractor for
territorial capitol at Lecompton
660
Rodgers, A. A
508
Rodgers, James, interpreter Cherokees,
west
724
Rodgers, John, interpreter Indian service, 724
Roe-nu-nas, Wyandot Indian
755
Rogers, Indian
764
Rogers, Judge
643
Rogers, Benjamin, blacksmith to Shawnees
727
Rogers, Darius
505, 506, 507, 508
Rogers, E. M., member Miners' Board.. 693
Rogers, George C, member Board of
Charities
679
Rogers, Graham, second chief Shawnees, 767
Rogers, J. 0
656
Rogers, J. R., regent Vocational School,
Topeka
691
Rogers, J. W., missionary Sac and Fox
agency
737
Rogers, J. W., trustee Deaf Institution.. 680
Rogers, James, date of death
676
regent Agricultural College
676
Teachers College, Emporia
690
Rogers, James, U. S. agent
754
Rogers, John, Cherokee Indian
754
president commissioners for Western
Cherokees
755
Rogers, John
406
Rogers, Lewis, interpreter Iowa subagency
218, 724, 725
Rogers, Maggie H., teacher Sac and Fox
agency
737
Rogers, Nelson, blacksmith Great Nemaha
agency
732
Rogers, Silas, assistant blacksmith Neosho
subagency
728
Rogers, William, regent University
707
Rogers, Wilson, blacksmith to Shawnees. 727
Rolette, Joseph, assistant teacher Haskell
Institute
744
Rolette, Josephine, matron Haskell Institute
745
Roman Catholic mission
398
among Kickapoos
256, 357
Roman Catholics
218
"Romantic, Mysterious and Tragic Trading Post," from La Cygne Weekly Journal, 1895
638, 641, 644, 647, 650
Ronig, Joseph, missionary and teacher
Chippewa reservation
735
Rood, A. D., emigration agent
682
Roosevelt, Theodore
17, 20, 447, 449
Root, Mrs. E. E
53.5
Root, Joseph P., date of death
681
secretary Board of Dental Examiners. 681
Root, Joseph Pomeroy, date of death... 661
lieutenant governor
661
minister at Santiago, Chile
715
surgeon general
675
Root Eater band of Comanches
769
Roper, Ed
166
Ropes, Edward E
138, 139
155, 169, 172, 174
Ropes, George C, state architect
703
Rose, Nathan, miller Pottawatomies
724
Rose family
248
Roseberry. Mrs. Grace, member School
Book Commission
702
superintendent School for Blind
678
Rosedale
61
Eleanor Taylor Bell Memorial Hospital
708
Rosenquist, John
451, 452
454, 456, 458, 460, 461, 462, 463
first settler on Neosho, in Lyon county, 453
453
portrait of
453
Rosenquist. Mrs. John, portrait of

—
—
—
—
—
—
— prisoner at Lecompton
87
—published "The Kansas Conflict"..
27
—
regent University
706
—
superintendent Haskell
744
Robinson, E,
—
Concordia
Normal
694
—
Teachers' Association
704
Robinson, Miss E.
matron
—
Haskell
744
Robinson,
22,

F.,

Institute
principal

secretary

L.,

assistant

Institute

George T., engineer in chief. .674
Robinson, H. L., department commander
United Spanish War Veterans
708
paymaster general
674
Robinson, John
645
Robinson, Dr. John B., member Pike
expedition
747
Robinson, John Winter, date of death.
661
secretary of state
661
Robinson, Mrs. Sara T. D., commissioner to procure bust of C. Robinson, 706
death of
7O6
Robinson family, settlers on Elm creek,
Cloud county
59O
Robison, John, with family settles in
Linn coimty
624
Robison, John W., date of death.
700
president Board of Agriculture
677
railroad commissioner
700
Robison,
Margaret Jane,
now Mrs'.
Thomas Hess Preston
624
Robison, William, with family settles
m Linn county
624

—

—

.

.

—

'

—
—

Emily

Robitaille,

E.,

assistant

teacher

Haskell Institute

Robert

Robitaille,

745
'.

.'4*2'

47

60, 70, 71, 103, 104,' i05i 119
description of lands selected by
39

—
—history of
.

,

float No. 12
67
Robitaille float
40, 67, 77, 78 80'
81
82, 84, 94, 95, 102, 103, 104, 105, 119
brief for applicant
42
date of survey
69
Robson, H. E., member of house, m'd", 710

—
—

Roby, Henry Wesley, member
board

—date

Medical

of death
Roche, J. A., secretary- director Commission for Blind
Rochester (N. Y.), Evening Express
Rochford, Robert, portrait in group
Rock creek
Rock Island railroad
Rock-a-to-wah, chief of Turkey Band
of Delawares

Rockets

—

692
692

.

—

—
—
—
—

.

.

678
2

536
301
580
765
294

304
by Wharton expedition
Rockville, Miami county, proslavery band
616
made headquarters at
276
Rocky Mountain traders
fired

R

—
—

—
—

.

.

.

-.

.

.

871
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427
Rosenthal, Joseph
692
Ross, A. S., member Medical Board
Ross, Daniel H., Cherokee commissioner, 769
Ross, E. A., regent Teachers College
690
Emporia
671
Ross, Edmund Gibson, U. S. senator
595
Ross, G.
Ross, George Brinton, chief inspector,
Grain Inspection Department .... ^ ... 685
702
member School Book Commission
677
president State Board of Agriculture
595
Ross, Harlow, date of death
Ross, John, Cherokee Indian .. 736, 7C2, 769
595
Ross,
Ross, Patrick, captured and killed by
Hanielton gang
645, 646, 647, 648
Ross, Wilbert Davidson, member School
Book Commission
702
superintendent public instruction .... 663
Ross, William H., disciplinarian Haskell
Institute
745
Ross, William W., agent Pottawatomies, 734
7.35, 766
date of death
659
public printer, territorial
659

H

.

—
—

.

.

.

M

—

—
—

Rosin-weed
Roster of Kansas
Rote,

W. C,

280
658- 745

president

Teachers'

State

Association

Roth, S. Z
Roubideau.

"Round-up"

704
507
See Robidoux.
season

Rounds, A. P
Routh, Albert F., employee Pottawatomie
ag ncy
742,
Routlege, Chester M.. state architect.
Rowan, William McD., member Tax
Commission
.

.

.

493
507

743
703
704

Rowena

Hotel, Lecompton
518
Rowett, Charles, state accountant
673
Rowland, F. E., hotel commissioner.... 687
Rowland, S. P., member Board Education
681
president Teachers' Association
706
Roy, John B., interpreter Great Nemaha
agency
731, 732
Royal, Bill, from North Carolina
6T9
Royce, John Quincy, bank commissioner, 678
Royer, W. D
606
Rubidoux. See Robidoux.
Rubiti (Robidoux?), John B., interpreter
Great Nemaha subagency.
729, 730, 731
Ruble, Thomas B
248
Rucker, William E., subagent Great
Nemaha agency
730
Rudd house
658
Ruff, Cyrus
507
Rusfgles, Robert M., judge fifth district, 667
date of death
667

—

.

.

.

,

—
Rugh,

C.

member Public

E.,

Utilities

Commission
Ruhl,

699
600

Raymond

Rumbold. William,

territorial architect of

public buildinffs

Ruppenthal, Jacob

C,

judge twenty-third

district

669

Rush county

476, 479

Rushinq; man. Sioux Indian
750
Russ, R. S., principal Teachers College,
Pittsburg
Russell.
claimed to be a U. S.
marshal, from Arkansas
624
Pussell, Col. Cyrus, of Arcadia. Mo.... 224
Russell, Edward, date of death
663
president Historical Society
quartermaster general
.'

,

—
—
—railroad assessor
— superintendent

of insurance

H. A., member Public
Commission

Russell,

663
Utilities

C, administrator of the Gaius
22
Jenkins estate
letter of Henry W. Petriken regarding
114
the case of Jenkins v. Lane
Russum farm, Scott township, Linn
Russell, S.

—

622
county
Rutan, John C, police commissioner,
698
Wichita
Rutherford, S. M., acting superintendent
730
and agent Choctaw Academy
Rutland, Isaac
636
Rutland. John, subagent Indian service.. 723
Ryan, Ernest A., department adjutant
677
American Legion
Ryan Frank, member Public Utilities
698
Commission
railroad commissioner
700
secretary of state
661
Ryan, Rev. J. E
360, 362, 363
370, 371, 372, 373, 376, 377, 378, 381, 389
pastor at Elwood and Troy
368
—settled at Elwood in 1858
360
Ryan, J. M., member Tax Commission.. 704
Ryan, Thomas
407
congressman third and fourth districts. 672
^date of death
672,715
U. S. minister
715
Ryan, Colonel W., judge twenty-second
district
669
Ryder, Louis A., member Medical Board, 693
date of death
693
Ryker, Charles A., railroad commissioner, 700
Ryland, William, Indian
235
Rynerson, E. A., superintendent Bell Memorial Hospital
708

—
—
—

•

•

—
—
—

.

—

Sabres
Sac and Fox Indians.
Indians.
Sackett,
Association

Emma

311
See Sauk and Fox
secretary

G.,

Teachers'

705
Sacramento, battle of
19
Saddle bags
503, 575
Saddle horses
329, 493, 567
Saddles
311, 461, 497, 651, 655
used as pillows
499
Sad-dy-yo._ or Dog Fat, Comanche
771
Sadlier. Otis E., fish commissioner
684
Safford, Mr.
171, 176, 366
Safford, Jacob, associate justice
665
date of death
665
judge third district
666
Sagebrush
575
Sager, Connie
535
Sager. Mrs. John, portrait in group
550
St. Andrew's church, Burlington
374
375, 378, 384, 386, 388, 392
St. Andrew's church, Fort Scott
374
386, 389, 392, 394, 399
,
,
parish of
37^
St. Andrew's parish, Emporia
378
St. Charles, Mo
355, 544, 585
St. Charies circuit, M. E. Church, Mo. .. 211
St. Charles county. Mo
213
St. Clair, Gen. Arthur
33
St.
Clair,
Hannibal Cicero, alternate
World's Fair, N. Y
683

—

—
—

—

.

'.

'.

.

St.

Francis

and

Saline

circuits,

Church, Missouri
St.

Francis circuit,

M.

M.

E.
194, 197

E. Church, Mis-

souri
St.
St.
St.

Francois county. Mo.
Francois river, Mo
Genevieve, Mo

St.

John, Henry,

— French residents
Ohio
St.

699

•

of

member

195,
193,
191, 194, 197,
190,
of congress from
.

194
197
195
465
191

633
John, John Pierce, date of death .... 660
660

— governor

General Index.

872
St. John, Jennie,

Sampson, Turner, railroad assessor

became Mrs. Robert B.

Mitchell
St. John, Dr. P.
St. John, Mrs. Susan
tural College

633

D

—date

regent Agricul-

676
676
368, 376

of death

Mo
—Christ
Church organized by Rev.
McNamara
— Joseph point on Missouri
(Mo.)

John

356
308
St.
Herald
3,515
St. Lawrence river
467, 473
St. Louis, Mo
34, 52, 128, 191, 195
196, 201, 206, 207, 213, 225, 244, 250, 272
852, 390, 395, 405, 421, 438, 471, 476, 529
established as trading post in 1764.
607
—in 1830
207
location of Methodist church in 1830.
207
Missouri Democrat
126, 128, 137
142, 146, 149, 154, 157, 159, 163, 171, 175
St. Louis & San Francisco railroad
667
St. Louis conference of M. E. Church
223, 225, 226
St. Louis, Lawrence & Denver R. R
45
St. Louis, Lawrence & Western R. R.
45
St. Louis Republican
29, 31, 141
St. Luke's church, Davenport, la
372
St. Mark's church, Elwood
368
St. Mary Magdalene parish, Atchison... 369
St. Marysville
362,367
St. Paul's church, Leavenworth, 370, 376, 380
384, 385, 386, 387, 388, 392, 393, 396, 400
organized by Rev. Hiram Stone
359
St. Paul's church, Manhattan
369,374
377, 385, 386, 388, 392, 395
St. Paul's church, New Haven, Conn.
358, 359
St. Paul's church, Oskaloosa
400
St. Paul's church, Wyandotte, .376, 377, 379
380, 382, 384, 385, 386, 388, 390, 392, 400
St. Peter and St. Paul's river (Arkansas
river)
746
St. Pierre, Mary, employee Haskell Institute
745
St. Regis Indians
760
outfitting

river

—
——

.

.

.

-

.

.

,

.

—

.

—lowlands
in

witness

Felix,

Kickapoo

to

749
335, 340, 39^, 395, 400, 515

around,

covered

with

water

1867

Salina Daily Republican
Salina land office, history of
Saline and St. Francis circuits,

Church,

Mo

Mo

334
515
720

M.

E.

194,197

Saline circuit, M. E. Church,
Saloons, pay operation expenses of

194

New

Chicago
Salt
five-dollar gold piece paid for a
ful of
^French word for

—
—
—
peace with the Indians
—meant
works,

508
498

hand-

313
850
850
near town of Equality, 111
191
Salt creek
274
^beautiful valley of
214
saloon of Merrill Smith located on
24
Salt fork
495
Salt Lake City, Utah
316, 318, 819
Salt plains
495
Salt river, Kentucky
177
Salter, Melville J., lieutenant governor.
661
date of death
661,676
regent Agricultural College
676
register land office
720
Saltsman, John, blacksmith Osage Nation, 734
715
Sampson, Mason D., consul
715
date of death
honorary commissioner Paris Universal
383
Exposition

—
—

—
—
—

—
—

of

P., regent University

J.,

St. John's church, Junction City
4()9
St. John's vision from Patmos
St. Joseph,
2,18,20,56,357,368,493

St. Vrain,
treaty
Salina

699
699
707

death
—
date
Sams, James

.

Samuel, Frank E., department adjutant
general American Legion
677
20
Sanborn, Frank B
2, 4, 5,
—letter to D. W. Wilder
20
Sanborn, John B., Indian peace commissioner
743
treaty commissioner
768, 770, 771
Sanborn, Walter Henry, judge U. S. circuit court
711
Sanctification, views on
186
Sand creek
326, 333
Sand hill plums
335
Sand hills, between Arkansas river and
Sand creek on the south
333
Sand scows
316
Sanders, Richard, employee Sauk and
Fox agency farm
728
Sanderson, Noah, farmer Pottawatomie
741
agency
523
Sands, Jacob
Sands, Lewis H., assistant agent Pot725
tawatomie emigration
Sanford, Ephraim
556
726
Sanford, J. W. A., agent Cherokees
600
Sankey, R. A
Santa Fe, N.
325,330,336,528
537, 541-544, 562
expeditions to
529
330
merchandise transportion rate
overland stage from Westport, Mo., to, 554
Santa Fe railroad
344, 347, 351, 429
Populist suspicion of, as the governing
power of state imder Republican rule, 426
Santa Fe trail
312, 333, 350
452, 453, 456, 458, 524, 544, 551, 554, 566
across Kansas
308
529
enormous overland traffic over
616
freighter on
marking of, in Morris county, sug542
gested by George P. Morehouse
542
modern marking of
noted expeditions following its course, 529
short sketch of the surveying of
752
statistics of travel on, 1865
554
treaty with Cheyermes, promise safety
750
to Americans passing over
Crows, who promised safety to
751
Americans passing over
Kansas, for right of way and survey of
752
Maha tribe, promised safety to
753
Americans passing over

—

M

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

——
——
——
•

Osages, for right of

way and

sur-

vey of
529, 751
Otoe and Missouri tribe, promised
752
safety to Americans passing over.
Pawnees, promised safety to Ameri753
cans passing over
Sioux
and Ogallalahs, promised
750
safety to Americans passing over.
478
Santee
Sapp, Edward Elisha, judge eleventh
668
district
618
Sappington, P. T
763
Sarcoxie,
Delaware Indian
Sarcoxie, Captain, Delaware Indian.... 769
Sarcoxie, chief of Turtle band of Dela765, 766
wares
769
Sarcoxie, John, Delaware Indian
.

.

.

.

.

.

,

Sarecherish (Characterick),

Pawnee

chief,

see Cha-ra-cha-rish.

600
Sargent, Rev. C. S
Sargent, Thornton W., judge eighteenth
district,

Sarpy, P.
Indians

668

second division
A.,

licensed

trader

among

296, 298
756
Sarrasin. Quapaw chief
Sartin, U. S.. deputy revenue collector.. 718

§'73

General Index.
Sitting

or Si-tank-ki, or

Satank,

Kiowa war

chief

Kiowa

Satanta, or White Bear,
Satterly,

Bear,
'^^^'11}
771

killing of

,

580

.

Satteithwaite, J. M., regent Agricultural
676
College
Saucotthaw, or Spy Buck, Shawnee In'''54

dian

272, 298, 304

Sauk Indians

—agency

'^'^^

•

for
— dress gayest
Maj. Wharton
Wolf
on
located
—
Indians

council with

attire

in

Sauk and Fox

351, 367, 727-738

—agency

352
738

near Arlington, Okla

•

special, in Iowa
of treaties
in
lost

758
made with U. S
—dates
351
Oklahoma
—lands
399
on
—reservation,
—treaty Oct. 1859, at agency, ceding 765
1,

lands
Feb. 18,

1867,

ceding

lands;

re-

769

moval

—and lowas, treaty Mar. 1861, ceding
766
land
—and refugee Indians, from Indian
6,

terand treaty Oct. 8, 1864,
reaffirming allegiance to United States,
—of the Mississippi, treaty Oct. 11, 1842,
relative to removal
—of the Missouri, treaty Oct. 21, 1837,
ceding lands, etc
treaty May 18, 1854, ceding land.
Wisconsin territory, treaty Sept. 26,

—

.

.

767
761

760
763

759
1827, ceding lands
treaty Sept. 28, 1836, ceding lands;

•

removal

— See,

also,

759

Iowa Indians.

and lowas, at
agency, population

Sauks

—council held with
—of the Missouri

Great

Nemaha
304
301

Major Wharton

302, 303

302

Saum, William E.,

receiver Hays City
land office
721
Saunders, D. E., president Teachers' Association
705
Saunders, W. R., speaker pro tern., date
of death
664
Sauntree, Louis, interpreter for Omahas. 731
Savage,
54
Savage, Joseph, secretary Academy of
Science
673
biographical sketch
62
date of death
673
Savage, William
42,61, 62
Savings bank, postal
422
.

—
—

Saw

—
—

at

456,458,460,511,652
Shawnee Manual Labor School
220

mill

^first

in Bates county.

Mo

643
456
764
756

on upper Neosho
Sa-wa-ne-ke-ah, or Wilson
Saw-moke-quaw, Pottawatomie
Saw-nee-wah-ree, Striker of the Three,
Kansas Indian
752
Sawtell, Mrs. Gertrude A., member Board
701
of Review
Sawtell, Joseph E., date of death
693
693
member Medical Board
Saw-waw-quett, Pottawatomie Indian. ..759
Sawyer, Charles Manville, bank com678
missioner
Sawyer, H. H., superintendent School
678
for the blind
Sawyer, Orlando, president Teachers' As704
sociation
704
secretary Teachers' Association
374
Saxton, H. P

—

—

Saxton,

Hiram

Sayers,

W.

468
L., regent Vocational School,

Topeka
Sayre, James M., lieutenant
company. Linn county

691
free-state

644

Sayre, Lucius Elmer, president Academy
of Science
303, 304,
Scalps
on grave of Kansas Indian
Scammon, Azra Albert, mine inspector.
Scannel, Daniel
Scates, Arthur C, member of house,
.

.

672
309
263
693
510

710

1925

Garden City
land office
Schach, A. D., gauger revenue service...
Schaefer, Charles, consul
Schattner, Fred, city clerk Wichita
prominent artist at St. Louis, Mo
Schaumberg, Louis, member of house,
1925

Scates, William A., register

—

H

721
716
715
352
352
710

600
Scheffer, Prof. Theodore
600
Schell, John
Scheller, Charles W., election commis681
sioner
of Baltimore, candiSchenck, Rev.
,
363
date for bishop of Kansas

H

.

.

ritory, council

•

—
"Say-axe"

—
304
295

river

village,

Say, Thomas, zoologist with Long's ex748
pedition
749
visit of, to Kansas village

377

Schermerhorn, Edgar Backus, member
679
Board of Control
Schermerhorn, J. T., commissioner and
726
special agent New York Indians
Schermerhorn, John F., treaty commissioner
755, 756, 757
Schilling, A. J., deputy revenue collector, 717
Schlyer, John, receiver Hays City land
721
office
682
Schmidt, Carl B., emigration agent
Schmidt, G. W., member of senate, 1925, 709
550
Schmidt, Capt. J. F
Schmidt, John
549
Schmidt, V., blacksmith Great Nemaha
agency
737
Schmitter,
John,
member Pharmacy
697
Board
Schoen, William, member of house, 1925, 710
Schoenleber, Francis Siegel, member Live
Stock Registry Board
692
state veterinary surgeon
708
Schoenmachers,
John,
superintendent
Osage Catholic mission
733

—

Schofield, J. G.,

member Board

of

Edu-

cation
681
Schonbern, John, department commander
United Spanish War Veterans
708
School Book Commission,
701
School books
446
odd collection of, used in early Kansas
schools
590
School building, bonds issued for
511
School buildings
552
School Code Commission
701
School desk, made of immense walnut
log
591
School for Males, Prairie City
373
School Fund Commission, state officers
663
composing
481
School house built at Boston
School Lands, Indemnity, Commission to
702
Select and Locate
101
preemption of
school
apart
for
set
sections 16 and 30,
103
purposes
Schoolmasters, in Kentucky taught for
182
small subscriptions
701
School Textbook Commission

—

—
—

Schoolcraft,
sioner

Schools

Henry H., treaty commis758, 759, 760

552

General Index.

874

Schoonover, Manford, judge court of appeals, southern department
Schoonover, R., assistant agent Potawatomie emigration
Schott, William Walter, consul
Schroder, Mrs. Clara Ilaber

W

Schroeder, H.
Schuessler,
Albert,

member

Scott, Tully, commissioner Industrial

666
725
715
316
600

1925
Schutte, Henry
Schutte, William, celebrates golden
ding
dispatch rider

wedding

B

362,

Scotch
Scotch -Irish
Scotland

497,
19,

or boxes, found in

cists,

serpent symbols built in
Scott
Scott

& Brother
& Reinhart

Scott, A. B., president
Scott, Albertine
Scott, Anderson Lee

—

letter of,

Board of Health,
535,

quoted

R

479

Scribner, A.

Scow, flat-bottomed

479
479
681
597
375
383
549
632
469
469
471
507
507
686
549
606
603
545
675
684

Scott, B.
Scott, Capt. C. M., special state scout.
Scott, Charles Anderson, state forester. .
Scott, Charles Frederick, lola, congressman at large, and second district
671
editor
350
president Historical Society
687
.

.

.

—
—
— regent
—son

University
of
Dr. j.

707

W.

Indian

Scott,

agent
Scott, E.

350, 352

—portrait D

530

of
531
Scott, Mrs. E.
530,547
Scott, E. E., fire marshal
684
Scott, F. J., clerk Pottawatomie agency.
742
Scott, Harmon, gauger Revenue service. . 716
Scott, Harvey D., commissioner to ex-

D

.

amine U. P. Ry., E. D., Kansas
711
Henry W., register Larned land
office
721
Scott, J. W., Manhattan.
368
Scott, John A., agent Pottawatomies
740
Scott, John B., brigadier general
674
Scott, Dr. John Walter, lola, agent for
Ponca, Pawnees,
Otoes and SemiScott,

—^oles
death
— father of Charles
—regent University
— speaker of
of

350, 352

707
F, Scott

territorial

...'.*

,"

.

house

pro tern
Scott, Joseph A., leasing clerk

.'

350, 352
!

707
659
664

Pottawat-

omie agency
741, 742
Scott, Lewis, secretary Teacher's Association
705
Scott, Lillian, member Board of Education
681

Association
—president Teachers'
president Board
Scott, Lyman,
culture
Scott, S. M.,

—

706
of Agri-

677

member Board of Public
699
Works
"The Champion Organizer of the West", 407

Scott,

Samuel

640
612

675
Scout, special state
Scoville, Frederick, bankruptcy referee... 711

Schutte, Mrs. William, celebrated golden

—stone

which bears his

name
Scott township, Linn county

711
476

—
—joins German company for service in 478
Civil War
477
—
military service of
476, 477
—portrait
of
476
—praised by his commander
478
—Recollections of," by Grace G. Arnold, 476

Scofield, J.

Scott, Gen. Winfield
—selects site for post

617, 622, 624

wed-

Schutte family, settle in Kansas
Schwartz, Harry, election commissioner..
Scissor-tailed flycatcher, a Kansas bird,
Scofield, Major General

688
721
34

office

house,

of

Re-

formatory

— receiver Oberlin land

•

612, 618

N

Scurvey, land
Scutching flax
Seabrook, S. L., "Expedition of Col. E.
V.
Sumner against the Cheyennes,
1857," article by
Searl, Albert Dwight.
45, 46, 50, 52, 56,
biographical sketch
testimony in the Lane-Jenkins homicide
case
142,
Searl, Oscar, receiver land office
Sears, Theodore Crosby, director peni.

—
—

316
507
359
182

306
64
45
143
720

696

tentiary

—regent University
707
Sears, William Henry, brigadier general.. 674
—
674
judge advocate general
Seaton, John, date of death
696, 699
— director of Penitentiary
696
—m.ember Board Public Works
699

of
Secrest, Edward, regent Agricultural Col676
lege
Secretaries, state
415,661

—

658

territorial, list of

Sedan, made county seat of Chautauqua
county
487
Sedgwick, Major John
310,315
killed before trenches at Spottsylvania
court house, Va
313
on detached service along Santa Fe
trail in 1857
309
Sedgwick coimty
606
Sedgwick County Horticultural Society. 599
Seed wheat, agent to purchase and distribute
702
Seely, Frank, deputy revenue collector... 717
Seewir, Charles C, librarian Haskell Institute
745
Sehon, Rev. Edward
211
Sellers, Mrs. Doctor
628
Sellers, A., regent Teachers College, Emporia
690
Sellers, L. R., date of death
689
superintendent Lamed Hospital
689
Sells, Butler, messenger Indian service... 736
Sells, Elijah, superintendent Southern superintendency
736,767,769
Sells, William A.,
police commissioner,
Topeka
698
date of death
698
Selover, Ed
600
Seminole Indians
350, 767
Seneca Indians
468,757,760,767
treaty May 20, 1842, at Buffalo Creek,
N. Y., disposition of lands and removal
761
Towanda band, treaty Nov, 5, 1857, at
Towanda reserve, N. Y., surrendering
lands west of Missouri, acquired in
1838 and 1842
765
and Shawnee Indians, treaty Dec. 29,
1832, at Seneca agency, Ohio, relative
to removal
755
See, also, Cherokees.
•
Senecas, Mixed Senecas and Shawnees,
and eight other tribes, treaty at Washington, p. C, Feb. 23, 1867, removal
and cession of lands
770
Senecas and Upper Cherokees
248
Seneschal,
Lambert, employee Indian
service
726

—
—

.

W

—

—
—
—

—
—

875

General Index.
James M., secretary Board Railroad Commissioners
Sentinels, Indian, watch night and day
for approach of foes
Serpent mounds
Serpent symbol, greatest in world
Sessions, Charles Harrison, member Pub-

Shar-co-ro-la-shar,

Benter,

—

lic

Utilities

mob

by

out

burned

283
469
471

imder

Clarke
Setton, F. W., special state architect
"Several Interesting Incidents of Border

642
703

Troubles," from the La Cygne Weekly
621
Journal, Mar. 22, 1895
Severance, John, commissioner Industrial

688
439,440,441
nominated for
438
Presidency
Seward, E. W., member Barbers' Board, 678
562
Sewell, Reed &
562
Sewell, Simcock &
536
Sewell, Eli, portrait in group
535
Sewell, James
M. S., superintendent Garden
Sewell,
683
City Experiment Station

Reformatory
Arthur
and

Sewall,

—banker

Sexton,

W

capitalist,

James,

member

of

Embalming

682
Board
Seymour, S., member Long's expedition, 748
Sha-bah-caw-kah, Sauk and Fox In765
dian
Shab-eh-nay. Shabenay, Shau-bon-niagh, [Shab-o-nee], Pottawatomie Indian, mentioned in treaties of 1829,
1833, 1846
754, 756, 762
Shab-e-nah, in Pottawatomie police company, 1893
740
Shaffer, G. H., trustee Western University
708
568
Sha-ga-in-ka, Kansas Indian
Shahan, David, employee Indian service, 727
Rhah-quaw-ko-shuck, Pottawatomie
758
Rhah-re-tah-riche, Grand Pawnee
756
Shaker bonnet
530
Rhaler, Mrs. Ann, biographical sketch of, 253
Shaler, Rev. Nathan T., missionary to
253
Peorias
Quapaws
248
"sound on the goose"
357
Shamleffer & Armstrong
552

—

H

Shamleffer, W.
Shamleffer, William

532, 533
530, 537
545, 551, 556. 557

F

—and — James, located and developed
town of Augusta
566
—
by
567
—mayor of operated
Council Grove, half a
time
— "Merchandising Sixty Years Ago," 537
by
567
— nicknames of
557
flour mill

life

article

— sketch

of
Shamleffer, Mrs. William F., portrait...
Shane, Anthony, interpreter Shawnees,
West
724,
Shanklin, Henry, agent Wichitas.
736,
Shanks, Isaac, Seneca Indian
.

Shannon,

& Young,

Almond

of applicant, brief

andotte Robitaille

Shannon,
land

William A.,

Deaf

Shannon, Wilson,

•

receiver

Institute

566
566

725
737
765

attorneys
of

—United

78
720
680

territorial

territory

States minister

Chief,

753
682
Sharman, William, emigration agent
Sharon, Mrs. M. J., secretary Teachers'
704
Association
528, 535
Sharp, Elwood, Council Grove
717
deputy revenue collector
Sharp, Mrs. Elwood. See Sharp, Mrs.

—

Mamie

Stine.

Sharp, Dr. Elwood A., U. S. navy, serv528
ice in France, World War
556
Sharp, Isaac, Council Grove
690
—date of death
528
a Kansas pioneer
690
regent Teachers College, Emporia
Sharp, J. L., Kaw land commissioner.
772
Council Grove
528
Sharp, Jessie
536
Sharp, John T., portrait in group
Sharp, Mrs. Mamie Stine (Mrs. Elwood
549
Sharp),
537,
530, 535, 536,
author, "The History of the Home528
coming to Council Grove"
biographical sketch of
528, 548
549
Sharp, Sager Elwood
193
Sharp Family, Arcadia valley, Mo
Sharpe, Amasa Trowbridge, member Board
of Charities
678
date of death
678
Sharpe, James, president Horticultural
Society
687
109
Sharp's rifle
121, 130, 135, 136, 158. 161, 175
Sharritt, George F., clerk U. S. district
court
712
Sha-she-ro-re-ro, Pawnee chief, speech
at council with Major Wharton.
298, 299
Shaved Head, Comanche chief
763
Shaw, Anna B
435
Shaw, Anne, assistant teacher Pottawatomie school
739, 743
Shaw, Archibald, director Penitentiary.. 696
date of death
680
trustee Deaf Institute
680
Shaw, George Price, consul
715
Shaw, Jacob, blacksmith Otoe and Missouri agency
733, 734
Shaw, Josiah, valuing agent Cherokee

—
—

—
—

—

'

.

—
—

Nation
726
Shaw, Knowles, employe Great Nemaha

—agency

732

^blacksmith, Osage River agency.
734, 735
Shaw, Thomas
600
Shaw-guee, or Shawg^^'e, Pottawatomie
.

766, 770

chief

Shawls
Shawnee, Johnson county
Shawnee county

Shawnee Indians

658
715

530
360
42, 446
15, 66, 218

234, 235, 239, 247, 248, 251, 253, 268, 271

767

282, 289, 300, 303, 367, 467, 475, 579,
—camp
meeting ground of
268
— Christianity amonsc
253
237
—Christmas explained to
— education of
— from Virginia explore headwaters 219
of Missouri
474
— interpreter
266
—Lexington agency
736
miles west
—location of nation,
215
five

six

Wy-

Augusta

governor, 42, 84
91, 94, 97, 98, 102,109, 114, 118, 309, 372
389, 658
counsel for J. H. Lane
118
date of death
658

—
—secretary,

—

case

.

float

office

— trustee
•

in

Sun

the

Pawnee

-

699
661

Commission

secretary of state

Settlers,

700

of

Kansas City

—of

Missouri and Ohio, treaty Nov. 7,
1825, ceding lands in Missouri and
753
accepting lands in Kansas
38, 763
treaty mentioned
of Ohio, treaty Aug. 8, 1831, relative
754
to removal westward
• 38
treatv mentioned
Misof
lying
west
reservation ceded to,
38
souri state line
263
settlements of

——

—

——
-

—
—

General Index.

876
Sha'WTiee Indians,

treaty

May

Sheridan, town of

1854,

10,

763

ceding lands

—
—

43
of 1855 [1854] mentioned
See, aJso, Senecas.
724
and Delaware Indians, agency of
treaty Oct. 26, 1832, relative to re-

755
Senecas and other tribes, treaty
770
Feb. 23, 1867, relative to removal
732-735
and Wyandot Indians agency.
196,215
Shawnee Manual Labor School

moval

—and

—

.

.

.

223, 224, 234, 242, 243, 251, 254, 255, 258
612, 614

261, 263, 265, 268,
241
1836
—accoimt
of condition
1842
235
613
—
exact location of
613
—
of
125
—
charge
D. Kinnear
— — Rev. Thomas Johnson
215
Indian Mission con—second
221
ference held
of,

illustration
in
of
of
session of
at
—sketch of

—suspended

243, 244

outbreak

during

of

small-

236
585
222
584
238
prosperous condition of
residence of missionaries, illustrated... 218
118
Shawnee Purchase

pox
Shawnee Methodist mission, 213, 237, 253,
—dormitory, illustration of
legislature adjourns from Pawnee to,

—
—
—

Shearer,

D.

W.,

member

Embalming

Board
Shearman,
Wichita

682
T.

commissioner,

police

J.,

698
480
Sheean, Bob
Sheed, James B., heard Hamelton ask for
644
volunteers for raid
621
Sheek, Mr
Sheek, Catherine
619
619
Sheek, Christian Riley
621
Sheek, James Benjamin
date and place of birth
619

—
—member

company

I,

Second

Kansas

621
621
621
619
657
618
619
619
619
619
619
619
619
Sheep
521
—pelts
331
Sheet copper, used by Moimd Builders.. 473
Shelby, Gen. J. 0
588
at battle of Prairie Grove
587
Sheldon, Charles M., member School Textbook Commission
701
Sheldon, H. F., member School Textbook
Commission
701
date of death
701
Sheldon, W. H., judge tenth district
667
date of death
667
Shell creek
290
Shell-tempered pottery, used by prehistoric tribes along Missouri river
473
Shelly, S. T., commissioner Tuberculosis
Sanatorium
706
cavalry
organization of "Minute Men"....
woimded in battle at Dardanelles, Ark.,
Sheek, Jesse Lee
Sheek, Joshua
Sheek, Joshua Wilson
short sketch of
Sheek, Lloyd
Sheek, LucLnda Gross
Sheek, IMalinda
Sheek, Martha
Sheek, Mary Ann
Sheek family
612,

—

—

—
—
—

Shelter,

Arthur,

member

Veterinarian

Board
Shem-naw, Pottawatomie Indian
Shen-ga-ne-ga, ex-chief
Shepard, Sanders Rufus, secretary of state,
Sheppard, Charles A., captain Pottawat740,
omie police
Sheppardson, E. A., member Board of
Education

708
754
748
661
741
681

W.

Sheriff,

E.,

400

member Pharmacy Board, 697

Sherman, Esq., principal Quindaro Nor694
mal
Sherman, John, investigating committee
125
conducted by
Sherman, M. M., regent Agricultural Col676

lege

Sherman, Gen. William Tecumseh

—and
guests at City Hotel,
Chicago, Kan
— campaign against Atlanta
Mississippi
—Indian peace commissioner
staff,

9

New
510
497
569
743
771

in

treaty commissioner
Shernakitare, First in the

War

Party,

Pawnee

747

674
Sherry, Byron, brigadier general
the Partisan Discoverer,
Sheterahiate,
748
Pawnee
Shi-a-wa, or John Solomon, Wyandot. .. 755
Shideler, H. W., member Board of Edu681
cation
709
member of house, 1925
Shields, Belford Q., ^•ice consul
715
Shields, Miss E. M., teacher Kickapoo
733
mission school

—

Shields, Ed., disciolinarian Haskell Institute
Shields, J.
Shi-keep -sah, Kansas Indian
Shimmons. John
24, 75, 76, 83, 84,
88, 89, 91, 93-96, 108, 117, 121, 517,
engaged in milling business with J. H.
Lane
93,
hired by J. H. Lane to erect cabin. . 84,

H

H

—
—
—
quoted

745
600
568
87

523

117
94
117
Shindler, Henry, ganger Revenue service. 717
718, 719
date of death
675
^messenger to Philippines
675
>
Shinga-wassa, Handsome Bird, chief of
Great Osages
746, 747, 751
Shinn, A., railroad assessor
699
Shinn, A. C, Populist candidate for lieutenant governor
412
Shinn, Charles W., judge thirteenth and
twenty-sixth districts
668, 669
Shiim,_ E. F., storekeeper, etc.. Revenue
service
719
Shinn, T. O., judge twenty-sixth district
669
Ship-she, John, employee Pottawatomie
agency
739
police Pottawatomies
740,741
Shirk, D. F., member School Textbook
Commission
701
.

—
—

.

.

.

—

Shirk,

James Abram

Academy

Garfield,

president

Science

672

Shirley, William, issuing

commissary Ki-

owa agency

737
680
590
591

William M., dental examiner
Shirley covmty
divided, name changed
Shirley,

—

Sho-ca-pe (Big Kanzas), an Otoe
answer to Major Wharton
Schockley,

W.

chief,

292, 293

B., assistant adjutant gen-

G. A. R
Shoemaker, Thomas
ton land office
eral

685

C,

receiver

Lecomp34, 719

Sho-e-mow-e-to-chaw-ca-we-wah-ca-towe, or the Wolf with the High Back,
Cheyenne
751
Shone-gee-ne-gare, great chief Kanzas
nation

Shook, Jacob
Shoon-ty-ing-a, or Little Wolf, Iowa Indian
Shore, Captain Samuel T
denounced the Pottawatomie killings...
free-state men under command of, for

—
—

self -protection

752
203
763
525
527

524

877

General Index.
Short, Mrs. Grace E.,

Review
Short, J. T.,
Shortel, Pat

member

member Board

of

3?o
710
324
755

of house, 1925

Shot Pouch, chief
592,616,645,655
Shotgun
Shotts, David, farm laborer Otoe and
734
Missouri agency
Shoup, Eldon C, assistant commercial
715
attache
Shouse, Jouett, congressman seventh dis672
trict
710
Showalter, A., member of house, 1925.
manbusiness
Shrack, H. E., assistant
675
ager
618
Shrake, Green
.

.

W

Shukers, Charles D., member Board of
679
Control
Shuler family, first settlers of what is

653
600
609

now La Cygne

W

Shults, Dr. J.

& Cannon

Sibbet
Sibbet,

607,613,636

David

l-t^
Simmons, Francis
Simmons, John S., commissioner Indus688
trial Reformatory

—^speaker

of

Simmons,
Pike's

601

house

—superintendent
Mrs.

Pawnee

Industrial Reformatory, 688

John

S.,

commissioner
696
695

Village

—
trustee Pawnee Rock Park
Simmons, T. Willard, judge

seventeenth

608

district

Simmons, Thomas

J.,

testimony in Lane-

146
667
667
judge
Simons, Adolphus Ezra, date of death, 515
member thirty seventh Illinois Vol520
unteer infantry
515
Simons, Dolph C
515
Anne
Simons, Dorothea
515
Simons, Janet Gertrude
515, 523
Simons, Mrs. Jennie B. (Gowdy).
523
—sketch of
515
Simons, John Louis
682
Simons, Julius, emigration agent
515
Simons, L. A
Simons, R. T., commissioner St. Louis
683
Exposition
Simons, Wilford Collins, "An Address
Made Before the Old Settlers' AssociaSept.
tion of Lawrence, Kan.,
15,
1924"
515
515
biographical sketch of
experience in blizzard, Jan. 1, 1886... 523
523
footnote concerning
522
frontier experience of
516
portrait of
taught school when sixteen years old.. 522
715
Simonson, DeWitt, vice consul
244
Simpson & Hunter, Westport, Mo
60
Simpson,
Simpson, Dr.
of New York, surgeon, U. S. A., discharged at Fort
331
Union
Simpson, Benjamin Franklin, attorneygeneral
662
662
—date of death
674
inspector general
665
supreme court commissioner
712
U. S. marshal
Simpson, Carrie H., member Board of
Review
701
Simpson, Lt. Col. James H., commissioner to examine U. P. Ry., Kansas. .711
Simpson,
James M., blacksmith for
Shawnees
727, 728, 729
Simpson, James M., McPherson, railroad
commissioner
700
date of death
700
revenue collector
718
Simpson, Jerry
413, 426,450
challenged to series of joint debates
by opponents
421
congressman seventh district
672
date of death
672
dubbed "Sockless Simpson"
420
joint debates with Chester I. Long
423
lost savings of a lifetime in Kansas
blizzard
412
Jenkins case

L., date of
sixth district

Simmons, Walter

—
—

death

.

.

^

609
Trading Post
—
611
—introduction to John Brown
Kan—member
613
615,636
—
—military
609
postmaster
thirty-seven years
608
—reminiscences
—
warning
over
of
—
by proslavery men
610
—
taught school near Trading Post
—
609
—
—
the John Brown
611
—
Sibbet, Samuel
609
—
Sibbet family, warned of danger, go to
arrival at

first

legal

legislature

of

sas

career of
for
of

rides
raid

prairies,

settlers

fort

visits

camp

Missouri and
Sibley,

for nine weeks.
619
St. Charles, Mo., 529
.

.

.

Maj. George C,

—

543, 544, 752
—agent Big and
Osages, 18111815
— factor at Fort Osage, on Missouri 722
722, 723
—treaty commissioner
751
witness
750
—_Fe
U.
commissioner
marking Santa
—
road, 1825
752
—
Siddons, Simeon, employee Indian
735
—
"Sidhe," Celtic
"Fairy Mound Dwelfor

Little

river

S.

for

service,

for

lers"
Siguin,

472

John W., blacksmith Otoe and

Missouri agency

737
Silk-culture Commission
702
Silver
434, 436, 438, 447, 449
demonetized
414, 421, 422, 438
free coinage of
422, 432, 433, 437, 440
purchasing power of, destroyed
417
"The dollar of our daddies"
449
Silver Republicans, 403, 439, 442, 443,446,448
Stlverthome, Charles R., surgeon general, 675
Simcock & Sewell
562
Simcock,
of Council Grove
455
Simcock, A. W., Council Grove, 535, 537, 548
Simcock, Albert
535, 548, 549
—portrait in group
536, 550
Simcock, G.
556
—postmaster, Council Grove. .......... 563
Simcock, George
549
Simmei-well, Robert, blacksmith Osage
River agency
731
teacher, Pottawatomie Baptist school, 730
with Pottawatomies in Indiana in 1832, 757
witness to treaty of Pottawatomie Nation
762
Simmerwell, Mrs. Robert, teacher, Pottawatomie Baptist school
730

—
—
—
—

,

M

—
—
—

Simmonds, F. W., member Board

of

Edu-

cation

Simmons,

Charles

Medical Board

Jefferson,

,

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—nominated congress
—quoted regarding pensions
for

412

Simpson, Lacey M., member Board
Administration
Simpson, Matthew P., date of death
judge ninth district

—
—regent

of

University

675
667
667
707

Simpson, Oscar H., president Dental Ex-

681

aminers' Board

692

Simpson, Richard,
for Shawnees

member

412,415
of old sol-

diers

680
assistant

blacksmith

729

General Index.

878

Simpson, W, A., police commissioner,
Kansas City
Sims, William, date of death
president Board of Agriculture
secretary Board of Agriculture

698
677
677
677
662
state treasurer
Sinclair, Joseph, subagent Miami agency, 730
Sinclair, W. M., president Teachers' Association
705
Sin-e-pay-nim, Pottawatomie Indian.... 754
Sinking Fund Commission, state officers
composing
663
Siouan tribes
464, 466
295
linguistic family
related to Tallegwi
469
territory
464
Sioux Indians
284,285
286, 288, 289, 295, 308, 469, 478, 574
Fire band
751
the first, a Lenape warrior
468
meaning of word, which was claimed
to be the ancient Nordic word "SayAxe"
468
pictograph records
468
unaware of soldiers, when attacked by
^Slajor Reno on Little Big Horn
573

—
—
—

—
—
—

—
—
—

—
—
—
—and

See, also, Chej'enne Indians.

Ogallalah Indians, treaty J\i\y 5,
1825, at mouth of Teton river, promising peace and safety to Americans along

Santa Fe road

Blackfeet, and other tribes,
treaty Fort Laramie, Apr. 29, 1868... 771
"Sioux War, The," by J. M. Thralls.
Wellington, Kan
573
Sippy, John J., commissioner Tuberculo.

sis

Sanatorium
706
normal teacher Haskell In-

Sisson, Ada,
stitute
Si-tah-le, or

744

Poor Wolf, Apache chief.. 763
Si-tank-ki, Kiowa chief. See Satank.
Sitting Bear, Kiowa chief. See Satank.
SLx-shooters
339, 483, 493
Sixth Kansas cavalry, company B. organ652
ized at Trading Post
"Sixty Years in Kansas and Council
552
Grove," by R. M. Armstrong
Skahan. James, member Miners' Examining Board
693
Skeleton remains, found in stone cist,
470
Doniphan county
in ruins of Tallegwi-Pawnee villages, 466
"Sketch of the Career of General Robert
B. Mitchell," from La Cygne Weekly
Journal, Apr. 26, 1895
632
Skidi tribe of Pawnees
464, 474
ancestors of Qui\dran band of Pawnee
472
confederacy
472
ground-house dwellers
once
lived
at
mouth of Wabash
river
469, 472
or Saer Sidi, tribe of Pawnee, lived at
old village site on "Loup," or Skidi
472
river, in Doniphan county
—or Wolf Pawnees
282, 471
466
pottery made by
were the Rirj-d clan who built the Scot469
tish type of cist

——
'

—

—
—
—

—

—
— See,

•

also.

Pawnee

Indians.

"Skidi" river. Doniphan county
Skidmore, Alexander Hamilton,
death
judge eleventh district

472
date of

668
668
585

—

Skiff

;

Skiffs,

in

Missourians cross river

Kansas

in,

to vote

579
759
469

election

Skin-cheesh, Pottawatomie woman
Skinner,
Skinner, H. R., farmer for Sac and

agency
Skinning wolves

—

—
—

—
—

——
-

.

750

—Arapahoe,

Sko-no-eh. or King William, Cayuga Indian
760
Skunk, capture of
633
Sky, George, Seneca Indian
765
"Sky mother"
469
Slater, Fred C, consul
715
Slattery, Minnie B., assistant clerk of
742
Pottawatomie agency
Slave, runaway
577
Slavers'
32, 517, 577, 582
attempts to fix, as an institution in
Kansas
642
—views on
180
Slaves, aided to reach Canada
56
benefited by their enslavement
180
-owned by Missourians along western
border
643
stealing, Missourians warned of, by D.
R. Atchison
583
-or Pawnees
473
name given after war of extermination on Tallegwi
467
Sleeper, Hiram
463
Sleeper, Hiram S., surveyor general
703
Sleet
317
Sleight, C
507
Sleight, C. & Co
512
Sleight, D. B
507
Sloan, E. R., member of house, 1925.
710
Slonecker, J. G., bankruptcy referee
711
—date of death
711
Sloop & Ballinger, camp of on Salt Fork. 495
Slosson, WUliam B., date of death
678
member Board of Charities
678
secretarv School for Blind
678
Slough
301, 355
Sluss, Henry C, bankruptcy referee
711
—judge eighteenth district
668
Smallpox among Indians
236, 237
scare
641
Small wood, William Hillary, date of
death
661
secretary of state
661
Smart, Charles A., judge foiulh district, 667
Smart, Joseph, interpreter Sauk and
Foxes
727, 728, 730
Smart, Josiah, interpreter Sauks and
729
Foxes
Smith & Kingbell
507
203
Smith, Doctor
623
son of Elisha Smith
Smith,
Smith, Abram W., commissioner Omaha
683
Exposition
664
date of death
702
director Soldier's Home
past department commander G. A. R., 685
677
president Board of Agriculture
664
speaker of house
721
U. S. pension agent
Smith, Ada, member Board of Education, 681
Smith, Alva J., president Academy of
672
Science
Smith, Andrew D., miller Neosho agency, 732
272
Smith. Andrew Jackson
273
militarj'^ record of
Smith, B. F., president Horticultural So687
ciety
507
Smith, B.
480
Smith, Barney
507
Smith, Ben
355
Smith, Bishop Bosworth
Smith, C. B., U. S. Secretary of Interior, 106
Smith, C. 0., member Board of Educa681
tion
Smith, Charles, Member Board of Par695
dons
Smith, Charles William, date of death, 670
670
judge of thirty-fourth district

Fox
729
244

.

.

.

—

—

—

—

,

—
—
—
—
—
—

.

.

'.

—

M

—
—regent

University
Smith, Clarence, member Public Service

Commission

"707

699

879

General Index.
Smith, Clarence,

member Tax Commis-

704
704
Allen, associate justice ... 665
665
of
668
fifteenth district
618
Smith, Daniel
Smith, Dr. E. Claude, member Osteo695
pathic Board
SmHh, E. N., regent Agricultural College, 676
654
Smith, Edwin R
commissioner Industrial Reformatory.. 688
sion

secretary Tax Commission
—
Smith, Clark
death
date
—
—judge

—
—lieutenant
assessor
—

colonel

Sixth

488, 617

699
623

railroad

Smith, Elisha
Smith, F. P.,

member School Textbook

Smith, Fred Dumont, president Histori687

cal Society

Smith, Fred R., judge twenty -first dis-

669
662
662

trict

—president
—secretary
Board

H.,

commissioner

695

Historical Society
687
of Railroad Commissioner's

700

Smith, William R., ex officio
School Book Commission

—

John

member

of

702
663

state printer

Smith, William Redwood, associate jus-

665
612
466
337
Smoky Hill river
314, 340, 770, 771
Smoky Hill valley, under water in 1867 334
Smyser, Mrs. L. J., commissioner Pike's
Pawnee Village
696
trustee Pawnee Rock Park
695
Smyth, Bernard B., curator Goss Ornithological Collection
684
date of death
673
tice

Smithsonian Institute
"Smithy," shot and killed

.

701

Commission

711
711

date of death

I.,

S. circuit court

William
Brown Park

Smith,

Smith family

Kansas mili-

tia

Smith, Walter
—
judge U.

.

—

—
Smith, George
attorney-general
—
and curator Academy of
—date of death
Science
27
Smith, George W
673
Smyth, Charles H
600
142, 143, 167, 174, 366, 380
—
Smyth, Fred G
sketch
142
600
Smyth, Mrs. Lumina C. R., curator Goss
—
date of death
664
—governor under Lecompton constitu684
Smyth, W.
tion
member of senate 1925, 709
142
Snakes (Indians)
—speaker of the house
664
467, 471, 474, 475
Snakes
Smith, Georgia
530
314, 471
—driven out Ireland
Smith, H. B
362, 383
474
P.,

librarian

22,

75, 76,
^biographical

collection

L.,

(reptiles)

Smith, H. R, date of death
694
regent Concordia Normal
694
Smith, Harry A., inspector general
674
Smith, Henry, clerk Indian superintendent's office, Leavenworth
735
Smith, Horace G., manager of Montgomery Town Company
643
Sm.ith, Hugh, judge court of common
pleas
670
judge third division, twenty-ninth district
669
Smith, Ira H., receiver land office
720
register Topeka land office
719
Smith, James, date of death
661
secretary of state
661
Smith, James H., Marion, secretary Tax
Commission
TO 4
Smith, James Harvey, Cherokee county,
date of death
675, 697, 699
member Board of Charities
678
Board of Public Works
699
quartermaster general
675
\varden Penitentiary
697
Smith, John L., agent Otoe and Missouri
agency
737
Smith, John S., interpreter at Upper Arkansas agency
736
Smith, Lafayette F., register land office.. 720
Smith, Leonard L., financial clerk Pottawatomie agency
742,743
Smith, Mark Sumner, legation clerk
715
Smith, Merrill, saloon keeper on Salt
creek
24
Smith, Oliver F., gunsmith, Sauk and
Fox agency
738
Smith, Oscar Z., emigration agent. ..... 682
Smith, Phillip
510
Smith, R. F., trustee Western University, 709
Smith, Reuben, date of death
688
trustee Osawatomie Hospital
688
Smith, Prof. Roger C, letter quoted.... 603
Smith, Samuel, miller Sauk and Fox
agency
727
Smith, Samuel C
92
Smith, Sidney, portrait in group
550
Smith, Veres Nicholas, consul
715
Smith, W. W., date of death
685
—past department commander G. A. R., 685

—

—

—
—

—
—
—

M

—

.

of
Snider, Charles
Snider, Eli

647

646, 647, 651
—blacksmith
645, 648
—claim
purchased by John Brown,
who begins erection of
—narrow escape from capture by Capt. 649
Hamelton
645
—returns
with shotgun at Capt.
Hamelton
646
— of claim of
650
—wounded
by member of Hamelton gang, 645
of,

fort

fire

sale

Snider,

S.

H.,

superintendent

of

insur-

ance

663

Snider,

Simon
645
on Hamelton gang, wounding one

—

fires

Bloomfield
646
"Snipe hunting"
334
Snoddy, James Donaldson, Colonel Sixth
Kansas militia
617
date of death
664
speaker of house
664
speaker pro tern, of house
664
Snoddy, John T., brigadier general
674
Snoddy, Mrs. Pauline B., commissioner
John Brown Park
695
Snook, Elias
618
Snook, John S
636
Snook, William
618, 636
with family settles in Linn county. ... 624
Snooks family
612
Snow, Edwin H., editor Ottawa Journal, iW
elected state printer
416, 427
state printer
663
Snow, Francis Huntington, chancellor
University
706
—death of
672, 706
president Academy of Science
706
Snow, Fred A., member Pharmacy Board, 697
Snow, George C, Indian agent
770
—agent Neosho agency
736, 737, 768

—
—
—

—

—
—
—

Seminoles

767

Snow, Helen
534, 537
Snow, L. B., indemnity school land commissioner

Snow, Mrs. Leona

Snow

—
—

drifts of ten

early fall of

and

fifteen feet

702
534
317
581
477

General Index.

880
Snowstorms

—winter

318, 327, 329, 344

681

of 1855

Snowden, E. C,
mal

Nor-

regent Concordia

694
Pottawato742, 743
mie and Great Nemaha agency.

Snj'der, A. R., superintendent

.

.

111.,
Effingham,
of
Charles,
645
captured by Hamelton gang
Snyder, Charles E., member of senate,
709
1925
679,687
Snyder, Edwin, date of death
679
—member Board of Charities
687
president Horticultural Society
Snyder, Grace Lesta, member Board of
681
Education
681
date of death
674
Snyder, H. C, brigadier general
551, 553
Snyder, H. E
328
Soap weed
617
"Social Band,'' proslavery organization.
421
Social convulsions predicted
403
Socialist Labor Party
403, 449
Socialist Party
vote of, for President, 1900, 1904.... 449
Society for the Advancement of Christian354
ity in Pennsylvania
347
Sod, breaking
462
com
577
dried out as it was turned over
—house
515, 520, 522
521
with
rain plays havoc
400
houses, construction of
600
Solandt, Prof. Andrew J
753
Soldier, Maha Indian
Soldier Hole
545
Soldiers
477, 522, 568,575, 630
553
*coming home after war
sent to Council Grove to convoy caravans across plains
555

Snj'der,

—

—

.

.

—

—
—

—

South Dakota Historical Society, Collec474

of

tions

312,314,318
South Platte river
Southern, George W., member Embalming
682
Board
Southern Branch of Union Pacific (M. K.
504
& T.)
588
Southern Confederacy
Southern Methodists. See M. E. Church,
South.

Southern Tories
Southwick, J. G., clerk Kiowa agency
Soward, T. H., past department commander G. A. R
Sowers, Fred, editor Wichita Vidette
Spain, George
467,
Spain
war with
Atchison
of
Spalding,
Spalding, Azel, regent Agricultural Col-

—

,

lege

—date

of death

Spangler, Frank Leroy, consular service,
Spangler, William Cornelius, chancellor
University
date of death
regent University
Spanish
543, 547,
^flag, surrendered to Captain Pike, by
Pawnees at Pawnee village
530,
invasion, prevented by the "Turk" and

—
—
—
—Quivera

590
737

685
348
636
614
447
387

676
676
715
706
706
707
556
747

473
Pawnees
Spanish American War Veterans, adjutants and department commanders ... 708

Sparks,

Charles

I.,

judge

thirty-fourth

670

district

—

Sparks, O. W., member of senate, 1925, 709
Sparks, Stephen, Alexandria township... 23

hundred as delegates to first People's Party state convention
411
Soldiers' Compensation Bond Board, state
officers composing
664
Soldiers' Compensation Commission, state
officers composing
664
Soldiers' Compensation Department, personnel of.
See Kansas Soldiers' Compensation Department.
Soldiers' Home, Dodge City, directors and

—induces Mr.
Charles

—
—two

commandants
702, 703
Solomon, John, Wyandot Indian
755
Solomon, Samuel, interpreter Indian serv723
ice
Solomon river
310, 314
314
—battle on
312
Cheyenne town on south fork of
settlements, atrocities committed by
400
Indians in
Something About the Early Days of La
Cygne, from La Cygne Weekly Journal,
June 28, 1895
655
Song birds, Kansas, came with settlement
of country
279
Songs, sung by cowboys
494
595, 596
Sons of the American Revolution.
"Sons of the South," proslavery organiza617
tion
Soucie, J. B., employee Pottawatomie
731
agency
137
Soule, Judge
197,199,211,219
Soule, Bishop Joshua
second session Indian Mission confer221
ence presided over by
235
Soule, Joshua, Indian
South Africa, gold fields discovered in... 446
South Carolinians and Georgians, mobilized at town of Delaware on Missouri
578
river
South Dakota FFistorical Society, data of
464
Caddoan tribes, gathered by

—
—

.

—

.

Sparrows

598
327

Spatzier,

Raber

to take charge

of his wagon train to Santa Fe during his sickn^s
325
Spauiding, Charles, receiver Topeka land
office
719
Speakers and speakers pro tem. of house, 664
659
territorial
294
Spears
361, 382
Speck, Dr. Frederick
678
secretary School for the Blind
568
Speckled Eye, Kansas Indian
Speed, Richard, justice of the peace
Center township, Howard county ... 486
Speen, Jack, interpreter Cherokees, west, 726
Speer, Henry Clay, president Teachers'
704
Association
superintendent public instruction .... 662
Speer, John
24, 42, 51, 63
biographical sketch
63
663
date of death
716
internal revenue collector
"Life of James H. Lane," quoted.... Ill
president Historical Society
687
settlement at Lawrence
113
663
state printer
"The Homicide of Gaius Jenkins".... Ill
Speer, Joseph L., one of the publishers
63
of Kansas Tribune, Lawrence
552
Spencer, Armstrong &
Spencer, A. B., farmer for Kansas agency.
737
Council Grove
Spencer, Ambrose, treaty commissioner.. 761
Spencer, C. W., member of senate 1925, 709
700
regent educational institutions
698
Spencer, Charles F., date of death
697
police commissioner, Topeka
Spencer, Capt. G. C, First infantry.... 751
698
Spencer, George K., date of death
698
police commissioner, Wichita
426
Spencer, Herbert

—

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—

—

881

General Index.
556
Spencer. Rev. Joab
Spencer, Martha Priscilla, superintendent
688
School
Industrial
Girls'
-094
Spencer, S. O., oil inspector
and
bac
blacksnuth
E.,
Spencer, Thomas

734

Fox agency
Spencer,

William, U.

S.

660

Sperry, John," 'blacksmith Great

Nemaha

732
a;^ency
734
-Iowa reserve
Spicer, George, commissioner for Senecas, 770
adSpierin, Thomas P., commissioner to
judicate claims on Osages
Spilman, R. B., member of house, 1925.

Robert

B.,

Spilman,
—
judge twenty-first

727
710
669
669
468

.

death of
district

Spinden,

J. W., member School Text701
book Commission
rapp ng, demonstrations on over-

Spindler,
Spirit

334
628

land freighting trip

Splawn, Mrs. Doctor

Splawn family, first
present La Cygne

settlers

on

site

of

Split-bottom chairs
Sponsler, Alfred L., president Board of

653
555

—
—

.

—
—
—

—

prosecuting
Lane-Jenkins case
Stafford
Stage on Santa Fe trail
,

attorney in
128, 130

348
337
322

Stage station, at Fort Lamed
336,394,537,542,553,554
Stages
554
called
337
driver of
553
fare

"Jerky"
—
—
—
of
utmost
—taxed Kansas
turning
to

to

accommodate

re-

553

soldiers

665,656
Stainbrook, Daniel
464
Staked Plains of Texas
Stalker. Charles, industrial teacher Pot739,743
tawatomie ag'^ncy
Stalker, Hpnry, employee Indian service. . 739
police
commissioner.
Robert,
Stalker,
698

Fort Scott

Stambaugh,

S.

kee agent

56—324

C,

secretary

to

Standing Elk

W.

Stanford,

member

S.,

of

Pharmacy
697

Stang, A. J., employee Indian service.
732
Stanley, Ansalan, employee Indian serv.

.

738

ice

W.,

Daniel

Stanley,

employee

Indian

738

service

"Life of L. B. Stateler,
197, 227, 236, 251, 254
Stanley, Edmund, member School "Text-

Stanley, E.

J.,

1907"

book Commission

—superintendent

701

public instruction .... 662
H., Board of Woman

Emma

Stanley,
Visitors

703

—

-visitor. Charitable Institutions
679
Stanley, James, agent Osage river agency, 737
Stanley,
Joseph H., employee Indian

agency

738

Stanley, Thomas H., employee Indian
service
738
Stanley, V. K., regent Teachers College,

Emporia

677
676
684
470
Spotted Thigh, employee Neosho agency, 738
768
Spotted Wolf, Arapahoe
Sprague, E. F., judge advocate general.. 674
662,667
Spriggs, William, date of death
667
judge seventh district
703
member State House Commission
662
treasurer
289, 480, 568
Spring
360, 367
Spring creek
Spring Hill
360, 367, 383, 386, 393, 628
504, 727
Spring river
486
Spring wagon
579
Springdale
575,589
Springfield muskets, or carbines
Springstead, Jerry, paymaster general... 674
Sproul, William Henry, congressman third
672
district
754
Spy Buck, Shawnee Indian
646
Spy Mound
582
"Squatter Sovereignty"
581
Squatters
622
married Indian women
581
Squatter's court
303
Squaw creek
538
Squaws
Squire, E. G., the Walum Olum trans470
lated by
459
Squirrels
674
Stadden, Isaac, brigadier general

Agriculture
regent Agricultural College
secretary State Fair
Spooks frighten Iowa Indians

Stafford.

434
613
750
515

Board

marshal, tern-

^oiiai

"Stand up for Kansas," campaign slogan
of Populist days
Standiford, Hiram B
Standing Buffalo, Ogallala Indian

police

728

of

698
448

for

member Entomological

Stannard, F. H.,

Commission

682
682

— date of death
George W., member of house,

Stansfield,

1925

^

Stanton, Frederick Perry

130,
134, 137, 139, 140, 145, 146, 147, 148,
154, 155, 156, 157, 159, 160, 161, 166,
168, 170, 171,
acting governor, territorial
argument in Lane- Jenkins case
date of death
mansion at Lecompton, erected by...
secretary, territorial
sketch of
and Parrott, Marcus J., brief for LaneJenkins case
Stanton, John Frederick, state architect,
date of death
Stanton, Rachel A., teacher Haskell In-

—
—
—
—
—

—

710
132
150
167
174
658
166
658
518
658
128

—

71

703
703
744

stitute

Edward, "History of the
Presidency, 1898"
421, 425, 437,
Stapleton, F. P., member Medical Board,
Stapleton, J. R., member of house, 1925,
Stapp, Colonel
339,

Stanwood,

—wagon&
Stapp

442
693
709
340
328

Hopkins
train

of,

in

charge

of

Tom
338

Kincaide
Starcke,
Walter,

secretary

Optometry

Board
Stark, Andrew, clerk supreme court.
Stark, Goodale &
Starnes, J. W., commissioner
Starns, Charles, date of death
to

—member.
Commission
Locate
tentiary
—Penitentiary commissioner,

.

.

.

Sta-ro-ta-ca-ro,

made
Starr, J.

Pawnee

chief,

696
659

speech

299

at council

C,

—member

691
land commissioner
School Textbook Commission, 701

Starr, T. P
Starrett, William A., regent
versity
State agents at Washington
State architects, list of
ficers

695
665
507
679
659

Peni-

territorial,

State Blank

Chero-

690
660

Stanley, William Eugene, governor
—
commissioner, Wichita, date
death
—vote received governor

606
State Uni-

Book Commission,

composing

707
703
703
state of-

663

General Index.

882
State Board of Canvassers, state

.

State

Institutions,
Visitors of

Board

of

Stephenson, R. E., Indian raid commis-

officers

composing
State Charter Board, officers composing.
Statehouse Commission, members of....
Statehouse Grounds, Commission for Improvement of

663
663
703
703

Women
703

State Land Office, state auditor register
663
ex officio
397, 560
State Normal School
416
State printer, election of 1891
663
State printers
State Printing Commission, state officers

663

composing

701
State School Book Commission
382, 387
State Teachers' Association
704-706
officers of
451
State University, alumni
chancellors, commissioners, regents, 706, 707

—
—
—library
Stateler,

—labors
among

406
251

Rev. Learner Blackman

254, 258
in

Kentucky,

Missouri

and
196

the Indians
Statutes of Kansas

426, 448

—

369,372
360,361

Staudenmayer, Rev. Lewis R
organized church in Atchison
Stay By It, Otoe Indian
Steamboat, arrival at Jarieu's

—post
navigation on Missouri

763
trading
640, 641

255

river

182, 219,234,608
39, 43

Steamboats
Stearns, Charles

44, 45, 50, 53, 54, 63,

—

79

also known as Clark Stearns
45
Stearns, Clark.
See Stearns, Charles.
Stearns, Fred H., explorations and investigations in southeastern Nebraska. 464
Stebbins, L. A., employee Indian service, 736
Steckhoff, Mrs. Lizzie H., member Board
of Review
701
.

Ste - de - la - we - it, The Man Who Has
Killed Many, chief of Tapage band of
Pawnees, speech to Major Wharton... 286
Steed, Gus
456
Steele, Coonie
549
Steele,
James, Indian treaty commissioner
768, 769
Steele, James William, consul
715
date of death
715
Steele, John, member Miners' Board..., 693
Steele, John A., regent State University,
date of death
707
Steele, John M., missionary to Choctaw
;

—

Academy
John M., railroad assessor
railroad commissioner
W. O., member Board of Education
Steers
Steinmetz, Peter, employee Indian servSteele,

—
Steen,

Stelson, Vashti, chief supervisor Soldiers'
Compensation Department, state treasurer's office
Stenger, James
portrait
Spanish interpreter
Stenger, Kit

—
—

Stenger boys
Stephens, Bishop
Stephens, Edward, principal Vocational
School, Topeka
Stephens, J. D., member Barbers' Board,
Stephens, James, employe Indian service,
Stephens, N. T., judge fourth district,
death of
Stephenson, Benjamin, treaty commissioner

Stephenson, R. E., date of death

Mrs. Sarah
John Brown Park

C,

commissioner

695
676
Sternberg, Levi, date of death
676
regent Agricultural College
720
office,
receiver
land
Sternberg, Thomas J.,
revenue assessor
716
Sterne, William Edgar, U. S. marshal... 712
Sterns, Fred
465, 466, 473
Sterrett, Alexander, date of death
682
emigration agent
682
Stevens,
657

—
—

H

—

Stevens,
lawyer, known at Lecompton as "Black Stevens"
142,143,144
Stevens, Aaron
649
Stevens, Hiram, judge tenth district.... 667
Stevens, J. A., railroad assessor
699
Stevenson, Adlai E., nominated for Vice
President
448
Stevenson, Agnes, becomes Mrs. Sam
Strieby
564
Stevenson,
Elwood A., superintendent
Deaf Institution
680
Stevenson, Mrs. Frances Leasure
616
Stevenson, Robert B., member Board of
,

D

'

Pardons

695

Stevenson, Samuel F., police commissioner, Atchison
697
Stevenson, Uncle Tommie
564
Stevenson, Walter M., member Barbers'

Board

678

Stewart.
174
Stewart, Widow
201
Stewart, A. A., ^superintendent Deaf Institution

680

Stewart, Benjamin, employee Indian service

729

Stewart, Blair

S.,

ice

H

physician Indian serv740, 741

Stewart, J.
Stewart, James C
Stewart, John J., police commissioner.
Fort Scott, date of death
Stewart, John T., mine inspector
Stewart, Josephus P., president State
Board of Health
Stewart, Julius H.,
director
Soldiers'
Home, date of death
Stewart, Mary F., teacher Haskell Institute
Stewart, Milton, regent Teachers College,

Emporia

600
618

698
693
686

702
744
690

Stewart,
Owen C., superintendent of
building territorial capitol at Lecompton
660

248
699
700

—
bank commissioner
Stewart, Samuel
date of death
—
regent Agricultural College

681
330

Stewart, Scroggs, testimony in LaneJenkins case
Stewart, W. C, judge sixth district
Stewart, Watson, register land office.
Stiggers, Dr.
454, 455,
Stillwell, Leander, judge seventh district,
Stillwell, William A., buried in Mound

147
667
720
456
667

City
—
by Hamelton gang
—captured Hamelton
massacre

648
645
647

741

ice

687

sioner
Steplin,

689
549
550
556
549
535
385

660
676
676

territorial

J.,

.

killed in
Stine,
Mamie,

becomes

Mrs.

.

.

Elwood

Sharp
William

528
528

Stine,

691
678
729

769
Stinking Saddle Cloth, Kiowa chief
Stinson, And. H., issuing agent to indi727
gent Pottawatomies
Stinson, Samuel A., attorney -general, date

667

of death
Stinson, T.

748,749
687

662
B.,

superintendent

Tribune

Experiment Station
Stinson,
service

Thomas

N.,

683
emploj'ee

Indian
361, 730

'

883

General Index.
Stites,
Stites,

Rufus
William

618
618

A

C. C, physician Pottawatomie
agency
Stock
Stock "watered"
Stockbridge Indians
treaty Nov. 24, 1848, at Stockbridge,
Stivers,

—
Wis
— and

741
568
422
760
762

Indians, treaty Sept. 3,
1839, at Stockbridge, Wis
treaty Feb. 5, 1856
Stocker, O. B
Stockmen, loss from Kansas blizzard....
Stockton, Dan M., employee Indian serv727,
ice

761
764
600
412

728
446
509, 510
726
Stokes, Mont fort, agent Cherokees
727, 728
treaty commissioner
755, 757, 760
9
Stolbrand, C. J
Stone, Rev. Hiram.
358, 362, 364, 365, 370
371, 374, 376, 377, 378, 379, 385, 389, 390
359
—arrival in Kansas
Leavenelected
chaplain
Fort
of
361, 396
worth
"Memoirs of a Pioneer Missionary and
Chaplain in the U. S. Army" quoted. 359
protests at dismissal of Bishop Kemper, 363
rector, St. Paul's church, Leavenworth, 361
Stone, J. E., indemnity school lands com702
missioner
Stone, James C, delegate to U. S. Peace
721
Conference, 1861
Stone, Julia M., secretary Teachers' As705
sociation
505
Stone, Kendall P
Stone, Kimbrough, judge U. S. circuit
Stockyards
Stoddard, Israel

—

.

—
—
—
—

"^^1

693
664

— speaker

of house
W^illiam B.,

Stone,
president Historical
Society
—date of death
Stone boxes or cists, where found
464, 469,
Stone burial chest of Pawnee Indians, illustration of
Stone-cist builder, traced back to the At-

— lieutenant governor
— regent Teachers'
College,
— trustee Deaf Institution
Stover, Lutiier

465

473
Stone cists, of Celtic type
469, 470
Stone graves of Kansas and Missouri, 466, 472
Stoner, D. R., commissioner Tuberculosis
706
Sanatorium
621
Stone's Farm, Arkansas, battle of
Stony Mountains (Rocky Mountains). ... 284
697
Storch, George, date of death
697
police commissioner, Atchison
Storm
203, 279, 343, 493
768
Storm Chief, Arapahoe
Stormont, David W.. receiver Topeka
719
land office
Storrs, Augustus, expedition of, to Santa
529, 544
Fe
Story, A. M., regent Agricultural College, 676
618
Story, Middleton
"Story of a North Carolina family and
their neighbors," from the La Cygne
WeeMy Journal, Mar. 15, 1895
619
461
Stotler, Jacob
date of death
664
678
member Board of Charities
regent of Teachers College, Emporia.
690
—speaker of house, 1865, 1870
:.. 664
664
speaker pro tern, of house.

—

Stout,

.

Ephraim,

Settlement
Stout, J.

M

first

settler

.

.

.'

at

737
661

Stout's

193
507

C,

Emporia .... 690
680

assistant clerk Potta-

watomie agency
Solomon G., treasurer

742
662

Stover,

Strain, Frank, director Soldiers'
Strain, James, date of death

— regent
Strang,

Concordia Normal
Jeremiah C, judge

Home... 702
694
694
sixteenth

668

district

—supreme

665
court commissioner
274, 276
Stranger river
352
Strassburg
Stratford, E. D., regent Agricultural Col676
lege
Stratton, G. M., deputy revenue collector, 718
214
Strawberries, native

318
725

Strawberry creek
Street, Joseph M., Indian agent

726, 727

William D.. date of death

—member Board of Charities
—regent Agricultural College
—speaker of house

664
679
676
664

Strickler, Hiram Jackson,
eral, territorial
territorial

660

Street,

adjutant gen-

auditor,
—
658, 660
death
677
—
—date of
659
—
President State Board Agriculture.... 677
—regent Agricultural College
676
.

librarian,

territorial

Samuel M., brigadier general.. 674
674

—date of death
—speaker pro
T.

664

tern

Strickler,

687
687
463
470

lantic

.

——

Strickler,

member Memorial Building

Commission

—
—
—
—

Lamed
689

Mo

.

court
Stone, Robert,

superintendent

193
Stout's creek, description of
Stout's Settlement, now Arcadia Valley,
193, 197, 200, 207
588
Stover, Lieutenant
Stover, Elias Sleeper, agent Kansas Indians

Munsee

.

William,
Hospital

Stout,

J.,

member Water Com-

708
Strickler, W. H., quartermaster general, 675
Strieby, Aggie Stevenson
549
Strieby, Mrs. Agnes, portrait
550
Strieby, Uncle Billy
564
Strieby, C.
564
565
portrait
Strieby, C. L. becomes Mrs. Hughes... 556
Strieby, Charlie
564
Strieby, Christopher
563
Strieby, Corrine
564
Strieby, George
564
Strieby, Hughes
564
Strieby, Mollie, becomes Mrs. R. M.
Armstrong
564
535
Strieby, Norman
Strieby, S.
554, 556
565
—portrait
Strieby, Sam, marriage to Agnes Steven564
son
563
Strieby, Whitsett, etc
Strieby blacksmith shop. Council Grove, 534
564
Strieby creek
Strieby family, of Council Grove, pio564
neers
772
Strike Axe, Osage
752
Striker of the Three, Kansas Indian.
387
Benjamin
F
Stringfellow,
32, 377,
369
Stringfellow, James
369
Stringfellow, John H
659
—date of death
speaker of house of representatives,
584, 659
territorial
Strong, Frank, chancellor University of
706
Kansas
705
president Teachers' Association
mission

—

H

M

.

W

—

—

.

.

General Index.

884

Strong, James George, congressman fifth

672

district

Strong, Jerred T., employee Indian serv-

742
Strong, N. Z., speaker pro tern, of house, 664
701
Strj^ker, William, date of death
681
^member Board of Education
member School Textbook Commission, 701
superintendent of public instruction... 662
439
nomination for
Stuart, Benjamin, employee Indian serv729
ice
Stuart, J. E. B., Confederate cavalry
313
312,
leader
669
Stuart, William I., date of death
669
judge twenty-second district
533, 551
Stubbs. Addison
548
"Cheyenne Raid of 1868," poem
interpreter Kansas agency, at Council
738
Grove
Stubbs, Major Mahlon, agent Kansas Indians
548, 737, 738
Stubbs. Walter Roscoe. governor ...... 660
member Memorial Building Commission
693
664
speaker of house
Sturdevant, Harvey, employee Indian
service
726, 727, 728, 729
Sturges. Fred W.. judge twelfth district, 668
694
regent Concordia Normal
636
Sturgis, General Samuel Davis
Sturgis, William, president L. L. & G.
772
R. R
772
"Sturgis Treaty," so-called
Stuve, Wilson, phj'-sician to the Pottawatomies
739
Subtreasury
449, 450
establishment of, sought by Farmers
Alliance
406, 422
636
Sudberrjr, William T
ice

—
—
—

—
—
—

W

—
—

—

_

—

Suffrage organization, force Populists to
indorse movement
Sugar
323, 329, 330, 397, 406,
and syrup, made from sap of maple.
trough, crossing Neosho river in
Sugar creek
ford at mouth of

—
—
—

.

Sugar Mound, now Mound
Sullivan, Mrs. Clara A....
Sullivan, Esther H
Sullivan,
service
Sullivan,
Sullivan,
Sullivan,
Sullivan,
Sullivan

John, storekeeper,

Citj'-

etc..

435
519
182
508
655
641
642
600
600

Revenue
718, 719

600
600
600
600
Warwick A
497
county, Ind
278
Sulphur spring
Sulzen, Adolph, dates of birth and death, 595
604
Sumac
359
vSummer of 1856, in Kansas
618
Summers, William
Summey, Albert T., employee Weather
722
Bureau, Topeka
Sumner, Col. E. V., U. S. A. 309, 310, 314
315, 527
313
—death of
demands release of Captain Pate and
men captured at battle of Black Jack, 525
"Expedition of. Against the Cheyenne
Indians, 1857," by S. L. Seabrook. 306
horses of troopers not able to carry
313
riders
miles covered by troopers led by. 313
join
to
ordered
of,
members
of
most
expedition to Utah under Gen. W.
313
S. Harney
number of Indians attacked by,
313
1857
312
-troopers wounded in
General in U. S. army on the Potomac, 526

Richard
Richard Franklin
Richard H

.

•

—

—
——
——
——
——
—
-

.

.

Sumner, Col. E. V., in command at Fort
306
Leavenworth, 1857
met Missourians on way to Black Jack
and persuaded them to return home. 526

—
—military record
—report to adjutant

.

313
312
606
159
753
495, 496
344
327

of

general

Sumner county
Sunder, Mr.
Sun Chief, Pawnee Indian
Sun City
at mouth of Turkey creek

—

Sunflowers
Superintendent
capitol

at

of

building,

territorial

Lecompton

Superintendent

of

660

public

instruction,

662, 663
ter-

state

Superintendent

of public printing,
659
ritorial
Superintendent of schools, territorial.... 658
367
Superior
Superior court of Shawnee coimty, judge

67

of

Supreme

court,

clerks

—commissioners
—
judges of
—
—
— reporters
—
—
Rosenthal
Stubbs
—ruled
H.
of

665
665
665
441
665
659
424

.

,.

reports, cited

-

territorial

v.

election
J.
justice to be void,

decision

Watson

as chief

no vacancy

exist-

665
673
Surgeons general, list of
Survey, government, in Kansas
463
Surveyors
64
Survevors general of Kansas and Nebraska
46, 64, 67, 69, 660, 703
Sutton, Charles E., president State Board
677
of Agriculture
Sutton, Uncle John
193
Sutton, Leonard, expert deer hunter, 193, 194
Sutton, Michael W.. date of death
702
702
director Soldiers' Home
revenue collector
718
Sutton, William B., member Irrigation
Survey Board
689
Sutton familv, in Arcadia Valley, Mo.
193
Swain, Dr. E. R
534
Swallon, D. B., physician Indian service
735
Swallow,
Frank,
Board of
president
Health
686
Swallow, George C, state geologist
684
Swallow, John D., teacher for Kickapoos
726, 727
Swallow, John R., auditor
661
—date of death
661
member Statehouse Commission
703
Swallows
597, 598
Swan, Wea Indian chief
755
Swan, William Brown, date of death .... 686
secretary Board of Health
686
Swan creek and Black river band of
Chippewas
760
Swaney, William T
636
Swarts, Carroll L., judge nineteenth district
669
Swatzel, W. H., deputy revenue collector, 718
Sweeney, Dennis, assistant adjutant general G. A.
686
commandant Soldiers' Home
702
deputy revenue collector
718, 719
Sweenej', John, member Long's expedition
749
Sweet. C. E., member of house 1925.
710
Sweet Williams
543
SAveezy, Alva, secretary Tax Commission, 704
ing

—
—

.

.

—
—

—
—

R

.

.

.

Sweitzer, Angelica, teacher Haskell Institute
744
Swenson, John P., railroad assessor
699

885

General Index.
Swenson, Mrs. Luther, member Board of
701
Review
Swerengen, Z., settler on Elm creek,
590
Cloud county
Swett, J. A., superintendent and assistant
744
superintendent Haskell Institute
Swift, Elisha P., employee Iowa mission, 729
Swift, W. H,, member Long's expedition, 748
456
Swim,
653
Swine
Swingle, C. G., member School Text701
book commission
Swingle, H. Wilson, secretary Academy
673
of Science

D

"

Swingle,
Science
Swingley,

W. W.,

Academy

secretary

border ruffian

—
Confederate army
exposed to
—required
to take oath of
,

of

colonel in

rebel fire

allegiance.

.

.

.

Swisegood, B. C, member of house, 1925,
Swisher, Noah W., blacksmith Pottawat740,
omie agency
Swiss, John, interpreter Osage agency...
interpreter
Neosho
Swiss,
Joseph,
agency
734,
Sykes, Ella, superintendent, etc., Potta-

watomie school
B.,

agent

741
730

735

Delaware

agency

— treaty

711

739, 743

Thomas

Sykes,

—supreme

673
628
630
630
630

733
court reporter,

territorial.... 659

commissioner
765
Symns, John, member of senate, 1925... 709
Sypolt, Rev. B.
533, 534
Syracuse, N. Y
306, 313

N

Tab-e-nan-i-kan, or Rising Sun, chief
of Yampirica or Root Eater band of

Comanches

769
211

Tabor, Rev.
Harriet,

employee

Pottawatomie

agency

739

H

Taft, William
428
Taggart, Joseph, congressman second district

—member

Court of Industrial Relations,
Tah-hi-o-ta, Lousy Man, Cheyenne
Tahlequah, Indian territory
220, 248,
Tah -tonka-shah, or White Bull, Brule
Sioux
Ta-ka-ta-couchem, the Black Bird, Ki-

owa

671
680
751
269

771

760

Ta-ki-bull, or Stinking Saddle Cloth,
Iowa chief
769
Tak-ton-kah-he-yo-ta-kah,
or
Sitting
Bull, Ogallah Sioux
771

Talbot,

I.
F,,
conservation commissioner
Talbot, William
Talbott, Rev. Nathaniel
246,
in charge at Peoria mission
letter to Rev. E. R. Ames, in regard
to rnissionary work.
missionary to Kickapoos
pastor in Kentucky and Missouri
presiding elder
succeeds Jerome C. Berryman at Kickapoo mission
Talcott, Henry
667,
Tall Bearer, Arapahoe

M

—
—
—
—
—

—

W

Tallasrht,

marks funeral

—

467

469

—
467
—
468
—of Ohio
— practiced the ancient Hebrew Serpent 463
Cult
—resided region south of the Great 474
Lakes
466
worship of
—
475
Tallegwi Empire,
on Wabash, 473
—domain controlled by
467
—fall of
—one-hundred-year war waged against, 471
in

capital of,

until

it

467

fell

Tallegwi -Pawnee made home with Caddoan tribes, the aborigines of Kansas

and Nebraska
466, 471
^last stone cists in America built by.
466
Tallman, G. J
463
Tallman, James F., Indian Claims commissioner
687
Tally family, an early French family of
Missouri
191
Tanagers
598
Taney, chief justice, Dred Scott decision
of
634
Tanner, B.
506, 508
Tanner, Rucker
200, 202
Tanner, William, president Horticultural
Society
687
—date of death
687
Taos, N.
337
Tapage Pawnees
282, 287, 289
lived on north side of Loup fork in
1844
287
Tappan, Samuel F., Indian Treaty commissioner
743, 770, 771
testimony in Lane-Jenkins homicide
case
144, 145
Ta-puck-koo-nee-nee, Pottawatomie
756
Tara
473
474
Hish Kings of
Tariff
432, 433
422
sham battle over
Taritchu, or the Cow's Rib, Kansas In747
dian
Tarquio river. Big
301, 302
Ta-ro-ra, or Pile of Meat, Iowa Indian, 760
Tarr, Hammond, deputy revenue collector
718
Tatarrax, Pawnee chief
466, 475
Harahey ruled by
473
named derived from Gaulish name
Toutiorix
473
Tate's coal bank, east of Trading Post,
settlers mine own coal at
624
Tatten, Jimmy
480
Tattooing by Iowa Indians
469
practiced by Celtic tribes
469
Tatum, Laurie, agent Kiowa agency.... 737
Ta-tun-ca-nash-sha, or the Standing
Buffalo, Ogallala
750
Taunoujinlca, Quapaw chief
756
764, 770
Tau-ro-mee, Wyandot Indian
Ta-wah-she-he, chief Big Hill band
768
Osages
Ta-wa-ka-ro Indians.
See Kiowa In-

—

.

.

M

M

—

T.

Tacia,

Tallegwi, lands of
many female captives of, taken by
Iroquois
many of slain buried beneath mounds
south of Lake Erie
mound region

site

679
606
256
215
249
255
196
248
215
699
771

—

.

—

dians

Tawungahuh,

—

—

of
Taylor,
Tavlor, Gen.
Tavlor, Senator

—

.

,

Builder

or

of

Towns,

Great Osage

Tax Commission
members of
Tax Laws, Commission

—

•

.

—
—

of remnant

of Partholon's colonists
467
name of artificial mound near Dublin,
Ireland
467
Tallegwi
468, 470, 475
ancestors of White Pawnee
470
credit for Iroquoian peace league should
be given women of
469
—given credit for original stone boxes.
466

.

—
—

Taylor

& Marks

,

in

747
429
704
for the Revision

Mexican War....

703
474
33
427
507

General Index.

886
Taylor, A., saloon keeper
blacksmith
Taylor,
A.,

507

Osage

River
736

agency
Taylor, Albert Reynolds,

member School

Textbook Commission

701
705
689
Teachers College, Emporia
Taylor, C. A., quartermaster general... 675
Taylor, Carr White,
attorney Board
700
Railroad Commissioners
^member School Textbook Commission, 701
Taylor, Charles Henry James, U. S.
715
minister
Taylor, Edward D., superintendent of
Northern superintendency
736
Taylor, Edwin, member School Textbook
Commission
701
president Horticultural Society
687
Board of Agriculture
677
regent Agricultural College
676
Taylor, Garner
600
Taylor, Houston Lee, agent Shawnee
agency
736
date of death
698
oil inspector
694
police commissioner, Wichita
698
register land office
720

—president

Teachers' Association

—

—
—

—
—
—
—

Taylor,

James

Ira,

Jennie

A.,

member Pharmacy

Board
Taylor,

697
financial

clerk

Pot-

tawatomie agency

742

Taylor, Jesse, receiver Garden City land

721

office

Taylor, John R., superintendent Orphans'

Home

695
Taylor, L. V. B., quartermaster general, 675
Taylor, Martin
614, 653
Taylor, Minnie, assistant matron Haskell
Institute

Taylor,

744

Mittie

I.,

sewing teacher

Has-

kell Institute

745

Taylor, Nathaniel G., Indian peace commissioner
743, 770, 771,
Taylor, P. Z
Taylor, Pap
Taylor,
Taylor, Mrs. Rebecca Wells, member
Traveling Libraries Commission
Taylor,
Roy P., member Pharmacy

R

772
370
24
507

.

general

Taylor,

W.

674
678
507

Board of Charities
Z.

& Co

Taylor mound, Doniphan county, skeletons taken from
466
Teachers'
of

Association,

State,

officers

704-706
Teagarden, Joseph
625
Tearekatacaush, the Brave, Pawnee. ... 748
Teas, George
208
Tebbs, W. H,, bank commissioner, territorial
659
speaker pro tern., territorial
600
Te-cum-see, chief Wabash Pottawatomies
758
Tecumseh
384, 395
foundation for Episcopal Female Seminary laid at
365
St. John's parish organized
380
Tegmeier, W. C, fish and game warden, 684
Telegraph
484
Telephones
484, 514, 552
Temperance crusade, first in Linn county, 642
Temperatures in Kansas, during August
and September, 1844, taken during ex275-305
pedition of Col. Wharton
Templin, Marion, blacksmith Pottawatomie agency
740
Tomplin, Olin, member School Text701
book Commission

W

—
•

—

—

M

Tennery, William
Tennessee
182, 223, 407, 476,
stone boxes found in
Tenney, Van Camp, Keith &
Tenney, Asa Peaslee. superintendent Osawatomie Hospital
^superintendent Topeka Hospital
Tenney, Lieut. Marcus D., of first Kansas battery
Tenney, William C, regent University.
Tents
513,
Ten-wan-ne-us,
or
Governor
Black
Snake, Seneca Indian
Tepees, Indian
475, 541,
Terrett, Burdett A
272,
Terrill ferry landing

39

—

569
569
562

—

688
689

.

Territorial roster,

588
707
518

761
567
273
29
658-660

1854-1861

Terry, Alfred S. H., Indian treaty commissioner
743, 770, 771
Terry's batteries, at battle of Prairie

Grove

587
556
Indian interpreter Sac
and Fox agency
738
Test, John, defeated by Amos Lane for
congress
30
Tetawiouche,
Wearer of the Shoes,
Pawnee
748
Teter, Florence, matron Haskell Institute, 745
Texans, defeated by Union troops in
1862
321
Texas, cattle
331, 332, 521
fever
521
Terwilliger,

Tessen,

R

W.

Joseph,

—
—pony
—staked
—troops,

plains of
with Price's army,

326
464

marched

in

654
497
443
489
667
667
687
715

—winterranks
home
close

of the buffalo
Textbooks, state uniformity of
Thacher, Solon Otis
date of death
judge fourth district

—
—
—president
Society
—
abroad
Thacher, Timothy Dwight, commissioner
and
University
706
—todateexamine
of death
707
—
of Lawrence Republican
94
—president
Society
686
—regent University
707
—
printer
663
—
printer
659
Thacker, James
636
Thanhauser, Samuel,
land
721
—regent Teachers
Emporia
690
Historical

691

Board
697
Taylor, T. J., auditor Price-raid claims. 698
Taylor, Thomas Thompson, brigadier

—member

Ten Bears, Comanche
771
Ten Eyck, A. M., superintendent Fort
Hays Experiment Station
682
"Ten Men of Money Island"
409

service

select

lands,

editor

Historical

state

territorial

receiver
College,

office,

....

Tharp, H. G., assistant smith Sauk and
Fox agency
731, 732
Thatcher, George W., assistant adjutant
general G. A. R
686

Thawtah, P. H., or Peter Cornstalk,
Shawnee Indian
754
Thayer & Crenshaw
330, 331
Thayer, Amos Madden, judge U. S. circuit court

Thayer, EHis

711

C,

teacher Haskell Insti-

tute

Thayer,

744
J. G., police

commissioner, Atch-

ison

697

Theological School
402
Theological Seminary, Topeka, Old Bethany used as
372

Thinggahwassah, chief Great Osages
Tholen, Charles, emigration agent
Tholen, William, date of death
treasurer,
but
-elected
state

—

qualified
Thoman, Alois, auditor
—date of death

749
682
662
never

662
661
661

887

General Index.
Thomas, Bishop
Thomas, A. A., register land office
Thomas, Adolphus S., clerk U. S.

402
720
district

712
712

court

—date of
Thomas,
Thomas,
in Old
Thomas,

death
Arvoy, a noted character.
organizer

Asa,

.

of singing

.626, 627
class

487
Boston
Dr. Cyrus, "Problem of the
467, 469
Ohio Mounds"
Thomas, David, blacksmith Neosho sub728
agency
Thomas, French L., farmer Pottawatomie
743
agency
Thomas, John, register Colby land office, 721
Thomas, L. A., president State Teach704
ers' Association
Thomas, Mayo, member Board of Par695
dons
Thomas, Dr. R. M., member Osteopathic
695
Board

Thomas,

H.,

S.

commandant

Soldiers'

Home

703
618

Thomas, William R
Thomason, Frank, member
1925

——

house,

of

711

company F,
Private
First dragoons, died whi^le with Wharton expedition
Thompson, Allen, blacksmith Cherokee
country
Thompson, Dr. Alton Howard, president
Academy of Science
—date of death
Thompson,

,

lector
S.,

member Board

State Fair, Hutchinson

—

J.

F.,

281
727
672
672
479

.

.

thirtieth district

Board of Law Examiners.
Rev. Samuel H., presiding
elder M. E. Church
Thompson, Thomas E
479, 480,
"Early Days in Old Boston," written
for the Sedan reunion
Thompson, Mrs. Thomas E
"Side Lights on the Boston War," men.

.

.

—

tioned

Thompson,

669
685

669
666
195
487
479
692
487

William,

judge

thirty -fifth

Thompson, William Howard, judge
S.

commis-

sioner to examine U. P. railway, Kansas
711
Thorne, John R., member of senate, 1925, 709
Thornton, W., interpreter Cherokee agency,

725

west

Thoroman,
Albert
Morton,
School Book Commission
Thorp. John,
county

settler

on

Elm

secretary

creek,

702
616

Fox
736
547

M

Tic-ta-cha-ri-co, the Mad Warrior, Pawnee brave, speech to Major Wharton.
Tidalow,
butcher
Tidd, Charles P., a John Brown man.
Tieman, R. S., member Highway Commission
Tiger, Mark, interpreter Cherokee Nation,
Tigner, John, blacksmith Otoe and Missouri agency
Tijeras canyon, near Albuquerque, N.

——

.

,

Mex
Tilford,

.

285
580
649
686
726
737

327, 329
J.

Floyd,

member

Pharmacy

Board

697

White Horn, Apache
771
Tillotson, Mrs. D. C, commissioner John
Brown Park
695
Tillotson, H. R., member of house, 1925, 710

Til-la-ka, or

Luther R., engineer Highway
Commission
686

—

Timber

—

214,275

276, 278, 279, 281, 289, 290, 291, 477, 543
573, 588, 590, 616, 643, 653
along the Nemahas
277

Timbered Mound, Linn county

702

Cloud
590

639,640

643, 644, 647, 648

Timmons,

S.

W., secretary Tax Commis-

sion

704
181

Timothy

Tincher, Jasper Napoleon, congressman
seventh district
672
Tinker, George, blacksmith Osage Nation, 734
Tinkham, A. L., miller Otoe and Missouri agency
736
Tinney, Dr. Grace G., president American Legion Auxiliary
677

Tioga

507,511, 512
513
505
505, 508
mill at
511
under name
504, 513

—Baptist church
—birth of town oferected
—incorporation of
— B. Beatty builds
—united with New Chicago
in

of

671
487

second district

Thomson, John Edgar, U.

and

755
Thunderstorm
280, 282, 290, 295, 302
368
Thurston, E.
Thurston, Joel, receiver Topeka land office, 719
720
Thurston, Olin, register land office
Thurston, Thomas, attempts murder of D.
580
R. Anthony
19
Thwaites, Dr. Reuben Gold
Tiblow, Henry, interpreter Fort Leaven726, 733, 765
worth

thirty-

Thompson family

Sauk

agency
Throp, Mrs.
Thunderer, Piankeshaw chief

flour

J.

670

district

teacher

734
573
573

Tilton, J. D. S. P
507
-owner of Planter's hotel. New Chicago, 506
Tilton, W. S., inspector general
674

Thompson,

—

B.,

J.

591
662
662
706

Tillotson,

Thompson, Dr. O. A., member Chiropractic Board
679
Thompson, R. F., date of death.
666

—member

.

699
702
677
684

740

school

.

718

assistant adjutant general G. A. R.
Thompson, J. G., teacher Baptist Manual
Labor School
733
Thompson, Kate, employee Pottawatomie

—^judge

Thrift,

judge twenty-second

district

instruction.

Thorpe, Hiram J., blacksmith Sauk and
Fox agency
Thralls, J. M., footnote concerning
—"The Sioux War"
Thrasher, L. A., indemnity school lands
commissioner
Threshing machine

of

—member School Book Commission
—
president Board of Agriculture
Thompson,

— superintendent of public
— University commissioner

.

Thompson, Asa
Thompson, Clad H., member staff of
Kansas City Star
479
Thompson, Elmer Thomas, treasurer.... 662
Thompson, Emma Abies
479
Thompson, Fannie, deputy revenue colThompson, Henry
Public Works

Thorp, Mrs. John, death of
Thorp, Simeon M., date of death

Chanute

Tioga Herald, business firms advertising
in first issue of
507
Tioga township, Neosho county
509
511
-bonds voted for building bridge
voted to aid in construction of Fort
Scott, New Chicago and Fredonia
508
R. R
ordered burned by county commis509
sioners
618
Tippey, Ezra
618
Tippey, Granville

—

——

General Index.

888
John,

Tipton,

Pottawatomie

interpreter

reservation
Tit-ho-yaii, or

Seneca

Jones,

761
Indian
598
Titmice
Titus, Charles H., election commissioner,
681
Topeka
681
date of death
702
register Topeka land office
618
Toal, Thomas
Tobacco
182, 297, 298, 321, 406
Tod, W. J., president Board of Agriculture
677
676
regent Agricultural College
certain educational institutions
701
Todd,
373
Todd, Ambrose
361,362,368, 371, 377
Todd, James Edward, date of death.... 673
president Academy of Science
673
Todd, John F., labor commissioner
691

—
—

—

—

Todd, Mary, teacher and missionary,
Shawnee Manual Labor School
196
Todd, W. G., superintendent School for
Blind
Toisa, Pottawatomie
Tolbert, Mrs. William
Tolivar, Francis M., corporal
Toll bridge built at Duncan's ranch
kept by Charles Withington at 142
creek
Tolles, L. C, M. D., testimony in LaneJenkins homicide case
129,

—

678
758
565
636
521

Tollett, Father

Tomahawk

—
used
Tomb,

for witch killing

554
130
205
233
252

John W., storekeeper revenue
716
Tomblin, M. B., member Irrigation Survey Board
689
Tombstone records, copies of
595,596
Tomlinson, J. B., warden Penitentiary.
697
date of death
697
Tompkins, Caius
636
Tondagonee, or Dog Rampant or Furious,
Chippewa
760
Tonganoxie
331, 579
Tonti, early explorer
463
Tooney, Michael
636
Toothaker, George W., superintendent
School for Blind
678
service

—

.

.

M

Topeka

10,

102,
365,
385,
403,

114,
366,
386,
407,
553,

115.
369,
387,
411,
554,

306, 314,
374, 377,
389, 392,
424, 429,
556, 567,
county.

347,
379,
295,
445,
586,

358,
380,
396,
466,
595,

20

361, 363

382-384
399, 401
519, 524
600, 606

and
—strongholds
Shawnee
Republican
428
— Grace church
363, 364, 365, 376
—John
Episcopal Female Seminary moved
365
—
Armstrong one
founders
34
—
National Hotel
—
commissioners,
698
to,

of

of

.

.

.

5

police

of
Southwestern railroad
list

Topeka and
Topeka Commonwealth
Topeka constitutional convention.

567
7, 539
7, 53, 56
83, 85, 108, 635
16
Topeka Daily Capital
3, 7, 8, 12,
309, 403, 410, 413, 415, 416, 418, 419, 422
423, 427, 428, 439, 440, 441

Topeka

.

.

free-state legislature dispersed

Col. E. V. Sumner
Topeka House
Topeka land office, history
registers and receivers
Topeka State Journal
Topeka Town Company

—

To-pen-e-bee, signs treaty
S., judge thirteenth

Torrance, E.
Torrence, J.

W

by
309
554

of

J., testimony in Lane-Jenkins
homicide case
147
Tough, William S., U. S. marshal
712
Toupin, Amable, assistant blacksmilh
Pottawatomie agency
734, 735
Touseytown, Ky
29

Totten, A.

733

William

69, 70, 719

district,

719
306
391
756
668
507

Toutiorix, a Gaulish name
473
Towakahehm, chief Crosse Cotte village
749
Towers, William H., regent Vocational
691
School, Topeka

Towhees
Towne, Charles, candidate

598
for Vice Presi-

448
378
578

dent

Towns, defunct

—in

early Kansas, rivalry

Townsend, G.

S.,

among

physician Cherokee

Na-

726
69
Trabee, Dr. Josephine A., member Osteopathic Board
695
Trabue, Miss Ollie, deputy revenue col717
lector
Tracy, Frank M., railroad assessor
699
699
date death
Traders
293, 557
276
^Rocky Mountain
285
sell arms to Indians
Trading Post, Linn county
608, 609
612, 618, 619, 621, 623, 626, 628, 629, 631
642, 643, 647, 650, 652, 654, 657
Charles A. Hamelton lived just east of, 634
company B, of Seventh Kansas, stationed at
630
first
authentic
begins
accoimt
of,
with 1835
640
Marais des C^gnes massacre, marble
489
shaft marks site of
620
planned by Charles A. Hamelton.
settlers
murdering
outlaws
mob of
488, 610
around
639
topography of country around
286, 503
Trail
tion

Township plats

—

—
—

—
—
—
—

.

—
—

—
Kansas and
—
—Blystone's
emigrant, from West

.

308
459

plains

across

cattle

Point,

Mo., to
655

crossing

—Hays

and Dodge
of Englewood

—northwest

515, 521

494
551

Trails

—Indian

453, 640

519
Train of Wagons
Trans -Mississippi and International Exposition, Omaha, 1898, commissioners
683
for
422
Transportation
overland from Missouri river to Great
20
Salt Lake
497, 499, 568
Trappers
639, 640
—French
633
Trask & Lowman, state printers
Travis, Dell W., fish and game warden. 684

—

.

Frank L., superintendent insur663
ance
Treasury Examiners, State Board of.... 663
Treat, Samuel, agent Cherokee and Qua722
paws
70
Treaty of 1841
64
—1842, Wyandotte
67
Mav 10, 1854
—1855
70
478
signed by Indians
See, also, Indians, various tribes.
Tredway, J. T., member School Book
702
Conmiission
677
president Board of Agriculture
687
horticultural Society
473
Tree, sacred
598
Tree-nesting mirds, favorite haunts of
281, 351, 454, 480, 499, 597, 604
Trees
Travis,

—
—
—

—

.

.

.

889

General Index.
542, 563
Trees, famous
722
Trent, John, trader for Cherokees.
immigrant
an
considered
Man,
Trenton

466
from Western Europe
Tribune Experiment Station, superintend683
ents of
Trickett. C. W., deputy revenue collec718, 719
tor
675
Trimble, R. A., surgeon general
372-374
Trinity church, Atchison
376, 384, 386, 387, 394, 400
366, 376
Lawrence
377, 385, 386, 388, 396, 397
379, 380
Muscatine, Iowa
390
—New York
374, 376
Troy
380
Trinity Parish, Lawrence
Trinkle, Henry
652, 653, 654

—
—
—

—employed
by Miami
opened by them
tend
Price
—
Tripp, Mrs. Eleanor, member

chief to superin-

store
recollections

653
654

raid

of

Board
701
Review
Trommer, George, a German, nicknamed
...334
"Buffalo Jack"
Tronjo, George G., commandant Soldiers'
of

Home
Troopers, wounded by Indians
Trotter, George A.,
agency

clerk,

703
477
724

738

—
—

—
—
—

—

—

,

676

lege

—

Turkey band of Delawares
Turkev creek. McPherson county

765
344

529, 625
Turkeys, wild
193, 279, 346, 463, 514
Turner, Albert H., regent Teachers Col-

Emporia

lege,

690
690

—
date of death
Turner, Ed. M.,

live stock sanitary

com692

missioner
Turner, Erastus

Johnson,

judge

sixth

672

district

— secretary

Board of Railroad Commis700

sioners

Turner,

F.

superintendent

J.,

Experiment Station
Turner, Rev. George
Turner, Leonidas L.,

Ogallah

683
railroad

395,400
commis700
661
678
716

sioner

—budgetNorton auditor
Turner, Robert Wilson, consul
—secretary Board Railroad
Turner,

A.,

Commis700

sioners

Turner, William, Indian treaty commis-

682
668

706
426
666
law examiner
661
lieutenant governor
620
Trovinger, William
368
360,
Troy
371, 372, 374, 377, 378, 384, 395, 400, 466
True, Lewis Corbin, judge common pleas
669
court
669
date of death
judge 2d div. twenty-ninth district.. 670
276
Trumpets
Truncated pyramids
369, 471
618
Trustey, Henry
422
Trusts
and syndicates, necessities of life con417
trolled by
652
Tubbs, Addie
652
Tubbs, Amos
Tubbs, Mrs. Matilda
651, 652
Tuberculosis, State Sanatorium for, superintendent and advisory commissioners
706
Tubet, S. H., regent Vocational School,
Topeka
691
Tucker,
captain of free-state company in Linn county
644
Tucker, Charles H., president Historical
Society
687
Tucker, Charles M.. member of house,
1925
711
Tucker, Dyza
214, 215
Tucker, Edwin, regent Teachers College,
Emporia
690
Tucker, George E., commissioner state
printing: plant
698
regent Teachers College, Emporia .... 690
Tucker. Hallie M., secretary Board of
Review
761
Tucker, Lisa M. Olson, music teacher
Haskell Institute
745
Tucker. W. V.. member of House, 1925, 711
Tug Made of Bear Skin, Kickapoo Indian
764
TuUev, Mark, date of death
662

A

Col-

Turison, John, assistant Cherokee enroll729
ing clerk
"Turk"
473, 475
the Pawnee who led Coronado in the
463, 472
search for Quivira

of

Trotter,

Troutman, James

669
662

—

director

Pottawatomie

Neosho
employees
William,
agency
Troup, Abram, member of embalming
board
Troup, M. G., judge thirteenth district..
Troup, R. G., commissioner Tuberculosis
Sanatorium

Tulley, Mark, director Penitentiary
state treasurer
Tulloss, J. O., regent Agricultural

765

sioner

Turtle

Band

of Delawares, Sarcoxie, chief

765

of

Turton, H. A., superintendent Deaf In-

680

stitution

Tuscarora Indians

467, 760

— former

subjects of Tallegwi
Tussawalita, Barren Rock

Tuton,

J.

M

Tuttle, A. v., teacher
Tuttle,
Emeline H.,

Quapaw
teacher

agency.

.

.

468
249
73
738

Quapaw

agency
Tuttle, G. W., member of house, 1925,
Tuttle, William J.,
department commander United Spanish War Veterans,
Tweedale, William, commissioner for improvement of statehouse grounds

738
709
708
703

Twin Springs
Two Moon, Cheyenne

383, 624, 627, 631, 657
574
chief
age at time of Custer fight
574, 575
answers Questions regarding fight with

—
—
Gen. Custer
— spending

last

573

days on an allotment

in

Wyoming

575
235

Tydings, Richard, Indian
Tye, Drury
Tye's Hotel, Tioga

507, 508, 512

507
456

Tyler,

Tyng, Rev.

S.

H.,

Jr.,

rector

Church of

Holy Trinity

390

U.

Ue-quaw-ho-ko, commissioner
and Foxes

for

Sauks

superintendent
watomie Hospital, date of death

Osa-

Uhls,

Lyman

L.,

770

689
543

Underbrush
Underhill,

Daniel,

trustee

Hospital
Underhill family
Underwood, Ernest L.,
Administration

Osawatomie
688
612

member Board

of

675

Underwood, John B., employee Weather
722
Bureau, Topeka
Unemployed workmen, march on Washington under lead of "General" Coxey, 433
artillerv
587

Union
Union

forces

586

General Index.

890
Union Labor

412, 416
403, 405, 412, 415, 417

.

—Party

Union military scrip, commissioner to examine
Union Pacific R. R
387, 443, 553,
—Central Branch
5,
reason for not locating at Leavenworth,
Eastern division, U. S. commissioners
to examine
Southern branch
Union Party
Union soldiers
Uniontown, Pottawatomies annuities paid

—
—
—

at

United Brethren
United Confederate Camp
United Spanish War Veterans, Kansas,
adjutants and department commanders,
United States
81, 485, 545, 547,

—Agriculture, Department
—army
•

698
570
387
579
711
504
403
607
733
254
589

708
618

—

408
of
476, 569, 581, 630
52
Biographical Dictionary of Kansas

—bankruptcy

referees,

-

711

Kansas

408
— Census report
—
judges of 711
court, eighth
— commissioner. General Land
42
—
529, 538
—commissioners
See,
Indian
— congress,
delegate
from
Kansas
659
— diplomatic, consular and insular
circuit

district,
Office

•

also,

treaties.
territorial

to,

service,

Kansans

712, 716

in
court, personnel of
establishment of Fort Scott

— district

712
—
by
640
—Ethnology, Bureau
"Handlaook
American Indians"
307
—Indian
Commissioner
39
105
—
Indian
743
Kansas, 722
—
743
—Indian commissioners
102
— Indian schools
743-745
—Interior, department of
38
—
Secretary of
40
119
—
Revenue
Kansas
716
—Land
General
71
119
100,
— — Commissioner
67
T. C. Shoemaker appointed to posi34
—
Kansas
719-721
—land
628
—
712
660
—
navy
528
—Peace
-

of

of,

affairs,

of

41, 67,

agencies affecting

to

^Indian

office

17,
22, 39,

Interior,

67, 114, 116,

Internal

service,

Office,

84, 85, 88, 92, 94, 95,

-

22, 23, 38, 40,
104, 115,

of

tion in

in

offices

^marshal
^marshals

territorial

386,

Conference,
1861, delegates to

-

—
—

Washington, D.

C,

721
721
721
272
band
272
First Indian, under Colonel Wattles, 587
First infantry
751
First engineers
748
Third rifles
748
Fourth cavalry
306,314

—pension

office,

Topeka, abolished

agents
regiments. First dragoons
.

.

——
—
—
—
—Sixth infantry
——
Eighth

division,

-

751,753

Motor supply

train,

company F

403
Fifty-third Colored infantry
569
senate
405, 415, 428, 631
senators, list of
671
elected by state legislature
414
election of 1893
427
supreme court
41, 119

—
—
—

•

—surveyors-general,

Kansas

and

Ne-

braska

—
—
—

721
troops, stationed near Osawatomie.
526
War department of
306, 355
Secretary of
361
.

—

.

.

United States Weather Bureau, Topeka,
history and personnel of
722
University lands commissioners to examine
and select
706
University of Kansas
5, 78, 335
403, 451, 519, 603, 604
chancellor of, is ex officio state sealer
of weights and measures
708
Chancellors, commissioners, and regents,
list of
706, 707
Updegraff, W. W., president of territorial
council
659
speaker pro tern, of house
664
superintendent School for Blind
678
Upper Arkansas agency
732, 733, 735, 738
Upper Missouri agency
724-727
730, 732, 735, 736
Upper Neosho settlement
452
Upper Platte agency
730, 731, 743

—
—

—
—

Us-a-ru-ru-kur-ek (or Us-a-zu-zu-kurek), head chief Grand Pawnees
297
to Major Wharton, at Council.
288
Usher, Samuel C, judge advocate general, 674
Utah, emigrant train for, made up at the
Missouri river
309
U-to-o-to
478

—speech

.

V.

Bishop Thomas Hubbard, 360, 366, 372
377, 379, 381, 383, 384, 385, 396

Vail,

— apostolic
in primitive style.
397.
— daughter marries Rev. John Bake- 379
well
382
— death of
401
—election as bishop
377, 378
— bishop of Kansas
354
journey
—consecration
of

.

.

.

of,

first

—
consecration
—man of strong
—
quoted
—regent State University
letter

of

379, 380

faith

Valentine,

Daniel

401
358
707

Mulford,

associate

justice

—
of death
—date
judge fourth

665
665
667

district

Valentine,
Delbert A,, clerk supreme
court
665
State University
707
Valiket, Peter, employee Indian service
728, 729

—regent

Valkman, Louis
Valle

(or

653

Valley),

Frank,

Osage River agency

interpreter
736, 737

Valley Farm, near Matfield
Valley township. Linn county

James,
agency

Vallier,

—interpreter

interpreter

397

631,654
Neosho sub730, 731

Quapaws

727
730

Vallier, Louis, interpreter
Vallier,
Samuel G., employee
service

—interpreter Neosho agency.
Quapaws
— Quapaw
commissioner
Van

Bibber,

Joseph,

735
732, 734, 737
735, 737, 738

employee

770
Indian
724, 725

service

Van
Van
Van
Van

..

Indian

Brunt,
special state architect, 703
Buren, battle of
617
562
562
Vance, Charles R., judge thirty-second
district
670
Van Cleave, John B., member of General
Morgan's raiders
481
school teacher at Old Boston
481
Van De Mark, M. V. B., member School
Code Commission
701
member of senate, 1925
709
Vanderblomer, James (Indian), employee
Indian service
741

—
—

,

Camp, Keith & Tenney
Camp, Morehouse &

—

891

General Index.
Vanderslice, Daniel, agent Great

Nemaha

S.

Veix, George, Indian police

732, 733

agency

— U.

Indian

sioner
Vanderslice,

agent,

treaty

commis-

^

766

Thomas

J.,

farmer

Nemaha agency
VanDevanter, Willis, judge U.

Great
732

S.

circuit

711
Vandever, G. A., law examiner, date of
666
death
Vandivert, Samuel W., judge sixteenth
668
district
Vandyke, Arad S., employee Indian serv738
ice
Van Fossen, Charles L., dental examiner, 680
Van Gundy, David
454, 455, 458, 459
460, 461, 462, 463
457
portrait of
Van Gundy, Frank
454, 458, 461
459
Gundy,
454,
Van
Isabel
457
portrait of
Van Gundy, John
454, 459, 463
Van Gundy, Rachel
454, 459, 460, 462, 463
454
\'an Gundy, Sarah
457
becomes Mrs. Christian Carver
510
Van Laningham, R. J
Van Lew, Rev. J, H., regent Vocational
691
School, Topeka
341, 344
Van Marter, Captain
Vann, Andrew M., employee Indian serv727
ice
Vannatta, Thomas F., Jr., U. S. A., serv716
ice abroad
Van Ness, Charles A., police commis698
sioner, Wichita
Van Ordstrand, George
316, 321
320
—hires out as pony -express rider
Vanslyck, Andrew, employee Indian service
727
Van Tuyl,
livery barn of, Leavenworth
370
Van Tuyl, Mrs. Effie Hyatt, hostess Kansas building, Panama Pacific Exposition
684
Van Valkenburg, D., superintendent, etc.,
Kickapoo school
740
Van Vorhis, L., director Soldiers' Home, 702
Vashon, George, agent Cherokee agency,
west
725
agent Delawares
724
subagent Western Cherokees
726
U. S. Indian agent
754
Vasques, Baronet, acting subagent and
interpreter Indian service
723, 724
interpreter with Pike's expedition .... 747
See. also, addenda.
treaty witness
723
U. S. sales agent, treaty witness
750
Vasques. Bernard. See Vasques, Baronet.
Vasquez. See Vasques.
court

—
—

.

.

—

,

—
—
—
—
—
—

Vasser, Louise, seamstress Pottawatomie

agency

740

Vasseur, Joseph, interpreter Indian serv-

726
541

ice

Vatican

Vaughan, A.
agency

J.,

agent

Upper Missouri

731, 732
Great Nemaha, Osage River,
and Pottawatomie agencies
730
Vaughan, Champion, agent to visit regiments in field
675
date of death
6*75
public printer, territorial
659
Vaughn, Singleton, member Santa Fe road
surveying party
752
Veale, George Washington, agent for sale
of railroad lands
700
assistant adjutant general G. A. R., 686
date of death
686
president Historical Society
687
speaker pro tern, of house
664

Vermillion paints for Indians

569
Vernon, William Tecumseh, trustee Western University
708
Verplank, Joseph, member Long's Expedition
749
Verreydt, Rev. J. F. L., superintendent
Sugar Creek Catholic mission
728
teacher Pottawatomies, Catholic .... 730
Veterinarians, State Board of
708
Veterinary surgeon, state
708
Vetter, Josie, employee, Kickapoo school, 740
Vicksburg National Park Memorial Association
696
Vickers, Andrew, receiver Hays City land
office
721
Victor^' Highway
595
Vidette, Wichita
348
Videttes, order of
407
Vienna Exposition, commissioners for. 683
Viets, Emma M., member Board of Review
701
View, Lewis, Pottawatomie
766
Viex, Bessie L., Indian clerk Pottawatomie agency
742

—

.

O. G.. his "John

Villard.

tioned
Vincent,

—
—
—
—

•

Brown" men-

C,

editor Nonconformist
—"Story of the Commonweal" by
Vincent, J. B., live stock sanitary commissioner
Vincent, M. G., member of senate, 1925,
Vincent, R.. member Board of Charities,
Vincent,
William Davis,
congressman

611
406
433
692
709
679

fifth district
672
Viney, Herbert, emplovee Indian service, 733
Vinmg, W. B., president Horticultural
Society
687
Vmsonhaler, Charles, member of School
Textbook Commission
701
Virginia, battlefields of
547
Viroes,
597, 598
Vocational education, state directors
708
Voithe Ciiinga, second chief Little Osages, 747
Voithe Voihe, second chief Big Osages. 747
Volk, Gerald
600
Volk, Mrs. Gerald
600
.

Von

Hoist, Hermann Eduard, his "History of Kansas" one of the best

Von Langen,

Herman,

register

16

Topeka

land office
Voorhis, A. L., appraiser of salt spring
lands
Vose, N. V
Voss, M. v., judge of sixth district, date
of death
Voters isolated to prevent bribery
Voth,
Katherine,
member Board of
Nurses

Voyageurs

719
694
508
667
421
694
539

Vreeland, Charles E., U. S. N., service of, 716
Vroom, P. D., superintendent of emigra-

726

tion

Vrooman, Carl, regent Agricultural Col676

lege

—subacent

—
—

741
193, 212, 463

Venison

W.
Wabash College
Wabash Pottawatomies
Wabash river
—the "Golden City"

497
758
464, 469, 471
of

the

Tallegwi
472

situated at

Wabaunsee
Wabaunsee county

382, 384

264

Wa-can-da-ga-tun-ga, or the Great Doctor,

W^ade,

Kaw

chief
Prof.

750
,

hides

out in brush

from proslavery men

Wade,

Achilles

B

678
54,

81

General Index.

892
Wade,

Achilles B., biographical sketch.
built first house in Lawrence
Alfred, Choctaw commissioner.

—
Wade,

.

44
44

..

.

.

Waggener, William P., commissioner St.
Louis Exposition
Waghkarusa (Wakarusa) creek
Wagner, F. A., superintendent Garden
City Experiment Station
Wagner, W. C, wagonmaker Pottawatomie agency
Wagohaw, Kickapoo Indian

Wagon

boss

—Jersey

—master, handicaps of
—roads

552,

authorized to be surveyed
blazing

—
— — teams running away
train

Wagons-, 261, 273, 275, 277, 279, 280, 286,
301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 308, 322, 324,
328, 329, 331, 335, 344, 345, 348, 398,
429, 462, 526. 542, 552, 554, 555, 557,
569, 577, 616, 621, 623, 629, 630, 650,
loaded with corn for rebel army, upset

—
and abandoned
sunk
—Platte
quicksands
in

750

Walker,

Loup

fork

tion

684
259

736
749
318
211
329
576
746
453
519
317
290
327
399
563
654

of

287
.

667
of
667
district
568
Wa-liah-nah-sha, Kansas Indian
Wah-bah-kose, Pottawatomie Indian.... 762
Indian,
Wah-baun-sey,
Pottawatomie

death
—judge tenth

.

made at informal
with Major Wharton
speech

council held

Wah-bon-seh, Pottawatomie Indian
Wa-he-che-ra, Big Knife, war chief
Wah-hah-hah, Kansas Indian...
Wah-ha-nis-satta, Cheyerme Indian
Wahl, Dr. H. R., superintendent Bell Meorial

300
756
748
762
763

708

Hospital

Wah-moon-na-ka,

or

The

Man Who

763
Iowa Indian
Wahonsongay, Kansas warrior .... 746, 747
Wah-pe-nem-mah, or Sturgeon, Sac and
Steals,

Fox
Wah-pe-sha-ka-na, Peoria chief
Wahpho-be-ca, Kansas Indian
Wah-rah-ni-tha, Otoe chief, address to
Major Wharton in council
Wah-shun-ge-a, Kansas Indian
Wah-tan-ca, Osage Indian
Pottawatomie
Wah-thah-e-sheck,
J.,

763
755
766
293
766
772

740, 741

police

741
Wah-was-suck, George, Indian police.
Wah-was-suck, John, Indian police
741
Waidell, Margaret M., deputy revenue
.

.

718
Wait, Walter S., date of death
679
member Board of Charities
679
Wakarusa creek
259, 260, 263
Wakarusa War
53
collector

—

—attributed

to

recklessness

of

S.

N.

Pinkney,

commis-

member

Irriga-

Board

Book Commission

.

.

689
702
663

.

—
—

—
—

—
—

—
—
—
—
—

488

member Chiro-

.

—
—
—

ritory

5

Walker family
487
Walking Bear, Kickapoo Indian
764
Walking Rain (or Walk in the Rain),
Little Osage
748, 749, 750
Walkinshaw, Joseph Cowan, date of
death
685
past department commander, G. A. R., 685

—
—

See, also, errata.

Walkling, 0
Wall, Jesse D., judge eighteenth

374
district,

third division
date of death
Wall, Paul T., bankruptcy referee
Wall, T. B., date of death
judge eighteenth district
Wallace,
Wallace,
Herbert,
Pottawatomie
clerk

agency
Wallace,

.

tor

668
668
711
668
668
200
740

.

Louisa,

teacher

Haskell

Insti-

744

tute

Wallace,

679

•

—
—

—

Board

In748, 749, 750

John Brown when among strangers, 650
Walker, E. F
83
Walker, George T
600
Walker, H. B., member Water Commission
708
Walker, Henry
161
Walker, Ida M., member School Code
Commission
701
member Traveling Libraries Commission
691
secretary American Legion Auxiliary, 677
Walker, Isaac, interpreter Wyandots.... 724
Walker, James, employee Kiowa agency, 737
Walker, James F
83, 94, 95, 162
ejected from J. H. Lane's cabin after
moving in, by Gains Jenkins
84
testimony in Lane-Jenkins homicide
case
150
Walker, Joel, Wyandot Indian
40, 57
82, 762, 764
Walker, John M. ("Big John")
543
Big John creek, on Santa Fe road,
named for
752
Walker, Joseph R., member Santa Fe
road surveying party
752
Walker, O. D., physician Haskell Institute
744
president State Board of Health
686
Walker, Richard L., register land office. 720
date of death
712
U. S. marshal
712
Walker, Robert John
98, 128
date of death
658
^financial agent U. S. in Europe
716
governor, territorial
658
Walker, S. T., superintendent Deaf Institution
680
Walker, Sheriff Samuel
164,172, 173
date of death
673
major general
673
testimony in Lane-Jenkins homicide
case
150
Walker, Mrs. Sarah
95
Walker, William
6, 16
interpreter for Wyandot Nation
724
725, 731, 732, 733, 758
provisional governor of Nebraska ter-

—

practic

Osage

railroad

state

—

128

720
office, history of
Wakefield, Judge John A., candidate for
583
congress
91
Dou;^las county magistrate
Wakharusa. See Wakarusa.
Walbum, A. W., police commissioner,
Fort Scott
698
Waldren, Jennie, became Mrs. J. T.
Botkin
Waldron, Rev. John W.,

Little

D.,

700
Bert

—member School
—
printer

Wakeeney land

Wood

Rain,

Walker, Captain, the assumed name of

683

Wagstaff, Daniel R., receiver land office. 720
Wagstaff, William Ross, commissioner New
683
Orleans Exposition

—date

the

Andrew

sioner

623
of

.

in

dian
Walker,

Wa-e-ne-ta, the Rushing Man, Sioux Indian

Walk

769

W. M., deputy

revenue collec-

718

General Index.
Wallenstein, Henry, conservation commissioner

Waller, John L., consul
—date of death
Walley, Alvin
Walley, George
Walley, Sarah, became Mrs. Charles C.
Hadsall
Walling, W. B., testimony in Lane-Jenkins homicide case
Wallingford, Annie, financial clerk, etc.,
Pottawatomie agency ........... 742,
Walls, John C, director penitentiary.
Walnut creek
crossing of, on Santa Fe trail, near
.

.

.

—

Great Bend

Walnut

Walsh,

Hugh

160
743
690
326

214,277,278,453
591
699
699

in school

of death

acting

Sleight,

governor,

658
658

territorial

—date of
—
Walter,

650

313

trees
as

— used desk
Walruff, John, date
—railroad assessor
log

679
716
716
643
643

death

secretary, territorial
658
Francis, birth and death dates.. 596
Walter, H. E., member of house, 1925.. 711
Walter, Joseph A., date of death
685
past department commander G. A. R., 685
Walter, Katherine, birth and death dates, 596

—

Andrew J
Walton, Mrs. Anna Raber
Walton, Tell W., member
Walters,

618
316
of

695
Walum Olum
467, 471
painted and engraved record of Lenni
Lenape
467
when and where obtained
470
Wamego
395
Wam-me-go, Pottawatomie police.
740, 741
Wam-pa-ra-ra, White Plume, Kansas Indian
748

—
—

.

—

See, also, Kansas Indians.
Wampler, J. W., fish commissioner
Wamsley, Emily
Wamsley, Thomas
Wa-nun-ja-hu creek
Wa-pah-ga, Kansas Indian
Wa-pon-ke-ah, Swan, Wea chief

War
War

bonnet, Indian
dance, held by

Sioux at

684
505
505
264
568
755
549

time

of

Custer battle

War

575

of the Rebellion

soe, 312

"War Psalm," by William Morgenstem., 593
War with Spain
447
Ward,
Ward, Anthony
watomies
Ward, Artemus,

456
A.,

nom

F. Browne
Ward, Christopher,

wagonmaker Potta73I

de plume of Charles
2

early

Lyon county

settler

452

Ward, George
Board
Ward, H. D
Ward, L. E
Ward, Milan

member

E.,

—

Irrigation

689
653
600

Lester,
Agricultural College

Ward, Milo

acting

president

B., date of

death
president State Board of Health

Ward, Thelma
Ward, William

E.,

register

677
686
686
534

Colby land

ofnce

721

Ward's pasture, near Westport, Mo
325
Ware, Eugene Fitch
20
4, 7, 8, 10, 19,
biograpiiical mention of
9
dates of birth and death
9, 687
editor Fort Scott Monitor
9
"Ironquill" nom de plume of
10

—
—
—
—
— military record
—poems quoted
—president Historical
of

9
10, 11,

Society

Ware, Eugene Fitch, sketch by William
8
E. Connelley quoted
16
tribute of D. W. Wilder to
Ware, W. C, member of house, 1925. ... 710
Wark, George Henderson, deputy pro-

—

716
716
680

hibition administrator
prohibition director

— federal

— member Industrial

Court

Warner, Edgar W., regent Teachers Col690
lege, Emporia
389
Warner, William li
Warren, Gouverneur K., commissioner to
711
examino the U. P. Rly., Kansas
Warren, Palmer, murderer of, indicted
30
and convicted
Warrington, A. P., secretary Teachers'
705
Association
685
Washburn, George P., date of death.
past department commander G. A. R.,n85
Washburn, J. M., teacher Iowa reserve. 734
722
Washburn Collpjre, Top-ka
Washburne, J. M., employee Great Ne737
maha agency
fanner. Sac and Fox of Missouri. 735, 736
768
Wa-she-pe-she, Littie chief, Osages
Washer, Major Solomon R., battle field
679
commissioner
20
Washington, Booker T
Washington, General George. 1, 37, 354, 421
Washington, George, employee Neosho
738
agoncy
761
Washington, James, Wyandot Indian.
435
Washington
590
Washington county
680
Wasson, L. C, date of death
680
-president Dental Board
Water
330, 338, 340, 342, 343, 346, 590
324
contest for
277
—falls
276
scarcity of
332
seen in mirage

—

.

12

687

.

.

.

—

.

.

,

.

Board

Pardons

.

893

^

.

.

—
—

—
—
—-system
—works
Water Commission,

-

Kansas, members

nf,

552
566
708

Waterbury, Ed. S.. "The Legislative Conspiracy," quoted
424, 425, 426, 428, 431
422
"Watered stock"
B.,
Waters,
E.
member Osteopathic
.

.

Board
Waters,
death

695

Henry

Jackson,

—
member School Book
—president
Agricultural

date

of
677, 702

Commission.... 702

College
Teachers' Association
Waters, Henry W., receiver land

office.

.

677
706
720

Waters,
James,
interpreter
Cherokee
agency
735
Waters, John S., director Penitentiary. .. 696
Waterson, T. W., territorial bank com660
missioner
767
Wa-te-sha, George, Quapaw Indian
Wathena
395, 400, 475
Watie, John A., interpreter Chemkf^e
Nation
780, 731
Wa-tier-chi-ga, Osage Indian
761
Watkins & Kelly, hotel keepers, Council
Grove
556
Watrous, John E., brigadier general
674
date of death
674
deputy revenue collector
718,719
Watson, Miss Alice L., recording secretary Teachers' Association
704
Watson, Barclay S., farmer Sac and Fox
and Pottawatomie agencies
738
Watson, Carrie H., financial clerk, Pottawatomie agency
742
Watson, Edson, superintendent Pottawatomie agency
742
Watson, Edward M., vice and deputy
consul
716
Watson, George W., receiver Topeka land
office
719

—
—

General Index.

894
Watson,

John

H.,

succeed

to
void

election

Thomas Ewing declared
—judge fifth district

665
667
707

—regent
—

University
See, also. Errata.

Watson, Miss M.

recording secretary
704
Teachers' Association
Watson, M. W., engineer Highway Commission
686
J.,

Watson, Minnie, employee Pottawatomie
agency
739
Watson, Thomas E
418, 420
—death of
448
Kansas Populists disgusted with, for

—
speeches made
—nominated VicethePresident
—
to withdraw name from
—toured Kansas 1896
—
U.
senator from Georgia
Watson,

441
439

state

in

for

seeks
ballot

Kansas
441
440
448

in

S.

W.

sioner

H., special Indian commis769, 770

Watson^ William

J.,

Watt, James
agency

674
S.,

physician Pottawatomie

740

Grove
Medical

of

Board

Waugh, William

693
B.,

Pottawatomie

In-

dian

Wau-ke-wa, only son

762
of Che-cose, Pot-

tawatomie
Wauponehsee, Pottawatomie Indian
Wa-wah-che-pa-e-kar, or Black Bob,
Shawnee Indian
Wa-wa-la-peah, Shawnee chief, a power
for good among his people

—

—

Weer,

757
754

763

.

.

—

—

—

and Field, presidential
dates, vote polled, 1892
electorsy carried Kansas
"Weaver John," old time song

candi-

425
423
548
623
Webb, H. R
Webb, L. E., member of house, 1925... 710
663, 668
Webb, William C, date of death
668
—judge eleventh district
670
superior court
663
superintendent of insurance

—

—

William,

Fort

attorney-general,

682
554
71
terri-

658
65

sketch

Float

Prairie

—and

42-65
658

of death

— forces

under

command

of, at battle

of

Grove

587

R. B. Mitchell, argument before
the land office at Lecompton, in contest
of James H. Lane vs. the heirs of
Gains Jenkins
Wee-saw (or Louison), Pottawatomie Indian

81

759

Weightman, A. Hanson, joined Confederate army and killed at Battle of
Wilson Creek
Weights and measures, state sealer of

.

.

.

.

Weilep, Edward C, consul
speaker pro tern, of house
Weinshenk, Frank, emigration agent
live stock sanitary commissioner
Weir, J. C, secretary Teachers' Associa-

—

Weaver

superintendent

for reservee, brief for applicant
in the matter of the Wyandott Robi-

—

Che-cose,

Pottawatomie
Wawelainni, Shawnee Indian
Way, Davidson R

—
—

R.,

—biographical
— counsel

757
753
636
Wea Indians
236, 248, 254, 767
—and other tribes, treaty, Feb. 23, 1867, 770
See, also. Kaskaskias.
Wealth, belongs to him who creates it. . 422
417
concentrated in hands of few
Wearrell, J. B., blacksmith Senecas and
734
Shawnees
Wearrell, Robert W., blacksmith Seneca
734
and Shawnees
Weather ford, William, treaty commissioner
756
Weather Bureau, Topeka, history and
722
personnel of
Weaver, Captain
628,648
629
accidental death of
arms secured by, for posse assembled at Paris, Linn county
625
Weaver, E. E., principal Vocational
School, Topeka
691
Weaver,
police
commissioner,
G.
J.,
Wichita
698
Weaver, George I., police commissioner,
697
Atchison
Weaver, Gen. James B..
423, 427, 441
422
presidential nominee

of

599

Charles

Hays Experiment Station
Weeping Willow tree
Weer & Mitchell

218

Waw-was-mo-quey, widow

.

.

—
noxious
Weeks,

—date
587
612

member

.

.

taille

Wattles, Col.
in command of First
,
Indian regiment,
battle
of
Prairie

Wattles family
Watts, Victor E.,

—

-judge second district
666
Weber, B. W., member of house, 1925.
710
Webster, Arthur, storekeeper Revenue
service
716
Webster, Edwin Harrison, member Live
Stock Sanitary Commission
692
Wedding, frontier
555
outfit, brought from Bavaria. ........ 530
Weed, Theodore J., police commissioner,
Leavenworth
697
Weed seeds
603
birds that consume
598
Weede, Orlin A., member of house, 1925
709
Weeds
327, 537

•

torial

judge advocate gen-

eral

Webb, William C, supreme court reporter, 665
Webb, William Dean, date of death.... 666

tion

369
708
716
664
682
692

705
699
600
717
549
663
superintendent of insurance
663
Welch, Rudolph Bair, date of death
689
president Teachers College, Emporia.. 689
receiver Topeka land oflJice
719
Weldon, George
616
Weldon. W. H., gunsmith Pottawatomie
agency
731
Welds, William H., wagonmaker, Pottawatomie agency
732
Welleke, F. E
507
Weller, Walter, principal chief Cherokees, 755
Weller county
614
Welles, J. H., blacksmith Pottawatomie
agency
732
Wellhouse, Frederick, date of death
687
president Horticultural Society
687
Wellhouse,
Walter Howsley, secretary
Horticultural Society
687
Wellhouse, William Walter, date of death, 687
secretary Horticultural Society
687
Wellington
573
Welsh, James B., police commissioner,
Leavenworth
697
Welsh immigrants to America in 1170.
473
Welsh Indians, accounts of
473
Welsh Madoc colonists
468
Welshman, visit of, to Pawnees in 1765. 474
Lenni Lenape historian may have been
467
half breed

Weisbach, Jacob, railroad assessor
Weiser, W. J
Welbom. C. C, deputy revenue collector,
Welch, Opal
Welch, Orrin T., date of death

—
—
—

—

—

'

.

—

.

,

895

General Index.
Welshmen,
Tallegwi Pawnees
—
house,

builders of stone cists

last of

1925.
Welton, H. F., member of
Welty, F. H., physician Pottawatomie
agency
Wells, Abijah, date of death
.judge court of appeals, northern department
Wells, Hannah, superintendent Friends
Shawnee School
.

—

470
475
709
741
666
666
730

Henry R., director Soldiers' Home, 702
member Memorial Building Commission, 693
Kent, government service
Wells,
Ira
Wells,

—

716

abroad
Wells,
Wells,

J.

A

505, 507

J. B., subagent Shawnee and Dela724, 725
ware agency
Wells, M. W., member Board of Par695
dons
Wells, Mrs. Margaret M., of Shelby ville,
Ky., becomes Mrs. Jerome C. Berry-

man

235
661
694

Wells, Seth Grant, auditor

inspector
—
Wells, T. M., member
oil

,

Board of Educa681

tion
Wells,

Thomas, superintendent
.
Shawnee School
.

.

Friends

730

Wells, Welcome, trustee School for Blind, 678
Wells, William, charged with being par126
ticipator in foray in Linn county
Wells, William A., employee Weather

722
Bureau, Topeka
Wendorff, James H., judge first district, 666
Wenrich, Mrs. Frances C, teacher Haskell Institute
744, 745
Wentworth, Eva, teacher Haskell Insti745
tute
Wentworth, Lowell F., superintendent
Osawatomie Hospital
688
Wentzler, Konrad, blacksmith Delaware
reserve
735
Wesley,
204
Wesley, John
250
West, D. E., member of house, 1925
710
West, G. C., indemnity school lands commissioner
702
West, George, member Santa Fe road
surveying party
752
West, James, blacksmith Sacs and Foxes, 728
West, Judson S., associate justice...... 665
judge sixth district
667
regent Teachers College, Emporia
690
West, Nathaniel, commissioner to investigate claims on Miamis
727
West, Owen, trustee Western University, 709
West, T. Bailey, superintendent Osawatomie Hospital
688
West Lawrence
154
West Ottawa creek
527
West Point, Mo
609, 619
620, 622, 623, 626, 634, 644, 652, 654, 657
location of
643
opened as a trading post about 1848, 641
proslavery camp at
642
Western branch State Normal School,
Hays
690
former names of
708
Western Christian Advocate
227, 234
242, 243, 245, 249, 251, 253, 255, 257, 258
260, 261, 263, 265, 267, 271
Western Engineer, steamboat, accompanies
Long expedition
748
Western meadow lark
603
illustration of
602
vote received as state bird
606
Western Miami Indians
767
Western superintendency, Indian service
729-731
Western University (Negro), Quindaro,
trustees
701

—
—

—
—
—

—

•

—
—

Mo

Westport,

34,

243

244, 249, 316, 317, 319, 321, 322, 325, 334
453, 454, 557, 614, 640
cholera outbreak at
609
full of blustering, murderous proslavery

—
—men
—military
—

609
641
308

road to Fort Scott from
outfitting point on Missouri river
—overland stage to Santa Fe, N.
started from

M.,
554
Weston, Williams, emigration agent
682
Weston, Mo
56, 302, 356, 357, 576
highest point on general steamboat
navigation
255
outfitting point of Missouri river
308
Wetherton, Mrs. Bertha, assistant budget
director
678

—

—

-

Wetmore, C. H., superintendent Topeka
Hospital

689

Wever, J. L., member Board of Charities, 678
—regent Leavenworth Normal School.. 694

Wever, Joseph S., regent University
We-we-sah, or Toisa's brother, Pottawatomie
Weyler, Mrs. Laura, portrait in group,
Wharton, Major Clifton
295,
council held with Otoes
"Expedition of, in 1844"
crosses Missouri river on return trip,
informal council with Pottawatomies

707

758
550
296
291
272
296

—
—
——
—
held by
299, 300
—nee
message sent
Cha-ra-cha-rish, Paw298
—military record of
—speech, at council with Sauks and 272
Foxes
303
—speeches Otoes
291, 292, 293
—
—
to Pawnees
288, 289, 294
—
to

to

in council,
in council.
.

.

.

on learning of proposed attack on
Fremont exploring party
297, 298
Wharton, E. V., oil inspector
694
Wharton Expedition, approach to Pawnee
town known to Indians
282
crossing Blue river
280
cutting down banks of streams in
order to cross wagons
279
•

.

.

—
—
—
swimming horses across
Missouri
302
—
to induce Pawnees to move to
north
Platte
283
—greeted by Pawnees gayest
282
—Indian rubber boat or
used by. 280
— military evolutions at Pawnee
to impress Indians
286, 289
—sickness among
members
275, 281, 282
difficulties

river

efforts

side of

in

attire.

raft

.

.

.

village

of.

"What

the Matter

.

With Kansas"

450
507
Wheeler, E. D., forestry and irrigation
commissioner
684
Wheeler, George N., blacksmith Miami
village
734
Wheeler, Henry R., physician Pottawatomie agency
741
Wheeler, James
507
Wheeler,
James,
blacksmith
Miami
agency
725
Wheeler, Rev. James, letter to Rev. E.
R. Ames, in regard to missionary matters
267
missionary to Shawnee and Wyandot
Indians
248
Wheeler, Joshua, date of death.... 676,677
president State Board of Agriculture, 677
regent Agricultural College
676
Wheeler,
S.
C, member Board of
Charities
679
Wheeler, William A., president Teachers'
704
Association
Wheelock, Dennison, disciplinarian Has745
kell institute
181, 329, 406, 604
Wheat

Wheeler

—

—
—

is

&

Wilson

General Index.

896

408
Wheat, decline in price of
577
sent Kansas for seed
Wheatley, George W., date of death.... 700

—
— railroad

700
673
694
673
Academy of Science
449
31,
30,
Whigs
553
Whip, bull, crack of
adKennekuk,
Whippers, followers of
minister flagellation to penitents. ..... 246
Whipple, Henry Benjamin, elected dioEpiscopal
Protestant
bishop
cesan
359
Church
Whisky
204, 205, 230, 292
300, 303, 321, 460, 496, 554, 562, 567, 609
568
barrels of
322
contraband goods on plains
large percentage for Santa Fe trail lost
668
in shipping from Missouri river
methods employed by freight employees
568
to obtain
322
smuggling into Fort Lamed
618
Whisner, John
618
Whisner, Robert
618
Whisner, Samuel
Whitcomb, George Herbert, judge third
667
district, second division
Whitcomb, Mary E., teacher Haskell
744
Institute
562
White & Barth
White,
"Apostles of the West,"
quoted
354, 355, 359
354, 355, 379
White, Bishop
White, Ashton S. H., Indian peace com743
missioner
White, Barclay, superintendent Northern
738
superintpndency
White, "Uncle" Billy, portrait in group, 536
White, C. E., superintendent deaf in680
stitution
White, Carl Raymond, director Soldiers'
689
Compensation Board
675
paymaster general
662
treasurer
White. E. Ambrose, secretary Academy
673
of Science
White, Rev. Francis E., "Story of a
392
381,
369,
Kansas Parish" auoted
White, Rev. H. W., regent Vocational
690
School. Topeka
White, Hays B., congressman sixth dis672
trict
704
member Tax Commission
Chicago
editor
Horace
P..
White,
15
Tribune
White, J. H., member Board of Pardons, 695
630
Post
White, Jack, of Trading
White, Jane, matron of Pottawatomie
739
no-RTicv
White, John, industrial teacher Pottawat789
omie agency
White, John T., chief inspector Grain
685
Grading Department
685
date of death
692
^live stock sanitary commissioner
685
member Grain Grading Commission.
698
Public Utilities Commission
700
railroad commissioner
Lucy, employee Pottawatomie
White,
739, 743
agency
Pottawatomie
teacher
Mabel,
White,
739, 743
agency
535, 549
White, Marie
White, Rev. Martin, murderer of Fred
610
Brown
549
White, Sarah Hammond
711
White, Thomas J., bankruptcy referee.
549
Sr
H.,
White, W.
530,533,537,545,548,556
White, W.
532
portrait

commissioner

Wherrell, John, date of death

—
—

-

principal
secretary

Leavenworth

Normal

—
—
—
-

—

—

,

•

•

—
—

-

.

—

—
—
—
—

.

.

—

H

.

.

White,
Mrs.
W. H., portrait in
group
533, 550
450
Allen,
quoted
White, William
707
regent University
White, William M., commissioner to ex711
amine U. P. Rly., Kansas
707
White, William Sutton, death of
707
regent University
758
White Bass, Sac and Fox
771
White Bear, Kiowa
771
White Bull, Brule Sioux
769
White Catcher, Cherokee commissioner.
600
White aty
470
White Cloud, James, Indian
White Cloud, interpreter for lowas, 739, 758
White Cloud
372,395,400,463, 465, 758
748
White Elk, Kickapoo Indian
White Hair (Pa-has-kah), head chief
Great Osages
529, 608
747, 748, 750, 751, 767, 768
village of
608, 750
771
White Horn, Apache Indian...
473
White Indians, accounts of
White Pawnees
470,472, 474, 475
built stone-box graves in Harahey
471
organized Caddoan ground-house tribes
464
into Pawnee Confederacy
473
pottery of
with long heads
471
without written history
464
747
White Plume, Kansas Chief
748, 750, 752
White (Bishop) Prayer Book Society
389
White river, Indian village on
213
755
White Skin, Peoria Indian
"White Sons of the Sky"
471
White Stone Hill, Dakota, battle of
477

—

—

.

.

—

—
—
—
—
—

Tallegwi, mounds and fortifications south of great lakes built by ...
469
White Water, Otoe and Missouri Indian, 764
"White Way"
552
White Welshmen, the last of the Tal-

White

.

_

legwi-Pawnee
475
Whitecrow, Joseph, interpreter Senecas. 737
Whitehouse, Henry John
379, 380
Whitelaw, William M., judge circuit
.

court
Whitetree, John, commissioner for Mixed
Senecas and Shawnees
Whitfield, John W., agent for Pottawatomies
583, 731,
candidate as delegate to congress
delegate to congress, seated and unseated
register land office
resident of Missouri
Whiting, Albe B., police commissioner,

—
—
—
—

—Topeka
president
Society
Whiting, Charles C, date
death
marshal
—
U.
Whiting,
Historical

of

S.

T.

Whitman,

W

J.

E.,

member

of

670

770
732
583

659
720
583

689
687
712
712
530, 534
senate,

1925

709

Whitmore, A. J., hotel commissioner.... 687
Whitney, Carrie W., "History of Kansas

Mo."

316
687
687
716
service.
685
P.,
of
685
Strieby, of
556
563
Trail
built
Whitsett, Mr.
564
Whittaker, Prof. C. C
600
Whittaker. David, adjutant general
673
auditor Price-raid claims
698
date of death
673, 698
Whittemore, Luther Denny, secretary
Teachers' Association
706
City,

Omar
date
death
—
secretary Horticultural Society
Whitney, R. C, ganger Revenue
Whitney, W.
date
death
— past department
commander G. A. R.
Whitsett &
Council Grove.
— "Old
Blacksmith Shop"
by.
Whitney,

F.,

of

.

—
—

.

.

.

.

.

General Index.
Whitten, Lyman A., storekeeper, etc.,
718, 719
Rev^enue service
045, G48
Wliittier, 'John Greenleaf
poem "Le Marais du Cygnes" quoted. 638
600
Whittier, L. G
of Louisville,
Wliittle, Rev. Dr.
Ky., elected bishop of Kansas, rejected
363
for proslavery views
363
—elected bishop of Virginia
Whitwell, John, principal, Haskell Insti745
tute
341, 346
Wichita,
347, 422, 488, 597, 599, 600, 605, 606
720
—land office, history of
698
police commissioner of
352
city clerk of
Schattney,
volunteer company for Indian service. 350
345
Wichita and Medicine Lodge road
Wichita Eagle
16, 606
Wichita Indians, agency
735, 736, 737
country of
463, 472
treaty Aug. 24, 1935.
See Comanche

—

.

,

—
—
—

,

.

—
—

Indians.

Wichita Vidette, first paper in town, 341, 347
Wickard, D.
508, 513
Wickham, George R., assistant Commis-

K

sioner General Land Office, letter to W.
E. Connelley, Feb. 8, 1924, describing
lands awarded J. H. Lane and disposition of conflicting claims to land now

within Lawrence

38
322
322

Wiedman, George
Wiedman, Jake

Wiggans, H. H., blacksmith Sac and Fox
agency
735, 736, 737
460
Wilcox,
Wilcox, Matt
591
Wilcox, Mrs. Matt, total cash expendi592
tures of first year of married life
Wilcox, O. D., blacksmith Kansas agency, 731
Wilcox, William P., engineer in chief.
674
Wild Bill (James B. Hickok)
478
640
Wild blanket Indians
Wild flowers
291
Kansas prairies covered with
553
Wilder, Dr. Abel
2
Wilder, Abel Carter, congressman
671
date of death
671
Wilder, Daniel Webster, "Annals of Kansas" cited and mentioned. ... 1, 2, 4, 6, 18
20, 45, 65, 72, 73, 338, 746, 752, 768, 772
auditor
2, 661
.

.

.

—
—

Wiley, Albeit, agent, etc.. Sac and Fox
735,
agency
Wiley, George W., fish warden
Wilkes, L. C, member of house, 1925.
Wilkins, C. A., member Highway Commission
Wilkins, Juniata, employee Pottawatomie
.

.

737
684
709

686
742
612
747

agency

Wilkinson, Allen
Wilkinson, Lieut. James B., U. S. A
Newton,
president
Wilkinson,
Jasper
705
Teachers' Association
president Teachers College, Emporia. . 689
691
Pittsburg
Will,
468
Will, Thomas Elmer, president Agricultural College
677
Willcockson, Kleber E., member Board
of Charities
679
register Colby land office
721
Willans, John, register land office
720
Willard, Charles N., consul
716
Willard, Julius Terrass, president Academy of Science
672
Willet, O. P
370, 371, 376

—

.

—

Willetts, J. F..
414, 416
for governor
412
William (Indian), blacksmith Osage river
subagency
728, 729

—Populist candidate

William, J. F., live stock sanitary com692
missioner
William John, Onondaga Indian
760
Williams, Bishop, of Connecticut
391
Williams, Captain
of Mound City, 654
Williams, Mr.
Negro girl kid,

,

napped from residence

578

of

Williams, Rev
533
Williams, Al F., U. S. district attorney.. 712
-Williams, Archibald Llewellyn, attorney-

662
662
712

general

—
of death
—date
judge U.

S. district court

Williams, Charles

M., judge ninth dis667

trict

Williams, Clement, trustee Western University

708

Williams, Cyrus Vance, director Board
of Vocational Education
708
Williams, David, physician Sac and Fox

agency

738

Williams, Dick
327
—
Williams, Eleazer,
Regis
760
—biographical sketch
Williams, G.
agent
Pottawato—date of death
661
mies
741,742
—editor Leavenworth Conservative
Williams, George
507
Herald
Williams, George, Delaware Indian
754
— "The Joseph
Father
Kansas History and
Williams, Henry H., date
death
699
Literature,"
by W. E. Connelley,
—
member
Statehouse
Commission
703
— indicted at
Joseph
advocating
—railroad assessor
699
freedom
eighteenth
Williams,
N., judge
— instrumental
organizing Historical
668
second division
chief

St.

2

L.,

3,

for

2
3

St.

of

article
St.

of

1

for

•

of slaves
in

2

3

—
—president Historical Society
— superintendent of insurance
— surveyor general
—tribute E. F. Ware
—work on Shakespeare
8,

20
4, 5, 6,

7

15, 16, 17, 18,

20
686

4,

3,663
703
16

to

Wilder, Edward, date of death
—
'member Traveling Libraries

3

sion

Williams, J. L., railroad assessor
Williams, James, farmer Sac and Fox
mission
Williams, James
Williams, John
Williams, John R., known as "Uncle

K

—

Jacky"

664
699
733
636
618

652

—date

6

57—324

house

691

of Carpet Bag
Wiles, Dr. C. K., superintendent School

Feeble-minded Youth

-pro tern, of

short sketch of
490
Williams, Joseph, associate justice, terri-

92
27

—

trict,

—speaker

-

691

Commis-

Wilder, John
46,58, 59,
Wilder, Mrs. Mary Jenkins
letter to George W. Martin, containing sketch of her father, Gaius Jenkins,
Wilder, Silas W., editor and publisher

for

dis-

I.

Society

—letters of F. B. Sanborn to
letters to W. E. Connelley

25

684

torial

of death

Williams, Mrs. Kate, member Board of
Nurses
Williams, Lapier, superintendent School
for Blind
Williams, Lizzie O., financial clerk Pottawatomie agjncy
Williams, N. "R., issuing agent Cherokees,

659
659
694

678
741
727

General Index.

898
Williams,
—

705
705

Philo Jesse, death of
Teachers' Association

^president

694
Leavenworth Normal
Williams, Roger E., member Board of
675
Administration
618
Williams, Smith
Williams, T. Sherman, election commis681
sioner, Topeka
Williams, Thomas, blacksmith for Delawares
734, 735,736
Williams, W. S., interpreter for commis752
sion surveying Santa Fe road
.

Williams, Rev. W.
Williams, William,
Fox mission

T

534, 545

employee

and
733

Grammar

Williamsburg

Sac

New

School,

York

366

Williamson,

Commission

ture

member

Charles,
.

.

.

Silk

Cul702
395

,

Williamstown
Williford,
Willis,

C,

J.

Dr.

hotel commissioner. ... 687
E., member Osteopathic

C.

Board
Willis,

695

Edward C,

phans'
Willis,

superintendent

Or-

Home
J

S.

53, 59,

Samuel

Williston,

Wendell,

Willits,

John

F.,

C,

692
684
672

of Par-

695
464

member Board

of Par-

695
543, 554
400
674
674
30

Wilow Grove
Wilmarth, L.
—
engineer
Wilniington,

date of death

.

in chief

Ind.

—Polk and

Dallas pole-raising at
Wilmoth, Alvin Lee, death of
—regent University
Wilson, A. M., trustee Western
versity

.

,

.

.

695
61

of
672, 684, 692

member Board

dons
Willoughby,
Willoughby, S. A.,
dons
Willow, weeping

31

707
707

Uni708

,

Wilson, A. P. Tone, register Topeka land

719

office

Wilson, Andrew, member of firm building military road from Westport to
Fort Scott
641
Wilson, Andrew S., judge twelfth dis-

668

trict

Mrs.
Augustus,
commissioner
Orleans Exposition
683
Wilson, David Mooney, dairy commissioner
680
Wilson, Carey J., superintendent insurance
663
matron Pottawatomie
Wilson,
Done,
739
agency
Wilson, Mrs. Eleanor A., superintendent
678
School for Blind
Wilson, Emma F., member Board of Edu681
cation
Wilson, Frances Rebecca, superintendent
688
Girls' Industrial School
Wilson, George, farmer Sac and Fox
728, 729
agency farm
Wilson, Guy West, secretary Academy of
673
Science
Wilson, Hill P., receiver Hays City land
721
office
member Embalmmg
H.,
Ira
Wilson,
Wilson,

New

682

Board

James P., blacksmith Indian
731, 737, 738, 739
service
Wilson, Jane
;
-A";
for Ottawa
commissioner
Wilson, John,
770
Indians
696
Wilson, John, date of death
Wilson,

'

"

'

"

"

:

—

.

—
—
member Board of Charities

678
Joseph Jocelin, chief inspector
Grain Inspection Department
685
Wilson, L. E., trustee Western University
709
Wilson, Lawrence, assistant adjutant general G. A. R
685
Wilson, Levi, regent Leavenworth Normal
694
Wilson, Mary S., matron Sac and Fox
agency farm
728, 729
Wilson,

Wilson, Minnie, superintendent Bell Memorial Hospital
708
Wilson, Mrs. Opal
535
Wilson, P. Jane.
108
Wilson, Robert, blacksmith Indian service
725, 727, 729, 730, 731
Wilson, Robert A., engineer Otoe and
Missouri reservation
733
Wilson, Robert P. C, consul
716
death of
716
Wilson, Robert R., register Dodge City
land office
721
Wilson, Roscoe H., judge thirty-third
;

.

date

—death
^member Medical Board
—
—paleontologist
president Academy of Science..

Wilson, John, director Penit-rntiary
696
Wilson, John L., blacksmith Pottawatomie agency
732
Wilson, Joseph, acting Commissioner general Land Office
119
Lane- Jenkins contest case decided by. 119
Wilson, Joseph C, clerk U. S. district
court
712
date of death
712

—

670

district

Wilson, Theodore
Indian service
Wilson, Thomas

C, phonographic

clerk

768

C, judge eighteenth
668
district, first division
Wilson, V. P., death of;
707
regent University
707
Wilson, Walter E., bank commissioner. 678
Wilson, William H., miller Otoe and Mis733
souri reservation
Wilson, Zachariah, member Long's ex748
pedition
335
Wilson creek
—battle of
369, 615, 636
Wiltshire, Eng., prehistoric remains of,
471
supposed to be the work of Druids.
578
Wimer, commonly called Wolcott
512
Wimes, John
Winans, George Wesley, date of drath, 662
—member School Book Commission.... 701
705
president Teachers' Association
662
superintendent public instruction
Winans, Jacob S., regent Teachers Col690
lege, Emporia
675
Winans, N. T., siu-geon general
766
Wind, James, Ottawa Indian
291
Wind
340
storm
Wind River mountains, gold discovered
in, near source of Strawberry creek, 318
316
Windy days, Kansas noted for
510
Winfield^ S
644
of Terra Haute, Ind
Wing,
commisconservation
John,
Wingard,
679
sioner
594
Winkelried
Winney, John, interpreter, etc., Neosho
732, 735, 737
agency
507
Win'stead, Garoutte &
716
Winston, Isaac, consular service of
660,716
U. S. marshal, territorial....
Winter, W. F. E., wheelwright Pottawat740
omie agency
Winter, 1855 and 1856 in Kansas, se358, 462, 581
vere
576
suffering during
243
—fever
469
Wisconsin, "Man Mounds" of

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

—
—
—

,

—

J

899

General Index.
river, Kickapoos on
cult, brought to England

274

Wisconsin

Wisdom

"King's Daughters"
Wise, John R., superintendent

'21

5"8

Woods, Marietta, teacher Haskell

757

744
398
Woodside, Mrs. Lowell
534,535, 537
< 519
Woodson, Daniel
governor, territorial, date of death.... 658
pro tern
585
receiver land office
720
secretary, territorial
658
Woodson county
398
Woodsworth, J. R
507
523
Woodward, Brinton Webb
Commission to Procure Bust of C. Rob706
inson
707
—death of
707
regent University
Woodward, Orpheus S., land commis706
sioner University, death of
556
Woodworth, Dr. A
Woodworth, Caleb A., superintendent Orphans' Home
695
Wool
181, 331, 406
Woolard, Sam Francis, president Historical Society
687
Wooley, Lieut. Col. A. R., Sixth infantry, 753
Wooley, Daniel H., judge first division,

Wood

Haskell

Institute
Jf^
Wishart, James P
54
Wismeyer, Aggie Huffaker
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